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The Association's Appeal to the Whole Man

The Business of Saving flen

BY CHARLES E. JEFFERSON, D.D.

It is a great business, and we are just be

ginning to realize the length of it and the

breadth and the height. The dictum of

Thomas Carlyle, "Get your man and all is

got," grows increasingly significant to one

who observes the needs and movements of our

times. On every side earnest workers exclaim

"God give us men I" Methods and measures

and institutions are important but not basal.

To change and lift them there must be first a

change wrought in the hearts of men. In

saving men we save institutions, the family,

the city, the nation, the race, the world.

Salvation is a large word. How large we

never knew till we read the New Testament

in the light of modern science and experience.

The mediaeval interpretations are no longer

credible and the limitations long placed upon

the word have been swept away. It becomes

increasingly clear to all open-eyed observers

that this is God's world, and that here and

now man must do the work which God has ap

pointed him. The world is not an infected

spot to be fled from, but a garden of the Lord

to be dressed, a vineyard of the Lord to be

labored in, a battlefield of the Lord on which

victories are to be won in His name. AH

sane men now see that the Kingdom is not

stationary in the heavens, but that it is a de

scending Kingdom, coming down out of

heaven to establish itself four-square upon this

earth, and instead of waiting idly for death to

transport us into the Kingdom we now pray

daily that the Kingdom may come, and that

we may do our part in establishing it in human

homes and lives. A man is no longer "saved"

because he has been baptized or because he has

accepted a creed, or because he expects to go

to heaven; salvation is the transfiguration of

the entire life, the lifting of man's powers into

full and fine obedience to the law of God. •

The acceptance of this conception of salva

tion is gradually changing the climate of the

world. Monasticism in all its forms is seen

to be unnatural and unchristian. Not to flee

from the world, but to throw oneself into the

world as salt or leaven is seen to be the clear

and urgent duty of the Christian man. Celib

acy has lost its halo as something specially

pleasing to God, and no higher forms of saint-

liness are recognized than those which grow

and blossom in the atmosphere of home. The

world is bad, but not to be shunned or feared

or hated. A man must live in it and keep

himself unspotted from it. The State as well

as the Church is ordained of God, and a man

proves his citizenship in heaven by manifest

ing the virtues of a citizen here on earth.

Politics, however muddy, is a sphere in which

the Christian man must exercise his gifts, and

however faithful a Christian may be at the'

Church communion he is no longer counted an
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exemplary Christian if he shirks the duties

which belong to him as a citizen of the Re

public. The old lines once drawn so straight

and broad between the sacred and the secular

have well nigh faded out, and under the

guidance of the Spirit we are coming to see

that all life is sacred, all callings holy, and that

in factory and shop, parlor and street, as well

as in the place of prayer, man may and must

live for the glory of God.

This enlargement of our view of the scope

of Christian life and duty is leading to u new

study of man.

Man is seen to be more than the wise men

had imagined him to be. He is, indeed, fear

fully and wonderfully made, and however sci

entists may analyze him and philosophers may

dissect him, it is now undoubtedly certain that

he is made of one piece, and that salvation in

Christ means the redemption of every province

of his nature. In the light of this discovery

many passages of Scripture are beginning to

shine with new splendor. We see more clearly

why our Lord says, "Thou shall love the Lord

thy God with all thy heart and with all thy

. soul and with all thy mind and with all thy

strength." He takes in the entire man, and it

is the entire man raised to his highest power.

We are not to love God with our weakness, as

too many of us do, calling on Him only in

hours of helplessness and in crises when human

flesh fails, but in our strong hours, when body

and spirit are at their best, we are to give

ourselves to Him, and put forth our powers for

His glory. Jesus never slighted or neglected

the physical part of man's nature. The disci

ples did not see as He saw the divinity of

man's physical appetites and needs, and so

when the crowd became hungry He was impor

tuned to send the hungry men away. Jesus re

fused. He came into the world to minister to

the entire man, and if it is not beneath God's

dignity for Him to create the human stomach

it is not beneath His goodness to furnish it the

food it needs and craves. His attention to the

diseases of men's bodies was fully as constant

and earnest as was His attention to the distem

pers of men's minds. The crowds were even

more impressed by the miracles of His hands

than by the miracles of His mouth, and the

Evangelists think it no disparagement to Him

to fill their pages with stories of those great

days, when, surrounded by sad-faced invalids

and their anxious friends, He healed all man

ner of sickness and all manner of disease

among the people. When the disciples were sent

forth the power that was granted them cov

ered men's bodies as well as their minds, and it

was because the new religion ministered to the

entire realm of man's nature that the Apostles

were able to turn the world upside down and

establish a church which defies the gates of

death.

The Apostle Paul does not allow his con

verts to get away from the idea that the body-

has a place in the promised redemption. In

stead of despising the body and counting it as

dross, as many Pagan philosophers did, he saw

it to be a temple of the Holy Ghost, and his

constant exhortation was that men might make

their bodies members of Christ. Many men

in those days, as in ours, were ready to enter

tain Christian ideas and sentiments, who were

unwilling to subject their bodies to the la.vr

of Christ. Paul knew no salvation save that

which covers a man all over—both his body

and his spirit. To the Corinthians he writes:

"Ye are bought with a price; therefore glori

fy God in your body and in your spirit, which

are God's." And to the Romans the exhorta

tion runs: "I beseech you, brethren, by the

mercies of God that ye present your bodies a

living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God,

which is your reasonable service." In his first

letter to the Thessalonians we see the breadth

of Christian prayer: "The God of peace Him

self sanctify you wholly; and may your spirit

and soul and body be preserved entire, without

blame at the coming of our Lord Jesus

Christ."

This, then, is what the Christian religion

aims to do—bring man in all his functions and

powers into submission to the law of the Eter

nal, so that whatsoever he does, whether it b«

eating or drinking, working or playing or pray

ing, he may do it to the glory of God.

The new physiology and the new psychology

have thrown a flood of light upon the structure

of man's being, and never before have men

understood as now the relation of mind to

body. This relation is far more intimate than

the older science dreamed. The figures used

for centuries by which man's soul is pictured

as a tenant in a house or a passenger on a

ship must be discarded. They do not express

the full truth. The soul is more than passen

ger and the body is more than ship. Soul and

body are bound together into a unity which is

as marvelous as it is mysterious. The mind

affects the body and the body influences the

mind. Whatever injures the one hurts the

other, whatever helps the one assists the other.

In a deep and mystic sense the twain are one.

Thought is a function of the brain, and the

character of the thought is determined in part

by the structure and condition of the brain.

Impeded and perverted processes in the body

leave their mark on temper and disposition.

Mental operations are attended by corre*

spending molecular changes in the nervous

system, and many of the mysteries of spiritual

experience have their roots deep in the flesh.

This is one of the greatest of all revelations

which modern science has given to the world,

and it is destined to revolutionize much in all

our systems of education. Men like Plo
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tinus, who despised the body, have had their

day. The world will henceforth believe, with

Novalis, that we touch heaven when we lay

our hand upon a human body. Parents will

in increasing numbers give their sons and

daughters instructions concerning bodily func

tions, which instructions have too often been

left to be picked up Ister on after ignorance

had done its fearful work. The church also

will not henceforth preach to men as though

they were disembodied spirits, but will re

member that they nre human beings, endowed

with appetites and passions, all of which are to

be used in the service of Christ. In the mo

nastic view of religion the chief things are

fasting and hunger, bodily humiliation and .sol

emn meditation, but with the New Testament

and all the truth into which the Holy Spirit

has led the world within the past fifty years

lying spread out before us, we cannot fail to

understand as never before Christ's wish that

we may have life and have it more abun

dantly, nor can we refuse to admit that many

of the old views of the Christian life are both

unnatural and unwholesome. For instance,

the whole idea of play is taking on a new

form in the mind of men everywhere. We

have thought that play was only an incident,

indeed, some thought it was an accident or an

impertinence. To play in a world so serious

as this was counted as a sort of blasphemy.

But modern science has discovered that play

is evidently a part of God's great plan. It is

not an incident, but an essential feature of the

process of advancing life. Animals play, not

simply from excess of vitality, but because

the Lord God created them playful. In a

world of hunger and death this playfulness of

animals is a constant and delightful phenome

non, a witness in the midst of much which is

dark and terrible to the overflowing goodness

of the Creator. This impulse which has been

planted at the heart of the animal world is not

to be crushed out or feared when we reach the

life of man. Man, too, is a playful creature.

Children play. They do it instinctively. The

child which does not play is a defective child.

Christ says to grown men : "Unless you be

come as a little child you cannot enter into the

Kingdom." We must imitate the children,

not simply in their humility, but also in their

playfulness. Man all the way through life

needs recreation. He is to play as well as to

work. Recreation, then, is a legitimate form

of Christian activity. The church must over

see the play as well as the work of men. Men

are ruined oftener by their sports than by their

labors. Too often the Christian teacher has

done nothing more than turn his back on all

amusements and pour anathemas on every

form of sport. But out of the shadows of

night the church is rolling into light. It is

daybreak everywhere. Christian teachers

whose eyes are open now know that play is as

truly a part of man's earthly life as prayer,

and that bodily exercise gives not only a glow

to the blood, but a fire to the thought and a

strength to the will. To neglect the body is

no longer believed to be either sensible or

Christian.

That it was by the will of God that the

Young Men's Christian Association came into

existence thousands of us have long and stead

fastly believed, but it is doubtful if even the

keenest-eyed of us saw twenty years ago the

scope of the mission to which the Association

is called, and there are many who even now

fail to see the critical and momentous pa.rt

which it is destined to play in the evolution

of the world's religious life. Much has been

written and spoken in recent years concerning

the institutional church,, the church with the

always open door, the church which ministers

to the entire man. For this institutional

church the Association has for years been pre

paring the way. By its methods and achieve

ments it has trained at least a generation to

see that in order to secure fullness of life, and

to secure the measure of service which hu

manity needs, man in the entirety of his nature

must be fed with the food which God has pro

vided. Indeed, what is the Young Men's

Christian Association but a vast institutional

church? or rather what is it but the institu

tional department of the Christian church, do

ing for men's bodies and minds what the

church of traditional pattern does for men's

spirits? The Christian pulpit has labored in

season and out of season to persuade men to

submit their wills to God, and to grow up into

Christ, who is their head, and the Association,

still retaining this as a form of work never to

be discarded, has gone on to take possession of

men's bodies and build them up that they may

be fit temples for the indwelling of the Holy

Spirit. Into the great world of athletics,

where thousands of the human race have al

ways found a satisfaction which God intended

them to enjoy, the Association has gone with

the ideas of Jesus, and athletic life in large sec

tions of the world of play has been cleansed

and elevated by Association workers who, in

their play, have borne steadfast witness to the

saving power of Christ. It is a great thing

for a nation that its play should be neither

tainted nor cheapened. The physical direc

tor is no less essential than the teacher in the

Sunday-school. There are many things which

the pupil cannot tell the teacher and about

which the teacher cannot tell the pupil in the

Sunday-school class, which can be talked

about by a consecrated physician or trained

leader, who meets in the gymnasium young

men looking to him for guidance. The place-

of prayer has its uses and so also the gymna

sium. Both are rooms in the temple in which
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human life builds itself up for more effective

service and more abundant joy. When a man

compels his body to be Christian he has taken

a long step in the direction of his Father's

house. He may refuse to bow in prayer and

may never join the church, but if in the gym

nasium he learns to abhor and shun impurity

and conies to a reverence for his body which

keeps him clean and strong, the Christian

church has achieved no small victory and the

national life has received a substantial contri

bution. The body is the basis on which the

soul stands when it does its work. An insti

tution which strengthens the foundation of a

nation's life is doing an invaluable work for

God. Why, then, should the gymnasium and

the prayer-meeting room be ever placed in

antagonism to each other, or why should the

gymnasium be suspected as a thief, whose am

bition is to steal away hours which should be

given to the culture of the spiritual life?

There is no reason why physical growth

should be disparaged in order to exalt the

worth of spiritual development, nor is it fair

to count the gymnasium a shrewd device set up

by Christian men to induce young men to enter

the school of Christ. It is neither bait nor

trap, but an institution of enduring worth in

itself, an instrument for enlarging the capacity

for life, an agency for cleansing the heart and

strengthening the will.

But the gymnasium must not stand alone,

nor is it permitted to do so. Physical devel

opment must be accompanied by the develop

ment of those interior strengths and beauties

which, when summed together, we call charac

ter. A man with a robust body may still be

little above the level of the brute. The world

is waiting not for athletes, but for full stat-

ured sons of God. The intellect must be

trained, the imagination cultivated, the reason

drilled and disciplined, the memory stored

with the treasures of the best minds which

God has lent the world. Near the gymnasium

there must be a library, and near the

library class - rooms in which Christian

teachers versed in various branches of

learning shall impart their possessions to

those who are willing to receive them. And

all this the Association aims to do. All this

it succeeds in doing. If the gymnasium at

certain times and places proves more popular

than the library, there is no reason for des

pondency or panic. There is a time in every

man's life when the physical forces are im

perious and when unwonted efforts must be

put forth if the body is to be kept under.

God's order is first that which is physical and

afterward that which is spiritual. The man

who becomes ambitious to keep his body sound

is not unlikely later on to become ambitious to

adorn and furnish the chambers of his mind.

The enthusiasm over running and leaping often

precedes a passionate hunger for ideas and for

the loftier upbuilding of the soul.

All this work, physical and intellectual, is

both desirable and essential, but in itself it is

not all. Culture is never complete so long as
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the spirit is rebellious and untrained to the

worship of God. It is not enough that the

body should be made whole and that the intel

lect should be made entire. The man is>

maimed and incomplete whose spirit has not

been made holy. The Bible sometimes speaks

of man as being body and spirit ; sometimes it

speaks of him as body and soul. Again it

speaks of him as spirit, soul, and body. The

invisible part of man's nature is sometimes

called soul, sometimes spirit. They are the

same thing looked at from different stand

points and working along different lines. Man

is related to the world—he is also related to

God. In his relation to the first he is a soul,

in relation to the second he is a spirit. Salva

tion is not complete until man is sanctified,

through and through, in all his activities and

in all his powers. He must look toward the

world and also toward God, and in both di

rections he must look through the eyes of

Jesus. This God-ward side of man's life can

not be neglected save at terrible loss. The

spirit must be saved. Aspirations must be cul

tivated, affections must be purified, conscience

must be disciplined, and the entire company

of the powers of the spirit must be trained to

move out toward God in awestruck devotion

and jubilant thanksgiving. To purify and

consecrate all these various powers in« their

divers forms of action, and set them each to

working in the sphere appointed unto it, this

is the supreme and crowning labor of our

earthly life, and to complete this work we

.shall need the helps and spaces of the world

eternal. The Association would forfeit its

claim on the confidence and support of Chris

tian men should it ever in its zeal for bodily

development or intellectual training forget or

neglect the sublime work of reconciling men

to God. There is no other name given among

men whereby we must be saved and the world

is surely finding it out. There is no escape if

we neglect the salvation which has been once

for all provided. Men will continue to start

•movements for the betterment of society, drop

ping the name of Jesus and the motives and

arguments which prophets and apostles have

used, but such movements always come at last

to a dismal and disappointing end. Their

wrecks are visible in almost every city of the

land. And even men of the world, open-eyed

to facts, are coming to see that ethics without

religion is impotent, and that results which en

dure attend only those who are willing to build

openly on the one and only foundation. It is

the glory of the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation that from the beginning until now it

has been a distinctively religious organization,

and not a little of the favor which it has

won from God and man is due to the clearness

with which its leaders have seen the largeness

of the promised salvation, and to the singu

lar and unswerving fidelity with which they

have ministered to the many-sided life of
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The Sin of Physical Neglect

BY WINFIELD S. HALL, Ph.D., M.D:,

Professor of Phyiiology, Northwestern University Medical

School.Chicago. Instructor Secretarial Institute and Train

ing School, Chicago.

The body is the physical basis of the mind

and soul ; it is the instrument with which the

real man—the immortal man—works during

his earthly existence.

A great artist, or a great genius, is able to

accomplish wonders with very crude and in

efficient instruments ; but the work which the

average man can do is limited by the instru

ments which he uses—by his physical equip

ment.

In a similar way great intellects have ac

complished much notwithstanding the handi

cap of a weak and diseased body; but the

work which the average intellect can do is

limited by the health and well-being of the

body which forms its physical basis.

As the apprentice receives from his master

the tools and instruments which he is to use

in his probation, so man receives from his

Creator the physical body with which the life-

work must be accomplished. Like the ap

prentice, man is held responsible by the Mas

ter for the use and care of the equipment.

Neglect of the, body is a sin.

Some individuals are given strong and

healthy bodies while others are given weak

and diseased bodies. One is not responsible

for the original gift ; he is responsible for its

maintenance and care only.

God holds every man responsible for the

proper development and care of his body, be

cause without a sound body there cannot be

the highest development of intellect.

But what are some of the requirements of

physical well-being whose neglect would be-

sinful ?

• i. Physical cleanliness is fundamental in its-

importance to both body and mind. One-

rarely finds a clean mind templed in an un

clean body. Furthermore, cleanliness is im

portant as a hygienic measui\, as witness the-

emphasis given to it by the rhedical profes

sion in the care of the sick and in the rules-

formulated for the use of those in health.

The risk of getting some infectious disease

is far greater on the part of those who are

not cleanly in their habits. Disease may de

stroy life and thus suspend the work allotted,

to one to accomplish, or it may so impair the

action of the body that the life-work is more

or less permanently interrupted or lessened

in effectiveness, to say nothing of the inter

ference of the illness of one person with the

allotted work of his associates. Cleanliness is

next to Godliness.

2. Purity must be strictly observed if the

highest physical and mental development are

to be attained. If the mind is pure the body

cannot be impure. In habits concerning the

care of the body—including the habits re

specting purity, and cleanliness—one cannot

attribute a fault definitely to the body or to

the mind alone; uniformly the fault is in both.

Victims of impurity are enslaved in body,

mind, and soul.

If it is a sin to neglect cleanliness, it is a

hundred times a sin to neglect purity. The

unclean are subject to disease ; the impure are

already diseased in mind and soul and the

body may be overtaken by physical diseases

more loathsome than leprosy.

3. The proper nutrition of the body must not

be neglected. We must choose proper food,

which must be properly prepared for eating.

It must be taken at a proper time and in

proper amounts. It must be properly masti

cated and digested, absorbed and assimilated,

if the greatest good is to be .derived from it

and the body reach and maintain its highest

efficiency. Anything short of the highest effi

ciency is short of that which the Creator ex

pects of us, and when due to one's own neg

lect is a sin. It must then be one's plain duty

to study foods and digestion sufficiently to en

able him to maintain his body in a state of

good nutrition.

4. Physical exercise is the portal through

which one enters into a realm of strong and

efficient activity, not alone in physical, but also

in psychical endeavor. Through physical ex

ercise the lungs, heart, and digestive system

are stimulated to a high and healthy degree of

activity. Nutrition is perfected, red blood is

formed in abundance and the strong heart

sends it coursing through the brain to quicken

mind and soul. It is red blood that is bringing

things about to-day.
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The Sin of Intellectual Neglect

By PRES. FRANK STRONG, LL.D., CHANCELLOR

UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS

In these days of many schools and colleges

it would seem at first glance that Americans

are certainly not guilty of the sin of intellect

ual neglect. Yet on reflection we find that

here is a danger that young men should guard

against. The old days have passed away. To

gether with the old stage-coach, the clumsy

harvesting machinery and the ox team, have

gone the conditions that made them efficient

instruments for the support and convenience

of society. One hundred years ago the prob

lems confronting the young men were very

different from those confronting the young

men of to-day. Then a new continent was yet

to be subdued, forests were to be leveled, mines

opened, prairie-sod broken, cities built, and

roads constructed. In fact, all the great rough

work of preparing a continent for the seat of

a great race had yet to be done. Then, in the

main, all that was necessary to give a young

man a fair chance was bodily vigor and the

muscle in his good right arm. It was the ap

plication of simple force to nature that was

supremely demanded, and it was the weak

lings, physically, that were turned into law,

medicine, and theology.

And, indeed, it was a tremendous work that

had to be done, and the greatness of it ought

never to be minimized ; for upon it in large

measure has depended the comfort and devel

opment and abounding success of the Amer

ican people.

When a young man starts out in life to-day,

he finds the great, rough work mainly done.

Cities have been built, mines opened, and for

ests cut down, and all the industrial operations

dependent upon these activities are entirely

changed in their aspect. Therefore it is no

longer a problem for him of the application of

his simple individual force to nature, but it is

a question of organization of capital and labor

in which he acts as a very insignificant part of

a great machine. And the great majority of

young men will find to their sorrow, if they

approach the great work of life without trained

minds, that they must be hewers of wood and

drawers of water for others. It is now a prob

lem of the application of chemistry to manu

facturing, so that success may depend upon the

most skillful development of by-products. It

is now a problem of the application of the

principles of engineering to roads, mines, and

municipal improvements, in which the man is

completely lost who has not at his command

the higher development of the science of

mathematics.

The same thing is eminently true of other

departments of life. The young man stands

small chance of understanding the problems

that confront society who does not under

stand the fundamental principles of economics,

sociology, and history. Problems are no

longer simple, but intensely complex, and civil

ization grows more complex every day. The

world is looking for young men with trained

brains who are efficient. Our streets are full

of inefficient, half-trained men, and every time

the grammar-school empties its boys from the

sixth or seventh grade into the industrial

world, it but adds to the hopelessness and mis

ery of the industrial situation. It is now a

matter of the application of the trained intel

lect to the problems of society, and he who

does not get the training in his younger days

must give way to him that does. To my mind,

in these days upon which we are entering, ii

is of the greatest importance that we have a

large body of men clean in body, mind, and

soul, who have the highest training that the

great universities can give. These educated

men are the balance-wheel of modern society.

In addition, it seems to me of peculiar im

portance that they who are broadly and sanely

and intensely loyal to Christ as their Master

of life should have the best mind-training the

world can give. This is true for many reasons

—for one because so much depends upon the

correct application in the next few years of the

principles of the New Testament to the prob

lems of modern society. It is true again be

cause of the absolute necessity of the right

solution of the problems that confront the

religious world. It is therefore suicidal, it

seems to me, for any body of Christians to

educate its children in an inferior manner.

For it is not sufficient that Christians be clean

and pure, but they must understand the prob

lems of the modern world and the right rela

tion of Christ to these problems.
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The Sin of Spiritual Neglect

BY ROBERT E. SPEER

Mr. Speer was one of Princeton's famous foot-ball men and

one of its three highest students.

A man has a body and a mind. He is a

spirit. When he deals with his body and his

mind, he is dealing with his possessions. But

when he deals with his spirit, he deals with

himself. One by one the members of his body

may be cut away. The man is there still and

will be as long as the spirit stays. When the

man dies, the brain is still there, all the tastes

and capacities of the man are marked there in

the convolutions and particles of that brain.

But the man is gone. Like God who made

him, he is nothing but a living soul. He lived

here for a while in a body and brain, but they

were not he.

And yet thousands of men live as though

they were their bodies. The debauchee does it

basely. "Let me have my fun," he says, "I

must have it here." I overheard a man in an

elevator recently arguing thus: "I have only

one life," he said, "and it is here. And I am

going to have the fun of it." Poor beast ! I

have known dogs who were better men than

he and fitter for immortality. The athlete

who lives for sport alone blunders in the same

way, but less basely. "My body is my treas

ure," says this man, and he lives for physical

development and in it, dead to

" The fascination of the world* of art ;

The glories of the worlds of nature, lit

By large imagination's glowing heart."

And thousands of other men live as though

they were brains. Sometimes they forget their

bodies. It is pathetic to read the letters of

Darwin and Hooker, with their constant com

plaint of stomach and nerves. "Be careful of

your stomach," writes Darwin to Hooker,

"within which, as I know full well, lie in

tellect, conscience, temper, and the affections."

Men do not ignore and abuse their bodies and

go immune/ But oftener men remember their

intellects and forget their souls. The machine

which the spirit animates and compels they

study and develop and perfect, but the living

spirit within they treat as though it were not.

But the man—in the midst of all this potter

ing over his muscles and his mind, the man is

left to die—the spirit of vision, of the unseen,

of love, of aspiration, of fellowship with God.

I read a poem some time ago which summed

up the poet's view of the glory and good of life

in the refrain :

" A hook, a woman, and a glass of wine."

Some men include all three and some two

and some one, but separate or together, they

are not the life of man. The only true life is

like the only true worship. It is in the spirit

and in the truth.

For a man to neglect the spiritual is to clutch

at the shell and miss the meat. A man's body

nnd brain are the mere bones of his true life

and if he lives unto these alone, in them alone,

he will die. All the men who have tried it

have proved it.

We go into the next world and the upper

life what we go out of this. The man who

has rotted his soul with lust and stained it by

godless speculation or wizened it with arti

ficial culture or let it atrophy through disuse

while he cut up lizards or cut off coupons or

slowly shriveled up in the work of some secu

lar trade or profession with no eternal outlook

in it, will enter when he dies a new world and

a new life, where souls are all that count.

What the man was in his body and brain will

abide, but body and brain will be gone now.

The naked soul of the man, which was he him

self, begins his infinite life. Is he fit for it?

Spiritual neglect is the same sort of folly that

hamstringing a horse or slitting the sails of a

yacht at the starting-line would be. It is

starting a man in eternity damned to defeat.

And the man does it himself!

But spiritual neglect is limitation and death

to-day. Our only life is our life to God. If

we have no such life, we are lifeless alto

gether. The cattle and the birds have bodies

and brains as we have. It is not our physical

or our intellectual life, superior as these are

to the capacities of beasts, which separate us

from them. We are cut off by the third di

mension. If we are not cut off by superiority

of soul, a spirit in us which no brute knows,

then we are essentially only brutes ourselves,

like the cattle that low in the meadow, and

chew and meditate and die.

We are the tenants of our bodies and brains.

What has been leased to us, we are to keep and

to perfect, not for their sakes, but for ours,
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that our tenancy may make us more and better

than we were. To us, the real men who live

in these houses of muscle and mind, our

Father, who created body and brain for us,

but begat us His sons, is calling. He speaks

to us in the Bible. He would speak to us by

the Spirit. We may talk with Him in prayer.

What stupendous folly and sin to throttle and

slay ourselves by neglecting this nourishing

intercourse with the living God, while we stu

pidly mistake the shell for the kernel, material

things for the eternal spirit, and the swift de

caying pleasures of a few years for the joy of

the infinite life.

The Experiences of Ruggles, and Some Others

FROM A LITTLE BOOK OF STORIES ABOUT THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION OF LYNN,

PRINTED TOGETHER WITH SOME INFORMATION GIVEN IN DETAIL, THE WHOLE FORMING THE

PROSPECTUS FOR THE WINTER SEASON or THAT ASSOCIATION

it is done in the simplest and most pleasant

way. We sugar-coat all our doses with con

genial companionship and general good cheer,

and the consequence is that the fellow who

comes for fun gets it and more, while the chap

who needs to tone up his constitution is able

to do that without being in constant attend

ance upon his own funeral. Yes, we make

physical examinations and keep a careful

record of all measurements and tests. When

needed, we give prescriptions of special ex

ercises."

The whole thing appealed to me, and before

I left I had taken Ruggles's advice. I've

found it good, so I pass it on to you.

The first requisite is to be a good animal.

—HEKBERT SPENCER.

Ruggles' Advice

I looked at the chap with admiration. He

was straight as an arrow, and tall enough to

carry his one-eighty with grace. I had seen

good jumpers before, but the blue color about

the mouth was

lacking in this one.

He did his five

feet one with an

ease that suggested

he was fit for five

inches more. And

to think that he

was really Rug

gles! I would not

have believed it,

but for the many

stories 1 had heard

of his success. I had not seen him for four

years. When we were in school together he

was overgrown, loose-jointed, and so purpose

less that he was dubbed "Ragged Ruggles."

After the exhibition was over I waited to

talk with him.

"I joined the gymnasium purely for fun.

I've gotten that and much more," he said.

"The drill and cold showers three nights a

week. soon began to tell on me. I felt like a

bird. My flesh became firm and I had lots of

reserve force. I began to like to do things

just for the sake of the doing. I joined one

of the basket-ball teams and learned to think

and act quickly, and I attribute my success in

business and in my evening studies very

largely to the reserve force and moral stam

ina gained by the exercise here in the gym

nasium. I'm not in a class by myself, either,"

he said ; and then as he turned to go he added,

"Now that you're home again 'you'd better be

come one of us."

When he had gone I went into the physical

director's office for a chat, and he put it to me

this way:

"Our work is done in the most modern and

scientific manner, but that of course means that

Get knowledge, all you can. Be thorough in a]! you do, and

remember that though ignorance often may be innocent, preten

sion is always despicable.—WM. K. GLADSTONE.

The Transformation of Thomas Taft

"I said to myself, 'Tommie, it's up to you,"

and then I set out to do it.

"When I came ».o the city the odds were all

against me, and

the worst was I

didn't know it. I

was eighteen. I

couldn't see

things. I hadn't

found myself. I

needed work, so

I looked for a

job. I didn't

care for the job,

but I had to have

the money. The fellows in the shop were a

clever lot, and luck put me at work next to one

of the best. That's how I began to see things;

that's how I found myself.

"We used to read and talk after we'd had

our dinner, and one day lie came across an old

newspaper that had been put in the bottom of

his lunch-box. He read something in it and

handed it to me.

"It said, 'A bar of iron worth $5, worked

into horse-shoes, is worth $10.50; made into

needles, worth $355 ; made into penknife

The cuts with the above and following article were adopted from the Association badge by the Prospect Branch, Brooklyn.
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blades, worth $3,285 ; made into balance-

springs for watches, it is worth $250,000.

What a drilling the bar must have undergone

to reach all that ! But hammered and beaten

and pounded and rolled and polished and

added to is how its value was increased. The

hard knocks it received were necessary to draw

out its fine qualities and fit it for higher

offices. So all the studying and training,

which often seems hard to us, serves to bring

out the nobler and finer qualities and fit a man

for more responsible posts and greater use

fulness. Many a fellow earning from eight

to ten dollars a week could command double

or quadruple that amount had his early edu

cation not been neglected. It may not be too

late now to remedy this serious condition.

Educational advantages are far superior and

less expensive to-day than ten years ago.'

"And I said to myself, 'Tommie, it's up to

you.'

"One night as I was walking up Market

Street I saw this sign, 'Young Men's Chris

tian Association,' and then I knew I had found

the way. I became a member and entered one

of the evening classes. A part of my leisure

I spent in the reading-room and in attendance

upon the lectures and talks. I followed two

or three of the advised courses of reading, and

drew my books from the public library

through the Association office. I finally joined

the Congress, and have spent two winters in

debate and the study of municipal, State, and

national civic problems. I am more a man,

earn more money, make a more intelligent and

•useful citizen, and intend to keep growing."

He stopped for a moment, looked steadily

into the face of the young man with whom he

was talking, and then said, "To be frank, Jack,

I think now that it's up to you."

What we need is more MAN rather than more men.

A Cleared Vision

"Phil, I'm going to do it."

"Thunder! Going as a missionary?"

"No."

"Preach?"

"No."

"Trained nurse?"

"No."

"Salvation Army?"

"No."

"What are you going to do?"

"What I've been doing."

"Humph !"

"I've gotten a new view-point, Phil, and

it's made the whole thing clear. It's easy

now. It used to

be that whenever

I'd think of it

there'd be a ter

rible conflict. It

didn't seem nat

ural. I used to

hate to see Sun

day come. Why,

I am not sure,

but the end of

the day never

found me con

tented. You know there is a good deal of

fight in my make-up, and the idea of turning

the other cheek never suited me.

"A few weeks ago I went to one of the

Sunday Symphonies at the Association, and

the whole thing so pleased me that I have since

gone regularly. One day one of the speakers

referred to the forcefulness of Jesus. It was

dramatic. I saw Him at midnight standing

before the mob, His personality shielding His

friends; and then earlier in His life, when He

took the scourge and cleansed the temple of

the thieves who had infested it. It impressed

me as no phase of Jesus' character had ever

impressed me before. It seemed that God

could use even the fight in a man's make-up.

"Hudson and I went together this afternoon

and heard an address on 'The Simplicity of the

Christ.' The story of the Good Samaritan

was used as an illustration, and it was devel

oped in a way that was new to me, the empha

sis being put upon the incident rather than the

story. It was clear that Jesus meant simply

to tell the lawyer to go and do what he knew

he ought to do. It struck me as a new idea.

I felt different about the whole matter some

how and did some pretty tall thinking during

the afternoon.

"I stayed until after tea and left the build

ing alone, thinking I'd come home High Rock

way. When I reached the top I stopped and

sat down. The city, teeming with life, at my

feet, seemed a call to battle—not a very ro

mantic one. it is true, but intensely real and

imperatively necessary, and I knew I ought to

volunteer. I sat longer than was my wont.

The moon had just come up out of the ocean.

Physical education may be said to have had three distinct eras. During the first the aim

was to excel in gymnastic feats, simply in order to excel—to develop a sixteen-inch arm, simply

for its own sake, so that it should become larger or stronger than any other arm. The second

was far in advance of this, the aim being health and symmetry of the body for its own sake,

without reference to the man. and without reference to educating the capacities of the physique.

Thus good bodies resulted, but poor men. During the third a still further advance is being

made. It is now the education of the physique with reference to the ultimate purpose of the

-whole man, body, mind, and soul.—Luther Gulick, M.D., at Phila. Conv.. in 1889.
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Higher and higher it rose,

until the gloom of early

dark was dispelled and the

whole world seemed bathed

in its soft, increasing light.

The conflict ceased, and I

decided to do it."

The Estimate of an

Eminent Sociologist

I have a very high appre

ciation of the work which

the Young Men's Christian

Association has done in

bringing home to the atten

tion of the Christian world,

and that, too, in an ef

fective practical form, the

idea that man is one and

that the highest welfare of

each is dependent upon that

of the other. The ten

dency the Young Men's

Christian Association repre

sents I think to be almost

in the middle of the current

of the progress toward bet

ter things in this regard.

G. STANLEY HALL,

PEES. CLARK UNIVERSITY.

THE PHYSICAL DIRECTOR OF THE COLORADO SPRINGS ASSOCIATION

GIVING THE PRISONERS IN THE CITY JAIL EXERCISE. A REGULAR

BI-WEEKLY CLASS DRILL

II



Denver's Institutional Church

It has remained for the churches of Denver

to take official action in recognizing the Young

Men's Christian Association as the institutional

department of the church as far as its work for

young men is concerned. During its entire

history the Association has attempted always

to serve the church and to keep its doors open,

representing the church during the hours that

it is closed. The above picture is of one of

the signs placed on the churches in Denver,

and the following statements from the pastors

of two leading churches of the city give an idea

of the estimate of value placed on the services

of the Association in supplying this need to the

church. Only in connection with the largest

and most wealthy churches, situated in con

gested districts of great cities, has the institu

tional movement been found to flourish.

Dr. Crafts, pastor of Trinity M. E. Church,

writes:

"We consider it a great advantage to have

an arrangement with the Association by which

its facilities may be used in caring for work of

an institutional character which really falls to

us. In such a city as Denver the pastors of the

centrally located churches have many applica

tions from young men for aid in securing posi

tions. It is impossible to give personal atten

tion to all* these cases, so they are referred to

the Association, where they promptly receive

such assistance as can be given. We also have

many applications for help from men who do

not come under the regulations of the charity

organizations. We cannot take time to investi

gate these cases ourselves, so we refer them to

the Association. In referring such cases to

the Association we do not simply turn them

over to another institution and so rid ourselves

of difficult work: we do this rather in the same

spirit in which we would refer them to an au

thorized committee of our own church, con

sidering it our own work and being assured it

will be properly done, and being ready to bear

our share of the burden, if money is needed.

In many such ways as these we find the plan

of doing our institutional work through the

Association a good one. Besides it brings the

church into closer fellowship with the Asso

ciation, helping to the realization that their

work is one and creating a new bond between

them, which is an advantage to both."

Rev. John H. Houghton, D.D., rector of St.

Mark's Episcopal Church, thus expresses his

estimate of the Association's relation to his own

church work:

"There is nothing learned later in an active

clergyman's life -than his limitations. After at

tempting as a rule to do all kinds of Christian

work, he realizes in later years that he excels

in a few departments only; that he cannot reach

every soul in his pastorate, but that he must for

their sake turn them over to others. Yet all

the work must be done, and it is a comfort to

see God's spirit raise up agencies and individ

uals with diverse gifts, which in their workings

are complements, as it were, of himself. One

of the greatest of these is the Young Men's

Christian Association. To it we turn over the

mass of young men, knowing they are safe, and

being prepared for personal work by pastors:

to it we send the stream of impecunious and

discouraged cases for investigation; with it we

are glad to see the hundreds go, who have

been years under our ministry, and untouched

by grace; when behold! some stranger's voice

is the key to their souls' salvation. When we

are worrying about the desolation of some

portion of Christ's work, we read with satis

faction that some captain and company from

the Association has attacked the enemy and

will hold the frontier until the outpost army

can come up. Our word to pastors is. the work

of the Young Men's Christian Association is

the other part of your own. Learn this fact

and use it."

ON THE ST. PAITL, MINN OUTING GROUNDS
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The Association for All Men

For Miners in Mexico

At the mining camp of the Cananea Con

solidated Copper Company, at La Cananea,

Sonora, Mex., which has been in operation

about four years, having 3,730 employees, forty

per cent, of whom are Americans, and which

is one of the largest copper-producing points

in the Southwest, the help of the Association

has been requested in forming an organization.

A brick building costing over $10,000 had been

erected, containing baths, reading-rooms, and

a library of 2,000 volumes, audience-room, etc..

which will be set apart by the company for the

use of the Association which will be organized

as soon as a properly qualified and trained

Association secretary can be secured. The

company had stipulated that any work done

should not be under the supervision of any

religious organization; but on studying the

success of the Railroad Associations, as well as

among similar classes of men, they readily

agreed to the organization of an industrial de

partment for the benefit of the Americans em

ployed by the company, and appropriated $125

per month in addition to supplies toward run

ning expenses. This is the first mining camp

in the Southwest to endorse the Association

plan, and if the Association is organized here,

it is quite likely that similar Associations will

also be formed at four other points in the im

mediate vicinity where some ten thousand men

are employed.

The president of this company, a few years

ago a poor prospector but now a multi-million

aire, says that when he came West some years

ago from New York the only thing he brought

with him that was ever of any value to him was

a membership ticket in the Young Men's

Christian Association.

In a Reformatory

This Young Men's Christian Association at

the Illinois State Reformatory was organized

PONTIAC REFORMATORY ASSOCIATION OFFICERS

in September, 1899, with an enrollment of 235

inmates. The membership to-day is nearly

500. At the start it was looked upon as an ex

periment, but now it is a part of the permanent

equipment of the reformatory. Its benefits are

MEMBERS OF THE PONTIAC REFORMATORY ASSOCIATION AT I KNDINC. THIIK SF.RVK'E
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many. It stimulates to good conduct, as mem

bership is conditioned upon behavior. It re

lieves from confinement, brings change and

rest and freedom. It gives the inmates a meet

ing which is their own, and thus affords them

something to plan for and work for and to en

thuse over. The preparation for its exercises

sends them to books and compels them to

study and think, and diverts their minds from

themselves and their troubles. In their plat

form performances they learn the art of ex

pression, and some of them grow into writers

and speakers of unusual clearness and force.

They aid one another by helpful words spoken

out of a common experience, and lecture one

another with a directness and sharpness that a

regular chaplain would not venture to indulge

in. The society is a moral quickener and up

lift. Its members make better time while in

the institution than others, and do not so often

relapse on the outside.

The officers are: James Stewart, chairman:

Thomas R. Walker, vice-chairman; Charles

Smith, secretary.

may be someone who plays a violin, a con

certina, or jew's-harp, or has a repertory of

popular, topical, or plantation songs. The

men from the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation are good musicians, can tell a good

story, sing a popular song as well as a gospel

song, and, while they are not preachers, are

used to conducting services and addressing

men in a way that men understand.

A special correspondent wrote from camp:

"The visitors first took dinner with the men

of one camp and showed by their appetites

and table manners that they were neither

angels nor professional evangelists. The first

formal visit to the camp was a social song,

popular songs in chorus, solos by the visitors

and lumbermen, jokes and stories by every

body who could chip in, and a general good

time, in which a few gospel songs were not

out of place. On way to the camp, a party

of lumbermen was met, bound for the Asso

ciation camp, who thought that the plan had

been for them to go to the meeting rather

than for the meeting to come to them, and

they said they were bound not to miss

m it. All the later meetings except one.

when a reception was given the lum

bermen by the visitors at their tent,

were more distinctly religious, and the

colored cook proved to be a good

gospel soloist. Several men developed

unexpected talent, and all contributed

A VACATION PREACH INT. CAMP AMOXO

PENNSVLVANIA LUMBERMEN

Fishing and Preaching in Lum

per Camps

A party of Philadelphia Association

men, under the leadership of their versa

tile secretary, recently returned from the

lumber region in Potter County, Pennsylvania,

where they have been enjoying a two weeks' va

cation and holding services among the lumber

men employed in the three camps in that

county. The men went in at their own ex

pense, enjoyed their vacation in rough camp

headquarters, spent their days in fishing and

recreation, and the evenings in giving con

certs and holding popular services with the

lumbermen, who have little to vary the

monotony of their hard work, except by such

"talent" as is native in the "gang." This

to the general impression felt by the lumber

men, that these young men, who were out for a

vacation, had a kind of Christianity that they

could appreciate. These camps are manned

chiefly by young men—strong, husky Ameri

cans, unmarried, and no more virtuous than sin

gle men in barracks are reputed to be. More

open-hearted hospitality than is manifested in

the lumber camps would be hard to find any

where, and the direct religious service was as

acceptable as the entertainment."

Other parties went out on similar work.
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For Soldier and Sailor

The International Committee has received

within a few days petitions signed by soldiers

asking that organizations be provided at Fort

St. Michael, Alaska, and at Key West, Florida,

the two extremes in United States territory,

5.000 miles apart on an air line. At Fort Eg

bert, Alaska, the most northern of the stations

occupied by the United States Army, an Asso

ciation has been in operation for two years,

and helps to break the monotony of the sol

diers' life, while the men are isolated from

the outside world for more than half the year.

Here an athletic club has been merged into the

Association.

At Guam, P. I., a branch has been organized

among the marines, and a house of four rooms

men. At most of the posts there are men of

special talents and training who can take a

hand in entertaining and instructing their

fellow-soldiers -under the direction of the As

sociation.

Since the opening of the Fort Hancock As

sociation building for soldiers it has been

crowded afternoons and evenings with men.

At the close of the first week after its opening

one-fifth of the entire garrison had applied for

membership. The $30,000 building is nearing

completion at Fort Monroe and will be opened

soon. It is located at the entrance of the old

fort.

Mr. Harvey E. Fisk, early in the summer,

presented the Association at Fort Wadsworth,

N. Y., with a bath-house, which has been a

A NEW NAVAL ASSOCIATION HEADQUARTERS AT CAVITE, P. I.

rented. The subscription list was headed by

Ex Governor-General Schroeder. Reading

matter, games, and books- were furnished by

the International Committee.

In the Association at Manila 200 men are in

educational classes, most of whom are work

ing for commissions in the army and for Civil

Service positions. At the Army Association

in San Juan, Porto Rico, several men went

up for commissions who had been instructed

by the Association secretary, who was a col

lege man and a trained teacher. There are

now forty-five students studying ten different

subjects. The library of 850 volumes was

used more than 4.500 times in a year. At

Governor's Island, New York Harbor, a class

in telegraphy was taught by one of the enlisted

popular rendezvous for the men, keeping many

away from Coney Island.

A letter has just come to the International

Committee from a corporal at an isolated fort

in Utah. He says : "I think the Association

is a blessing to the enlisted men of the army

and navy. It is a great thing for a young

fellow who enlists in the army and becomes

discouraged and thinks that no one cares for

him. and will keep him from gambling and

drinking."

The Association at Cavite, P. I., has secured

a lease of the old Midway cafe building. At

Olongopo the naval authorities have set apart

a site for a building, which is now being con

structed for the Association for work among

the 540 marines stationed there.
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A GROUP OF OFFICIAL DELEGATES OF THE RIO CONVENTION (See page 20)

Young Men the World Over

Prof. C. H. Robertson, who, by the way, is

one of the crack athletes of Wesleyan Uni

versity, writes from Nanking that a group of

the most intelligent, progressive literati have

been importuning him and his colleagues to

organize an Association among them. At

their invitation he met with some forty of

these influential students. These men spent

a long time in thoroughly discussing the prin

ciples of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion as organized in the West, .decided that

they wanted to go in for it on the evangelical

basis and appointed a committee to draw up a

constitution for a society to "learn real

things." Often as many as 150 attend special

lectures given by local talent.

The secretary at Hong Kong has been

looking for a long time for a building for its

European department. Recently he secured

the upper flat in a new building. In a short

time no members and $3,600 were pledged.

The location is the best in the city and

the rooms will have all modern conven

iences. A part of the flat is to be sub-let for

the present. The board of directors contains

some of the strongest and most influential men

in the colony. At the first meeting the con

stitutional provision for the adoption of the

active membership test was unanimously

passed. The Association has a water-polo

team, physical department, tennis club, and

Bible class of thirty-five members. Its outlook

for religious work is inspiring. It will have

access both to English-speaking men and in

fluential Chinese.

Two Americans offered 24,000 yen for a

building in Seoul, Korea, providing 6,000 yen

could be raised there. It seemed to Mr. Gil-

lett, the secretary, and Mr. Brockman, that

this could not be done. A public meeting was

called. The American Minister, the most dis

tinguished diplomat of any nationality in the

Far East, presided. Dr. McLeavey Brown, the

Sir Robert Hart of Korea; Dr. Takagi, a

former member of the Tokyo Association and

a leading banker in Seoul; the Japanese Min

ister, the German Government representative,

the Chinese Consul-General, two from the

Russian Legation, the military aide of the

King of Korea, the United States Consul-

General, heads of the German Language

School, the Imperial Military School and

Japanese Academy, and many Japanese and

Korean officials attended this meeting, which

was the most representative ever held in the

city. No subscriptions were asked, but the

next day Dr. Brown gave 1,000 yen, and in a

few days 7,000 yen were pledged. Dr. Takagi

undertook to see the Japanese. The Chinese

Minister subscribed and the Chinese Acting-

Consul-General volunteered to accompany the

secretary to call on Chinese merchants. The

Association will be organized on the evan

gelical basis without opposition and with

everyone's full approval. In the opinion of

those who know Korean life the best, the As

sociation will have no difficulty in attracting

young men by the hundreds. Seoul is the

center of the country, from which influences

go out dominating the nation.

Of the 274 inquiries at the meetings conduct

ed by Mr. Mott in Osaka, Japan, it was found

that already thirty per cent, of them had been

baptized. Two hundred men are studying the

Bible in the twelve city student Association

Bible classes.
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ROBT. GAILEY, OF FOOT-BALL FAME, LEADING HIS BIBLE CLASS OF EDUCATED CHINESE AT TIENTSIN

The following paragraph from an address

made by F. R. Brockman at Tientsin will open

the eyes of many to the great field the Asso

ciation is occupying in China. Mr. Brockman

said:

"Where is the prophet who would dare to

picture the future of the Orient? The Pacific

is bound to be the theatre of the world's great

est activities in the twentieth century. The

world's greatest railway is constructed to carry

the riches of the Orient to the Occident. The

world's greatest steamers are building to ply

between the east and the west. Talk not of the

rush of the west. It does not equal that of the

new east. The barren island of Hong Kong is

transformed into one of the world's greatest

shipping centres. Shanghai, an insignificant

river village, has become a New York or Lon

don. Dalny, a beautiful city, with almost every

modern convenience, rises in a day on barren

hills of Manchuria, and so great are the other

activities that it scarcely creates a comment.

The medieval walls of Tientsin are leveled into

broad, open boulevards and native shops give

place to modern structures filled with goods

from every land. He who can measure the in

fluence of Nineveh, Babylon, and Jerusalem, of

Rome, Athens, and Carthage, of London, New

York, and Paris, may tell the forces which go

forth from Hong Kong, Shanghai, and Tien

tsin.

The Shanghai Association now has an ath

letic field. The Hong Kong Association has

aquatic sports, such as swimming and water

polo. Kinetoscope and phonograph entertain

ments are common at Tientsin. The Associa

tions in China are alert and progressive, and use

every agency to reach men, as those in America.

Tokyo, Japan, this year celebrated its finan

cial independence. It has hitherto depended

upon the American Associations for most of

its support. Several hundred members are en

rolled as "students of Christianity."

Calcutta numbers among its members a great

many foreigners, who combined on the Fourth

of July to celebrate Dominion Day and Inde

pendence Day, inviting every Canadian and

American in the city to be present. The United

States Consul presided. The "Star-Spangled

Banner," "The Maple Leaf," and "America"

were sung by everybody.

In South Africa

Johannesburg, South Africa, has purchased a

site 150 by 100 feet for $90,000, and will erect a

building to cost upwards of $500,000. This will

be the finest Association building south of the

equator.

A new Association will be organized at Ui-

ten-Hage, a place in Cape Colony some twenty

miles from Port Elizabeth, where the Govern

ment has extensive railroad construction in

progress and employs thousands of young men.

A new Association is being organized at Pre

toria, the seat of government for the Transvaal

colony. Our correspondent, Mr. John T. De

Roe, writes: "It is really astonishing the rapid

strides we see here in every direction. When I

came to South Africa some twenty years ago as

a young man, there was barrenness on every

side. There were no railways, except two very

short lines ; all traveling was done by mail

coach or on horseback. The Rand gold fields,

where, in 1886, I pitched the first tent, is now a

marvelous, modern, wealthy city, with a quar

ter of a million people. Roads run in every di

rection. Civilization and Christianity follow in

the wake of commerce. The Association has a

mighty work to do in this country, which is

now being filled up with virile young life."
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A Japanese Summer School

The foreign section of the Japanese Summer

School differs somewhat in temper and pur

pose from the American Student Summer

Conference. A majority of the men who

gathered at Arima in July were teachers in

government schools. They were all young

men, and for the most part recent graduates

from our American colleges. They showed no

whit less enthusiasm than in their student

days ; coming from isolated posts in the inter

ior, the close fellowship of the conference was

doubly welcome. From the opening day the

practical nature of the discussions on teaching

and the deep earnestness in the minds of the

men concerning the Christian work which it is

given them to do was made clearly manifest.

A majority of the men who had been on the

field for a year or more felt that they had been

used of God in bringing men to Christ and all

had been used in breaking down unfounded

prejudice against Christianity. Every man

was using the influence accruing from his posi

tion in the cause of Christianity. As the

conference drew near its close the spiritual

intensity increased arid the consequent heart-

searching brought home to each one the im

perative demand for closer fellowship with

Jesus Christ in order to meet the insidious and

ever-present temptations of an isolated life in

a community without the restraints of a Chris

tian public sentiment. The suggestions and

practical experience of the missionaries at the

conference were of great value. A word of

encouragement from one of these really ex

pressed the underlying thought in the minds of

all: The volunteer Christian work of Christian

laymen, teachers, and others similarly situated

is the capstone of the missionary enterprise

and gives assurance of the early triumph of

Christianity in Japan.

Supplementing the Foreign Staff

Six new men of the flower of the Associ

ation 'brotherhood are about to supplement the

staff in the foreign field. With these men at

work the Associations of North America will

have nearly as many secretaries employed in

the foreign field as on their international force

in this country.

N. Wilbur Helm goes out to join the Japan

staff. His brother. V. W. Helm, is already at

work in Tokyo. Helm is to have the privilege

of opening the Association work in Nagasaki

and the supervision of the Associations on

the island of Kiushiu, where there are already

one city and ten student Associations. Mr.

Helm has had much experience in the student

work both during his undergraduate days in

De Pauw University, where he took his B.A.

in 1899, and also in Princeton, where he has

been for the past two years as an instructor in

Latin. Last spring he acted as a secretary of

the Buffalo Association, in which apprentice

ship he received training in city problems.

Omaha has the good fortune to send its as

sistant secretary to the China field this year,

W. W. Lockwood, Jr., who will sail before

Christmas. After graduating from De Pauw

University, Mr. Lockwood taught for two

years and then went to Omaha. It will cer

tainly be true of the Omaha Association, as it

is rapidly becoming true of many others, that

the work goes on day and night—all night.

Charles J. Ewald will sail early in October

for Buenos Aires, where he will assist Shu-

man in the remarkable work conducted in that

metropolis. He has been trained for his work

by two years of activity as general secretary

of the association in the University of Michi

gan, where he graduated in 1901. In October,

1901, Shuman thought he was doing well to

get eighteen men together. A year later the

Association had a membership of 250 from

over twenty different nationalities. Night

educational work opened last spring with

ninety men. The present membership is nearly

500.

Arthur Rugh, the college secretary of Ohio,

1901-02, has traveled during the past year in

the interest of the Volunteer Movement. He

will go out to China. He graduated from

Wittenberg College, Springfield, Ohio, in

1901. During his course Mr. Rugh was in

terested in all phases of student life, the base

ball team, the glee club, and the basket-ball

team. His secretarial experience brought him

in contact with the Associations in many col

leges and with the work in the cities.

The United States Naval Academy will be

represented by C. C. Rutledge, who will go to

help in the work in Madras. He resigned

from Annapolis after having been there two

years and graduated from Ohio Wesleyair

University in 1901. Mr. Rutledge enlisted in

the second Ohio Volunteer Infantry as a pri

vate during the war with Spain and rose to

the rank of first lieutenant. At the University

he was interested in baseball and football auit

was active in the literary societies and the

clubs. He was president of the Association, has

had considerable experience in business and

training for Association work as the intercol

legiate secretary of Philadelphia.

McGill University at Montreal is sending-

out one of its graduates this fall. C. S. Pater-

son, B. Sc. 1901, is a resident of Montreal and

has been active in the Montreal Association

since boyhood. He has served in several capac

ities in the Boys' Department work. For the

past year he has been in charge of one of the

Boys' Departments. This training will prepare

him for the important position of boys' secre

tary at Calcutta. He will have in that city a

great field of 30,000 school-boys.



NEW RECRUITS FOR THE FOREIGN ASSOCIATIONS

THE ENGLISH SECTION OF THE JAPANESE SUMMER CONFERENCE (See page 1 8)
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The First Brazilian Convention

It is with some trepidation that the "Co-

mis&o Organizadora" undertook a thing so

new to this country as a Young Men's Chris

tian Association Convention, but all misgivings

have been dispelled by results better than could

have been anticipated. So far as we know,

there has never before been held on South

American soil an interdenominational gather

ing of any sort. A veteran missionary said of

this one: "I did not think we should ever see

such a gathering in Brazil."

Thirty-seven delegates from six associa

tions, fraternal delegates from Buenos Aires

and from the International Committee, and

forty-six corresponding delegates from fif

teen cities of Brazil made up the attendance of

eighty-five men, representing eighteen points

in Brazil. Thirty of these were missionaries

and native pastors from all but one of the

Boards and Churches doing work in this coun

try. The other fifty-five made as fine a looking

lot of young laymen as one could wish to look

upon.

The attention given to the Convention by

the native Press was a surprise to every one.

The leading daily of Brazil, lornal do

Commercio, sent first-class reporters to every

session and excursion and gave us twelve

columns, long and closely printed, on its prin

cipal pages.

The proceedings were entirely in Portu

guese, except that my own paper, A Review of

the World-Wide Movement, and the greetings

from the Associations of the South were in

Spanish, which was understood perfectly by

nearly all present.

Among the principal men of the Convention

were (i) C. G. Shalders, Professor in the State

Polytechnic Institute and President of the

Association at Sao Paulo, who was chosen

chairman of the Convention and made a most

acceptable presiding officer; (2) Dr. N.

Scares do Couto, first President of the Rio

Association and delegate from Brazil to the

Boston Convention, who was made one of the

vice-presidents; (3) Alberto da Costa, record

ing secretary of the SSo Paulo Association

and secretary of the Convention; (4) J. L.

Fernandes Braga, Jr., now president of the

Rio Association, chairman of the committee

of preparations; (5) Dr. Lysanias de Cer-

queira Leite, sub-inspector of traffic on the

Brazilian Central Railway, who was elected

chairman of the new National Committee.

The three principal addresses were (i) The

Value of the Association from an Outsider's

Standpoint by Dr. Nascimento Bittencourt, of

the National College of Medicine of Rio; (2)

The Fourfold Work of the Association by

Dr. A. Teixeira da Silva, a prominent lawyer

of SSo Paulo; (3) Why this Work for Young

Men: the Raison d'etre of the Association by

Bishop Kinsolving of the Episcopal Church

in Brazil. The latter was a masterly presenta

tion in pure classic Portuguese of the evils

that beset .young men and the need of such a

work for this important part of the commu

nity. It is to be printed in pamphlet form.

Papers were presented by committee men

and workers on physical, educational, and

social work, debating and literary clubs, work

in colleges, and in small towns. Secretary

Clark read an interesting account of the his

tory of young men's work in Brazil.

Spiritually it was a powerful Convention.

On Saturday morning from the top of

Corcovado, 2,300 feet from the harbor level,

we saw the sun rise and passed an hour in a

most helpful prayer meeting, afterward

breakfasting under the trees.

Two Bible Hours were conducted by Rev.

F. F. Soren of the Baptist Board and the

climax was reached in the fellowship meeting

on Sunday morning. The program through

out showed wise and careful planning and was

eminently fitted to meet the needs of this com

pany of Brazilian young men.

A well-arranged exhibit of the work of the

Associations of South America, shown by

photographs and printed matter, was studied

with interest.

There were received by the Convention, an

autograph letter from Sir George Williams,

and messages of greeting from the Geneva

and New York Committees, from the Portu

guese Associations and those of Argentine

and Uruguay.

Among the resolutions passed by the Con

vention was one urging the importance of

Bible study, and another recommending the

formation of a Liga de Voluntarios (Volun

teer League) for a study of the world-wide

work of the kingdom and for regular support

of "our missionary, enterprise," the national

work of the Brazilian Associations.

The great final result of this convention was

the organization of the Brazilian Associations

into an alliance for extension and strengthen

ing of the work throughout the country, and

the formation of a National Committee of

fourteen men of strength and deep interest in

the movement

In the closing session on Sv.ulay afternoon,

175 young men of the <-onvcntion and the Rio

Association formed a line about the audience-

room of the largest church in the city and sang

together, as had never been done in South

America before, the words in Portuguese of

our loved Association hymn, "Blest Be the

Tie":

Oue vista amavel fc!

Ouando com santo amor

Irnaos unidos pcla. fe

Adoram o Senhor !

Buenos Aires. B. A. SHUMAN.
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Where a State Committee Helped

In a Southern city the directors were thor

oughly disheartened. At a

What Nine meetmg ol the board, which

Days' Work Did was called for the PurP°se

of closing the doors of the

Association, it was an

nounced that there was a deficit of nearly

$1,800. The state secretary was asked to

"spend six months" with them to see if the

situation could be saved. A canvass was

planned and aggressively undertaken. In nine

days the deficit was provided for, and in addi

tion the amount necessary for the employment

of a general secretary secured. The Associa

tion now owns one of the most attractive Asso

ciation buildings in the entire South, which is

valued at fifty thousand dollars.

The Association building at another place

had been closed for thirteen

Now Own roonths on account of an in-

Qood Buildings debtedness on the property

and other discouraging con

ditions. The state secretary

reorganized the board, conducted the canvass

for funds, and secured a competent man for

secretary. The building is now paid for and

a splendid work being dons. In a Tennessee

city the president and board were in absolute

despair. The rooms were located over a sa

loon, the membership very much depleted, the

secretary's salary seven months behind. The

state secretary was called in, and, instead of

discussing methods and difficulties, he con

ducted a half-hour service of prayer. Plans

were made for new work, and a new location

secured. This Association now occupies its

own building and is doing a broad work.

The Associations in three small towns have

been saved in past years by

Furnished Three the State Committee. None

Secretaries and Of these Associations em-

Seven Ministers pioy general secretaries, and

in periods of discourage

ment would give up their work were it not for

the encouragement and help from the state sec

retaries. One of these Associations has sent

three men into the Association work and seven

men into the ministry.

Saved from the

Sheriff's Hands

One hundred and fifty dollars spent by the

State Committee saved an

Association from the sheriff

(according to the board of

directors), paid off an in

debtedness of nearly a

year's standing, and put the work on a sub

stantial basis. The Association now owns its

building and is in a good financial condi

tion. At another point forty-five dollars spent

by the State Committee launched a building

movement in an unorganized town. Now more

than six thousand dollars has been subscribed

for the purpose of erecting a new Association

building with good prospects of securing the

entire amount needed.

What a Little

Money Did

' Seventy-five dollars spent by the State Com

mittee opened the doors of

an Association which had

been closed for more than a

year, paid off an old debt,

put in a new secretary, and

made possible the good work which is now

carried on. One hundred dollars spent by the

State Committee resulted in securing an equip

ment valued at $3,500, a membership cam

paign, and the employment of a general secre

tary.
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The Association Building Movement

Brooklyn is soon to have two splendid build

ings erected. That of the Eastern District

Branch is to cost $250,000. Ground will be

broken as soon as $200,000 is pledged, $180,000

of this sum already being in hand, and $5,000

has been promised toward the final $50,000 re

quired to make up the full $250,000. The en

tire building will be used for Association work.

The second floor will be used for the boys'

work, and the third for educational; the fourth

and fifth floors for dormitories and a restau

rant Six years ago it was said that $50,000

could not be secured for this building.

Plans for the new Prospect Park Branch

building have been perfected. It will cost about

$300,000. Of this sum, $160,000 is now pledged.

The site is 75 by 185 by 100. The auditorium

will seat 1,300. The gymnasium has 4,000

square feet of floor space and is free from posts,

and is placed on the second floor, thus giving

the entire first floor for social work. There

will be a separate gymnasium and locker room

for boys, and between seventy-five and one

hundred dormitories to rent to young men.

J. H. Hawkins, of Stubenville, left a fine

brick dwelling-house, valued at $15,000, as a

beginning of a building fund for an Association

at that point.

Parkersburg, W. Va., has completed its fund

of $50,000 for its building, and will soon begin

work on the structure.

At Roseland, 111., a suburb of Chicago,

$2,700 has been pledged toward a building

which, exclusive of the lot, will cost $10,000.

Over $8,500 has been pledged by the stu

dents and alumni of the Northwestern Univer

sity Medical School for a building for that de

partment in Chicago.

Rome, N. Y., has received $1,000 by the will

of the late J. G. Higgins.

The Portage Lake, Wis., Association has

cleared itself of debt, the Quincy Mining Com

pany giving $1,000 toward the $10,000 secured

in a little more than one month.

The first stone of the building of the Oporto,

Portugal, Association was laid on July 22d.

The contract has been let at Ravenswood,

III., to the extent of $45,000, which is to erect

two-thirds of the proposed building. The can

vass is being continued for finishing and fur

nishing.

The Mankato, Minn., building fund of $28,000

has been completed. The new building will

be 44 by 140 feet, and near the federal building.

The Association building at Springfield, 111.,

has been sold for $35,000, and a canvass begur*

for $75,000 to erect a large and better building.

The Decatur, 111., Association has purchased

for $l 1,000 a fine lot, including one-fourth of

an entire block. Their building fund has

reached $53,000, which they expect to increase

to $70,000.

The building fund at Kewanee, 111., has

reached $15,000, at which point all subscriptions

are binding; $12,000 more will be needed.

The canvass for $20,000 to cover the debt and

provide for improvements at Cedar Rapids, la.,

has been completed. It took seven months,

and considering the experience this Associa

tion has had in the past ten years this is in the

nature of a great triumph.

Our paragraph of last month in reference to

the presentation of a drinking-fountain to the

Keene, N. H., Association, in memory of Lee

Williams, was far from complete. Mr. Will

iams, when a schoolboy, joined the Boys' De

partment at Keene and became deeply inter

ested, and with his brother decided to become

a physical director. He was pursuing a col

lege course at Dartmouth when he was taken

sick and died at the college. Services were

held at the college before the body was taken

home, at which President Tuttle made the ad

dress. The funeral service at Keene was

held in the Association rooms on account of

the popularity of the young man in the city

and the Association. The beautiful drinking-

fountain was erected by the family of Mr.

Williams and from his small savings. While

at Dartmouth, Mr. Williams was one of the

most popular men, a good athlete, and became

a member of one or two of the "Varsity teams

in his freshman year.

Salt Lake City has plans completed for its

new building, and bids are now being asked on

foundation and walls. Eighty thousand dollars

is subscribed, and a canvass is now on for addi

tional funds. No debt will be incurred. A

corner lot, one block from the main business

street, and 91 x 29^2 feet has been purchased,

at a cost of $32,290.55, excavated. The build

ing will cover the entire lot, three and one-half

stories high, with walls sufficiently heavy to

carry three additional floors. The Association

will occupy it entirely, renting forty-three

dormitories. Separate rooms for boys on the

main floor with outside entrance 'and special

bath and locker-rooms are provided. Three

locker and bath-rooms are provided; one for

business men and another for boys, in addition

to the main or general, all with doors opening

into the swimming-pool. Hand-ball court and

private exercising-rooms are provided. No



PROPOSED BUILDING FOR EASTERN DISTRICT BRANCH, BROOKLYN

athletic organization exists in the city, and the

intention is to pre-empt the field with the Asso

ciation's physical department. Entrances to

the building open into a lobby 48 x 28 feet, in

which all stairways and doors are in plain view

of the business office. The educational and

religious work director's office is between the

boys' and men's reading-rooms and joins the

library. Three thousand five hundred square

feet of floor space are given to educational

class-rooms. Auditorium, seating 400, Bible

class and committee-rooms are provided for

religious and social work. The Association

hopes to enter its building in one year.

PROPOSED BUILDING FOR BEDFORD BRANCH, BROOKLYN
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The Railroad Department

In 1901 there were 42,000 members and 162

Associations. In 1902 there were 50,000 mem

bers and 175 Associations, and this year there

are 63,000 members and 198 Associations, an

increase of fifty per cent, in two years.

The first railroad colored men's department

was organized this year at Bluefield,. Va. Great

numbers of colored men are employed by the

railroads centering at this point.

The secretaries of the Big Four System have

undertaken to raise a large portion of the funds

OPENED FOR RAILROAD MEN AT BEECHWOOD, ILL., SEPTEMBER 2

to send the first railroad secretary to India,

in response to the repeated calls from that

country. Already $700 has been pledged.

The membership fee in the Railroad Asso

ciations of the Big Four System will be in

creased from $3 to $5—the fee which is now

prevailing in the South, and which self-re

specting railroad men feel that they can pay

with far more credit to themselves than the

nominal fee at Eastern points.

Probably the largest increases in membership

made in one year in any Railroad Department

have been the records of increase of 1.200 at

Scranton and nearly 1,000 at Atlanta.

The new building at Springfield, Mass., now

being erected at a cost of $12,000, is situated on

the best site in the yard, although the company

refused this position five times. This Asso

ciation is the oldest in New England, having

been formed in 1881.

The assistant secretary of the Brooklyn

Street Railway Association, who, when be

coming a Christian gave up railroading to>

enter Christian work, expects to give the rest

of his life to service among his former asso

ciates.

The financial condition of five railroad Asso

ciations in the Central West, without increase

of corporate assistance, warranted the action,

of the committees in increasing the secretaries'

salaries from ten to forty per cent.

A site has been selected for an Association

building at Helper, Utah. The railroad com

pany will provide the

site, water, heat, light,.

and $100 per month

toward running ex

penses. The building

will be erected from the

$50,000 fund pledged by

General Palmer and

Mr. George Foster

Peabody. Another

building will be erected

at Salt Lake City on

similar terms and will

be paid for from this

fund.

Lexington, Ky., has

shown an increase of

forty per cent, in mem

bership in one year. A

movement is on foot

for a new building.

The Denver & Rio

Grande Railroad has

voted to lay aside $500

per month for the erection of railroad Asso

ciation buildings along its line. It is expected

to care for four points in Colorado within five

years.

The City and Railroad Association of the

City of Mexico closed its first year with 600

members. Included in the membership are

found the American Ambassador, the American

Consul-General, ten railroad officials, all the

resident missionaries and a prominent Mexican

judge. Fourteen different nationalities are

represented, the Americans being in the lead,

with the Mexicans second. There are seventy-

five men in nine different educational classes.

The men's meeting on Sunday afternoon,

which is the Mexican holiday, is well attended,

and there are three Bible classes conducted.

Another Association may be organized among

Mexican young men engaged in industrial and

commercial pursuits.

An emergency room has been opened at

Whitehall, N. Y., equipped with two hospital

beds, an operating-table," and all necessary arti
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cles for emergency work. The expenses are

borne by Mrs. E. W. Bodwell, as a memorial

to her late husband. Each of the physicians

in the town carries a key to this room. The an

nual excursion to Plattsburgh and a trip to

Lake George turned in money enough to pay

all debts.

A revised railroad wall map, showing the

location of all railroad departments, is now

being issued by the International Committee.

From the membership contest at Atlanta,

Ga., men engaged in seventy-seven different

departments of railroad work were enrolled.

Of the 1,012 applicants, 115 were engineers,

106 firemen, 66 conductors, 61 flagmen, 34

brakemen, 112 clerks, 20 express messengers,

24 express clerks, 30 telegraph operators, 21

hostlers, 24 yard conductors, 82 switchmen, 77

machinists, 17 car inspectors, etc.

A new system of bath-rooms, costing $1,000,

has just been opened at Stamps, Ark. The

building occupied ten months ago was consid

ered too large, and the building committee was

severely criticised for extravagance for start

ing out in debt. Now the debt is entirely

cleared and the work is far beyond the con

ception of the promoters, and there is a mem

bership that demands a larger building.

A new railroad building on the Illinois

Central Railroad, at Mounds, 111., was dedi

cated September 2.

At the new Railroad Department at Beech-

wood, 111., 101 members were received the first

ten days, although the town is small and num

ber of railroad men limited.

The Kenova, W. Va., Railroad Association

is being moved to Portsmouth, O., which will

hereafter be the main' division point of the

N. & W. The extensive car-shops there will

employ 1,200 men.

Youngwood, Pa., has placed 316 volumes of

the best fiction in its new library cases, mak

ing 1,000 volumes in all.

Temple, Tex., since August I has received

ninety-five new members and sixty-four re

newals. A watermelon-social, a corn-roast,

stag-party, and such occasions are arranged by

the social committee. Over 200 books have

been added to the library by the G. C. & F. F.

R. R.

The Iroquois Club building has now been

taken possession of by the Railroad Association

at Milwaukee. A fine gymnasium, six bowl

ing-alleys, game-rooms, etc., are features that

stand among the very best produced. One

thousand people attended the opening. About

$S,ooo was expended in improvements. The

Association does not limit its work entirely to

railroad men.

NEW SPRINGFIELD. MASS., BUILDING

The Night Han

A REVERY AND PROPHECY BY A MODEST MEM

BER OF THE NIGHT MEN'S SOCIAL COMMIT

TEE OF THE PHILADELPHIA RAILROAD

DEPARTMENT

What a change in three years! Everything

used to be "8 P.M." If general officers visited

the building", if any great event in entertain

ments was arranged, or anything else worth

seeing or hearing occurred it was always "8

P.M." The night man was not yet considered

a part of the family. How different now !

Social meetings about every two weeks in win

ter—"9 A.M."; and at the midnight supper

hour entertainments and meetings, when the

officers lose a good night's sleep and some of

them ride home on freight trains all to let the

night man know he is not only among the

"also noticed," but one of the "special men

tioned" class.

He is represented on the athletic field and

even on the first baseball team. Six separate

baseball teams from as many districts, playing

in a league for a pennant and good-natured

rivalry as to who has the best club.

This winter, if you visit the building from

9 A.M. till 12 M., you will find him everywhere,

for the night man can and will enjoy himself

and improve his condition this coming winter

as he has never done before, and as a part of

the Association he is a permanent fixture.

Much of this, if not all, can be credited to the

night man knowing a good thing when he sees

it and the untiring efforts of the Association

in bringing it to his notice.

The coming winter will surely be a record

breaker. It is the intention to start the socials

on time and roll all the enjoyment we can into

as short time as possible. I wish it were win

ter now! — Pennsylvania Railroad Bulletin,

Philadelphia.



Out of the Life of Men

"You don't know me, do you? Well, I owe

a good deal to you," said a young man who is

•now occupying a position of prominence in

Association work. "When I was a mere boy

you met my father and myself on the train.

During the conversation you paid some at

tention to me, and so impressed me with the

attractiveness and glory of the Christian life

that that interview was the deciding time in

my life." It seemed but a small matter, but

the impression of that hour has followed that

man for years. He has now completed his

college course and entered upon his Christian

work with every probability of success,

^

The meanest, vilest, and most drunken mill-

hand of a Merrimac River town twenty-five

years ago, a man of forty-two, made it his busi

ness to make things uncomfortable for any

mill man who entered upon the Christian life.

One of his fellow employees called Aleck, an

•energetic young fellow, thought the proper

thing to do was to become a Christian. This

man heard of it, and then nothing was too

mean for him to do. He made him the butt

of the jeers and jibes of the crowd. It inter

fered with his work and even drew the man

into a fight in self-defense, but the young fel

low's consistent life and his influence at last

led him to come to him and say: "Aleck,

you've got something I haven't got. Can I

get rid of this sin that is shaming me?" To

gether they went to the house of Aleck's pas

tor, he left his dinner unfinished and for two

hours talked with him in his study. The man

came out with a new purpose. In a week he

was on the common giving his earnest testi

mony in the out-of-door meeting. For six

months he ran well, and then in an unguarded

moment was ensnared by one of the low wo

men of the place, a former acquaintance.

Shamed by his fall, he came to Aleck the next

day saying: "It's no use, I must give it all up."

Aleck said: "Nothing of the kind," and he

stood by him. The man pulled through and

later became a most useful state secretary of

the Young Men's Christian Association, and

for years was a successful evangelist. This

is but one story to be told of a group of men.

who with Henry McCoy, in the old Lowell

Association, were pulled out of the mud and

brought into positions of large service in Chris

tian work.

In speaking of a division point on his road

in Montana, a Division Superintendent re

cently made the following remarks to one of

the Railroad Young Men's Christian Associa

tion secretaries: "All the trouble I have at

that point was caused by the boys not having

any place to go to but saloons when they have

any time to loaf. If I had my way about it, I

would start an Association up there and then

'can' any man that was caught going into a

saloon after that. I recommended this once

to the mangement of the road, but they turned

it down cold, and so I can't do anything about

it. I know that nine out of every ten acci

dents are caused by drinking. But what is a

man going to do when the head officials won't

do anything towards providing a decent place

for their employees?"

J*

Last February at the close of a Sunday after

noon meeting for men the speaker, a Christian

minister of high standing and noted for his

familiarity with the Bible, finished his last of

a dozen or more addresses with the following

remarks: "All I know of the Bible and all

that I am to-day as a worker for Christ I owe

to the Young Men's Christian Association.

Years ago I drifted into a Bible Class at the

Salt Lake City Association, and there became

so intensely interested in Bible study that it

changed my whole life. I then decided to

give my life to Christian work." He is now

one of the leading evangelistic workers in the

Baptist Church and has charge of that line of

work in one of our Western States.

Three years ago a manufacturer in a certain

Michigan town inquired about a certain man

for a position in his office. The secretary sug

gested another who seemed better fitted, and

he was employed. He has risen steadily from

$12 a week to $16 and to $20, and to the posi

tion of assistant manager. Now the manager

lias retired, the company has been reorganized

and our friend is now manager at $1,200 this

year and $1,500 after January I. At the same

time he has been developing and growing spir

itually and is more helpful in the Association

work. He has been for the past year chairman

of the Sunday meetings committee and teacher

of a Bible class of young men of about his own

age. While still on $12 a week he was one of

a number of the young fellows to pledge $100

to the building fund. Whether he owes most

to the Association or the Association most to

him, who can sav?

J»

The respected manager of a leading manu

facturing concern in a western city, and the

superintendent of another large plant, were

noted recently with a band of workers walking

down the main street, carrying a portable

organ and song books for the cottage prayer

meeting. The meeting in that town is not

scoffed at.
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From the Editor's View=Point

Let us recall to mind the object of the Asso

ciation as shown in its con-

The Associa- stitution; few men see such

lion's Appeal to documents now, we are

ihe Whole Man thinking. It reads, "The

object of this Association

shall be to advance the social, physical, in

tellectual, and spiritual welfare of young men."

It took a long time for some good Christian

men to recognize that a man was anything but

soul, and that any of the objects except the

spiritual were worth attention. Mr. William E.

Dodge fought hard and well to have the word

"physical" incorporated into the constitution

torty years ago, and then it was incorporated

into the plans of the building in Twenty-third

Street. New York. The good sense of men

told them th^t it was the right thing, but it re

mained for Dr. Gulick to announce the princi

ple and discover us to ourselves when he read

his paper at Philadelphia in 1889 and suggested

the unity of man—body, mind, and spirit—from

which the Association emblem, the equilateral

triangle, was adopted as expressing the Asso

ciation's conception of the rightly developed or

saved man. The gymnasium and the educa

tional classes are not "traps" set to catch a

man. They have a place in the Association

work, but they do not stand alone nor would

an Association conduct a gymnasium in one

place, educational classes in another, and have

its religious services at another. They all are

one. Many a man has come to the Associa

tion and said, "Make my body strong, it is

weak." and has discovered there that he lacked

mental training, and that he had a spiritual

need unmet. Others have come saying, "I am

ignorant, educate my mind," and have learned

besides the need of physical training and of

God. Many a man has come for spiritual help

and learned that he has sinned in abusing or

neglecting his body, and that to understand his

Bible he must have education. The social life

has found its field of expression and enjoy

ment as wholesome men have met in whole

some work. Men have learned that they may

not depise any wholesome instinct of life with

out treading under foot some law of God and

wronging themselves. The Association has

done pioneering work in discovering a way of

Access to a man's soul; not with a new gospel.

TO by a new method.

If a last, searching, honest analysis of

the "decisions," "conver-

,,j, . , ,, versions." and "inq"irers,"

to \VhaU> reported from the religious

services should be made

after a year has elapsed, how

many of them would show a new life of faith

which has resulted in a change of character

and a new program of service under the

Lordship of Jesus? Very many; not all. With

scores, the exhibition of interest was the cry

for help from a defeated man. He asked for

help. He needed a brother to stand with him—

one of Christ's representatives, full of hope and

faith—wise, experienced, strong. Did he secure

this help? Hundreds of weak men who cried

out of bitterness of heart have not been heard

from again, because their cry was not inter

preted by those who should help them. But

there are other men who have made unan

nounced determinations to seek after God, and

have gone on into a new life from the inspira

tion of the meetings. What has this holding

up of hands (the usual method of expression

called for) in evangelistic services meant? Per

haps the crowd has been badgered, cajoled,

played upon, or cornered by a clever handler of

crowds until men would hold up their hands

expressing a wish to be "good," "to be prayed

for," "to do the manly thing" (an appeal to

conceit), to please a secretary, to gain some

thing for nothing, or to get a good name by

wishing for it. There are lots of spasms of

conscience mistaken for "decisions" or conver

sions. The only decision that counts is that

which a man is led to stand back of with all his

heart and mind and strength. There is an

amount of maudlin and sentimental gush that

passes for serious dealing with men's lives that

ought to be sloughed off.

Men have spent the strength of their lives

in fighting against the Bible.

Fighting Thousands consider it

Against, For, or worthy of the devotion of a

With the Bible lifetime to fight for the

Bible. The Association

fights with the Bible, and the Bible proves its

own defender. To our minds, the increasingly

effective Bible classes which are being organ

ized for men in every rank of life by the Asso

ciation—where the Bible is doing its work in

rectifying and inspiring the lives of thousands

of men who had never known its comfort or

message are the best argument for the book. It

has been a comfort to the sailor and the

soldier: a theme of study of 16.000 college stu

dents; is delighted in by an army of boys in

their teens; is constantly carried and read by

hundreds of men on the railroads, and in the

daily life of young men who are doing busi

ness in the great cities it proves to be a con

stant monitor and daily hand-book for right

living. It seems to be proving by the work

its does its divine origin and power. The

Cleveland. Warren, and Dayton Associations.

for instance, have brought thousands of men

from all nations, and mostly without early

Christian training, to know the Bible story,
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and now in Cleveland business-offices Bible

classes are held, and others are being formed

in the homes of the members. A dozen classes

meet around a dozen men of as many different

types of thought, experience, and leadership,

who draw their inspiration from the word o(

God, on Sunday afternoons, and they make the

words of Jesus the authority of their lives.

May we have more of such inspiration from

the Bible rather than apologies for it!

The talk about the masses is giving place to

talk about the individual,

For Young Men the unit of society. Men

or for the arc studied in groups,

Young Man classes, sets, nationalities;

are considered as cases to

study, and as problems are scientifically an

alyzed, classified, and reported on. However

necessary it may be for us as students to learn

about men, it is our business to work for the

man. It is easy to work with a crowd; far

easier than to talk to the individual man, but

the talk which counts is that which appeals to

the man himself; the man whose name and per

sonality is known and recognized, in whom the

speaker is really interested. The attention

given to the individual man or boy who conies

to the Association and whose needs are found

and met, will bring the best help to him and

secure his relations with those things which

will help him most, and where he can help the

most. To find a young man's possibilities, and

to place him in the line of training and de

velopment, is a work that is worth doing. It

was worth while for Christ to find Andrew, and

for Andrew to find Peter, and for Paul to

train and to set at work young Timothy and

a host of other men with whom he took great

pains and showed infinite patience. This is the

program of Christianity, and so it will ever

be. The man who is known by name, and is

studied and helped, is the man who will stand

for the organization and its work in later years.

An attendance of a thousand or fifteen hun

dred men at the Sunday afternoon service

seems like a great mass of men, but it takes an

organization of two to three hundred men to

make this meeting. Every one of this number

has taken a part in inviting, interesting, or bring

ing these men to the service, and making it ef

fective to them. It is found that any thrifty As

sociation with 500 or more members has from

forty to one hundred organized committees,

classes, or departments, each manned by a se

lected group of men, each of whom holds

special relations to a group of young men. Let

us think of the man rather than of men.

Nothing will ever be discovered to take the

place of prayer. When this is lacking in an

Association of men. a source of power for

lasting good is missing. The more successful

an Association is in attracting men in large

numbers, the larger the need of a body of

earnest praying men who permeate the mem

bers with Christian influences. To teach a man

the habit of prayer is of more value to him than

to teach him to care for his body or educate

his mind. Along with the habit of prayer will

go the habit of giving for God's work. How

ever crowded the week of November 8-14 may

be, there should be and there can be some time

found for the gathering of men for prayer.

J»

The September number furnishes a timely

theme for a Sunday service on "The Place,

Power, Opportunities, Perils, and Safeguards of

Young Men." We would be pleased to furnish

to a limited number of Associations 100 to 300

copies of the September number to place in the

hands of men in their audience when this theme

may be discussed.

J*

The unique service the Ohio State committee

rendered in conducting the sutler's business at

the Ohio National Guard camp, will be de

scribed in the next number.

-»;
The conduct of classes for physical exercise

in county jails, such as is done by the Colorado

Springs Association (see page n), will com

mend itself to the judgment of every man fa

miliar with the tedious life led in these jails

by the men who are awaiting trial, or serving

short sentences. Most of them are from active

life, and not a few of these men are from

cultured homes, and are men of education. The

result of enforced idleness is disastrous morally

and physically. All prisoners are not "steeped

in crime."

J*

The remarkable editorial in the Chicago

American of August 26, exposing the folly of

playing the races, is in line with some of those

exceedingly effective sermons which the writers

for the editorial column preach to tremendous

audiences. This theme seems inconsistent in

a paper which gives tips for the races, and is

regarded as the yellowest kind of a journal.

But is its course any less consistent than that

'of the religious newspaper which publishes ad

vertisements of fake mining schemes and quack

medicines?

•3*

The Stamford Association has been suffer

ing some unsavory advertising. The press

stated that its Italian Branch was found to be

a beer-saloon. The Association has no Italian

Branch. An Italian pool-room was raided.

The reporter saw a sign on the building. Y. M.

A. C. A young men's athletic club occupied

rooms in the building, hence the report and

the libel.
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The secretary who has ordered several cop

ies of the Year Book in the past will find them

increasingly valuable with the fuller reports

contained in the one just issued. The increase

ia the expense of the additional tables renders

it necessary to make the price 50 cents each

without the reduction for four or more copies

as in the past. ^

No matter how hard pressed an Association

may be financially, it is never justified in rent

ing its hall to the professed antagonists of

evangelical religion, good morals, or good citi

zenship. One Association outrages the Asso

ciation brotherhood by permanently renting its

hall to a Christian Science Society. It might

just as well be rented to Brigham H. Roberts,

Pat Shecdy, or John Alexander Dowie.

J»

In answer to frequent inquiries, we would

state that we are still able to supply September

numbers in quantities, and that the special four

months-for-ten-cents offer is still good. Hardly

any far-sighted finance committee which is

studying the cultivation of an intelligent clien

tage lor the support of its Association will fail to

see that ten. twenty, or thirty dollars expended

in sending ASSOCIATION MEN to 100, 200, or

300 contributors for four months would bring

back many times the cost involved. The offer

is one that will never be made again. This sea

son of the year is the most advantageous, and

the special themes of these numbers are' par

ticularly telling. .j

Some men may stand this kind of an ad

dress, hut it did not go with a Harvard man.

He dropped into an Association some time

ago and was addressed by the secretary with:

"Well, mv man, what can I do for you?" It

struck him about the same way that the text

over the old Chicago Association doorway

did a Boston fellow. He thought it was the

height of conceit. The text over the door

way read: "Come thou with us and we will

do thee good." -

A special training class to prepare men

for the physical examination required by the

civil service commission for applicants for

the police and fire departments was opened

by the Young Men's Institute on the Bowery,

New York, three years ago. The examina

tions are very rigid, and the men often pay

large fees to private schools on promise of ap

pointment. Up to this year fifty-four men

took the course, thirty passed, eight were re

jected, and sixteen failed to appear at the ex

aminations. Since December i, 154 men have

joined for this course. Excellent success has

attended the work this year. Up to date sev

enty-one men have been called for examina

tion with the following results: Forty-seven

passed, six failed to answer the call, and eight

een were rejected for the following reasons:

Defective eyes, eight; defective teeth, four;

under weight, three ; under height, three.

\Ve are constantly seeking good illustrations

for these pages, showing new and striking

features of the Association's work. These are

difficult to secure. Often the subject is striking

and the photograph poor, or the same is com

monplace and the photograph excellent.

Scores of photographs come to us of features,

groups, etc., which, while good and locally in

teresting, are practically duplications of what

have been repeatedly shown. We shall con

sider it a favor if Associations will submit

photographs to us for selection, and promise to

return all that are not necessarily mutilated in

remounting.

J»

Somebody connected with the Lynn Asso

ciation did a clever stroke of work in getting

out for the annual fall prospectus a little book

let done after the style of The Philistine, and

bearing the title, "The Experiences of Rug-

gles, Thomas Taft, and Some Others." The

stories tell the story of the Young Men's

Christian Association and its work so well that

we have printed them in full in this number.

Interspersed between the stories are the an

nouncements' of the Association engagements.

The thing is not only out of the rut, but has

jumped clean off the old road and is making a

new route for itself. Others will follow. \Ve

only hope they can do it half as well.

The old style annual report issued three to

six months after the anniversary exercises, con

taining the speeches which were mighty good

to listen to, but are almost never read when

printed, a long list of the contributors, stereo

typed reports and statistical forms, made to

conform to the pattern issued thirty years ago

in order to satisfy the historical library re

quirements, is a huge waste of money. The

kind of a report which the Minneapolis Asso

ciation got out recently is one that will do busi

ness. The statements are made brief and clear,

interspersed with good pictures, showing what

is being done inside the building. It is almost

as good as a visit to the building to see the re

port and it is such as any one will take time

to look through. It would be well to put a few

lines under each picture, not only telling what

the picture represents, but suggesting the op-

portuhties and development, and grouping

other matter connected with this department

graphically and clearly, which will impress

the reader and appeal for larger support. Phil

adelphia has done some fine work in this line.



The Physical Department

Association Men at the World's Fair

BY J. E. SULLIVAN

Chief of the Physical Culture Department, World's Fair,

St. Louis.

In the proposed program for the Olympic

games to be held in conjunction with the

World's Fair at St. Louis, in 1904, the depart

ment has set aside three days for Young Men's

Christian Association Olympic championship

athletics and gymnastics. They have likewise

set aside two days for the Association basket

ball championship. I feel confident that the rec

ognition paid to the Young Men's Christian

Association in the arrangement of this program

will be appreciated by those who have its ad

vancement in mind. It will mean a great deal

for athletics, and a great deal for the Associa

tion. Of course this is not the first time that

the Association has been recognized in an

athletic way as a governing body, but this will

give to it advertising and advantages that can

not come from any other source. It places the

Association where it belongs as a governing

body; it gives to it through its individual mem

bers and teams a chance to exploit the good

work of the organization, to show the progress

that has been made athletically throughout the

world that it could not secure through any

other channel.

The Young Men's Christian Association, of

late, has branched out. Athletic and the other

features have done a great deal to broaden the

scope of the Association. In the arrangement

of the program the Association has been given

equal standing with the Athletic Union, and col

leges and schools. The question is, do Asso

ciation men realize the opportunity and the

advantages that are to come from their connec

tion with this Olympic movement? I feel con

fident that a large per cent do and it is to be

hoped that those who do not will at once sit

down and figure out the great amount of good

that is done by athletics and lend their aid

toward making the Association days at the

World's Fair the most successful that will be

held there during the year. They can do it;

they have the plan, the men, and the organiza

tion back of them, as well as thousands of ath

letes to draw from. Each Association from

now on should use its endeavors to get to

gether the best men possible to represent a

particular organization, to carry off the honors

and the valuable prizes that are to be offered

for competition.

This country is rapidly developing into an

athletic country. By that I do not mean that

we are running to the lower grades of sport:

we are getting away from what might be termed

rough sport. To-day the sentiment is for clean

athletics, and people are being educated to go

into athletics for their own good. They are

taking it up in a recreation way, the business

man who has neglected athletics in his earlier

days has found out that he can, even at an ad

vanced age, take some exercise that will bene

fit him physically. The boys are taught at

school, wherever a teacher who understands

athletics can be found, that athletics help their

moral condition. There can be no question

whatever on that score. I could cite dozens of

cases of boys who were inclined to lead a life

that would not be beneficial to them either

morally or physically who are saved by ath

letic exercises. It is in the foundation of the

athletic structure to teach a boy to take care

of his body. I know of one business man who

became an athletic enthusiast when at school

who admits that it was his salvation. He

stated that having started as an athlete he im

mediately procured all the books that were pub

lished in those days and read them. He

learned a great deal; that he must not

smoke, drink, or dissipate, that if he made a

habit of carousing at night and losing his sleep

it would to a certain extent impair his ability

in the athletic field, with the result that he built

up a grand body. He never knew what it was

to taste liquor, to smoke, or to be out at night

after a reasonable hour until he was a full-

grown man. Now there is the foundation of

athletics. That the Young Men's Christian

Association endeavor to encourage in every

man and boy that enters the gymnasium to take

part in competitive work. We all know that

if a boy is started early enough in life in com

petitive athletics, be it base-ball, basket-ball,

ring-hockey, or any other sport wherein team

work is required, and where the game is

played under an efficient referee, that boy, ad

mitting that he is inclined to play unfair, or

"rough it" will be immediately cautioned

by the referee and then and there he begins to

see the value of clean and honest sport. I have

often heard Dr. Luther Halsey Gulick remark,

"that a boy who was honest in competition,

would, no doubt, later prove honest in busi

ness;" so to my way of thinking, there is no

better way to bring our young men up to be a

credit to themselves and their families, than to

start them at athletics as young as possible.

We all know the benefits that are to be de

rived physically, and we also know that "All

work and no play makes Jack a dull boy." In

some cases, perhaps, the question of athletics

is being overdone, but from the plan that the

Young Men's Christian Association is now

working on, and with which I am thoroughly

familiar, I do not think that there will ever be

any fear that they will neglect other interests

for athletics. It behooves all of the branches of

the Association to get together and help make

3°
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the days set aside for the Association at St.

Louis a pronounced success. The doings there

will form part of a report that will be handed

down to future years; the results will be tele

graphed and cabled to the whole world. It will

afford a great throng of people who come from

all over the world an opportunity to learn of

the excellent methods pursued by the Young

Men's Christian Association in their good

work.

Committee for World's Fair Pro

gram

The following men have received invita

tions from the World's Fair committee to

represent the Association : George W.

Ehler, chairman; Luther H. Gulick, A. F.

Kennedy, J. H. McCurdy, George T. Hepbron.

The basket-ball championships will be under

the jurisdiction of the following committee:

George T. Hepbron, chairman, Y. M. C. A.

Athletic League; A. F. Kennedy, Y. M. C. A.,

St. Louis, Mo.; Theo. Blair and J. Myers, A. A.

U., St. Louis, Mo.; Thos. Riley, A. A. U.,

Boston, Mass.; Theo. Strauss, A. A. U., Bal

timore, Md.; G. H. Pyrah, A. A. U., Philadel

phia; George W. Ehler, Y. M. C. A., Chicago,

111.; F. L. Gross, Y. M. C. A., Brooklyn, N. Y.

The World's Fair Physical Training Commit

tee has the following representatives of the As

sociation: Dr. Luther H. Gulick, chairman;

George W. Ehler, and Geo. T. Hepbron.

Dr. Gulick's Retirement

The responsibilities coming upon Dr. Gulick

in his new position with the public schools of

Xew York City have made his resignation from

the international committee force necessary.

No better statement of his services to the Asso

ciation movement could be given than the fol

lowing resolutions adopted by the committee:

"In accepting the resignation of Dr. Luther

H. Gulick as the secretarial head of its Physi

cal Department the committee desires to place

upon its minutes grateful recognition of the

eminent and valuable service he has rendered

the entire Association brotherhood in this and

other lands. Dr. Gulick originated the secre

tarial leadership of the Physical Department of

the American Young Men's Christian Associa

tions and has filled the position until his recent

resignation. He became a secretary of the

committee .in 1886, at a period when there was

urgent, importunate demand among the Asso

ciations for what we now know as the Christian

physical director. As a Christian worker and

a man of medical education and training he dis

cerned how this demand could be supplied and

had the practical skill and wisdom to lead in

successfully meeting it, so that he may almost

be considered the creator of the Christian phy

sical directorship. During all these years his

ideas and personal leadership have been felt

throughout the growing group of our physical

directors. He grasped clearly and stated con

vincingly the place and sphere of the Physical

Department in the scheme and scope of Asso

ciation work among young men. His paper

read before the international convention in

1889 upon the unity of the Association work in

its comprehensive solicitude for the welfare of

the whole man—body, soul, and spirit—was a

strong factor in promoting a correct public

opinion on this subject among Association

leaders, and in emphasizing that trend in our

work for young men to which is owing its

present comprehensiveness and its faithful ad

herence to its central and supreme spiritual

purpose, with which Dr. Gulick and the men

of his training have been in full sympathy.

"Of late years in the formation and leader

ship of the Association Athletic League he has

related, in a masterly way, the physical and

athletic work of the Associations to that of

other athletic organizations so as to promote

clean sport outside of as well as within the As

sociations. His connection with the begin

nings of our definite social and industrial work,

and of our work for boys, has also been a great

inspiration to all who labor in those directions.

While accomplishing this important service for

our brotherhood he has occupied during most

of the time the twofold position of Physical

Department Secretary of the Committee and

head of the Physical Department of the Spring

field Training School. His invitation to his

present position as the head of physical train

ing in the public schools of Greater New York

is a merited testimony to the high standing he

has achieved among American leaders in the

science and development of physical training.

The committee accepts his resignation from the

secretaryship with sincere regret, but also with

gratitude for his continued fellowship and help.
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and with deep sympathy with him in the new

and important work he has undertaken, and

into which he carries their prayerful wishes for

abundant blessing and triumphant success."

The friends of our work will rejoice that Dr.

Gulick's connection with it is not to be severed.

His continuance with it as vice-chairman of the

Athletic League will give to the Associations

his invaluable counsel and co-operation in pro

moting the best interests of our Physical De

partment."

Physical Training Notes

On account of the resignation of Dr. Gulick

from the committee, the publication of "Phy

sical Training" has been suspended for the

present.

At the inter-branch athletic meet of the

well as aptitude in learning swimming and

speed.

Charleston, II!., has a registered track team

of twenty-two members. A number of the

boys entered the State meet at Decatur, 111.,

and won fourteen medals. They were within

one point of the pennant winners.

After repeated unsuccessful attempts made by

Elkins, W. Va., local parties to conduct a base

ball team, the Association took the matter in

hand and have had a most successful season,

having played seventeen games and winning all

but four. The greatest success was attained by

the team itself, however, for before the Asso

ciation had the management of the team it was

impossible for a visiting team to receive fair

treatment, but this season all teams visiting

Elkins have said that they have never had bct-

NEW ORLEANS TEN ATHLETIC TEAMS WHICH HAVE HELD CONTESTS ALL SUMMER. AFTER THE GAMES

THE WINNING TEAMS WERE SERVED WITH ICE CREAM, THE ENTRY FEES PAYING THE EX

PENSE. INTEREST HAS BEEN AT THE HIGHEST IN HOT WEATHER OF THE SUMMER.

Brooklyn Association, September 19, the Cen

tral Branch won the largest number of points.

Every branch in the city was represented.

Prizes were awarded at the finish of each event

by Mr. See.

Albany's athletic park closed its year with

but four dollars deficit, as against $500 deficit

last year.

At the athletic meet of the New Jersey Asso

ciations, held at Paterson, the Paterson men

held their own against all comers.

Baltimore's indoor base-ball team won the

championship of the State last year. The

honor emblem has been awarded Charles G.

Kaufman, C. M. Chancy, and Wilbur E. Sex

ton. This emblem is awarded any member

winning an athletic event in an open contest

from scratch.

Washington will introduce a series of con

tests in skill and endurance in swimming, as

ter treatment anywhere, and where formerly

profanity was to be heard on all sides, this sea

son, both in practice and in games, the team

has received much favorable comment from the

public on account of the entire absence of thai

evil.

Labor Day celebration at Elgin, 111., was in

teresting to the local Association for the rea

son that the athletic sports were in charge of

the Association. Twenty-four members of the

Boys' Department took part in a wand drill ;

the senior members doing apparatus work un

der the personal direction of the physical di

rector. It was estimated that 15.000 persons

saw the work done by the Association in the

public park.

Orange, N. J., has put in a fine business men's

locker-room with 100 large sized steel lockers.

A water-sport club is a popular feature in

the Dayton gymnasium.



The Educational Department

Student classes in factories and business

houses are to be new features in the Chicago

work. In two of the largest manufactories

class-rooms have been set aside and the Asso

ciation will supply teachers; the employers give

one hour each day for .study in the class-rooms.

The educational director at Trenton, N. J.,

has been giving a series of talks before the vari

ous labor organizations on the educational ad

vantages of membership in the Association.

Montreal will make a feature of a class in ad

vertising, taught by A. A. Mackay, and the

Canadian Club will foster patriotism and study

the resources, interests, art, and literature oi

Canada, and unite Canadians in work for the

welfare and progress of the Dominion. Last

year there were 461 men in the evening-classes.

Cleveland hopes to have 1,500 men in attend

ance in its educational department this winter.

For several weeks its bulletin has been given

up entirely to the exploiting of the educational

work. A special feature will be a course of

steam engineering.

The Augusta, Ga., Association has conducted

its educational work in connection with the city

evening school, but will now carry it on inde

pendently. The Association feels that it can

thus conduct the work in a far more satisfac

tory manner, and its judgment accords with

that of other Associations which have made

similar experiments.

The Brooklyn Rapid Transit Department for

street-railway men in installing a course for a

thorough training in the principles, handling,

and testing of electrical apparatus, especially

applicable to street-railway work. It will be

taught by Mr. Ashe, instructor in electrical en

gineering in the Polytechnic Institute of

Brooklyn. The company will 'furnish complete

equipment. The small fee of $5.00 will be

charged for a course of forty-eight lessons.

The West Side Branch, New York City, has

a course in art as applied to house furnishing

and interior decoration, for which a fee of $25

will be charged. A competent instructor has

been secured. This course is especially de

signed for the high-class salesmen of the best

firms in the city.

The appeal made by the Bridgeport Asso

ciation, a copy of which was reproduced in our

last number, has helped materially in the recent

successful canvass for additional funds; mak

ing it possible to secure an educational director,

who has already entered upon his duties.

Richmond, Va., will have a class in boiler-

making, taught by the assistant foreman of the

boiler-shop department of the American Loco

motive Works. The class will study for nine

months in the year and will take up everything

pertaining to practical and scientific boiler mak

ing.

Minneapolis has opened a class in gasoline

engineering, with Prof. Oliver, of the State

University, in charge. A class in steam engi

neering for steam engineers will be in charge

of Professor Cavanaugh, of the State Univer

sity, and Mr. Dustin, a city electrical engineer.

The Ann Arbor Association has been doing

EDWARD J. CHAPIX. ADOLPU ZIEFLE.

some popular advertising, publishing the pic

tures of six men who in their evening-classes

have made progress and secured better posi

tions. The pictures were used in the pros

pectus and then published in the leading daily.

The stories briefly told are as follows: E. J.

Chapin came from the farm and began work

in a machine-shop six years ago. He attended

HERMAN J. MAYER. VICTOR KURZ.

the Association night-school, taking a business

course and mechanical drawing and is now

foreman in an automobile plant and draws $750

a year more than when he began his evening

studies. Max Holke came from Germany

when twelve years of age. While he worked

he studied at night. His salary has been in

creased eighteen dollars a week since 1899.

Albert Lutz worked as a boy in a furniture re

pair shop. He studied in his spare time, went

into a shoe-store, became a partner, and now

33
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MINNEAPOLIS' WAY OF ADVERTISING.

owns the business. Herman J. Mayer worked

in a jewelry-slore, studied and ad-'..nced

steadily, learning to understand drawings re

lating to his work. Victor Kurz was a book

keeper and took the civil service branches. He

is now getting $850 a year.

The Conduct of Clubs

ASSERTIONS AND QUESTIONS

Have you observed that the charter mem

bership usually gauges the size and influence

of a club?

More Association clubs have failed because

of a low standard of efficiency and ability in

management than from any other cause. Al

ways needed : leaders. Can we discover and

develop them?

A group of friends, loyal to the Association,

is the first necessity in forming a club. The

only substitute is a large number of men

drawn together by a definite and strong pur

pose in which numbers are required for ac

complishment.

Paternalism has injured many clubs. As

sociation officials can coddle a club to death

when their desire is to see it succeed. If a

club's period of usefulness to members is past

no one need mourn its demise. Certainly men

should not be cajoled into its support simply

to sustain the organization.

Some sub-organizations waste too much time

over "constitutions"—which, on the one hand,

Boards of Directors are free to override, and

the membership—always voluntary—to ignore.

A few simple rules are sufficient.

Secretaries sometimes exert too great pres

sure in club elections, though animated by

worthy motives. Boss rule is secretly disliked

by every strong man. A clean, open-handed

contest will not injure any club, but political

jugglery will.

Every large Association should have one

or more clubs that will appeal to the prosper

ous, influential and best educated men who

seek its membership. Why are not the col

lege graduates in our membership affiliated

in a University club? Or the young bank men

encouraged to dine together under Association

auspices?

Sub-organizations should be given the lati

tude, the breadth, and the support that a

Greek letter fraternity or a commons dining

association receives from a university corpo

ration. There the faculty representative is the

balance-wheel ; in the Association the secretary

is often the piston-rod.

The word "club" to a young man is a magic

one; may it remain such. We have erred,

however, in applying the term to bodies totally

devoid of the group spirit. The educational de

partment has often transgressed in this re

spect to further its ends, and recent events

would indicate that Bible-study machinery

sometimes runs on the same track.

Where is the man with the genius for or

ganization who can plan and carry through a

fraternity that shall be the Phi Beta Kappa of

the Associations? Would it cement brother

hood and loyalty?

How often do you hear anyone assert that

the Young Men's Christian Association is the

"best club in town?" Isn't it? Which will be

the greater power in the lives of young men,

the cold-headed, public-spirited institution, or

the warm-hearted, soul-satisfying club? When

the Association sounds the depths of friend

ship as a Christian club it will also unveil a

grander vision of the Father, and the public

will draw the right conclusions.

Boston, Mass. J. P. ROBERTS.

CONCORD S FLOAT AT THE BI-CF.NTENNIAL.



FIELD DAY SPORTS. THE TUG-OF-WAR, ONEIDA CO., N. Y., CAMP.

From the Boys' Camps

It looks as if the attendance at the camps

this year would exceed 6,000, and the number

oi camps 225. At the Pennsylvania camp on the

shore of Lake Erie there were 106 boys. More

of the Illinois Associations than ever before

went under canvas, ten camps reporting 275

boys. Las Vegas, N. M., had its camp in the

Pecos forest preserve, on the Gallinos River,

ten thousand feet above the sea. A "Do

Things" club was organized there. The new

Association at Aberdeen, Wash., had twenty-

nine boys at North Beach. Cleveland's juniors

took a long steamship trip up the lakes to

famous old Mackinac Island and camped in

the old fort. One of the

boys stumped the crowd at

eleven o'clock at night to

walk around the island, the

dare was accepted and the

eight-mile circuit was made.

Detroit had forty boys, who

at the last service pledged

money enough to buy a

baby organ for the meet

ings. The interstate boys

had eighty-three at Camp

Wappocomo, Va. The

Massachusetts camps were

largely attended. Forty-

six Montreal boys camped

on their island at Lac Ste.

Marie. Here the other two

hundred camps were fre

quently mentioned with

cheers, and often in prayers.

The Oneida County, N. Y.,

boys had thirty-one at Camp

Darling. Camp Dudley, N.

Y., had 175 in attendance. Camp Darling had

100 at White Lake, in the Adirondacks, where

they may secure a permanent location. Brook

lyn had 150 at Camp Waccabuc. Western New

York had ninety-eight in its camp. They or

ganized into four tribes known as the Senecas.

the Sioux, the Shongos, and the Crows, each

having a chief and a medicine-man. Prizes of

feathers were awarded winners in contests.

New York City had 100 men at Camp Osca-

wanna. Many other places had as large num

bers attending, and as good a time, but mention

cannot be made of them all. Reports are al

ready coming in of boys uniting with churches

as a result of camp influences.

LOS VEGAS, N. M., BOYS IN THE PECOS FOREST.
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Boys' Department Notes

Portland, Ore., is spending $7,000 to fit up

rooms in the basement of its building to be

used exclusively for the boys. There are more

boys in the educational classes than in any other

Association in America. Boys who can attend

the public schools are refused admission to

classes.

New Brunswick considers that one of its best

features for boys has been the Knights of King

Arthur, which developed high ideals and noble

aims among the older boys.

Aberdeen, Wash., boys have formed them

selves into a rustlers' group which is working

the membership up to 100. Twenty-nine of the

boys attended camp.

New York City is holding a series of boys'

institutes, meeting weekly at the different

branches, conducted by the State committee

and Mr. Robinson.

A series of visits is being made by the In

dianapolis boys to the large industrial plants

in and about that city.

One hundred street-boys of New London.

Conn., were recently given a day's outing by

the boys' department committee.

Two Christian Men

William V. Sheriff, secretary of East Liberty

Branch, Pittsburgh, died September 10. Mr.

Sheriff was an Ohio man, and on his conver

sion at seventeen engaged heartily in Christian

work. Coming to Pittsburgh at the age oi

twenty-two to work in a railroad office, he was

immediately interested in the Association. He

became assistant secretary in 1883, secretary at

Canton, O., in 1889, and at the East Liberty-

Branch in 1896. Three years ago he was dis

covered to be suffering from Bright's disease,

and although he secured the best treatment in

Germany, it occasioned his death. Mr. Sheriff

was a diligent Bible student and a devoted man

in Christian service.

William C. Webster, who was for several

years secretary at New Bedford, Mass., and

Plainfield, N. J., and for a time an assistant at

the international office, died at Riverside, Cal..

August 3. He was for many years the leading

spirit of the Fort Plain, N. Y., Association,

which was considered during its existence one

oi the best small town Associations. He was

an excellent Bible student and for several years

furnished an exposition of the Sunday-school

lessons for daily papers.

Topics for the Week of Prayer

" LISHT "—-/am the light of the world."—John 8: ia.

Sunday, Nov. 8

"Jesus. **' Light of LIFE."

To be enlightened by Him, one must be "liorn anew" in
Him. The Associations sutler much from the fact that many
of their memliers live in constant twilight, because they have
never known the blessedness of the new birth. Invite each one
l<> look into his own heart" and to search for the " light of

life " which is Christ.

Mumlriy, >'ov. 9

Be "Light in the Lord", the light .'/TRUTH.

—Eph. 5 : 8, o.

Pray for a perfect uprightness, both toward God and one
another. (Mai. 2, 6) That we may increase in His truth so as
to make it better known to others. 'I hat His Word be better
loved in our Associations. . That the Meetings for llible study
or Prayer may become the most frequented of all. (John 17 :
17, 19: I's. 119; 105: Col. 3: 16I.

— Kor the internal life of the Associations.

E I K UP E—i'lotestant Regions.

Tuesday, Hot. 10

Be " Light in the Lord'' : the light 0/ HOLINESS.

That our members may be pure, in life and in spirit I That
like Joseph they may tremble at the thought of " sinning against

God" (1 Tim. 4. 12 ; 2 Cor. 6. 6]. That as Christians, they
may faithfully reflect the example of Christ: be humble and
gentle as He was; resolute against sin. merciful to sinners,

compassionate, full of the Spirit of Prayer !

—National sins.
EU ROPE. —Xon-Protestant Regions.

YV*-<lnes«lny, Nov. 11

Be "Light in the Lord" ;' by your JOY.

That God may cive us His "peace and joy." Christian
happiness has a powerful attraction. We need it for the con-
quests at which we aim. (Ro. 14, 17 ; John 17: 13 ; 1 Peter

1:8).
—Duty of members to one another. Missionary zeal.
AMERICA — Canada; United States ; So. America.

TUiii-H«lay. Nov. t -

Be "Light in the Lord " ; by the PEACE that is among yon.

" Love one another." This was one of the last commands
of |esus to His disciples. Thai he may grant us thus to live
that it may be said of us as of the primitive Christians "He-
hold, how they love one another!" (lohn 13,34; 1 John 3,

11 ; Ro. 13, 8).
—Temptations and sins peculiar to young men.

ASIA.

Friday, Xov. 13

Be "Light in the Lord" : by your LOVE OF SOULS.

The first proof of our love for Christ is the love for our brethren ;
love forthose who have gone astray, is the second ; may nothing
discourage us, neither persecutions, nor scoffings, nor contempt,
nor trouble ; may no sacrifice appear to us too great if we can
add one pearl,—a soul saved.—to the crown of the Saviour

Ring ! (Eph. 5. a; 1 Cor. 9: 16-22; Mark 5. 19).
—Association Woik among special sections of men; stu

dents, soldiers, sailors, railway-employes, hotel-einployes, etc.—

Saturday, Nov. 14

Be "Light in the Lord" ; by your HOPE.

That God wi.l give us hope for the Kingdom of Christ here
on earth. Let us kneel down to implore for a new Pentecost,
reproducing the miracles of the former. That working our
best and enjoying the full pardon of our sins, we may rememlier
that the Christian looks forward with patient longing to the
"new heavens and the new earth wherein dwelleth righteous
ness." (Ro. 15 ; 13; t Pet. 1:3; Titus 3 : 7 : 11 Pet. 3 ; 13).

— The importance of prayer both personal and in the As

sociations.
UNIVERSAL ALLIANCE. -(John 17.21) The World s

Committee. The Committees and Secretaries.
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The Silver Bay Institute

The committee on the Silver Bay Secretarial

Institute has voted unanimously to continue it

and to add a department for physical training

next year. A committee of the twenty stu

dents desire to give expression through ASSO

CIATION MEN of their satisfaction. They

were deeply impressed with the need of con

tinued study and preparation for Association

work and felt the moral uplift from the seven

teen instructors, selected from the most sue-

more manly crowd of boys. They represented

the type that the Association is endeavoring to

develop.

"Bibles classes should teach religion, and

not theology."—Gulick.

"Forgiveness is to act toward another fel

low just like it had not happened."—A Boy.

"Lives that count must not duplicate the lives

of others."—Hinckley.

"The other fellow" had his inning; the

boys were impressed that a self-centered life

DELEGATES TO THE FIRST SECRETARIAL SUMMER TRAINING INSTITUTE AT SILVER BAY

cessful men in the country in Association ser

vice. Thus they realized as never before the

wide scope of Association effort, and the ne

cessity of well-organized volunteer forces, the

supreme value of personal work and depend

ence upon God for success. M. L. Beebe, sec

retary at Rahway, N. J., was president of the

class. He received the highest average in the

examinations, with J. W. Neilly, secretary at

Bradford, Pa., a close second. Hard work

was done by the students and a demand was

made for an advanced course next year, which

will be complied with.

Older Boy's Conference Snap-shots

Over 200 boys spent a week in conference

at Silver Bay, Lake George, most of whom

were from fourteen to eighteen years of age.

Delegates came from as far away as Virginia

Tenn., and Nova Scotia. A. A. Jameson,

of Nashville, gives these paragraphs which let

one into the inside of meeting.

It would be impossible to gather together a

is not only meaningless, but is mischievous and

sinful.

The discussions were intelligent, comprehen

sive, and helpful. The boys knew what they

were talking about.

The "unselfish spirit" will be the keynote of

many boys, and boys' departments, as the re

sult of thinking and planning for the "other

fellow."

Not much sympathy was shown for the boys'

work director, who endeavors to win his way

into the hearts of boys by playing "elephant"

with them and otherwise allowing himself to

be used as a sort of toy with which the boys

have a good time. This type is rapidly passing.

The street-boy problem brought many boys

to their feet with pointed and suggestive re

marks. The majority of boys present will

have a kindlier feeling hereafter for the less

favored boys.

Many boys saw "Missions" in a new light.

There will be more missionary spirit in the

boys' departments of the future.



General News from the Associations

ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR MEN OF THE

Slavonian race of Passaic, N. J., has just joined

and undertaken to bring in a class of fifty of

his fellow-countrymen to study English and

penmanship. There are a great many of this

nationally in this manufacturing town.

THE Los ANGELES, CAL., ASSOCIATION HAS

fitted up temporary quarters and will carry on

all departments of the work without handicap

while the new building is going up. A temp

orary gymnasium, with hand-ball court and an

outside basket-ball and tennis court is being

built.

THE DATE FOR THE INTERNATIONAL

vention at Buffalo has been fixed for May n-

15. Preparations are being made for one of

the largest and most representative conven

tions yet held.

THE AID AND INTEREST OF THE COUNTRY

school-teachers in Mississippi is being secured,

preparatory to a larger county and country

work in that State. At the recent meeting of

the county teachers, Mr. Siver, of Brookhaven,

addressed one hundred teachers and gave a

series of talks on Physical and Spiritual Edu

cation. The teachers will co-operate in the

movement.

THE MERCER COUNTY, K.Y., ASSOCIATIONS

have 203 members in five towns and have seen

forty-nine conversions since January I. Forty-

three have been led to lead prayer services for

the first time in their lives. In one town with

four churches where there have been no prayer

meetings for several years on account of lack

of leaders, one is now maintained and meets

monthly at the four 'churches in turn. It is led

by the Association men.

THE LIMA, O., ASSOCIATION OPENED ITS

"Popular Sunday Afternoon" on September 27

with a concert by an orchestra, an address by

Rabbi YVertheimer. of Dayton, O., who spoke

on, "Does it Make any Difference What You

Believe?" Six Bible classes immediately fol

lowed in the class-rooms from 4.30 to 5.15 led

by six prominent business men. Supper was

served from 5.15 to 5.45. There will be the

usual charge of ten cents for supper after the

first Sunday.

BRASTFORD, ONT., OPENED ITS FALL SERV-

ices with address by Dr. C. I. Scofield Septem

ber 20. There were 200 men present and con

versions followed.

THERE ARE ABOUT 4.000 INDIANS ON THE

reservation near Brantford, Ont., with whom

the Association is on good terms, and where

an organization may be formed. The Indian

lacrosse team met Brantford in a game recently.

CHICAGO CENTRAL HAS INCREASED ITS MEM-

bership fee to $15; limited membership $7.50.

The intermediate membership will be $12 and

$6; junior $7.50, besides lockers and class dues

extra.

THE EVERETT, WASH., ASSOCIATION IN

binding the volumes of ASSOCIATION MEN for

three years for its library, retained the adver

tising pages, considering them invaluable for

reference in purchasing goods for Association

needs.

EASTERN DISTRICT BRANCH, BROOKLYN,

has put out ten large photographs (size 2J4 by

3 feet) of its proposed building attractively

framed, in the windows of business houses,

which is stirring up interest. A building pros

pectus of unusual attractiveness has been issued

for twenty-four cents to cover cost of printing

and postage.

THE GEORGIA STATE COMMITTEE HAS RE-

cently issued an illustrated statement of the

work in that State, giving a picture of each

leading building, summaries of the conditions,

well-chosen indorsements and statements about

the Association movement, maps of the State

showing cities with and without organizations,

and a synopsis of its State committee's report

put up in a way that will command attention.

"THERE ARE IN TEXAS," SAYS THE STATE

secretary, "twenty-eight places large enough to

support an ' Association. Many towns are

clamoring for organizations but there are not

men enough for secretaries."

ONE OF THE PROMINENT DAILIES OF NASH-

ville, Tenn., in giving an editorial to the

Association, closed with these words, "It is

an institution of great worth and strength.

Through the indorsement of this Association

many of the foremost business men of this city

secured employment."

TWO YEARS AGO NEWBURG, N. Y., WAS CON-

sidering the advisability of closing its building

on account of accumulated heavy current in

debtedness. Everything was at a low ebb, in

cluding the membership and interest in the

work. This fall it is facing one of the brightest

prospects for many years. The current in

debtedness is wiped out; the membership is

350 and rapidly increasing; 100 are in the Boys'

Branch, including a department for employed

boys: the directors are planning to raise $4,500

for current expenses, where they had only

raised $3,200. The building is thronged with

young men and boys; four Bible classes are to

be organized and a stronger spiritual work

than for many years will be carried on. This

has been brought about without booming, but.
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by quiet, persistent effort along all lines with

a clearly defined policy, which has been kept

constantly before the community.

BOSTON HAS INDUCED TEN MEN TO ENTER

secretarial work within two years. Within six

years the college department has contributed

to the foreign field C. N. Lewis and R. E.

Lewis to China, J. H. Hatch to Syria, G. N.

Fisher to Japan, and Fred M. Gilbert to India.

Two others are in preparation for foreign work.

Three promising young men, volunteer work

ers in the Association, one a lawyer and two

students, entered the secretaries' training-class

last year to study for Christian work. The

lawyer gave up his profession and entered the

ministry, while one of the law students en

tered the ministry and is now a pastor in a

southern city. The other student was admitted

to the bar and became a leading worker in an

Episcopal church.

IN ONE OF THE KENTUCKY COUNTY ASSO-

ciations there is a leading business man who

is one of the busiest men in the State. He never

misses a meeting of the Association, denies

himself almost all the comforts of life in order

to give largely to the work, and is one of the

most enthusiastic personal workers developed

by the Association. Another member of the

same Association, a Christian who had never

taken part in Christian service, made his first

prayer in an Association meeting. He is now

one of the most valuable Christian workers in

his church and is teaching a Bible class, is a

member of the religious work committee, and

attended the Lake Geneva conference. Another

who was not a Christian attended a Bible class,

was converted, and now gives two afternoons

a week as librarian without pay. He is doing

personal work and has become a volunteer for

the foreign field. Another, a carpenter, worked

hard all day, taught two Bible classes each

week, and gives one night looking after the

rooms. So greatly has his efficiency developed

that he has been asked to enter the secretarial

ranks.

THE ASSEMBLING OF TWENTY-NINE OF THE

thirty-three secretaries and physical directors

of the Pacific Northwest at Portland, Ore.,

August 19-21 was a striking evidence of prog

ress in that section, where six years ago but

nine men were employed. Topics covering

many phases of the work were carefully gone

over with ample time for discussion and the

bringing out of the latest ideas in the Asso

ciation world. The detailed reports as pre

sented showed the Northwest Associations to

be above the average in many respects, es

pecially in the educational and Bible study de

partments. A chart showing the present status

of every Association was hung before the men

and then men from ecich city set opposite the

figures for this year a r.ew figure which they

will strive to reach in the current season's

work. From opening to close it was evident

that a genuine effort is being made to occupy

the field and to extend into new ones.

THE MEN'S MEETINGS AT CHARLESTON, ILL.,

were held in the open air during the summer

with an average of sixty-four. The meetings

were closed on September 7 with a sacred

concert attended by more than 1,000 people.

Sixty-two new members have been added dur

ing the summer.

TRENTON, N. J., HAS BEEN COMPELLED TO

secure more room for lockers, and inasmuch

as the bowling-alleys were poorly located and

could not be made into first-class ones this

space was utilized. Two hundred and fifty men

are serving on committees in 102 shops, who

act as distributing centers for Association in

formation and are connecting links between

the Association and working men.

THE SUCCESS CLUB WHICH HAS BEEN A

prominent feature at Southbridge, Mass., starts

the fourth season with large promise.

THE WORK AT THE MILITIA CAMP IN ILLI-

nois this year extended through eight weeks,

and was unusually successful. K. A. Shu-

maker and W. A. McKnight of the University

of Illinois were in charge.

THE FIRST COUNTY CONVENTION IN VlR-

ginia was held at Warrenton, Fauquier County,

last month. The people of Warrenton and

other places manifested deep interest in the

work. The convention elected a permanent

county committee, and a policy was adopted,

with a good budget for the first year's work,

including provision for a county secretary.

ONE OF THE RESULTS OF THE CAMPS CON-

ducted at the National Guard encampment by

the Pennsylvania Associations a year ago was

that a boy was converted, and on returning

home united with the church and secured a

better position. While he had before spent his

money in dissipation he is now taking care of

his wages and has already saved a good sum.

On some days the attendance at the tents ex

ceeded one thousand, and attendance at meet

ings 300.

M. O. WILLIAMS is SPENDING six WEEKS

at Canton, O., endeavoring to raise $29,000 to

save the Association enterprise from wreck.

RICHMOND, VA., WHICH NOW HAS 985 MEM-

bers. will reach out to secure 1,500 by the end

of February.

THE SECRETARIES OF VERMONT MET AT

Proctor, September 25, to talk over religious

and educational problems of the State.

ST. JOHNSBURY IS ORGANIZING FOR AN EX-

tensive religious work and will observe Young

Men's Sunday, October 4, with services in each

church in the town.
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THE GAME OF BOX-BALL SEEMS TO HAVE

met favor in the Associations which have

room enough to place it. It is a modified game

of bowling and practically noiseless. Many

Associations have secured the game and made

it pay for itself in a short lime by charging the

small sum of two and one-half cents per man

per game. The game at the Central Branch,

Trenton, produced $42 the first month, and at

Youngstown, O., $34. The game seems to

offer an opportunity for fellowship as well as

good exercise and takes its place alongside of

bagatelle and shuffle-board for interest.

WlNBURNE, PA., HAS SOMETHING ATTRAC-

tive going every Saturday evening to counter

act the summer dance-tiall and saloon. Its own

band plays, refreshments are sold, and basket

ball games, etc., are given in its athletic field,

which during the week is used for hand-ball

and general athletics.

ELKINS, W. VA. (4,000 POPULATION), AL-

though organized but five months, has 225

members. Already several men have been led

into church membership.

WHITMAN, MASS., SPENT THE SUMMER IN

clearing off its long-standing debt for running

expenses, equaling half of the annual budget.

Sioux CITY, IA., OPENED. SEPTEMBER 20, ITS

big Sunday afternoon services. Fred B. Smith

spoke. Leading speakers are secured from a

distance.

FRESNO, CAL., OPENED A CAMPAIGN FOR

$25,000 with a business men's banquet on

October i.

MANY TOWNS OF 5,000 POPULATION IN

California are urging the State committee to

assist them to organize. The committee replies

in the negative unless citizens show an incli

nation to organize on the property basis, with

building and equipment ready for work before

organization is effected. It is probable that

three towns will organize on that basis during

the coming year.

SHAWNEE. OKLA., is DISCUSSING THE OR-

ganization of an Association. Extensive rooms

will be secured.

PlTTSBURG, PA., HAS ADDED I2O DRESSING-

boxes to its gymnasium, making 913. Fourteen

evening classes will be opened October 5.

The attendance last year was 618. Two classes

in Latin and metallurgy of iron and steel have

been added.

CONNECTICUT SECRETARIES DISCUSSED

"Friendship" at their meeting September 21;

the influence of friendship in the life, how to

make friends, keep friends; friendship in the

New Testament, in literature, and imitation in

the development of character. In the evening

an address was given by Professor Hubbell on

the Psychology of Friendship, and by Mr.

Jacks on the Principles of Friendship as Ap

plied to Association Work. The evening ban

quet was attended by about sixty men.

ROCHESTER OPENED ITS BIG MEN'S MEET-

ings this year with C. H. Yatman on Septem

ber 20. Speakers are booked to April 24. The

enrollment in the Bible Study Department was

300 last year. This year an attempt will be

made to increase this number to 500. The

teaching faculty numbers 21.

AN UNDERTAKING IS ON FOOT AT NEW

Albany, Ind., to raise $6,000 to clear off the

debt of $2,400 on its old work and to improve

the building. Possibly the third floor will be

finished for dormitories for young men.

A SECRETARY NOW AT WORK IN THE WEST

was converted in the Keene, N. H., Associa

tion, obtained his first experience in Christian

work there, and through it was led to the secre

taryship. More than a score of his personal

friends have been led to follow him. He has

always maintained a close interest in the move

ment, was identified with the final canvass to

raise the debt, and is now exerting his influence

for the securing of an endowment. Such co

operation is given by many secretaries to their

native places.

COLORADO'S HEALTH FARM HAS BEEN

prospering apace. Tents have been provided

for the Farm by the Associations at Cedar

Rapids, Brooklyn Central, Boston, Chicago

Central, Scranton, Philadelphia Central and

Pennsylvania Railroad Department, Pittsburg,

Detroit, Washington, West Side New York,

Springfield, Mass., and the State Committees

of New York, Connecticut, Massachusetts,

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Rhode Island;

by the international secretaries; by the Baldwin

Locomotive Works, Spencerian Business Col

lege of Cleveland, Chicago Training School,

and by five individuals.

THIRTY-FIVE KENTUCKY SECRETARIES AND

physical directors met at Anchorage, Septem

ber 9 and 10. Studies on the social, physical,

educational, and religious condition of the

young men of Kentucky, and the relation of

the Association thereto had been made by four

of the secretaries. S. D. Gordon and Rev. W.

F. Sheridan gave addresses. The conference

was a great inspiration.

BROOKLYN CENTRAL HAS ENROLLED 200 MEN

for Bible classes. This breaks its record at this

early date. The membership is continually in

creasing.

THE NEW LONDON ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN

reaching with the gospel more men this sum

mer than ever before through an open-air meet

ing in the park.

THE CHICAGO TRAINING SCHOOL HAS

stricken the word "Secretarial" from its cor

porate name.- The name was too long and the
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scope of the work carried on was no longer

adequately represented by the term "Secre

tarial." The title now becomes "The Institute

and Training School of Young Men's Christian

Associations." It has admitted about thirty

new men for the fall term. The announcements

for the year include a strong schedule of Bible

courses under Professors Harper, Bronson,

Patten, and Messrs. Brown, Messer, Burt, and

Hansel; courses in general Association theory

under the new director, Mr. Burt, with the

treatment of special subjects by Messrs. Brown,

Messer, Wood, and Parker; courses in educa

tional work by Messrs. Wood and Perkins;

courses in physical theory and practice under

Doctors Kallenberg, Hall, and^Kurtz, Messrs.

Stewart, Foster, and two student assistants;

courses in church history, psychology, soci

ology, and the public use of English under

Professor Scott and Messrs. Brown, Oates, and

Hotton respectively. Practical work in the

several lines of Association activity is to ac

company the class-room work and be directed

by the various instructors. A new physical

laboratory is ready for use, and dissection of

the cadaver will accompany the work in

anatomy. Leading secretaries and physical di

rectors will visit the school during the year to

give lectures and to counsel with students.

Students will visit educational, social, religious,

and philanthropic institutions of the city by ar

rangement and listen to lectures on the func

tions and management of the same by the offi

cers in charge. Special lectures will be given

before the school from time to time and the

students will attend the Monday noon lectures

of the Central Department.

MILWAUKEE LABOR LEADERS COMPLIMENTED

the Association by requesting C. B. Willis

to act as one of the judges of Labor Day pro

cession. One of the things of interest in the

procession was the Association gospel-wagon

with a big sign 6xii feet on each side adver

tising the educational work. It was viewed

by over 50,000 people, including all the men in

the line. The religious work committee of the

Association has been running a gospel-wagon

this summer, in addition to the usual Sunday

afternoon meeting in the building. It carries

twelve men and a small Bilhorn organ, and on

one August Sunday the gospel was spoken

and sung to over 600 people, most of them evi

dently non-churchgoers. A basket-picnic of

employed secretaries, physical directors, and

assistants was held September 2. With wives

and children the total attendance was twenty-,

five and it gave a good opportunity for the new

men and the new women (two of the former

and four of the latter) to become acquainted.

WASHINGTON HAS BEEN MAKING A THOR-

ough study of the city, and will this year em

phasize the social work. The board has ap

propriated $1,000 for music, one of the first

steps in this line. Educational work has been

begun for working boys. Meetings at the

Lafayette Opera House will begin in Novem

ber.

MAJOR E. W. HALFORD HAS BEEN SERI-

ously ill but is now convalescing. Under his

physician's directions he will give up all en

gagements for this winter and spend a few

months abroad.

THE LEADING ELMIRA DAILY RECENTLY

gave, unsolicited, a column editorial on the

Association. It said, "No one thing in any city

is more desirable for a man than a membership

in the Young Men's Christian Association. It

is not sufficient that one simply hold a mem

bership card, but he should interest himself in

the work to better the condition of the world.

Do not stop with an occasional turn in the

gymnasium, but visit the secretary and help

him."

IN LAS VEGAS, N. MEX., ISOLATED MANY

hundred miles from other Associations, where

the population is largely Mexican, a canvass is

going on for a building. A lot has been bought

for $3,000 and plans made.

A NEW ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN ORGANIZED

at Hillsboro, N. H., a town of 1,500 population,

with finely furnished rooms and seventy-five

members.

A SECRETARY RECEIVING A REQUEST TO

speak at a Sunday afternoon Association serv

ice was somewhat mixed in his mind on read

ing the closing sentence of the letter, "Please

wear a Prince Albert coat and be much in

prayer."

THE CONCORD, N. H., ASSOCIATION AUXIL-

iary is seeking to enlist 1,000 women to give

one cent a day for one year for the new build

ing.

THE STATE COMMITTEE OF NEW YORK HAS

been invited by the Street Railway Association

of New York to occupy one-half-hour at its

convention in Syracuse, October 6-7, to present

the street-railway work of the Association. Mr.

T. J. Nichols, vice-president of the Rochester

Street Railway, and F. W. Pearsall, will speak.

MEMBER'S MEETINGS ON THE ROOF HAVE

been popular features at Mauch Chunk, Pa.

PROSPECT PARK BRANCH, BROOKLYN, HAS

$28,000 of the $30,000 needed to pay its mort

gage, balance of budget and notes, and is reach

ing for $8,000 more.

THE MEMBERSHIP AT YoUNGSTOWN, O.f

has reached 1,501, the largest yet recorded.

SAN FRANCISCO HAS ISSUED A HISTORY OF

its fifty years of work, entitled, "Five Decades."

It is one of the most attractive pieces of As

sociation literature that has yet been issued,

and is edited and illustrated in such a manner

as will insure readinp.

THE MEETINGS HELD BY THE CONCORD AsSO-

ciation at Rollins Park on Sunday afternoons

have averaged 800 in attendance.
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SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES

Allen, C. H., to Lindsay, Ont, R. R.
Beattic, W. R„ to McKtnney, Tex.
Brainerd, T. M., to Hudson, N. Y.
Claihorn, D. M., to Morrulown, X. T.
Cook, Clinton, to Green St., R. R., Phila., Pa.
Coykendale, C. F., Watertown, N. Y., res.
Durstinc, W. E., San Juan, Porto Rico, res.
Fitch, G. F., to Cohoes, N. Y.
Fleming, G. W., to Leavenworth, Kan.
Gilkey, C. W., to Prep. Sch. Dept., Int. Com.
Hamilton, H. K., to Oakland, Cal.
Hathaway, W. P., to Victoria, Tex.
Hill, H. J., to Haileton, Pa.
Holmes, J. D., to Port Henry, N. Y., R. R.
Hopkins, F. D., to Wilmington, Del.
Hudson, W. L., to Beechwood, 111.
Israel, Henry, to Concord, N\ H.
Jackson, W. H., to Springfield, O. (Colored).
Kibby, W. J , to Petersburg, Va.

Ley. E. H., to Fredericton, N. B.
McAlister, A. S., to Island Pond, Vt., R. R.
N'utt, W. E., Cohoes, N". Y., res.
Orr, J. W., to Scottdale, Pa.
Richardson, D. H-, to Ccnterville, Iowa.
Robbins, J. B., to Williamsport. Pa.
Selfe, J. E. Jackson, Mich., res.
Sherrill, J. H., to Pensacola. Fla.
Skinner, A. K., to Dartmouth College.
Smith, Roelif. to Albany, N. Y.
Stilwell, W. A., to Santa' Cruz, Cal.
Stone, B. F., to Concord, \. H., R. R.
Whittaker, A. T., Victoria. Tex., res.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES
Baldinger, G. W., to Washington, D. C.
Bohn, E. F., Cincinnati, O., res.
Brooks, D. L., to Buffalo, N. Y., R. R.
Cook, Clinton, Portland, Me., res.
Durkee, H. B , to St. Louis, Mo., Cent.
Fonken, G. H., to Minneapolis, Minn.
Oiddings, H. M-, to Grand Rapids, Mich.
Harvey, O. L., to St. Louis, Mo., Cent.
Hill. Geo. M., to Philadelphia, Pa., Cent,
ones, R. E., Trenton, N. J.
Joyd, O. J., to Richmond, Va.
Moore, John M., to Springfield, O.
Morong, VY. F., Portland, Me., res.
Newcomb, J. O., to Youngstown, O.
Pierce, E. W., to St. Louis, Mo., Cent.
Price, A. C, to Grand Rapids, Mich,
"souders, A. W., to Philadelphia, Pa., Cent.
Taylor, W. H., to Montclair, N. J.
Turnet , A. F.., to Omaha, Neb.
Van Ness, F. O., to Orange, N. J.
Werner G. F-, to Milwaukee, Wis.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS

Bennett, W. H., Boston (Asst.), res.
Bliss, E. E., to Oakland. Cal.
Brundidge, W. W. Batavia, N. Y., to Sewickley Pa.

Clampill, C. P., to Mansfield, Ohio.
Davis, J. A., Boston (Asst.), res.
Day, J. L., to Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Diemer, 1. II., to Bridgeport, Conn. (Asst.).

Doe, J. W., to Saginaw, Mich.

Doran, D. M., to Joplin, Mo-
Dowd. W. L., to Columbus, Ga.
Gilmore, V. R., to Rockford, 111.
Grant, J. E., Second Ave., New York City res.

Holman, Frank, to Erie, Pa,
Horton, H. R., to Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

Mack, W. E., to Racine, Wis.

1

Macmahon, R. L., New- London, Conn., res,
MarkeU, H. M-, lo Salem, Ore.
McLaren, G. A., to London, Om.
Morris, A. N., to Riverside, Cal.
Moseley, G. A., to West Side Br., Chicago (Asst.)*
Murray, A. D., to North Adams, Mass.
Oring, E. C, Dayton, O., to Kenosha, Wis.
Paterson, J. B.f Wilkesbarre, Pa., res.
Post, F. j., Fort Dodge, Iowa, res.
Riley, Charles, to Newburgh, N. Y.
Roberts, E. H., to St. Louis, Mo. (Asst.).
Ryder, D. R., Burlington, Vt., res.
Schatzel, Anton, to Norwich, Conn.
Scheier, A. L., to South Bend, Ind.
Smith, L. P., to Keokuk, Iowa.
Smith, R. S., to Northampton, Mass.
Stephens, E. \\\, to Battle Creek, Mich.
Stilwell, W. A., Colo. Springs, Colo., to Santa Cruz, Cal
Taylor, J. K.. lo Nashville, Term. (Asst.)
Thompson, G. F.,to Springfield, O.
Tyson, J. M., to Wilkesbarre, Pa,
Ward, J. A., to Janesville, Wis.
Weems, T. R., Joplin. Mo., res.
West, Fred, to Nashville. Tenn.
Whitman, E. R., to Burlington, Vt.
Williams, R. P., to New London, Conn.

Yates, C. W., to Svdney, N. S.
BOYS' SECRETARIES

Blume, F. R. M., Los Angeles. Cal., to Sacramento. Cal.
Crosby, F. A., to Springfield, Mass.
Daggett, C. M., to Montreal, P. Q-
Eames, H. O., to London, Ont.
Hanes, E. J-, Springfield, Mass., res.
Harter, L. E., to Fall River, Mass,
Hayes, G. A., Holyoke, Mass., res.
Lavender, W. J., St. Joseph, Mo., res.
Martin, H. F.. to Honolulu, H. I.
Nicol, C. W., Providence, R. L, res.
Nutter, C. F., Tarentum, Pa., to New Haven, Conn
Rankin, H. B., Erie, Pa., res.
Smith, M. H., to Utica. N. Y.

RELIGIOUS WORK DIRECTORS
Gray, O- S., to New Haven, Conn.
Logan, W. M., to Brooklyn Central (Asst.)
Mason, C. S., to Cincinnati, O.

EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORS.
Holmes, Jeremiah, to Bridgeport, Conn.
Hopkins, A. W., to Racine, Wis.
Marsh, L. N., to New Haven, Conn.

INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIES
Bovnton, C. L., to Student Dept.
GoodseJJ, F. F., to Student Dept.

Convention Calendar

Illinois, Rockford, Oct. 15-18.
Massachusetts and Rhode Inland, Gloucester, Nov. 6-S.

Missouri, Kirkville, Nov. 19-22.
Colorado. Cripple Creek, Dec. 3-6.
Kansas, Jan. 28-31.
California, Fresno, Feb. 4-7.
Nebraska, Lincoln, Feb. 4-7-
Arkansas, Favettevillc, Feb. 5-7.
New Jersey, Trenton, Feb. ii-i4-

New York, Utica, Feb.,
Maryland, Delaware. West Virginia, and Districh of Co

lumbia, Cumberland, March 3-0.

OOK-KEEPING

graduatesof complete e
Mudy, &f>. < ataloKrut.- 1
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Christianity and Corporate Interests

AN EXHIBIT SHOWING SOMETHING OF THE RELATION OF THE WORK OF THE YOUNG

MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION TO MF.N CONNECTED WITH RAILROAD, MANUFAC

TURING AND OTHER CORPORATIONS, AND WITH THE NATION AND THE STATE.

THE RAILROAD COMPANIES have appropriated for Railroad Young Men's Christian

Association organizations, during the past thirty years, several million dollars. The

secretaries have been generally placed on the pay-roll of the companies. The com

panies furnish coal, light and supplies, and contribute about one-third of the current

expenses of the organization. One hundred and thirteen buildings have been erected

costing $1,800,000. Of this sum the railroad companies have paid more than one-

half. Most railroad systems are co-operating in the establishment of Associations

at their principal division points, and consider them an indispensable part of railroad

equipment for the economical and effective handling of passenger and freight business.

THE STREET RAILWAY COMPANIES in Rochester and Brooklyn have aided in the

establishment of Association rooms at the request of their employees. The Brooklyn

company has given a building worth $30,000 and placed the secretary of the Asso

ciation upon its pay-roll. A movement is launched by the street railway men centre

ing at Jersey City. The company will co-operate for an Association at this point, with

branches in seven counties along the line. The Richmond, Va., Street Railway Com

pany has appropriated $5,000, and nearly 300 employees have pledged membership.

INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATIONS are established at Lorain, O. ; Proctor, Vt. ; Wilmer-

ding, Pa. ; Stamps, Ark.; and Cossett, Ala., for lumbermen; at Douglas, Alaska; Can-

anea, Mexico; Sydney, N. S. ; Pearlhaven, Miss.; Winburn, and other points in Penn

sylvania for miners. At nearly all these points buildings costing from $5,000 to $30,000

have been erected by the companies and deeded to a board of trustees representing

the employees, who are organized in affiliation with the Young Men's Christian Associ

ation. In over 100 Associations noon or midnight Bible classes are held, the aggre

gate attendance in one city being nearly 1,500 per week.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT—by act of Congress on the initiative of the

Secretary of War, by approval of Presidents McKinley and Roosevelt, and with the

co-operation and approval of the chief of staff, admirals, and other officers—has author

ized the establishment of Associations at naval and military headquarters. By libra

ries, literature, and secretarial visitation, soldiers at 632 stations receive Association

benefit. State Committees have been authorized and encouraged in conducting' work

for the volunteers at National Guard encampments.

THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT, through its Minister of Railways, has substan

tially encouraged the work of the Railroad Association on the government lines. The

military authorities have approved and encouraged the Association work among the

volunteer soldiery, and during the South African War a Canadian secretary was sent

with the Canadian contingent with the approval of the government. In England

national recognition has been given the services of the Association with the troops.

AT STATE UNIVERSITIES, Associations are organized and conducted with the ap

proval of the presidents and officers, and often with State approval and appropriation,

the Associations being voluntary organizations of students, interdenominational, and

enjoying freedom to conduct their work.



The Railroad Corporation and the Association

BY WILLIAM A. PATTON, ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company has

always recognized that the welfare of its

employees is identical with its own best in

terests, and all of the various plans for bene

fiting the men physically and morally, by

providing for their comfort ana convenience

while both on and off duty, have received

careful consideration. The various means

which promised the best practical results

have all been tried from time to time during

the past twenty-five years, among them being

the bunk-houses, reading-rooms, libraries,

clubs and Young Men's Christian Associa

tions. It is worthy of note that none have

been more satisfactory and enduring than

the last named.

After a thorough tost, the Railroad Young

Men's Christian Association has demonstrated

its usefulness and adaptability in meeting

the special needs of railroad men in all

branches of the service, and it is because of

this that the Company has given svich liberal

financial assistance in the establishment and

maintenance of the numerous Associations

on its lines as a good business policy. In

deed, my persona! observation has led me to

regard the Association as superior to any

other agency thus far discovered for helping

railroad men to help themselves along phys

ical, intellectual and moral lines.

The strength of the organization is due

primarily to a fact which, for a time, was an

obstacle to enlisting corporate support—

namely, that it has a religious basis. The

fears entertained by many that sectarianism

would develop and limit usefulness have been

removed by the practical v.-orking of the

Association in every case where its affairs

have been intelligently managed. Another

element of strength is in the fact that the men

themselves are in control of affairs—they

bear the responsibility and share the cost.

The scope of the Railroad Young Men's

Christian Association is wide. While in

places it may be limited to the baths, rest-

rooms, reading-rooms, and religious meetings,

there is increasing opportunity for usefulness

on broader lines; especially is this true 111

the educational branches. There is a large

field of usefulness open to the Association

in providing both night and day classes in

the elementary studies and for the practical

study of air-brakes, steam-heating, coal and

locomotive firing, etc. ; also for encouraging

groups of men who are interested in the same

subjects, whether directly related to railroad

ing or not, to meet for discxissions and lec

tures. More extensive use of the libraries

could be secured and a broader knowledge

cultivated by increasing the circulation of the

right kind of books, not only at the rooms,

but, as some of the Associations are now

doing, by sending traveling libraries along

the line to the men who cannot conveniently

get to the rooms. The social work, too, is ot

much importance. I know of no other place

where employees of high and low degree may

meet in social intercourse with such mutual

advantage.

The tendency on the part of leaders in the

Associations too often is to be content with a

small conception of the possibilities. I re

peat, the scope of the Railroad Association

is wide. The demands upon railroad em

ployees arc growing heavier, therefore the

best possible preparation is necessary. The

physical, intellectual and moral equipment

must be such as to enable the men to meet

these increasing demands, and the Associa

tion has the opportunity as never before to

help. Because the Association is Christian,

because the railroad men themselves are

responsible for its operation, because it affords

such exceptional opportunities for self-im

provement, I feel assured of its continued

usefulness and success.

As additional evidence of the faith which

the President and Board of Directors of the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company have in the

work of the Association, it is necessary only

to point to the recent establishment of the

Broad Street Station Annex, probably the

best equipped branch of its kind in the coun

try, and to the further fact that President

Cassatt has directed the architects who have

charge of the preparation of the plans for

the new Terminal Stations in Washington

and New York cities to make suitable pro

vision for a Railroad Department of the

Young Men's Christian Association.
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The Lackawanna's Attitude

Four years ago a reorganization of the

official staff of the Lackawanna Railroad was

effected, and practically a new set of officers

took charge of the road. The property, pre

vious to that time, had been for years in the

hands of conservative officials of the old

school, who had been very friendly toward the

Railroad Association work on their lines.

The new administration, while not hostile to

the old, was absolutely unburdened by senti

ment when it took up the reins. The presi

dent's announced policy was to put every

thing on. its merits. If it could prove its

right to live, well and good; but if not, no

favors could be shown it by the company.

Several of the Associations on the system

were handicapped l>y poor equipment, which

made their showing less impressive than it

otherwise -would have been. The record

made, however, by these organizations, was

sufficient to prove their worth to the presi

dent of the road, and he soon adopted a

policy of liberal support. In the past two

years the Company has given $37.000 in new

buildings and building sites, and $10,000 a

year for running expenses. To-day the rail

road Associations have no more sincere and

ardent supporters than President W. H.

Truesdalc of the Lackawanna and the offi

cers associated with him.

ALL THE " JOINTS " (SALOONS) IN HOISINGTON,

KAN., BORE THIS NOTICE ON THE DAY OP

THE OPENING OF THE RAILROAD ASSOCIA

TION BUILDING.

TEMPLE, TEXAS, RAILROAD ASSOCIATION BUILDING ONE OP 113 IN NORTH AMERICA.



The Industrial Association

The Experiment at Proctor Quarries

BY SENATOR REDFIELD PROCTOR, OF THE

PROCTOR MARBLE COMPANY

When we were starting work here in Proc

tor, the men carefully considered the best

way to conduct it, and were of the opinion

that the Young Men's Christian Association

organization was the best. We have found

no reason to change that view. We would

have been satisfied had 100 members en

rolled the first year, but over 300 men have

joined the Association without respect to

nationality. As an employer, I am thor

oughly satisfied with the enterprise. What

can the employer do to bridge over the gap

between himself and his employees? Can

he take any better step in this direction than

in giving them opportunities and encourage

ment for recreation and social, intellectual,

moral and physical development beyond what

would be possible for their individual means?

A true man had rather fare worse than be

pampered or patronized. He wishes to feel

A NOON CLASS OF SWIiDKS AT TOPUKA

independent and be independent. Whatever

tends to destroy this independence is a blow

at his manhood, and all good men try jeal

ously to preserve that. Men prefer to care

for themselves, and spend their own money,

the money they have earned, in their own

way. Give them a good chance to do this

wisely and properly for their own moral, in

tellectual, social and physical welfare, and

this is the greatest help the employer can

render them. This principle should be taken

into account in all dealings with employees,

and the great reason why I approve of the

policy of this Association is because it works

along these lines. It tends to cultivate, and

not to destroy, the independence, individual

ity and manhood of those within its influence.

Any influence that tends to discourage indi

vidual ambition and opportunity is vicioiis

and un-American. The influence of your

Association is all in the opposite direction:

t<j encourage individual effort in all good

things and to bring employer and employee

nearer together.

The Growth of Practical Religion

BY PRESIDENT CARROLL D. WRIGHT, LL.D.

There is a great deal of discussion at the

present time relative to the supposed deca

dence of the church, of church attendance,

and of a real religious spirit. I cannot assent

to the suggestion that there is any decadence

or lessening of a true religious spirit, taking

our community as a whole. There is, to be

sure, a great change in the theological thought

of the people The influence of the church

must be acknowledged, whether people at

tend it in as large numbers as formerly or

not. There is so much in our life to develop

the highest principles of right or wrong, out

side of mere church attendance, that it is

difficult to differentiate accurately.

The temperance question occupies the pub

lic mind in a manner it never did before.

Great railroad corporations are everywhere

understanding that their duty as guardians

of the public safety demands temperate em

ployees. So the man who is given to the

use of intoxicating liquors cannot now secure

employment on our great railroads. This

is the surest temperance reform known at

the present time, but it is the outgrowth of

an agitation which springs from the highest

and purest motives. It is the exemplifica

tion of (he very elements of religion.

The economic aspects involved in the treat

ment of the temperance question are having

an influence which is spreading everywhere,

and which is comprehended in industrial
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establishments and by government. The

simple idea that a man with a clear brain is

a better employee than one with a muddled

brain is carrying this question forward to

success ; and the sooner men learn that in

order to secure employment at all they must

approach their service with minds unclouded,

the better for humanity. Religion teaches

that the temple of God must not be denied.

Economic consideration now allies itself with

religion, and insists that the welfare of the

community demands that the temple of God

shall remain undefiled.

The treatment of the labor question offers

the strongest evidence of the growth of a

religious spirit. The employer recognizes

this in large degree—not everywhere, not

OIOVANI 1TALIAN1.

Volete imparere L'inglese?

Una claaaa per (II Italian! che vollano

Imparere la lingua Inglese, e pronta per

ricevere scolari, a quests dlreslone.

ftwg mra's ebrtthm fl$$odattotf,

1122 and 1124 Serotfa ATOMIC. Bearer Path P*

Qualunque che vuole Imparere L'inglese

puo andare, e II costo e tanto plcolo

che tatti dovrebbcro approflttarsi dl questa

offerts. II maeatro e II Signer Virginlo

Tomasaone, che paria bene L'ltallano e

L'inglese. Lul sara alia squola due sere,

nartedl e Mercoledi Ottobre 6 e 7, per dare

I part icolari a tuttl che vollano saperle.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF CLASS IN ENGLISH FOR

ITALIANS AT BEAV&R FALLS, PA.

POSTERS ADVERTISING THE OPENING OF THE

PROCTOR, VT., ASSOCIATION WERE PRINTED

IN FOUR LANGUAGES

in every establishment, but in increasing

numbers and in an increasing degree. The

best men are willing to grant to other men

what they claim for themselves; and this is

one of the highest conceptions of religious

action. The moment one man recognizes

the rights of another, he is far on the way to

the solution of the difficulties which pcrpk-x

him. . . . We may call them the ethics

of industry, but ethics without religion is

always feeble in the power to effect results.

• . . The Church has done all this; and,

when I say the Church, I mean all churches;

I mean religious teaching, the constant enun

ciation of the highest principles relating to

human conduct, the endeavor of pulpits every-
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PROCTOR, VT., INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION

BUILDING

where to impress upon the people the neces

sity (not through a system of rewards and

punishments, but in order to secure the best

results and the surest happiness) of dealing

with all questions on a broad, tolerant basis,

accepting the precepts of Christ and his teach

ing as the surest guides by which to mould,

not only individual, but public conduct.

The modern Church may fail to reach as

many people, relatively, through its direct

ministrations as of old; but it is reaching

them in another way. It is reaching them

by the preaching of a sane doctrine, which

means the upbuilding of the character of men

and of the character of community.

The Industrial Association's Field

The field of the Industrial Association is to

be among men of communities dominated by

large factories, mines or other industrial

works. These communities may be either

separate cities or distinct sections of cities

differentiated from the rest of the city by

BUILDING SET APART BY THE MINING CO.

FOR THE ASSOCIATION AT WINDBER, PA.

the employment of their population. In

the former class will be the mining cities of

the Rockies and northern Michigan: the

coal fields of the East and West; quarry

cities like Proctor, Vermont; and steel manu

facturing towns like Lorain, O., and Besse

mer, Col. The latter class would include the

stock-yards districts of Chicago, Kansas

City, St. Joseph and Omaha; furniture-man

ufacturing centres around Grand Rapids :

workers in steel at Joliet; and similar groups

around large factories in all aur important

cities.

A careful examination of the conditions

that exist in many of these industrial centres

reveals an en%'ironment that is demoralizing

to the individual.

One thing only, provided by the employer

for his men, has proven profitable and satis

factory. That one thing is a proper environ

ment during working hours; light, sunny

working-rooms, with good sanitation and an

opportunity to maintain self-respect by

cleanliness. The corporation fails when it

attempts to influence the personal lives of

men. They resent this or arc indifferent to

it. Numerous clubs, costing large sums of

money, have thus failed. One club-house

erected by a mining corporation cost $35,000.

and three years' expenses were $15.000 addi

tional. Great efforts were put forth by the

president of the company to interest his em

ployees, resulting in three years of disap

pointment. A few months ago the club was

closed, and the building leased to a lodge.

In another case, at the very time that the

company was erecting a §50,000 club-house

for its employees, the latter started an inde

pendent movement to raise $10,000 for a

club-house of their own.

Into this field, filled with previous failures

of well-meant efforts, comes the Industrial

Association. It proposes to utilize the de

sire of the Christian to help his less fortunate

brethren, and of the employer to help his

employed men ; but it begins at the other

end. It seeks out the Christian spirit and

desire for good that exists among the men

themselves, and organizes it into a force for

righteousness. Then it supplements this

force by financial support from the employer,

who thus fulfills an obligation that is more

and more felt among employers, and by the.1

help and direction that can be given by expe

rienced Association leaders. The advantages

of this plan over all former efforts are three

fold:

1. The organization begins and continues

among the men themselves. Paternalism

and patronage are eliminated. Character

is developed.

2. It is distinctly Christian, calling for

active service and self-sacrifice on the part
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of those who organize and control it.

3. It is a part of a great world-wide organi

zation, with 2,000 trained experts as leaders—

the local, state, and international secretaries.

When one falls, another lifts him tip.

Other movements have assumed that, be

cause these men do not go to church, they

are naturally opposed to religion. This is a

false hypothesis and leads to wrong conclu

sions and failure. Practical religion takes

root as readily among working men as any

other class. The Association takes hold of

the best that is in them, and strengthens it by

use.

Among the samples of successful Indus

trial Associations, perhaps the most con

spicuous at this time is that among the marble

workers at Proctor, Vt., occupying a building

provided by the Proctor Marble Company,

which was opened last March, and the open

ing announcement was issued in three differ

ent languages. Senator Proctor said that

he would be pleased if it had one hundred

members the first year. The Association

now has 381 members. One gymnasium

class has twenty-five Swedes, and a class in

English enrolls forty Bohemians.

Other samples of the Industrial Associa

tion are atLorain.O., among steel workers, at

Mineville, N. Y., where a $30,000 club-house

has been turned over to the Association; at

A NOON EDUCATIONAL TALK IN A PORT HURON

SHOP BV THE MASTER MECHANIC

Wilmerding, Pa., for employees of the West-

inghouse Company; at a Colorado coal mine;

at Greenpoint, Brooklyn, where several large

establishments are uniting in a $100,000

building. The latest is at Cananea, Mexico,

where the officials of a large copper mining

company have agreed to turn over a building

to the Association as soon as a secretary can

be secured.

Noon and Midnight Shop Classes

THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT is MADE FROM A STUDY OF THE SHOP CLASSES IN 87 DIF

FERENT ASSOCIATIONS; OF THESE 46 ARE CITY, AND 41 RAILROAD. THESE Assocr

ATIONS HOLD SUCH CLASSES IN ABOUT 150 DIFFERENT SHOPS AND FACTORIES-

THERE ARE 102 ASSOCIATIONS DOING SUCH WORK. IN AT LEAST 175 DIFFERENT

ESTABLISHMENTS

For years the Young Men's Christian Asso- quest. After the consent of the company

ciation has been experimenting with Bible

Class Work in factories. The experiment

has been so successful and the results so

gratifying, that this can now be called one

of the permanent features of the movement.

The services as conducted have a direct

bearing on the lives of the men. and in no

sense are used for proselyting. They are for

Catholic and Protestant alike. Subjects

from the teachings of Christ are usually used.

The need of love to God, duty to the home,

the relation to their fellow-workmen, loyalty

to their churches, and the right kind of living

are the main topics of discussion. Living

not creeds, helpfulness not dogma, service

not selfishness, claim the emphasis in these

noonday or midnight twenty-minute street

gatherings.

In very many cases this work is inaugu

rated by the employees themselves who ask

the Association to direct it, although occa

sionally the management makes such a- re-

to hold such classes has been secured, a com

mittee of the men is selected to direct the

work. They advertise the class by putting

ELECTRICAL CLASS BROOKLYN STREET

RAILROAD ASSOCIATION
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up notices in different parts of the factory,

invite other men to attend, lead the singing,

read the Scripture, offer prayer, pass the

hymn books, play the organ, usher, arrange

special music (vocal and instrumental) among

the men in the shops, arrange shop-men's

socials, shop-men's entertainments, and occa

sionally evenings for shop-men and their

families. (These social events are usually

at the Association building.)

Generally the following is about the order

for the class:

A few minutes spent in singing, usually hymns. Only

two out of the total number do not have singing of this

kind. The reading of a few verses of Scripture, a short

prayer, and about ten minutes spent on the lesson

occupy the time. While the men are eating dinner, a

musical program is often rendered. Vocal and instru

mental solos, male and mixed quartettes, street bands,

phonographs, "any kind of wholesome music," are used.

Occasionally the whole time is taken by an entertain

ment. The Bible lesson is sometimes substituted by a

series of talks on authors, or travel or history. Small

books, copies of religious papers or some of the Gospels

bound separately, are occasionally given to all who

attend. This gets much good reading matter into the

homes.

The men often come to the leader of the

class for advice about personal affairs. This

leads to letters to the men, and visits at their

homes.

In trying to find out what the men think

of the work, it is interesting to learn that in

only seven places was there any report of

objections, and in four of the places they

were made by only one man. In but one of

these places have the objections interfered

with the work in any perceptible way.

Here are some of the objections:

Elftra time allowed for the class deducted from pay.

Employers too prominent in starting the work.

Opposed to everything religious.

Interfered with card-playing and smoking. (Some

gambling here, too.)

The statements from the management are

equally interesting. Eighty-two are friend

ly and favorable to the work, five are indiffer

ent or tolerant, and none object. Here are

some of their statements:

Better feeling between the men and the employer.

Men do better work.

Less Quarrelling among the men.

A Catholic superintendent says, "I wish you would

have a class every day. I have the least trouble the

afternoons following the class."

So good that the master mechanic objects when a

class is missed.

The teachers of these classes vary greatly:

13 are ministers, 40 are Association em

ployees, and 30 are laymen. The last repre

sent almost every phase of business and

professional life, as well as foremen and men

in the shops doing all kinds of work. Nine

teen different kinds of employments are rep

resented by them.

This study would hardly be American, if

a statement about the results among the

men themselves were omitted. I have se

lected less than half of those mentioned:

Mostly foreigners, but their attitude changed from

critical to sympathetic.

Swearing almost ceased.

Card playing and gambling almost done away.

Men more favorable to.the Association.

More men enter the educational classes.

Attendance at Sunday meetings at the building in

creased.

Better moral atmosphere.

Vulgarity and smut now very rare, formerly much

of it.

Prejudice against churches and religious institutions

broken down.

Many professed conversion and united with churches.

Spend less money.

Frequent saloons less.

Better church attendance.

Church Bible Classes formed and increased.

Much less drunkenness.

Better conditions in the homes.

There are many more establishments open

for this work in the cities where it is tried

than can be supplied with teachers. It is

the hope of the one who has gathered these

facts, and certainly of those all over the

continent who have furnished them, that

many men who read this may be led to do

something at once in shop-class work.

ONE OF THE BIG NOON SHOP-MEETINGS AT TOPEKA, KAN.; 510 MEN PRESENT.



The Association in the Army and Navy

By LIEUT.-GENERAL S. B. M. YOUNG, CHIEF OP STAFF, UNITED STATES ARMY

It is very natural that a military man

should consider the Young Men's Christian

Association as an influence upon the fighting

power of the nation. Men are essential to

the army and navy. War ships are effective

only when properly manned, and an army's

power depends not only upon its military

equipment in guns and material, but upon

its soldiers; and the estimate of its efficiency

is based not alone upon the numbers of these,

but upon their quality—commonly referred

to as the morale.

Millions of dollars are spent annually upon

the material necessities -of our army and

navy, great encouragement of a substantial

character is given to the efforts of scien

tists and inventors that the results of their

researches and skill may be taken advantage

of in the matter of national defense', and it

is highly proper that money and attention

should be given to that more important ele

ment—the manhood of 'the individual.

Our soldiers are already well trained and

disciplined, and by long trips with their nec

essary privations inured to hardship; Imt,

unfortunately, in their hours ef e'ase their

time is too often spent under conditions and

amid surroundings which lead to vicious body

and soul destroying indulgences rather than

10 clean, pure, strength-giving snjpyments.

The environs of our arrfy posts and naval

stations are often the low saloon and the

brothel, situated just t>cyond the boundaries

of governmental control, but near, enough to

lie reasonably convenient to the soldier or

sailor, with money in his pocket, seeking

recreation or relaxation. Away from home

ties, these young men of robust health, full of

animal spirits and temporarily released from

the restraints of discipline, are peculiarly

susceptible to the terrible temptations placed

in their path. Without a counter influence

for good they are very liable to fall into evil

habits, bringing disgrace upon themselves

and the service, with all the physical, moral

and spiritual deterioration following indul

gence in such habits.

Just here is where officers welcome the

Young Men's Christian 'Association, because

it brings the counter influence for good and

.helps to save these young men to them

selves, the. service and the nation, by sub

stituting for the alluring haunts of vice an

attractive resort filled with opportunities for

wholesome pleasure and profit. This means

for us a stronger army and navy. The army

and navy must be measured by the power of

its individual units; and all other things be

ing ej]ual. the efficiency of these great military

organizations is in exact proportion to the

standard of manhood of the men behind the

guns.

While the United States government is

very conservative in giving official endorse

ment to any organization, it has already given

evidence of its belief that the Association

movement in the arvny and navy possesses a

power and an influence which can be utilized

for the improvement of the sister services,

and it has placed the stamp of its approval

upon the Association's efforts in the passage

of an act of Congress early in 1902. authoris

ing the erection of Association buildings on

military reservations. Under that authority,

and pursuant to War Department orders, the

commanding officers at Governor's Island. N.

Y., Fort Monroe, Ya. , and Fort Hancock,

N. J., have selected the best sites in their

respective posts for the erection of Associa

tion buildings, and in a general circular the

War Department has authorized all com

manding officers at pests where there are no

Association buildings: to set aside rooms .or

• buildings for the use of the Association.

That the navy is fully alive to the impor-

tanc?e of this movement is evident by the

inclusion in the annual official report of the

Hon. W. H. Moody, Secretary of the Navy,

of a paragraph commending the work of the

Association in the navy, and bespeaking for

it public recognition.

In conclusion, it is hoped that the work

already established, is only the beginning of

a systematic effort which will surely make

for better manhood, for increased efficiency

of the army and navy, and for the honor and

glory of the Nation.
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MEN OF THE UNITED STATES INFANTRY AT AN ARMY ASSOCIATION MEETING AT

GOVERNOR'S ISLAND

The Association and the United States Government

Major-General O. O. Howard, U. S. A.,

speaking before the International Convention

at Springfield, Mass., in 1895, said: "Our

government recognizes the total separation

of church and state, and all authorities are

particularly solicitous to avoid any interfer

ence with freedom of thought, belief and

action. This condition presents great diffi

culties to those who would do something for

the Christian development of men connected

NAVAL MEN ON SHORE LEAVE ENJOYING THE READING-ROOM AND LIBRARY IN THE

BROOKLYN NAVAL BRANCH BUILDING
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A CAMP IN THE PHILIPPINES WHICH AN ARMY SECRETARY VISITS

with the army." He then outlined some of

the official reports being made and the plans

proposed for overcoming the difficulties,

closing by expressing the opinion that the

Association, with the leadership of judicious

secretaries, could, in co-operation with chap

lains and officials, more nearly meet the need

than any of the schemes then proposed. In

common with other patriotic people, Associa

tion men failed at that time to recognize the

magnitude of the need and opportunity.

mands, subject to the supervision and direc

tion of commanding officers.

As soon as it developed that Key West

was to be the naval base, a similar order was

received from the Navy Department, and

also permission for Association representa

tives to be placed on the ships.

The work which this official endorse

ment made possible during the Spanish War

is a luminous page of the history of that

conflict, and before its close drew from

A SUNDAY SERVICE AT CAMP LINCOLN. ILLINOIS, WITH THE NATIONAL GUARD

Attention was forced to it by the develop

ments three years later at the outbreak of

the Spanish War. It was then found that

the officials of the war and navy departments

were not only alive to the needs of the men,

but had' confidence in the methods employed

by the Young Men's Christian Association.

\Vhen the report \\»as made and plan outlined,

urders were given by the War Department

permitting Young Men's Christian Associa

tions to locate tents with anv of the corn-

President McKinley the following letter:

I have noted with pleasure the admirable work the

Army and Navy Christian Commission, organized by

the International Committee of Young Men's Christian

Associations, has been accomplishing for the welfare of

our soldiers and sailors.

When the war was over and the volunteers

returned to their homes, there remained the

camps and naval points in Cuba, Porto Rico

and the Philippines, as well as in the United

Status, each of which presented as great need

as had existed before. The same hcartv co-

THE ASSOCIATION TENTS WITH MARITIME VOLUNTEERS
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IN THE FORT HANCOCK ARMY ASSOCIATION

operation was given. At that time the Asso

ciation met a severe test in the request which

came from the War Department that an

Association secretary should he sent on each

transport carrying troops to the Philippines:

but this opened the way for the transporta

tion of men and supplies not only for work on

shipboard, but also in the Islands, and later

in China, when the request came from the

officers of the army that th'e work should go

with the troops to Peking, thus leading to

the carrying on of the effort among the allied

forces during the Boxer troubles at that point.

An investigation of conditions at naval

stations was made with the authorization of

the Secretary of the Navy, a naval chaplain

being assigned to assist in this. The report

was made to the Secretary of the Navy and

received his endorsement. The Naval Asso

ciation was organized and began work on a

permanent basis early in 1899, and has re

ceived since then every encouragement from

the department. The following is taken

from the last report of the Secretary of the

Navy :

The work of the Naval Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation has become so important and beneficial to the

enlisted men of the Navy and Marine Corps that it de

serves public recognition. . . . Good results already

abundantly appear, and I take this occasion to extend

the thanks of the navy to our benefactors.

Lest the extension of the work in the army

should be hampered unnecessarily by a mis

understanding of its plan, a circular was

issued in 1899 from the War Department,

saying:

The Secretary of War directs that permission he

granted to the International Committee of Young

Men's Christian Associations to establish their work

among the regular or volunteer soldiers in the various

posts and camps of the army in the t'nited States,

Cuba, Porto Rico and the Philippine Islands, and com

manding officers are enjoined to facilitate the efforts

of the Committee to provide helpful social and unsec-

tarian religious influences by providing such suitable

quarters aa are available; the privilege thus granted

to be subject to the control of commanding officers, BO

as not to interfere with military operations.

Within two years, rooms or buildings were

occupied at more than eighty places, per

mission having been granted by commanding

officers on the authority of this circular.

It soon became evident, however, that the

Association at some important points would

need for their proper equipment buildings

more commodious and differently designed

from those ordinarily available in an army

post. When this need became evident in

New York, the late William E. Dodge imme

diately offered to erect a building for the

Army branch at Governor's Island in New

York harbor. Two other friends made sim

ilar provision for Fort Hancock, N. J., and

Fort Monroe, Va. To fix the status of these

buildings to be erected by private munifi

cence on public property, Hon. Elihu Root,

Secretary of War, referred the correspond

ence pertaining to the matter to Congress,

with a statement that

The object of the Young Men's Christian Association

M to promote the physical, moral and intellectual con

dition of the garrison; and believing that the erection

of the proposed buildings, embodying the features con

templated, would subserve that worthy object, I beg

to commend the matter to the favorable consideration

of Congress.

Both the Senate and the House of Repre

sentatives, with unanimous consent, acted

favorably upon the bill, authorizing the erec

tion of Association buildings on military

reservations, which was immediately signed

by President Roosevelt, and so became law.

It will be noted that the various docu

ments leave the details of local extension

largely in control of the commanding officers,

who are especially charged with the welfare

of the troops in their various commands ;

and when it is recalled that no field in which

the army has served since 1898 has been

without the benefit of the Association, it will

IN ONE OF THE CASEMATE ASSOCIATION

HEADQUARTERS
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be seen that their co-operation has been gen

eral. Without their approval it would have

been impossible for resident secretaries to

be stationed in many of the most important

posts in the States and in Porto Rico, China

and various parts of the Philippine Islands.

In giving this co-operation, they have fur

nished a notable testimony to the sanity of

the Association's methods, and by their ac

tions illustrated the words of President Roose

velt when he wrote:

Every encouragement should be given to our sol

diers and sailor* to live up to the high ideal of their

catling; and I take genuine pleasure in extending through

you, to thope who have so generously interented them

selves in this noble effort, my hearty congratulation

and my beat wishes for the continued success of the

(treat work so auspiciously begun.

The record of the last five years furnishes

conclusive proof that, while the church and

state are and must remain separate, an or

ganization which can gather in its member

ship Jew and Gentile, Protestant and Cath

olic, as well as those of no pronounced relig

ions belief, and unite them in an effort for

the general good of the men in the army and

navy, can supply a need in their lives that

warrants the statement of General Wood,

that "We have Associations at many of our

army posts and stations now; we hope soon

o have them in all the posts. It is a whole-

seme work they are doing for our men."

Doing a Sutler's Business.

A new proposition came to the Ohio State

Committee in connection with its work with

the Ohio National Guard at the Newark camp

this summer. Through the suggestion of

Major-Genera! Charles Dick and Surgeon-

General Edmund C. Brush, the Association

undertook the management of the refreshment

stands, with the objective of conducting them

for the welfare of the enlisted men rather than

as a merely commercial enterprise. Formerly

these stands were conducted by private indi-

SOLDIERS ENJOYING A PHONOGRAPH CONCERT

IN THE PHILIPPINES

JAPANESE SAILORS AT THE CAVITE BRANCH.

viduals with a strictly business motive, and of

ten poor food and unhealthful drinks have been

sold at exorbitant prices. Much of the camp

sickness was attributed to the sutler's stands,

and they have sometimes been thought to be

receiving stations for the smuggling of liquors

into camp. R. C. Ackland, a member of a firm

which owns nine restaurants in Columbus, and

a thorough Association man, undertook the

management of the four stands, where lemon

ade, ice-cream, sandwiches, fruits, carbonated

waters, etc., were sold at moderate prices.

Over 13,200 bottles of pop were sold, 3,500

glasses of ginger ale, 5,000 sandwiches, 1,000

pounds of peanuts, and over 28,000 orders filled

at the stands, which were open from six in the

morning until midnight. General Dick wrote

in reference to the conduct of this sutler's de

partment, "Your service not only aided in pro

moting the health of the boys, but encouraged

their sobriety by reason of your sale of re

freshing and unadulterated drinks. The ex

periment was so successful that it has set a new

standard for State encampments which I hope

will not be departed from in the future."

Only fifty cases of sickness occurred during

the entire camp, among nearly 7,000 men.

The lowest possible prices were charged,

sobriety was promoted, discipline insured.

Young fellows who were not in the habit of

drinking beer or strong liquors, were not, as

has sometimes been the case, exposed to such

temptations in camp, or to "run the guard"

to obtain drinks. Besides the sutler's tents,

several Association tent headquarters kept

open day and night. These provided read

ing matter, musical entertainments, religious

services, writing materials (over 8,000 letters

were written in camp) and a common social

center for men in their leisure.



The Association in the State Universities

"Until the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation appeared," said President Northrop,

of the University of Minnesota, "there was no

organization in any State University or college

that appealed in any effective way to all the

CYRUS NORTHROP, LL.D.

students, without regard to denominational

affinities, on the religious side of life. The

Young Men's Christian Association did so

appeal to them. And I am glad that the

Association did not enter the college world

until it had so grown in breadth of purpose

and in catholicity of spirit as to win the con

fidence and approval of the high-minded,

manly and thoughtful students who in any

degree believe in the things which make for

righteousness.

Ex-President Patton of Princeton, speaking

at a conference of college students, said:

"The Young Men's Christian Association

has well nigh the monopoly of the religious

culture of our universities and colleges."

If this is true in general, it is doubly true

with reference to the State Universities. Of

163,000 young men who are students in col

leges, universities, technical, military, and

normal schools, 53.000 arc in State and gov

ernment institutions.

The fact that they are under State control

makes it impossible for the institution itself

to make any adequate provision for the

religious life of the students, even if the laws

of the State do not distinctly prohibit the

university from having any relation to relig

ious teaching. The students are of all de

nominations, or of no denomination. The

Association as a voluntary organization of

students—broad enough to take in on equal

terms men of all evangelical denominations

and to include within its fellowship men of

all shades of belief, yet with a clear-cut and

life-giving message based upon a firm belief

in J'esus Christ as the Son of God and the

Savior and Lord of men—is peculiarly well-

fitted to step in and meet this need.

The importance of the service which the

Associations in State Universities are doing

for the moral and religious life of students

has been emphasized and publicly approved

by presidents of State Universities in all sec

tions of the country.

Legislative recognition of the value of the

Association to the colleges is notable. By

special act of the Virginia Legislature, land

belonging to the State was set aside for the

use of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute

building, to be in charge of the Young Men's

Christian Association. The State Legislature

of Mississippi appropriated money toward

the current expenses of the Association at

the University of Mississippi. The rooms

at the United States Military Academy were

attractively fitted up with money provided

from Congressional appropriation.

More important than the endorsement of

college presidents and State legislatures is

the fine quality of the work done in many of

the State institutions. The leadership in

most of the departments of Association work

is now to be found in State Universities. The

largest number of students enrolled in Bible

study last year was in the University of Illi

nois, where 325 men were engaged in volun

tary Bible classes. This, too, was the first

institution where the Association employed

a man to promote this work as Bible study

secretary. Probably the largest percentage

of young men enrolled in Bible study in any

one of the larger institutions of the country

is in the United States Military Academy,

where 200, or more than forty per cent, of

the cadets, are in Bible classes. When it

is recalled that practically every moment,

with the exception of a short hour, from six

o'clock in the morning until tattoo at half-

past nine, is assigned to some duty under

rigid military discipline, the significance of

this enrollment can be understood.

During the past two or three years deep

spiritual awakenings have been experienced

in many of the State institutions. Requests

are made from State institutions in every

section of the country for help in the con

duct of special meetings, and the extent of

the work of this character which can be done

is only limited by the ability to find men who

are peculiarly fitted for it.
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'WE WOULD LEARN ENGLISH"—RECRUITS FOR A PENNSYLVANIA CLASS

From the Field

Pennsylvania has ten miners' Associations

in the bituminous coal region, backed by

twenty-five coal companies. A 850,000

building will be erected at Grecnsburg. The

chairman of the building committee, Col

onel Huff, will equip the gymnasium com

pletely.

Pittston, Pa., in securing $50,000 for its

new building, made an appeal to the miners,

which has met with remarkably henrty

responses. There were 232 subscriptions

made by the men of the Mount Lookout col

liery, and nearly two hundred from the Baby

lon employees, subscribing in sums of from

one to five dollars, and the officers in larger

sums up to $300. The circulars were printed

in five languages—Polish, Italian, Slavonic,

Lithuanian and English.

The Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Company

has given the use of a building for six

months, as an experiment, to the Association

at Sydney Mines, Cape Breton, and promise

to do more if good work can be shown. They

refused an offer of $5,000 for the building, in

order to allow the Association to test its use

fulness. A. E. Munns, railroad secretary at

Whitehall, N. Y., has been called to direct

the work.

Several large cotton mills in the Carolinas

are considering the organization of Associa

tions. Many will send representatives to the

State convention of the Carolinas at Spar-

tanburg, near which town thirty of the large

mills are located.

The Public Service Corporation of New

Jersey has decided to begin street railway

work at several division points -on its line,

and George H. Winslow, of Kansas City, has

accepted the position of railroad secretary.

This company controls over 500 miles of

street railway, employs over 4,000 men and

runs into seven counties. Branches may be

organized in Jersey City, Hoboken, Newark,

Paterson, Montclair, Orange, Elizabeth,

Plainfield. Rahway, New Brunswick and pos

sibly Camden. Headquarters will be tem

porarily at Jersey City, and later at the new

headquarters in Newark.

The Norfolk Naval Branch received 53,571

visits in a year, $21,884 was deposited for

safe-keeping, the beds were used 7.667 times.

11,093 letters were written at the rooms, and

756 temperance pledges were signed. The

average daily attendance was 222 men. Out

of $5,650 needed for the year, the sailors

themselves paid two-thirds.

The Brooklyn Naval Branch entertained

30,469 men in three months, furnished beds

for 2,213 men, writing material for 4,537,

and had over i ,000 men attending religious

services. On a recent night i ,094 men ap

plied for sleeping accommodations. There

were fully 300 more who came into the build

ing, but finding from their comrades that

there were no accommodations, went out

without applying at the desk. The statistics

for the month of September indicate the

large use of the building. The average daily

attendance during the month was 809; the

average number of beds occupied each night,

241; 394 meals were served in the restaurant

each day; the total number of letters written

was 5,160, and $27,831 were deposited for

safe-keeping.

The Legation Guard Association rooms,

at Peking, China, are so thoroughly used

that hardly standing-room is available. There

is no other place for a soldier to go except to

the grog shop, and unless other influences

are brought to counteract these, the ten

dency of the men must be low. There are

400 English-speaking, besides 800 other sol

diers there. The soldiers giv« nearly enough

for running expenses. Every Sunday eve

ning a missionary holds a Bible class of twenty

men.

The new buildings at Fort Monroe, costing

some $30,000, will be dedicated December
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9th. While the fleet is at Hampton Roads,

a hotel (the Chesapeake) has been secured at

Phoebus for a naval branch for the hundreds

of men who will be on shore leave. It will

be conducted by the secretaries of the Nor

folk Naval Branch.

Another Railroad Association building has

been authorized by the Company for the

Missouri Pacific System, this one to be lo

cated at Horace, Kan. When this building

is erected and the Association established,

it will make thirteen of these Associations

on the Missouri Pacific Line, four of which

arc being opened this year.

The industrial Association among marble

workers at Proctor, Vt., has trebled the mem

bership anticipated by Senator Proctor in its

first year. Eighty-five men have been in

evening classes, of whom 25 are Hungarians

and 36 Swedes, studying English; 16 men

study architectural drawing, and 5 electric

ity.

Opinions of Many Men

As the young man is, so is our state of civ

ilization. He brings his blessing or burden

to any community in which he may live. His

moral education is the supreme task. The

Young Men's Christian Association is making

a mighty contribution to its proper solution,

and the organization should have the en

dorsement of every ptiblic-spirited citizen.—

A. J. Montague. Governor of Virginia.

Your Association has done great good in

elevating the morals and character of railroad

men, and as years go by it will grow more

powerful for good, and will be recognized

more than ever as the potent factor in mak

ing manly men in the ranks of railroad em

ployees.—E. T. Jeffery, President Denver &

Rio Grande Railroad.

For many years the Young Men's Chris

tian Association of Grand Rapids has been a

working force, accomplishing results whose

influence is difficult to measure. It is doing

a work which is distinctive, and which any

other organization that I know of could not

perform as well, if at all.—W. M. Palmer,

Mayor of Grand Rapids, Mich.

Many of the men who ordinarily went

home to dinner, carried their dinners on such

days as services were conducted, and even

our molders, who are generally considered

the toughest class of mechanics with whom

we have to deal, were well represented in

these meetings. Many men who are not

Protestants become the most interested.—

W. E. Copenhager, the Foos Manufacturing

Company, Springfield, O.

The Association's work in the bituminous

coal region of Western Pennsylvania meets

with our hearty approval, and we renew our

subscription toward its support. It is our

intention to provide a building at plant

No. 2 at our earliest convenience.—John M.

Jamison, President and Treasurer Jamison

Coal & Coke Company.

The Young Men's Christian Association

comes about as near giving us temperate

young men as any organization can. Not

many years ago in our navy, sobriety among

enlisted men was the exception. It used to

be a very uncommon thing for men to come

aboard, after shore leave, sober. A marvel

ous change has been wrought. Two and

one-half years ago on the New York there

were 525 men, of whom 350 were enrolled as

members of the Association. It was a rare

thing for any one of the sailors going ashore

on leave to return to the ship drunk.—Rear

Admiral Coghlan.

I have watched the Association's work at

Fort Moultrie, and it has meant much to the

enlisted men, as shown in their changed lives

and conduct.—Col. Charles Morris, U. S. A.

Our people at South Fork. Pa., are much

pleased with the result of your efforts in

behalf of the bituminous miners in that sec

tion. We have 'requested our superintend

ent to equip your Association rooms there.

I will take much pleasure in bringing to the

attention of our company any success that

you may make in other parts of the mining

district, and particularly in the vicinity of

the mines of the Key-atone Coal & Coke Com

pany, and believe your good efforts will be

aided by them.—George F. Huff, President

Keystone Coal & Coke Company.

As a practical result of shop meetings,

men are cleaner, happier, freer from vulgar

ity and profanity, more sober and industri

ous. It pays largely.—E. N. Bierce, Still-

well & Bierce Company, Dayton, O.

A prominent official of one of the railroad

lines having a large number of men at Tex-

arkana recently gave this voluntary testi

mony as to the usefulness of the Texarkana

Association to his Company. He said, "Be

fore the Railroad Association was established,

it was quite a usual thing for our trains to go

out of Texarkana an hour or more late, chiefly

because the caller had to make the rounds

of all tlie saloons before he could find the

crew. Now whenever a crew is desired the

men can always be found at the Associa

tion building."

The following expression was unanimously

agreed to by a rising vote at the reunion of

citizens and the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation at Westville, Nova Scotia. " This con
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ference of citizens of Westvillc, after consid

ering the present surrounding temptations of

young men, and the great value of our young

men to the highest welfare of our town;

having discussed the need of united and co

operating action, and having our minds re

freshed by hearing of the way God has used

this work in other parts of our own and other

countries, and of its adaptability in meeting

the evident needs of young men, desire to

anew express our confidence in this work as a

whole, and our willingness to assist in the

present effort to make more efficient the work

of the Wcstville Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation by the employment of a trained gen

eral secretary, and the opening of a broad

work for helping young men in Christian life."

The work of the Army Branch of the

Young Men's Christian Association is well

known to me. I observed it in Cuba and

Porto Rico, and I am only too glad to say for

publication that I know of no better work

in behalf of the enlisted men in foreign ports,

nor any power for good in their interests

which is so well directed, or is as effective

as is that of the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation in the Army and Navy.—Richard

Harding Davis.

The provision made by the Association

where men and boys can find healthful rec

reation and intelligent direction of evening

study is a distinct help in training them to be

better workmen and more useful citizens. I

hope that your work may be enlarged in Pitts-

ton.—John Mitchell. President V. M. W. of A.

A Laboring Man Who Attained His Rights*

BY J. CLEVELAND HALL

I.—The Farm

Little Tommy Packard follows the plow

across the field. The plow-lines hang about

his shoulders. A quick pull at the ropes that

serve as reins, now and then a word of en

couragement to the horses, and an occasional

stumble over the clods serve to punctuate

the thoughts surging through his quick and

active brain.

Those thoughts are somewhat retrospec

tive. The sun's shining seems not more

bright than the smile upon >he dear mother

face which the magic of memory has brought

back from the grave. The bursting buds of

spring in yonder forest are not more charged

with the promise of hope than arc the words

of his dying father. And also the picture of

the seminary home of a childhood that seems

long ago ; of the studies there begun under

the principal, his father; of the parting with

soldier brothers at the seminary gate—all

was promise of a happy life, of joy, and per

haps of fame; all was hope, all was bright

ness, until, the home in ashes, brothers killed,

father and mother laid away broken-hearted,

here is little Tommy Packard making furrows

in a neighbor's field, and making them as

straight as a boy can walk, for his board and

clothes; and he scarce fourteen years of age.

He thinks of the library in his father's

school. He recalls the many books on those

shelves he had not had opportunity to read,

the studies only just begun, the ambitions

now never again to be entertained.

Tommy stamps his foot into a clod, reaches

the end of the furrow, and turns; and as he

turns rebellion enters his heart. The whole

boyish mind turns with horses and j-low;

turns away from the present, from the plow

ing of fields, the caring for horses, the milk-

• Rcorinted by permission from Tin Outlook.

ing of cows, away from the past, its brightness

its sorrows, its disappointments, toward a

future that will give a boy his "rights." The

past has not done it. The present does not

do it. The future shall.

The boy finishes his plowing, carefully

turning every furrow. He stables his horses,

briskly rubbing them down while they eat.

The cows are milked, cans filled for the night's

shipment; and then Tommy leaves the other

hands at their supper, finds his employer.

and has a long talk about what his boyish

mind considers as his "rights."

II.—The Paint-Shop

Tommy is "cleaner and sweeper" and

general assistant in the paint-shop of the

car-repair shops of the X and Z Railroad.

He helps to move benches and scaffolds;

he hands brushes and buckets to the men; he

mixes plain ore paints under the instructions

of the "boss."

He listens while the men in the shop dis

cuss the subject of what they call "the labor

ing man's rights." Their minds seem to run

upon this subject as earnestly as his ever ran

upon the subject of his "rights." Never

theless, the "rights" they talk about seem

to be very different things from those that

caused him to lie awake nights.

Just now he longed for and determined

to have the "right" to use a paint-brush.

A little practice at night, a little more prac

tice at noon under the direction of one of tin

men, and soon Tommy is seated upon a scaf

fold, and another boy has his place as "cleaner

• and shop-hoy."

But Tommy still sees "rights" that he

does not yet possess. "Car-painter" is a

good trade, but "car-striper" is a better.

Tommy tells himself that he must have the
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"right" to use the striping brush. And so

night and noon he practices, until, at sixteen,

Tommy has the "design" in his hand, mixes

fine colors, and uses gold bronze.

And now the whir and roar of the machin

ery in the adjoining shop disturbs him. Tom

my—almost Tom—Packard will not have

his rights until he knows the "how and where

fore" of that planing machinery.

A day comes when "overtime" is worked

in the planing-shop. The machinery runs

all night. The first part of that night Tom

my "stands around." By midnight he is

assisting a workman to place boards in posi

tion. At one A.M. he is in bed. At seven

o'clock he is on his scaffold, striping deli

cately the interior of a parlor coach as care

fully as if the question of his "rights as a

laboring man" had never disturbed his brain.

Two years go by. Tom is now eighteen.

III.—The Carpenter-Shop

Tom Packard has his "rights." He has a

"machine"; is one of the "mechanics;" is

a "master mechanic;" but still his "rights"

stretch out before him unattained. He has

his "rights," but not all his "rights." "Mas

ter mechanic" is all very well, but he, Tom

Packard, most certainly has the "right" to

be a "master car-builder." No one can deny

it. That trestle-board bench along that row

of windows, in a room adjoining the carpen

ter-shop, haunts his dreams. But not for

long.

The machine work is now automatic, as it

always becomes to the "master." And so

the books he reads at night on ""designing,"

the practice and observation of the noon

hour and the evenings, all pass in review,

while, as a "mechanic," Tom mechanically

guides the work of his machine.

At twenty-four Tom Packard is a "master

car-builder."

At about this time the machine-shops are

moved to the yards in which he works. The

foundry, the wheel-shop, the boiler-shop, the

roundhouse—all contain some of Tom Pack

ard's "rights." And little by little he wrists

from each, systematically, methodically, at

odd hours, during overtime, in night study,

in noon observation, in all-day reflection,

from one department at a time, Tom Pack

ard's "rights" to the workings of that shop

and machinery.

Tom Packard is thirty-five years old; a

master car-painter, a master mechanic, a

master car-builder, a master machinist.

IV.—The Foreman's Office

Tom Packard is r.cw "boss" or "foreman"

of car repairs. He has the repair-shops and

the paint-shops under him, employing some

four hundred and sixty men.

Known as a mechanic of great skill in the

handling of heavy machinery, when an en

gine runs off the track into a mill-race 'a few

miles away, and the dexterity of the regular

wrecker's crew and outfit is in vain exerted to

raise and save her, Packard is sent for. In

an hour the engine is on the tracks. And

there and then began a new fight for his

"rights." Tom Packard determines to mas

ter and improve the "wrecking service," and

soon has an outfit and crane-car of his own

devising, which saves the company many an

item in the expense account.

When on his excursions to scenes of accident

which this service (unremunerated) makes

necessary, Packard sees more of his "rights"

lying unused along the line of the X and Z

Railroad. He certainly has a right to know

how a railroad is graded, how tunnels arc

built, how bridges are constructed. No one

would deny that these are his "rights."

And so we see a master car-builder's sanc

tum sanctorum constructed out of an old

condemned freight-car in the yard, where,

from seven to ten o'clock, in the strictest

retirement and seclusion, known only to the

night watchman of the yard, every night the

foreman of car repairs studies higher me

chanics, bridge-building, hydraulics, and all

else that will conduce to the attainment of

his "rights" by a man who is determined to

know the construction of railroads as a busi

ness from the rolling stock to ballast and

foundation of grade.

V.—The Railroad Official's Private Car

But while Tom Packard is making such an

earnest fight to attain his "rights," as he

conceives the same, there are certain "rights"

belonging to him of which he has never

dreamed, but which are seriously being con

sidered by the X and Z Railroad Company.

The Company has long had in mind the

creation of an office having in its charge the

entire construction and repair work of the

system and its branches. But a man pos

sessing the necessary capability for handling

so vast and varied responsibility was not easy

to find. However, for two years the manage

ment has been watching one of their own

laborers fighting stubbornly for his "rights."

And now they decide in a full meeting, of the

board of directors, that Thomas H. Packard

is the man.

And thus it is that at forty-five years of

age he who was "Tommy" on the farm and

in the paint-shop, "Tom" in carpenter and

machine shop, "Packard" in the foreman's

office, is now "Thomas H. Packard," one of

the general officers of the X and Z Railroad

Company, and rides in his own private car,

with some seven or eight groups of shops

under his supervision, employing nearly as

many thousand men.

And yet Thomas H. Packard is not satisfied

that he has even now all his "rights."



The Work, of the World's Committee of Young Men's

Christian Associations

(Remarks by Mr. John R. Mott, Special Representative of the American Associations, at the Meeting of the

* .. World's Committee. Geneva, Switzerland.)

On this the twenty-fifth anniversary of the

World's Committee, it is fitting not only that

we recount the achievements of this central

agency of supervision during the first quarter-

century of its history, and abundantly utter

the memory of God's great goodness to us

as an organization, but also that we set before

us the main purposes for which this Commit

tee exists, and which we should continue to

emphasize in our policy. It may be well at

this time to call attention to the main lines

of -work which should occupy us in the new

epoch on which we have entered.

Manifestly it is our duty to carry on a

thorough study of the young men of the world.

We should become increasingly familiar with

their physical, intellectual, social, moral, and

religious conditions; with the forces of evil

which tend to undermine them; with the

agencies and influences which shield them

and build them up ; with their dominating

ideals and ambitions; with their attitude

toward Jesus Christ and His Church; with

the problems involved in reaching them for

Christ, developing them in faith and charac

ter, and enlisting them in Christian service;

with the opportunities of extending among

them the Kingdom of Christ; and with the

most approved means and methods of work

on their behalf. Such studies are being car

ried on in a more or less fragmentary way

by individuals and by societies in different

parts of the world. But there is need of a

group of men, such as our own Committee,

standing on a high watch-tower, looking out

over all lands and races, making a compre

hensive study of the young men of the world ,

and then placing their knowledge at the dis

posal of the leaders in work among young

men in the different nations.

It is one of our most important functions

to establish and to help develop efficient

national Young Men's Christian Association

organizations. These should be adapted to

the conditions which exist in the various

countries. As quickly as possible, they

should be made independent or self-direct

ing and self-supporting. With reference to

the cultivation of the fields which they occu

py, our policy should be to decrease and to

lead them to increase.

We should aim to build up, or to have built

up, at principal centres, Associations of such

strength and vitality that they will determine

the character of the Association work through

out the region or land in which they are lo

cated. Such has been, and is, the influence

of Associations like those in Stockholm,

Paris, New York, and Tokyo. Who can

measure the far-reaching influence our Com

mittee may exert on whole nations and peo

ples, by building up during the next ten

years model Associations at Madrid, Lisbon.

Athens, Budapest, Sofia, Belgrade, and Bu

charest? In each land we should promote

the type of work which is best adapted in

that particular land to realize the spiritual

purposes of the Association. As a Commit

tee we should discover and propagate the

best ideas of all nations as to how best to

carry on Association work. .God has not

revealed all of his mind regarding the Young

Men's Christian Association to any one na

tion. His Spirit works in divers places as

well as in divers manners.- A •world's com-

miitee should reflect faithfully and impar

tially this wonderfully varied and rich mani

festation of the mind of God as seen through

out the world field.

The World's Committee should unify or

bind together in aim, in effort, and in spirit,

the various national Association movements.

This should be done, in the first place, in

order that these movements may be most

helpful to one another. It would be difficult

to overstate the great good which the Com

mittee has already accomplished in introduc

ing the national movements to one another,

and in setting them to acting and reacting on

one another. It has enabled the strong to

help the weak, and, alike important and in

accord with God's manner of working, has

enabled the weak at times to help the strong.

This most desirable process is going on con

stantly as a result of our conferences, the

visits of our secretaries, the dissemination of

our literature, the promotion of intervisita-

tion, and the direct work and influence of the

members of the Committee itself. And the

good which is being accomplished is worth

many, many times more than all that the

work costs. Another reason why this uni

fying work of the Committee is so important,

is that it enables the Young Men's Christian

Associations, scattered throughout the world,

to present a united front to the world. Let

us not forget that there is a united worldli-

ness, a united sinfulness, a united unbelief,

a united indifference. If we are to overcome

such an opposition and make a real impres

sion on an unbelieving world, we must realize

the answer to our Lord's prayer, and be one

indeed. To accomplish this larger and strong

er unity, let us as a committee in all our

activities and plans emphasize the things on

which good Christians of all lands are agreed,
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READING-ROOM OP THE TIENTSIN ASSOCIATION. IN THIS ROOM ARE THE BEST ENGLISH

AND AMERICAN PAPERS WHICH THE CHINESE ARE ABLE TO READ.

and not the things on which they differ.

Have not the different nations a right to

expect that the World's Committee will lead

in forward movements? There are regions

beyond, in every direction, in this wonderful

work for young men. There should be en

largement or expansion in every nation and

in every department of the work. The unor

ganized fields should be occupied. Efforts

should be put forth on behalf of classes of

young men now untouched. New phases or

features of the work should be undertaken.

In season and out of season the Association

should be summoned to stand for work of

higher quality. In the last analysis the meas

ure of our permanent influence will be not the

extent of our work, but its genuineness and

thoroughness.

Possibly the greatest sen-ice rendered by

this Committee has been its constant insist

ence on the supremacy of the spiritual work.

Through all the years, it has been unswerv

ingly loyal to this vital principle. So let it

ever be. May it continue to exalt Jesus

Christ as Lord, to magnify the Word of God

in the hearts of young men, to advocate and

to exemplify the efficacy and reality of prayer,

to stimulate the Associations everywhere to

more aggressive evangelism, to hold forth as

the inspiring objective the reaching of the

young men of the whole world, to hasten the

answer to the prayer of our Lord "that they

all may be one."

The Colombo Building Enterprise

After over two years of negotiations with

the Ceylon government and the London war

office, the Colombo Association has secured

the right of way to build its $25,000 structure

upon the site originally voted to the Associa

tion by the Colombo municipal authorities.

This site is in a nine-acre public park, prac

tically in the centre of the city, easily acces

sible from the principal railway station, and

the landing pier for steamships, within a stone's

throw of the large government and mercantile

establishments employing thousands of edu

cated Ceylonesc young men, and fairly near

the colleges. The land is "military," as dis

tinct from "crown" land, and the red tape

which this distinction involves is responsible

for the time consumed by the negotiations.

The building is estimated to cost $25,000,

nearly all of which is provided for. One-

third of this has been subscribed in Ceylon,

which is a larger proportion of the whole than

that raised locally in any other Oriental city

for a similar enterprise. Not only did the

Christian merchants in general contribute,

but large contributions were received from

Buddhists, Hindus, Mohammedans and Par-

sees. The will of a Buddhist merchant re

cently had among other bequests Rs. 250 for

the Association building. The two most

prominent members of the building commit

tee, and to whose efforts is mainly due the

success of the project, are Sir William W.

Mitchell and Hon. J. Ferguson, European

representative in the Ceylon legislative coun

cil, and recently appointed official visitor for

Ceylon to the St, Louis World's Fair. Mr.

Ferguson is a splendid lecturer, has first-hand

knowledge of Association work in both India

and Ceylon, and should be utilized by some

of our larger Associations during his sojourn

in America.
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PRESIDENT DIAZ AT MEXICO CITY

ASSOCIATION

Most people here thought that we would not

be able to get President Diaz to visit the

Association, for in this country state and

church are entirely separated. However,

when the Committee of Invitation called on

the President, they were given a special inter

view ahead of the regular time for receiving

people, and the President accepted the invita

tion at once, expressing his interest in, and

appreciation of, the work. A few days later,

on account of an official engagement, the

President had to change the date of his ex

pected visit, but gave the Association a re

fusal of any time they might choose for the

event. At the same time he said to the

chairman of the Committee of Invitation:

"Of course, my visit will not cost me any

thing, but I should go even if it cost, me a

good deal. For I want to do what I can to

help such a work. If my presence at the

Anniversary Celebration is of any value, I

shall be very glad to attend." The Presi

dent attended the reception, met a large

number of the prominent members and the

directors of the Association, inspected the

whole building, from the bath-room to the

dormitories, attended an exhibition of fenc

ing and boxing and basket-ball in the gym

nasium, watched the men bowl, and then,

after having been served with light refresh

ments, departed mid the cheers of the hun

dreds present.

The annual report, which was circulated at

this anniversary meeting, was printed in both

English and Spanish, and showed a total

paid-up membership of 606, of whom 306

are Americans, 126 Mexicans and the balance

distributed among 17 different nationalities.

In church connection the Catholics lead with

115, the Episcopalians are next with 62, and

in the balance of the membership are to be

found members of 16 other denominations.

The educational classes showed a registration

of 130 students; 15 gymnasium classes were

conducted weekly with an enrollment of

136- Men's meetings are maintained weekly

and there are two well-attended Bible

classes. Twenty-five socials and receptions

and twelve lectures and entertainments

were given during the year. The attend

ance at the building averages very nearly

1,000 per day. The directors of the Associa

tion are now taking steps preliminary to the

establishment of another Association in the

city to work exclusively among Mexican

young men, and to be conducted in the

Spanish language. This work will be estab

lished as soon as the necessary funds are

secured.

The fifth tournament of bowling is just

closing. Three of the teams have railroad

members and three city members. The

Brunswick-Balke Collender Co. has given a

fine silver trophy, which is held by the team

winning the tournament until some other

team in a succeeding tournament makes a

higher average score. In the two preceding

tournaments the Central Railroad team has

held the cup. In the present tournament

the Mexican Clay Manufacturing Co. holds

the lead.

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF A PRESIDENT

BY ROBERT CLUETT, PRESIDENT TROY

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

The position of President of a Young Men's

Christian Association is an important one,

and implies large responsibilities. The man

who occupies this office should be, first of

all, an active, earnest follower of Jesus Christ.

He should be a firm believer in Association

work, and deeply interested in young men.

He should not only be in close touch with

all that has to do with the welfare of the

Association, but should frequently come in

personal contact with young men, talking

with them separately, advising them con

cerning matters relating to both their spir

itual and material welfare. He should be

a man respected in the community, and, if

possible, one of large business experience.

He should have executive ability, and be a

good judge of men. He ought to be a ready

speaker; but that is not so important if he

is a good worker, and knows how to encour

age others to work. The possibilities for

usefulness of such a man are almost beyond

calculation.

The Young Men's Christian Association

to-day offers the widest field for consecrated

Christian effort. It is a work for earnest

men, with a definite purpose; it strives to

make young men clean inside and out; it

makes a young man make more of himself;

it leads him to realize his responsibility to

God, and his duty to his fellow men. It

fits him to give better service to his em

ployer, and consequently to command a

higher salary. It equips him for larger use

fulness as a citizen, and cultivates and brings

out the best that is in him; and it also makes

him an earnest, capable member of the

church. With these things in mind, the

President of a Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation will realize his responsibilities, and

thank God for his opportunities, and pray

often for Divine guidance to meet them, ever

conscious of his own weakness, but full of

faith in the power of God to use a man who

rightly uses the gifts God has entrusted him

with.



Some Presidents of Canadian Associations

Photographs of all are not obtainable

C. Cook Brentford A. L. Breithaupt, BerUn Robt. Munroe, Montreal A. W. Ault, Ottawa

B. E. Johnston, Stratford Robt. Kilgour, Toronto W. F. Aitchison, Hamilton

. J. Robertson, St. Catharines W. W. Olmsted, St. Thomas G. PepoU, Toronto Jno. Boyd, Samia

W. C. Anderson,. Owen Sound A. C. Adams, Midland

• -London W. Madill. Peterborough E. A. Brown. Woodstock



From the Editor's

When the manufacturing business of the

world was largely done by

_. _ men whose employees be-
Thf *mp'°yer came members of. their

and the Man mvn houscholds the em.

ployer found the problem

of maintaining the character of his employees

a comparatively simple matter. Now. when

an employer numbers a thousand men in his

service, and the corporation is composed of a

group of employers who may be interested

in a dozen enterprises engaging the services

of thousands or tens of thousands of men,

then the personal element becomes a far dif

ferent thing. Every department is under the

supervision of trained men, and the employee

takes his own course. The man is inde; cnd-

ent, and must be. But the success of any

enterprise, whether in making steel rails,

manufacturing shoes, running a railroatj or

maintaining an army or a navy, depends, in

no small measure, upon the character of the

individual man. The corporation is not in.

the business of character making, nor can it

be a school, a church, or a mission. Yet the

perplexing question which has puzzled not

only the more thoughtful employers but also

the managers themselves, is that of securing

men of conscience, honor and moral worth.

The integrity of the man who runs the ma

chine or handles the gun is important to the

efficiency of the machine, and on this success

is found to turn. Is it at all surprising Ihat

men and managers alike ha c welcomed the

Young Men's Christian Association, which

by its characteristic methods, has been able

to enlist and organize the employees and

make them, by their own influence and

leadership, the factor for the social, physical

and spiritual betterment of their fellow-em

ployees? The genius of the movement is

well shown in this number, and this genius

is simply the master spirit of Jesus.

In the light of thirty years of experience

with the railroad Associa-

„ ,.. tions—during which time
Paternalism there has been a continual

Resented growth in the support of

the men and the companies,

so that now on seventy-five per cent, of the

railroad mileage of this country two hun

dred Associations with 63,000 members

are conducted—we may speak with some

confidence in the matter of betterment

work for industrial men. The genius of

this growth is that it has been a work

for railroad men by railroad men. It has

not partaken of the paternal interest on

the part of the employer, nor of a mis-

sion character from the church. No man

has had his self-respect injured by the offer

of charity or by being patronized or inis-

sionized, It has been clearly proved ' that

the religious element is vital, and that the

evangelical test of membership is essential to

the life of the organization. The noon meet

ings and Bible classes in shops and. factories

have been welcomed and attended by those

of all faiths and of no faith, as lo"ng as it has

been undenominational, non-doctrinal, and

the teaching and leadership of Christ, to

gether with sound comtaori sense, has char

acterized the message. There is no gospel

that is only social. Working men, like all

other men, have a keen sense of their need of

God, although they naturally resent any at

tempts at proselyting. A wide field is open

ing before the Association among the millions

of men in the skilled trades, in the mines,

forests, and the business of transporting and

manufacturing—so wide and large that it

staggers us; so difficult and important that

every Association needs, before undertaking

it in any way, to study well the experience

of the past.

For years there has been a steady increase

in the gifts of the Associa-

A Week of tions and of the general

Prayer - secretaries for the work

Collection committed by them to the

International Committee.

By the act of the Associations represented

at the international conventions, the commit

tee has constantly been directed to undertake

more work and extend its departments of

service to the Association world. The bear

ing of the responsibility for providing for

this extension has not been as unanimous as

the vote. This Committee of the Associa

tions has had a relation to the growth of the

organization in the past thirty-five years

which has been vital to the life of the move

ment in every State and city. It organized

every State Committee but two. Hardly a

city work but has been rescued from dissolu

tion or has been helped by it. Notable

among these are Philadelphia. San Francisco.

Minneapolis, and Chicago. What Associa

tion is there which is not under obligations

for the help of its specialists such as Robin

son, Hodge, Smith, or Mott? The advanced

study of many fields that the Association

now occupies has been made by the Commit

tee's secretaries. There is hardly a confer

ence, convention. Association, or officer but

owes much to the Committee's ideas and

inspiration. Its co-operation has been giver,

without stint and without price. It has not
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sought to control or rule, but to serve and

advance the interests of others. The best

local Association has grown beyond the idea

of taking something for nothing. It wants

to pay for what it gets, and so contribute to

the Committee's support, and besides this to

help to extend Association work to every

place where young men may be found in

numbers. The extension made into new

fields, and the broadening of the Association

ideas, have secured larger support in men

and money for the local work. It has been

the custom for years for Associations to make

special collections and canvasses for the Inter

national work in America during this Week

of Prayer, and never has there been a better

showing made for the money spent. Would

it be too much to ask that an amount equal

to twenty-five cents a member be secured for

the home work this week?

It yet remains for some man adequately to

outline the service which

As Secretary can be rendered a city by

of a City the general secretary of a

Association Young Men's Christian As-

. sociation. When that man

arrives there will be no further question about

men for the position. But it needs a man

who can see in the cities of North America a

field of service that calls for men with the

same qualities, consecration and ability that

the foreign field demands. They must enlist

by the same appeal—an appeal that has led

men to great sacrifices, and the abandonment

of personal plans and possibilities for profit

and preferment. As a business proposition

there is little to offer, either in money or sat

isfaction. As an opportunity to invest one's

life in the business of benefiting men of all

classes^ the position has no equal. A secre

tary may come in contact with one hundred

to one thousand men and boys every day of

the year. He is the selected leader of two to

four hundred Christian laymen. His effi

ciency is the efficiency he can produce in

these men. His influence with men begins

at the receptive time of life, and boys take

their life course from his inspiration. He

may direct a school of a half-thousand am

bitious young men; an athletic organization

of as many more; shape the teaching for

many more, and instruct Bible classes and

exert a dominating influence in the weekly

religious services attended by a thousand

men. He will meet the army of young men

annually moving to the city from their coun

try homes, and help them to choose their

careers and their friends in a city. He has

ready to co-operate with him the men of

education, culture and ability; in fact, men

and boys are ready to respond for service

when the leader with ability and ideas is

found to lead them. He will have access to

men and boys engaged in the grent industrial

enterprises as no clergyman has. He may

organize the students of the grammar, high,

business and professional schools, and the

colleges, the street railroad employees, and

men of any large group into Associations for

Christian service. What a sane man of cour

age, personal force and leadership with the

inspiration of a Christian faith can do in this

position is unlimited. Money and men are

awaiting his suggestion for service. Shall

we not begin in larger purpose to enlist men

of the highest qualification for the position of

leadership?

There is no age limit to service in the Asso

ciation, counted by years.

Of Another fa-v hairs or no hair 'a\. M '

Generation but thcr.e . IS an ?gc. llmlt

measured by tne Deadening

of energy and sympathetic

touch with young fellow; in their teens. There

are plenty of men keenly alive at sixty-five,

and personally popular with young men; but

they do not shuffle when they walk, or con

sider it a hardship to be up at 0.30 P.M., or out

of bed at six o'clock in the morning. When

a man finds the companionship of young

fellows distasteful to him, and that he has

nothing in common with them when they

are at leisure; when he finds himself choosing

to be alone or with old men. then he had best

consider carefully if he had not better yield

his place to his son or grandson, and dodder

off into the chimney-corner and gracefully

retire. It is rare that a man who was a direc

tor or a secretary thirty years ago is fitted

for the place to-day; but there is no valid

reason why he should not be.

It is better to put ideas into a boy's head

when he is at the reading

Better Than a age than thousands of

Legacy in dollars into his pocket

One's Will when he is of age. Many

a parent is so busy making

a fortune to leave his son that he fails to make

a son worth leaving a fortune to Surely it

is better to have a wealth of brain than a

wealthy father. A hundred dollars put into

a well-chosen library and some time given to

the direction of a boy's reading, when he has

the time and disposition to read during his

teens, will store his mind with the best thought

of the world, give him ideals which will shape

his character and color his entire future. We

saw a list of books recently which two chil

dren of twelve and thirteen had read in one

year under a parent's direction, such books

as will be remembered throughout life with

constant delight. He is a strange boy who

does not read a hundred books in his teens,
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and those books have more of a formative

influence on his character than his Sunday-

school teacher or even his pastor. We have

been interested in the "World's Great Clas

sics"—a series selected by a group of masters

in literature, from all that has been written

by the greatest writers of all nations. It is

a collection of hooks that will make the basis

of a man's library and which can safely be

commended. It is worth while for a young

man to save and scrimp to obtain them, and

once owned, to put into his head during the

long winter evenings.

J*

The Association army service conducted

in one of the camps in the Philippines was

purely interdenominational. It was opened

by a Baptist chaplain, the address was given

by the Association secretary of another de

nomination; and the Catholic chaplain pre

sided at the organ and made the closing

address.

J*

There is a general sentiment toward in

creasing the membership fee. New Orleans

has raised its fee to $10; Chicago Central to

$15, and in the past ten years educational

class-fees have increased from S,?,ooo a year

to $85,000.

J*

Senator Quay's example of walking eight

miles before breakfast every morning is one

worthy of emulation. On his seventieth

birthday he covered ten miles before break

fast, and came in "fresh as a daisy."

J*

The college boy is described by the Chicago

Tribune man with an aptness that does not

fail to remind one of a certain type as "the

biceppy, bulldog-pipey, Greek-lctter-fratty,

'rah-'rah-'rah boy."

J*

"That young fellow told me how he won

$35 on the races, and he wasn't ashamed of

it," said a friend recently, who felt that money

taken without giving an equivalent was rob

bery. And-hc was right.

Jf

America quietly smiled at the gullibility of

the French as the Panama Canal swindle

burst, and said, "poor fools " The South

Sea bubble marked another wild rush for

gain. Fifteen years ago the country was

wildly gambling in Western real estate, and

now the stock market has added another

chapter. Young fellows by Ihc hundred

thoxight themselves mighty manipulators of

stock, and lined out for a life of luxury with

out work; but this has all gone a-glimmering,

and now dollars will have to be earned in the

honest old way. It will be better for the

man, but his family has our sympathy.

And now the last of the German-speaking

Associations in America, at Buffalo, has

dropped the German language and adopts

English in its services. This is America.

Jt

A firm which places bets on horse races,

states in a letter offering us advertising: "We

have spent on an average 8300,000 per year

for advertising, having paid in the last year

the New York and Chicago American nearly

850,000 and the New York Sun Si 7.000. "

Evidently there is great money in this busi

ness.

Jt

Within one month subscription orders

amounting to 821 were received frorr Rio

Janeiro and 835.25 from Buenos Ayres, also an

order for 75 copies to the leaders in the Aus

tralian Association movement. A secretary

writes from India, "No small amount of

money could be spent to better advantage in

advancing Association work in this country

than such a sum spent in sending ASSO

CIATION MEN to influential men in this

country."

J*

"The Association Building and Its Adap"

tation for the Needs of the Organization at

the Present Time," will be the theme of the

December number. The smaller city will

have equal place with the metropolis. This

number will be the most complete presenta

tion of the modern Association building yet

attempted. It will be necessary for Associa

tions desiring many copies to place their

orders early.

J*

The Young Women's Christian Association

observes November 8—14 as its JVeek of

Prayer. Four American young women go

out this fall as foreign secretaries. On ac

count of the death of Miss R. F. Morse, one

of • the original American members of the

World's Committee. Mrs. Thomas S. Glad

ding, of Montclair, has been appointed by the

American Committee to represent them on

the World's Committee.

JH

Lord Alverstone, who has figured on the

Alaskan commission, when a barrister charged

$5.000 for ten typewritten pages of advice.

The client objected, saying: "That is rather

a high price for half a day's work." "It is

not for half a day's work," was the reply.

"It is for my whole education. All my years

at the Temple, all the years that I have

practiced, and all the years of my experience.

It is a half a day out of the heart of my life."

Young men can think well of those words

and the significance of the use of time in the

light of future usefulness and reward.
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Some men may give personal purity talks,

and keep themselves pure. All cannot.

Where a young man persists in talking about

these things and horrifying himself with the

nastiness of the world, tell him to go about

his business. Few men can familiarize them

selves with scenes of moral filth without de

filement. All a m;m needs to know is that

he had better not know anything, but to live

a clean life, believe every woman noble and

keep himself pure.

J*

Covington, Ky., has organized a "Geneva

Club" of eight members, looking forward to

physical work. The members pay one dollar

a week dues, which will pay expenses at the

conference. The club meets weekly, takes

up Bible study, anatomy and physiology,

and first aid, in preparation for further study

at the conference. Similar class-plans could

be developed in every Association, working

in affiliation with the training-schools in

helping to solve the problem of securing com

petent men as secretaries and physical direc

tors.

Jt

"Mr. S departed from us October i

without a word of warning." So writes a

secretary who thus finds himself left alone

at the opening of the fall work. We do not

think that young men have a sufficiently en

lightened conscience on the obligations they

hold to an Association. A man may not

honorably leave an Association in this way.

But there is as great a need of the exercise

of an honorable spirit in general secretaries

and State secretaries, who pounce on a likely

man at a convention or conference without

consulting the Association.

J*

There is a directness, strength, and an

amount of sound sense about these words of

Chancellor McCracken, of the New York

University, spoken at its formal opening.

These would make a good text for a Sun

day afternoon address. He said: "When

a boy has learned from his father that it is

manly to drink, healthful to smoke and pic

turesque to swear, the college has a hard

time to convince that youth that its library

is a more attractive place than a beer room.

We notify mothers and fathers who send

us spoiled boys that we will try to make

them decent men ; but if twelve months' time

shows the spoiling process to be going on,

we will send the article home, all charges pre

paid. We would rather gradxiate a freshman

into a place on his father's farm in Westchester

or his father's shop downtown in Manhattan

than to keep him three years longer and

graduate him as a dissipated scholar, how

ever brilliant."

This Week of Prayer will be made, where

it is really observed, a week of prayer. That

seems to be the general conviction. The

popular element, save the Sunday services

and the general evangelistic campaign, will

be omitted. Prayer should be the dominant

thought.

J*

Cleveland will probably have 2,500 men a

week in Bible classes this year. The latest

class is to be taught by E. G. Guthery, a

lawyer, in a commercial school, with some

200 men enrolled. Here are some charac

teristic sentences from Mr. Guthery's open

ing talk: "I don't care what your past

history is or what your family relationships

are, if you want to be a man, you're my

friend." " I am satisfied it is impossible

for a man to build up a strong character

and not know the Bible." " There are two

ways of knowing the Bible. One is an in-

tellectiial interest which gives you delight

in its historical phases, its poetical passages,

its beautiful imagery, etc. The other is a

heart interest which makes it a transforming

power in your life. Let it transform you.

Make it a part of yourself."

Dr. White's Bible Teachers' Training School

has instituted a "Visitors' Day," Friday

afternoons from 5 to 9 P.M., when special

addresses will be given for out-of-town men.

This should prove of interest to many of the

Association brotherhood. The school is at

424 Park ave., New York

There are many good and sensible people

who think football is of the devil and brutal.

So it may be sometimes, but these games have

an immense moral value. Dean Holgate,

in speaking before an Association meeting,

said: "Everybody nowadays has ceased to

berate football. The rough features of the

game have been largely eliminated. But I

wish to add that iootball is a great help in

religious duty. I have known divinity stu

dents who were at sea in the mazes of theo

logical thought, when all they needed to clear

their minds was a scrimmage on the football

field or a run about the cinder track. As a

cure for clouded religious thought football

and similar athletic exercises have a truly

wonderful effect."

And Prof. George A. Coe had this to give

as his mature opinion: "I agree with Pro

fessor Holgate that football is an aid to relig

ious study. It is, I believe, an almost in-jalu-

able aid to religion. It clears the mind, assists

rapid thinking, and imparts a healthy moral

tone to those who engage in it."
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THE WORLD'S GREAT CLASSICS

BY JULIAN HAWTHORNE

There was once a time when the obstacles

in the path of knowledge were so difficult that

conquest of them seemed hopeless ; and the

names of the few who overcame them were

famous, and were. handed down to remote pos

terity. For those pioneer students were

forced to create in great measure the treasure

which they sought. And so did it ever con

tinue to be, till a way was found to cause the

individual brains of men in all ages to unite

to form the integral brain of mankind : before

the steady brilliance of whose light the dark

ness should be dispelled that brooded over the

face of the deep, and the amorphous assume

form.

It was but the other day—relatively—but in

the fifteenth century of our era that this new

champion of intellectual freedom was born—

Johannes Gutenberg. With the making of his

printing-press dawned the new day which still

shines around us. A wonderful device—

wonderful in i*s simplicity, most wonderful

perhaps in that its discovery had been so long

delayed ! Learning, so long crippled and soli

tary, sprang erect, strong-limbed, and over

ran the earth. Books, which had been the

unique prize of princes, became in an hour the

commonplace of peasants ; universities arose

in a night, populous with eager students.

In plain terms, this was the situation : A

book should be—every genuine book is—a dis

tinct addition, however minor, to the sum of

knowledge, a fresh budding of thought, an

original stone laid on the great cairn of in

tellectual achievement, an increase, however

modest, in man's power to solve himself and

his environment. But ere long the printing-

press had put forth all existing volumes of

this caliber, and others must be written to fill

the dentand. But though the capacity of the

press was illimitable, there is a strict limit to

the creative faculty of the mind during a given

period. The lesson of life and of the world

is endless, but it is progressive also : we can

not forestall the coming page till it is turned.

The total number of worthy books since the

earliest times is small ; and it would be much

if the diligence of all scholars, working for a

year, produced material enough to constitute

a single new one of unassailable value. As a

matter of fact, nevertheless, a fresh volume

appears for perhaps each passing hour of the

four and twenty ; and we are annually con

fronted with a mass of literary rubbish that

paralyzes the imagination. In this mass the

few gems of price are smothered : and the

student, in place of any longer being inhibited

from learning by the scantiness of material, is

swept off his feet by a profane and promiscu

ous flood of vain and trivial productions—

echoes, paraphrases, repetitions, empty and

impudent fabrications of ignorance, vanity,

and greed, which that monster created by

Frankenstein Gutenberg continues unrelent

ingly to belch forth.

Out of the ruinous welter of printed things

must be fished such flotsam and jetsam as

bear the stamp of sterling merit, and collected

for same and profitable consideration.

Notes of warning to this effect have already

been sounded, and as a result there have ap

peared anthologies and encyclopaedias, com

prising odds and ends of good literature : ex

tracts from famous books, discursive and un

related scraps, contributed by a concourse of

the sages summoned hastily and at random.

The intent was good, but the product is

faulty. For though in every book there be

some chapter, page, passage, or line, which in

felicity and point surpasses any other in that

book, yet it does not follow that by detaching

that fragment an equivalent of the whole can

be obtained. Whatever thing has any right at

all to be, is developed from an inner principle

of growth : has a soul, with a body corre

sponding : and you cannot pluck out an eye

however lustrous, or sever a limb however

shapely, and make it answer for the entire

organism. A true book bleeds and perishes

under such treatment, just as a man does.

Both, in order to a competent judgment, must

be studied in their integrity. Parts will ap

pear less desirable than other parts ; but in the

reader's mind all will spontaneously take their

right order of precedence : whereas the finest

passage, arbitrarily divorced from its con

text, is as a flower without its root, and withers

in the memory.

We have dwelt upon this principle because

of its importance, and because the present pub

lication of "The World's Great Classics" is

the only one among several contemporary an

thologies in which it has been recognized and

followed. Every book, writing, and oration,

which the infallible criticism of time has shown

to be of primal and inalienable value—these

and no others are cited here. Here is col

lected, unmutilated and unalloyed, the best

thought of the best men. In the mighty con

stellations of literature not every wandering

and unrelated asteroid of wit and wisdom that

happens to have been thrown off by human in

telligence is reproduced in these pages: but

here will be found the great planets of the

mind, each in flawless symmetry, as it was

evolved from its creator. Literature so pre

sented and assimilated is nnt fugitive, but be

comes organic in the memory : it can never go

to waste, because each constituent is com

plete in itself, and all combine to support and

justify one another. This publication mav

consequently be regarded as the antidote

against the plague of many books.



The Railroad Department

A street railway department is being or

ganized at Richmond, Va., and already has

nearly 300 men pledged for membership.

The Virginia Passenger and Power Co. has

pledged $5,000 for the equipment, and will

make a contribution of $125 a month for

current expenses. The company is practi

cally controlled by members of the Gould

family. The general manager, F. \V. Huff,

has been leading in the movement. This

new work will be organized as a department

of the central Association.

The Main Street Railroad Department.

Richmond, has 635 members, an increase of

over 200 in the past sixty days.

Railroad employees at New Dccatur, Ala.,

have pledged $5.000, and the L. & N. Rail

road Company $15,000, for a building at this

point. Work has been begun on the build

ing. The Association will start with over

700 members.

Seven thousand dollars will be spent this

fall in enlarging and remodeling the Rail

road Association building at Decatur, 111.,

and of this amount Si.ooo is being provided

by local subscriptions.

At Selma. Ala., the superintendent of a

new railroad has offered to every young man

successfully completing the Association's

course in telegraphy, a position with a good

salary and with prospects of promotion.

Meridian, Miss., has added a box-ball game,

has an entertainment course of seven num

bers, and is pushing for a building, although

there is nothing in hand but faith.

The first and only colored railroad Associa

tion in the country was organized at Blue-

field, W. Va., this year. The Norfolk &

Western Railroad Company assisted in equip

ping the quarters, and are making a monthly

contribution toward the salary of the secre

tary. It has now in its membership 215 of

the colored employees of this railroad.

At a noon shop-meeting at Port Huron,

Mich., the master car-builder spoke on "The

Value of Education," and urged men to at

tend the night school. Robert Garry spent

two weeks there, holding meetings in shops

at noon, and at night in the rooms. Noon

shop-meetings will be extended this year.

The Island Pond, Vt, Association was

organized October 20, with P. H. Vail as

chairman, and A. S. McAllister, general sec

retary. A $7,000 building will be opened

next month.

The guest of honor at the annual meeting

of the Pennsylvania Railroad Department, at

Trenton, was Admiral Dcwey. He was es

corted from the railroad to his carriage be

tween lines of soldiers, led by the Mayor and

other distinguished citizens. A battalion

and company of railroad men marched to

the rooms.

The Pennsylvania Department, Philadel

phia, has 325 men in class enrollment, and

has increased registration fees 30 per cent.

It has added two new shop-meetings, making

five each week; it has larger Bible classes,

and has organized an intermediate depart

ment for boys from fifteen to nineteen years.

The improvements made last year cost $22.500.

The membership is 2,474. Last year it was

1,589. The limit may be fixed at 2,500

Charles Erdman addressed 1,200 at the open

ing Sunday meeting.

Topcka dedicates its new building during

the holidays, and will follow the exercises

with two weeks of special evangelistic meet

ings. The membership is 1.112. The edu

cational classes have 170 men enrolled, and

the fees have been raised from Si to $2 and

$5. Classes are formed for Swedes and Ger

mans to study English. The chairman of

the membership committee, a member of the

board and one of the best men in the Associa

tion, will canvass for subscriptions to Asso

ciation men.

Mr. Stevens, of the Chesapeake and Ohio,

has given $1,500, and the Association has

guaranteed $500 for improvements, at Clifton

Forge. It is building new bowling alleys,

baths, toilets and tile floors, and will buy a

stereopticon.

" Hester's Y. M. C. A."

At a point in Columbus, some miles from

the railroad station, where a great number

of Pennsylvania railroad employees congre

gate, there is a hostelry popularly called

"Hester's Y. M. C. A." The Pennsylvania

Railroad yards are close by. Hosier, who is

an old railroad man, neither drinks nor smokes

himself. His building just erected cost

$18,000. It has a large bar. a dining-room

accommodating 75 men. and thirteen sleep

ing-rooms. Mr. Bancroft, secretary at Colum

bus, publishes in the Association bulletin a

fine picture showifTg the building and the

near-by location of the yardmastcr's office,

and points out the temptations surrounding

railroad men there. It is one of the most

straightforward appeals for an Association

building that ha^ been shown.



The Physical Department

The new natatorium has been a factor in

bringing about the increase in the Association

membership at Evanston, III., so that the pros

pects are that it will reach 800 by January I.

The natatorium is 25 by 60 feet, is lined with

glazed tile and is one of the finest in the coun

try. The room is floored and wainscoted with

white marble and finished in white throughout.

NEW NATATORIUM, EVANSTON, ILL.

The data below are from the measurements

of one hundred men of the Holyoke Associa-

ation—season 1902-1903.

Weight,
Height
Neck
Chest Contracted . .
Chert expanded
Waist
Right forearm

Right upper arm,
down

Right upper arm, up
Left forearm
Left upper arm,
down

Left upper arm, up .
Right thigh
Right calf
Left thigh
Lsft calf.
Dio
Pull up
Pulse rate

Chest expansion. . . .

Age, Jan. 1, 1903.

L0WF.8T.

106.8 lbs.
56.1 in.
11.8
28.2
31.
26.2
8.5

8.2
9.4
8.4

8.2
9.3

17.
11.7
17.
11.4
0.
0.

60.
1.4 in.

TR. MO. DA.

15 5 13

HIOIIEST.

212. lbs.

75.4 in.
16.1
42.4
45.2

42.
12.1

13.5
15.4
11.7

13.4
15.
24.2
16.4
24.
16.8
11.
14.
144.
7. in.

TR. MO. M
55 0 29|

AVEBAOF.

138.984 lbs.
66.354 in.
13.591
33.078
36.234
30.791
9.885

10.119
1 1 .483
9.782

9.850
11.432
19.791
13.399
19.594
13.402
3.000
5.462

84.150
3.156 in.

TR. MO. DA.
27 0 22|

Dayton has had excellent illustrated write-

ups in the daily papers, showing the methods

of the Association in physical training, and

other departments. There is no better ad

vertising, and most papers would accept

well-prepared illustrated articles in this line.

The physical directors of Massachusetts

and Rhode Island have organized and held

the first summer school and conference at

Moody Island. F. B. Barnes is chairman of

the committee. Dr. Philip L. Wegener and

W. J. Davison were instructors. The A. G.

Spalding Company donated a complete gym

nasium outfit.

The following is a list of committees of the

Physical Directors' Society recently organ

ized. Anthropometry: W. W. Hastings, M.D.,

Chr.; Geo. F. Poole, M.D.; G. J. Fisher,

M.D.; A. E. Garland, M.D.; H. F. Kallen-

berg, M.D.; A. B. Wegener; Mel. B. Rideout.

Bibliography: J. H. McCurdv, M.D., Chr.;

Geo. T. Hcpbron; H. H. Wilcel. Related

Physical Work: C. C. Lang, M.D., Chr.; C.

R. H. Jackson; F. Knowles, M.D.; S. A.

Lewis; A. M. Chesley. Nomenclature: H. F.

Kallenberg, M.D., Chr.; W. E. Day; G. M.

Martin. Religious Work: W. H. Ball, Chr. ;

C. W. Hardy; A. S. Thompson. Transpor

tation and Local Arrangement: J. H. Crocker,

Chr.; A. E. Garland, M.D.; G. Y. Cameron.

Executive: Geo. W. Ehler; W. H. Kinnicutt,

M.D.; H. L. Chadwick, M.D.; Geo. J. Fisher,

M.D.; A. E. Garland, M.D.; J. H. Crocker.

Competitive Sports: Geo. T. Hepbron, Chr. ;

H. L. Chadwick, M.D.; Maurice Ross; F. B.

Wise; J. H. Crocker; A. F. Kennedy; G. Y.

Cameron.

The Anthropometric Committee is formu

lating a standard of measurements, and an

anthropometric chart, which will be sub

mitted to the Physical Directors of the Asso

ciations of the country for adoption. In this

way the examinations throughout the coun

try may be made similar, and there will

be greater unity. The data thus obtained

will be of great value in studying physically

the members of the Associations.

Good Physical Department Principles.

1. Develop the man first, not the game nor

exercise.

2. Give the weakest man most attention.

3. Make the gymnasium a hall of health,

rather than a hall of record-smashing.

4. Make most exercise safe, short, easy,

beneficial, and pleasing.

5. Accommodate any man at any time of the

season.

6. Conduct the work so that the minimum
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of time and effort will produce the maximum

amount of benefit to the individual.—Holyoke

Bulletin.

Three Good Friends

Here is a picture of three friends, mem

bers of one Association. One is a Hebrew,

another a Catholic, and the third a Protes

tant. The emblem on the Jersey of the mid

dle boy indicates that he is a member of the

physical department. That worn by the boy

"1

on the left shows that he is the leader of a

squad in the gymnasium, and the third em

blem that the wearer is a chief squad leader.

The winged triangle shows that he is also a

member of one of the special athletic organi

zations—the football team. This group

shows the breadth of the Association work.

In a number of Associations the membership

is to a large extent Roman Catholic, some

times one-third. In others there is a very

considerable number of Hebrew boys. As

these boys attend the Association, these dif

ferences are seldom known. Many from all

the classes mentioned attend the Bible classes.

In a certain Association a group of Hebrew

hoys came to the secretary, and asked that a

Bible class be organized for Hebrew boys

only. The parents of some Catholic boys

who have been concerned about the teaching

in the Association Bible classes have discov

ered that the teaching which is emphasized

is that which will make them strong Christian

boys, lovers of virtue, despising meanness,

living a life of trust in Jesus Christ, and en

gaging in service for their fellows. In one

of the Associations a Jewish rabbi and a

Catholic priest are appointed advisory mem

bers of the boys' committee.

Organization of the Gymnasium

BY J. K. WILSON

In getting gymnasium classes into working

order for the year, I have followed this plan :

Members of last year's classes should be pro

moted by the graded system before the season

opens. Every new member should undergo

the vital organ examination before going on

the floor. At the first session, men should be

told of the offices to be filled, duties of officers,

organization, etc., and a nominating commit

tee, of which the director should be an ex

officio member, should be appointed. The games

manager should be elected at the second meet

ing. Before the next session the director and

manager should nominate the squad captains.

At the third session elect squad captains and

members of each squad, the nominations hav

ing been made up by the manager, captain, and

director as uniformly as possible in squads of

eight, including the captain. At the fourth

session a talk is given on "Loyalty," the squad

organization announced, and three referees

and six umpires elected. Before the fifth ses

sion a meeting of all officers and leaders is

held, when the duties of each man are out

lined. At the fifth session the fall term of

registered classes begins.

The games manager should be in thorough

sympathy and touch with the director and be

a leader of men. He must arrange the sea

son's competition and keep all score records.

Each squad captain keeps the roll of his class.

Three referees from three different squads

should be elected, and six umpires from as

many squads. Each squad, with its officers

and manager, should wear a special color or

letter.

A popular program is given on Saturday

evenings, arranged by a special committee,

headed by the leaders' corps and director. The

leaders' corps works with the director in ar

ranging all exhibitions, class contents, recep

tions, as well as the gymnasium Bible class,

and are given special instruction in body

building, Association gymnasium work, and

the care of apparatus. Through them the dis

cipline of the gymnasium is secured.

The graded system of exercises outlined by

Ehler and Wegener, the best yet printed, is

used. A junior system is now being worked

out. Those passing from one grade to an

other are given proper certificates showing

work done, and those finishing all grades are

awarded diplomas.



The Association Building Movement

The exercises incident to the opening of

three exceptionally well-equipped Young

Men's Christian Association buildings took

place last month. At Newark, N. J., a build-

NEWARK, N. J., ASSOCIATION BUILDING.

ing costing $285,000; the Buffalo building

which cost 8425,000, and $50,000 to furnish

and equip; and a third building at Harris-

burg, Pa., costing $92,000, were dedicated.

These buildings represent in each instance

the second structure erected for these Asso

ciations, the first having been outgrown. The

Buffalo building is a mammoth structure, ten

stories high, with two wings, one containing

a gymnasium, and the other a hall seating

one thousand persons; the upper floors con

tain dormitories for one hxmcired young men,

a large dining-room, roof-garden, and a gym

nasium, 30 by 49 feet, for boys. This build

ing is planned for a membership of 3,000

men, and there are already 2,000 enrolled.

One thousand young men are provided for

in the educational class rooms and 500 in

Bible study. It contains all the modern club

features, with the exception of gaming and

drinking. Over 9,000 persons attended the

opening exercises. At the opening of the

Newark building, Governor Murphy presided,

and remarked that he "happened to be the

first president of this Association, but it is

a far cry from those days to the magnificent

building and splendid work of the present."

"Some of us," said he, "have been studying

the various agencies for a good many years,

and are convinced that no such work can be

permanently good that is not Christian."

The magnificent hall, called Wallace Hall,,

was the gift of William C. Wallace. The

cost of the parlor, with its equipment and

furnishing, was borne by F. P. Frelmghuysen.

The building is, in a sense, memorial, the

several departments and rooms bearing the

names of forty-eight persons who contrib

uted largely to its erection and equipment.

The Association headquarters at Harrisburg

is a five-story structure of handsome design,

similarly equipped. The handsome hall was:

named in memory of Adam K. Fahnestock,.

the father of Harris C. Fahnestock, who gave

$25,000 toward the construction of the build

ing. Four organs in one were given by Mrs.

C. H. Hubbard, of New York. The entire-

building is beautifully furnished. The fam

ily of Judge Weiss contributed the furnishing

of the gymnasium in memory of his only son,
George Francis Wreiss. Mayor McCormick,

chairman of the Board of Trustees, presented

the building to the Association.

Fargo, North Dakota, has entered upon a

campaign for $50,000 for lot, building and

equipment. This city is the commercial cap

ital of North Dakota and also a large student

center. In the Winter months hundreds of

young men from the country are in the agri

cultural and business colleges, and the direct

ors are persuaded that $50,000 will not give

them a plant beyond the requirements of the

field. Ex-Governor Miller, now president of

the Duluth Association, showed his interest

in the Dakota work by spending an evening

in Fargo and telling a group of business men

why he believed in the Association.

The young men of Grand Forks, S. D.,

gave $3,300 to purchase a site for a building,

100 by 140 feet. The sum of $35,000 is be

ing raised for the building. Toward this,

R. C. Griffith gave $5,000, Sydney Clark

$2,500, Clifford & Co. $2,000, and eight others

S i ,000 each. The gymnasium will be 40 by

60, with running track, with a separate

boys' gymnasium.

St. Joseph, Mo., is offering to sell its build

ing for $100,000. Against this is a debt of

$21,000. The building cost much less than

this, but the increase in the price of the land

has enhanced its value.

Mrs. Cora K. Bell, of Exeter, N. H., be

queathed $1,000 to the International Com

mittee, and not $100, as previously an

nounced.
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The fund of $50,000 to lift the mortgage

and to provide for the enlargement of the

Columbus, Ohio, building has been com

pleted. The successful ending of this can

vass marks the close of Secretary W. T.

Perkins' service with that Association.

The remodelled Indianapolis building has

been thrown open. The changes made in

clude a ground-floor entrance with tiled

floor, and marble wainscoating and opening

into a broad reception-room. The store-rooms

have been increased in size and will produce

a rental of $5,000 per year. A swimming-

pool has been placed under the sidewalk,

with prismatic sidewalk lights overhead.

About $20,000 was expended on the improve

ments.

Treadwell, Alaska, will soon have an Asso

ciation building covering 60 by 170 feet of

ground. The great attendance of miners at

the building opened last December has made

this enlargement necessary. Additions and

improvements contemplate a swimming pool

20 by 50 feet; new Brunswick- Balke bowling

alleys; galleries overlooking the gymnasium

and the entire length of the bowling alleys;

three additional billiard tables (making six

in all) ; and a large reading-room.

The late Henry J. Willing, of Chicago, left

$5.000 to the Chicago Association, and Si.ooo

to the International Committee.

Clearfield, Pa., has purchased a building

for $18.000, and will remodel it next Sum

mer. It is situated in the center of the town,

on a lot 80 by 200 feet. $12,000 has been

raised.

The Madison, N. J., Association is now in

the midst of a canvass for funds to erect its

building to cost some $30,000. The first

$10,000 has been pledged by the president,

James H. McGraw.

CLEARFIELD.PA., ASSOCIATION HEADQUARTERS.

OLD HOMESTEAD RECENTLY ACQUIRED BY THE

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.. ASSOCIATION.

A picture of the old Webb house is shown

above, given as a new home for the Birming

ham, Ala., Association. This house "will do"

for awhile, until money is provided for a new

building. A two-story gymnasium, 70 by 90

feet, will be erected in the rear, costing

$10,000, and $50,000 will be raised for a new

building to take the place of the old home

stead. The formal opening took place on the

fifteenth. It marked the reopening of the

Association work, which has been lying dor

mant for several years in this important city

of the Central Southwest.

The reference made to the proposed build

ing of the Prospect Park Branch last month

should have been attributed to the Bedford

Branch.

Mrs. Frederick Billings has given $20,000

toward the endowment fund of the Spring

field Training School, which generous gift

now raises the endowment to $70,000.

The cornerstone of the new $50,000 Asso

ciation building for Oswcgo, N. Y., was laid

October 12. Hon. S. M. Coon presided.

Manchester, N. H., will construct a swim

ming tank 40 by 27 feet, located in a new

one-story building.

The Niagara Falls Drilling Co. directors

recently passed a resolution offering $750 for

the Niagara Association's building fund, pro

vided $250 was pledged by their employees.

This has been done. At another company

ten out of the twelve English-speaking em

ployees pledged $110. When the managers

learned of this, the executive committee ap

propriated $350. The fund has now reached

$17,600.



Purposes for the Winter's Work

Expression from a Number of General Secretaries Regarding Their Largest Purposes for Coming Season's Work

We have come to believe that the one

greatest thing the Association can use for

interesting young men in higher things is

social life; not necessarily a continuous

series of receptions, but whole-souled cheer

fulness in ordinary dealings \vith men as

they come into the building or are met at

their places of employment. In order to

carry this out, it is our desire to enlist clean,

live, business and professional men whose

lives stand out for Jesus Christ, and whose

acquaintanceship means for a young man a

desire to have the same power to live right.

This power is of Jesus, and it is our largest

purpose to enlist such men.—J. M. Carrey,

Butler. Fa.

Our largest purpose as we look out upon

our Winter's work is to bring our Bible study

work and Sunday afternoon services up to

the same high degree of usefulness and effi

ciency as we have been able to do in our

educational work.—H. S. Schmidt, Wilmer-

ding, Pa.

That we get a blessing out of our boycott.

—H. W. Mixsell. Meridian. Miss.

To make our Bible work helpful to every

man within our reach, especially to railroad

men and the fire department.—H. M. John

son, Savannah, Ga.

To see an increase in the interest and re

sults of men's meetings and Bible class-work.

—J. A. Hanna, Joplin, Mo.

To win as many young men as we can into

a larger life.—C. B. Willis, Milwaukee, Wis.

To make the religious and educational

work more effective, we are planning a series

of meetings for men which we believe will

bring forth much fruit.—W. D. Fellows, Fall

River, Mass.

To make our religious work more fruitful in

attracting more- men and affecting them more

deeply.—G. C. Huntington, Charlotte. .V. C.

The development of daily Bible study

groups to follow up a prescribed course; to

meet if possible weekly, but hold a meeting

for the arousing of interest every quarter, for

the development of clubs and groups for

higher culture.—Percy B. Williams, Toronto,

West End, Ont.

My largest purpose this year is to organize

a World's Fair bureau for the care and ac

commodation of young men visiting St.

Louis next summer, and to secure $150,000

for the purpose.—George T. Coxhead, St.

Louis, Mo.

The perfecting of the religious and social

departments of the Association for the win

ning of young men to the service of the Lord

Jesus Christ.—Thomas Johnson, Lexington, Ky.

To hold evangelistic services in every vil

lage surrounding Jamestown; larger shop

work, to aid different churches, and the de

velopment of the boys' work.—C. -V. Chase.

"Jamestown, N. Y.

To more thoroughly organize our forces,

using a larger force of our members to carry

out the purpose for which the Association

was organized.—W . K. Cooper, Springfield,

Mass.

To make practical Christianity and Jesus

Christ attractive to the factory men of Holy-

oke.—Gforge C. Hubert, Holyoke, Mass.

To strengthen and increase the efficiency of

all departments rather than to expand, with

the special view to the making of men Chris

tian, and the leading of some to give their

lives to the Master's service.—George W.

Mehaffey, Boston, Mass.

A vigorous attack on our mortgage.—

W. W. Fry. Trenton. .V. J.

Our greatest need is men, and therefore

we are going to give more time and attention

to seeking out and developing men for Chris

tian service. We are going back to the old-

fashioned meeting— the kind that produced

some of the best workers, believing that the

same opportunity for service that these

meetings afforded will afain produce the kind

of men we so much need.—A. C. Bridgman,

Columbia, S. C.

The census of young men made by our

cmplovcd force during the summer gave us

accurate data concerning nearly 10,000 of

them. At least 4,500 of these young men

constitute our nearest and most accessible

field. Our purpose is to line up the Christian

men of Scranton for a persistent effort to

present Jesus Christ to these thousands. A

pastors' conference, followed by a conference

of church workers, will outline plans for a

definite effort. It will be our business to

see that the plans devised are carried out.

—George G. Mahy, Scranton, Pa.

Our largest purpose, toward which we are

bending even,- energy, is to win men to Jesus

Christ. Every thought and every plan has

that end in view as never before.—W. R.

Goidard, Xewburgh, N. Y.

To raise $50,000.—Irving W. Street, Utica,

N. Y.

Of course, our largest purpose as we look

into the fall and winter work, is to lead

men into an active Christian life. We are

laying special emphasis this year upon the

Sunday meetings and Bible classes, as well

as pushing to our utmost ability all other

lines of work.—H. P. Goddard, Minneapolis,

Minn.
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"STUNTS" FOR "STAG SOCIALS"

BY CHARLES L. BOYNTON

The following suggestions for "stag socials"

may be of use in making up an evening of fun

for young men that is certainly different from

formal receptions. They presuppose a careful

preparation for the program, both in the selec

tion of the reception committee and in such

advertisement as will attract men who would

come out for an evening that will give plenty

of fun, and if handled well without buffoonery.

Before the introduction of any formal pro

gram, while new men are meeting the old. in

that most critical half-hour of any social gath

ering, the first, the following may serve to

occupy the time. As each man joins the

group, after the first introductions, give him

a taste of "Lung Ping-Pong." Use any-sized

table, indicating the two opposing sides by

dividing it diagonally. Let an equal number

of players kneel on each side, appoint an

umpire and a scorer, place a ping-pong ball

at the middle of the table, and start the men

blowing at a signal from the umpire. Each

time the men on one side succeed in blowing

the ball off their opponents' side of the table,

they are credited with one point. A score of

eleven wins. Then the bystanders take the

places of the players, who are probably winded.

The game may be played in rotation, or pro

gressively, or as a tournament.

Another feature which may keep the ma

jority of the men interested and employed is

the old trick of producing a cane, with a man

to illustrate. The man places the end of the

cane at his feet, and bending over till his fore

head rests on the handle, with closed eyes

turns around three times, which are counted

by the observers. He then stands up, opens

his eyes and starts at once for a chair pre

viously placed some twenty or thirty feet in

front of him. The results of the efforts of

the ordinary victim on his first attempt are

such as to remove any over-formality which

may previously have obtained among the

guests. This exercise may be varied by plac

ing the cane on the upturned nose, and turn

ing around with the eyes fixed upon the other

end of the cane, which is held perpendicularly.

To keep up the interest in this sport , it is well

to give each man the privilege of choosing his

successor for the attempt.

By the time these stunts have begun to lose

their keen interest, it will probably be time to

begin any regular program features in the way

of brief addresses, recitations, or musical se

lections by quartets, pianists, or soloists that

may be deemed desirable. That this may not

I become too formal, a variety of duels may be

employed, with the aid of men previously

coached to their work.

The familiar "newspaper duel" needs no

added commendation to secure its inclusion on

the program. It is announced that Mr.

has challenged another man to combat. They

come forward, strip off coats and vests, and

are blindfolded. Newspapers rolled up as

clubs or billets are handed each contestant,

who is compelled to lie face down on the floor,

with his left hand upon a small book, where it

must remain throughout the contest. Each

contestant is allowed ten strokes in alternation

in each of the three rounds. Seconds, or

scorers, are appointed for each man, and an

umpire. Only those strokes which reach the

opponents' head or body count in the score.

Another duel, equally effective when seen

in profile, can be arranged as follows : The

two men face each other at arm's length apart.

One of the men claps both hands on a

level with his waist, while the other makes two

strokes with his hands (apparently) at the

head of his opponent, in alternation. Then

the process is reversed, the first man striking

while the second claps. The order for either

man is, clap, clap, strike, strike, in 4-4 time.

The effect upon the spectators is that of re

sounding blows, which illusion can be height

ened with numerous feints by the striking

parties. A little practice will secure great pro

ficiency in this manly art. An umpire may be

appointed for this duel, which is usually ended

by one man or the other dropping to the floor

from his imaginary injuries.

An older method of entertainment is secured

by having a recitation given by one man, while

a second stands immediately behind him under

a cloak or shawl, with arms extended in front

of the speaker, making the gestures which may

be ludicrously appropriate or inappropriate as

the case may require. A florid style of de

livery accords best with this process.

Above all these plans which have been sug

gested must rank a game universally popular

in the west, that of "Hot-hand." One man

is seated in a chair, and with his hands covers

the eyes of a second, who stands before him

with bent back and head in the lap of the

seated party. A circle of a dozen, more or less,

surround the pair, and one of them steps for

ward and delivers a "hot hand" on the most

eligible spot, whereupon the eves of the vic

tim are released and he is at liberty to guess

his persecutor. If successful the aggressive

party takes the place of the victim and the

sport is renewed. If unsuccessful the first

victim bends again and receives another

charge. This process can be continued.

If other games suitable to an indoor gath

ering of the kind described are desired a fair

collection may be found in pp. 67-73 oi "In

door and Outdoor Gymnastic Games and

Sports" published by the American Sports

Publishing Co. in Spalding's Athletic Library.



The Boys' Department

Minneapolis opened its boys' club-house

October 23, a former residence in the rear of

the Association building. It has been re

modelled and connected by a passageway

from the gymnasium.

NEW BOYS BUILDING, DULUTH, MINN.

Cedar Rapids had six nutting expeditions,

on one of which the boys walked fifteen miles.

Milwaukee gave a reception to the Journal

Newsboys' Association, for whom a gymna

sium class is to be held at 7.30 on Saturday

mornings. As one boy left, he said, "We'll

tell de push what a bully time we had. We'll

hold overflow meetings next time."

At a camp reunion held at Utica the pro

gramme was a general pow-wow in the gym

nasium, camp songs and yells, camp sports,

such as broad jump, high jump, potato race,

hop, step and jump, and tug of of war, be

tween the different mess tents. The prize

was a cup. This was followed by a regular

camp supper and a Gospel song service. An

other reunion will be held in the spring.

Ran Francisco has a Pi Psi Sigma club

formed from the Bible class of older boys

who have grown up in the boys' department,

who, wishing to bind the ties of friendship

closer and stronger to help- the boys' depart

ment along, formed themselves into this club.

New members to be eligible must belong to a

Bible class and be between fifteen and twenty

years of age. Leaders of the different clubs

and Bible classes are drawn from its mem

bership, and the theme-of the meetings is,

"How to Help the Association." Social fea

tures and entertainments follow. The name,

"Pi Psi Sigma," expresses the Association's

motto in Greek.

The Boston Association has issued a five-

dollar ticket for working boys, giving them

the use of the gymnasium Tuesday and Thurs

day evenings from 7 to 8.15.

The New Jersey boys' conference, October

23-25, at Newark, entertained three hundred

delogates. The conference theme was, "The

Association Boy—His Relation to the Church,

the Home, the Association and to other Boys,

Including Boys in Foreign Lands."

A new feature in the boys' work of the

Brockton (Mass.) Association is the organiza

tion of the X-P (Chi Roe) Brigade. This

is an organization to assist in the efficiency

of the regular Sunday afternoon meeting.

The boys to obtain membership in the brigade

must first pass the enlistment, which means

the attendance upon the regular Sunday

afternoon meetings every Sunday in the year,

and also to maintain in the meetings a spirit

of worship and devotion. Each soldier thus

enlisted is given a chevron and a button to

designate the company to which he belongs,

etc. Every ten boys are considered a com

pany with a captain and a corporal, and

five companies are considered a regiment, with

a colonel as a commanding officer. Plans

are laid for three regiments to be commanded

by a brigadier-general. The boys' secretary

is commander-in-chief, but the office is sim

ply honorary and suggestive. Application

blanks are provided, and each applicant

before becoming a full-fledged soldier must

take the oath and be sworn in. The Brigade

at present writing numbers 135.

RELAY TEAM, BEDFORD BRANCH. BROOKLYN

WINNERS IN INTER-BRANCH MEET, OCT. 8.
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Newark* N. J., boy membership 15667, and

3i different boys are on committees. Two new-

educational classes—English' and Business.

Seventy dollars has been paid in since Janu-

^py i for foreign work. The department

tpoms were formally opened October 19.

The memlx-rs raised and paid in Si ,445 toward

the furnishing fund.

Boys' Bible Study Corning to the Front

It is significant and interesting that nearly

one-third of the students reported last year

in Bible classes in the city Associations of

North America were boys. What has been

done shows what can be done. When States

like Ohio and Kentucky enroll 38 per cent,

of their entire boy membership in Bible

classes, it is certainly inspiring. If from

these' States we eliminate the Associations

which '4id not attempt any boys' classes and

confine the figures to those which "tried,"

then each of these States enrolled 42 per cent,

of its boys. It is the Association that does

not try that holds down the record, not the

one with small membership and limited facil

ities. For instance, those in Pennsylvania

which tried, enrolled 50 per cent, of their

boys, but when we include all, we find that

onlv 25 per cent, of the boy members in the

State were enrolled. Last season fifteen

Associations had the magnificent record of en

rolling over 90 per cent, of their boys in Bible

classes. Some of these were large Associa

tions and some were small. Fifty-six Asso

ciations enrolled over 50 per cent, of their

boys, and 138 Associations enrolled over 25

per cent. Only twenty-one Associations in

North America which tried at all did not

enroll over 10 per cent. These facts are ex

ceedingly encouraging, and the only sad thing

is that over 300 Associations gave no evidence

of having tried to enroll any of their boys in

Bible classes. E. M. ROBINSON.

The Boy's Opportunity

From an address of Mr. D. W. McWiljiamn, Secretary

and Treasurer of the InterboroURh liapid Transit Com

pany, to Brooklyn boys.

A great educator, after an experience of

forty years, during which he had 12,000

students, of whom 1,000 were at a single

period teachers of others, said: "The period

during which a younjj man exerts a greater

influence for good or evil than at any other

period of his life is before he is eighteen years

old. By twenty-one their destinies are gen

erally fixed. They are like putty in each

other's hands; they are influenced by other

young men who surround them.

When the late Elbert B. Monroe was a boy,

he joined the New York Association and

began to give it time and thought. He was

graduated out of the boys' class into the

senior department, and became a leader in

committee work; was successively elected

treasurer, vice-president, president, then to

the highest post of hon r, usefulness and

responsibility in the Association work—the

chairmanship of the International Commit

tee, which office he held at the time of his

death, after forty years of devoted, intelli

gent, faithful service.

Let me give you some advice, by Mr. An

drew Carnegie, to young men:

i. Never enter a bar-room, nor let a bar

room enter you.

a. Do not use tobacco.

3. Concentrate. Having entered upon a

certain line, continue and combine upon that

line. (I would add another "C—Consecrate.)

4. Do not shirk; rather go beyond the

task.

5. Save a little always. Whatever your

wages, lay up something from them.

PREPARATION FOR MINISTRY*™ OPENING EVENTS.

LESSON H - __ 50

S Tut TEMPTATION £ OA.UN* DISCIPLE £ FIRST
*_ H»TT,H!l-ll v >teHM IIJS-Sl * JOHMA1. |-|>.

1 wwa. BE t»NE ^IHVITATWM TO V«RK$THOUGHT FOR OTHERS

1 CAME NOT TO DO MY OWN WlLL -

A BOYS* BIBLE CLASS IS STUDYING THE OUTLINE OP THE LIFE OF CHRIST BY DAVIS,

AND DRAWING PICTURES OF LESSONS AS ABOVE IN A SPECIAL FOLDING NOTE

BOOK, WHICH, WHEN OPENED, WILL SHOW THE ENTIRE SERIES OF

J,E5SQN? SKETCHES OF WHICH THIS ISA SINGLE EXAMPLE.
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In the Secretarial Ranks

F. D. Hopkins goes to Wilmington, Del., as

general secretary, where a handsome and

complete building is to be erected. Mr.

Hopkins entered the work in La Crosse, Wis.,

in 1890, and has been at Racine since 1896,

where he has developed one of the best Asso

ciations in the West.—Burt S. Fenn succeeds

W. B. Abbott at Nashville. Mr. Fenn is a

graduate of Chicago Training School, a south

ern man, and leaves a good record behind

him at Roanoke, Va., where an excellent

building has been erected during his secre

taryship.—Kalamazoo, Mich., has secured as

secretary George C. Wilson, who was secretary

at Brattleboro, Vt., for four years. Mr. Wil

son is a graduate of Colgate University.

While secretary at Brattleboro the Associa

tion has been pulled out of debt. In Kala

mazoo the building is now free from debt,

and there is every opportunity for a large

work.—Morristown, N. J., has called as its

secretary David M. Claghorn. a graduate of

the University of Minnesota, for some time

social secretary at Brooklyn, where he made

a young men's club a chief feature.—C. C.

Miles, secretary at Worcester, Mass., goes to

Twenty-third Street Branch, New York City,

to take charge of the boys' work. Mr. Miles

is a Mount Hermon man and formerly was

secretary in Philmont, N. Y.—G. F. Fitch,

secretary for three years at Plattsburgh,

N. Y.. becomes secretary at Cohoes, N. Y.

There is a great opportunity to develop indus

trial work for mill men at this point.—Chi

cago has secured Paul C. Foster as superin

tendent of student work in that city. Mr.

Foster is a graduate of the University of

Wisconsin, was president of its Association,

and later served one year as general secretary

in Ohio State University.—Leavenworth,

Kan., has called George W. Fleming, of Fort

Scott, Kan., to be its secretary. Mr. Flem

ing is another of Iowa-'s contributions to the

secretaryship. He was a commercial trav

eler, and has had an all-round experience in

Association work in the West for fifteen

years. The Association was in debt $1,000,

and now has over $5,000 in hand. The mem

bership increased from 87 to 537 while he

was at Fort Scott.—To direct the organiza

tion of the new Association at Pensacola,

Fla., the only one in the State, and the erec

tion of a building, John H. Sherrill, formerly

general secretary in Petersburg, Va., has

been secured. There was a membership of

85 at Petersburg when he went there, only 6

of whom were young men. Now it is 301,

three-fourths of whom are young men.—

We give the pictures of three of the new men

taking charge of educational work. Jeremiah

Holmes goes to Bridgeport, Conn. Mr.
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Holmes had his first experience in Associa

tion work at Mount Hermon School, and was

president and general secretary at Brown

University. Andrew W. Hopkins, a gradu

ate of the University of Wisconsin, takes up

work at Racine, Wis. Milwaukee has se

cured Albert C. Ehlman, a graduate of the Uni

versity of Wisconsin.—The new secretary of

the county work department of the Kentucky

State Committee is Julian L. Smith, who is

expected to prove a worthy successor to John

Lake.—W. T. Perkins has closed his services

at Columbus. O. He will assist the New

York State Committee in financial work for

the present.—Atlanta, Ga., has secured for

its junior department secretary Louis H.

Putnam, who formerly was assistant at At

lanta for two years, and recently general

secretary at Waycross.—The new boys' secre

tary at London, Ont., is H. O. Eaman. He

was for two years boys' secretary at Ottawa.—

Montreal has secured Cecil M. Daggett, of

Fairfield, Me., a graduate of Colby University,

for its boys' secretary.—The new educational

director at the Naval Branch, Brooklyn, is

Jay J. Squier. He is one of three members of

the graduating class of Allegheny College, who

entered Association work this autumn through

the influence of C. A. Richmirc, Allegheny 'oo.

The others are C. L. Chase, educational direc

tor at Portland. Ore.; and W. H. Taylor,

assistant at Montclair, N. J.—The new secre

tary at San Diego, Cal., is Roy H. Campbell,

who got his experience as boys' secretary at

Portland, Ore.—George H. Winslow, for

seven years secretary at Kansas City Rail

road Association, becomes secretary of the

N'ew Jersey Street Railway work under the

direction of the State Committee. Mr. Wins-

low is a Massachusetts man, a graduate of

the Springfield Training School, and entered

Association work in 1891.—-M. A. Wolfe goes

from Grand Island, Neb., to Argentine, Kan.

Mr. Wolfe is a central western man of long

experience, and leaves the Grand Island

Association with 415 members and a balance

in the treasury.—The State Committee of

Georgia has secured Lott Warren as assistant

State secretary with special reference to the

college work.—W. H. Charles becomes rail

road secretary at Cincinnati. During his

four years' service at Trenton the Association

became the leading Railroad Association in

New Jersey.—Roelif B. Smith, for ten years

secretary at Detroit, has been called to Al

bany. On leaving Detroit he was presented

with a handsome gold watch and chain, and

a complimentary address.—J. G. Geach,

financial secretary of the Association at Pco-

ria, 111., has become general secretary of the

Association in Quincy, 111.—Charles W. Gil-

key, of Watertown, Mass., becomes secretary

of the International committee for work

among students in preparatory schools. As

a sophomore he was secretary of the boys'

branch at Cambridge, a leader in a mission

study class at Harvard, and gave nearly all

his Sundays to boys' meetings in N'ew Eng

land. Mr. Gilkey is now on a seven weeks'

trip in the provinces.—Anton Schatzel will

remain at Binghamton, N. Y.. as physical

director.—Louis Hieb sailed September 30

for Ceylon, to resume his work at Colombo.—

Robert P. Wilder, whose broken health neces

sitated his leaving India, is now in Norway

and will be unable to return to India. He is

now general secretary of the Scandinavian

student movement.

The Illinois State Convention

The Illinois convention had 320 delegates

from 66 Associations. The general theme

was "Our Field Occupied," and from the

opening session to the closing a godly deter

mination was manifested which should stop

at nothing short of this State for Christ and

His Church. The convention marked an

epoch in the Foreign Missionary enterprise.

Far beyond all expectations was the response

to an appeal made by Robert E. Lewis.

Nearly $2.000 was pledged, and almost every

Association represented will adopt a strong

foreign missionary policy for the coming years.

W. E. Day spoke on "Association Member

ship—a Vital Factor in Men's Lives Through

the Physical Work." S. D. Gordon's "Quiet

Talks on Power" marked a change in many

a delegate's life. The Sunday afternoon

meeting in charge of Fred B. Smith was indeed

a marked service, 1,500 men being present,

and there were ninety-four professed con

versions.

Bible Students in Central Buildings

CLASSES. STUDENTS.

1901 1903 igoi 1903

St. Louis 10 15 250 393

Cincinnati 6 18 jao 403

Montreal 8 6 joo 240

Cleveland 16 39 217 1004

Dayton 12 32 234 768

Buffalo 19 a i 376 440

Detroit 8 6 232 273

An Active Members' Club

Chicago Central has organized an active

members' club, "To make the active mem

bers active." Last year the club was of great

service in working up a big delegation to the

Lake Geneva conference and the State con

vention. It promotes acquaintance among

the active members by frequent social gather

ings, educates on Association work and meth

ods, and is seeking to enlist men in service.

The president of the club is made an ex-

offlcio member of the committee of man

agement.



General News from the Associations

SAVANNAH, GA., HAS FIVE SHOP BIBLE

classes (four of which are new), which were

attended the first week by 244. One is at a

car barn, two at fire-engine houses and two

at railroad shops. The chief of the fire de

partment, a Roman Catholic, when asked to

give his consent to a class, said, "Not only do

I do so, but I believe it will do the men much

good." Nearly 200 testaments have been

sold to men at the shops. A man said as he

purchased one, "It is the first one I have ever

had." The leaders of the seven group Bible

classes arc studying principles and methods

of teaching.

THE SUCCESS CLUB, AT WORCESTER, HAS

a course of twenty lessons in business law.

One hundred dollars has been put into Bible

study books, which have been placed in the

Bible study room.

THE SECRETARY AT CHICAGO CENTRAL

writes: "I want to commend the last two

numbers of ASSOCIATION MEN. I have found

them of very great value, and our apprecia

tion is evidenced by the amount of material

we use in our bulletin."

THE BIBLE CLASSES IN MICHIGAN- ARE

having a large enrollment. The secretaries

are studying their fields and developing com-

mitteemen.

FORTY MEN GRADUATED FROM THE BOSTON

Association Law School in the last two years,

thirty-eight of whom have passed bar exam

inations creditably. Attorney-General Parker

stated that he had met Association men in

court frequently, and had been favorably im

pressed with their ability.

THE WOMEN'S AUXILIARY AT PICTOU, N. S.,

has assumed the responsibility for the $900

current indebtedness debt.

THE MARITIME ASSOCIATIONS HAVE BEEN

securing much money during the last year.

Truro and Glac6 Bay provided for mortgages,

Fredcricton raised $7,100; New Glasgow,

85.000; Moncton, 84,500; St. John, 852,000;

and Halifax purchased a 820,000 lot; Stellar-

ton received a site and 84,000 for a building;

Spring Hill, 87,000; and many others spent

freely for improvements and extension.

ATLANTA, GA., HAS AVERAGED FIVE CON-

versions at Sunday services for the past six

weeks. The confidence of business men in

the Association is shown by this sample tele

phone message, "Send over the man you

think is all right, and we will be satisfied."

Box-ball is a popular thing.

BROOKLYN HAS 375 MEN IN ITS WEEK-DAY

Bible classes, against 75 last year, and expects

to enroll 300 in Sunday classes.

BRISTOL, TENN., HAS BEGUN A SERIES OF

ten greater men's meetings at the Opera

House. The first was addressed by Dr.

Vance. October n.

CHICAGO CENTRAL RECEIVED 247 NEW

members from otherAssociations the past year.

These men came from jog different cities,

representing 25 different States, 3 provinces

and 2 European countries. In September

810 new members were received, an increase

of over 300 over the same month last year.

The membership is at the highest point ever

reached by any Association—5,676, and there

is no padding to the list.

ONEIDA COUNTY, N. Y., NOW HAS THREE

organized points doing a full-fledged Associa

tion work; also eleven corresponding mem

bers at unorganized points.

ST. PAUL HAS REACHED THE LIMIT OF THE

capacity of its rented rooms, closing the year

with i ,069 members.

ELMIRA, N. Y., HAS USED ITS STEREOPTI-

con to advertise its attractions, interspersing

information with attractive pictures shown

upon a screen on the side of the building.

THE LONDON, ONT., DIRECTORS MADE A

notable occasion of the installment of its

four new secretaries, September 29.

THE ATLANTA CONSTITUTION CAVE A FULL

page to the announcement of the fall work

of the. Association, with pictures of the direc

tors, secretaries and teachers.

A STATE SECRETARY WRITES: "I AM URG-

ing our Associations to put as many copies of

ASSOCIATION MEN into the hands of their

members and business men as possible."

THE BROCKTON ASSOCIATION HELD A WEEK

of services September 20-27, to arouse its

members to a realization of their responsibil

ity to God for the conduct of the distinctively

spiritual part of the Association work.

AT THE CLOSING MEETING IN THE OLD

Buffalo building, conducted by the former

secretary John B. Squire, over twenty men

spoke, nearly all of whom had been converted

in the old building. Only one man referred

to the influence of the gymnasium, and one to

the night school. All referred to Bible classes

as having set them on their feet. Seventeen

Bible classes have now been organized, each

limited to fifteen men. Each class selected

the line of study it felt most in need of, with

out knowing who was to be the teacher.

THE WOMEN'S AUXILIARIES OF NEW JER-

sey will meet at New Brunswick November

6. Dr. Vance, Mrs. E. S. Gladding, and

others will speak.



WHAT IS IT?

The beverage in that cup has caused

as much discussion as the Panama Canal

or Christian Science.

Some people, half sick all the time, insist that

" Coffee don't hurt me; why, I only drink one cup

at breakfast."

If they really believe coffee to be harmless

they would drink two cups at breakfast and have

it at luncheon and dinner, also. But they know

the distress that would follow ; and yet they feel

they cannot give it up.

Kasiest thing on earth to give up coffee, provided

you shift to well-made POSTUM FOOD COFFF.K.

There is the deep seal-brown color which changes to a rich

golden-brown when cream is added. There is the crisp yet

delicate flavor of the most expensive grade of Java, and a

fragrance, not just that of coffee, but refreshing and inviting,

which belongs only to POSTUM.

In a week after the change the old aches and ails begin

to disappear, and the indescribable joy and comfort of returning

health sets in.

There's a reason, and you can make it plain to yourself

by shifting from the drug-drink to the pure food drink—

POSTUM
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•The Oxford Teachers'
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OXFORD

Teachers' Bibles

WITH NEW HELPS

MAPS and FULL PAGE PLATES

JUST ISSUED!

OXFORD

Minion 8vo and Long Primer

SELF-PRONOUNCING

BIBLES

Superb Large-Type Edition!

Reference-Concordance-Teachers
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Bible is the Bible

of the World"

THE OXFORD

India Paper

is univei 'ally acknowledged

to be without a rival 1

This vonderful paper is a

specialty of the Oxford Press,

and is manufactured at their

own paper mills. The secret

of its manufacture is known to

only thrt"f livtng persons.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS

American Branch

91 «nd n Fifth Avenue, New York

v- OXFORD COITION

QUICK-GAME BOWLING ALLEYS.

OUR CELEBRATED

HIGH GRADE

BOWLING ALLEYS

Have been adopted in a

large number of Y. M. C

A. Gymnasiums through

out the United States.

WE MAKE

BOWLING ALLEYS AND

SUPPLIES.

Send for Prices.

Individual Score and

Instruction Books mailed

free to Y. M. C. A.

members*

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.

Y. M. C. A. DEPT.,

263 WABASH AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Most extensive manufacturers in the world of

SHUFFLE BOARDS
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TREADWELL, ALASKA, BEGINS EDUCATIONAL

classes and elementary branches in English

ior foreigners, and later advanced classes in

o'.hcr branches.

THE ASSOCIATIONS OF NEW YORK CITY,

Brooklyn and New Jersey are combining for

a World's Fair Club, to be led by Mr. Die

trich. They will go in one large party, prob

ably in July.

GRAND RAPIDS OPENED ITS MEN'S MEET-

ings with 750 in attendance, with General

Algur as speaker.

SPRINGFIELD. O., HAS ABOVT COMPLETED

the reconstruction of gymnasium, locker

rooms, baths, bowling alleys, and Junior

department, which was wiped out by the

destructive fire of February i. Twelve

thousand dollars will be required to rebuild

"debt free." At a meeting of fifty young

business men held on October 22, the follow

ing resolution was unanimously adopted :

"Resolved, that it is the sense of this assem

bly that we establish a fund of 85,000 to be

known as 'The Young Business Men's Fund,'

and thnt we give expression of our active co

operation by our guarantee and pledge to

secure this sum in subscriptions on or before

December i, jyoj." The new Junior de

partment is located in the rear of the gym

nasium with separate entrance. Juniors ha"e

their own bath and looker rooms. The boys

of the Junior Carpentry Classes have under

taken the contract to finish the interior wood

work of this department under the super

vision and direction of Boys' Work Director

Brooks, who is a practical architect.

MONTREAL H\S UNDERTAKEN A CANVASS

for Sioo.ooo for a boys' annex. Already

Jio.oeo has been pledged. The annex will

contain a new gymnasium, the old to he used

for the boys; upper floors for dormitories,

ttd an entire floor for the boys' work. The

plan embraces the reconstruction of the entire

Widing. It will accommodate 700 boys and

3 ooo members.

THE SEVERE FIRE AT ABERDEEN, WASH.,

seriously crippled the Association work.

THE FORMAL CANVASS FOR THE SEATTLE

Building will be started with a banquet No

vember 3. The amount to be raised is

$185.000. Of this, the members will be

asked to give at least $10,000; $20,000 in

money and the lot 120 feet square, costing

$45.000, have been secured.

THE TUITION FEES AT CINCINNATI FOR

the first two weeks were fifty per cent, ahead

of last year. F. A. Strough will conduct

the Week of Prayer services.

CALUMET, MICH.. HAS CLOSED A CANVASS

for $2,500 a year for the next, five years for

current expenses.

FRANKLIN COUNTY, N. C., HAS ORGAN-

ized and called J. E. Pleasants, a prominent

young business man of Charlotte, as secre

tary. He will spend a month in Kentucky,

making a careful study of the county work

there.

W. A. BOWEN, FOR A TIMK STATE SECRE-

tary of Maine, is now back in the work and

assisting the Pittston, Pa.. Association in its

canvass.

THE WOMEN'S AUXILIARY AT HARTFORD

pledged $425 toward the expenses of refur

nishing the reading-room.

TUSCALOOSA, ALA., NOW HAS A WELL-

organized work, and will appreciate receiv

ing Association bulletins.

THE GYMNASIUM AND EDUCATIONAL CLASSES

at Lebanon, Pa., have more than doubled,

meetings increased, and receptions to trades

inaugurated. An editor commented thus on

the trade reception: "The American seeks

relaxation, just as do all other nationalities;

but his more rapid life tends to make him

more radical in his pleasures. If this tend

ency can be met by the Association, we be

lieve it may count among its habitues many

who now go to the saloons for lack of other

meeting places."

THE INDIANA CONVENTION AT LAPAY-

ctte, November 19-22, will be addressed by

G. N. Bierce, L. D. Wishard, President

Hughes, Franklin W. Ganse, Professor Al

bert Russell, and others.

INDIANA HAS FURNISHED FOUR MEN FOR

the foreign work, and may furnish another—

the two Helms, W. W. Lock-wood, and Pro

fessor Robertson.

THE MEMBERSHIP AT LONDON, ONT., HAS

grown from 486 to 631 since the new secre

tary, A. S. Hopper, took charge August i.

Men's meetings opened with 700 in attend

ance. In a membership contest, two tapes

are stretched across the reception room, on

which the racing yachts, the "Shamrock"

and "Reliance" arc placed. A dollar on

membership counts a point when the boat is

pushed ahead one-fourth inch on the making

of the point.

AN ASSOCIATION MAY BE FORMED AT LAN-

sing, Mich., in which the young business men

of the town are leading. Governor Bliss,

in conversation, said he had urged an organi

zation there on account of the great tempta

tions which surround the lives of young men.

THE BUENOS AYRES ASSOCIATION HAS

448 members, 50 of whom arc sustaining a

"Get One Club," and urging a canvass for

500. The Volunteer League is studying the

needs of young men in South American cities,

and how the Association may meet these

needs.
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THE MARITIME ASSOCIATIONS WILL UNDER-

take to maintain Mr. Stanley Golden, secre

tary for Madras, in place of giving Si.ooo to

the general work in foreign lands.

ELLENSBURG, WASH., A TOWN OF 4,000

people, which is experiencing a revival of

business and filling up with new life, under

takes the organization of an Association and

the erection of a building.

OLYMPIA, THE CAPITAL OF WASHINGTON,

has organized an Association with the best

business men in the city back of it. An

athletic club with its entire equipment has

resigned in favor of the Association, all of its

members joining the latter. John M. Scroggs

has been secured as secretary.

THE WASHINGTON, D. C., ASSOCIATION

shows a gain of 350 members over last year.

SPOKANE MAKES A CHAUTAVQUA LITERARY

and Scientific circle a part of its educational

work, under the leadership of a competent

leader.

THE TROY, N. Y., CAMERA CLUB HAS SE-

cured a series of prize stereopticon slides

from the English Camera Clubs, and will

exchange with others throughout the country.

THE WOMEN'S AUXILIARY AT WHITE

Plains, N. Y., has assumed the salary of the

physical director, and will contribute largely

to the furnishing of the new building.

SAN FRANCISCO EXPECTS TO EXTEND ITS

work by the establishment of one or two

other branches and the securing of a boys'

building, and to establish shop Bible classes.

Twelve Bible classes are at work at the Cen

tral.

THE MEMBERSHIP AT BELVIDERE, ILL..

has reached 307, in- the new building given

by Mr. Avery. The original proposition was

conditioned on the securing of 100 members.

A Bible-study club of 25 members has been

formed, and an ASSOCIATION-MEN subscrip

tion Club of 112.

LATELY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS AT

Hampton, Va., met with the view of discon

tinuing the work, but instead, voted to raise

sufficient funds to cover debt and current

expenses for a year. A secretary has been

called and a canvass made, which has been

successful. The work will be continued on

better lines.

LEAVENWORTH, KAN., HAS STARTED A

financial canvass to clean up $1,200 in

debtedness, and has also begun educational

work.

THE WEST SIDE, NEW YORK, MEMBERSHIP

is now 2,800.

LlMA, O., WITH 1,215 MEMBERS, CLAIMS

the largest membership for any city of 25.000

population. Over $9.000 has been secured

toward 812,000 needed to pay off the mort

gage, current expenses and repairs. The

men's meeting has increased three hundred

per cent.

TlIE ATTENDANCE IN ONE WEEK AT DAYTON

\vas. in parlor and reading-room, 1.380; gym

nasium and baths. 972; educational classes,

750; men's meeting, 560; Bible classes, 476;

popular Saturday night, 738; and restaurant,

2,545; total, 7.421.

THE NEW ASSOCIATION AT MONROE. LA.,

was opened October Q.

SCRANTON, PA., HAS 65 MEN ON ITS IKVITA-

tion committee, who will distribute 5.000

invitations each week and 60 placards in

places of business.

PROVIDENCE, R. I., CELEBRATED ITS FIFTI-

cth anniversary last month. The member

ship in 1853 was 462; in 1873, 1,600; and in

1903, 2,030, with an equipment worth

$185.000.

ALBANY HAD OVER 200 MEN PRESENT AT

the opening of its physical training classes,

which is double the number at the same event

last year. The directors give thorough at

tention to their work. The Library has

increased its circulation one-third over last

year, and the Athletic grounds have been so

largely patronized that two new tennis-courts

and an additional foot-ball field have been

added.

WEBB CITY, Mo.. HAS A GUARANTEED

Membership Club. The members of this club

obligate themselves each to secure a new

member every month, or pay the price of a

membership. At the close of each month

members of the club and new members gotten

by the club meet for supper and conference.

AT MONTESANO, WASH., A TOWN OF 2,000

people, an Association has been organized,

following a three days' campaign led by

assistant State secretary Wilcox. The sum

of 81,130 was pledged for the support of the

work for a year, and H. Loren Mitchell, who

was at Aberdeen last year, will at once take

up the work there, emphasizing the physical

work. There is a surprising number of Chris

tian young men in the town.

IOWA HOLDS ITS FIRST COUNTY CONVEX-

tion at Newton, Jasper County, November

8 and 9.

CHARLESTON, S. C., SECURES THE BEST

available speaker, lay or clerical, in that

section of the country, each Sunday after

noon. A secretary will be secured for its

army branch, which is but one year old.
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STALL'S BOOKS

Edition

REVISED

BIBLE

contains in addition to the

text edited by the American

Revision Committee, The

Concise Bible Dictionary

with numerous illustrations,

an entirely New Combined Concordance

to the American Standard Edition, and

Indexed Bible Atlas.

A Complete Biblical library

In a Slnnle Volume
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ISAAC PITMAN'S SHORTHAND

TRIAL
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aoth Century edition of ISAAC PITMAN'S
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Rev. C. M. Sheldon Anthony Comstock
Rev. F. B. Meyer " Pansy "

Dr. Theo. L. Cuyler Frances E. Wlllard

Dr. Francis E.Clark Lady H. Somerset

Eminent physicians, and hundreds
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4 BOOKS TO MEN. By Sylvanus Stall, D.D.

What a Young Boy Ought to Know.

What a Young Man Ought to Know.

What a Young Husband Ought to Know.

What a Man of 45 Ought to Know.

dr. stall 4 BOOKS TO WOMEN.

By Mrs. Mary Wood-Allen, M.D., and

Mrs. Emma F. A. Drake, M.D.

What a Young Girl Ought to Know.

CBNVBSSERS What a Young Woman Ought to Know.

WANTED What a Young Wife Ought to Know.

What a Woman of 45 Ought to Know.

St per copy, postfree. Send/or table 0/contents.

4 NEW BOOKS.—'* Faces Toward the Light," devo

tional (Stall). A splendid hook for spiritual quickening,
$1, net. "Manhood's Morning" (Conwell). A book of

high ideals for young men. A golden gift book, ft, net.

" Maternity " (Drake), 50c., net. " Pastor's Pocket
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Vir Publishing Co. lEtf&SgSlB&Ll
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Illustrated Catalogue Free.
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ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH Co.. ELGIN. ILLINOIS.

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS
We carry the largest stock of Scientific Books In the United States. The following catalogues, just published, will be cent
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D.

Perfect Alignment at All Time*

Lightest Touch Shortest Key Depreuioa

Greatest Speed

Line Lock that is Perfect

These are some of the features that separate

the Fox Typewriter from all others and place

it in a class by itself.

It's time you investigated our claims. We

place machines on trial, anywhere, free.

Send for catalogue illustrating the machine

in detail.

FOX TYPEWRITER CO., Ltd.

610 V Front St. Grand Sapid*, Mich.
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THE "THOMLINSON"

BASKET BALL

Endorsed by the highest basket-ball authorities in the country.

" Thomlinson " features ;

No end pieces. Hatid-sewed throughout. Retains shape, English

red rubber bUitder. Perfect in aize and weight. Absolute guaran

tee. Net cash pnces.

Complete .......*..*.* ( ...... $4.50

Bladder, separate 1.50

SOLE U. S. AGENTS

J. W. Welklejohn & Co., Pawtucket, R. L

For sale also by

D. W. Pollard, care Y. M. C. A.. Springfield. Man.

Horace Partridge & Co., 84 Fraukliu Street, Boston, Mass.

The " Thomllnson " Intercollegiate Football
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ASSOCIATE STATE SECRETARY BROWN, OP

New Jersey, has just completed a six weeks'

noonday educational shop-meeting tour in

the interest of the local Associations, visiting

the principal cities of the State. The meet

ings have been full of interest and largely

attended (one had 700 men present), and

have resulted in a decided increase in educa

tional enrollment throughout the State.

A MOVEMENT IS ON FOOT TO RE-ESTABLISH

the Association work in both Sioux Falls and

Aberdeen. S. D. In these places the finan

cial reverses of a few years ago caused the

closing of the work. Sentiment favors the

now generally accepted policy of making the

first work of the Association the raising of

funds to provide building and equipment for

the all-round wprk of an up-to-date Associa

tion. At Aberdeen the young men are start

ing out to raise $5,000 as a nucleus for the

$40,000 fund.

A BANKER IN WoODFORD COUNTY, KY.,

has said he believed that the money he

was giving to the Association was the most

useful and far-reaching of any money he gave'

away.

AT HOQUIAM. WASH. ? A LUMBER TOWN OP

5.000 people, $900 was raised in one day to

ward a budget of $1,500 for the first year's

expenses of an Association, which will soon

be organized.

EVANSTON, ILL.. HOLDS ON THE FIRST

Sunday of each month the largest men's

meeting it is able to get together. One such

meeting drew 350 men.

NEWARK OPENED ITS SUNDAY MEETINGS

in Wallace Hall, October 4. with an attend

ance of 700 men. A personal workers' league

has been organized.

C. E. RYBERG, PASTOR OP A CONGREGA-

tional church in Nome, Alaska, writes: "Our

Association work is inspiring. A good Asso

ciation with a live active secretary could do

more good here than all other agencies com

bined. There are about 2,000 people in

Nome. Gambling has been closed by a spe

cial order from President Roosevelt, and to a

mining camp that was a stunning blow."

PlTTSBURC HAS ENROLLED NEARLY I ,OOO

pupils in its evening classes. One of its new

classes is in "The Metallurgy of Iron and

Steel."

THE FRESNO REPUBLICAN, COMMENTING

on the need of funds to finish the Association

building, says, "The building as ii is planned

is an eyesore." It is the continual announce

ment that there is one job which Fresno

undertook which stopped in the middle. As

a business institution, the Young Men's

Christian Association is a direct contributor

to the business welfare of the community.

If there were plenty of young men of energy,

trustworthy character, earnestness, interest

in their work, a sense of responsibility, and a

knowledge of how to do some specific thing,

all the other problems of business would be

comparatively insignificant. The Associa

tion is in the business of turning out just such

young men. The actual cash value of an

increased supply of such employees is worth

far more than the cost of the Association."

THE MIDDI.EBORO, MASS., UNDERTAKING

to secure a building is backed up by the GA

ZETTE'S full-illustrated page of well-put-up

argument.

KEOKUK, IA., AS OTHER ASSOCIATIONS,

will secure once a month a strong, outside

evangelistic speaker, and in the intervals

use its strongest local tal'vnt in its Sunday

services. New rooms have been fitted up for

boys.

BOSTON OPENED THEATRE MEETINGS IN the

Majestic November i.

SPRINGFIELD RECEIVED FOR THE FIRST

time contributions from four corporations

toward current expenses. The well-known

editor of the Springfield REPUBLICAN, in

sending a check for current expenses, writes,

"I am sorry I cannot give more at this time to

so worthy a cause."

JAMESTOWN, N. Y., WITH 23.000 POPULA-

tion, has nearly 1,000 members.

THE DAYTON ASSOCIATION BOARD HAS FOUR

special committees to secure gifts from cor

porations; from banks, insurance compa

nies, wholesalers, jobbers and manufacturers,

who are all giving liberally. During Fred

B. Smith's visit he spoke to 4,435 men. and

164 expressed their purpose to become Chris

tians. Scores of others expressed interest,

but did not sign cards. Nearly twenty have

united with the church. Over 300 men were

at the educational class-opening, many of

whom will take more than one study. On

October 5 and 6 the building was crowded

from top to bottom, with men lined up two

and three deep to pay their class fees and

enroll. Men stood on benches, tables and

window sills by the hour, while the instruc

tors were trying to give their first lesson and

to plan the work to the best advantage.

Many of the classes were filled the first night.

The mechanical drawing class has 148 men

enrolled, an increase of fifty to seventy-five

per cent. New classes are held in steam

engineering, mechanics, and English for Ger

mans. There are 514 enrollments in classes,

and g2 in educational clubs. The class re

ceipts already reported are $1,883, t** 'm

excess of any previous year.
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SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES

Alexander, J. L., to Spring Force, Pa.
Banks, H. G., to Rousej Point, N. Y., R. R.
Bartholomew, M. D., to Oil City, Pa,
Bascom, H. VV., to Newton, Mass.
Bilneimer, W. E., Pueblo, res.
Bowling, J. L., to Beaumont, Texas.
Briggs, L. B.t vVatsonville, Cal., res.
Campbell, J. R., to Trenton, iN. J., R. R.
Coldwell, John, to Hinton, vV. Va.. R. It.
Coleman, H. E., to Weymouth, Mas*.

Coykendale, C. F., to Lestersnire, *x. Y.
Dee, O. A., to Bucyrus, Oiiio.

England, VV. P., to I! Wis.

Ewald, W. N., to Oorbia, Ky., R. R.
Finoh, H. M., to Fort Scott, Kans., R. R.
Graham, W. A., to Cross Forks, Pa.
Gray, A. R, to Chicago, R. R.
Heilman, F. W., to Dixon, 111.
Inn ill-, Q. E., to Argentine, Kans.. R. R.
Jones, L. E., Beiu noit, Texas, res.
Karns, E. G., to Handley, W. Va.
Leiby, C. L. to Ha npton, Va.
Parsons, C. R., to Kansas City, R. R
Pollard. H. H., to East Liverpool, Ohio.
Reel, V. S., to Brattleboro, Vt.
Riohardsoi, Cv»rle*. to Two Harbors, Minn., R. R.
Riddle, T. P.. Clarksburg, W. Va.. res.
Robb, W. T . to New Glasgow, N. S.

Siwers, C. H., to Grand Island, Neb.
Sherman, W. J., to Univ. of Chicago.
Smith, F. W., Dixon. 111., res.
Steele, C. E.. to Hancock, Mich.
Thomnson, P. S., to Corrv, Pa.
Van Horn, C. B., North Topeka. res.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES

Abbott, H. C, to Woodsville, N. H., R. R.
Beekman, A. J., to Salem, N. J.
Berry, L. E., to Elmira, N. Y., R. R.
Brown, M. F., to Whitehall, N. Y., R. If.
Chambers, B. J., to Texarkana, Ark., R. It.
Chase, N. W., to Taunton, Mass.
Clark, C. A., to Scranton, Pa., It. It.
Davidson, S. A., to Brockton, Mass.
Dickson, Harry, to St. Thomas, Ont.. R. H.
Elliston, G. II., to West Philadelphia, Pa.
Goodwin, K. M., to Richmond, \ a.. It. It.
Haight, E. W., to Binghamton. N. Y.
Hawkins, R. C, Jr., Lynchburg, Va., res.
Hearon, W. E., to New Orleans. La.
Henley, J. A., to Port Huron, Mich. R. R.
Hock, A. S., to Milwaukee, Wis.. R. R.
Hoke, H. E., to Louisville, Ky.
Hovis, H. B., to Findlay, Ohio.
Ingraham, P. N., to Galveston. Texas.
Kennedy, J. H., to Boston, Mass.
Larnce, O. O., to Ennis, Texas.
Manlcy, C. H., to Berwick, Pa.
McBinney, H. C, tcj Boise, Idaho.
Moore, R. B., to Pawtuckot. It. I.
Mount, W. B., Intercollegiate, Philadelphia, Pa.
Poulson, C. H., to Bluefield, W. Va.
Slusser, Edward, to Lima, Ohio.
Smith, M. M., to East Deerfield, Mass.. R. R.
Snider, N. L., to Lima, Ohio.
Squier, J. J., to Naval Branch, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Taylor, E. B., to Hnrrishurg, Pa.
Teamv, C. R., to Philadelphia, R. R.
Washburn. C. F., to Scranton. Pa.
Whitten, L. T., to Gladstone, Va.
Wills, W. L., to Clifton Forge, Va.
Yost, F. H., to, Shamokin, Pa.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS

Airing, E. C, to Kenosha, Wis.
Baglev, E. E., to Ansonia. Conn.
Baker, E. O., to Grand Rapids. Mich. (Asst.)
Beach, W. H., to Aberdeen. Wash.

Bellmont, L. G., to Batavia, N. Y.
Brown, W. E., to Webb Citv. Mo.
Brvdges. W. J.. Saginaw. Mich., res.
Clifford, A. O., to Tarentum, Pa.
Daubert, 0. E., to Lebanon, Pa.
Dent, C. F., Louisville, Kv. (Asst.), res.
Dietl, L. H.. to Pio.ua. Ohio.
Dixon, F. W., to Summit, N. J.
Flood, W. H.. to Pittston, Pa.
Franklin, A. K., to Selma, Ala.
Gill. George, to Halifax. N. S.
Holler, J. G., to Colorado Springs, Colo.

THE NEW JERSEY SECRETARIES, AT THE EN-

TRANCE OP THE NEW NEWARK BUILDING.

Jobson, W. R., to Franklin, Pa.
Klase, W. H., to Shamokin, Pa.
Ker. R. A., to Oil City, Pa.
Littlefield. J. H„ to Phila. R. R.
Ludwig, A. O., to Marietta, Ohio
Mero, E. B., to Boston, Mass. (Asst.)
Merwin, E. A., to San Diego, Cal.
Merz, Charles, to Sacramento, Cal.
Morgan, C. D., Grand Rapids, Mich., rfes. (Asst.)

Nix, R. H., to Parsons, Kans., R. R.
Pile, G. E.. to Lexington, Ky.
Schofield, F. E., to Dixon, 111.
Scofield, A. J., Meriden, Conn., res.
Smith. R. A., to Muscatine, Iowa.
Stafford, T. W., to Auburn, N. Y.
State, E. J., to East Liverpool, Ohio.
White, F. W., to Boston, Mass. (Asst.)

Wiggins, B. E., Shamokin, Pa., res.
Wrought, A. B., to Norwich, Conn.
Yoxall, H. C, to North Tonawanda, N. Y.

BOYS' SECRETARIES

Bloomer, F. R. M-, to Sacramento, Cal.
Robertson, II. E., to Indianapolis, Ind.

RELIGIOUS WORK DIRECTORS
Burns, A. T., to New York, 23rd Street Branch.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION.

Buffalo, N. Y.. May 11-15.
State Conventions.

Convention Calendar

Massachusetts and Rhode Island, Gloucester. Nov. 6-8.
Indiana, Lafayette, Nov. 19-22.
Missouri, Kirksville. Nov. 19-22.
Colorado, Pueblo, Dec. 3-6.
Oregon and Idaho, Forest Grove, Oregon, Dec. 4-6.
Kansas, Jan. 29-31.
California, Fresno. Feb. 4-7.
Nebraska, Lincoln. Feb. 4-7.
Minnesota. Rochester, Feb. 4-7.
Arkansas, Favetteville. Feb. 5-7.
New Jersey, Trenton. Feb. 11-14.
New York. Utica, Feb. 11-14.
Michigan. Saginaw. Feb.. 13-16. ■
North and South Carolina. Spartanburg. Feb. 20-23.
Maryland. Delaware. West Virginia and District of

Columbia. Cumberland, March 3-6.
Virginia, Richmond, March 3-6.
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The Modern Association Building
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BT GEO. G. MAHT, GENERAL SECRETARY YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION, SCRANTON, PA.

A prominent writer on architectural sub

jects has declared that from the earliest ages

the buildings erected by man have been a re

flection of his character and mode of life.

ENTRANCE SCRANTON ASSOCIATION

BUILDING.

For example, the great pyramids of Egypt—

one of which, for its erection, took twenty

years out of the lives of three hundred and

sixty thousand men—tell of a tremendous des

potism which made the ruler a god and his

people slaves, whose lives were of service only

as they could toil for him. The precise and

beautiful architecture of the Greek is full of

suggestion as to his freedom of expression and

his voluptuous, pleasure-loving nature. The

great cathedrals of mediaeval Europe, "Mounts

of marble, forest growths of spires." are full

of the story of life's hardships, and of a com

mon hope of heaven, "lit with the lamp of

sacrifice," which Ruskin declares to be the

first "lamp of architecture."

If, therefore, the architecture of a people is

the embodiment of the hopes and fears, the

plans and purposes, and the life and customs

of that people, we have abundant justifica

tion for presenting the modern Young Men's

Christian Association building as an illustra

tion and interpretation of the Association idea.

The records of the oldest Association are com

paratively recent documents. It is not neces

sary, therefore, that we should go into an

aicheological study of Association architec

ture to discover the Association idea. Yet

such a study may prove to be both interesting

and instructive in these remarkable days

when the North American Young Men's

Christian Association movement calmly as

similates a new building once a week, and

just as calmly "asks for more."

In looking over old Association records and

announcements we read of events transpiring

at the " Y. M. C. A. Hall." At a later period

the name of the Association headquarters

was changed to the "Y. M. C. A. Read-

ing-Rooms." These names tell of a period

when a hall and a reading-room, with the

addition, in some places, of a parlor and an

office, were supposed to be a most generous

equipment for Association work, even in large

cities.

No man who has studied Association history

is ignorant of the tremendous influence of the

work carried on in these halls, often dingy

and poorly equipped as they were, nor does

he fail to honor the man who, with such poor

equipment, wrought so well and laid so firmly

the evangelical and evangelistic basis upon

which we now stand. It was in hand-to-hand

contact with young men in these halls and

reading-rooms that the Association found

itself and discovered its true mission to be a

work for young men, and for every part of

their nature.

Some of the first buildings erected con

tinued to emphasize the idea that the Associa

tion was a center for general evangelistic work,

the "Y. M. C. A. Hall" being still the chief

feature. Next, in point of importance, came

the library and reading-rooms, then the par

lors and social rooms ; while a few daring and

prophetic spirits, at the risk of losing their

reputation, did put in a game-room, and—

"tell it not in Gath"—they gave up a part
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NEW 2JRD STREET BRANCH BUILDING. NEW

YORK, TO OPEN IN FEBRUARY. COST $750,000.

"OLD

TWENTY-THIRD

STREET."

NEW YORK

CITY.

Thin liuildititj tras the

first and best early ex

pression of an Associa

tion house. It combined

nearly all the features in

corporated in the modern

building, until the excep

tion of baths. It has nov

Iliven tray to a modern

structure.

of the cellar for a gymnasium. In some com

munities where "the woods are thick," a dis

tant echo of the storm of criticism aroused

by the "game-room" and the "gymnasium"

still lingers; but those who are alive with the

life of to-day honor the men who took so bold

a step, establishing a new point of departure

in work for young men. The modern Asso

ciation building is but an improvement and an

adaptation of the bold conception and plan

ning of McBurney and his contemporaries.

An eminent architect recently expressed

great satisfaction at the completion of a com

petitive design, because, as he said, "it had a

backbone in it." This is characteristic of the

best modern Association buildings. The plan

ha* a "backbone"—a definite expression of

purpose. This is true to such an extent that

any man, though he may never have heard of

the Young Men's Christian Association, could,

after a two-hour study of a modern Associa

tion building, sit down and write out a fairly

correct statement of the Association idea. If

he failed to find the triangle with its "Mind.

Spirit, and Body" motto, he could not fail to

find that which the triangle represents—in

the gymnasium, class-room and lecture hall.

Such a man, in writing out his impressions,

would say: "I find here a building which

seems to me to be admirao'.y adapted to

touch the whole life of boys and young men,

and which incidentally but wisely, I think,

has made provision by means of stores and

lodging rooms for a rental income which par

tially endows the work. While I observe

abundant equipment for purely recreative

purposes, yet a serious purpose seems to be

suggested by the whole plant. Its business

office, which controls the entrance to all parts

of the building, is suggestive of careful man

agement and supervision, and yet of an open-

hearted hospitality, which differentiates this
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PROPOSED

BUILDING FOR

THE DAYTON, O.

ASSOCIATION.

To occupy a quarter block

and eott $300,000. It via

combine every feature /or

the development of a man

physical , , intellectually,

socially and spiritually. It

will contain 125 sleeping

From an imperfect

picture.

from the ordinary club building. Its reading-

rooms, parlors and social rooms are evidently

adapted for men. The furniture, the pic

tures, the literature, the decoration—in fact,

the whole atmosphere—express and appeal

FIRST DAYTON ASSOCIATION BUILDING

to the virile nature of men. No one would

confound these rooms with the meeting place

of a 'Sorosis Chapter.'"

Thus far our casual observer who has never

read of Association work, has formed a fairly

correct impression of it. He does not need

to be told that the Association movement

stands for physical culture and health pres

ervation. The physical director's office, with

its measuring and testing apparatus, the gym

nasium and its equipment, the hand-bail

court and bowling alleys, the baths and swim

ming-pool, at once arrest his attention and

compel his admiration. The mere mention

of the number of such plants operated by the

Associations will set him to writing in his

notebook: "I find that in this building,

winch is a type of many similar buildings, the re

is an exceedingly attractive body-building

equipment which seems to be adapted to the

needs of a great variety and large numbers of

men and boys, judging from the apparatus

which have been provided, and from the num

ber of hand pieces, such as clubs, dumb-bells

and wands, which are in evidence. Surely,

the presence of such gymnasia as these in the

majority of our American cities must mean

much for the physical development of young

America."

Our observing friend will also note the

class-rooms with their equipment of desks,

black boards, manual training outfits, and

other paraphernalia, and will not fail to com

ment on the educational purpose thus revealed.

PRESENT DAVTON ASSOCIATION BUILDING
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RAILROAD ASSO

CIATION BUILD-

ING.BRIGHTWOOD,

INDIANA.

One 0/113 tuck Chris

tian club houses erected

at a total cost of $1 ,82 1 ,-

000 at Division points,

the companies paying

three-fifths the cost and

railroad men and citi

zens paying the balance

of the cost. Bathing,

eating and sleeping

rooms are features.

This illustration would seem to make it

clear that a study of Association buildings will

give to any one almost as true a picture of

Association life as a study of its literature.

In closing this article, I desire, even at the

risk of becoming technical, to outline the

features of a modern Association building for

the average American city, with a population

ranging from forty thousand to one hundred

and fifty thousand people.

There will be, first of all, a plain but pleas

ing exterior expressive of good taste and de

void of extravagance, a broad and inviting

entrance, a central rotunda or reception hall

—on the first floor, where possible—and cen

tral offices, so located as to control entrance

and exit to and from every part of the build

ing. The lecture hall or auditorium will be

accessible both from the street and rotunda,

and will still be a prominent feature of the

building, thou'h not so large as in older

buildings, beii>g designed, first of all, for mem

bership use rather th \n for public rental. A

smaller adjoining room for inquiry meetings

will be provided where possible.

The gymnasium will be large, with high

ceiling and ample ventilation. In addition to

the standard equipment, it will have as sup

plementary features a running track: a room

for special forms of exercise, such as fencing,

etc. ; a hand-ball court ; bowling alleys ; baths

and swimming-pool; and a thoroughly vtn-

tilated locker-room equipped with metal

lockers. In larger cities separate gymnasia

and baths will be provided for boys, and in

smaller places, although there may not be a

separate gymnasium, yet there will be separ

ate assembly, reading and social rooms, with

special entrance to these rooms, and from

them to the gymnasium and baths.

FOR

THE TOLEDO, O.,

ASSOCIATION.

This buildintj of straight-

foru'ard architecture allmrs

no waste of space. The

building in the rear is for

thf physical department.
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A SMALL TOWN

ASSOCIATION HOME,

SALEM. N. J.

This building costing about

$15,000 it a good type a/ archi

tecture and plan*. It contains

reception room*, gymnasium,

36x5O /erf. baths, boa-ling alleys,

lecture hall, seating 200, etc.

V-M^Wlfl*—

The serial apartments will be so arranged

that the rooms of an entire floor, or the greater

part of it, may be thrown together for the

accommodation of visitors during reception

hours. An entire floor at least will be de

voted to the educational director, and will be

the natural center of a compact and well-

organized school-work, with a working library,

reading and study rooms.

As the modern Association emphasizes

club-life among young men, provision will be

made for various suites of club-rooms for the

use of organized bodies within the member

ship. As in the scheme of work these clubs

come largely xmder the guidance of the edu

cational director, they might occupy space on

the floor devoted to class-rooms.

In all modern buildings, whether in large

or small cities, the upper floors will contain

lodging rooms for young men, for not only

will the Association thus provide the surest

source of revenue so far discovered, but it

will directly forward its own work in the com

munity by providing for young men that

which is most needed,—an attractive home

life. There is not a single Association, so far

as the writer has ascertained, that reports its

lodging-room feature as a failure; on the

contrary, in many buildings the principal

mistake has been the failure to provide

enough rooms for the accommodation of the

young men who would gladly become Asso

ciation tenants. In one modern building,

which has eighty-two rooms, the manage

ment regrets that it has not double the num

ber, as they could easily be filled.

In localities where summer evenings are

warm, a roof-garden will be furnished and

fitted up for the continuation, in summer, of

the social and religious work carried on in

the winter; and in many buildings a well-

equipped restaurant will be furnished in order

to supply the needs of the young men resi

dent in the building, of the members, and some-

BUILDING

FOR AKRON, O.,

YOUNG MEN.

This $65.000 building is bring

erected far an Association yet to

begin active work and repre

sents in that respect, ns well as

Us advanced plans, the beil As

sociation ideas.
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NORTH

ABINGTON

ASSOCIATION

HOUSE.

This fine old country

home was recently pre

tented to the North A b-

int/ton Association by

Louis A. CrosseU. The

I. oust has been adtiptttl

for the work and the bin

stable for a ffymnasiuri .

times, or on occasions, of the general public.

Throughout the modern building there will

run a consistent scheme of decoration in keep

ing with the nature of the work to be done in

each department. The dim cathedral effect

will be avoided. Every effort will be made

to give warmth and life to the treatment, so

that the very walls may breathe a welcome

and a message of good cheer. The furnish

ings will be substantial, solid and suitable

for men. Spinning-wheels, spindle-legged

chairs and ephemeral creations of the latest

furnishing fad will be avoided.

The modern building, unlike some of its

predecessors, will be erected on strictly busi

ness principles, and will make such safe pro

vision for a rental income as to insxire the

steadiness and success of the work even in

times of financial distress. The earlier build

ings invariably sought to secure this revenue

by providing stores, yet they were not all

properly located for the rental of their stores.

STABLE TRANSFORMKD INTO A GYMNASIUM

AT NORTH ABINGTON.

In consequence anticipated revenues did not

materialize, contributors were disappointed,

boards of directors lost heart, and the whole

work languished. In very few instances do

Associations secure from store rentals one-

half enough to compensate them for the sur

render of the most valuable part of the build

ing to a purpose which does not even remotely

carry forward the Association policy. The

modern building, while it will still furnish

stores for rental if the location is suitable,

will nevertheless seek to occupy a part at

least of the ground floor for its own purposes,

and will look to the upper floors for the pro

duction of revenue. Four stores on the first

floor of a .building, with which the writer is

most intimately acquainted, yield a monthly

rental of $250, but the fifth floor of the

same building yields a monthly rental of

$302.38. Deducting from the gross income

of the fifth floor 870 per month for service

and laundry, we still have an income of

$232.38, which is subject to no other main

tenance charge than that which is also

charged against the store rentals. As a mat

ter of fact, the net annual income from the

fifth floor will be larger than that earned by

the first floor. This will not always be true;

but it serves as an illustration of a truth

which ought to be emphasized that the earn

ing power of the upper floors of a modern

Association building is very great when

properly equipped with up-to-date apart

ments for men; and what is of far greater

importance, there is assured not only a per

manent income, but also a solid body of loyal

fellows, who can be drawn upon in large num

bers for the regular work of the Association.

To sum up: The modern Association

building gathers up into itself, infuses with a

Christian purpose, and weaves into a harmo-
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EAST

WEYMOUTH

ASSOCIATION

BUILDING.

This building was erect

ed OM a !'<• ntnrml to his

son, by Edwin A. Clapp

and its use given to the

A&ociation. The ath

letic field in front and

perfection o/ its ap

pointment make it one

of the ideal smaller A s-

loeiatian plants in ike

country.

nious whole all that is best in social and

athletic club architecture, in theatre, hotel

and school architecture, and the result is a

building as unique and striking as the virile,

energetic and adaptive organization which it

houses

FLOOR PLANS OF THE OAK PARK, ILL., ASSOCIATION.

One of the best plans for a smaller city Association. Lower floor plans showiriE baths, swimming pool bowl-

The gymnas:um will be used as a hall. inz alleys, separate looker-rooms for boys and men, etc.,

a.l abundantly lighted.
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THE

RECEPTION

ROOM,

BROCKTON, MASS.

This room is the cen

ter of social life in an

Association Building.

From it access is

gained to all depart

ments and it is under

direct supervision

from the office. The

amusement, reading

and social rooms are

part of the reception

room.

The Association in Architecture

By JOSEPH P. THOMPSON, D.D.

An article written by Dr. Thompson. Pastor of the Broadway Tabernacle, for the Auociation Monthly in 1870. The

theme could not be better treated to-day, therefore the article ia reprinted in full. A valued contribution from

Dr. Jefferson, the present pastor of the same church, appeared in our October Number.

Each leading phase of Christianity, in its

turn, has found expression in the buildings

devised or appropriated for its use.

EARLY CHRISTIAN ARCHITECTURE

The primitive Christians, in their poverty

and simplicity, provided themselves at the

first only with places of assembly for prayer,

the reading of the Word, and the communion

of the church—sometimes a private house,

sometimes a deserted temple, or other aban

doned public edifice; sometimes even a cave

in the desert or under the city, hidden from

the notice of men. Accommodation and

safety were the first ideas. Very early, how

ever, the notion of a sacred building, itself

an offering to God and dedicated to His serv

ice—a notion with which the Jewish and

pagan converts were alike familiar—attached

itself to the Christian place of worship; and

the church copied to some extent the plan of

the temple, but with this difference, that the

church edifice required to be adapted to a

worship tendered within its walls, and not

like the temple service in an outer court or

portico. In the first lull of persecution, in

the latter part of the third century, Eusebius

informs us that, in consequence of the vast

numbers that flocked to the religion of Christ,

SOUTH

WEYMOUTH,

MASS.,

RECEPTION ROOM.

An example vf the

modern Association

architecture and fur-

nishinas adapted for

men's use.

Billiard tablet art gen

erally coming into use

for older men in the

Associations, but not

for boat, whose time is

(heir capital.
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CORNELL

UNIVERSITY

LIVING ROOM.

Ttiu room it the pop

ular rendezvous of the

UniverrityAstocia t ion

men. It contain» the

library and periodic-

all and no rule of

"silencf " i* enforced.

"not content with the ancient buildings, they

erected spacious churches from the foundation

in all the cities." The ruins of a Christian

church of an early date are still to be found

within the open court of a pagan temple at

Thebes. Thus far the two ideas of a place

of assembly and a place 'sacred to God—or

the ideas of convenience and reverence, of

edification and devotion—were combined in

the architecture of the Church.

THE BASILICA

When the conversion of Constantine had

brought to the Church temporal prosperity

and protection through its alliance with the

state, a new direction was given to church

architecture. The Church itself had grown

to somewhat imperial dimensions, and was

fast assuming hierarchical forms of adminis

tration; and the Basilica, the old judicial

hall, with its elevated apsis, or tribune.

POPULAR

LEISURE ROOM,

RAILROAD

MEN'S BUILDING.

NEW YORK.

A fajth Ugh t picture

nf the fioclal head-

quarters for railroad

tntn fornight and day

use bfttcten runt It

i» a characteristica.1' y

Tree and easy place,

but boisterous con duct

is not known. It beats

the saloon.

served well the purposes of effective demon-

• stration in this new order of things. In part

it suited the existing organization and wor

ship of the Church, and in part it gave shape

and fixedness to yet incipient ideas of order

and worship.

THE MONASTERY

As the tendcncy'to monasticism grew within

the Church, the monastery and the abbey

became the type as well as the home of a

reclusive meditative piety, around which clus

tered the graceful fruits of charity. The site

of the building was commonly selected with

an eye to the beautiful and p.cturesque in

nature; -the stream, the wood the lake, the

hill-side, invited to the contemplation of the

Creator; and the interior of the edifice, while

adapted by its cells and cloisters to a life of re

ligious meditation, had also in its courts and its

refectory the air of fraternity and hospitality.
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CLEVELAND'S

RE-FUKNISHED

READING

ROOM.

The old "Public Read

ing Room" with its

stiff chairs, racks and

long tables is passing.

The reading room and

parlor are one. The

furnishings are oj the

best, but neither of the

business office nor of tJtc

home parlor type.

THE CATHEDRAL

Of the Gothic cathedral, Milman has well

said that it was "the consummation, the com

pletion, of mediasval, of hierarchical, Chris

tianity." As toward God, this lofty and

spacious edifice suggested at once reverence

and aspiration; as toward man, it was adapted

for the most imposing processional services and

scenic effects. It was a symbolic book of de

votion. A contemplative piety, to which the

element of mystery was a powerful auxiliary,

found here its noble and fitting expression,

"the cathedral was a vast book in stone,

teaching by symbolic language ; its form and

distribution was a confession of faith; it

typified the creed."

OFFICE, WEST SIDE, NEW YORK.

Adequate for transacting business for an Association

. of 2,000 members.

THE MEETING HOUSE

The Reformation created anew the de

mand of the primitive Church for the orderly

assembling of congregations in houses ar

ranged for preaching, and united prayer and

praise; and the Puritan movement carried

out the demand for a purely spiritual religion

to the extreme of baldness in the arrange

ments for public worship. By a perversion

of the sentiment that God can be worshiped

as acceptably in a barn as in a cathedral, the

church became, in an architectural point of

view, the most barn-like of structures.

THE ASSOCIATION BUILDING.

This brief outline may suffice to show how

the several phases of Christianity have found

expression in the forms of architecture. The

same law still obtains. An analysis of the

new building of the Young Men's Christian

Association in New York discovers an em

bodiment of a phase of Christianity which is

one of the most hopeful features of our times;

a Christianity which is at once practical and

refining; which believes in work, yet pro

vides for recreation and cultivates taste; and

which, keeping, ever uppermost the spiritual

culture of the heart, appropriates whatever

is useful or beautiful in the world without for

the glory of Christ and the advantage of man

kind.

In this building, there is first of all the

principle of adaptation. The law of utility is

observed throughout. Every room, ever}'

arrangement, every article, is for use( and a

use in harmony with the great object of the

institution, and contributing toward that.

The practical adaptation of all means and

efforts to some useful end, which marks the

Christianity of the time, is here exhibited in

the perfection of detail.
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LIBRARY

AND

READING ROOM,

PHILADELPHIA.

Here books are mode

accessible and the li

brarian is not a guar

dian of book*, but pro-

motet reading and

study. Books ofrefer

ence are about, Bible

study helps are avail

able, It u theprivate li

brary of 1,OOO men.

Next to this is the attraction of comfort

which the building proffers in its minor ap

pointments. The library, the reading-room,

the reception-room, the rooms for conversa

tion, for classes, for committees, all have an

inviting look, which at once suggests to a

stranger the features of home. The young

man coming to New York unfriended will

find a welcome in the very air of these com

fortable apartments. The Christianity which

knows how to approach the soul through a

friendly, hearty interest in the man, is here

exemplified in its most winning forms.

Nor does this genial, homelike religion, this

religion which seeks the best end in the wisest

way, disdain to provide for recreation. The

young man exposed to the dazzling entice

ments of vice in a great city has a soul to be

won to Christ, and this will be constantly in

the thought of those who seek to draw him

to their fellowship as an association of Chris-

THE

LIBRARY AND

OFFICE,

SUMMIT, N. J.

-1 village Association.

Central room into

<chich the visitor to thr

building first enter*.

nitroom hat warmth

and Kelcome. It hat

the air of a club, of a

tome, and not of an

institution.

tians. But he must be won to Christ by in

fluence, and this influence is to be gained by

a wise and friendly interest in his general

welfare, and by making the Christian charac

ter and life attractive in his eyes. The salva

tion of his soul is the great thing, but it is

well even to keep him out of the snares of vice.

To win him to Christ is the supreme object,

but it is well even to draw him within the

embrace of a Christian home. And if he finds

within that home a generous provision for his

comfort and enjoyment, if he finds there pure

and healthful recreations, if he finds that

religion provides "those things which are

requisite and necessary as well for the body

as the soul," he is far more likely to be

brought under that personal influence which

will lead him to the Saviour.

In the same spirit this new building em

ploys the beautiful ministry nf the arts for the

noble service of Christianity. Architecture,
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CLASS ROOM

CHICAGO

ASSOCIATION.

Educational data

work for night and

day student* require*

many good room* with

fine light and venti

lation. The Chicago

Association enrolls

over 1,000 men in 70

clauses.

painting, music, eloquence, all that tends to

refine and enrich our social culture, is here

subordinated to Christian uses. And in this

appears, perhaps, the most distinctive and

hopeful feature of the Christianity of our

times; that it is teaching men how to use the

world as not abusing it, and is carrying the

regal authority of Christ into every depart

ment and interest of life. And so the highest

thought' expressed in this building is the

"living consecration of all that is in and of us

to Christ, the head of all glory and power.

It "is not that art and learning and culture

minister to Christianity as helping her cause,

much less than these divide with her a place

in our affections; but that religion is so filled

at last with the spirit of Christ that it con

secrates all by His love, of whom, and through

whom, and to whom are all things; to whom

be glory forever.

Suggestions for an Association Building

FROM AN EXTENDED CORRESPONDENCE AND WIDE OBSERVATION, THE FOLLOWING SUGGES

TIONS HAVE BEEN GATHERED WHICH REFLECT THE BEST JUDGMENT AND EXPERIENCE

OBTAINABLE ON THE ASSOCIATION BUILDING

Build without debt. In almost every in- to raise money to pay for the building' corn-

stance where it is wise to build, it is possible pletely, and without recourse to fairs, stock

AIR BRAKE CLASS,

PENNSYLVANIA

RAILROAD

DEPARTMENT.

PHILADELPHIA.

Railroad Associations

are providing more

largely for practical

classes in nuh

branches as prepare

railroad men for the

bitter discharge of

t leir ditties, and wrill

help toirard promo

tion. Railroad corjxt-

rationsharef'irnist.ed

expensive air brake

and electrica' equip

ment.
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A DORMITORY

IN THE

FALL RIVER

BUILDING.

Srarly alt of the newer

Association buildings

contain dormitories for

young men. These

rooms are always rented

at a lair price, and' be

sides giving a good

home for younu men,

provide a considerable

income.

company organizations, etc. A thorough,

exhaustive canvass is universally necessary .

Plan to erect a building thoroughly adapted

to the needs of the city or town. Spend

months in. visiting and study of the best Asso

ciation buildings. Secure and study' the

building conference report published by the

International Committee.

Open the plans for public competition,

giving general instructions and requirements.

Build for use rather than for architectural

effect. Do not spend money in building

pretty gabled roofs or useless towers. • Spend

it on interior finishing and furnishing.

Instead of placing stores in the building

for rental income, it is generally better finan

cially and more in keeping with the purpose

of the Association to provide as many dor

mitories as possible for young men.

Make the reception room, like the finer

hotel lobbys, the great popular rendezvous of

the building, in which the social life will

ASSOCIATION

HALL,

NEW HAVEN.

/n the larger buildinoi

lair-sized halls are pro

tided, but the day o,

great Association and

loriunu has passed.
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NATATORIUM

AND BATHS

AT BROOKLYN

NAVAL

BUILDING.

'/'/.•• bath is necessary

to alt those who use the

gymnasium, and it is

found that only the

best equipment and

marble tile or cement

floors and walls are

economical. Strict

rules govern the use of

the swimming bath,

insuring against in

fection.

center. This room may combine the parlor,

social and amusement rooins, and the office.

Through it direct access is had to all depart

ments.

Provide for large social features, caf£,

lunch-room, club-rooms, etc. Have plenty of

smaller rooms for clubs and classes on -the

second floor.

In large buildings provide two gymnasiums

and locker-rooms for boys and men, and give

the boys nearly as much room as the men,

approached through a separate, adequate, and

dignified entrance.

Only marble, tile, brick, or cement, and

the best of open plumbing should be used

in the bath-rooms. Omit tub-baths entirely.

Have no doors on shower-baths.

Make the library a study-room, and have

this ki charge of the educational director,

with class-rooms adjacent.

Never plan for a large hall. Chicago, with

5,600 members, seats only 1,000 in its hall;

West Side, New York, 700; and the new

Twenty-third street building, New York, but

560. In smaller buildings the gymnasium can

be used for an auditorium.

Roof gardens, bicycle rooms or camera

clubs are not universally approved.

The public reading-room is being aban

doned.

Economize space in halls and stairways.

Provide adequate light and ventilation,

especially for closets, gymnasium, bath-rooms,

locker-room, and hall. Forethought in this

matter will save thousands of dollars in light

bills in a few years.

Provide for economical supervision, espe

cially in the smaller buildings, so that one man

can overlook the entire plant during the day

time. Large office space is rarely necessary.

Rooms fronting on the street must be under

constant oversight.

GYMNASIUM,

WEST SIDE,

NEW YORK.

This picture inade

quately represents one

of the finest Associa

tion gymnasiums, 100

by 60 ft., and without

a column. It is placed

on the upper r! ><»• and

therefore has the best

light and air. A first-

class gymnasium in

essential to an Asso

ciation.
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BOYS-

DEPARTMENT

ROOMS,

NEWARK, N. J.

hoys' vurk demands

nearly at much and

•'•'Hit as good accommo-

datians and equipment

at the seniors*. The

room* lor the ffncark

Association boys are ex

tensive and aU are con-

netted by large lold.ng

partitions.

Over $24,000,000 has been given to the Young Men's Christian Associations of

North America for permanent equipment since they were organized in 1851. The

cost of the new buildings opened last year was nearly $4,000,000. A new

Association House is being opened each week, costing from a few thousand

dollars to $700,000 each. Many have been erected as "Memorial Buildings."

Have the Results Justified the Expenditure?

EXPRESSIONS FROM THOSE WHO HAVE GIVEN BUILDINGS OR MADE LARGE GIFTS TO

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS

After careful study and experience of more

than thirty years, I feel assured that what

I have been able to give to Association work

has been on the whole the best investment I

ever made. I have followed the careers of

hosts of young men in all sections of the

country, whose characters were formed, whose

habits of unselfish and wise Christian useful

ness were developed, and who have become

citizens of high standing and influence

through the educating and developing power

of their connection with the Young Men's

Christian Association. The best use we can

put money to is to develop manhood and

character. WILLIAM E. DODGE.

MR. DODGE WAS A PRINCELY GIVER TO THE ASSOCIA

TION. HIH GIFTS IN MOM > EXCEF.D StiOO.OOO, AND UK

WAS CONSTANTLY ACTIVE IN ITS WOHK FOR THIRTY-FIVE

YEARS.

I am glad to say that I consider the Young

Men's Christian Association one of the finest

movements with which I have been in touch,

and one that is worthy of the fullest endorse

ment and co-operation.

HELEN MILLER GOULD.

MIS8 GOUI.n HAH OIVEN VKHY GENK.ROUSLY IN THK 1'AHT

FOUR YEARS FOR DUILDINOB AND THE SUPPORT OF ASSO

CIATION WORK.

BOYS' GAME- ROOM, NEWARK. BOYS' PARLOR, NEWARK,
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When Mrs. Lord and myself desired to aid

the young men of our city in their efforts to

help themselves, we chose the Yoxing Men's

Christian Association for that purpose, be

cause we knew that Christianity is the most

potent power in the world for character

building. The Association clasps the hands

of young men just at the time when they are

leaving their early homes to engage in the

active duties of life. It supplements these

home influences which have been the safe

guard of their boyhood days.

GEORGE P. LORD.

MR. AND MRS. LORD GAVE OVER S40.000 TO THE ASSO

CIATION AT ELGIN, ILL.

I have never given either of mv time or

money to anything where I have seen such

good and satisfactory results as from that

given to the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion.

CHARLES A. JEWELL.

THE ASSOCIATION HALL AT HARTFORD, CONN., 18

NAMED "JEWELL HALL," IN RECOGNITION OF .COL. JEW

ELL'S GIFTS AND SERVICE.

The Association building at Johns Hopkins

has been from the first a center of religious

activity of the University, and situated as it

is in the midst of the University buildings,

it stands as a silent but potent witness of the

existence of an earnest Christian life in the

institution. I need hardly add that its suc

cess has been a constant source of gratifica

tion to me.

EUGENE LEVERING.

. THE ASSOCIATION BUILDING AT JOHNS HOPKINS UNI

VERSITY WAS THE GIFT OF MR. LEVERING.

I look upon the Association building, which

I had the privilege of erecting at Newcastle,

Pa., as a memorial of blessing which came to

the world through my connection with Mr.

Moody, to whom I was introduced through

the Association. I look upon this as one

of the best investments I ever made, and am

pleased with the thought that for all time

the building will be used for bringing young

men to the cross of Christ.

IRA D. SANKEY.

Nothing has ever given me such delight as

to see this substantial building reared through

the generous and self-denying gifts and efforts

of Christian men and women in Jamestown,

for the Association, securing for the young

men a home for the years to come.

WM. A. HALLOCK.

DR. HALLOCR'S GIFTS MADE THE ERECTION OF THE

JAMESTOWN, N. V., BUILDING POSSIBLE.

I consider the gift I was privileged to make,

when I received my portion from my father's

estate, of a building for the Young Men's

Christian Association the best investment I

ever made.

H. S. RAND.

THE HOME OF THE BUBUNOTOW, IOWA, ASSOCIATION

WAS PROVIDED BT MR. RAND.

I consider the money well invested that I

have spent in the erection of an auditorium

and a natatorium for the Young Men's

Christian Association of Keokuk. The young

men need the influence of the Association,

and I know of no better way to show my

interest in and endorsement of the work done

for them than by thus assisting its directors

in securing a complete equipment.

C. R. JOY.

THE AUDITORIUM AND NATATORItJM AT KEOKUK, IA..

WERE THE GIFTS OF MH. JOY.

The motive which led up to my presenta

tion of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion building is my interest in young men,

to try to influence them in the right direction,

and that they may influence one another tb a

better life. I have been connected with the

State Committee for two years, and during

that time have appreciated the work more

and more. It was also stimulated by a

desire to do something for the upbuilding of

the young men in the town where I have

lived and labored for sorrle years—something

that may improve them morally, intellec

tually, and physically, and it is my earnest

hope that this work may be accomplished

and our community bencfitted thereby.

LEWIS A. CROSSETT.

MR. CRO88ETT HAS JUST GIVEN A BUILDING COSTING

J17.000 TO THE ASSOCIATION AT NORTH AB1NGTON, MASS.

My investment here is of such recent date

(last year) that returns are not fully per

ceptible yet, but are sufficient even now fully

to satisfy me of the wisdom of the investment.

Young men are already in attendance upon

the different departments beyond my fondest

expectations, and I am fully convinced that

wherever such investments are made in the

right spirit, their helpfulness to young men

in the time of character-forming will prove

them to be first-class investments.

HENRY W. AVERY.

A BUILDING PROVIDED BY MR. AVERY WAS RECENTLY

OCCUPIED BY THE ASSOCIATION AT BELVIDERE, ILL.

Well do I remember the time when I came

to Cincinnati a poor boy. My room was a

small one, my light a candle, and books ex

ceedingly rare. There was no door open for

young men in those days where they could

have free access to well lighted and heated

social features, to educational classes and

gymnasium. I can fully realize what that

would have meant to me in those days.

To-day, when I think of the open door of the

Young Men's Christian Association from

eight o'clock in the morning until ten o'clock

at night, with the many helpful departments

which enable young men to have proper

social advantages, education and health, both

in body and in soul, I rejoice to contribute

to such a work, and establish it so thoroughly
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chat thousands may continue to be reached

and uplifted long after I have departed.

DAVID SINTON.

MR. SINTON GAVE (80,000 FOR THE ERECTION CT TUB

CINCINNATI ASSOCIATION BUILDING.

I consider the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation one of the greatest philanthropies of

modern times, and that it is in its many de

partments of work the most helpful agency

we have in our city for the upbuilding of

character and for increasing the usefulness

of young men, with all that this implies.

T. S. LIPPY.

m. LTPPT WAS FORMERLY SECRETARY AND HAS BECOME

A LABGE GIVER TO THE SEATTLE ASSOCIATION.

I have never been sorry that I gave the

building to the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation. The village of Clifton Springs could

never have been what it is without the moral

power and influence which that organization

has exerted.

HENRY FOSTER.

DR. FOBTER GAVE THE ASSOCIATION AT CLIFTON 8PRINGK

K. Y., A BUILDINQ.

I believe that every Young Men's Christian

Association should own a suitable building.

Its work won my interest and has a share fit

my time and means, because its methods are

thoroughly practical and of decided moral

value to the community.

A. H. KLINC.

MR. KLINO HAS BEEN A OENEROUS GIVER AND A LEADRR

AT MARION, O.

Making Investments in Manhood

The Will of a Steward of God

The late William E. Dodge was one of the

most generous givers to Christian work that

New York or the country has known. Few

men knew the plan of his life or the secret

of his giving, however. As revealed by his

will, he considered himself a steward of God,

and administered his great business, and his

fortune, and his abilities as well, to the glory

of God. The $5,000 bequeathed him by his

grandfather rolled up into a large sum. He

gave generously to the Young Men's Christian

Association, with which he was personally

connected as an official for over fifty years,

his gifts amounting to over $600,000. In his

will occur the following statements that should

be full of interest to every man who recog

nizes relations to God in the administration

of his fortune.

Whereas, my honored and revered grand

father, Anson G. Phelps, bequeathed to me

as one of his grandchildren five thousand

dollars with the injunction that the same

should be considered as a sacred deposit

committed to my trust to be invested, and

the income therefrom to Ije devoted to the

spread of the Gospel and to promote the

Redeemer's Kingdom on earth, and to be

transmitted unimpaired to my descendants,

to be sacredly devoted to the same object.

which said sum has been paid to me and by

me has been kept invested and used as was

enjoined.

Now. therefore, in compliar.'i with the will

of my said grandfather, I give and bequeath

the sum of five thousand dollars to my said

son Cleveland Hoadlcy Dodge, if he shall

survive me. and if he shall die before me I

give and bequeath the same to the eldest

one of my daughters who shall survive me,

to be by him or her kept invested and the

income derived therefrom to be sacredly

appropriated, as was directed by my grand

father's will, trusting that whichever of my

children shall take the said sum under this

bequest will faithfully appropriate the in

come thereof in the manner aforesaid and

will perpetuate the principal to his or her

descendants for the like purposes and ob

jects.

Acting from a judgment deliberately

formed, based upon observation of the inex

pediency of testamentary bequests to re

ligious and charitable objects, and believing

it better and wiser to give liberally during

my life to such objects, I make no bequests

of that character. Knowing the hearty sym

pathy of my beloved wife in all that is good,

I feel sure that should she survive me she

will use the property entrusted to her hands

as a faithful steward of God, and I trust that

by the guiding of a kind Providence my

children and grandchildren have been so

educated as to feel it a privilege and joy to

give liberally and largely in proportion to

their means for the advancement of the

cause of our Blessed Redeemer, and to all

humane and benevolent objects.

Gov. Mickey at the Laying of the Corner-

Stone of the York Association

Perhaps none of us fully realize the influ

ence for good that this Young Men's Chris

tian Association building and organization

will have upon your community. There is

a motive behind every phase of life, every

.deed that is performed, every crime that is

committed, of good or evil. There is a

motive back of this new building whose

corner-stone we lay to-day,—a l.'lirislinn

motive. How many of us would choose to

live and raise our children in a city that had

no religious institutions within its limits?

That is a place where, as a rule, houses are

dilapidated, sidewalks are broken, and little

value is placed upon human life itself. It is
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usually the harbor for the outlaw and the

criminal, and the inhabitants have little or

no regard for God and right. But how differ

ent in the place where religious institutions

have a permanent hold! The people are

different, and the very atmosphere seems

different. Nearly everything is in better

order, and infinitely greater value is placed

upon human life. i

It is said that opportunity makes the man,

and it is equally true that opportunity makes

the thief. Many a prominent man has been

ruined, not because he has been leading a dual

life, but because some habit or inclination,

acquired in early life and supposed to have

been long since forgotten, was suddenly re

vived at an unguarded moment.

The building whicli you are about to erect

will be a fitting home for the Young Men's

Christian Association, which I consider to be

one of the grandest institutions in this country

of ours to-day. The Association reaches a

great many men that the church cannot

reach.

John Wanamaker's Appeal for a Building

for Atlantic City, N. J.

Our mission is to search for living men.

Only New York and Chicago have as many

men come in as Atlantic City, with 18.000,000

people visiting here each year. You have

beautiful hotels, handsome residences and

fine stores, and with all this there come

responsibilities. There are other considera

tions beside the extraction of money. The

greatest asset a city can have is young men.

I might say to the young men that for safety,

you had better keep your money in the

ground, rather than to keep it in something

watered like steel or asphalt. . . .

I believe that the establishment in your

city of a Young Men's Christian Association

is of more importance than the building of

a wharf and starting a line of steamers. . . .

I am urging the citizens of this city to add

to its attractions, and gain all the things that

go to make good citizenship. I believe you

would set a new pace for Atlantic City, and

that the old days would seem like nothing.

If I had my Christian life to go over again I

would spend it working for men. A good

man will always make the women good.

What is wanted is a place where young men

can gather perhaps to smoke or to play a game

of checkers. There should be provision

made for teaching languages, science, physics,

mechanical drawing, boiler-making and steel

construction. Such a place for young men

to spend an evening would make the parents

feel more comfortable and give satisfaction

to employers, who would know where clerks

were spending their leisure moments. There

are places on the Jersey Coast where parents

do not want their sons to go, and some people

who visit your city are spying out to learn

if the city is a fit place for their sons to spend

their time.

You should have a building that would

cost $150,000. It is an easy thing to do.

The Christian Association offers a safeguard

against gambling and profanity. It affords

protection. When we come to consider the

means of educating young men, we encounter

the question what is to be done by the young

men who are now walking the streets and arc-

not in the colleges, and yet they must be

educated.

A Story of Growth and Outgrowth*

The Cleveland Young Men's Christian As

sociation is offering its third successive build

ing for sale. Its first building, purchased in

1871, cost $20,000. This was outgrown and

replaced by a second in 1881, costing S6o,oco;

and this in turn gave place in 1891 to what

was considered to be one of the finest Asso

ciation buildings in the country, erected at

a cost of $250,000, and built to accommodate

2,000 members. Property in that section has

so increased in value that the land is worth

the price asked—$526.000. The Association

is seeking to erect a building at least twice

as large, to accommodate its growing work.

Besides this central building, there have

grown up in the past fifteen years five other

branches, one being for boys, with a building

recently occupied and now having 500 mem

bers.

The building which was built for 2,000

members, now has to accommodate 3,000.

The gymnasium built for 1,200 members now

has 2,200 members, one of the stores having

been fitted up for a bxisiness men's club con

nected with the gymnasium. The hall, which

was destroyed by fire a year ago, has teen

replaced by social rooms and a cafe\ The

Sunday afternoon meetings, which take the

form of a "Sunday Club," fill other parts of

the building. The best musical talent in the

city is employed, and leading speakers dis

cuss live themes which are before young men.

Following the discussion, fourteen different

Bible study groups meet in different rooms,

under wide-awake leaders, who discuss the

application of the principles of the Bible to

daily living. A lunch is served afterward,

which the stranger in the city finds congenial.

Usually, two to four hundred men remain at

this lunch, and 500 men attend the Bible

study groups. At the Broadway Department

there is a "Sunday Club," with five classes;

at the West Side Boys' Department, one with

six classes; at the Junior Department, one

• News letter furnished to the Press, Nov. 14th.
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ACCEPTED DESIGN FOR PAWTUCKET, R. 1 , SlOO.OOO BUILDING.

with three, making 28 such Bible classes.

At these buildings there are nearly 1,000 men

and boys in attendance every Sunday after

noon. Besides this there is a Bible class,

he-Id in a business college and led by a popular

young lawyer, which averages 200 men.

The popular mid-week meeting is called the

"Arena Club," where some 200 men discuss

the problems of everyday life in the light of

Bible teaching, taking such themes as "Who

is the Successful Man?" "Does Religion Help

or Hinder in the Business World?" There are

also twenty noonday shop Bible classes, held

in the large foundries and machine shops,

attended by nearly 2,000 men each week.

The majority of these men are not Christians,

and all religious beliefs an represented, as

well as nearly a score of nationalities. The

Railroad Department conducts five shop

Bible classes each week. This religious work

is in charge of a board of leading laymen,

two of whom arc treasurers of important

trust companies; one is the auditor and

another the manager of the United States

Steel Corporation, with others who are of

equal business standing. They arc making

this Association, which reaches in its religious

work four to five thousand men a week, one

of the leading factors in the religious life of

Cleveland. There are besides nearly 800

men in the evening educational classes. In

every department of the Association similar

energy is displayed. The Association has

used so thoroughly and well this its third

building, in addition to its many branches,

that its demand for another building to ac

commodate at least 5,000 men is likely soon

to be met.

The building fund at Washington, D. C.,

is now $230,000, including the conditional

gift by Mr. John D. Rockefeller of $50,000.

The balance of $70,000 will be sought by

January jst.

Association Building Progress

Ohio has been having a period of material

development. During the last six months

the business men of the State have shown

their confidence in Association work by con

tributing over $200,000 for new buildings

and the payment of building debts. Among

the new building enterprises are: $12,000

at Bowling Green; $20,000 at Bucyrus;

$17,500 at Bellevue, cities from 5,000 to

7,000 population, and the continuation of

canvasses at Dayton for a $325,000 and at

Toledo for a $225,000 building. Steubenville

will soon organize to receive the gift of a

$15.000 property from the late J. H. Hawkins,

which was deeded to trustees for that purpose.

Akron has secured $60,000. The college Asso

ciation building at Ohio Wesleyan will be com

bined with a gymnasium building, for which

$42,000 is subscribed. At Ohio Northern $7 ,000

is subscribed toward an Association building.

MARIETTA, O., ASSOCIATION BUILDING.
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HEADQUARTERS

OF THE

WHITE PLAINS.

N.Y., ASSOCIATION.

The old Marline home

stead hat been rented

for a term of I/ears, and

a uymnasium, which

may later be trans

formed into a residence,

erected. Such an ar-

rattf/ement makes very

satisfactory provision*

for an Association'a

needs, and is much

better than rooms in a

business block.

Toledo, Ohio, has $84.000 pledged toward

the $ioo?ooo needed for its new building.

Two men have practically indicated that they

will each give $5,000, with which to fit out

the educational department. The full sum

of Sioo.ooo will, it is expected, be soon in

hand.

Mr. Edwin Clapp built a memorial building

to his son, David G. Clapp, which is one of

the finest buildings for young men in Massa

chusetts, and has given it over to the direc

tion of the Association at East Weymouth.

Although it is located in a village of but 500

people, there is a population of some 13,000

within a short distance. The membership is

now 250. No expense has been spared to

make this one of the handsomest and most

complete buildings for Association work in

the country, the furniture alone costing over

$4,000. The first men's meeting in the build

ing was attended by 180 men. H. E. Cole-

man, formerly secretary at Honolulu, is sec

retary.

A building has been given the Association

at North Abington, Mass., by Louis A. Cros-

sett. The house, formerly a residence, and a

large stable, cost with furnishings $18.000.

North Abington has a population of about

4.000, and all of the Abingtons make up a

population of about 8,000.

A building fund has just been started at

Aurora, 111., with $1,400 pledged from the

younger men in the membership.

An option has been secured upon a good

corner lot between the city hall and the post-

office at Sterling, 111., upon which the Associa

tion hopes soon to erect an adequate building.

In making an appeal for a larger building in

Binghamton, N.Y., Dr.Tabor said: "This buil

ding will mean a veritable college for young

men It will be an elaborately furnished

institutional interdenominational church con

nected with the work and influence of all

our churches. Every brick and plank will

stand for redeemed, educated young man

hood, and every dollar given is an investment

in the best brawn and brain and heart, and

will represent us in the robust, consecrated

intelligent young manhood of to-morrow."

Col. Edward H. Haskell, of Newton Centre,

a former resident of Gloucester, Mass.. gave

$1,000 in memory of his brother to the build

ing fund of that Association. The 815,000

required by the conditions of the will of the

late George R. Bradford has been raised and

work on the new building will soon be com

menced.

Worcester, Mass., plans to add a large

number of dormitories to its building.

Franklin J. Sawyer has given $1,000 to

the new building at Lockport, and Charles S.

Dickinson a like amount, which makes the

grand total subscribed 825,000. Mr. Sawyer

also gave the lot on which the building is being

erected.

The gymnasium of the new building at

Birmingham, Ala., is to cost $20,000 instead

of $10,000, as stated last month.

Plans have been approved for the Chelsea,

Mass., Association building, to be five stories

high and 50 by 100 feet. It will cost $43.000.

Binghamton, N. Y., has 266 young men

pledging $10 to Sioo each for the new build

ing fund. The Binghamton Chair Company

twads the list with 38 men. Rivalry has

been established between the factories, and

it is expected that every industrial plant in

the city will furnish more or less pledges.

At Chadron, Neb., the building of the rail

road department has now been enclosed with

roof, and will be dedicated, it is expected,

some time in February. This building in
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Chadron, being in the northwestern corner

of the State, will be one of the few Associa

tion buildings in the country in which are to

be found all classes of men: Town men, stu

dents from the academy, ranchmen, miners,

soldiers from Fort Robinson which is not

far away, and Indians from the Rosebud

Agency. This Association building was made

possible through the efficient services of Gen

eral . Manager Bidwell of the Wyoming and

Nebraska Division of the Northwestern Rail

road.

The corner-stone of the York, Neb., build

ing was laid by Gov. Mickey, November 5. It

will be very complete in all departments.

The basement will have two offices for rental,

and back of these, separated by a brick

partition, will be the locker and bath-rooms,

including plunge, also the bowling alley. On

the first floor will be the working rooms of

the Association, back of which will be the

PROPOSED YORK, NEB., BUILDING.

gymnasium, 40x60 feet. On the second

floor there will be five light, airy offices, boys'

rooms, and physical director's office, over

looking the gymnasium; and on the third

floor seventeen dormitories. It is hoped that

this building may be ready for occupancy

about the first of April.

The new Association building at Beatrice,

Neb., probably will be under way before the

first of December. Of the $20,000 neces

sary to be raised about $15,000 has been se

cured. This certainly makes a very good

showing for two years and a half energetic

work of the Nebraska State Committee.

Amsterdam, N. Y., now has nearly $50,000

pledged for a building. $5.000 more is needed.

The canvass at Niagara Falls, which has

been lagging, is now being pushed with vigor,

and over $30,000 is pledged toward the

$50,000 required for the building.

Quincy, 111., has raised half of the $25,000

needed for its proposed home.

The new building plans for the Wilming

ton, Del., Association are to be entirely re

drawn to meet changes decided upon. The

building will have more club characteristics

than many others.

Utica, N. Y., has started in to raise $50,000

for enlarging its building and the adding of

ninety dormitories. One -fourth of the sum

was pledged by the board of directors.

The Montclair, N. J.. Women's Auxiliary

has had the Association rooms burlapped

and added new pictures, making the rooms

much more attractive.

The construction of the Lexington, Ky..

building has begun. The cost will be $45,000.

and it is to be completed by October next.

The Association at Beaumont, Tex., which

was organized October i, 1901, began its

building canvass May 10, 1902. Up to date

over $50,000 has been pledged by 145 per

sons, averaging $347 each, 34 giving $500

and over each, averaging over $1,000. Two

subscriptions were for $5,000, three for $2,500.

one for $1,500, seven for $1,000, and 21 for

$500.

Portland, Ore., has finished installing the

special boys' rooms, taking the most valuable

store in the building for that purpose. These

improvements have cost about $7,000 and

provide separate reading-room, game-rooms,

cabinet room, two educational class-rooms,

as well as separate lockers and bath-rooms

for the boys' department.

Northampton, Mass., has received a pledge

of $2,500 from a friend for its new home.

But $10,000 more is needed.

When the building canvass at Bedford

Branch, Brooklyn, lagged last summer, Mr.

Ralph Lininger, a young man, a member of

the committee of management, and a Bible

class leader, pledged $2,500, provided the

members of the board would pledge the

balance of $7,500 on the $150,000 needed,

making the pledges binding. Other mem

bers of the committee gave $5,250. The

balance was secured and Mr. Lininger gave

$5,000 in all. The first pledge on this build

ing was a check of $20,000 from F. S. Jones.

Quincy, Mass., is pressing for the balance

of the $25,000 needed for its new building,
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MUSCATINE, IOWA, ASSOCIATION HOUSE.

the canvass being directed by the new secre

tary, Mr. Gay. Over half of the sum is

pledged.

Lima, Ohio, decided at the beginning of

its fiscal year to raise $12,000 to pay its

mortgage of $6,000, notes for $2,500, current

expenses of $2,500, and $1,000 for repairs.

Toward this amount $9,000 has been pledged.

The membership at present is 1,215, claimed

to be the largest for a city of 25,000 popula

tion.

Findlay, Ohio, opened its new building

October 14. The building is 50 by 125 feet,

situated on a lot 100 by 200 feet, shaded by

large maple trees. In the gymnasium equip

ment and every detail modern ideas are used.

The building site cost less than $37,000.

The new building at Columbus, Ga., will

be opened on December 2. Rev. Charles

Cuthbert Hall, D.D., will deliver the address.

This building will receive attention in our

February Southern Number.

Of the $80,000 required for a building at

McGill University, Montreal, $65.000 is re

ported to have been secured, one subscrip

tion of §25,000 having been made. The

intention is as far as possible to unite the

social club of the university in the scheme.

Cedar Rapids, la, has just celebrated its

jubilee day. A great triumph was scored

when $20,000 was raised to cover all in

debtedness and $500 more for shrinkage, if

necessary. This Association has had great

difficulties in the past ten years. There

were 900 subscribers, and the work is

taking on a new life and will number 800

members. Bible classes are being steadily

established.

Portsmouth, N. H., is laying the founda

tions of its building which is to cost $35,000,

and is to be 63 by 83 feet, and three stories

high.

The organization of the colored Railroad

Association in North Carolina has been

followed now by the organization of an

Industrial Association for colored miners in

Buxton, la. The Consolidated Coal Com

pany has co-operated with the men in fur

nishing a $20.000 building. This building

is leased to the Young Men's Christian

Association which the employees have or

ganized. It begins work with 200 charter

members, and has called a trained man as

general secretary. This coal mining com

munity has about 4,000 population.

The New Orleans Association has leased

the Spofford mansion, adjoining the Asso

ciation building, and will use it for dormi

tories for young men. This mansion, when

it was erected in 1859, was one of the hand

somest residences of the South, and cost

$85,000.

Employees of the various coal mines at

Pittston, Pa., are turning in new lists of

subscriptions daily, in sums of twenty-five

cents to twenty-five dollars, for the Asso

ciation building. The majority of the names

on the list are foreign. There arc over six

companies, and with fifty volunteer com

mittees soliciting, it is expected that 5.000

subscriptions will be made.

W. T. Perkins, formerly at Columbus.

Ohio, is assisting the State committee of

New York in canvasses. At Canandaigua.

N. Y., $11,000 has been pledged on a $15,000

building in a few days.

Work is being rapidly pushed on the

Twenty-third Street Branch building, New

York City, and it is expected the building

will be completed in February. The cost

will approximate $750,000.

The Butterfield Lumber Company, in North-

field, Miss., has asked that an Association be

established at its lumber mills. This results

from observation of the works of the Associa

tions of the lumber towns of Laurel and

Brookhaven, Miss.

Wilmerding, Pa., has eight Italians in one

group, fifteen Hungarians and Slavs in an

other, and ten Germans in a third, studying

English. There are 182 men in the educa

tional classes.

The Pittston Association has a large num

ber of miners in its membership, especially

among the breaker boys. Of eighty-four in

four educational classes, fifty-seven wen-

men and boys from the mines, and many of

the latter are but thirteen years of age.

The miners' Association in Windburn, Pa..

is supported entirely by appropriations fron-,

the two coal companies located there and

the membership of the Association.



Brooklyn's Jubilee of Fifty Years

The Young Men's Christian Association of

Brooklyn, N. Y., celebrated its fiftieth anni

versary with a series of meetings, culminating

with a great gathering at the Academy of

Music on Sunday evening, November 22, ad

dressed by the veteran Dr. Cuyler, R. Fulton

Cutting, Esq., formerly a president of the As

sociation; President Stryker, of Hamilton Col

lege; and Bishop E. G. Andrews, with Mayor

Low in the chair. This meeting was much

in the form of a jubilee over the raising of

$425,000 for the erection of three new build

ings costing from $75,000 to $250,000 each,

the paying off of the mortgages from two of

the branches, and provision for the extension

of the Association's many enterprises. While

$425,000 has been raised. $200,000 more are

needed. Toward this sum Mr. John D. Rocke

feller gave $100,000, after his legal represen

tative made a thorough and searching investi

gation into the Association management.

The Association now conducts work at

twelve centers in the city, including the

Brooklyn Navy Yard, the Long Island Rail

road yards, and the Brooklyn Rapid Transit

Company car barns, and possesses valuable

property, including $150,000 endowment.

The Association has 5,600 members in all its

branches, over i ,000 of whom are in its even

ing classes. Of the 723 men connected with

the evening classes of the Central branch

during the last season all but ten were wage-

earners. Nearly 900 men are in Bible classes,

and about as many more attend Sunday after

noon services.

Many men who have been prominent in

public affairs have served as presidents of

the Association, and on its directorate.

Among these are R. Fulton Cutting, the late

Dr. Joseph T. Duryea, Daniel W. McWilliams,

Frederick B. Schenck, Edwin Packard, ex-

Mayor Charles A. Schieren, Alanson Trask,

Charles M. Pratt and his son, Frederic B.

Pratt, and scores of men of the highest

standing in business and professional life.

There were over 500 men at the members'

banquet on Saturday evening. The Depart

ments rallied one another with yells, friendly

banter and encouragement. President Lyons

presided. Dr. Reed spoke of the organiza

tion of the Association at the Church of the

Pilgrims fifty years ago. He said, "The real

strength of this country does not lie in its

ability to build up great navies and organize

great armies, but in its ability to create

real Christian men. Men of fortune are be

ginning to realize that there is no better way

to spend their fortunes than in this work."

There were splendid meetings in the

churches throughout the city on Sunday.

The Academy of Music was packed in the

evening. Mayor Low presided. Bishop

Andrews gave a striking review of the Asso

ciation work throughout the world. He

said, "No man can adequately state the

influence of this work, which is one of the

great factors in the ultimate coming of

Christ's Kingdom for which all Christian

hearts pray. The Association was the progen

itor of the great special organizations, such as

the Young People's Society of Christian En

deavor, Epworth League, Baptist Union, and

Brotherhood of St. Andrew, and now the

churches are not only working for young

people, but are working for young people by

young people." President Stryker spoke of

the significance of the 3 1 ,000 men enrolled

in the "gas light university" of the Asso

ciation as a splendid accomplishment. He

said, "The question of questions are these

two—whether the Lord Jesus Christ is prac

ticable and whether this generation will hear

him as he stands knocking at all its doors.

Let us recognize that nothing yet has been

done in this world in the name of Jesus Christ

that is any more than an approximation or a

beginning."

Mayor Low's Estimate

I am glad to be privileged to-night to be

associated with these jubilee services, for I

think that the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation has been one of the great forces which

has tended to make Brooklyn what it is.

I suppose that the late William E. Dodge

was one of the most constant and most

generous benefactors of the Young Men's

Christian Association all over the country.

He gave to it, I think, more generously and

perhaps more freely than to any other cause,

and I have often thought that possibly there

is no channel through which a rich man can

minister more profoundly to the good of

the country than through assistance given to

the Young Men's Christian Association. For

it goes withovit saying that whenever a

young man is kept from going to the bad.

not only is the man himself saved, but the

whole community is benefited; and whenever

a young man is helped to make more out of

his life than otherwise he could have made.

not only is he helped, but the whole com

munity again feels the benefit. And just

such work as that is what the Young Men's

Christian Association is doing wherever it

can be found: and it does it in the very best

possible way. through the personal influence

of young men upon young men.

The Young Men's Christian Association

has the force and power of youth, the help

fulness, the courage, the ideas; and it aims
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to inspire, to strengthen courage, to elevate

ideals when a man is young, the time when

he is amenable to every influence, whether

good or bad. There is immense wisdom as

well as humor in what Josh Billings says,

that after a man is thirty-five he cannot hope

to form many new habits; the best he can

do is to steer his old ones.

It appeals to manhood, the very greatest

force to be found upon our planet. I know

there are men who will tell you that the

horse, and the lion, and the elephant, are so

strong that a man in comparison is but a

pigmy; yet a man, weak as he is in muscle,

by virtue of his intellect, can tame them all.

It is a Christian Association. All of its

work it does under the inspiration of the

spirit of Christ, the spirit that stands with

bowed head in the presence of the recognized

fatherhood of God, and the spirit that

stretches out its hand while it has strength

to command the movements of its arm in

the service of its fellows; that spirit which

has changed the world; that spirit which

makes those who have it forever the salt of

the earth and the lights of the world. That

is another power which this Association aims

to bring into the saving and the salvation of

young men of our city.

And then it is an Association. The power

of any man while he walks by himself, while

he works by himself, is limited by his own

capacity; but let the man join with himself

his fellows in greater and greater numbers,

and you get the secret of our civilized prog

ress all over the world. Our own time in

particular is full of illustration of the power

of associated effort. And this Association,

this body, this asylum, not content with its

appeal to youth, not content with its appeal

to manhood, not content with its appeal to

the Christian impulse, brings to the com

pletion of its work the power of associated

action, animated by that impulse, inspired

by the desire to serve the men working with

them while they are young.

Do you wonder that the Mayor of the city

has felt that he must be here to-night to

thank this Association for what it has done

for the young men of the City of New York?

Dr. Cuyler's Characteristic Message

(Dr. Cuylcr, although ill, left his bed and

came to this service.)

I could not remain away and not join with

my fellow young men in the golden jubilee.

This is the semi-centennial of my member

ship. Fifty years ago this very month I

joined the Association over in that splendid

combination of palaces and tenement houses

known as Manhattan, and eight years after

ward I came to Brooklyn and I am glad to

e^ done some honeat work and hope to

continue until I hear the sunset gun. In

these great struggles for righteous govern

ment and civic purity the ultimate ap

peal is to conscience. The great need of

this land to-day 'is a Bible conscience con- -

trolling every one from the highest to the

humblest. To instruct and strengthen the

young man's conscience is one of the great

objects of our Association.

Some women think it is quite enough to

capture one heart, but that philanthropic

princess of young American womanhood, who

gave the magnificent naval building in this

city, is capturing the hearts of the nation.

As the curtain rises on the next fifty years,

I can see them sending down this message:

" Union in Christ for young men out of Christ ;

union with Christ to bring young men to
Christ." • Let that message kindlj all our

souls, and I now entreat you to join hands

with me, all hands and hearts, all parties and

denominations, and let us march into that

opening half century, shouting Alleluiah !

Alleluiah! The Lord Jesus Christ Omnip

otent reigneth and shall yet reign in our be

loved Brooklyn and to Him be all the glory.

The Banquet at the Union League Club

Frederic B. Pratt presided at the banquet

of the directors and trustees at the Union

League Club on Monday night. He said,

"The past fifty years of service have been

rendered successful partly by the enthusiasm,

partly by the personality, of the men who

have stood behind it and supported it. The

success has been mainly due to the ideas for

which the Association stands, which has

broadened its conceptions as well as its

territory and includes in its membership the

professional man, the artisan, the military man,

the railroad man and men in all walks of life."

D. Willis James, one of the three veteran

founders who were present, spoke with all the

fire and force of a young man, recalling the

services of the noble men who have worked

with the Association.

Hon. Henry B. F. Macfarland said, "The

story of fifty years of progress in the Brook

lyn Association is wonderful, but it is typical

of Association work everywhere. No man

can tell what is to be in the half century

upon which we are entering. It is beyond

any man's imagination to say what is in store

for the Association ; but it can be taken as

assured that this movement, which has the

approval of the railroad presidents and the

financial and industrial forces of our country,

as well as the college presidents, cannot but

go forward. If this country is to remain

faithful to its highest ideals for the centuries

to come, it will only be through the power of

Jesus Christ, for whom this Association

stands before the whole world."



PRESENT BUILDINGS OF THE BROOKLYN ASSOCIATIONS.

Several of these buildings will soon give way to structure* coatinn from J75.000 to (300,000. The central building

even is not adequate for the work.
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PROPOSED

BUILDING FOR

BEDFORD

BRANCH,

BROOKLYN.

This picture, from the"

architect's sketch, repre

sents one ol the three

large buildings which

are soon to be erected for

Brooklyn's Branches.

Smaller buildings are

demanded for the .Army

Branches, and a fine

house is assured for the

Railroad Department.

Remarks by Lyman Abbott

The church labors under the difficulty of

its division into a great variety of sects or

denominations. We have all lamented this

and have come together to see how we could

solve it, to see if we could not agree on a

shorter creed, on a common litany, on a

common basis of organization. Exit so long

as we are considering these questions, so long

as we are moving in the direction of inten

sifying or solidifying our divisions, so long as

we say what belief suits my idiosyncrasy,

what worship suits my temperament, just so

long will we continue to be separated. It is

not in discussing how we shall agree in our

belief and worship, it is in deciding what we

can do for others that we will reach our de

sired goal.

Here are thousands of young men. and the

church is open one day in the week and the

liquor saloons are open seven. Here are

young men living in boarding houses and hall

bedrooms and we cannot bring them to our

homes. What can we do for them? The

moment we began to think how to save

somebody else we got together. We did not

forget our creeds. But with these differences

of thought and temperament and inclination

we combined in a common effort for a common

result in the saving of the young men of

Brooklyn. I believe that the Young Men's

Christian Associations of England and America

have done more for the unity of the Christian

Church than all other organizations put to

gether. I believe profoundly in the Chris

tian Church. It is its business to keep the

fires of love, fidelity, devotion and zeal

kindled, and- to send men with hearts

aflame, not so much to bring men to

church as to bring Christ to men.

Now it seems to me that the work of the

Young Men's Christian Association indicates

the direction in which God would have us

move. When it was formed fifty years ago

it was nothing compared with what it is to

day. In Yale College, in 1796 or 1797, there

were six or seven professing Christians and

two Thomas Paine societies. This first Sun

day in November I was at Yale College and

the entire floor of Dwight Hall was filled with

those who were joining in Christian commu

nion. Why this change? I do not say that

the Young Men's Christian Association in

Yale College has done it all. but I do say that

it has done in Yale what no one or two

churches or combination of churches have

done.

When I was a pastor in Terre Haute, Ind..

I endeavored, but with little success, to get

the railroad men interested in the church

work. I rode on the engine with them, but

I could do littte. But now at a multitude

of railroad centers the Young Men's Chris

tian Association has done what the church

could not do, because the ecclesiastical

machinery was not adapted for doing that

work.

Address of Hon. St. Clair McKelway

Aid to the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation is more than a duty. It is a pleasure.

It is an investment. It draws interest. That

interest reduces taxes, increases prosperity,

lessens the expense of government and aug

ments the standard of rule. In short, aid to

the Young Men's Christian Association is a

contribution to citizenship. It enables that

body to attract the young. It gives to the

young instruction, which is good; entertain

ment, which is not ill, and encouragement to

form and to foster cleanly, stimulating and

uplifting associations, which is best of all.

The uplift of ideals and the conservation of

refining fellowships both tend to bring about
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the kingdom of God in the world. This I

would say to men of large means: "Give

liberally to the work of the Young Men's

Christian Association; give unquestioningly

and give unconditionally." I would say to

those less materially prosperous: "Give what

you can," and to those of leisure and of con

secration I would say, "Give more than

money; give yourselves." That is what the

men in charge of these Associations arc

giving. They are giving themselves

I do not—or would not—dodge the fact

that these Associations were founded by the

Evangelicals, as they are called. They were.

And the founders of Associations have two

rights which every one should respect. One

is the right to control what they have founded

and established. The other is the right to

grow. Both rights have been respected in

the Brooklyn Association. No line against

benefits is there drawn. Their membership,

their libraries, their classes, their gymna

siums are open to all cleanly, orderly and

right-minded folk. A Protestant is not more

welcome than a Roman Catholic; nor is

either more welcome than a Liberal, whether

Unitarian, a Universalist or a Jew. The

unity of humanity is recognized. The kinship

of want is acknowledged. The cousinship ot

all noble aspirations is realized. The prig-

gishness of sectarianism is appreciated. The

unity of essential truth and the function of

such truth to make us free indeed, arc ad

mitted.

The Annual International Dinner

The annual dinner of the International

Committee of the Young Men's Christian

Association was held at the Waldorf-Astoria

on November igth. Nearly three hun

dred guests attended, including contributors

and others deeply interested in Association

work. Some were new friends. Many came

from a distance. It was a company repre

sentative of the Association field. They were

from all parts of the country. As hereto

fore the expense of the dinner was defrayed

by the guests. The special guests of the even

ing were Rear-Admiral Frederick Rodgers,

U. S. N.; Rear-Admiral Albert S. Barker.

U. S. N. ; Major-General H. C. Corbin, U. S. A. ;

Colonel Albert L. Mills, U. S. A., superintend

ent at West Point; President Geo. W. Stev

ens, of the C. & O. Railroad; Mr. Wm. A.

Patton, of the Pennsylvania Railroad. Many

ladies, including members of the Women's

Auxiliary of the International Committee oc

cupied the galleries. Instead of having a

large number of secretaries speak, four men

presented the Association work—Messrs.

Mott, Hicks, Millar, and Smith. These talks

were all given in less than one hour. They

were straightaway, graphic descriptions of

the International work. There was no at

tempt at after-dinner story or triviality,

and rarely was an audience held so closely,

or a subject better presented. Alfred E.

Marling, vice-chairman of the Committee,

presided. Admiral Rodgers responded for

the Navy and General Corbin for the Army,

and Mr. W. A. Patton for the railroads.

Admiral Rodgers, speaking of the work as it

had come under his observation at the differ

ent ports and naval stations, paid a tribute

to the sane management and efficiency of the

Association's work among the sailors. Mr.

Patton acknowledged the debt that the

Pennsylvania Railroad was under to the Inter

national Committee, stating that without its

help and guidance it would have been im

possible to have developed and maintained

the railroad Association work along the lines

of that system.

Remarks of General Corbin

The really distinguished citizen is the one

that does something—the one that creates

and builds up. And so with the societies;

those that bear fruitful results appeal to us

most. Measured by this standard none have

been more successful than the Young Men's

Christian Association. Your aims are so

simple and so direct that none of the teach

ings of our Saviour arc lost or confused by

forms that only the learned comprehend, and

about which even they contend. Your

method of seeking the good in men is the

surest way of eliminating the evil.

This thought occurs—in time of peace and

healthfulness continue your work on your

present lines, but in the event of war or

pestilence you should be the "general staff."

so to speak, to co-ordinate, assemble and

direct a proper distribution of food, medicine,

etc., in districts where needed. In the event

of war this society so organized would be an

instrument of the greatest good.

As an officer of the Army I wish to acknowl

edge the good work you have done for the

Service, and in the name of our men I thank

you most heartily. As I have already said,

there is much influence for good in the manner

of our lives. I can recall no better illustra

tion than to mention the example set us

and all the world by her manifold deeds of

usefulness of that generous, brave, thought

ful gentlewoman of your own city and Asso

ciation. It is hardly necessary for me to

say that 1 have in mind the name of Helen

Miller Gould. The work of such women con

tributes much to the honor of the Republic and

the happiness and contentment of our people.



From the Editor's View-Point

Thomas S. McPheeters, for twenty-five years

chairman of the State

Thomas S. Committee of Missouri, is a

McPheeters' young man. He always

Silver Jubilee w"l be young, buoyantly,

nobly, resourcefully and

sympathetically young. It may be ques

tioned whether there is a man in the brother

hood, occupying the high business position

which he fills successfully who maintains such

friendly relations with young men. They caU

him their friend. He is equally at home in

the club, the. church, the business office, the

Bible class, the State committee meeting,

the councils of the boys' committee or as

umpire in boys' sports, or in telling a good

story to a group of friends. He is a leader

in the Presbytery, a lay preacher and cham

pion of the doctrines of his church, interest

ing his audiences in a discussion on doctrinal

points or in preaching the Gospel in a jail

service. He gets to the point with direct

ness, and turns a point with keen wit and

does up an opponent artistically and fully.

He is a fighter, but he fights fair. He is

sometimes stubbornly persistent and aggra-

vatingly insistent. To the faithfulness of

' this man the State Committee of Missouri

and the Associations in the Central West

owe much more than can be told. He was

president of the St. Louis Association many

years and has been a member of the Inter

national Committee for ten years, and always

has an opinion that is worth respecting.

At the Missouri State convention last week,

• Mr. McPheeters was given a testimonial that

warmed his heart and gave his years of

volunteer and self-denying service for young

men a recognition that would make any

man thank God for the privilege of living.

The close of the second triennial Inter

national Convention of

Theological Theological Student Asso-

Seminary ciations, held at Rochester,

Associations N- Y-- November 19-22.

suggests several interesting

lines of thought. First we are reminded that

the flexible character of the Association bond

renders it of peculiar value, in that it can

reach satisfactorily not only sailors and sol

diers, not only clerks and mechanics, but is

also of service to theological students. At

the Rochester convention there were 375

delegates representing fifty-two theological

institutions, preparing candidates for the

ministry of twenty-seven different denomi

nations. At the convention three years ago

there were 107 delegates, representing eight

een denominations. One naturally ques

tions the necessity of a Young Men's Christian

Association among theological students. This

is the sixth year of the work of this depart

ment; and the way men made the sugges

tions out of the experience of these years, in

the methods by which the Association helps

them in developing their own spiritual lives

and in evangelistic work, shows how this

movement is being used. Such themes as

"The Morning Watch," "Bible Study for

Personal Growth," "Mission Study Class for

Home and Foreign Missions," "The Need

of Men for the Ministry and the Respon

sibility of the Delegates to Secure Them."

"The Study of the World's Need," were lead

ing themes. There were twenty-one speak

ers, the pick of the country. It is a remark

able thing that men of so many different

denominations, each with his specific denom

inational tendencies, can come together on

a common ground and sink their differences

in a common purpose. It augurs much for

the future for the Kingdom of God in the

world.

Not many years ago Omaha became dis

couraged in its attempt to

A Change hold a large Su"day-after-

_ *; noon service. Able speak-
in Two Years ers from Qut Of town werc

almost impossible to se

cure. Now the service is held in O;ie of the

nearby churches and packs it to the ceiling.

It is impossible to secure a theatre for Sun

day afternoons, as they arc all in use Sundays

in the West. Portland, Oregon, two years

ago felt almost discouraged as to its service,

but now it has from 600 to i ,700 men out each

Sunday afternoon. Baltimore, Md., finds it

impossible to secure a theatre large enough

to accommodate the men who will attend,

while two years ago the meeting did not aver

age 100 men. At Hartford, Corrn., two years

ago they were unable to -secure a working

force for their theatre services. Now these .

are attended by 800 men. A personal

workers' league of twenty is organized from

the best men in the town; a male chorus

of eighteen selected voices from the mem

bership, and a higli-class orchestra, are or

ganized. At least seventy-five men arc

actually engaged in making each service a

success, not to speak of the larger number

who are distributing invitations and advanc

ing the attendance. Trenton, N. J., has a

committee of two hundred men to distribute

invitations throughout the factories. The

insistent purpose back of every service is to

lead men to a higher Christian character and

service. Measured by the "decisions," the

service is a success; but there is a measure of

success that is being recognized. It is in
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the manhood of men and the tone of their

lives. The change in the sentiment in shops,

offices and factories and the community is

notable. One of the great potters of Trenton

says that his employees talk for the entire

week of the Sunday address and its mes

sage, instead of "grouching" about things.

One man remarked that it was "as good as a

college education to attend these services

Sunday after Sunday," for he received the

best thoughts of the best men of the country,

and was inspired with their ideas and mo

tives. One man who had attended these serv

ices for eight years steadily week by week

only recently became a professed Christian.

He was a long time in deciding, but he repre

sents thousands of men who under the con

stant influence and the spell of that service

got their ideas, ideals, and character from

the men who spoke from the Association

platform.

"Put up an adequate building and we will

Housing the helP vou to organize an

Young Men's

Christian

Association

Association." That is the

reply given by the majority

of State secretaries to-day

when a city asks for help

to establish an Association. Young Men's

Christian Associations do not have to grow

these days; they are called into existence.

Theory may be all against this thing, but

practice is with it. An Association without

an adequate building is handicapped from the

start. With proper facilities for the work

the Association's success is assured in ninety-

nine cases out of one hundred, if good man

agement is had. In every city men are to

be found who have been actively connected

with Associations in other cities or in college,

who will make up an intelligent directorate.

Many railroad Associations starting de novo,

with buildings erected to accommodate 800

members or so, have enrolled the full com

plement of men in a year and have been as

effective as old-established organizations in

their work. The idea of the value of an

Association and the character and benefits of

its work are now so well recognized that it is

possible to raise money for Association

buildings before an organization is made.

This has been done at Akron and Marietta,

Ohio, and at several points in West Virginia

as well as elsewhere. The Young Men's

Christian Association is no longer on trial

for its life. Mayor Low and Hon. St. Clair

McKelway have recently said that no man

could find a better investment for the bet

terment of his fellow-men than to erect an

Association building. The number of build

ings added year by year shows the thor

ough appreciation of their needs and

uses. The Association building, as it has

been evolved, is fairly well shown in this

number, although twice the space should be

given to the subject to treat it thoroughly.

A great sense of satisfaction may be felt

by any men who have had

Brooklyn's a part in startinS an
BrooKiyn s organization that will per-

Pilty Years petuate their work after

they have been forgotten.

It was certainly a joy to the men who were

present at the celebration of the half century

of the Brooklyn Association last month.

Among them were D. Willis James and Dr.

Lyman Abbott—men who are yet in full

vigor and strength, who, with a host of

Brooklyn's most notable citizens, have had

a hand in that Association in their youth and

have felt the inspiration of association in a

noble enterprise at a time when sentiment

is strongest and eager purposes shape life

plans. That Association's struggles were

painful as were others, but its position now,

though not without anxiety and stress, is

among the greatest Christian organizations

in the world. It has twelve branches,

mostly well housed, and still is eager to take

larger responsibilities. It has asked in its

jubilee year for $800,000 and already re

ceived $425,000. There was one man present

who took no leading place on the program

or demanded recognition, and yet he was the

most highly honored. To him—Edwin F.

See, general secretary for seventeen years—

a fitting tribute was paid by Dr. Clark, who

said, "There is one personality so modest, so

self-effaced, that he has hidden himself.

When the Lord God made the general secre

tary to this Association, he made him a man

of vision and named him See. See saw and

looked into the future, and beheld what we

see to-day. We owe him a great debt of

love and gratitude."

People have an absorbing interest in all

things human. The man

The Work who knows men and can

or the tell about their life as a

Man sympathetic leader and

student, will always have

an eager audience and gain any amount of

co-operation for his plans. But what do

people care about organization, figures, com

mittees and p-oblems? It is an outrage to

bore an audience with such talk, when it has

assembled to hear about life and men. This

is inexcusable for an Association man whose

life is spent right by the side of men who are

all the time in the thick of a struggle against

sin. It is almost criminal for him to become

so engrossed with the machine that he forgets

the man. What do we care about an Asso

ciation or a State Committee or International
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Committee or anything else, but that it may

be a factor in the great work of ministering

to the man? Our interest is in his redemp

tion; our zest is for Bible study, that it may

bring an interpretation of God to his soul;

for education, that it may broaden and train

him for better living; for physical life, that

he may have the glory of complete strength;

and for social life, that it may cheer, comfort

and cultivate the man. Our leaders must

maintain an enthusiasm for wholesome life

and deal with every question of the organi

zation only as it affects the life of a man.

J*

It is a wrong to a young man to allow him

to feel that he can turn to the Association

employment department to find work, when

he, by his intemperate habits and shirking of

duty, has lost a place.

J*

A new feature in Warren, Pa., is a board

ing house Bible class. The leader, who is

the general secretary, dines with the men at

6. 1 5, and after dinner adjourns with them to

the parlor and conducts the class.

Jt

This sign was on a secretary's desk once—•

we hope only once, and cannot but believe

it was a joke. "Don't talk to the secretary.

He is busy." As if any secretary could mag

nify any other duty above that of meeting

and conversing with men.

JH

It seems impossible that any company

could so misunderstand the spirit of the

general secretary as to offer him a five-dollar

commission on every member he induced to

join a certain World's Fair club. There will

be all sorts of bids made by schemers for

the Association's business at St. Louis.

J*

Association men will learn with much

interest that Dr. John H. Elliott, formerly

secretary of the Association in Minneapolis,

has decided to re-enter evangelistic work.

He is always welcomed as a strong Sunday-

afternoon speaker.

J*

Two important positions arc being filled,

which have been seeking men for a long time.

One is that of international county secretary,

to which J. R. Boardman is called; a second

is that of secretary for an Association at

Havana, Cuba, to which Joseph Edward

Hubbard gives himself. The third field,

which with great urgency is demanding a

$200,000 building and a man, is the city of

Manila, P. I. For this field we have a re

sponsibility which has been too long ignored.

J*

The memorial services to William V.

Sheriff, of Pittsburgh, as conducted by Robert

A. Orr, were so impressive as the life motives

of that man were reviewed, that at the close

seventeen men announced their determina

tion to be Christians and to attempt to live

such a life as he lived. There were two

things which stood out in his Christian life

and experience—his love for God's word and

his confidence in God.

J*

What student of the Bible or what Chris

tian man has not longed to see the Holy

Land, and to visit those cities and scenes

where the Bible story is laid? Of late years

some very fine parties have been made up,

chartering the best steamers afloat for such

a trip. Another party is to sail in February,

made up largely of Sunday-school people,

and led by a group of clergymen, who will

help to make the scenes as real as possible.

The ASSOCIATION MEN management has

departed from its usual rule, and is co

operating in booking for that cruise. A full

announcement is made of the cruise in the

advertising pages.

Jt

There is heartiness and encouragement

in such expressions as these which come

from secretaries. One from the West writes,

' ' I shall do all I can to get our men to sub

scribe for ASSOCIATION MEX. We are more

than repaid for any trouble taken to get

men to read it." Another writes in renewing

his subscription, "I would as soon go with

out my breakfast as to be without the paper. ' '

Judge Beaver wrote, enclosing an order for

this number, "I wish to use it among our

business men who have not yet subscribed

to our building fund. I see there is to be a

special building number, and I hope it may

be as admirable in its way as the November

one in its specialty." January will be the

annual review number, and is considered the

most valuable of the year.

Jf

We asked the Associations recently if they

would give their patronage, as far as consist

ent with economy and local trade relations,

to the advertisers in ASSOCIATION MEN. The

replies were remarkably hearty, and the

patronage we are assured is being given.

As this paper is the medium of the Associa

tions of North America, and in no small

measure of the world, each Association is

vitally interested. It is being regarded as

"our paper." The right to criticise and

suggest, as well as to help and to demand

help of it, is recognized. It may be well

questioned if there is any paper that has as

loyal and interested a constituency. May

we work together mutually helping to make

the paper a success in afl its interests, as it

attempts in turn to secure the success of the

Associations.
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The threadbare argument that club men

fully pay their own expenses and ask no help

of the public, finds a suggestion of a reply in

the words of Chancellor Depew, who said,

"Six hundred men pay for the sixty members

who use the club."

Jt

Seven billions of cigars were consumed in

this country last year, and millions and mill

ions of cigarettes. On the advertising of one

brand of cigars $1,000,000 was spent. That is

a lot of money to go up in smoke, and a lot of

time, nerve, and blood burned as well.

*

Of 500 inmates of the Indiana Reformatory

it was found that over half were without

father or mother; 57 per cent, had not at

tended Sunday school, only one had belonged

to a Young Men's Christian Association, 81

per cent, had no trade, 50 per cent, were un

employed when crime was committed; 74

per cent, smoked cigarettes, and 62 per cent,

drank. Only 14 per cent, of those allowed

out on parole had been returned ; 80 per cent,

were working out a new life.

*•

There is nothing yet prepared- equal to

Daily Bible. It is the most adequate and con

venient thing yet issued in this line. It may be

had of the World's Morning Watch, Clifton

Springs, N. Y., for forty cents per year.

Jt

Hardly an Association but has had some dif

ficulty with thieving in the locker rooms, and

more often it is found that the thief is from a

good family. One such fellow was caught by

the members, ignominiously spanked, and then

pushed out in disgrace. In one of the Brook

lyn branches the thief was caught and prompt

ly marched down to the station house by the

secretary. He was the son of one of the re

spected citizens of the city.

*

The words of Dr. Hillis to his congregation

may well be pondered over by members of the

Association, who would delegate all of the

Association work to the secretary. He said:

"I hold that I, as pastor of Plymouth Church,

have as good a right to violate all the com

mandments of the decalogue as any man in

my congregation. I have no more obligation

to preach the Gospel than he has. I claim

that the pew is as responsible as the pulpit."

Jt

At the conference of British secretaries,

it was found that out of fifty-nine men no less

than thirteen had been converted through

the Association. The average age is thirty-

four, and the average service eight and one-

quarter years. Eleven were at the confer

ence for the first time. .

There will be little difficulty in New York

City in finding out, from the police, the where

abouts of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion, as over forty members of the Young

Men's Institute are wearing uniforms and have

been trained in its gymnasium and Civil Serv

ice classes. The East Side Branch has a num

ber of men in training for the force.

Jt

"The greatest evil of the day on the part of

students," writes the president of a Univer

sity Association, "is the tendency to give

little or no serious thought to the religious

life. It is up to the Association to force the

issue clearly and tactfully to their mind."

Those who once bemoaned the outspoken

infidelity and confessed atheism of young

men, now lament their absolute indifference

to the religious life.

J*

It would be just as well to cut out the

reference to "Worthy Young Men," "Nominal

Rates," "Free Privileges," "Men Only," "Any

body Admitted Without Respect to Age, Race,

or Color," etc. Nobody is coming to a thing

where he feels he is put on the basis of a "free

soup" crowd when he stops to think what it

means to patronize an institution advertised in

that way. Men do not care to be worked for any

more than they care to be worked, or to have

it so announced in public. This thing suggest:

patronage, dependency, charity, and a general

attribution of weakness or poverty on the part

of those who patronize such an institution.

Jt

A man once having been thoroughly in the

swing of Association work rarely loses his in

terest in it. Here is a paragraph from an ex-

secretary's letter which tells how a copy of this

paper was received by. him: "Some one has

sent me your last issue and I have been deeply

interested in it, so much so that the night it

came, after perusing its pages what I thought

was an hour or two, I looked at my clock and

remarked to myself, 'It must have stopped after

dinner,' but looking at my watch I found it near

i a. m. Dull reading does not wtork that way."

Jt

It will take a certain Western Association

years to live down the name it got when its

secretary attempted to do a real estate specu

lative business and conduct an Association at

the same time. It would be laughable if it were

not pitiful to recount the financial follies that

have carried some Association men off their

feet, and with them the money of a group of

good men who trusted them. Too frequently

the shrewd agent seeks to advertise in a relig

ious paper or gain the use of the name of a

trusted man to exploit his scheme. Get-rich

schemes are to be let alone. They do not well

become a religious worker.



The Railroad Department

The institute of the railroad Associations of

Kentucky, conducted by the State secreta

ries, with Messrs. H. O. Williams and C. J.

Hicks, unanimously adopted the fivefold pol

icy for religious work, and advanced plans

for educational work.

The Public Service Corporation of New

Jersey, controlling all the street railway lines

of the northern part of the State, are getting

the proposed Association movement under

way. Mr. Winslow has made studies at six-

THE TWO HARBORS, MINN., BUILDIXT..

teen points, and at two places, Paterson and

Montclair, the general manager has authorized

the securing of estimates for the equipping of

rooms and the starting of street railway de

partments immediately.

Richmond, Va., has nearly 350 men pledged

for membership in its new street railway

department. Mr. McKee has given much of

his time for the past month to the canvass,

and has thoroughly worked out plans for a

club-house.

Nearly 600 of the New York, New Haven

& Hartford employees sent in a petition for

an Association at the South Terminal, Boston.

Assistant General Superintendent Martin is

leading in the matter. Temporary quarters

will probably be prepared directly.

Jim Burwick has been conducting meet

ings at McKec's Rocks, Pa., with Al Clark,

a freight conductor, who is a good singer.

From McKee's Rocks he went to Lima, Ohio,

and then to Columbus. He expects to spend

the winter in evangelistic work for railroad

men.

Superintendent Robbins, in speaking to the

men at the Buffalo committee banquet, said,

"Railroads are judged by the character of

the men they have in their employ. When

trains are run eighty to ninety miles an hour,

men must be ready to act on the instant.

A clear brain is needed a!1 the time and must

not be dulled by drink and dissipation. The

Association is the best and safest guarantee the

railroad can have of the efficiency of its men."

At a meeting of the Richmond Railroad

Club 830 was presented to the railroad

branch.

Camden is giving a series of receptions to

the railroad men's brotherhoods, and another

series of stag parties is on for the men in

different departments. Every man in town

who has any ability for entertaining is drawn

into service in these meetings.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Department,

Philadelphia, has exceeded 2,500 in its mem

bership and increased the membership fee to

$5, doubled its class fees and received three

times as much as last year in fees. As the

basket-ball games developed professionalism

1 and monopolized the floor, the game has

been dropped. On November 8 over 100 men

who took part in the athletic events of last

year, closed the season with a grand dinner.

The department will have a three days'

bazaar for the boys to raise funds for a per

manent camp equipment.

At the opening services of the Proctor,

Minn., Association building the rooms were

literally packed from two o'clock in the after

noon until nine o'clock at night. More than

500 people went up on the special train from

Duluth and Two Harbors. Eighteen men.

PROCTOR KNOTT RAILROAD ASSOCIATION BLDO.

the majority of them employees, representing

the different departments of railway service,

took part in the program, then the president,

vice-president and general superintendent of

the road, representatives from Duluth and

Two Harbors Associations, the State and

International Committees. The building is

splendidly equipped and furnished, and work

has begun in earnest.

The dedication of the New Two Harbors

building with its 84.200 addition will be held

soon.

Pitcairn, Pa., observed its twentieth an

niversary November 15. Addresses were

made by Robert A. Orr and Robert Pitcairn.
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Over 2,000 people were present. Mr. Pit-

cairn said in closing, "Many years ago we

tried the establishment of reading-rooms and

bath-houses for railroad men, but the project

failed because it did not have the Christian

sentiment back of it. Since we started

twenty years ago adopting the Christian idea

embodied in the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation, our work has been crowned with the

greatest success."

Scranton's bulletin says in reference to the

crowded condition of the new dormitories,

"We must build another story in the spring,

but that's another story."

Railroad secretaries are guessing, and

some are protesting that it is not their Asso

ciation which was meant when a railroader

said, after sleeping in the Association dormi

tory at Columbus, "I don't have to stand on a

chair to put my pants on so as to keep them

from collecting the dirt off the floor as at "

James G. Congdon, secretary at Camdcn,

N. J., has been presented with a full jewelled

gold Waltham watch. Men of different de

partments have been adding handsome

pieces of furniture to the rooms. A gentle

man offered to give $20 to a committee if

they would secure ten new members from

his department before the close of the office.

The offer was met within two hours. Over

$800 has been spent in renovating and repairs.

Burwick's Letter to Railroad Men

Last summer I gave you a Bible reading

on how any man and every man might enter

into the Lord's fold and know that he was in,

with a part of my experience of entering.

I want to tell you how to be a prosperous

Christian, or rather, I want to show you what

God says about this. When we have Him

and His word for our authority, we need

have no fear of what any man or the devil

may say.

All you who have just come into the king

dom, and who are "babes," see His word to

babes. The starting-point in the Christian

life (I. Peter 2:2). Notice the next verse if

the Lord has been "found gracious"-—and

to all who have been born again, he has surely

been found so. "Laying apart," etc. (first

part), James i: 21, and "receive with meek

ness the word of God," with prayer (Psalm

119: 18; Acts 17: n; John 5: 3Q, first and

last clause only). In fellowship with God's

best people (Malachi 3: 16, first clause; He

brews 10: 25) "In the church"—and. by the

wav. read Luke 24: 32; and last, but not

least, see Romans 12: 9, 10; I. Peter 5: 5—7;

Phil. 4: 8. And may God ever save and

keep you. "Always yours in Him who loved

me. and gave himself for me."

J. M. BURWICK.

The Physical Department

Letters were sent out widely asking advice

about accepting the invitation of the St. Louis

World's Fair Committee to participate in the

gymnastic and athletic feats at the World's

Fair, in a series of events lasting one week.

Of over 200 letters received, nearly all favored

the project. A basket-ball tournament will

be held this same week.

Hartford has spent $4,000 in improving its

physical department equipment this year,

adding 400 new steel lockers, putting in an

artesian well to supply pure water for the

swimming pool, and making over the bowling

alleys. The result has been a doubling of the

attendance. An assistant physical director

is employed.

The Springfield Training School football

eleven played Brown University November

1 8. The score stood 6 to 6, the school

making a touchdown in the first half. The

enrollment at the school is ninety-three this

year, being the highest in its history. It has

more than doubled in the last five years.

A running track and special locker room

for business men are among recent additions

to the Association's equipment at Orange.

N. J. The erection of the running track was

made possible by contributions fr m 145

members.

Two hundred leader corps members of the

New York and Brooklyn Associations held

their annual meeting and dinner at the Har

lem Branch, November 20. Wm. Fellowes

Morgan, president of the New York Associa

tion, presiding; Dr. Meylan and George T.

Hepbron made addresses.

Fourteen hundred men were registered by

the Athletic League during the past twelve

months.

Sewicklcy, Pa., with a population of 3,500,

has 350 senior and 127 junior members, a

total of 447. Itb out-door work is one of the

largest in its history. Seventy different

seniors played baseball in the Twilight

League, and there were six junior baseball

teams in the Junior League. Four regularly

organized senior foot-ball teams, and four

junior teams. In all about one-half of its

membership use the athletic field. The base

ball season was closed with a banquet, when

the leaders were given medals marked with

their names and averages.

Three men in the McKeesport, Pa., Asso

ciation gymnasium are looking forward to

entering Christian work. They arc good

leaders, good gymnasts, good church mem

bers, and interested in every part of the Asso

ciation work.
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AN ASSOCIATION

BUILDING IN

THE

PHILIPPINES

'/'/,/* building is tfie

headquarters for Asso

ciation work in Olonga-

po, and it used by lite

enlisted men both of the

Army and the Navy.

The Army and the Navy Department

The new naval station at Olongapo, in the

Philippines, has, on the invitation of the

authorities and enlisted men, been occupied

by the Association and a building erected

after the native style of architecture. While

in style and finish it would not be accepta

ble as a substitute for the beautiful building

in Brooklyn or at Norfolk or Newport, it

meets the needs of the far East station and

is already the center of social and religioxis

life for the marines at the station as well as

the sailors whose ships from time to time

touch at Olongapo for supplies and repairs.

The dedication of the new building of the

Fort Monroe Association will occur Decem

ber gth. The Association will then move

from its present quarters in a casemate into

the most complete building ever occupied by

an Army Department. Its beauty, con

venience, and size will place it in the position

among Army Association buildings so long

occupied by old Twenty-third street among

city Associations.

The Fort Moultrie Department of the

Charleston, S. C., Association has been given

new quarters by the commanding officer and

is now engaged in remodeling the building

preparatory to the prosecution of an aggres

sive work among the soldiers stationed at

this historic post, which has been garrisoned

continuously since the Revolutionary War.

Mr. William Schirmer, a prominent merchant

of Charleston, is the active chairman of the.

Committee of Management, composed of ci

vilians and soldiers.

For the first time since the beginning of

Association work in the Army the -ecretaries

employed in the eastern section of the United

States met in conference on November 4

and 5. The Committee of Management of

the Brooklyn Naval'branch opened its build

ing for the gathering and the men stayed

together for the two days discussing the

problems peculiar to their work and setting

standards toward the attainment of which

their efforts are to be directed during the

coming winter.

The Bachelor's Club of the Army Depart

ment at Governor's Island gave a three-act

comedy entitled "The Bachelor's Inno

cence," on Hallowe'en eve. The rooms

were crowded by the men and the officers and

THE SOLDIERS' DORMITORY.

their wives. The play was written and di

rected by Clarence P. Crane, of the hospital

corps. It was catchy, clean and clever. The

cast was made up by men of the club, and

not a word or a situation could be criti ised.

This suggests the amount of talent there is

in army posts. This play made such a hit

in the post that another ilay is in prepa

ration.
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Running Notes for Book Readers

The author of "The Wonderful Wizard of

Qz" has given us another book, which will

be just as much enjoyed by older people as

by children, entitled, "The Life and Adven

tures of Santa Claus." (Bobbs-Merrill Co.

$1.25.)—F. Hopkinson Smith's "The Under

Dog" makes a man clinch his fist, grit his

teeth, and wish he could do something to

help the man who is down and to whom the

law works an injustice. The sketches are

short and strong and of common life.—In

"Colonel Carter's Christmas" Mr. Smith con

tinues his clever sketches of the Colonel,

bringing in his old friends again. (Houghton,

Mifflin & Co. $1.25.)—The author of "A

Commuter's Wife" has written another story,

"The People of the Whirlpool," a story of

New York life, together with the attractive

ness of a suburban residence. (Scribner's

Sons. $1.50.)—"The Blazed Trail," by

Stephen Edward White, is undoubtedly the

best thing written of the woods and the life

of the woods and the lumber men, with zest

and interest enough to satisfy the man who

wants a bit of a story as well. (McClure,

Phillips & Co. $1.50.)—"Lovey Mary" has

been out for a long time, but the man who has

not read it ought to. It keeps "Mrs. Wiggs

of the Cabbage Patch" alive. (Century Co.

$1.00.)—"The Lightning Conductor," by

Williamson, is a well-written, interesting

sketch of an extended automobile trip

through Europe. (Henry Holt & Co. $1.50.)—

Thomas Nelson Page's" "Gordon Keith," a

story of Virginia in the war time, is consid

ered by many to be Mr. Page's best book.

(Scribner's Sons. $1.50.)—The story of a

girl who was obliged to make her own way

under difficulties is told in "Rebecca of

Sunnybrook Farm," by Kate Douglas Wiggin.

(Houghton, Mifflin & Co. $1.50.)—"Homes

and Their Decorations," by Lillie H. French

(Dodd. Mead & Co. $3.50), is a technical,

valuable study of the homa and how to

beautify it, and should have a place in every

Association library.—Householders will ap

preciate another book, "The Care of the

House," by T. M. Clark, full of suggestions

of value to landlord and tenant.—A book

every railroad man, and boy as well, should

read is "On the Mountain Division," a story

of a boy who ran away and had a hard time

of it, worked his way up on a railroad, and

made a man of himself. (Eaton & Mains,

$1.00.)—We have in a study of Henry Ward

Beecher by Lyman Abbott a story of the life

of this man of remarkable heart, head, and

brce, told by a personal friend. He seeks

to interpret the life of this spiritual and

ntellectual genius. (Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

$1.75.)—Jack London writes with the direct-

», vigor and insight into animal life of

Kipling in "The Call of the Wild." It is

full of incidents descriptive of life in the

Klondike regions.

Railroad men will value these recent books,

"American Railways," by Edwin A. Platt

(Macmillan Co. $1.25), a treatise on the

development of railroads.—"Friction and

Lubrication," by William M. Davis (Lubrica

tion Publishing Co., Pittsburg. $2.00), a

hand-book for engineers and firemen.—

"Mechanical Engineer's Pocket-book," by G.

Kinnear Clarke. (D. Van Nostrand & Co.

$3.00.) Invaluable for mechanical engi

neers.—"American Railway Transportation,"

by Emory R. Johnson. (D. Appleton & Co.

$1.50.) Essential to every railroad man.—

"Notes on Track," by W. M. Camp (W. M.

Camp, Chicago. $3.00), an exhaustive treat

ment on track construction.—"The How and

Why of Electricity," by Charles G. Child.

(Electrical Review. $1.00.) The up-to-date

facts about electricity.

The International Committee's Publications

"Studies .'or P-rsonal Workers," Dr. John

ston's new course, is being very widely used.

A second edition has been issued, the one

published in April having been exhausted.

An edition of the Association Vest-Pocket

Testament has been secured on India paper,

with gold stamping. This makes a helpful

and at the same time dainty present for

Association members. The price of the

India paper edition is 50 cents.

The various courses of study in the Life

of Christ, issued by the Committee, afford

wide opportunity of selection for use in adult

Sunday-school classes in 1904. Association

secretaries who are interested in church

Bible schools will find teachers who will ap

preciate having these courses brought to

their attention.

Dr. Trumbull's new book, " How to Deal

With Doubts and Doubters," was issued

November 15. Association secretaries, pas

tors, and other leaders in Christian work will

welcome it for use with persons who are often

troubled about practical questions relating

to their Christian faith. The author has re

ceived many letters of thanks from troubled

believers for the help he has given them. It

is an admirable gift-book. (i6mo, 140

pages. 65 cents, postpaid; 60 cents, net.)

The Boys' Bible Course—" Men of the

Bible"— is now ready in printed form. The

students' sheets consist of 53 pages text and

24 maps, one for each lesson, and are designed

to be pasted in a note book by each boy in

the class, to be supplemented by such illus

trations as the boys themselves may find

in papers and magazines. The teachers'
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edition contains full instructions for map

molding, with illustrations of half-tone maps.

Student lesson sheets, 15 cents per set;

teachers' edition, 25 cents, paper; 40 cents,

cloth.

Very attractive enamel badges have just

been made from an entirely new die. They

may be had in pin or screwback form, and at

the usual price, 75 cents.

The Committee's new ribbon badges should

be in demand for New Year and other special

entertainments and anniversaries. An illus

trated circular will be sent on application.

It would be impossible to find a more ap

propriate picture for the walls of the reception

room or parlors than "Breaking the Home

Ties." This can now be secured in a smaller

size than formerly, the new print being 15x20

inches and the mount 26x36 inches. This

can be obtained from the Committee's office

for $6 prepaid.

The publications of the Committee are be

ing used increasingly in other countries. The

General Committee of China is recommending

many of the Bible courses, and these, with

devotional books, are being ordered for use

in Association and missionary classes. Fre

quent orders are also received from Japan,

India and South America. A large shipment

has just been made to Australia also, in re

sponse to an order from the Student Union.

Educational Notes

Boston has the largest educational work

in its history—the automobile department

proving a strong addition to its %vork, and

also meeting a real need. A class for nautical

instruction has just been added.

Detroit is ahead of last year. In addition

they have organized a very successful day

work. Already this latter development is

paying its way, besides largely strengthening

the character and standing of the Association

as a whole. A class in English for Hungarians

has twelve men enrolled.

Minneapolis has twenty per cent, increase

over a year ago. Even then thirty-eight

per cent, of all the membership was found in

the educational classes. Eight new courses

have been added, including a course for auto

mobile chauffeurs, and the equipment is taxed

to the limit.

Pennsylvania Railroad branch, at Philadel

phia, doubled tuition fees and thereby in

creased the enrollment thirty per cent.

Brooklyn central started October i with

twenty per cent, more men in class work than

a year ago. Tuition fees had been increased

from ten to fifty per cent, in a number of sub

jects.

A large number of Associations are increas

ing their work in educational clubs, practical

talks, and educational lectures. Judging from

the questions received, a larger number of

men are following the standard reading

courses in patriotism and citizenship than

ever.

Never have the Railroad Associations

manifested such interest in pushing educa

tional work as this year. The use of their

libraries on the whole is double that of the

average city Association. They conduct

twenty per cent, more lectures and practical

science talks, and are developing the clubs

and class work this season as never before.

The new Railroad Educational Prospectus has

been of real service in this development.

General Association News

News for these pages must reach New York by December I4th in order to receive place in the January Number

BOSTON HAS BEEN PLACING A PULL PAGE

insert, printed on tinted paper, in the theatre

programmes of the city, announcing the

Association's privileges, Sunday services, etc.

This is placed between first and second parts

of the programmes in six of the prominent

theatres on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday.

MOBILE, ALA., HAS UNDERTAKEN TO ADD

one hundred new members in order to pro

vide for improving its running track, adding

eight .new showers, lining the pool with

Georgia marble, tiling the floor, adding one

hundred new lockers, and making general

improvements.

THE WINNIPEG ASSOCIATION PLANS TO

install an electric plant and dig an artesian

well to reduce the heavy expenses for light

and water. There is a canvass now being

made to remove the debt of $20,000. Fifty

men occupy the 32 dormitories; 100 more

rooms could be rented.

THERE WILL BE A BOYS' CONFERENCE AT

Lake Geneva next summer, similar to the

one held at Lake George, probably the latter

part of July.

AT MELROSE. MASS., A D-VVEI. LING-HOUSE

in the rear of the Association building has

been devoted to the boys' work. Last year

seventy-live per cent, of the membership

were in Bible classes at the close of the sea

son.

NEW ORLEANS HAS 250 MEN AND BOYS IN

its evening 'classes, 80 being employed boys.

" WE SHALL BE GLAD TO DO ALL WE CAN TO

push ASSOCIATION MEN. because in doing so

we serve our own interest," writes a secretary.
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THERE WERE 1,200 MEN ATTENDING FRED

Smith's evangelistic meetings at Lynchburg.

The population numbers 13,000 white people.

There were 75 decisions.

MR. J. R. BOARDMAN, THE COUNTY SECRE-

tary for Massachusetts and Rhode Island,

has been called as international county

secretary to head this new department, for

which Mr. Robert Weidensall has been

working for the past ten years, and which he

expects to see thoroughly inaugurated as

one of the rounding-out works of his life.

Mr. Boardman has been connected with Asso

ciation work for twenty years, beginning at

Augusta, Me., and in his college course was

identified with the Association in the Univer

sity of Maine. He was several years in news

paper work, and graduated from Hartford

Theological Seminary.

A WOOD-SAWING CONTEST WAS CARRIED

out, according to agreement, by the Eastern

District Branch, Brooklyn, men, who lost in

the membership contest last month. The

sawing was done in singles, doubles and re

lays, to the satisfaction of the victorious

team.

THE COLORADO SPRINGS ASSOCIATION CELE-

brated its Quarter Centennial on November

1 2th; 1033 members was the record after six

months in the new building.

ON SEPTEMBER 25TH THE FIRST DINNER

given by the State Committee of the Ne

braska Associations was held at Lincoln.

Gov. J. H. Mickey, J. G. Olmstead, chairman

of the State Committee of Iowa, and C. S.

Ward were the principal speakers. About

one hundred men were present. On the same

day, in the forenoon and afternoon, was held

the third annual meeting of the secretaries'

conference. Seventeen of the nineteen offi

cers in the State were present.

ST. Louis CENTRAL NOW HAS 2,225 MEM-

bers, the largest in its history. There are

300 men enrolled in Bible classes. Meetings

are greater and the gymnasium and educa

tional classes also record large increases.

TENNESSEE HAS MADE UP A GROUP PICTURE

of the thirty-eight secretaries contributed

to Association work. This has been published

widely in the daily papers. Among the num

ber are F. S. Brockman, L. A. Coulter and E

S. McFadden.

ORANGE, N. J., CONDUCTS TWELVE BIBLE

classes and is holding a series of special lec

tures for Bible scholars.

EAST SIDE, NEW YORK, is HOLDING \

series of "Rub-ups"—informal social even

ings arranged by sixteen different clubs and

societies of the Association, in which are 150

members. They are the best "mixers"

they have yet found.

BUFFALO'S CAMERA CLUB is LOCATED IN

handsome new quarters and taking in many

new members. It is preparing a series of

lantern slides. Its annual print exhibition

will take place in January and will be a re

markably fine exhibit.

THE NEW WORK AT WARRENTON, VA., is

opening up well. The town has only i ,600

inhabitants, but there are 22 men in Bible

and training classes.

THE MACON ASSOCIATION HAS RECEIVED

from its Women's Auxiliary a handsome

transparency for the corner of the building.

Other improvements costing $400 have been

made by them.

THE COLORED DEPARTMENT AT RICHMOND,

Va., has received by the will of Rev. Mr.

Wells his valuable and extensive library.

Mr. Wells was the pastor of the leading

colored Baptist church in the State.

THE BUFFALO ASSOCIATION, UPON BNTER-

ing its new building, has reached 3,100 in

membership. There are over sixty men on

the pay-roll in the building, and the budget

for the twelve months will foot up fully

$50,000.

SINCE THE OPENING OF THE NEW BUILDING

at Marietta, Ohio, the membership has in

creased to 335, and is expected to reach 600

by January ist. Frank W. Smith, a soldier

evangelist, conducted a series of services for

two weeks, opening his work with a banquet

attended by fifty men of the religious work

committees.

WHEN THE EXPENSES AT LYNN, MASS., iw

1896, were $5,308, the membership was 567;

the activities were limited and but three men

were employed. This year they have 1,050

members, with running expenses of $8,246,

the members paying over half, while in 1896

they paid less than one-third. The boys'

membership has grown from 22 to 265. The

Association has $36,000 pledged for a new

building, the Women's Auxiliary having

pledged $5,000.

THE MIDDLEBORO, MASS., ASSOCIATION HAS

received a gift of a high-grade billiard table

from one of the prominent business men of

the town.

WASHINGTON HAS STARTED A NEW YEAR'S

Club. Each man determines his owrt eligi'

bility and initiates himself by securing $ii

in new membership' fees, when he is entitled

to a dinner ticket tendered the members of

the club at the expiration festivities of the

club, January ist. It is hoped that 2.500

members will have been secured by that time.

WALTER M. WOOD, SUPERINTENDENT op

education of the Chicago Association, haa

been conducting a series of noon talks on edu

cational topics to shop j;icn in the North

western Railroad shops. He finds that the
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men appreciate a straightforward talk on

education and its advantages, without jollying

or nonsense.

THE MEMBERSHIP AT MONROE, LA., HAS

increased to 200, with a Bible class, a training

class, a good men's meeting and entertain

ment course.

THE DERBY, CONN.. ASSOCIATION PLACES

this line on its membership blank, "Do you

wish to subscribe for ASSOCIATION MEN, the

international Y. M. C. A. magazine, price SQC

per year?"

NEW YORK SECRETARIES ARE STUDYING

evangelism and evangelists at their monthly

meetings and carefully reviewing a number

of selected books in this line.

AT THE YOUNG MEN'S INSTITUTE MANY

men became interested in the Christian life

during the Week of Prayer services. Many

of these were Italians.

THE HARLEM BRANCH WEEK OF PRAYER

services brought out great numbers of the

members, who expressed their purpose to

become Christians. Thirty-four of these were

members of educational classes, although

some were church-members in their former

homes who had failed to connect themselves

with churches in New York City.

ORANGE, N. J., CONDUCTS A "HOME HOUR"

after Sunday service and around the open

fire. Such books as Van Dyke's "The Three

Wise Men," and Wagner's "The Simple

Life," »re read.

WEST SIDE, NEW YORK CITY, HAS A CLASS

in practical house furnishing and decorating.

It is the only class of the kind in the country.

Many high-class salesmen attend, and among

the recent visitors and advisers was Hon.

John Wanamaker.

THE TENTS FOR DENVER'S HEALTH FARM

are being rapidly supplied. The intelligent

canvass for money for a tent, conducted by

Mr. Kinnicutt at Cleveland, with the endorse

ment of Mr. Shurtleff, who was for many

years secretary at Denver and familiar with

the situation, is doing much to assure the

Association mind of the reasonableness and

sanity of the undertaking.

CHICAGO CENTRAL is PLANNING TO TAKE

on more space for its work, utilizing office

space which is now producing a large in

come. The growth to 5,678 members, mak

ing it the largest Association in the world,

naturally demands more space.

CAMBRIDGE is GIVING NEARLY TWICE THE

space to the boys that it did before, including

a separate locker room exclusively for their

use.

IN REVIEWING THIRTY-SIX YEARS OF WORK

at St. John, N. B..Dr. Morrison said: "Among

the many reform institutions of our land and

of the world which aim at lifting men up

into the strength and dignity of sober,

intelligent and industrious Christian man

hood, the Young Men's Christian Association

holds the foremost place."

AT THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE PITTSBURGH,

Pa., Association, Dr. J. M. Thoburn, Jr., said:

"The Association represents the knighthood

of the church. In no empty sepulcher do they

seek to rescue the holy sepulcher, but would

carry the more abundant life of Jesus Christ

into the empty hearts and lives of men. The

Association is not a new church, but the

ministering servant of all. It is Christianity

in earnest, the moral rendezvous for all

classes." During the year 789 new members

were admitted, making a total for the Cen

tral Association of 2,824, and including all

the branches of 4,812. The 572 religious

meetings had an attendance of 15,474.

ATLANTA, GA., HAS A BUSINESS BOYS' CLUB,

as a new educational feature, enrolling about

fifty boys who work in stores and offices.

Prof. White, assistant county school com

missioner, is the instructor of the educational

classes. The boys have two nights a week

in the gymnasium, from six to seven-thirty.

A COMPLETE CHEMICAL LABORATORY HAS

been installed at Youngstown, Ohio. A

chemist at the Ohio steel plant is the in

structor.

TOLEDO'S SECOND SEASON OP THEATRE

meetings is promising to be more positive and

resultful than was the first. The largest and

finest theatre in the city is being used and

the average attendance of 550 men is made

up of the employees of the shops, factories

and other ordinarily unworked parishes.

Twenty thousand tickets are distributed

each week in these and other places where

men congregate, and various means are used

for advertising the meetings, including post

ers, banners for street-car fenders, newspaper

"want" ads, and other taking advertise

ments. The results are being conserved

by two means: (i) A social Bible study

hour is provided for at the Association, two

blocks away from the theatre, immediately

after the large meeting, to which all who

are interested are invited and where they

can be further dealt with. A lunch is pro

vided free of charge for all who attend

this meeting. (2) Each man who shows

any interest is put in touch with the pastor

of some church located in the vicinity of his

home just as soon as possible. Already the

influence of the meetings is telling favorably

upon the community. The board of direc

tors has authorized the expenditure of

$ 1,000, if necessary.
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LOWELL, MASS., is PUSHING ITS SUNDAY

afternoon men's meeting, at which the at

tendance has averaged 276. Among the

speakers have been: Evangelist Inglis, S. M.

Sayford, Dr. C. H. Mead and S. H. Hadlcy.

The star course of entertainments opened

with 869 course tickets sold.

PORTLAND, ORE., is CONDUCTING TWENTY-

seven Bible classes (not counting shop

classes), with a total enrollment of 334.

Conversions every night at Week of Prayer

services. Thirteen men and 46 boys took a

stand for the Christian life. A restaurant

did not prove a success, but the Association

employs a trained cook for his entire time

to provide group lunches and dinners. Ten

of these are held each week. Over 150 stay

to the fellowship lunch Sunday afternoon.

The Portland Association has the best-

equipped carpenter and plumbing shop in

the city, with large classes in these subjects,

and 500 students have already registered in

the educational classes this season.

LEARN

Bookkeeping
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SUCCEED IN DUSINESS?
Would you possess the capacity that directs and controls large business on terprlaea ? A knowledge of accoui. ts

Increases your opportunities a hundred fold. Our method excels all others. You can learn quickly »t your

own homo without loss of time or money. Wo guarantee It. No trouble to master bookkeeping when a

bookkeeper teaches it. The author of our works is an expert accountant; he has kept and audited books for

the largest corporations in the world.

A GRFAT ROOK FRFF " "mv to Succeed In Business" Is the title of an extensive treatise on
/i unit! DUUI\ ini-i.. bookkeeping and bmlnes*. Ittellsof the best pysU-m of accounts in the

world. It explains how you can make more money and better your pos tlon In life. It Is Just the book for

beginners. It is Invaluable to bookkeepers and accountants. To advertise our system and other books, w«

propose to (five away 6,000 coplesof this book absolutely free. This offer is poaltlre'y genuine and without

any condition whatever. Simply w»nd your name and address and receive the book without cosfe, A postal
card will brin" it. Address, COMMERCIAL- CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, 186 M School*

Building, Rochester, N. Y.

Preserve Your

...Paper...
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essential points are found In

ANDREWS'

ASSEMBLY CHAIRS

The Ideal seating for T. M. C. A. auditoriums.

Made with Iron or wood frame§, stationary or

Coriable. The Andrews line of Chairs In the

ireest and most complete In the world. Send

for Cfttalofroea of Seating for Halls, Churcln-«

and Sunday School Rooms Address

r.

THE A. H. ANDREWS CO.

174-176 WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL.

Worm

A.HAndtet»« Co.

Hk-ase mention ASSOCIATION MEN when answering advertisement*
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W. T. PERKINS, THE RETIRING SECRETARY

at Columbus, Ohio, was presented with a

handsome gold watch, and Mrs. Perkins with

a purse of $25, by the Association.

ALTHOUGH GRAND RAPIDS HAS DOUBLED

the price of tuition, and in one case trebled

it, the enrollment in evening classes is as

large as last year. The Sunday meetings

have been better attended. The junior

membership is nearly 250.

THE READING-MATTER FROM THE ASSOCIA-

tion reading-rooms, when distributed in

shops or factories should bear a stamp ad

vertising the Association's reading-room priv

ileges.

THE MINNESOTA STATE COMMITTEE HAS

eight men employed this fall, and for the

third year has paid all its bills monthly with

out owing a dollar. Among the speakers at

the State convention February 4th, at

Rochester. Minn., will be Dr. Bosworth,

Franklin W. Ganse, I. E. Brown. C. C. Mich-

ener, E. T. Colton, and E. L. Hamilton.

DR. L. W. MuNHALL CONDUCTED A WEEK'S

meetings at central department in Baltimore

during the Week of Prayer. He spoke at

the Opera House on both Sundays (8th and

1 5th) to audiences of 1,800 and 2,000 men.

At the closing service over 100 men decided

to lead the Christian life. The correspondent

says: "Dr. Munhall's services were entirely

without sensation or excitement, but his

messages were forcible, effective, and Scrip

tural. He is one of the strongest speakers to

men we have, and one of the most popular."

FRANCIS A. STROUGH GAVE HIS SERIES OF

addresses, illustrated, during the Week of

Prayer. This is the second year Mr. Strough

has been with the Cincinnati Association.

A number of young men came out for Christ.

AMONG THE THIRTY-SEVEN MEN ROOMING

in the Second avenue branch building, New

York City, are eleven nationalities and a

great diversity of occupations and professions

represented. Among the latter there are a

commercial traveler, book agents, post-

office clerk, photographer, bank clerk, real

estate agent, Board of Health inspector,

school-teacher, chemist, silk, groceries, dry

goods and gents' clothing salesmen, candy

maker, electrician, printers, brush-maker,

Association secretary, packer, shipping clerks,

professor of music, jobber, clergyman, archi

tects, manager of milk depot and clerks re

presenting various kinds of business not men

tioned above.

WATERLOO, IA., HAS CONDUCTED AN Asso

ciation boarding club on the same principles

as a college club for dormitory lodgers. It

has sixteen members. A complete equipment

has been purchased, which becomes the prop

erty of the Association if the club is dis

continued. The report of the Association

occupies two full pages of the Courier and is

illustrated by large half-tones. This is a far

better way to reach the public than publish

ing an annual report in pamphlet form.

THERE is SUCCESS SUGGESTED IN THESE TWO

incidents which the Richmond Association

publishes: When asking a man to renew his

membership, the objection was made, "You

have too many men up there now," and it is

partly true. Another member 'phoned down

the night of a reception to ask if there was

"anybody there." He was probably plan

ning to come down "to count one." He was

told that there were over 500 men in the

building. Then he came down to enjoy it.

THE ASSOCIATION FOR LUMBERMEN AT

Brookhaven, Miss., which is backed by the

Pearl River Lumber Company, has placed

the secretary on the pay-roll of the company

with the department heads and office force.

One hundred members are pledged and many

more are expected when the building is opened

in December. Associations will please send

their literature there.

THE MEMBERSHIP AT FALL RlVER IS NEARLY

1,000, having rapidly increased since the

opening of the new 1: uilding.

W. M. DANNER, GENERAL SECRETARY AT

Denver, who has also been acting as State

secretary, has resigned the latter position.

He will now give himself exclusively to the

Denver work. He is succeeded by J. S.

Bilheimer, who has been associate State

secretary with Mr. Danner for six months.

CHARLES G. READE. WHO FOR MANY YEARS

was a secretary at Dayton, Ohio, and is now

the rector of an Episcopal church, is still one

of its active members. He is a director of

the Association, chairman of the entertain

ment committee, a member of the educational

committee, speaks briefly at a shop Bible

class, and has a Bible class of sixty young

men.

BUFFALO is MAKING A SPECIAL FEATURE

of its library study-room, furnishing it with

reference books, Bible study helps, etc., and

has also added several sets of the Scran ton

Correspondence School courses in mechanical

and electrical work, etc.

THE INTERCOLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT IN

New York City is undertaking to secure the

addresses of all recent college graduates who

have come to the city. These are visited by

the committee and representatives of some-

church .

THE BOWERY BRANCH, NEW YORK CITY,

in one week entertained thirty-eight college

men, most of whom were in straitened

circumstances. Employment is found for a

large number each week.
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SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES

Ackley, S. A., to Jackson, Mich.
Berry, B. S., to Haskell Inst., Kan.
Betts, W. W., to Nevada, Mo., It. It.
Bishop, J. II., Arkansas City, Kan., res.
Blanchard, T. H., to I)e Soto, Mo., R. R.
Burton, C. H., to Grafton, W. Va.
Conant, Francis Ober, to Pearl Haven, Miss.
Cram, B. A., to Cameron, Mo.
Evans, F. W., to Elizabeth City, N. 0.
Evans, J. W., Indianapolis, Ind. (Colored),

res.
ICdwards, W. A., to CottesviUe, Pa.
(.jay. E. G.. to Ouiaoy Maw.
(Jill, A. P.. Streator. fL., res.
Green, C. A., to Abington. alas*.
Haycock, F. K., to Bangor Pa.
Harkcr, 11. S., Hoisington, Kan., re>.
Hoffsommer, W. E., to Monaco, Pa.
Huid, A. C, Philrnont, N. Y., re*.
Irwin, Thomas, to Memphis Hospital,
Jesson, E. H., to Norwich, N. V.
Jordan, T. It., to Gloversvillc. N. Y.
Kime, W. P., to Pine Bluff, Ark.
Leezer, J. W., to Hallstead, Pa., R. R.
McGill, T. L., Senna, Ala., res.
Mitchell, H. J., to Chicago, 111.. G. T. R, It
Mitchell, H. L.. to Monteeano, Wash.
Moore, D. W., Brook Held, Mo., res.
Morgain, U. G., West Chester, Pa., res.
Perkins, W. T., Columbus, Ohio, res.
Richer, I. N., to Watsonville, Cal.
Rush, C. Wr., Watertown, N. Y. R. R., res.

Sauceman, C. H., Cameron, Mo., res.
Sawyer, H. L., to Green Bay, Wis.
Shepard, C. S., to Oregon Agricultural College, Oreg<
Steele, R. C, to Smithville, Texas, R. R.
Stephens, D. C, to Clinton, Mass.
atoll, E. A., t o Johnstown, N. Y.
Turner. W. W., to Asheville, N. C.
Thomas. T. S., to Watertown, N. Y.
Vreeland, F. B., North Hudson, N. J., res.
Westerman, G. P., to Calumet, Mien.
Wikel, H. H.. Ridgewood, N. J., res.
Williamson, H. M., to lTniv. of Tennessee.

Winton, G. B., to Watertown. N. Y.
Woodcock, J. R., to State Colleee. Pa.
Younts, C. P., to Brookhaven, Miss.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES

Ackerman, E. C, to Leadville, Colo.
Bortle, I). B.. Wesi Albany, R. R., res.
Buffin, A. It., to Peo.ia, 111., R. R.
Bishop, G. H., Redlands, Cal . res.
Carlson, W. 0., Elgin, 111., res.
De Kruif, G. E., to Weymouth, Mass.
Eames, D. B., to West Side, Chicago.
Flewellyn, H. C. to Buffalo. R. R.
Garrett, A. It., to Coffeyville, Kan., R. It.
Gilbert, R. C., to Kalamazoo, Mich.
Goodell, J. A., to I)uluth, Minn.
Grimm, A. F., to St. Louis Central, Mo.
Hart, V. C.. Jr., to Nashville, Tenn.
Hamilton, H. 11. to Charlottetown, P. E. I.
Horsfall, W. T., to Kaukauna, Wis., R. R.
Irwin, G. W., to Springfield, Mass.
Kimbrough, R. L., to Buffalo Central, N. Y.
Kramer, W. L., to Easton, Pa.
Lake, C. B., to Russell, Kv.
Lewis, L. T., to Aurora, 111.
Macurda, A. A., San Francisco, Cal., res.
Masteller, W. C, to Mobile, Ala.
McGarry, F. I... to Haverhill. Ma,--.
McMorran, W. G., to Elgin, 111.
Miller. A. H., to Portland, Me.
Nelson, C. F., to Cambridge, Mass.
Nichols, H. W., to Utica, N. Y.
Parsons, G. C, to Pueblo. Colo., res.
Piatt, F. G., Pittsfield, Mass., res.

Richardson, A. B., to Texark,ana, Ark., It. 11.
Seamans, C. H., to Oakland, Ca!.
Shirley, H. A., Boise, Idaho, res.
Smith', H. N., to PoHland, Me.. R. R.
Smith, H. 8., Portland. Me., res.
Souders. A. W., Philadelphia tVnfTal, res.
S .ang, H. M. F... Liberty Br.. Pittsburg. Pa., re-

Sl evens, E. It., to Philadelphia Central, Pa.
Stuart, H. R.. to Springfield, III.
Stumnner, B. M., to Oil Citv. Pa.
Smedley, R. C, to Peoria,, 111.
Tidrirk, R. W., to Seattle. Wash.
Timbie, C. T„ to Pittsfield, Mas-.

TREADWELL ASSOCIATION BASEBALL TEAM.

Triest. J. H., Haileton, Pa., res.
i. Ward, A. L , to Indianapolis, Ind.

Wert, W. C.. Po Mobile. Ala.
Whittaker, E. S., to Winnipeg. Manitoba.
Wilson, A. J., to Orange, N. J.
Woodcock, H. A., to Seattle, Wash.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS

Bassett, S. 8., to Houston, Texas.
Boone, J. K-, to Temple, Texas.
Bradstreet, H. J., t" Buffalo, N. Y. (Gennati Br.)
Brookuer, F. C, Dixon, 111., res.
Burkhardt, F. W., Buffalo. N. Y. (German Br ), res.
Collett. A. S., to Pueblo, Colo.
Flemming, G. R., to Cleveland, Ohio, Central (Asst.)
(ireenwo(Kl. J. H., to North Abington. Mass.
Jenkins, Stanley' F., to Seranton, Pa. (Asst.).
Noe, J. H., to Owensboro. Ky.
Ockert. E. H.. to Cumberland, Mil.
Reynolds, W. A., to Detroit, Mich. (Asst.).

Roberts, E. H., to St. Louis, Mo.. Central (Asst.).
Sandberg, H. S., to Bristol, Tenn.
Schroeder, E. G., Marshalltown, Iowa, R. R., res.
Scott, A. J., to St Louis. Mo.. South Br.

Searfoss, R. A., to Pittston, Pa.
Stearns, T. H., to Cambridge, Mass. (Asst.).
VoflhaU, C. E., to Cleveland. Ohio, Central (BovsV
Weeks, W. R., to Bar Harbor, Me.
Wilkinson, J. G., to Rahway, N. J.
Wright, F. J.. Tacoma, W:ash. (Asst.), res.
Yerbury, O- G., to Monmouth, 111.

STATE SECRETARIES

Parks, W. S., K:ntuckv Str.te Committee, res.

COUNTY SECRETARIES
Roardman, J. R., to International Committe:*.
Payne, E., to Ford County, 111.
Plea-tants, J. E., vO Franklin County, N. C.

Smith- Roy, Ford County, III., res.

STATE CONVENTIONS
Colorado, Pueblo, Dec. 3-6.
Oregon and Idaho, Forest Grove, Oregon, Dec. 4-G.

Kansas, Newton, Jan. 28-31.
California. Fresno, Feb. 4-7.
Nebraska, Lincoln, Feb. 4-7.

Minnesota, Rochester, Feb. 4 7.
Arkansas Favetteville, Feb. 5-7.
New Jersey. Trenton, Feb. 11 14.
New York", Ttica, Feb. 11-14.
Michigan, Saginaw, Feb. 13-16.
Kentucky, Bowling Green, Feb. 18 21.
North and South Carolina, Spartanburg, S. C, Feb.

20 23.
Ohio, Feb. 25-28.
Maryland, Delaware, West Virginia and District of

Columbia, Cumberland. Md., March 3-6,
Yiririnia, Richmond, March 3r6.
Wisconsin, Oshkosh, March 10-13.
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AN OUTLOOK AND AN ESTIMATE

BY HAMILTON W. MABIE, LL.D.

The survey of the work of the Young

Men's Christian Associations for 1903, which

appears in the following pages, is a striking

refutation of those more or less vague state

ments frequently made that religious work

HAMILTON W. MABIE

of all kinds is declining and that religion has

lost its hold on men. There are, in any gen

eration, very few men competent by reason

of intimate and first-hand knowledge of the

conditions of two different periods to meas

ure accurately the relative important or lack

of importance of religion in those periods.

Many things must be taken into considera

tion in comparing one decade with another

or one century with another. When it comes

to the question of fundamental interest in

religion the attendance in churches in any

particular city on any particular Sunday, the

number of Bibles distributed, the interest or

lack of interest in devotional meetings, tells

very little; they arc simply factors in a

larger problem. Religion, like everything else

that needs expression, changes the form of its

expression from age to age. During the

mediaeval period it found utterance largely

in devotion, and built cathedrals as an ex

pression of its adoration of the Almighty and

of its reverence for His power. Those cath

edrals embodied the profound devotional

feeling of an age in which devotion was much

the largest part of religion. To compare the

religious interest of such an age, with the

religious interest of our own age without

taking into account the fact that religion has

very largely changed the form of its expres

sion from devotion to action, from the pas

sionate desire of the individual to save his

own soul to the passionate desire of the indi

vidual to save all society, is entirely mislead

ing. Something has been lost in the change

of emphasis from devotion to work, but much

has been gained; and many of those who are

well informed are of opinion that there is

more religion in the world to-day than ever

before in its history. In the Middle Ages

religion was a roaring fire on an open hearth

which warmed the few which stood in front

of it; to-day it is the concentrated heat

diffused throughout the entire house and

warming all parts of it. It is less picturesque,

but it is more widely diffused.

The record of the Young Men's Christian

Associations is a striking evidence, not only

of the change which has taken place in the

conception of the religious life and in the

methods of religious expression, but also in

the power of religion. In this period of in

creasing material pursuits and almost in

calculable opportunities of securing large

material rewards to attract and influence

young men, the impression has gone abroad

that young men of vigor and force do no'
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turn to religion either for comfort or for

inspiration, and that the Church has lost

its influence over them. That there are

many young men of the best sort who do not

go to church and who have no visible habits

of a religious nature is painfully apparent;

but it is doubtful if in any previous period

any organization resembling in character the

Students' Associations could have created

seven hundred centers of influence and at

tached to itself forty-five thousand members.

If this statement is set in contrast with the

religious condition of the New England col

leges in the early part of the last century

which is sometimes spoken of by people to-day

as the "good times" of our religious fore

fathers, the contrast could hardly be more

striking. That was essentially an irreligious

period. Anti-Christian books were in the

hands of students everywhere, anti-religious

societies were formed and the anti-Christian

position was enthusiastically taken in debates

and discussions. Within the last five years

the Association has drawn together—on a spot

forever memorable in the religious history

of the world, the field of the haystack in

Williamstown—representatives and leaders of

every Christian student movement of the

world .

Whatever may have been the defects,

cither in quality or in management, of the

Association in the past, it has become a

model of high and effective organization, and

a potent influence in directing capable and

manly young men. It is an expression of

the religious life which fits the temper and

the need of the day, and it is therefore fun

damentally the right expression of that life.

It is a religion of action, contrasted sometimes

too sharply with the religion of meditation,

but pre-eminently, in spite of its occasional

over-emphasis on action, the religion which

the modern world needs, and which can do

the most for the redemption of the modern

world.

The nature of religion and its fundamental

principles do not change from age to age,

but the language in which these things find

expression must change, and the methods

by which they are wrought out into practical

effect change with the language and with the

men. The Association work is perhaps the

best expression which has been reached by

modern methods of bringing good influences

to bear on young men. It stands for that

broad conception of life into which the young

man of to-day is born. It honors the body

in its place and for its work as much as it

honors the spirit, and it recognizes the needs

of the body in their place and for their work

quite as imperative and important as the

needs of the spirit. It demands the health

of the body as well as the health of the spirit,

sanity in out-of-door life as well as integrity

in social and business life. The gymnasium

and the out-of-door sports are a part of, not

apart from, its fundamental religious work.

It makes the young man at home in the world

by recognizing the fact that he has a right to

live a vigorous physical life, and that the

demands of his physique for exercise and

play are quite as important in their time and

place as the demands of his spirit for exercise

and work. Athletics are often overdone in

our colleges, but they have contributed im

mensely to purer morality and better order,

because instead of ignoring they have recog

nized the tremendous physical power latent

in youth and the need for its legitimate ex

pression. There would have been far less

morbid religion in the world, far less distrust

of religious ideals and misapplication of re

ligious devotion, if men had understood that

the beginning of religion is sane obedience to

the laws of health for the body as well as for

the spirit.

The work of the Association in the gym

nasium and the field has greatly fostered the

idea, which has always been latent in its

organization, that manliness and religion

ought to be identical. They have often been

separated; the religious ideal has been so dis

torted that men have associated it with a

maimed and deformed manhood rather than

with a free and vigorous one, and young men

have been repelled, and still are repelled, from

some of our churches by what they conceive

to be a lack of manliness in the teaching of

religion. The influence of the Association is

to make manliness the natural form of the

religious life, and to plant deep in a young

man's consciousness the idea that if he is to

be a religious man, he must be first and fore

most a manly man.

For many years past the Association has

opened the door of education to yourfg men

who have lacked regular school opportunities

or who have been compelled at an early age

to substitute the factory, the shop, or the

office for the school; so that Association

buildings have become schools for the teach

ing of almost every branch of knowledge,

and the Association has recognized its full

responsibility, not only to develop the body

and the spirit, but to develop the mind as

well. Its influence is fundamentally educa

tional. It surrounds young men with an at

mosphere which makes them dissatisfied with

their attainments and stimulates them to a

larger familiarity with the best things which

men have thought, said and done in the world.

This, too, is part of the all-around religion ;

for the chief end of man is to glorify God by

making the most of himself in order that hi1

may do the most for others, and to make our

selves strong in mind is quite as imperative
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"a. duty as to make 'ourselves strong in spirit.

Those who feel, as intelligent men must feel,

that a great deal is yet to be done before

religious influences are brought to bear upon

all classes, and the methods of religious edu

cation adapted to the needs of all sorts and

conditions of people, will find encouragement

and inspiration in the breadth of the work

of the Association. It reaches all classes of

young men ; the clerks in the stores, the men

who work with their hands, operatives in the

mill towns, the men who perform the difficult

and exacting duties of railroad employees,

those who work in mines, the men who are

enlisted in the army and the navy, students

in colleges, youths in State reformatories,

Indians and negroes.

One cannot read the story of the achieve

ments of the last year in extending the work

of the Association so as to touch an ever-

increasing number of different groups of men

in different occupations and localities with

out feeling that there is something prophetic

in its work. Without heralding the fact or

arrogating to itself the preaching of the gos

pel of the unity of all Christian men, it is

quietly, persistently and effectively carrying

on the work of unity in a spirit of unity.

It is an influence already penetrating all

churches, Roman Catholic as well as Protes

tant; and whenever it goes it makes men

aware of the identity of their needs, the simi

larity of the spiritual constitution of man,

the unity of the interests of religious men,

and their harmony touching the fundamental

things on which alone the religious life can

be based. The work of the Association has

become an illustration of practical Christian

unity. When one faces the problems of

modern life, the perils of modern society, the

divisions of Christians, the overlapping of

church work, the purely secondary character

of a great many things to which different

churches attach high importance, it is im

possible not to recognize in the hold which

this great organization has obtained on the

young men of the world, one of the most en

couraging signs of the times as well as one of

the most substantial achievements of the

time. In order to give direction to the life

of the next generation it is necessary to pene

trate and influence the lives of the young

men of this generation. This is precisely

what the Association is doing. It is appeal

ing to the manhood of manly men, it is setting

before them wholesome and catholic ideas of

religion, it is accustoming them to act together

with their fellow Christians without thought

of sectarian divisions, and it is organizing an

army which has the power, the enthusiasm

and the ideality of youth to sustain and in

spire it.

The Young Men's Christian Association

A Survey and Review, Jan. 1, J904

Although the Association added millions

of dollars' worth of property, buildings and

equipment, and the membership increased by

tens of thousands of men and boys last year,

the organization does not consider these

measures of increase the most significant. The

increase of its employed force by 100 secre

taries and physical, educational and religious

work directors, and the strengthening of its

volunteer membership by thousands of men

who add to the organization their force

and ability; the stronger grasp of the Asso

ciations on their fields and their appreciation

of their opportunities, and their rapid adapta

tion to meet the needs of men of all classes,

are among the most promising and encourag

ing facts of which it would take recogni

tion.

The religious work for which the Associa

tion stands has given evidence of this adapta

tion in its character and methods. Nearly

twice as many members of the Association

have been led to enter the Christian life as in

previous years, and in three years the attend

ance at its Bible classes has more than doubled.

The Sunday afternoon services have been

made "the brightest hour of the week" for

voung men, as well as of positive religious

influence. The larger Associations have re

cently employed 25 religious work directors,

24 Associations spend $50,000 directly for

religious work, and the entire number spend

over $100,000. Thirty each have more than

200 students in Bible classes, and in one

(Cleveland, Ohio) nearly 2,000 men a week

are in these classes.

Perhaps the most notable achievement of

the Association has been to open for itself

a path to working men. This has been

found through the noon and midnight shop

Bible classes. Often in these classes 75 per

cent, are non-Christian men, and a dozen

nationalities are represented. Over 125 such

classes are being conducted. At one shop,

employing 157 men, 120 attended the noon

meeting. At manufacturing and mining

points expensively equipped buildings are

furnished by the companies. At one (Proc
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tor, Vt.) the announcement of the opening of

the building (which cost $30,000) was printed

in four different languages. At Douglas,

Alaska, where a $10,000 building was erected

by the company, 1,200 men pay a dollar a

month membership, and joined irrespective

or creed or nationality. At a mining camp

in Mexico the company has provided a.

$10,000 building and a $2,000 library. The

new cotton mills in the South are looking to

the Association to organize their operatives,

as has been done recently in two lumber

towns, one at Stamps, Ark., and the other

at Pearl River, Miss. The field is opening

up for the industrial classes to do a memora

ble service for their own number by the organ

ization of Associations.

The railroad Associations built 33 new

buildings in the past two years, to which rail

road men and citizens contributed nearly one-

half of the cost. These buildings are never

closed, the dormitories and restaurants being

open day and night. In the Southwest some

of these Associations enroll a large percentage

of the male population and have transformed

the character of the towns and changed their

vote on the liquor question. Classes for in

struction in the management of air brakes,

electricity and subjects directly related to the

railroad service have been rapidly added.

The corporations, through their officers, give

annually $250,000 to sustain this work. They

consider this a legitimate charge in connec

tion with the operating expense of the road,

and themselves urge its rapid extension.

The opening of the first street railway

Association men's building occurred this year

at Brooklyn, where a 830,000 clubhouse was

erected by the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Com

pany. This is attracting hundreds of men.

The street railway company at Richmond,

Va., is duplicating the plan, and in northern

New Jersey the street railway companies are

asking the Association to operate at a dozen

points.

As more than two out of three boys between

twelve and seventeen years of age are out of

school and at work, the Association is mak

ing them a distinct objective, forming working

boys' clubs for education and recreation, as

well as religious training. At some points the

entire character of the high school has been

changed by the Association's influence, which

has been gained largely through athletics and

gymnastics. Thirteen buildings were opened

for Boys' Departments in the past two years.

Over 40,000 boys are members. Nearly

6,000 were in 200 summer camps. In the

many new buildings the Boys' Departments

are receiving as good equipment and nearly

equal space as the men. To the help of the

young man. and the shaping of his character

while he is in the first years of young man

hood, the best thought and efforts of the Asso

ciation are being given.

During the past year the men in the Asso

ciation's evening classes, numbering over

31,000, have on the average given twice the

number of hours to study that men in these

classes gave ten years ago. They have paid

over $84,000 in tuition fees, notably for

special supplementary subjects in such

branches as will fit them for the business of

life, in which industrial studies are leading.

Graduates from the law departments of the

Boston and Cincinnati evening schools have

taken high rank and carried off honors in the

State bar examinations. The Association is

studying especially to help the industrial

workers, many of whom have been attempt

ing to study alone, and is giving advantages

and added help of personal instruction in the

Association institutes.

The Consolidated Coal Company at Bux-

ton, Iowa, and a railroad company in Vir

ginia, have recentlv provided buildings for

colored men in their employ. Colored Men's

Departments are being established in North

ern cities and throughout the South, while

the colored colleges have sixty-seven student

Associations. This department is having the

able direction of the two educated colored

specialists of the International Committee.

The Association field of service for colored

men is immense, and it will be largely through

educational work that it will benefit them.

The adaptation of the Association to meet

the needs of young men in the country has

been rapid. The International Committee

has added a county secretary. Trained sec

retaries are being secured to supervise groups of

from five to ten small Associations in counties.

The Association may extend its services to

the young men of the country in 500 counties

in the next five years.

By act of Congress, army posts were opened

to the soldiers' Associations. A building was

erected by Miss Gould at Fort Monroe, and

at scores of points where soldiers are gathered;

the Association has, with its organization,

reading rooms and social rooms, done much

to take the place of the canteen. As Presi

dent Roosevelt remarked: "Where there is a

Young Men's Christian Association at a post,

I have little difficulty with the canteen ques

tion." Its field of service is as extensive as

the army, and General Corbin declares that

it should be ready in the event of a war to

act as the general staff for the distribution

of medicine, food, etc., for the army.

The three Branches at the home navy

yards served 99,834 meals, furnished 62,925

beds, and were visited 261,671 times last

year, while $248,504 was deposited by men

for safe-keeping. On Thanksgiving Day at

the Naval Branch, Brooklyn, 306 men occu
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pied rooms, 244 men slept on the floor, and

493 were turned away from the building

because there was no room for them, and 69

men deposited $2,160 for safe-keeping, while

43 men sent express money orders to the

amount of $690. At the Norfolk Branch 280

men could not be served. Thi; work should

extend to every navy yard in the country.

At several points where no Associations

yet exist funds have been pledged for build

ings costing from $50,000 to $65,000, as at

Akron, Ohio, in cities of West Virginia and

elsewhere. So thoroughly has the Associa

tion idea been demonstrated that State sec

retaries are refusing to organize Associations

where adequate buildings cannot be imme

diately provided by the community.

An Association established in Mexico City

fourteen months ago now has 400 members.

A secretary is soon to sail for Havana, who

is supported by the West Side, New York,

Association. Major E. W. Halford, for years

chairman of the army Association at Manila,

declares that an Association with a $150,000

building will do more for that city to impress

American and Christian ideas on the Philip

pines than any other one thing.

While the Association is directed by evan

gelicals purely and the religious work is more

to the front than ever, this does not hinder

the advance of the organization. The purely

religious (but non-doctrinal and non-secta

rian) features of the Association's work are

most welcome with the industrial, railroad

and all departments. At very many places

fully one-third of the membership are Roman

Catholics, another third of no church at all.

The physical department has increased its

enrollment from 100,000 men to 129,000 men,

and boys in nearly 600 gymnasiums, which

are directed by Christian instructors who con

sider the development of character as im

portant as the development of the body.

The majority of physical directors teach

Bible classes and are trained in the Association

training schools and conferences. Christian

Association leaders are gaining control and

directing athletic sports and physical exer

cise in many cities according to "clean sport"

ideals.

The Association now has thirty-seven sec

retaries in foreign lands and forwards $81,625

to support this work. Many individual Asso

ciations support from one to three secretaries

at different points; six secretaries having been

sent out this last year. The attempt is made

to add large numbers of men as native secre

taries, supported by contributions made on

the field, especially in Japan, China and India.

The 700 student Associations have over

50,000 members, and many universities and

colleges have had religious awakenings which

have taken their rise from the college Asso

ciations. Twenty thousand men have been

in Bible classes and 10,000 in mission study

classes, while an increasing number of men

have been impressed to enter the ministry

and foreign mission work.

The problem of training laymen for Chris

tian service is perhaps the most vital of any

in the Associations. The State conventions

have been more in the nature of training in

stitutes than ever. In the South a scries ot

training institutes has been a significant

factor in its rapid development. Three new

college conferences opened last year, and the

summer conference and vacation resort at

Silver Bay, Lake George, had over 600

registered delegates. Lake Geneva, the

pioneer in this line, provided training for

nearly 1,000 men. Canada has opened a

summer conference for training secretaries,

and Kentucky a conference for the training

of county secretaries. Texas has well launched

an enterprise in line with the summer Bible

institute at Eaglesmere. Pa.

The State and Provincial committees have

raised and expended nearly $30,000 more in

1903 than in any previous year. The field

secretaries of the International committee

are making constant efforts to establish and

build them up. Money has been raised to

employ State secretaries in Vermont and New

Hampshire, and they are opening the way

to effect general organizations in British

Columbia, Manitoba and Maine. Notable

development has been shown in the State

work of Washington. Oregon, California,

Nebraska, West Virginia, Colorado and

California now employ State secretaries for

their entire time.

The British committee is seriously studying

their national work with a view of introducing

great improvements during the coming year.

The Associations have kept their work for

young men up to the usual high standard,

have added some new buildings, and secre

taries and a number of new organizations.

On the ContiiK'nt there has been much

progress in the larger city Associations, nota

bly in Paris, Berlin, Copenhagen, Stockholm.

Rome and St. Petersburg. Some effort has

been made in Spain, Russia, Portugal and

Iceland, and other countries, but much of it

has been in the line of Church Associations

i ather than the interdenominational work of

the Young Men's Christian Associations as it

is invariably conducted in this country. A

students' conference is to be held in Italy, to

which Mr. Mott is now sailing. Several col

lege Associations have been formed in France.

The work of the World's committee has been

faithfully prosecuted with its two able sec

retaries, Messrs. Fermaud and Phildins in

charge. A third general secretary will t>e

added as soon as the right man can be found.



INDUSTRIAL
L- DEPARTMENT

• SEVEN ASSOCIATIONS, WITH 6

BUILDINGS AND 2,600 MEMBERS

(jROM 20 NATIONALITIES. MARK.

THE AUSPICIOUS OPENING OF A

NEW FIELD.



railroad

Department

198 DEPARTMENTS HAVE 62,348

BERS. A GA;N IN FOUR YEARS

lOF 30.310. 30: SECRETARIES ARE

EMPLOYED. RAILROADS COVERING

'75 per cent. OF THE MILEAGE OF

|THE COUNTRY CONTRIBUTE TO

iSSOCIATIONS ON THEIR LINES. THE PARSONS. KANSAS. RAILROAD BUILDING.
COSTING S -tOOO. ONE O'' SlXTCfN SUCH BUILD-
INCS OPENED IN 1903 COSTING. S296.0U)



NAVAL

DEPARTMENT
BRANCHES OPERATED AT THREE

PORTS. FIVE OTHERS ARE NEEDED.

AT THE THREE BRANCHES 264.121

MEN WERE ENTERTAINED. «3,582

BEDS RENTED. $249.504 HELD FOR

SAFE-KEEPING. AND 207 MEN PRO

FESSED CONVERSION.

f p ( - !



ARMY
L DEPARTMENT
363 ARf\Y POSTS REACHED; n TONS OP

WUIPf^ENT SHIPPED TO ALASKA. CHIflA.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. CUBft. PORTO RICO

•nd THE UNITED STATES 56.00O SOLDIERS

ATTENDED RELIGIOUS ("\EETINGS.



(OUNTYWORK
V. DEPARTMENT

WORK IS NOW ORGANIZED IN TIN STATES AND

ONE PROVINCE TOR THE 8,000,000 YOUNG MEN IN

3.000 COUNTIES IN NORTH AMERICA.

HEADQUARTERS AT NEW HARTFORD

ONEIOA CO.. N. Y.. GIVEN RENT rpFE BY

TRUSTEES.

W F ROOtRb VCr.,,i WJ Sl.Gl AR.CoStt. H M PLIMPTON. Oin. J Y.NOYES, Clerk

COUNTY COMMITTEE NORFOLK CO. MASS.

ONE or THE THREE MESSCS O" THE

ONEIDA COU'JTV. N V. ASSOCIATION

BOYS CAMPING IN THE ADIRONOACKS

ONE OF THE BASEBALL TEAMS IN

THE BOYS' DEPARTMENT OF THE

ONEIDA COUNTY. N Y. ASSOCIATION.

ASSOCIATION BUILDING AT NEW,

• YORK MILLS. N. Y. THE FIRST FLOOS OF'

WHICH IS GIVEN. RENT FREE, BY THE

NEW YORK MILLS. CONTAINS READING

ROOM. CAME ROOM. OFFICE, GYMKA-

SIUM. AND BATH ROOM.

HEADQUARTERS BUILDING OF THE

WORK AMONG iO.OOO YOUNG MEN IN

NORFOLK COUNTY. MASS.
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)ERMANENT

ASSOCIATION BUILDINGS COSTING

NEARLY $3.000000 WERE OPENED IN

1903. OVER 83.000,000 IS PLEDGED OR

BEINQ SPENT IN ERECTING OTHER

BUILDINGS. THE ASSOCIATION REAL

PROPERTY NOW EXCEEDS SJO.OOO.OUO

ON •Un.DINO COtTlMO

N MARCH I*OV TMI» VUILDINC

IMC K00MB 'OB TOUNO MIN AMD

WMOLIIOMI CLUK Lira



The Increase in Buildings and Equipment

Buildings Opened in 1903

BUIPALO, N. Y $425,000

SCRAKTON, PA 325,000

NEWARK, N. J 267,500

FALL RIVER, MASS 135,000

AL1ENTOWN, PA 132,000

HARR1SBUKG, PA I06,000

COLORADO SPRINGS, COL 90,000

COLUMBUS, GA 70,000

WASHINGTON, PA 6o,000

MUSCATINE, IOWA 46,000

MARIETTA. OHIO 45,000

OSKALOOSA, IOWA 45,000

JOHNSTOWN, N. Y 40,000

TERRE HAUTE. IND 37,000

FINDLAY. 0 37.000

CATSKILL. N. Y 35,000

ASHEVILLE, N. C 35.000

PROCTOR, VT 30,000

FORT MONROE, VA 30,000

NEW YORK, N. Y. (COLORED) 28,000

CHATTANOOGA, TENN 25,000

OTTUMWA, IOWA. (IMP.) 20,000

BIRMINGHAM, ALA 20,000

INDIANAPOLIS. IND. (IMP.) 20,000

FORT HANCOCK, N. J 20,000

BEVERLY, MASS l8,000

MOLINE, ILL l8,000

BELVIDERE, ILL l8,000

CLEARFIELD. PA 18,000

NORTH ABINGTON, MASS l8,OO0

CONNELLSVILLE, PA 15,000

MONROE, LA 15,000

HOQUIAM, WASH 15,000

TREADWELL, ALASKA 1 1 ,OO0

NORWICH, N. Y IO.OOO

WINW ELD, KAN'S 8,000

PORTLAND, ORE. (BOYS) 7,000

HILBURN, N. Y 7,000

WAKEFIELD, MASS 7,000

READING, MASS 6,000

GREEN BAY, WIS. (GYM.) 5,000

WESTFIELD, MASS. (GYM.) 5,000

CROSSBTT, ARK S.OOO

GRANGEVILLE, IDAHO 4.SOO

BRIDGEPORT, CONN. (BOYS) 3,000

Ra.ilroad Department

Buildings Erected in 1903

MONTREAL, P. Q $40,000

TOPEKA, KANS 35.000

BROOKLYN, N. Y 30,000

BRIGHTWOOD, IND 24,000

PEKV, IND 22,000

WATFORD, O.VT 20,000

ELKHART, IND 1 7. 5°°

, 17,000PECATUR. "-I- • ^ oqo

TV«OVE, PA- ■ I4 000

PARSONS, KANS $13,000

LAFAYETTE, IND 12,500

CHADRON, NEB I 2,000

CHILDRESS, TEXAS 11,000

TWO HARBORS, MINN 10,250

PROCTOR, MINN 10,000

URBANA, ILL 10,000

OSWEGO, N. Y. . . 9,000

BEECHWOOD, ILL 7,000

Railroad Buildings for 1904

Buildings are being erected or assured

at East Toronto, Ont.; New Decatur,

Ala.; McGehee, Ark.; Van Buren, Ark.;

Haleyville, Ind. Terr.; Sapulpa, Ind. Terr.;

Horace, Kan. ; St. Louis, Mo. ; Mechanics-

ville, N. Y.; Helper, Utah; Salt Lake City,

Utah; Huntington, West Va.; Tyrone, Pa.;

Fort Erie, Ont. ; West Springfield, Mass. ;

Deering, Maine ; Durand, Mich.; and Fort

Gratiot, Mich.

Buildings Being Erected

NEW YORK, N. Y. (TWENTY-THIRD

SRBBT BRANCH) $750,000

TOLEDO, 0 185,000

RAVENSWOOD, CHICAGO, ILL 90,000

OAK PARK, ILL 75,000

BEAUMONT, TEXAS 60,000

LITTLE ROCK, ARK 6o,000

AKRON, 0 60,000

CLARKSBURG, W. VA 50,000

COVINGTON, KY 50,000

NEW BRITAIN, CONN. (GYM.) 47,000

LEXINGTON, KY 40,000

PORTSMOUTH, N. H 35,000

SEWICKLEY, PA 30,000

OSWEGO, N. Y 30,000

MANKATO, MINN 28,500

LOCKPORT, N. Y 2 5,000

HUDSON CITY, N. J 21,500

BUXTON, IOWA 20,000

YORK, NEB 20,000

STRATFORD, ONT 20,000

BEATRICE, NEB 19,000

KEWANEE, ILL 10,000

PARIS, ONT 15,000

HOUSTON, TEXAS 14,500

BELLEFONTE, PA 13,266

LORAIN, 0 7,500

Pledged for Buildings

washington, d. c $240,000

south bend. ind 200,000

brooklyn, n. y. (eastern dist.

branch) 180,000

brooklyn, n. y. (bedford

BRANCH) 160,000
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OAKLAND, CAL $115,OOO

SEATTLE, WASH 85,000

HYDE PARK, CHICAUO, ILI 66,000

DECATUR, ILI 63,000

ST. JOHN, N. B 53,000

PARKERSBIRG, W. VA 52,000

BROOKLYN, N. Y., (gREENPOINT

branch) 50,000

clarksburg, w. va 50,000

fairmont, w. va 50,000

mann1ngton, w. va 50,000

amsterdam, n. y 50,000

spartansburg, s. c 50,000

st. paul, minn 43.ooo

chelsea, mass 42,500

lynn, mass 41,000

gloucester, mass 40,000

clinton, iowa 38,000

pittston, pa 35.000

niagara falls, n. v 35,000

northampton, mass 3 1 ,000

ridgway, pa 30,000

lafayette, ind 28,000

pasadena, cal 28,000

marion, ind 27,000

concord. n. h 25,000

atlantic city, n. j 25,000

ossining, n. y 25,000

pensacola, fla 21,ooo

pawtucket, r. 1 20,000

knoxville, tenn 20,000

whatcom, wash 20,000

spokane, wash 20,000

vancouver, b. c 20,000

BUCYRUS, 0 20,000

SACRAMENTO, CAL. . 20,000

BEATRICE, NEB 20,000

FRESNO, CAL 20,000

GRAND FORKS, N. D l8,000

CHESTER, PA I7J0O

LAWRENCE, KANS 17. 5°°

BELLEVUE, 0 17.5°°

I TICA, N. Y. (ADD.) 15,000

BINGHAMTON, N. V. (2D BUILDING) 15,000

CANANDAIGUA. N. Y 1 5 .OOO

ST. CATHERINES, ONT 13.43°

QUINCY, MASS 13,000

BOWLING GREEN, O J2.O0O

AMERICUS, OA I 2 .OOO

.HARSHALLTOWN, IOWA IO.OOO

LAS VEGAS, N. M 10,000

LYNCHBURG, VA 10,000

OWEN SOUND, ONT 10,000

LEBANON, PA 9,000

FREDERICTON, N. B 7,100

STERLING, ILL 7,000

SPRINGHILL, N. S 7,000

STELLARTON, N. S 6,000

FARGO, N. D 5.000

SPRINGFIELD, ILL 3.500

AURORA. ILL 3.255

ROSELAND, ILL 2,700

Pledged for College and University

Buildings

MC GILL UNIV., MONTREAL $80,OOO

BROWN UNIVERSITY 7 5,OOO

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 45,000

IOWA STATE COLLEGE 43,000

OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY 42,000

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 35,000

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY 8,500

OHIO NORTHERN UNIVERSITY 7,000

Notable Gifts

STUDEBAKER BROTHERS, TO SOUTH

BEND, IND $200,000

JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER, TO BROOK

LYN, N. Y 100,000

JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER, TO BROWN

UNIVERSITY 75,000

PEABODY BROTHERS, TO COLUMBUS,

GA 53,000

JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER, TO WASH

INGTON, D. C 50,000

MRS. S. B. ELKINS, BUILDING TO

ELKINS, W. VA 30,000

SENATOR REDFIELD PROCTOR,

BUILDING TO PROCKOR, VT 30,000

MR. AND MRS. FREDERICK M. DU

BOIS, TO CATSKILL, N. Y 25,000

LORD STRATHCONA. TO MC GILL

UNIVERSITY, MONTREAL 25,000

H. C. FAHNESTOCK, TO HARRIS-

BURG, PA 25,000

EDWIN BANCROFT FOOTE, TO NEW

HAVEN, CONN 25,000

S. W. WOODWARD, TO WASHING

TON, D. C 25,000

FREDERICK BURNHOLD, BUILDING

TO GRAFTON, W. VA 25.OOO

EDWIN BANCROFT FOOTE, TO NEW

HAVEN, CONN. (BOYS.) 25,000

MRS. JOSEPHINE M. JUDD, TO NEW

BRITAIN, CONN 20,000

FAMILY OF JOHN EDWARDS, TO

OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY... . 20,000

MRS. FREDERICK BILLINGS, TO

SPRINGFIELD TRAINING SCHOOL. 20,000

H. W. AVERY, TO BELVIDERE, ILL. . 18,000

LEWIS A. CROSSETT, TO NORTH

ABINGTON, MASS iS.OOO

T. S. LIPPY, TO SEATTLE, WASH 15,000

J. H. HAWKINS,TO STEUBENVILLE.O. 15.OOO

A. L. WILLISTON, SITE AND $5,000

TO NORTHAMPTON, MASS 13,000

JAMES H. MC GRAW, TO MADISON,

N. J 12,500

MR. LOTHROP, TO WASHINGTON,

D. C 12,000

H. C. GODMAN. TO COLUMBUS, 0 10,000

MRS.F..R. KEARSLEY,TO BUCYRUS,O. 10,000

THOMAS IRVING. TO MUSCATINE, IA. 10,000

J. D. HEARNE, TO COVINGTON, KY. . 10,000
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BRADFORD SHIN KMC. TO COVING

TON, KY $10,000

MRS. BERTHA WANN, TO THOMAS-

V1LLE, GA 10,000

MR. ft MRS. DAVID BROTHERS, FARM

TO COLORADO STATE COMMITTEE.

(EST.) 10,000

CHAUNCEV J. DURFEE, TO BING-

HAMTON, N. Y 10,000

A FRIEND, TO CONCORD, N. H. . . . 10,000

JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER, TO OIL

CITY, PA IO.OOO

MR. AND MRS. W. A. WOLFE, TO

BEATRICE, NEB 7.5°°

B. M. MUSSER, TO MUSCATINE. IOWA. 7,000

MRS. HARTER, TO CANTON, OHIO. . . 5,000

S. T. STEIN, M.D., TO MUSCATINE,

IOWA 5,000

JUDGE COLBURN, GYMNASIUM TO

COLORADO SPRINGS, COL 5,000

TWO HUNDRED ACRE FARM TO

MASSACHUSETTS AND RHpDE

ISLAND STATE COMMITTEE (EST.) 5,000

JAMES CLARK, TO PLAINFIELD, N.J. 5,000

GEORGE CARTWRIGHT, TO OSSIN-

ING, N. Y 5,000

R. B. GRIFFITHS, TO GRAND FORKS,

N. D 5,000

WILLIAM FISCHER, TO PENSACOLA,

FLA 5,000

CLARENCE M. BUSH, TO ATLANTIC

CITY, N. J 5,000

RALPH LININGER, TO BEDFORD

BRANCH, BROOKLYN, N. Y 5,000

P. A. KRISE, TO LYNCHBURG, VA. . . . 5,000

CRADDOCK-TERRY CO., TO LYNCH

BURG, VA 5,000

MRS. WILLIAM MC KINLEY, TO

CANTON, 0 5,000

J. N. CAMDEN, TO PARKERSBURG,

W. VA 5,000

Bequests a.nd Endowments

SPRINGFIELD TRAINING SCHOOL,

(FUND COMPLETED IN IOO3). . . . $70,000

A FRIEND, TO ST. LOUIS, MO 50,000

HON. H. W. CORBETT, TO PORTLAND,

OREGON, FOR EDUCATIONAL EN

DOWMENT 30,000

EDW. PARSONS WRIGHT, TO PHILA

DELPHIA, PA 15,000

J. H.HAWKINS, TO STEUBENVILLE.O. 15,000

CHARLES H. STRONG, TO NEW

BRUNSWICK, N. S 8,327

y^Ct^^-^ J5-~~<-**-*Jr

ENTRY MADE IN THE MINUTES OF THE TRUS

TEES OF THE SAN FRANCISCO ASSOCIA

TION BY PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.

ROBY FLETCHER, TO FITCHBURG,

MASS $5,000

J. H. TOWNE, TO SALEM, MASS 5.000

HENRY J. WILLING, TO CHICAGO, ILL. 5.000

GEORGE W. BOYD, TO BOSTON, MASS. 5,000

W. H. WHITE, TO LOWELL, MASS. . . . 5,000

BENJAMIN E. COLE, TO BOSTON... 5,000

Debts PaJd or Pledged

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL $115,000

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN 42,000

LANCASTER, PA 40,000

COLUMBUS., 0 37.OOO

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA 20,000

SYRACUSE. N. Y 20,000

LOUISVILLE, KY 19,000

TORONTO, ONT 15,000

OTTUMWA, IOWA 12,000

MOBILE, ALA 12,000

BOISE, IDAHO 10,000

HANCOCK, MICH IO.OOO

SACRAMENTO, CAI 10,000

LONDON, ONT 10,000

SAN DIEGO, CAL (j.OOO

LIMA, 0 8.500

LORAIN, O H.OOO

EVANSTON, ILI 7.000

TRURO, N. S 7.OOO

NORTH TONAWANDA. N. Y 5,000

NEW GLASGOW, N. S 5.000

MONCTON, N. B 4.5°0

SALEM, ORE 4,000

The times are waiting for men who shall serve and not merely inquire; . . . Give

to their age and their kind, not so much learning in bulk, as wisdom in action ; . . . The

consecration to the uplifting of one's fellowmen of one's best, rather than the conserving,

by men of culture of one's self. BISHOP HENRY C. POTTER



The Review of the Year by States

REVIEWS OF THE SOUTHERN STATES ARE RESERVED FOR THE SOUTHERN

NUMBER NEXT MONTH

PENNSYLVANIA has every possible reason

to thank God for the work of 1903. Such

advances in new Associations, more than

25; in membership, over 7,000; in property,

more than $600,000; in boys' membership,

more than 1,400; in Bible class attendance

shop meetings, etc., and especially in the

number of men who have accepted Christ as

their personal Saviour, have- never marked

the work in any single year. A plan for the

strengthening and thorough unification of

the whole work is well under way, and will,

we believe, be accomplished largely through

a monthly conference by districts of the

employed men in the State. The year 1903

has demonstrated, too, that the Association

can most effectively reach the young men

resident in small towns; reach them whether

native or foreign born; reach them almost

regardless of occupation; whether in the

woods, or mines, or mills, or shop, or store,

or office; whether students or railroad

employees. The work of 1903 only inten

sifies our privileges and obligations for 1904

with many cities yet to» organize, with hun

dreds of small towns appealing for the Asso

ciation, and with a great portion of an enor

mous industrial field yet to be covered.

THE YEAR 1903 IN VIRGINIA has stood for

advances in Bible study and religious work

organization, with concurrent results: the

beginnings in county work; investigations

for planting new Associations, with a pur

pose to make them permanent by securing

buildings previous to completing organi

zation; the clearing off of current expense

indebtedness, the necessity for full knowledge

of a field and the adaptation of the work

thereto.

IN THE FOUR-STATE GROUP (Maryland,

Delaware, West Virginia and District of

Columbia) seven building enterprises have

made material advances. At five points in

West Virginia sums of from $30,000 to $50,000

have been pledged for buildings where no

Associations have yet been organized. Ten

other cities are waiting to be organized, everyt

one of which will erect a building to cost

from $25,000 to $60,000 before an organiza

tion is effected. Washington has $240.000

pledged toward a $300,000 building; Wil

mington expects a $100,000 building to ma

terialize soon. Notable spiritual activities

are shown in great men's meetings in Washing

ton, Baltimore, Cumberland and throughout

West Virginia. Advisory committees, made

up of leading men of the States, are associated

with the central executive committee. Nota

ble among these are such men as Senator

Davis, Senator Elkins, Governor White, of

West Virginia; Governor-elect Warfield, of

Maryland, and United States Treasurer

Roberts.

OREGON has made steady progress during

the year, notably at Portland. Every depart

ment has advanced, especially the educational

and boy's. One thousand dollars has been

raised for a representative in foreign lands.

The membership is 1,605, and 205 men are

in Bible classes. Salem has 215 members

and has gained a better equipment for its

work. Oregon'City has 160 members. Boise,

Idaho, which affiliates with Oregon, has 315,

and Pocatello 807 members. Ten college Asso

ciations there* are doing active service. The

State committee has a balance of $348 on

hand. The Oregon and Idaho convention

last month, at Pacific University, drew to

gether many of the representative men of

the Northwest Associations.

COLORADO now employs a State secretary

for his entire time, and has voted to raise

$2,500 for the year, $1,000 of which was sub

scribed in five minutes at the recent conven

tion at Pueblo. The handsome building at

Colorado Springs was opened last year; the

Health Farm, which is attracting national

attention, is being thoroughly equipped and

is enabling the Denver Association to care for

many young men who go to Denver seeking

health, and to give them opportunities for

self-support in a self-respecting manner.

WASHINGTON has several building move

ments well in hand. For Seattle $85,000 is

provided for a building occupying a quarter

of a block. Whatcom has $17,000 for a

building, and at Walla Walla, North Yakima

and Olympia building movements are well

launched. Tacoma has raised much money

for its indebtedness and advanced in mem

bership. Representatives are secured from

fifty small towns, and good work is done in

the State militia encampment. Something

is done for soldiers at the army posts and

among marines at the Bremerton Navy x'ard.

Work has begun with men in logging camps.

Associations have been organized at four

points where there are over 7,000 young men.

CALIFORNIA has paid or pledged $317.000

for debts and buildings in the past year.

$115.000 at San Francisco to cancel the
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mortgage, $115.000 at Oakland, $30,000 at

Sacramento. $2<j,ooo at Fresno, $28,000 at

Pasadena and $9.000 at San Diego. San

Francisco has received the second largest

amount of educational class fees of any Asso

ciation in the country. B. B. Wilcox has

been called as State secretary. The advance

throughout the State has been notable.

IN VERMONT the development of a State

organization has been the feature which has

particularly marked the year's work. The

State committee, assisted by the International

committee, conducted a canvass for money

for maintaining a State secretary, with the

result that the necessary funds were secured

for the year and a man placed July i. The

policy of the year is to develop the Associa

tions of the State, organize new ones where

it seems best, and to develop a county organ

ization in at least one county. The Associa

tions of the State have already felt the help

fulness of this advance step in a marked

degree, which is manifest especially along

the lines of religious and educational effort,

as well as in other departments. At Island

Pond, a division point on the Grand Trunk

system, a Railroad Department has been

organized with a new building, which was

opened free of debt December 31. A peti

tion has just been received at the State office,

signed by more than 300 railroad men, asking

for an Association at White River Junction.

This number is more than 60 per cent, of the

railroad men living at and running into that

junction. Preliminary work is being done

looking forward to a county convention in

Franklin County within a few weeks.

IN THE MARITIME PROVINCES there has been

distinct gain in the spirit of the workers and

in the broadening out of the whole compass

of our Associations' operations. Two of the

largest industrial corporations have made a

practical place for the work in their plans.

The St. John Association has secured sub

scriptions amounting to $53,000 toward a

new building. Four secretarial points have

been added to the list, making a total of

twenty-two employed officers for this field.

The work has been strongly established at

the capital of Prince Edward Island, Char-

lottetown. Northern New Brunswick has

added two Association. The Associations

in mining towns are multiplying their power.

The Halifax Association has taken a new

lease of life, bought one of the finest sites

in the city, and is laying plans for a $100.000

building. The extension of work through

the Annapolis valley is being accomplished

—three Associations associated in a county

organization are reaching out for young men.

The boys' camps this year were strong. The

work among the militia volunteers meant a

great deal in increasing the interest of the

military officers and thousands of young men

in the work. Our student Associations have

swung into line this year for an aggressive

Bible study work. The better encompassing

of the opportunity in educational work is

assured. It has meant a great deal for the

growing life of our Associations that we have

assumed the support of a secretary in Madras,

India. The Auxiliaries of our Associations

put all the male population to the blush and

they have sustained most helpful relations to

the work. Some of our corresponding mem

bers have grasped their mission and place in

the work and are helping right royally. The

maritime committee undertook the largest

work they ever attempted and have been

able to see it through with great helpfulness

to the whole movement for men. Every

rope has been tight all the year—the strain

of effort and the stress for lack of larger

financial resources have been great, but in the

name of Christ we are trying to keep pace

with the progress of the whole movement in

North America.

IN ONTARIO AND QUEBEC the college work

is in excellent condition. One hundred and

thirty-seven men in Victoria College Associa

tion are enrolled in Bible study as compared

with 78 last year, while the missionary com

mittee carries on three classes in mission

study instead of one as formerly. Ten new

men were reached during the Week of Prayer.

In University College Association there are

1 6 small group classes led by students, these

taking the place largely of the large classes

of last year. Two weeks ago 175 men at

tended the regular meeting. The Ontario

\gricultural College has the largest member

ship in its history, fully 80 per cent, of the

total enrollment being members of the Asso

ciation, and about 70 per cent, of this number

b^ing in Bible study. They carry on a quiet,

persistent personal work. In the Albert

• 'ollcge Association, instead of one class of

35 men as formerly, there are three classes of

54 men, one of which is composed almost

entirely of men who professed conversion

during the Week of Prayer. At McGill Uni

versity there are 17 group classes, with an

attendance of 153 men, and the number is

steadily increasing. The McGill men are

jubilant over the successful outcome of their

building canvass, $55,000 being secured in

pledges from residents of Montreal, which

secured them a pledge of 825,000 made by

Lord Strathcona. The theological colleges of

Ontario and Quebec were represented by over

forty delegates at the theological convention

at Rochester. The work among railroad

mon is carefully looked after. A new building.

costing $40,000, is expected to be opened

within the next month at Point St. Charles.
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Stratford is also putting up a $20,000 building

to be used jointly by the railroad and town

men. In the city work most of the Associa

tions are having a record-breaking year as

regards membership. One Association in

October took in within $100 of the total

amount received in twelve months a decade

ago. Several growing points are ripe for

organization, while there are at least five or

six points where new buildings will either be

erected this year, or campaigns launched for

the securing of funds. Bible study is being

pushed and there are more men enrolled than

there ever have been in the history of the

Canadian Associations. In large centers the

buildings are overcrowded, Toronto and

Montreal especially are literally crowded out,

and within a few months some steps will

have to be taken at both these places to

enlarge. Every Association has a secretary

in charge. The advances during the year

have been largely in the line of membership,

and the placing of the Associations on a much

sounder financial basis, as is evidenced by

the fact that none of them are carrying heavy

indebtedness, one of them expects to close

up within the month a debt fund canvass that

will pay a debt of thirty years' standing, which

has eaten up more interest than the original

amount, while two or three other Associations

rejoice this year in freedom from building

debts. In addition to this there is the de

velopment in the religious department, which

is very marked indeed.

MASSACHUSETTS AND RHODE ISLAND have

added two "specialists" to the State secre

tarial force. Four new buildings have been

occupied during the year, money secured for

three others, and seven Associations are en

gaged in building canvasses. Seventy men's

meetings are held under county work auspices.

In ten organizations in one county there are

230 members, 76 of whom are in Bible classes.

In this department alone there have been 80

professed conversions. Three new college

Associations have been formed. Many of

the .Associations in the manufacturing centers

are actively engaged in trying to reach men

in industrial pursuits, and their efforts are

heartily seconded by the State committee.

Twenty-eight Associations report 2,592 stu

dents in educational classes. The physical

directors and boys' work secretaries have

held monthly meetings, and the outcome of

these conferences has been much more satis

factory work, added interest and greater spir

itual results. The monthly study club, main

tained by the salaried officials, has been a

source of great profit. Association Bible

classes have been multiplie ', gospel meetings

for men have received special attention, and

nearly 1,000 professed conversions have re

sulted. A 2oo-acre farm in the Berkshire

Hills, with a large water front, has been pre

sented to the State commitfee. This, with

the loo-acre island on the coast of Maine,

gives the State committee the very best facil

ities for boys' camps, conferences, and outings

for Association men and their families.

NEW YORK STATE ASSOCIATIONS have

stood for many things which will very largely

affect their usefulness, (i) There has been

an improvement in the business management.

(2) There has been an increased appreciation

of the high purpose of the Association. (3)

Many Associations have liquidated indebt

ednesses and others secured fxmds for new

buildings and improvements. (4) The As

sociations and State committee have studied

the social conditions and needs of young men.

(5) There has been an extension of the Asso

ciation to the country young men and the

men engaged in industrial pursuits. (6) The

needs of employed boys have been more fully

recognized. (7) The Boys' Department has

been developed, particularly in the direction

of special secretaries and in equipping rooms

and buildings. (8) The Bible Study Depart

ment has been strengthened and personal

Bible study extended. (9) Emphasis has

been placed upon evangelistic effort and the

training of men in Christian service. (10) The

need of capable men for the Christian minis

try, for the general secretaryship, and other

religious callings has had careful thought,

(n) The spirit of fraternity has been culti

vated among Association members and lead

ers.

IN NEW JERSEY the most notable event of

the year has been the opening of the magnifi

cent building in Newark, the metropolis of

the State, Governor Franklin Murphy pre

siding at the dedicatory service. The end of

the year finds the Hudson City Branch.

Jersey City, entering its new building, and

building enterprises are progressing in Atlan

tic City, Elizabeth, Madison and Paterson.

The Fort Hancock building at Sandy Hook

was opened in April, the first erected under

the act of Congress passed in 1902. At Fort

Mott, on the Delaware River, in Salem County,

a small building has been set apart by the

War Department and will soon be opened

newly furnished. A new Railroad Depart

ment at Secaucus, for the Lackawanna freight

employees, has just been opened in a building

that the company has erected and equipped

at a cost of more than $15,000. The consol

idation of the street railway lines of northern

New Jersey under the Public Service Corpora

tion brought into executive position officers

friendly to the Association, and a system

Association has been planned, with divisions

at the main cnr barns. The company is
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J. R. Messncr K. A. Shumaker K. M. Thomansi.n W. W. Dillon

L. A. Bowman A. H. Bruner I. E. Brown B. B. Wilcox

SECRETARIES OF THE ILLINOIS STATE COMMITTEE

equipping club-rooms on a generous scale.

Four-fifths of the trolley mileage of the State

are now under this liberal management. In

the student work two new Associations have

been organized and the enrollment in Bible

study has been doubled. The boys' work

has enjoyed unexampled prosperity along

every line, with the largest camp ever held,

also the best boys' conference. Preliminary

work has been done looking toward county

organization, and work continued among

mechanics and other wage earners.

IOWA HAS ORGANIZED four Associations and

begun county work. A building, costing

$45,000, was dedicated at Oskaloosa by Presi

dent Roosevelt. The Muscatine building,

costing $46,000, was dedicated by Governor

Van Sant. The $12,000 debt was paid at

Ottumwa and $20,000 worth of improvements

added, giving dormitories, swimming pool

and rooms for boys' work. The Association

employs the first boys' secretary in the State.

A $20,000 debt was subscribed at Cedar

Rapids and Si.ooo for endowment. The

$3.000 mortgage on the Independence build

ing was burned. A $50,000 building enter

prise was launched at Clinton—$38.000 sub

scribed, $30,000 from seven persons. A

$20,000 enlargement project was launched at

Marshalltown ; $10,000 subscribed. The first

colored miners' Association in the world was

organized at Buxton ; $20,000 building now

in process of erection will be leased to them

by the coal company. Twenty thousand

dollars has been added to the State College

building fund, at Ames, making the amount

$43,000. Eighty delegates (Iowa's largest

delegation) were present at the Lake Geneva

Summer School. Fifteen hundred dollars

was subscribed for foreign work. Two Bible

study conferences and two educational work

conferences were held.

ILLINOIS has three buildings in process of

construction: Ravenswood department, Chi

cago, to cost $90,000; Oak Park, $75,000:

Kewance, $27,000. There have been erected

during the year and leased to the Associations

railroad buildings at Urbana, costing $7,000,

and Beechwood, costing $6,000. There has

also been dedicated at Belviderc a new build

ing costing with lot $18,000, the gift of H. W.

Avery. The following building funds have

also been pledged: Hyde Park department,

Chicago, $66,000; Decatur, including be

quests, $54,000. Smaller building funds have

also been started at Springfield and Aurora

for replacing old buildings with new, and at

Sterling for a new building. A movement is

now under way for a new building at the

University of Illinois.

THE PAST YEAR IN CONNECTICUT has been

one of more than usual prosperity. Seventy-

six thousand dollars has been contributed dur

ing the year. The religious work department

has received increased attention, more men

have been enrolled in Bible classes, the

Sunday services have been largely attended,

the educational work has been well sustained,

an additional educational director has been

employed, one Boys' Department has new

quarters and the social features of our work

have been considerably improved. A more

successful work has been done by the corre

sponding members of the State Association.

The new gymnasium building at New Britain

will cost $47,000; $38.000 has already been
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raised, and the balance will be in hand when

the building is completed. Twenty-five thou

sand dollars has been given to the New Haven

Association for an addition to its present

building. Three thousand dollars was given

to Bridgeport for its boys' building, and Hart

ford has received legacies to the amount of

$10,000 during the year.

KANSAS dedicated four buildings erected

for Association purposes during the past

year, namely, Winfield, $8,000; Hoisington.

$13,800; Parsons, $12,000; Topeka railroad

department, $35,000. At Lawrence $17,500

has been pledged and a $25.000 building

assured. Substantial progress has been made

in the development of the various depart

ments of city and railroad work, especially

in the Bible department. The student Asso

ciations are well organized, and are carrying

a well-rounded and aggressive work. The

State committee conducted a work for soldiers

in two large tents, manned by four secretaries.

during the military maneuvres at Fort Rilcy.

Engineer C. W. McClure conducted four sue

cessful evangelistic campaigns during Feb

ruary and March.

KENTUCKY'S Jubilee Year was commemo

rated in 1903 as well as the quarter-centen

nial of the organization of the State work.

Five hundred and fifty-one delegates attended

thejubilce convention in February—the largest

Association convention, State or international,

ever held in the South. During the year two

new buildings have been assured, Lexington

having subscribed $40,000, and Covington

$50,000. Work has begun on these buildings,

which arc to be completed by the fall of 1904.

The Louisville Association has secured a

Jubilee fund of $19,000 to cover the mortgage

indebtedness and cost of improvements on

its building. The growth in the various depart

ments—city, railroad, student and county—

has been notable, and has been especially

characterized by a broader vision of the field

to be occupied by each Association, and more

systematic and agrcssive occupancy of the

field of work among young men and boys.

Local and State institutes for the training of

committeemen and other volunteer workers

have been important factors in securing this

development. Two advance steps have

marked the State work in 1903, the employ

ment of a secretary of the State Committee

for the promotion of the religious and educa

tional work, and of a second secretary for

the supervision of the county work depart

ment, making six men in all now engaged in

the State work. The State committee has

also added a Corresponding Membership De

partment. There are now 10 city, 35 town,

7 railroad and 26 student Associations, and

an employed secretarial force of 51 men in

the State.

MINNESOTA has enjoyed the best year in

its history. There has been a gratifying in

crease in almost every department of work.

St. Paul has $43,000 pledged toward a $250,-

ooo building; an old debt of $40,000 on the

Minneapolis building has been raised ; $28,300

has been secured for a building at Mankatc

and foundation put in; a $10,000 building,

the gift of the D., M. & N. Railway, erected

and dedicated at Proctor Knott; an addition

costing $4,200 built on to the $8,000 plant

at Two Harbors; a $38,000 building leased

at Duluth, exclusively for boys' work, and a

$5,000 property secured by the Minneapolis

Association, adjoining their central building,

exclusively for the boys' work. The midway

district between Minneapolis and St. Paul

has in it the shops of the Minnesota Transfer

Company, which owns a beautiful brick

building costing $38,000 this has agreed to

turn over to the Association and to remodel

throughout at an expense of about $1,500,

and in addition give $1,000 to the support

of a railway Association. This is a splendid

center and will give another strong Associa

tion.

MAINE has responded to a canvass for

fxmds for the employment of a secretary, and

one will undoubtedly be at work in this

State soon. It is found hat there are more

cities in Maine proportionately without Asso

ciations than any other State in the country.

The field for county and small-town work is

large.

MICHIGAN held its first county convention

in October and this year employed its first

county secretary, C. L. Rowe, who was presi

dent of the Hillsdale College Association.

The first State boys' conference was held at

Battle Creek, December 26-28. The most

notable development has been the indus

trial work among miners in the upper penin

sula. The State convention this fall will try

the experiment of beginning Saturday night

and closing Tuesday with a business men's

banquet. The Agricultural College has se

cured funds for a general secretary Hancock

paid a debt of $10,000 and Calumet secured

$2,500 a year for five years for current ex

penses. Five Associations have conducted

shop meetings, and others will follow. Fifty

per cent, of the Associations have changed

employed officers this year. A building is

being erected at Ann Arbor and a generous

offer has been made for a building at Lansing.

INDIANA has 7,200 members in its thirty-

five Associations, a gain of 15 per cent. Its

buildings are worth nearly $450,000. Four

new railroad buildings were opened during

the year. Buildings will be erected at Lafay

ette and Marion. Extensive improvements
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have been made at Indianapolis which will

celebrate its jubilee this year. The State

convention at Lafayette was a strong gather

ing, greatly helping the city Association

movement for a $50,000 b ilding. A build

ing is assured at Indiana University through

the gift of Mr. John D. Rockefeller of $33,000,

in which rooms for the Association will be

given.

Reviews of the work in Ohio, Missouri and

New Hampshire have been delayed. Some

others, notably Illinois and the far West,

are incomplete. The Southern States will be

given extended reviews next month in the

Southern Number.

THE MEXICO ASSOCIATION.—On January

i the Railroad and City Association of Mex

ico will be sixteen months old. The Associa

tion has met its opportunity with success.

Up to December i, in addition to paying all

its running expenses, amounting to $17,475,

Mexican money, it has paid $11,260 upon its

first equipment debt. In membership it has

steadily gained. Three hundred and eighty

new members have joined thus far during the

year, including forty-three sustaining mem

bers at $50 per year. The membership is

divided about as follows: American, 60 per

cent.; Mexican, 20 per cent.; English, 10

per cent., and miscellaneous, 10 per cent.

Spiritually the Association has made- a gain,

though a slow one. There is no doubt that

to many men it has been a strong influence

for cleaner and more decent lives; to a smaller

number it has meant larger spiritual life and

stronger Christian character. Socially it has

become in a real sense the social center for

the English-speaking colony of the city. It

has united them in a way which no other

organization has been able to duplicate. Its

standing has steadily improved in the com

munity. Its work has met with the approval

not only of the business men and the ministers

and missionaries, but also it has secured the

generous recognition and approval of Mex

ico's great President, General Diaz. In activ

ities the Association has been vigorous and

initiative. It has maintained night-school

classes continuously, practical talks, a popu

lar lecture course, men's meetings, prayer-

meetings, Bible classes, receptions, bowling

tournaments, gymnasium classes, billiard

tournaments and boys' meetings. For the

future, the Association is planning hopefully

for a stronger work along every line. It ex

pects during the coming year to open a

branch for the native work. It hopes to

meet the tremendous need in the lives of

the young men of Mexico.

AT THE SPRINGFIELD TRAINING SCHOOL the

senior class this year numbers thirty-two—•

sixteen in the secretarial course and sixteen

in the physical. This is the largest class

which has ever graduated from the school.

The number of students enrolled this year is

ninety-six, as contrasted with eighty-six last

year, and seventy-three two years ago. Four

teen of the students are from foreign coun

tries. Of the twenty-one men who graduated

last June, twenty have accepted positions in

Associations and one has returned to the

training school for graduate work in the

physical course. Five under-class men were

also sent out into Association service. One

of the men who graduated last year, L. S.

Famum, is under appointment by the inter

national committee to relieve Myron Clarke,

secretary at Rio Janeiro for one year (during

his absence in the United States) , after which

he will develop the work in the large cities

of Bahia and Pernambuco.

Twenty-two thousand dollars has been

added to the endowment fund, which now

amounts to $72,000. Dr. F. N. Seerley, who

has been thirteen years instmctor at the

school, has been given a leave of absence for

study abroad and is pursuing courses in

psychology in the University of Paris.

Four hundred and ninety-nine volumes

have been added to the library. There have

also been valuable additions to the labora

tories. The secretarial and physical depart

ment seminars conducted monthly at the

school have made some valuable contribu

tions to Association literature^ such as "A

History of Work Among Boys," by E. G.

Ackerman, and "A Manual of Elementary

Apparatus Exercises," by George Htnckel.

WITH THE INSTITUTE AND TRAINING

SCHOOL.—At Chicago and at Lake Geneva

the year past has been one of expansion and

increased efficiency. The conference of vol

unteer workers had an attendance of 258

as against 205 the previous year, the summer

term 114 as against 101. The junior class

has 28 men as against 19 a year ago. Frank

H. Burt assumed direction of the department

of secretarial training November i. The ad

vantage of having the entire time of a man

in this position is signal, as is also the addition

of Instructors Stewart and Foster to the

teaching force of the department of physical

training. The teaching force in both depart

ments is now sufficient to allow the directors

time for investigation and general promotion

work. Both Mr. Burt and Dr. Kallenberg

have taken up a systematic search for men

properly qualified to enter the Association

callings. The new classrooms and offices

greatly facilitate the work of instruction and

administration. The increased financial needs

are meeting a good response from friends of

the institution. The department of physical

training has taken entire charge of the

physical work at the Chicago theological

seminary.



Why They Gave to the Association

Mr. Wanamaker's "Investment"

I was president of the Young Men's Chris

tian Association of Philadelphia when the

present building was erected. I then took

the ground that its importance warranted

the selection of the center of the city, though

property at that point was expensive, as it

was within a block and a half of the new

City Hall.

It was a great struggle to raise the money,

but each person who gave one dollar at that

time for the building and ground—now paid

for—actually gave two dollars; a thousand

dollars have become two thousand dollars;

and the one hundred thousand dollars that

I had the privilege of giving is practically

two hundred thousand dollars, because the

property can be sold for a million dollars.

I believe the Association, after it had

planted itself in stone on a prominent corner

of a principal street, claimed the respect of

the citizens, and when the proper manage

ment came to it, wielded a larger influence

in the city, because of the expression of

wisdom, courage and permanence that the

building gave.

After a lapse of thirty years of the use of

the building and the large influence stream

ing from it to-day to help men to lead the

higher life, and considering the shelter that

it gives a man who is a stranger and seeks

to find right associations, that building—

standing as it does clearly in the way of any

young fellow who is forgetting his early

training and neglecting the vows that he

took from his mother and his old pastor—

is a witness against him and an encourage

ment to him to turn and find the good

fellowship and strength that gather about

a properly used Christian Association building.

I started to say, however, that I have a

great many investments that have disap

pointed me. I have tried to exercise good

judgnsnt about the expenditure of time and

monay, but the Christian Association work

has never disappointed me, and I have no

better investment in religious work than that

of which the Christian Association is a part.

If I hid my life to go over again I would

mt put less money or less time in the Young

M^n's Christian Association work, but I

would put double what I have done.

I have had the great pleasure to be at

Calcutta, India, when John R. Mott was

visiting and speaking there, and at his sug

gestion, by the good planning of J. Campbell

White, I found the privilege of erecting a

building for the enlargement of the new

Voung Men's Christian Association in Cal

cutta, whereby the boys and youth will have

quarters of their own.

It is singularly interesting to see the great

opportunity that is opening to reach the

young men in China, Japan and India with

Christian Association buildings.

JOHN WANAMAKER.

MR. WANAMAKER GAVE 9100,000 TO PHILADELPHIA.

ii i [] LI -,.., ALSO A HOYS' BUILDING FOR CALCDLTA, INDIA,

AND WAS A GENEROUS CONTRIBUTOR TO THE MADRAS,

INDIA, BUILD1NO FUXD.

To Supplement the Church

In giving to the Young Men's Christian

Association, I have given to what I am fully

persuaded is a department of the Church of

Christ, which in many ways realizes a work

which the church cannot otherwise accom

plish. Its work is a work for the whole man,

body, mind and spirit, and it regards the

spiritual work as fundamental. It strikes

through the body and the mind to reach the

soul, the man himself, and when this is won

for Christ all is won. A work that honors

and exalts the divine Saviour of the world

is founded upon a rock. The gates of hell

shall not prevail against it. As long as the

Association is faithful to its Magna Charta,

its evangelical basis, I hear a divine voice

saying, "Behold, I have set before thee an

open door, and no man can shut it." I have

watched the work of the Association, and

am profoundly gratified with its unwavering

loyalty to this great principle.

THOMAS S. GLADDING

MR. GLADDING ERECTED THE NEW BUILDING FOR THE

FORT HANCOCK ARMT ASSOCIATION.

Foreign News

The Secretary at London Central has made

a computation showing the young men in the

metropolitan area to be 1,185,700. Of this

number, according to the census report, it

appears that 889,000 do not attend public

worsh p.

The Association at Vienna, Austria, has

300 members. Of the members enrolled in

the past seven years, 60 per cent, were

Protestants and 40 per cent. Roman Catholics.

The 236 Scottish Associations have 23,105

members.

At the seventh national conference of the

Swedish Associations in Gothenburg, Prince

Oscar Bernadotte presided. The leading

discussions were on "The relation of the Asso

ciation to the social questions of the day;

to the young men of the villages and in the

army and the schools." The National Com

mittee has authorized the admission as

associate organizations, of such Associations

as for some reason may not see their way to

affi iate completely with the National Com

mittee, and also the male departments of the

mixed Associations. A second traveling

secretary is to be appointed.



From the Editor's View-Point

This number presents a panoramic review

of the activities of the

A Review Young Men's Christian As-

of the sociation, so that a stranger

Year to its work may se N picto-

rially presented a record of

the growth in each department that will be

more intelligible to him than statistics or

essays. There is enough of success shown in the

last year's record to give men courage, but

there is an unoccupied field standing wide

open before us to challenge our faith and

devotion. We have not made our review

this year a story of millions added to the

equipment as the greatest accomplishment of

the year. We are beginning to feel that the

magnifying of the dollar mark minifies the

man mark in the Association's objective.

The Young Men's Christian Association is as

broad as humanity, and its field as wide as

the world. Wherever men are there the Asso

ciation has a field. The isolated Indian, living

in a log cabin or a tepee on the Dakota

prairie, finds the Association to his taste. A

soldier now complains if there is not an Asso

ciation in the fort where he finds himself.

Some university presidents have come to

depend upon the Association for the moral

regulation of their institutions. On distant

Treadwell Island, Alaska, every man of

nearly a score of nationalities is a member

of the Association. In the reformatory at

Pontiac, 111., there is an organization of 450

young men, who are as proud of belonging to

the Association as some men are of belonging

to the Masons or Odd Fellows. The Asso

ciation has followed the lumbermen into the

woods with its message. Railroad towns in

the Southwest have been revolutionized and

Christianized by the Association. A rough,

raw lumber town, not two years old, but with

2,000 people, has most of the male population

enrolled in the Association's membership. It

is the one thing in town that makes life

livable. The declaration made at the Boston

jubilee by nineteen men of nineteen nations,

each in his own language, "One is your Master,

even Christ, and all ye are brethren," is find

ing its practical fulfillment in the Association.

It will always be true that financial support

must be earnestly sought, but it will never

be withheld, nor will any sane Christian enter

prise that is directed with courage by broad-

minded men, suffer for want of money. The

greatest danger, as it appears to us, is that

the Association should conduct its work for

the membership alone, and feel no sense of

responsibility for the moral welfare of groups

of men of other circumstances or nationalities

in its own town. That it should lose mis

sionary zeal and fail to take its place in sup

porting with its most intelligent delegations

and by contributions the district, State and

international work. The missionary ex

tension idea must prevail. Beyond the home

Association the members must be led to give

the help that it is possible to give to the

young men of other nations. The response

which has been given to the appeals made in

the past few years has been increasingly

hearty, so that now nearly $100,000 per year

is furnished for foreign work, and some of

the best men have volunteered to take its

direction. The saving of the Association is

that there be constantly kept aglow the mis

sionary zeal, and young men be led to feel

that they have responsibilities for others.

What man is there who has not heard

from the pulpit of the

An Apostle Paul's influence on

Opportunity Roman soldiers while a

for a Man prisoner, and the story of

his guard being constantly

changed so that no soldier was detailed a

second time to the same prisoner, and that

he was chained to at least one thousand men

in the course of a single year? No man could

have been associated with Paul for four or

eight hours without receiving the impress of

his life and the message of his faith. It is

told that from among the soldiers of the

Roman army came many of the early mar

tyrs—men who died for their faith in Christ.

Undoubtedly many of these were led into

the Christian faith by Paul during his en

forced association with them. An opportu

nity so great as this of Paul's is calling for a

man of sense and devotion and clear insight

into character and of generous spirit as secre

tary at one of the forts in the East. This

fort is a recruiting station, to which from

two to four hundred recruits come each month

and spend from two weeks to four months

before appointment to their regiments.

Probably there is no time in the life of a man

when he is so much in need of a genuine

friend as during the first week of his enlist

ment, except it may be the young man who

sails before the mast at sea or the boy who

goes to boarding school. Then, too, not a

few men who enlist in the army have behind

them some chapter in their personal lives of

discouragement, of failure, or distress. Not

a few enlist in the army in sheer desperation.

Many boys who are dazzled by the glitter of

the gilt and burnished steel feel that they

arc going to "win their way on fields of glory

amid the blare of trumpets and the cannons'

roar." They do not take kindly to the daily
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drill and grind of the soldier's life, and it soon

loses its charm. They need a friend to brace

them up. They get homesick. Then, too,

it is easy for a boy to start wrong in the

army, to feel that he has got to bluster and

swagger, to "take his whiskey straight," and

use strange oaths. A Christian secretary,

working through a group of Christipji sol

diers—and one will always find Christian

men in the army, many more than good

people imagine—could have the opportunity

of strongly impressing for good two to three

thousand young men each year at this army

post. What an opportunity for a man, and

what an opportunity, too, to equip the man

for this work with a building, with reading

and social rooms, bowling alleys, meeting

rooms, music and music boxes, and every

thing which will make a popular headquarters

to bid for the soldier's time and to hold him

up to the mark that measures Christian man

hood!

It seems impossible that there can be a

Young Men's Christian As-

He Who Excuses sociation employing a gen-

Himself eral secretary without a

Accuses Himself Bible class- Above all

things, the Association has

stood for Bible study. It has stood for the

proclamation of Bible truth. The leaders

have been saturated with the Bible; men

whose language is of the Bible; whose ideals,

whose characters, are dominated by the Bible

spirit. But it is found that there were 180

Associations employing secretaries who re

ported no Bible study in the last Year Book.

Thirty of these have started classes this year,

and others have nothing but excuses to give

for not having them. Some do not try.

Others are working in a "hard field." Some

hide behind the "opposition of the board."

Others pleaded "poor locality." Others sus

pended classes temporarily on account of

building movement. This last was the poor

est excuse of all. In Lockport, N. Y., where a

building canvass is on—and they do not even

have a membership and only one small office

room rented—four Bible classes, averaging

fifty men each week, are conducted. The

real reason is that the man is not capable of

holding a class or his heart is not in it, or he

is not ready either to fit himself to teach or

to get a class for a good teacher. A man

can have a class in a boarding house; get a

class in a large shop; on the gymnasium floor;

in fact, anywhere where men gather a group

of men can be secured to study the Bible,

provided there is a leader who loves it and

'.vho believes in it. At least as many as 10 per

cent, of the membership should be in classes.

That is the lowest that should be considered.

It might be 15 or 20, or as it is in some Asso

ciations, 60 per cent. A man may have some

excuse the first year of his work, but there is

not a ghost of one for his second, if he is the

right kind of man for the secretaryship.

The point was well made in the Nashville

Bulletin when it reported a "robbery of the

street railway company of fifteen cents."

The hold-up was made by three boys. They

were overlooked by the conductor and quietly

slipped their fares back in their pockets. The

editor well says, "The railway company will

not feel the loss, but each boy's character is

seriously affected by the transaction." Proba

bly that secretary observed three boys gloat

ing over the way they got ahead of the street

railway company.

While not directly connected with the

Young Men's Christian As-

A Man sociation, yet the late

with a Henry Clay Trumbull, for

Master Passion many years editor of the

Sunday School Times, has

been exerting a power of no mean nature

in the Association work. He will be largely

remembered by some men as the author of

"Friendship, the Master Passion," and by

others as the writer of "War Memories of an

Army Chaplain." As editor of the Sunday

School Times he has been a teacher of teachers.

But above all, the character and genius of

the man's work may be expressed in the title

of one of his books, written at Mr. Mott's

request. "Individual Work for Individuals."

He has always been intensely interested in

people. From the beginning he has been a

soul-winner. He lived for men, not theology.

When a railway clerk in Hartford he was led

into the Christian life by a letter from a per

sonal friend. That chum, as he watched the

development and service of that life must have

felt richly rewarded for his faithfulness, for the

sum total of few lives equal in their results

and influence Dr. Trumbull's. His output

in work was enormous, and work which will

continue. It has been well said of Dr. Trum

bull that he regarded the Bible as at its best

when read for inspiration, rather than infor

mation, and that a simple-hearted believer

coming to it for a revelation of the life that

is in it, will get more from it than one ap

proaching it as a text book or as an arsenal

of dogmatic opinion." His desire to help young

men in perplexity has found expression in a

book completed but a short time before his

death, entitled "How to Deal with Doubters."

J*

During the coming year we shall bend every

energy to make this paper a factor in the spir

itual life of the organization, and to this end

we will appreciate the help and suggestion of

our readers and reports of incidents and plans,

and above all the prayers of Association men.
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Robert E. Speer will, beginning with the

February number, contribute a page of

Straight Talks to Men on a Straight Life.

Jt

Here is something for a man to think of;

"The minister or Sunday-school teacher who

does not laugh with his boys should be dis

charged for incompetency."

J»

There is a Bible class of 2,250 men, with an

average attendance of 1,600, meeting regu

larly at Sheffield, England. Seventy of the

men are saloon keepers. It is built upon

the "get one" principle, and started with

nine members.

Jt

There is soundness of wisdom in this ad

vice given by Emperor William to his sons,

August and Oscar, at a dinner given in their

honor. He urged upon them the authority

of Christ over men, and that "the turning

point of a responsible and busy life lies alone

in the attitude adopted toward our Savior.

There cannot be any doubt that our Lord

lives to-day as an entire personality which

cannot be ignored."

Jt

Much interest is attached to the offer made

by Miss Helen Miller Gould of valuable cash

prizes for the best essays on the origin and

history of the Douay and Revised versions of

the Bible. This will promote a study into

the sources of the Bible; its preservation,

inspiration and authenticity, which should bo

of large value.

J»

The successor to Mr. William E. Dodge as

chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Now

York City Association is Mr. Morris K. Jesup.

who joined the New York Association in his

youth and became a director in 1866, vice-

president in 1868 and president in 1872. He

has given big sums of money as well as him

self to the Association course.

Here is a case of prompt work. A young

Norwegian landed in New York on Friday,

was introduced to the E st Buffalo Railroai1

Association on Saturday, and on Monday

night he was in the Association class studying

English. What he did on Sunday was not

reported, but we suspect he was at the Asso

ciation Bible class or was taken to a Norwe

gian church by an Association acquaintance.

Jt

Committees are often spoiled by too effi

cient general secretaries who usurp the man

agement in their eagerness to get things done.

We like the way one secretary writes. He

says: "I don't like to take control of meet

ings out of the hands of the committee. 1

give them suggestions only. As they feel they

are of some value to the work, their interest

deepens."

Jt

Stereopticon slides will be made directly

from the original photographs used in the

full-page illustrations in this number. We

have arranged to supply them at fifty cents

each or $7 for the set of seventeen. Proba

bly no better group of pictures reviewing the

year's work of the Associations and showing

the variety and extent of the Association

work could be brought together. There has

been a vast amount of labor put into the

pages of this number.

*

A gentleman in England who had a son

apprenticed "before the mast," by a little

effort arranged through the Young Men's

Christian Association or a pastor to have

his son met at each foreign port at which the

ship touched and made welcome by Associa

tion members and ministers, during the en

tire five years of his apprenticeship in sea

life. The young man did not go to the same

ports twice. His card of membership in the

Association served as a passport to any Asso

ciation in the world.

The Maritime Committee have selected the

kind of man for chairman who ought to fill

the bill. The new chairman, Mr. Harvey

Graham, is general manager of a railroad, has

large interests in the Nova Scotia Steel &

Coal Company, and therefore is a man of

business experience. That is valuable. Back

of that, and the most important of all, is

that he had special training for Association

leadership, having been active in the Associa

tion from his boyhood and worked his way

through all departments. There are too

many men chosen for presidents and chair

men just for their position and influence, but

what can take the place of a course of train

ing like Mr. Graham's?

The press of the country is divided in its

opinion of the probable success of the school of

journalism to be established by the gift of

$2.000.000 by Mr. Pulitzer. Many claim

that a journalist is born, not made; but as

sure as he is born, he will find education of

the utmost value to him. If this school is

directed by practical journalists who have

produced newspapers, and the students have

native news instinct tested in actual prac

tice, then the school can prove of immense

practical value to them. ASSOCIATION MEN

will watch its development with interest, for

in very many respects this school parallels

the training of men for the Association secre

taryship.
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The advance orders for this annual review

number have already assured a large edition;

but at the suggestion of those who have seen

the advance sheets in the paper, we are

printing a few thousand extra copies which

can be had as long as they last at five cents

per copy.

Jt

This statement made by that Nashville

business man expresses what thousands of

others feel, and ought to be posted up in

every Association room, especially near the

employment secretary's desk: "Whiners are

not wanted; hard luck people, especially the

kind who talk about it, will not be employed

here."

J*

Every month several requests come to us

to warn Associations against certain travel

ing impecunious rascals who have ingratiated

themselves into the confidence of an Associa

tion secretary, borrowed money, imposed upon

boarding-house keepers, etc. We feel obliged

to refuse to do this. Associations must make

it a rule not to give financial assistance to

men, however hard-hearted it may seem to

refuse them. No other rule can be made

governing the treatment of such cases, and

this, of course, has its exceptions. More

mistakes are made in charity than in hard

hearted refusals as we know. There are

many men who live in idleness on charitable

people. At one time a brother of one of the

most prominent clergymen in the country

was "doing" the Association, and now the

name of a brother of one of our best officers

is sent us to hold up and with the consent of

the man who is in the work.

Jt

There is a ring of clean-cut earnestness in

this paragraph we quote from a letter. It

comes from the man who has gotten over

the froth of his boyhood and seen enough of

things which are ephemeral in "religious

work" and has gotten down to the things

which will stay put. He writes: "Our

Bible work this year surpassed anything we

have ever attempted. Best of all, the men

we have reached have become actually

changed men. No holding up of hands, no

signing of cards, but definite dealing with

the man face to face. One man has been

reached who will mean more to the Kingdom

of God than any other man who has been

converted in my fifteen years in the secretary

ship. Thus far every man who has been

reached has joined the church. I tell you,

Mr. Editor, I am done with playing with this

matter of conversion. In my desk are plenty

of cards signed by men who have been fol

lowed up more or less faithfully, and yet to

day you cannot find them. I am afraid that

at times we have been too siipcrficial in our

work. May God help us to deal with sin

as sin." jl

Substantial increase of salary, as we have

incidentally learned, has come to no small

number of secretaries in the past year. There

is a better rating of the services of the men

employed by the Associations, as a demand

has grown for a higher grade of service. The

class of directors now guiding many of the

Associations consider it an insult to the work

to suggest to them that a man be employed

as general secretary of a city Association at a

salary of $50 a month, and that such a man

"will do" to be the executive officer of an

organization which they are set to direct,

when the average wage of a mechanic is

$730 a year. The cost of living has increased

in the past two years from 15 to 25 per cent.,

but there has been no such increase in

salaries paid. We believe there is no class of

men in the world who are more willing to

make sacrifices for the organization they

serve than the secretaries and physical di

rectors of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion; but we do think that advantage has

been taken of this spirit and men and their

families have been made to suffer in an un

justifiable way. We would suggest to boards

of directors making up the budget this month

that they consider the worth of the men they

are employing as executive officers.

Jt

This remark has often been made of late,

"I have been surprised and impressed as I

have seen the frequent accounts of the Asso

ciation's activities, and noted with pleasure

how it has been adapting its work to the

demands of the various groups of men and

boys of all nationalities and in all conditions

of life and employment." We feel that the

problem of the extension of the Association

and the securing of larger support of men and

of money is largely a problem of information,

and that it is possible to organize or develop

an Association at almost any place where the

facts about the movement are known and

its progress and adaptability to meet the

needs of men are fairly shown. It has been

our constant purpose to set these forward

in ASSOCIATION MEN, and in the news letter

which is furnished each week for the daily

papers. This is forwarded regularly to any

paper with which the secretary will arrange

to have it published at the small charge of

one dollar to cover postage. These letters

have been sent each week to the religious

press. The Outlook recently noted editor

ially: "Hardly a week passes by without

bringing notice of some new, picturesque, and

commendable endeavor on the part of the

Young Men's Christian Association to widen

its social influence. This is in contrast to

years ago when its work seemed ullra pietistic.
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The Religious Work Report

The Annual Report of the Religious Work

in the City and Railroad Associations has

just been issued. It contains an array of

facts which indicate a surprising growth in

this crowning work of the Associations.

Among the new tables presented is one con

taining a complete list of Religious Work

Directors arranged in the order of the opening

of this position in the Association. The first

on the list is Chicago, which has had such an

officer since 1891. The last is the State of

Kentucky which has just added a religious

work secretary to its staff. There were 8,116

men reported on Religious Work Committees

last year. In twenty-four cities there were

from 50 to 198 men on such committees.

Many Associations have discovered the value

of money in prosecuting religious work, and

twenty-four cities spent from $1,000 to

$7,500 each for this purpose, or a total of

nearly $60,000, contrasted with $46,000 in

the same cities for the previous year. Special

encouragement is seen in the Bible Study

Department. There were 1,700 different

classes with 31,300 students; compared with

1.434 classes and 25,093 students the previous

year. The Bible Study Departments in

thirty cities enrolled from 200 to 1,000

students each. In 27 Associations there were

from ten to thirty-nine different Bible classes.

The railroad departments begin to show up

well, 18 reporting from 40 to 250 students

each. Boys' classes show a fine growth of

from 6,950 to 9,425 students. In the table

containing the fifteen States which enrolled

upward of 500 Bible students, each arranged

in the order of the percentage of members

in such classes, the first five are: Ohio, with

over 18 per cent.; Virginia, 17 per cent.;

Tennessee, nearly 16 per cent.; Ontario,

nearly 14 per cent.; and New York, 12 per

cent. Shop-classes and shop-meetings take

a jump, there having been over 6,500 sessions

of such gatherings, an increase of 100 per cent.

over the previous year. The comparative

table of the largest men's meetings is very

significant. In 22 cities there were meetings

averaging 300 to 1,700 men each for 15 or

more weeks. The average of the first 15

Associations was 710, and the average in

the same cities two years ago was 440. The

largest meetings last year were those in Balti

more averaging 1,763; Washington comes

second with 1,308. The report has upward

of twenty comparative tables which are full

of significance and encouragement. The re

ligious work in the Army and Navy Depart

ment begins to take on a character of its own,

the total attendance at meetings and Bible

classes being upward of 60,000. There were

18,716 professed conversions, 22 per cent, of

whom united with the local churches. The

young men in these Associations contributed

$29,775 for the work in foreign lands, against

$23,833 in the previous year. One hundred

and twenty-nine Associations have special

foreign work committees, and more than one

hundred held regular missionary meetings.

A Shuffleboard Contest

The "Improved" Shuffleboard Co. will

give two of their new style, heavy-built

boards to the Associations sending them the

best photographs showing their boards in

active play, similar to the one used in their

advertisement in ASSOCIATION MEN—one for

a boys' department group and one for a

men's group. The only condition will be

that not less than twenty-five boys' groups

and twenty-five men's groups be sent in, and

that all pictures remain the property of the

company. Photographs should be printed

on paper that will make the best half-tones,

and sent carefully wrapped. They will also

give a third board to the Association not now

possessing one that shall send the best short

paragraph showing the social need of such a

game in their own work, and the merits of

the "Improved" shumcboard to meet such

need, with the condition that not less than 50

Associations participate. It is the aim of

this competition to enlist the interest of the

social committees of the Associations. Only

one board will be awarded to any one Asso

ciation. The competition will close Febru

ary 15.

International Publication Notes

—The new enamel badges have been made

in watch-charm form and are very attractive.

—A revised edition of "Prayer, Principles

and Examples" is just off the press. The

price in its new form is 15 cents in paper, 25

cents in cloth.

—Supplies of books were sent for use and

sale to the Student Conference held at Pacific

Grove, Cal., and to the new Conference for

students in the Southwest at Ruston, La.,

both of which were held during the holiday

recess.

—The results of a special study of the

adolescent period of a large number of indi

viduals, conducted by Mr. Fletcher S. Brock-

man, now located in Shanghai, China, in co

operation with Dr. Luther Gulick, have been

put in pamphlet form and may be obtained

for 25 cents.

—The "Religious Work Report" for the past

year was issued December i5th. The facts

reported in the Year Book statistics are here

analyzed, classified and interpreted by means

of many supplemental tables, which should

furnish inspiration for future development

in many Associations. Price 25 cents.
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—Delegates to the Lakewood Conference

who heard Dr. Jefferson will be interested in

his remarkably strong book, "Things Funda

mental," recently issued by Crowell & Co.

He treats in a most helpful way of the very

common questions which trouble many young

men. The book can well find a place in

every secretary's library. It may be or

dered from the International Office. Price

$i .65, postpaid.

—Progress is being made in the preparation

of the "Association Hymn Book," but it has

been slow, owing to the separation from each

other of members of the committee having it

in charge, and the necessity of consultation

on many matters by coms^ondence when

meetings of the committee have not been

practicable. While it is not possible to men

tion a date for its appearance, the work will

be pushed as rapidly as possible.

—With the issue of the 1903 Year Book

a new departure was made in including the

detailed statistics of the Educational and

Religious Work Departments. The favor

able comments on the change make it proba

ble that the plan will be followed in the

future. Secretaries will, therefore, desire to

have the present issue, in which the change

was made, and thus find in one volume all

the facts about the work of any Association.

—Mr. Charles G. Trumbull, in an editorial

in the Sunday School Times on the recent

death of his father, writes as follows regard

ing his life purpose to work for individuals:

"Dr. Trumbull was known and noted for

many a brilliant achievement, but through

all and above all these successes shine out

this glory of his life, individual work for in

dividual souls. It was after becoming of

necessity a 'shut in' during the last three

years of his life that he wrote out the record

of some of his own and others' experiences

in individual work for Christ. The book

('Individual Work for Individuals') was

blessed far beyond his expectation in its far-

reaching influence." He adds this testimony

from a New York pastor: "I have just

finished the reading of your book, 'Individ

ual Work for Individuals.' It has been a

message of God to me. It has reproved me,

broken me, and helped mc."

—The normal course, "The Teaching of

Bible Classes," by Mr. See, of the Brooklyn

Association, is being used in a large number

of Associations, and it is believed will help

greatly in solving the problem of the leader

ship of Association Bible classes. Mr. See

conducts one of the classes of Dr. White's

Training College in the Old First Church in

New York on Friday afternoons.

—The demand for the American revised

Bible indicates that it will have an increas

ing use in the future. The variety is being

constantly enlarged by the issue of new sizes,

in several bindings, thus meeting the desires

of all classes. Copies may be ordered or cata

logues secured from the International Office.

SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES

Allen, J. P. B., to Roanoke, Va.
Beat tie, W. R., to Port Arthur. Tex.
Bowling, J. L.^to Beaumont, Tex.
Bartle, H. L., Fairmont, W. Va., res.
Berry, W. A., to New Durham, N. J.
Clarke, R. B., to Secaucus, N. J. (R.R.)
Devendorf, F. M., to Ridgewood, N. J.
Duati.i, T. W., to Shawnee, Okla.
Denham, J. F., to Oklahoma City. Okla.
Gallyon, I. H., to East Deerfield, Mass. (R.R.)
Hawley, Willis, to Fairmont, W. Va.
Kibley, W. J., to Petersburg, Va.
Kight, J. W„ Eliiabeth City, N. C. res.
Lawrence F. E.. to Watertown. N. Y. (R.R.)
Moore, J. E., to Dolton Junction, 111. (R.R.)
Norris, J. H., to Clarksburg, W. Va.
Pomeroy, C. E., to Geneva, N. Y.
Small, B. A., to Laurel, Miss.
Weeks, S. D., to DuBois, Pa.
Wonacott, C. N., to Hoquiam, Wash. (Acting.)

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES

Bonham, Omar, to Petersburg, Va.
Coggeshall, F. C., Grand Rapids, Mich., res.
Crosley, F. S., to East Buffalo, N. Y. (R.R.)
Delfel, R. B., to Albany. N. Y.
Ingraham. P. N., to Galveston, Tex.
Largent, Otto, to East Liverpool.
Pugh, Samuel, to Montreal, P. Q. (R.R.)
Spangenberg. Paul, H. to Milwaukee, Wis. (R.R.)
Stanley, E. M., Oswego, N. Y., res. (R.R.)
Wentworth, Chester, to Nevada, Mo. (R.R.)

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS

Hackett, H. D. V., to Charlotte, N. C.
Jones, B. F., to Painesville, O.
McRoberts, Alex., Concord, N. H., res.
Villars, J. R_, to Topeka, Kans. (R.R.)

EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORS

Ehlman, A. O. Milwaukee. Wis., res.
Smith, L. B., to San Francisco, Cal.
Swoboda, F. G.. to Milwaukee, Wis.

BOYS' WORK DIRECTOR

Hock, A. S., to Milwaukee, Wis. (R.R.)

STATE SECRETARIES

Jones, L. E., to State County Work, Tex.
Wilcox, B. B., to California.

COUNTY SECRETARIES

Rove, C. L., to I^enawee County, Mich.
Vance, T. S., to Fanguier County, Va.

RELIGIOUS WORK DIRECTOR

Botsford, G. S., Denver, Col., res.

STATE CONVENTIONS

Kansas, Newton, Jan. 28-31.
California, Fresno, Feb. 4-7.
Nebraska, Lincoln, Feb. 4-7.
Minnesota, Rochester, Feb. 4-7.
Arkansas. Fayetteville, Feb. 6-7.
New Jersey, Trenton, Feb. 11-14.
New York, Utica, Feb. 11-14.
Michigan, Saginaw, Feb. 13-16.
Iowa (Northern), Waterloo, Feb. 18-21.
Pennsylvania, Scranton, Feb. 18-21.
Iowa (Southern), Mount Pleasant, March 10-13.
Kentucky, Bowling Green, Feb. 18-21.
North and South Carolina, Spartanburg, S. C, Feb.

20-23.
Georgia, Augusta, Feb. 20-23.
Ohio, Columbus, Feb. 25-28.
Mary"and, Delaware, West Virginia and District of Co

lumbia, Cumberland, Md., March 3-6.
Virginia, Richmond, March 3-6.
Wisconsin, Oankosh, March 10-13.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION

Buffalo, N. Y., May 11-15.



The Educational Department

Thesis Drawings.

It is strongly recommended that early

in January each student in advanced mech

anical drawing, whether planning to partici

pate in th i international examinations or not,

and as a part of his regular course, begin

work on two sheets of thesis drawings of

some simple machine or part of the same.

As these drawings, or their tracings or blue

prints, are required in the advanced exami

nations in April, the directions on pages 43

and 80 of the Educational Prospectus for

1903-4 should be carefully observed.

Educational Fall Review

To the inquiries made about two hundred

replies have been received. Their summa

ries are full of interest and encouragement.

1. A number of Associations for the first

iime report men and boys in the reading

courses. This is a hopeful sign, showing

much more systematic reading of good

books.

1. The number of Associations giving

attentidn to educational lectures and prac

tical talks is materially increased. Indica

tions point to at least fifteen per cent, more

of these popular and efficient means of

helping men than a year ago.

3. Although the number of educational

clubs for 1903 was double that of 1902, yet

many more Associations this year arc utilizing

this form of effort than ever before. The

indicated increase in this feature is twenty

per cent.

4. The number of students in definite

class work in these 200 Associations is 2,100

more than a year ago.

From this review we may all take addi

tional courage and develop the work of this

winter term to a higher degree than ever

before. Plans are now being made for a

ten or twelve weeks' spring term to follow

the international examinations, the same

as was done last year. From a visitation of

a part of the field during the past three

months we have noticed more of appreciation

and interest in the work, a more extensive

supervision and more business-like methods

than ever before. All of this development

means much for all other departments as

well as for the educational work.

The Educatograph

THIS diaerreraiHs to aid In a study of local Association

Educational Work la relatloo to that of other Associa

tions and to the srark as a whole, for the year ending

Jeael, 1900. Its only motive Is to be suggestive and helpful,

not critical, as local condlUoce materially Influence results.

The chart Indicates In a general way by comparison, first

those features which are encouraging;, and second those

showing opportunity for Increased effort.

EXPLANATION.

The Educatograph Is baaed on the following suggested

goal for the average Held, represented by the 100* Hue A A.

1. 1000 library books drawn per year for each 1000

bers,—3 books per member,

t J5 educational lectures and practical talks for each

members

%. I e4ocat»oaal dubs par year for each 1000 members

t_ <BJ0 student* In class work per year for each

& IVtif of total annual current

Place

t

a. 1100 average tuition receipts per student per yean

1. 10 International certificates per year for each 100 students.

The lino BB indicates the average percentage of the

above goal reached by all city, town and railroad aasocia-

The line CC indicates the average reached by 18

tions employing educational directors.

The line DD (In red Ink) give* the record of a local
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ILLUSTRATION.
An association of about 3S5 members, reporting approxi

mately 1000 library books drawn per year, S educational leg-
Cures and talks. 1 educational club, 65 student* in clas* work*,
and $c*».J receipts from tuition fees, would stand at 10ft ip
columns 1. 3, 8. «, 6, etc., respectively. A-aociations or fielda
of other sizes in similar proportion.

The above, with the addition of a red line State and local secretaries and is deserving

indicating the local work, is being sent to of careful study.



General Association News

News for these pages must reach New York by January 13, 1904, in order to receive place in the February Number

THE CURRENT TOPIC CLUB AT ELMIRA,

N. Y., which is made up of the leading busi

ness men of the city, meets at 6:30 P. M. for

dinner and to discuss leading topics of the

day, the theme being presented by a repre

sentative man. The members pay $3.00 a

year, which pays for the eight dinners and

expenses, it is one of the factors which has

advanced the /Association to its present posi

tion. The Practical Talk Club, which meets

at eight o'clock, has 100 men enrolled who

pay fifty cents each to provide for refresh

ments following the discussion of themes

which are of practical value to young men.

Often eighty to ninety are present. A third

popular feature is a Business Men's Bible

class which meets at noon, composed of fifty

men who pay fifteen cents each for lunch,

followed by thirty minutes of Bible study led

by the best men available in the town,

discussing topics vital to the life. There are

nine lawyers, four dentists, two bankers, and

the rest of the class are merchants and manu

facturers.

ORANGEBURG, S. C., HAS ORGANIZED AN

Association. This town of 6,000 population

raised $3,000 for the first year's work and

equipment. Strong business men are behind

the movement, one of whom gives elegant

quarters free of rent. Another gave $250;

six others $100. A "Combination Man"

will be secured as secretary.

BOISE, IDAHO, SOLD OVER 600 TICKETS FOR

its entertainment course. The course cost

$2,200. Meetings held after a lunch during

the week of prayer were so successful that

they are being continued.

LOCKPORT, N. Y., HAS ONLY ONE OFFICE

room while its building is being erected, still

there are fifty men who are members of the

yoke fellows and engaged in Bible study and

personal work. Contracts for the completion

of the building have been let.

RICHMOND, VA., has begun its third shop

Bible class with 100 men present. The jubilee

will be held in 1904. The fourth annual ex

hibit of calendars occurs January i to 15.

This is one of tne big features at Richmond.

The membership is 1,220.

THE BUDGET AT BOSTON INCREASED $26.000

the past eight years, and the members pledged

So per cent, of the increase. The fall series

of theatre meetings has been attended by

an average of 1.065 men. Over $1,200 is

pledged for the second-year budget for work

i.i China and the Philippines. There are 300

members in 12 social clubs, each being en

couraged to manage its own affairs and pro

vide its own support. Crackers and cocoa

are served at cost to members coming from

gymnasium classes on cold nights. A new

large social room, with men's games, has been

added. The automobile class is attended by

nearly 200 men. The course in commercial

chemistry, taking a thorough three years'

study; the school of nautical science; pro

fessional course in clay modeling; and supple

mentary lecture course have been added. The

class rooms are so crowded that it is neces

sary to secure rooms for 140 men outside.

The employment department placed 1,000

men and registered 2,500, and meets its own

expenses.

COHOES HAS AN ORCHESTRA OF NINE

pieces which is already playing at the Sun

day meetings, as well as at four outside

church engagements. Free, of course. It is

composed of members of "The Happy Bunch,"

which is also a new organization of the high-

school group of fellows, now numbering forty-

two members. They have a room to them

selves and are practically an intermediate

department. It has a Bible class of sixteen.

CARTHAGE, N. Y., HAS AN ENROLLMENT

in the educational class of 43 per cent, of its

membership, a gain of 38 per cent, over last

year. The membership of the Association

has increased 32 per cent, since educational

work began. A special feature is a class of

12 young men in telegraphy, taught by one

of the local train dispatchers. A building is

being asked for and substantial subscriptions,

conditionally yet voluntarily, have been

offered.

THE BUILDING SHOWN IN THE DECEMBER

number as that of Muscatine, la., was that now

being erected at Marion, Ind. The two

buildings are similar in design.

THE TEXAS SUMMER SCHOOL AND CAMP,

established and conducted by the Association

of secretaries and physical directors, has al

ready been organized and its plans outlined

for the second year. The committee of man

agement is composed of four secretaries, one

physical director, two State men, and two

laymen. One of the laymen is a college

president and the other a member of a railroad

Association committee of management. The

next session will be held August 16-26.

A TALL YOUNG MAV FROM KANSAS OF THE

name of \V. B. Lewis, claiming acquaintance

ship with the editor, is abundantly able to

care for himself, and should be given no aid

at all by Association secretaries, either in

employment, money, or in any other way.
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CAIRO. ILL., PLACES AT THE BOTTOM OF

its bulletin board, "Read and patronize the

advertisers of ASSOCIATION MEN."

AT A BANQUET ATTENDED BY IOO MEM-

bers of the Seattle Association $2,500 were

pledged to the building fund. The mem

bership is expected to raise $15,000.

A LIST OF PAID ASSOCIATION OFFICERS

revised to January i, 1904, may be secured

by sending twenty-five cents to the Publica

tion Department.

CANANDAIGUA. N. Y., HAS SUCCEEDED IN

raising $15,000 with the help of W. T. Per

kins. The old Crosby mansion has been

secured and a gymnasium is to be erected,

provided with every modern convenience.

Already 200 members are pledged.

WASHINGTON HAS BEEN ENDEAVORING IN

twenty-one days to raise $73,000 to make its

$300,000 building canvass complete. The

former building plans have been entirely

revised.

OP 164 DAYTON MEN WHO PURPOSED TO

become Christians at Fred Smith's meetings,

S5 are already members of some church.

Bible classes crowd every part of the building,

and shop meetings are held in n shops, at

tended by 2 ,000 men a week.

C. M. COPELAND HAS BEEN ILL FOR SOME

weeks with typhoid fever, but is now con

valescing.

MlDDLEBORO, MASS., HAS 17$ PAID MEM-

bers, loo in gymnasium classes and 56 in

Bible study, with 200 visitors a day at the

rooms. Over 50 men are serving on com

mittees.

THE WOMEN'S AUXILIARY AT SACRAMENTO,

Cal., raised $1,000 to furnish the Boys' De

partment. One lady secured $60 by asking

some of her friends by telephone to give five

dollars each. Since the Sunday afternoon

service has been rearranged, under the name

of the Young Men's Sunday Afternoon Club,

the attendance has trebled, and the building

has become a popular place on Sunday after

noons. A swimming pool and other improve

ments will be added.

NEW BRITAIN, CONN., YOUNG MEX SUB-

scribed $7,000 toward the $47,060 gymnasium.

There are 143 men in Bible classes and 184

in the night school, and the membership is 820.

BROOKLYN CENTRAL RAN AN AMATEUR

circus November 25th with thirty-one acts.

It was the most lively evening on record in

the old gymnasium.

THE DATES FOR THE MEETING OF TUB

Physical Directors' Society at St. Louis will

be August 15-17. The A. P. E. A. will meet

August 10-13. The Association week in

athletics and other events will be August

15-20. The World's Fair Physical Culture

Department offers the Society a gold medal to

be awarded for the best thesis on any topic

which it may select. The athletic plans will

include the Association basket ball champion

ship, pentathlon, handicap track and field

meet, championship track and field meet, and

a team competition for teams of eight men in

marching, calisthenics, horse, parallel and

horizontal bars, running high jump, one mile

relay race (each man to run 220 yards), and

basket ball game. Details of this will appear

in the next issue of the physical culture pro

gramme, which will be sent to every physical

director.

INDIANA SECRETARIES HAVE EACH PROM-

ised to try for 300 subscriptions for ASSOCIA

TION MEN, the proposition to send the paper

for two years for $i being favorably re

ceived.

ON THANKSGIVING DAY AT THE NAVAL

Branch. Brooklyn, 306 men occupied rooms,

244 slept on floors, and 495 were turned away

because the Association could not accommo

date them. The attendance that day was

estimated at 1,500. Sixty-nine men depos

ited $2,160 for safe-keeping, 43 express

orders amounting to $690 were sold, over

700 meals were served, 180 being Thanks

giving dinners at SQC each. The cash receipts

that day were $356.40, the restaurant receipts

$205.30.

IN EIGHTEEN MONTHS THE COUNTY WORK

of Massachusetts and Rhode Island added

to the building equipment of Massachusetts

new buildings valued at $150,000 in small

towns, and another is promised.

THE NEW RAILROAD DEPARTMENT BUILD-

ing at Montreal will be opened January 7.

Cost $40.000, all but $4.000 of which is paid.

MONTREAL is OBLIGED TO MAKE LARGER

plans to accommodate the work which is

pressing. This will call for at least $100,000.

An Association on the east side is demanded

by 500 young men. Plans have been drawn

for the increase of equipment at the central

building, providing for a new gymnasium

and a larger boys' work.

THE NEW BUILDING AT BELLEPONTE. PA.,

will be a memorial to Hugh McA. Beaver.

Over $13,000 is pledged and $5.000 more is

needed.

ONE HUNDRED HIGH-CLASS LECTURERS HAVE

pledged their services to the Norfolk county

committee, Massachusetts, without compensa

tion other than expenses. Forty per cent,

of the membership in this county arc in Bible

classes. At twelve organized points there

are well-equipped rooms and buildings, four

being provided free of rent by individuals.

THE OHIO STATE COMMITTEE HAS RAISED

funds for a county work secretary.

MEXICO CITY ENTERTAINED 70 MEN

Thanksgiving night. The men present repre

sented 24 States, 5 nations and zq vocations.

Two hundred and twenty made the excursion
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to Amecamcca, a picturesque Mexican village.

The Mexican members gave a reception to

other members December 5 at their own

volition and paid all expenses. Judge Leon,

a prosecuting attorney of the government,

delivered the address and commended the

Association.

BUFFALO'S MEMBERSHIP HAS PASSED THE

3,000 mark and ought to reach 3,500 during

the first year in the new building. Every dor

mitory room was rented December i. The

60 rooms yield $800 a month, the Turkish

bath and caf6 is in running order and was a

success from the start. Seventy on pay roll;

the annual budget will be probably about

$50,000. The members will pay in member

ships and special privileges fee the sum of

about $35,000.

ONEIDA COUNTY, N. Y., HAS 251 MEN AND

boys in its several Associations. Twenty

per cent, of the entire membership is enrolled

in Bible study and 7 have united with

churches. The county convention will be

held January 24 and 25. Physical work is

conducted by the physical director at organ

ized points.

THROUGH THE INFLUENCE OF THE COUNTY

committee of Massachusetts and Rhode

Island sixty men were induced to enter college

and higher schools to prepare for better work

in life.

NORFOLK COUNTY, MASS., HAS TWELVE OR-

ganized points under its supervision. Five

of these have well-equipped rooms and build

ings, four being provided free of rent by in

dividuals. One hundred high-grade lecturers

have placed their services at the disposal of

the committee without compensation other

than expenses. Forty per cent, of the mem

bership is enrolled in Bible classes.

THE YOUNG MEN OF FARGO, N. D., HAVE

completed their fund of $5,000 for the new

building.

TROY, N. Y., HAS A CLASS IN ENGLISH

for foreign-speaking young men in which

are representatives of eight nationalities,

namely, Russia, Austria. Finland, France,

Sweden, Hungary, Armenia and Greece. One

is a priest in the Greek Church. The men are

interested in everything going on in the Asso

ciation.

THE SECRETARIES' INSURANCE ALLIANCE

has 900 members, and at least 500 more men

should be. Every Association employee may

become a member by sending $2.10 to C. B.

Willis, Secretary-Treasurer, Milwaukee, Wis.

ST. LOUIS HAD A GREAT SERIES OF MEET-

ings with Yatman, averaging 700. His work

was thorough. The membership is now 2,300,

the largest in its history, and a gain of 700

in one year. One of the strongest clubs of

the branch is a Hub-Bub club, composed of

Christian men who have charge of social

affairs, and operate Saturday evenings es

pecially.

COATESVILLE, PA., HAS ADDED A SUITE OF

large rooms for the boys' department, and

will employ a boys' secretary.

BEATRICE, NEB., SECURED $20,000 FOR A

new building, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Wolfe

giving 87,500, and $0,000 being raised at the

close of an evangelistic service by Henry

Ostrom. Governor Mickey, George G. Wal

lace of Omaha, Burdick Lewis of Lincoln and

the State secretary addressed a mass meeting

when the balance was raised. The high-

school students gave $500, the business

college students and faculty $ 1,000 and the

First National Bank $500. This makes three

new buildings assured in Nebraska in the

past three years, costing nearly $55,000.

MUSCATINE, IOWA, BUILDING DEDICATION

services began December 28 and ended Jan

uary 3, the anniversary day. The Associa

tion secures a lot and furnishings worth

$46,000, free of debt. Fifteen of the twenty-

two dormitories are now rented.

OIL CITY, PA., HAS RECEIVED A CHECK FOR

Si 0,000 from John D. Rockefeller.

PRESIDENT GAINES, OF EASTMAN Busi

ness College, recently said that the Associa

tion had enhanced the morality in the school,

where 700 young men from the country are

constantlv enrolled.

The Only Lp-to-Dnte
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Made to last and sold
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THE WORK OF THE BOYS' DEPARTMENT AT

Duluth in its new building is a great success,

the membership reaching nearly 400.

MINNEAPOLIS HAS ENROLLED 473 BOYS

since the opening of its new boys' building.

MASSACHUSETTS AND RHODE ISLAND ARE

enrolling boys in a society called Phi Alpha

Pi Club. It is limited to 1,000 members,

who will engage in daily Bible reading, daily

prayer for each other, for the brotherhood,

and to do just those things that develop

character. Each boy pays fifteen cents and

receives a calendar.

THREE YEARS AGO NEW JERSE r .Di3BoYs'

Departments. Now it has 28; .',en 4 secre

taries, now 10. The membership has doubled

and 336 are on committees. Bible classes

have 1,000 members, weekly attendance for

the year is 1,000, and in boys' meetings over

25,000. The recent boys' conference had

364 delegates from 35 places. A supplemen

tary conference was held December 3oth to

consider religious work in Newark.

AsHEVILLE, N. C., IS OCCUPYING THE FIRST

floor of its new building, the whole not being

completed. Meetings have averaged 112,

«'ith deep spiritual results.

AT FRED SMITH'S MEETINGS IN CHARLOTTE,

N. C., over 100 men professed their purpose

of becoming Christians, and larger work is

being done by the committees as a result of

the conferences.

A WESTERN SECRETARY WRITES: "WB

are more than repaid for the trouble we put

ourselves to to interest our men in reading

ASSOCIATION MEN. We will push another

canvass soon."

THE PROCTOR, VT., INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIA-

tion has 133 men in evening classes, 23 of

whom are Hungarians and 37 Swedes. Edu

cational and practical talks are held each

week, attracting over 100 men. A camera

club has 15 members who use the dark room

constantly.

THE BLUEFIELD, W. VA., COLORED MEN'S

Railroad Association has added nearly 200

members by a membership contest, the daily

papers publishing a special Association edi

tion in red ink.

JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA, HAS IN-

creascd its membership from 210 to 780, and

has $107,000 on a $500,000 building.

THE TIEN-TSIN ASSOCIATION HAS CALLED

Y. J. Chang as assistant secretary, his salary

being guaranteed by seven of the foreign

merchants for six months. Mr. Chang was a

student at the Imperial Medical College at

Tien-Tsin and is an ardent Christian. For

the city branch, Mr. Chung Wei I, a Chinese

scholar of government degree, has been called

as assistant secretary. Mr. Gailey is endeav

oring to make the Chinese young men appre

ciate the value of exercise. He has secured

an athletic field with a bicycle track three

laps to the mile, and is introducing the

Chinese young men to the mysteries of base

ball. There are several medical students on

the team. But what will happen when

Gailey teaches them football and bucks the

center?

DENVER ENTERTAINED 191 MEN AT A

Thanksgiving dinner. Sixty-seven of the

guests had been in town less than one year

and forty-four between one and five years.

Eight different countries were represented—

Sweden, Norway, Germany, Wales, Servia,

Italy, Greece and Canada.

PHILADELPHIA RECENTLY HAD 550 MEN IN

shop meetings in one week.

BOSTON ISSUED 406 MEMBERSHIP TICKETS

in November, making the number in the

Central and three branches 4,494.

MONTCLAIR, N. J., GAVE A DINNER TO HIGH

school boys November 3Oth, with toasts by

college men. A high school Bible class is

held at noon, its members paying ten cents

for lunch.

THE NEWARK, N. J., MEMBERSHIP has

jumped from 1,000 to 2,250 during the year.

New gymnasium apparatus and lockers have

been added and a separate room for wrestling.

The average attendance at meetings for four

Sundays in November was 1,601.

THE CAMDEN, N. J., AUXILIARY HAS SPENT

$500 in refurnishing the rooms.

ELIZABETH, N. J., HAS SEVENTY MEN IN

evening classes. Although the fee has been

increased from $2 to $5 in the class for mech

anical drawing, the attendance has doubled,

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY HAS 281 MEN IN

Bible classes. A first-class stereopticon out

fit has been purchased, the gift of thirty

friends.

DETROIT HAD 2,500 PEOPLE AT ITS THANKS-

giving open house. Over a thousand people

took in the shows and exhibitions. A hand-

organ, fortune telling, shooting gallery, phre

nologist, menagerie, and everything else, with

a one cent admission, made plenty of fun.

Any amount of advertising was don ; for the

evening classes, etc. Forty young men, ap

prentices to masons and contractors, ar^

studying architectural drawing, their bills

being paid by the Masons and Builders' Asso

ciation, their employers. A class in elec

tricity has thirty-five men enrolled and the

day school has fifteen students.
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WATERVILLE, N. Y., HAS INCREASED ITS

Bible study enrollment three fold. In three

weeks' time $1,000 was raised, the first time

the Association has ever taken such a start

for the year.

PASTORS, PARENTS, YOUNG MEN AND Busi

ness men at Riverside, Cal., are showing new

interest in gymnasium work with the coming

of Mr. Morris as director.

A FIRE AT WlLKESBARRE, PA., CAUSED A

loss of $7,994, completely covered by insur

ance, which has been satisfactorily adjusted.

Twenty-four men rooming on the top floor

were aroused with difficulty by the secretary,

W. K. McKee, ten of the members leaving

the building by a wire rope ladder from one

of the side windows. The Association re

opened at four o'clock on the afternoon of

the fire.

EAST WEYMOUTH, MASS., CLOSED ITS FIRST

month with 300 paid members, averaged no

men at the Sunday meetings, has 17 in Bible

classes, and 170 using the gymnasium. Not

bad for a small town, even in a princely

building.

GREENPOINT, BROOKLYN, HAS 542 FACTORY

employees pledged to take memberships when

the new building is erected, 190 being from

the jute mills, 148 from the Standard Oil

Company, and 64 from the Empire Bridge

Company.

PATERSON, N. J., HAS RESUMED SOLICITING

for funds for its new building, which it was

obliged to discontinue on account of the re

building of four churches in the city.

YORK, PA., HAS BEEN CONDUCTING A SERIES

of practical talks by experts. One manufac

turer set up a machine for ice making, and

gave practical demonstration. With the help

of the Auxiliary, the building has been re

modeled and refitted.

THE ORANGE. N. J., FOOTBALL ELEVEN

won all of six games played. A secretary

wrote: "They put up the most gentlemanly

and sportsmanlike game of any team we met

last year or this."

BALTIMORE, ON A RECENT SUNDAY, HAD

ioo men take a decided stand for the Chris

tian life. A new student club house has been

opened with sixty men rooming there. A

caf£ at the Central is a new and popular fea

ture. The membership is 1,453.

FRED D. FAGG, IN ATTEMPTING TO STOP

a runaway horse at the risk of his life, was

severely injured, but saved the lives of the

occupants of the carriage.

ZANESVILI.E, OHIO, HAS ORGANIZED THREE

classes for noonday shop meetings. The

membership in this town of 5.500 population

is 265, a growth in one year from 89. An

ornithology class among the boys is an inter

esting new thing and enrolls twenty.

DR. BALLANTINE, OF THE SPRINGFIELD

Training School, conducts two classes, a class

at Hartford and at Springfield. The Hart

ford course is on "Bible Light on Hartford

Life." The purpose is to educate each mem

ber to a thorough knowledge of the needs of

the city and what is being done to meet them.

These classes have had six years of study

under the same teacher.

PLAINFIELD, N. J., is DOING WORK IN

three sections of the city for boys. A gift

of $5,000 n.akcs a boys' building possible.

UNIVER;J' '{ OP NEBRASKA students found

employment for fellow students which will

pay them $5,185.

WILLIAM KLOEPPEL, SECRETARY OF THE

Hudson City Branch, New Jersey, received a

check for $250 the night before Thanksgiving,

from an unknown person, marked "For

Thanksgiving."

THE TOPEKA RAILROAD DEPARTMENT DEDI-

cates its new building free of debt on Decem

ber 3oth. The membership is 1,130. One

hundred and eighty-two men are in educa

tional classes.

ROOMS FOR A RAILROAD ASSOCIATION AT

Nevada, Mo., opened December ist. The

furnishing fund amounted to $2,350. A

friend has presented a $1,000 library, a

Rcgina music box and a Victor talking

machine.

SOUTH KAUKAUNA, Wis., RAILROAD DK-

partment has a debating club which discusses

each week the topics of the day, and studies

the growth and influence of the St. Louis Ex

position. A Third Year Club, composed of

firemen who are preparing to take an engi

neering examination, meets weekly for study

and discussion. The tenth annual free din

ner was served to railroad men Thanksgiving

Day. Dinners were sent to all the men on

the road who could not attend, and to every

passenger crew running through the city.

A foreman to whom ASSOCIATION MEN was

sent said to the secretary, "Did you send

me your Association paper recently? Last

Sunday I sat down and read the magazine

clean through, even the advertisements, and

it did impress me strongly with your work."

The man was not a Christian man.

TEMPLE, TEX., HAS. ORGANIZED A BOYS'

Department with fifty-one members. Since

August twenty senior members have been

added, half of whom were secured by om-

man, the manager of a wholesale grocery

company. Seven hundred dollars was raised

in six days toward wiping out an old debt.

THE NEW ASSOCIATION AT OLYMPIA. WASH.,

in eight weeks enrolled eighty-one men.
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THE ASSOCIATION IN THE SOUTH

The term "New South" is employed most

frequently in^c_onnection with the remarkable

position achieved by the Southern States in

material affairs ; but to one familiar with this

section of our country the term may well be

used in connection with the present con

dition of religious work as a whole, and even

more appropriately with reference to the

progress and achievement of the Young

Men's Christian Association as a department

of that work. The seed sown in some South

ern cities by organizations for Christian work

among young men, even before the estab

lishment in this country of the Young Men's

Christian Association, took deep root, and

has found in the Association an opportunity

for great growth and fruitage.

It is a noteworthy fact that the advance

ment of Association work in the South has

been as steady, thorough, and permanent

as that in any section of our country; that

it has been the most remarkable, is apparent

to those who have studied the conditions.

A country devastated by contending armies,

reduced in its male population by long con

tinued war, hampered in its resources, and

burdened with a dependent and practically

alien people, could not be regarded as a

promising field for the establishment of an

organization requiring men, money, build

ings, and personal service; yet in the face of

these conditions a strong, well-manned,

well-appointed and successful work has been

established and maintained.

There are in the eleven States, usually

classed as "Southern" (commencing with

Virginia and closing with Texas), 59 city,

26 railroad, 108 college, 4 army, 2 industrial

Associations, and i street railway Asso

ciation, 200 in all for white young men. With

v'ery few exceptions these Associations are

well advanced in standard of work and

efficiency. Good beginnings have also been

in county work. The building move

ment in the South has steadily advanced,

until there are 59 buildings in the territory

and a number in process of erection. The

above number includes 33 city buildings, 17

railroad, 6 college, 2 industrial and i army

building. The amount of money actually

paid for buildings and to building funds by

subscribers, exclusive of debt, has increased

from $583,679 in 1893 to $1,067,330 in 1903.

The amount of money expended annually

by the Associations for privileges to members

has increased in the same time from $121,-

168 to $203,169, or from $8.28 to $11.02 per

member per year. Educational work and

Bible study have increased in a yet more

remarkable ratio.

It . is difficult for one familiar with

Association work in Northern cities to rea

lize the peculiar difficulties that beset the

average Southern field. To most men a

city of fifty thousand is what the descrip

tion implies, but in the South a city of fifty

thousand is, from the Association standpoint,

but a city of twenty-five thousand or there

abouts; since often one-half of the popu

lation is colored, and therefore cannot be in

cluded in the ordinary scheme of work. A

comparison of two cities—one in the East

and one in the South—of about ninety thou

sand population, discloses the following con

ditions: The Eastern city has 21,181 young

men between sixteen and thirty-five; the

Southern city has 19,148 young men of the

same age. The entire number of young

men in the Eastern city offers an opportunity

for Association activity, while in the Southern

city 6,547 of the young men are not available

as members, nor open to the ordinary plan

of work. The larger foreign element in the

Eastern city is not necessarily foreign to

Association plans, and docs not balance the

conditions as is sometimes assumed. This

foreign element in the Eastern city under

consideration is probably equalled in the
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Southern city, in magnitude and difficulty,

by a class of young men wh« live temporarily

in it, but are not a part of it; men who come

from distant sections and who must be

reached by another and totally different

kind of effort, if reached at all.

It is under the conditions thus briefly re-

urred to, and amid the hindrances outlined,

that the splendid work of the South has

been established and developed. Those fa

miliar with the situation are convinced that

the greatest immediate progress in Asso

ciation work is to be made in this field, and

with "hopeful face set toward success," they

press on, at once planting and harvesting,

with full faith in the Lord who gives both

seed and harvest.

CECIL L. GATES.

In the New Southern Mill Towns

Sixty thousand young men in the cotton

mills of the South, a very large majority of

these in North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia and Alabama, and over one-half in

North and South Carolina, present a problem

in the new industrial department that, while

right at our door, and therefore easy of access

geographically, is not easy of solution.

Most of these young men come from the

classes known as the "Sand hill farmers"

and "Mountaineers," the classes that have

made the percentage of illiteracy so great

in the Carolinas. Their educational condi

tion has been but little improved since they

have left the farm and become mill operators.

Large numbers of them can neither read nor

write and the majority have but a meager

education. While few have had anything

but the most limited advantages, numbers

of them are bright and intelligent, under

stand their business well and earn good

wages. At a recent State convention in

South Carolina there was present one of the

best types of the mill operatives, who resented

the statement that his class was not up to

the standard of American citizens, and said

that he was earning as much money as any

of the college delegates present ever hoped

to earn. There are not many of his kind,

however.

Their physical condition is much below

the average. Their present position gives

them but little physical exercise and they

have but poor opportunity for bathing.

Much of their food is improperly prepared,

they expose themselves unwisely, and too

frequently their habits are bad.

Their moral condition is also low, and this

is not to be wondered at, for, added to their

poor social, mental and physical advantages,

they have but few church privileges. In

Columbia for one mill community of about

ten thousand there are but four churches.

The pastor of one of these churches has told

me that frequently one of a married couple

would want to remove to another mill, while

the other would not. So they would separate

and then remarry as it suited their convenience .

without the formality of securing a divorce.

Because of their long hours and also because

whole families work in the mill, there is little

of wholesome home life. The boarding houses

are cheap and cheerless. To one knowing

their past and present environment, it is not

surprising that their moral standards are low.

The low condition of their entire life make.i

the need of an ennobling, healthgiving, life-

saving work among them, such as the Asso

ciation is, very great and very urgent.

This field, in the South, is almost entirely

new and unoccupied. The churches, as al

ready intimated, have not fully occupied it.

There are quite a number of secret organiza

tions among them, which constitute the large

part of their social advantages. They have

a few military companies and labor organiza

tions are being formed, but, on the whole,

they are waiting for something to "turn up,"

without exactly knowing it.

The fact that they constitute a new and

unoccupied field may be considered favorable

to the establishment of the Association

among them. Two other favorable conditions

are (i) that large numbers of them live close

together, the mills frequently being built in

groups and the operatives living in the vil

lages near them. (2) The regular hours of

work. But there are also many difficul

ties. Among these may be noted: the low

vitality of the men, their listlessness, inert

ness and consequent lack of ambition; their

migratory habits, and their long hours of

labor. The rising bell rings at half past four

and they must be at work by six, remaining

until seven, or nearly seven, with an hour

at noon.

What can be done with this problem only

a trial can tell. Those who are close to it

and have studied it, are anxious that the

Association shall make an effort to solve it.

believing that as it has succeeded in other

fields, it will not fail in this.

Whatever is done must be done in coopera

tion with the mill operatives and mill owners,

who must work together as the railroad em

ployees and officials have in their field. Nor

should the work be attempted until it is

possible to establish it upon a sound basis,

with ample equipment for the prosecution of

every phase of Association work—social,

physical, intellectual and spiritual—and with

an adequate executive force ; these conditions

giving the new work every opportunity for

success and permanency.

Columbia, S. C. A. C. BRIDGMAN.
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KOTUNPA OF THE

UNIVERSITY OF

VIRGINIA

in which Uie first erisf-

ing College Young

Men's Christian Asso

ciation was organized

First Things in Virginia

Virginia^has^been called the mother of

States and statesmen. It might also be

called the mother of Associations, for at the

University of Virginia, in 1857, the first

Young Men's Christian Association among

'/, /f'/fl

FACSIMILE OP LETTER FROM GEN. ROBT. E. LEE,

ACCEPTING MEMBERSHIP IN THE

UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION

students was organized. Rev. Thomas Hume,

a native of Virginia, but for some years

Professor of English at the University of

North Carolina, tells an interesting story of

this first organization among students, and

especially as to how he wrote the constitution.

The first permanent Association work for

United States regulars was established at

Fort Monroe, Va. In 1889, Captain Charles

Bird, now Major-General retired, who was

stationed at that post, organized the first

army Association. Only recently a mag

nificent building was dedicated for the use

the soldiers at this fort. During the

intervening years, the Association has had

a varied experience, but none will dispute

the fact that this organization was the be

ginning of the splendid Association work

now carried on for the men in the army.

Within the bounds of Virginia, the first

colored Association to employ a general

secretary was organized at Norfolk. This

Association was also the first in this depart

ment to secure a building especially erected

for its use.

In Virginia practically every kind of

Association has been organized. We have

work in cities and towns; at railroad division

points; for students in universities, colleges,

professional schools and preparatory in

stitutions; for men in the army and navy

and among colored men; recently the first

county was organized and a street railway

department is being organized in Rich

mond. The last reports show that there are

in the State forty-nine Associations (ex

clusive of colored); seventeen buildings,

valued at more than $360,000. The relig

ious work has been specially emphasized,

over 1,700 men being enrolled in Bible

classes, and there were over 600 professed

conversions during the year.

Of the buildings in the State, seven have

been secured within the last three years—

Newport News, Portsmouth, Virginia Poly

technic, Roanoke City, Bluefield (West

Virginia, connected with Virginia State
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RICHMOND'S

STREET RAILWAY

ASSOCIATION

BUILDING AND

GROUP OF

MEN

Nearly four hundred

members have pledged

to join this Association

• ; i

Work), Roanoke Railroad, and Fort Monroe,

and in addition the Gladstone building has

been enlarged.

THE ASSOCIATIONS To-DAV

There are now 49 Associations, with 8,566

members, and 1,146 are serving on com

mittees. Thirty-three Associations expended

in current expenses, $60,055.39. There are

17 buildings, valued at $360,000. Thirteen

report Ladies' Auxiliaries. Nine Associations

report 42 night educational classes per week,

and 240 lectures and entertainments were

given. There were conducted seventy-eight

men's meetings each week, with a total at

tendance of 119,044, and 37 Associations

conducted 122 Bible classes, with 1,765

different men and boys enrolled, with a

total attendance of 31,344. Eight Asso

ciations had Boys' Work—with meetings,

Bible classes, gymnasium classes, entertain

ments and socials.

Virginia. L. A. COULTER.

Four Years of State Work in Georgia

In January, 1900, when the present State

secretary was called to this field through the

influence of Mr. Gates, Field Secretary of

the International Committee, practically no

State work had been done for about two

years, as there had been no State secretary

for about a year, and most of the time of the

last secretary had been given to army work.

For a number of years previous the work

had been greatly limited by the employment

of a State secretary for only a part of his

time. As a result, the thirty-two Asso

ciations of Georgia had dwindled to ten, and

three of those were at ebb-tide.

The situation at Macon had been one of

utter discouragement, and but for the aid of

Mr. Gates in 1899 would have been abandoned

He had succeeded in getting their building

plans on a practical basis, but 1900 found

them with no work going on except prepa

rations for building. Mr. Gates had also

checked disintegration at Athens, and se

cured a new man as secretary, but he had

become disheartened and was ready to

leave.

Contrasted with these depressing facts

we now see twenty-six Associations instead

of the ten. Nine of the thirteen cities of

Georgia of five thousand or more population,

now have Associations, and [every city

Association is in excellent condition. College

and railroad Associations also doing better

work than ever before known; and the

corresponding membership system installed in

127 small cities and towns.

More convincing than the mere increase

in number of Associations is the growth in

resources shown by the fact that at the be

ginning of the four years four Associations

owned buildings, valued at $158,000, with

indebtedness of $30,000, or $128,000 net,

while now eleven Associations occupy build

ings and hold building funds amounting to

$357,000, with indebtedness of but $32,000.

Perhaps the most important indication

of the strength of the enlargement is the in

crease of the secretarial force employed in

the State from ten to twenty-six during the

four years. This fact means much more

when it is understood that each man seems

well fitted to the place which he occupies

and that entire harmony prevails, as each

man believes not only in his own work, but

in that of the State and International Com

mittees as well. That all these improved

conditions are due to State committee work

would not be claimed, but every Association

in Georgia has been helped; and it can safely

be said, .that the great improvement shown
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BUILDING

OF THE

LITTLE ROCK,

ARK..

ASSOCIATION,

NOW IN

PROCESS OF

ERECTION

It will contain all the

feature* of the latest

Association buildings

by most of them would not have been possible

without the attention that has been given.

During these four years the Georgia State

committee has set the pace for the rest of

the country in the application of the institute

idea to Association work, the first being held

in October, 1900. It was also in Georgia

that the idea originated for beginning the

State conventions on Saturday night with a

formal dinner and getting the interest of

citizens locally through the exercises of

Sunday, instead of the former plan, which

reached the attention of the people at just

about the time of adjournment.

Georgia. J. V. READ.

Florida's New Association Life

For nearly ten years Association work in

Florida has been suspended, except at a few

colleges. J. V. Read, State secretary of

Georgia, with C. L. Gates, of the International

Committee, have worked together in the or

ganization of Associations in the State and

of a State Committee. At Pensacola a can

vass has been made for a building and $25,500

pledged. Mr. William Fisher gave $5,000 of

this amount and five persons gave $1,000

each. Jacksonville will organize an Associa

tion and has appointed a committee to select

rooms. At Tampa the State Committee is

seeking suitable quarters and a number of

young men are being trained to assume the

responsibilities of Association workers. At

Fernandina the employees of the Seaboard

Air Line and others are co-operating to form

a railroad Association. Corresponding mem

bers are being secured throughout the State,

and it is expected that Associations will be

built up carefully and consistently with the

best Association policy.

The Outlook in Arkansas

Arkansas is a State of boundless possibili

ties. Its natural resources are probably not

excelled by those of any State in the Union,

but they are practically untouched as yet,

hence the great possibilities of the State

when its resources are fully 'developed.

Along with its material development, which

has already begun and is being accelerated

year by year at a rapid pace, will coma the

development of the Association field. The

chief need at the present time is the laying

of broad and deep foundations, and this is

being attended to by the devoted and intelli

gent men who constitute the State Committee,

conspicuous among whom are Mr. Robert E.

Wait, of Little Rock, and Mr. Fred Fox, of

Pine Bluff.

Three years ago J. L. Scofield was called

to the general secretaryship at little Rock.

with the understanding that he was to devote

a portion of his time to State work, and he

has fulfilled expectations in both fields. For

some ten years prior to his coming, no State

convention had been held, and since that

time two State conventions have been held,

and another will be held at Fayetteville in

February. Mr. Scofield's time has been gen

erously given to the State by the Little Rock

Association.

A splendid building is in course of erection

at Little Rock, the corner stone of which I

had the privilege of laying last May, and

when it is completed, and the work organized

therein, it will serve as a great stimulus

throughout the State.

At present there are thirteen Associations

in Arkansas, of which two are city, four rail

road, and seven college. Four Associations

—Texarkana, Stamps, North Little Rock



m THE PHYSICAL DEPARTMENTS!

Night Class New Orleans, La

Southern Basket Ball Champions. Charleston

DELIA'S Winning Indoor Base-Bali Team

Baths w Richmond. Alabama's Crack Team. Montgomery
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and Hoxic—own buildings valued in the ag

gregate at $74,000, and the total valuation

of property, both real and personal, is upward

of $115,000. New railroad Association build

ings are projected in VanBuren and McGehee,

and new lumbermen's Association buildings

will be erected this year at Crossett and

Warren, while the Little Rock building is

now in course of erection.

These figures are insignificant as compared

with the older States, but this is the day of

small things, or rather of beginnings, in

Arkansas. The Association leaders in the

State are loud in their praise of the Inter

national Committee for the invaluable aid it

has rendered in re-establishing the work, and

especially of Mr. Shipp, who has been the

committee's representative in this field.

Judge Spencer and Mr. McPheeters, of St.

Louis, have also been of great service in va

rious ways, and Mr. Holden, notwithstanding

his removal to Chicago, is contributing

largely to the Little Rock Association, and

has made several trips there to promote its

success.

We have heard a great deal of late about

"Colorado's burden," and that it is a grievous

one none will deny ; but Arkansas has a bur

den almost if not quite as great. Arkansas's

burden is Hot Springs, a famous health and

winter resort, where tens of thousands of the

afflicted go every year, for the benefit to be

derived from the healing waters. The sport

ing element of every class, from all parts

of the United States, make it their rendez

vous during the winter, the result being a

pandemonium of vice. Gambling is legal

ized, and is carried on in luxuriously appointed

gambling houses, and the young men who

visit the Springs for treatment become the

easy prey to this and kindred vices, because

they have nothing whatever to do, aside from

taking hot baths daily. The resident popu

lation of Hot Springs is so small and poor,

and its few churches so weak and struggling,

that the town could not sustain an Associa

tion, and yet there is no place in the country

where one is needed more. An Association

building with full equipment ought to be pro

vided, and the work in it maintained, by the

Association brotherhood at large, and nowhere

would such an investment yield larger re

turns. GEO. T. COXHEAD.

From the Great State of Texas

Texas is not alone a State of magnificent

distances and immense area, but it has grow

ing cities of no mean size. The development

of its Associations is keeping pace with its

growth. It may be questioned if any State

has shown a greater or more substantial

growth in the railroad department than has

Texas. These departments have become

influential factors in changing the character

of the cities in which they are placed. Ninety

per cent, of the population of one town are

enrolled, and in another a majority of the

voters are among the members. Texas

records the largest attendance at its boys'

meetings of any State. Buildings are being

secured rapidly by the city Associations.

Beaumont has just effected a permanent or

ganization and will soon complete a $70,000

building. San Antonio, Houston and Fort

Worth are all in the midst of building can

vasses and progressing well. Paris secured

a $60,000 building three years ago. A long

strike and yellow fever stopped the canvass

at San Antonio when $15,000 was pledged.

A site worth $10,000 was given by a generous

friend. El Paso is about to launch a building

movement. At Dallas a boys' annex has

been added, while at Galveston the Associa

tion has been strugglng out of the wreck of

the flood. The Association at Port Arthur

has been reorganized and a permanent secre

tary elected. A new railroad Association was

organized at Childress last year, and at

Amarillo an investigation is being made look

ing to an organization. The second session

of the summer school and camp will be held

August 16 to 26 at Lampasas. This is con

sidered one of the most important features
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in the Texas work, and its chairman, J. G.

Reeves, and a committee of leading citizens

and secretaries will make the programme for

1904 exceptionally attractive. The State

convention is to be held March 19-22 at

Houston, with a large number of strong Asso

ciation speakers on the programme. In the

past year the work of all the old Associa

tions has been greatly strengthened and gen

eral increase has been noted. Indebtedness

has been paid off, new departments estab

lished and membership increased.

Texas. R. M. WATTS.

Tennessee's Showing

In Tennessee the following points of prog

ress are noted. An assistant State secre

tary employed. A student secretary for

whole time at Vanderbilt University. Student

secretary for part time at Memphis Medical

College. Intercollegiate department organ

ized and directed by the Nashville Associa

tion. Building secured at Vanderbilt Uni

versity. Lot secured for student Associa

tion at Cumberland University. Building

erected at Murfreesboro. State Committee

budget of $5,000 secured and all bills paid

at close of the year. Two hundred new cor

responding members secured. Definite evan

gelistic meetings in connection with Young

Men's Sunday work with nearly one hun

dred professed conversions. New building

secured at Knoxville, building completed

at Chattanooga, and separate building se

cured for boys' department. New office

secured for State Committee with complete

outfit of office furniture. Bible conferences

held for students under the direction of State

Committee. Five Association institutes held

at leading points in the State. Special con

ferences held at three points in the interest

of religious and educational work. "For

ward Movement" launched among students,

seeking to enroll 1,000 students in Bible

study and to win 1,000 students to Christ.

F.orty students professed conversion in one

meeting. Twelve new men from Tennessee

entered Association work. Association prayer

cycle widely used. Largest delegation ever

secured for summer student conference.

Shared in support of F. S. Brockman in China.

Plans inaugurated for street railway work at

Nashville and Memphis. The members of

the Tennessee State Committee contributed

$1,165 for State work in addition to their

individual gifts to local work. The greatest

loss of the year has been the removal of

Chairman Ira Landrith to Chicago.

Tennessee. S. W. McGiLL.

In North and South Carolina

For the past five years Association work

in the Carolinas has grown rapidly. Four

years ago the entire employed force of the

two States consisted of eight men, as com

pared with twenty-one at the present. Dur

ing these years of development the student

work has been greatly extended and strength

ened, there being at the present time thirty-

five Associations in preparatory schools and

colleges. County work has been inaugu

rated in North Carolina and the State com
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mittee expect to make this a prominent

feature. An army Association has been

established at Fort Getty, S. C., and a secre

tary employed for his entire time. There

has been a steady increase in the member

ship of the Associations, four years ago the

total membership in the Carolinas was less

than 2,600, as compared with more than

5,500 at the beginning of 1904. State work

has been materially strengthened in every

department. At a recent meeting of the

State committee, they unanimously agreed

to add a third man to the force and have

called one of the most successful general

secretaries in the Carolinas. The five-year

policy of the committee, adopted one year

ago, calls for ten additional secretarial points,

eight additional student Associations, two

railroad Associations, one army and five

county Associations and the beginning of

definite work among male operatives of

cotton mills.

The Carolinas. G. C. HUNTINGTON

Louisiana, Alabama and Mississippi

Progress

At the beginning of the year 1902 the

committee was facing a debt of over $2,200,

carried over from the army work. C. H.

Moorman was called to the State secretary

ship in April and gave his entire time until

October to financial work, securing sub

scriptions to cover this debt and to carry on

the current work. There was over $1,500

paid on the debt, leaving a balance of but

$625 due January i, 1904. The entire debt

is covered by subscriptions and a State

college secretary secured.

The work in all departments has been

fostered. The New Orleans Association has

grown from 685 members to 1,200 and the

enrollment in educational classes from 158

to 325. The physical work is growing

rapidly, the Association has secured a lease

on the adjoining property, which will give

it largely increased gymnasium facilities.

The Association at Mobile has raised

$10,000 to cover the floating indebtedness.

$2.000 for completing the Auditorium and

$1,000 on its mortgage indebtedness. The

work is progressing along all lines and they

arc planning for larger things in the near

future.

The work at Montgomery, Ala., is the best

on record there. The free use of a building,

bought by Mr. Peabody, of New York, has

been had for the past two years. It has

largely increased the membership and edu

cational and physical work and the canvass

for a $30,000 building has been started.

Selma has added an annex during the

year, containing natatorium, locker-rooms

and gymnasium, raising over $10,000 during

the year for the work. The prospects are

good for a strong educational work, this be

ing the first year they have attempted it.

The Southern railroad department at

Selma. Ala., has paid $1.875 on their $2,500

property, with $625 du. during 1904. The

work at Meridian, Miss., i:- holding its own

in the face of strike troubles, which for a

time threatened to seriously cripple il. It

now has 383 members. A new building is

looked forward to. The Canton, Miss., de

partment has largely outgrown its building

and is proving itsef to be of incalcuable

benefit to the men.

The Industrial work at Laurel, Miss., is

growing rapidly and educational classes are

being pushed, the physical work enlarged

and the religious work has been given a new

impetus. Fully $3,500 will be expended on

re-arranging the building so as to use the

entire structure for Association purposes.

The college department is growing rapidly.

The plans for this year include the doubling

of the Bible class enrollment and the leading

of 300 men to Christ. Mississippi has more

than doubled her enrollment, having 150
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men in Bible classes in one institution and

45 conversions from a three days' meeting.

The holiday college conference, established

•at Ruston, Louisiana, has demonstrated the

great value of the student work of the South

west and with this added power we are

looking for a rapid advance.

New city organizations have been founded

at Tuscaloosa and Birmingham, Ala., Brook-

haven, Miss., and Lake Charles and Monroe,

Louisiana. At Birmingham the Association

has purchased property costing $19,500 and

secured $i 1,000 toward a new gymnasium

building. The religious work is strong, there

having been twenty-five conversions during

the three months the work has been opened.

Plans for a strong educational work are now

being carried out and a building canvass

for $100,000.

At Monroe, Louisiana, property costing

$7,500 was purchased and a two-story

building erected for a gymnasium, boys'

work and educational class rooms. The prop

erty entire is valued at $15,000. The work

has been very successful from the start and

THE NEW

ORLEANS ASSOCIA

TION BUILDING

AND THE

SPOFFORD

MANSION

(Original cost $84,000)

Recently rented for a

term of yean to provide

for the greatly increased

work of that Associa

tion.

all departments are growing rapidly. The

work was opened October, 1903, and already

has a membership of 220 at $10 each. The

building canvass is not yet finished, as

$5,000 is still needed. Other Associations in

the State are in rented quarters, but are

doing good work and growing steadily.

An industrial work has been opened at

Pearlhaven, Miss., where the Pearl River

Lumber Co. has built a building, furnished

it entire, placed the general secretary on its

payroll and pays all expenses except those

covered by memberships.

The Louisville & Nashville made an ap

propriation of $15,000 toward a building at

New Decatur, Ala., and $2,000 toward its

furnishing, besides $100 per month for cur

rent expenses and light and heat. $5,000

has been subscribed by the citizens and the

New Decatur Land Co. donated a fine site,

150x175, in the center of the town. When

finished, the plant will cost about $30,000.

This will be the largest railroad work South

of the Ohio river. Seven hundred and

thirty men have signed for membership

TEMPORARY

HEADQUARTERS

OF

THE RECENTLY

ORGANIZED

ARMY BRANCH OF

THE CHARLESTON

ASSOCIATION

NOW

UNDERGOING

REPAIRS
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The building is planned to accommodate

i ,500 members.

A large number of corr spending members

have been secured during the year. A

canvass for members looking toward orga

nization later on has been mad^ at Anniston,

Ala., and at Jackson, Miss. At nine points,

where organizations were called for after

carefully examining the fields, the com

mittee have counseled delay, owing to the

inability of the town to support the work.

Alabama. C. H. MOORMAN.

One of the Institutions of Modern Life

Abstract of an address delivered by Dr. Charles Cuthbert Hall, at the Dedication of The Young Men's Christian

Association building, Columbus, Georgia.

some home of a Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation that I have seen in the entire world.

If it should be within my power to make

any contribution to the occasion that has

brought us together, I feel that that con

tribution may consist in the attempt to set

forth the meaning of the Young Men's

Christian Association as one of the institu

tions of modern life. The importance of the

study of institutions can hardly be over

stated. We ought not to take even the best

things for granted, but to ascertain the prin

ciples on which they rest, and the functions

they are constituted to discharge. In other

words, we ought to classify our institutions

and interpret to ourselves their significance.

Where shall we place the Young Men's Chris

tian Association under a system of classified

institutions? A Chamber of Commerce we

place, without hesitation, in the economic

group, a police court in the judicial group,

a technical school in the educational group,

DR. CHARLES CUTHBERT HALL an almshouse in the eleemosynary group.

I have prized very highly the opportunity of Where does the Young Men's Christian Asso-

coming into the midstof the social and religious ciation belong? Let us classify it in the

institutions of the South. I am impressed with Christian group, as one of the institutions

the seriousness of purpose on every hand, and of Christianity. In the thought of many

especially with the religious spirit

that pervades the South. I

crave for the North more of the

same spirit. These impressions

of the excellence of Southern

life have been deepened by my

observations in this city of

Columbus and by my contact

with its leading citizens; and

to-night I feel it to be a peculiar

privilege to be associated with

the dedication of a building that

stands for all that is noblest in

the moral and religious ideals

of the South. Permit me to say

that after examining the build

ings of the Young Men's Christ

ian Associations in many parts

of this country, on the conti

nent of Europe, throughout

India and in Japan, I am in

clined to feel that on the whole

the building under whose roof we

are at this moment gathered,

is the most charming and win. THB ENTRANCB HALLi COLUMBUs BUILDING
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COLUMBUS, GA.,

ASSOCIATION

BUILDING,

RECENTLY

ERECTED AS A

MEMORIAL TO

THEIR PARENTS

BY GEORGE

FOSTER, CHARLES

]. AND ROYAL

PEABODY

It is t' a tit of white mar-

bit and is the mort

beautiful Association

building in the entire

South. The coit was

J87.000

persons, Christianity is synonymous with a

denominational church, and there was a

time when some contended that the deno

minational church ought to take care of all

the religious work required. But now we

realize that the denominational church,

while having a legitimate and important

sphere of influence, can, as a denominational

church, offer only a partial fulfillment of

the entire function of Christianity. Much

remains to be done in regions where the

denominational idea need not enter or

should not enter.

Under a Christian theory of society, the

Young Men's Christian Association is the

institutional product of Christianity in its

undenominational sphere of influence. What

15 the nature of a Christian theory of society?

It is not a quixotic optimism taking no ac

count of the dark and stubborn facts of

sorrow, hatred and sin; nor on the other

hand is it a fatalistic pessimism overwhelmed

by the grievous burden of wrong and injus

tice in the world. A Christian theory of

society is sternness and seriousness, sur

charged with hope and controlled by love.

A Christian theory of society finds a place

for reformatories and jails. It views with

sternness and reprobation the plans of

wickedness to mislead and destroy. It metes

out justice with an untrembling hand to

those who set themselves persistently against

the law. But that sternness and serious

ness are surcharged with hope and controlled

by love. The hope is not in the jails and

the reformatories; the hope is lodged in the

schools, the churches, the homes, the Chris

tian Associations; for the essence of this

theory is the ambition to bring every one of

the members of society to the highest degree

of personal efficiency.

Under this Christian theory of society the

distinctive place of the Young Men's Chris

tian Association immediately appears. The

historical origin of the Association is familiar

When in London a year ago, I had the

privilege of meeting at Exeter Hall, that

venerable and charming man, Sir George

Williams, the founder of the Association in

London, more than half a century ago. Sir

George Williams, then a young man in a

London draper's shop, felt deeply for him

self and for his associates, the need of in

fluences intellectual, moral and spiritual,

outside of the routine of business. His

conviction took shape, in the first instance,

in a simple daily meeting for mutual re

freshment through the interchange of ideas,

and through manly devotional fellowship;

it has expanded into this great institution

of Christianity, which at the present time

is represented in every country of the globe

Its fundamental principle is that a man needs

more to develop his manhood than mere

devotion to his particular calling in life. A

man may be devoted to his occupation and

may develop in himself simply those quali

ties immediately called for by his occupation.

But by so doing he does not give himself a

fair chance. By thus narrowly specializing

on himself, he lessens his chance of attaining

an all-around manhood, and of rendering

the best service to society. He is worthy of

a broader and more comprehensive culture

than that. He should develop himself on

all sides; his body, his mind, his spirit alike,

and if he does so, he shall not only become

efficient on a higher plane in his own calling

—a better worker on his own line—but he

shall become of much greater value to so

ciety at large as a constructive factor on the

side of righteousness.
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Under a Christian theory of society the

ideal method of procedure is to surround

each individual member of society, from the

child in the kindergarten to the communi

cant in the church, with whatever shall

most completely liberate and give expression

to those qualities that are noblest and most

conducive to the general order and ad

vancement.

Note the coincidence of the truest Chris

tian theory and the . truest educational

theory. No longer is the educator seeking

to force children toward knowledge by the

rod. He is seeking, under the law of beauty

and love, to liberate those principles in

child-life which voluntarily affiliate with

knowledge. The Christian theory for the

development of men is not to terrify men

into forced obedience by threats of punish

ment, but to win men up the heights of

righteousness by showing, that righteousnes

and joy are knit together in the very con

stitution of the human soul.

It may be said that under this theory of

the development of manhood, the Young

Men's Christian Association works for two

ends, a negative end and a positive end.

The negative end is to dissuade and protect

young men from evil, and to this negative

end constant and affectionate attention is

given. The spirit of the Association is not

so unworldly that it loses sight of the fierce

temptations of men. It seeks to protect

them under temptation; and to win them

from evil by affording many countervailing

interests. It believes in the redeeming

power of the Lord Jesus Christ; it honors the

Cross of Christ; it invokes the grace of that

suffering Saviour for everybody in moral peril.

But for how much more than this does

every Association building stand? The posi

tive end of the Association work is to de

velop those beautiful things in young man

hood that make it the most mighty of human

forces on the side of righteousness. The

Association believes in the Living Christ as

the glorious Ideal for all men; it seeks to

train up men toward the measure of the

stature of that Living Christ.

There is one passage in Holy Scripture

which in two masterly clauses groups the

two ends of Association work. "Be not

overcome by evil." That represents the

negative end; to protect and dissuade young

men from self-surrender to wrong doing.

"Overcome evil with good." That stands

for the positive end; to bring out the best

in manhood and then to use it along every

line of moral and religious activity for the

redemption of society.

I congratulate those, who, uniting their

gifts, have provided the land and this build

ing. Great must be their joy in being per

mitted to advance the glorious ends which

we have contemplated. The donors and

the future maintainers of this work relate

themselves not only to Columbus, but to

the South, to America, to the world, in an

enviable manner. They are indeed, to be

congratulated. For what is there within

the whole sphere of human action more

worthy of our effort than to protect young

men from their moral foes, and to encourage

young men to express in thought and in

action, the Best that God's Spirit has whis

pered within their souls!

A Chapter From Early Association History

At the time of the organization of the

International Committee in 1866 only three

Associations were known to exist in the

Southern States, although earlier there had

been a considerable number. The first vis

itor to the South was Mr. James Stokes, a

member of the Committee, who interested

prominent people in Association work. In

the opening of 1870 Mr. William F. Lee, also

a member of the Committee, with Mr. G orge

A. Hall, then secretary of the Washington

Association, representing the Intcrnatio. al

Committee, spent two months in general vis-

itati n of the leading Southern cities. They

did not begin to establish Associations any

where except at Selma, where a marked re

vival of religion was inaugurated at the

meetings they held which resulted in the sub

sequent organization of an Association, and

at New Orleans.

A number of organizations soon sprang into

life and a State conventionwas called in 187431

Marion, Ala. Bj' invitation, visits were made

by Mr. Hall and also by Mr. R. C.Morse, general

secretary of the Committee, to several cities,

as well as to this convention, " at that time

the only State organization in the South."

The Richmond Va., Association was also

visited by Mr. Morse, his whole tour pro

moting attendance upon the approaching

International Convention at Dayton, Ohio,

where it was voted to hold, in response to

the invitation of the Richmond Association,

the first International Convention in the

Sovith since the war. At that convention

open air meetings were suggested as a means

for reaching the masses, and inaugurated

between sessions. So great was the interest

that all business seemed suspended during

the hour of these meetings on the public
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square. A revival followed the convention

in which some eighty additions were made

to the churches of Marion.

ASSOCIATIONS FORMED AFTER REVIVALS

In the winter of 1875, Mr. Hall and Mr.

Thomas K. Cree, who was secretary of the

Board of Indian Commissioners, and who

went as a representative of the Committee at

his own expense, again visited the prominent

Southern cities, beginning with a State con

vention at Augusta, Ga. The result of a

week's work there was a revival which con

tinued for a number of weeks and resulted,

as was said, in the addition of a thousand

members to the various churches. This

work in Augusta opened the way in the

cities all over the South. At Savannah, where

there w s a weak organization, a revival was

inaugurated, which resulted in the conversion

of a large number, including many prominent

citizens. A like result followed their visits

to Charleston, Knoxville, Galveston, Austin,

Hou ton, Dallas and San Antonio.

In the winter of 1876 Messrs. Cree and

Hall again visited the South. Mr. James

McConaughy accompanied them. At Charles

ton there was an extensive revival and Mr.

McConaughy remained there a number of

weeks, place the Association on a rm

footing, and with Mr. Augustine T. Smythe

secured the money for the employment of a

general secretary. Messrs. Hall and Cree

visited Savannah, Jacksonville, Augusta,

Atlanta and other cities. In many of these

Associations had been organized.

RAISING MONEY AND ENLISTING MEN

The next year they again visited the lead

ing Southern cities, accompanied by Mr. T. T.

Stewart, of Washington, who did good serv

ice as a soloist. At many places their visits

led to gracious revivals. At Charlotte, N. C.,

Mr. George B. Hanna, now chairman of the

State Committee, was one of their efficient

co-laborers. Subsequently Mr. Cree spent

some time in Charlotte and secured the money

necessary for the employment of a secretary,

as he did later at Savannah, Atlanta, Knox

ville, Chattanooga, Nashville, Memphis, Mont

gomery, Selma, Mobile, New Orleans, Dallas,

At stin, Galveston, and at Louisville.

An impulse was given to Bible study.

Everywhere they gave Bible readings which

were innovations, and emphasized personal

Bible study as the chief means of Christian

growth and development. A number of lay

men -were stimulated in each place to begin

active aggressive Christian work in their

churches. Previous to these early visits

some of the hymn books in use were fifty

years old and "Gospel Hymns" were un

known among the churches. These were

carried with them and used in all their meet

ings and added to the interest and profit of

the services. In a single city eleven hun

dred copies of the hymn book used by Messrs.

Hall and Cree were sold within a few weeks.

In no State were they more heartily wel

comed than in Texas. The memory of the

meetings and them any friends they found in

Galveston, Houston, San Antonio, Dallas,

Sherman, Waco and Austin is very precious

even after all these years. They are very

thankful to have had some part in the new

beginnings of Association work among their

Southern brethren.

MEN WHO TOOK THE LEAD

At Selma Major Joseph Hardie was one of

the most active agents in extending the

work. Associated with him were Messrs.

C. W. Lovelace of Marion, Harvey L. McKee

and W. P. Armstrong of Selma, James Hardie

of New Orleans, George B. Hanna of Char

lotte, Alva Hardie of Dallas, M. L. Blanton

of Nashville, L. M. Elder of Chattanooga,

James H. Cowan of Knoxville, J. W. Wallace

of Augusta, and later W. Woods White of

Atlanta.

At many of these points two or three visits

were necessary and money was raised in suc

cessive years for maintaining a secretary.

At Richmond one of the Associations that

had survived from the earlier davs was en

tirely reorganized and money raised for a

secretary. So effective was his work that in

a very limited time the Association was

housed in a building of its own. Mr. Wat-

kins, representing the International Com

mittee, did good service at many points.

So did Mr. Taggart, State secretary of Penn

sylvania, who made several tours with Mr.

Cree. They jointly visited almost every

Southern city of importance.

The results in Texas were possibly more

marked than in any other one State. The

country was comparatively new, and some

of the more important cities had not been

touched by the railroad. The time was ripe

for a religious awakening and the influence

has remained largely in connection with the

Association life until this day. At that time

Association work in many parts of the coun

try was not confined, as it is to-day, exclu

sively to young men, and while meetings

for young men were held at all places where

it was considered possible to hold them, the

meetings were largely general meetings; but

prominence was given at a'l points to definite

work for young men and the work of the

Association was strongly presented at every

point.



Some Association Detective Work

THE CLEVER AND PERSISTENT METHODS OP TENNESSEE CORRESPONDING MEMBERS

A young man left his home in a small

Tennessee town and located in a large city.

His name was received at the State office and

the information sent to the corresponding

member of the State committee. Two

representatives of the Association called to

see the newly arrived young man. An in

vitation was extended to make the Asso

ciation building his headquarters, use of the

gymnasium and baths tendered, an offer

made to assist him in securing a suitable

boarding home, and the suggestion made that

at his pleasure he identify himself with the

Association. His first question was, "Who

told you about me?" This did not make

much difference—he was known. Finally

he said, "I may as well tell you. When I'm

home, I'm alright member of M Church,

Sunday-school and Young People's Society.

When I came to this big city I thought no

body would know me, and I expected to 'see

the white elephant." Of course, I was not

going to follow that sort of life. But now

you fellows have got me, I reckon I can't do

it." And he didn't.

His mother's apron strings were con

sidered too short, so he gave up a good posi

tion and left home with $60 in his pockets.

Spent his money freely at K , Tennessee,

where he -had located. .

Was "a fine fellow" while his money

lasted. When money gave out, he was

turned out. He concluded that money was

necessary, and as he had none of his own,

took that belonging to another. A warrant

was sworn out for his arrest and he fled from

the city. This information was communi

cated to the State office of the Tennessee

Association and the corresponding members

took it up. .He was traced to three different

cities and finally located. He had "hired

out" to feed a carload of hogs. A modern

instance of a prodigal son, indeed. He was

cleaned up—and he needed it—his -parents

were communicated with, money was secured

to send him home, where he is now living, has

a good position and is a respected member

of the community.

Jt

Five young men left a small town in Ten

nessee the same day. Two of them went to

Oklahoma, one to P , Tennessee, and

two to L , Kentucky. Their names were

sent in a single letter by a faithful corre

sponding member to the State office of the

Association. The next mail contained let

ters to each of the points mentioned, which

conveyed full information to special repre

sentatives of the Association. In less than

a week every man had been located, brought

in touch with Christian influences and the

information in turn sent back to the State

office. The enterprising corresponding mem

ber in one of the Oklahoma towns discovered

in his investigation three other young men

who needed just the kind of influence he

was ready to provide.

One mail to the State office brought the

names of twenty-six young men leaving

home and lines were immediately started to

bring them in touch with Christian influences.

Jt

An accomplished musician, a trained

athlete, and a very popular fellow, whose

accomplishments and popularity led him in

to ambitions which resulted in his becoming

a professional actor, left home against the

protests of mother and father. He got into

bad company, dissipated and soon was not

fitted for his part in the performance. He

was disgraced and disheartened. Informa

tion came to the corresponding member of

the Association at B , Tennessee. After

diligent search the young man was located

in the wine room of a saloon, where he was

employed to wash bottles. When discovered,

he was asked to step outside. The question

was put to him as to how he would like to

go home. "Oh," said he, "I can't go home."

They went over to the Association building

to talk about it. Here he was handed a

letter from his father; but said he, "I can't

read that, it will just hurt me." His friend

did not want to hurt him, but insisted on his

reading the letter. It melted him when he

read that his mother was ill of a breaking

heart. "What must I do?" "If you will

do what I want you to do, you will get out

of this sort of life." Down on their knees

they went and both prayed earnestly. He

was cleaned up and when train time came

the corresponding member boarded the

train with him and started homeward. Let

ter after letter has been received from father

mother and boy, telling that he is now a

member of the church, where his father is

an officer. He writes, "you wouldn't know

me, I've changed so."

Jt

These are but a few instances of the work

done by the Corresponding Membership De

partment of the Associations and is carried

on through appointing responsible young

men in every city, town, village and hamlet

to act as corresponding members in this

work in Tennessee.



Gladstone to the College Student

BY WILLIAM F. MCDOWELL, D.D.

The great book of the season is Mr. Mor-

ley's "Life of Gladstone." It will interest

many people in many ways and for many

reasons. Men read such books both for

themselves and for others. Some will read

this noble work thinking as they do so of

members of Parliament or members of Con

gress, and wishing that the power of this

majestic life might affect those upon whose

shoulders government rests.

For years now it has been my habit to

read many books, especially biographies,

not only for my own sake, but with college

men in mind. It is not hard to do that with

this biography. It would be hard not to do

it. One cannot forget that Gladstone was

an Eton boy and later an Oxford man. His

splendid portrait by Millais hangs in Christ

Church, Wesley's old college, where can be

seen also Hubert Herkomer's portrait of

Liddon. No vision of the old statesman is

more vivid or thrilling than the picture of

him lifting his thin white hands toward

Oxford, which had rejected him, and crying

out passionately, "I love her, I love her!"

But our interest in him now centers in the

days when he was a student there. Seeing

him, we think of all students. On April 25,

1830, when he was twenty-one years old,

this Oxford undergraduate wrote in his

diary: "In practice the great need is that

the life of God may become the habit of my

soul, and particularly these things are to be

sought: (i) the spirit of love; (2) of self-

sacrifice; (3) of purity; (4) of energy."

And Mr. Morley wisely calls this the bio

graphic clew. What a clew it is! It will

not seem strange if such a person shall be
come •what Lord Salisbury called him, "a

great Christian." It will not surprise us to

find him rising to the heights of moral pas

sion and earnestness for himself and the

nation. Later he will fight the grave ques

tion, as many a student is doing this Jan

uary, what he will do in the world. He will

cry out in that struggle, "God direct me, I

am utterly blind!" But he will decide his

destiny in a missionary spirit and with a

glow of perfect self-devotion. And while

he will not enter the ministry, only the form

of his devotion will change; its essence will

never fade. Then for long years he will

have as his motto these words, "Christian,

remember what thou hast to do!"

It would have been worth while for all

England to pray for the English univer

sities when Gladstone was a student wrest

ling with his life's problems. It would have

been worth while when Wesley was doing

the same thing in that same college, or when

Charles Kingsley was reaching his supreme

decision in Cambridge, or Horace Bushnell

in Yale, or any other of the hosts that could

be named. It is always worth while. It

was never more worth while than to-day.

"The youth of a nation are the trustees of

posterity." The youth of the colleges are

peculiarly the trustees of posterity. "It is

a holy thing to see a nation saved by its

youth." But we are to see a world saved

by these youth. "We must prepare for the

coming hour," and the coming hour is really

very near. It seems to me that the Lord

of the harvest must be watching the colleges

as never before. Somehow the wide-stretch

ing white fields and the youth in the colleges

must be got together by the Lord of both.

Prayer in the colleges and prayer in all the

church for the colleges is one of the divine

methods of bringing them together. Pray,

then, in the colleges; pray, then, for the

colleges. Pray that all students may give

themselves to Christ for salvation and to

Him for service. Pray that in all institu

tions men and women may bind their lives

to Christ's life for holiness, power, and use

fulness. Pray that the Holy Spirit may

take the things of Christ and show them un

to the whole contemporary body of students

and teachers. Pray that this host for whom

Christ died, and for whom He lives, may

make quick and full response to His sov

ereign appeal. Pray for the students in the

institutions at home, that they may see

their lives and their relation to the whole wide

world through the eyes of Christ. Pray for

students and teachers in Negro institutions,

that they may become the Christlike leaders

and guides of their race. Pray for the stu

dents in the foreign mission fields, for upon

them rests tremendously the problem of the

evangelization of the non-Christian world.

Thursday, Feb. 14, is the Day of Prayer

for students. On that day, and before, may

all our institutions give themselves to prayer

in Christ's name. On that day, and before,

may the whole church give itself to prayer

in behalf of the colleges, that by the Holy

Spirit Christ may have sovereign sway in

them all.

"In practice the great thing is that the

life of God may become the habit of my

soul, and particularly these things are to be

sought: (i) the spirit of love; (2) of self-

sacrifice; (3) of purity; (4) of energy." May

this be the clew to the student life of to-day

and to-morrow! May our multitude be

come "great Christians!"



Some Men's Problems

BY ROBERT E. SPBER

On his birthday, in 1832, Mr. Gladstone

wrote in his diary:

"On this day I have completed my twenty-

third year. . . . The exertions of the

year have been smaller than those of the last,

but in some respects the diminution has been

unavoidable. In future I hope circum

stances will bind me down to work with a

rigour which my natural sluggishness will

find it impossible to elude. I wish that I

could hope my frame of mind had been in any

degree removed from earth and brought

nearer to heaven, that the habit of my mind

had been imbued with something of that

spirit which is not of this world. I have not

familiarized myself with maxims sanctioning

and encouraging a degree of intercourse with

society, perhaps attended with much risk.

Nor do I now think myself warranted

in withdrawing from the practices of my

fellowmen except when they really involve

an encouragement of sin, in which case I do

certainly rank races and theatres."

"Periods like these," he wrote in January,

1833, to his friend Gaskell, "grievous gener

ally in many of their results, are by no means

unfavorable to the due growth and progress

of individual character. I remember a very

wise saying of Archidamus in Thucydides,

that being educated brings strength and

efficacy to the character."

* * *

It is no gain to life to be relieved of all

testing and discipline. We have no right to

seek it needlessly. Jesus bade His disciples

to pray that they enter not into temptation,

and He included such a petition in the prayer,

which He taught them—"Lead us not into

temptation." We shall inevitably be beaten

down and broken if we deliberately expose

ourselves to unnecessary attack and peril.

But a certain amount of trial and roughness

is of God's appointment to us, and it is by

choosing and rejecting, by saying "yes" and

saying "no," that we get our characters

filled out and perfected.

* * *

Personal problems are an essential part

of our life and education. We may long

often to be delivered from the necessity of

facing them, but face them we must, and it

would be suicide for us to go out of life to

escape them. The monk in his cell did not

escape. To St. Anthony in his cave the

lustful visions came. To be out in the

world and busy with useful work is the best

way to conquer in the testing experiences

of life. It is the victory over weakness and

evil that means character.

I believe that one of our greatest problems

is the problem of our thoughts in unem

ployed times. If we let them slip away un-

governed, undirected, unimproved, we shall

reap the certain consequences in inefficiency.

And perhaps the results will be even worse.

There is a moral as well as a physical gravi

tation downwards, and if our thoughts are

let alone, the chances are altogether too great

that they will slide into what is worse than

trivial and unworthy, into what is positively

harmful. The profitable use of our minds in

times when they are not engrossed in work

and duty, will require stern effort of will and

great prayer, but the effort will mean new

life and capacity and power. Memorizing

poetry and Scripture and good thoughts

stores the mind with material that will rise

to the surface in its leisure times, and en

noble and bless it. While we are dressing

in the morning, we can be reading from a roll

or book a few words, and laying them away

among the resources of the mind. And not

only by memory, but also by anticipation of

conversations, of discussion of principles or

of problems, getting our minds ready for

what they will have to do, we may keep them

definitely and consecutively employed. Mr.

Morley speaks of Mr. Gladstone's aversion

to loose mental activity, of the way the

wheels of his mind always bit the rails with

a tight, progressive grip. It ought to be so

with us. Let us think fearlessly, con

tinuously, to the end of profitable use.

* * *

A man takes in an immense deal through

his eyes, more than through any other sense.

That is one of the reasons why blind people

are so much more patient than the deaf or

dumb. They are shut off so completely from

the world, and resign themselves to the

quiet and peace of the inner life. And we

take in both good and evil through our eyes.

Often an evil impulse rises simply through

some suggestion through the eyes. Men

should watch, accordingly, where their eyes

wander. Keep them away from pictures which

bring no innocent or noble ideas or concep

tions. "I've found," said a young man to

me a few days ago, "that I have to be very

wary as to what I look at about the news

stands even. You don't know what you are

going to see until you have seen it, and then

it's too late." In the same way one's eyes

need to be governed in all the siglrts of life.

Don't look at what dissipates the thoughts

or degrades them. Try yourself at this

point on the cars and the streets. It is a

good thing to take in as much as we can that
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is our business; but it is not good to have

eyes that wander to and fro and are not

single toward good and our own work.

* * *

It is sometimes hard to carry out one's

own principles of courtesy without at the

same time offending them. A man gets on

a street car with a friend, and they take the

last vacant seats in the car. Presently two

women get on. The man's friend does not

rise to give his seat, and the man knows that

Ms friend is not accustomed to give his seat

up under such circumstances. What shall

the man do—follow his own principles and

so appear to rebuke his friend's ways, or

follow his friend's principles and so offend

his own sense of duty and courtesy toward

women? Follow his own principles, un

doubtedly. Yet it is a real issue often, not

only in such things, but in many others, and

greater. But in all things a man must

follow his own principles and be true to him

self.

If any men desire to put questions falling

within the purpose of this page, I shall be

glad to receive them, and to answer them if

I can, from time to time, in this place.

Young Men the World Over

Ninety representatives from the churches

and missions in Buenos Ayres attended the

first meeting held in the Week of Prayer.

The evening classes had too students enrolled

this year, who paid Si.ooo for tuition and

books. The annual conference of committees

of any of our home Associations of equal mem

bership.' Several addresses were made and

the host closed with some words of apprecia

tion of the work and proposing a vote of

thanks to the International Committee for

their large part in its promotion. fj

MEMBERS OP THE BUENOS AYRES ASSOCIATION

*as entertained at one of the best hotels

in the city by the leading man of the

British community. There were fifty-two pres

ort, representing seventeen committees and

•luhs. They were from nine countries.

Buenos Ayres Association is perhaps the

w>st cosmopolitan Association in the world,

having represented in its membership twenty-

four nationalities. The membership com-

Mttee reported a clean list of 407 members,

of which 200 entered the Association since

last March. It is very encouraging to see

4e able force of committeemen that has been

Developed in the eighteen months of the

Association's existence, a committee force

'hich, in interest and efficiency, will com

pare very favorably with the committee force

A library is being formed. Friends in

America having good books to contribute

may send such to P. F. Jerome, 3 West

Twenty-ninth street, New York, N. Y.,

marked "for the Buenos Ayres library."

An Association has been organized in

Pernambuco, South America, at Recife, its

largest city, which has nearly 200,000 in

habitants. The second college Association in

Brazil was organized in Granbery College in

October with twenty-seven members. Young

men connected with the higher educational

institutions in Bahia are enthusiastic for an

Association.

George Sherwood Eddy, for seven years

traveling secretary in southern India, now
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BIBLE CLASS

COMPOSED OF

OFFICE MEN

OF THE

JAPANESE MAIL

STEAMSHIP CO.

AT TOKYO

The first in a series of

similar classes lo be es

tablished by the Tokyo

Association for men

employed by large com

mercial houses

returns on a furlough. The past year' he has

seen a thousand men profess conversion in

his services. He has held twenty-four con

ferences, attended by from thirty to 400 men,

and with his native agents sold 20,000 devo

tional books, so that many who were reading

Hindu fables and trash are now reading the

best devotional books.

Twelve new Associations have been organ

ized in India in the last year

In Mexico City six banks subscribed to the

Association support. At a weekly meeting

a member not a Christian said: "You fellows

who are Christians do not need the Associa

tion so much as we do who are not. You may

not see any difference in us, and yet there is,

and the Association means a good deal to us."

Of the men who joined in one year, church

affiliation was shown as follows: Catholic,

115; Evangelical, 154 (16 denominations);

Jewish, 4; Christian Science, 2, and 331 said

"no church."

The Tokyo Association is making a begin

ning of Bible class extension, outside of the

building, for commercial young men. The

first class has been organized among the men

in the head office of the Japan Mail Steam

ship Company, and meets just after the offices

close, at 5:10 P. M. Fourteen men are en

rolled in the class. Ten of the men are col

lege graduates, four being from the Imperial

University. Among them are the head of

the statistical department and the vice-

manager of the passenger department. This

company is one of the three or four largest

corporations in Japan, and one of the leading

steamship companies of the world. Besides

its net work of far Eastern service, its lines

go to America. Australia and Europe. It is

hoped to have such a Bible class in one or

two other companies before long.

The president of the Board of Directors

at Hong Kong, China, is the Colonial Secre

tary and has just been appointed Acting

Governor. There are 120 students in the

fourteen evening classes. Seventy members

have joined since October, making the mem

bership 220. The building is thronged with

men evenings and the Bible classes are popu

lar. Thirty men are in the cricket team.

Phelps, writing from Kyoto, Japan, says:

"The recently elected board of twelve-

directors is composed of men who as quickly

grasp the fundamental principles of the Asso

ciation movement and are as representative

in character as are found in any part of North

America. The president is the principal of

the Episcopal Girls' School, the vice-president

has recently graduated from Edinburgh Uni

versity, the treasurer is vice-president of a

railroad and an ex-member of the Imperial

Diet. Other members include a Johns Hop

kins graduate, a major of the army, two

merchants, a professor in the government

college, a member of the City Council and

owner of the electric railway. In a recent

ihterview the latter said: "Christianity has

been retailed long enough. It is time that

Kyoto had a wholesale plant"—referring to

the plans for a new building. All these men

are native Japanese.

The new native secretary at Kyoto is Mr.

Yoshizaki, a graduate of the University of

the Pacific. He also spent one year in the

Northwestern University and another in the

University of Chicago, where he received

the degree of M. A. He is a fine Bible

teacher. He has a Bible class of twenty-

eight government college students and twenty

normal school students meeting at his house,

not one of the boys being a Christian as yet.

Andrew Bell has been appointed secretary

of the Glasgow United Associations, one of

the largest Associations in Great Britain.
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having 7,750 members. This includes the

affiliated church societies. He has been trav

eling secretary of the Scottish National Union,

and will be remembered as a delegate to the

jubilee conference. He made an extended

tour visiting the Associations of the United

States and Canada, of which he was an en

thusiastic student.

The Ladies' Committee of the Central

Branch, Calcutta, have held a very successful

bazaar and sale of work, the proceeds of

which are to be applied to the furnishing debt.

The returns will amount to about $1,500.

The Hon. Sir Andrei Fraser, K. C. S. I.,

Lieutenant-Govemor of Bengal, has accepted

the presidency of the Association. The gen

eral work of the Association is increasing.

On January 14, J. E. Hubbard sailed for

Havana to establish an Association there.

He ?j backed by the West Side Department,

New York, and the Virginia Associations.

Mr. Hubbard has been connected with the

Association from his boyhood, is a Harvard

graduate and was president of the Harvard

University Association during his senior year,

and was for years a member of theCharleston ,

S. C., Association. For four years there has

been an urgent call from the missionaries,

pastors and many business men of Havana

for an Association a'. Havana.

Death of the Hon. K. Kataoka

The Tokyo Association lost by death in

November the Hon. K. Kataoka, President

of the Lower House of Parliament, who was

closing his second year as president of the

Association. Mr. Kataoka was a source of

strength to the Association through his in

fluence in the community and nation, and

through his direct activity in the Association.

He was not only present at board meet

ings when in the city, but had frequent con

ferences with secretaries and committees at

his official residence across the street from

the Parliament buildings, and often attended

and took part in the religious and social

meetings. His devotion to work for young

men and his faith in the Association will long

remain a rich heritage. His thought concern

ing the Association may be best expressed in

his own testimony as follows:

I HAVE HAD OPPORTUNITY FOR A NUMBER

OF YEARS OF STUDYING THE WORK OF THE

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION PROM

WITHIN AND WITHOUT. I VALUE MOST HIGHLY

WHAT IT HAS DONE FOR THE YOUNG MEN OF

JAPAN, KNOWING WITH WHAT ZEAL AND

EFFICIENCY IT HAS PROSECUTED ITS LABORS.

I KNOW OF NO ORGANIZATION SO THOROUGHLY

EQUIPPED AND ADAPTED TO MEET THB DEEP

EST NEEDS OF OUR YOUNG MEN.

THE LATE HON. K. KATAOKA.

One of Japan's notable Christian men, who led

in the Association's work.

He thrice resigned from Parliament to give

himself to educational administration, but

was both times returned by his constituency

and both times reelected Speaker of the

House against his personal protestation.

His Christian life and testimony were evi

dent wherever he went. Before opening each

session of the House it was his custom to

bow his head in silent prayer. At critical

times he invited Christian members to his

residence for special prayer. He held at his

residence a Bible class for some of his closest

friends in the House, and invited his Tokyo

pastor as the leader. When out on political

tours he found the place of worship on Sun

days and often filled the pulpit.

He was from the beginning a champion of

constitutional government, and when the

movement was young he suffered imprison

ment for his opinions. He was a member of

Parliament from the beginning, and three

times elected Speaker. His absolute honesty

and impartial justice brought him the con

fidence of party friend and foe. Modest,

sympathetic, capable, courageous, he was a

force always to be reckoned with.

His funeral occurred in his native province,

and on the same day in the Tokyo Association

was held a memorial service unique in that

while a strictly Christian gathering the in

vitation was signed and programme par

ticipated in not only by representatives of the

church Association, but by high officials and

leaders of various political parties. In the

large audience (800 although limited to

special invitation) were many prominent

members of both houses of Parliament and

Cabinet ministers and leading business men.



For Men of the United States Navy

Consul Fowler and Admiral Evans ask for a

Naval Association Building

The United States Consul, Hon. John

Fowler, at Chefoo, China, is now spending

his furlough in the United States, and hopes

to be able to secure $15,000 before his return,

in order to provide for the erection of an

International Naval Association building at

Chefoo. The Asiatic squadron of fifteen

ships and more than four thousand men was

stationed there the past summer, and it is

proposed to rendezvous the squadron there

regularly during the summer months. The

refusal of a fine piece of land along the beach

has been secured. It contains five acres and

the price is $6,500. On this it is proposed

to erect a building for the Association work

and provide space for shore recreation for

the sailors. Admiral Evans and Captain

Burrell of the "Oregon" propose to build a

wooden pier near the place, so that the sailors

can land direct from the fleet. The privi

leges of the Association will not be limited

to United States sailors and marines alone,

but will be open to men of all nations. Con

sul Fowler hopes to raise $15,000 in this

country for the erection of the building,

while the residents of Chefoo and Americans

in China will provide for the ball ground and

the officers and men of the fleet will furnish

and equip the building. Admiral Cooper,

who will be in command next year, has given

his approval to the undertaking, and Admiral

Robley D. Evans, who is Commander-in-

Chief of the Asiatic fleet, has given the fol

lowing letter:

IT GIVES ME GREAT PLEASURE TO ENDORSE

THE MOVEMENT WHICH YOU HAVE STARTED

FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN INTERNA

TIONAL NAVAL YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN

ASSOCIATION AT CHEFOO, AND I AM PLEASED

TO RECOMMEND THE GOOD CAUSE TO THE

CONSIDERATION OF ALL CONCERNED.

CHEFOO. BY REASON OF ITS LIMITED FOR

EIGN POPULATION AND THE CONSEQUENT LACK

OF DESIRABLE PLACES OF ENTERTAINMENT

FOR THE LARGE NUMBER OF SEAFARING MEN

VISITING THE PORT, CONTAINS PRACTICALLY

NO WORTHY PLACES OF AMUSEMENT WHICH

THE MEN CAN FREQUENT, AND INSTEAD, A

NUMBER OF EXTREMELY UNDESIRABLE AND

LOW CHARACTER PLACES HAVE GROWN UP AND

SERVE AS STRONG TEMPTATIONS TO MEN WHO

WOULD OTHERWISE AVOID THEM. THE ES

TABLISHMENT OF AN INTERNATIONAL NAVAL

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION WOULD

MEET A MUCH FELT WANT AT CHEFOO AND

ITS BENEFITS WOULD BE EXCELLENT AND

VERY COMMENDABLE, AND I EARNESTLY

RECOMMEND IT TO THE KINDLY CONSIDERA

TION OF ALL INTERESTED IN SEAFARING MEN.

There is now an Association among the

Chinese and Japanese young men at Chefoo,

supported at a cost of $i ,000 a year by towns

people. Last year a committee consisting of

the United States Consul, two business men

and two missionaries opened a temperance

sailors' resort, called the Columbia Club,

which paid running expenses. The com

mittee would transfer this to the Association.

A New Type of Sailors

Rear Admiral H. C. Taylor, U. S. N.,

Chief of the Bureau of Navigation, spoke

enthusiastically at the annual meeting of the

Women's Auxiliary of the International Com

mittee, held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John

D. Rockefeller January 19, on the work of

the Naval Association. He said he was pres

ent by direction of his chief, Hon. W. H.

Moody, Secretary of the Navy, who had

wished to be present himself in order to ex

press his approval of the work. "Admiral

Taylor said: "It is proposed to add three

thousand men each year to the navy, until

40,000 seamen are enrolled. These will be

as usual young men from our homes and not

the old type of sailor whom it was difficult to

keep from saloons and resorts of evil. Proper

provision of privileges which supply legiti

mate needs will win them to lives of rectitude.

Although naval officers long sought some

sort of club to do this, all efforts failed until

the Association so successfully entered the

field. The workings of this new idea have

proved it to be of marvelous value to the

tone, the morale and the morality of our

enlisted men. I can hardly express to you

the satisfaction it is to the captain of a battle

ship when he approaches an enemy to feel

that there are no longer to be found at the

guns or the furnaces those blear-eyed men

with nerves still trembling from long con

tinued debauch. You cannot know all the

benefits of this work as we do who experience

them. This great enterprise of keeping naval

seamen in the right path is no longer an ex

periment; it has been tested thoroughly, its

defects have been corrected, its good points

have been confirmed. It is now five years

since, in command of the Indiana just after the

Spanish war, I perceived its perfected value

to the navy as well as to the navy department.

Its success has been fully demonstrated. I

urge upon all present to use every effort to

create similar institutions in other seaports.

"The Navy Department, in the person of

the Secretary and in my own person under

him as Chief of the Personnel, cordially en
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Business men should reserve the dates May 11-15 for the International Convention to be held in

Buffalo. This convention will represent the jubilee of supervision, as it was in 1854 that the North

American Associations first came together in convention at Buffalo. Secretaries should realize the

importance of securing the attendance of the most representative men on their Board of Directors and

from their force of active workers. The Central Passenger Association has granted a rate of one fare

for the round trip, and it is hoped that a similar concession may be secured from other parts of the field.

A program of unusual strength is being arranged, and full announcement may be expected next month.

dorses any proposition to extend this noble

enterprise beyond its present limits. No

worthier plan can be imagined than this

which has for its object to keep the feet of

young seamen in the paths of moral and re

ligious rectitude, making them at one and

the same time better servants of the govern

ment, better fitted to carry the flag of our

free nation into all regions of the earth, and,

above all, more worthy to carry out on earth

the gracious purposes of Divine Providence."

The report of the secretary-treasurer, Mrs.

Charles F. Darlington .showed that theWomen's

Auxiliary has rendered vital aid to different

departments of the work.

Mrs. E. A. McAlpin, the president of the

Auxiliary, who presided at the meeting, made

a touching and earnest appeal for the imme

diate extension of this work to all of the

more important stations.

The Stereopticon Holds Its Place

BY CHAS. E. READS, DAYTON, O.

The old-time lecturer, whose stock in trade

was a dress-suit and a well-worn lecture, has

passed away. He would be just as popular

now as The Century, Harper's, or Scribner's,

with all the illustrations removed. Illustra

tion is the order of the day. A catalogue, pro

spectus or advertisement, without illustra

tions, is almost useless. Compare the hand

somely illustrated geography books or school-

editions of Caesar's "De Bello Gallico" with

similar books of twenty-five years ago, and

note how even here progress has been made.

Association work needs illustration. The

physical department owes much of its great

success to its inherent powers of illustration

in drills, gymnastic exhibitions, and games.

The religious work must also be illustrated.

The Stereopticon is the only solution of the

problem. Verbal illustrations, backed up by

good slides shown by a first-class Stereopticon,

will make a Bible talk, a lesson to a Bible

class, an address on missions, civic right

eousness, or any other kindred topic doubly

interesting. The educational work also de

mands illustration. Instead of leading vis

itors in small parties through an exhibition of

work in classes, the work of the department

will be illustrated by the Stereopticon. There

will be flash-light photographs of the classes

at work, and slides will be made of drawings,

designs, penmanship, and bookkeeping, which

will beat wading through acres of papers all

to pieces. The Stereopticon may be and is

also used in the educational department to

assist the instructors.

In buildings where electricity is in use,

the mere touching of a button provides a

strong light of the best quality for projection

purposes available at any time. Get the

Association camera club interested in making

the slides, and the problem of expense is

solved. The purchase of a Stereopticon is

not a difficult matter. One good entertain

ment, well managed, will pay for the machine.

Get the machine on credit, enlist local vocal

ists, and perhaps a chorus; then out of the

extensive lists of slides furnished by New

York, Philadelphia, or Chicago houses choose

slides to illustrate the music. Get members

to sell the tickets at 25 cents each, and "the

deed is done." In Dayton we really do not

know how to get along without one. We

use it in advertising, also in throwing pic

tures and advertisements from an oriel win

dow on a screen stretched over the sidewalk

from a telegraph pole to the building. The

pedestrians thus see it both "a-comin" and

a-gwine."

Mistakes in Building Plans

BY I. E. BROWN, ILLINOIS.

Making no provision for revenue.

Employing an architect who has never seen

an Association building in his life.

Neglect to plan for all-round Association

work, including the full cycle of religious and

educational work. This is especially true in

cities where the Association is not fully de

veloped. Provision is made rather for the

present work than for the possible work.

Great waste of space through improper

grouping of rooms.

Failing to provide for work among the boys.

Lack of attention to proper material and

construction in the building itself, leading to

large bills for changes and repairs.

Little attention to taste in exterior of

building.

Location—should be in the natural gather

ing place.

Failure to provide for the entire expense

without indebtedness.

In some cases too much attention to out

ward display, and too little to internal neat

ness and convenient arrangement of rooms.



From the Editor's View-Point

In making ourjrecent study of the Associa

tions in the South, we have

The been more and more deeply

Association impressed with the remark-

in the South able development which

has taken place in that

section of the country in the past ten years.

It has kept pace with the financial and

commercial progress of the country. The

branch of cotton plant in the cover page

design represents that great staple which for

generations has brought millions to enrich

the South. The courage, pluck and resources

of the Southern men have been proven, as

they have built up what is sometimes called

the New South, which has risen so bravely

from the devastation wrought by the Civil

War. He is mistaken who has maintained

the view that the South is lacking in the ele

ments which make for commercial greatness.

The wonderful resources of the country—

mineral, timber and agricultural wealth—are

being rapidly developed with the railroads

which have doubled their mileage in the past

few years. Men of the South have successfully

met the change in the industrial conditions

brought on by the war. The church and

the colleges are growing with the industrial

growth. A remarkable temperance senti

ment has been created, so that in Georgia,

out of 137 counties, 133 vote for no license.

Mississippi prohibits the saloon in 65 out of

75 counties, and Tennessee allows liquor to

be sold in only 12 out of 96 counties. In

Texas 200 counties have voted no license.

It has been well said that young men are

more religious in the South. The churches

have a larger membership and there is a

greater respect for religion. It is found that at

the South both religious services and gymna

siums maintain in summer the attendance of

the winter, notwithstanding the intense heat.

It is the exception to find a church closed in

the summer months in the South. It is in

teresting to note that in Virginia have begun

many departments of the Association work

and in three years seven Association build

ings have been erected. In Mississippi,

Texas and Alabama especially, industrial and

railroad Associations are springing up with

great rapidity, for which buildings are imme

diately erected by the lumber and railroad

companies, and to be outgrown in a year has

been the universal record in almost every

one of them. From the day that Henry

Grady, at the close of the International con

vention in Atlanta (1885), began the canvass

for the Atlanta building and on the same day

gave his allegiance to Christ, there has been a

rapid development of the Associations in the

central South. To-day Associations in the

Southern cities are showing a quality in their

work which is not surpassed anywhere in

cities of the same size. Even a hasty review

of the twenty-two pages given to the Southern

Associations in this number shows the vitality ,

breadth and force of the movement in the

great New South.

Probably no one gift made in the South

has been or will be of so

For Their wide-reaching an influence

Old Southern as that of the Peabody

Home Town brothers, who gave a beau

tiful marble Association

building to Columbus, Ga., in memory of

their parents, and as an expression of inter

est in their native town. There may be many

other business men of Southern birth who

could keep the memory of their parents alive

in the town they love by such an act, and

find as much satisfacton in the giving as is

voiced for the three sons of Georgia by

George Foster Peabody. In a recent letter

from Mr. Peabody, written on his return

from the opening of the Columbus building

in December, he expressed his appreciation

of the reception of the gift and wrote: "I

think it can be said that this building is the

most homelike of all the Association build

ings, and I believe no higher place can be

given it, as the true purpose of the Associa

tion is to evidence the Christian home feeling

to young men who are yet to make their home

life and atmosphere. I hope you will not

make the mistake of thinking the chief work

of the Association is to try to fill the place

of the church, but always to remember that

the Christian atmosphere, the fellowship of

practical, every day life association, is the

true success of a properly managed Young

Men's Christian Association." We cannot

fail to see plainly written in this the remem

brance of the cordiality and helpfulness shown

Mr. Peabody by the Brooklyn Association

when, as a poor boy he attended its educa

tional classes.

"Give me $20,000," said a Southern State

secretarv, "and I will en-

Ten Association gage to place ten Associa-

Buildings for tion buildings costing

$20 000 $6,000 each in ten towns

of 3,000 to 7,000 popula

tion." With that sum in hand he proposed

to make the offer of $2,000 to a town, pro

vided $4,000 be raised locally, to erect good

frame buildings for the Association. He de

clared that such a proposition would be
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quickly met and also that "with a building

provided, the Association's work will secure

a permanency which it can not in rented

rooms." Such an offer would call out ready

response. It would give as well a relation

to the State Committee and a deference to

its advice which would guard against such

mistakes as have been the downfall of many

organizations that would not heed advice

and be guided by experience. Plans are

being worked out for a very satisfactory

frame building to cost $5,000, making room

for all the features necessary for a town

Association, including a combined gymna

sium and hall 30 by 50 feet, a reception room

30 by 30, baths, lockers, class rooms, etc.

It would be difficult to find a better way to

invest $20,000 where it would count for

$60,000, and make possible a wholesome,

broad work for young men in ten towns.

A procession of young men moulded by

Christian influences would be the result. To

our way of thinking it makes the library

proposition look small in comparison.

Has it become unprofessional in some

quarters for secretaries to

Gaining an solicit men for member-

Association ship? We hope it may

Man by Man never be so. A man with

a true secretarial instinct

is as eager to gain members for his Associa

tion as a gambler is to gain dollars for his

pocket. Men are the force we do business

with, and gaining a man of force is like catch

ing a fresh breeze in a yacht race. If the

question is not "What can I do with you?"

it is, "What can I do for you?" and it is joy

in either case. One secretary never lets an

opportunity pass to invite a man into mem

bership. From the collectors of accounts who

have called upon him in their rounds, he has

enlisted a corps of staunch members who

added their force to the organization. It is

as good sport as hunting partridges to hunt

men for membership, and he is a good man

for a secretaryship who cannot be beaten off

the trail any more than a deer hound from

the scent. The Association is built up or

its field extended man by man, and great

is the secretary who can be a whole man to a

man until he enlists him.

*

Mr. James Stokes' recent gift which will

provide for the proper housing of the New

York work for French young men, brings

toward fulfillment the purpose he formed

when a boy, to show an American's apprecia

tion of the noble service Lafayette rendered

to this republic in the hour of its greatest

need. This was the beginning of Mr. Stokes'

generous interest in the young men of France.

How much this interest has grown is seen

in the magnificent building of the Association

in Paris, and his constant service in connec

tion with the World's Committee and in es

tablishing Associations in Rome and St.

Petersburg. This building in New York City

will be an adequate home for the French

branch of the Association. It shows also

what can be accomplished through the appre

ciation by one Christian man of the need

and worth of the young men coming from

foreign countries to make America their home.

Jt

These are the records which count and tell

the efficiency of an Association better than

the membership roll: the attendance at the

reading room, the gymnasium, or the men's

service and, even better than the list of

"professed conversions." Lynchburg, Va., re

ports that from a Bible class held fifteen

years ago, four of the members are now

ministers, three became Association secre

taries, one is president of the Lynchburg

Association, three are on its board of directors,

and others are active in Christian work in

the city.

Jt

How many Association men, either secre

taries or others, know the exact financial con

dition of their Associations? A full and

honest statement of the conditions facing the

treasury should be made each month and a

system of book-keeping adopted which, while

simple, should be complete and clear. It

may be well to note right here that all bills

cannot be counted paid when there is a sub

scription remaining unpaid to the State or

International Committees. A rule should be

made to pay all bills monthly. It should be

the duty of every director who is a business

man to examine closely the budget each year

and frankly question each apjjropriation. It

is not necessary to cut it-—often better to in

crease it. Any man who has seen growth

and development in his business knows that

it took money to make money. It takes

money to make any work grow. There is a

parsimoniousness and a littleness about the

management of some Associations, and the

payment of the secretary's salary as well,

which is traceable straight to the stinginess

of the budget. It is as important to look as

closely into all records of the work. A sys

tem for the several records should be adopted

which should conform with the annual inter

national inquiry. This can be kept easily,

accurately and without guess work and will

immediately show the condition of the Asso

ciation.

J*

Since the Chicago horror Association halls,

and gymnasiums as well, have been carefully
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inspected, and in some cases extensive altera

tions have been made. Abundant exits and

fire escapes should be provided from the hall,

and the ushers instructed and drilled. There

should be no delay permitted nor expense

spared in making these halls perfectly safe

for the public. The changes demanded in

Philadelphia's hall reduce the seating capacity

one-third.

Ji

Some New York paper has made a "good

story" of the funeral of a pet bull dog be

longing to the Orange, N. J., Association,

saying that a casket was made for it and

was decked with flowers, that the body lay

in state in the reception room, a funeral

service was held, and the dog buried in the

Association lawn, resolutions were passed and

a collection taken for a monument. It is too

bad to spoil the story, but it is a lie all the

same. The facts were that a pet bull dog

died and was buried, and the boys were sorry

because they liked him.

Jt

The support for the Association's enter

prises is confined by no means to evan

gelical Christians. For instance, one of the

night schools for employed boys connected

with the San Francisco Association, which

is called the "Raphael Weill Night School,"

and is supported by Mr. Raphael Weill, a

wealthy Hebrew, conducted mainly for the

cash boys in his employ.

J*

The men's meeting February 14 should

generally be observed as "Students' Sunday."

This is the universal day of prayer for stu

dents in all countries. Affiliated with the

World's Christian Student Federation, are over

i,600 separate Christian student societies

with a membership of 89,000 students and

professors. Tne importance that these men

be Christians needs no emphasis. No more

significant remark has been made, bearing on

the importance of the college man, than that

by Bismarck, who said: "One-third of the

German students break down; one-third rot

down, but the remaining third rule Germany."

J»

It is interesting to note that the Associa

tion has the endorsement of the Roman

Catholic church in many places. The Parish

Messenger, of St. Joseph, Mo., has these two

paragraphs urging parents to direct their

children in tie way they should spend their

evenings. "Oftentimes the good work of

Catholic schools and home training has been

decidedly frustrated by the demoralizing

influence of the crowd on the street corner.

The gymnasium classes of the Y. M. C. A.

offer your boy a good place to spend some

of his evenings." The other paragraph

directed to boys, reads: "In every depart

ment of work there is a call for boys who

bring their intelligence to bear upon their

labor. These are the ones who are asked to

go up higher. Evening classes at the Y. M.

C. A. help many a youngster." The Father

Matthew Herald, of Boston, has for three

years commended editorially the Boston

Association and its advantages and publishes

a column advertisement of its privileges free

of charge.

J*

Of the 427 men who entered Association

work last year, 94 were college men, 37

were from the training schools, 17 attended

summer training conferences; 225 were under

twenty-five years of age, 132 between twenty-

five and thirty, and 70 over thirty; 53 be

came city general secretaries, 41 college sec

retaries, 181 assistants, 85 physical directors,

24 boys' secretaries, 5 county secretaries and

9 assistant State secretaries, 7 religious work

directors, 6 educational directors, 3 army

secretaries, 4 international secretaries.

J«

Acting upon the advice of our friends we

had 3 ,000 extra copies of the December num

ber and 5,000 copies of the January number

printed^for the demand for these special

numbers which we were assured would be

forthcoming for months. Orders have been

constantly coming in, but there is still a.

balance on hand which may be had at $4.00

per hundred.

..-*

Little is known by the average reader of

the expense of publishing a magazine of the

size and character of ASSOCIATION MEN.

For the past five months the edition has

averaged 48,300 copies, consuming thirty-

five tons of paper costing $2,400, or nearly

$500 per issue for paper alone, and about

$700 per month for the printing and $150 for

postage. The illustrations alone in the last

number cost over $100.

The one and only way in which we expect

to extend the circulation of ASSOCIATION

MEN is through the secretary of the Associa

tion. Our purpose is to prepare a paper

which gives help to the active Association

man and which will lead him to larger interest

in the local work. Some little time ago the

suggestion was made that some one man be

appointed in each Association to act as the

representative for ASSOCIATION MEN; to

represent the paper to every committeeman

and the principal gatherings of the Associa

tion, and secure subscriptions from every
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responsible man in the organization. Denver

appointed one of its best members, the chair

man of the reception committee, to canvass.

He took up the work enthusiastically and

secured in a short time forty subscriptions.

He writes: "It has been a source of great

satisfaction for me to undertake this little

work for ASSOCIATION MEN." Circularizing

amounts to nothing in securing subscriptions.

Only the direct appeal of an enthusiastic

man counts. A correspondent wrote: "You

may count as one of the results of this year

that ASSOCI\TION MEN aided very largely in

landing a gift of $7,500 to the Association."

J*

It does not seem possible that a man could

be connected with a well regulated Associa

tion for six months without being brought

face to face with the question of his personal

relation to Jesus Christ.

J*

There was good sense in this remark of a

speaker in a Birmingham educational rally,

who said, "Do not be a 'knocker.' If you

have a frog in your throat, get rid of it. It

is the business of a frog to croak and make a

fuss."

J*

The first article from Robert E. Speer in

this number on "The Problems of Men"

will be read with interest. Arrangements

have been made with Mr. Speer and Dr. Bos-

worth to prepare a page a month which will

be of special value to the religious life.

Jl

Few men have lived lives of more earnest

devotion to the service of the Kingdom of

God as a business man than the late Willis

W. Cooper, of Kenosha, Wis. He did busi

ness that he might gain money to give. He

was the life of the Association in his city, a

member of the Wisconsin State Committee

and a factor in western Association work.

The memorial service to him and to his

brother, Charles T. Cooper, who was also a

leader in the Kenosha Association, was an

expression of the great love in which the

young men of Kenosha held them. Mr.

Cooper's influence was felt in the foreign

work, and he gave a building to the Nanking,

China, University Association.

J«

A gentleman living in a certain city in

the South rightly complained that no inter

est was maintained in his boy after he was

induced to join the Association. The boy

got tired and dropped out, but no one called

upon him to secure his interest: The gentle

man, however, knew that a lot of other good

things were done, and made provision in his

will giving $5,000 to the Association.

At a later date a special number will be

issued which will be devoted to the work o^

the colored Associations throughout North

America, showing their development, prog

ress and possibilities. There are now thirty-

four city colored men's Associations, and

sixty-seven school and college Associations

with 7,000 members. While the colored As

sociations are more numerous in the South,

they are not peculiar to that part of the

country. Both North and South, some of

these Associations are departments of the

city Associations.

Here are two press clippings which came

to our attention. One read: "On Christmas

Day, commencing on the evening before, the

Y. M. C. A. building will be closed on account

of it; being a holiday. The Association

closes its doors on the theory that. the place

for every young man on that day is with his

family, or if not his own with some other

person's."

Another clipping read: "Through some

misunderstanding it has been stated that the

Y. M. C. A. would be closed for a part of the

day. This is not so, as the Association makes

a feature of being open on all holidays." The

latter Association was right. How any Asso

ciation can think of closing its rooms on a

holiday, when its chief business is to reach

and benefit young men away from home, is

beyond our comprehension.

The devotion of many young Indians to

the Association work is remarkable. Who, of

those who heard Lone Wolf tell of the Bible

training class at Carlisle, which met at four

o'clock in the morning, and his description

of the caller who rapped on the student's

door and said, "Time to be about Father's

business," will ever forget it? "This class

was held at this hour," he said, "so that

only those who are interested come." If

that test was made in some Associations,

it would sure enough be a small class.

George Firecloud, in writing of his visit to

his prairie home in South Dakota, said:

"I attended the convention of the Associa

tion at Crow Creek, and did not miss a single

assembly. I saw a great multitude gathered

together, and one seventy-year-old man con

verted and joined the Association. While I

was at home I worked for a farmer cutting

hay, and put up five hundred tons during

six weeks. While I was there I went to

church every Sunday; to Thursday evening

prayer-meeting, and'to the Association meet

ing." Then he attended the mission meeting

at Standing Rock, at which the Association

held a service every evening.



Out of the Life of Men.

One of the bravest men we know in the

army is an unassuming southern man, who,

while in the Philippines, volunteered to nurse

some of the soldiers who were stricken with

the cholera. We learned of this through a

fellow soldier, and not from his own lips.

J*

Hospital physicians say that holidays fill

the wards. The mill surgeon of a ^reat

manufacturing town remarked recently to an

Association man: "I have noted that on

Mondays and the day following holidays, the

accidents in the mill to the men as well as

to the machinery are far greater than on any

other days."

..*

For seventeen years Or. Charles Wood has

conducted the Philadelphia Central service

for men on Sunday afternoon at four o'clock.

His enthusiasm for the personal help of men

is enormous. His sympathy with them is

genuine, and his influence so far-reaching

that it cannot possibly be reported. This

letter, sent by a nurse, lets one into the heart

of a man who was a regular attendant:

"I was called to nurse a young man who

had met with a serious accident in the iron

works where he was employed. He lived

but ten days, and I promised to deliver to

you the following message. 'Please tell Dr.

Wood I stopped drinking, and came up here

to get away from the crowd. Tell him not to

think I am a coward, and ran away from

temptations, but I wanted to come up here

where the air is pure and one's life is free.'

Just before he died he said: 'Nurse, tell Dr.

Wood I will shake hands with him in heaven."

He continually spoke of your Fifteenth

Street meetings."

J*

As one of our college secretaries was travel

ling in Maine, the train was held up on a switch ;

he happened to engage in conversation with

one of the passengers, and incidentally it

developed that the secretary was in Associa

tion work. Said the man, "I am deeply in

terested in the Association, and owe every

thing that I am to it. Some years ago I

was working in the shops of the Maine Cen

tral and was induced to take a course in

mechanical drawing in the Association classes.

The officers of the road, noticing my improve

ment and interest in the work, steadily ad

vanced me, until I am now assistant master

mechanic of this road, and to-day I am re

turning from inspecting engines which the

company is building from my own designs.."

J»

A young college graduate entered work in

a railroad general office in a Southern city

years ago. Away from home influences,

his life was not that of a Christian, but he

went with the "boys." He abandoned

church. He was a good ball player, and

when the season opened was urged to join

the Association and try for its ball team,

which he made. The next step, entering a

gymnasium class in the fall, was easy. After

continued invitations, he finally attended a

men's meeting, having previously "fought

shy" of Bible class or religious meeting op

portunities. The speaker was S. M. Sayford

—tl e address put before the young fellow a

clear picture of opportunities and responsi

bility. The subject was, "Dead or alive—

which?" Here he decided to give his life

to Christ. He put his letter in a church and

entered into Sunday-school work. After two

years of active committee work he entered

the secretaryship and is now general secretary

in a large Southern city. An important factor

in his development, he says, was the personal

friendship of the general secretary of the

Association , and of the State secretary.

Jt

It is a mighty encouraging thing to see a

man who, after twenty years' trial, is making

a clean record, especially when the man up

to that time had been a debauched and

dangerous citizen. A secretary was speaking

in an eastern town one night, and at the

close of his address, after most of the people

had gone, a fine looking middle-aged man

came up to him and said, "Do you know

me?" The secretary said, after a searching

look, "No, I can't place you." "Well, I am

Tom Blank. Don't you remember me?"

"Indeed I do, and I have been looking for

you all the evening, for I knew you lived

in this town, but your beard and gray hair

disguised you to me. I knew you as a fair-

faced young man." Said he, "Do you re

member the night I came into the Associa

tion rooms under the influence of liquor,

and you talked to me about being a Christian?

You took an umbrella and drew a line on

the floor, and said, 'Tom, now you are oh

the other side of that line, in sin and serving

the devil. On this side of the line is God

and eternal life through Jesus Christ, and

all you have to do is to step over this line.'

I jumped over with both feet, and I have

been there ever since, and it grows better

every day." On the same evening another

man met this secretary and said, "I want

to shake your hand. You don't remember

me, but twenty years ago I came into this

town, a stranger from over the mountains,

and your hand was about the first one I shook.

It brought me to the Young Men's Christian

Association with all its helpfulness, and I

have been a member ever since."



The Value of Physique

BY PAUL C. PHILLIPS, M.D.

DR. PHILLIPS

Not long since an

elderly gentleman

somewhat frankly

remarked in our

office, "I don't be

lieve in this physical

exercise at all; one

should simply obey

the laws of health."

Granted, my dear

sirl Let us see what

those laws are:

"Plenty of good

food, plenty of fresh

air and plenty of

well-regulated exer

cise." Such was the oft repeated

treatment of Francis Delafield, one of the

wisest physicians this side the water, de

rived from his years of experience. Surely

on such a triangle of good living one may

"throw physic to the dogs"—although this

is mean treatment even for dogs. To be

sure, people think they can violate these

laws and go unpunished. I once heard Dr.

McArthur observe "we are upstart enough

to say ' I broke the laws of health ' when the

laws of health are immutable as God Himself,

and puny man may run his head against

them, but his head gets broken." Perhaps

the law most often violated is the last in

Dr. Delafield's prescription, plenty of well-

regulated exercise.

Oh, yes, there are plenty of faddists in

this field as well as elsewhere; some who

think deep breathing is the only means, some

who consider starvation paramount, while

others demand a sudden return to the garb

of nature, but these are poorly regulated ex

ercises. Some push this or that exercise or

apparatus to an extreme: this is more than

a plenty. The man or boy who puts him

self in the hands of an intelligent, educated

physical director is not likely to fall into

such errors, nor is he apt to be led astray

in his exercise as when he trusts to this long-

range prescription method where he is ad

vised by a man who has never seen him nor

listened to his heart nor tested his strength.

After all the fads are gone, well-balanced,

all-round physical exercise will still be a good

thing.

Perhaps the most pitiful result of lack of

bodily development is seen when the young

tnan commences to shoulder the burdens of

manhood. He is in the thick of competition,

or some great crisis comes in his life. His

motives are pure and his spirit high. He

gathers himself for a supreme effort to win

the great case, to float his colossal enterprise,

and flattens right out. There is only a feeble

response from a weak, nervous system. He

calls for reserves of physical power and health

that he may achieve something great, even

noble, but in vain. They are not there.

How different the condition of the young

man who has cared for and trained his body

in youth and later. When the car of progress

in civic or family life is stuck in the slough

of adversity he is not the one to philosophize

on how it came there nor to deck it with nose- /

gays—making its plight even more pitiable.

He puts his shoulder to the wheel and the

power bom of a well-developed body comes

surging within him until the car is out.

There is no quality in which athletes excel

so preeminently as leadership. The men

who run things in college life are the men on

the teams. Not long since all four class

presidents in Amherst were football men. It

is so when they get out into the world.

Dr. Meylan has recently shown that ten

per cent, of Harvard oarsmen in the last

fifty years have gained sufficient distinction

to be enrolled in "Who is Who in America,"

while only five and nine-tenths per cent, of

the graduates of twenty-six Eastern colleges

are there, and a considerably smaller per cent,

of the Phi Beta Kappa, or men high in

scholarship, are enrolled.

What an influence one's physique has in

the less important but still very serious

matter of getting a place. The employer to

whom you apply sees not your learning or

high purpose, but your physical self, and, of

two persons, of equal fitness otherwise, ap

plying for a position, the one of erect and

manly bearing, alert and full of physical

power and health will get it nearly every

time. Harvard University requires of stu

dents applying for scholarships a physical ex

amination. Failure to pass it excludes from

the privilege. The trustees of Harvard con

sider a physical weakling a poor educational

investment.

The German physiologist says: "As a man

eats so is he." Truly in the home of the

Turners one might expect them to add: "As

he exercises so is he also." Taking for

granted that any young man of spirit is am

bitious to be somebody and do something in

the world, where can he lay the foundations

of success better than in a clean, sound, well-

developed body?

New Orleans had ten teams competing for

honors throughout the season. The winning

teams meeting around the lunch table, where

ice cream, etc., was served at their own ex

pense. The men discussed clean sport and

the effect of competition on the character.
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Boys' Department Notes

ONB OT run AI» l.rujA CENTRAL'S

CRACK CHRISTIAN ATHLETES

NASHVILLE

makes a feature

of the transfer

of its junior

members to

the senior de

partment a t

seventeen

years. Each

year from 20 to

30 are trans

ferred and be

come the best

workers. The

preparatory

and high-school

athletes make

the gymnasium

their head-

quarters. Boys

made enough

money from a pet animal show to put a chute

in their swimming pool. In four years the

department has increased from 151 to 296

members, the older boys predominating.

Only boys who are 58 or more inches tall

and weigh 80 or more pounds or are over 12

years of age are admitted. This gives the

young big boy a chance. The boys' work

directors and physical directors have a place

on the managing committee of a league com

posed of preparatory schools of the city.

BUFFALO NOW HAS 101 BOYS ENROLLED IN

its Bible classes and 446 members.

THE MELROSE, MASS., BUILDING FOR BOYS

was opened January i. It contains twelve

rooms and has been refurnished.

THE FIRST BOYS' CONFERENCE IN MICHI-

gan at Battle Creek chose a State committee

of boys to act as an advisory State committee

on boys' work. It is made up of the older

Christian boys—one from each town in which

there is a boys' department. The committee

recommended that a conference be held an

nually and that they have a State camp.

There were nearly a hundred men and boys

at the conference. This makes another in

the increasing list of States that has lined

up to get the older Christian boys at work

for their fellows in a way which will accom

plish results.

CHARLOTTE, N. C., BOYS' MEETINGS ARE

being made unusually attractive by a series

of strong addresses on "The Railroad Life."

At the close of each meeting a luncheon is

served at a very small cost.

Association Building Progress

WASHINGTON, D. C., is WITHIN $30,000 OF

the $300,000 needed for its new building.

THE HUDSON CITY, N. J., E&ANCH BUILD-

ing was dedicated January i .-g^'

THB NEW PORTSMOUTH, N. ^ . BUILDING

will cost $4 5 ,000 instead of $3 5 ,Mc "Manned .

It will be dedicated about Sep£eT$ t.

THE MEMBERS AT SPRINGFIELD, ILL., HAVE

pledged $5,000 toward a new building.

NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y., HAS PURCHASED

for $26,000 the Casino building containing a

theatre. Already $4,500 has been p'edged by

the directors, a canvass is being made among

the members headed by M. S. Wright, who

has done financial work in Ohio, "i'ne audi

torium will be changed into a gymnasium

and swimming pool, bowling alleys a d baths

placed in the basement.

EASTERN DISTRICT BRANCH, BROOKLYN,

has now $205,000 pledged toward a $250,000

building. Ground will not be broken until

every dollar is raised.

THE HALL IN THE UNIVERSITY AsSOCIA-

tion building at McGill will be named Strath-

cona Hall in honor of Lord Strathcona, who

gave $25,000 to the building fund.

THE CATSKILL, N. Y., ASSOCIATION' RE-

ceives $1,000 and the income from a $j,ooo

trust fund, from the late Mrs. Ellen Corjklin

Post.

BY THE WILL OF THE LATE WlLLIS-". T.

Cooper, the Kenosha, Wis., Association :

ceives $10,000. ->

THE LATE JOHN LYMAN, OF SYRACUSE.

N. Y., formerly of Toronto, left the Toront-.

Association $5,000 in his will. He had always

been a good friend of the Association.

BY THE WILL OF MlSS CAROLINE B. SxAF-

ford, of New Bedford, Mass., the Auxiliary

receives a direct gift of $75. At the death

of her sister the Auxiliary receives a further

gift of $200 and the Association $300.

THE FOUR-STORY BRICK BUILDING AT 109

West Fifty-fourth street, New York, on a

lot 49 by 100 feet, and used until now by the

Society for Ethical Culture as a school build

ing, has been purchased for $69,000 with the

intention of making quite extensive altera

tions to fit it for use as headquarters of the

French Branch. The plan is to sell the lot

now owned in Forty-sixth street, chiefly be

cause of the large saving made by using the

Fifty-fourth street building, after proper alter

ations, instead of erecting a new building

there. An income of $5,000 a year is ex

pected from thirty dormitories. In the base

ment there will be bowling alleys, gymnasium,

locker and bath rooms and restaurant. On

the main floor will be the reception room,

reading room, etc. On the second floor will

be class rooms and hall.
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County Work

ALBERT E. ROBERTS, OF NEW BEDFORD,

will succeed J. R. Boardman as county work

secretary of Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

He first undertakes work in Essex County.

VERMONT BEGINS COUNTY WORK IN FRANK-

lin County and holds a convention at Enos-

burg Palls March 10-11. A strong committee

of representative business men has matters in

hand.

1X1.1X015 HAS WORK BEGUN IN ITS THIRD

r~unty (Christian) inaugurated by a conven-

>n at Taylorsville January 24-25.

TWO CONVENTIONS WILL BE HELD IN NOVA

Scotia in February: Annapolis County meet

ing at Bridgetown February 5-7, and Pictou

County at Westville.

THE NEW YORK CONVENTION FOR CATTA-

raugus County meets at Salamanca February

21-23.

NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY AND OHIO STATE

conventions will emphasize county work and

push this work after the conventions.

NEW YORK MILLS HAS SIXTY BOYS PAYING

$3.00 each in the boys' department.

ONEIDA COUNTY, N. Y., HAS 251 MEMBERS

and pledges for eighty-five more in two vil

lages when work opens there. Physical work

is conducted at each point and 20 per cent,

of the membership is in Bible study classes.

EDGEFIELD COUNTY, S. C., WHERE JOHN

Lake was the first county secretary, has just

held its eleventh convention. The churches

in that county have pledged Mr. Lake's

salary on the foreign field.

THE ASSOCIATION BUILDINGS AT LORAIN,

Canton and Columbus, Ohio, are being re

modelled and improved.

CONCORD, N. H., WILL BREAK GROUND FOR

its $40,000 building in the spring. The

pledges amount to $27,000, of which sum

Miss Merrill gave $10,000.

International Publication Notes

Bound volumes of Association Boys for

1903 are now ready. Price $1.50. A few

copies of 1902 are left and obtainable at the

same price.

Secretaries in places where conventions or

conferences are to be held will find the com

mittee's ribbon badges very desirable for use

by local committees. Illustrated circulars on

application.

The publication of the List of Presidents and

Paid Officers formerly issued in November,

was this year, owing to the later publication

of the Year Book, deferred until January i.

Copies are now ready.

Supplies will be sent on sale to several of

the larger State conventions; secretaries who

are planning to attend the gatherings in their

respective States will find it of advantage to

examine the committee's catalogue in ad

vance and be prepared to secure needed pub

lications at this time.

Very attractive watch fobs have recently

been prepared in bronze and sterling silver.

Gold filled and solid gold will be ready in the

near future. The emblem is that of the

Athletic League medals but smaller in size.

They are intended for successful candidates

in competitive events. Bronze $0.90 com

plete; silver, $1.25.

There has been a marked increase In the

sales of Dr. Trumbull's "Individual Work"

during the past few weeks. Do we realize

that many an active member would be aroused

and impelled to undertake personal effort if

thisjbook were placed in his hands f Copies

should be kept in constant circulation.



General Association News

News for these pages must reach New York by Febuary 15, in order to receive place in the March Number

SAVANNAH, GA., is UNDERTAKING TO SECURE

five $5,000 subscriptions for a building, and

has four pledged. There are five shop classes

conducted. One in the street car barns, two

are at fire engine houses, and two at railroad

shops. Ove 200 testaments have been sold

to the men. One in purchasing, said: "It

is the first one I ever had of my own." A

calendar exhibit and a masked skating carni

val were recent features.

ATHENS, GA., ALTHOUGH WITHOUT A PHYSI-

cal director, conducted 362 gymnasium classes

last year, and in ten days the finance com

mittee secured $999.50 from 84 subscribers.

The finance committee were out seven times,

spent ten hours and fifteen minutes and

raised $1.62 '4 a minute. A swimming pool

25 by 34 has been put in, ten new shower

baths, cement floors and partitions two

bowling alleys, heating apparatus and locker

room, all for $1,800. Speakers were secured

last summer for the meetings for twelve

months from the most able men in the city.

They were impressed at the beginning with

the importance of the service.

'ATLANTA HAS BEEN DOING IN MANY WAYS

the most aggressive and successful work of its

history. The work of the year has demanded

much time from the directors, for, in addi

tion to the ordinary duties, they have been

compelled to undertake the raising of$ig,oooto

cover necessary repairs and the current budget.

The work among the students under care of

their intercollegiate department has been

very gratifying. The special religious serv

ices of the week of prayer in November pro

duced ninety-five professed conversions. A

religious work conference and evangelistic

campaign, conducted by Fred B. Smith,

November 27 to December n, may be con

sidered one of the most remarkable in results

that he has conducted in this country. The

thing was thoroughly "set up" in advance

in Atlanta. A conference was held with

Christian men and pastors. At the evangel

istic meeting Sunday afternoon 2,200 men

were present, and on Monday evening 550.

Three hundred and twenty-five men professed

their purpose to become Christians. This

makes 616 professed conversions for the year

and large numbers are reported to have

united with the churches. The efficiency and

development in the physical, social and edu

cational departments, Mr. Smith considered

great contributing factors to the unusual

success of these meetings. The emphasis has

been placed for years on these departments,

which added to rather than detracted from

the warmth and spiritual enthusiasm. Clergy

men and leaders in the churches worked in

the meetings as freely and naturally as in

their own church buildings. Mr. Luther at

tributed much of the success to the literal

compliance with Mr. Smith's campaign out

line, which has been worked out from six

years of experience. Not only the directors

but many representative men in business and

social life participated.

LYNCHBURG, VA., HAS so OUTGROWN ITS

present building that two directors have given

$5,000 each toward a new $50,000 building.

Eight Bible classes are conducted and last

year there were seventy-five conversions.

The general secretary was chairman of the

religious work committee ten years ago.

Since then the Association has trebled in

membership and fourteen men have gone

into the secretaryship. It has a Bible class

called the $2,000.000 Bible class, composed of

wealthy business men whose fortunes aggre

gate that amount.

THE YOKE FELLOWS BAND AT PETERSBURG,

Va., averages sixty-eight men at its class

taught by Judge Mann. An orchestra of

fifteen men and a male chorus of twenty-six

serve at the men's meeting. A canvass is on

for a new gymnasium and bowling alleys.

The attendance at boys' services averages over

one hundred. Three Bible classes are at work.

THE GYMNASIUM IS POPULAR ALL THE

year round in the South. At Montgomery

560 classes were held, averaging 18. The

July attendance was larger than in any two

winter months, and 47 per cent, of the total

membership, including the preachers, are in

the gymnasium classes.

BRISTOL, TENN., HAS DOUBLED ITS MEM-

bership since April, and made improvements,

including new gymnasium equipment costing

$800. A series of ten greater men's meetings

have been held in the theatre. Three men

have entered Association work from the

Bristol Association the past year.

NASHVILLE, TBNN., HAS RECEIVED A GIFT

of $1,000 from Mr. Isadora Newman, of New

Orleans. The sum wlil be used in the con

struction of baths and toilet rooms, to be

called the "Newman Baths."

THE MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY COMPANY

has promised co-operation in establishing an

Association for its men. It will equip two

large rooms, supply hot and cold baths, lunch

counter, etc.

SELMA, ALA., SINCE IT HAS ADDED ITS NEW

gymnasium and natatorium has made great

strides in physical work. Indoor baseball,

in which four teams competed, has been a

feature. The winning team was given a

banquet by the Women's Auxiliary.
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THB NEW GYMNASIUM OF THE SPRINGFIELD,

Ohio, Association was reopened Saturday

evening, January 9, by Francis A. Strough,

who gave one of his travel lectures. Six

hundred people were present who were de

lighted with the opening. The Association

will charge, hereafter, ten cents for the

"Popular Saturday Nights." Mr. Strough

gave his noted illustrated sermon, "The

Modern Prodigal Son," the following Sunday

afternoon in the same place to the largest

crowd of men assembled since the burning

of the hall and gymnasium a year ago.

J. H. EDWARDS, GENERAL SECRETARY OF

the Reading, Pa., Association, who has been

seriously ill with typhoid fever for eleven

weeks, is able to be about again and has re

sumed his duties.

SPRINGFIELD, ILL., SERVED REFRESHMENTS

on New Year's Day from "a country store."

In spite of cramped quarters during the

building movement more new members were

received than when larger rooms were occu

pied. A new shuffle board was given by an

active member. The secretary was pre

sented with a solid gold combination watch,

chain and fob on his recent birthday.

BROOKLYN HAS ISSUED A HANDSOME 124

page book printed on heavy coated paper,

entitled, "Fifty Years in Brooklyn." It is

an excellent review of the half century and

a credit to the editor, Edwin F. See.

BROOKLYN HAD 1,650 MEN AT THE ORPHEUM

Theatre January 10, when seventy-two men

came to the front singly and professed their

purpose to become Christians. One of them

was the brother of a saloon keeper who had

begun the Christian life in Smith's meetings

the year before. He has quit his former

business and is living an honorable life.

AT A FELLOWSHIP MEETING IN BOSTON THE

question was asked, " Where were you born ? "

Only one c f the twenty-six men was a Boston

born man.

EAST SIDE BRANCH, NEW YORK, RECEIVED

on deposit from its members $2,067.99 last

year and $1,806.50 was put on interest by

depositors, while only $200.39 was with

drawn.

DERBY, CONN., OPENED A SERIES OF MEKT-

ings in the Opera House for the first time

this year, with 700 present.

OF THE 345 MEMBERS AT WEBB ClTY, Mo.,

eighty per cent, are not church members.

THE NEW YORK SECRETARIES' CONFER-

ence will be held at Rome, February 10 and

n. The New York convention at Utica,

February 11-14, will have four Bible classes

each day conducted to illustrate different

methods; one for boys' classes, another for

the training of teachers, another on the life

of Christ, and the fourth an evangelistic class.

A special programme will be prepared for

college men. The institute idea will domi

nate.

AFTER FIFTEEN MONTHS' INACTIVITY SANTA

Cruz, Cal., has reopened with 200 members,

wiped out a debt of $3,700 and spent $1,100

in improving its rooms. The Women's Aux

iliary has refurnished them.

THE ASSOCIATIONS OF NEW YORK, BROOK-

lyn and New Jersey are completing arrange

ments for an excursion to the World's Fair

during Association week, August 15-22. A

special train will leave August 12.

COLUMBUS, GA., SINCE ITS OPENING, HAS

enrolled 293 members, has had an average of

215 at men's meetings, organized three Bible

classes and demonstrated that the building

is not too large. A boys' secretary is de

manded.

BUFFALO HAD 3,125 CALLS AT ITS NEW

building New Year's Day. Ladies from dif

ferent denominations furnished refreshments

for nearly 1,500.

EVANSVILLE, IND., ON NEW YEAR'S DAY

transformed the upper story into a " Wonder

land," where were booths representing China,

Japan, Mexico, the Philippines, a camera ex

hibit, displays of Evansville's industries, illus

trating the manufacture of glassware, pot

tery, pearl buttons, brooms, trunks and edge

tools, representing thirty business concerns.

The usual events were run off in the gym

nasium, and in spite of storm, the building

was packed all day. The second of the re

ceptions to the men of the German and Eng

lish churches brought out 400 men.

BOSTON HAS ATTRACTED STUDENTS FROM

all over New England to its special widely

advertised departments of instruction in

steam and automobile engineering, naval

architecture, civil service, etc. Of the 40

graduates from its law school, 37 have passed

the bar examinations. The enrollment is so

large that room for over 200 is found outside.

Permanent positions were found for 987 men

and 196 temporary. Classes are run in the

gymnasium every hour from 3.30 to 9.30

P.M.

INCOMPLETE NEWSPAPER REPORTS AND THE

failure of correspondence to reach us in time

to verify, caused some mistakes to appear in

the building pages. Clarksburg, W. Va.,

has $11,000 pledged and is canvassing for

$50,000. The Grafton property is valued

at $25,000, the building at Elkins will cost

about $30,000; Fairmont will canvass for a

$50,000 building, and Mannington, W. Va.,

plans for a $35,000 building; Mansfield, O.,

paid a debt of $12,000. Hoquiam, Wash., has

not but expects to erect a $15,000 building.
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NEW ORLEANS' LEASE OF THE MAGNIFICENT

old Spofford property will give it a chance to

increase. An out of door gymnasium (44X

124) was completed last month. Twenty-

five dormitories will be provided for young

men and more space for physical work.

Gifts of $2,000 from Mr. J. H. Keller and

$1,000 from J. C. Morris, were recently re

ceived. Every feature of this Association is

booming.

MERCER UNIVERSITY, GA., ASSOCIATION

has received the gift of a handsome building

from Mrs. G. C. Salmon in memory of her

deceased husband.

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, WAS FORCED TO

leave its rented quarters, which it had occu

pied for ten years, on July i, and to launch

a canvass for a $40,000 building. After

$15,000 was raised and a $10,000 lot donated,

the yellow fever quarantine and street car

strike stopped the canvass, but it will now

be resumed. The Junior League has a mem

bership of 250, with an average of 125 boys a

Sunday. A success club enrolls the best

young men of the town.

PARIS, TEXAS, HAS RECENTLY INTRODUCED

polo, which is popular. Its baseball team

made a great record in that section of the

State last year.

BROOKHAVEN, Miss., LUMBERMAN'S Asso

ciation has been adding two members a day

since January i. This is one of two Associa

tions in this lumbering town of 5,000 popula

tion, which is making a decided success.

THE TUSCALOOSA, ALA., MEMBERSHIP HAS

increased from thirty to eighty-five since a

secretary was employed. A piano has been

purchased and nearly $300 raised for a gym

nasium.

IN SENDING $1,000 TO THE MOBILE AsSO-

ciation to apply on its debt, a gentleman

wrote: "You cannot feel better in receiving

this than we do in sending it."

CHARLESTON, S. C., MEMBERSHIP HAS

reached 811, with fifty-six in its new army

branch.

ASHEVILLE, N. C., IS GETTING WELL SET-

tled in its new building, although all the rooms

are not completed. The structure ranks as

one of the handsomest and most tastefully

furnished in the South. Its Sunday meetings

are booming. Courteous attention is given

strangers coming to Ashcville for their health.

Visitors from twelve States were registered

within a few days.

THOMASVILLE, GA., is OCCUPYING THE RESI-

dence given by Mrs. Bertha Wann, of St.

Paul. The gymnastic classes and meetings

have been held mainly on the lawn.

MEMBERS AT WAYCROSS, GA., ARE HOLDING

young men's Sundays at points within a

radius of forty miles. A popular form of

refreshment at the "informal stag" is "cane

grinding au naturel." The largest propor

tionate attendance at men's meetings is

claimed here.

AUGUSTA, GA., AVERAGED no MEN AT ITS

men's meetings for the year, the first in its

new building. Its eleven dormitories are

leased to nineteen men. Every dollar raised

outside the membership fees (about $3,000)

was secured by the directors.

MACON, GA., HAS PLACED FORTY-TWO ELEC-

tric lights at its entrance. A series of lectures

on municipal, State and national government

will be a feature for the spring. The aux

iliary added 250 members in thirty days and

rendered large service in furnishing the build

ing and recently gave a donation party to

the secretary. More money was received

from all sources the last year than in any

previous year.

SPRINGFIELD, Mo., CLOSED THE YEAR WITH

best work in its history. Out of a total mem

bership of 389, 203 men and boys were in ten

Bible classes, two-thirds of whom are young

men. Four young men joined churches from

one class within six weeks. The bonded in

debtedness has been reduced from $10,000

to $8,000 in the fifteen months.

KEENE, N. H., HAS ORGANIZED A CURRENT

Topic Club which meets monthly and dis

cusses topics relating to civic betterment.

DARTMOUTH HAS 120 MEN ENROLLED IN

Bible study clubs. Witham, said to be the

best quarter back in the country, is president

of the college Association.

A NEW ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN FORMED AT

Penacook, N. H., with 130 members.

CONCORD, N. H., NETTEP $200 BY A HOME

talent minstr"1 performance, which goes

toward the i w building. In four weeks

$808 in membership dues were secured through

a contest.

NASHUA, N. H., HAS COMPLETED A SWIM-

ming tank, and with this as an inducement,

secured $1,200 in memberships in ten weeks.

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE COMMITTEE

has received from Mr. Charles T. Page an

Estcy portable organ, for use in shop meetings

and tent work. Six hundred copies of the

Gospel of John have been distributed during

the year to men and boys in connection with

the meetings conducted under the auspices

of the State committee. During the past

fifteen months 274 boys began the Christian

life in connection with Young Men's Sundays

conducted by the State secretary. Inter
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national Secretary J. R. Thompson spent the

months of November and December in special

work in the State. The general work has

felt the helpful influence of his presence.

PORTLAND, ORE., is HAVING A LARGB WORK

on Sunday afternoons. An orchestra con

cert is held at three o'clock. Following this

three meetings are held, one for men in the

large auditorium, one for boys twelve to fif

teen, the other for boys fifteen to eighteen.

Following these meetings occur the Bible study

groups, six of them being held for the men

and one for the older boys. Afterward come

the Sunday lunches, one for the boys and one

for the men. On an average about 130 stop

to the lunches. In November seventy men

and boys made a stand for the Christian

life, and on December 7 in a large theatre

meeting, conducted by J. Wilbur Chapman,

171 men signed decision cards. Dr. Chap

man considered this was the best men's

meeting he -was ever in.

OREGON CITY HAS RECALLED SETH LEVENS

as general secretary. The manufacturing

plants have agreed to make monthly sub

scriptions toward the work, and indications

point to an enjarged work.

E. T. COLTON'S VISIT TO THE NORTHWEST

was fruitful of great results to the college

men. Twelve students took a definite stand

for the Christian life at Whitman College,

Walla Walla. Sixteen students came out for

the Christian life at the Oregon-Idaho State

convention at Forest Grove, and thirty-four

at the Oregon Agricultural College at Cor-

vallis.

LAST YEAR ILLINOIS EXTENDED ITS COR-

responding membership to 1,053 communi

ties, erected two railroad and one city build

ing and three others were begun, all at a cost

of $192,000. Six religious work conferences

and a number of local institutes were con

ducted. There were 3,457 men in Bible

classes, an average of 35,000 men in gross

attendance at men's meetings at railroad and

city departments, more conversions, increase

in attention to boys' work, and an increase

of 14 per cent, in enrollment in evening

classes.

ST. JOSEPH, Mo., HAD ITS ANNUAL ROLL

call and annual meeting January 12 with 250

men present. The membership has increased

from 627 to 801 and the receipts for the year

$1,600. At the roll call, when the name of

Theodore B. Hoagland was called, a letter

was read from him, offering from himself and

mother, to subscribe 20 per cent, of the

$20,000 debt. The proposition was received

with enthusiasm.

CLEVELAND, OHIO, CELEBRATED ITS

twenty-fifth anniversary January 31, when

Messrs. Bierce, Shurtleff, Gates and Messer

spoke. A canvass is to be pushed for a

second $150,000 for the building.

AMONG THE BEST THINGS DONE AT TROY

last year was to open a lunch counter, add

a members' complimentary course in addi

tion to the regular entertainment course

with a reserve charge of ten cents; a class in

English for foreigners, in which eight nation

alities are enrolled; a current topic club for

business and professional men, to be held

during Lent, and to organize the young men's

Bible classes of the city, who were brought

together under the leadership of Rev. Charles

H. Yatman and will become a permanent

social organization. The presentation of the

educational work in 29 different shops helped

to raise the enrollment from 128 to 173.

TUCSON, ARIZONA, is PUSHING FOR AN

Association with a building equipment, and

has invited J. F. Kates to assist in the can

vass. Mr. Kates has been obliged to leave

Las Vegas on account of the illness of his wife,

but the $15,000 required for a building there

is now in sight. A lot is secured, plans adopted

and work will begin March i . Two hundred

members are pledged at $10 each. Railroad

employees have put $2,000 into the building

fund.

THE RECEIPTS AT GALESBURG, ILL.,

equaled expenses in 1893. An orchestra of

sixteen pieces is in its third year, lunch is

served to members of the Bible class every

Sunday evening, and four basket-ball teams

are playing a series of match games.

BRIDGEPORT, CONN., ENTERTAINED 2,000

people by actual count on New Year's Day,

when the boys' building was thrown open

to the public.

CHELSEA, MASS., WILL BREAK GROUND FOR

its new building March 30. It will cost $45,-

ooo. The current expense deficit of $ 1,000,

carried over for years, was wiped out in three

weeks. An indoor picnic was a big social

feature. The second shop Bible class in

Massachusetts has been started at the shop

of the Emery Company, January 14.

OAKLAND, CAL., WILL HAVE THE SERVICES

of George Sutherland for several months,

who will work on the building campaign.

The remarkable success Mr. Sutherland has

had in pushing building and other campaigns

has led him to refuse an extension of his

engagement with the State Committee in

order to devote his time fully to this work.

O. B. VAN HORN, STATE SECRETARY FOR

religious and educational work in Kentucky,

is conducting series of religious work insti

tutes in cities.
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POUGHKBEPSIE YOUNG BUSINESS MEN RAISED

$700 for the equipment of social rooms

of the finest order and equipped with pool

and billiards. The room will be in charge of

an attendant and each player will pay for

his own ticket.

CLEVELAND PACKED ITS BUILDING NEW

Year's Day by a "Grand Mid-winter Circus,"

charging twenty-five cents admission at each

performance, afternoon and evening. Each

man got his money's worth.

AT LOUISVILLE'S FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY,

December 27, Sam Jones addressed the mass-

meeting for men, where he raised $1,500

toward the $4,000 debt of the Association.

MINNEAPOLIS MADE ITS NEW YEAR'S EN-

tertainment take the shape of a county fair,

at which a German band, bagpipes, balloon

ascension and all the side shows were found.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS., CELEBRATED ON NEW

Year's Day the attainment of a membership

of 1,000 and entire freedom from debt.

THE DENVER "REPUBLICAN," IN GIVING

a review of the Association's prosperity for

the year, published pictures of the chairmen

of committees instead of the secretaries.

This puts the emphasis on the proper place.

The membership is 1,300. There are twenty-

nine young men at the Health Farm.

THE MEMBERSHIP AT NEWARK, N. J., HAS

reached 1,500, and the attendance at men's

meetings 500 to 800.

CAMDEN, N. J., HAS LIFTED ITS MEMBER-

ship from 352 to 626 in four months. At a

banquet given to the men who brought in a

new member, over 100 of the finest young

men of Camden were present. At the dinner

a beautiful and valuable oil painting was

presented the secretary, Mr. Lute. If the

work keeps up as promised, an adequate

building must be erected soon. It will be

remembered that this Association was sold

out by the sheriff not many years ago. Mr.

Harrington, now of Evansville, Ind., reor

ganized it.

COLUMBUS, GA., SINCE THE OPENING OF

its magnificent marble building, the gift of

the Peabody brothers, has increased its mem

bership to 292. Thousands of people at

tended the opening. The address, was given

by Dr. Charles Cuthbert Hall, and followed

by an institute for directors and trustees.

THE FINEST ARMY ASSOCIATION BUILDING

yet erected was opened in December at Fort

Monroe, where the first permanent army

Association was organized. The building is

the gift of Miss Gould and complete in all

its appointments. It was formally opened

for use on Christmas Day. Private Johnson,

speaking for the soldiers to Miss Gould, said :

"No person who had not been an enlisted

man and felt the loneliness of a soldier's life

can fully realize the meaning of the gift."

A man serving his third enlistment, said :

"Only an old soldier like myself can appre

ciate what this building will mean to the men

of the garrison who desire to lead a clean,

manly life."

RICHMOND,VA.,HAS LOST ONE OF ITS STAUNCH

supporters in the death of Robert S. Bosher,

who died recently in New York City. He

had been a member of the board of directors

for nineteen years, was the largest contributor,

was second vice-president of the Association

and chairman of the finance committee. One

of the plans adopted during his service was

for the Association to secure 100 members at

$253 year to help to balance the cost of the

membership for boys whose fees could not

cover the cost of the privileges in full.

LONDON, ONT., MEMBERSHIP HAS REACHED

80 1—an increase of 316 in the last five

months.

A MOVEMENT IS ON FOOT TO START AN

Association at Toronto Junction, a populous

suburb of Toronto.

THE McGiLL UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION, OF

Montreal, has a paid up membership of 400

out of 1,000 undergraduates. Two hundred

of these are organized into seventeen separate

classes for daily Bible study. . The Associa

tion is supported by practically every pro

fessor on the staff. At present twenty-one

students are looking forward to foreign mis

sion work. Last year, in McGill, through

the efforts of the Association, forty young

men are known to have definitely confessed

Christ.

C. M. COPELAND, TRAVELLING SECRETARY

of the Provincial Committee of Ontario and

Quebec, is recovering from an attack of ty

phoid fever.

TORONTO CENTRAL CONDUCTED A VERY

successful series of Saturday evening "Pops"

from October to December, over 10,000 at

tending the ten entertainments. A second

series has been started, local talent being

almost exclusively utilized.

A TRAINING SCHOOL, ARRANGED BY THB

Provincial Committee of Ontario and Quebec,

was conducted in the Toronto Central during

January. Several prospective Association

workers attended.

THE THRIVING LITTLE ASSOCIATION AT

Fairfield, la, a town under 5,000 popula

tion, is doing a successful all-round work.

The distribution of fifty copies of ASSOCIA

TION MEN among the business men proved a

good investment.
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FtFTY-THREE MEMBERS OP THE CLINTON,

Iowa, Association left the city last year.

New books added to the library doubled its

circulation. For a new building $35,500 is

pledged. Toward this there were five $5,000

subscriptions, two $2,500, four of $1,000 and

three of $500.

The Lake George Conference Committee

plans for a larger summer work than in any

previous year, and has secured the exclusive

use of the hotel and extensive grounds at

Silver Bay for the entire month of August

and the first week in September. The hotel

wfll be open as a vacation resort the entire

month, and instead of the conference of ten

days, from two to three hours each day will

be given to conferences on Association topics

and Bible study. The institute for secretarial

training will have its sessions daily during

the month. It looks like the doubling of the

enrollment. A boys' work conference and

institute will be added the last of the

month.

Cleveland's Arena Club will discuss

" Is There More Good Than Bad in the Down

town Boarding Houses?" "What Qualities

Would I Prefer My Wife to Possess?" "Does

the Average Man Need the Church?" "What

Is the Future of the American Negro?"

"How Can You Tell the Christian Man from

the One Who Is Not?" "Has the Country

Boy the Advantage in His Bringing up Over

the City Boy?" "Which Is the More Impor

tant—Belief or Conduct?" "Do We Get Our

Rewards and Punishments in This Life?"

"Who Is Responsible for the Drunkards?"

"Should Capital Punishment Be Abolished?"

Boise, Idaho, spent $10,705 during 1903,

and there will be an increase for 1904. It is

doing the largest work of any Association in a

city of its size in the West, has 340 members,

over 100 average at Sunday men's meeting,

sixteen classes a week in the gymnasium,

two Bible classes, strong noonday prayer-

meeting, vigorous Current Topic Club, and a

$2,000 entertainment course.

Portland, Ore., has had a waiting list

for its plumbing class for the past two months,

as the shops only provide twenty benches.

The teacher is the City Plumbing Inspector.

Last year the plumbers' union started to

fight the Association for having the class,

but now favors it and over half the class are

members of the union. Thirty different

Bible classes are being conducted, not count

ing any shop classes—three of these have

been arranged to start February 1. The

current expense budget for 1904 calls for

$33 ,000, not counting income from stores or

building. This is an increase from $5,000 a

year eight year* ago.

The New Jersey State Convention at

Trenton, February 11-14, will be addressed

by Headmaster McPherson, Dr. Charles Cuth-

bert Hall, Dr. Cornelius Woelfkin, S. D. Gor

don, Supt. Abercrombie, Rev. Louis Albert

Banks, D.D., President Scott of Rutgers,

John R. Mott, and leading Association men.

CONNBLLSVILLE, Pa., LOOKS PORWARD TO

a new building in the future. As yet only

a little excavation has been done.

Louisville, Ky., had 1,550 men at its

meeting Sunday, January 7, addressed by

Strough. There were 100 inquirers.

SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES

Adams. O. H., to Gladstone, W. Va., R. R.
Baldridge, J. E., to Cananea, Mexico.
Beattie, W. R., to Port Arthur, Tex.
Bonham, O. W., South Boston, Va., res.
Calkins, C. C, to Independence, la.
Denham, J. F., to Oklahoma City, Okla.
Hathaway, W. P., to San Antonio, Tex., R. R.
Johnson, C. J., to Findlay, Ohio.
Kates, J. F., Las Vegas, N. M., res.
Kibby, W. J., to Petersburg, Va.
Mathis. J. M., San Antonio, Tex., R. R., res.
Mitchell, R. G., to Savannah Army Dep't.
Northrop, E. A., to Sidney, N. Y., R. R.
Tubbs, W. Jj. to Richmond. Va., St. Ry.
Warner, G. F., to Selma, Ala.
Wolfe M. A., to Argentine, Kan. R. R.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES

Abbott, H. C, to Concord, N. H., R.'R.
Auten, W. E., South Side Branch, St. Louis, Mo., res.
Brasirigton, J. D., to Portland, Ore.
Dudley. H. L., to Roanoke, Va.. R. R.
Ehlers, William, to West Albany, N. Y., R. R.
Farnum, L. 8., Hartford, Conn., res.
Fry, E. E., to Montgomery, Ala.
Lloyd, O. J., Richmond, Va., res.
Prentice, R. L., to East Side Branch, New York, N. Y.
Ristine, Earl, to Joplin, Mo.
Runkle,F. C. to Spokane, Wash.
Smith, W. H., to " phis, Tenn.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.

Long, H. W., to Conoord, N. H.
Morgan, Carl, to Blue6eld, W. Va., R. R.
Robson, E. H., to Waverly, N. Y.

COUNTY SECRETARIES

Roberts, A. E., to Mass. and R. I. State Committee.
Rowe, C. L., to Lenawee County, Mich.

DEPARTMENT SECRETARIES

Botsford, G. 8., Denver, Colo., Relig. work, res.
Clarke, H. N., to Cleveland. Ohio. Relig. work.
Page, J. W., to Hartford, Conn., Boys.
Reed, W. 8., Pueblo, Colo., Boys, res.

STATE CONVENTIONS

California, Fresno, Feb. 4-7.
Nebraska, Lincoln. Feb. 4-7.
Minnesota, Rochester, Feb. 4-7.
Arkansas, Fayetteville, Feb. 6-7.
New Jersey, Trenton, Feb. 11-14.
New York. Utioa. Feb. 11-14.

Iowa (Northern), Waterloo, Feb. 18-21.
Pennsylvania, Soranton, Feb. 18-21.

New Hampshire, Nashua, Feb. 19-20.
Kentucky, Bowling Green, Feb. 18-21.
North and South Carolina, Spartanburg, S. C, Feb. 20-23.

Georgia, Augusta, Feb. 20-23.
Ohio, Columbus, Feb. 25-28.
Maryland, Delaware, West Virginia and District of

Columbia, Cumberland, Ma., March 3—0.
Virginia, Richmond, March 3-6.
Wisconsin, Oshkosh, March 10-13.
Iowa (Southern), Mount Pleasant, March 10-13.
Texas, Houston, March 19-22.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION

Buffalo, N. Y.. May 11-15.



The Railroad Department

ATLANTA, GA., NOW HAS 700 MEMBERS.

The attendance at the rooms last year was

20,563 and 9,468 baths were given. A build

ing is needed here.

CLEBURNE, TEXAS, REGISTERED A DAILY

attendance of 248 and a membership of 952,

of whom 658 are railroad men. They pay

$4,206.25. A physical director has been em

ployed. Three new marble shower baths

costing $1,000 will be added. A midnight

"possum hunt" and a "pecan outing" were

recently enjoyed.

CANTON, Miss., is ALREADY CROWDED OUT

of its building and an addition is demanded.

Fenno's ten days' meetings were a large help.

THE BLUE RIDGE, GA., ASSOCIATION WAS

viewed as an experiment at first by the com

pany, but the building - given by President

McHarg and his wife is now entirely out

grown. The bathing facilities have been in

creased and a large addition is now considered.

It has recently been said by an official that

the company could make no better invest

ment than to spend a few thousand dollars

in enlarging the building to meet the needs

of the men.

BIG SPRINGS, TEXAS, HAS 438 MEMBERS—

a. good record for a town of 2,500 population.

WILLIAM COOK, SECRETARY OP THE CHI-

cago and Northwestern Branch at Chicago,

recently received a handsome gold watch

from his friends on his twenty-fifth anni

versary.

THE MEMBERSHIP FEE AT MOUNT CARMEL,

111., has properly been raised from $3.00 to

$5.00.

LEXINGTON, KY., HAS A LOCOMOTIVE FIRE-

men's Educational Club. The purpose of

the club is to study the locomotive, its

construction and its failures and the

causes to which these failures are due

while in service. The club was organized in

November with a good membership and has

steadily increased. It is conducted by a

road foreman of engines, who takes great

pride in preparing his firemen for the respon

sible position of engineer by giving them a

practical education. The system of instruc

tion is by lecture, followed by quizzes at

each meeting once a week. Much enthusi

asm is manifested not only by the firemen,

but many of the older engineers, who appre

ciate the value of the opportunity to remedy

a neglect of former days.

UTICA, N. Y., HAS REOPENED ITS ENLARGED

building. Another story was added, giving

fifty-five beds. The cost was $4,300.

WILLIAMSON, W. VA., WILL GIVE A SERIES

of first aid to the injured lectures this

spring. The change in the meeting time

from Sunday to a week night has brought

out more men. Flinch is a popular game.

THB RESTAURANTS AT LITTLE ROCK AND

Hoxie, Arkansas, will be leased to an exper

ienced restaurant man, who will also have

charge of railroad Association restaurants in

other parts of the State.

A MISTAKE WAS MADE LAST MONTH IN AT-

tributing the work of the Bluefield, W. Va.,

railroad Association to the colored depart

ment.

CRBWE, VA., BOYS' BIBLE CLASS HAS IN-

creased from three to forty members in five

weeks. An orchestra of ten pieces is forming

for social and religious work. The meetings

average 125. A club of twenty will attend

the World's Fair.

AT THE DEDICATION OF THE TOPEKA BUILD-

ing addresses were made by Governor Bailey

and others. The following telegram was

received from President Roosevelt:

I SEND HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS AND

BEST WISHES UPON THE COMPLETION AND

OPENING OP YOUR SPLENDID BUILDING, THB

CORNERSTONE OP WHICH I LAID IN MAY LAST.

THEODORE ROOSEVELT.

The following day being New Year's, the

Women's Auxiliary kept open house and

served refreshments to 1,200 people. It was

estimated that at least 7,000 people visited

the rooms during the day. There are now

190 men in educational work; 150 new mem

bers have joined; 70 men are in the gymna

sium, and Sunday meetings have trebled in

attendance.

THE B. & O. DEPARTMENT, BALTIMORE,

has been at it for twenty-five years, always

with poor equipment. A short time ago the

railroad company took part of the building

for offices. Soon after the Association offered

the use of its rooms for paying off the men.

On January pay-day the paymaster was

simply snowed under, thus giving the secre

tary an opportunity to be assistant paymaster.

The sequel to all this is that we will probably

get the entire building, with a nice addition.

The membership has more than trebled

within the last year, the finances far in ad

vance of last year. A Sunday afternoon

meeting with an average attendance of more

than 200, a splendid weekly cottage prayer-

meeting, a small but interesting Bible class,

the testimony of prominent ministers that

there has been a marked change recently in

the attitude of the railroad men toward

religion and religious things, and the new

and lively interest displayed by the officials

of the road, are among the encouraging

features of this work.
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THE EXTENSION OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD THROUGH THE

TESTIMONY OF REDEEMED MEN

I. The Scientific Value of Christian Testimony

BY E. I. BOSWORTH, DEAN OF OBBRLIN

The fundamental problem of science is

very much like the fundamental problem of

religion, namely, the problem of becoming

acquainted with an unseen force. The

E. I. BOSWORTH

scientist seeks more exact acquaintance with

an unseen physical force, the character of

which is a mystery; the religious man seeks

a deepening acquaintance with the unseen

personal force that he calls God, whose exact

character is also mystery. Perhaps ulti

mately the two problems will turn out to be

more nearly one than they now seem to be.

In the process of solving these problems,

the profound significance of testimony is

being increasingly realized. In any great

convention of scientists, he who can com

mand closest attention is the man who comes

from his laboratory to report what has been

his experience with the unseen physical

forces, whose acquaintance he has sought.

The testimony of a skilled experimenter is

recognized by scientists as a profoundly sig

nificant fact. Hundreds of men will go back

to their laboratories to see whether they can

not, through a similar process of experiment,

secxire the same experience with unseen

physical forces.

In the religious sphere the same thing is

true. The man who can come to the door

of the laboratory of his personal life and re

port an alleged experience with the unseen

God is deserving of the most candid and de

voted attention. When he reports such ex

perience, he has done an elemental thing.

He can do nothing more profoundly signifi

cant.

In neither case is the experience of an

isolated experimenter chiefly significant. If

other scientists cannot in their laboratories

by a process of faithful experiment secure

such an acquaintance with physical forces as

they have heard reported, the testimony re

ported is not considered weighty. So in the

religious sphere, if the experience reported

cannot in its essential features be duplicated

by the experiments of others, the testimony

will not receive favorable consideration. It

is when the testimony comes up from the

laboratories of many personal lives that the

case is made.

The scientific value of the Bible is evident

in the light of the statement just made. The'

Bible is the best report the world has ever

received of skilful experimenters in the

religious sphere. It is the note of testimorr
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regarding personal experience with the un

seen that rings out clear and strong from

prophet, psalmist and apostle. "This poor

man cried and the Lord heard him and de

livered him out of all his troubles." "I

waited patiently for the Lord; and he in

clined unto me and heard my cry." In the

testimony of Jesus this report reaches its

climax. "We speak that we do know and

bear witness of that we have seen." "All

things that I have heard from my Father I

have made known unto you." Personal tes

timony out of experience is also the message

of the apostles. Paul comes to the door of

the laboratory of his personal life and boldly

testifies to his experience with the unseen

personal force, Jesus Christ. "Christ liveth

in me, and that life which I now live in the

flesh I live in faith, the faith which is in the

Son of God." It does not seem improbable

that the present strong current of destructive

criticism, which would resolve the gospel
narrative into myth and exaggeration, •will

finally dash itself to pieces against the great

rock of the personal testimony of Paul and

his converts. It will be evident that nothing

less than such a Jesus Christ as is described

in the gospel narrative is scientifically suffi

cient to account for the bold, unwavering

personal testimony of Paul and his churches.

The Christian testimony then, though it

seems so strangely simple and inadequate,

is not an arbitrary device, but one which can

justify itself under scientific scrutiny.

Some Men's Problems

BY ROBERT E. SPEER

In his recently published recollections,

Lord Wolseley, Field Marshal of the British

Army, relates his meeting with General Robert

E. Lee and his impressions of that great

general and great man:

"He was the ablest general, and to me

seemed the greatest man I ever conversed

with; and yet I have had the privilege of

meeting Von Moltke and Prince Bismarck,

and at least upon one occasion had a very

long and intensely interesting conversation

with the latter. General Lee was one of the

few men who ever seriously impressed and

awed me with their natural, their inherent

greatness. Forty years have gone past

since our meeting, yet the majesty of his

manly bearing, the genial, winning grace,

tht sweetness of his smile, and the impressive

dignity of his old-fashioned style of address

come back to me among the most cherished

of my recollections."

And the secret of General Lee's character

was his Christianity. He never concealed or

compromised that. The late Dr. Broadus

used to tell a story that illustrated this:

"I recall a story that, a few years after

the war, at the White Sulphur Springs in

Virginia, was a venerable man at whom all

the people looked with profound veneration,

whose name was Robert E. Lee. He was a

devout Episcopalian. One day a Presby

terian minister came to preach in the ball

room, according to custom, and he told me

this story He noticed that General Lee,

who was a particular man about the pro

prieties of life, came in late, and he thought

it was rather strange. He learned afterward

that the general had waited until all the

people who were likely to attend the service

had entered the room, and then he walked

very quietly around in the corridors and

parlors, and out under the trees, and wherever

he saw a man or two standing, he would go

up and say gently: 'We are going to have

service this morning in the ballroom; will

you not come?' and they went. To me it

was very touching, that that grand old man.

whose name was known all over the world

and before whom all the people wanted to

bow, should go quietly around, and for a

minister of another denomination also, and

persuade them to go. And should not we

take means to help our pastor draw a con

gregation?"

One question for us is, Do we shrink from

asking men to come to Christ?

Another is, Are we afraid even to invite a

man to church?

A third is, Are we fearless or are we cowards

about our Christian principles and con

victions?

Jt

When a man has made a mistake the best

thing to do is to rectify it at once. To go on

for a while may once in many times offer an

easier way of escape later, but usually it only

results in the man's getting worse and worse

tangled up. The real test of moral courage

is the man's readiness to pull out of his

blunder at once, no matter what it costs or

how bad it is. In 1881, "Chinese" Gordon

accepted the post of secretary to the new

Viceroy of India, Lord Ripon. It was a

mistake, and he soon realized it. As he

wrote :

"In a moment of weakness I took the ap

pointment. No sooner had I landed in Bom

bay than I saw that, in my irresponsible

position, I could not hope to do anything to

the purpose, in the face of the vested inter

ests out there. Seeing this, and seeing,

moreover, that my views were diametrically
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opposed to those of the official classes, I re

signed. Lord Ripon's position was certainly

a great consideration with me. It was as

sumed by some that my views of the state of

affairs were the Viceroy's; and thus I felt

that I should do harm by staying with him.

We parted perfect friends. The brusqueness

of my leaving was inevitable, inasmuch as

my stay would have put me in possession of

secrets of State, which—considering my de

cision eventually to leave—I ought not to

know. Certainly, I might have stayed for a

month or two, had a pain in the head, and

gone quietly; but the whole duties were so

distasteful, that I felt, being perfectly callous

as to what the world says, that it was better

to go at once."

So he cut loose. He couldn't tolerate

the thought of all the mess he would be in

as secretary. India was full of the type of

people he loathed, and he couldn't be there

and pretend to be glad to see men whose

characters he despised. Throwing it up and

following his duty cost him a great deal, but

it did not cost him the respect of the best

men. Lord Ripon himself spoke of him after

his death as "that great man, General Gor

don, whose courageous and simple character

bore the true heroic stamp. His undaunted

courage, his devotion to duty, his absolute

spirit of self-sacrifice, and his unwavering

trust in God had won for him a place in the

heart of every man and woman in the coun

try."

Here is a good precedent for a man. When

we slip up, let us set it straight at once. We

shall lose nothing worth keeping. Any other

course will result in our losing what is worth

keeping, and what it will be bard to get back

—the full confidence of true and good men.

In a testimonial regarding a recent candi

date for appointment as a foreign missionary,

a friend wrote: "He is a close constructionist,

a strict interpreter of laws or rules under

which he may be acting." He always gave

his employer or superior the benefit of the

doubt. If there was a qualification possible

or a loophole of escape available, he never

took it. Many a man fails because there is

none of this spirit in him. If our hours are

eight to six, it is better to be on hand a few

minutes before eight and a few minutes after

six. It is all right to be charitable in judging

others and in dealing with them, but we

ought to be rigidly merciless in judging our

selves. Loose constructions won't go in the

moral life. There Christ insists on our living

squarely in the very trifles.

J*

The best way to conquer some temptations

is' to go nowhere near them. The man who

goes near prepared to have the lightning

strike him, is likely to be struck. In "Steps

Christward," Mr. Bridgman tells of a small

boy who had been forbidden to go in swim

ming too often. One day he came home with

unmistakable evidence of having been in the

water. When his mother remonstrated with

him, he replied, "Yes, I know, mother, I did

wrong; but I was tempted." "How did you

happen to have your bathing suit along?"

she asked. "Oh, I took it along, thinking I

might be tempted." Men sometimes go near

peril in the same spirit, though unconsciously.

I don't propose to drink. Well, then, let me

stay away from the places where it can be got.

I want to keep my mind pure. Well, then,

let me stay away from the ballet, and look at

no indecency, and read no evil book. If we

have to go near peril, let us go equipped not

for yielding to it, but for mastering and over

coming it.

The Atmosphere of a Man's Life

BY WILLIAU D. MURRAY, ESQ.

A recent writer calls attention to the four

modes of nurture: light, food, exercise and

atmosphere, and then shows how the soul of

a child is nurtured by the things of which

these are symbolical. By atmosphere he

means the surroundings of all souls that in

directly educate the feelings. In a way every

man forms a part of this atmosphere, which

is indirectly moulding the life of every other

man with whom he comes in contact. Whether

we will or not, what we are and do influences

some one else. It is here that the great

law of suggestion acts. Some one has defined

this law as "Any and all influences from out

side, from the environment, both physical

and personal, which get a lodgment in con

sciousness and lead to action." For those

with whom we associate we are constantly

setting this great law in motion. And we

have all experienced the effect of this law,

though, perhaps, we have not recognized it

at the time.

I remember a Sunday in Canterbury. It

was the hour of the even song. The old

cathedral was suffused with the fading day

light, as a thousand people sat in the choir,

surrounded by "a great cloud of witnesses."

The subject was praise, and the great organ

pealed out its notes of praise, the sweet boy

singers added their voices and the preacher

told us very simply how in that part of our

worship, which was praise, we were joinin-
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with the angelic choir. We sang, "For all

the saints who from their labor rest," and

remained standing, while the deep organ

notes rolled in exultation through the vaulted

arches and echoed and re-echoed. What

was it that made the tears run down our

cheeks? It was the atmosphere, the in

fluences from outside ourselves, which had

gotten a lodgment in our consciousness and

we were better men for it.

I stood one evening before some boys in a

boys' lodging house, and as I gazed into

their faces I could see, or thought I could,

that they had missed the effect of that

atmosphere in which all boys ought to grow

up—there had been no mother in their lives,

and you could see it in their faces.

Wilhehnina Mohr tells how she once came

upon a band of children walking at evening

with their teacher. "As they reached the

summit," she says, "they stopped to look

back into the beautiful valley. The teacher

pointed out places of particular interest. As

they gazed at the glorious sunset their young

faces lighted up. The teacher took off his hat,

they all stood with bowed heads, then they

joined their leader in singing an evening

hymn. It was a touching sight. I said to

myself, 'Truly this is education.' The at

titude of the teacher had helped to surround

the children with a holy atmosphere."

What kind of an atmosphere do you

make? Is it surcharged with worldly am

bitions or sensuality ? Do men feel that they

are in that presence that ennobles when they

are with you? In that beautiful story "In

Marget's Garden," the old schoolmaster

comes to sit beside his dying scholar, and

they talk together. It is a sad time, but as

Domsie leaves the gate on his way home, we

are told that "the westering sun was shining

golden and the face of Domsie was as that of

a little child." He had been in the atmos

phere of the purified. My brother, it is pos

sible for us to dwell in the presence of the

Most High. We can be among our fellows

in the shop, the office, the home, the Asso

ciation, as a great purifying force, because

we live with Him. May the unconscious

suggestions that go out from our lives this

year be all for good.

Plainfield, N. J.

A Man With His Bible

BY JOHN H. ELLIOTT, D. D.

What does the average man care about

Professor Harnack's "What is Christianity"

and Doctor Somebodyelse's reply to it?

The fact is, the average man with a modi

cum of hard, common sense knows two

things clearly enough: (i) He knows men

and that they have to face the fact of sin in

the world and that, alas, too many of them

feel its grip and grasp. (2) He knows there

is a Bible that has helped thousands of men

to break away from sin and to live decent

lives. Therefore what he wants to know is

how he can get a practical working knowledge

of his Bible. He don't care a rap what some

highly cultured, refined professor, sitting in

his easy chair in a luxurious study, says

"with his charming style and diction" aboxit

a new scheme of Christianized rationalism.

No, what the average man wants to know

is how to grasp and apply the truths of a book

that he knows has transformed the lives of

many of his fellows known to him personally.

Thank God, two ways are clearly open to

the average man who wants to deal fairly and

squarely with his Bible. The scholars have

for the moment made this man hold his

breath as with quick perception and intuition

he saw the logical trend of their assumptions,

but it has not taken long for him to quiet his

heart beats and get down to hard common

sense, thinking for himself, and now he wants

to know the Bible for himself. To begin

with he wants to know it as he wants to know

Shakespeare, not what Ignatius Donnelly

worked out of his inner consciousness about

Shakespeare, but what Shakespeare thought

and taught.

So I say there are two ways now open to

the "Man with his Bible" to get at it.

1. From the inside. Three tools will be

necessary: a good Bible, a good concordance

and a good text-book.

2. From the outside. Many books, intro

ductions and helps, good books by good men.

Better follow this order and then he can

discriminate.

Then he has two methods open to him in

which to pursue his studies.

1. In the Association Bible classes. Here

he will find variety and adaptation, also

competent leaders and teachers at a mini

mum cost of money and time.

2. By himself Not the best, but better

than no method. In it only one royal road.

Begin, dig, persist, compare, prove, store up,

use, live, die by.

Is it worth while? Yes, it is and always

will be one of the live questions. The Bible

will not down. It cannot be quieted or

ignored. As old Doctor Hastings used to

say in his great Association address on the

Bible, the old book has been blown up, but
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it always comes down again, alights on all

fours and runs through the earth faster than

ever. It has been exploded over and over

again by the critics and skeptics, but the

pieces come back to earth in the form of more

Bibles to bless and benefit men.

For genuine up-to-dateness this old book

is a wonder. And yet how easily we may

make it a sealed, closed book to ourselves,

neglect it, abuse it, ignore it.

Recognition of a right relationship toward

God through personal faith in Jesus Christ is

the key. that will unlock the treasures of this

book to a man as nothing else ever can.

Psalms 23:1. "The Lord is my shepherd."

Is He? Then everything else follows, but

not otherwise.

Luke 11:2. "Our Father who art in

Heaven." Is He? Then we can go on, not

otherwise.

Counting the Cost.*

The news that I had been converted spread

over the entire road like wildfire. That

such a notorious sinner as I should be con

verted, was something unusual; and the

question that everybody seemed to ask next

day, was:

"Did you hear the news?"

"No. What is it?"

"Tom Kenan's got religion. He's been

converted and joined the church."

Such a bit of news was unlocked for. It

was invariably received with derision, and

such remarks as:

"I bet he'll be drunk inside of a month;"

or "I'll give him until next pay-day and that

will be the last of religion with him."

Some made their boast that they would

get me drunk, and their purpose becoming

known to me I began to realize that it was

going to be a hard battle for me to keep sober

and live a, Christian life. God knows that

the battle to overcome temptations in my

self would be hard enough without having

my old associates arrayed against me, in an

effort to overthrow me when I was endeavor

ing to live a better life; but God was on my

side. He is greater than all that might be

against me and He gave me a great victory

a few days after my conversion.

I was debating in my mind as to whether

I should continue to get my dinner at the

hotel in Phillipsburg, or take it in a dinner

pail. I knew that my old companions would

be in the hotel and perhaps try to get me

to drink; but then I thought: "Well, I

served the devil in there; why not serve God

there too, now that I am a Christian?" So

I decided to get my dinner at the hotel, as

usual.

I knew pretty well what I would have to

contend with and, when I reached the foot

of the steps leading into the hotel, hardly

knowing how to pray, I looked up toward

heaven and said: "Lord, give me a good

cheek,"—courage was what I wanted, and

went in.

It was just as I had expected. Gathered

at the bar were a number of my old asso

ciates. I went into the wash-room, just off

the bar-room, and as I did so I could hear

them whisper—as they indicated with a

throw of their thumbs toward the wash

room—"There goes old Kenan. He's got

religion."

Taking off my coat, I rolled up my sleeves

and had gotten a good lather of soap on my

hands and arms when some one behind me

said: "Tom, how's this?"

Turning around, still rubbing my hands in

the soap lather, there before me in the bar

room stood Hamp, a baggage master. In

his left hand he held a tumbler of rum, con

taining hot water, lemon and sugar. In his

right hand he had a spoon with which he

stirred the contents of the glass as he held it

almost under my nose.

That something had happened to Kenan

was evident. Had it been the old Kenan

that Hamp was now dealing with, it is prob

able that before Hamp had time to receive

an answer to his question, the old Kenan

would have planted his fist on his face with

• From"Tom Kenan, Locomotive Engineer. A story of fifty years on the rail." By Neason Jones. Copyrighted
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A SHOP CLASS

IN .CLEVELAND

Classes are formed for

every group of men,

where opportunity is

ofertd in this city. Men

of all nationalities, of

nil rehgwns, and no re

ly/ion attend in ffreal

iLumbers,a\<eraffinff close

to 2,000 per week. These

classes are being ex

tended to offices, schoolf

and business colleges

such force that Hamp, rum and all, would

have been sent sprawling across the bar

room.

But no, I did not do that with him. Look

ing him right in the eye, across the top of the

glass, I said:

"Hamp, you and me have been together

for a good many years, and I have pulled

you over many a mile of the road."

"Yes, Tom," he said.

"Hamp, have you ever known me to do

you a mean, dirty trick?"

"Well, no, Tom, I can't say that I have."

"Hamp, I am sorry that you should be the

first man to put a tumbler of rum under my

nose, and put a stumbling block in my way,

when I am trying to turn away from sin and

live a better life. You know, Hamp, that

I have been no honor to my family, to my

self, to the company or to the Brotherhood;

and your life has been no better than mine."

By this time the tears were trickling down

my cheeks and seeing tears in Hamp's eyes

also, I reached out my hand and taking

Hamp's right hand in mine, I continued:

"Hamp, I want to say to you, that I have

made up my mind that I rmist love God better

than I love rum. God has converted my

soul and I don't want any more rum." As

I said this I began to shout and praise the

Lord.

My old companions at the bar, who were

looking on—to see the fun as they expected

—were now in tears also; as well as the

landlord who stood dumbfounded behind the

bar. Seeing thi=, I took courage and step

ping up to where they were standing, I con

tinued to shout, and taking each one of

them by the hand, I began to tell them how

happy and full of joy I was since God had

converted my soul. And right there in the

bar-room of the hotel the Lord gave me my

first victory.

The landlord remonstrated with me for

making so much noise, but it would have

taken more than that to keep me still, and

the boys, as I shook hands with them, said:

"Tom, you are right; stick to it."

The landlord died not long afterward, a

poor miserable wreck. Hamp climbed down

off a box-car one day, went into the caboose,

and died with his boots on, a poor wreck

also; and I don't know one of those who

were in the bar-room that day who are now

living.

He Demands All

He said, "If any man will come after Me"

—"Well, we will all come after Thee"—

sh! "let him take up his cross," let him

deny himself, let him kill his will, let him

have no will, let his will be abolished. "I do

deny myself." You don't; you don't!

"Well, we had a week ot self-denial." No

man can have a week of self-denial—not "a

week;" the Lord will not have such tricks

played except in a very partial and toy and

baby sense. "If any man will come after

Me, let him deny himself, blot himself out,

and in one sovereign act of obliteration let

him identify himself with My will and pur

pose and holy sovereignty."

"Well, we all, of course, take it for granted."

No, Twill not have it; we take too much for

granted. You hold your tongues, and say,

"Of course, people will take it for granted."

No, no, a thousand, ten thousand noes, until

the thunder reverberates through the whole

heavens and all the earth! "Let the re

deemed of the Lord say so." Hands up!

We are dying for want of testimony; we

want witnesses.—JOSEPH PARKER.



Helping Men to Make Their Way

One of the Runaways.

Probably no family has had a more happy

reunion than one living just outside New

York City. The son, eighteen years old, six

feet three inches tall, not long ago had a fine

position in one of the largest banks in New

York. He had some trouble in the bank

(nothing of a criminal nature), and also with

his father, and in a fit of anger ran away from

home.

The family had done everything possible to

get some trace of the lost boy. Pictures of

him with a description had been put in papers,

and other agencies employed to ascertain his

whereabouts. Several times they thought

they had a clue, but when the father would

go to meet the son it was only to be disap

pointed. And this had continued for months,

until the father and mother were nearly pros

trated.

A fine-looking young fellow came into the

Young Men's Christian Association building

in Bangor, in lumberman's dress, telling a

story to the effect that he had cut his knee,

was a stranger and without money, and

wanted to know if they could assist him tem

porarily. This is a common occurrence, and

the secretary, as usual, tried to get from the

young man the story back of his story, telling

him if he would tell him the truth he would

stand by him and help him out of whatever

trouble he might be in. Among other ques

tions he asked if his father and mother knew

where he was. The young man confessed to

him that they did not, and had not known for

months. The secretary then prevailed on the

young fellow to write them at once, which he

finally consented to do, the secretary also

writing.

On the receipt of the letter the father took

the first train from New York for Bangor,

and was soon brought face to face with his

lost son. As the two men embraced each

other, both sobbing so that neither could speak,

the scene was most touching—the father for

giving the boy everything and the son prom

ising never to do anything to break his heart

again. R. A. JORDAN.

Bangor, Me.

An Experiment at Rochester

A German young man, who had had a col

lege education, came to this country, went

into infidelity, sank very low in morals, hated

churches, Christians, and every organization

that had anything to do with religious work.

He came to work with the Eastman Kodak

Company. By his side worked one of our

earnest German yoke-fellows, who invited him

to attend the church meeting; he refused, and

swore terribly whenever the church was men

tioned. Our yoke-fellow finally succeeded in

getting him to the men's meeting on Sunday,

which happened to be the meeting when Fred

B. Smith was here. Result : This man, in one

brief hour, changed his entire course of life;

immediately went to the pastor of the church,

told the story of his conversion and asked for

prayer. At the church that night, just as the

pastor was about to begin his sermon, our

German young man rushed up the aisle and

asked the privilege of telling his story, which

was granted. The burning eloquence of a

new-born soul so got hold on the people that

a revival sprung up of six weeks' duration^ in

which scores of people were brought to Christ.

This young man has become an active member

of the church, has also become interested in

other German young men who were in like

condition with himself, and has asked the

privilege of starting a German Bible class con

nected with our yoke-fellows.

F. L. STARRETT.

Rochester. N. Y.

The Wrath of Man

He was a lank, loose-jointed chap, not

over-clean, and he moved as though he'd

rather not, as though his business was to

sleep ten hours a day and rest the balance of

the time. He had been in and out of the

Association-rooms for two or three years.

Said he was converted at the city mission, and

seemed to imagine he wanted work, though a

few tests with broom and mop indicated a

mistake here. He liked meetings—didn't

have to move an eyelash for an hour, and

hoped every day'd be Sunday right soon.

Then he began to want fifteen cents for a

lunch, and later, seventy cents to pay his

railroad fare to see his sick aunt. Symptoms

of a case of religious pauperism that would

sing itself away to everlasting bliss on a

feather-bed, became more and more evident.

The Secretary, up to his eyebrows in work

—hustling to get twenty-four hours' work

into the fourteen he actually put in—answered

the telephone. A business man said, "Bob

Petty is here and says he has a sick aunt at

N . He wants me to give him seventy

cents to pay railroad fare to go and see her

before she dies. What ought I to do about

it?"

"It's only twenty-four miles; tell him to

walk," was the reply.

In five minutes Bob was in the secretary's

office gurgling out the story of the sick aunt,

as though he hadn't told him the same tale

once a month for a year as a preliminary to

"A Friend," "yopd." (that's what he wanted,

though he had never gotten it yet). As it
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was sometime until sunset, the Secretary got

warm and delivered a brief and forcible ad

dress on "Laziness, the road to hopelessness

and meanness." He cited illustrations right

from the life of the audience, and the perora

tion was something like this: "If you don't

wake up, you'll have to hire some one to help

you draw your last breath. You are the

laziest creature I ever saw, and I have no

use for a conversion that don't make a man

willing to work."

There was a sudden movement of the

audience as the address closed, and for some

two years that office saw him no more.

When he came again, he held his head up.

He was clean. There was snap to his move

ments, and as the Secretary looked up from

his desk with an astonished, "Hello, Bobl"

Bob put out his hand with a queer grin. "Do

you remember what you said to me the last

time I was here?" "Of course I do." "Well,

it made a man of me, and I thought you'd

like to know it. I am with a business-house

in Chicago, and doing well. I want to thank

you for that blowing up."

W. J. ERASER

Philadelphia

A Man Without A Country

As a quiet young man was returning his

library book to the secretary, in a far Western

Association, his eye happened to fall on a copy

of "A Man Without a Country," which had

just been laid down. He picked it up and said,

"I think I will take this, for it may be some

thing like my past life." Then as he hesitated

a minute as if he had more which he really

wished to say, the secretary said: "Sit

down, old man, and tell me about it." He took

a chair and told this story : "I never knew who

my father or mother were, nor where I was

born. My earliest recollections are of being

on board a ship. The captain claimed to be

my father, and also the father of a girl about

my age. But he always beat us so that we

knew he lied about it. Sometimes one of the

sailors would pity us and tell us that we did

not belong to that man. I was forced to peel

potatoes and work hard when I was but six

years old, and as I grew older I was put at

the carpenter work. Whenever we went into

port this man always locked me up in a room

so I could not escape, and would never take

me ashore with him after I got large enough

to run away. At last a sailor helped my sister

(as we called her) to escape, and she went

West to Minnesota and married a man who

made her a good husband. Several years after

she got word to me by another sailor and let

me know where she lived. I grew up to

eighteen years of age and could not read nor

write a word and was totally ignorant of the

world outside of a ship. I was whipped almost

to death a number of times. If one of the

other sailors ordered me to do anything and

I refused I was knocked down for it, and my

"father" would stand by and laugh. But my

chance came at last. We were tied up at a

wharf in New York when one night the cap

tain came aboard so drunk he could hardly

stand. He let me out of the room in which I

was locked and then fell to the floor in a

drunken stupor. I seized the opportunity and

got ashore, started West and landed in Chi

cago. That was in 1893 and the World's Fair

was in full blast. I worked at carpentering

and got enough to take me to where my sister

lived. Now, Mr. , you see I can read

and write. Well, I learned that in a Young

Men's Christian Association back East, and

also lots of other things, at their night schools.

I don't know much about the Bible, but what

I do know I learned at the Association, and,

although I often feel like 'a man without a

country,' yet as long as there is a Young

Men's Christian Association in the country I

shall never feel like 'a man without a home.' "

This young man, twenty-eight years of age, is

now at the head of a large gang on bridge

construction on one of our Western railroads.
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What Association Boys Are Doing.

A RABBIT

CHASE

Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
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rabbit chute. Some
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liefm

" HURRAH FOR
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A snap that at the

San Francisco Boys'

Department member*
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alter an event
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BUILDERS
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but of the Life of Men

"Do you ever indulge, friend," said a

traveling man to Robert Garry, offering him

a bottle, as they together were nearing a

station. "Bless you, my friend," said Garry,

"I was a slave to it for thirty years, but the

good Lord delivered me and He will help

you, if you want to quit and can't," was the

quick reply, and Garry followed with an ap

peal that brought the man to tears and to

prayer for deliverance. Two other traveling

men were mightily affected by his talk and

invited him to breakfast with them. This

he began with returning thanks and then

reasoned with them on the Christian life.

No man can be in his presence ten minutes

without feeling the earnestness of his life.

J*

Two Alabama boys were one day accosted

by a stranger as they were fishing in a brook

with, "What are you doing, boys?" "Fishing

for tadpoles," replied they. "What in the

world do you do with tadpoles?" "Raise

frogs for the market and sell "em." "Why

don't you go to school?" persisted the

stranger in his inquiry. "There ain't none,"

replied they. "Would you go if some one

would send you?" One boy quickly said

that he would. The other thought he would

prefer to catch tadpoles and sell frogs, and

he was doing it at last accounts. The other

went to school—the way being opened by

the tourist—completed a college course, be

came a leader in national college work, a

student volunteer, a speaker of power, and

is now a most capable secretary in foreign

Association work and doing better than

catching tadpoles.

,-*

Urged again and again to drink, but

steadily refusing the importunity of a saloon

keeper, a young tinsmith, who was called

upon to repair some fixtures behind a bar,

was surprised at last to hear this word,

"Well, I'd give a lot if my boy did not drink;

but where would my business be if all the

young fellows were like you?"

J»

Some years ago a certain man thought he

was going crazy. He had it all figured out.

"It was in the family." "It recurred in cer

tain generations." And, according to his

scientifically ascertained knowledge, it was

his turn. He discovered with the aid of his

excited imagination that he had already

developed symptoms. His wife, who was a

clever woman, learned what was in his mind,

and confiding her fears to a member of the

Association, of which he was the secretary,

set up a plan that "put a stop to his fool

notions." From the first thing in the morn

ing that man was kept intensely busy. At

one hour he wrestled, at another had an

engagement for financial canvassing, at an

other a gymnasium class. From eight A.M.

to eleven P.M. there was somebody with him

keeping him so tremendously busy that he

forgot all about his insanity symptoms, and

nothing has been heard of them for ten

years. That man would have become mor

bid, surrendered to melancholia and become

insane had he been left alone with his no

tions. He is now—but we must not tell

more. Good thing he had a sensible wife.

Jt

There is a truckman down in Maine who

some years ago attended an Association ser

vice where his conscience was aroused. He

had been stealing from his employer, and on

the advice of the secretary, to whom he con

fessed his wrong-doing, went directly to him

and told him that he owed him $200. The

employer was a keen judge of men. He said

to him, "Keep at work and pay it back."

He has paid the amount in full and now owns

three teams and is a man of large influence

among his fellow-men in Christian service.

J»

There is another man in this Maine town

—a policeman—who joined the business

men's gymnasium class. He there met on

the floor a pastor who played a strong game

of volley ball. He did not know the man

was a clergyman until -he asked his occupa

tion. He was taken aback to learn that he

was a minister, as he thought ministers were

"too stuck up to speak to a policeman." He

became a church attendant. His life was

changed because he rubbed up against a good

healthy athletic minister.

J*

Here is an extract from a letter, which tells

of a little service and its results such as are

rarely seen in a big meeting: "I know you

will be gratified when I tell you of the gospel

meeting we held in the writing-room. It

began with six and closed with fourteen

railroad men. When I gave the men an

opportunity to take part, one man rose and

said: 'Men, I am a member of church, but

have not been living a Christian life ; I intend

doing so from now on. How many will join

me in leading a better life?' When he sat

down, a fireman rose and said: ' I am a Cath

olic; but have not been doing right; even

this morning I have been drinking some; but

I intend leading a better life from now on;

how many will join me?' Six hands went

up. The first man called for a paper and

pencil, and secured the signatures of eleven

men who wanted to lead the better life."



Some Best Things in Religious^Work

Brooklyn has an enrollment of 527 men

in fourteen classes weekly, and one Wednes

day night had 297 men in attendance. The

classes meet together for a social hour and

lunch, have a special program taking fifteen

minutes and often there is a short talk by

some leading man. Moving pictures have

been a drawing feature on Sunday after

noons before the men's service
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For many years much discussion has been

given to the extension of the Association

work outside of the building, but it remains

for Warren to give the most complete ex

emplification of the application of the theory

and plan, as the above sketch shows. The

results coming from these Bible classes and

meetings held in the great industrial centers

offer to the students of industrial problems a

solution of the differences between employer

and employee, whose working out is based

on the domination of both sides by the

principles of Jesus Christ. Here is a plan

that can be immediately applied. Both

employer and employee are equally enthu

siastic about the influence and results of these

meetings on their own lives and ideas.

The secretary at Washington has read

many papers on giving, but now has an insti

tute which is teaching men to give. Groups

of men have been studying the principles of

giving and applying the principles to their

own finances. At every conference it was

stated that the meeting was not called to

fill the exchequer of the Young Men's Chris

tian Association.

After the third annual Opera House ser

vice addressed by Fred. B. Smith, in Washing

ton, which was not only more largely at

tended but far greater in results than the

preceding ones, a select group of members,

including many of the prominent gymnasium

leaders, met by personal invitation in the

parlors. The group was composed entirely of

men who began the Christian life in the Smith

meetings, and formed a club for mutual

helpfulness in the Christian life and to gather

into their fellowship other men who might

later be led into the Christian life. It was

named the "Smith Club."

Lincoln, Neb., has an organization of 120

men, which for two years made the religious

meetings effective. It is cosmopolitan. The

chairman is chairman of the State Com

mittee, and the members represent every

department of business and profession, from

the leading physician in the city to the hum

blest apprentice. It is subdivided into sec

tions, each section in charge of an efficient

lieutenant, so that the chairman, when called

upon to change the hour of service, was able

to inform every man in the city by telephon

ing his lieutenant, in one hour.

Buffalo has held, for the second year, in

churches and places where young men as

semble, at the regular hour of Sunday evening

service, platform meetings, telling the story

and giving the message of the Young Men's

Christian Association. Many of these ser

vices have been evangelistic, for, as a pastor

said, the coming of that group of men into

this service made preaching to men easier

and effective. The Buffalo Associations rec

ognized in this their larger mission to young

men of the entire city and suburban villages.

Louisville began in January a theatre

service in the finest, largest and best-fitted

theatre in the city, securing the best speakers

obtainable, although the Association and

secretary questioned the place and value of

the big meeting. After six weeks' experi

ence, during which time meetings increased

each Sunday until February 14, when

the attendance was 2,095, tne results con

tinued satisfactory. They have decided

that next year a seven-months' campaign

will be planned. The collections averaged

from $50 to $92. This service is keeping

large numbers of young men away from the
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SUNDAY EVENING LUNCH OF THE FRIENDSHIP CLUB, COLUMBUS.

Sunday matinees at other theatres, reaching

men of all classes in large numbers, resulting

in many conversions, enlisting and using a

large number of members, and impressing

non-Christian men with the great place and

power of such a religious service.

How the Invitation is Given

At the close of the address the appeal is

made, asking all the Christian men to rise

for a brief moment, and then those who will

stand in token of their decision to lead a

Christian life, are urged to do so. But little

time is taken for this, and as soon as possible

the men are aske'd to take their seats, thus

avoiding a long-continued feeling of em

barrassment on the part of those who do not

rise. Immediately after this a request for

those who desire prayer to indicate this by

holding up their right hands is given, but a

careful distinction is made between this and

the proposition just preceding. Evangelists

and others often ask men to hold xip their

hands for prayer and afterward intimate

that they assume that these men have started

in the Christian life. On this account the

two propositions are explained, urging that

the second proposition is for those who do

not feel ready to make a clean stand, but are

enough interested to request prayer for them

selves. Immediately after this every man

who has stood up or held up his hand, is

asked to sign a card, which has been given

him in the early part of the service. These

cards are immediately gathered up by the

ushers and the closing hymn is announced,

after urging every one of these men to stay

to the after-meeting. In each balcony

strenuous efforts are made to get these men

to remain. The men remaining to the after-

meeting, take seats in the parquet as quickly

as possible after the aisles are cleared. In

the after-meeting, rarely exceeding ten min

utes, the Christian men are first asked to

rise again and take their seats immediately

afterward. This shows the Christian men

how many non-converted men have re

mained after the service. Immediately there

after those who have purposed to start the

Christian life are asked to signify the same

by rising again or by holding up the hand.

A record of these names is taken and the

Association endeavors to get them into the

churches.

The "Sunday Club" Idea

BY RENO HUTCHINSON, PORTLAND, ORE.

Success in a popular Sunday afternoon

movement may be said to consist of two

items—first, to gather large numbers of

men; second, to lead those men, by as rapid

steps as possible, into a better relationship

to Jesus Christ. And since religion has not

yet become popular, these two essential items

seem sometimes to draw in different direc

tions. The compass by which the com

mittee in charge of the Sunday Club move

ment in Portland determined at the start

to steer their course is: "Keep the spiritual

uppermost."

In November the Portland Association

inaugurated "The Sunday Club for Men,"

and, as a result, the attendance was increased

about fifty per cent., the meetings gained in

power, and a larger number of men than ever

before was enlisted in the popular Bible

classes. The Cleveland plan was adopted

in most particulars, the striking name and

black-faced cut being used. Neither the

plan nor the method was unique, but a

simple statement of experience might prove

suggestive. The regular program consists

of a half-hour concert, a song service, with

special musical numbers, a strong address,

Bible study in groups, for aboxit forty min

utes, and a lunch, for which ten cents is

charged, sometimes with, sometimes with

out, a program.

The Sunday Club is thus far a club only

in name; there are no constitution, no offi

cers, and, strictly speaking, no members.

As the first general public announcement

stated, "It is just a few hundred men who

come together on Sunday afternoon to have

a good time. You don't have to join any
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thing; you_ don't have to pay any fees; you

don't have to come unless you have a good

enough time to make it worth while."

Three things were found to be necessary

in the development of this work: first, a

strong body of volunteers workers, as many

as possible, subdivided into committees on

program, advertising, reception, ushering,

personal work, and Bible study; second, a

varied, attractive program every Sunday;

and third, wide and bright advertising. Es

pecially does it pay to advertise extensively

before the "grand opening." Advertise the

movement as a big thing, and much has been

done toward making it a big thing. The

printing used in Portland, before the first

meeting, cost $75.00.

As to the program, the half-hour orchestra

concert has proved attractive. In order to

secure good music it was found necessary to

hire a professional orchestra. For the special

numbers the best musicians in the city can

usually be secured without payment. But

after all it is the speaker who must be

counted on to draw large audiences and to

help the men. Good out-of-town speakers

with good themes are the best drawing cards.

Without a strong body of workers the

Sunday Club will degenerate into a meeting.

Not only are considerable numbers of men

necessary to do the work involved in such a

movement, but without them there could

not be that spirit of friendship which should

be the very essence of these gatherings.

Friendship is what men need and crave.

There should be a company of hearty, Chris

tian men definitely committed to the policy

of finding at least one new friend every Sun

day afternoon.

In the Bible study groups following the

main meeting a definite organization with

officers and enrolled members is desirable.

A study of the gospel of Mark was adopted

as the uniform course. A leaders' meeting

was held each week, where the next lesson

was threshed out. This weekly meeting of

the leaders is indispensable. A large number

of copies of the pocket edition of Mark were

secured; small note-books, with the Sunday

Club cut on the cover and a folder containing

the lesson, titles and texts, were made of a

uniform size with the gospel and the three

little books "in three - different styles of

bindings" were sold to members of the groups

for five cents. These proved attractive and

were carried in the pockets of many men i

A SUNDAY AFTERNOON SERVICE AT PORTLAND, ORB.
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some of whom had no other copy of any part

of the Bible. In each class a few men con

stituted themselves "spielers" for their own

particular group, and the men coming out

of the auditorium and apparently not in

tending to enter a class, ran a friendly

gauntlet of Bible study runners.

A good program, well advertised, a group

of friendly Christian men, and the domi

nance of the spiritual will draw men, and

hold them and win them to Jesus Christ.

What Kind of Hymns Should We Use?

It is encouraging to observe a growing sen

timent in favor of a better hymnology in the

churches of this country. This may be seen

in the revision now being made of the hymn

books of several of the denominations as

well as in the attention that is being given

to the subject in the religious press. Any

organization which stands for aggressive

evangelism, as our Associations do, must

pay attention to the character of the songs

that it uses. Prom the time of David until

now, the truth of God and the aspirations,

A "CASTLE "

MKICTING
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U nited Slates A rmj/

prisoners confined in

"Castle William"

hopes, faith, and worship of his people have

been expressed in holy hymns and sacred

song. The Wesleyan revival was as marked

by the songs of Charles as by the sermons of

John, and thousands who have never read

the one have sung the other. The early

evangelists in this country do not seem to

have employed singing to any large extent.

Their theology was full of austerity and

lacked the tuneful quality. Edwards and

Finney depended upon the power of preach

ing for results.

There were various collections of revival

hymns in existence before the appearance of

the Sankey collection, but these were not of

a high order. With the publication of the

"Gospel Songs" of Sankey and Bliss, a new

and distinctive type came into vogue. Many

can recall the emphatic protest made by

musicians, who declared that the selections

showed a lack of musical knowledge, were

deficient in musical ideas and ought not to

be used in the worship of God. But no one

group of compositions ever produced has

helped such a vast variety of people as those
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known as " Gospel Songs." It is folly to de

cry them. If we should speak of them

critically, we should say that they are very

uneven as to merit. Some are good—in

ideas, in teaching, in form of expression, and

in musical setting—and some are not. Their

popularity indicates their real value, for

nothing can stand the test of time that is

without worth. It is unfortunate that the

best are not always chosen for use. Some

times the fault is with the leader of the sing

ing, who lacks proper musical, religious and

artistic sense.

As the Associations have been so closely

related to the modern revival movements,

which began with Moody and Sankey, it is

natural that most of the song books they have

employed should have been derived from

that source. The attempts that have been

made to introduce singing of a better order

have accomplished something. Shurtleff's

"Hymns for Men" has undoubtedly put too

strong an emphasis upon the use of strictly

church tunes, and a general inquiry among

the Associations that have used the book,

indicates that it has not been altogether

practical. Dadmun's "Praise Songs" has

had but limited sale among the Associations;

undoubtedly because the music, in many

cases, was too difficult for an average group

of men to use. "Church Hymns and Gospel

Songs" has been widely employed, and that

collection marks the present drift in the

Associations, which is toward the more sub

stantial forms of hymns and tunes. What

of the future? Is the Association to use its

immense influence among young men for the

promotion of a better musical taste? In

what way can this best be done? These and

other questions must be reserved for discus

sion in another arHcle. G. A. WARBURTON.

A Daily Bible Reader's Help

"Daily Bible" seems to be meeting the

need for something simple and inexpensive

that shall bring the Bible in a practical way

into the everyday life of everyday men. In

twenty-six months the little magazine has

attained a circulation of 10,000. From the

first it has been cordially received in Asso

ciation circles. It is now used in more than

two hundred Associations, including New

York, Brooklyn, New Haven, Hartford,

Boston, Lowell, Worcester, Albany, Utica,

Syracuse, Buffalo, Montreal, Toronto, Detroit,

Jackson, Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis, St.

Louis, Kansas City, Denver, New Orleans,

Birmingham, Charlotte, Richmond, Baltimore,

Washington, Philadelphia. Two courses of

study are being offered this year; one, in the

Old Testament, by Professor Wilbert W.

White, and one in the Life and Ministry of the

Lord Jesus, by Professor James McConaughy.

Both writers are well known as Bible teachers;

both have been closely identified with Asso

ciation work. Concerning the notes, Geo. A.

Hall voluntarily wrote: "It has proved its

right to live." Fred S. Goodman said: "As

I finish Dr. Elmore Harris' fine notes on

Ephesians, I write you a word of appreciation

of 'Daily Bible." It is gaining daily in value,

and deserves a great increase in friends."

G. C. Huntington said: "There is much

satisfaction in having such a publication to

recommend to young men interested in

the Christian life." James A. Dummett

wrote: "At nine o'clock every morning we

use it in our devotional service of the em

ployed force and find it exceedingly helpful."

Subscriptions to "Daily Bible" may be re

ceived by Association secretaries at 25 cents

each and specimen copies secured of "Daily

Bible," Clifton Springs, N.-> Y.



The Young Men's Christian Association in Japan

BY GALEN M. FISHER

The years 1898-1903 witnessed great ad

vances in public affairs in Japan. The new

civil and criminal codes raised law to Euro

pean standards; the revised treaties abol

ished extra-territoriality and opened the

interior to foreign residence; the Department

of Education cancelled most of the disabilities

which reactionists imposed on Christian

schools four years ago; the efficiency and

self-restraint shown by the army in China,

and the strength of the navy, won the ad

miration of the West; the suffrage was ex

tended so as to increase the number of voters

comprising 57 Associationswith2 ,500 members.

The government and other non-Christian

schools may be called the Gibraltar of Chris

tianity in Japan. In 1898 there were only

fifteen Associations in these schools, while

now there are forty.

Hostels combining the features of a Chris

tian home with facilities for meetings, are

recognized as invaluable in work among

students and other young men away from

home. The number of Association hostels

has grown during the six years from five to

thirteen.

A GROUP OF

JAPAN'S

CITY ASSOCIATION

LEADERS

from 450,000 to 1,000,000, thereby giving

the middle class more power; and the enroll

ment of boys' high schools grew from 61,000

to over 100,000.

These liberalizing influences gave Christian

forces a correspondingly freer access to the

mass of the people. They took advantage

of this by carrying out in 1900-1901 a national

evangelistic campaign which resulted in

several thousand accessions to the church

and prepared the way for continuous in

gatherings.

The Young Men's Christian Association

has been an efficient factor in this Christian

advance, as may be seen by the following

contrasts.

Six years ago 28 Student Associations with

600 members were starting upon the hazard

ous experiment of a National Union; last

spring this Union munbered 51 Associations

with 1,400 members. In 1898 there was but

one active City Association; now there are

six, and they united with the Student Union

last July to form one strong national Union,

If the attention paid to Bible study is a.

fair thermometer of Association progress,

the increase from 290 to 1,000 in average

Bible class attendance is significant. Sys

tematic endeavor to win men one by one to

Christ by means of personal-work groups has

been recently introduced and is taking firm

root.

In 1898, student evangelistic meetings

managed by students were few and spas

modic; now they are regularly arranged by

many Associations. The campaign radiating

from Mr. Mott's visit in 1901 was the first

extensive effort of its kind, and led at least

300 students into the church.

In 1898, the Tokio City Association re

ceived $300 from the American International

Committee; since 1902 it has carried inde

pendently a budget of $1,500. The amount

contributed in Japan for the work of the

National Committee has increased in the six

years from $45 to $600. Since 1902, the

amount obtained from members' fees grew

from $222 to $500.
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The value of publication as an evangelistic

agency has been emphasized by the Asso

ciations. Beside nine booklets on Bible

study and Christianity, Association enter

prise has led to the publication of the lives

of Drummond, Chinese Gordon and Phillips

Brooks, and to the translation of "The Fact

of Christ."

The Student Summer Conference, which

started with such eclat in 1889, steadily lost

spiritual power until 1898, when the Asso

ciation took charge and won back to it the

confidence of all evangelical churches.

The comparative indifference of 1898 to

ward Christian student movements in other

lands has been thawed out and replaced by

an interest so keen that the Japanese Union

has invited the conference of the World's

quite successful, especially since 1900, but

it has found more difficulty in securing com

petent general secretaries. Yet two able

secretaries have been secured since 1901, and

three more are resolved to make the Asso

ciation secretaryship their life-work. The

attention of young men has also been force

fully directed, by the press and by addresses

at Association conferences, to the opportuni

ties of the ministry. The question has been

accentuated during the last two years by

the appointment of a special day of prayer

in November, which has apparently resulted

in a considerable increase of decisions to enter

the ministry.

Five buildings have been erected with the

help of Americans at Tokio, Kyoto, Osaka

and Kumamoto, worth $58,000.

A CONFERENCE

OF THE

AMERICAN

SECRETARIES

IN JAPAN

Student Christian Federation to meet in

Tokio this year.

The provincial schools had at various

times employed foreign teachers of English,

but had generally concluded that it was im

possible to get men of good character at the

low salaries they offered, when at length in

1900 the Association was asked to fill six

positions with Christian college graduates.

They gave such satisfaction that other

schools gradually applied to the same agency,

until now there are eighteen so-called "As

sociation Teachers" from Canadian and

American colleges. These men, in addition

to excellent work as teachers of English, are

teaching 300 students the Bible in their

homes every week.

The aim of the Association, in common

with all forms of Christian work, is to build

up institutions directed as well as supported

by the Japanese. With regard to enlisting

and developing laymen on committees and

boards of directors, the Association has been

There are being enlisted in the Associations

of Japan many eminent leaders, who take

time to attend conferences to study and

direct the National Association movement.

At a recent meeting of six Associations were

three college presidents, two judges, an attor

ney, city official, a member of legation, a

member of parliament, an officer of Japan's

largest steamship company , and three teachers.

Many of the officers of the Association

have been educated in America and are

among the national leaders of Japan. The

late Hon. K. Kataoka, president of the

lower house of Parliament, was president of

the Association at Tokio. He always opened

Parliament in silent prayer, and held at his

residence a Bible class for some of his closest

friends in the House. In the Board of Di

rectors of the Kyoto Association are included

a Major of the army, a professor in the

Government college, a member of the City

Council, an owner of an electric railway, and

prominent Japanese merchants.
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The hero of the naval battle at Chemulpo,

Rear Admiral Uriu, was trained at the Naval

Academy at Annapolis and during two years

was active in the Association there.

Chaplain Clark, Annapolis Academy, writes :

Admiral Uriu was an exemplary midship

man and stood well up in the first half of his

class, that of '81. He sought to Americanize

himself in everything save naturalization.

He was a member, but could hardly have

been president, of the Naval Academy Young

Men's Christian Association, and was in warm

sympathy with all the religious work of the

academy. His classmates recall him as full

of the American spirit, which has had so

much to do in awakening the Japanese spirit.

Admiral Uriu married Miss Nayai, a graduate

of Vassar. At the time of their marriage she

was in charge of a girls' school under the

patronage of the Empress of Japan. He was

then in charge of one of the bureaus of the

navy department of Japan.

Ryo Sereda, who died three years ago, was

president of the Association at Tokio. He

was educated at Annapolis and came from

a long line of military men of Japan.

Men who are familiar with the trend of

matters feel sure that Japan will become

Christian as the students are brought to the

Christian life, because editors, speakers, pro

fessional men and leaders in military and

naval circles are looked up to in Japan more

than in many countries.

Two years ago the American Ambassador

met with a party of ten of the leading Japa

nese army officials, at a meeting arranged to

consider the introduction of the Army De

partment in the Japanese army. Dr. Kawa-

kami took the lead in the matter with the

board of directors, and is now in this country

studying the Army Association work, and

expects soon to return and aid Mr. Fisher,

the national secretary, in introducing the

best methods.

At the closing session of the New Jersey

State Convention at Trenton on February 14

$500 was subscribed for the Japanese Army

Association work.

G. M. FISHER

American Secretaries in lapan

The secretary in charge of the Young Men's

Christian Associations in

Japan is GalenM. Fisher,

a graduate of the Uni

versity of California. He

had training in student

work as intercollegiate

secretary at Boston.

V. W. Helm, De Pauw

'96, is the associate of

Mr. Fisher. He is speci

ally charged with the

development of Asso

ciations among young

men in the cities. Before

going to Tokio he was

college secretary of In

diana.

George Gleason, Harvard, '97, is now secre

tary at the chief manufacturing center of

Japan, Osaka, where the Exposition was re

cently held. Mr. Gleason served two years as

the first traveling secretary for preparatory

schools in America, and for one year was

secretary at the Central Branch, Philadelphia.

C. V. Hibbard is secretary among the

students of Tokio. He graduated with high

honors at the University of Wisconsin and

was for two years the secretary of the Asso

ciation at Northwestern University, Evans-

ton, Illinois.

G. S. Phelps, a graduate of the State Uni

versity of Minnesota,

has begun Association

activities in Kyoto, the

fountain head of the

Buddhist sect in Japan

and where the Doshisha

is located.

The secretary of the

Association in the sea

port of Nagasaki is N.

W. Helm, a former in-

,^_ structor in Latin at

Princeton. Mr. Helm

reached Tokio early in

G. s. PHELPS January.
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Our Foreign Program for 1904

BY JOBN R. MOTT

Since the Associations of North America

put their hands to the Christ-like task of

extending their helpful ministry to the young

men of less favored lands and races, they

have not looked back. Each year has wit

nessed a distinct advance. The year 1904

must not be, and will not be, an exception in

this respect. The foreign movement is

destined to continue to gather volume and

momentum. Its achieving ability and out

put will also increase.

The year 1904 should see a secretary

located at Havana, to pioneer Association

work in the West Indies; another stationed

at Manila to build up an Association which

will determine the character of our work in

the new American possessions; a second

secretary set apart for work among the

3,000,000 young men of Brazil; a man sent

out to Japan to develop the Association in

Kobe1, the most important port city of the

country; at least one more traveling secre

tary commissioned to extend the movement

among the multitudes of young men in

India; a national Bible study secretary

appointed for the tremendously important

work of guiding the Bible department of

the Associations in the Indian Empire; a

man appointed to inaugurate railroad work

among the one-third of a million railway

men of India; a worker sent to take charge

of the work in the recently dedicated boys'

building in Calcutta; not less than two men

delegated to China in response to the long-

unanswered calls from Hankow and Foochow ;

and a traveling secretary to promote the

movement in the Levant, thus helping to

rekindle the fires once lighted by Christ and

the Apostles.

The year 1904 should record the addition

of fully $200,000 to foreign Association

building enterprises. This should make pos

sible well adapted buildings at a dozen

centers. When we remember that it is a

common thing to spend this much on one

building in a single city at home, we recog

nize the reasonableness of this estimate and

also the possibilities of such an expenditure

for the Kingdom of Christ in non-Christian

lands.

The year 1904 should be made notable by

more of the Associations assuming the sup

port of a representative on the foreign field.

A wise rule has been adopted not to send out

a secretary until his support be assured.

Therefore, if we are to heed the call of the

Church and send out workers so urgently

needed, it is essential that the home Asso

ciations take on definite responsibility of

this kind. Not only is this necessary from

the point of view of meeting the awful need

and improving the wonderful opportunities

on the foreign field; it is also vital to the

welfare of our home Associations. To de

velop the spirit of heroism, self-denial and

unselfishness among our members, we should

relate them to this undertaking. If as

many Associations adopt an advanced for

eign policy this year as did so last year, it

will be possible before the year 1905 dawns

to man all of the above indicated posts.

That would make 1904 a record year.

Seoul's Enterprise

A new Association was recently launched

at Seoul, the capital of Korea, with the back

ing of the leading business and professional

men of the city. Men of many nations and

the leaders in political circles united in a

common undertaking. The men at the head

of six of the legations offered their help in

one way or another, besides nearly all of

those engaged in local schools, the business

men and the missionaries. Over $4,000 has

been pledged for a building. Chinese mer

chants gave largely, requesting that the Asso

ciation make some provision for their clerks

and sons. The Japanese minister, Hayashi,

and Dr. Takaki, gave generous support, and

the latter proposes to turn over a night school

of sixty members. At a general meeting for

organization, the Seoul street railway people

gave their building for a mass meeting. The

American Ambassador presided. Dr. Takaki,

manager of the Seoul bank, and Dr. Brown,

commissioner in chief of the Korean customs,

and the most powerful man in the Korean

government outside of the Emperor, made

addresses in favor of the Association. There

were in the audience the Japanese minister, a

representative of the German government,

the Chinese Consul-General, a representative

of the Russian Legation, an aide of the

military staff of the King, the United States

Consul-General , secretaries of the German

and Japanese Consulates, and the wives of

United States and Russian Ambassadors.

F. S. Brockman, the national secretary of

China, Korea and Hongkong, led in the or

ganization. This Association, which started

under the most auspicious conditions, with

P. L. Gillett as secretary, may be jeopardized,

and will certainly suffer under the conditions

prevailing in that country. Mr. Gillett is an

Iowa man, a former secretary of the Massa

chusetts State Committee, has had experience

in the army and small town work, and grad

uated from Springfield Training School. He

is prepared to exercise an influential part in

the Association work in Korea.

Colombo, Ceylon, has practically com

pleted its canvass for $25,000. Ground will

be broken this year for its new building on a

site granted by the Ceylon government.



The Physical Department

Two College Athletes

"C. H. ROBERTSON, B.

M. E. '95, and M. E.

'97, now Association Sec

retary in China, played

football on the Purdue

'Varsity team for four

years, playing center in

'93 and '94, left tackle

in '95 and left guard in

"96. He captained the

team in '95. He was

a member of the track

team in '95, '96 and '97.

He was captain of the

track team in "96, and

in '97 established a new

hammer throw record

for Purdue, which stood till 1902. He held

the respect and love of all who knew him. As

a member of the faculty he was a wonderful

power for good among the younger men, who

as students or instructors came to think of

"Prof. Robbie" as the man who made Christ

ianity a vital thing in their lives.

Carroll W. Smith, President of the Beloit

College Association during the year 1902-3,

held a prominent place in student life in

Beloit College and also in Beloit Academy.

In his freshman year his brilliant work as

half-back and tackle on the college football

team won universal admiration. "There

goes Smith!" was an exclamation often

heard, in practice or in regular play, and was

the unfailing prefix to a scene so dear to the

heart of loyal rooters,—a struggling mass

of muscular giants, a sudden giving way

and then a broad and burly form bursting

through the heap and making the gain.

Athletically and spiritually, Smith is always

a leader; although he did not take an active

part in Association work until his junior

year, he soon came to be acknowledged as a

consecrated, earnest Christian, and his formal

step into the life of a disciple of Christ was

soon followed by his election as president of

the Association. At the same time he -was

chosen football captain and thus was given

ample opportunity to display good tact in

making these two positions of influence help

each other. That he succeeded admirably is

seen from the fact that under his administra

tion the Association had its most prosper

ous year—spiritually and financially.

Smith is a member of the Sigma Chi Fra

ternity and has done much personal work

among fraternity men. The rushing for new

men, usually made so deleterious to Associa

tion plans, has largely, through his influence,

been made of no effect in Beloit. He is a stu

dent volunteer, an earnest Bible student

and intensely practical in the application

of Bible truths. He is a born athelete,

stands over six feet high, and is of iron

physique.

His recent appointment to the position of

general secretary to the Iowa State Univer

sity Association is deserved recognition of

his ability to make Association work suc

cessful.

Association Athletics at the World's Fair

The arrangements that are being made at

the World's Fair for the exploitation and pre-

sention of all phases of physical training and

athletic competition are on a scale never be

fore attempted, and the spectacle will be

such as the world has never seen. The Asso

ciation, as the greatest body in this country

engaged in the promotion of national physical

training, will have an opportunity at this

time for the presentation of its methods, and

the exhibition of its results such as has never

occurred and may not again for many years.

The recognition that the Association has

already received and the responsibilities

placed upon it in the planning and direction

of this great program is one evidence of the

position which the organization has at

tained in this country in matters of this kind,

and should be an encouragement to every

Association to make the best possible show

ing, both in the program of competitive

sports and in the physical training program

by an exhibition of its material and methods.

Another evidence of the position which

the Association has attained is seen in the

fact that it has been given more time on the

competitive program than has any other

single organization. The Association pro

gram has also been designed to be as repre

sentative as possible in this department, and

there is no Association in the country that

ought not to be able to be represented by

two or three men at least. The Athletic-

Gymnastic team contest ought to be par

ticularly attractive, as the practice of these

events will serve as a great stimulant during

the months of preparation to the class work,

and should be the means of holding many

men to regular practice who otherwise

might drop out in a short time. Such prac

tice is always helpful to the class work, not

only in regard to attendance, but in raising

the grade of work accomplished.

Every Association that can possibly par

ticipate should do so because of the ad

vantage which this opportunity affords for

securing public advertising locally and in
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creasing its influence over local sport and

young men such as it can gain in no other

way. It is not only a means of propaganda

but moreover of great value because of the

educative influence on all who represent it

at this meeting. Contestants secure new

ideas of clean sport and directors secure an

object lesson in the management and con

duct of affairs as is not otherwise possible.

The combination of this week, -August

15-20, with the Physical Directors' Con

ference, August 22-24, should influence every

Association to have its physical director

there, if no one else.

Chicago Central is bending every energy

to be well represented and will have up

wards of fifty men in the various events. A

World's Fair Club is being organized for

securing the attendance of large numbers of

members during the Association week. Cen

tral will also enter teams in the A. A. U.

Junior and National Track and Field Cham

pionships and in the various Olympic events,

swimming, basketball, fencing, wrestling,

and track and field. It is hoped that the

Associations will make this week the great

week of the whole season, as they did of

their day at the Pan American.

GEORGE W. EHLER

Program, Young Men's Christian Association

Week, August 15-20

UNDER RULES OF Y. M. C. A. ATHLETIC LEAGUE

Basket-Bali Championship, Aug 15, 16.

17.—Each team of no more than seven

players is to play every other team.

Pentathlon Championship. August 16.—The

events will be: 100 Yards Dash, i2-lb. Ham

mer (without turn), Running High Jump.

Pole Vault, One-Mile Run.

Individual Gymnastic Championships, Au

gust 17.—The events will be: Side Horse, Long

Horse with Springboard (leaping), Horizontal

Bar, Parallel Bars. Each contestant will

present three exercises on each piece of

apparatus. These will be marked on the

basis of difficulty and beauty of combination.

In all other respects rules will be:

Athletic - Gymnastic Team Championship,

August 18, 19, 20.—Teams are to be com

posed of eight men. The events will be

Marching, Calisthenic Drill, Side Horse,

Horizontal Bars, Parallel Bars, Running

High Jump, Basketball, One-Mile Relay.

Marching.—The exercises in marching will

last not more than ten minutes from the com

mand to"FallIn"to the beginning of the calis-

thenic exercises and will include in addition

to the evolutions by which the team is brought

into position for the calisthenic exercises:

Handicap Track and Field Meet, August 18.

—Events: loo-yards Run, 22o-yards Run,

440-yards Run, 88o-yards Run, One-Mile

Run, Two-Mile Run, i2o-yards High Hurdle

Race, 22o-yards Low Hurdle Race, Run

ning High Jump, Running Broad Jump,

Pole Vault, Putting i6-lb. Shot, Throwing

i6-lb. Hammer, Discus Throwing.

A GROUP OF OTTUMWA ATHLETES
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•

CALVESTON PARALLEL BAR TEAM

Championship Track and Field Meet,

August 20.—The events will be the same as

in the Handicap Meet with the addition of a

one-mile relay race (six men to enter, four

to run). Team score in this meet will be

determined by counting five points for a

first, three for a second, one for a third.

Prizes—In Basket Ball, Pentathlon and

Athletic-Gymnastic Championships a hand

some trophy and gold medals will be given

each winning team, silver medals to each

second team and bronze to each third. In

the Individual Gymnastic Championship, the

Handicap Track and Field Meet and the

Championship Track and Field Meet a gold

medal will be given to first in each event,

silver to second and bronze to third, except

the Relay race. A handsome trophy and

silver medals will be given the winning relay

team and bronze medals to the second team.

In the Championship Track and Field Meet

a handsome trophy will be given the team

scoring the most points.

In the Pentathlon and Individual Gym

nastics a gold medal will be given the con

testant scoring the highest aggregate number

of points.

Entry Fees — Entry fees for Basketball,

Pentathlon and Athletic-Gymnastic Cham

pionships are Five Dollars per team. For

the other events the fee is fifty cents per man

for each event entered.

Entries Close—July 30, 1904, with James

E. Sullivan, Chief of Department of Physical

Culture, World's Fair, St. Louis, Mo.

Eligibility—In the Handicap Meet any

Association member registered in the A. L.

N. A. may enter.

In the championship events contestants

must be registered in the A. L. N. A. and be

members of Associations which are members

of the A. L N. A.

* " *—\ all inquiries concerning

the Association Meet to G. W. Ehler, 153

La Salle street, Chicago.

The Y. M. C. A. committee is composed of

G. W. Ehler, Chairman, Chicago; Geo. T.

Hepbron, N. Y.; W. E. Day, Dayton, O.;

J. H. McCurdy, M.D., Springfield, Mass.;

A. J. Kennedy, M.D., St. Louis.

Calisthenic Drill.—The calisthenic drill is

to be performed with i^-pound wooden

dumb-bells. Exercises are to be performed

by each team separately from memory and

without pause, and the exercises, which must

be performed within ten minutes, shall be

as follows:

SECTION A

Command—RKADT (Flex forearms forward)—BciiiNl

1. a. (1) Thrust down (raise arms sideways and push

down), (2) flex forearms forward. (16) On last

count carry arms backward as far as possible.

b. (1) Thrust forward (palms inward), (2) flex fore

arms, arms back. (16.) On last count arms down,

forearms flexed sideways.

c. (1) Thrust sideways (palms up), (2) arms down,

forearms flexed sideways (16.)

d. (1) Thrust up (palms inward), (2) arms down,

forearms flexed sideways. (16.) On last count clasp

head, elbows back.

(NOTE—Thrust as if pushing an antagonist, flex as if

pulling one.)

2. if. 2) Bend neck forward, (3, 4) bend neck backward.

(16.) On last count extend arms to side horizontal,

bending trunk to "stoop."

(NOTE—Press vigorously against head throughout

exercise.)

3. (1, 2) Circumduct arms backward and downward

(bells describe circles of about 15 inches diameter).

(16.) On last count place hands on hips.

(NOTE—Arms must not come above or io front of

side horizontal.)

4. (1) Bend neck backward, (2) bend trunk backward,

(3) extend neck, (4) extend trunk. (16.) On last

count swing arms down sideways.

5. (1) Swing arms to front horizontal, (2) to side hori

zontal, (3) front, (4) down. (16.) On last count clasp

head, elbows back.

6. (1,2) Bend forward from hips (back straight), (3, 4)

extend trunk. (16.) On last count swing arms down

sideways.

7. (1) Stoop, swinging left arm forward to vertical, (2)

left arm forward down, right up. (16.) On last count

both arms down.

(NOTE—Perform with considerable vigor.)

8. (1, 4) Raise arms forward to vertical, inhaling, (5-8)

arms sideways down, exhaling. (32.) On last count

place hands on hips.

SECTION B.

(No pause between Sections.)

1. (1, Vi Raise heels, (3. 4) lower heels. (16.)

2. (1, 2) Abduct left thigh, (3, 4) adduct, (5-8) repeat

with right. (16.)

3. (1, 2) Flex left thigh. (3, 4) extend. (5-8) repeat with

right. (16.) On last count arms down.

4. (I) Full squat, swinging arms sideways up (palms

front), striking bells at vertical, (2) stand, arms side

ways down (palms front), striking bells behind hips.

(16.i

5. (1, 2) Stride jump, swinging arms sideways, striking

bells at vertical on (1) and behind hips on (2), palms

to front throughout. (16.)

6. (1) Upward jump, flexing legs and swinging arms

forward to vertical, (2) land in half squat, arms for

ward down. (16.) Last count, Attention!

7. (1-4) Raise arms forward up, inhaling, (5-8) side

ways down, exhaling. (32.)

8. (1) To squat rest, hands resting on bells which are

placed close to feet at angle of 90° with each other,

(2) extend left thigh and leg sideways, (3) Hex left,

extending right. (16.) On last count come to squat

rest.

0. (1) To front leaning rest, (2) to squat rest. (16).

On last count squat quickly and come to stand.

10.(l-4) Raise arms forward up, inhaling, (5-8) ridr

ways down, exhaling. (32) On last count clasp he*

elbows back.
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2.

SECTION C

1. (1) Lunge sideways left, bending forward and swing

ing arms between thighs, (2) stand, clasping head,

(3. 4) repeat to right. On last count raise arms for

ward to vertical.

(1, 2) Bend trunk sideways left, (3, 4) bend to right.

(16.) On last count arms sideways down.

3. (1) Charge left forward, raising arms forward to ver

tical, (2) bend forward, swinging bells to ankle, (3)

extend trunk, raising arms to vertical, (4) attention.

(5-8) repeat right. (Hi.) On last count clasp head.

4. (1-4) Circumduct trunk to left. (6-8) repeat, (9-12)

circumduct to right, (13-16) repeat. (16.) On last

count extend arms to side horizontal.

(NOTE—Perform both circumductions to either side

without pause.)

5. (1) Bend forward, swinging arms forward, down and

back past hips, (2) extend trunk and lunge left

oblique, swinging arms through front horizontal to side

horizontal, (3) recover and bend forward as in (1).

(4) lunge right oblique. (16.) On last count stand

arms side horiontal.

8. (1) Bend forward twisting left, bringing right bell to

floor (knees straight), (2) twist right bringing left

bell to floor, (3) twist left. (16.) On last count stand,

arms vertical. Do not strike floor on last count.

7. (1) Jump to stride stand, bending; forward, swinging

arms between thighs, (2) stand, arms vertical. (16.)

On last count arms sideways down.

8. (1-4) Raise arms forward to vertical, inhaling, (5-8)

sideways down, exhaling. (32.)

SECTION D

1. (1) Strike bells in front of thighs, (2) strike behind

thighs (palm toward body throughout). (16.)

2. (1) Swing arms out sideways, flex forearms forward

and strike bells in front of neck (thumbs turned out,

elbows close to sides), (2) extend arms sideways,

swing them down and strike behind thighs (thumbs

out). (16.)

3. (1) Extend arms sideways, swing them up and strike

at vertical (thumbs in), (2) swing arms sideways, flex

forearms and strike in front of neck. (16.)

4. Combine No. 2 and No. 3. (1) Strike behind thighs.

(2) front of neck, (3) at vertical, (4) front of neck.

(16.)

5. (1) Strike at vertical, (2) bend forward, swinging

arms down sideways and strike in front of ankles.

(16.)

8. (I) Strike at vertical. (21 strike behind thighs. (16.)

7. Combine No. 5 and No. 6. (1) Strike at vertical,

(2) front of ankles, (3) vertical, (4) behind thighs.

(16.)

8. (1-8) Full squat slowly, raising arms forward to ver

tical, (9-16) rise slowly to stand, lowering arms side

ways and strike bells in front of thighs on (15) and

(16.)

At the close of the drill the director of the team will

bring his team into line and march it to the apparatus

to which it will be assigned.

Department Comment

Dr. Fisher, of the Brooklyn Association,

has worked out a home training scheme for

members and business men who are unable

to attend the gymnasium regularly. This

answers a. need which has been considered

reasonable for some time. The plan in

cludes the special examination and instruc

tion of the individual at frequent and regular

intervals. The printed matter issued is of

the choicest character. Copies may be had

for five cents. It will prove very suggestive

to those contemplating taking up this work.

A newspaper account of an Association

exhibition in the West states that a pro

fessional wrestler took part in it, beating all

comers in wrestling and boxing. At the

conclusion announcement was made of the

show in which the man figured, and for

which the gymnasium classes would be dis

missed. There is a vast difference between

the Association straight physical training

work and the exploitation of professional

"sports." If this report be true, it is not in

accord with accepted Association principles.

One of the most painful and perplexing

problems of any athletic club or Association

gymnasium, is the matter of thieving in the

locker rooms. It was recently found in New

York city that it was not a poor boy who

was doing this stealing, but a young man of

a well-to-do family. His desire for spending

money overcame his sense of right. It is a

perplexing problem to know what to do

with these men when caught, and yet the

question is raised whether an Association

has a right to condone the wrong of a young

man of a good family more than that of a

young man who, through poverty and non-

christian training, steals to supply his actual

needs. Young men have been known to

join organizations having locker rooms en

tirely on account of the opportunities they

presented for stealing.

At Brooklyn's annual open athletic meet

last month, 625 entries were made by 507

different men. Twelve Associations, 12 regi

ments, 28 athletic clubs, 15 schools and col

leges, among them Yale and Columbia, were

represented. The Central Department of

Buffalo Association won the Athletic League

eastern section championship at this meet.

The events were run off with snap and on time.

New Orleans' out-door gymnasium, 50 by

1 80 feet, provided with a good floor covered

with canvass, is now occupied. The tent is

thirty-five feet high, without posts, and

lighted by five arc lights. The membership

has jumped from 800 to 1,305 in five months.



From the Editor's Viewpoint.

Just as the paper is about to go to press the

news of the death of

George A. Hall George A. Hall, for twenty-

of eight years State secretary

New York State of New York, was received.

Mr. Hall died at his home,

Montclair, N. J., February 21, at the age of

sixty-six years. He was the oldest secretary

living in point of service. He became secre

tary of the Washington Association in 1868,

where he labored for eight years. As a pio

neer secretary, while serving faithfully the

young men of that city, he began most effi

ciently to define the scope and functions of

the secretarial office. He became State

secretary of New York in 1876. At that

time there were few Associations in the

State which did not have a small member

ship. To-day there are 181 Associations

with 50,000 members. Mr. Hall, before be

coming a secretary, had served two years on

the Christian Commission, had been a pastor

for two years, worked with Mr. Moody as an

evangelist in 1866, and at his suggestion was

called to the Washington secretaryship. Of

late Mr. Hall's health has permitted him to

do but little work, and he relinquished several

years ago active direction of the State work.

The tremendous pace the man set as State

secretary, almost living on the railroad, often

visiting two to five towns a day, and never

sparing himself, exhausted his life. He was

a man pre-eminently without guile, without

hypocrisy, without envy, without evil speak

ing. He was genuine to the core. He had

no enemies. He was constantly looking for

men with possibilities. He led them into

service, stood by them, trained them, en

couraged them. Men of influence and ability

brought into the Association by him years

ago are still its able leaders. His work may

be judged by the kind of men he enlisted.

Few men of his age held the affection and

confidence of young men as he did. He

rarely forgot a man or a boy in whom he had

become interested. His grocer and his

milk man were known to him, and he showed

a personal interest in their families and their

lives. He did not deal in problems as much

as with men. He believed that a man could

solve a problem by bringing to it a stout

heart and a sincere purpose. He will be

remembered as having instituted new lines

of work, but chiefly as enlisting hundreds of

valuable new workers and introducing them

into the life of the brotherhood in a spirit of

fellowship in service and faith in one another.

He arrived at the recent State convention at

Utica while the delegates were seated at the

business men's banquet. The ovation given

him there was tremendous and nearly over

came him. The strain of the convention

was too great for his broken strength. He

came home and in a few days died of heart

failure. Mr. Hall leaves a widow and two

sons. When Association history is reviewed,

twenty-five years hence, it will be found that

George Hall was one of the greatest of Asso

ciation builders.

The Kingdom of God and its establishment

on earth and in the hearts

A Campaign of men is the concern of

of the men of the church to-

Testimony day. The term "The King

dom of God" has become

the current expression of the central thought

of Christendom. The term may be over

worked, but its significance is being worked

into the consciousness of Christians. "The

kingdom of God is within you," Jesus said.

The rule of God in the hearts of men, the

Lordship of Jesus in the individual life, is

the great thing to be sought. This estab

lished, the kingdom of heaven—the begin

ning and assurance of eternal life—is begun.

The opening article by Dr. Bosworth in this

number (the first of a series) suggests a

program of the Christian's work that will,

we hope, be followed by earnest Christian

men with serious mind, so that they will enter

upon a "Campaign of Testimony" that will

be effective in establishing the reign of Christ.

This is the old idea of "personal work," and

more. "The man is his message." What

we are makes effective what we say, what we

are not renders ineffective all a man may

say. No organization of the church has the

opportunity of effectual missionary service

to more men in such variety of calling and at

the receptive period of life as the Young Men's

Christian Association. The effectiveness of

the organization is entirely dependent upon

the effectiveness of 'the individual. To the

individual let us, therefore, address ourselves.

This is the central thought of this number.

It will be the dominant note in succeeding

numbers. We cannot do better than to

quote right here from the message of Dr.

Bradford, moderator of the Congregational

churches: "There are no rulers but many

servants in our fellowship. Every man has

influence in proportion to his character, and

not in proportion to the wealth or titles

which he has inherited. . . . What is the

supreme need? It is for such a spiritual

awakening as shall make the realization of

God a common experience, and the righteous

ness of Christ the common possession."
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Once upon a time an Association did some

Rag-time Music very scientific study of the

? . social features of the sa-
'Uld Ule loon, and determined to do

Shake-down an act that would set the

Manners brotherhood a-thinking. So

a social secretary was employed who would

"beat the saloon at its own game." "Rag

time" music, "hoe-downs," slaps on the

back, tea and toast, and swagger that did not

fit and creaked as it worked, were introduced.

There was great hilarity in the parlor, and

the piano, the furniture and the carpets were

treated to the saloon manners of the fresh

young man with his hat on the back of his

head or dewlapped hair, who had come to the

city to show the people how much he was at

home there. Members passed by the room,

stopped to gather the spirit of the occasion,

and then quietly and thoughtfully hastened

to the gymnasium and punched the bag hard

or tried to forget it by deep study in the

class rooms. Some of the secretaries stood

by and said, "We are certainly doing it,"

but they did not get farther than the outer

edge of the crowd. They had not learned

this way in their youth and they did not

know how. Then they went off to meet

young men who came to talk about entering

evening classes and the gymnasium, and to

ask how they could make men of themselves ;

but they did not introduce them to the men

in the parlor. The article describing the

new competitive social saloon manner move

ment, which was to be prepared for this

paper, has been delayed. So has the tract,

The Sanctifying and Softening Influence of

Rag-time Music and the Hoc-down dance,

as Scientifically Directed by the Social Secre

tary. The parlor has been refurnished and

fumigated and is now occupied by gentlemen.

Some little time ago the pastors of Cincin

nati at their regular weekly

A Chapter meeting discussed a paper

of Yellow on "How to reach young

Journalism men," read by one of the

secretaries of the Associa

tion. The discussion was fully sympathetic

with the Association with the exception of

two men—one held for the mixed work of the

remote past, another from a suburban town,

had had an experience with an unworthy

secretary, perhaps a temporary substitute, who

did some unworthy work. One newspaper

printed in big headlines: CRITICISM is MADE

ON THE Y. M. C. A., and made the most of

what these two men said. This was tele

graphed broadcast as the accepted sense of

the meeting. The best ministers of the city

met later, disclaimed the criticism with in

dignation and at a meeting declared the re

ports "grossly inaccurate" and passed reso

lutions expressing "hearty approval," "earn

est sympathy" and further resolved: "That

we rejoice with the Young Men's Christian

Association in its steady growth in numbers,

influence and effectiveness and pledge to the

organization our hearty co-operation and

support."

But that was not the end of it. Editors of

secular papers voluntarily took up the de

fense of the Association. Vogue went out

of its way and gave an entire page, reviewing

the Association's service to young men and

Leslie's Weekly said editorially:

Those Cincinnati preachers who permitted themselves

to get into print the other day in an attack upon the

Young Men';- Christian Association, succeeded nnlv in

advertising their own narrowness and bigotry. This

organization richly deserves not only the approbation,

but also the hearty support of everyone interested in

the promotion of righteousness among men. No relig

ious order of the present day is based on such sound

and rational principles and holds within itself so much

of promise for the future as this Association, and its

world-wide spread and the strong grip it has secured upon

the sympathy and support of leading men in finance,

industry, ana commerce in this and other countries are

among the most cheering and hopeful signs of the times.

Such a presentation of the plans, aims, and achieve

ments of the Association as that made at the recent

annual banquet of the International Committee in

New York was enough in itself to convince every open

and unprejudiced mind of the noble sincerity, farsighted

ness, and masterful ability of the young men at the

head of this work. It is only a petty and jealous spirit

that can regard the Young Men's Christian Association

as in any sense a rival of the churches. It is not a rival,

but a magnificent and successful coadjutor. Its secre

taries and other officials make up together a body of

the most devoted, energetic, and capable religious

workers that are to be found in Christendom to-day,

and their one aim is to increase the power and effi

ciency of the churches by bringing into thetir member

ship young men inspired and trained for service. Judged

by its fruits, the Young Men's Christian Association is

one of the most beneficent organizations in the world.

A Briton, and every son of his, demands

fair play. He wants it for

himself and he will fight

Be Fair for it for others down to

the humblest office boy. It

is the right of a citizen to

defend his name and his character, and he is

called a man of no spirit who does not. If

a boy is expelled from the Association rooms

he must be shown that the action is fair and

justified. Rules can be maintained only

by the sense of fairness. No Association

secretary may arbitrarily do a thing because

he is clothed with a little brief authority.

Every man or boy has a right to demand fair

treatment, and especially from a Christian

Association.

J*

This is the kind of treatment that is given

Young Men's Christian Association secreta

ries when they arc worked out and sick. The

Cincinnati directors gave their secretary

two month's leave of absence, with pay, longer

if necessary, and a purse of $300, and told

him to go off and get good and well and not to

worry about things, for they would take

care of them. Mr. Ball is back well—but

what a sense of confidence and courage such

backing puts into a man!
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The priest in charge of St. Joseph's Church,

Dayton, is one of the enthusiastic leaders in

the Association gymnasium. It was he who

wrote the paragraphs quoted as from The

Parish Messenger of St. Joseph.

Jt

Dormitories are superseding stores as an

income-producing factor in Association build

ings and therefore the location, plan and

construction of the new Association buildings

are radically changing. A thorough study of

this question is being made and will appear

in the April issue.

J»

An Association offers a prize for an Asso

ciation song. We hope that whatever is

adopted may have more than rollick to it.

There is a chance for the expression of genuine

sentiment and principles that can be cast into

a song with a "go" to it. and which at the

same time need not be a "hymn."

Jt

It is a generally accepted fact that a secre

tary is handicapped in his work with young

men if he is recognized as a "preacher" or

a "missionary worker." Every man to his

place and the secretary to his. When he

conceives his work to be largely accomplished

by the spoken word from the platform then

he has a mistaken idea of the work of a gen

eral secretary.

Jt

About this time Associations having swim

ming pools should start a class for the in

struction of young men in the rescue of

drowning persons and resuscitation of the

drowned. Water sports will also be popular.

Jt

Back of every Association are a few men

who believe in it, work for it, give, pray, plan

and stand by it through thick and thin for

year after year and these are the men who

make its history. Such a man is Capt. H.

M. Mcllhany, of Staunton, Va., who since

the organization of the Staunton Association

twenty-eight years ago has not missed a

Sunday gospel meeting, unless detained by

providential reasons. With the Captain

"providential" means providential. No won

der he has a son in the secretaryship.

„*

Could a better analysis of the character

istics of a genuine and effective Young Men's

Christian Association be given than has been

done recently by an editorial writer, who de

clares that the three special characteristics,

of the Young Men's Christian Association

are: "First, intense love for and loyalty to

the personal Christ; second, combination of

the church's power and the application of it

at the point of greatest peril and need;

third, the laying hold of Christian manhood

and the making of it the effective agency in

the Christianizing of the unchristian."

William N. Wilmerton, secretary at Chester,

Pa., died February 5. Mr. Wilmerton was

held in the highest regard in Chester, where

he was secretary for twelve years. His death

is considered a public loss. Over eighty boys

met at the Association building immediately

after hearing of his death, and expressed

their sorrow and sympathy. The canvass for

a building, to which Mr. Wilmerton had given

himself, will be pushed with great vigor and

the building will be made in some sense a

memorial to him.

Jt

It is a pleasure to welcome back to this

country George Sherwood Eddy, who has

spent seven years in Association work in

India. His visits to the Associations are

making them acquainted with the work that is

done in foreign lands in almost a first-hand

manner. George Benton Smith, of Cal

cutta, is also expected in America within a

few months.

Jt

The Ohio Association secretaries have out

lined a study in the social structure of the

Ohio cities. If followed out it will familiarize

them with the constitution of the cities, the

circumstances of the people, their employ

ment, condition and principles which govern

their lives, education, amusements, morals,

political and family life and ambitions. This

will give them a grip on their cities which will

enable them to intelligently cater to the

needs of the young men.

Jt

One of the leading bankers of Baltimore,

whose building and its contents were con

sumed in the great fire, had made a sub

scription of $300 to the International work,

payable February 15. It is impossible for

him to know yet whether or not his property

is an entire loss, but on the day this payment

was due a check was received in full for the

amount. He might have with good excuse

said, "Don't bother me now." But he was

a man who recognized his obligations in

Christian giving.

Jt

Some have asked why Kentucky was not

included in the February Southern Number.

It was not included for the reason that Ken

tucky was not considered a Southern State.

The magnificent work that that State is do

ing will be given a review in another number.

Kentucky certainly could not have been

willingly overlooked in a number devoted to

the South if it was considered a Southern

State.

Jt

We are unable to find any truth in the ex

tensively circulated report that Mr. John D.

Rockefeller has given $400,000 for a naval

branch at Philadelphia.
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A boy in a Canadian city was so deeply im

pressed with the January number of ASSO

CIATION MEN, and especially with the high

school Bible class shown, that he took up the

matter with the boys at the high school.

Gaining the teachers' permission to lay the

project before them,he asked them to organize

a Bible class, which was done, and now they

have nearly twenty members. Many of these

boys will leave the high school for college

next year.

•*

The boys' daily calendar adopted by the

Phi Alpha Pi Clubs in Massachusetts and

Rhode Island, is one of the neatest and most

attractive things issued. Quotations are of

the highest character. The title of the club

suggests friendship, truth and progress. The

boys are pledged to pray one for another and

engage in Christian service, and especially to

incorporate the principles of the club in their

lives.

Jt

Fall River, Mass., has seven young men

engaged in teaching Bible classes in the

boys' department. On Sunday nights they

meet to study a normal course outlined by

Mr. See. Here the difficulties met in the

previous class are discussed and studies in the

principles of teaching are considered. A

group of eight or ten older boys will be put

in training for the rest of the year, using Mr.

See's course as a supplement to their regular

classes. From these older boys the Bible

class leaders of next year will be chosen.

Jt

There has been a constantly increasing

appreciation shown by the general secre

taries for the work of the International Com

mittee. Within three years they have more

than doubled their subscriptions and the

number of men contributing, which is now

nearly five hundred. In two days last

month nearly Si, 600 in cash and pledges

were received from the secretaries. The

contributions from the Associations have

shown an increase in almost exact ratio.

There are now eighteen State Committees

contributing directly to the funds of the

International Committee, whereas there were

only nine three years ago, and these have

more than doubled the amount of their con

tribution.

J*

The absorption of the time of Mr. C. J.

Hicks in the general work, so that he has

been able to give but little time to the rail

road work except for its general supervision,

has for the. past year left the force of this

department shorthanded, and that at a

time when the calls for aid have been un

precedented. This has led to the calling of

Mr. A. G. Kncbel, who on March i comes on

the secretarial force of the International

Committee with special reference to the

Railroad Department. It will t>e recognized

that Mr. Knebel has the training and qualifi

cations that fit him for valuable service in

this department. He was selected some

months ago, the money for his support hav

ing all been provided, but in accordance with

the wishes of his committee and of the Inter

national Committee he has remained in his

position as State secretary of North and

South Carolina until his successor could be

secured and some special work he had in

hand could be completed. Although the

State Committee was very reluctant to lose

Mr. Knebel, they recognized the impossi

bility of holding him longer in view of several

urgent calls that were before him, necessi

tating a choice between important positions

both at home and abroad. His work at the

outset will be to co-operate with the other

railroad secretaries wherever needed, until

the time when a special field will be assigned

to him.

J*

Continued and encouraging assurances of

the value of this paper to the brotherhood

have been received. One man writes: "ASSO

CIATION MEN was instrumental in securing

for us a subscription of $7,500, making a

building possible for the Association in. "

Another secretary wrote : "ASSOCIATION MEN

has been valuable to us in securing a most

helpful gift of $5,000 for our building."

The way another secretary used this paper

and the value it was to him is found in the

following letter: "For four years I have

been distributing ASSOCIATION MEN, marking

articles and often sending personal letters

calling attention to the fact that I had sent

a copy, and continually am learning of their

help. The recent sending out of one hundred

January copies brought an unsolicited check

for $25; one of $5; a sermon on the year's

achievements of the Association from one of

the influential pastors of the city, formerly

opposed to the work, who said: 'That Review

Number has been a revelation to me;' an

appointed discussion of the Association

methods by a Sunday-school class of repre

sentative men; and a recent subscription of

a lady who has previously refused to con

tribute. We found she had read this number

of ASSOCIATION MEN with interest and

readily promised us $50." A Canadian secre

tary writes: "ASSOCIATION MEN is now very

popular and I believe it has accomplished

much good for our work locally. We have

sent out one hundred a month to our sub

scribers and have a regular list of eighty-two

subscribers besides. I would like you to

send us twenty-five copies per month

additional."
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It is by no means a settled thing that

billiards is to have a place in the city Asso

ciation building. St. Paul has been doing

some experimenting with the question, be

ginning with enthusiastic endorsement, but

billiard rooms are not provided in the plans

for the new building. The secretary declares

that the space can be used to much better

advantage. Often the covers are not lifted

from the billiard tables for days at a time at

Hartford.

J*

Sometimes an element in the membership

of an Association gets together to elect a

"liberal management," to advance some

young fellows with personal ambition and

little principle, who aim to magnify athletics

and minimize religious enterprises. These

men have found small comfort in their direc

torate and have soon retired. Truly they

who advance on a protest vote retire on a

protest vote.

An Association had no end of trouble on

account of the slip-shod methods of the

recording of the minutes of a meeting by a

secretary and the title to a valuable property

was jeopardized by it. Every minute-book

ought to be kept written up to date and

locked in the Association safe and not at the

recording secretary's house.

Jt

The Dayton, Ohio, committee made a hard

and fast rule early in the season, that stand

ing room would not be sold at its popular

entertainments, and many times since hun

dreds have been turned away who would

have willingly paid the price of a seat for

standing room. The hall seats 725 persons

and has seven exits which are generously

large.

J*

Not a few young men's societies have been

organized among the men of non-evangelical

religious faiths and patterned after the Asso

ciation. The Young Men's Hebrew Associa

tion of New York City, was suggested by the

success of the Association. Another such

has recently been organized at Columbus, O.

and one in Brooklyn.

Jt

Here is a newspaper item from New Hamp

shire which makes us chuckle, and should

make Association secretaries smile. "Mr.has been appointed Association secre

tary at . The position is a lucrative

one and carries with it considerable responsi

bility It places him in direct rank

for promotion and the position is a very

advantageous one socially and financially."

To teach a boy to value money by earning

it, to save a little every month and to cherish

bis bank account, is worth a college course to

him. Let him have the college course, though,

for he will be a boy worth educating. A sense

of the value of money, the habit of thrift

and self-denial, of earning his money before

spending it, formed in youth, will follow him

in business. He will live within his income

and provide for old age. Start the boy at

banking his money early.

The remark has been often made lately,

"I have been surprised and impressed as I have

seen accounts of the multitudinous activi

ties of the Young Men's Christian Association

and its adaptability to meet the various de

mands of men and boys of all nations and of

all ranks and conditions of life and employ

ment." The co-operation of men who can

make an Association a success is possible to

be developed anywhere where the facts are

known about the movement and its progress

and adaptability to meet the needs of men

is shown. That we have tried to set forth

in ASSOCIATION MEN and in the news letter

which is furnished each week for any daily

paper in which the secretary will arrange to

have it published. These letters are going

each week to the religious press. The Out

look recently said editorially, "It used to be

that the Young Men's Christian Association

was looked upon as a narrow organization,

but now scarcely a week passes but it shows

some new development and activity."

We listened to a report read by a member

of a building committee, giving his im

pressions of various new buildings visited,

most of which were very favorable, but here

are some observations we must pass on

which may be "good for the soul:" One

magnificent structure, occupied but a year,

was "filthy;" another was perfect in its ap

pointments, but overwhelmingly grand; a

third was built several years ago and finished

in the best workmanship, but repairs had

been made by a boy with a hatchet and ten-

penny nails. The housekeeping of another

was like that of Mr. Farmer Newrich, who

kept his Sunday silk hat, best whip, fur

overcoat and gum boots under the jigsawed

mahogany, plush-covered sofa in the parlor.

The care of a new building is as important

as the getting of it, and a good janitor is as

important as a secretary. A general secre

tary well said of a janitor, who was leaving

the Association employ after a long term of

efficient service: "There is not a man of the

force whose leaving will be so serious a loss

to the Association as our janitor's."



Gov. La Follette, of Wisconsin, on the Association

THIS ASSOCIATION COMES WITH ITS SPECIAL MESSAGE TO YOUNG MEN AT THE kIGHT

TIME IT TEACHES THEM THE DOCTRINE OH SELF-HELP; IT STIMULATES STURDINESS

OF CHARACTER, INDUSTRY, AND PERSEVERANCE. IT DOES NOT WEAKEN AND DESTROY

THE INDEPENDENT STRENGTH OF ITS MEMBERSHIP WITH BOUNTIES AND LAVISH CHARI

TIES; IT MAKES EVERY MAN STRONG BY TEACHING HIM TO STAND ALONE. IT HOLDS

HONESTY, INDUSTRY, AND MANLINESS OF SPIRIT AS HIGH IDEALS, AND DEVELOPS THE

BEST THERE IS IN EVERY INDIVIDUAL. ... IT BRINGS CHRIST INTO THE LIVES OF

YOUNG MEN. IT SHORTENS THE WAY TO THE CHURCH AND OPENS WIDER ITS PORTALS.

IT AWAKENS THE STUDENT SPIRIT, AND LIGHTS THE LAMP OF THE MIND. IT PLACES IN

THE EAGER HANDS OP AMBITIOUS YOUTH THE KEYS WHICH UNLOCK THE TREASURES OF

KNOWLEDGE AND THE DOOR OF OPPORTUNITY. BETTER THAN SOCIAL POSITION, BETTER

THAN INHERITED WEALTH, IS THE PRACTICAL EVERYDAY CHRISTIANITY WHICH THIS

ASSOCIATION TEACHES. ... IT IMPRESSES UPON EACH YOUNG MAN THE WORTH

OF INTEGRITY OF CHARACTER, AND THE VALUE OF INDUSTRIOUS APPLICATION. THESE

ONCE ESTABLISHED IN HIS LIFE MAKES ITS SUCCESS LASTING AND SECURE. IN EVERY

FIELD OF HUMAN ACTIVITY, THEY ARE IN READY DEMAND; THEY HAVE A STEADY

MARKET VALUE; THEY LIFT THE MAN ABOVE THE CONTROL OF HIS ENVIRONMENT, AND

SET HIM BEYOND THE REACH OP SERIOUS HARM. . . . CHRISTIANITY HAS NEVER BEEN

CONCESSION, NEVER PEACE; IT IS CONTINUAL AGGRESSION; ONE PROVINCE OP WRONG

CONQUERED, ITS PIONEERS ARE ALREADY IN THE HEART OF ANOTHER: THE MILE

STONES OF ITS ONWARD MARCH DOWN THE AGES HAVE NOT BEEN MONUMENTS OF

MATERIAL WORTH, BUT THE BLACKENED STAKES OF MARTYRS TROPHIES OP INDIVID

UAL FIDELITY AND CONVICTION.

Housing the Associations

The building fund at Niagara Falls now

reaches $38,700. The Bank of Niagara gave

$500, and the large manufacturers con

tributed heavily.

SEATTLE'S BUILDING

(CANVASS IMPRINT)

Cleveland Hall is being erected at Dan

ville, Ohio, for the benefit of the University,

at a cost of nearly $50,000. The hall was

thus named on account of the special interest

shown by Cleveland Baptists. Messrs. H. A.

Sherwin and Ambrose Swasey, of Cleveland,

each gave $5,000.

The Dupont Powder Co. made a subscrip

tion of $500 to the Pittston, Pa., Association.

Men employed at the round house at Coxton

gave $204, making to date $35,797 from

nearly 4,000 givers.

The Boston Association has been assured

of a bequest of $100,000 from the estate of

the late Arioch Wentworth. This amount

will probably be applied toward the erection

of a new and larger building.'

Omaha, Neb., sold its building, which was

located on the second-best corner in the city,

for $200,000. The building and lot cost

about $110,000. and has been long outgrown

and out of date. After the mortgage is paid

there will remain about $128,000 to be ap

plied to the erection of a new building, the

cost of which, with the site, will be at least

$200,000. Several sites in the heart of the city

are being considered. The building should

be the finest in the central West. With the

Standing that the Association has gained, at

least $100,000 should be secured to provide

for the erection without debt of a structure

adequate to the needs and dignity of the city.

The Honolulu Association has received

from the estate of J. B. Atherton, who during

the last thirty years was three times president

of the Association, a gift of $10,000 worth of

bonds as an endowment, the interest to go

toward the salary of the general secretary.
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Hoquiam, Wash., Association is now con

sidering preliminary plans for its proposed

building. A desirable lot has been bought

by one of the directors and is being held for

the Association. General secretary Wona-

cott is compelled by ill health to retire from

the work.

Lake Geneva, Wis., a town of less than

3,000, is to have a $25,000 building. During

the past few years they have had property

left them and also an endowment fund of

$10,000. The business men of the town, in

a few hours' time, subscribed $5,000; their

property nets them a like amount and the

remaining $15,000 is nearly all subscribed

by Chicago business men, who have summer

homes around the lake. -The building is on

a site near the lake and there is every in

dication that this will be one of the best

small town equipments in the country.

Members of a newly organized Woman's

Auxiliary to the Oakland, Cal., Association

have pledged $30,000 toward a new building.

LOUNGING ROOM, BROWN UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION

BUILDING BEING ERECTED FOR LEXINGTON.

KY., ASSOCIATION

Costing (45,000, exclusive ot site and

furniture. To be occupied about

November 1

Athens, Ga., had a narrow

escape from fire January 30. The

damage amounted to $100 only.

Washington is pushing to a

finish its canvass for $300,000,

and has less than $30,000 to raise.

The directors are working in

pairs in the canvass. They them

selves gave $50,000.

The Somerville, Mass., canvass

has passed the $23,000 mark.

The building will be located near

the city hall and the other public

buildings of the city.

ROCKEFELLER

HALL

The building at

Brown Univ er tit y,

opened Jan. 20, u*a*

the gift of Mr. John D.

Rockefeller. The AMO-

ciation and friends

tteurcd $25,000 lor an

endowment. The build

ing provide* adequate

rooms lor the Univer

sity Altocinlion
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Brooklyn has up to date $452,312 on its

jubilee fund for new buildings and extension.

An advisory committee of leading citizens

is co-operating with the Association in its

canvass for the balance of $150,000.

Over $8,000 has been raised for a building

for the University of North Carolina. Plans

calling for a $13,000 building have been

drawn.

Quincy, Mass., has received a $5,000 offer,

conditioned on full payment being made for

building and equipment. The original plans

were for a $30,000 building, which was to

carry a $10,000 mortgage.

By the will of Mrs. M. P. Jennings, the

New Orleans Association receives $1,000.

At Canton, O., $20,000 has been raised to

wipe out the debt of $29,000 and provide

$10,000 for remodeling the building and

adding forty-five dormitories.

The newlyorganizedAssociation at Olympia,

Wash., has been offered a gift of $1,000 to

start a building fund. A limited work has

been carried on in rented quarters for a few

months.

The construction of the Bellingham (for

merly Whatcom) building is begun.

A Gift With a Story

In response to a letter, asking a contribution

for the International Committee's work, the

following response was received, accompanied

by a card on which was affixed a gold dollar.

This dollar has been sold for much more

than its face value.

Enclosed you will please find one gold dollar. My

brother fell at the battle of Fort Donaldson. While

waiting to be sent to the front he sent home this dollar

fastened on to the card just as I send. I don't know

what the other members did with theirs. I am the

only one left and have thought for some time that it

A gold dollar sent by a young soldier to his mother in

1862, and lately to the International Committee.

was fitting that this should go into the work for young

men. Yours sincerely,

Iowa. HIS SlBTSH.

A LATER LETTER

Your kind letter was received yesterday and I will

gladly give what information I can about my brother

with permission to publish what you think best in

ASSOCIATION MEN. He belonged to Company G, of the

Eighth Illinois Regiment, under Col. Richard Oglesby

(afterward Governor). He fell at the battle of Fort

Donaldson, on the fifteenth of February, 1862. You

may be interested in the last incidents of his life. He

was first (truck in the breast by a spent ball. As the

surgeons were engaged with more serious cases, he sat

down under a tree and extracted the ball with his knite;

then went back to his place in battle. A comrade tned

to induce him to go to the rear as he was wounded, but

he said, "No," he was going to see it through. Just

then he was struck in the heart and fell. After the

battle his comrade" buried him carefully and marked

his grave. He was only a few months over eighteen

years of age. and the first to fall from his natjve town

(Pittsfield, Illinois). The news of his death stirred the

whole town, and a few weeks later a meeting was called

by some of the prominent citizens. A purse was raised

and an undertaker went down to the battlefield and

brought home his remains, and he was buned in the

family lot with military hnors. My brother's name

was John A^new. I am very glad to have my little

offering so highly appreciated and that it will fit into

the work in the Philippines.

FROST ELBVATION—PnopOit-u NEW UUILUING OF THE RANGOON Y.M-C.A



The International Jubilee Convention at Buffalo.

On the fiftieth anniversary of the assem

bling at Buffalo in 1854 of the first Interna

tional Convention, a great jubilee meeting

will be held in the same city May 11—15.

There has been a mighty change in the Asso

ciation world in these fifty years. The ex-

the Association movement throughout North

America. It will also include an exhibit of

the work of the Buffalo Association in all its

branches. The exhibition rooms will be in

the Buffalo Association building.

The International Committee hopes for

ROBT. E. SPEER REV. G. CAMPBELL MORGAN C. A. BARBOUR, D.D.

tent and meaning of this change with its

lessons for the present hour will be clearly

presented. The convention should mean as

much to the extension of the Association

cause as did the convention which was

celebrated in Boston in 1901 and attracted

1.700 delegates.

In addition to the reviews of the Association

work by departments, which will be presented

from various standpoints by industrial

leaders, army and navy officers, railroad

officials and other laymen and pastors, Rev.

G. Campbell Morgan, Robert E. Speer, and

Dr. Clarence A. Barbour have been secured

for some of the evening addresses. The

Sunday service will be addressed by Fred

B. Smith. The singing will be in charge of

Clarence B. Willis.

The magnificent new Buffalo Association

building, the most complete that has been

opened in recent years, will be the head

quarters. The Buffalo friends are per

fecting excellent arrangements for a com

plete and hearty welcome of the convention.

The convention will be self-entertaining.

An excursion will be arranged to visit Niag

ara Falls and points of interest in the

vicinity of Buffalo. An exhibit is being

prepared under the direction of George B.

Hodge, in which the State and Provincial

Committees will participate. The exhibit

will present in a striking manner the de

velopment of the work for which the con

ventions. State and Provincial, as well as

International, have stood in the growth of

the co-operation of the leading men of the

_brotherhood in making this one of the most

significant, influential and representative

gatherings in Association history. The rise

and growth of the Association will be re

viewed, principles discussed and analyzed,

the organization and methods examined,

and the field and service of the agencies of

supervision defined.

This convention offers an opportunity for

the individual Association to express itself

and cast its vote, shaping the future char

acter and policy of the international Asso

ciation movement. At the convention the

International Committee receives its in

structions and has its work defined.

Among the visitors will be some of the

foreign secretaries, notably George Sherwood

Eddy and George Bcnton Smith, of India.

The Central Passenger Association has

made a rate of one fare for the round trip in

its territory, covering all points west of

Pittsburgh and Buffalo in the Central West.

The Trunk Line Association has authorized

a rate of one fare plus one dollar in its terri

tory east of Pittsburgh and Buffalo and

north of Washington, and it is expected

that the New England Passenger Association

will make a similar rate.

The Western Passenger Association has

granted a rate of a fare and a third, and it

is hoped that this may be changed to one fare.

Association men in the Southeast and South

west passenger territory will be enabled to buy

tickets to Buffalo at special rates.



The State Conventions

Kansas Men in Conference

The twenty-second annual State Con

vention of Kansas met at Newton January

28-31. The report of the State committee

showed growth in the various departments.

Two small town, two city, two railway and

five student Associations were organized

during the year and none disbanded. The

total membership is 8,500. Work was con

ducted in two tents at Fort Riley during the

army maneuvers. Four new buildings were

opened, costing $68,000, three of which are

railroad. All expenses were paid. The spirit

of the convention and the program were ex

cellent. E. T. Colton and H. M. Beardsley,

of Kansas City, Mo., gave magnificent ad

dresses. One thousand men attended the

Sunday meeting. The State assumes $1,500

of the budget for Japan this year, $900 of

which was pledged at the convention.

Pennsylvania Convention

The jubilee convention of the Pennsyl

vania Associations at Scranton drew 500

delegates February 17-21. The State ranks

first in the number of Associations, having

2»i, or one-eighth of the total number in

North America. These have one-eighth of

the membership, one-ninth of the buildings,

one-seventh of the building valuation; one-

seventh of the railroad Associations, one-

sixth of their membership and one-fourth of

the railroad Association property; one-

eleventh of the student membership, one-

eleventh of the Bible students, one-eighth

of the educational class students, one-ninth

of the boys' department membership, and

214 employed officers. Buildings worth

nearly three-quarters of a million dollars were

opened last year. One new Association,

employing a secretary, has opened with an

$18,000 building, and another has a $25,000

building movement well launched. At the

Eagle's Mere Bible conference 301 men were

in attendance. Nearly 12,000 visits were

made by soldiers at the Association tents

during the three brigade encampments; five

bands of men visited 42 lumber camps and

conducted 165 services. The coal miners'

work is the greatest done by any State and

employs ten visiting secretaries, who made

over 2,000 visits to towns. The State Com

mittee assisted local Associations in raising

$56,147, and in doing the work traveled

93,000 miles, attended 592 meetings, took

part in 1,873 conferences with individuals,

and addressed over 300 services. There are

17 unorganized cities demanding Association

secretaries, and 350 towns with 1,000 to

6,000 population, which should be served by

countv organizations.

The Minnesota Convention

Three hundred and twenty-six delegates

attended the thirtieth annual State Conven

tion held in Rochester, Minn., February

4-7. The opening address, given by Dr. R.

M. West, of St. Paul, on "Bringing Out the

Value of a Man" was an inspiration and a

fitting beginning to the convention, which

proved to be one of the strongest and most

profitable in the history of the State. The

college and county delegations were unusually

large. The four Bible Hours conducted by

Dr. E. I. Bosworth, of Oberlin, proved to be

so popular that the seating capacity of the

largest church in the town was not sufficient.

Overflow meetings were necessary in the

evenings. Seventeen railway men partici

pated in the " Gospel Train " Friday night,

among them Gen. Supt. Thomas Owens and

Jim Burwick, of the D. M. & N. Ry. The

addresses of I. E. Brown, C. C. Michener, E.

T. Colton and E. L. Hamilton were all in

spiring and helpful. The National Asso

ciation Quartet added materially to the suc

cess of the convention. The report of the

State Committee showed that bills had

been paid promptly and no indebtedness in

curred for forty-one months. Two thousand,

two hundred and fifty dollars were pledged

toward the support of the State work. The

Rochester people are anxious for an Asso

ciation building and the convention may be

the means of accomplishing their purpose.

Bible Study Institute of the Northwest

On January 15-17 a Bible Study Institute

was held in Walla Walla, Washington, under

the supervision of the Association of Whit

man College. The program, although some

what on the convention order, was very

similar to those of other Bible Institutes

throughout the country. But the field was

vastly different. Of the seventy-five visiting

delegates only nine, four from the University

of Idaho and five from Washington Agri

cultural College, were college men, the other

sixty-six being from preparatory schools of

the Inland Empire. Bible study work had

been carried on at only three of the institu

tions represented, Whitman, and the two

colleges mentioned above. Further than

this, although the delegates were represen

tative men and largely open to conviction,

nearly 25 per cent, were not even Christians.

Thus the work was essentially of a primary

character. A. S. Allen, of Seattle, and Reno

Hutchinson, of Portland, were the principal

speakers of the Institute, and several papers

were presented by undergraduates promi

nent in College Association work in the

Northwest Aside from the deepening of
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many lives, the direct results of the Institute

were the organization of Associations in two

preparatory schools and the way paved in

another, the inauguration of Bible study in

three schools, and the appointment of a

committee to make the Institute annual.

Further than this, a large number of able

men coming in absolute ignorance of such

work, many with no conception of the real

claims of Christ upon life, and some who

never confessed His name, were brought

face to face with the great problems of life

and made to think. The Institute undoubt

edly marked a new epoch in Christian work

among the students of the Inland Empire.

Nebraska Men in Conference

The Nebraska State Convention, at Lincoln,

February 4-7, stirred the city. The State

work made notable advance last year, pro

viding for new buildings at York, Beatrice

H. B. WARD

Retiring Chairman. Nebraska

W. J. HILL

Chairman Elect

and Chadron. There are now in the State

13 college, 7 city, 3 railroad, i town, 3 Indian

and a army Associations. These are at

tempting to do more than maintain their own

life and now a sense of responsibility for work

beyond is felt, not only by the Omaha Asso

ciation, but throughout the State. The Asso

ciations of the State have adopted a broad

policy for the coming year and plan to add at

least one man to the secretarial force of

the State Committee; to organize five new

city Associations; appoint 150 corresponding

members; enlist men for secretarial work;

emphasize soul-winning as of the first im

portance; advance personal and evangelistic

work for young men; urge Associations to

conduct Bible study and religious work in

rallies in the fall; extend shop Bible classes;

give as much as 3 per cent, of the budget to

foreign work; 10 per cent, for educational

work and 15 per cent, to religious work;

push for an increase of 25 per cent, in mem

bership and enroll 15 per cent, of them in

Bible classes; to take the gospel to twice as

many in every student department; to

double the Bible class enrollment, and to

organize at least three counties.

The Arkansas Convention

The most notable convention ever held by

the Associations of Arkansas was held

February 5-7. There are not many Asso

ciations in that State, but the few are be

coming strong organizations. Railroad Asso

ciation buildings have been erected in Texar-

kana, North Little Rock, Hoxie and at Van

Buren; and other buildings will soon be

erected at Crossett, Warren and McGhee,

while the Little Rock building, now being

erected, will be one of the finest in the South.

There arc thirteen Associations in the State.

The Associations at Crossett and Warren are

partly supported by the lumber interests.

This year $1,500 will be raised for State work,

while three years ago there was nothing done.

Jersey Men's Meeting

Men of New Jersey met at Trenton and

discussed one of the strongest programs that

has been given in the State. A notable action

of the convention was to raise $500 for army

work in Japan. There were nearly 300

delegates. There are now 68 secretaries

employed in the State, besides 14 student

Associations, 2 army posts, and 17 town

Associations without secretaries. The mem

bership is 14,266, the current expenses aggre

gating $142,370. There are 1,630 men and

boys in Bible classes; city Associations have

9 per cent, of their membership in Bible

classes, and 26 per cent, of the boys' depart

ment members. The Railroad Associations

have 2.7 per cent, in Bible classes. Within

two years 740 boys decided to become Chris

tians and 214 have joined the churches.

Eighteen Associations have $983,000 invested

in buildings.

The New York Meeting

The New York convention at Utica had

240 delegates. All of one day was devoted

to the presentation and discussion of various

phases of one theme—the industrial ques

tion—and it was done thoroughly. The

secretaries' conference preceding the con

vention was primarily for small town and

assistant secretaries. At the Sunday men's

meeting, addressed by Fred Smith, 1,700

men were present. It is impossible to

report the addresses at these conventions.

Men of the highest order and ability were

secured. In all the evangelistic purpose was

uppermost, and the study of the field—

industrial, railroad, student, army and boys

—was thorough and suggestive of better

plans for the betterment of men.

In the April number farther reports will be

given of the State Conventions and the best

things said and done.



The Railroad Department

THE MASTER MECHANIC AT THE BlG FOUR

shops at Brightwood, Ind., in writing of the

shop meetings conducted by the Association,

said, "It would be a blessing if all our men

could be induced to attend the shop meetings

and Bible classes, as I am sure we would all

be the better men for it. There is no doubt

that those who attend are benefited, both

in mind and deed. The results are valuable

to the men and to the companies as well.

Over half of the men in the shops are heartily

in favor of the meetings."

MILWAUKEE HAS HAD TWO VERY SUCCESS-

ful receptions given by the men of one rail

road company to the men of another.

THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD DEPART-

ment, Philadelphia, raised funds for three

tents for the Denver Health Farm. At the

Bible study rally day 1,124 were present.

The membership fee has been raised from

three to five dollars.

THE ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS IN ToPEKA,

Kan., has increased since the opening of the

building from 37 to 103. At the 112 sessions

of Bible classes last month 940 men at

tended and 451 attended seventy sessions of

educational classes. The receptions and en

tertainments drew 4,685 people, baths were

used 2,210 times and 3,210 men used the

bowling alleys. The membership is 1,301.

BETWEEN RUNS

IN THE

BALTIMORE AND

OHIO RAILROAD

ASSOCIATION

GAME ROOM AT

BALTIMORE

THE ASSOCIATION IN THE SMALL TOWN OP

Hillsboro, Texas, has increased from 80 to

1 60 members. Many men spend their leisure

time in the rooms.

A SPECIAL TRAIN CARRIED FIVE HUNDRED

people to the anniversary of the Youngwood

Pa., Association. Mr. Pitcairn, who spoke,

said it would not be many years before the

Youngwood Association would have as a

permanent home one of the most ornate

structures in western Pennsylvania.

THE BOSTON BRANCH HAS GROWN FROM

492 to 722 members. A Railroad Men's

Discussion Club has had for subjects, "The

Extravagant Man," "The Hot-Headed Man,'

"Self-Control," "Does Swearing Help a

Fellow's Feelings?" "How Can a Man Cul

tivate Contentment?" "Is Temptation a

Fact or a Fancy?"

BUFFALO UNION TERMINAL DEPARTMENT

publishes a catchy little bulletin, pocket size,

called Brass Buttons. Its four pages of news

is read more than the big amateur literary

journals of other departments.

THE PEORIA DEPARTMENT AVERAGES 372

daily in attendance.

SCRANTON NOW HAS 2,026 members, 600

men each month attending educational

classes and debating clubs for men averaging

54.. In January 271 members were enrolled,

an average of ten a day. The new building

is already outgrown.

SINCE OPENING THE PALESTINE, TEXAS,

building last April, the men bowled 13,601

games, and these have brought the Association

$1.230.30, and not only kept the alleys in

good condition, but also practically paid

for them. The fee was reduced to five cents

at the beginning of the month and the alleys

have doubled in patronage.

THE GRAND CENTRAL DEPARTMENT, NEW

York received $44,517.01 from its restau

rant; averaged 75 men in its dormitories

every twenty-four hours; has 1,980 mem

bers. It is thought that 250 bedrooms

would not be too many for the Association's

use. The four New York railroad branches

have 2,882 members altogether.
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About Railroaders

The fine railroad buildings that are being

erected are proving good instructors in gen

tility to the right kind of men. It is surpris

ing how quickly a certain class of the men

sense the fitness of things as regards their

conduct in the building. When off duty, they

may be seen dressed as well as any sensible

men, and making use of the privileges in a

manner that indicates true appreciation. But,

on the other hand, the moss-back still lives.

He knows naught of cleanliness or respecta

bility, and he spits on the new floor just as

he did on the old. His used-up quids are

thrown in the general direction of the cus

pidor, but he cares little where they land.

He is the same old hog in new surroundings.

Call his attention to his filthiness, and you

will hear him bristle and grunt. When he

patronizes the wash-room, it will be well to

search his side-pockets for soap before he

leaves the place, as he is a great collector of

curios. Should he get so reckless as to take

a bath, look in his caboose for your missing

bath-towel. His idea is that the place was

built for the use and abuse of railroad men

irrespective of membership. Do not waste

your strength trying to talk him out of it.

"Ephraim is joined to his idols; let him

alone." Tom Keenan spent a night with the

writer not long ago, and in his morning peti

tions said: "Lord, thou knowest what our

brother has to contend with, how many of

'em will wipe on the towels without half

washin', and how they'll loaf on his new

front steps. Lord, help him to be patient,

we pray thee." And we could only ejaculate

a fervent "Amen!"

He was one of those men whom we speak

of as "a secretarial aspirant." He came

swinging into the office on his crutches and

sank into a chair with a sigh of relief.

His case was a sad one, assuredly. For many

years he had been a confirmed paralytic, and

had been deprived of the use of his lower

limbs. He hurried on with his errand with

visible embarrassment, announcing that he

was "a local preacher," and that he desired

a field as railroad secretary. "Would I help

him to find a place?" It was one of those

issues that a man would willingly evade ; but

since that could not be done, it was necessary

to call attention as kindly as possible to the

physical requirements of the work, and to tell

him that I feared he could not hope for suc

cess. It was evident that he was uncon

vinced, and when he asked for the address of

the state secretary, I was sure that he felt

he had been underestimated. Alas, for the

day when the secretaryship was flaunted as a

field for men incapacitated for other employ

ment! We have long since gotten beyond it,

ROBT. GARRY W. E. FENNO

Two men who art doing itrong nanarliitie work with

the Railroad Animation* and will work wiih th« Auo-

cvtivmt all the coming year at opportunity offert.

but how to make poor cripples and invalids

understand it is as much a mystery as ever.

Railroad companies who have spent large

sums for Association buildings have a right

to expect them to draw crowds of men. The

matter of daily attendance is sometimes

spoken of lightly, but it is generally the pulse

of the Association's effectiveness. Every care

should be taken to attract men to the building

in large numbers. We should vie successfully

with other resorts in this respect, and should

be able to give them the short end of the

patronage. In fact, we are already doing

this in up-to-date fields. There are still a

few places where the organization caters only

to the saints, rolling up a total daily attend

ance of about forty; but it is only a question

of time when some one will get behind them

with a sharp prod. Nothing helps to mod

ernize worn-out methods like turning an in

ternational railroad secretary loose on the

line, with power to act.

Everybody should keep an eye peeled for

the "assistant teacher" of the Bible class

until the period of enrollment is well over.

He is a man well on in years, wears glasses,

has never learned to avoid "foolish and un

learned questions that gender strifes," and

would go without his supper to "argue

religion." He believes in the perseverance

of the saints, conditional immortality, soul-

sleeping, the salvation of Judas, and several

other doctrines. He is a strange mixture of

orthodoxy and heresy. Look out for himl

If you want to teach your own class, enforce

the passage in Titus, that says, "For there

are many unruly and vain talkers ....

whose mouths must be stopped."

W. W. ADAIR.

Scranton, Pa.
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THE TEN RAILROAD COMPANIES CENTERING

at St. Paul and Minneapolis have put a re

modeled building, worth $28,000, into the

hands of a new Association, with H. W.

Mixsell as secretary in charge. The Asso

ciation is intended to take in not only the

young men that reside in the Midway, but

also the railroad men who work at the trans

fer and men who work at the street car

bams. "This proposition is unique," said

A. C. Anderson, treasurer of the fund for

furnishing the building. "Railroad work is

a general thing with the Association, but not

where so many railroads are interested. You

might say that the midway transfer is the

clearing house for the railroads in the Twin

Ciities. The railroad men are highly inter

ested, as is shown by the way they have

contributed toward the work."

BRIGHTWOOD, IND., WHICH OPENED ITS

building New Year's eve, now has a mem

bership approaching 700.

THE ELKHART, IND., BUILDING WILL OPEN

this month.

A TWO WEEKS' VISIT OF ROBERT GARRY

at Logansport, Ind., greatly stimulated

Bible study.

PERU, IND., HAS TWENTY-FIVE MEN IN A

class in telegraphy.

SPRINGFIELD, MAS;>., HAS PLEDGED OVER

half the amount necessary to be raised to

gain its building. The New York Central

has given a lot, the N. Y., N. H. & H. Rail

road Co. gave $i ,500 and the Boston & Maine

Railroad $2,500. There are 1,000 railroad

men running into and living in Springfield.

THE BUILDING ON THE WABASH LlNE AT

Decatur, 111., has been enlarged and re

modeled at a total cost of over $8,000, and

the Association will now be able to take care

of twice as large a membership.

THE CONTRACT HAS JUST BEEN AWARDED

for the erection of a Railroad Association

building on the Missouri Pacific System at

Van Buren, Ark., to cost with all equipment

$21,000. This is the ninth building of this

kind to be erected on Missouri Pacific Lines

within the past four years, in the construe ion

of which a total of $165,000 has been ex

pended.

THE DALTON, ILL., BUILDING WAS DE-

stroyed by fire last month, the fire resulting

from a defective flue. The building will be

rebuilt directly.

TEXARKANA MEMBERSHIP HAS STEADILY

climbed from 976 to 1,206. The building has

been repainted, flowers planted in the beds,

and the grounds have taken on a new ap

pearance. The changing of some of the trains

have added to the rest room demand until as

many as 97 men used the beds in 24 hours.

The popular game of box-ball or parlor bowling, ns

played in Hartford's parlors

Italy's First Student Conference

The first Young Men's Christian Association

conference ever held in Italy met in Rome

late in January. It was attended by 200

delegates from all parts of the country.

Fourteen out of 2 1 universities and 1 4 higher

colleges were represented. The other Latin

countries—France, Portugal and Switzer

land—were invited to send fraternal delegates

and responded by sending several of their

ablest leaders. On the program were many

of the most influential Protestant pastors and

professors in Italy. The American Am

bassador presided at the last session. A

union service for united prayer was held early

Sunday morning in the catacomb of Domi-

tilla, where the early persecuted Christians

were wont to meet in secret. This was a

most impressive and helpful occasion. A

Christian student movement was inaugurated

in Italy as a result of the conference, which

starts with branches of earnest students at

all the centers where the number of Protes

tants is sufficient to warrant organization.

A committee has been appointed by the

National Committee of Associations to super

vise the movement. Steps are being taken

to secure a trained Italian traveling secretary,

to create literature in Italian which will be

useful in promoting the moral and religious

life of the students, to arrange for future

conferences and to link the new movement

with the world's organization. Before at

tending this conference, Mr. Mott visited

various student centers. At Turin, Milan,

Torre Pellice (the Waldensian headquarters),

Venice, Florence and Rome, meeting with

students or Christian workers in each place,

making a study of their difficulties and the

conditions under which they work, and

found the new movement to be greatly and

urgently needed. There are in Italy 23,000

students in the universities and 17,000 in the

lyceums, and these 40,000 students who are

to furnish the leaders of the 33,000,000 of the

nation, are given over largely to agnosticism,

indifference concerning all religion and to

fierce temptation.
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News for these paces must reach New York by March 15. in order to receive place in the April Number

SINCE THE OPENING OP ITS NEW BUILDING

January 3, Muscatine. Iowa, has increased

its membership to 470. From June, 1902, to

January, 1903, the Association had been

without a home and as a result had but fifty

members. During the first month over 400

new members were added, 225 men were

registered in the gymnasium classes, eighteen

of which are held each wreek. Twenty-five men

are in a Bible class just started. A boarding

club has been organized among the twenty-

two occupants of the dormitory. The dormi

tory rents will produce an income of $2,000

yearly. Ten men accepted Christ during Jan

uary, six of these uniting with churches. One

of the men. to whom much is owed in the

raising of the building fund, gained his in

spiration from the reading of ASSOCIATION

MEN.

CLINTON, Wis., MAKES IT A POINT TO URGE

all High School graduates to go on to college.

giving aid where necessary.

WAUKESHA, Wis., WAS IN A VERY Dis

couraged condition in September last, but

with aid from the State office, has built up

the work and placed a secretary in charge.

AT ATLANTA'S ANNIVERSARY TWELVE GROUP

meetings were held, in which between forty

and fifty pastors and churches participated.

A member of the board presided at each

and the pastors of each group did the speak

ing, using topics suggested by the Association.

Every service reported unusual interest.

Pastors heretofore not particularly cordial

to the Association, "came across," and alto

gether it was a night of victory for the Atlanta

Association. Not a single pastor refused to

co-operate. Three Episcopalian rectors stood

right up to the meetings, one of them in

sisting that the collection at his church should

come to the Association. The strong religious

work of last year has tied the pastors to the

Association as never before.

ASSOCIATION MEN BROADENS THE vis

ion; educates our members, subscribers

and contributors to the marvelous work

done by the Associations; keeps us from

becoming local, self-centered, and narrow;

emphasizes that we are a part of the great

Brotherhood and should have the interests

of the young men of all nations at heart.

ASSOCIATION MEN should be received by

every Association member, contributor and

pastor of the city. It pays. Try it.—Inter

state Association Record.

OAKLAND'S JUBILEE CELEBRATION OPENED

Saturday evening, January 30, with a social

function in the building in charge of the

members and given to their friends. More

than 500 were present. On Sunday Asso

ciation work was presented in twenty-five

churches. The men's meeting Sunday after

noon, addressed by Mr. Messer, was at

tended by 254 men. Twenty-four requests

for prayer were made as a result of this

stcreopticon address, five of whom gave

every evidence of conversion. On Monday

the plans for the new building arrived from

the East and a conference took place, at

which every member of the Board was

present with the exception, of two, one of

whom was ill and the other out of town.

Much information was given, many ques

tions were asked by members of the Board

and much of real value was gotten. On

Tuesday night the banquet was held when

President D. Edward Collins read the his

torical sketch and Messrs. Bierce and Messer

were the chief speakers. Wednesday after

noon a reception was given in honor of Mrs.

Messer at the Hotel Metropole, attended by

about 150 of the leading ladies of the city.

An organization was effected, an executive

committee appointed and a pledge of $30,000

made for the new building. This fund is to be

confined exclusively to the interested ladies

of the city and will in no way conflict with

the general canvass for funds. Fully $75,000

more will be required in order to carry out

the project as it is now planned.

GRAFTON, W. VA., WORK HAS so GROWN

that a ninety-foot addition to the building

is contemplated. The membership is over

400.

SAVANNAH HAS AN ARMY BRANCH AT FORT

Screven, on Tybee Island, where 335 soldiers

are stationed. I. N. Mitchell has just been

called as secretary.

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN SEVEN YEARS

Cafion City, Colo., began the new year free

from debt, which means better things for the

town.

JAMES G. SPENCER, SECRETARY OP THE

army branch at Newport, who has been

suffering from nervous prostration, is now

recuperating with his family in Pittsburg, Pa.

BALTIMORE HAD NINETY BUSINESS AND

professional men of standing on its Thursday-

night Bible class rolls. The big theatre

meetings have averaged 1,700. The cen

tral building was not injured by the fire. The

work will be conducted in a limited manner

for the coming year and much of the building

rented out to provide an income.
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An armless Memphis newsboy student in evening

classes who is overcoming lifes handicap

THE SALEM, ORE., WOMEN'S AUXILIARY

held an open reception for which one of the

attractive features was the display of pic

tures of Association buildings and views of

the work. Most of which were cut from

ASSOCIATION MEN and neatly arranged on

cardboard.

CHICAGO CENTRAL'S BUDGET FOR THE LAST

year was $94,118. A debt of $i 1,000 was

paid. The members' fees paid were $46,446,

subscriptions $15,413, rent of hall $2,609,

collections at services $756, subscriptions for

foreign work $1,303, Bible class tuition $59,

locker rents $6,313, towel fees $1,435, an^

tuitions from classes $12,453. Last year

374 men professed to begin the Christian life.

Bible class enrollment increased 24 per cent,

and attendance at men's meetings 54 per cent.

RACINE, WISCONSIN, REPORTS AN AVERAGE

daily attendance at the rooms of an. Dur

ing January the Sunday afternoon meetings

had an average attendance of 245. On the

coldest Sunday of the year 100 men attended

a meeting at which two men professed con

version and 20 men attended a single Bible

class.

SECRETARIES OF INDIANA WILL DISCUSS

the following topics at their conferences at

Greenwood, March 24-25: "Added Respon

sibilities with New and Improved Buildings."

"House-keeping." "Selecting and Training

Workers." "A Policy for our Associations."

"Social and Business Proprieties for the

Secretary." "The Men of To-morrow our

Hope." "A Clearer and Truer Conception

of my Opportunity and my Responsibility to

the Young Men of My Field."

ONEIDA COUNTY, N. Y., CLOSED ITS FIRST

year January 15. The County Convention

was held Sunday and Monday, January 24

and 25. Among the speakers were Levi S.

Chapman, president of the Syracuse Asso

ciation; R. Alfred Waite, Jr., secretary of

the Syracuse University Association; John

W. Cook, Dr. Geo. H. Hardisty, Prof. W. A.

Hutchinson and Prof. C. R. Drum and Fred.

M. Hill. Nine church services were con

ducted in the different villages on Sunday

and three afternoon men's meetings. Mon

day evening the closing session of the con

vention was held in the Utica Association

building.

THE WISCONSIN STATE COMMITTEE is

sending ASSOCIATION MEN to all of its State

members who subscribe $i or more.

ASSOCIATIONS ARE PUTTING IN BOXBALL

games and making special arrangements to

make the rooms attractive when the warmer

days of spring come.

AT THE MINNESOTA STATE CONVENTION,

E. W. Peck was presented with a $150 otter

fur-lined overcoat, to wear on his travels

throughout that cold country.

IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ASSOCIATION

Health Farm plans at Denver, the experience

of the first ten months proves that the farm

is operating on a correct basis. The resident

physician's report gives reason for assurance

that good work is being done. The current

receipts from the sales of produce and the

income from those who have paid cash for

their accomodations have given a balance

of $51, after paying current expense items.

This confirms the statement made earlier to

the public that, the equipment of the farm

once secured, the enterprise can continue its

work as a "self-supporting philanthropy."

The demands, however, for enlargement

of the present plant are imperative. These

demands must be met by raising a substan

tial amount of money during the next three

months, in order to get ready for the large

influx of visitors who have announced their

intention to come in the spring.

The new building fund canvass for the

Denver Central has assumed proportions

that demand the personal attention of the

general secretary without interruption. Rev.

A. C. Peck, pastor of the City Temple of

Denver, one of the best-known pastor-

evangelists in the West, has been tendered

an engagement as religious work director of

the Denver Association. Pending his con

sideration of this invitation, he has con

sented to go East to get help to complete the

farm equipment, which requires $10,000.
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DEMONSTRATION

OF A

STEAM CARRIAGE

IN BOSTON'S

AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL

BOSTON'S EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT HAS

been doing business on a considerable scale.

The difficulty has been to find men suitable

for places as much as to find places suitable

for men. The secretary in charge recently

announced that he had two places at $15

per week each, one place at $75 per month,

one at $100 and no takers. Besides these

there was wanted: One teamster, $12; two

cooks, $35 month and food; assistant shipper,

$8 per week; four farmers, $15 to $25 month;

about twenty boys. $3 to $4; stenographer,

$9; two meat cutters, $12 to $15; two young

men for groceries, $7; watch repairer, $15;

third-class engraver, second-class engraver;

attendants, $25 month and food; hospital

employees, $20 month.

BOSTON'S ASSOCIATION LAW SCHOOL is

asking for an act of incorporation which will

permit it to grant degrees. The bill pre

sented to the Legislature has been endorsed

by the president of the Boston Bar Asso

ciation. The Boston Transcript editorially

approves the petition, as do many well-

known lawyers. Professor Ames, of the

Harvard Law School, said; "Most of the

evening law schools are commercial affairs

and of little value, but the Boston school is

the only one in the country having a course

of four years and is in a class by itself."

Thirty-seven of last year's graduates have

been admitted to the bar.

EAST SIDE BRANCH, NEW YORK CITY, AT

its twentieth anniversary, reported 1,110

members, an increase of 280 in the year and

495 since entering its new building, and has

an enrollment of 236 in its classes. The •

average age is fifteen years in the boys' de

partment and twenty-four in the senior.

PAINBSVILLB, OHIO, HAS ORGANISED A

senate among the high school members.

THE WALDEN, N. Y., DRUM CORPS ORCHES-

tra of seventeen pieces, assists at the men's

meetings of the Association.

NEOSHO, Mo . HAS ORGANIZED AN Asso

ciation and is planning for a building to cost

$12,000.

THE AVERAGE COST op A ST. Louis CEN-

tral membership is $11.25, of which the

members pay 76 per cent. The membership

is now 2,320; 542 are in evening classes, and

the daily attendance at the building averages

900.

WASHINGTON NARROWLY ESCAPED THE

destruction of its building by fire for the

fourth time. An incipient blaze was soon

extinguished. The damage was slight.

OHIO HAS A DEPARTMENT AMONG THE

boys of the State Soldiers Orphan's Home.

In four days' services conducted by Mr.

McMachlin, sixty boys and girls accepted

Christ in interviews after the meetings.

FAIRMONT, W. VA., ASSOCIATION is BUT

seven months old, but has 263 members, a

glee club of twenty-five voices and a mem

bership committee of seventy. Fairmont is

•the headquarters of the large coal com

panies of West Virginia and at the head of

navigation on the Monongahela River.

LONDON, ONT., IN six MONTHS HAS IN-

creased its membership from 485 to 801.

Plans are in hand to rearrange the upper

floors for dormitories.

JACOB Rns AND JUDGE SPENCER ADDRESSED

two hundred men at the annual banquet at

Denver. A subscription of $15,000 was

announced from one person for a new build

ing, and with the help of C. S. Ward, who

spent some days with the committee in a

canvass, there is now $32,500 pledged. On

Sunday Mr. Riis addressed 1,500 young me-'-
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OKLAHOMA CITY PAYS $i,8°° A YEAR

rent for rooms which opened February i.

Five hundred members are expected in this

new city of young men.

CONCORD, N. H., AVERAGED 625 MEN AT

Hall meetings and 95 at the boys' meetings.

Six basketball teams are playing in a tour

nament for the men and twelve among the

boys.

THE NEW ASSOCIATION AT PORT ARTHUR,

Texas, opened January i under flattering

auspices.

KNOXVILLE, TENN., ENTERED ITS NEW

building February 7. The arrangements

and furnishings are not completed.

FREEPORT, ILL., SOLD OVER ONE HUNDRED

tickets to a business-men's banquet in twelve

hours. S. D. Gordon has been conducting

a series of services here with great good to

the Association.

KEOKUK, IOWA, HAD A THOUSAND MEN AT

the Opera House meeting to hear Fred. B.

Smith. Fifty-six began the Christian life,

besides thirty-one at the boys' meeting

Saturday evening.

ATLANTA, GA., ISSUES PRIVATE MAILING

cards and places on the lower left-hand cor

ner a little advertisement of ASSOCIATION

MEN.

CHESTER, PA., HAD 900 MEN AT ITS MEET-

ing January 31, addressed by F. A. Strough

on "The Modern Prodigal Son." It was the

largest meeting in its history.

THE MINNEAPOLIS SEARCHLIGHT CLUB IN-

vited the fire chief, immediately after the

Baltimore fire, to speak of the protection

against fire in Minneapolis. It was a timely

turn. There are 702 different men and

boys in the night schools.

STRATFORD, ONT., HAS NEARLY RAISED THE

amount of its mortgage, has provided for the

year's expenses and will soon wipe out its

$10,000 debt. The membership has in

creased 35 per cent, in the past four months.

A series of receptions to the employees of the

nearest manufacturing concerns is bringing,

the Association to the attention of the men

in the shops. A series of six Saturday night

"pops." at ten cents admission is given.

One man, who has moved from the city, is

following the Bible class by the correspond

ence method. The physical director is

chairman of the City Hockey League and is

working for clean sport.

BOSTON HAS ELIMINATED THE CONVEN-

tional annual address at its anniversary

meetings, and as a result usually fills the

building with guests. On February n the

anniversary reception was held, when presi

dent G. R. Jones of the State Senate, Speaker

Frothingham of the House, and President

Huntington of Boston University, with the

directors and trustees, received the guests.

A capital gymnastic and educational ex

hibit and social features made up the pro

gram of the evening. It is found that peo

ple prefer to see the building in operation in

every part rather than to listen to a talk

about it, however excellent.

SANTA CRUZ, CAL., RAN ITS MEMBERSHIP

up to 325 by a membership contest. At a

banquet furnished by the Auxiliary, over 200

sat down.

THE BACHELORS' CLUB OF THE GOVERNOR'S

Island Branch of the army Association in

New York City, made a second hit at its ex

travaganza entitled, "The Emerald of Peru,"

written by Clarence P. Crane, of the hospital

corps. It was given as a benefit to the

Eighth Infantry Athletic Association. The

rooms were packed to the doors and many

officers were present.

ST. JOHNSBURY, VT., HAS A BRASS BAND

which plays at its Sunday afternoon services.

WASHINGTON EXPENDED $1,600 LAST YEAR

for State work and this year will expend

$2,250; $1,001 was raised at the convention.

County work will be organized.

AT THE TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF

the Colorado Springs Association, the Daily

Telegraph gave two full pages to sketches

and large illustrations especially prepared

for it.

AN ASSOCIATION WITH 225 MEMBERS HAS

been organized at Pottstown, Pa.

DENISON, TEXAS, REPORTS A THOUSAND

conversions through cottage prayer-meetings

and personal work in 1903. The number

uniting with the church is not stated.

J. E. COULTER, SECRETARY AT PORT HURON,

Mich., has been engaged by the State Com

mittee to take charge of special work through

out the State among weak Associations.

THE SUMMER TERM OP THE INSTITUTE AND

Training School, to be held at Lake Geneva,

July 1-29, has promise of a successful season.

The indications are that the enrollment of

last year, which aggregated 114 rnen from

twenty-five different States and provinces,

will be exceeded. Opportunities for Bible

study and the study of Association prin

ciples and methods are especially good.

The courses in athletics, gymnastics and

aquatics are so planned as to get the largest

practical value possible in so short a time.

Courses will be given in basketball and base

ball coaching. The teaching force will in

clude the regular instructors of the Institute

and Training School, with the addition of

local, State and international secretaries

who are known as specialists in their de

partments.
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AN ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN ORGANIZED AT

Maryville, Tenn., with 200 members.

LOWELL, MASS., is HAVING A SERIES OF

members' popular evenings, having on the

program illustrated lectures, scientific talks,

choruses, humorous readings and first aid talks..

BRISTOL, TENN., RAISED $1,050 IN TWO

days in its canvass for $1,960 for yearly ex

penses.

NASHVILLE, TENN., HAD AN AVERAGE OF

400 men at five greater meetings in the Opera

House.

BROOKLYN CENTRAL'S COMPARATIVE STATE-

ment of growth in five years is graphically

shown by comparative black lines in a neat

annual report. It shows 64 per cent, increase

in membership (2,554 members); in the

physical department, 198 per cent.; educa

tional classes, 65 per cent.; employment de

partment. 136 per cent.; religious work, 151

per cent.: conversions, 344 per cent.; num

ber uniting with the church, 542 per cent.;

men enrolled in Bible classes, 163 per cent.

THE IMPROVEMENTS IN THE COLUMBUS

building are making rapid progress. Large

reception and social rooms will be provided

by the removal of partitions.

THE BROADWAY CENTRAL, CLEVELAND,

has gained a membership of 485 in one year.

THE ST Louis ASSOCIATION HAS UNDER-

taken to raise $2,000 for foreign work and

has in mind Osaka, Japan, as its special field.

ELMIRA, N. Y., AVERAGES 400 AT ITS

men's meetings. The address given before

the Current Topic Club on "American Su

premacy in the Far East" was published in

full in the Advertiser. The secretary will

take a leave of absence for three or four

months to recuperate his health.

PORTLAND, OREGON, HAS STARTED THREE

shop Bible classes with an attendance of 113

men.

THE VICTORIOUS FOOT-BALL TEAM AND A

few invited friends of the Orange Association

were the guests of President Kilborne And

enjoyed as big a jollification as a college

crowd could have.

MORRISTOWN, TENN., HAS ORGANIZED AN

Association at a meeting called by the Board

of Trade. A $1,500 budget was adopted

and raised in one evening.

THE TENNESSEE STATE COMMITTEE HAS

been requested by a large lumbering concern

to provide a man for special religious work

among the 300 men in its lumber camps in

East Tennessee. The firm offers to pay his

salary and expenses.

OMAHA HAS 210 DIFFERENT STUDENTS IN

evening classes. Ninety-one are Americans,

nineteen German, nine English, eight Danish,

seven. Swedish, five Scotch, four Irish, three

Bohemian, two Swiss, two Italian, two

French, two Norwegian, one Bulgarian, one

Canadian, one Spanish, one Jewish and fifty-

two not stated. They represented forty-five

different occupations.

THE TEXAS CONVENTION is TO BE HELD AT

Houston, March 19-22. Among the chief

speakers of the convention are the fol

lowing: Dr. John M. Coulter of the Univer

sity of Chicago, Clayton S. Cooper, Fred B.

Smith, S. W. McGill, D. E. Luther and Dr.

C. I. Scofield.

H. W. STONB, IN REVIEWING THE POKT-

land, Ore., work for the year said: "The

Association in seeking to impress itself upon

the life of the city, especially the young men,

does so by trying to cultivate habits of in

dustry (largely by placing the emphasis on

the necessity of every man being a 'producer')

economy and self-improvement, physically,

educationally and religiously. In working

along these lines a large organization has

come into existence, carrying on over a hun

dred different kinds of work, directed by com

mittees, clubs and cliques, almost without

number, but all under the guiding hand of

the conservative and responsible men of

affairs who compose the board of directors.

The Association is not a work for boys or

young men, but a work by them, where they

are exercising, studying, and serving to make

themselves or someone else better. Every

thoughtful person recognizes that it is im

possible to tabulate in figures the record of

such a work where the most valuable factor

is the spirit that pervades it all.

ST. JoHNsnuRir, VT., is CONDUCTING A

series of talks on the following subjects:

" Some Incidents in the Early History of

St. Johnsbury," "The French and Indian

War," "Early Political Parties," "Rcminis-

censes of Army Life," "A Cruise with the

Sandy Hook Pilots," "Life in the Maine

Woods," "A Century's Improvement in

Newspapers and Books," "A Few Practical

Thoughts in Banking," "Journalism," and

"Mercantile Life."

BROCKTON, MASS., HAS BEEN HOLDING

successful weekly socials all the winter with

an increasing membership. On one occa

sion the eye and nose of a well-known mem

ber were shown and the members looked for

the man, with whom they must shake hands

and find a ring with a stone in it on his best

hand. He was left-handed, so every one

had shaken hands with about every one else

before the man was discovered. A ticket

to the lecture course was given the winner.

A secret society is to be formed, with the

first degree given by letter, the second over

the counter and the third at a social.
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Semi-annually the Waterloo, Iowa,

Association observes a "Memorial Day" in

honor of deceased railroad men. At the

last service two hundred employees and mem

bers of their families were in attendance, in

eluding officers and members of railroad

brotherhoods. The services are much appre

ciated by the railroad brotherhoods and by

the friends and relatives of the deceased.

At the concluding service in the

evangelistic campaign in Concord, N. H.,

S. M. Sayford addressed eleven hundred

men. "Handicapped—Some Things which

Prevent Men From Being Better Christians."

Over 700 church members declared their

purpose to forsake evil habits. Over 500

conversions are reported in this campaign.

Mr. Sayford has fully recovered his vigor,

which was seriously impaired during his work

among college students, and is doing the

best work of his life in these days.

The conditions about the Charles-

town branch have become so changed that

the Boston Association has voted to dis

continue it.

Topeka, Kan., has 140 men in Bible

classes. The building is so crowded in every

part that the directors may be forced into a

building campaign.

Robert Ci.uett, president op the Troy

Association, was so impressed with the value

of the January number that he purchased

300 copies, sending them with a personal

letter to the members and contributors to

the Troy Association. In the letter to the

members, he said: "I am sending you under

separate cover a copy of the last issue of

Association Men, believing that the infor

mation it gives concerning the magnitude of

the work and its great importance will stim

ulate you to still greater effort and add to

your enthusiasm."

Louisville uses a circular, compact

and clean cut, making an appeal for $125,000

endowment, with the statement that this

would enable it to double its present member

ship of 1,800.

H. P. Beach, formerly with the Stu-

dent Volunteer movement, is now in China,

aiding in the establishment of the educa

tional institution to be founded by the Yale

Mission. This does not mean, however,

his permanent severance from the student

volunteer work.

Buffalo receives from each member

about $8. The building income provides

$2 per member. The* cost of maintaining

the work averages nearly $14 per member,

and the deficiency of $4 must be raised by

subscription—a very small amount compared

with the amount required by colleges, which

at Yale is $259 Per student. Harvard $305,

Williams $146, Ann Arbor $300 and Cornell

$242, and these colleges serve in the main

young men from families able to pay the en

tire cost of an education.

Memphis has a World's Fair member-

ship contest on, and offers as prizes for

securing one new member, admission into

its World's Fair Club (fee $1); for three $10

members, one week's admission to the Fair,

or $3 for hotel expenses; for five $10 mem

bers, renewal of membership ticket; for

six two weeks admission to the Fair or $6

on hotel expenses; for eight, round trip

ticket to St. Louis; for fifteen, round trip

ticket, six days admission and six days

lodging.

The date of the annual Bible con-

ference of the Pennsylvania Associations at

Eaglesmere is fixed for July 1-8.

SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES

Ashbrook.J. P., to Wert Chester. Pa.
Baldwin, H. A., to East Liberty Branch, Pittsburgh. Pa.
Craig, R. J., Westfield, Mass., ree.
Fisher, W. B., to Victoria, B. C.
Green, F. C. Cleveland, to Toledo. Ohio.
Hall. C. B., to Pueblo, Colo.
Hunting, W. F., Jasper County, Iowa.
Jaquith, C. E., to Bath, Maine.
Johnson, L. E., to Buxton, Iowa. (Colored.)
Knebel, A. G., to Railroad Secretary, International

Committee.
Little, J. T., Victoria, B. C, res.
Luce. S. P.-Oshkosh. Wis., ree.
Matthews. W. S., to Selma, Ala.. R. R.
Mixsell, H. W., Meridian, Miss., to St. Paul. R. R.
Pearson, H. A., to Collinwood, Ont.
Probert, D. L., to Charlotte, N. C.
Schley, H. J., to Chadron, Neb., R. R.
Simon, H. E. W., to Jersey Shore, Pa., R. R.
Siver, D. D.. to Waukesha, Wis.
Smith. C. M.. to MeadviUe, Pa.
Thompson, A. S., to Columbia, 8. C.
Vose, E. W., to Proctor, Vt.
Wedding, R. B., to Fort Moultrie, S. C. (Army.)
Willis, F. B., Omaha to Worcester.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES

Allen, W. S., to Soranton, Pa.
Baker, W. J., Chadron, Neb., to Richmond, Va.
Bridgman, A. C-, to North and South Carolina- (State.)
Crown, W. H., to Philadelphia, Pa. (Central Branch.)
Davis, Henry W., San Francisco. (Religious work.)
De Hart, E. H., to KnoxviUe, Tenn.
Gibson, M. C, to Youngstown, Ohio.
Lavers, C. H., to Boston, Mass.
Le Fevre, J. S., to Hinton, W. Va., R. R.
Morey, E. C, Cleveland. Ohio (Ed. Dir.), res.
Purdy-Edw. A. (Ed. Dir.). Minn., res.
Reed, W. 8., to Colorado Springs, Colo., Boys.
Thompson, Harry, to Columbia, S. C.
Todd, R. E., to Chicago, ILL (Central, Emp. Sec'y)

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS

Lynch, W. R.. to Newport News, Va.
Coates, T. L., to Green Bay, Wis.
Barnes, F. B., Cambridge, to Albany, N. Y.

STATE CONVENTIONS

Maryland, Delaware. West Virginia and District of
Columbia, Cumberland, Ma., March 3-6.

Virginia, Richmond, March 3-6.
Wisconsin, Oshkosh, March 10-13.
New Hampshire, Keene, March 11-13.
Texas, Houston, March 19-22.
Alabama. Mississippi and Louisiana, Natchex, Miss..

April 9-12.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION

Buffalo, N. Y., May 11-16.
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New York Qty Opens Another Great Building

Standing dominant and massive in its tow

ering height, the new Twenty-third street

liranch building looms up in the western part

of the city—a very tower of strength to the

60,000 young men residing almost within its

shadows. Taken all in all, there is not a bet

ter factory for making manhood in the

world. The building is nine stories high, 75

feet wide and 200 feet long, running through

from street to street. Every part of the build

ing is occupied solely for Association work,

and is equipped without stint, although with

out extravagance. Its architectural lines art-

strong and positive ; the furnishings are the

best, from the marble stairway to the last small

piece of equipment of the great gymnasium on

its top floor. Good taste prevails. Most of

the main floor is given to reception and

social rooms and the offices, and on Twenty-

fourth street there is a hall seating 572, with

a lecture room adding 150 to its capacity. The

educational department will be on the second

snd third floors, and will provide for 1,00(1

men in a day and night school. The front of

the third floor has club and class rooms, and

on the Twenty-fourth street end is the boys'

department, which will take care of GOO boys.

It has its own gymnasium on the fourth floor.

On the fourth floor front are stacks for 20,000

books for the library and the reading-room.

On the fifth and sixth floors are the gymnasium

lockers. On the sixth floor there is also a

plunge bath 24 by 48 feet—a great steel tank

lined with white marble, standing bright and

clear in the daylight that floods the room.

There are also two pairs of bowling alleys.

On the floor above is the gymnasium, 52 by 107

feet in clear floor space. It has not a superior

except in size. Above all is a roof garden for

handball and social life in the summer. On

the six upper floors, in the rear, are 112 rooms

for young men, which will rent for from $3

to $5 per week. In the front basement is a

restaurant which seats 128 men.

The expenses of this Association are ex

pected to be $60,000 annually; $48,000 of this

sum will come from membership fees, rental

of dormitories and like sources, while the sum

of. $12,000 will be sought as usual from con

tributors. The cost of the lot was $170,000,

the building $600.000, and furnishing $50,000,

or $820,000 in all. At 3 o'clock on the after

noon of the opening, March 21, $30,000 yet re-

AI.KRE1) E. MARLING, *

Chairman Twenty-Third Street Branch.

mained unpledged. Mr. Morris K. Jcsup,

chairman of the trustees, who was to preside

in the evening, was detained on account of

illness in his family, and telegraphed offering

an additional subscription of $5,000, provided

the sum should all be subscribed. The en

tire amount was covered before 8 :30 P. M.,

when the dedicatory exercises took place, and

the great structure was consecrated without

debt, with prayer by Rev. Dr. Donald Sage

Mackay. Mr. Cleveland H. Dodge presided.

The keys of the building were presented to

Mr. Alfred E. Marling, chairman of the

branch, by Mr. William Fellowes Morgan,

president of the New York City Association.
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THE RECEPTION

ROOM.

This large room is

the first which a z'isi-

tor enters. It is not

a passageway merely,

but the center of life.

and opening from it

t;re the offices, amuse

ment rooms and the

liring room. An oil

painting of McBur

ney hangs on the ice 1 1

facing the entrance.

Dr. Cuyler's Address

As the venerable Dr. Cuyler arose to speak

he was greeted with rounds of applause. He

said: "Good friends, I rejoice to be with you

to-night. It quite renews my youth. I joined with

you not long ago in your valedictory to the

old building on Twenty-third street and Fourth

avenue. I now join with you in a salutatory

to this magnificent building. Westward the

star of empire takes its way. Instead of re

peating, 'I stood by its cradle, I followed its

hearse,' I would say, 'I helped to rock its cra

dle, now I follow its triumphant chariot.'

When I joined fifty years ago with Cephas

Brainerd and Benjamin F. Manniere, there was

danger of the suffocation of this three-

year-old child by a $3,000 debt. When the

Almighty has some great work to do he calls

some man out of obscurity to do it. He

called Abraham Lincoln from the log cabin,

David Livingstone from the hills of Scotland,

George Stephenson from the mines, and George

Williams from a clerkship, who is to-day hale

and fresh at 84, to organize this movement.

He called Robert McBurney, that fresh-faced

Irish lad, to serve young men in New York

City. This magnificent building is the em

bodiment and measure of his success. The As

sociation helps young men in the morning of

life. It meets the greatest and most vital need

of men by the spirit of Jesus Christ enthroned

in the heart. I wish pastors could realize the

value of the Association.

"The great demand of the day is a Christ-

enthroned conscience. This institution is to

give training for Christian citizenship. The

future of our nation depends upon the city

young man with the ballot in his hands. The

THE READING

ROOM.

On the fourth floor,

occupying the entire

front of the building,

is the reading room

and library, the li

brary having stacks

for 20,000 books.

These stacks are fire

proof and of the lat

est design.
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THE LIVING

ROOM.

This great room (30

by 48 feet) Optra

from the reception

room, and connecting

:i:ith it is the lecturl

room. This room will

be in charge of the

secretary for social

nork.

men who come after us must meet two great

perils—first, disregard of law, of the majesty

of the law. The stain on our country is right

here. Second, our country is governed by its

great cities, more than half its populaiton

being in them. Shall Christ or the devil rule

in the cities? The young man must answer.

As I can go back in my memory and recall the

events of a half century and the noble part

taken in Christian and philanthropic work by

William E. Dodge and his noble father, I

must pause to note that the man who conducts

this service worthily bears the name of those

illustrious men, the name which stands high

in this city."

Address by Major E. W. Halford

"I cannot help comparing this great build

ing with the first Association I knew, which

centered around a wheezy little organ in an

upper room on a back street, where good old

men crooned hymns. The Association has come

to a great estate. This building represents all that

love and money and care can do—a machine

dedicated to the making of manhood. The

60,000 men in your field represent easily a

capital of $90,000,000 to the nation, according

to the common estimate of the value of a com

mon man—not such men as you turn out here

equipped in mind, heart and soul. We cannot

form a conception of the value and worth of

such men—men who are constantly rising to

higher levels.

"The proper conception of an Association is

not one where its members are to get, but to

give. The member is to give to others more

than he has gotten himself. Ruskin has said:

'You cannot educate a boy by telling him what

he does not know, but by making him what

THK BOYS-

ROOMS.

On the third Hoof,

lacing 24th street,

are the large rooms

for the Boys' Depart

ment. These are

throu-n together by

folding partitions.

The boys hare their

O-J.-K gymnasium,

locker rooms, baths,

etc., and the use of

the flange at certain

hours.
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THE GREAT GYMNASIUM OF THE 231) STREET BUILDING.

he was not.' And 'No soul can be perfect in

an imperfect body; no body can be perfect

without a perfect soul.' The Association

seeks to perfect a man in every point of his

life. It is so perfected that it touches the

man at every point in his life. It

is not bonds or stocks, neither Fifth

avenue nor the business district, that makes

the city or the nation, but the men that are in

it. It was said that Chicago was wiped out in

the great fire, but the stalwart men of courage

were Chicago, and it is the men of New York

who are before me who are New York. The

essential thing is that you lose not the spiritual

vitality. The true Association is a missionary

Association. This building is not for you

members, but it is for your work, for your

neighbor, and he is your neighbor who has

the greatest need. Among your new neighbors

are those little brown Filipinos ten thousand

miles away in the Pacific—the neediest of all

men. America will not be judged by what is

done for young men in China, or India, or

Japan, or Korea, but in the place where the

American flag flies, and this Association by

the way it interprets Christian American citi

zenship to young men.

>

SWIMMING BATH ON SIXTH FLOOR.

The tile hottom can Ire seen through the filtered water.



A Campaign of Testimony

BY E. I. BOSWORTH, DEAN OF OBERLIN.

II. JESUS' EMPHASIS UPON THE TESTIMONY OF REDEEMED MEN AS A MEANS OF EXTENDING

THE KINGDOM OF GOD.

Every man needs a sufficient motive for his

work. The greater the man and the larger

the work, the more powerful must be the

motive. Jesus Christ had a motive whose

power was commensurate with the greatness

of His personality and the magnitude of His

work. This motive is in one place described

as the joy that was set before Him, "Who,

for the joy that was set before Him, endured

the cross, despising shame." Probably it is

no mistake to say that this joy was the sight

of a race of men redeemed from the brutality

of selfishness, a world-civilization of men of

the loving heart, as his quick and inspired

imagination pictured it in fascinating detail.

This vision he called the "Kingdom of God."

It was a civilization in whose activities every

latent power of the human personality should

find opportunity for development and ever>

resource stored away by God in the physical

environment of that human personality should

be discovered and utilized. In it there would

be scope for the genius of great artists and

inventors, and great industrial enterprises

would be conducted. Its dominant character

istics would, of course, be moral. All these

operations would be conducted by a race of

friendly men, brotherly sons of the living

God. It seemed practicable to Jesus to se

cure the establishment of this civilization of

brotherly men in all the earth by the testi

mony of redeemed men. If ordinary men,

living in fellowship with the spirit of their

Lord, would make a faithful report of their

experience with the unseen Christ, this civil

ization would be extended over the earth:

"Ye shall receive power when the Holy Spirit

is come upon you, and ye shall be my witnesses

in Jerusalem, in Judea, in Samaria, and to

the earth's end." This policy at first glance

seems absurdly simple and inadequate, but, as

was shown in the first article of this series,

it is the scientific method. When the scientific

value of the report of personal experience

with unseen forces is realized, it does not

seem strange that Jesus adopted this policy.

Jesus' confidence in the method appears not

only in His statement of the program of the

new movement just cited, but is seen also in

His remarkable conversation with Peter at

the time of the great crisis in Jesus' training

of the Twelve when Peter on that occasion

found himself able to report that as the re

sult of his personal association with Jesus he

could honestly call Him his Messianic Lord.

Jesus responded with an outburst of enthusi

astic appreciation and, using the phraseology

of the carpenter's shop, said that he had now

reached bed rock and could "build" His

church: "Blessed art thou, Simon, son of

John; thou art Peter, and upon this rock

will I build my church and the gates of Hades

shall not prevail against it." That is, when

ever a man could testify that personal asso

ciation with Jesus produced confidence in his

Messiahship, there was a foundation for the

church, and no plot laid in the dark gateway

of Hades could prevail against it. Jesus'

estimate of the sufficiency of testimony appears

also in His famous interview with His other

great apostle, Paul. To him He said: "I

have' appeared unto thee for this purpose, to

make thee a minister and a witness both of

the things wherein thou hast seen Me and of

the things wherein / will appear unto thee."

This great apostle's chief work was to be the

reporting of his personal experience with the

unseen Christ. With this report he could

face the world and do his work. It-was this

simple policy that Paul was later to continue

in Rome: "The Lord stood by him and said,

Be of good cheer, Paul, for as thou hast testi

fied of Me in Jerusalem, so must thou bear

witness also at Rome."

After the Christian ministry has organized

its benevolent societies and preached its

sermons—and we are not likely to overesti

mate the importance of these—the ultimate

and most fundamental thing that any Chris

tian minister can do is to report to another

man his personal experience with the unseen

Christ. This, too, is the great function of

the Christian layman. The world does not

see this personal, unseen spiritual force that

we call Jesus Christ : "The world seeth Me

not, but ye see Me." The world will not be

tempted to m.ike the experiment requisite

for acquaintance with Him except as those

who have begun to have experience as a re

sult of their experimenting report what their

experience has been.

Just as physical forces may be so adjusted

that the pressure of an electric button by a

little girl will clear the channel of tons of

rock, so all the spiritual forces of the universe

seem to have been arranged with reference to

making the simple, stammering report of per

sonal experience with Jesus Christ produce

astounding results. Over and over again it

has happened that the honest, earnest report

of personal experience with the unseen Christ,

made from the threshold of some humble

laboratory of personal life, has been heard and

heeded by one who afterward wrought great
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things in the service of God. James Brand,

the soldier-prophet, who stood for twenty-

six years as the successor of Charles G.

Finney in the pulpit of the First Church of

Oberlin, describes his entrance upon the

Christian life in this way: "One evening in

mid-winter, 1857, when many young people

were turning to Christ, I went into the prayer-

meeting in the old vestry, so far as I recollect,

without any purpose good or bad. The meet

ing did not interest me. At the close of the

more general exercises I went out with several

other young men, and was standing at the

door talking. Then and there God's plan

suddenly developed. A good Deacon Sawyer

was God's chosen instrument. This man came

out, laid his hand on my shoulder and said :

'Come in, we are going to have a short in

quiry meeting.' God's finger was in that

touch. I neither seemed to yield nor to resist,

but, somehow, walked in as a matter of course,

without a word. I only remember that there

were prayers and kind words, and, lo, I was

on the Lord's side. A mighty change had

taken place as silently as the sunlight falls

upon the rock."

No man need hesitate to yield to his im

pulse to give his testimony or need hesitate to

overcome his reticence, for it is Jesus Christ's

way of extending the Kingdom, adopted be

cause of the profound rationality of the

method. AND IT WILL WORK.

Some Men's Problems

BY ROBERT E. SPEER.

An act of virtue does not clean up past sin.

We often feel that it does. We have been

doing wrong and wrong things. Then we set

about balancing the account with good. We

are very much like the heathen of Asia in

this. "This doing merit," writes a missionary

from Persia, "has fast hold of Mussulman,

Jew and Armenian alike in this land, and so

long as they have a hope of working their

way to heaven they will not see their need of

a Saviour. In the Mussulman system it is

taught that when Adam was sent to live on

the earth and found that the Devil was to be

his neighbor down here, he asked God to pro

vide some way by which Satan's temptations

and his temptability might be overcome, and

God appointed that one good act should atone

for ten bad ones and that to think good should

be accounted the same as doing good, while to

think evil if no actual evil were done should

be taken no account of. So they rest in the

confidence that they can do and think enough

good each day to more than counterbalance

the sin of that day." But this is not Chris

tianity. To think good and not to do it is not

doing good. To think evil and not to do it

is doing evil. And while we are to overcome

evil with good, that does not mean that we

are to counterbalance our sins by our virtues,

but that righteousness is to expel and supplant

evil.

J*

There are still some men who think that

the fact that they are men constitutes them

superior to women. I have known men en

gaged in branches of activity where remuner

ation was determined not by ability but by

the need, the aim being to provide each with

a comfortable living allowance, claim that men

should have more than women, not because

they needed more, but simply because they

were men and that this should be recognized.

I know men, too, who think that their judg

ment should always prevail in their homes just

because it is their judgment and they are men.

This is good Mohammedanism but poor re

ligion and it is no Christianity at all. In

Christianity there is neither male nor female,

and Christian men ought to resent all efforts

to discriminate against women. Such dis

crimination is distinctly anti-Christian. "It

is a hard world for a woman," wrote a hard

working woman who has built up a department

in a Western college only to see that her very

success will mean her undoing, "I may have

to meet what has come to many others—years

of hard work and creating where salaries are

low and official station nothing—but let a day

of better things come, and the place that has

been created where salary and station can

be added to it must go to another—a man—

not because the woman has failed but be

cause she is a woman. Her very success has

worked her own defeat. At least, that is the

way it often goes. There is a great deal of

heathenism in the States of America."

J*

Men say, "If you become a true Christian,

you will give a tithe of your income if you

can." But sometimes it works the other way,

too. A man decides to give a tithe of his in

come, and that adaptation of his mind to the

Christian spirit results in bringing his will

to Christ. "Some years ago in another field,"

wrote a pastor, "I preached on the 'Tithe.' A

few months later a young man, working by

the month on a farm, gave me $20, saying he

heard that sermon and believed it was the

right thing to do. I was greatly surprised,

as he was not a Christian. I sent the offer

ing to a beloved classmate of mine in the

mission-field and told him the circumstances,

asking him to write the young man and pray

with me for him that he might be led to obey
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God in all things—in his salvation. So I con

tinued to plead with him. He was always re

spectful to my words and regular at worship.

He continued to send me his tithe. Lately he

has been converted." This is one of the many

forms in which the Saviour's words are veri

fied: "If any man will do His will he shall

know of the doctrines whether it be of God."

To accept Christ is to begin the pure life. But

to try to begin the pure life is to accept the

aim of Christ and it will bring the sincere and

faithful man into the acceptance of Him who

alone has the power to enable us to be pure.

Jl

It is a good thing to have strong antipathies.

There are some harmful religious teachers who

arc so broad and tolerant in their doctrine and

attitude that life ceases to be a warfare for

the want of foes. With them, even error and

falsehood have so much to excuse them that

it becomes harsh to denounce them or antagon

ize them. But these men are not of the school

of Jesus and Paul. They were men of love

and tolerance for other men, but not for wrong

principle or false teaching or evil ideals or

moral errors. These things are to be hated and

fought against. "Let us speak plain," says

Lowell. "More harm is done by names than

most men dream of." Charity is not soft

pra'se of error and commendation of the mild

manners of men who are teaching falsehood

and denying Christ It is a love of souls that

is firm as the mountains against their moral

mistakes and their conscious deceptions.

A Thing Beyond Buying and Selling

BISHOP PENICK TO FAIRMONT, W. VA., ASSOCIATION.

The disciples did not ask to be taught war,

science, money-making, statesmanship or the

art of ruling; but, inspired by the Holy Ghost,

they did ask, "Teach us to pray;" and in this

request they reach back to the source of all

power and wisdom, letting God place their

hands on the helm of time and eternity beside

His own. Here we are on one of the little

worlds of the countless millions that sweep

around us; passing rapidly, in a journey of a

few years, between the cradle and the grave.

On every side we see men agonizing to get

money with which to buy, hire, or get and

possess. And yet all they can thus get is a

little work, stamped with intelligence, the fruit

of their fellow-men's toil. Beyond, above, be

neath, reaching away into boundlessness,

moves the vast universe of God, with nothing

in it He will sell. Yea, this power to buy

and sell here even among men is but a part

of life's little day. It comes on with maturing

years and departs with weakening age. What

are we to do? How can we get things, beyond

the buying and the selling, for we must live

on eternally beyond these? The answer is,

"Pray." God has nothing for lease or sale.

Neither store, nor mart, nor market does He

deal in. Air, wind, rain, starlight, moonshine,

sunshine, snow, frost, ice, water, wood, iron,

gold, gems, fields, or harvest He sells not.

Nothing, nothing, living or dead, animal,

vegetable, mineral, has God for sale. Life's

little day comes and goes without seeing God

sell anything. He disposes of His own ac

cording to other laws, and on other planes.

Around, about, away, through fathomless

space, countless constellations, with all their

measureless wealth in store; with all the

forces possible to angel brain and strength;

and all that infinite wisdom can create with

omnipotent power, wait His children's pray

ing. Nothing to sell. The nearer the "Prodi

gal Son" gets to his Father's house the less

use he has for his pocket-book. Nor can we

hire ourselves to Him. "Make me as one of

Thy hired servants," does not work when we

get nearer home and He meets us. What

then? Why, pray, pray, pray. We only grow

rich as we pray right. "A man's wealth is not

in the abundance of the things he possesses,"

but in his copartnership with God. As we

pray aright, we share more and more in the

great joint stock company of God and His

children; where dividends are never passed,

accounts never overdrawn, cash never fails.

As we learn to pray "all things become ours,"

and the services of all the forces of God

move to execute our will, which, by right

praying, moves into His will. There is no

failure in His family. All have access to

boundless treasure, and each, if needs be, can

command the services of all, as we pray right

Oh, think of it! With our little money we

here hire a few servants, who, in their weak

ness, with bungling hands and imperfect under

standings, try to do our wills ; but there by

prayer, we can utilize the might and wisdom

of the fair sons of God, who, with perfect

knowledge and skill, and with weariless might,

rejoice to help us. Yea, the triune God Him

self loves to help His children bring to glorious

perfection their wishes, born in the light of

His own creative love. "Lord, teach us to

pray."

Praying" can be taught and learned. We

spend years trying to grasp the secret back

of some science or force in nature or me

chanics; and think not of this great power

of powers. He places us here in a world of

want, to teach us to pray. The birth wail

of the babe is a prayer, borne on its first breath.

Childhood is a continued prayer; the little
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ones have no pocket-books to buy with. Ask

—ask—praying is the law of their lives. God

would have this praying deepen. Pray, pray,

pray, and come on unto Me. The secret and

power of prayer lies in likeness of character

and oneness of purpose with God. When He

can say, "Son, thou art ever with Me," then

can He also say, "All that I have is thine."

This means intelligent realness of purpose.

No vain babbling, rote repetition; but real,

willing, set purpose, to move with God to

His own chosen ends; active cooperation and

glad participation with Him. Otherwise, our

praying is vain; the mere turning of a "Joss

wheel," and as powerless. Intelligent par

ticipation in the plans and life of God must

ever pervade our praying. We must study

to bring all of our forces up to intelligent

cooperation in His plans. He has a clear-cut,

definite work for humanity to accomplish;

as we discover our parts and press forward,

life becomes clear, unified, progressive and

successful, moving from glory to glory. As

we fail to do this, we lose the path, reel,

stagger, grow blind, and fall to ruin. Know,

ask, cooperate, and live.

Thus will prayer have taken us into the

council chamber of God, saved our intellects

in the light of His own. To move through

this world prayerless is to be as a helmless

ship in mid-ocean, wrapped in blackness of

night, billow-beaten and tempest-driven.

From the depths below we can draw nothing,

and every shore waits but to wreck. O Lord,

teach our minds, wills, powers, affections to

pray; and praying, to know; and knowing,

to cooperate; and cooperating, to fellowship

with Thee in the fulness and joy and glory

of Thy own life and living.

Fishing for His Soul*

ONE OF TOM KENAN'S EXPERIENCES.

BY NEASON JONES.

For many years I had a run which allowed

me to be off two days each week, not including

Sunday, on which day we never thought of

working, as there were no Sunday trains on

our road in those days.

I loved to fish for trout, and hunt with dog

and gun, so frequently spent my off days in

fishing and hunting. One day a friend who

was a prominent business man of Newark and

an earnest Christian, met me and said :

"Brother Kenan, I have a partner, Mr. N.,

who would like to go fishing with you some

day, and as he is not a Christian, I hope that

God will help you to fish for his soul."

His partner was a wealthy young man but

inclined to be wayward, and was considered

the "black sheep" of the family.

Meeting Mr. N. soon afterward we fixed

upon a day to go fishing. Finally the day

came. Before starting out I promised the

Lord that I would pray with him before we

cast a line. We met at the station, got on

board of the train and went as far as Stan

hope. Leaving the train here we traveled some

distance across the country until we came to

the head waters of the Musconetcong River.

Putting on our wading boots, and adjusting

our rods and lines, we started out into the

stream. AH at once I remembered my prom

ise to pray with him, and a cowardly spirit

came over me. Looking up I breathed a

prayer: "Lord help me to live up to my vow."

We were now in the midst of the stream and

about ready to cast our lines, when, turning

to Mr. N.. I said:

"Mr. N., I suppose you know that I pro

fess to be a Christian man."

"Yes, Mr. Kenan; I have heard so."

"Well, Mr. N., I want to tell you that be

fore I left home I promised God that I would

pray with you before we began to fish; and

if you have no objection I would like to do so

now."

He took it very kindly, and in a gentlemanly

manner, said:

"All right, Mr. Kenan; I have no objec

tion to your doing so."

I always like to get on my knees to pray and

as we were most too far from the bank for

me to get back, I found right near me a big

stone, sticking out of the water. On this I

put my knees and taking off my hat with my

left hand and holding the rod with the right,

closed my eyes and prayed to Him who has

promised to hear and answer prayer, that He

would bless this young man. When I. had

finished praying I looked at Mr. N. and was

surprised to see him standing, his head rever

ently bowed, his hat in his hand.

Putting on our hats we started in and had

a real happy time fishing, and I don't think

that a single word on the subject of religion

passed between us all day.

I did not see Mr. N. again for about six

weeks when, one Sunday morning, our door

bell rang, and, going to the door, Mr. N.

stood before me. I saw that there was some

thing wrong and inviting him into the parlor,

closed the doors.

He then opened his heart to me and said:

"Mr. Kenan, that day we went fishing to

gether I made up my mind that I would not

drink any more. I got along nicely until

yesterday. I expect soon to be married to an

•Copyright by Neason Jones.
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estimable young lady, and in view of this some

of my friends whom I met in New York last

evening insisted that I break a bottle of cham

pagne with them. I did so, and am sorry to

say that before I knew it I was drunk and

now I am ashamed of myself. I did not know

of anybody to whom I could come and talk

about the matter but you."

As he said this tears were streaming down

his face. I comforted him as best I could and

then knelt with him and prayed that God

would help him and give him deliverance from

the curse of strong drink.

As he rose to go I said : "Between here

and your home, as you go along the street,

pick out some land-mark, some tree or tele

graph pole or hitching post, and looking up to

God who loves you and gave His Son to die

for you, commit yourself to Him."

He thanked me and bade me good

morning.

For two months I saw nothing of Mr. N.,

when one day the door bell rang and, opening

the door, I saw a carriage standing at the curb

in which he sat. His face was lit up with a

happy smile as he said, in a cheery voice:

"Come, Brother Kenan, I want you to take

a ride with me; I have something good to

tell you."

"All right," I said, and as I went to get

my coat and hat I thought something must

have happened, seeing he called me "Brother

Kenan." When I got into the carriage and

we had started off, he said:

"Brother Kenan, since I saw you last I have

been married. My wife and I have just re

turned from our wedding trip, which we spent

at the Thousand Islands. In the different

hotels where we stopped there was cham

pagne and all kinds of wine on the table, but

I want to tell you that I did not touch a drop.

Better than that, I have been converted, and

have joined the Presbyterian Church, and now

they have just elected me a deacon in the

church."

He made as much noise in telling me

about it as though he were a Methodist.

At the present time Mr. N. is one of the

wealthiest citizens in the city of Newark. He

takes a deep interest in missions and is al

ways pleased to learn of drunkards being saved.

I have always been glad that I kept my vow

and that I used the right bait in fishing for

his soul on that fishing trip.

As George A. Hall Is Remembered

He was a twin spirit with Robert McBurney.

Both wore out their lives in the same blessed

work, as a lamp consumes its oil in giving

light. We do well to take up Mr. Hall's fare

well words and ring the changes in his last

message: "Do not forget the individual man.

The crying need of the Association to-day is

not for buildings, but men ; not money, but

men; not Bible classes, but men. The erec

tion of buildings will follow the securing of

proper men for the secretaryship. God make

us discoverers of men."—Theodore L.

Cuyler, D.D.

I was just a boy in college. He was gra

cious, kind and attentive to me, and after

twenty years he remembered me and the cir

cumstances of our meeting. I am never quite

unconscious of the impression George Hall

made on me as an Association man.—W. F.

McDowell, D.D.

His interest in young men was almost a

passion. He heartily enjoyed their fellowship,

and sought eagerly to make it helpful in the

highest way. Nature and grace blended in

him so happily as to make his Christian life

impressively humane, wholesome and attract

ive.—Henry A. Stark, D.D.

He was independent in his judgment, firm

in conviction, fearless in expression, wise in

counsel, a genius in devising, proficient in ex

ecuting, plans and varied service. I know no

one who was a better advocate of the Christian

Associations, both by word and deed.—Hon.

H. B. Silliman, LL.D.

He was often in my home, and his frequent

inquiry was, "Can't I do something to help

you?" He was always anxious to help and

cheer some one. He was a deep student of

the word of God and a man of prayer.—G. C.

Merriatn.

It was more than his meat and his drink to

do his Master's will. His enthusiasm he com-

muunicated to his fellow secretaries, to di

rectors, to committee men. The present

strength of the Associations of New York

State is due in large measure to the devotion

and wisdom of Mr. Hall.—Lucien C. Warner.

We can all profit by the example and ear

nestness and devotion, as well as the practi

cal characteristics, of his life.—/. V. Read,

Atlanta, Ga.

His kindly manner and loving thoughtful-

ness for his fellow secretaries will always be

a precious memory.—D. A. Budge, Montreal.

To some of us he was more than a friend or

a brother.—Fred S. Goodman.

He was a man who never missed a chance

to do a fellow a good turn.—A janitor.

I account for the regularity and persistence

with which he dealt with individuals by the

carefulness and evenness which characterized

his devotional life.—E. W. Booth, New York.



George A. Hall—An Appreciation

BY His FRIEND, GEORGE A. WARBURTON.

These are the facts of his life. Born May 13

1837, at Mt. Kisco, N. Y.; died at his home in

Montclair, N. J., Monday February 22, 1904

Was educated at Charlotteville, N. Y., and at

GEORGE A. HALT,.

Troy University, where he was graduated in

1862. Entered the Methodist Episcopal min

istry and was appointed to Schaghticoke, N. Y.,

and to Good Ground, Long Island. In 1864

and 1865 served with the United States Chris

tian Commission, when he met D. L. Moody,

with whom he traveled for a time, leading the

singing and conducting overflow meetings. He

served a Methodist church in Brooklyn for a

short period and became general secretary of

the Washington (D. C.) Association in 1868.

During the last three years of his stay in Wash

ington he traveled in the South for the Inter

national Committee, at first with William F.

Lee, and afterward with Thomas K. Cree. He

became the secretary of New York in 1876

when the Empire State had but 64 Associa

tions, with 16 employed men and property val

ued at $675,000. Now there are 181 Associa

tions, employing 300 men as secretaries and

owning property valued at $5,952,285.

But how utterly inadequate are such dates

and figures. You may have a portrait of a man

showing his face and form and yet get no ade

quate idea of his personality; even the events

of his life may be mastered so that you could

speak the dates glibly without insuring any real

knowledge of the man himself. Personality is

never a mere matter of physical proportions or

appearance, though doubtless these are some

times an index of the soul. My attempt will

be to sketch the man ; not his features, though

they had a charm, if not a beauty, under the

illumination of a noble soul ; not his figure or

. form, though his body, whether in repose or

activity, was indicative of the temper and atti

tude as well as of the quality of his mind.

In this sketch I give the tribute of a friend.

It may lack that fine analytical quality which

deals with a man's life as a medical student

might with the subject upon the dissecting

table; but, at the same time, as far as it goes,

a sketch may be truthful, though friendly, and

sincere though, as in this case, avowedly sym

pathetic.

My acquaintance with Mr. Hall extends over

a period of about twenty-five years, and for

twenty years or more of that time I have been

honored with his intimate friendship. I recall

vividly his first visit to Auburn, where, as a

mere lad, I was becoming interested in work

for young men. The meetings that were then

held were evangelistic in character and no one

seemed to have any very definite idea of what

the work of the State secretary was to be. The

public meeting was usually followed by confer

ences of young men at which the work of the

Association was talked about and suggestions

made by Mr. Hall. He impressed me deeply at

that time as a man of kindliness and piety who

knew his Bible and how to use it, but it was

not until I met him later that I realized the

strength and depth of his nature.

The personality of George A. Hall was his

best gift to the Association cause. Nothing

that he did was so valuable as what he was. No

man can grip and hold other men who is cursed

with an unattractive personality. His ideas

may be never so good, yet his personality will

make the best ideas unpopular. Most of us

live in the realm of the heart, and intuitions,

feelings and prejudices guide us quite largely

in the establishment and maintenance of our

human relations. The mystery of the awaken

ing of love is generally to be discovered in the

attractiveness of its object. George Hall's per

sonality was singularly magnetic. He drew the

hearts of men toward him, and once won they

were his lovers forever. His sanguine tempera

ment was an element of him that swung young

men his way as he passed them in the stream

of life. He looked out hopefully to the voyage

that they were to take. The sun rose for him

every morning and the stars burned in the blue;

every night. He always believed that

"God's in his heaven

' All's right with the world,"
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and that to-morrow will be better than to-day.

This is the temper to which the souls of young

men answer, for they live by the pulsations of

mighty, unquenchable hope. Even in his days

of illness this optimistic attitude toward life

was unchanged.

Then what a bundle of energy he was! In

a convention how he could stir the dulling em

bers of discussion and make them blaze! A

suggestion, a question, a bit of experience—

"when I was in Washington" and off the stalled

train would move with every passenger happy.

He never rode in the cars but that he kept

busy writing letters—who of us has not had

them?—hard to read sometimes, so far as

chirography was concerned, but as legible as

copper plate in their messages of kindly interest

and solicitude. The work he did alone for

years was marvelous for its quantity as well as

for its quality. Up and down the great Empire

State he went unceasingly, to energize and

stimulate the work to which his life was given.

He did good service with the college men and

grew to be very expert in dealing with the

railroad branches, winning to a lifetime friend

ship many of the officials and men.

In some respects I consider him to have been

one of the first five men among us all ; in his

ability to discover and enlist young men in the

general secretaryship, in awakening and retain

ing the interest of laymen as volunteer work

ers, and in his personal inspiration at conven

tions. In the first of these three elements of

strength he excelled particularly. He began to

dig men out when there was but a very vague

idea just what they were to do. No common

descriptive name had been adopted and no

training school had even been thought of. It was

Kewburg-on-the-Hudson where the first train

ing school was established, and I well remem

ber my course in it, at Mr. Hall's suggestion,

when Bowne was president, faculty and trus

tees combined ! The "course" occupied two

full weeks !

I had opportunity to watch his work closely

as a member of the State Committee, and was

amazed at the case with which he carried the

committee with him in any plans. The reason

for their hearty cooperation I found to be that

he made suggestions and presented schemes

in such a way as to leave a place for the ideas

of the members of the committee to be incor

porated. He generally talked matters over be

forehand and kept the plan in solution until the

ideas of several men had been put into it. That

kind of leadership is far more rare than the im

perious kind and harmonizes more fully with

the genius of the Association movement. His

influence at conventions and conferences was

chiefly of that stimulating sort that contents

itself with "a word fitly spoken," rather than a

long address. Mr. Hall prepared but few

papers. I never knew why, for certainly his lit

erary style was singularly pure and simple. It

was probably because he felt that his best work

was of a distinctively inspirational character.

His public as well as his private prayers had

that peculiar unction which so moves the hearts

of men. It is probably true that certain tones

do not induce any speedier answer from our

THE LATEST PHOTOGRAPH OF MR. HAI.L.

Taken on the street in Utica, by Fred. D. Fagg.

Heavenly Father than others less appealing, less

tender, more matter of fact. It is equally true,

I am sure, that to "lead in prayer" one must

speak in an intelligible language, use a proper

and reverential tone, and must also so feel or

"sense" the needs of his fellow-worshipers as

to really act as their mouthpiece in approaching

the throne of grace. This George Hall did.

God was real. Prayer was more than a

spiritual exercise with certain reflex value. He

helped us all to pray when he led us in our pe

titions. Did ever the term "a passion for souls"

mean so much as when he prayed that his

brethren might have it? It was because his

prayer and his experience harmonized so well

that his gift was so pronounced.

During the early days of campaigning in the

South Mr. Hall was the singer and Mr. Cree

the speaker. "Cree was the Moody and I the

Sankey of the combination," he would say. I

recollect seeing in an early issue of some
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Methodist revival hymn book an arrangement

of some revival piece "as sung by Rev. G. A.

Hall." He always surprised me that he had

such a slight appreciation of poetry except as

it expressed religious life and feeling. He

seldom spoke of reading books except those

that were in some way related to religion ; not

that he never read anything but religious books,

but his reading was not of a general character

and only books that threw at least a side light

upon religion seemed to interest him at all. He

was conservative in his theological opinions and

for some years was quite intolerant toward

those who held advanced views. He gradually

grew to an appreciation of the sincerity of many

men with whose theological ideas he had no

sympathy and rejoiced whenever he found that

their loyalty to the person of Christ was un

changed, and that they

really had spiritual life

and power. This sur

prised him, for he could

not understand how the

critical attitude of mind

could be reconciled

with the devotion of the

heart to Christ. With

him the Bible was the

word of God; it spoke

with supreme authority,

yet with the authority of

love. His Bible read

ings were peculiarly

beautiful and well illus

trated by simple inci

dents. It may be that

Moody had great influ

ence upon his mode of

preaching; they certain

ly were similar.

Some of us know the

sweetness of his life

during those trying days

when the burdens grew

too heavy for him and

his friends counselled

that they be shared by

other and younger shoul

ders. Such experiences

test the mettle of a man,

and George Hall showed

himself to be made of

saintly stuff by the man

ner of his submission to

the inevitable.

The most marked trait

of his character was his

gift for making and re

taining friends. How

strong his love! Many

of us called him "Pa

Hall," for he was to us

a Father in Israel, not

one of the "far-above-us" type, but full of the

humanest feeling and interest.

Among my treasures are some of his letters.

A striking one was this :

"Unto the brethren and dearly beloved fel

low-laborers at the Railroad Men's Build

ing, New York City, greeting:

"We give thanks to God always for you all,

making mention of you in our prayers, remem

bering without ceasing your work of faith, and

labor of love, and patience of hope, in our Lord

Jesus Christ. How that ye turned to God from

idols, to serve the living and true God and to

wait for his Son from heaven.

"Ye know that from the first day I came

unto you—after what manner I have been with

you at all seasons, and that for these years I

/ 2. • 2-C iAr£j~^, J

NOTES OF AN ADDRESS FROM MR. HALL'S BIBLE.
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ceased not to warn, exhort and teach, coveting

no man's silver or gold or apparel.

"To the railroad men, to the students, and to

the business men, I became as one of them,

yea I made myself servant unto all, that I

might by all means save some. Yet while one

has planted and another watered, neither is

anything, but God that giveth the increase.

Therefore, let no man glory in men. Let not

the wise man glory in wisdom, neither let the

mighty man glory in his might, let not the rich

man glory in his riches. But let him that

glorieth, glory in this that he knoweth me,

saith the Lord, that I am the Lord which exer-

ciseth loving kindness, judgment and right

eousness in the earth—for in these things I de

light.

"Beloved, continue thou in the things which

thou hast heard and hast been assured of. Fol

low not that which is evil but that which is

good. For the grace of God that bringeth sal

vation hath appeared unto all men, teaching us

that denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, we

should live soberly and godly in the present

world, looking for that blessed hope and glori

ous appearing of the great God and our Lord

Jesus Christ.

"Now, I beseech you, brethern, for the Lord

Jesus Christ's sake and for the love of the

spirit, that yc strive together with me in your

prayers for me, that I may come to you, with

joy by the will of God, and may with you be

refreshed.

"But withal prepare me also a lodging, for I

trust that through your prayers I shall be given

unto you.

"I had many things to write, but will not with

pen and ink write unto thee, for I trust I shall

shortly see you and speak to you face to face,

that our joy may be full. Peace be unto you.

"Greet my well-beloved George and the

church in his house, for whose labors we give

thanks. Salute Thomas and Judd and Mc-

Kinlay and all the helpers and fellow-laborers.

Greet them all by name.

"Written from Montclair, N. /., and sent by

government authority this seventeenth day of

March in the year of our Lord nineteen hun

dred and three.

"(Signed) GEORGE A. HALL."

The last day of 1903 he wrote me a beautiful

note, closing with this characteristic passage :

"Well, dear fellow, this is my last message

for "03. May 'naughty four' be to you the

richest and choicest year of your life, in your

own soul, in your family, and in your work."

And pasted to the bottom of the sheet were

these lines :

"May every soul that touches mine,

Be it the slightest contact, get therefrom some

good— I

Some little grace, one kindly thought,

One aspiration yet unfelt, one hit of courage for

the darkening sky,

One gleam of faith to brave the thickening ills

of life,

One glimpse of brighter skies beyond the

gathering mists,

To make this life worth while, and heaven a

surer heritage I"

lo -
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NOTES OF AN EXPOSITORY TALK

BY MR. HALL.

Some Messages and Letters

I never knew Mr. Hall to be angry or to

speak a hasty word or to speak unkindly of

any one. I never saw him discouraged or dis

satisfied. Under all circumstances he was the

kind, genial, hearty Christian gentleman, and

I was intimately connected with him for

months at a time for thirty years. In every

home he went he was interested in each mem

ber of the household, from its head to the hum

blest servant, and he sought to be helpful to

all. Every young man he met interested him.

In his work in the Christian Commission, when

he was criticized, Mr. Moody went to investi

gate it himself, and gave this report to the

Commission : "I recommend that the Commis

sion send a lot of its agents for training in Mr.

Hall's school of winning soldiers for Christ."

—Thomas K. Cree.

He it was who led me to a personal ac

ceptance of Jesus, my Saviour. I was soon

engaged as his assistant at Washington, and

it was his hand that led me step by step into

the Association work.—William H. Morriss.

Baltimore, Md.
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CONVENTION HEADQUARTERS AT BUFFALO AND CHURCH FOR DAY SESSIONS.

The Coming International Convention at Buffalo

Fifty years ago the convening of a group of

thirty-seven Association men at Buffalo shaped

the policy of the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation and largely determined its character.

Those men were the first Association states

men. The second meeting at Buffalo, May

11-15, 1904, will be equally important. The

achievements of the last half century, which

lies between these meetings, will be graphically

reviewed and fittingly celebrated. Questions

regarding the polity of the Association have

been under discussion for many years, and a

committee of twenty-one men, appointed by

direction of the Boston convention three years

ago, has had these matters under consideration.

Their majority and minority reports, prepared

for submission to the convention, is by their

request printed in this number. Earnest and

persistent agitation has led men to think deeply

on all sides of these questions. This conven

tion will be more deliberative and constructive

than any that has met for years. The presence

of the most intelligent leaders in the Associa

tion is required at this meeting in order that

these questions may be settled wisely. Every

Association should send its full quota—two for

the first one hundred active members, and one

for each additional complete hundred of active

members. If this convention has as much ef

fect as that of fifty years ago in defining the

Association's policy, it will be a momentous

gathering—a gathering which should be ap

proached with prayer and careful thought. A

full summary of the report of the International

Committee, which will also form a basis of

consideration, will be printed in the May num

ber of ASSOCIATION MEN.

But not all the time of the convention will

be given to discussion. Some speakers who are

worth crossing the continent to hear are upon

the program. Among this number are Rev. G.

Campbell Morgan, Robert E. Speer, Dr.

Clarence A. Barbour, President John H. Finley,

Commissioner H. B. Macfarland, Secretary

Moody of the Navy, Admiral Higginson,

Major E. W. Hal ford, U. S. A., President

George W. Stevens of the C. & O., President

J. Ramsey, Jr., of the Wabash, President C.

A. Wickersham, of the Atlanta and West

Point, Rev. James L. Barton, D.D., secretary

of the A. B. C. F. M. and Rev. Arthur J.

Brown, D.D., secretary of the Presbyterian

Board. Mr. Samuel D. Gordon will conduct

the Quiet Hour, and the singing will as usual

be a strong feature, led by C. B. Willis, the

Association Quartette and the Elkhart railroad

shop chorus.

Some of the veterans who were present at

the convention fifty years ago will hold a

session in the room where the original gather
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ing was held. An exhibit may also be shown

in this room.

Secretaries from abroad who are returning

on furlough and will attend the convention are

Fletcher S. Brockman, of China, George Sher

wood Eddy, George Benton Smith and E. C.

Carter, of India, and Galen M. Fisher, of

Japan. The Sunday afternoon service will be

addressed by Fred B. Smith.

This convention is to be self entertaining.

Correspondence in reference to hotel reserva

tions, etc., should be addressed to F. E. Sickels,

204 Association Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

Special rates have been granted by the Passen

ger Associations of one fare for the round trip

in Canada, and from all points east of Chi

cago and St. Louis and in the South east of the

Mississippi River. The Western and South

western Associations have granted a rate of a

fare and a third for the round trip.

The International Committee will supply

each Association in ample time before the con

vention with transportation circulars and also,

when requested, with credential blanks. Appli

cations for the latter are coming into the office

rapidly.

The day sessions will be held in the Central

Presbyterian Church and the evening sessions

in Convention Hall.

The Buffalo Association is generously plan

ning to introduce a notable social feature, en

tirely new at international conventions, in the

form of a complimentary banquet to the dele

gates on Wednesday evening in Convention

Hall, and extends a hearty invitation to all

delegates to be present.

Early Days of the Association Confederation

One of the leaders among the delegates constituting the first International Convention

at Buffalo, fifty years ago, June 7-8, 1864, was William H. Neff, of Cincinnati. The following

reminiscences from his pen will be read with special interest on the eve of the approaching Jubilee

Convention at Buffalo.

My knowledge of the Young Men's Chris

tian Associations dates from the spring of 1854,

when I united with the Society of Religious

Inquiry of Cincinnati. It was composed of

about twenty-five members of various de

nominations and met in the second story of

the Bible Depository. Robert Moore was pres

ident. He was a merchant of high standing

and most exemplary character. He had one

peculiarity which was somewhat embarassing.

He never would put a question to vote which

he did not approve of. He would quickly

say it was "out of order," and would pass on

to something else.

Soon after I joined the Association we re

ceived a communication from William Chauncy

Langdon, secretary of the Washington Asso

ciation, informing us that a convention of As

sociations would be held in Buffalo to con

sider closer union or interchange of thought

among the Associations, especially through an

annual convention and perhaps some kind of

confederation for mutual support and sympa

thy. He asked us to appoint delegates to

represent us if we entertained the idea favor

ably. We were pleased with the suggestion

and three delegates were appointed—Samuel

Lowry, Joseph Marshall and myself. We ar

ranged to divide among us the topics sug

gested—Samuel Lowry to represent -us in

reference to an annual convention, Joseph

Marshall to present the mission Sunday-school

work in which our Association was greatly

interested, having charge at this time of six

schools, and the confederation was given to

me.

We were very kindly received in Buffalo,

found about twenty delegates in attendance,

and made George W. Helme, of New Orleans,

who had come the greatest distance, president

of the conference. That afternoon, while we

were absent in a committee meeting, the

Business Committee reported unfavorably on

the subjects of a confederation and an annual

convention, and the report was adopted by the

conference. Lowry had been outvoted.

Nothing remained to be done but to accept

the minutes and say good-by to each other,

and this was to be done the next morning.

To say that the Cincinnati delegation was

disappointed would be a very mild expression

of our feelings. What was to be done? What

could be done? The first thing would be to

get the decision of the convention reconsidered.

Who would move the reconsideration? The

matter of the confederation had been assigned

to me in our delegation, but I had not voted

for the report or even been present when the

vote was taken. The first thing was to ascer

tain whether the president would entertain a

motion to reconsider from a member who had

not been present. Mr. Helme said that as I

had been absent on work for the convention,

and from no fault of my own, he would en

tertain the motion if made promptly before the

minutes were approved. Then we went to

work. Lowry and Marshall buttonholed the

delegates. I began work on the resolutions.

We had ascertained the objections and knew

the rocks to be avoided. That night I spent

in prayer and preparation for the morrow.

When the resolutions and the address with

which I intended to support them were ready,

the gray dawn of the morning was appearing

in the East. A short rest, a hurried breakfast

and we were ready for the battle. Langdon
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had arrived early in the morning. He ap

proved heartily of the resolutions and

promised to second them. As soon as the

convention was called to order I got the floor,

and moved the reconsideration. It was not

debatable, but curiosity, love of fair play and

the labors of Lowry and Marshall gave us a

majority. Then I introduced my resolutions

as an amendment to the report of the busi

ness committee, and advocated their adoption

with all the ardor I possessed. Langdon

handsomely supported me. The result was

that the resolutions were recommitted along

with the report to the business committee

and Langdon and myself were added to the

committee. As soon as we entered the com

mittee room I proposed that we should recom

mend nothing on which we were not unani

mous. This gave each one a veto power and

disarmed opposition at once. In two hours'

time we had agreed to recommend a con

federation, an annual convention and a central

committee of correspondence. The conven

tion adopted our report with but one dissenting

vote, and then, on the motion of that delegate,

the action was made unanimous. Cincinnati

was selected as the place for the next conven

tion and the central committee of seven resi

dent and six corresponding members was lo

cated there.

The confederation was ta go into operation

when two-thirds of the Associations in the

United States and the British Provinces ratified

the action at Buffalo. There was then a race to

see which Association would first ratify. A

meeting of our Association was called for the

evening after our return, and the Buffalo action

was unanimously approved. Cincinnati was

thus the first to ratify, and in a few months

the requisite number had ratified and the con

federation went into effect. H. Thane Miller

was chairman of the central committee, Lowry

and myself were members, and Langdon and

Rhees were among the corresponding mem

bers, Langdon being made the foreign secre

tary. This was in the summer of 1854.

The next year the convention was held in

Cincinnati, with about sixty delegates in at

tendance, and was a great success. The best

private houses in Cincinnati were thrown

open to the delegates. Langdon was presi

dent of the convention. Captain (afterwards

General) W. Halt Noble, of the Royal En

gineers, was chairman of the Montreal dele

gation and attracted great attention by his

manly bearing and interest in the cause.

Montreal was selected as the next place of

meeting and the central committee was con

tinued at Cincinnati. That was a memorable

year in the history of the Young Men's Chris

tian Associations. Many new Associations

were organized, largely through the exertions

of the central committee. A paper was pub

lished, edited by Samuel Lowry, and had a wide

circulation. New York, Philadelphia, Boston

and Brooklyn came heartily into the confeder

ation and all of them sent strong delegations

to the Montreal convention.

The people of Montreal gave us a hearty

welcome. Three hundred delegates were in

attendance. George H. Stuart, of Philadelphia,

R. C. McCormick, of New York (afterward

Governor of Arizona), and Major R. C. Gil-

christ, of Charleston, were among the vice-

presidents. Our meetings were held in the

largest church in Montreal, and the evening

audiences numbered l,r>oo people. The people

of Montreal were very hospitable. Lord

Frederick Bruce, the brother and representa

tive of the Earl of Elgin, then Governor-

General of Canada, gave us a reception at the

Viceroy's residence on Montreal Mountain.

The confederation was now a success, and

from that day to this has gone on increasing

in power, influence and usefulness. An

amusing incident shows the spirit of the con

vention. The Cincinnati delegates, with those

from Cleveland and several other Ohio cities,

went by boat down the St. Lawrence river.

A fog detained the steamer and instead of

arriving early in the morning we did not reach

Montreal until late in the afternoon. A recep

tion committee met us at the gangway, and

much to my surprise, informed me that I had

been elected president of the convention and

was expected to take charge of the public

meeting in the American Church that even

ing. I found the church filled with a large

audience, composed of the best people of

Montreal. I gave out the hymn, "Blest be

the tie that binds." Immediately there was

a titter in the audience. Something was the

matter. But everything seemed right and I

went ahead, and read the twelfth chapter of

Romans. The titter -had now broadened al

most into a laugh, but the audience seemed in

a very good humor and there were unmistak

able symptoms of suppressed applause. Rev.

Mr. Eells, of Cleveland, offered prayer, and

the meeting was opened. Immediately Jere

miah Clements, of Buffalo, the oldest delegate

present, arose and said : "Mr. President, I

came to this convention with grave misgivings.

I thought that three hundred young men,

gathered from all parts of the country, quick

tempered and hot-headed, would certainly

quarrel and the convention would break up in

a row, but when the first vice-president from

Charleston, S. C., gave out a hymn and read

a chapter, and in the evening of the same day

the president of the convention, residing in

Cincinnati, O., a thousand miles away, not

knowing what had been done before his ar

rival, gave out the same hymn and read the

same chapter, I saw that my fears were

groundless, and that we were of one heart."



Report of the Committee of Twenty-One to the International Convention

The following majority and minority reports

were adopted by the members of the Committee

of Twenty-One at their meeting held in Buffalo,

February 26 and 27, 1904, and are printed in

this number of ASSOCIATION MEN at the re

quest of that Committee for the information

of the Association brotherhood.

Majority Report

The Committee of Twenty-One appointed by

the international convention of 1901, continuing

and enlarging the Committee of Seven ap

pointed by the international convention of 1899,

among other things to "consider whether it is

possible to devise a plan by which the relations

of the international, state and local Associa

tions and the functions of each supervising

agency may be more fully denned," reports as

follows :

Your Committee invited and has received

from Association leaders printed and written

statements on the subjects under its considera

tion. It has also been favored by the fullest

and frankest discussion of these Association

problems. Having carefully considered the

functions and relations of the Associations and

their said agencies in the light of these valuable

aids, the Committee has reached these conclu

sions :

We recognize that differences, of opinion are

inevitable; and that it is difficult to make a

declaration of principles which all sincere and

earnest men will construe in the same way.

However, we believe that the basic principles

of Association polity, as developed by experi

ence and the declarations of international and

state conventions, admit of definite statement ;

and that such a statement is now desirable.

Reaffirming and supplementing its Prelimi

nary Announcement issued at Cleveland, April

26, 1902, your Committee submits the following

declarations :

First:

The "Grand Rapids Resolutions" unani

mously adopted by the international convention

of 1899 and reaffirmed without change by the

international convention of 1901, fairly inter

preted, express the historic basis of relation

ship upon which the Associations have devel

oped and have been so abundantly blessed of

God.

Second:

Radical organic changes in the polity of the

Associations are neither necessary nor desira

ble.

Third:

Efficient state and provincial organizations

have long been recognized as essential factors

in the successful development of the local As

sociation ; and an important part of the work of

the International Committee has been to estab

lish and assist these organizations. This

policy becomes increasingly important with the

development of the Association work. It is,

therefore, the duty of the agents of the Inter

national Committee, when working in fields

having state or provincial organizations, to aid

and strengthen these organizations. It is

equally the duty of the agents of the state and

provincial organizations to support and aid the

International Committee in its relation to the

Associations and in its work for the North

American Association brotherhood.

f-'ourtli :

The local Association, as the independent

unit, has the right to apply for aid to either su

pervising agency, and it is the right of each

agency of supervision to respond directly to the

calls of the local Associations.

It is desirable that the local Associations

should employ the State Committee to the

largest practicable extent in close supervision

of the work.

To this end. and for the harmonious develop

ment and administration of the whole work,

save in exceptional cases, the International

Committee should respond to applications from

the local Associations in conference and co

operation with the State Committee. The right

of the local Association, however, to apply for

and receive aid from either supervisory agency

should not be denied or abridged.

Fifth:

The historic and well-settled autonomy and

independence of the local Association should

and will continue unquestioned. This also ap

plies to Associations with branches or depart

ments conducting work at various points in the

same city. Such Associations are accorded the

option—

(a) of being represented in the convention

as a unit and of remaining after the con

vention in that unit relation to the Inter

national Committee as the representative of

the convention , or

(b) of receiving for each of their branches

or departments representation in the con

vention as an individual branch and con

tinuing, after the convention, as such

branch in direct relation to the Interna

tional Committee as the representative of

the convention.

Sixth:

State, Provincial and International Commit

tees may, in exceptional cases, and only while

necessary, recognize, each for itself, provisional

railroad, industrial, army and navy Associations

at points having local Associations with which

for the time being organic relations cannot be

established or maintained.

In the case of interstate railroad system work

the International Committee should treat with
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interstate railroads and assume responsibility for

the organization and supervision of the work;

but in carrying out the trust it should leave

to the several State and Provincial Committees

as large a part of the close supervision as the

circumstances, in the judgment of the Interna

tional Committee, will permit. Where the In

ternational Committee is thus held primarily

responsible by the corporation for the efficient

supervision of the work it cannot divest itself

entirely of this trust, and should keep in touch

by visitation and otherwise with each Associa

tion on the system.

In all matters which affect the entire system,

such as the form of organization and the recom

mendation of a man for the position of secre

tary, it is desirable that the two supervising

agencies should cooperate rather than that

either should act independently of the other.

Seventh:

It is desirable that all local Association real

estate be held either in fee simple or leasehold

by the local Association. When this is not

practicable, it may be held by the State, Pro

vincial or International Committees ; but these

Committees should seek to transfer the same as

soon as expedient to local Associations. This

policy should be made plain to railroad officials

when leases of railroad property are made; and

to carry this out an assignment clause should,

when possible, be incorporated.

Eighth:

In any case of disagreement where two agen

cies of supervision are unable themselves to ar

rive at a satisfactory settlement and where the

local Association as the court of final appeal

is not directly concerned and so is not available,

the ordinary principles and methods of arbitra

tion are recommended, namely, each party to

appoint an arbitrator and these two to appoint

a third, no one of whom shall be a salaried

officer of an Association, and thereupon the

three to hear the case and reach a final settle

ment. The costs of the proceeding to be paid as

the arbitrators or a majority of them may de

termine.

Conclusion

We believe, from a careful study of the

subject, that the foregoing statement of func

tions and relations expresses, in substance, the

historic polity of the Associations ; that a polity

under which they have developed and have

been so abundantly blessed of God, should not

be changed until the necessity or desirability

of change clearly appears ; and that the larger

cooperation of the Associations and their agen

cies now required can still be secured by the

adoption of the simple means above suggested

for the prompt adjustment of differences as

they may arise.

We suggest the adoption by the convention

of the following resolutions:

Resolved, That the Report of The Committee

of Twenty-One, appointed by the conventions

of 1899 and 1901, for the purposes stated in the

report, be and the same is hereby approved and

adopted and the Committee discharged.

Resolved, That all local Associations and

State and Provincial Committees are earnestly

recommended and urged to conform to the let

ter and spirit of said report in all their work;

and that the International Committee is hereby

instructed so to conform in the prosecution of

its work.

Respectfully submitted,

(Signed), CEPHAS BRAINERD,

*D. EDWARD COLLINS,

CLEVELAND H. DODGE,

JOHN V. FARWELL, JR.,

THOMAS D. FOSTER,

*ARTHUR E. HAYNES,

I. BAYARD HENRY,

CYRUS H. McCoRMicK.

FRANK K. SANDERS,

SELDEN P. SPENCER.

J. W. WALTON,

LUCIEN C. WARNER.

C. T. WILLIAMS.

Minority Report

The undersigned members of the Committee

of Twenty-One appointed by the international

convention of 1901, continuing and enlarging

the Committee of Seven appointed by the inter

national convention of 1899, among other things

to "consider whether it is possible to devise a

plan by which the relations of the international,

state and local Associations and the functions

of each supervising agency may be more fully

defined" report as follows :

The Committee invited and has received from

Association leaders printed and written state

ments on the subjects under its consideration.

It has also been favored by the fullest and

frankest discussion of these Association prob

lems. At its meeting at Cleveland, O., on April

26, 1902, the Committee issued a preliminary

and tentative announcement. Upon fuller in

formation and after mature consideration of

the functions and relations of the Associations

and their said agencies, the undersigned mem

bers of the Committee have reached these con

clusions:

I. The Present Situation

We find that there exists a feeling of unrest

among the Associations, due in part to differ

ences as to the relations of local Associations

and advisory agencies, resulting from the grow

ing magnitude and complexity of the work, and

in part to a belief that some of the advisory

agencies have gradually assumed and are now

exercising functions which are not authorized

by the well-settled principles of Association

"These members of the committee were unable to

attend any of its sessions.
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polity, nor consistent with the statement of re

lationships made by the conventions of 1899

and 1901.

We further find that a sharp difference of

opinion has arisen and widely prevails in regard

to the functions of the International and State

(herein used as synonymous, with State and

Provincial) Committees, and their relations to

the Associations and to each other; that this

difference of opinion touches some of the most

vital questions of Association polity; that the

resulting agitation, although due to a sincere

difference of opinion among Association lead

ers whose devotion to the cause is beyond

question, endangers and is retarding the harmo

nious conduct and development of the work as

a whole; that discussion, agitation and differ

ence of opinion are incident to the present state

of Association development; and that the sit

uation is one which calls for due consideration

and wise action.

We recognize that differences of opinion are

inevitable; and that it is difficult to make a

declaration of principles which all sincere and

earnest men will construe in the same way.

However, we believe that the basic principles

of Association polity, as developed by experi

ence and the declarations of international and

state conventions, admit of definite statement ;

and that such a statement is now desirable.

II. Association Functions and Relations

SECTION 1. The Local Association.—The his

toric and well-settled autonomy and independ

ence of the local Association should continue

unquestioned. This also applies to the metro

politan and quasi metropolitan Associations,

conducting work at various points in the same

city. Whether, and upon what conditions, the

several departments or branches of such Asso

ciations shall have direct representation in state

and international conventions, it is the province

of such conventions, each for itself, to deter

mine. Whether, and to what extent, the sev

eral departments or branches of such an Asso

ciation shall have direct relations to the State

and International Committees, it is the prov

ince of the Association to determine.

SECTION 2. The State or Provincial Com

mittee.—This Committee represents the local

Associations of a state or province. Its func

tion is to promote and foster local work in its

field and to exercise the local and close super

vision, for which it is peculiarly fitted. Its re

lation to the local Associations is merely ad

visory, not authoritative.

SECTION 3. The International Committee.—

This Committee represents the local Associa

tions of North America. Its function is to

promote and foster the work of the entire

brotherhood and to exercise the general super

vision of the field as a whole, for which it is

peculiarly fitted. Its relation to the local As

sociations is merely advisory, not authoritative.

SECTION 4. Relation of the Local Associa

tion to the Committees.—The relation of the

State Committee to the local Association being

close, while that of the International Commit

tee to it is general, local Associations should

employ the State Committee to the fullest

practicable extent for the close supervision of

the work. They should employ the Interna

tional Committee to supplement, not duplicate,

the work of the State Committee. Until the

organization of the State Committee, the In

ternational Committee should act in its stead.

The right of the local Association in its discre

tion to apply to either Committee for aid, im

plies the right of the Committee applied to in

its discretion to respond directly to the calls of

local Associations.

SECTION 5. Relations of the Committees.—

The relation of State and International Com

mittees to each other is one of cooperation. As

agents created by the same principals for sim

ilar purposes, the Committees are bound cor

dially to cooperate to promote the common end.

They should carefully respect the rights of each

other, and refrain from duplication of effort

and expense, and from all acts which may tend

to accentuate differences of opinion or appear

to be in violation of Association polity. It is

the province of each of the Committees to de

termine for itself when, to what extent and in

what manner it may wisely respond to the calls

of local Associations. The State Committee,

recognizing the general but direct relation of

the International Committee to all Associa

tions and its obligations to the entire work,

should confer and cooperate with the Interna

tional Committee in matters of interstate or

general concern. The International Commit

tee, recognizing the closer relation of the State

Committee to the Associations within its field

and the necessity for local harmony, should re

spond to the calls of local Associations in con

ference and cooperation with the State Com

mittee. The International Commiittee should

increasingly emphasize its policy of developing

and strengthening the State Committees; and

such Committees should cordially support and

aid the International Committee in its work.

The right of access by one of many princi

pals to a common agent calls for only such

response as the agent can make in view of its

obligations to all its principals. The right of

each local Association to apply in, its discretion

to either Committee, implies on the part of the

Committee applied to only such obligation to

respond as is consistent with its obligations to

all the Associations and to the entire work.

Subject to this limitation, the right of the local

Association to apply for and receive aid from

either Committee, and the right of such Com

mittee to respond to the calls of the local Asso-
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ciation, should not be denied or abridged.

SECTION 6. Railroad and Other Special As

sociations and Departments.—The so-called

"Kansas City Resolution"—international con

vention of 1891—instructing the International

Committee not to recognize independent Asso

ciations (college and colored Associations ex-

cepted) thereafter organized in cities and towns

in which Associations already exist, and deny

ing their right to representation in international

conventions has wisely protected the autonomy

of the local Association and prevented confu

sion and misunderstanding. There is no suf

ficient reason for any addition to the excep

tions named in the resolution. Independent

Associations in the same community, each bear

ing the title of Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation, tend to produce friction and injury to

the Association cause. An important factor in

the remarkable development and success of the

Association work has been its unity of man

agement resulting in the absence of wasteful

duplication of effort. While there are excep

tional cases, and it is desirable that the rule be

so modified as to permit the International Com

mittee, after conference with and with the

concurrence of the state and local or

ganizations interested, to recognize pro

visional railroad, industrial, army and navy

Associations in cities and towns where As

sociations exist with which for the time

being organic relations cannot be estab

lished or maintained, yet every such railroad,

industrial, army and navy Association should

be distinctly recognized as provisional and

should be brought into complete organic rela

tions with the existing Association as soon as

possible. Until such organic relations are es

tablished representatives of such provisional or

ganizations shall be entitled only to seats as cor

responding members in international conven

tions.

All real estate owned or leased for the work

of a local Association should be held by such

Association. When this is not practicable, such

real estate may be held provisionally by the

State or the International Committee ; but such

Committee should seek as soon as possible to

transfer to the local Association all real estate

so held. This policy should be made plain to

officers of railroad companies, from which

deeds or leases of railroad property are ac

cepted ; and, to make it effective, proper assign

ment clauses should be incorporated in all

leases from such companies.

The International and State Committees rep

resent the Associations. They should not ac

cept from corporations or individuals gifts of

money or property so conditioned as to place

the Committees at variance with Association

polity as herein denned or materially to inter

fere with their usefulness as agents of the As

sociations. All gifts secured by a Committee

for a local Association should be transferred to

the Association as soon as practicable.

III. Adjustment of Differences

All differences arising between local Asso

ciations, a local Association and an advisory

committee, or advisory committees, should be

promptly adjusted in accordance with the fore

going statement of functions and relations. The

decision of a local Association in any matter of

difference between it and an advisory agency

is final. When there is a controversy between

advisory agencies, we recommend that the same

be submitted to arbitration, each party to ap

point an arbitrator, and they two to select a

third—all from Association workers who are

not salaried officers. The decision of a ma

jority shall be final.

IV. Conclusion

We believe, from a careful study of the sub

ject, that the foregoing statement of functions

and relations expresses in substance the historic

polity of the Associations; that a polity under

which they have developed and have been so

abundantly blessed of God, should not be

changed until the necessity or desirability of

change clearly appears ; and that the larger co

operation of the Associations and their agencies

now required can still be secured by the adop

tion of a simple means for the prompt adjust

ment of differences as they may arise.

We suggest the adoption by the convention

of the following resolutions:

Resolved, That the foregoing report be and

the same is hereby approved and adopted and

the Committee of Twenty-One discharged.

Resolved, That all local Associations and

State and Provincial Committees are earnestly

recommended and urged to conform to the let

ter and spirit of said report in all their work:

and that the International Committee is hereby

instructed so to conform in the prosecution of

its work.

Respectfully submitted,

(Signed), *J. E. BOYNTON,

GEORGE L. BURTON.

EDWARD W. FROST,

T. J. GILLESPIE,

W. H. HOLCOMB,

IRA LANDRITH,

EDWIN BURRITT SMITH,

JOSEPH SWAIN.

A full abstract of the International Com

mittee's report, which with the above reports

will be the basis of discussion at the Buf

falo Convention, May 11-15, will be printed

in the May number of this paper. It will

reach subscribers by May first.

•Tliis member of the committee was unable to

attend any of its sessions.
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From the Editor's Viewpoint

"The men who are successful in getting men

to modify their lives accord-

Where Intellect ing to the divine will,"

Fails and said Dr. Gulick to the New

Heart Triumphs York secretaries, "are men

of passionate earnestness,

driven by great emotion. The element in

propagating a religious life is not intellectual

truth alone it is not a question of logic, but of

heart. This age has undervalued faith, hope

and love and over-praised the purely intellect

ual." Such a statement coming from Dr.

Gulick is a matter of some surprise, as these

are the conclusions of a scientist; of a man

who has treated every question that has come

before him in the cold searchlight of scientific

judgment. He has made a special study of the

phenomena of conversion. He has been a

critic of Association methods. It is a fact that

earnest, devoted Christian men who were not

able, on account of the limitations of time as

well as of training or of mind to grasp

or follow the advanced thought have been

forced to silence and overawed by the "in

tellectual and scientific" which has held sway

in Christian discussion. They have not dared

to express themselves. Their sentiments, their

enthusiasm, their passion, were coldly sneered

at as weakness. They were told that men

were won to religion by intellectual convic

tions rather than by a loving interest. Dr.

Gulick declares that we believe because our

mothers believed; because our Sunday-school

teachers believed; because our friends be

lieved. "We feel, believe and act because

we feel the touch of friendship." The Asso

ciation must indeed guard against superficial

things, but the evidence concerning which

most men are already convinced is enough to

warrant an immediate appeal to yield to the

mastership of Jesus Christ. The teacher who

will be the most successful is not the cold

reasoner, but the man of a Christ-like and

contagious character. "The thing to be propa

gated," Dr. Gulick said, "is the passionate more

than the intellectual. We are held by the

friendships of life to a life of virtue. Let the

heart speak, men, and we shall find interested

listeners and be successful in turning men to

God, 'for with the heart man believeth unto

righteousness.' "

<£

It is evident from the letters written dur

ing the last two weeks of

" Do Not Forget his life by the late George

the A. Hall, that the dominant

Individual Man" thought in his mind was

expressed in the injunction

which he repeatedly gave, "Do not forget the

individual man." The story of his life, the

secret of his influence, the program of his

service, is revealed in that sentence. George

Hall did not speak of classes of men but of

men ; not so much about methods but how to

make methods effective; not about the work

but the worker. Every man he met was to

him a field or a force to be won or enlisted.

At a memorial service, E. F. See spoke of

Mr. Hall as a discoverer of secretaries. On

communicating with one hundred and twenty-

five secretaries, he had found that sixty had

been either directly influenced by Mr. Hall to

enter the secretaryship, or that he had been a

factor in strengthening their service or in

keeping them from going out of it. How much

his constant advice and encouragement has

contributed to the success of these men, it is

impossible to determine. The editor ac

knowledges the great personal debt he owes

Mr. Hall for the constant help given during

the seven years while he was secretary at

Albany. Among those discovered or helped,

Mr. See found eight international secretaries,

four state secretaries, a training-schoal in

structor, six of the nine metropolitan secre

taries and ten secretaries of the larger Asso

ciations. One of the secretaries that Mr. Hall

discovered was G. K. Shurtleff, who in turn

has introduced seventy men to the secretary

ship. One of these men, L. L. Pierce, of

Washington, has gained at least a dozen more.

It was Mr. Hall who started Mr. Bowne at the

training school idea in the earliest form of a

training course. Who can measure the cumu

lative influence resulting fifty years hence from

this man's interest in the individual man?

Not only secretaries, but such men as Sumner

F. Dudley who himself led fulfy five hundred

boys into the Christian life. There are scores of

men in the ministry and hundreds or perhaps

thousands on Association committees in New

York State who have been impressed to devote

time to Christian work through Mr. Hall's

personal attention and encouragement. Mr.

Cree notes that he never entered a household

but that he showed a personal interest in each

member down to the smallest boy or humblest

servant. He followed boys and men for years

with letters. Let us heed his last message,

"Do not forget the individual man."

J*

There has been a rapid and general change

in the popular idea of a de-

The Dormitory sirable Association building.

Building A few years ago it was

Practical thought that a building

must be located on a lead

ing corner of the business district so that

stores could furnish large income from

rentals. Now a prominent but less expensive

lot is sought. The first floor and main

portions of the building are devoted to Asso

ciation work, and the upper floors are divide'1
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into dormitories for young men. The question

has arisen whether building committees have

made a mistake in this change. From a very

general inquiry made we have been able to

satisfy ourselves that the building committees

are in the right. The replies, based on ex

perience, in some cases covering a number of

years, are almost unanimous in favor of the

dormitory. Without stores on the main floor

the Association has the use of the best part of

the building for ks own offices and work. The

structure is much more easily arranged and is

comparatively cheaper in construction. The

Scranton Association receives nearly $12,000

a year from the rental of 112 rooms, and re

ports no disadvantages, but rather that a fine

group of men who are very valuable to the

work are brought to the building. Mr. Whit-

ford states : "Dormitories far surpass stores as

a means of income. An equal amount of space

will produce twice the income in the usual

location and at less cost of construction. We

could fill 100 rooms instead of sixty." Mr.

C K. Calhoun, of Montreal, states, "The in

come far exceeds that which we could have

secured from stores in our location, is much

more easily collected under simple forms of

lease and is distributed among so many men

that no finanacial loss is apparent from un-

rented portions." The custom is to rent rooms

only to members, and to formulate strict rules

which are held to, even to the immediate ex

pulsion of objectionable parties. With all

their advantages it is found that these rooms

will not run themselves, but that a man with

a firm hand is required to be in charge; a man

who is a good hotel keeper and who has tact

and force. The rooms should not be too large.

They should be well furnished, given the best

of care and kept under constant supervision.

The cost of operating, for care-takers, fur

nishings, supplies, laundry, wear and tear,

heat, etc., is from fifteen to forty per cent, of

the returns. Buildings without stores but with

dormitories are quite generally exempted from

taxation.

J*

A large amount of matter, including ad

dresses by J. E. Sullivan and Bartow S. Weeks

at the Brooklyn Athletes' dinner athletic event,

are crowded over until next month.

4

What is the use of attempting the impos

sible? Young men will naturally wish to

spend every moment of their leisure time out

of doors, now that this fine weather is with

us. Instead of lamenting the empty rooms, why

not transfer every activity to the open air

and have every possible event out of doors?

Take the lead and keep it in every kind of

wholesome thing that a decent man wants to

do. There is something wrong with the man

who is content to stay indoors these fine days

and evenings.

Over $2,000 has been raised in Maine to

provide for a State work. This makes the

third New England state which the Interna

tional Committee has "put on its feet" recently.

Vermont and New Hampshire State Commit

tees were reorganized and money raised for

state secretaries' support by International sec

retaries.

J*

George A. Hill often said that the meeting

which was specially designed for Christian

men conversions frequently occurred. No

better place for evangelistic appeal can be had

than in a service where the foreign work is

well presented. At one such meeting with 167

men present, $289 was pledged for the foreign

fund ; fourteen men professed conversion ; one

volunteered for the foreign field; another for

the Association secretaryship.

J*

No one can read the important announcement

made in this number by the Committee of

Twenty-one without feeling the conviction that

no previous International convention called as

strongly and imperatively as does the Buffalo

Jubilee convention for the attendance of

strongly representative lay and secretarial dele

gates to consider and decide upon the ques

tions of weight and moment to the best welfare

and highest usefulness of the North American

Association brotherhood.

J*

The talks of Sam D. Gordon have been

the long-remembered features of many con

ventions by young men who came under the

spell of his direct and forceful message.

These talks have been published recently by

Revell. Men will be glad to find them avail

able for reading and re-reading. They deal

with the springs of life and of power in Chris

tian service. The training class, or the yoke

fellows band or any group of men who are

desirous of making their lives count for

righteousness could not do better than to

meet for an hour each week and read and

discuss these "Quiet Talks of Power."

J*

Correspondents with our office will regret to

learn that "G. H. G."—our cashier for three

years—Mr. George H. Gilso, has been obliged

to take an indefinite leave of absence on ac

count of his health, but with the hope of re

turning after six months or a year of out-of-

door life. Mr. Gilso is quite a young man and

his too close confinement to the office has told

on him. His service to the paper, in an exact

ing and trying position, has not been incon

siderable, and his retirement for a short time

seriously impairs the efficiency of the force on

the paper. A host of correspondents and ac

quaintances will join in the hope that he may

be back at his post in six months ready for

work.
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The committee on the Association hymn-

book have completed their work and the book

is now in the hands of the printers, and will,

it is expected, be ready for use at the Buffalo

convention.

J*

A report was current by telegraph last

month that Charles Dushan, secretary of the

Wilmington, N. C, Association, was mixed up

in a street fight. We are very happy to state

that he was, and that he thrashed a man thor

oughly. The fact is that Mr. Dushan saw that

a young man was being abused and took his

part. Although his opponent used a knife,

cutting his clothing but not inflicting any

wounds, Mr. Dushan thoroughly thrashed the

man, owing largely to his good training in the

gymnasium. The board of directors bought

him a new suit of clothes.

Jt

Hartford informs us that we were wrong

in our report last month of the unused billiard

tables in its building, and that 6,000 tickets

a month are sold. We received our informa

tion from a gentleman who spent several days

in Hartford and ought to have been well in

formed, but evidently he was not. The

billiard question is not settled. In an Associa

tion which is giving the experiment a fair

trial under the best conditions, a young fellow

was asked "where is the crowd of boys who

were usually seen with the cues here every

evening." He replied, "Oh, they are over at

B.'s saloon, where they can have more free

dom." He stated also that most of the boys

who were over there had learned to play in the

Association rooms, which had become too tame

for them.

J/t

J. F. Oates, secretary of Chicago Central

Association, resigned and entered upon a

business position, March 15, much to the re

gret of the committee of management and of

the entire Association brotherhood. Mr.

Oates gave no reason for his retirement, but

simply stated in a personal letter from which

we feel at liberty to quote: "It is a matter of

greater regret to me than it can possibly be

to any one else that circumstances seemed to

lead me out of the secretaryship. This was

neither my expectation nor my desire. I shall

enter business in Chicago. I have not changed

my views or ideas respecting the great work

of the Association in which it has been my

privilege to engage as a secretary for over ten

years. I shall continue to work for the cause

as opportunity presents itself." Mr. Oates was

one of the most capable men in the secre

tarial ranks, and his retirement is a loss to the

Association movement greater than the burn

ing of one of its best buildings would be. He

was capable of filling almost any position in

the gift of the Association.

Some men put the same kind of industry,

enterprise and foresight into the Bible Study

department that a thoroughly wide-awake

business man shows in the conduct of his

business. Like business men, these leaders

are getting striking and gratifying results. A

strong Bible Study department can hardly be

expected when the secretary does all the pre

liminary work of local study, selection of

courses, organization of classes and selection

of teachers. In Associations with such secre

taries, the advance work is usually done a few

days or weeks before the actual opening of the

fall campaign. What are some of the marks

of enterprise and up-to-dateness in a Bible

study campaign ? There is, first of all, a strong,

well balanced and well directed Bible study

committee. They will be at work on next year's

program by the time this year's work closes.

They are now studying the year's work, find

ing the weak spots, discovering the unreached

groups of men and planning to profit by mis

takes. Before the first of May, they will have

framed their policy for the season 1904-1905,

selected most of their courses, begun the search

for new teachers and outlined their plan of

campaign for enlisting men. Most likely they

will have a training institute this spring. The

Bible study rally, September twenty-fifth, is

already settled upon. They are waiting for

the "Bible Study Prospectus" for 1904, due

April 15th, for further suggestions. They

mean business and are bound to see a great

advance next year, both in numbers of men

enrolled and in quality of work done.

J*

As Jacob Riis Saw Denver's Health Farm

1 looked over the health farm of the Young

Men's Christian Association while at Denver,

and thought it fine. There were twenty-eight

(I think) young fellows there from all over

the country, and with the exception of one

who had come too late, they were apparently

all getting well. I liked the way they said it.

I liked the looks of things at the place and the

spirit of the attendants. I saw, of course, only

what one could see in an hour's visit to a

strange place, but I came away with the im

pression that this was real Christianity: trying

to help the brother who cannot help himself,

and doing it. I am told that all the Young

Men's Christian Associations of the land have

a hand in it, or that that is the plan. I can't

think of anything more squarely to the point

than that work. Go and look at it for yourself

and see. There were seven or eight men from

New York and Brooklyn. They had come a

long way, but they were not sorry, for they were

getting their lives for their trouble. I should

think that air would heal any sore lung. And

so, in fact, it does, it seems, if the lung is still

there to heal. JACOB A. RIIS.



Equipping Associations for Character Making

Syracuse, N. Y., has received an offer which

will challenge the faith and energy of that city.

Mr. Benjamin Toucey, who became interested

in the Association some time ago and offered

$4,500 toward the payment of its debt, re

cently offered a lot worth $31,000, adjoining

the present Association building, with 80 feet

front, for a new building. This is near the

Government building. He also offers $100,000

in cash for a new building, provided a like

amount is pledged by the citizens.

The trustees of the estate of the late George

L. Seeley, of Mount Pleasant, la., will erect

a building for that Association to cost $50,000.

The citizens of the town have met the condi

tions named by the trustees, which were to pro

vide by voluntary subscriptions for mainte

nance for five years a sum not exceeding 5 per

cent, per annum of the amount invested in the

building and improvements. This building will

also contain a manual training department for

boys, as well as the usual equipment of a city

Association. The trustees were instructed by

the will of the late Mr. Seeley to erect a build

ing for the institution which in their judgment

would promise to be of the largest benefit to

the town. They have spent a long time in con

sidering the matter, and after making a study

of the situation and the needs of the town, de

cided upon the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation as the most important local institution

which needed equipment and would prove of

the largest public benefit.

By the will of the late Henry Congar, the

Newark (N. J.) Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation will receive 30 per cent, of the residue

of his estate. A conservative estimate places

the sum at $50,000. This will be applied to the

endowment fund of $250,000 which the Asso

ciation is endeavoring to raise. Two years ago

the late Cyrus O. Baker left this Association

$20,000 for endowment purposes.

Treadwell Island, Alaska, Association lost

its building by fire a few weeks ago, but is

now occupying a jail for temporary quarters.

Since the association was organized a year

or more ago and every one of the miners on

the payroll of the company (some 200) became

members, the saloons and gambling places lost

their business and the jail has had but one or

two occupants. During the conflagration, in

which several buildings were burned and the

destruction of the entire town threatened,

there was a scarcity of water, but the bucket

brigade used the beer in one of the big saloons

on the edge of the town to stay the flames.

The Association is planning to rebuild, and will

be aided, as before, by the mining company.

The building had just been insured for $8,000

(cost $20,000).

In accordance with the request of her late

husband, Charles W. Henry, Mrs. Sallie Hous

ton Henry has just made a donation of $5,000

to the work of the Germantown Association.

This amount is to form a part of the endow

ment fund, which now amounts to about $15,-

000. Several years ago Mr. Henry presented

the Association with its outdoor gymnasium,

which is the most completely equipped gymna

sium of its kind in the country.

Lynn, Mass, has $44,000 pledged toward a

$75,000 building. The secretary has found that

one out of every four men in Lynn is with

out home influences, and that the percentage

of the arrests in Lynn was 58 in 1,000, in

Haverhill 44, and in six other Massachusetts

cities, 14. Under no license it was 18 in Lynn

and other cities 15. Arrests for penal offences

in Lynn 25 in 1,000, Brockton 25, and in six

other cities the average was 18.

H. J. Heinz has offered $10,000 to the

Sharpsburg, Pa., Association, provided the As

sociation erects a new building, containing

swimming pool, boys' workshop, etc.

Kenosha, Wis. has invested the $10,000 left

it by the late W. W. Cooper as an endowment,

the income to be used for current expenses. -

It is possible that an adjoining building may

be purchased for an annex in order to provide

for a larger gymnasium, plunge, etc., and to

turn the present gymnasium into a boys' head

quarters.

A gift -of building of $25,000 was recently

made to Walla Walla, Wash., Association. The

property is a two-story brick store building in

the heart of the business section. One condi

tion of the gift is the raising of $25,000 more.

Amsterdam, N. Y., has bought a lot—the

finest location in the city—for $23,000, and is

making plans for its new building.

Binghamton, N. Y., has $65,000 pledged for

its new building.

Niagara Falls will organize soon, looking

forward toward the occupation of a new build

ing for which $42,000 is now pledged.

Denver, Colo., has nearly $45,000 pledged.

The members are undertaking to raise $10,000.

Norwich, N. Y., dedicated its new building

March 14. Addresses were delivered by the

local pastors, and by John K. Doane, of Coop-

erstown.

Plans are being drawn for the $250,000 build

ing to be given by the Studebaker brothers to

South Bend, Ind. The architect with the

committee spent nearly two weeks in a study

of the best features of Association buildings

throughout the country.

A gentleman, who has given a building to

his town, recently made this remark: "The
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Association never amounted to much because

it was poorly housed. After the new building

was started, and since completion, it has won

the confidence, support and interest of the en

tire town. It has become the center of all

social life. The new building has also brought

larger gifts and a legacy."

Mr. Henry W. Avery, of Belvidere, 111., was

recently asked if he was satisfied with the in

vestment he had made in giving a building to

the Young Men's Christian Association. He

replied : "My investment here is of such recent

date (last year) that returns are not fully

perceptible yet, but sufficient even now to fully

satisfy me of the wisdom of the investment.

Young men are in attendance upon the differ

ent departments of the work already beyond

our fondest expectations, and I am fully con

vinced that wherever such investments are

made in the right spirit the returns and help

fulness to young men in the time of character-

forming will prove them to be First Class In

vestments."

Columbus, Ohio, has been spending several

thousand dolllars in remodeling its building.

The improvements give a spacious lobby, fitted

up with heavy lounging chairs and leather-

covered couches, the walls are embellished in

bright red and the ceiling and pillars in yellow.

Opening from this will be a large living or

lounging room with heavy furniture and sup

plied with men's games.

Mrs. William R Dodge has offered the Uni

versity of Virginia $40,000 for an Association

building, provided other friends will secure

$20,000. A campaign has been vigorously pro

secuted and there is now $8,000 subscribed.

There have recently been many statements

made in the Boston papers about the comple

tion of the new million dollar building, which

will, it is expected, be erected in the near fu

ture. As yet the matter is in the clouds, but

may find a spot on earth soon.

New Rochelle, N. Y., has nearly one-quarter

of the $45,000 needed to purchase a theater

property centrally located, which is worth much

more than the price asked. The board sub

scribed $8,000 and 12 of the members $1,530.

An Association building for the Anglo-

China College at Foochow, China, costing

$5,000, has been assured by the gift of the last

thousand dollars made during the past week

by a member of the board of directors of the

Denver Association.

By the will of the late Henry Wexel, of At-

tleboro, Mass., the Association of that city

receives $500.

Some of the citizens of Las Vegas, N. M.,

questioned the ability of the place to maintain

ten men each pledged $100 a year for running

expenses, and the party started out to find

another ten men, to make twenty.

The Young Men's and Young Women's

Christian Associations of the Oregon State

University, have purchased a lot for an Asso

ciation building.

From Letter! to the Oakland Association

The Young Men's Christian Association is a

very great factor in the social development of

our country. It is an institution that the busi

ness men of the country ought to support be

cause the value of their clerks and employees,

freely speaking, is doubled through the presence

of these Associations.—David Starr Jordan,

President Stanford University.

If this Association (Oakland) is a type of

others, then nothing but good can result there

from and they deserve the hearty support of

every community.—George W. Chamberlain,

Governor of Oregon.

The establishment of the Association has

been a good thing for the churches and for the

unchurched masses. It has done something to

make them mutually acquainted, to inspire them

with mutual respect and to make them mutually

helpful. The work of the Association is

broadening and improving as it goes on.—

Governor Pardee, of California.

Its influence is far-reaching and effective for

good. I consider the giving of financial aid

or of one's self to the work of the Young

Men's Christian Association one of the best in

vestments a man can make.—W. M. Ladd,

Portland, Ore.

It has enabled thousands of young men to

become connected with the most educated, well-

bred young Americans in our country, and

thereby afforded them opportunities to secure

positions of trust and other employment,

which, in a marked degree, have been benefi

cial to them, and enabled them to become inde

pendent units in the great fabric of our nation.

—fames N. Peabody, Governor of Colorado.

Such institutions give new and higher ideals

to young men, build up character and fit them

for the great duties that American citizenship

imposes. We tax ourselves to support penal

institutions, that those who violate the law may

be punished, but it seems to me it would be

wiser, from a purely business standpoint, for

corporations and merchants to contribute to

ward the support of Young Men's Christian

Associations, which teach that it is far better

to obey the law because of the general benefit

to society, than to do so only through fear of

punishment.—George C. Perkins, United States

Senator.

From the business man's standpoint, the best

philanthropic investment for character-building

among men.—T. S. Lippy, Capitalist, Seattle.



EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE CAVITE, P. I., ASSOCIATION.

Men of the Army and Navy

The anniversary of the New York army

branch of the Association was held at the

home of Miss Gould, at which an audience of

fully 200 was present, including contributors

and soldiers from the four branches in New

York harbor. Addresses were given by Cap

tain Moss, representing General Corbin, who

was unable to attend on account of illness;

by W. B. Millar and others. Among the

guests were General Wheeler, General King

and Prof. Norman Fox. The guests were re

ceived by Mrs. Darlington, representing Mrs.

Corbin, Mrs. Russell Sage, Mrs. Lucien C.

Warner, Mrs. Harvey E. Fisk and Miss Gould.

Mr. Sanford reported an attendance of over

100,000 soldiers, 12,000 letters written, nearly

200 gospel services, attended by 7,000 men, 93

Bible-class sessions, 426 visits to the sick, 66

receptions, besides lectures, two social clubs,

a literary society and some educational classes,

and over 800 men spoken with personally in

reference to the Christian life.

On a recent Sunday 52 men left the Nor

folk Naval Association in a body for church,

and at the service in the afternoon nine ex

pressed their purpose of becoming Christians.

A Bible class has been formed at the hospital

with 34 men enrolled.

The membership at Fort Monroe has in

creased to nearly 400 since the opening of the

new building. Many of the soldiers are study

ing preparatory to examinations for commis

sions. Typewriters, telegraph instruments,

educational books, etc., are provided for their

use.

One man, upon being invited to a service at

the Norfolk Naval building on Sunday after

noon, made the curt response, "What do I

care about your meeting?" This man did at

tend and was one of the first to express a

purpose to become a Christian. One hundred

men were present.

The enlisted men at Fort Caswell, N. C,

have united in asking for an organization at

that fort. Fort Caswell is one of the most

out-of-the-way posts to be found on the coast.

It is located upon an isolated peninsula.

Cavite has on its managing committee men

who have had large experience in Association

work. Captain Beehler, commandant of the

navy yard, is an active member of the cpm-

mittee. Chief clerk Hanaford was for seven

teen years a member at Portland, Me., and

Boston, Mass. Mr. H. A. Seip was from the

Kansas City Association, Corporal Royle of

the Philadelphia Association, and H. A. Wood

of Illinois. Other valuable members of the

committee are Fred W. Drury and William A.

Rolff. The pool table presented by Miss Gould

is in constant use.

Captain Albert R. Couden, U. S. N., Com

mandant at Cavite and Olongapo naval sta

tions, recently called in the secretary and told

him that every encouragement possible should

be given the work of the Association, as it was

the only moral influence there for the men ;

that drinking has been greatly reduced and

the men better contented since the Association

was organized and a building erected. He

wanted Association men to know that it was

greatly appreciated by the Admiral and him

self.

The United States Government has made a

grant of land in the legation quarters at Pe

king, China, for an Association building.

There are 500 English-speaking soldiers from

the United States and Great Britain here, be

sides others in the different legation guards

who may understand English. In the appeal

to the International Committee for an Asso

ciation, the correspondent urges that it would

be a calamity to allow the work to fall through

for the want of a man. It is now in a most

efficient state. To close these doors would be

to shut up the only clean, homelike, respect

able Christian place outside of the missionaries'

homes open to the soldiers in Peking.

Charles A. Glunz, for the past three years

general secretary of the army and navy work

in the Philippines, has resigned to enter

special Christian work in the Islands.

A Bible class has been organized on the

U. S. S. "Iowa," composed largely of men who

became Christians while visiting the Naval
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liranch, Brooklyn, last autumn. Over twenty

men are enrolled. This class is similar to those-

organized on the "Massachusetts" and other

vessels, the prime movers being men who were

led into the Christian life at the same branch.

A branch of the Naval Young Men's Chris

tian Association has been opened at Pensacola,

Fla., for the men of the squadron during their

several weeks' visit at that port. One hun

dred cots have been secured and the rooms

fitted up in an attractive manner for the men

while on shore leave. Games, correspondence

and lunchroom facilities are some of the

privileges offered. The building secured was

formerly ori'e of the worst dives in the city.

These rooms are open all night, as it has been

found impossible to close them. More than

100 beds are required to accommodate the men.

Music boxes, a pianola, a parrot and a restaur-

ant are kept in constant action. On one day

1.200 visits were made at the rooms. The

branch is in charge of J. H. Sherrill, who has

done excellent work in Pensacola in raising

$25,000 for a building for the city Association.

G. VV. Putnam, of Atlanta, is assisting in the

Naval Branch.

Men of the Association Ranks

James H. Banks, Missouri State secretary-

elect, who takes his new position April 1, was

given a complimentary dinner by his associates

with the International Committee and friends

in New York City, on March 18. Mr. William

Sloane, chairman of the Army and Navy De

partment Committee, was in the chair, and

made a happy review of Mr. Banks' service

to the Army Department, where he has been a

strong factor since the Spanish-American war.

Other addresses were made by R. C. Morse,

E. W. Hearne, C. K. Ober and W. B. Millar.

Mr. Banks shaped the Bible Study Prayer

League among the soldiers, edited the Army

and Navy Hymn Book, directed the traveling

libraries and had under his direct supervision

the work in the army posts. Mr. E. M. Willis,

in behalf of Mr. Banks' associates, presented

him with a handsome memento, carrying with

it an "honorary degree in athletics." Mr.

Banks was formerly secretary at Springfield,

Mo., is thoroughly acquainted with his new

field, which is a large one, and is held in the

highest respect and confidence by the State

committee, of which he was once a member.

Besides his recognized platform ability, Mr.

Banks has qualities which assure success in

this, one of the most important Western States.

I. E. Brown, state secretary of Illinois, by

the courtesy of friends, has been enjoying a

vacation trip to Bermuda.

Windlcw Russell, secretary at Kane. Pa.,

and W. F. Hoehn, secretary at Portsmouth,

N. H., have sailed with the excursion to Pales

tine and the Holy Land.

The Interstate Committee of the Carolina

Associations has recently taken some advance

steps, which will materially strengthen state

work. In accepting the resignation of state

secretary Knebel the committee decided to se

cure a successor who was familiar with con

ditions in North and South Carolina and who

would continue to carry forward the present

aggressive policy. G. C. Huntington, for four

and a half years general secretary at Charlotte,

was the unanimous choice. Mr. Huntington

accepted the call and began his new duties with

the close of the recent interstate convention.

Within the past few weeks the committee has

added a third man to its force, in the person ot

' G. C. HUNTINGTON. A. C. BRIDGMAN.

A. C. Bridgman, for four and a half years

general secretary at Columbia. Mr. Bridgman

will devote special attention to the county work

and industrial departments. I. W. Murphy

continues as office secretary. Messrs. Ralph

Harper of the University of North Carolina

and C. L. Smith of Wofford College, are em

ployed as special student secretaries.

John Lake, who has been detained from sail

ing for the foreign field until the Winter is

over, is rendering special help to the county
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work in Kentucky with his accustomed enthu

siasm.

F. D. Hopkins, secretary at Wilmington,

Del., has been honored by being made an as

sociate member of the Victoria Institute or

Philosophical Society of Great Britain, Lon

don, England.

OBITUARY

Rev. G. Carlson died March 2, at Atlantic,

Iowa. Mr. Carlson was at one time an Asso

ciation secretary.

Fred B. Wise, physical director at Columbus,

Ohio, whose death from typhoid fever occurred

last month, was held in great respect and love

by the Cleveland Association, of which he was

a member, as well as by the members at Colum

bus. He was a graduate of the Springfield

Training School and a man of promise.

H. Waldo Holman, a commercial man and

a member at Owosso, Mich., recently died. He

was one of the considerable number of com

mercial travelers who helped the Association

work wherever they visited, and was widely

known and highly regarded in the central

West.

Dr. Verranus Morse, who died in New York

on Wednesday, March 16, in his eighty-fifth

year, was pre-eminent among Association

leaders and workers in the early days. He was

one of a very few who could write effectively

for the workers concerning the work at a period

when both work and workers were in great

est need of the vigorous, trenchant pen not

only of a ready and shrewd man, but of a

devout and devoted writer. Dr. Morse sup

plied most worthily this need. He was a phy

sician of eminence and for many years was

treasurer of the New York Medical Society.

He was also the senior member of the Lafay

ette Presbyterian Church in Brooklyn; a grad

uate of Dartmouth College and the New York

University; he was one of the founders of

the New York City Association, for some years

its treasurer and a director. He was a vigor

ous writer for The Christian at Work in

the days when that paper was widely read by

active leaders and workers of the Associa

tions. In the early international and state con

ventions his papers were of such value as to

be not only printed and circulated in pamphlet

form, but widely read. They contributed

strongly toward the establishment of a sound

Association public sentiment. For six years

in the seventies he was a member of the Inter

national Committee and for a time editor of

The Association Monthly, published by the

committee. He wisely grasped the mission and

work of the Association and was a keen critic

of methods and tendencies which are calculated

to divert and mislead the Associations from the

straight path of their distinctive purpose and

work. Quietly, unobtrusively, devoutly he

showed himself to be one of those strong,

self-denying workers who wrought in such a

way as to make all of us who seek to follow in

his steps grateful for the inspiration of his

example and for the priceless contribution he

has made to the progress and welfare of the

whole brotherhood.

Mr. Charles J. Dockstader, vice-president of

the Board of Trustees of the Cleveland Asso

ciation, died suddenly at Los Angeles, Cal.,

March llth. Mr. Dockstader was 05 years of

age. He had served the Cleveland Associa

tion as a director and officer for nearly thirty-

CHARLES J. DOCKSTADER.

five years, and was the only member in con

tinuous service from the time of the opening .

of the first building in 1871 to the present.

During all these years he has been a faithful

member of many important committees, but

rendered his greatest service as member of the

Finance and Building Committees. Here, as

in all positions which he filled, he was pains

taking, enthusiastic and successful. For the

last ten years he has been a member of the

State Committee, and part of the time its

treasurer. He filled every position with credit

to himself and to the Association. While so

devoted to the Association, he was one of the

most active men in his own church, serving

as a member- of its official board, and teacher

and superintendent in the Sunday-school for a

number of years. He was a most genial, lova

ble man, modest, kind-hearted and considerate,

always delighted with the opportunity to sur

prise his friends with novel and unlooked-for

deeds of kindness. He represented the noble

army of laymen who give the best of their

leisure time, year in and year out, to the pro

motion of the Master's kingdom. Few men

will be more missed from the ranks of the

Cleveland Association, and none will have a

surer place in the affections of its members.



Talk About [Boys' Departments

BY A. A. JAMIESON, NASHVILLE.

Postal Number One—(By a Boy). "Say,

Jim, come to the meeting Sunday. Some

thing doing. You can go to see Lois after

the meeting—like I do. See!" Jim came.

Postal Number Two—(By Another Boy).

"Dear Frank—I am very anxious to have you

come to our Sunday afternoon meeting. We

whistle, and sing and have a good time.

Think it over, and come next Sunday." So

did Frank.

Postal Number Three— (Mimeographed

and sent from Association office). "My Dear

Boy—Please come to the meeting next Sun

day. If the boys don't turn out better than

they have been doing, it's going to bust. Mr.

X. has about exhausted himself trying to

make it a success. Bring all the boys you can

with you." The meeting busted.

J*

Does the attendance at the boys' gymnasium

classes begin to fall off at this season of the

year because the physical director goes down

to the gymnasium twenty minutes late and

in his street clothes; or does the physical di

rector go down as described because the at

tendance is falling off? These two conditions

appear almost simultaneously in the spring

time, and any one is entitled to a guess. Some

of the physical directors put on more steam

just now, and their classes usually retain their

numbers and interest. It might be a good

thing for some others to try it, just once, and

see.

J*

Wide-awake boys' departments are already

laying plans for the work next fall. Every

department should be doing so. But there is

a duty nearer. How about the summer

plans? A camp and half a dozen outings do

not meet the needs of the boys during the hot

months. Instead of a let up, more energy

should be expended, and the summer con

ditions fully met. There are plenty of boys in

town all summer—have a big "feed" or water

melon cutting, invite them all, and the rooms

will be crowded. Some departments have as

large an attendance at their religious meet

ings in summer as in winter, simply because

they don't let up, but push harder while it

it hot. And the secretaries do not have their

vacations interfered with, either.

Jt

There is a vast distance between the short

rope of the usual boys' department, and no

rope at all in the men's department. Give the

older boys plenty of rope; all they want; more

than they want—but be sure the rope is there.

The slack may have to be pulled in occasion

ally, but only occasionally; sometimes very

gently, and other times with a jerk. Older

boys kick out of the boys' department because

of the short rope; they run men out of the

men's department because of no rope. Keep

them in the boys' department with the "plenty-

of-rope" method, and the problem is solved.

Ji

Mighty few .boys know anything about

"Regeneration." And not a few men are in

the same fix. Yet there are thousands and

thousands of boys in our boys' departments,

raised in Christian homes, who are conscious

of the fact that somehow, somewhere, some

time, they have said, "I'll accept Jesus Christ

as my Saviour, and be His boy," and realize

there has been some sort of a change in their

lives. They are striving, sometimes feebly,

to live up to His teachings, and desire to do

His will. They are Christians, and need

some one to discover the fact to them. While

no less effort should be made to have boys

make the great decision, still those boys who

are already Christians should not be continu

ally exhorted to make a decision they have

already made. Such a course leads many to

begin to doubt if they really are Christians.

Greater attention should be paid to the de

velopment and encouragement of the large

number of boys already Christians. There is

too much of exhortation of boys to become

Christians, as compared to the effort to train

them in Christian service after they have be

come Christians.

J»

The captain of a certain high school base

ball team is not a Christian. Some of the

Christian boys on the team have gotten to

gether and are making a definite ejfort to

lead him into the Christian life. There may

be a suggestion in this for many of the Chris

tian boys in other boys' departments having

places on their school teams. Get together,

plan a campaign, and win a victory.

JC

There is no more sense nor reason in com

pelling a boy to join or transfer to the men's

department because he has reached a certain

age than there would be in compelling a gram

mar or high school boy with one, two or three

more years' work before finishing, to matricu

late in a university simply because he is a

certain number of years old.

Jl

Two months more and the members of the

graduating classes of the high and preparatory

schools will be scattered to the four winds.

The Christian boys in the classes should see

to it that many opportunities are made dur

ing these last days to say the word which

will lead their chum, friend or companion into

the Christian life. Words spoken at this par

ticular time will be long remembered.



Suggestions from the Field

From a general letter of inquiry the follow

ing suggestions were received, which may prove

of interest to secretaries:

SCHEMES THAT WORKED.

Guaranteed Membership Contest.

Midwinter circus given by gymnasium men;

financial success.

A membership boom plan—Incentive—Bowl

ing alley building, etc. Condition—200 new

$5 members, to be secured at a certain date.

Result—149 paid up $5 members secured; good

prospects of remaining 51 soon. Use a large

banner suspended over street in front of build

ing, with figures showing daily membership in

crease.

Basket ball league of six teams representing

different local churches.

Shuffle board contests with near-by Asso

ciations.

Fraternity organized among older boys.

Cafe—well patronized and big success.

Volunteer League among young men; con

ducted large numbers of meetings in country

churches and assisted pastors of local churches.

150 brought into church membership by them.

Boys' Gymnasium Leaders Corps gave ex

hibition to raise money to furnish room in

their building.

Bowling alleys put in by league of sixty

men, each man giving twenty cents per week

until alleys are paid for.

Illustrated series on "Pilgrim's Progress."

Minstrels; bowling alleys; success club; at

tendance at rooms more than doubled.

GOOD THINGS DONE BY MEMBERS—COMMITTEES.

A Christian newspaper reporter—member of

the Association—booms the Association daily.

Boys' department woodworking class made

platforms, blackboards and tables for their

building.

Hungarian class in English gave a supper to

friends of their own nationality, largely at

tended. Everything arranged and cooked by

themselves.

Women's Auxiliary furnished kitchen in

boys' building.

Social evening given members by Y. P. C.

E. societies.

One member gave out cards regularly for

Sunday meetings. Did not have to be followed

up and coaxed to do the work.

Boys furnished their room and purchased

$75 carpet.

TO KEEP THINGS MOVING THE NEXT THREE

MONTHS.

Organize a ball team, hold outdoor meet

ings, offer prizes for best bowling scores.

Annual gymnastic exhibition.

Swimming lessons in natatorium and in

structions on how to save the drowning.

Push social work and gymnasium work.

Work to keep tip the interest of the young

men by making everything appeal to young

men.

Read and get members to read ASSOCIATION

MEN.

Turn the crank on the same old grind, with

vacation classes.

Educational talks in shops at noon. Talks

given on Russia and Japan and the Panama

Canal.

Membership spurt ; World's Fair prizes ; out

door Sunday afternoon meetings.

Membership contests, with prizes.

Series of cross-country runs and botany

walks.

Athletic field; camp for boys.

Outdoor athletics; Bible study among older

boys.

Park meetings Sunday afternoons.

Swimming school ; baseball and bicycle clubs.

Baseball with local teams to bring members

in touch with home men.

Saturday tramps for boys.

Visit to a neighboring Association to spend

the day. An inter-Association visit is a com

bination of pleasure and profit.

Series of fifteen lectures and practical talks

on care of the body, health, etc., and first aid

to the injured.

Excursion into the iron mines and to the

lake.

Stereopticon views on Biblical themes once

a month during the season.

Summer excursions.

Men's meetings on public square, with plenty

of good music.

TO BE RED-FLAGGED.

The offering of "valuable prizes," such as

neckties, kid gloves, diamond pins, as awards

in membership contests.

Somebody should sound a note of warning

against the growing habit of granting a three

months' extension on membership tickets for

prompt payment at expiration. We don't know

where this foolishness originated, but several

Associations caught the disease to their sor

row, and without exception it is being dis

carded. As one clear-headed business man put

it, the plan amounted to borrowing money at

25 per cent, and no concern can live doing

business on that basis.

A swindler • has been using the correspon

dence paper of the Coatesville, Pa., Asso

ciation in correspondence, telling hard luck

stories to people who have given him money,

thinking he was sent out by the Association.

T. H. Wells, of Niagara Falls, writes to

warn secretaries against a man who signs his

name as Geo. Phillips or Geo. Horton. He

worked for us about a month last summer and
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before leaving secured some of our letterheads

on which he writes recommendations introduc

ing himself, signing my name. He is wanted

for theft. He is an Englishman, about 5J

feet high, 137 pounds, dark complexion, black

hair, sometimes wore nose glasses, his face was

rather wrinkled.

Sending membership "duns" on postals.

Basket ball idolatry.

Buying ahead of your income, or trying to

have too many attractions with too little money

to pay for them.

Letting young men's Sunday afternoon meet

ing be carried away from the young man age.

Meetings, although good, appeal too much to

older classes.

Making the parlor into a "rough house" for

social purposes.

Making "show" reports; trying to report "re

sults" in figures ; riding on the "band wagon"

at conventions.

Warn all secretaries against Sam VV. Glass-

ford, as a fraud and dead beat.

Avoid having an objectionable fellow the

head of a "gang."

YOUNG MEM'S WORLD'S FAIR CLUBS.—World's

Fair clubs are being formed all over the

country by young men, who are spending an

evening each week in a study of the World's

Fair and what can be seen there with profit.

These clubs will charter special cars, and will

sleep in tents, which are being provided near

the grounds. Many of the men are saving their

money and making deposits weekly with the

secretaries. August 15-20 will be "Association

Week," when athletic events will be run off

Many of the Associations now have their best

athletes in training to participate in these con

tests—tests of strength and basketball and

other games.

MEMBERSHIP DAY AT DALLAS.—On Member

ship Day the older members of the Association

went forth on a canvassing tour by twos and

threes. They visited the various business

houses, and in one place secured fifteen mem

bers, in another twenty-one. When the day

closed there were added to the membership

rolls, all told, something like 250 new names.

SOCIAL FEATURES IN ONE CANADIAN CITY.—

A series of Saturday evening "pops," which

draws a weekly crowd of over a thousand, the

admission fee being ten cents, was started in

order to displace the cheap theaters. Often

two-thirds of the audience are young men.

Twenty-two of these gatherings are being held.

At the Sunday afternoon tea the room is al

ways crowded with young men. Strangers arc

the guests of the Association, while members

purchase tickets at a nominal figure. The

program of talks and conversation after tea

is always _ varied. This is the social event of

the week in the lives of scores of young stran

gers and members. A Sunday night after-

church song service is held where not only are

hymns sung with zest, but midway through the

program men are divided into groups of four

or five for conversation, a topic for discus

sion being announced, including such questions

as "What is my favorite hymn?" "What is

the kindest deed I ever saw done?" "What

book has influenced me most?"

REACHING BUSINESS COLLEGE STUDENTS.—

On one afternoon of the week students gather

from the four business colleges of Toronto,

who are organized into a Business Colleges'

Young Men's Christian Association. They se

cure strong speakers and conduct a regular re

ligious work among students.

TORONTO'S USE OF SUNDAY AFTERNOON.—

The strong men's meeting at 3 o'clock is fol

lowed by a large evangelistic Bible Class at

4:30, which in turn is followed by the social

tea service at 5:30. Each of these three meet

ings becomes a strong evangelistic factor,, and

frequently inquirers come out from each one,

MEMBERSHIP RULES ADOPTED BY THE

"STILL-HUNT CLUB," BOISE, IDAHO. — The

membership campaign will start on the six

teenth day of February and will close on the

sixteenth day of March at noon. A banquet

will be given in the evening in the auditorium

for all contestants. Every member of the As

sociation is entitled to compete. Every mem

ber will start out with the 0 button on his

lapel, and will be promoted as rapidly as he

brings in a member (subject to the rules of

membership of the Association)—i. e., as soon

as a new member or a renewal is registered at

the office of the Association he will drop his

0 to take up the figure 1 and so on until he

rises to 5. At the banquet the table's (six in

number) will be numbered from 0 to 5, and

every contestant will sit at the table that his

number calls for. The figures from 1 to 5

worn on the lapels of the contestants' coats

will be counted "admission to the banquet."

All those wearing 0 at this time will be re

quired to pay the fee that the ladies decide

upon at the time. Any member taking the 0

must wear it where it can be seen by all, and

will not be permitted to drop out of the race

until the close of the campaign. Everybody

subject to "cold feet" is respectfully requested

not to enter the race, as we are in this for

business.

RESULTS OF A TRAINING CLASS.—The Wilkes-

Barre Association Bible class, conducted by

S. M. Bard, met every Tuesday evening years

ago in two sessions—one from 8 to 9, and the

other from 9 to 10. The aggregate enrollment

was twenty-four men. Of this number, five

are now in the ministry and six in the secre

taryship. The external evidence would indi

cate clearly that their life plan was largely

shaped through the class. Some have definitely

so testified. Of the class, E. B. Buckalew

is field and railroad secretary of the Pennsyl

vania state committee ; W. A. Edwards, secre

tary at Coatesville, Pa.; C. R. Parsons, rail

road secretary at Kansas City; F. S. Gardner

was for a number of years assistant secretary

at Dayton, O., and T. C. Daniels is field

secretary of the anthracite region committee.

Five others are pastors or missionaries.



MIDWAY

RAILROAD MEN'S

BUILDING

BETWEEN

ST. PAUL AND

MINNEAPOLIS.

The Railroad Department

Ten railroad companies, centering at St.

Paul and Minneapolis, which united in aiding

in the establishment of a Railroad Young

Men's Christian Association for the employees

at Midway Yards, between the two cities,

turned over to the Association a $30,000 build

ing, erected for a stock exchange and never

used. It was opened last month. The general

manager of the Great Northern Railroad, in

a speech at the opening, said, "I look for the

rapid extension in the Northwest of railroad

Associations." The building was furnished

from a fund raised by railroad men and

citizens.

The twelfth building on the Missouri Pacific

System was opened March 13th, at Hoxie,

Ark. Superintendent Hartigan, of the

Arkansas Division, Messrs. Scofield and

Knebel and others spoke. The building is

one mile from the nearest village; besides a

newly constructed roundhouse, yardmaster's

office and a few houses, no other buildings

are visible. The men have been sleeping and

eating in cabooses and putting up with many

inconveniences. Half an hour after the closing

of the formal exercises which inaugurated this

new work nearly all of the thirty-five beds

had been engaged.

The Pennsylvania lines have decided to

turn over a brick building near their Colum

bus, O., shops, as a branch of the Railroad

Association, and will contribute $2,500 toward

temodeling and furnishing the same. This

may be open by the middle or last of April.

Stamps, Ark., will have socials every week

during the spring. The master mechanic con

ducts an air-brake class.

A building is about to be erected at the new

shops of the Louisville and Nashville Railroad

at Louisville, Ky.

A building is projected for Mexico, Mo., to

cost $15,000.

Mattoon, 111., has a Bible class for colored

men, over twenty-five attending. Last month

meetings were conducted by Burwick.

Port Jervis, N. Y., has increased its mem

bership 17 per cent, since New Year's. The

Auxiliary has leased a large furnished hall for

receptions and entertainments.

Lexington, Ky., had an increase of nearly

100 per cent, in its membership during the past

eighteen months, and is not satisfied yet. The

London Illustrated News, costing $9 per year,

has been added to the reading room.

The assistant master mechanic having in

charge the L. S. & M. S. Railway shops at

Collinwood, O., speaks of the shop meetings

and Bible studies conducted by the Association

as follows : "The meetings are stopped

promptly when the whistle blows, and in this

way the men arc not kept from their work. I

approve of these meetings and think they are

very beneficial to the men." A class using

Studies for Personal Workers, by Johnston,

has been started with ten members. The

twenty-four beds in the dormitory were used

902 times in the month of Feburary. Thirty-

six months ago the record was 36.

The Rochester, N. Y., Street Railway De

partment has opened rest rooms which are

well patronized by the men. Illustrated Sun

day morning talks are given.

At special meetings held recently at Elmira,

N. Y., twelve men were led into the Christian

life. From forty to fifty visits to the sick are

made monthly by the secretary.
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LOCOMOTIVE

FIREMEN'S

CLUB,

LEXINGTON,

KY.

Oswego, N. Y., made a quick move recently.

At 5 o'clock Tuesday afternoon (the 8th)

word was given that on account of a fire which

had destroyed the Hotel Bennett and the N.

Y. C. R. R. offices and damaged other prop

erty, it was desirable that the Association

vacate the premises occupied by them, which

is railroad property, to make room for a tenant

who had occupied rooms under the N. Y. C.

offices. At 6 o'clock on Wednesday several

rooms in the new building, corner of Second

2nd Mohawk streets were inhabitable for the

members. The balance of the necessary altera-

:ions and furnishings will be completed U once.

A railroad conference is being planned to

meet at Stellarton June 17-20, at which time

it is hoped that the cornerstone of the new

building will be laid. Three thousand eight

hundred dollars has been added to the $4,000

on hand and the $1,000 site owned by the Stel

larton Railroad and Town Young Men's

Christian Association, and an $8,000 building

will at once be erected.

W. E. Fenno's dates are: Derby, Conn., As

sociation, March 13-21; Dayton, O., March 23

to April 5 ; Spencer, N. C, April 8-19 ; Mil

waukee, Wis., April 22 to May 4; New York

City, May 7-10; Buffalo, N. Y., May 11-15;

Williamson, W. Va., May 17-30 Clifton

Forge, Va., June 15 to July 15; Park-

harst church house, New York City, July

17 to August 17. Mr. Fenno has spent two

months conducting noon services in the shops

at Cleveland, Ohio, tying up the shop Bible

class work of the year and bringing to deci

sion men whose interest had already been

awakened. During that time 243 men expressed

their desire to become Christians.

Texarkana, Ark. has $670 subscribed for a

gymnasium and there is more being raised.

A Sioux Secretary's Winter Trip

A letter from Arthur T. Tibbetts, Sioux In

dian secretary, telling of a recent tour

among the Indian Associations.

I reached Chamberlain late at night, as the

train was delayed, but my friend was waiting

for me with a team to take me out about

twenty-five miles. The wind was from the

north and it was snowing and very cold, so

we decided not to drive out that night, but

wait till morning. My friend had a tent, a

small stove and some bedding, but it was

too cold to sleep, so we stayed up all night

and talked about the Indian Association

Work. The next morning (Saturday) it was

still snowing and colder, but we started and

finally, although nearly frozen, we reached the

place where the Association meeting was to

be held, and found all the Association mem

bers waiting for us. The ladies had prepared

supper and about sixty young men were pres

ent. I conducted the meeting and afterward

answered questions about the Association

work, and organized a Bible-study class.

As we did not want to travel on Sunday,

we started out again that1 night and drove

fifteen miles to the next Association. I con

ducted meetings in the morning, in the after

noon and at night. After my address at the

night meeting, a well-educated Indian young

man made a public confession of Christ. Hf

had been brought up among white people, had

a good reputation and a good trade as a

blacksmith, but had always opposed the church

work among the Indians. Everybody was glad

to see this young man converted. Before

leaving, I organized another Bible-study class.

On Monday we drove back to Chamberlain

where we camped out again, and I returned

next day to Fort Pierre, where I am making

my headquarters for the winter.



The Educational Department

Observations on a Western Trip

During the past few weeks it has been my

privilege to attend sixteen educational insti

tutes in the Far West. While a few are do

ing a small work, yet, thanks to the aggressive

and successful work of a few others, the aver

age Association shows a larger interest and

appreciation for the work than is seen in the

East. In California, Oregon and Washing

ton, in proportion to their opportunity, there are

more students in class work who pay a mirth

larger proportion of the annual current ex

penses for educational work than are seen in

the majority of the Central or Eastern States.

Owing to the delightful climate, educational

work in Southern California involves many

of the same temptations to irregular attend

ance as would surround students in the East

in May or June. I have never seen a city in

which the growth in population and the num

ber of modest but architecturally beautiful

homes have increased so rapidly as in Los

Angeles. Here also I think that with pro

portionally the least effort to secure students,

they have the largest results. All they ap

parently do is to open the doors and the ma

jority of their classes are filled. In San Fran

cisco, A. A. Macurda, who has faithfully de

veloped educational work as director, is now

deputy superintendent of the public schools

of the city. He, however, retains his interest

in the Association and serves successfully and

efficiently on the educational committee. His

successor as director is L. B. Smith, formerly

of Cornell and of the Association in the Uni

versity of Wisconsin. They have a large and

varied activity involving day work, technical

courses, distinct work for employed boys as

well as extensive privileges for men.

Portland, Ore., was found to be a veritable

bee-hive for Association educational work. In

proportion to its population and membership

it has the largest number of students of any

city visited. Mr. Chase has been aiding H.

W. Stone, the secretary, in the conduct of this

work the past season, but he has resigned to

enter the general secretaryship in the East,

and is to be succeeded by I. V. Rhodes, secre

tary of the Association in the University of

California. Work with tools in wood, iron

and lead, in manual training, carving, turning,

cabinet and art wood work, machine-shop

practice, plumbing, etc., for both boys and

men, seems to be the most in evidence. Mr.

Standley in the manual training department

is surely the right man in the right place.

The annual examinations for 1904 are be

ing held the early part of this month. A

larger number of new Associations than ever

are in for the first time. The participation in

Bible study is greatly in excess of any pre

vious year.

From observation and experience we earn

estly recommend each Association to conduct

a spring term of eight or ten weeks from

April 1st; also during April and May, to dis

cover more of the educational needs of men

and plan to meet these needs with a larger

and better work than ever during the coming

year. Such plans should be matured by May

1st and advertised monthly thereafter.

GEORGE B. HODGE.

Educational Notes

The Boston Association evening law school

has been incorporated and given the right to

grant the degree of LL.B. This incorporation

is allowed at the end of six and a half years of

efficient service and after a thorough examina

tion by experts of the State. At a hearing at

the State House in February Dean Ames, of

Harvard Law School, and Mr. Bennett, former

dean of the Boston University Law School, and

other legal gentlemen, spoke in behalf of the

measure.

Fitchburg, Mass., has added to its educa

tional equipment a printing outfit worth $200.

The boys are helping to pay for it by printing

the high school paper.

Japanese students of Harvard and Boston

universities have been giving talks in eighteen

of the Associations about Boston on Japan's

claim against Russia. One of them, Mr. T.

Funahashi, who recently addressed Maiden's

current events club, was followed a week later

by a Bulgarian, Mr. V. A. Tsanoff, of Har

vard, who presented the Russian side of the

controversy.

The textile school at North Adams has been

an unqualified success and larger things are

planned for next year.

Providence follows in the wake of Boston,

opening an automobile school after March 21.

The Boston school has contributed an exhibi

tion of drafting to the automobile show, thus

gaining publicity.

Detroit plans next year to have a day school

course for marine engineers, as there are over

eight hundred engineers and firemen centering

in Detroit. As no such school is now in exist

ence, the Association should draw men from

the entire lake territory. As Detroit is the

greatest automobile manufacturing center in the

country, special classes to fit men to become

chauffeurs and for automobile designing will be

arranged. Educational work has grown so

much that a number of extra rooms will be

rented outside next year.



The Physical Department

The publication last month of the Associa

tion's athletic program at the World's Fair was

not intended to be complete. Detailed infor

mation will be found in the official program

which is soon to be issued, and will be sent to

each director.

Philadelphia's indoor athletic meet occurs

April 12, when an effort will be.made to break

several A. L. N. A. records. A handball tour

nament has been held with large success. On

NEW ORLEANS

NEW

GYMNASIUM.

An immense gym-

iwjnim; floor covered

wli canvas and ad

joining the old gym-

tajium. To be used

largely for athletic

limes and in the

aarm months.

physical night eighty men line up for march

ing. Here is the new yell of Philadelphia Cen

tral:

ALAVEVO, ALAVEVO, ALAVEVO, VIVO SWING,

BOTTOM MAN, TOP MAN, SECOND MAN, ZING,

SOMERSAULT, SOMERSAULT, ROUND-OFF FLIP,

HOCK-SWING, GIANT-SWING, FLY-AWAY KIP.

Y—M—C—A—CENTRAL.

At the Wisconsin state convention Kenosha

won the state athletic championship for the

third consecutive year, the final scores stand

ing: Kenosha, 855 points; Milwaukee, 840;

Racine, 810; Milwaukee (south side), 677;

Marinette, 670; Oshkosh. 622. Kenosha also

won the state basketball championship, defeat

ing Oshkosh 22 to 19. The convention was the

largest ever held in the state.

Selma (Ala.) has just completed an outdoor

running track, 24 laps to the mile, and will do

most of its physical training out of doors this

summer.

George T. Hepbron will be engaged June 1

to October 1 as general overseer of physical

culture at the World's Fair. The International

Committee has released him for this period

without salary. Mr. Hepbron's familiarity

with atheltics, not only in the Association but

in the athletic organizations, makes him a man

peculiarly fitted to take this position. The

compliment to the Association in this selection

it is not necessary to point to.

Brooklyn, N. Y., has started an athletic

league among the Sunday-schools, which is

projected with the help of Dr. Gulick. The

plan is yet to be worked out in detail. It will

be a sort of Juvenile Athletic League of North

America. There will be a system of registra

tion, games for boys will be promoted, Sunday-

school picnic games will be under its direction,

clean sport principles will govern, and with it

all it will promote an acquaintance with the

Young Men's Christian Association and its

athletic principles. A meeting of the superin

tendents is to be held with Dr. Fisher at the

Association Building soon to work out the

details, which will be given in ASSOCIATION

MEN.

The Cincinnati Association held its eleventh

indoor athletic carnival and the second Ohio

Slate A. A. U. championship meet February

25th. This is the largest athletic meet held in

the State, having some three hundred entries,

and thousands of persons witnessed the events

and cheered their favorites on to success. The

result of the great battle shows that the Asso

ciation earned the palm of victory, being cham

pions of the State by a total of forty-five

points. The local university ranked second,

having a total of twenty-three points. The

most interesting events of the evening were the

880 and 440 yards runs and the Junior, Inter

mediate open and High School mile relay runs.

The Association won the first three relays.

Physical Director Buxton is planning big

things for his athletic team during the coming

months. They will probably travel to Louis

ville, Ky., on April 9th, Indianapolis, Ind.,

May 18th, and to St. Louis to compete during

Association week. There are also plans being

laid to hold a triangular meet in Indianapolis

during the summer between Louisville, Indian

apolis and Cincinnati.



From the State Conventions

Kentucky State Convention

The twenty-sixth annual state convention of

Kentucky, held at Bowling Green, was marked

by strength, healthy enthusiasm and harmony.

With the exception of the jubilee last year it

was the largest state convention ever held in

the state, there being about 400 delegates. The

personnel of the delegates was of an exception

ally high order. The speakers from a distance

were Judge Spencer, Messrs. S. D. Gordon,

F. S. Goodman, W. D. Weatherford, H. O.

Williams, Robert Weidensall, S. W. McGill,

B. S. Fenn, A. A. Jameson, George S. Budd,

W. E. Day and Edward W. Frost. The presi

dent of the convention, Prof. J. C. Acheson, of

Danville, and President B. A. Jenkins, of Ken

tucky University, delivered addresses of un

usual power. The program was a strong one

and was carried out to the letter. The report

of the State Committee showed marked prog

ress during the past year. There are ten city

Associations, with a membership of 2,872;

seven railroad Associations, with 1,705 mem

bers; 27 student Associations, with 750 mem

bers; eight county organizations, with 30 As

sociations and 1,372 members—74 Associations,

with 6,699 members in the state. Twenty-nine

Associations are doing work for boys. Fifty-

one men are devoting their entire time to the

work. Good progress is reported in the city,

railroad, student and boys' departments. A

secretary has been placed on the state force for

the religious and educational work. Especial

emphasis was given to the county work depart

ment, in which Kentucky leads all the states.

There are two county work department secre

taries on the state force and eight county sec

retaries in the state. A budget of $12,500 was

authorized and about $3,900 of this was raised

at the convention. At the Sunday afternoon

meetings some 75 young men and boys pro

fessed conversion.

Northern Iowa Men's Conference

The Northern Iowa conference at Waterloo,

February 18th to 21st, was an up-to-date meet

ing. Nearly three hundred delegates were

present. Seven members of the State Com

mittee, including the chairman, were present

The local Associations were untiring in their

efforts to provide everything for the comfort of

their guests.

Among the Association leaders on the pro

gram were McDill, Parsons and Hurrey, of

the International Committee; Burt, of Chi

cago; Thomson, of Kentucky; Bigler, of Des

Moines, and Peck, of Minnesota. "The Min

nesingers," the male chorus of the Iowa State

Normal School, and the Fullerton brothers

gave inspiring music. Among the practical

topics were: "How Shall We Make the Asso

ciation the Largest Possible Factor in the

Community?" "The Association Director's

Responsibility," "The Fourfold Religious

Work," "A Life Calling," "The County Work,"

"The Boys' Work," "How to Secure Efficient

Committeemen."

The Virginia Convention

Men who stand closest to the work of the

Association in Virginia unite in testimony

that the Richmond convention, March 3 to

6, was the strongest gathering ever held in

the State. There were about four hundred

delegates present. The membership of the

State Committee was increased from twenty-

one to twenty-seven members. The opening

address and the heart-talks by Rev. Cornelius

Woelfkin, D.D., of Brooklyn, N. Y., were

deeply spiritual and uplifting. The following

leaders in Association work contributed to a

strong and well-arranged program : Hon. H.

Kirke Porter, John R. Mott, C. S. Ward,

Walter M. Wood, Lyman L. Pierce and John

S. Tichenor. The musical features were es

pecially interesting. Percy S. Foster, of

Washington, conducted the convention sing

ing; the Virginia Glee Club rendered quar

tette music, and Haddon S. Watkins was the

tenor soloist. The report of the State Com

mittee showed marked growth in many lines.

Two new buildings occupied during the year—

Roanoke Railroad department, and Fort Mon

roe (Army). County work inaugurated in

Fauquier County; permanent secretary in

charge. First street railway work in the

South organized at Richmond. Report of

treasurer showed: Receipts, $5,722.12; dis

bursements, $5,718.17; balance on hand, $3.95,

with all bills paid. In addition, $592.13 was

raised for foreign work.

Carottnas* Convention

The first interstate convention of the Caro-

linas, North and So^uth, was a strong one.

The program was comprehensive, providing

for the presentation of many phases of the

work. The new Association at Spartanburg,

S. C, succeeded in getting its attractive quar

ters open in time for the convention, and enter

tained it handsomely. Notable features were

the five addresses of Rev. J. A. B. Scherer,

Ph.D., on "Foundation Doctrines," the men's

meeting conducted by C. C. Michener, and the

sermons by Rev. Dr. Henry Van Dyke and

Rev. M. D. Hardin, of Charlotte, N. C Mr.

Michener's address on industrial problems,

following his investigation of cotton mill con

ditions, was of especial interest. Encouraging

developments in this department are in pros

pect this year. The State committee's report

showed a gratifying increase in all depart

ments during tlic past five years. The commit-
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INTER-STATE CONVENTION DELEGATES AT CUMBERLAND.

tee was authorized to raise and expend $6,000

during the coming year. Work at the State

military encampment will be conducted this

season. The fact that State Secretary Knebel,

to whose energetic and efficient direction the

present excellent condition of the work is

largely due, was soon to leave was the occa

sion of much regret. At the same time all

were pleased at this recognition of his ability

and promotion to a wider field of service.

The convention was followed by a conference

of the employed officers of the two States, in

which topics relating to the personal life were

considered. Mr. Knebel's parting words were

on "The Secretary of To-morrow." At a

complimentary dinner tendered him he was

presented with a handsome copy of the Ameri

can revised version of the Bible.

New Hampshire's State Meeting

New Hampshire men met at Keene, opening

the convention with a banquet, at which

Governor Batchelder and state and interna

tional secretaries were guests of the evening.

One hundred and seventy-five delegates and

prominent Association workers were present.

President Tucker delivered an address on the

needs of the young men of the present genera

tion. The indebtedness on buildings in the

state during the last year has been reduced

$7,700; membership increase, 25 per cent.;

three new Associations organized. Over $30,-

000 was raised for building projects and im

provements.

Wisconsin Men's Annual Meeting

Wisconsin had the largest and best conven

tion for years with over 300 delegates, most of

whom were men who are actually identified

with and have been students of Association

work. On account of the fire in the Oshkosh

building, which damaged it to the amount of

nearly $3,000, the headquarters were trans

ferred to the First Baptist Temple. The con

vention made sentiment for a new building

which is being followed up. The chief feature

of the convention was the "Quiet Talks," by

S. D. Gordon. Great interest in the foreign

work was created by the address of E. T.

Colton. The State Committee reports a con

tinued advance, and the Associations approved

of its plans for a forward movement.

Inter-State Convention at Cumberland

Men from Maryland, Delaware, West Vir

ginia and the District of Columbia, met at

Cumberland, Md., where a strong program was

given, concluding with a field day on Sunday

with its usual strong meetings for boys and

young men. The progress in the past two

years has been remarkable, especially in West

Virginia, where several large buildings are

assured for new Associations. Baltimore and

Washington hold the largest men's meetings

in the country, and Cumberland and others

are proportionately large. The convention

recommended that $9,000 be raised for next

year's work; that three additional secretaries—

one for each state—be employed, in addition

to the larger work for boys in religious and

evangelistic lines and at unorganized points ;

that section groups be established with itiner

ant secretaries in charge; that miners, soldiers,

fishermen, lumbermen and men employed in

oil regions, factories and industrial plants, be

reached as the study of the field shall warrant.

Pennsylvania Jubilee Convention

Fifty years of Association work in the Key

stone State were fittingly commemorated by

the splendid jubilee convention which assem

bled 650 delegates at Scranton. The Rev. Dr.

J. I. Lansing, in a stirring address of welcome,

said that Scranton was a city prepared for the

convention by the aggressive campaign for

civic righteousness in which the Municipal

League had in three years closed over a

thousand rum holes and had convicted and

imprisoned several corrupt city officials. The

leading spirits of this movement were Asso

ciation men, chief among whom was E. B.

Sturges, who was subsequently elected presi
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dent of the convention. Associated with him

as vice-presidents were Hon. H. Kirke Porter,

member of Congress from Pittsburg, and John

G. Reading, Esq., of Williamsport. The con

vention was marked by the unusual efficiency

of all its presiding officers and the large num

ber of strong business men in attendance. The

conference of members of boards of directors

brought together nearly one hundred directors,

who had a very animated and helpful dis

cussion. Eight departmental institutes were

effective and well attended. At a special din

ner a movement to raise funds for a State

boys' work secretary was started and $500

pledged.

Addresses of great inspiration and value

were delivered by Dr. W. F. McDowell, Dr.

C. I. Scofield, Rev. Cornelius Woelfkin,

Messrs. R, C. Morse, John R. Mott and L. L.

Doggett. The address on "How to Deal with

Temptation," by Robert R Speer, and his re

markable prayer which followed, made a pro

foundly deep impression upon the delegates.

The presentation of "An Adequate Program for

the Religious Work of the Association," by

Fred B. Smith, together with his addresses

Sunday morning and afternoon, brought the

great spiritual work of the Association into

special prominence. Nearly two hundred men

and boys made a public confession of Christ

on Sunday. A unique feature of the closing

session was "The Association Veterans' Camp

Fire," wherein Messrs. H. Kirke Porter, W. K.

Jennings, John E. Dayton and C. C. Shirk re

viewed some very interesting incidents of the

first State convention in 1869.

The reports of the California and Texas con

ventions failed to reach us as we go to press.

Maritime Committee's Policy for 1904

Give time to the development of work in

small towns.

Advise and assist in building enterprises now

on hand, and in reduction of debts.

Develop some workable plan for discovering

and training secretaries.

Aim to strengthen the whole work by adding

another secretary in the general work.

Give more thought to work among men of

the industrial class.

Enlarge the interested and giving constitu

ency to general, foreign and endowment fea

tures of the work, through efforts of members

of Maritime Committee and local Association

boards.

Make the boys' and railroad conferences and

the boys' camps tell for better future work for

boys and railroad men.

Place larger empnasis on the Bible study,

training class and soul winning features of the

work.

Secure the largest possible delegation to the

International Convention at Buffalo in May,

and prepare exhibit for same.

Make an effort to secure a summer vacation

place in the Maritime Provinces for young

men. Arrange for a midsummer meeting of

the Maritime Committee at some central sum

mer resort, and invite representative men to

meet with it.

Continue issuance of The Lever.

Maintain institutes for the militia men where

camps are mobilized.

From Convention Note Books

"Human life is a situation devised by the in

genuity of God himself to train His sons for

an inheritance of power by the use of power

in a friendly fashion."—Bosu'orth.

"Money is a low form of power, but it is

real."

"We can have no power in prayer unless we

use the money power that we possess. Self

ishness has no power in prayer."

"Prayer is the source of unlimited power."

"The man with only one talent is in the place

of greatest danger."

"We have no reason to talk of hard fields

when we think of the sacrifices that are being

made by our young men on the foreign field."

"A will defeated in one realm of life is a

defeated will for all realms."

"A man finds his level among men by virtue

of his moral practices."—E. T. Colton.

"The man who cannot attract young life to

himself has something the matter with his

Christianity."—Dr. Harris at Michigan.

"The best faith cure is that which keeps us

well. The closer to Jesus the better one's

health."

"Stick to your field. It takes time to win

the confidence of a community, but it must be

had."—Dr. Harris.

"Men are wanted \vlio can sec great things

and do single things."—T. C. Green.

"The science of Christianity to-day is to un

twine, not break, the tendrils which bind a man

to unprofitable friendships and to get him at

tached to profitable friendships."—C. S. Ward.

"The world is just as great as the sum total

of things you appreciate."—W. M. Wood.

"A man ought to be worth something to the

world beyond what he does for wages."—W.

M. Wood.

The Christian Association is the great con

servative and aggressive force in our Chris

tianity for reaching men. The method of the

Christian Association should be the method of

our Christianity—its personal method. Love

of man through Christ is the true motive. No

kind of Christianity is going to be effective ex

cept aggressive Christianity. It is the work

the Son of God chose to do; it is that work He

puts into your hands.—Dr. Charles Wood at

Utica.
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Michigan's Annual Meeting

Michigan's annual convention at Saginaw,

ending with a business men's banquet,

stirred the town with the importance of

securing a building for the Association and

led thirteen men to consider the secretary

ship as a life work. The program was dis

cussed by specialists such as Wood, Green

and Booth and in Bible study by Dr. Harris.

Four hours were taken for the discussion

and study of the State Committee's report

by the committee on the report, having a

representative from each local Association.

The convention approved of holding a mass

convention bi-ennially, which should be a

representative gathering and be self-enter

taining except for students. The State

Committee reported county work inaugu

rated and a boys' conference held. The

committee is beginning to realize on its five

year's policy adopted one year ago.

Massachusetts and Rhode Island Boys

Four hundred and seven of the older

Christian boys of Massachusetts and Rhode

Island met for a three days' conference at

Somerville, Mass. The papers presented

were along the line of personal work and

Bible study and the boys' relation to the

church. For State work $800 was pledged

by the boys themselves, which will be in

creased to $1,000. The boys ran this con

ference and did not need to be told things

by the secretaries. On Saturday members

of the committees and secretaries came to

the conference and swelled the attendance

to over "joo. The boys carried themselves

well in town, in a serious manner without be

ing lugubrious. The boys did not think

they knew more than anybody else, but they

knew enough to know they knew something

about their work to their fellows. In the

discussion of their themes they did not adopt

a foreign vernacular nor a cult. They talked

about the work for boys as if it was a thing

in which they had had some experience, and

were there to learn what they could learn.

Monday was given to sight-seeing in Boston.

Hardly a boy left a session of the conference

before it was through.

General Association News

News for these pages must reach New York by April

TUCSON, ARIZ., is SOLICITING A PAID-UP MEM-

bership sufficient to carry current expenses, pre

paratory to entering upon a canvass for a build

ing fund. The Association will not go into

quarters until a building is erected and paid

for. Tucson is a division station on the South

ern Pacific and is the most isolated Association

in the United States.

PITTSBURGH HAS THE THIRD LARGEST SINGLE

Association in the United States, so it was re

ported at the eighth annual young men's dinner,

which was attended by 218 members, March 13.

At these dinners members have pledged from

$533 to nearly $2,000 in addition to regular fees

for the advancement of the work.

OAKLAND, CAL., CLOSES ITS ROOMS MAY 1

until the new building is erected, on account of

an advance in rent Ground will be broken in

the early summer.

THE DENVER ASSOCIATION is PLANNING A

Health Farm Anniversary on May 8th. Dele

gates from the West are invited to join in the

celebration on that day, stopping over Sunday

in Denver en route to the Buffalo convention,

and incidentally to give the Denver Associa

tion their help by way of creating sentiment

in behalf of a new Association building. The

parly will leave Monday at 11.30 A. M., for

Buffalo, and will reach Buffalo at 6.45

Wednesday morning. Any delegates or

friends interested should correspond with W.

M. Banner.

18, in order to receive place in the May number.

CUMBERLAND, MD., HAS ADDED 864 NEW MEM-

bers to its roll, making 1,130, the largest Asso

ciation proportionate to population in the coun

try.

WILMINGTON, N. C, RECEIVED $500 TO START A

swimming-pool fund.

CHARLOTTE, N. C., HAS BEEN INCREASING ITS

men's meeting attendance, and will secure

speakers next year from out of town.

AN EVANGELISTIC CAMPAIGN HAS BEEN HELD

at Sewickley, Pa., a town of 3,000 people, by

Rev. Milton S. Rees, of Rochester. The meet

ings were strictly for men and resulted in 86

men and 30 boys taking a definite stand for

Christ, 70 of whom are now in Bible classes.

Thirty-five per cent, of the senior membership

of 120 men are in Bible classes. At the ban

quet, which closed the services, 130 men were

present, 66 of whom had begun the Christian

life in the meetings.

SOUTH BEND., IND., HAS BEEN HOLDING A

series of Sunday afternoon meetings in down

town churches since November 1, averaging

130 men. From $200 secured by the auxiliary

from a rummage sale the rooms have been re

decorated and furnished.

A NEW ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN ORGANIZED AT

Tecumseh, Mich., under the direction of the

Lewanee County committee.

TORONTO is PLANNING TO EQUIP FOUR ROOMS

in its building for boys. It has secured 150

new members, paid out $1,000 on improvements
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and wiped out an old debt in the past year.

This is the first time in its history it has been

out of debt.

THE MICHIGAN STATE COMMITTEE HAS VOTED

to expend $50 for circulating ASSOCIATION MEN

among its contributors. The Nebraska State

Committee has subscribed for 100 copies.

THE ENTIRE BUDGET OF $1,350 HAS BEEN

pledged for Christian County, Ky., and W. W.

Hatficld called as secretary.

FRESNO, CAL., SWUNG ITS MEMBERSHIP UP TO

.126 with a contest in which the educational

privileges were emphasized.

SAN JOSE, CAL., HAS BEEN OBLIGED TO ADD

another room for educational classes and is

working for 400 members by May 1.

THE MEMBERSHIP IN SOUTH AFRICA CHANGES

every two years. There are now 4,000 mem

bers in nine Associations.

SAN FRANCISCO HAS HAD AN AVERAGE OF

nearly 1,000 men at its Sunday meetings. Shop

Bible class work will be taken up as soon as the

new religious work director, H. W. Davis, can

give them attention.

TENNESSEE HAS NEARLY 400 CORRESPONDING

members and is keeping them at work.

MARYVILLE, TENN., HAS ORGANIZED WITH 100

charter members, and volunteer workers will

care for the Association. A new Association

has been organized at Harriman, Tenn., with

149 members and J. H. Reynolds as secretary,

and another at Morristown, Tenn., with 200

members, and R. L. Kimbrough as secretary.

LEAVENWOBTH, KAN., HAS 175 MEMBERS our

of 243 enrolled in some class work, either edu

cational, Bible or gymnasium. The women's

auxiliary is fitting up a room for the boys'

work.

PORT HOPE, ONT., HAS RAISED FUNDS TO

reopen its work and will equip a building with

baths, gymnasium, etc. J. C. Hayden led in the

reorganization and is now secretary.

GREENPOINT, BROOKLYN, RAISED A CONSIDER-

able sum from its annual bazaar to provide for

the building fund. Last year $7,000 was

realized.

THE BITUMINOUS MINERS' ASSOCIATION, IN

Pennsylvania, in one and a half years has se

cured 20 organizations, with nearly 3,000 mem

bers, and is backed by 33 coal mining corpora

tions, which furnished rooms and made appro

priations for running expenses. The Wind-

ber mining company, Berwin & White, gave

special rooms for gymnasium and basketball

work. The miners' Association in Cambria

and Somerset counties is arranging an inter-

Association athletic meet for the summer.

SHOP BIBLE CLASSES ARE BEING PUSHED IN

Massachusetts and Rhode Island. During one

week nearly 800 men were in attendance.

DETROIT'S GLEE AND MANDOLIN CLUB HAS BEEN

out on a ten days' excursion, giving concerts

and singing at the state convention.

MUSCATINE, lA., HAS BEEN HOLDING A SERIES

of shop open houses on Saturday nights, when

employees of two shops are invited to meet

one another in various athletic events, such as

indoor baseball and relay potato races. Every

night gets a new crowd of men interested.

IN ONE OF PENNSYLVANIA'S ANTHRACITE MIN-

ing Associations as many as 90 men, many of

whom are foreign-born, have visited the rooms

of an evening.

ATLANTA GAVE A BANQUET TO THE MEN WHO •

pushed its membership canvass, March 2, at the

Piedmont Hotel, the finest in the city. Besides

members there were 50 business men and 30

pastors. Addresses were given by T. S. Mc-

Phecters and the chairmen of the social club

and of the membership committee.

PROCTOR, VT., HAD 425 MEN AT ITS ANNIVEK-

sary open house, at which athletics and an en

tertaining program were given. Large interest

is shown in outdoor work.

AT TUSCALOOSA, ALA., THE NEW GYMNASIUM

and additional baths had the effect of crowding

the rooms every evening.

LOUISVILLE, KY., RAISED $500 FOR FOREIGN

work at the close of a Sunday afternoon serv

ice addressed by E. T. Colton. Although there

was a heavy rain 600 men attended.

PORTLAND, ORE., HAS STARTED siror MEETINGS

with an average of 117 men.

THE MARITIME PROVINCES RAISED $4,000 AND

closed the year with a clean sheet ; $1,000 of

this was secured in the last fifteen days of the

year. This is a great sum for that section.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS., AT THE SUGGESTION OF A

Canadian member, tried various plans to find

out how many Canadian young men were mem

bers of the Association. A committee arranged

for a banquet and twenty accepted the invita

tion. Refreshments were prepared and served

by Canadian ladies. The toasts were Cana

dian. The affair was a success and will result

in tying these men more closely to the Asso

ciation. It has already been a means of more

cordial relationship between the staff and these

men.

THE LAKE GENEVA SUMMER SCHOOL WILL

offer thirty-five distinct courses of study under

a force of fifteen instructors. The Bible

courses will be under Prof. George L. Robin

son and Messrs. Fred. S. Goodman, John W.

Hansel and Frank H. Burt. The gymnasium

will have considerable new apparatus. The

present indications are that over 100 students

will be enrolled. Last year there were 114.

ONE OF THE MOST LIVELY ASSOCIATIONS OF

the county organizations of Kentucky is at Mid-
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way, a town of 1,000 inhabitants. It has a

membership of 120, an average attendance of

75 at men's meeting and a Bible class num

bering 35 young men. O. B. Van Horn, of

the State Committee, recently held a four days'

meeting there, resulting in eleven professions.

There are only thirty-five non-church members

in the town.

ON MARCH 17 THE KENTUCKY STATE COM-

mittee held its annual dinner meeting in Louis

ville. Twenty-four of the Committee met,

many from points in the State and adopted

plans and policies for the several departments

of the work. Mr. James Edward Hardy, who

* has served as chairman for twenty-five years,

was unanimously reelected, as was Mr. John

L. Wheat, vice-chairman.

Two SUNDAYS, APRIL 10 AND 24, WILL BE

observed in Kentucky as Foreign Work Day,

and a large number of special speakers will

present the foreign work in the city and rail

road Associations and county organizations.

BROCKTON, MASS., ADDED 100 MEMBERS BY A

contest in two weeks, making the membership

twice what it was when the building was dedi

cated.

FAIRMONT, W. VA., is WORKING OUT A

"country circus" this month, in which 150 will

take part.

ELMIRA, N. Y., HAD A POSTER SHOW, WITH

2,000 exhibits, which drew large crowds for

three days as a late winter event. The posters

were then loaned to Waverly and Corning.

Nearly 500 men attended the closing auditorium

service. It was the last meeting in the audi

torium, as it burned that night.

BRANTFORD, ONT., HAS HAD TWO GREAT MEET-

ings, conducted by a company of twenty young

men from Toronto University, which it has fol

lowed up with special meetings.

NEW YORK CITY NOW CONDUCTS WORK AT 31

points; at 4 for railroad men; 4 for soldiers, 11

for students, 1 for Frenchmen, 1 for colored

men, 1 for rescue work and relief station and 7

general city branches. The combined member

ship is 12,233. In May Chicago reported 8,615

members ; Philadelphia, 7,576 ; Buffalo, 5,574 ;

Brooklyn, 5,19-1 ; Boston, 4,798 ; Cleveland,

4,044, and St. Louis, 3,624. In New York there

are 1,130 in boys' departments, 1.S69 students in

night classes, 1,864 meetings were conducted,

3,527 situations filled, 217,333 books were used

from its libraries, which contain 53.601 volumes ;

1,705 men and boys were in Bible classes,

82,730 were at social gatherings and 130,372 at

meetings. There were 1,470 men on hoards

and committees, 68 men on the employed force,

not including janitors. The current expenses

were $266.870. Of this $73,439 was received

from memberships and class fees ; rental of dor

mitories, etc., $81,891.

THE MARITIME PROVINCES HAVE ORGANIZED

their first county work in Annapolis County,

N. S. At Lawrencetown 35 members arc

pledged, and the county secretary conducts a

gymnasium class in a large hall. At Middle-

town the armory may be secured for gym

nasium work. Bridgetown bears the respon

sibility for the secretary's salary.

"I WANT TO EXPRESS MY APPRECIATION OF THE

articles of Professor Bosworth, R. E. Specr

and W. D. Murray in March MEN. They

touched my life and helped me." So writer-

Frank R. Buckalew.

IT IS THE CUSTOM OF THE STUDENTS OF THE

Training School to spend a week annually in

visiting the Associations in and about New

York City. The class of '04 on its annual visit

helda banquet at the Twenty-third Street Branch

building attended by 65 men. Among them were

many of the graduates at work in the vicinity

and 21 business men and guests, many of whom

were looking forward to the secretaryship. It

was the first Alumni Club assembly in New-

York City.

NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y., CONDUCTED A "POVERTY

social," "hobo social" and "county fair," which

have taken the attention of the members and set

things moving socially as few other things

have.

SHERBROOKE, P. Q., HELD RECENTLY THE

largest men's meeting ever held in the city. It

has 98 men enrolled in evening classes, the best

being a class in steam engineering taught by

the president of the Association. Good in

struction in personal work has built up a class

of 21. This has created favorable sentiment in

the shops.

THE CHARLESTON, S. C, JUBILEE, WHICH

was one of the greatest events in the Associa

tion's life, will be reported next month.

SAVANNAH, GA., RECENTLY HAD TWO EFFECTIVE

services, attended by nearly two thousand men,

when Rev. Lincoln McConnell discussed the

"Psychology of Sin" and "The Psychology of

the Unclean Life."

KEOKUK is MAKING A RECORD YEAR IN ITS

new building. Membership, educational, lec

tures, religious, physical, social and every other

line are passing all previous records.

SCRANTON CLOSES ITS GYMNASIUM YEAR WITH

a banquet May 2, limited to members of classes.

A vacant lot. SO by 100 feet, next to the Asso

ciation building, is being graded and equipped

for outdoor sports.

CHARLESTON, W. V.\., HAS AN ASSOCIATION.

after a lapse of ten years. At a meet

ing at the Opera House, attended by 1,000 men.

Sunday afternoon, and a public service at

night in the largest church in the city, with

nearly 1,200 people present, it inaugurated a

campaign for an Association buildintr which

will cost $60.000. The State Committee has

been cultivating this point for several years.

Several large pledges were immediately made,

and a systematic canvass is being inaugurated
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for a building. Temporary rooms will be

opened and a secretary engaged.

LOUISVILLE, KY., HELD MEETINGS IN THE OPEN

air on the lawn in front of its building from

7 to 7.45. The yard and pavements were

packed. It was found that the plain, strong

talk used in the Bible class work appealed to

the people in open-air services better than any

thing else. Much in this line will be done this

year.

WEST SIDE BRANCH, NEW YORK, HAS 2,711

members, has 585 men in evening classes, had

50,000 men at meetings and Bible classes, cared

for $11,315 in the savings fund, circulated

151,000 volumes from its library, and had 1,827

men in the gymnasium last year.

BUFFALO HAS 1,500 MEN IN EVENING CLASSES,

2,000 in the gymnasium and over 400 men and

boys in Bible classes.

ATTENDANCE HAS REACHED 450 MEN ON OCCA-

sions when the stereopticon has been used at

Holyoke, Mass., on Sunday afternoons.

OHIO WILL EMPLOY A SECRETARY FOR COUNTY

work.

KEOKUK HAD A THREE-PAGE ILLUSTRATED

write-up, showing its year's work, in a city

daily, and the Ottumwa Daily Courier gave an

opening page showing the progress in that city.

SHAMOKIN, PA., INCREASED ITS MEMBERSHIP

from 87, March 1, 1903, to 413, March 1, 1904.

THE NOVA SCOTIA STEEL AND COKE COMPANY

has extended for six months the use of the

building placed at the disposal of the new Asso

ciation at Sydney Mines.

FIVE NEW BUILDINGS WILL BE ERECTED IN THE

Maritime Provinces this year. One of these is

for miners, another for miners and railroad men

and another for the industrial class.

THE WORK AT OKLAHOMA CITY WAS RE-

opened February 1, with 27 paid members. On

March 19 it was 301. The first convention of

the Associations of Oklahoma and Indian Ter

ritories will be held at Shawnee, Okla., April

22-24. There are twelve Associations in the

territories, four city and eight student.

THE PORTLAND (ORE.) ASSOCIATION EXPECTS

to put in a pressing invitation to the interna

tional convention at Buffalo to hold the next

convention at Portland. This will be the third

time that Portland has invited the international

convention to meet in that city. The Portland

Association is building much on the statement

that "three times is the charm."

PORTLAND ASSOCIATION LAST YEAR HAD MORE

different boys in educational classes than any

other Association in the country, the number

Wng 166. This year over 300 different boys

art in its educational classes.

NEW HAVEN HAS HELD FOUR MEMBERSHIP

rallies, and now has 1,500 members and 200

more pledged. The Christian Endeavor Union

has assisted in making popular receptions.

WILMINGTON, DEL., HAS RENTED THE FORMER

grounds and building of the golf club near the

city for the summer.

BUILDING CANVASSES ARE PROGRESSING FA-

vorably at El Paso, Tex., and at Fort Worth

under the direction of L. E. Jones.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y., HAS INCREASED ITS MEM-

bership to 1,000, employed a boys' secretary, and

its entire indebtedness of $1,350 has been

pledged. A volunteer league of young men has

held meetings in country and local churches,

resulting in bringing over 150 persons into

church membership.

THREE OF THE MARITIME SECRETARIES INTEND

to spend next winter at the Springfield Train

ing School.

GALT, ONT., HAS SHOWN VIEWS ON BIBLICAL

themes after church services. The gymnasium

has been crowded at these meetings. A basket

ball league of six teams represents six

churches.

LINCOLN, NEB., HAS SOLD 815 TICKETS FOR

next season's entertainment course. The mem

bership is 563 and will be 700 by June.

COATESVILLE, PA., HAS OUTGROWN ITS BUILD-

ing and rented part of an adjoining building

for boys' work.

NEW LONDON, CONN., is HOLDING SPECIAL

meetings for seven Sundays. A committee

raised $350, borrowed $600 and bought two

first-class bowling alleys. These are being rap

idly paid for at 10 cants a string. The whole

thing is handled by a committee.

WATERVILLE, N. Y., HAS 80 IN BIBLE CLASSES.

The population is 1,600.

DUBUQUE, lA., HAS MADE AN ADVERTISEMENT

writing club, composed of twenty of the lead

ing merchants of the town, a feature. Their

advertising in the daily papers shows the

result of it. Every Saturday night after gym

nasium and other work men meet for an hour

in the large office for the consideration of cur

rent topics and get and give lots of informa

tion.

SPOKANE, WASH., HAS PLANNED FOR PSAC-

tical talks for April Subjects, Advertising,

Mineralogy of Washington, Weather Changes

and Their Causes, and Methods of Bible Study.

GRANGEVILLE, IDAHO, MEMBERSHIP CONTEST

brought $495.50 from new memberships.

SEATTLE'S BUDGET FOR 1903 WAS A FRACTION

under $20,000. The general increase in the

work was about 25 per cent ; membership is

1,287 ; 325 men in night class, besides 58 men in

Municipal League and 16 in orchestra.

SALEM, ORE., SENT OUT ABOUT 100 LETTERS TO

non-resident taxpayers asking for money, and

received about $50, as well as several letters of

appreciation and interest.

BOISE, IDAHO, WHEN IT HAS SECURED THE

enrollment of the sheriff and mayor in a noon

gymnasium class, will have all the executive

officers of the city and state. The chief of

police, district judge, county attorneys, gov

ernor of the State, druggists, doctors and

lawyers are all members.
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SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES.
Baldwin, H. A., to East Liberty Branch, Pittsburg.

Boyes, W. L, to Boone, la. (R. R.)
Brownell, C M , Melrose, Mass., res.

Carlsen, Carl, Atlantic, la., dec
Collins, R. D„ to Alliance, Mich.
Converse, H. B., to Reading, Mass.
Erickson, S. M., to Mobile, Ala. (Acting.)
Escott, W. G., to Hillsboro, Tex. (Not R. R.)
Graham, T. W., University of Toronto, res.

Uannum, G. W., to Westtield, Mass.

Hurd, A. G, to Claremont, N. H.
Jones, A. F., to Victoria, Tex.
Kershaw, W. L, to Melrose, Mass.
Kimbrough, R. L, to Morristown, Tenn.
"Mcpherson, j. L, to Toronto University, Toronto, Ont.

Nortbcott, VV. M., to Lafayette, Ind. (R. R.)

Gates, J. F., Chicago Central, res.
Pattison, H. O., Elkins, W. Va., res.
Pattullo, J. M., Tacoma, Wash., res.
Reynolds, J. R., to Harriman, Tenn.

Robb, A. W., to Sydney, N. S.
Scruggs, J. M., Olympia, Wash., res.
Smith, A. B.. to Middletown, N. Y.
Sterne, W. H. S., Brandon, Man., res.
Thompson, H. B., to Charlottetown, N. S.
Vannauker, G. A., Winburne, Pa., res.

Werner, G. F., to Oshkosh, Wis.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.
Arendall, C. B., Portsmouth, Va., res.
Ballou, H. C, to Prospect Park Branch. Brooklyn.

Berry, Ralph, to Port Huron, Mich. (R. R.)
Bonham, O- W., Petersburg, Va., res.
Bragg, II. A., to Maiden, Mass.
Brown, W. W., to Lynchburg, Va.
Chambers, J. E. M., to Hoxie, Ark. (R. R.)

Chase, C. R., to Boston.
Corey, A., to Crewe, Va. (R. R.)).
Cowan, F. V., to New Orleans, La.

Crull, W. J., to Harrisburg, Pa.
Davis, W. J., Tarentum, Pa., res.
Eby, E. S. to Bristol, Tenn.
Farley, E., Hamilton, Ont., res.
Gilbert, R. G, Kalamazoo, Mich., res.
Harrison, C. B., to Nashville, Tenn.
Hawkins, R. C., Jr., Lynchburg, Va., res.
House., J. M., to East St. Louis. 111. (R. R.)

Hunter, F. M., Lincoln. Neb., res.
Keeler, A. S., West Side Branch, New York City, res.

Kennedy, J. H.. Boston, res.
Marsh, J. C, Williamsport, Pa., res.
Martin, J. R., to (R. R.), New York City.
Morgan, E. L., to Kalamazoo, Mich.
Reese, William, New Orleans, La., res.
Rogers, J. J., to Bellingham, Wash.
Schick, A. L>., to Dubuque, la.
bhepard, E. P., to World's Fair Bureau, St. Louis, Mo.
Smith, W. H., Memphis, Tenn., res.
Taylor, E. B., Harrisburg, Pa., res.
Taylor. J. K., Nashville, Tenn., res.
Waterhouse, G. I.. Crewe, Va. (R. R.), res.
West, W. C, to Montgomery, Ala.
Whitten, H. B., to Clifton Forge, Va. (R. R.).

Williamson, H. M., to Chattanooga, Tenn.
Willis, W. L, Clfiton Forge, Va., res.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.
Franks, Harry, to Peoria, 111.
Long, H. W.. to Concord, N. H.
Lynch, W. R., to Newport News, Va.
Sniffer, H. E., to Rock Island, 111.
Stewart, W. L, Johnstown, Pa., res.

DEPARTMENT SECRETARIES.
Braden, A. C, San Francisco, Cal. (boys), res.
Brown, John, 23d Street Branch, New York
Chase, C. L., Portland, Ore., res. (Ed. Dir.).
Dodge, A. R., to Milwaukee, Wis. (membership).
Ferner, A. C.. Lincoln, Neb. (boys), res.
Franz, A. E., Philadelphia Central (Asst. P.D.), re*.
Harris, H. G.,to 23d Street Branch, New York, N. Y .

(Asst. P.D.).
Jacobus, P. C, to Philadelphia. Central (Asst. P.D.).
Moore, W. P., Chattanooga, Tenn., res. (boys).
Rhodes, I. B., to Portland. Ore. (Ed. Dir.).
Starr, H. M.. Butler. Pa. (boys), dec.
Stirratt, O. J., to Minneapolis, Minn. (Ed. Dir.).

COUNTY SECRETARIES.
Hatfield, W. W., to Christian County, 111.

STATE CONVENTIONS.
Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana, Natchez, Miss

April 0-12.
Vermont, Montpelier, April 29-May 1.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION.
Buffalo, N. Y.. May 11-16.

SILVE,R

BAY

HOTEX

Under Association Management

Open August I to Sept. 15

to Association Members

and Their Families ....

?

An Ideal

Vacation Resort

B0AT1NQ FISHING SWIMMING

TENNIS BASEBALL

MOUNTAIN CLIMBS EXCURSIONS

INSTITUTE

AUGUST l-SEPTEMBER 5

For Secretaries and Physical

Directors and men looking for

ward to Association work .

BOYS' CONFERENCE

AUGUST 3 1-SEPTEMBER 4

Reduced Railroad Rates

Hotel Rates, $7.00 "»™

For Assembly Program, Bible Studies,

etc, throughout August, secure Book

let from your secretary, or write to

C. C. MICHENE.R

3 West 29th Street New York Cttj
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International Convention at Buffalo, May U-15

Tentative Program and General Information

NUMBER 8

This convention marks the jubilee of feder

ation among the North American Young Men's

Christian Associations, a federation which

was originated fifty years ago in Buffalo by

the first meeting of the Association delegates

ever held on this continent. One impressive

delegate for each additional full 100 active

members above the first 100. Thus 200 to 299

entitles to three delegates, etc., up to a maxi

mum limit of ten from any one Association.

Entertainment. —Each delegate will provide

for his own entertainment. A special circular

W. C. BROWN. PREMIER ROSS. •

THREE OF THE CONVENTION SPEAKERS.

J. RAMSEY, JR.

testimony to what the federation has accom

plished during this half century of its exist

ence will be given by the presence of delegates

from the many classes of young men repre

senting the proportions to which the Associa

tion movement has grown. Among these will

be young men from many of the commercial

classes in our cities, young men from the

country belonging to the county organiza

tions, students from colleges, preparatory and

professional schools, railroad men and men

from many other industrial classes, soldiers

from the army, sailors from the navy, colored

and Indian young men, and boys from the

growing boys' departments.

Representation. —Each Association and

branch is entitled to two delegates, chosen

from the active membership, and to one more

giving information concerning reduced rates

at hotels, etc., has been issued by the Buffalo

Association. Accommodations can be re

served by addressing Frank E. Sickels, secre

tary Committee of Fifteen, Association Build

ing, Buffalo, to whom all correspondence con

cerning local arrangements should be ad

dressed.

Transportation. —A rate of practically one

fare for the round trip on the certificate plan

has been granted by all railroads except those

in the Western and Southwestern Passenger

Associations, where the rate is a fare and a

third. In all cases tickets should be purchased

through to Buffalo. Each delegate should

carefully follow the instructions in the special

transportation circular, copies of which may be

secured on application.
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Headquarters. — The headquarters of the

convention will be in the Association Building.

All delegates should present their credentials

to the Credential Committee on the first floor

of this building as soon as possible after reach

ing Buffalo, otherwise they cannot secure ad

mission to the floor of the convention.

Places of Meeting.—The day sessions will

be held in the Central Presbyterian Church,

near the Association Building. All the even

ing sessions will be held in Convention Hall.

Program.-—Opening.—The convention will

open at 10.30 Wednesday morning with a

quiet hour, under the leadership of S. D.

Gordon. All delegates are urged to be present

for this important meeting. In the afternoon

the convention will meet for organization and

the report of the International Committee

will be presented.

Banquet.—The Buffalo Association invites

all delegates to a complimentary banquet to be

given in Convention Hall on Wednesday even

ing. Delegates expecting to attend this ban

quet are requested to notify the Buffalo Asso

ciation in advance so that seats may be in

sured. At this banquet addresses will be made

by representatives of the local Association and

of the International Committee. An address

will also be delivered by Rev. Clarence A.

Barbour, D.D., of Rochester, on the topic,

The Association and the Religious Life of

Men.

Jubilee Day.—Thursday will be largely de

voted to topics suitable to the jubilee char

acter of the convention. In the morning the

general topic will be The Half Century of

Association Federation and Supervision.

The International Committee.—Richard C.

Morse, general secretary.

State and Provincial Committees.—E. P.

Platt, chairman, New York State Committee;

Prof. A. E. Haynes, chairman Minnesota

State Committee; Characteristics of Wise

Supervision, Cephas Brainerd.

During the day addresses on the foreign

work will be presented by Rev. J. L. Barton,

D.D., corresponding secretary A. B. C. F. M.,

and Rev. A. J. Brown, D.D., secretary Pres

byterian Board.

At sonic hour on Thursday (to be announced

later) a commemorative meeting will be held

in the hall where the convention met in 1834.

Several of the delegates to this first conven

tion will be present. This hall is located near

the present Association building and will be

open each day for the inspection of the dele

gates.

Evening Addresses.—On Thursday evening

Rev. G. Campbell Morgan will speak and

the work of the Railroad Department will

be considered. John J. McCook, chairman of

the Railroad Committee, will have charge of

this part of the program and the following

railroad officials are expected to be present,

some of whom will make brief addresses:

Geo. W. Stevens, president Chesapeake &

Ohio Railway; Jos. Ramsey, Jr., president

Wabash Railway; W. C. Brown, vice-presi

dent New York Central and Lake Shore &

Michigan Southern Railroads ; C. A. Wick-

ersham, president Atlanta & West Point Rail

way.

On Friday evening the Association Work

in the Army and Navy will be presented.

Hon. W. H. Moody, of the Navy Department,

is expected to deliver an address. Admiral

Higginson and other officers will be present

and participate. On this evening an address

will also be delivered by Robert E. Speer on

the topic, Lessons from the Life of Our Lord

for Young Men of To-day.

Saturday evening will be partially devoted

to the work among students. Frank A.

Strong, chancellor of the Kansas State Uni

versity, will deliver one of the addresses.

Hon. George B. Cortelyou, Secretary of Com

merce and Labor, will deliver an address on

some theme relating to corporations and their

employees, provided his duties at Washing

ton will permit his absence at this time. Hon.

George W. Ross, Premier of the Province of

Ontario, will address the convention on the

topic, Young Men—the Most Valuable of the

Resources of North America. In case Mr.

Ross is unable to be in Buffalo on Saturday

evening, this address will be delivered at one

of the earlier sessions.

Sunday Services.—An early meeting for

delegates will be held under the leadership of

Secretary G. Sherwood Eddy, of India.

The afternoon mass meeting for men will

be held in Convention Hall, in charge of Fred.

B. Smith.

Several boys' meetings will also be held on

Sunday afternoon.

In the evening the Foreign Work will be

presented by some of the following secretaries

of the International Committee : F. S. Brock-

man, of China; Galen M. Fisher, of Japan;

E. C. Carter and G. B. Smith, of India; M.

A. Clark, Brazil; G. Sherwood Eddy, of

India ; and G. I. Balicock, of Mexico.

The convention will close with an address

on The Twentieth Century Outlook.

Other Features.—No fixed program has

been arranged for the day sessions after

Thursday afternoon. It is expected that con

siderable time will be devoted to the business

sessions, including the discussion of reports.

Additional topics will be considered at such

times as the Business Committee may decide.

Devotional Addresses will be delivered by

S. D. Gordon, Thursday morning, Robert E.
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A SOCIAL CORNER IN THE BUFFALO BUILDING LOBBY.

Speer, Friday morning and Rev. G. Campbell

Morgan, Friday afternoon.

Arrangements have been made so that on

Thursday and Friday two stereopticon talks

of thirty minutes each will be delivered in the

Association Building during the noon inter

mission, and one between the afternoon and

evening sessions. This will provide delegates

with interesting information concerning the

various departments, which cannot be regu

larly presented on the floor of the convention

owing to lack of time.

Music.—The music will be in charge of

Clarence B. Willis. The Association Quar

tette and the Elkhart Railroad Shop Chorus

will be present and assist in the singing. The

new Association Hymnal, prepared by a com

mittee of Association men, under the dii ac

tion of the International Committee, will be

used at Buffalo for the first time.

Exhibit. —There will be an exhibit of Asso

ciation work in the Association gymnasium.

It will be largely confined to charts showing

the growth of the work as a whole and of the

various departments, and the work of the

agencies of supervision.

Excursion.-—An excursion to Niagara Falls

is arranged for Saturday afternoon, with the

understanding that it may be postponed to

Monday morning, in case the business of the

convention requires further time.

As the time for the assembling of the con

vention approaches there is encouraging evi

dence that the Associations appreciate the

great importance of sending as their delegates

to this commemorative and deliberative con

vention, representative men of leadership and

wisdom, of spirituality and of sound mind.

Equally important is it for us all to unite in

effectual prayer to the God of all grace and

wisdom that every service and deliberation

shall be guided by the Holy Spirit to the

honor of the Saviour and the extension of His

Kingdom among young men.

Young Man!

There's work in the world for you, young mail,

Which only you can do;

It hath been planned by a master hand

And waiteth there for you;

Between two dates of earthly time

Which measure your working day,

You can shirk your task or live sublime,

But the record must stand alway.

There's an army with banners flying free

And your name is on its rolls,

Then take the sword of God's own word

And fight for immortal souls;

Before that straightened battle line

Naught evil may abide.

For the Captain of that mighty host

Hath wounds in His hands and side.

So whether it be in humble toil

Or to fight in the battle's van,

Go act thy part with a perfect heart

As a part of God's own plan;

And when sun and stars are dark and cold,

Then thoii shall plainly see

Where Heaven's light clears earthly doubt,

The world had need of tin r.

FRANCIS C. MOOBE.

Cairo, Egypt, March S, 1904.



From the Report of the International Committee to the Convention

THE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE, WHICH IS STILL IN COURSE OF PREPARATION, WILL CON

TAIN AS USUAL RECOMMENDATIONS RELATING TO THE VARIOUS DEPARTMEMTS OF THE

INTERNATIONAL WORK. IT WILL BE PRINTED IN PAMPHLET FORM BEFORE THE CONVENTION,

AND EACH DELEGATE WILL RECEIVE A COPY

Fifty years ago the first convention of the

Young Men's Christian Associations of North

America was held in the city of Buffalo, June

7, 8, 1854. Nineteen Associations were repre

sented by thirty-seven delegates, and an Exec

utive Committee was appointed, with head

quarters at Washington, whose chief duty was

to arrange for another convention. During

the next twelve years (1854-1866) eleven con

ventions were held and seven different execu

tive committees were appointed by them, with

headquarters in six different cities—Washing

ton (1854-55), Cincinnati (1855-57), Buffalo

(1857-59), Richmond (1859-60), Philadelphia

(1860-64), Boston (1864-65) and Philadelphia

(1865-66).

This was a period of experimentation both

by the local organizations in their work and

by their convention in its deliberations and in

the appointment of its executive committees.

As a result of the experience and experimen

tation of these twelve years the convention

which met in Albany in 1866 accepted the sug

gestion of its -Executive Committee, then lo

cated in Philadelphia, and appointed a new

Executive Committee of five members, resi

dent in New York City, selecting this city for

the first time. This was the origin of the

present International Committee of Young

Men's Christian Associations. This conven

tion prolonged the committee's term of service

to three years, and recommended a fund which

would enable it to carry on a work more ex

tended than any previous committee had been

able to undertake. At subsequent conven

tions the headquarters of the committee were

continued in New York and the membership

gradually enlarged, until in 1883 it consisted

of twenty-nine members, of whom nine were

resident in New York City and twenty non

resident. .Early in 1883 the International

Committee was incorporated in accordance

with the instructions of a previous convention,

and at the meeting held in that year at Mil

waukee the convention accepted the act of in

corporation and the Board of Trustees it

created, with power to hold property en

trusted to the committee.

The first report of the present International

Committee was presented at Montreal in 1867.

Its first eleven reports (1867-77) were pre

sented at annual meetings of the convention.

Two annual and ten biennial reports were

then successively presented until 1901 to bien

nial meetings. The present report is the first

made to a. triennial meeting of the convention.

The expenditure of the committee increased

from $279 in 1867 to $30,715 in 1883, and the

employed force from one secretary in 1868 to

nine secretaries in 1883. Since 1883 the mem

bership of the committee has been increase 1

from twenty-nine to forty-five, with fifteen ad

visory members. Its employed force now

numbers forty-nine on the home and thirty-

seven on the foreign field. The expenditures

of the whole Association brotherhood of

North America increased from $70,000 in 18(17

to $3,994,864 in 1902-03, and the permanent

property in buildings and funds from a

few thousand dollars to a net property of

$28,8-27,886.

Progress of the Work

The growth of the Association movement

as a whole has been more rapid and substantial

during the past three years than during any

like previous period in its history. This is

made apparent on comparing the growth of the

various departments for this period with the

growth during the previous decade. The

growth in the city and town Associa

tions is especially noteworthy. Between 1890

and 1900 the number decreased from 817 to

609, but since 1900 there has been an increase

of 104 Associations, including the 69 sections

reported for the first time in the last Year

Book.

State and Provincial Organizations

The steady increase in the strength and ef

ficiency of these organizations is very gratify

ing. Much effort has been and is given by .

the International .Committee to establishing,

and developing them. One group of its sec-'

retaries, the field department, devotes a large

amount of time to this particular work. It

is a great encouragement that the state and

provincial organizations are able year by year

to assume an increasing proportion of the

supervision of the local fields. Since our last

report, and largely through the help of the

committee, provision for employed secretaries

has been made in six additional States—•

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Colorado,

Washington and Florida—and other state and

provincial organizations have been aided and

strengthened in their work. The marked in

crease in the numbers and strength of the

local Associations in city, town and country

is without doubt largely the result of this
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growth in efficiency of the state and provin

cial organizations.

The Young Men of To-Morrow

It is among the young men of the cities that

the Associations during all their history have

found their chief field, and this department

still constitutes nearly two-thirds of the entire

membership of the brotherhood. But as we

enter upon the new century there is a begin

ning of growth strongly accentuated in two

directions, first, among boys—the young men

of to-morrow—and, second, among young

men in the country neighborhoods reached

by our county work, many of whom are the

city young men of to-morrow.

Work Among Boys

There is a growing realization not only of

the importance of work with boys, but of its

necessity if the best work for young men is

to be done. This work is inseparably con

nected with that for young men. They stand

or fall together. The necessity of separate

rooms is now generally recognized, and nearly

every organized boys' department has them.

Thirteen Associations have opened separate

buildings for boys, and in five Association

buildings the separate space set apart for them

accommodates from 500 to 1,000 boys. Far

more important than equipment, however, is

expert direction ; it is significant that the num

ber of boys' work specialists has more than

trebled during the past three years, and other

Association officers are giving an increasing

amount of time to this work. The member

ship figures reported, 45,000, show only the

number of boys who are organized into sep

arate boys' departments.

In addition to these there are upward of

40,000 boys in their teens included in the senior

Association membership. There are also about

5,000 in the 155 preparatory schools under the

supervision of the college department. So

here are in all over 90,000 boys connected with

he North American Associations.

The County Work

The county work is being pushed more

'igorously than ever before. The ten secretar-

:s employed in it three years ago have in-

-eased to twenty-seven. Recently, through

the exertions of Mr. Weidensall, the father of

county work, funds have been secured which

have enabled the International Committee to

add a secretary to assist Mr. Weidensall in the

development of this important field. These

two men on the international force will greatly

increase what the committee has been able to

do in the way of counsel and help in the sev

eral states desiring to take it up, but the chief

reliance for the wide and thorough develop

ment of this, as of many other departments

of the work, must be on the several state or

ganizations and their more rapidly increasing

employed force.

Industrial Work

A third promising field for extension opens

before us among young men of the industrial

classes, where a good beginning has already

been made, on the basis of our experience among

railroad men. Owing to the general interest

expressed and the many requests from Asso

ciations for aid, the committee has, since the

last convention, delegated a secretary to give

special attention to industrial work, under the

direction of a newly formed subcommittee.

Four things have been prominently em

phasized:

1. The extension of the noon and midnight

shop Bible classes. There has been a large

increase in the number of men attending these

classes. This is the least difficult work to

inaugurate and carry on successfully.

2. The attempt has been made to get the

existing city Associations in manufacturing

cities to plan special features for employed

men, both inside snd outside of their

buildings.

3. Special attention has been given to the

study of large, independent manufacturing

communities, recommendations have been

made for the erection of buildings and plans

have been suggested for the work of industrial

Associations. The following are some of the

places where good progress is being made:

The Vermont Marble Company, at Proctor,

Vt, has erected a $30,000 building for an As

sociation among its men, and deeded it out

right to the Association; unusually good

work has been accomplished here. The West-

inghouse Air Brake Company has continued

the work in the office building of the com

pany, at Wilmerding, Pa.; the quarters pro

vided are already outgrown, and during the

last year the educational work has been con

ducted in the high school building. The

National Tube Works, formerly the Lorain

Steel Company, has a $40,000 building near

the entrance to its plant, at Lorain, Ohio.

This building has been crowded with men and

has been doing a very satisfactory work to

the men themselves and to the officials of the

steel trust. The Pearl River Lumber Com

pany, at Brookhaven, Miss., has erected a

building costing $10,000, which is occupied by

an Association composed of its employees.

Buildings are under construction at the Con

solidation Coal Mines, at Buxton, Iowa, and

the Monaghan Mills, at Greenville, S. C.

There is also a promising work among the

bituminous and anthracite coal miners in

Pennsylvania.
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4. The necessity that State committees and

city Associations employ all or part of the

time of a man for industrial work is being

emphasized.

Railroad Department

The remarkable rate of growth of the rail

road Associations reported at the Boston

convention has been fully maintained since

that time. Forty-two new Associations have

been established, thirty-four new buildings

erected and the total membership has in

creased 28,206 men. These figures reduced to

percentages show 26 per cent, increase in the

number of Associations, 63 per cent, in the

number of buildings and 67 per cent, in the

total membership. There are now, as for six

years past, six secretaries devoting their en

tire time to this department. This includes

A. G. Kncbel, who began work March 1, 1904,

and who will for the present cooperate with

the other secretaries in all parts of the field.

In addition, E. M. Willis spends about one-

third of his time in the office work of this

department, and C. J. Hicks gives it general

supervision under direction of the railroad

committee.

Student Department

The past three years have been the most

fruitful period in the history of the student

Associations of North America.

1. The number of student Associations has

increased from 648 to 729, including the Asso

ciations in institutions for colored young men.

2. More students have been won to Christ

than in any previous period of the same

length.

3. The members of student Bible classes

have increased from about 12,000 to nearly

20,000. The list of courses of study has

been steadily enlarged, and the quality of the

work done has been greatly improved. Every

year some 1,200 men receive at the student con

ferences special training for teaching Bible

classes. The high character of the Bible

work in the student department has called

forth very appreciative expressions of ap

proval from leading educators.

4. The missionary department has continued

to advance with the cooperation of the Stu

dent Volunteer Movement. The quadrennial

convention of the Volunteer Movement, held

in 1902 at Toronto, attended by 3,000 dele

gates from nearly 500 institutions, was the

largest and strongest student conference ever

held. The number of students in mission

study classes is nearly 50 per cent, greater

than it was three years ago. A larger num

ber of volunteers have sailed within the three

years than within any similar period. The

Volunteer Movement has been of great ser

vice to the Association, not only in its mis

sionary department, but also in advancing its

spiritual life.

5. The theological seminary section now

embraces the students of eighty-five institu

tions, representing twenty-nine denomina

tions. Within the past year most of the

theological colleges of Canada joined the

movement. It would be difficult to overstate

the value to the whole movement of having

within our membership the leaders of the

church of to-morrow. The triennial conven

tion of this section, which met at Rochester

last November, brought together nearly 400

delegates from fifty-five seminaries, represent

ing twenty-five denominations.

6. The work in preparatory schools has

been very satisfactory, except that it is impos

sible to do justice to thousands of private and

public preparatory schools with but one inter

national secretary and so few State college

secretaries devoting themselves to this group

of institutions.

7. The work in professional schools is suf

fering from want of supervision. Since Mr.

Beav-er found it necessary to give up traveling

we have not had a man devoting him

self to this field. Nor is it practicable for

any State committee to set apart a man

exclusively to such a task. The good work

done in New York, Chicago and Boston

shows what might be accomplished in a score

of other professional student centers.

8. Through the organic relation of the

student department to the World's Student

Christian Federation we have been able to

extend the helpful influence of the North

American Associations to the students of

other lands, and also to avail ourselves of the

benefit of the experience of other student

movements.

Army and Navy Department

A strong testimony to the value of this work

was given in the passage by Congress of the

bill recommended by the Secretary of War

making possible the granting of sites on mili

tary reservations for army Association build

ings. Later Congress made appropriations

for the erection of buildings at army posts

for gymnastic and recreative purposes, and

the Secretary of War in connection with this

matter has just issued a circular to all post

commanders enjoining them to facilitate the

efforts of the Association in the army by pro

viding suitable quarters, which may be in

these new buildings if rooms are available.

The Brooklyn branch, which was the first

to be opened, has more than fulfilled the ex

pectations of its usefulness. Although de

signed to accommodate only 212 lodgers, it

has often contained 300 or more. The at
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tendance at the building during 1903 was

170,074. This is an average of 466 per day,

or one man every three minutes for the

twenty-four hours of each day in the entire

year.

Similar reports of large use of the buildings

and success in the different lines of activity

come from the other branches. This work

has so impressed the Secretary of the Navy

that he devoted a paragraph to it in his last

annual report, from which is taken the fol

lowing: "The work of the Naval Young

Men's Christian Association has become so

important and beneficial to the enlisted men

of the navy and marine corps that it deserves

public recognition. Good results already

abundantly appear, and I take this occasion

to extend the thanks of the navy to our

benefactors."

Work Among Colored and Indian Young Men

The work for colored young men, both in

their educational institutions and in cities, has

been prosecuted with very encouraging re

sults. It has been incorporated as a branch

into the city Associations in Louisville, At

lanta, New York, Brooklyn and 'New Haven.

Soon after this was accomplished there met

in Atlanta the first conference of colored men

representative of the colored Associations of

the entire country. Delegates were present

from a territory including iNew York City, St.

Louis and New Orleans. The conference

registers a long step in advance in the

development of this exceedingly important

section of the Association brotherhood.

Among Sioux Indian young men a strong

Christian work has been continued, including

training institutes on various reservations, and

specially prepared courses of Bible study. Thir

teen small Association buildings have been

erected, largely by the gratuitous labor of the

young men themselves.

Religious Work

The growth in religious activities has

been very marked and is the most significant

feature of the present situation. While in no

other phase of Association work it is so diffi

cult to show results by statistics, the following

selected facts touching the city and railroad

Associations are suggestive:

1. There are now over 9,000 active mem

bers serving on committees for definite re

ligious work in contrast with 5,300 in 1901.

2. In the year ending April 30, 1904, over

$135,000 was spent by the local Associations

in prosecuting their own religious work, as

against $73,800 in 1901.

3. Naneteen hundred Bible classes enroll

upward of 35,000 different students in city,

railroad and army Associations. In the year

closing April 30, 1901, there were 1,181 such

classes with 19,180 students.

4. The great shop class movement, a prac

tical means of carrying the teachings of the

Bible to the employees of industrial establish

ments, had just begun to be recognized at the

time of the last convention, twenty-eight As

sociations reporting some attempt in this

direction. During this year such work has

been carried on by nearly 150 Associations,

8,000 such meetings being held with an at

tendance of 450,000. In Cleveland' classes

averaging from 40 to 250 men were conducted

weekly in twenty shops and factories, with

most significant results.

5. In evangelistic meetings for men, there

has been the same encouraging growth. In

over thirty cities meetings have been main

tained during the past winter, averaging over

500 men each, and several of these have aver

aged 1,200 and upwards. In definite spiritual

results the year is the most gratifying of any

of which there is record.

The Educational Department

The number of students in educational

classes has increased, their attendance has been

more regular, and they have shown their ap

preciation of the privileges by paying $84,000

in tuition fees in the single year closing May

1, 1903. This is an increase of 121 per cent,

over the year 1900.

The Physical Department

The varied interests of the Association

physical work have been carefully studied and

promoted, such as plans for gymnasiums,

baths and athletic fields, class work, the devel

opment of physical directors and gymnasium

leaders, gymnasium Bible classes and other

Christian influences. The Athletic League has

been so administered as to promote the cause

of clean sport.

In 1903 Dr. Luther H. Gulick closed his

seventeen years' service with the committee.

This period, owing largely to his agency, was

marked by extensive development both in the

theory and practice of the department. This

has made the Associations in many respects

acknowledged leaders in gymnastics and ath

letics throughout the continent. During the

last two years of his connection with the work

he edited a bimonthly, entitled Physical Train

ing, which served an excellent purpose. It will

be difficult to overstate the value and extent

of the service he rendered for these seventeen

years in the leadership and development of the

Associations.

ASSOCIATION MEN for June will be a "Feder

ation Jubilee Number," and contain the best

things of the Buffalo convention.
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A Noble Gift for Russia's Young Men

The cordial feeling which many Americans

hold for Russia as the traditional friend of the

United States is expressed in an offer of $50,-

000 which Mr. James Stokes has forwarded

burg subscribe liberally each year to the As

sociation's support.

It will be remembered that Mr. Stokes took

the initiative in establishing this Association

CHRISTMAS FESTIVITIES IN THE ST. PETERSBURG ASSOCIATION.

the Society for the Moral Improvement of

Young Men in St. Petersburg. One of the

conditions named by Mr. Stokes is that $100,-

000 more be raised in Russia for this build

ing. There is little doubt but that this will

be done, as many of the leading men of Russia

are backing the organization. The head of the

Society is Prince Oldenbourg, who is closely

related to the Czar. Prince Hilkoff, Minister

of the Russian Railroads, is a deeply interested

member, and proposes to organize railroad

Associations at the division points on the

Russian railways. The Chamber of Com

merce and banking institutions of St. Petcrs-

at St. Petersburg in 1897, when he succeeded

in interesting the Czarina, who accorded to

him a special audience. Mr. Stokes secured

as organizing secretary of the Association Mr.

Franklin Gaylord, who had developed a similar

enterprise initiated by Mr. Stokes in Paris.

In the St. Petersburg Association membership

2,000 men have been enrolled, and the limit of

capacity to accommodate the crowds of young

men seeking membership has been reached in

its present rooms. In the educational classes

there were 580 men and a large number in its

gymnasium, religious meetings and Bible

classes.

ONE OF THE MANY EDUCATIONAL CLASSES.



Gathered from Many Sources

Members from Twenty-Five Countries.—Fol

lowing some special services, we brought to

gether fourteen members who were "ripe"

(some of them for the first time in their lives),

for Bible study, and Ewald, our able colleague,

is taking them through a course in St. Mark—

a midsummer class. The Bible Study Com

mittee have set their mark at "fifty men in

five classes" for this season and have got them.

Our fiscal year will close March 31. We have

paid our bills promptly each month. Scarcely

a man or firm that helped us last year in rais

ing the furniture fund but has now willingly

entered the list of annual subscribers, so that

our regular support is assured. We have been

able to assist a good many young men,

strangers in the city, to boarding places, em

ployment, etc. We now have seventeen "camp"

or country members at half rates, men who

are out of the city part or all of the time and

desire to be connected with us. Recently a

young Jap joined us, so that now twenty-

five countries are represented among our mem

bers. Hon. W. I. Buchanan, who was presi

dent of the Buffalo Exposition and is now

United States Minister to Panama, sent us a

box of fifty books selected from his own

library. Several other additions have come

in, and a good start has been made in this

very important department. B. A. SHUMAN,

Buenos Airf-s.

Being a Christian in Japan.—The young

men of Japan who become Christians have

many problems unknown in a Christian land.

Among these is the displeasure of parents

and frequent disownment. Last spring, in

talking with one of our young Christians about

receiving baptism, he said : "My parents are

most earnest Buddhists and have been much

opposed to Christianity. I feel I should not

be baptized until after consulting them, but

after asking their consent and doing my best

to state my reasons, if they continue their op

position, I will consider it my duty to be bap

tized without the desired consent, but I want

your advice." I thought it better to get the

advice of some other young men, so the next

Sunday evening I submitted the matter to a

little group of Christian men who meet me for

Bible study. One of them said : "I have had

almost an identical experience. My father

was a most earnest Shintoist and my mother

a Buddhist, both looking with disfavor upon

Christianity. When I announced my intention

to be baptized they flew into a great rage and

threatened to disown me. I had always had a

quick temper, but was given grace to remain

quiet and sweet, at the same time telling them

that even though they cut me off, I felt my

duty clear. My failure to become irritated

was a great surprise to them and my whole

life seemed so changed that they could not":

understand it. Within a few weeks my mother,

asked me one morning if she could accompany'

me to church. She became a regular attend

ant and was finally baptized. My father next

began studying the Bible and he too was bap

tized, and following that all my brothers and

sisters became Christians except one, and I am

still praying for him." I repeated this experi

ence to the former young man and he went to

his home for the summer vacation, having

asked a number of his friends to remember

him in special prayer. When he returned to

Tokio this fall it was with the report that

almost beyond his expectation his father and

mother had given their consent to his baptism,

and he had been enabled by Bible study in his

family circle to interest them in further study

of Christianity. V. W. HELM, Tokio, Japan.

An Association in Egypt.—The first Asso

ciation at Assiut College, Egypt, where 600

boys are being educated, came into existence,

in 1895 with a charter membership of 34, 30

of whom volunteered to give their lives to

Christ and his work as physicians, teachers or

ministers of the Gospel. Committees were ap

pointed to work among the young men and

earnest effort was nobly rewarded as the re

ports for the succeeding years show in the in

crease in the number of volunteers : in 1897,

25; 1898, 10; 1899, 15; 1900, 18; 1901, 7, and

in 1902, 54. The large addition in 1902 was

due to the visit of J. Campbell White, who

spoke to the students several times with great

power. Prayer by the teachers and students

preceded and followed his addresses and the

presence of the Holy Spirit was so evident

that not only did forty new ones sign the

volunteer pledge but all who had signed in the

past were led to reconsecrate themselves to

Christ for active service in Egypt or the

Soudan. The total number of volunteers

since 1895 is 163, many of whom are engaged

in the service to which they dedicated their

lives. The college has been- a steadily in

creasing power from the time it began in 1865

with five boys and two girls, until to-day, when

it has 600 boys, 200 girls and more than

thirty instructors. Since its establishment its

work has been distinctively Christian, its aim

to set higher ideals of service, its desire to

have its graduates enter the service of the

Lord in the capacity of doctor, teacher or

preacher, rather than have them go, into

government service, where the environment is

not Christian, and the tendency is towards

sluggishness in vital religious life. There had
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A GROUP OF CALCUTTA (INDIA) BOY MEMBERS.

been much earnest Christian work done by

students and for students, but the formal or

ganization of the Young Men's Christian As

sociation and Student Volunteer Movement

was effected by the efforts of Mr. J. R. Mott.

ROLAND G. DEEVERS.

Bible Institute in Tokio.—The Tokio Asso

ciation conducted a Bible Institute, holding

four meetings, with two speakers at each, and

a total attendance of 900 young men. The

speakers were leading pastors and Christian

educators. Each meeting had one address on

the Bible and a Bible study. The topics of the

addresses were: Why Should Young Men

Study the Bible? The Bible and Human Prog

ress, The Bible and the World's Literature,

The Bible, the Sufficient Basis of Morality.

There was one study each in Job, St. John, the

Life of Christ and a character study of Josenh.

The small fee charged covered more than half

the expenses and insured an interested audi

ence. The Association printed a Bible class

guide showing all young men's Bible classes

in Tokio. Over ninety classes were tabu

lated, giving leader, place and hour of meet

ing, course of study and language, whether

Japanese or English. Blanks were passed to be

rilled by those wishing to enter some class.

The lectures were taken in shorthand and will

be printed in a booklet. One hundred orders

were received during the institute.

HOYS'

BUILDING,

CALCUTTA,

INDIA.

The gift

of Mr.

John

Wanamaker;

costing

$20,000.

For 30.000

high-school

boys.
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The Late Samuel A. Taggart

BY His FRIEND. ROBERT A. ORR, PITTSBURGH.

On Thursday, April 14th, Samuel A. Tag-

gart, for long years prominently identified

with the Young Men's Christian Associa

tions of the country, quietly passed away.

In the fall of the year 1871, members of

the State committee of Pennsylvania met

in the city of Pittsburgh and came to two de-

REV. SAMUEL A. TAGGART.

cisions, which proved to be among the most

important ever made in Association history.

One was to employ a secretary for the or

ganization and development of Associations

in the State. Thus was created the first

position of that nature, and from that all the

State and Provincial organizations of the

continent may date their history. The other

was the selection of Mr. Taggart as secre

tary. The man fixed upon was the living

embodiment of the ideas of the committee.

The son of a godly minister in the United

Presbyterian Church, he became in his

youth a Christian, and in preparation for the

ministry graduated from the Westminster

College and Xenia Theological Seminary.

After preaching for one year at Spring Hill,

Ind., he became pastor at Turtle Creek, a

few miles from Pittsburgh, where he remained

two years.

In the reading-room of an Association in

Ohio he had found an international conven

tion report. The statistical tables attracted

his attention, and finally deeply impressed

him with the value of the organization as an

agency for reaching young men. In his

pastorate at Turtle Creek he put these im

pressions into actual use. It was his hold

upon young men and the activity and useful

ness of the Association he organized there

that led to his selection as State secretary.

He accepted at once what he always after

ward believed to be the call of his Master,

and for seventeen years continued as the

chief official of the State committee. Every

city, town and village of the State felt his

presence and the power of his enthusiastic

and devoted Christian energy. The story of

Mr. Taggart's life from 1871 to 1888 is writ

ten all over the State of Pennsylvania, and

the news of his death will bring sorrow to

thousands who owe, some their conversion,

others their enjoyment of Christian life,

others their entrance into Christian work,

to his personal or public influence.

During all this time he took the liveliest

interest in all that would extend the field

and the .usefulness of the Associations. He

gave freely of his time and labor to the Inter

national Committee, and at their request,

more than once, made a tour of the Southern

States, where so much was needed in the

way of encouragement.

He was also continually called upon to

visit conventions of other States and tell

what could be done in the way of State or

ganization. This he could do with great

power, for he was a clear, strong and forcible

speaker and not a theorist merely. He could

present from his own experiences the prac

tical results that could be obtained. He

visited in the interests of the Associations

every State and province excepting those in

the extreme Northwest.

In the year 1888. against the wishes of

every member of the State committee, he

resigned as State secretary, feeling that he

was physically unable to endure the tre

mendous strain under which he was living.

He had been the most constant supporter of

Mr. Van Arsdale in his efforts to establish

an Association paper, and had given lib

erally of time and thought to its help, writing

constantly for it. It was easy then for him

to look favorably upon the editorial posi

tion offered him wilh The Watchman, and he

accepted, hoping that in a more settled life

he could spend many years in furthering the

cause in which his whole life was bound up.

In a short time, however, the paper changed

hands, and Mr. Taggart spent the next five

years as a secretary of the International

Committee in what was then one of the most

difficult and thankless of undertakings, viz.,
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that of endeavoring to convince the Associa

tions that it was to their own best interests

to contribute money and sympathy to the

general extension of the organizations.

About nine years ago he returned perma

nently to his home in Pittsburgh, where he has

since quietly lived, most of this time in poor

health, but not for one moment losing his

interest in anything that pertained to Asso

ciation welfare. A little over a year ago he

suffered a slight cerebral hemorrhage aj

the result of Bright's disease, and since that

time he has never been able to take any very

active part in affairs, though he was able to

engage in light work up to within ten days

of his death.

On the evening of April 2d he had a sec

ond attack, and lying in a semi-conscious

state until the 14th day, "having served his

own generation, by the will of God he fell

on sleep" in the 60th year of his age. So

ends for this sphere the life of Samuel A.

Taggart.

The writer has known him intimately for

thirty or more years. He was a pleasant

companion, full of humor, with a remarkable

memory for dates, places, incidents and per

sons, seeming never to forget any place where

he had ever been or any person he had ever

met. He was a diligent and daily student

of the Holy Scriptures, he was thoroughly

evangelistic in all his feelings and efforts,

though strongly convinced that the mission

of our societies was confined to young men,

and for this he fearlessly contended in the

days when men were needed to advocate this

fundamental principle. He was a great

reader, and kept up with the current discus

sions in theology as well as in more secular

matters; he never wavered in his confidence

in the Bible as the infallible revealed word of

God, and there was nothing he enjoyed more

than to have the opportunity to express his

convictions both publicly and privately, un

less it was to listen to them from others with

whom he had fellowship. He was a man of

prayer; in all the details of his ordinary-

duties ; in his conversation; in evenness of

temper; in unselfishness, and in contact with

his family and his friends, it was clear that

all the springs of his being were fed from

the Eternal Hills.

What Hymns Should Be Used

BY GEO. A WARBURTON.

Anything that is not practical cannot expect

to receive the approval of the Young Men's

Christian Associations. Theoretical proposi

tions are given scant courtesy by the boards

of directors or Association conventions.

Furthermore, the first test applied to any col

lection of hymns which proposes to enter this

field will be, Are they singable and service

able? The hymns must be within the in

tellectual reach of the average man and the

tunes must be within the compass of the voice

of the average man. There must be, also, a

practical bearing of both hymns and tunes

upon the objects of the services in which they

are to be employed. These objects may thus

be stated : The culture of Christian manhood

and the winning of unsaved men to personal

faith in Jesus Christ. Mere sentiment can

have but small place in any collection of

hymns that is intended to promote manly

qualities in those who sing them. Yet can

there be true Christian character in anything

(hat contains no sentiment? Probably no one

thing affects so powerfully and so generally

the life of young men as the appeal to their

home-loving sentiment. Anything that will

awaken memories of early associations, that

will bring back the face, form, language, tones

of voice, of mother or father with the atmos

phere of the home, is sure to be effective,

whether employed in song or speech. There

fore a collection of hymns intended to help

young men into the Christian life and develop

sturdy Christian character, must have some

hymns round which these most sacred asso

ciations cluster. Many of the gospel hymns

and some of the old church hymns hold such

a place. It would be folly to part with them. In

the average collection of hymns the optimism

and buoyancy of young men find but scant

expression. The subjective states of mind,

which may be natural in older persons, are

given large emphasis. In a book for young

men the emphasis, at least, must be reversed.

Therefore those hymns that represent the

Christian life as a warfare, a state of conquest

with all its dangers, difficulties, defeats and

victories, fit most fully the average young

man's mental and spiritual point of view.

Hymns that would do in a meeting of women

might not suit a congregation of men, not

that the qualities of one are less desirable than

those of the other class but that they are not

the same.

Another idea may be stated as funda

mental, viz. : That good hymns and good

music arc more certain to produce good re

sults than are those of an inferior quality.

Perhaps the Western professor who declared

that the music of some of the gospel hymns

was immoral, went too far, but it is certain

that the elevation of thought and feeling which

attends the use of the best hymns and tunes

is quite unlike the effervescence aroused by the

singing of popular ditties whose chief attrac

tion is the movement and jingle of the music.



A Campaign of Testimony

BY E. I. BOSWORTH, DEAN OF OBERLIN.

III. THE SUBSTANCE AND SPIRIT OF THE TESTIMONY.

There is need of a clear statement regard

ing the substance of the redeemed man's testi

mony. It does not include sacred, secret per

sonal experiences which one could perhaps

scarcely bring himself to speak of promis

cuously to others. Neither does it include ec

centricities or idiosyncrasies of individual ex

perience which might not be expected to repeat

themselves in the case of another. It does,

however, concern certain results in character.

If, as the result of his association with the

unseen personal force, Jesus Christ, the man

cannot report certain effects in character, noth

ing worth speaking of has happened. Three

results in character he ought to be able to

report, namely, an increasing honesty, a

strengthening sympathy and a deepening peace.

He should be able to say: "I have acted upon

the supposition that there is a living personal

force, Jesus Christ, and have committed the

control of my life to him. As a result I find

myself increasingly intolerant of insincerity in

my life; I find in myself a strengthening good

will even toward my enemies; and I feel a

peaceful consciousness of having done the right

thing." It is not necessary that he should re

port great attainment in these particulars, but

it is essential that he should report progress.

If he can do so, the case is made for Jesus.

It is not required of a successful physician that

all his patients be in perfect health, but only

that the most of them be getting better.

He must be sure that his report credits Jesus

with the progress. There is no place for the

"secret disciple." Such a disciple misleads men.

He makes them think that the measure of suc

cess attained in his life, and which is really due

to Jesus Christ, is secured without Jesus Christ.

He makes the fatal mistake of encouraging men

to attempt to get along without Jesus Christ.

The report must be absolutely honest. It

must not exaggerate. It is easy to use current

religious phraseology that is in excess of ex

perience and so to create distrust in the reality

of one's experience.

The spirit in which the report is made has

much to do with the accomplishment .of the

end in view. It is in no spirit of pride or pa

rade, but in simple friendliness that the testi

mony is offered. The very genius of Christian

ity requires that every disciple shall sharo with

another in friendly fashion whatever of value

enters his own life. Browning voiced the very-

heart of Christianity at this point when he said :

"Needs must there be one way, our chief

Best way of worship; let me strive

To find it, and when found contrive

My fellows also take their share !

This constitutes my earthly care:

God's is above it and distinct.

For I, a man, with men am linked

And not a brute with brutes; no gain

That I experience must remain unshared."

Jesus in his report shared with men all that

he experienced of the unseen God : "All things

that I have heard from my Father I have made

known unto you." The testimony of the re

deemed man is not an artificial and arbitrary

act, but is a simple, humane, Christian effort

to share a great value with another.

The supreme satisfactions of life come from

the effort to share with another the supreme

value of acquaintance with Jesus Christ. Many-

enter upon the Christian life with great joy,

but there is a greater joy in store for them. It

is a law of the Kingdom that giving is more

blessed than receiving, and it is especially true

that the giving of this supreme value to another

is more blessed even than receiving it one's

self: "Trebly blessed art thou, my brother,

whose joyful lot it is to stretch thy soul on a

soul that is dead, as Elisha stretched himself on

the dead son of the Shunamite and raise him

up breathing and calling upon God." Further

more, if one will not share this value with

another he cannot hope to retain it himself.

It is another great law of the Kingdom that

he who will have all for himself shall lose all,

that he who will not share shall not have.

The church of Jesus Christ is entering upon

a new era in her history. The main issue which

we present to men whom we would induce to

enter the Christian life is being reduced theo

logically to its apostolic simplicity. It is sim

ply the acceptance of the Lordship of Jesus.

Paul boasted of its simplicity : "The word is

nigh thc-p, in thy mouth and in thy heart; the

word of faith which we preach that if thou shall

confess with thy mouth Jesus as Lord, and

believe in thine heart that God raised him

from the dead, thou shalt be saved." The re

vival of Bible study is bringing to light the

great principles of Christ's Kingdom, and

r.mong them this great law that the Kingdom

is to be propagated by the simple testimony of

redeemed men. Tn thus through testimony

sharing great spiritual values, each shall come

to his own highest attainment and the new

order shall come in, the civilization of the end

less life shall be established, the men of God's

agood-will shall inherit the earth.
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JAPANESE ASSOCIATION GROUPS.

Apology is made for the engraver's careless grouping of these photographs.

(1) General secretaries of Japan. (2) Osaka Technical School Boarding House. (8) Osaka

Evening School students on a picnic. (4) Momoyama Middle School Association. (8) Middle School

Association members. (6) An evening class students' picnic. (7) Osaka students' outing party. (8) Japa

nese secretaries' family picnic.



Christian Young Men in Japan

Conference of Secretaries in'fcTokio

A conference of the Association secretaries

in Japan was held in Tokio, Japan, recently.

On the first two days the secretaries of the In

ternational Committee held a separate con

ference and on the two succeeding days a joint

conference was held by foreign and Japanese

secretaries. After closing, a day was given to

an outing, the party going by train to the sea

shore and spending the day on one of the fa

mous islands just off the coast. All the ses-

TOKIO BIBLE

CLASS MEMBERS

;c'/u? hare btcomt

Christians during the

past year. All of them

have been introduced

to some church and

have been or will

soon be baptized.

sions of the conference were held in the new

secretarial residences, which provided ample

accommodations. Those present at the confer

ence of foreign secretaries were Fisher,

V. W. Helm, Gleason, Hibbard, Phelps and

N. W. Helm, the latter arriving just in

time for the conference. The reports of the

secretaries indicated encouraging developments

in all phases of the work.

The more significant portion of the confer

ence was the last two days in joint session with

the Japanese secretaries. For four years there

has been constant prayer and effort to secure

native secretaries for several of the largest cen

ters. Up to the past summer there have been

no such secretaries outside of Tokio, but at

this conference, besides Mr. Niwa, general sec

retary in Tokio, and Mr. Takai, traveling sec

retary of the National Union, there were pres

ent Mr. S. Morise, office secretary of the Tokio

Association ; Mr. H. Yoshizaki, who began in

January his duties as general secretary in

Kyoto ; Mr. U. Sumi, who became in Novem

ber secretary in Yokohama; and Mr. T. Nishi-

kawa, acting general secretary of the Kobe As

sociation, who, in addition to his duties as

teacher in the college of the Methodist Church

South, will continue in charge of the Associa

tion until a permanent successor can be se

cured. There were also present Mr. J. Satomi,

who was for a year traveling secretary of the

Student Union, and who now gives valuable

assistance in the Association work, and Mr. R.

Ishikawa, who was Mr. Mott's interpreter on

his last visit to Japan, and who has rendered

splendid volunteer assistance in organizing and

directing personal work throughout the student

Associations. The presence of such a number

of able Japanese colleagues was one of the most

gratifying incidents the foreign secretaries in

Japan have yet experienced.

The topics in the joint conference bore

chiefly upon the preparation for and conduct

of the World's Student Christian Federation

Conference. Other topics were, What Things

Really Appeal to Japanese Young Men which

We Can Use in Our Work? How to Make the

Most of a Visit to a City or Student Associa

tion; Association Finances; the General Sec

retary in Japan, His Opportunities, His Quali

fications, His Work. Dr. H. Fukuoka, son of

Viscount Fukuoka and last year vice-president

of the Tokio board of directors, by invitation

presented the topic, How Can the World's Fed

eration Conference Produce the Largest Ef

fects in Japan. Mr. K. Yamamoto, treasurer

of the Tokio Association, who is one of the

best-known expert accountants in Japan, gave

a paper on Association finances. At the re

quest of the conference he will prepare a series

• of articles on this topic for the Association

magazine, which will afterward be put in pam

phlet form. He has also consented at such

times as his business permits to confer with

directors in oilier cities ns to Association

finances. The topic, Army Work Among

Japanese Soldiers in the Event of War with

Russia, was also carefully considered.

In the joint conference all the devotional

hours but one were conducted by Japanese

secretaries. The spiritual tone, the delightful

fellowship, the grasp which the new men are

securing on Association work made this the

most delightful secretaries' conference yet held

and the richest in promise for the future.

Tokio, Japan. V. W. HELM.



Some Men's Problems

BY ROBEKT E. SPEER.

Some men skate as close to the edge of

(•pen water as they can. They don't see the

necessity of staying well within the limits

of safety. "What is the use of being over

cautious?" they argue. "A miss is as good

as a mile. So long as you don't go in it is

as safe near the edge as far back, and it's a

deal more exciting." This is the principle

on which many men act in morals. They

prefer to stay near the edge. "It is more

interesting," they say, and so long as they,

don't slip over the line they don't see how

any one can object. Mr. Moody used to

tell of an apple tree that stood just beside the

fence, and its branches spread out over the

line. That tree got more clubbing, he said,

than all the trees in the orchard back from

the line. Every boy who came along took

a shy at it. The man who hangs over the

moral border will catch the same treatment.

I prefer to stay back a distance. It is far

bolter to have a good wide margin between

yourself and evil. I would rather have a

couple of acres intervening than lean over

the fence. Why not be clean, with a balance

besides? Why not tell the truth and do so

generously, so that no lie can squeeze in?

Why not cut out not only gross vice, but all

the soft, little vices too; the down-checked

vices, the shrill-voiced vices, the innocent

vices that are cursed and damaging and

shameful in spite of all their airs of inno

cence, because they hide the real border line

and coax a man over it when he thinks he is

still en solid ground?

Jt

As I came out of a hospital ward recently,

where another man and I had been calling on

a patient, my friend remarked of the man we

had just seen: "Some men are Christians all

the time and everywhere." This was one of

that sort. He had made friends of the pa

tients around him, of the nurses, of all who

came in. He had interested them in what

interested him. He was not concealing his

character or ideals or purposes. He was rep

resenting Jesus Christ there in that -ward.

He did business for his house everywhere and

all the time. There are Christians of a dif

ferent sort. They knock off occasionally,

and in some places it seems to them hardly

good taste to be too much Christian. But

when it is real it leaks out. The man can't

conceal it. What kind are we?

J*

One of the bad things about smoking is its

coarsening influence. It leads men to forget

others, even to vulgar forgetfulr.css and dis

courtesy. In a large office building in New

York City there is a sign in each elevator,

"No smoking." It is a building where many

ladies go. Scores of men who would resent

it if you told them they were not gentlemen

ride up and down in those elevators with

complete disregard of the signs, smoking

even when there are ladies with them in the

elevator car. On the street and in railroad

stations and on the elevated platform men

will smoke and blow the smoke over their

shoulders into the faces of ladies behind

them. Why do men do this? They don't

think. But why don't they think? Some

thing has cauterized their sensibilities, their

social and courteous sensibilities, and they

are coarse and thoughtless, without being

aware. It is better for men not to get into

the grip of habits that demoralize their finer

natures in this way.

Ji

I hope that each man who reads this page

will not fail to get possession of a copy of

the life of General S. "C. Armstrong, the

founder of Hampton Institute. It is as juicy

a biography as can be found. Apart from

the work which he did and which deserves

study, the man himself was a genius, a big,

solid block of character, full of fresh vitality

and overflowing with energy and power.

Here are some of his sayings:

"The source of American intelligence fa not so

much the pedagogue as the system which gives each

man a share in the conduct of affairs, leading him to

think, discuss and act and thus educating him quite

as much by his failures as by his successes. Respon

sibility is the best educator."

"I have a taste for blood," he said; "that a, I have

had a taste of life and work. I cannot live without

the arena. I must be in it Despair shakes his skinny

hands and glares his hideous eyes on me to little

purpose. 1 feel happy when all my powers of re

sistance are taxed."

"I must win," he said; "I can't but see that many

put faith in me; it would be wrong to humanity to

fail, and the way is clear. God has not darkened

the way, but His hand points to a steep and craggy

height—it must be climbed—I will climb it."

"Once there was an old darky who could not be dis

suaded from hunting in an empty 'possum hole. 'Ain't

no 'possum in dat hole? Dey's just got to be, 'cause

dey's nuffin* in de house fer supper." "

"Hopeless ones are only grave diggers for them

selves and the rest."

"What are Christians put into the world for but

to do the impossible in the strength of God."

"Once there was a woodchuck. Now, woodchucks

can't climb trees. Well, this woodchuck was chased

by a dog and came to a tree. He knew that if he

could get up this tree the dog could not catch him.

Now, woodchucks can't climb trees, but he had to. •"

he did."

"There is no place for a lazy man in this world

or the next."

"Human, therefore imperfect; human, therefore

capable of improvement"



To Put Character into Athletics

One hundred and fifty of the leading ath

letes of the Brooklyn Central Association, with

the officers of the athletic league, physical di

rectors and men of each branch, met at dinner

at the Montauk Club and listened to addresses

and made plans to make the Brooklyn Asso

ciation a leading anil dominating factor in ath

letics in that city. Among the speakers were

J. E. Sullivan, secretary of the A. A. U. ;

Bartow S. Weeks, of the Governing Commit

tee, A. A. U. ; Alexander Grant, middle dis

tance champion of America ; Dr. Gulick, Mr.

Hepbron and Fred B. Smith. The following

addresses show something of the character of

the meeting :

Clean Sport Principles.

By JAMES E. SULLIVAN.

As one who has watched the growth of ath

letics, especially in Brooklyn, I say this gather

ing reflects great credit upon the Brooklyn As

sociation. Brooklyn has had in the past three

JAMES E. SULLIVAN,

Secretary of the A. A. U. and Director of Physical

Training at the St. Louis Exposition.

large, active athletic clubs—the Nassau, the

Brooklyn, and the Williamsburg—and all of

them died a natural death. They all went on

for a short while, but somehow it was impos

sible to make an athletic club "go" in Brook

lyn ; and if five years ago you had told any one

that there would be an athletic meeting in this

borough, with 500 athletes competing, they

would have thought you had gone crazy. The

Young Men's Christian Association, from the

moment took up and encouraged athletics,

started to go forward, and will continue to go

forward.

In this country we trace organized athletics

to the formation of the New York Athletic

Club. It made rules and gave championship

meets and started out to foster clean and pure

amateur sport, and has done a 'great deal from

that day to this. Soon after the New York

Club started the movement other clubs sprang

up, until a little jealousy ensued, and the ques

tion was asked, "Why should the New York

Club assume control of all the athletes in

America?" And so the National Association

of Amateur Athletes of America was formed.

But it was not managed wisely. A great many

were interested in clean sport and good ath

letics, but factional fights developed. At one

meeting it was claimed that a professional was

entered. The club did not reject his entry and

asked for a decision upon that party's status

from the N. A. A. A. A. The latter de

cided that it did not control the question as to

what constituted an amateur in another branch

of sport. From that moment began the or

ganization of the A. A. U. I think I am the

only original active member of that board

(organized in 1888) left. The A. A. U. has

endeavored to be honest, to look on each in

dividual case as it has been presented.

I feel confident that the A. A. U. and other

governing bodies are trying to make sport

clean. But it is a great deal like the laws of

our country.' We legislate that if a man com

mits murder or robbery there are certain penal

ties to be incurred. But that does not stop

crime. Therefore the A. A. U. cannot stop

corruption in athletics. That will have to be

done on a much broader and more wholesome

plan. There will have to be honesty between

clubs, universities and schools.

CLEAN SPORT MEANS FAIR PLAY

Clean sport, as we understand the term,

means, to a certain extent, fair play, and it

directly interests the governing body of a club

or college or school, the officials, the physical

director and every athlete. I believe that all

the governing bodies are trying to make laws

for clean sport. In the clubs, colleges, schools,

settlements, wherever the boy begins, there is

a tendency to win at any price, and some of the

experiences we have had would make us be

lieve that our efforts to keep sport clean do

not bear fruit. The club, school or college

could start in and purify sport and keep it

clean if they could do away with that insane

American idea, "We must win ; we have got to

win, and we all love a winner, and the loser

doesn't get a pat on the back." Much blame

should be attached to the club that will bring

in a champion athlete, have him around the

clubhouse, waive his dues, pay his expenses,

advance him money—that has all been done,

and not by a big club, but by smaller clubs in

the city of New York. But if you look up the

entire list of athletic champions not many have
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gone wrong. Many are substantial business

men to-day. The average athlete of years gone

by is a credit to athletics. But the clubs them

selves are responsible for any breaking away

from clean sport principles.

Then to come to the officials. The man that

accepts an official's badge should try to keep

his club feeling down. He should remain

quiet, do his duty and not retard the meeting.

At a set of armory games, after the finish of a

heat, the judges were conferring. I was

standing near and heard the remark, "Go on

and kick," from one of the officers of the meet.

I told him: "I am ashamed of you. What

good can that boy do by kicking? No good

whatever." I have known of many officials

who at all times would favor their own men,

and some have been guilty of unfair tactics.

Then the athlete himself. In many cases

the athlete starts in without knowing the real

meaning of clean sport. A boy in a club in

New Jersey came and asked the question: "Is

the boy who pitches ball for $2 a professional ?"

I said, "Yes." The boy, who was at school,

had showed great speed as a pitcher and had

been paid for pitching at . Conse

quently he would have to abstain for two years.

The board may decide that the boy did not

know the A. A. U. law and they may reinstate

him, but in that case there would be some

criticism unless the whole story is told.

We have the mean athlete. In an armory

.neet I saw an athlete break away twice.

The second time he was told to look out. He

replied, "It is my only chance." And the

third time he was disqualified.

BEATING THE PISTOL

There is no man I think more of than Arthur

Duffey, that greatest of sprinters. In reporting

his last trip abroad Duffey speaks of a set of

games in the southern part of England where

he had had a hard race. There was great ex

citement and a match was made between

Duffey and an English runner. Duffey de

scribes how he felt. He was tired and in the

dressing room ; but rather than disappoint the

crowd he decided to run, and gave the man the

handicap. He said he knew he would lose the

race. He could not help it. Finally, he de

scribes the preparations to go to the start.

Then he tells how he beat the pistol, and says

he had to do it to win. That was when Arthur

Duffey made the fatal mistake of his life. Any

man who reads that article will never forget

it, because Duffey says himself that he took a

prize he was not entitled to. Why any intel

ligent man should do it and then parade it is a

mystery to me. After Duffey reads his own

article he will be very sorry that he beat the

pistol.

TEAM WORK SHOULD BE ABOLISHED

The athlete who is competing should always

realize that it is better to play fair, but some

athletes pay no attention to the rules. As soon

as the pistol is fired they will crowd through,

shove right and left and endeavor to take the

border by fair or foul means and trust to luck
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that the referee will not see them. Some ath

letes have been known when they have received

a certain mark from a handicapper to delib

erately advance themselves by going five or ten

yards further out. This is not clean sport.

They may think it is clever to deceive the

officials, but it is downright dishonesty and cer

tainly not clean sport.

Then there is the physical director or trainer.

The physical director can work an awful lot

of good. And I think that is where the Young

Men's Christian Association will eventually

lead all other clubs. In the old days the six-

day runner was considered a good trainer. I

am glad to say that the average prize-fighter

and wrestler could not get a job anywhere

now. This is a good sign. The advisers to

day are men of brains who know more of the

game than those actively interested in conduct

ing it They are intelligent men who would

not advise a man to do wrong. This is good

for sport, and that is why I am glad to see

the Association interesting itself in the com

petitive side of athletics. Some trainers put up

jobs. I have heard trainers say: "Go in

and make the pace for a mile and drop out to

enable another to win." That is not clean

sport. We want to instill into the boys' minds

the importance of playing fair. Let us have

our sports clean. Many of the clubs and the

Union are clean. I think we are cleaner in

America than they are abroad. There is no

betting on the games in this country at an

amateur meeting. In England it is all betting.

Carey claims that he lost a race because the

bookmaker made him nervous by calling out

over and over again: "Seven to five against

Carey."

COLLEGES' LACK OF ORGANIZATION

The A. A. U. stands for clean sport. It is

cleaner and purer than any other organization

governing sport in the world. Not only that,

but its organizations, its clubs, are cleaner than

any in the world .that are connected with

other associations. They play fair. You do

not hear of such things in club athletics as you

hear of in some colleges. Take the case of a

college that brought in nine football players to

play in a championship game under assumed

names. Was there ever an A. A. U. athletic

club that did that? If they did the officers

would be driven off the roll. It was done in a

college, simply because there is no national

body to govern the colleges. This will come in

time. But, as a whole, the college element is

not as careful as the Young Men's Christian

Association, and it will not be until they have

a national college association and a proper defi

nition of an amateur and a uniform eligibility

rule.

What is wanted is a national association

among the colleges. We are getting the

schoolboys. We have got to have a national

association for the government of college ath

letics. Then if all work together sport in

America will be pure and clean.

Remarks of Mr. Bartow S. Weeks

I believe and have always believed in ath

letics. When you do your work in athletics,

when you develop your bodies and improve

your physical condition, you are doing great

work for good citizenship, because the better

the man the healthier the physical condition,

the cleaner the mind the better the citizenship.

And therefore I believe and have always be

lieved in athletics. And I believe that this or

ganization, this growth in the Associations of

a lively interest in athletics upon a broader

field than formerly—the field of direct competi

tion, means an advance that your organization

has made toward true Americanism.

The good work which your Association has

already done in athletics is but a small part of

the good work that is still before you. The

BARTOW S. WEEKS,

A. A. U. Governing Committee.

success that has attended your past efforts

should lead you to renewed efforts for greater

success in the future, and striving as" you all will

to attain that success, bear one thing in mind,

an old, old saying: "It is not in the power of

mortals to command success, but we will do

more—we will deserve it."

But consistent endeavor, manly actions and

clean purposes will, in the great majority of

cases, command and insure the success they

deserve. Your organization is not merely local,

it is national, and the work that you do here

is only the leavening of the small loaf in this

portion of the greater city. The purity and

integrity of life, which is necessary to real suc

cess in athletic competition, refers not only to

physical qualities, but to mental and moral

attributes as well, and without them and fair

dealing and true sportsmanship the man who

enters competitive athletics wrongs himself

and wrongs those with whom he competes.



BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF SILVER BAY AND LAKE GEORGE.

The Summer Conferences

Steps have been taken leading to the per

manent acquisition of the Silver Bay, Lake

George, hotel property, which has been occu

pied two years by the Association. A liberal

proposition from the owner. Mr. Silas II.

Paine, at less than half the original cost of

the property, has been made to the Committee.

A large subscription has been made as an

encouraging beginning in acquiring the

property. It will be held by the Silver Bay

Association for Christian conferences (incor

porated by special charter, granted by New

York Legislature), made up of representatives

of the Young People's Mission Movement and

representatives of the Young Men's Christian

Association. The property will be used ex

clusively by the Association from August 1

to September 15. This spot on the western

shore of Lake George and at the edge of the

Adirondack wilderness is surpassing in beauty

and advantages as a summer vacation resort.

The hotel and grounds will be open as a

vacation home from August 1 to September

15. A summer training institute for secre

taries will be held August 1 to September 4.

In this course will be given eighty hours of

lectures and instruction in the history, methods,

work and principles of the Association. There

will also be a course of special lectures on the

railroad Association work for railroad secre

taries.

A first year's course for physical directors,

August 1 to September 4, is also announced.

The expense of the institute, including tuition,

will be $12, and board and rooms from $7 a

\veek up. Those who do not take the full

course may take individual courses of lectures

or recitations at the rate of $4 per separate

course for two weeks. Further information

may be had of C. K. Ober, 3 West 29th

street, New York City, or of L. L. Doggett,

Springfield, Mass.

The older boys' conference will meet August

30 to September 4. Already over fifty boys'

secretaries are arranging parties. An institute

for workers with boys will be held at the same

dates.

Instruction at the physical directors' con

ference will be given by Dr. George J. Fisher,

A. B. Wegener, A. M. Chesley, Dr. H. E.

Hale, George W. Ehler and Dr. Paul Phillips.

Leaders at the railroad conference will be

George A. Warburton, Charles R. Towson,

C. J. Hicks and W. E. Fenno.

Throughout August prominent speakers will

be present and deliver addresses each Sunday

and one evening in the week. Each morning

there will be an assembly from 8.15 to 9 o'clock

and Bible hours from 9 to 10, with frequent

evening addresses.

The hotel is limited to Association mem

bers and members of their immediate families.

Special rates will be given on the rail

roads and steamboats. Each guest must secure

a vacation ticket, costing $2. C. C. Michener,

3 West 29th street, 'New York, supplies infor

mation.
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SCENES AT BEAUTIFUL LAKE GENEVA.

Like Geneva's season opens with a college

conference, June 17 to 26; institute and train

ing school, July 2 to 29 ; conference of volun

teer workers of city, town and railroad Asso

ciations, August 5 to 14. The camp is open to

guests, July 1 to August 31. Instructors for

the summer are George L. Robinson, Fred S.

Goodman, Frank H. Burt, J. W. Hansel, I. E.

Brown, W. M. Wood, W. E. Day, J. F. Oates,

J. F. Hotton, Charles A. Kurtz, H. L. Kallen-

berg, A. J. Coates, M. H. Markle, Charles

Hamlett and F. C. Brown.

The institute has seventy cottage tents, two

five-room cottages, large dining hall, a good

gymnasium, auditorium, athletic field, tennis

courts, golf course, fleet of boats, yachts, etc.

Board, $8 to $9 per week. J. S. Hotton, 153

La Salle street, is secretary in charge.

At the Lake Geneva conference for volun

teer workers, August 5 to 14, the presiding

officer will be Edward W. Frost and musical

leader, F. L. Willis. The Bible study and

twilight meetings will be conducted by Prof.

W. W. Moore, of Richmond. Courses will

be delivered by Dr. E. I. Bosworth,

Dr. Ira Landrith and others. Conferences for

the informal consideration and study of differ

ent phases of work will be conducted as fol

lows : County work, J. R. Boardman ; edu

cational work, J. G. Perkins ; physical

work, A. J. Coates; railroad work, W. D.

Eastman ; boys' work, L. E. Harter. A normal

class for the training of Bible-class teachers

will be conducted by F. H. Burt, following the

course "The Teaching of Bible Classes," pre

pared by Edwin F. See.

At the Pacific Northwest conference at Gear-

hart, Ore., May 28-June 5, addresses will be

made by Dr. Wilson, Dr. E. P. Hill, Messrs.

Willis R. Hotchkiss, A. S. Allen, H. W. Stone,

C. S. Cooper, Reno Hutchinson and F. B.

Rhodes.

The Colorado State committee has issued

preliminary announcements for the fourth

annual Bible conference to be held at Glen

Park, August 7 to 14. Eastern Association

men who would like to visit Colorado and

enjoy a vacation in the heart of the Rockies

will find this an admirable opportunity for

recreation and helpful Bible study.

The Southern students' conference is to be

held at Waynesville, N. C, June 10-19. The

speakers will be O. E. Brown, Dr. W. R.

Lambuth, Dr. J. B. Scherer, A. L. Phillips,

Professor Bosworth, F. S. Brockman, John

R. Mott, Robert E. Speer, W. M. Forest, Dr.

H. M. Mcllhany, Jr., Prof. W. C. Branham,

F. Boyd Edwards and A. J. Elliott.

The speakers at the Lake Erie confer

ence, June 17-26, will be Professor Bosworth,

Dr. McDowell, Dr. Philips, Robert E. Speer,

John R. Mott, Dr. Howard Agnew Johnston,

and Messrs. Shurtleff, Eddy and Hotchkiss.

SOUTHERN CONFERENCE MEETS HERE, 1904.

At the Lake Geneva conference, June 17-26,

there will be Dr. Charles Cuthbert Hall, Prof.

Bosworth, Charles J. Little, Robert E. Speer,

F. H. Burt, W. F. McDowell, Harry Monroe,

Chancellor Strong and Messrs. Mott, Eddy and

Hotchkiss.

The speakers at the Northfield conference

will be Dr. Charles Cuthbert Hall, Rev. G.

A. Johnston Ross, of Cambridge, England ;

Rev. Anson Phelps Stokes, Jr., Rev. R. F.

Falconer, Halifax, N. S. ; Robert E. Speer,

John R. Mott and F. H. Hadley.
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Charleston's Semi-Centennial

Celebration

Charleston, S. C, will in a few days com

plete the semi-centennial of its organization

and close a six wesks' canvass to secure $25,000

in order to wipe out $13,000, the indebtedness

on its property, secure $9,000 for needed im

provements and extension and $3,000 for cur

rent expenses for the coming year. This sum

is already very nearly pledged. The young

men of the city pledged $5,000. Mr. L. B.

Mumma has been directing the canvass of the

Citizen's Committee, which has led in the mat

ter. The jubilee marks the beginning of an

era of larger things in Charleston, and will

therefore have an influence throughout the

state and the Southeast.

The Charleston Association was organized

in 1854, suggestions being taken from the pub

lished constitution of the Richmond Associa

tion. Its membership was limited to males

from 18- to 40 years of age. In the early days

the Association undertook the major portion of

the relief work during the yellow fever epi

demic, and in the war did effective relief work

for soldiers, in the city and on the field.

The international convention of 1858, held at

.Charlestown, was a notable meeting. The fol

lowing resolution was then adopted :

"Resolved, That in the opinion of this con

vention the formation and development of the

Christian character in young men is the true

sphere of the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation."

About this time Dr. Smythe (the father of

Hon. A. T. Smythe, a member of the Interna

tional Committee) issued a valuable book on

the nature and claims of the Young Men's

Christian Association. It had a wide circula

tion. This book reflects, as nothing else in

print, the spirit and enthusiasm of the Asso

ciation of that period.

The year 1858 was a memorable one in As

sociation work, when from the prayer meetings

held in New York Associations a wave of reli

gious revival spread over the country. Daily

services were inaugurated in Charleston, and

B. I. SIMMONS,

2d Vice-President.

C. BISSELL

JENKINS,

Member Committee.

GEO. W. WILLIAMS,

Member Committee.

T. T. HYDE,

Chm. Relig. Wk. Com.
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soon Masonic Hall was secured to accommo

date the great number of men who came. Many

men converted in these services were led into

the ministry. Among those converted in later

young men's weekly meetings a number became

distinguished preachers. A bishop of the

Episcopal Church was first led to consecrate his

CHARLESTON'S PRESENT BUILDING.

life to his church in that meeting. In one year

200 young men were brought into church mem

bership. Notable men in Charleston's affairs

are the Association's leaders, and strong men

have served as its secretaries. Mr. John B.

Adger, the present president, was elected in

1885, when a larger work was begun. In 1886

the first subscription toward a building was re

ceived. Mr. Adger became chairman of the

Building Committee. The present building

was opened in December, 1889.

The general secretary, R. H. King, began his

work with the Association as assistant in Janu

ary, 1898, and became general secretary in 1902.

The membership is now 811, the boys' depart

ment has been reorganized, an army branch es

tablished at Fort Moultrie, with a secretary in

charge. From the membership have come sev

eral secretaries, who are filling leading places.

This year $700 will be spent in definite religious

work and the best available out-of-town speak

ers will be secured for Sunday meetings, and

an attempt made to enroll 150 men in Bible

classes. For foreign work $600 is pledged.

The library contains 2,500 volumes. Besides

the gymnasium a large athletic field is con

ducted within two blocks of the building. The

growth has become so marked that the build

ing has become too small for the present mem

bership.

THE JUBILEE CELEBRATION.

At the jubilee meeting the Academy of Music

was filled with a representative audience. Fully

1,000 men were present. Greetings were read

from Sir George Williams, the Association's

founder, who said in part: "Never were op

portunities greater than they are now for

young men in Christian Association effort.

May you ever eagerly enter every open door

of opportunity and find the adaptability of the

methods of the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation as being specially suitable to meet the

complex needs of young men." Gen. Charles

Bird in his address said: "If men are right,

Charleston will be right; if men are wrong,

Charleston will be wrong. The Association

stands for God and the Church between the

evil one and young men.

Addresses were delivered by Walter C.

Douglas, H. O. Williams, by representative

citizens and by Rev. C. S. Vedder, D.D., rep

resenting the churches, who said : "To this

army of young soldiers of the Cross every

church may be glad to give its choice youths,

certain that in thus reinforcing the cause for

which it stands it is strengthening itself. I

love the fathers of my own church as you,

friends, do the fathers of yours."

THE JUBILEE BANQUET.

At a business men's dinner, held the next

evening, nearly 300 representative citizens were

in attendance, with Mayor Rhett as toastmas-

ter. Addresses were given by General Bird,

L. B. Mumma, formerly secretary ; H. O. Will

iams, and George E, McCreary. Walter C.

Douglas spoke on the business man's opportu

nity. Mayor Rhett said: "It is of paramount

importance that provision be made not only

for immediate and pressing needs, but for those

of the new Charleston of to-morrow. I say,

without the slightest hesitation, that in build

ing up this city a progressive Young Men's

Christian Association is the foundation of the

prosperous era which we expect." The Mayor

announced a gift of $4,000 toward the $25,000

to be raised.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION MKF.TING

PLACE IN 1868.



The Association in the Army and Navy

Army Post Exchange Buildings

There have recently appeared in the daily

pipers many erroneous and misleading state

ments regarding the Army Association and

the new post exchange buildings. These

statements would make it appear that the As

sociation was endeavoring "to get possession

of all the army athletics," and "to assume the

management of the Post Exchange buildings."

It has also been made to appear that the ma

jority of army officers, including the chaplains,

were opposed to the work of the Army Asso

ciation.

The following are the salient facts regard

ing the matter : Several army officers had sug

gested that the work of the Association would

be more advantageously conducted if quarters

in the post exchange buildings were secured.

To do this an order from the War Depart

ment was necessary, permitting commanding

officers to grant this privilege. Some of the

General Staff and one chaplain for various

reasons opposed the issue of this order, al

though commending the work of the Army

Association in the highest terms and urging

its extension to all of the posts. Several

hearings were held by the Secretary of War

and after the whole matter had been care

fully considered the following order was

issued :

THE SECRETARY OF WAR DIRECTS THAT PER

MISSION BE GRANTED TO THE ARMY YOUNG

MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION TO ESTABLISH

ITS WORK AT THE VARIOUS POSTS OF THE ARMY

IN THE UNITED STATES AND IN THE ISLANDS

OF PORTO Rico AND THE PHILIPPINES, AND

COMMANDING OFFICERS ARE ENJOINED TO FACILI

TATE THE EFFORTS OF THE ASSOCIATION TO PRO

VIDE HELPFUL PHYSICAL, INTELLECTUAL AND

UNSECTARIAN RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES BY PRO

VIDING THEREFOR SUITABLE QUARTERS, WHICH

MAY BE IN THE POST EXCHANGE BUILDINGS

IF ROOM IS THERE AVAILABLE AND ITS USE FOR

SUCH PURPOSE IS DEEMED WISE BY THE COM

MANDING OFFICER. THE PRIVILEGES GRANTED

HEREUNDER ARE SUBJECT TO THE CONTROL OF

COMMANDING OFFICERS AND SHOULD BE SO DE

FINED AS NOT TO INTF.RFERE WITH MILITARY

OPERATIONS AND DISCIPLINE.

The strong testimony to the value of the

Army Association that was received during

the discussion of the matter from the Presi

dent, the Secretary of War and army officials

was of great encouragement to all interested

in the Association movement.

The first Army Association to be granted

admission to the new post exchange

buildings under this new order is that at

Fort Myer, near Washington. The work is

being planned with the cooperation of the post

commander, Colonel Wallace, Chaplain Pierce,

and other officers. An application for an

Army Asscciation, signed by 140 soldiers, has

been received from Fort Howard, Md., near

Baltimore.

In an article on Athletics in the Army, in

the March number of Outing, by Captain

Edmund L. Butts, U. S. A., occurs the fol

lowing sentence : "It is now contemplated that,

connected with the gymnasiums there shall be

the Y. M. C. A. rooms . . . which are es

sential at the present day."

The chaplain of one of the posts in the

country, recently wrote : "There is so much

more work here than I can possibly do that

I would gladly welcome any assistance, and I

believe that the most effective work is done

along the lines followed by the Young Men's

Christian Association."

Oldwell. Fort Hancock.—The soldiers arc

more contented at the post since our As

sociation has been organized. One of the

members remarked the other day that he

liked soldiering at Fort Hancock since the

building had been opened. Some men are

learning telegraphy. We-have fitted up a room

for the use of members who are interested

in amateur photography. Parlor games, such

as chess, checkers, carroms and crokonole

are played with interest. A weekly entertain

ment packs the building, all available stand

ing room often being taken.

Photograph of the Bible class on the Battleship

"Massachusetts." It meets anywhere on deck. Nforly

all the membert entered the Christian life at the

Brooklyn Naval Branch.



From the Editor's Viewpoint

The Buffalo convention will be the celebra

tion of the cementing of a

The Jubilee great brotherhood that has

of numbered in its ranks in its

Brotherhood fifty years men of all na

tions and conditions of life

who have wrought without pay, served without

stint, and have exemplified in their lives the

spirit of their leader, Jesus Christ. The Asso

ciation has been such as Professor Bosworth

declared Christ came to establish : "An organ

ization of the men of the loving heart." Its

genius is brotherhood ; its message is brother

hood; its method is brotherhood; its effect is

brotherhood ; its government—such govern

ment as it has had—is of the brotherhood. In

mutual confidence Christian men of all de

nominations have worked side by side, giving

to the world an example of Christian unity.

Its genius gave birth to the Christian young

people's societies, to the Brotherhood of St.

Andrew, to the Christian Commission which

ministered to the soldiers, and kindred organ

izations. This meeting at Buffalo should be the

celebration of the accomplishments of Christian

brotherhood in bringing together the men of

the railroads, colleges, mines, manufactories,

the army and the navy to serve their fellows.

It should show to the world that it is pos

sible for men to 'get together and hold to

gether for half a century without the discord

of personal ambition or jealousy, or distrust

one of another. It is an opportunity for giv

ing an unequivocal testimony to the power of

Jesus Christ to dominate and use a body of

men dissimilar in many of their convictions,

but united in keeping supreme their loyalty to

Him, to the glory of His name and the honor

of His Kingdom.

The Secretary

dHis

ates

The best work of a secretary is coming to

be recognized as lhat of

supplying able and trained

men for the secretaryship.

By all odds the greatest

^^^^^^^__ number of recruits for

icse positions will come from the ranks of

ic assistants, who supplement their experi

ence by the training of conference and school.

Omaha feels that her best contribution'; have

been Babcock to Mexico, Lockwood to China,

McDill to the International Committee. Dale

to Evanston, Mayne to Lincoln, etc., and the

Illinois State Committee finds satisfaction in

the increasing list of men her college Asso

ciations have given to the foreign field, while

Boston prints a list of forty-two men who have

gone out from her membership. Every secre

tary ought to be enlisting and training men

who may outclass himself. Such men will

reflect honor on him. We expect to see fifty

of the larger Associations become training

stations with twice or three times the present

number of assistants employed—perhaps for

short terms at merely living salaries, who

wiil be in preparation for the opening fields.

These men will, in a peculiar way, share the

secretary's life, enjoy the working out oi

plans with him, study problems and analyze

failures together. They will share their prayer

life and Bible study. He will give to them all

he has to give, and they will give to him help

supplied from the viewpoint of men who are

younger and differing in temperament and

training, with the added help of youth's un

abashed enthusiasm. That is the ideal re

lation with his associates and the surpassing

opportunity of a general secretary's life.

A week spent in interviewing young mm

with the idea of ascertain-

Interview ing from their life and ex-

Fifty perience what the Associa-

Men tion has done and may do

for them, and then another

week spent in thinking it all over, would help

greatly in the shaping of an Association work

for the coming year. We venture to say that

an inquiry into the actual habits of prayer,

Bible study and the devotional life of fifty

average Christian men would bring to light

a condition of living which would make the

theorists stand aghast. To ascertain the in

fluences which have led fifty men to enter the

Christian life would direct the efforts of the

religious work committee. To inquire into

the motives which led one hundred men to

seek Association membership would help

greatly to define the methods of pushing the

fall campaign. Could there be a better use of

the coming month in its relation to the plans,

for the coming year?

A City's

Athletics

Cooperation is taking the place of rivalry.

The Association's athletic

leaders are now seeking to

shape and cleanse the ath

letics of a city rather than

to monopolize them. How

much better this is than the old spirit of cun

ning intrigue and bitter contention. In the

League Letter, Mr. Hepbron prints accounts

of the excellent methods many Associations

are following in this regard. In one city the

director coaches the high-school team ; in

another he serves on the governing committee

of the city's athletic organization. From other

Associations the physical directors are sup
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plied for churches, clubs and settlements, both

for the city and nearby towns. The Fourth

of July program was placed in the hands of

an Association. Through another's efforts

medals were substituted in the place of money

prizes, while clean sport principles and decent

manners have become the rule where the As

sociation has sought to bring their Christian

principles to bear upon the sports of a city.

President Stevens, of the C. & O., is a

practical railroad man.

A Factor During his presidency his

in Railroad road has more than doubled

Prosperity its business and its earnings

and equipment. Contem

poraneous with this growth of the road has

been the service of the Railroad Association

now operating with every encouragement and

facility the company can give at nine division

points. President Stevens, in conversation

with a representative of the Association in his

office, showed him the figures summarizing the

growth of the road's business. The question

was asked if in his judgment the Railroad As

sociation had been an appreciable factor in this

advance. He replied : "Indeed it has. The

great problem in the conduct of a railroad is

the personal problem. The Association is

making the men cleaner, more self-respecting

and Christian ; has brought to the road a class

of service that has in no small measure con

tributed to its growth, economy and efficiency

of operation."

The ugly terms of politics and the uglier

spirit of personal ambition

Pets occasionally come unwel-

and corned into Christian work.

Patronage They are very human if

not inhuman. Those whose

duty it is to suggest names for vacant posi

tions are now and then charged with favor

itism—that they place their friends in the good

positions and blacklist good men. This seems

especially true to the man who is out or down.

But it is not true. The searchlight is trained

on the entire field for men who can do things,

The record is constantly and eagerly scanned

for "coming men." The only thing that keeps

a man down is his record and his personality.

These no committees can change. What is

laid to spite or the blacklist belongs to the

man himself. His position is due usually to

his failure to study, his lack of the manly

elements of strength, grace, tact and aggres

sion which are necessary to attract young

men and weld together an organization of

varied elements. He may have missed that

element of courtesy, richness of spirit,

kindliness of judgment and of heart that

invite confidence and compel cooperation in

plans to make an organization effective.

Again, and often, he lacks a living faith in

God, a genuine delight in his Bible, a deep

prayer life, and unfaltering efforts day by day

to lead young men from lives of sin. No

committee can stand against such a combina

tion, nor can a man stand without it.

The cotton mills of the South afford an

unusual opportunity for the

For Cotton work of the Young Men's

Mill Christian Associations.

Workers These villages, most of

which have sprung up

around the cotton mills, are usually separate

from the towns or cities near which they are

located. The community life is therefore very

exclusive. As a rule, there are few entertain

ing or uplifting features. This will make the

work of the Association which these men will

organize among themselves much easier to

develop than in communities where the men

are a part of a larger city. In view of these

conditions and of the successful work which

employees are conducting among themselves

by means of the Young's Men's Christian As

sociations, there has recently been secured a

building for an Association in one of these

cotton mills. Mr. Thomas F. Parker, the

president of the Monaghan Mills, at Green

ville, S. C, is helping by means of schools,

churches and parks, the conditions among the

factory operatives. With his men he is plan

ning to have a building containing a reading

room, game rooms, separate rooms for boys,

bowling alleys, gymnasium, bath rooms, even

ing educational class rooms, kitchen and club

rooms ready for occupancy by the first of

August. The Association has called Mr. I.

E. Munger, of Waterloo, la., to become its

general secretary. He has accepted the call

and will be on the field about the first of

June. In one day nearly two hundred men

signed a petition agreeing to become mem

bers providing an Association building was

erected.

The steady advance in the attendance and

character of the men's

The Greater service has assured beyond

Men's doubt that the attendance of

Meeting men in greater numbers can

be gained at the Associa

tion Sunday afternoon service. The attend

ance at St. Louis, which for several years

was under 200, has averaged 450, with con

versions secured nearly every Sunday. In

Louisville it is found that from three to five

times as many men will attend a meeting in a

theater as will come to the Association build

ing. At the Scranton services nearly 500

men have professed conversion. The Asso

ciation does not lose sight of any man until
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he either leaves the city, unites with the

church or rejects further help. Springfield,

Mass., has the cooperation of 280 employers

of men, who distribute to their employees each

week 12,000 invitations to its service. The

object next year will be to connect the Sun

day service with the church life of the city.

A conference will be held with the pastors and

Christian workers with this purpose in mind.

Atlanta, Ga., has packed its hall every Sunday

afternoon. In January it had thirty-five con

versions and before the middle of the next

month twenty of these were members of

churches. A leading clergyman visiting the

city declared that "the true spirit of evangel

ism was to be found in the Association.

Richmond, Va., had eight theater meetings,

averaging 637. Among the decision cards

were found the names of many who were al

ready members of churches. The most ef

fective influence of the service was with pro

fessing Christian men. The attendance at

Chicago Central for twenty-eight Sundays has

averaged 631. At these meetings 360 men have

professed conversion, by far the largest and

most successful in results of any meetings

ever held by the department. Fully half of the

speakers have given evangelistic addresses.

Great noon services are held daily which have

averaged for the past month 800 men,

at which nearly 200 have professed conver

sion. From all sides there is a note of courage

and confidence. We believe the Associations

are going to strike a harder and truer blow

in the future because of the experience of the

last four years and will attempt larger things,

not only in numbers, but for the conversion

and correction of the lives of men.

Another man from among the ranks of the

Young Men's Christian

Association Association members who

Man and has won a place on the list

a Hero of heroes is Monson, the

chief gunner's mate on the

Missouri, who, at the time of the recent

murderous explosion, dashed through suffo

cating gases and smoke into the powder maga

zine, slamming the great door behind him

and thus probably saving the ship from de

struction. As he well knew beforehand, the

magazine was immediately flooded. When

the rescuing party opened the door the water

was already up to his neck. In a moment

more he would have drowned. He was a

member of the Naval Young Men's Christian

Association. It will be remembered that

Titus, who was the first man to scale the wall

of Peking, was a devoted Christian member

of the army Association. Admiral Uriu, who

is doing business just now at Port Arthur,

was an Association man at Annapolis. Cap

tain Hobson was president of that organiza

tion. The gunner who fired the first shot at

the battle of Manila Bay was a member of

the Association. Pitkin, the Chinese mission

ary, represented the heroic spirit of the college

men. The railroad department could furnish

a quota of heroic examples of men who have

calmly risked their lives while doing their

duty. j*

Sam Sharp, a fourteen-year-old member of

the business boys' class in the Memphis,

Tenn., Association now wears a gold medal

for bravery and heroism displayed in saving

from drowning two boys. It was on this wise.

A newsboy had gone swimming in the Missis

sippi River; he was swept by the mighty cur

rent into whirlpools and it was evident that

unless speedy help were given the boy would

be drowned. "Crip," a fellow newsboy and

one other boy swam to the rescue, but in the

excitement each clasped the other and both

were in instant and deadly peril. Sam Sharp,

though sick with fever, plunged into the river

and succeeded in keeping the heads of two of

the drowning boys above the water till tardy

rescue came from some boatmen.

**

While we are magnifying the big meeting

in reaching young men by hundreds, it is well

for us to hark back again to the old personal

work idea. There comes to our notice the

good work of a central western secretary in

a small town who in six months has led more

than a dozen young men to face the issue of

their personal relationship with Jesus Christ

and to settle it right. Two of these were

talented young fellows who have been led by

the Christian life of the secretary to offer

themselves for religious work and one will

enter the seminary this fall to prepare for the

ministry. jt

Mr. W. W. Smith, of Poughkecpsie, N. Y.,

who has just given $10,000 to the endowment

fund of the New York State Committee, will

by this act be placed with the great givers

to the Association, but it may be questioned

if treble this sum would measure the amount

he has given to the Association during his

life time. His gifts, although large to his own

Association and to the State and International

Committees, are generally unknown to the

public. He has given $5,000 as the "beginning

of an endowment fund to Poughkeepsie. The

gift came unexpectedly and unsolicited. Mr.

Smith has been prominently identified with

the Association nearly all his. life. In the

earlier days he assisted in .organizing many

Associations. His absence from the State

convention of New York is a thing to be

noted, while the Sunday afternoon services

or important gatherings of the Association

would seem lonesome without his genial

presence.
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The good judgment of the International

Committee in electing Mr. William A. Patton

to its membership will be approved. His ap

pointment to the Railroad Committee is

natural and fitting. His thorough acquaintance

and interest in every phase of this department

will bring it strength.

V*

He is a wise man who can manage a com

mittee or his assistants without subordinating

them. Men are to serve with him, not under

him. Men's hearts and spirits are broken by

fault finding, but their purposes, judgment

and courage are fortified by intelligent sug

gestion and encouragement.

J*

Selling intoxicating drinks under fancy

names is a common drug store practice in

many sections of the country. A Tennessee

secretary learned through young men who

had become Christians of this practice in a

certain drug store and secured an indictment

of the man and stopped the business.

J

The international character of the Interna

tional Committee's support may be seen from

the fact that last year of 5,800 subscriptions

received toward its support but 329 came from

New York City. In 1901, 4,503 persons sub

scribed and less than 10 per cent, of these were

from New York City. The proportion of

New York City subscribers to the foreign de

partment was much less.

Jl

Very misleading reports have appeared in

the papers in reference to the attitude of

General Chaffee and the War Department to

the Association. Several long conferences

have been lately held by the Army Committee

with Secretary Taft, General Chaffee and the

War Board. The order issued by Secretary

Taft, giving space for the Association in the

n^w Post Exchange Buildings, which has the

full endorsement of the President, is the result.

The Association had no desire at any time

to secure control of the Post Exchange Build

ings but did desire to secure the privilege of

rooms in these buildings. General Chaffee in

his conferences most heartily endorsed the

Association in its work for soldiers.

Jl

The best things in the line of catalogue,

display and poster printing which we have seen,

have come from the Pennsylvania State Com

mittee. The style of type, grouping, espe

cially in the handling of the cuts on posters

and the use of display type, has not been

equaled by any printed matter we have ever

seen. A limited number of samples may be

had of the Pennsylvania State Committee.

Postage should be included.

Say something worth saying in the fall pros

pectus, but say it differently from the way in

which it has been said before. This can be

done without resorting to slang or trivialities,

but it cannot be dashed off in half an hour or

be done by the office boy.

J*

Last month, Bishop Potter, in making an

address before the West Side Branch of the

New York Association on "The Rising Man,"

referring to the industrial situation in the

United States, said: "Many people think that

harmony will be brought about by the passing

of laws to compel people to do this or that;

to prevent their doing certain other things.

This is not the way in which this Republic

was founded nor in which present evils can

be righted. The Republic was founded

through personal sacrifice on the basis of hu

man brotherhood. The need to-day is that

men shall rise above mere selfishness."

Jl

Few men serve an Association as long as

twenty years as president, but that was the

record of Mr. W. H. Van Arsdale, who re

cently retired from that office at Aurora, III.

When Mr. Van Arsdale took the office, the

Association owned a building, but the base

ment of the building was rented to a China

man for a laundry, and he held a $500 mortgage

on the place. The upper floor was rented

to a photographer and the front part of the

main floor to a pawnbroker. The Associa

tion occupied but one back room and this was

managed by the W. C. T. U. The mortgage

was soon paid off and the building fully oc

cupied, improved and enlarged. Mr. Van

Arsdale, was a friend with every secretary.

He regarded his office as a sacred trust.

*M

A few years ago a few men—a silk weaver,

a carpenter, a school teacher and a few others

—got together in the small town of Sterling,

N. J., to form an Association. The town has

but four hundred people. The Silk Co.,

which furnished the chief industry of the

town, offered them a large new stable for

$500 and gave them the lot and $100. It

cost $400 more to adapt the building for the

Association. After several years of hard

and self-denying work the last dollar of the

sum has been paid. That little band of men

has faced difficulties. Out of their number

will come men w.ho will be leaders in Christian

work and the present generation of boys and

young men of Sterling have felt that genuine

Christian young men have lived in that town.

J«

It is a satisfaction to note that at the close

of the first year of the Proctor, Industrial

Association the membership is 416, and repre

sents sixteen nationalities. It has become

the most popular organization of the town
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The St. Louis Association will give itself to

the care of the men of the Association coming

there during the seven months of the Exposi

tion, and meet the needs of the thousands of

young men visiting in St. Louis and surround

them as thoroughly as possible with helpful

moral influences. It will conduct an evangelis

tic campaign through the entire period in its

own buildings and other places where young

men gather. Financial help in this campaign

is asked of the other Associations. Certainly

every effort of this kind should have the co

operation of the brotherhood.

*

There are good men in every town and

city who have in them large possibilities of

service to young men through the Association.

These men will rarely force themselves for

ward with plans for their own enlistment.

When a leader comes to them with definite

plans for his service and the promise of giving

him a field for influence where he can benefit

young men, then that man is found ready to

invest himself. The best men are available for

Bible class teaching, leaders of current topic

clubs, addresses, positions on the board, com

mittee work, and every position where men

of stuff and character are demanded, but they

must have responsibility laid upon them.

Jt

In one convention, speakers who are re

garded as authorities often got mixed up in

their figures in a way that would pie the forms

of the Year Book. One spoke of "the 1,472

railroad Associations" with great show of cer

tainty (there are 201) and glowed with en

thusiasm over "300 college Associations"

(Mott claims 700). Another bravely declared

the field of the Associations in North America

to be "its 16,000 young men"—just an error of

15,984,000, that's all. Still another—an inter

national secretary, in an eloquent flight de

scribed the educational work and told with

enthusiasm of the way Portland, Ore., was

using its building—from the sub-cellar to the

attic rafters, and ended in a climax by refer

ring to 32,000 young men in the educational

classes of that Association, hanging to the

rafters in that attic class room. He stopped

breathless in mid-air, leaving the audience

with that awful scene before them, and nobody

recognized the mix-up until the next morning.

The wonderful show of dead-sureness of these

specialists as to figures, appeals to the editor,

whose life is haunted by a possible error of a

unit in his columns.

Jt

The Association is being called upon more

and more each year to furnish physical

directors for colleges, schools, settlements,

athletic clubs, church clubs and boys' clubs.

This is not only a compliment to the organi

zation, but a matter which causes serious

apprehension, for at the close of last year

there were thirty-eight vacancies in the

physical directorship, and some of our lead

ing men have been seized upon by the uni

versities and colleges. The physical director

in each town and city is usually regarded as

an authority in athletics and physical train

ing, exercising an influence for clean sport

which goes far beyond the confines of the

Association membership. The United States

government is now erecting and equipping

splendid gymnasiums in the posts and has

officially recognized the need of physical

culture and training for their men. The

war department did not find a man at Denver

among the officers or men competent to con

duct the classes, instruct leaders, take

measurements, etc., and therefore called

upon Mr. Larimorc, physical director of the

Denver Association, who is making regular

visits to the fort to instruct officers and

leaders with a view to preparing them to con

duct the necessary work.

J»

About five years ago there was a boys'

camp held under the direction of the Young

Men's Christian Association in one of the

Eastern States. As is customary at such a

place, there was not only plenty of fun, good

fellowship and athletics, but sensible effort

was made to lead the boys to allegiance to

Jesus Christ as their Saviour and Lord. One

bright fellow, a crack baseball player, in a

very manly way accepted Christ. On the

same day, through his efforts, another mem

ber of the baseball team was led to an open

decision. All through the camp he showed

how thorough was his loyalty to the new

found Saviour. He was quite concerned

about going home, what the effect would be

upon his parents, whose religious beliefs

were radically opposed to those which he had

adopted. The sequel now appears. The

years have gone by and he has recently

entered college. His father writes to the

man, who was instrumental in the boy's

conversion and from his letter we quote the

following: "Permit me to say, that I am

much pleased at W.'s acquaintance with

you and trust that a touch may be always

kept up. The boy has a fine record as a

strong character and I attribute it largely

to having been associated with you and other

men, who are trying to help the other fellow.

Principal of himself

a young man of sterling worth as you may

know, told me last June that W.'s influence

among the boys was fine. I tell

you this, not only because I am proud of

the boy, but because I know it will be an

encouragement to you. The boy's influence

has even had the effect of making his father

a better living man."



Out of the Life of Men

Here are chapters in the story of a man's

service through a railroad Association. . A rail

road director attended two meetings addressed

by , and became awakened to the fact

that he lacked just what Christianity promised

to give. Attendance at a third service ad

dressed by Fred Smith brought the man to a

Christian life and Christian work in all ear

nest. He personally brought over 300 men

into membership in the Association. But

he did more. A year later he spoke to an

engineer who draws the Limited, say

ing: "L., you are going to lose your job. It

comes to me straight that you are drinking

whisky." The big engineer was "knocked all

in a heap" and acknowledged that he "had

taken a little." "But," said he, "I am going to

quit." "No, you are not; that don't do the

business. You go down to the Young Men's

Christian Association and get converted." He

went to Smith's meeting and he was the first to

start for the front. He did get converted. He

came to a second meeting and brought a dozen

men with him, and one was his own son, who

had been advised by the superintendent to go

to the meeting, who, when he saw the man

coming forward, said : "I told him to get con

verted." That was new "carpet treatment" for

engineers, but it worked better than the Keeley

cure. When a man gets converted troubles

clear away.

Jl

The secretary at B , Tenn., found in the

membership of the Association four fellows

with good voices and one other man with the

qualities of leadership and decided to use them

all, in spite of the fact that they were not only

non-Christian, but inclined to be "wild." The

quartet was organized, used first in young

men's socials, then in gospel meetings and

finally for Young Men's Sunday work with the

State Committee. The other fellow was made

captain of a membership crew. Later the

quartet went out for a Young Men's Sunday

at a nearby town and were entertained by some

of their old crowd. Although they were to

sing for the Association on Sunday the bottles

were passed Saturday night. One man refused

and said if that was the program he would be

compelled to leave, and the other three said

if he left they would, and all four left

the crowd, much to their surprise. Monday

the Elks were to have a banquet and the

quartet were invited to remain over and

sing, which they did. When the champagne

was passed first one refused wine, and then

another, and another till all the quartet had

refused. The employer of the fellow who first

took the stand against his old habits has in

creased "Jim's" salary and says : "I don't know

what has come over him." The other night

he went home and found his father partly in

toxicated and the family held a prayer meet

ing. The whole quartet has joined the church.

So has the man who was captain of the mem

bership team, and who, by the way, was editor

of the city paper.

Jl

There came to a Canadian city a young West

Indian lawyer whose business had been lost

through a disaster happening to the neighbor

hood in which he was located. Failing to find

work in New York he came to Canada, resolv

ing in desperation to end his life if he could

not find employment. Hearing of the Asso

ciation he came to its building immediately on

his arrival. A cheery word of welcome gave

him new hope. He felt that he had found a

friend in the secretary who met him. Tem

porary employment and later a permanent po

sition was found for him. He came to the

meetings, and on the last Sunday of the old

year gave his heart to Jesus Christ. Despera

tion and cynicism were displaced by faith and

hope. Five weeks later he joined the church

of his choice and is now a happy Christian, as

well as a successful man.

jt

Going out to my home recently a stranger

who occupied the seat with me talked. I had

the inside seat, and all there was for me to

do was to listen. I was thinking of "copy," so

I listened. "Yes, an undertaker is in a posi

tion to bring comfort to people at the most

trying times," said he. "After getting out of

the brokerage business I looked about me for

a new profession. I chose that of an under

taker and took up study for it, and I have been

very happy in it. To-day I am going with a

family to the cemetery to bury the father. He

was a follower of Ingersoll. The family re

fused to have a clergyman enter the house or

conduct a service, but at the last moment they

weakened and have asked me to read the burial

service, and I am glad to do it as a Christian

man. But we see many sad sights and there

are dangers in our work. I was called to em

balm a child—a baby of a few months—which

had died of syphilis. A diseased artery had

broken in the head. I did my work carefully

and called the mother, a girl of 16, to look at

her child. She was indifferent to it. Her

parents, who were in the next room, also re

fused to notice the infant. I saw that there

was a tragedy there. The father, a man of per

haps 28, said: 'I thought I was free from

the disease. I paid a specialist $50 for treat

ment before I married.' But the awful

disease was in his blood. The child wife

was taken back to her home, probably diseased

for life. A separation will follow. Besides

death there was a blight and wreck of two

families. Yes, we do see some sad pictures."



For a Quiet Study

The Pick of AH Poems-" Ps. 23 "

Written by the shepherd poet in the language

of the common people 3,000 years ago, sung

by men of pluck and piety ever since. Scotch

folk sang it in the glens when the official

head hunter was after them. Swiss, French,

German and Waldsensian sang it and proved it

true when it seemed false to men in power,

Death and slaughter only opened a way to

making it more true to brave souls who had

convictions worth living for or dying for.

The location is interesting : Psalm 22

is the psalm of the "Cross," Psalm

23 is of the "Crook," while Psalm

24 is the psalm of the "Crown." This pick of

poems has lost most of its meanirtg through

very familiarity. Our familiarity without

thought as to the meaning has made it as

meaningless as a last year's political speech

to nearly all of us most of the time. We have

recited it, formalized it, and sterilized it but

failed to believe it or study it.

Divisions. First half is testimony, the

second communion. The first half says "He

leads," "He restores," the second half says

"Thou preparest," "Thou anointest."

Acceptable testimony leads the soul into

the presence of God. Much testimony is

meaningless, some is spurious, but that which

is real brings God near.

Verse 1 is ,thc entire Psalm in a sentence.

"I shall not want." Phil. 4-19.

Verse 2. Faith in Him insures the supply

of all bodily needs, salary, food, clothes, etc.

Matt. 6-33.

Verse 3. Faith restores Godlikeness to the

soul. I Pet. 1-4.

Verse 3 (last half). Faith begets a product

ive Christian life. Rom. 6-18.

Verse 4. Faith takes away fear, gives

Divine fellowship, and affords strength.

Verse 5. Faith saves in trouble not from

trouble, it receives God's anointing. Luke

11-13. And Gives out what God puts in. Cup

runs over. John 7-38.

Verse 6. Two purposes. God's purpose,

goodness and mercy. My purpose, "I will

dwell."

The PsMin is all about Jesus. Hi is thf

object of faith. Jehovah, Jesus or the equiva

lent peifonal pronoun occurs ten times. The

New Testament type of trust and privilege if

anticipated in this poem. W. J. FRASER.

"B« Ye Clean"- IM. 52 :»

I. Men are not clean by nature.

Ps. 51:5. Job 25:4. Born sinners, unclean.

Ps. 14 :2-3. "All filthy."

1'ccl. 7:20. Rom. 5:12; 3:23.

Testimonies. Job. Job 40:4; 42:6. Isaiah.

Isa. 0:5.

II. Men are not clean by Reformation.

Jer. 13:23. This has never been done.

Jer. 2:22. "Iniquity is marked."

Prov. 20:9. "Who can say I have made

myself clean?"

Prov. 30:12. "Not washed."

Rom. 3 :19, 20. "All the world guilty."

III. May be clean by Regeneration.

(1) Prayer.

Ps. 19:12. "Cleanse Thou me from secret

faults."

Ps. 51 :2. "Wash me. Cleanse me."

Ps. 51 :7. "Purge me, wash me, I shall be

clean, whiter than snow."

Ps. 51 :10. "Create in me a clean heart."'

Mark 1 :40-41. "I will, be thou clean."

(2) The Word.

Ps. 119:9. "Take heed thereto according to

thy word."

Jno. 15:3. "Clean through the Word."

tpli. 5 :26. "Washing of water by the

Word."

1 Pet. 1:23. "Born, anew by the Word."

(3) By the Blood of Christ.

Zech. 13:1. (Prophecy.) Heb. 9:13-14. 1

John 1:7. 9 (fulfilment.)

"There is a fountain filled with blood,

Drawn from Immanuel's veins;

And sinners plunged beneath that flood,

Lose all their guilty stains."

M. W. CALLENDER.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

For Young Men Starting in the Christian Life

Some of the needful things for them to do.

.Ichn 13:17; John 3:5.

.Tii confess that lie is a lost sinner. Rom.

3:lli, 23.

Repent then, turn to God. Acts 26:20.

Receive Jesus at once by faith as Saviour.

John 1:11, 12; Gal. 3:26.

Then confess Jesus as his Lord. Rom.

30:9, 10.

Immediately change company with old as

sociates. Acts 4:23; 1 Cor. 15:33.

At once commence and continue the prayer

life. Luke 18:1; Eph. 5:20.

fake up the Scripture as a life study. 2

Tim. 2:15. A daily study. Acts 17:11.

Gladly hear what God the Lord will speak.

Ps. 85:8.

Preach Christ at once. Acts 9:20.

Be always full of joy. Phil. 4:4. As Paul

and Silas. Acts 16:22-26; Rom. 15:13.

Become fishers of men. Matt. 4:17-20.
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Begin at home to witness for Jesus. John

1:35-42. He findeth his own brother.

Here is the message. John 4:28-30, 39-42.

Come :ind see. John 12 :32.

Here is our work. Acts 26:18-18. To open

(lie blind eyes.

Be much engaged about our Master's busi

ness. Luke 2:49; Rom. 12:11.

Let us give God our best. Prov. 23:26.

Always remembering our loving Lord's eyes

are upon us. Prov. 15 :3.

At all times being true to Him. Daniel 1:8;

Daniel 3:16-18.

Never grow weary in well doing. Gal. 6:9.

ROBERT GARRY.

An Old Testament Incident

THE FACTS ABOUT GEHAZI. II KINGS, 5 :20-27.

Introductory.—The circumstances of Naa-

man's healing. Elisha, unlike certain modern

"healers," refused compensation for "the gift

of God." The three men who appear in the

narrative represent three attitudes toward god

liness :

1. Elisha represents the uncompromising

Christian.

2. Naarnan represents the outside world.

(Syria.)

3. Gehazi is a man nominally with the peo

ple of God, yet with a strong leaning toward

the world and its mammon.

THE BEGINNING OF SIN.

V. 20. "I will run after him, and take some

what of him." (a) He was out of sympathy

with his master. Often so still, and a danger

ous condition, (b) Thought him unbusiness

like. This avaricious impostor could not see

the fine principle of his master in refusing to

put a price on the gift of God. (c) This is

practically the stand the worldling takes to

day as he looks out on the fleeting show. He

chases the phantom and "takes somewhat of

him," but not what he expects.

THE PROGRESS OF SIN.

V. 21, 22 and 23. "Be content and take two."

Note Gehazi's graceful condescension. "One

talent" sounded quite innocent, but he has no

scruples ^against a second. It is the way when

a man starts downward. "One glass," "one

theft," "one bet," "one taste of evil," but it

never stops there.

THE ATTEMPTED SECRECY.

V. 24 and 25. The first manifestation of a

sense of guilt is when there is a disposition to

hide the thing. (See Achan and his Babylonish

garment. Joshua, 7 :21.) Conscience begins

to clamor for a hearing and "Conscience doth

make cowards of us all." The thing that most

oppressed Clarence in his dream was the

knowledge of his guilt.

"Ah, Brakenburg, / have done these things,

That now give evidence against my soul."

Oh, the power of a guilty conscience, that

haunts a man until exaggerated specters of his

deeds rise up before him and drive him into

a frenzy of fear! Guilty Herod cries "It is

John whom I beheaded ! He is risen from

the dead !" Macbeth cries, "Avaunt ! and quit

my sight !" but guilt remains.

THE EXPOSURE.

V. 25 and 26. The prophet goes at once to

the point: "Whence comest thou, Gehazi?"

Here was an opportunity for confession. See

also Gen. 3:9; Gen. 4:9 and similar instances

where questions have been asked to encourage

confession. But theft compels falsehood : "Thy

servant went no whither." This illustrates the

progress of sin. One guilty act compels others.

It is not a far cry to the end and then comes

exposure and disgrace. Looking into his very

soul the prophet says : "Went not my heart

with thee?" etc. "Is it a time to receive

money?" The fact that God had manifested

his power to heal n man from leprosy, made it

too sacred an occasion for Elisha to think of

Syria's unsanctified pelf. But to Gehazi, the

grafter, the only thought was, "What is there

in it?" Now he stands at the bar of justice,

stripped of all secrecy, with the story of his sin

like an open book. "Be sure your sin will

find you out." (Num. 32:23.)

THE PENALTY.

V. 27. "The leprosy of Naaman shall cleave

unto thee * * * forever." When Gehazi spoke

of "taking somewhat of him," he had no

thought of taking his leprosy. This was more

than he had bargained for. But the man who

goes Gehazi's route invariably gets more than

he expects—of punishment. "I'll take one

drink," he says, and a few years later the

bleared eyes and the besotted face of the wreck

tell that he got more than he anticipated. "I'll

see the town," he says, and a brief while later

the rotting flesh on the bones of a living corpse

tells that he got more than he bargained for.

Syrian treasure generally involves Syrian lep

rosy. "He went out from his presence a leper

as white as snow." "Out from Elisha's pres

ence" meant death to his last ray of hope. He

goes down and out. What a warning to men

to touch not the things that defile !

Scranton, Pa. W. W. ADAIR.

The Social Religious Club at the Broad

Street Station Annex, Philadelphia, has a

series of interesting talks following a supper

at 6 o'clock* In April these were by Benja

min C. Marsh, who spoke of Lessons from the

Study of Tramp Life; Anthony Comstock on

"Forces that are Destroying Young Men;"

General Wagner on "What Makes the Re

ligious Life Greater than the Moral Life ;"

Mr. William A. Patton on "The Rising Stand

ard in Railroading."



CAMP OF THE LIMA (O.) ASSOCIATION BOYS.

The Boys' Department

Boys' Department Chat

BY A. A. JAMESON, NASHVILLE, TENN.

Why does the interest of some general secre

taries and boards of directors cease when a boy

pays his membership fee? Why are some

men in charge of boys' work expected to arouse

and maintain interest when the boys' quarters

are either an attic or some gloomy room, dull

and spiritless? Why are some general secre

taries so crabbed to boys? Why do some fail

to give boys credit for having common sense?

Why do they fail to remember that boys "size

them up?" Why do they persist in indulging

in "hot air" that the boy instantly recognizes

and values accordingly? Why do they forget

that one cannot fool a boy?

J»

"The senior rooms are for the use of seniors

and the gymnasium also; the latter, however, is

open to boys during certain hours, which should

be clearly understood," says part of a para

graph appearing in the weekly bulletin of a

leading Association, the entire paragraph being

devoted apparently to impressing the boy mem

bers of the Association that they are not a

part of the Association, but simply the tail to

a tailless kite. Every boy becoming a member

of an Association should be made to feel that he

is an integral part of a great organization for

work among boys and men ; he should not be

made to feel that he may become a part of this

organization after he has become a man. Where

rooms are set apart for exclusive use of boys

and men, respectively, each should be careful

to confine themselves to their own quarters.

But where both use some part of the building

in common the boys' rights there should be re

spected as much as the men's. The gymnasium

is for the use of the boys as well as the men

Boys who are given a period in the gymnasium

should not be made to feel they are there

through the co'urtesy of the men members and

that they should send in a set of resolutions

thanking them for being so good and kind to

them and promising to "be good" as long as

they will continue the courtesy. It would be

well to print the following notice where some

of the men members might see it : "The boys'

rooms are for the use of boy members, and

the gymnasium also; the latter, however, is

open to men during certain hours, which

should be clearly understood." The reason

given in the paragraph for telling the boys to

"keep off the grass" is the "low cost" of their

membership. Would it make the men feel any

better to keep telling them that they, too, are

"wards" of the Association and are only pay

ing for a little more than half they receive?

Jt

The average high-school boy is a pretty busy

fellow. His studies, his class organization du

ties, his athletics, his Association program (if

he is a member), and, last, but by no means

least, his "girl," all combine to keep him pretty

well on the hustle. It is difficult for them to

set apart an hour a week to get into a Bible

class. Theoretically, they ought to let some

thing else of less importance go, but, practically,

the majority of them cannot see it that way.

The only thing left is to arrange the Bible

study work at the most convenient hour for

the boys, even if it does break into the regular

routine of the employed officer. Some depart

ments have met this problem successfully by
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having lunch at the building (for which each

boy pays 10 cents) immediately after the close

of school, having twenty minutes for lunch,

and forty minutes for Bible study. This ar

rangement consumes the usual lunch hour and

leaves the boys free for the afternoon. The

busier the schoolboy, the more the Association

wants and needs him, as he is usually among

the leaders in the school life.

Jl

In conference and convention a great deal is'

said about placing responsibility on boys, and

there are those men there to tell how' boys

have done things.' We go home determined to

lead up the boys. A group of fellows are

gotten together, told of the great things boys

are doing elsewhere, our scheme is unfolded,

and then we say : "Boys, it's up to you." Later

on we find results are not forthcoming. Then

we remember the boys have not had the train

ing to fit them for the work. Boys are willing

and anxious to "do things," and will take the

initiative and assume the responsibility, but theV

must be trained. Patience, perseverance and

prayer in unlimited quantities are necessary for

this. There is no cause for discouragement

when boys fail. Give them a little lift and a

lot of encouragement and they will try again.

It will not be many months until their training

will begin to tell, and the next conference you

attend you may tell of what your boys are do

ing. Be sure to put in some of the disappoint

ments and worries and vexations, so that some

of the other men may know that your boys are

exactly like theirs.

*

A boy may develop in the Christian life; he

cannot develop into the Christian life.

Jl

It is not necessary for a boys' work director

to put on his "togs" and actually engage in the

baseball, basket-ball or football game with

the boys in order to gain their respect and ad

miration. In fact, he is usually in danger

of losing some of his popularity when he "gets

in the game." Lots of things may happen which

may cause some boy to get "sore." There is a

manlier way to win the confidence and respect

of boys than by the display of physical prowess.

Some of the most successful workers among

boys never actually engage in the contest. But

it may be written in your note book and un

derscored several times that these same men

are thoroughly informed about sports in gen

eral, and know the "local" situation like a book.

They are on the side lines at the games and

can "talk sport" intelligently with any of the

crowd. They are actively and sympathetically

in touch with the sports in which the boys of

their city are interested.

Jl

Boys under sixteen may usually be inter

ested during the summer in afternoon outings

and all-day rambles. These do not appeal to

the older boys. They want something of a

sturdier type. Over-night outings Ttnd two or

three day tramps, carrying blankets and sleep

ing in the open ; marooning parties, mountain

climbing and similar events which give them

an opportunity to meet emergencies, overcome

difficulties ajyl perform some feats beyond the

- power ot,the average smaller boy are more to

' theiiSJij^g. "..Give them some hard stunts this

summer,' so they may have, something to talk

^about all winter. V"''*v .'

•"% -* . 'jt1- .'

One Association with a swimming tank will

make it a special attraction during the summer

for securing new members. Folders describ

ing the tank will be distributed to the boys of

a dozen of the principal schools ; each boy ap

plying will be given a card permitting him to-

use baths," tank and "chute" for a half hour

on a certain day as per schedule arranged.

'SOMETHING SLICK" FOR NASHVILLE BOYS.

This plan gets the boy to the building twice

and gives the secretaries two opportunities of

getting in touch with him.

"I'm not the sort of a fellow to try to get

other boys to be better," said a boy when

. asked to become a member of a boys' personal

workers' training class. He was induced to

join, however, as it was known he had the

right sort of stuff in him, and was a key fel

low. That was months ago. He is now one

of the most active Christian workers in the

department, and his life is straight as a die.

Nothing like service to help a boy get his life

cleared up.

J*

Now is the time to pick out the pivotal

boys and begin a campaign to secure their at

tendance at some boys' conference during the

summer.
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Boys' Department Notes.

A company of boys on a hare and hound

chase in Wilmington, Del., were fired uaon by

a farmer who took them for thieyei. Al the

state hospital they were, caught by. one '<& the

attendants who took them <or insane patients.

The two-state camp at Becket, Mass., will

be open for boys in July afid for'young men in-

August. Camp Durrell will be op,eji from July

1 to 29. An older boys' outing and Conference .

will be held at Moody Island, August £to 13.

As a result of the Massachusetts and 'Rhode

Island boys' conference, 147 boys have been led

present. There were addresses by the boys

and dinner served by the auxiliary. Ridge-

wood has now over 100 boys enrolled.

.Charles R. Scott conducted a meeting at

Salem, 'N. J., and at the close no boys re

sponded to the invitation to accept Christ as

their Saviour. Half an hour afterward a gen

tleman asked Mr. Scott to step downstairs to

speak to a boy who was greatly concerned about

the matter and in tears. During the conversa

tion word came to him that five boys were out

side who would like to speak to Mr. Scott, pro

vided he did not press the question of becom

ing Christians. He spoke to them an hour,

NOON LUNCH OF

THE LYNCHBURG

STUDY CLUB.

Lynchburg's boys

make Saturday and

holiday excursions into

the country with

leaders who direct

them in the study of

nature.

into the Christian life from four Associations

through the efforts of the boys' delegates who

attended the conference.

Twenty-nine New Jersey boys spent four

days in Washington during the Easter holidays

making the trip for $15.15, including a visit to

Mount Vernon. President Roosevelt received

them at the White House. Yonkers boys made

a similar trip, taking 118 in the party.

Lynchburg, Va., raised money enough to pay

for a gypsy trip for three days by a -minstrel

show. A series of Saturday tramps for nature

study are conducted.

A boys' department has been organized at

Atlantic City, N. J., and at Lakewood, N. J.

The Bible class starts out with thirty members.

At the first boys' meeting eighteen boys decided

to begin the Christian life. At Freehold, N. J., a

committee of eleven representative business

men direct the boys' work. The membership is

fifty-two, and larger quarters have been secured.

Two Bible classes are conducted. Freehold

has 3,000 population and no Association. At

Flemington, with no Association, a boys' de

partment of the State Association, with twenty-

five members, meet in the Court House. Sum

mit holds an annual banquet for members, and

at its fourth held last month twenty-five were

and then each of the boys voluntarily decided

to enter the Christian life. Later in the evening

two boys called at his place of entertainment

and at almost midnight one of them, a boy of

16, settled the question* The next day this boy

sought out his chum in the factory and won him

to Christ. Two weeks later, when he united

with the Baptist Church, his mother, who was

not a Christian, was so deeply affected that she

requested the prayers of the church for her con

version, and on the following Sunday three of

the other boys united with the church. A Bible

class has been organized with these eight boys.

Racine and Kenosha, Wis., boys are plan

ning biking trips for the usual summer outings.

Oshkosh has in mind a trip up the Wolf

River on a house boat.

The cosmopolitan character of the little

Sterling, N. J., Association may well be seen

from the attendance at a boys' meeting. Seven

of the number were Armenians, three Ameri

cans, two Germans, one Swiss, two Italian, one

French and two Austrian. The parents of five

of the boys were Protestants, of seven Roman

Catholics and of six had no church connection.

The Wisconsin annual Boys' Work Confer

ence will be held at Phantom Lake, the Mil

waukee camping ground, June 30 to July 5.



PROPOSED $125,000 BUILDING OF THE SALT LAKE CITY ASSOCIATION.

For More and Better Association Buildings

Mr. William W. Smith has given $10,000

towards the endowment of the New York

State Committee, the interest to be used only

for the running expenses of the committee.

This is the largest subscription made toward

the endowment fund.

Buffalo has been raising a great many thou

sand dollars for its building and equipment in

the last three years and its representatives

have received a welcome as the canvass was

pushed. One man gave $100 because he had

noted the practical way the Association was

touching the lives of men; another $50 be

cause of the interest his boy had taken in the

boys' department; another gave a good check

because it influenced him to become a Chris

tian. A business man gave his check because

of the good the Association had been to him

during the past winter. Others gave because

they were impressed with the work of the

night school and others for the influence of

the dormitory over men away from home.

A contract has been let for the Association

building at Bellingham, Wash.

Racine, Wis., will spend $25,000 !n remodel

ling its building.

Marinette, Wis., undertakes a thirty days'

canvass to wipe out its mortgage.

Mr. Charles Parkin is reported to have

pledged $8,000 towards a building at New

Kensington, Pa. He was one of its founders.

The building fund at Denver now reaches

$50,000.

The Hartford, Ky., County Association has

purchased a fine brick building and will fit it

up with auditorium, gymnasium and baths.

The University of Wisconsin has $50,000

subscribed towards its new building, owns a

lot worth $15,000, and will begin work soon on

the structure.

The contract has been let for a new build

ing at Iowa State College at Ames, to cost

$52,000.

Austin College, Sherman, Tex., will erect a

$25,000 building, to be called the Daniel Baker

Young Men's Christian Association Memorial

Hall.

McGill University, Montreal, is attempting

to increase its fund from $85,000 to $95,000 in

order to secure larger dormitory facilities.

Sterling, 111., has purchased one of the finest

sites in the town for its building, costing $10,-

000. The building will cost $25,000. The

pledges amount to $21,000 now.

Schenectady, N. Y., plans to spend $50,000

for the remodeling of its building. This old

Dutch town has now become one of the great

manufacturing centers in the country, since

the great electric and locomotive works were

located there.

The Ohio Cultivator Company has agreed

to equip the entire gymnasium of the Belle-

vue, O., Association.
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Spokane, Wash., is bending to its big build

ing undertaking with the help of George

Sutherland, of Cleveland. The canvass opened

with a banquet at the Hotel Spokane, April. 14.

Atlantic City, N. J., is reaching towards a

$100,000 building. John Wanamaker recently

tave a second address in its interests. The

average attendance at the meetings on the

Board-walk has been 450 men, of whom 40 per

c;nt. are visitors. At one meeting there were

men present from twenty-five states.

Milwaukee proposes to remodel its building

at a cost of $15,000.

Ashland, Wis., dedicated its new $25,000

building last month. Mayor Williams delivered

the address.

Hamilton, O., has decided to raise $18,000

to pay off its debt and make repairs and vari

ous improvements on the building.

Montreal has received a bequest of $1,000

from Mr. A. J. Gault, and the Quebec Associa

tion receives $5,000 by the will of the late Mrs.

Turnbull.

Steps are being taken to erect a new Asso

ciation building at Belleville, Ont.

Ridgway, Pa., young men have pledged

$7,000 towards a $20,000 building. This fund

began with pledges of $2,105 from 82 young

men at a banquet in November. About

$15,000 is now in sight. The Association is

but a year old, has 341 members from a popu

lation of 5,000. The men's meeting has aver

aged ninety men, and the shop meeting and

Bible class have been in successful operation.

Brooklyn has added $20,000 in three months,

making its special fund now $470,000, and has

yet $130,000 to raise.

At a field day in the churches, Decattir, 111.,

added $2,100 to its building fund.

Oshkosh, Wis., has contracted to remodel

its building with $2,300, the amount of insur

ance.

Lebanon, Pa., has again taken up its build

ing canvass with assurances of success.

Ground has been broken for the new build

ing at Chelsea, Mass. In the evening there

was a torch-light procession of 150 members.

The Syracuse, N. Y., directors have ac

cepted the offer of $100,000 made by Mr.

Tousey. A committee of representative busi

ness men are pushing for the additional

?100,000 needed.

The canvass at Fort Worth, Tex., is well

along and includes fifteen $1,000 pledges, as

well as those of larger and smaller amounts.

The building will cost $50,000, exclusive of

lot.

Fresno, Cal., plans for the completion of its

FOR FRESNO. CAL.

building and is pushing its canvass. The

editor of Fresno's leading paper says: "As a

business institution the Young Men's Chris

tian Association is a direct contributor to the

business welfare of the community. If there

were plenty of young men of energy, trust

worthy character, earnestness, interest in their

work, sense of responsibility and knowledge

of how to do some specific thing, all the other

problems of business would be comparatively

insignificant. The Y. M. C. A. is in the busi

ness of turning out just such young men."

San Antonio, Tex., is about to break ground

for a $35,000 building, to be erected on the

lot recently given it by Mrs. French. The

building will be modern and contain thirty-

five sleeping rooms.

A committee from the Chamber of Com

merce is assisting in the El Paso, Tex., build

ing canvass for $40,000.

PROPOSED BUILDING FOR CIIF.LSEA, MASS.
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A CHECK WITH A

STORY.

The four learns

pushing a member

ship contest at New

Orleans were prom

ised a banquet. On

their own volition

they returned the As

sociation's check for

$100 to pay for the

dinner to the treas

urer for current ex

penses.

Adrian, Mich., has received a promise of

$10,000 toward a new building, provided

$20,000 more can be secured in sixty days.

Marshalltown, la., has $12,000 pledged and

will probably increase the amount to $15,000

toward its $20,000 building.

Springfield, 111., has received an offer of

$20,000 toward its new building, provided the

Association raise one hundred $500 subscrip

tions or its equivalent—$50,000—before Octo

ber 1. Already $10,000 of this amount is

pledged.

Mount Pleasant, la., has practically met the

conditions named in Mr. Seavey's offer of a

building.

The owner of the building which the Grafton,

W. Va., Association occupies, rent free, and is

worth $30,000, has promised on his death to

turn over this entire property to the Associa

tion. On the rear of the lot a gymnasium, 60

by 40, to cost $15,000, will be erected.

Niagara Falls has changed in ten years

from a quiet resort into a great electro-chem

ical manufacturing center, with population

twice doubled. Thirty manufacturing estab

lishments, attracted here by the cheapened

power, employ from 15 to 600 men each.

Practically all directors of the companies live

outside of the city and there i; no resident

wealth. Th • Associatio building project

was presented to corporate industries as a

business proposition and financial co-opera

tion requested. But little encouragement

was rece ved. Employees' funds were estab

lished in each plant, $7,500 being subscribed

by 700 men. From this standpoint appeal

was again made to the boards of directors.

One company finally led by appropriating $3

for every $i pledged by its emp'oyees.

Thirteen followed with subscriptions ranging

from $250 to $4,230, each assuming the same

ratio. Eighteen companies have now author

ized appropriations aggregating $13,310. Em

ployees' funds and other subscriptions have

brought the total amount to $42,500, which

makes all pledges binding. Among the in

dividual subscriptions, with the exception of

one of $1,000, there have been none over $500.

The canvass is being pushed vigorously for

the balance of the $50,000 needed.

An Investment Guaranteeing Large Returns

No one who has observed can doubt for a

moment the helpfulness of the Young Men's

Christian Association in towns of 3,500 to 7,000

population. A larger membership proportion

ately can be gathered than in points with

greater population. The Association also

makes a deeper impress upon the life of the

community, for the following reasons: (1)

There are fewer distracting influences; (2)

because the Association is more prominent—its

building is constantly in view and its work is

well known.

Difficulties have ever been confronted in or

ganizing such towns, (l) because it is difficult

to secure desirable quarters, and, if secured,

there is always a likelihood of being crowded

out soon ; (2) financial difficulties have arisen—

the equipment being inadequate, membership

receipts have been small. The support has

been largely secured in subscriptions dispro

portionate to the work that can be done with

poor equipment.

If some public-spirited citizen desires to

make investment yielding large immediate re

turns he should place at command of the in

ternational and State secretaries of the South

ern field $10,000 to $20,000, to be used in erect

ing buildings in these towns of 3,500 to 7,000

population, with the following rigid conditions:

One to two thousand dollars to be offered a

community, provided $3,000 to $5,000 be raised

from citizens, the amount to be used exclusively

for the erection of a building with gymnasium,

baths and reading room, together with rooms

for social, educational and religious work (an

adequate Association building can be erected

for from $4,000 to $6,000) . The building, if ade

quately equipped, would yield large results and

insure a good membership. Sufficient financial

support for current expenses could then be

raised, and young men would be helpfully in

fluenced for church, home and nation. As a

starter let some one put $5,000 at the command

of the officials named, and a guarantee will be

given that five buildings worth $25,000 will be

erected within a year. Such an offer to com

munities would crystalize sentiment and yield

the gifts to meet the conditions speedily.

L. A. COULTER.

Virginia.
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A State Secretary for Maine

The Maine State Committee has called J. M.

Dudley to be its state secretary. Mr. Dudley

will enter upon his duties May 1st. He is a

graduate of the Springfield Training School,

was a railroad secretary for two years in To

ronto, and later at Dearborn Station, Chicago,

and at the street railway department, Brook

lyn. Before entering the training school he

was a conductor on the Chesapeake and Ohio

Railroad. He was an active worker in Virginia.

He is a man admirably qualified for this posi

tion. Over $2,000 has been raised on the first

year's budget.

A Railroad Secretary for India

The Associations in the Southwest among

railroad men have been raising money for

some time to provide for the sending out to

India of a secretary to organize Associations

among the railroad men of that country.

Mr. F. J. Michel, who is at present railroad

secretary for the State of Kentucky, is the

man selected to represent the International

Committee in that field. He goes out at the

invitation of the National Council of the

Indian Young Men's Christian Associations.

The railroad companies which are officered

by many men who are thoroughly conversant

with the railroad Association progress in

North America, have shown deep interest,

and will without question give their coopera

tion and favor the movement in that country.

Charles A. Jewell Retires

Genial, hearty and generous, that hopeful and

honest leader of the Hartford Association, Hon.

Charles A. Jewell, after seventeen years of

service as president, has asked to be placed on

the retired list. He has seen that Association

"through the woods." When he was first iden

tified with it, it had but a small place in the

community. Now it owns one of the most

beautiful and perfectly appointed of buildings,

free of debt, and with nearly a thousand mem

bers serving its field well. The hall bears his

name, but not alone for the fact that he gave

$25,000 to the building enterprise and raised

thousands of dollars more. He has been more

than a friend to the organization—a friend to

struggling boys and men. He has never been

old save in years. Although unable to walk

without the aid of crutches, he was to be found

at every directors' meeting and gathering of im

portance of the Association or his church. The

examples of this man's devotion to the work to

which he gave himself with rare self-abandon

ment has been rarely surpassed. But he has

only retired from the presidency of the Asso

ciation. His service to the young men of

Hartford is not ended, as he remains on the

Board and is its first vice-president.

The Association of educational directors

will hold its annual meeting in Buffalo, May

10. The afternoon and evening sessions are

open to all those in charge of or interesten

in Association educational work. No chair

man of an educational committee, and es

pecially no director or assistant in charge of

these details and policies can afford to miss

these sessions. The afternoon topics will be

"Work Outside of the Association Building,"

"With the Boys," and "The Year Round."

The evening session will include the topics

of "Specialization in Educational Work,"

"The Histories of _ Special Schools," and

"Educational Supervision."



The Railroad Department

A gentleman who refuses to give his name

for publication has given $10,000 toward a

railroad Association building in the city of

Mexico. This Association is undertaking to

secure a $70.000 clubhouse. It was organized

two years ago, and now has 500 members,

171 of whom are native Mexicans. It was

backed fully by the Mexican Central and

Mexican National railroads. The new build

ing will provide not only for native Mexicans,

but for the very large number of English

speaking young men who are engaged in the

business of that city and very largely in the

railroad interests.

The companies controlling the street rail

ways in Richmond and vicinity have ex

pended $5,000 in equipping a large building

for a street railway Association department

for its men. The Gould family is financially

interested in the street railways of Richmond,

and Miss Helen Miller Gould, who was a

large contributor to the movement, attended

the opening of the building on Saturday, April

23d. Mr. Frank J. Gould, who was unable to be

present, sent the following letter: "It has

given the officers of this company much

pleasure in cooperation with the Young Men's

Christian Association in finally approving the

plans which were presented for the alteration

of the building and its proper equipping with

apparatus, etc., for the employees. Now, how

ever, it is for you to show that this build

ing was something that you wanted, which we

believe you will. The way you can best show

your pleasure is to make use of all the differ

ent advantages which the Street Railway

Branch offers. I consider this branch as

opening under the most auspicious conditions,

since you have Miss Gould with you. She is

a great believer in the work done all over the

world for this Association, and any under

taking which is close to her heart as is this

branch is bound to be successful.

North Little Rock, Ark., is planning a fin

ancial canvass by which they hope to pay all

indebtedness.

Contracts have been let for a $21,000 rail

road building at Van Buren, Ark., which it is

expected will open next fall.

A new railroad Association has just been

opened at Hoxie, Ark., and is now being or

ganized and will soon be in permanent work

ing order.

Springfield, Mass., has a large street fair for

furnishing money needed in connection with the

building to be erected this spring.

Since the opening of the Montreal building,

over 400 members have been enrolled.

A building thought to be adequate was

opened a few months ago at Salamanca

Junction, N. Y. It is already outgrown. Since

the opening of the new yards an attendance of

nearly 200 a day crowded the small build

ing. More than 300 meals were served each

day and scores of men turned away from the

dormitories.

An appropriation by the Wabash Railroad

assures the erection of a building at Fort

Erie, to cost about $C,000. Toward this the

Grand Trunk Railroad has already pledged

$4,500.

A movement is on foot to establish a third

railroad Association in Toronto, at the

passenger station.

The Albany railroad department has cleared

off a debt of $7,000 and will soon celebrate a

cancelation of the mortgage.

General Manager Danforth and Vice-Presi

dent Clark of the Rochester Street Railway,

after reviewing the year's work of the Street

Railway Men's Association, doubled the

monthly appropriation, gave the salary for an

extra day janitor, and ordered all necessary

repairing and cleaning done about the building

at the company's expense. New rest and lunch

rooms are popular and bowling alleys have

been added at a cost of $1,200. Soon 450 ex

pansive steel lockers will be in place.

The several railroad departments in Buffalo

extend a welcome to all railroad delegates.

The down-town rooms are to be found at the

Union Terminal Railroad, Swan and Michi

gan streets.

Port Jervis, N. Y., now has shop meetings

with an average attendance of seventy-eight,

which began in the car shops with an engineer

in charge.

At Richmond a series of services held at one

of the churches brought out large numbers of

the railroad men and led many to a decision to

lead the Christian life. At a service conducted

by Secretary Thomas there were ten requests

for prayers and six straight out decisions.

The new addition to the Decatur, III., Asso

ciation building, costing $7,500, was opened on

April 11. At the meeting Sunday afternoon

in the building, previous to the dedication, a

brakeman and a shopman gave their lives to

Christ. On the day following the opening a

Bible class was started with the directors of

the department and many other influential

men enrolled.

A visiting secretary called upon an extreme

Western Association and was told that it was

impossible to form a committee for a Bible

class or to find any Christian workers in that
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THE "SENATE"

OF THE

PENNSYLVANIA

RAILROAD

DEPARTMENT,

PHILADELPHIA.

A group of men

who meet bimonthly to

broaden their knowl

edge of public ques

tions and affairs.

They follow closely

the rules of the

United States Senate.

town. It was found that a great rabbit hunt is

held on Sunday morning and the day is given

over to sports. In a few days, however, twenty

men were enrolled for Bible study and

pledged for committee service and a large

number of men promised to meet their duty

as disciples of Christ.

Horace, Kan., a town of less than 200 people,

a division near the Colorado border, is or

ganizing a railroad Association and erecting

a small building. Men on the road are sleep

ing in cabooses and wherever they can find

shelter. Several hundred men running on

this division will come into membership. A

business man ventured the remark that as soon

as ground was broken for the building real es

tate would advance in the town. This town

a few years ago had 4,000 population.

A. G. Kncbel, who began work as an in

ternational railroad secretary March 1 has been

giving his time thus far chiefly to the organi

zation of Christian work, or rather internal

development of the Association, having in mind

the forming of committees and Bible classes

among the Associations of the Southwest.

On the monthly pay day of the Grand

Trunk, the Toronto Railroad Department

cashes, through special arrangement with one

of the city banks, checks totaling over $7,000.

This has resulted in a notable decrease of pay

day bar-room receipts in the neighborhood of

the building.

H. O. Holderness, M.D., of Chicago, has

conducted a very successful series of practical

talks in the eastern railroad departments. Dr.

Holderness remains a week with each Asso

ciation and conducts what is usually desig

nated as "A Week in Popular Science." Dr.

Holderness has visited Toronto, Montreal,

Concord, Boston and Portland.

An attractive program is already completed

for the Maritime railway conference, to be

held at Stellarton, N. S., in June. Among

those on the program are F. L. Geer, R. G.

Colville, A. E. Merritt, Evangelist Butler, H.

D. Williams and J. F. Moore. The corner

stone of the new building at Stellarton will

be laid on Saturday afternoon, June 16.

THE "KATY"

GOSPEL CREW.

A group of

members of the

Denison, Tex., As

sociation, Tf/iic/i is

doing effective

service in con

ducting meetings

for railroad men.

In eight months a

total of nearly GOO

meetings were

held and nearby

1,000 conversions

were reported.
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John Currie, the well-known missionary in

charge of the Inspector Street Mission of

Montreal, recently conducted a very fruitful

series of meetings at the railway department,

Toronto.

A request from the officials at Allendale,

Ont., has been forwarded to the Grand Trunk

general manager at Montreal, asking for a rail

road Association building at that important

division point.

The Women's Auxiliary at Pomt St. Charles

recently conducted the most successful bazaar

ever held in that neighbprhood. More than

$1,200 was made and voted by the ladies to

ward the reduction of the furnishing debt.

Instead of the annual entertainment, the

Lackawanna Department at Hoboken, N. J.,

entertained 200 guests at dinner, at which

President Truesdale made the address. At the

several tables were seated the heads of the

different departments, the officers of the road,

and nearly every employee of the road and

ferries who was not absent in attendance on

duty.

Elkhart, Ind., dedicated its new building

April 15. The address was delivered by Vice-

President Brown, of the Vanderbilt lines.

Fort Wayne department will receive a $1,-

000 addition to their library in connection with

Miss Gould's gifts for libraries on the Gould

lines.

At its annual members' banquet, Conemaugh,

Pa., had 140 men present, with addresses by

Williams, Adair and Long and music by the

railroad quartette.

Texarkana recorded its largest membership

a comfortable balance in the bank, has in

stalled a lunch counter and will add a new

gymnasium.

Although but ten months old, Childress,

Tex., has 568 members; has two Bible classes,

two educational classes and a strong Sunday

service. The town has- but 2,000 population.

The Fort Worth and Denver City Railroad has

contributed $250 worth of books.

The new building of the Chadron, Neb.,

Association was dedicated April 10, with ad

dresses by Governor Mickey and Manager Bid-

well of the Northwestern. At the Sunday

night meeting it is said that one-half the popu

lation of the town was present.

AT MEXICO CITY ASSOCIATION'S SECOND

annual dinner at a down-town hotel, one

hundred men were present. Leading business

men of the colony, as well as prominent Mexi

can business and professional men, attended.

The American Ambassador, the secretary of

the British Legation, the attorney for the

Mexican Central Railroad, the Government

prosecuting attorney and Mr. F. B. Shipp

spoke. Mr. Shipp, who delivered the princi

pal address of the evening, said that he had

never attended a more representative gather

ing of business men, or one where those pres

ent entered so much into the spirit of the oc

casion. One of the striking features of the

evening was the exceedingly hearty endorse

ment of the Association work by Hon. Pablo

Martinez del Rio, Government representative

and one of the leading men of Mexico in poli

tics, business and social life. During three

months the receipts were $6,002.62, Mexican

currency. Of this amount, only $755.45 came

from subscriptions. Over 100 new members

joined, making a total of 540 members. The

Association has been given the free use of a

fine field for athletics, in the residence district

of the city, adjoining the famous drive to Cha-

pultepec, by Mr. Thos. Braniff, one of the

wealthiest business men of the city. Follow

ing the regular men's meeting on Sunday

afternoon, a lunch is served and a social song

service held. The women's meeting, which is

held in the parlors of the secretary's wife,

join in this service. One interesting

feature is the toasts by prominent ministers.

In the seventh bowling tournament, in which

eight teams competed, the winners were the

"K. P.s," with the standing of 821 per cent.

The National Railroad team came second with

714 per cent. The competition is for the

honor of holding a silver cup which has been

given by Mr. J. Balke, of the Brunswick-

Balke-Collender Company.

The Indian Associations

Arthur Tibbets, the Sioux Indian sec

retary, has been speaking at the Associations

in the vicinity of New York lately. The

forty-five Associations, he says, have recently

erected three new log buildings, making the

number now occupied thirteen. The Indians

built these themselves and gave the money

for the hardware, windows, etc., costing $25

to $50 apiece. In June he will hold six Asso

ciation training conferences in as many dif

ferent Indian reservations, which will be at

tended by from 100 to 400 men, many of them

driving several hundred miles to the confer

ence places. At one such conference last year

a skilled farmer gave lectures on farming and

stock raising, followed by conferences and

discussions of practical questions and prob

lems in the daily life of the Indian farmer.

Mr. Tibbetts has arranged some of the Inter

national Association Bible courses for his

own members—one for the Indians who can

not read, another in the Dakota language and

a third for young men returning from the

Indian schools. Many of these returned

students have become Christians and are

leading in the Sioux Association.
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MEMPHIS, TENN., is MAKING A TREMEN-

dous push to secure the international conven

tion in 1007. It claims that it should go South

and that there is no section more needful of

its influence.

ONTARIO is PLANNING FOR A SUMMER

school again this year, to be held in Toronto,

July 19 to August 2. A full course adapted to

the needs of Ontario will be presented. Next

year a camp on Lake Simco or Lake Couchi-

ching is planned.

A MANUFACTURER IN HANOVER, ONT., A

town of 2,000 inhabitants, has purchased a fine

site and expects to erect an Association build

ing thereon and is now having plans drawn

for it

C. S. WARD, OF THE INTERNATIONAL COM-

mittee, and L. E. BuelJ, State secretary, made

a tour in Michigan, April 5-12, discussing

building problems with boards of directors.

Four boards are now definitely committed to

building campaigns and two cities without As

sociations are raising funds. In one of these

towns a man has offered $5,000 on condition

that $30,000 be raised and in another, $10,000

on condition that $25,000 more be secured.

SAMUEL IBBITSON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY AT

Spokane, has accepted the call of the board

at Olympia, Wash., to work on the building

canvass.

THE TEXAS CONVENTION is REPORTED TO

have been the largest and best held in that

State. The personnel was unusually strong,

the enthusiasm high, and the work accom

plished exceeds anything previously shown.

There are now 37 Associations in Texas, em

ploying 52 secretaries and directors; 10 rail

road Associations, 13 college, 14 city, 5 of

which_ have buildings or are making can

vasses 'for buildings. Addresses were made

at the conference by C. I. Scofield, S. W. Mc-

Gill, Ira Landith, Fred B. Smith, D. W.

Luther, George D. McDill, Dr. T. S. Blyce,

C. S. Cooper, and President Brooks. The

convention recommended the adding of a col

lege secretary, the establishment of a summer

school for workers and the raising of a budget

of $8,000.

THE DETROIT ASSOCIATION HAS OPENED AN

automobile school for young men desiring to

fill the position of chauffeurs, machinists in

factories or as repair men in automobile es

tablishments, owners of machines and every

one desiring to know the principles of con

struction and practical operation of a gas

engine. A course of six lectures will be- given

by H. H. Coffin, formerly of the University

of Michigan, and now with the Olds Motor

Works. Six other evenings will be arranged

when different types of cars and engines will

be demonstrated. Seventy students were en

rolled at the introductory lesson, April 11.

M. S. REES, THE EVANGELIST, CLOSED, APRIL

14, a series of union meetings at Ridgway,

Pa. The evening meetings for one week were

for men only. Song services were held on the

street and one night a brass band was em

ployed. The meetings have resulted in many

conversions and much good.

ASHEVILLE, N. C., WILL MAKE A BID FOR THE

International Convention. The Board of

Trade and other organizations are interested.

FRESNO, CAL., MEMBERS PLAN A TRAMP TRIP

to Yosemite Valley in June, covering altogether

110 miles.

WINSTON-SALEM, N. C., HAD MANY OF ITS

educational students on the platform at the

Commencement. Among them was one who

could scarcely hold his position last fall, but

whose wages have been increased from $5 to

$15 a week on account of the benefit received

in the classes.

STERLING HAD SEVENTY MEN ATTENDING A

Bible class which was held on prayer-meeting

night at 6.10, following a lunch. A class to

meet once a week during the entire summer

has been organized. Meetings have averaged

220. Three men have entered Association work

in the past two years.

THE HUNGARIAN BRANCH, DAYTON, O., is

thriving. It has 75 members and bids fair to

have many more.

BOSTON WANTS A BUILDING FOUR TIMES AS

large as the present one, according to last re

ports. It has increased its membership in spite

of larger fees. The expenses in 1896 were

$35,986; in 1903, $78,682, an increase of 118

per cent. In eight years it has grown from

two departments to twelve. The religious work

shows a gain of 81 per cent, and the Bible

classes of 35 per cent. The Boston & Maine

department now has 722 members. Six be

quests have been received during the year,

amounting to $111,200.

SAN JOSE, CAL., NOW HAS 350 MEMBERS. A

mission study class is led by a returned medical

missionary and subscriptions for Galen Fish

er's work are made.

SINCE THE FRANKLIN, MASS., ASSOCIATION

undertook educational work for foreigners in

the mills, people who never before gave are

supporting it.

JACKSON, MICH., HAS ADDED 316 NEW MEM-

bers, now enrolling 600.
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CAMDEN, N. J., HAS INCREASED ITS MEMBER-

ship from 352 to 648 and has 248 boy members,

97 of whom are business boys.

BUFFALO CENTRAL HAS 3,086 MEMBERS, A

daily attendance of 1,700 and 2,050 men and

boys holding gymnasium tickets.- The evening

classes enroll 509 men and boys ; the four edu

cational clubs, 180; Bible classes, 453.

ELMIRA WAS GREATLY STIRRED BY PLACARDS

hanging in the business offices and store win

dows announcing "Fred Smith is coming !"

That was all. It happened that there is a

Fred Smith who is a leading undertaker in

the town. He threatened to have his telephone

taken out or to leave town for a month, he

was so greatly annoyed by the persistent inquir

ies of his friends as to when he was coming

and what he was coming to and for.

THE NEW YORK CITY COLORED BRANCH

building opened April 7th. It cost $35,000. It

has already 500 members enrolled.

CHICAGO CENTRAL EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT

has announced a charge of 25 cents for regis

tration to members for its services and one-

fourth of one week's wages if position is se

cured, and to boys a fee of 25 cents and a

charge of 50 cents to the employer for each

accepted boy.

DR. GULICK GAVE A SERIES OF FIVE STRIKING

addresses on the topic, "The Making of a

Life," at the Brooklyn Central Association.

The attendance averaged 251 men.

PORTLAND, ORE., is EQUALLY INSISTENT WITH

Memphis that Portland is the place for the

next international convention to be held, and

will renew its invitation of three years ago.

THE ST. Louis ASSOCIATION HAS ENGAGED

a special secretary for its information bureau.

By addressing E. P. Shepard, Central Branch

Building, St. Louis, any Association man can

secure, without charge, information regarding

hotels, rooms or boarding houses for young

men coming alone or in parties. At the Cen

tral Branch building 100 men can be accommo

dated at a cost of 50 cents each per night. The

St. Louis Association will honor all member

ship tickets. A lunch room has been estab

lished in the building, and the bureau is plan

ning to serve 20,000 people during the summer.

The new religious work secretary, John S.

Moore, formerly college secretary of Missouri,

will direct a religious work campaign. A

strong men's meeting on Sunday afternoons in

the building and another near the grounds and

the midweek service at the building will be

conducted. For these meetings Ostrom, Yat-

man, Fred Smith. Johnson Myers Biederwolf,

Dr. Munhall, Billy Sunday and Dr. Charles

Wood have already been secured. Promises

have been received from John Wanamaker and

other strong Christian laymen to speak at the

midweek • meetings. Word has been received

that Association members are coming from all

parts of the world, including China, South

Africa, Japan and India, as well as from all

parts of the United States. Young men should

be informed that there is little opportunity for

employment now in St. Louis. Unless they

have introductions or prospective positions

they should not go. The director of works

says that he has over five hundred applications

a day for employment. The construction of the

buildings will soon be completed.

MORRISTOWN, N. J., GAVE A FINE, CLEAN MIN-

strel show with the best talent in town, which

highly pleased the audience and made $100.

FAIRMONT, W. VA., HAD A COUNTRY CIRCUS,

April 28th, which has been the talk of the

young men of the town for weeks.

MEMBERS OF THE STATE COMMITTEE OF TEXAS

have nearly doubled their subscriptions to the

State work and increased the salary of the sec

retary. The budgets for all departments have

been increased and a new office taken in the

best office building in Waco.

THE FIRST COUNTY WORK CONVENTION HELD

in Vermont met at Enosburg Falls, April 12th.

The county Associations of Iroquois County,

111., met at Watseka, April 8th, and Norfolk

County, Mass., April 16th, at Norwood.

TENNESSEE EXPECTS TO HAVE 100 DELEGATES

at the Southern student conference at Waynes-

ville. Dr. O. E. Brown, W. D. Weatherford,

S. W. McGill, Prof. W. C. Branham and Dr.

W. R. Lambuth are among the speakers and

leaders.

BRISTOL HAS SECURED A SUMMER COTTAGE ON

the narrow-gauge railroad running out to one

of the large lumber camps in the mountains of

east Tennessee, and will arrange camping par

ties during the entire summer season. Accom

modations will be arranged for parties of ten

each, and with mountain climbing, fishing,

bathing and good fellowship a royal time is

expected.

NEWARK, N. J., RECEIVED NEARLY $10,000 FROM

membership fees during the first year in its

new building and $6,362 from dormitory rentals

(the expenses were $2,019.81 for care). The

total receipts were $21,601. The new building

cost $292,000. The membership is 2,250. Sixty

per cent, of the Sunday morning training class

are from the dormitories. Shop meetings have

been undertaken.

AT THE POPULAR SATURDAY NIGHTS AT RlDGE-

wood, N. J., the six basket-ball teams furnish

refreshments in turn.

SUMMIT, N. J., HAD 125 GUESTS PRESENT AT

its annual dinner in the Park House at $1.50

per plate. Dr. Hamilton Wright Mabie and

Talcott Williams delivered addresses,
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ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY-ONE ASSOCIATIONS

ordered 4,153 question papers for participa

tion in the recent international examinations.

Fifteen Associations participated for the first

time. There has been a 25 per cent, increase

in those taking part in Bible study subjects.

Nearly one-half of the 473 men thus partici

pating have ordered the advanced question

papers or those for which 50 cents were

charged. The number of students' papers re

turned is proportionally much larger than

ever. This indicates that the character of the

teaching has been more practical and efficient

than in any previous year. These results are

now in the hands of the examiners. A report

of the result to each Association will be made

about June 1.

PORTLAND, ORE., HAD FOURTEEN TEAMS, COM-

prising 115 men and boys, representing the

814 gymnasium members. Of these teams,

ten are basket-ball teams, two track teams, one

indoor baseball and one outdoor baseball

team. These teams have participated in

seventy-eight contests and games, twenty-two

of which were inter-class and the remaining

forty-six with outside organizations, in the

city and throughout the State. Of the forty-

six outside games, thirty-one have been won,

while fifteen have been lost, thus . giving a

percentage of approximately 670.

THE CONNECTICUT SECRETARIES HELD A RE-

ligious work institute in Hartford, with F. S.

Boardman in charge. An educational insittute

is to be held in June, with Mr. Hodge.

THOMASVILLE, GA., HAS SOLD ITS "WANN-

leigh" property, which was situated too far

from the business center for satisfactory

work, and bought a lot on which a building

will be erected at once, as cash and pledges

have been secured for the needed amount with

the assistance of the International and State

Committees. The new building will provide

modern facilities, including a swimming pool.

FRANCIS A. STROUGH ADDRESSED 900 MEN AT

Bloomin'gton, 111., April 17. On the following

evening he was greeted by 2,000 people to see

and hear his illustrated lecture From New

York to Golden Gate. The Association made

money on the lectures. He has been engaged

to deliver a series of illustrated sermons, Sep

tember 11 to 18. He will speak on the first

two Sundays of the World's Fair at St. Louis.

LESTERSHIRE, N. Y., REDUCED ITS $1,800 DEBT

to $603, paid current bills and organized a

larger work in the place of discouragement

and threatened dissolution six months ago.

TEXAS WILL HOLD ITS ANNUAL SUMMER

school camp at Lampasas, August 16-26. J.

G. Reeves, of Fort Worth, is chairman.

MECHANICVILLE, N. Y., HOLDS A SACRED SONG

service twice each year in the largest church

with a great auditnce, procuring the best

talent obtainable.

DALLAS, TEX., SET APART ONE DAY FOR MEM-

bership rally day following the "Smith Meet

ing." Mr. D. M. Burgher secured sixty ap

plications and then stopped because he had no

more blanks. Nearly 200 were enrolled.

PROCTOR, VT., HAS A CLASS OF EIGHTEEN

Finlanders studying English.

ASSOCIATIONS ARE STILL ORDERING COPIES OF

the December building number at $2,.50 a hum

drcd for building canvasses. An extra edition

of several thousand was printed for this pur

pose.

CHAIRMAN KILBORNE OF THE NEW JERSEY

State Committee invited as his personal

guests the State Committee and a number of

friends to meet Mr. J. R. Boardman and dis

cuss county work, on the eighth of April. A

county work department of the State Com

mittee is planned. Corinthian games and

races will be held on May 20 in the arena of

the horse-show amphitheater. Four hundred

members will take part. Three thousand

people are expected to attend.

LYNCHBURG, VA., HAS ASSURANCES THAT A

$50,000 building will soon materialize. Two

hundred new members have been added since

January 15. Social gatherings, picnics for

men and outdoor meetings will be held on

the lawns of private residences.

THE TWENTY-FIFTH GEORGIA STATE CoNVEN-

tion, held at Augusta, was a record breaker in

several directions. The list of attendants

numbered 151, the largest yet; and the topics

were handled in a strikingly effective manner.

The physical exhibit was said by old conven

tion goers to be the most complete ever shown

in any convention, and all the teams of the

six Associations competing for points on the

gymnasium floor did such smooth work as

to entitle them to the highest rank in the

awards, the only one failing to receive it

losing because of the lack of one man on its

team. The report of the year's work pre

sented by the State Committee was a remark

able one, showing that four buildings had

come into use during the year; these being

valued at $102,600, with no unprovided for

debts upon them. In addition to these, the

necessary amounts to make binding the con

ditional large pledges in two other building

movements have been secured. Notwithstand

ing the attention given to the building move

ments and the improvement of the equipment

at other points, 891 professed conversions

were reported by the Associations, being more

than double those of any former year. The

expenditures of the committee were $4,300, and

as seven building movements are now needing

assistance it was voted to raise $0,000 for

the work- of the coming year. About $l,r>00

was subscribed at the convention
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HUDSON CITY, N. J., HAS DOUBLED ITS MEM-

bership since entering its new home.

NEW JERSEY HAS ELECTED C. T. KILBORNE AS

chairman of the State Committee, F. H. An

drews, after five years' service, declining re

election. Mr. Kilborne has been for several

years vice-chairman of the committee, presi

dent of the Orange Association and one of

the most devoted men in the country to the

Association cause.

THE MEMBERSHIP AT DuLUTH IS 1,182. THERE

are 127 men in evening classes, representing

45 occupations; 108 members contributed $604

to the Buenos Ayres work.

EAST LIBERTY BRANCH, PITTSBURGH, TEN-

dered a reception to the new secretary, H. A.

Baldwin, at which the best people of the town

were present in large numbers.

CLEVELAND MEMBERS, ASSISTED BY YOUNG MEN

from the churches, visited with special invita

tions four to five thousand homes, inviting

young men to special meetings for men in

different churches near where shop men live.

In three months 277 publicly committed them

selves to the Christian life. The names and

addresses are in hand, to be followed up.

EIGHT OF THE WRECKING CREW OF 22 MEN ON

the Pennsylvania R. R. at Cleveland have

started in the Christian life. They have adopted

a novel method to purify the conversation while

on the road. Whenever any one forgets him

self and swears the one nearest him hits him

in the mouth. There is now very little pro

fanity.

SAN FRANCISCO STARTED THE FIRST SHOP

meeting at the Illinois Glass Works on April

14th, with 400 men present. Others will soon

follow. The educational spring term began

April llth with a large attendance of new

students. It will provide a day and night

school ; three schools for employed boys are

overcrowded. There are 25 boys on the wait

ing list.

PATERSON, N. J., ALTHOUGH IN RENTED ROOMS,

has 644 members, led 20 men to join the church,

has more men in Bible classes than before the

great fire, and is now ready to push a canvass

for a $50,000 building.

ALBANY HAS IN ALL ITS BRANCHES 2,246

members. More room is demanded and pos

sibly the Jcrmain Hall may give way to a

gymnasium. The library circulated 13,193

books.

ROY D. FARNUM HAS BEEN OBLIGED TO RETURN

from South America on account of his health,

but with deep convictions as to the possibilities

of the Association in that country.

CALCUTTA, INDIA, ISSUES ITS WEEKLY NOTICES

on a postal card. With narrow margins and

nonpareil type, it is remarkable how extensive

and adequate these notes can be.

THE PITTSBURGH ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP

is 4,942, being the sixth in size in the country.

Brooklyn's membership is 5,570, not 5,200, as

stated last month.

COATESVILLE, PA., HAS OUTGROWN ITS BUILD-

ing and rented part of an adjoining building

for a boys' department.

COLUMBUS, GA., HAS ADDED A BOYS' SECRE-

tary. There are now seventy-seven boy mem

bers, making the total membership 350, an in

crease of sixty since January 1.

CHICAGO HAS BEEN CONDUCTING SPECIAL

series of talks; one on Modern Business,

which attracted an average of 200 men ;

another on Applied Science, with an attend

ance of fifty. Medical talks drew 100 and

those on Engineering 150 men.

KANE, PA., HAD AN AVERAGE OF 128 BOYS AT

twenty-six Bible study club meetings. The

season closed with a banquet

DENVER RECENTLY HELD A BOYS' MEETING AT

which there were 535 boys present and 500

men, a total of 1,035.

GREEN BAY, Wis., HAS DECIDED TO DISCON-

tinue its ladies' gymnasium class on account of

its interference with the regular Association

work.

CHARLES J. LUCAS, OF CHICAGO, HAS PRE-

sented a handsome trophy cup to be contested

for by the track teams from high and prepara

tory schools throughout the country.

THE TRI-STATE CONVENTION OF MISSISSIPPI,

Louisiana and Alabama, held at Columbus

(not at Natchez, as the press reports first had

it), was considered the best convention ever

held in this section of the South on account

of the representative quality of the delegates

and the thorough discussion of questions ap

pertaining to its field, notably the industrial

work among the men in the lumber mills.

There were sixty college delegates present

at the convention. Since the incumbency of

the present State secretary, the debt of $2,300

has been reduced to $600, and all current bills

have been paid; the employed force has been

nearly doubled, a number of new buildings

secured and strong Associations organized.

Notable work has been done at New Orleans,

Mobile, Sclma, New Decatur, Tuscaloosa and

Birmingham, and among the men of the Pearl

River Lumber Company. The convention

voted to raise $6,000, to provide for a student

secretary and made a subscription of $500 to

the International Committee's work in recog

nition of special services rendered. Every in

dication points to notable development in the

coming year in this section.
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WISCONSIN HAS ORGANIZED FOR THE

foreign work with an executive committee of

three located at Milwaukee and one represen

tative from every other Association.

EAST SIDE, NEW YORK, REPORTS HAVING

received on deposit during March, $307, and

since January 1, nearly $750. If this increase

is kept up during the year it will mean a

gain of 50 per cent, over last year.

PORTLAND, ORE., SUNDAY CLUB HAS HAD AN

average attendance of 365, which does not in

clude one large meeting in the Marquam, at

which 1,600 men were present. "Spring Sun

days for Men" open up later with a some

what different program. The manual training

department is now closing the most success

ful term of its history. The course of lec

tures arranged by the educational department

is attracting attention. Last week the presi

dent of the Chamber of Commerce lectured

on Oriental Trade. The State biologist

from the University of Oregon also gave an

illustrated lecture, and prominent business

men spoke on the Lumber Industry. Benja

min Franklin is the subject of the second talk

lo be given before the boys by the editor of

the Pacific Monthly. Three of the most

prominent ministers of the city speak at the

older boys' meeting this month.

WISCONSIN HAS CALLS FROM six SMALL

cities for organizations this spring and is

studying two cities of 16,000 each which are

hopeful to begin work for the fall season.

LA CROSSE, Wis., OWNS PROPERTY ON THE

Mississippi River for camping. Space is

leased for the erection of cottages for family

use.

DURING THE FIRST QUARTER OF THE YEAR

the State secretaries of Tennessee visited

seventy-six points, traveled 10,695 miles, or

ganized five new Associations ; 109 young men

entered the Christian life at meetings held by

them, in addition to the large amount of other

good work which cannot be told in figures.

The State committee has arranged for the

presentation of Association work at the

Monteagle Assembly, Monteagle, Tenn.,

which thousands of the best Southern people

visit during the summer.

YOUNG MEN'S SUNDAY COMMITTEES HAVE

been added to the list of committees of several

Tennessee Associations. The committee be

comes a sub-committee of the religious work

department and arrangements are- made to

hold young men's Sundays in cooperation with

the State committee at the nearby towns as

far as possible during the spring and summer.

W. D. WEATHERFORD HAS HELD EVANGE-

listic meetings at Branham and Hughes

School, Webb School, State University and

Vanderbilt University, Tenn., recently with

splendid results. His evangelistic work has

been remarkable in its fruitfulncss.

PHILADELPHIA CELEBRATES ITS FIFTIETH

anniversary this year and incidentally that it

was the first Association in Pennsylvania. Its

president, George H. Stuart, called, organized

and presided over the Christian Commission

convention of the Associations which cared for

the soldiers in the Civil War. Its secretary,

David McConaughy, was the first foreign sec

retary of the International Committee. Its rail

road work stands first the world over. It received

the first large estate set apart for an Asso

ciation country club and summer resort—

Dwight Farms. It sent off the first group of

members to give their vacation to gospel work

among lumbermen, and pledged the first $100

towards this work. It was the first city to

employ an industrial secretary. These first

things are well set forward in an exceptionally

neat pamphlet called "A Record and a Plan,"

which aims to put first things first in the

Christian work extension in that city and the

Orient.

CHARLES INGLIS, EVANGELIST, CONDUCTED A

series of special meetings in the Montreal As

sociation April 10-18.

THE CANADIAN DELEGATES BOUND FOR BUF-

falo are to hold a special meeting in Toronto

the day preceding the opening of the interna

tional gathering.

AFTER AN ILLNESS OF SOME MONTHS, PRO-

visional Secretary C. M. Copcland has re

turned to work in restored health.

ONE OF THE FIRST ASSOCIATIONS IN MlS-

souri to welcome J. H. Banks to the State

secretaryship was Springfield, which gave a

dinner in his honor on April 15, which was

attended by a large number of representative

men in that city where he was first secretary

and was before in business. It happens that

the prophet is not without honor in his own

country and among his own people.

THE TORONTO CENTRAL HAS SECURED A

lease of the athletic grounds of Victoria Col

lege for the summer months.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK., HOPES TO HAVE THE

roof on its new building by September 1.

THE WORK AT PINE BLUFF, ARK., WILL BE

reorganized into a city and railroad Associa

tion.

OSHKOSH, WlS., IS PLANNING FOR A HOUSE-

boat to be anchored on Lake Winnebago, ten

blocks from the building, as a summer feature.

Social evenings will be planned for as well as

general aquatics.

THE EMPLOYED OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIA-

tions in the Fox River Valley, Wis., have

organized to meet once a month for fellowship

and the discussion of timely topics.
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Stamps, Ark., expects to have during the

summer a number of instructive, interesting

and amusing outdoor events.

The Fourth Annual Conference of State

and Provincial secretaries will be held at

Niagara Falls, May 10. The following topics

will be discussed : A Study of the Growth,

Influence and Extent of State Work; A Sug

gested Plan for State Conventions, Confer

ences and Inter-Association Institutes; The

State Committee's Opportunity in the Develop

ment of Industrial Associations ; The State

Committee's Contribution to the Promotion of

the Religious Work of the Association of the

State.

The employed officers of Michigan will

hold their annual conference at Detroit, May

9 and 10. Walter M. Wood, of Chicago, and

Augustus Nash, of Cleveland, will lead in

studies of educational and religious work prob

lems.

Over a hundred men have joined the

Bible classes started in the fraternity houses

at the University of Michigan. The move

ment has been headed by Curtis G. Reddan,

captain of the football team of 1903 and of the

baseball team of 1904.

The Jackson Association closed its

membership "Get One" campaign with a ban

quet to 500 young men; 318 members were

secured.

A CAMPAIGN FOR CORRESPONDING MEMBERS

will be inaugurated in Arkansas during the

summer months. World's Fair clubs are be

ing organized throughout the State. The

summer months will be largely spent in get

ting buildings, grounds and equipment in

shape for an aggressive forward movement

next fall.

Boise added 140 new members by means

of a short, spirited campaign.

At North Yakima, Wash., 200 young men

have signed an agreement to join a prospective

Association. The agitation in favor of a

building is being revived.

Seattle's religious life was deeply

impressed by the recent visit of G. Campbell

Morgan, his meetings were all crowded and

when he spoke under the auspices of the

Association in the Grand Opera House, the

largest audience of men assembled in Seattle

turned out to hear him. Several educational

classes are to run for a spring term. The "Lippy

Medal," offered for the best all-round gym

nast in the Association, has been won for the

third year in succession by Tom McDonald,

thus becoming his personal property.

A call comes from Pomeroy, Wash.,

for an Association. The State militia encamp

ment will be held at American Lake in July,

as before, but a great many more men are

expected.

The colleges of Washington and Ore-

gon are putting in their best efforts in work

ing up delegations for the Gearhart Confer

ence, to be held early in June.

May is a good month to press a subscription

campaign for Association Men. Samples and

blanks furnished on request.

SECRETARIAL REGISTER.

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

Asling, G. W., to Waukesha, Wis.
Baldridge, J. E., to Shawnee, Okla.
Behrman, H. G., to Beaumont, Tex.
Bowling, J. L., Beaumont, Tex., res.
Collins, R. D., to Adrian, Mich.
Farrell, R. J., Ottawa, Ont., res.
Harnden, J. H., to West Philadelphia, Pa.
Lawrence, J. A., to Winchester, Mass.
Northcott, W. N., to Lafayette, Ind. (R. R.)
Robb, A. W., to Sydney, N. S.
Short, T. B.. to Fairfield. Ia.
Smith, T. L., to Ashland, Ky. (R. R.)
Swain, J. P.. to Frankfort, Ky.
Stacy, T. E., to Texarkana, Ark. (R. R.)
Thompson, H. B., to Charlottetown, P. E. I.
Watts, R. N., to Austin. Tex.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

Ackcrman, E. G., Pueblo, Col., res.
Donaldson, W. B., to Young Men's Institute. New

York City.
Harper, W. E., to Pueblo, Col.
Harvey, O. R-, to Columbus, Ga.
Rogers, J. J., to Bcllingham, Wash.
Sims. L. B., to Richmond, Va. (St. Ry. Dept.)
Singley, V. L-, to Petersburg, Va.
Thomas, G. B., to Fitchburg, Mass.
Watson, Joseph, to Secaucus, N. J. (R. R.)
Weade, J. M., to Gladstone, Va.
Whittcn, L. T., Gladstone, Va., res.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.

Coates, T. L., Green Bay, Wis., res.
Collett, A. S., Pueblo, Col., res.
Douthitt, C. M., to Pueblo, Col.
Fisher, A. W., to Galveston, Tex.
Fitzgerald, E. G., to Oklahoma City, Okla.
Grobb, F., to Brantford, Ont.
Horning, Roy W., to Macon, Ga.
illard, A. G., Nyack, N. Y., res.
ingley, V. L., to Petersburg, Va.

Wells, E. H., Mexico City, res.

DEPARTMENT SECRETARIES.

Moore, J. S., to St. Louis Central. (Religious Work.)
Page, J. W., to Hartford, Conn. (Boys.)
Richmire, C. A., 23d Street Branch, New York, Em

ployment Secretary (resigned).

COUNTY SECRETARIES.

Godfrey, B. W., to Kentucky State Committee.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION.

Buffalo, N. Y., May 11-15.

INDIAN ASSOCIATION CONFERENCES.

Standing Rock Reservation, June 2-5.
Pine Ridge Reservation, June 9-12.
Manitoba, June 16-19.
Sisseton Reservation, June 23-26.
Yankton Agency, July 2-5.
Poplar, Montana, August 18-21.

LAKE GENEVA DATES, 1904.

College Students' Conference, June 17-26.
Volunteer Workers' Conference, August 5-14.
Summer Term of Training School, July 2-29.

COLLEGE CONFERENCE DATES.

Gearhart, Ore., May 28-June 6.
Waynesville, N. C, June 10-19.
Lakeside, O.. June 17-26.
Lake Geneva, Wis., June 17-26.
East Northfield, Mass., July 1-10.

NEW ASSOCIATIONS.

Pembroke, Ont.; North Yakima, Wash.; Tombstone,

Arix.; Chico, Cal.
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The Jubilee of Federation at Buffalo

That little group of half a dozen men, three

of whom represented the now living delegates

to the first international convention at Buffalo

fifty years ago, and three of the original mem

bers of the Buffalo Association which enter

tained the thirty-seven delegates from the then

isolated and indifferent Associations, looked on

the work of their youth and were glad. The

delegates to that convention in 1854 represented

as many differing ideas of the Association's

field and objectives as there were Associations

In what contrast was this to the clean-cut re

port presented by the chairman of the Interna

tional Committee, Dr. Lucien C. Warner, as

he reviewed the work of the Associations in the

past three years, with their 1,700 well-knit or

ganizations, owning nearly $28,000,000 worth

of property, with branches and departments,

not only in North America, but in foreign

lands, enrolling 70,000 railroad men, 45,000

college men, 50,000 boys, and army, industrial,

mining, Indian and colored men, banded to

gether in organizations doing a well-planned

Christian service, spending nearly $4,000,000 a

year in their work and over $300,000 for super

vision and extension, with almost 400,000 mem

bers and over 1,000,000 men coming under their

influence each year.

Never has an Association gathering been

composed of finer men, representing all depart

ments of its work, brought together in execu

tive session to discuss in the fairest Christian

spirit questions which affected its polity.

The convention was called to order by C. T.

Williams, of Montreal, vice-president of the

Boston Jubilee convention, and Walter T. Hart,

of Winnipeg, Manitoba, acted as temporary

secretary.

Hon. H. B. F. Macfarknd, President

By unanimous vote Hon. H. B. F. Macfar-

land, commissioner of the District of Colum

bia, was elected president. In accepting the

responsibilities of the chair he said : "I am

very sensible, gentlemen, of the great honor

of this election. It is a great thing to sit in

this chair, which has been filled in convention

HON. H. B. F. MACFARLAND,

President of the Convention.

after convention by men whom the whole na

tion has honored. It is a great thing to fol

low William E. Dodge immediately. I appre

ciate perfectly, however, that I am not chosen
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in order that I may be honored personally, but

because it is believed that I represent the sen

timent of the great majority in this convention,

of perfect open-mindedness toward all ques

tions which are to come before us; and

that I represent, as in a sense I do, the

great body of the men of all the Asso

ciations, who, without holding official position,

without being upon the salaried staff, are put

ting their time, their effort and their money,

often at a sacrifice, into this great enterprise,

in the belief that it is well worthy of all its

place and prosperity and determined that by

every means that God can honor they shall be

preserved and advanced.

"We are perfectly aware that important ques

tions of policy are to be considered, and we

hope determined in this convention. We are

here to listen and to decide. We are glad that

this is not like other conventions, in which men

meet to fight, and love to fight, but that we are

all here in the spirit of Jesus Christ and in that

brotherly love which has bound us together for

fifty years and more, and which is the secret,

in my judgment, of whatever success this or

ganization has had.

"It would be a most unfortunate thing if the

time should ever come, when after high de

bate on a high plane and a just and fair de

termination, we should not abide by such a

decision. We are not, fortunately, confronted

with any such situation at this time, and God

forbid that the time may ever come when we

shall face important questions in any other

manner. Let us well consider what we do; let

us hear, let us determine, and when we have

determined let us all accept what we have de

termined, and go on with this great work in

that spirit which means success.

"We have a very deep interest because we

have a very great investment, having invested

our hearts and all that we have in this great

enterprise, and we mean to see that it goes on.

Are we not here as brothers in Christ under the

obligation of His commandment, that all that

we should do in His name should be in the

spirit of that last prayer which was read to us

at the beginning of this session? It is more

important that we should continue to work

in that spirit; it is more important that we

should continue to present to the world that

unanswerable evidence of Christianity which

appears in true Christian living, than that any

one of us should be successful in any argument

he may make.

"I believe, gentlemen, with all my heart,

that what has commended the Association to

the world is just what commended it to me.

I saw men differing in many ways united in

this one noble purpose and bound together by

the love and power of Christ, so that men out

side could say, as was said of the Christians

in the early Church: 'See how these Chris

tians love one another in order that they may

love all other men and help to lift them

higher.' I believe, gentlemen, that in that spirit

we shall go forward in the next half century

to successes, to victories, of which none of us

can dream to-day."

Committees of the Convention

President Macfarland appointed the follow

ing committees:

Committee on Business—C. R. Joy, Keokuk,

[a.; Robert E. Wait, Little Rock, Ark.; John

B. Sleman, Jr., Washington, D. C; W. A.

Lloyd, St. Joseph, Mo.; O. E. Brown, LL.D.,

Nashville, Tenn. ; E. T. Bates, New Haven,

Conn. ; Capt. H. M. Mcllhany, Staunton, Va.

Committee on International Committee's Re

port—W. K. Jennings, Pittsburg; John Ross,

Montreal ; R. M. Smith, Richmond, Va. ; C. S.

Rhoads, Indianapolis; E. P. Platt, Poughkeep-

sie, N. Y.; T. S. Gladding, Montclair, N. J.;

W. H. Smith, Toronto.

Committee on Devotional and Public Meet

ings—E. M. McBrier, Buffalo; H. J. McCoy,

San Francisco ; C. H. Newton, Toledo, O. ;

J. J. Gartshore, Toronto; J. P. Jackson, Bir

mingham, Ala. ; Horace Sanborn, Denver, Col. ;

D. R. Wood, Cornell College, Iowa.

Committee on Resolutions—W. E. Sweet,

Denver; Robert Kilgour, Toronto; W. B.

Stubbs, Savannah, Ga. ; James Shand, Lancas

ter, Pa. ; S. P. Fenn, Cleveland, O. ; W. D. Dar

nell, Kansas City, Mo. ; A. P. Paroon, Univer

sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Committee on Associations—W. J. Dean,

Minneapolis : W. M. Mclntyre, Pittsburgh ;

R. A. Sproute, Colorado Springs; Samuel

Warr, Cleburne, Mo. ; Edward V. Silver, Salt

Lake City; G. E. Htiggins, Cambridge, Mass.

Buffalo's Welcome

Councilman Bingham, of Buffalo, welcomed

the delegates in behalf of Mayor Knight, Rev.

H. B. Masters in behalf of the churches, and

Mr. John J. McWilliams in behalf of the Buf

falo Association, representing Mr. R. B.

Adam, who was prevented by sickness from

being present.

A Banquet to 1,400 Men

The largest banquet that has been served in

Buffalo, and certainly in the whole Association

history, was that given by the Buffalo Asso

ciation to the visiting delegates at the city Con

vention Hall on Wednesday evening, when

1,400 men were seated at the table and hos

pitably entertained by 400 women representing

the Buffalo churches. The hall was decorated

with thousands of yards of bunting and flags.

It was a stupendous work to organize the serv

ing of this seven-course dinner, and its smooth

handling reflects credit upon Mr. Frank A.
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J. J. McWilliams. Trcas. A. II. Whitford, General Secretary. R. B. Adam, I'res.

TURKIC BUFFALO ASSOCIATION OFFICERS.

Sickels, who superintended tlic entertaining of

the convention in all its details, and upon the

company of ladies who served.

Mr. William A. Rogers, of the Buffalo As

sociation, presided and welcomed the delegates,

referring to the banquet given to the delegates

fifty years ago by the Buffalo Association at

Niagara Falls, with forty at the tables. Mr.

Rogers was followed by Mr. Sickels, who re

viewed the local Association's history and in

troduced charter numbers of 1852, Mr. Loton,

Mr. Tyron and Dr. Ball. After Mr. Sickels'

historical address, Mr. Macfariand read a let

ter from President Roosevelt.

Letter from President Roosevelt

There is in the White House a typical

Young Men's Christian Association man," said

President Macfariand. "He meets all our

tests. He can stand on our rigid triangle.

He gave me this letter to you and said he was

sorry he couldn't get here in person. I am

sure he will be glad to greet you, if you come

to Washington three years hence."

Mr. Macfariand then read the President's

letter amid the applause of the convention :

WHITE HOUSE, WASHINGTON,

MAY 9, 1904.

MY DEAR SIR—IT is A MATTER OF SINCERE

REGRET TO ME THAT I AM NOT ABLE TO BE PRES

ENT AT THE INTERNATIONAL MEETING OF THE

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. I BE

LIEVE WITH ALL MY HEART IN YOUR WORK, FOR

YOU HAVE NOT CONFINED YOURSELVES MERELY TO

TALKING ABOUT WHAT COULD BE ACCOMPLISHED,

BUT HAVE STRIVEN IN PRACTICAL FASHION TO

REALIZE IN SOME DEGREE ON THIS EARTH THE

IDEALS OF CHRISTIANITY. I FEEL THAT EVERY

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

THROUGHOUT THIS LAND IS A VALUABLE ADJUNCT

TO GOOD CITIZENSHIP.

WlTH MY BEST WISHES, BELIEVE ME, SIN

CERELY YOURS. THEODORE ROOSEVELT.

To THE PRESIDENT OF THE YOUNG MEN'S

CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION INTERNATIONAL CON

VENTION, BUFFALO, N. Y.

The Religious Life of Men

FROM ADDRESS OF DR. CLARENCE A. HARBOUR,

OF ROCHESTER.

The central and supreme motive of a life

that is rightly lived is loyalty to Christ. About

that radiant and splendid figure life centers.

Amid the mists of oblivion gathering about all

other figures in history, that figure stands out

increasingly supreme. The supreme Christ

finds His chiefest earthly embodiment in the

church, the church universal, including all who

have yielded themselves to His gracious in

vitation and have enthroned Him in heart and

life.

The Young Men's Christian Association is

an arm of the church, sinewy, stalwart. There

is no chasm between the church and the As

sociation. If in any community a chasm ex

ists,, it is because of some radical defect in the

local Association, or in the local representa

tion of the church, or, most likely, in both.

The Young Men's Christian Association takes

the reply of the apostle Paul, "Believe on the

Lord Jesus Christ and thou shall be saved,"

and applies it to the salvation of men. To

bring salvation to men—salvation, in the great

est sense of the word, is the object of its

being. The faith of which the apostle speaks

is the whole man laying hold upon the whole

Christ, nothing less ; and to the whole man

the Association seeks to minister.
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The body should be Christ's, and from the

Association gymnasiums come hundreds of

strong-limbed, broad-shouldered, clear-eyed

young fellows, with bodies which may become

fit dwelling-places for the Spirit of God.

Should the Association exalt the care of the

body above its other work it would be false

to its avowed purpose as voiced by its noblest

and most trusted leaders and by its official

and authorized utterances. If the charge is

ever true, that some local Association consists

of a gymnasium, and little or nothing else,

the fault is in the local Association, and should

be speedily and radically corrected.

The mind should be Christ's. The restless

mind of man should find its rest in Him.

Many a man treats his horse better than he

treats his mind, feeding his horse with care,

feeding his mind at haphazard. The As

sociation seeks to minister to the mind. It

exalts the high, upon the theory that as the

high is crowned the man revolts from the low.

Especially does the Association exalt that

Book which is the crown of the best literature,

the Book supreme, and with no competitor.

The soul should be Christ's. Man is one;

there is an overlapping and an intertwining

of body and mind and soul. They are so

closely connected that it is hard to separate

them while life still dwells in the human body.

But we are using the word "religious" as

meaning the more distinctively spiritual work

of the Association. The Association is a re

ligious organization, Christian to the core. It

has been recently said : "As we review the past

fifty years, the religious work of the organiza

tion bulks larger and larger from decade to

decade. The superficial impression concerning

the Young Men's Christian Association is

contrary to this, because the development of

the physical, intellectual, entertaining, athletic

and outdoor departments all gets into the

newspapers and conies before the public eye

in a great variety of ways, so that the quiet,

strong, steady growth of the religious efficiency

of the Association has been obscured and

minimized." The religious work has been sys

tematically developed and supervised, and per

haps I cannot do better than briefly to refer

to the four most prominent and vital agencies

employed by the special Religious Work De

partment of the International Committee.

The first is the Bible Study department. In

multitudes of Associations men and boys are

gathered for systematic study of the word of

God, following comprehensive and definite

courses, properly correlated, led by competent

instructors and under intelligent supervision.

It has just fallen to my lot to act as chair

man of a committee on examinations in this

department of one Association. The examina

tion wss not an easy one, but the results were

surprisingly good. What better work could

an Association be doing than this one of

promoting the knowledge of the word of

God?

Another branch of work is that of the re

ligious meetings for men and for noys, mostly

held on Sunday afternoons. The development

of the Sunday afternoon theater meeting is

not only one of the most striking features in

the work of the Association, but also in the

entire religious life of the day. I cannot for

bear mentioning what I have observed of the

marvelous power of the methods and the ad

dresses of Fred B. Smith in these theater

meetings. He has been sent of God for this

work. He has come to the kingdom for such

a time as this, and we ought to praise God for

him as one of His richest gifts to the cause

which we love. Men talk about the loss of

interest in religious things among men. No

one will talk that way who has seen an au

dience of from fifteen hundred to two thou- '

sand men moved as the forest trees in the

wind by a simple, plain, unpretentious mes

sage of a lost world and a great Saviour.

Summer tent evangelistic meetings, neighbor

hood meetings, shop meetings—many are the

lines along which this branch of religious work

is reaching.

Then there is the foreign work of the As

sociation. The Father sees this world as a.

whole; His kingdom takes in the round circle

of the globe. The field is the world. The As

sociation does wisely to emphasize this work,

and Association secretaries have gone out to

the ends of the earth to carry the message

of the Gospel. I do not know of anything

which will broaden and deepen the work at

home as will an outlook upon and a partici

pation in the work across the seas. Men who

go sometimes with their Master to the moun

tain top, and who see the kingdoms of the

\vorlcl at every sunrise, are likely to be the

more efficient men for it, for the work at home.

But this is not all. The fourth and one of

the most important lines nf religious work is

incitement to and method in personal Chris

tian effort. After all, it is the personal toucli

that counts and the personal touch that wins.

You will mark in the miracles of Jesus how

almost universal it is that they have in them

the touch of the hand or the direct personal

word. Most men take their last, their final

step over the line into the Kingdom because

a hand is laid upon their shoulder, because a

heart comes close to their heart, because an

eye looks steadily, lovingly, persuasively into

theirs at close range.

If I were to suggest the qualities which are

most imperatively needed in this personal

work, I would say that they are wisdom and

faith and courage and love ; at least these four,

and the greatest of these is love.



Fifty Years of Federation

A Historical Paper by the General Secretary of the International Committee, RICHARD C. MORSE.

Beginning with a sketch of the first conven

tion of 1854 and its founder, William Chauncy

Langdon, and with a description of the Asso

ciations as they existed at that time, Mr. Morse

divided the half-century into three periods ;

the first of twelve years (1854-1866), a testing

and experimental period for both the agencies

of federation and the Associations themselves.

These agencies of federation were the ten con

ventions and their seven successive committees

located in six different cities, and the Associa

tion work of the period was a work by young

men for young men and for other objects of

effort, evangelistic and philanthropic.

The second period (1866-1883) began with

the era-making convention of 1866—a conven

tion of new departures. During this period

both Associations and federation agencies

gradually grasped more fully their distinctive

mission as a work by young men of many

classes for young men of many classes. In

the local Associations it was the period of the

development of the employed officer, of the

building and of group or class organizations,

and in the federation agencies it was the period

of the growth of one strong committee of the

international conventions, to which an ever-

increasing work was intrusted, and of the rise

and early growth of the state and provinc'al

organizations.

The third period (1883-1902), the latest and

longest, lasting twenty-one years, has been the

period of the greatest enlargement of their

work by the North American Associations,

their total expenditure during this period in

creasing sixfold, their property in buildings

sevenfold, the number of employed officers five

fold, the number of international secretaries

fourfold, the number of state and provincial

secretaries four and one-half fold.

This rapid review of the half-century of fed

eration enables us to see the main trend of the

supervision that federation has created. It is

a supervision shaped and controlled by patient

and thorough specialization, the main object

ive of which has been first to grasp the best ex

perience of the best Associations and then to

commend this as widely as the resources of the

agencies of supervision have allowed. This

specialization has successfully laid emphasis

upon distinctive Association work by young

men for young men exclusively; upon the

training and qualification of Association secre

taries and other employed officers; upon the

Association building, its form and equipment ;

upon each department of Association activity,

physical, educational and religious ; upon Asso

ciations and departments composed of special

classes of young men—students, railroad men,

colored and Indian young men, soldiers and

sailors, miners, lumbermen and young men of

other industrial classes; upon state and pro

vincial organizations and their work, and upon

the international convention itself and the

varied departments of federation work it has

itself created.

Finally, but as of first importance, emphasis

has been laid upon control and leadership of

the Associations by laymen as officers, di

rectors and committeemen.

This fundamental principle of laical As

sociation administration was emphasized in the

discussions, conduct and management of the

international convention, and its committee.

No secretary has ever presided at an in

ternational convention. In 1874 Mr. Mc-

Burney was chosen, but declined to serve.

The principal committees of this convention

have been manned, as a rule, by laymen. The

international convention has also set the ex

ample of confining its officers to lay delegates,

with the exception of the recording secretary.

For twenty-five of the fifty years of the conven

tion the chairman of its committee was Cephas

Brainerd, who himself wrote every one of the

committee's reports to the convention during

this period and vigorously and vigilantly ad

ministered both the work and correspondence

of the international office. These reports and

the whole administration of the Committee's

work and of the convention gave evidence of

virile lay leadership—a leadership which has

been vigilantly safeguarded in the international

administration.

Emphasis on lay control has also been
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strongly made by leaders among the secre

taries themselves. The only general secretary

who was ever a member of the International

Committee was Robert R. McBurney. In 1882

at the meeting of the General Secretaries' Con

ference for the continent, of which he was the

leader during all its early history, he read a '

forcible paper on "Secretarialism"—a word he

coined to express what he considered a usur

pation by the secretary of that leadership, re

sponsibility and management of the Associa

tion which belong primarily to the lay mem

bers, officers and directors. He appealed to

and successfully enlisted the best secretarial

sentiment to antagonize "secretarialism."

Fifteen years later—a year before his death—

'he prepared and read before the Secretaries'

Conference of 1897 a forcible paper on the

same theme. The vigorous paragraph on

"Secretarialism" in the Association Hand-

Book, published in 1892, is from the pen of Mr.

McBurney.

In the present discussion of important ques

tions relating to Association polity, the in

ternational convention, as the parent and lead

ing agency of federation, has been true to its

traditions in constituting its Committee of

Twenty-one wholly of lay leaders of the As

sociations.

Finally, these fifty years of federation have

shown :

1. That federation and its agencies constitute

a strong bond of union and fellowship.

2. Federation is a means and method of

bringing the best Associations in touch with

those weaker, for the benefit of both.

3. Federation has promoted the steady in

crease in numbers and strength of the local or

ganizations.

4. The parent international agency has

formed and fostered its children, the state and

provincial organizations, until their aggregate

work of supervision upon the continent exceeds

that of the international.

5. Thus the North American Associations

in bearing one another's burdens—the strong

bearing the infirmities of the weak—have so

fulfilled the law of Christ that they are receiv

ing fulfilment of the promise to those who

obey this commandment of brotherly love and

helpfulness.

These first fifty years of Association federa

tion have justified the brightest hopes of the

men who came together here half a century

ago. The good results they prayed for are

realized by us to-day in a brotherhood of As

sociations stronger, more numerous and ag

gressive in all lines of work for young men

than ever before, and intelligently testifying to

federation work as one of the strongest factors

in promoting this marvelous Association

growth.

Differences of opinion about methods exist,

have always existed with more or less conten

tion. But the achievements of the past are

ours, wrought out so happily only because of

the divine presence of Him in whose name and

by whose blessing all has been accomplished.

Invoking His continued favor and leadership,

depending on His forgiving love and the might

of His cooperation, seeking that unity in Him,

which alone brings unity with one another, we

look forward to a second half-century of fed

eration, confident that it will witness ever-

widening extension of the kingdom of Christ

among young men at home and abroad, among

all classes and races and upon every continent.

Federation and Supervision in State and

Provincial Work

BY EDMUND P. PLATT,

Chairman State Committee of New York for Twenty-

five Years.

The Young Men's Christian Association

movement has succeeded because it is Chris

tian work, carried on with wisdom and enthu

siasm, as the result of earnest prayer and a

desire to serve God by bringing young men into

His Kingdom. From the organization of the

first Association in this country in 1851 the

spirit of brotherly Christian helpfulness was

manifest. Within three years the first Asso

ciation convention was held in Buffalo, when

thirty-seven delegates, representing nineteen so

cieties, assembled, and the first Executive Com

mittee was appointed.

This committee almost immediately selected

corresponding members from various parts of

the country and later one from each state and

province to keep an eye on the opportunities

and prospects of this work in their respective

states and to send written reports. Thus early

were the first steps taken toward organizing

the state and provincial work. In June, 1866,
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the international convention at Albany, which

was attended by 306 delegates, representing

fifty-two Associations, instructed its Execu

tive Committee (the original International

Committee) to instruct its corresponding mem

bers to call an annual convention of the Asso

ciations in each state, district, territory and

province.

The exact relation between the State and In

ternational Committees does not come within

the scope of this paper, but the history of the

state and provincial work on this continent

cannot be written without giving large credit

to the International Committee. Since the

state work is the creation of the international,

and the most fatherly, brotherly and Christian

relationship has continued all the years, and it

would have been impossible for either to have

reached its present position without the other,

it is to be devoutly hoped that this cordial co

operation may continue and the question whether

we are of Paul or Apollos or Cephas be not se

riously discussed. One is our Master, even

Christ arid all we are brethren. As the State

Committees have grown in strength they have

gradually assumed an increasing proportion of

influence and leadership within the states which

they represent, but this influence and leadership

would not have been possible without the pa

tient and helpful suggestions and assistance of

the International Committee in every depart

ment of state work during the early stages of

its development. At present thirty-five State

and Provincial Committees are working in

America, which are composed of 787 members,

represent forty-seven states and provinces and

employ ninety secretaries and assistants and

expended in their work last year $179,159.

Here, then, we have 877 Christian men, or

ganized in thirty-five groups, for the purpose

of increasing the quantity and quality of the

work of our Associations and seeing that it is

carried on with a zeal and enthusiasm worthy

of so grand a cause.

There is scarcely an Association in this

country whicli has not been glad to receive the

help of state or international secretaries at

some time in its history. In the develop

ment of the Associations it has been found of

imperative necessity that a general secretary

should be employed at every place large enough

to support such a man. Hence it becomes an

important part of the duty of the state secre

tary to find men suited for these positions and

induce the Associations to employ them. The

training-schools are doing good service in edu

cating men for these positions, but as yet they

come very far short of supplying the demand.

A general secretary can make or ruin an As

sociation ; hence, his selection must be made

with great care, and when in his position the

state secretary must guide and advise him as

frequently as possible. The unwritten his

tory of state work could tell of midnight

wrestling in prayer with the local secretaries,

diplomatic steps taken to secure the resigna

tions of unfaithful or incompetent officers, care

ful search for good men to assume the respon

sibility of putting new life into dying Associa

tions, patient effort in local canvasses for funds

and all the steps necessary to bring the work

up to real power for reaching and saving men.

The local Associations sometimes live only

in name, and such cordial relations need to be

cultivated that the true state of affairs may be

discovered, wrong policies changed, new lines

taken up and new life infused throughout. To

accomplish this the state secretary must visit

every Association once, twice or ten times a

year, according to needs.

But he has no authority; what can he do?

Here we must fall back on the solid foundation

on which we are building. The whole Young

Men's Christian Association movement is the

outgrowth of a desire on the part of men to

carry the gospel among their companions, to

find men, build them in manhood, lead them to

Christ and train them for service. The State

Committees have no other reason for their ex

istence than to advance the Kingdom of God

among men, and as servants of God they and

their representatives must endeavor to make

the Associations as effective as possible for

this service. Christian men, actuated by one

purpose, will not stand for rites and ceremo

nies nor for personal honors, but from bended

knees will clasp hands for victory in the name

of Christ. Standing on the platform of Chris

tian service and brotherly love, there is no fear

of friction, and success is sure.

The Work of the State and Provincial

Organizations

EXTRACTS FROM PAPER BY ARTHUR E. HAYNES.

Chairman State Committee of Minnesota and for

Twenty-five Years a Member of State Committees.

The state and provincial organizations owe

their origin to the international convention and

its authorized agent, the International Com

mittee, including its corresponding members,

and the primary object of these organizations

is to save young men by helping them to be

come loyal, loving and faithful disciples of

Christ.

As the development and success of the in

ternational work depend largely upon the

agent of the international convention, the In-

f-rnational Committee, so does the progress

and fruition of the state and provincial work

depend upon the corresponding agents of the

state and provincial conventions—viz., the State

and Provincial Committees. Two primary

principles which govern them are, first, the

strengthening of the Associations already es
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tablished, and, secondly, extending the work

only as fast as it can be done in a way that

shall insure, as far as possible, its permanency.

It is far better to have a few well-organized,

well-equipped and thoroughly active Associa-

tions than to have many poorly organized and

almost inactive Associations. In the study

and use of means to meet the needs of our

work, we have found, first of all, that it pays

best to employ a well-equipped secretary and

assistants; second, that it facilitates the work

greatly to secure the budget for our annual

expenses during the first three months of the

year. A powerful means of forwarding the

state and provincial work is the annual state

or provincial convention. About 930 such

conventions have been held since 1866—in

upward of forty states and eight provinces.

The efficiency of our college work has been

largely increased by the delegations of students

who have attended the Geneva conferences.

Such conferences, conducted in various parts

of the country, with unity of plan and purpose,

under the direction of the International Com

mittee, have been a source of splendid help

fulness in the development of the students

themselves and of the religious work in which

they are engaged.

When the history of the last quarter of the

nineteenth century is written one of its most

glorious achievements will be found in the way

the Young Men's Christian Association solved

the mighty problem of bringing living, health-

fut, aggressive Christianity into vital touch

with the higher state institutions of learning.

A problem that was impossible of solution by

any individual church, but which was worthy

the highest thought and the noblest effort of

the united Christian Church the wide world

over. Not satisfied with this mighty achieve

ment, the Associations have encircled the

globe with restless energy and planted the

standard of the cross among the students of

every nation. Is it not enough to inspire one,

as he learns that in fifty-six state universities

and colleges of our country and in forty of its

normal schools we have these outposts of the

noble army of God?

But I should be untrue to my honest convic

tions if I did not here state that one of the

most potent and necessary means for properly

meeting the needs of the state and provincial

work and for its most successful development

lies in a hearty cooperation with the Interna

tional Committee. In fact, I do not believe any

State or Provincial committee can do its best

work without such cooperation

Would it not be suicidal to the best interests

of the state work to close or to limit the gate

way to such helpfulness as is freely afforded

by such cooperation? Speaking from a quar

ter of a century of experience, I can frankly

say that I have never personally known of a

case where the International Committee has

undertaken to usurp the rights or privileges of

a State Committee, or those of a local Asso

ciation. Not the least helpful influence of

such cooperation with the International Com

mittee is that exerted by its publications,

among which are The Intercollegian, Foreign

Mail and ASSOCIATION MEN.

A Convention Hymn

BY H. S. NINDE.

With glad thanksgiving, gracious Lord,

Thy servants gather here to-day,

In humble adoration bow

And own anew Thy sovereign sway.

We bless Thee for the fertile seed

That gave our Brotherhood its birth;

We praise Thee for the later tree

Whose branches spread through all the earth.

We thank Thee for the earnest men,

Of sturdy faith, of purpose true.

Who builded in the early days,

And builded better than they knew.

We thank Thee for the fruitful years.

The work that broader, deeper grew;

And for the leading that has kept

Us still to God and duty true.

And now, dear Lord, to Thee we come,

Of varying name and race and creed,

To bless Thee for the good that's been

And pray Thee for the coming need.

We come from out the city's throng,

From marts of trade and busy street.

Where swift the circling hours go by

Timed to the tread of hurrying feet.

We come from factory and from forge,

Where spindles whirl and hammers ring,

And chimneys tall against the sky -

Their murky banners broadly fling.

From where the iron highways speed

The traffic of a busy land,

And clear of brain and keen of eye

The masters of the throttle stand.

We come from camp and field, where'er

The nation's flag has been unfurled;

And from the decks of battle-ships

That sail the seas of all the world.

From college balls we come, and glad

Our fellow-workers here we greet;

And lay our student laurels by

To learn at Christ the Master's feet.
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Lessons from the Life of Our Lord for

Young Men of To-Day

ADDRESS BY ROBERT E. SPEER.

Young men must realize the real meaning of

life. No man lives his life on the level. Life

is either on the downward or upward move.

The aim should be to set your life free from

lower servitude by developing higher servitude.

All men of all days must learn life's lessons at

Jesus' feet in their relation to other men and

their duty to the world. I shall speak of half

a dozen lessons from the life of Christ which

are important for any man to-day.

Jesus' life teaches the true conception of

man's rights, which are not so much something

to be held fast but to be laid down and surren

dered for the good of others. His whole

life was a surrender of His rights. His in

carnation was one of these. Ha had the right

to be equal with God. The one great secret of

His mastery then and of His mastery now was

His recognition that the best thing to do with

one's rights is to lay them down for others.

Let young men learn this arid follow Him in

their dealings with their fellows. It would ba

a great thing if all of us here could enter the

freedom breathed through Christ and emanci

pate ourselves from the slavery of our rights.

Above His rights were His higher duties.

He relished most the performance of those du

ties that cost the most. Love with him was no

commercial transaction. It was the generous

outgo of His life asking for nothing in return.

Let us set up a code that no man has done his

duty who has only done it ; that a man shall do

twice his duty.

Another lesson we have to learn from Christ

is about a man's character. You often hear it

said that it cannot be expected that a man shall

live a perfect life. Jesus Christ is a contradic

tion of that heresy. He lived in the same

world as we. He drank from the same cup. He

was tempted by the same sins. Yet he lived

through it. I can name a number of men who

outwardly have no moral stain or blemish.

They are men who have lived outwardly as

purely as Christ did. But is external behavior

all there is of life? I challenge you to measure

your inner standards with those of Christ. Can

you say that no wicked thought has ever come

into your head ? Yet there lived a Man across

whose brain never a foul thought passed.

A fourth lesson we learn from Christ is the

lesson of man's right attitude toward truth.

There are theologies that are orthodox that

make room in life for lies. Never is a lie jus

tifiable. Not even on the policy side of it is a

lie justifiable. I say that I believe in truth,

but am I more and more bringing my life

under the control of truth? One of the most

pathetic visions is that of men of Christ teach

ing year after year the standards of Christ, but

not embodying those standards in themselves.

Sometimes it is asked: Why not be content

with principles in big things and not bother

about them in small things? Christ was not

built on that plan. A lie is a lie, just as water

is wet, whether you take it in an ocean or a

drop.

A fifth lesson to be drawn from Christ is as

to the right spirit of our lives. Christ lived to be

thirty-three years old and yet He never grew

to be more than a child. Among the many

things to be feared in our Association work is

that we may forget that spirit. We may get

too mature and wise. In our delving into in

terpretations of this 'point and that point we

may lose sight of the main thing. The great

thing is that all of us should have in our hearts

a childlike spirit of trust, which is a spirit of

wisdom.

A. sixth lesson to draw is the right spirit

of our activity in the world. You know how

soon Christ's life was ended. In thirty-three

years He accomplished the purpose of His life.

As we come to measure ourselves against Christ

do we not need to relearn the lesson of Him

whom the zeal of His Father's house ate up.

Life was given to us for use, for unselfish use.

What matter it if it is shortened a little? It

was not given to us to see how long we could

make it last, but for service in His Name for

the world.

Sentences from Speer's Second Address

"Christ was the master lover of men. He

began the great Christian society of men which

learned to trust and love one another."

"To learn to love one another is a primary

lesson of Christian discipleship."

"The relationship between disciple and Mas

ter is more than that of affection ; it is one of

united life."

"We are not alone to love one another; we

are to be one another."

"How envy, pride and jealousy will be ban

ished if we realize that we are units of one

whole."

"Every victory we win for self is a victory

for our brother also, and every yielding to sin

is a surrender of our brother also."

"No man can know Jesus Christ by him

self."

"Think how essential to power in prayer is

the realization of unity with our brothers."

"My relations to God are affected by the re

lations to him of each of you."

"Every little falsity of ethics breaks the

unity and destroys the fidelity of us all in

Jesus Christ."

"We shall prove the reality of our union with

Him in all our ways and life by the way we

love one another."



Declarations of the Convention

The greatest interest of the convention was

unquestionably centered in the discussion of

the relations of the supervisory agencies, which

was brought before the convention in a may>r-

ity and minority report of the Committee of

Twenty-one. The report of the Committee

was presented by Mr. Cyrus H. McCormick,

chairman, of Chicago, and the minority report

by Edward Burritt Smith, Esq., also of Chi

cago. Three sessions of the convention were

set aside for this discussion. Men who hon

estly and fairly differed in their opinions as

to the fields and limitations of the supervising

agencies spoke with utmost freedom, but with

a Christian spirit, which was a credit to the

organization. On the question of substituting

the minority report for the majority as a basis

of consideration the vote taken (872 to 290)

favored the majority. This vote was taken at

10.30 A. M. on Friday: for the majority Sel-

den P. Spencer, Edwin L. Shuey, Cyrus H.

McCormick, Joseph Ramsey, Jr., William E.

Sweet, C. T. Williams, E. F. See and John K.

Mott had spoken; for the minority, Edwin

Burritt Smith, F. E. Sickcls, L. Wilbur Mes-

ser, Robert A. Orr, T. J. Gillespie, Edward

W. Frost and Ira Landrith. After discus

sion and amendments, which had been'

unanimously agreed to by the leaders of the

majority, the report as amended was adopted

at 4 p. M. on Friday, by a vote of 821 to 131.

The amendments were offered by Walter C.

Douglas and Robert A. Orr and were dis

cussed by George A. Warburton, C. R. Tow-

son, Dr. L. C. Warner, I. E. Brown and

L. F. Gumbart.

At the suggestion of President Macfarland

expressions of applause were restrained and

prayer was offered. The final vote was fol

lowed by prayer. Never has the spirit of the

organization been so severely tested, and it

stood the test.

Report of the Committee of Twenty-one as

Amended and Adopted

First—The "Grand Rapids Resolutions"

unanimously adopted by the International

Convention of 1899 and reaffirmed without

change by the International Convention of

1901, fairly interpreted, express the historic

basis of relationship upon which the Associa

tions have developed and have been so abun

dantly blessed of God.

Second—Radical organic changes in the

Polity of the Associations are neither necessary

nor desirable.

1 hird—Efficient State and Provincial organi

zations have long been recognized as essential

factors in the successful development of the

local Association, and an important part of the

work of the International Committee has been

to establish and assist these organizations.

This policy becomes increasingly important

with the development of the Association work.

It is, therefore, the duty of the agents of the

International Committee, when working in

fields having state or provincial organizations,

to aid and strengthen those organizations. It

is equally the duty of the agents of the state

and provincial organizations to support and

aid the International Committee in its relation

to the Associations and in its work for the

North American Association brotherhood.

Fourth—The local Association, as the inde

pendent unit, has the right to apply for aid to

either supervising agency, and it is the right of

each agency of supervision to respond directly

to the calls of the local Associations.

It is desirable that the local Associations

should employ the State Committee to the

largest practicable extent in close supervision

of the work.

To this end and for the harmonious devel

opment and administration of the whole work,

save in exceptional cases, the International

Committee should respond to applications from

the local Associations in conference and co

operation with the State Committee. The right

of the local Association, however, to apply

for and receive aid from either supervisory

agency should not be denied or abridged.

Fifth—The historic and well-settled auton

omy and independence of the local Association

should and will continue unquestioned; and

nothing in this report shall be construed as in

any way interfering with the right of the local

Association to organize branches of its own

in any department.

Sixth-—State, Provincial or International

Committees may in exceptional cases, and only

while necessary, recognize each for itself pro

visional railroad, army and navy Associations,

and also (with the consent of the local Asso

ciations) provisional industrial and city Asso

ciations, at points having local Associations

with which for the time being organic rela

tions cannot be established or maintained.

In the organization of Associations or

branches, on interstate railroad systems, the

International Committee should treat with the

railroad company and assume the responsibil

ity. In the supervision of the work, when es

tablished, the same rule of conference and co

operation with State and Provincial committees

shall prevail as in other departments of Asso

ciation work.

Seventh—It is desirable that all local Asso

ciation real estate be held either in fee simple
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or leasehold by the local Association. When

this is not practicable, il may be held by the

State, Provincial or International Committees;

but these committees should seek to transfer

the same as soon as expedient to local Asso

ciations. This policy should be made plain to

railroad officials when leases of railroad prop

erty are made, and to carry this out an assign

ment clause should, when possible, be incor

porated.

Eighth—In any case of disagreement, where

two agencies of supervision are unable them

selves to arrive at a satisfactory settlement and

where the local Association, as the court of

final appeal, is not directly concerned and so is

not available, the ordinary principles and

methods of arbitration are recommended—

namely, each party to appoint an arbitrator and

these two to appoint a third, no one of whom

shall be a salaried officer of an Association, and

thereupon the three to hear the case and reach

a final settlement, the costs of the proceed

ing to be paid as the arbitrators or a majority

of them may determine.

Report on Committee on the 'International

Committee's Report

Report of the Committee on the International

Committee's Report, presented by Mr. W. K.

Jennings, of Pittsburgh, and adopted by the

convention :

In considering the report of the International

Committee, we have been impressed with

the magnitude of the work and the won

derful growth and development that have taken

place during the last three years, and we think

that it is eminently proper that there should be

a suitable recognition of the conspicuous fidel

ity and ability displayed by the Committee in

the management of the important matters com

mitted to it by the convention, as well as a

reverent acknowledgment of the guidance and

blessing of God without which nothing could

have been accomplished. We therefore beg

leave to submit the following recommendations

and resolutions :

1. Resolved, That the following departments

of the home work be continued by the Commit

tee upon the lines heretofore followed under

instruction of the conventions : Office, publi

cation and library, business, field, including the

county work, the colored, Indian, special reli

gious, educational, physical, including the ad

ministration of the Athletic League, secretarial

and boys' departments.

2. Resolved, That in the railroad, army, navy

and industrial departments of its work the

Committee be instructed to continue the fos

tering and extension of the work upon the

lines recommended by the Committee in its re

port and in accordance with the action already

taken by this convention upon the report of the

Committee of Twenty-one.

3. Resolved, That the International Com

mittee continue to conduct interstate and

interprovincial conferences of the College As

sociations in the different parts of North

America at such points and at such times as

will best meet the needs of these Associations.

It is further recommended that advisory

confmittees be constituted in connection with

all the conferences, these advisory committees

to be made up as follows : The International

Committee shall invite each State and Provin

cial Committee to appoint one member of the

advisory committee of the conference in its

territory, and shall also invite the delegates of

the College Associations represented at each

conference to appoint from their own active

members one member for each one hundred

delegates to serve on the advisory committee

for that conference. The International Commit

tee shall confer with each of these advisory com

mittees regarding the plans for working up and

conducting the respective conferences in such

a manner as will best serve the interests of the

College Associations. This plan regarding ad

visory committees shall go into operation at the

close of the conferences of the present year.

4. Resolved, That the foreign work be con

tinued on the lines heretofore approved by As

sociation experience and in accord with the

work of the missionary societies of the various

evangelical denominations.

5. Resolved, That the International Com

mittee use every reasonable endeavor to keep

the budget of the work upon the home or

North American field within $100,000. That

the administration of the foreign work upon the

lines coordinate with the administration of the

home work, as reported to the convention, be

approved, and that the budget for the work

upon the foreign field be kept within $105,000.

But as heretofore such other and further

amounts are authorized as may be called for

by the needs of the work upon the lines already

followed and as may be justified by the secur

ing of the money needed for such additional

work.

6. Resolved, That the Committee continue

to promote the conferences in the interests of

the Young Men's Christian Associations at

Silver Bay under the auspices of the joint com

mittee representing the International Com

mittee, the State and Provincial Committees

of Ontario and Quebec, the Maritime Prov

inces, Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Con

necticut. New York, New Jersey and the Mary

land group and the International Training

School at Springfield, Mass.

7. Resolved, That the observance of the last

Lord's Day in September as a Bible Study

Rally Day be continued, and that the observ

ance of the second Lord's Day in November

and the week following as a season for prayer
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for young men and Young Men s Christian As

sociations throughout the world be continued.

8. Resolved, That the next convention be

held in the year 1907.

9. Resolved, That authority be given the

Committee to appoint, under the rules of the

World's Conference, the American delegates to

the next meeting of that conference in Paris in

1905, with reaffirmation by this convention—

as the representative of the North American

Associations—of the interdenominational

membership and laical control of their work,

and with conviction of the importance of

maintaining this as the historic basis of the

World's Conference.

10. Resolved, That the thanks of this con

vention be extended to the Montreal Associa

tion for the generous release of its honored

general secretary, Mr. D. A. Budge, to be the

messenger of the North American brotherhood

to the Young Men's Christian Associations of

Australasia. And this convention heartily

commends Mr. Budge to the greeting and fel

lowship of the officers and members of the

Australasian Union and of the Young Men's

Christian Associations of Australia, Tasmania

and New Zealand.

11. Resolved, That the following fifteen

gentlemen be elected members of the Interna

tional Committee in place of the fifteen mem

bers whose terms of office expire with this con

vention : James G. Cannon, Richard M. Col

gate, Charles F. Cox, Frank W. Hills, Fred

erick B. Schenck, Thomas E. Stillman, Frederic

B. Pratt, S. H. Blake, Abner Kingman. H. B.

F. Macfarland, W. A. Patton, H. B. McCor-

mick, S. P. Fenn. N. W. Harris and James

Bowron. Also that the following five gentle

men Ix; elected advisory members in place of

the five whose terms of office expire with

this convention : James Stokes, Walter

W. K. JENNINGS, Chairman.

M. Smith, Frederick Billings, James McCor-

mick and Edward P. Metcalf.

12. (This resolution nominates the fifty-two

corresponding members of the Committee.)

13. Resolved, That the membership of the

International Committee be increased to fifty-

four, and that the Committee be authorized to

fill the positions thus created.

14. Resolved, That the publication of AS

SOCIATION MEN be continued by the Committee,

with special endeavor to pay off its present in

debtedness and to place the paper upon a self-

supporting basis.

(Signed) W. K. JENNINGS,

R. M. SMITH,

T. S. GLADDING,

JOHN W. Ross,

HARLEY SMITH,

E. P. PLATT.

THE CONVENTION BUSINESS COMMITTEE

Robt. E. Wait.

Capt. H. M. Mcllhancy,

O. E. Brown, I.L.D.,

Chas. R. Joy, Chairman,

E. T. Bales,

John B. Sicilian, Jr., Secretary.
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The Young Men, the Greatest Asset of

the Nation

ADDRESS BY PREMIER Ross, OF ONTARIO.

We have on this continent—the majority of

Anglo-Saxon descent—an asset of 4,000,000

young men between twenty and thirty years of

age, upon whose character the future of these

two nations depends. The indigent, the dissi

pated young

man — the

tramp—is of no

value, but a

burden to the

body politic.

Every young

m a n should

cultivate to the

utmost limit of

propriety h i s

powers of

physical en

durance. The

limit of civili

zation is in

some respects

the limit of

human endurance and physical application to

the duties of the day. It is said that Lord

Palmerston and a distinguished French noble

man had a conversation after the battle of

Waterloo as to the relative courage of the

two armies. The French nobleman said :

"Our soldiers make as brilliant an attack and

as brilliant a defense; why do we fail?"

Lord Palmerston said : "I admit their courage,

their bravery, their readiness to respond to

the commanding officers' requirements, but I

think you will admit, sir, that in the stress of

battle the British soldier can hold on ten

minutes longer." Ten minutes longer has

won many a battle by sea and by land ; has

given a student his honors at the university.

Ten minutes longer has won for a man many

a distinction, professional and otherwise. Mr.

Edison has said that genius consists of two

things—two per cent, of talent and ninety-eight

per cent, of application.

The young men who waste their time and

energies in dissipation and frivolity are wast

ing the national assets, and it is the business

of great organizations like this to see that

every man is made as productive as the powers

with which God has endowed him render him

capable of being. If this asset is to yield us

the largest dividends—and dividend yielding is

what assets are for—the young men of these

two nations should be well endowed mentally.

Of these 4,000,000 young men perhaps five per

cent, have gone to some university—that would

be 200,000. The other 3,800,000 have never at

tended any seminary of learning other than

perhaps a high school, but it docs not follow

that because the young man has not had the

opportunities of a university education that he

cannot secure for himself that mental equip

ment outside of seminaries of learning which

would render him eminently fitted for the du

ties which society or his calling imposes upon

him. The mental forces which move the

world control the physical.

The great philosopher Huxley said: "I

weigh my words when I say that any man who

could buy a Watt or a Davy or a Faraday

for one hundred thousand pounds sterling

would buy him dirt cheap." Any man

who could purchase or procure for that

sum of money any of the great leaders of

public thought in this country, any of the great

scientists that have paved the way for the

progress of civilization would have secured

him for the nation at a nominal price. One

hundred thousand pounds sterling for a Watt,

the inventor of a steam engine ; for a Davy or

a Faraday, with their great discoveries in

chemistry; for a Morse, with his great discov

eries in electricity; for a Cyrus W. Field, with

his vast comprehensive mission in laying the

first Atlantic cable; for a Daniel Webster, as

a founder of a great school of oratory ; for any

of those men who have laid their molding

hands upon the early institutions of a country

and lifted them up by their example and their

wisdom to a first place among the nations of a

world ! What would the Russians give to

day for a General Grant or an Admiral Samp

son in their tremendous struggle with Japan?

A nation's life sometimes hangs in the bal

ance—hangs in the final word and judgment of

some man sitting in the presidential chair or

upon a royal throne.

What are you doing in this country? What

are we doing on the other side of the line?

We are trying to make the most of our oppor

tunities. We are working out, perhaps under

two different forms of government, a common

civilization. We are endeavoring to show the

world that a democratic form of government

is better than an autocratic form of govern

ment, and. as Lincoln said on the field of Get

tysburg, that government by the people, for

the people and through the people is the noblest

form of government. And in order that the

people may govern to advantage, and that the

government may be adapted to their wants,

that the voice of the demagogue may not be

omnipotent, that the socialist may not gnaw

away the fiber of our institutions, that plu

tocracy may not dominate us and our councils

either in state or in social circles, that the free

dom of every man, as Milton said, to know, to

argue, and to utter according to the dictates of

his own conscience, shall not be impaired—all

these are privileges to come to us through the
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mental endowment and the larger horizon of

our young men. We must take broad views of

public problems; we must not shrink from

grappling with large questions.

Every man has within his reach literary fa

cilities, the access to books and libraries which

will equip him if he has due application. Let

every young man lay out for himself .1 course

of reading. If he reads only ten pages a day

for 365 days in a year, and reads that much

with a pen and note-book at his side, he will

find, as compared with his brother who has not

so devoted his time, that he is as Hyperion to

Satyr : that there is no comparison between the

two individuals.

If the young men are to be a valuable asset, -

first, their physical force must not be wasted

by dissipation or frivolity; secondly, their

mental equipment must be strengthened by

study, by education, by thoughtful good read

ing; and", lastly, they must have high standards

of personal and public honor. We should keep

a strong hand upon ourselves—the young man

who has a high standard of personal honor

will not be guilty of dissimulation. The de

ceiver may be a thief later on. It is not so far

from one to the other. The dissimulator may

get to the gallows by his conduct.

We hear it often said that politics are cor

rupt, and that they lead people astray. I as a

politician am obliged to say that sometimes the

people lead the politicians astray. It is hard

for water to rise higher than its source. It is to

the young men of these two countries that we

must look for the vigorous denunciation, for

that manly resentment of every thing that

lowers the moral standard of public life, if we

are going to raise aloft the banner of good

government and honesty in the discharge of

public duties.

What boots it if we are as well endowed as

a Sandow, if in mental accomplishments we

are equal to the greatest sages of ancient or

modern times, if when life's fitful fever is o'er

and when we come to say farewell to its strug

gles and triumphs, the future has no light and

the beyond is one of darkness and of clouds?

When we have done for civilization and for

national life all that the best of our powers

can do. when we have given to it all the service

of head and heart and hand, be it ours to re

joice in the retrospection of a life well spent

and duties honestly discharged.

From Dr. Morgan's Talks

The two addresses of Rev. G. Campbell

Morgan were of a searching character. In his

talk on Friday afternoon, taking as the basis of

his remarks the fourth chapter of Matthew,

which gives an account of the temptation of

Jesus by Satan, Dr. Morgan's address bristled

with epigrammatic paragraphs from which a

few arc selected:

"The spiritual is far above the physical. Man

should be taught that he is a spirit dwelling

in a material tabernacle, placed in this world

for a specific purpose. Every man has a work

to do in this world, which work could not be

done in any other.

"It has been said that 'God made Abraham

Lincoln and broke the mold.' God made every

one of you and broke the mold. Each of you

has as lonely an individuality as Cromwell or

Lincoln, or any other great names of history."

Jesus Christ is the most attractive person in

all human history.

The fourfold gospel reveals the wonderful

attractive power of Jesus Christ, drawing men

unto Him.

Jesus Christ did not attract to Him any one

class of men rather than other classes of men.

He drew after Him all sorts and conditions of

men.

The Bible never insulted poor people by

calling them "common people."

There are always more poor than rich peo

ple in the world ; hence by proportion more

poor people heard Him.

When Jesus Christ came into a neighbor

hood caste perished. He never saw phylac

teries or rags. He saw the man and the man

thrilled to His attractiveness.

Savonarola preached in the villages of Lorn-

hardy and attracted crowds to him. He came

to Florence and they refused to hear him, be

cause they detected the accent from Lombardy,

but time was when they heard him, for ''Truth

alone is mightier than accent."

Every century in this Christian era has had

as its central figure that of Jesus Christ.

There is no personality so great to draw great

crowds. You have only to lift Jesus Christ

up in a city and you will draw multitudes to

day. You must give the multitudes the Christ

of the Gospels.

No crowd as a crowd ever got to know

Him. Crowds got around Him, they patron

ized Him, they followed Him, they heard Him,

they never got to know Him.

No man can ever get to know Him except by

personal contact with Him.

No man can get to the inner heart of Christ

except by absolute abandonment to Him.

There is nothing in the world more hateful

than spiritual pride and spiritual conceit.

Self-denial is sweeping the cobwebs away—

denying self is killing the spider. Next take

up His cross, the outward evidence of thus in

variably denying self.

The cross is always coming to us. We are

never done with it. If we would know Christ

and serve Him, take it up daily and follow

Him. No man will ever get to the throne of

Christ if he does not bear the cross of Christ.
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The Vital Relation of the Association

to the Missionary Enterprise

EXTRACTS FROM THE ADDRESS OF JAMES L.

BARTON, D.D.

Foreign Secretary A. B. C. !•'. M., Hoston, Mass.

The cooperation of the Young Men's Chrii-

tian Association was sought by the mis

sionaries in order to create a larger force of

trained and consecrated native workers, be

cause missionaries saw in the student bodies

of the East boundless possibilities for Chris

tian leadership, and because the missionaries

saw and appreciated their own inability ade

quately to grapple with the situation. The re

sponse upon the part of the Young Men's

Christian Association was whole-hea'rted and

complete.

After fifteen years of careful observation of

your leaders, methods, purposes and results, I

can say that we welcome you to every country

in which we labor and wherever Jesus Christ

is not recognized as Saviour and Lord.

You afford a platform for a common meet

ing place of all evangelical Christians. Whe.i

we enter into the circle of your activity we

forget that we are Baptists and Presbyterians

and Methodists and Episcopalians and Congre-

gationalists. We remember only that we are

all Christians and that about us in dense dark

ness lies a world in awful need. The voices

of denominational controversy are drowned in

the appeal that rises from the countless multi

tudes who are pleading in a hundred tongues

for instruction in Christian truth. You have

done much to bring us together and get us to

work for a common cause, which is the only

perfect platform for a safe, permanent and ef

fectual union.

You have made personal consecration to

Jesus Christ the supreme test of disciplcship.

Had you entered the mission field with plans

that were largely secular, or had you come

with some strange doctrine or new theory of

reform, unmeasured opposition must have de

veloped on every side. But you cama to us at

first in the person of your leaders, proclaiming

one test only for discipleship, and that abso

lute loyalty to Jesus Christ. You did not rest

content with a confession or a profession, but

have never failed to demand consecration of

talent and life to His service. As the student

volunteer pledge in this country calls for a con

secration of the life to the service of the

Master in the foreign field, so you ask the

students of the East to pledge themselves to a

life of similar devotion to the advancement

of the kingdom among their own people.

You have united and inspired the student

body of the Orient. Coming as you did di

rectly from the students of the West, you have

aroused the student body in our own mission

schools as no missionary could by the simple

story of the mighty Christian student federa

tion that knows no East and no West, no

North and no South. Some of them had

thought that the missionaries were acting

under selfish and personal motives when they

asked them to consecrate themselves to a life

of service for their own people. You have

shown them that this is not a missionary com

mand only, but that it is inherent in the Chris

tian life and has its source in the heart of the

Master himself.

You have been invited to the government and

non-Christian institutions where we had longed

to go, but were let hitherto. The manli

ness and intelligence of your appeal caused

the barriers to totter and finally fall. No one

can enter a student's confidence like a fellow

student. The fraternity of the intellect is

rapidly becoming a heart brotherhood. In fif

teen years you have gained a foothold for the

study of the Bible in non-mission schools

which no missionary body had been able to

secure, and so far as we can now see you have

here a free field and a wide-open door.

You are demonstrating as well as teaching

that it is manly to be a Christian. You are

able to appeal as no other body can to the

manliness of the Christian life. In your deal

ings with students who have known religion

only as a form, you demonstrate that Chris

tianity consists in making life conform to pro

fession, belief embody itself in practice. Start

ing with this as a foundation for your work,

you are able to lay with mighty emphasis be

fore the student body of all classes the demon

stration of the stupendous task and talent re

quired to make the life of a people or race

tally with the teachings of Jesus Christ.

The Indian men who will wield a dominat

ing influence in that country during the next

fifty years are to-day among its student body.

Make that body Christian in this generation

and India will be led to Christ by its own

men in the next.

China, that great silent, uncomplaining coun

try of boundless resources, stands without a

parallel in the honor and rank it bestows upon

the scholar. Who but those representing the

students of the great universities of the -West

can hope for a fair hearing from the proud

and self-satisfied Literati of China?

In Japan the barriers are all removed. It

offers full liberty for the organization of the

Christian students into active Associations in

all Government schools. At no time since the

country was opened to the world have such a

large number of intelligent young men been

so ready, yea, so eager, to receive instruction

in Christian truth as they are to-day.
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Our Problem in the Philippines

ADDRESS BY ARTHUR JUDSON BROWN, D.D.,

Secretary Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions.

A long journey through Asia strengthened

my already strong conviction as to the value

of the Young Men's Christian Association as

a factor in the evangelization of the world.

I found the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion in the leading cities of Japan and China

and India, and I can testify from personal

observation to the high character of the

secretaries and to the splendid efficiency of

their work. They are helping mightily to

mold for God the coming leaders of Asia.

But it is of your relation to the Philippine

Islands that I wish more particularly to

speak.

'The objects which we may seek in the Phil

ippine Islands are three in number. Perhaps

they are not mutually exclusive, for there is a

sense in which all three may be combined.

But so far as our purpose is concerned, we

must choose between them. The first is na

tional glory. The second possible object is

commercial profit. The third object is one

which we should resolutely set before our

selves—namely, the welfare of the Filipinos.

The difficulties in the way of this are formid

able. It is a stupendous task radically to re

construct the institutions of 7,000,000 people

of a widely different race, and scattered over

a territory which is not only 119,542 square

miles in area, but which is divided into more

lhan a thousand islands, dotting an ocean ex

panse of about 800,000 square miles, the south

ernmost point of which is nearly 2,00(1 miles

from the northern end of Luzon.

To urge that a monarchy can do this work,

but not a republic, is simply to plead the baby

act and confess the impotence of that form of

government that we have long boasted to be

the best. Have we a moral right to vacate our

responsibilities in that way? These new prob

lems are appalling. But nations gain in char

acter by boldly facing responsibilities, not by

timidly dodging them. When the United

States finds itself face to face with duties

which grow out of a Providence which has

made it safe and strong and prosperous, it

has no right to evade them, however little

immediate profit may be seen in their dis

charge.

But now the attainment of this high object

is jeopardized by the character of many of the

Americans who are in the archipelago. The

Filipino's opinion of his new rulers will be

largely determined by what he sees of its rep

resentatives in his own land. There are hun

dreds of good Americans in the Philippine

Islands. But the number is painfully small.

Of all the host from the United States in the

Philippines, including soldiers, only a few

scores identify themselves with the Christian

cause, while many are so conspicuous in their

vices that the evil-disposed appear to be rela

tively more numerous than they really are.

It should not be supposed, however, that the

whole American population can justly be clas

sified as wholly good or wholly bad. There

ars multitudes who are not known for Chris

tian character, but who are not really vicious.

They are for the most part young men of in

telligence, self-reliance and energy. They are,

withal, generous and hospitable to a high de

gree. In ordinary circumstances they would re

spond to noble appeals to their better natures,

and they would scorn meanness and vice. But

they are far from home, exposed to peculiar

temptations in a community where standards

are yet unformed and where society does not

hold men to such stern moral accountability as

in older and more settled communities. In such

circumstances they become careless, more or

less unconsciously, and they are apt to drift

into a general course of conduct from which

they would have shrunk with disgust before

they came.

As for the soldiers, their conduct has been

outrageously misrepresented. During my long

tour of Asia I saw something of British,

French, German, Russian, Italian and Aus

trian as well as American troops, and our men

were the best behaved of them all. With the

possible exception of the Japanese, the Ameri

can soldier is the best soldier in the world.

Some of the most faithful Christians I met in

Manila were enlisted men, and one of the most

earnest and consistent Christian laymen in all

the islands is an army officer, Major Elijah W.

Halford, the president of the Evangelical

Union. Still, it must be admitted that army

life is not ordinarily conducive to piety, and

that it is not possible to find enough refined

gentlemen who are willing to enlist as private

soldiers at $13 a month.

These facts emphasize the importance of

Christian work for Americans. Our responsi
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bility is greater than in other Asiatic lands,

for with the exception of a small and rapidly

diminishing number of Spaniards, all of whom

are Roman Catholics, and a handful of

English and Scotch business men, the whole

of the large white population is from the

United States. The fact that Americans pos

sess the Philippines and that they occupy the

highest administrative posts in the Govern

ment, as well as every rank in the army and

navy, naturally gives to this American element

unquestioned leadership and prestige. The at

titude of this class toward religion is therefore

certain to be enormously influential over a

naturally imitative people. Protestant mission

ary effort cannot concern itself wholly with

the Filipinos while leaving this great Ameri

can community to set a demoralizing example

of agnosticism and vice.

Already the mission boards of the churches

have recognized this need, and the Presbyte

rians, the Methodists, and the Episcopalians

have founded churches specifically for the

Americans in Manila. But they need help

and the particular kind of help that the Young

Men's Christian Association is so well fitted

to give. You already have a good organization

there, but it is the army and navy branch.

You are needed, civilians. A building, which

with the land would cost in that expensive city

atout $250,000, would enable you to become a

factor of the first magnitude in reclaiming

those multitudes of young men and in solving

our great problem in the Philippines. "And

who knoweth whether thou art come to the

Kingdom for such a time as this?"

But this is not all. An Association is

needed in Manila for the Filipinos as well as

for Americans. You are doing a great work

among native young men in Japan, China, and

India. Why not among the Filipinos? The

opportunity is even greater, for in Manila you

are under American rule and the United States

Government is giving you substantial aid

through its public school system by teaching

the Filipinos the English language. Thou

sands of young Filipinos in Manila already un

derstand English, and all of them will within

a few years. And the work that the Young

Men's Christian Association and the Prot

estant churches are doing is even more indis

pensable to the welfare of the islands than the

civil and educational efforts. From Governor

Taft down, men with whom I talked agreed

that the vital need of the Filipinos is character.

The defects from which they are suffering are

not so much governmental and intellectual as

personal. "Nations and men," declared Mat

thew Arnold, "whoever is shipwrecked is ship

wrecked on conduct. In vain do philosophical

radicals devise fine new programs which leave

it out; in vain does France trumpet the ideas

of 'S9 which are to do instead. Whoever

leaves it out of his program, whoever fancies

that anything else will do instead, is baffled and

confounded by the sure event ; experience

keeps again and again sending him back to

learn better, like a schoolboy with an ill-got

lesson."

Since the Roman Catholic Church in the

Philippines has conspicuously and lamentably

failed to produce character, and since neither

the civil law nor the public school can effect

ively enter the realm, who shall do this vital

work? There is only one who can—only one

who is in the Philippines for that specific pur

pose—and that is the Protestant missionary.

His ideas of God and man, of truth and duty,

are as much superior to those that existed

before his arrival as our American political and

educational ideas are superior to the Filipino's.

Arnold adds to the statement already quoted

that "as it is true that men are shipwrecked

on conduct, so it is true that the Bible is the

great means for making men feel this and for

saving them."

If the Protestants do not succeed in produc

ing such a change, our Government in the

Philippines is doomed and the last hope for the

aichipclago is extinguished. The effect of

American political ideas and of American pub

lic schools will inevitably be to break the power

of superstition and to develop in multitudes

that which will make it impossible for them to

remain in the Roman Catholic Church as it now

exists. As an American official truly says:

"The danger is that many will go from Rome

to the other extreme." While there will al

ways be a Roman Catholic Church in the Phil

ippine Islands, the defection from it is already

becoming so extensive that' the colossal ques

tion really is: "Shall they go to atheism or to

Protestantism?" Our free institutions cannot

rest on atheism. A republican form of gov

ernment cannot live in an atmosphere of im

purity and dishonesty. A stream cannot rise

higher than its source, and in a republic the

source is the people. No one sees this more

clearly than the Christian men who are in the

Philippines. Major Halford unhesitatingly

declares that the Protestant missionaries "are

worth more than brigades and divisions of

troops in the habitation of the islands."

For these reasons, I think Christian effort in

the Philippines may reasonably claim the sym

pathetic interest and the active cooperation of

every true American patriot. The call for

money to send out and to maintain men and to

erect «nd equip an adequate Association build

ing should be received and heeded in the spirit

of a moral obligation which is involved in our

occupation of the Philippines, and which is

none the less binding because it is not enforced

by law.
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Railroad Men's Night

The "Railroad night" program Wednesday

evening at the Convention Hall was directed by

Col. John J. McCook. The chief address of

the evening was delivered by Mr. Joseph Ram

sey, Jr., president of the Wabash Railroad, and

a member of

the State Com

mittee of Mis

souri. He

said :

"This is a

year of con

ventions. At

St. Louis, dur

ing the 134

days of the Ex

position, there

will be held

over 200 con

ventions. Some

delegates will

come for per

sonal aggran

dizement or advancement, some for the ad

vancement of their business interests, some for

the increase of professional knowledge. Not

one of these conventions will exceed in scope

of work, in size of field, in unselfishness for

fellow-men and in making the world a better

and happier place in which to live, than this

convention of the Young Men's Christian As

sociation. The scope of your work is as ex

tensive and as far-reaching as that of many of

these other conventions combined. It is a re

ligious work as broad as all religions, based

on Bible teachings wholly and knows no nar

row sectarian doctrine. It is an educational

convention, as it runs schools and classes day

and night. It is a convention of librarians, a

Convention of clubs, social and athletic; a con

vention of lindlords and restaurant-keepers

(but not of saloon-keepers). Why, it could

even claim admittance to the Mothers' Con

gress, as it furnishes all the comforts of home.

Its field is the whole earth and the waters under

the earth. When one looks over the well-

known faces on this platform and considers

what they have done with their heads and their

hearts, their money and their hands serving

in season and out of season, and then turns

and glances over this great convention of dele-*

gates, of earnest workers and leaders from all

sections of this broad land, who have traveled,

some of them, thousands of miles to be here,

among them men who have grown gray in the

work of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion, I feel that it would be a piece of pre

sumption on my part to undertake to tell thim

anything about the usefulness of the Association

work and of the workers of the Association,

"It is a common saying frequently heard and

probably more frequently read in the papers

that corporations are soulless, and railroads

are supposed to be in this class ; but are rail

road corporations soulless? Technically and

legally they are, as they are the mere creations

of the' law and no one has ever yet been able

to create, either by legal process or in any

other manner, a creature with a soul, except

the Almighty God. Corporations, however, if

soulless in themselves, must be managed and

controlled by men—men like other men—with

souls to save or lose, with hearts to be bowed

down by the weight of their own sorrows or in

sympathy for the sorrows of others. They

crave the love of family and friends as much as

any other men; they are just as ready to aid

and encourage their fellow-men as other men.

I believe that the railroad official, on account

of his daily experiences in the trials and

troubles of this world, becomes broader and

more liberal than do men in almost any other

occupation. Railroad officials, however, must

be able to justify their liberality with the com

pany's fund by the results obtained. We may

take some risk in the first aid to some project,

but upon the results obtained from the first in

vestment depends the after-support. So it has

been in the relations between railroads and the

Young Men's Christian Association.

"It is true that back of the first step was

the desire on the part of the railroad official to

do something to better the condition and add to

the comfort of his fellow-men and employees

by providing for them a comfortable place in

which to pass their spare time at the end of

their runs and away from home; but had the

result of the first experiment not proved bene

ficial to the company, as well as to the men,

this branch of the Young Men's Christian As

sociation would have withered long ago instead

of growing and spreading into a sturdy tree,

whose branches cover almost all railroads of

the United States. I believe that for every

hundred cents expended by the railroads and

the Association we get a great deal more than

a hundred cents in value received in returns,

not probably in filthy lucre, although no one

can tell the amount invested that has been

saved by the railroad companies by the avoid

ance of accidents, hy having clear-headed,

quick-thinking and clear-visioned men on the

engine, fresh from a quiet evening and a good

night's rest.

"Not only in money values are we to com

pute the value returned for these investments,

but we must place on the credit side, indirect

as well as direct, benefits which cannot be com

puted on a money basis ; the improvement of

our men both morally and physically, the crea

tion of better relations between employers and

employt.es, and -in general benefits to our fel

low-men.
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"I will hazard the statement that every rail

road company represented upon this platform

has strict rules prohibiting drinking on or off

duty, and some forbid their train and engine

men from boarding in houses where liquor is

sold, and these rules are enforced by the dis

charge of those violating it, and yet we can

all think of more than one terminal where our

men are forced to either sleep in houses where

liquor is sold, or else sleep in the caboose, en

gine or roundhouse, and their hours of rest

and leisure must either be spent where the bar

is or in the roundhouse. If railroad officials

are justified in issuing rules forbidding drink

ing and are liable to indictment for criminal

negligence, if they retain in their company's

employ in a position where accident may result

from his negligence, one who is known to be

an intemperate drinker, why are they not jus

tified in spending some of the company's money

to produce conditions at terminals which will

not only remove the temptations to violate this

rule, but at the same time furnish to their

men reading and entertainment rooms, clean

and comfortable places for rest and refresh

ments, and baths where they can remove the

dust and grime of a hard day's work. In a

word a clubhouse of their own, where they can

be clean, comfortable and contented, and where

he who would be tempted must go and hunt the

temptation. I for one would be glad to see a

railroad Young Men's Christian Association

clubhouse at every terminal on the lines I am

in charge of."

DELEGATES TO THE FIRST CONVENTION AT BUFFALO IN 185

Photograph taken in the original convention hall.

Wm. J. Rhtcs,

Oscar Cobb.

Ut-v. S. T. Lowrie, D.I).,

I!.. n. J. L. F.ldrcdge,
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Army and Navy Night

In the convention hall 'were seated nearly

4,000 people on Friday evening. On the plat

form were officers of the Army and Navy, a

group of twenty blue-jackets from the Naval

Association, and soldiers from the forts, and

Miss Helen Miller Gould—the mere suggestion

of whose name and services to the cause of

Christ among the soldiers and sailors brought

want them to come aboard clean and sober,

and that is what they do when they come from

the Young Men's Christian Association. It

is very gratifying to hear that this Association,

like a bountiful mother, is gathering in the boys

of the army and navy, not only at home, but

across the ocean.

"The question of money is one of importance

with the men. After being paid off at the end

of a long voyage it is of inestimable value to

CHAIRMAN Vv'M. SLOAXE.

out rounds of applause which made (he build

ing shake. The chair was taken by Mr. Will

iam Sloane, of the Army and Navy Committee

of the International Committee, who gave a

resume of the navy work of the Association.

The mention of the service of Sergeant Titus,

the hero of Peking, who was a delegate from

West Point and sat upon the platform, brought

out a burst of thundering applause. Chaplain

J. A. Randolph, U. S. A., spoke of the Asso

ciation's work and of the chaplain in advancing

the morals of the soldiers in the army.

Admiral Higginson's Address

Rear-Admiral Higginson was next intro

duced. As he stood up a bugle sounded and

all the tars on the stage came to attention. "I

hardly expected to be blown in on you in this

fashion," remarked the Admiral. "I came

here to tell you of the great and lasting good

done to the navy by the work of the Young

Men's Christian Association. That organiza

tion has arranged it so at certain ports that

when a sailor gets shore leave he can go to a

place where he can avoid the dangers of land.

You will hardly be able to believe the great

benefit of those places. When a ship touches

a port where there is such a place the first

thing a sailor does is to hurry to the building

and put his name down for a room. The sailor

wants to enjoy himself when he goes ashore.

So woujd you, if you were cramped up in a re

stricted space for a long period of time as he

is. But we don't want the men to go to places

where they won't be able to come back. We

ADMIRAL HIGGIXSON7.

offer them a safe place for putting their savings

on deposit, as is done by these Association

branches.

"I hope 'there will be a Young Men's Chris

tian Association building at Guantanamo,

Cuba, where a new naval station to guard the

Panama Canal is to be established. I beg of

you not to let your interest in this work lag.

As for the beneficent member of the Women's

Auxiliary who goes over the earth wrapped in

a mantle of charity and love for her fellow-

creatures, she never steps on the deck of a

ship of the American navy that she does not

receive the heartiest cheer that human throats

can give her. And " Thereupon the big

audience gave a round of applause that would

put the shouts of a battleship full of men in

the shade. Miss Gould's smiling face beamed

with pleasure.

"The navy is going to increase. A nation

cannot go abroad and enlarge its borders with

out causing friction. One of the representa

tives at Washington was staggered last winter

at the appropriation of $90,000,000 for the navy.

But even $190,000,000 would be cheaper than

war. You can't build up a navy and be pre

pared for war without expending money. No,

no, we do not want war, but we do want things

so that if another nation looks at us with war

like gaze she will look again and see our men

and boats so drawn up that she will say : 'No,

no, we do not want war.' We men of the navy

are peaceful men. We don't want war. We

merely want to be in such a position that the

other fellow will look twice at us."
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Student Night

The first address of the evening was made by

Chancellor Frank Strong, Ph.D., of the Uni

versity of Kansas. He took as his theme

"What we expect from College Men." He

began by saying that the attitude that college

men take regarding religion is of the greatest

importance. Emphasizing the fact that educa

tion increases and extends the factors of ef

ficiency and determines the quality of civili

zation, he showed that upon those who are

strong physically and have trained brains the

problems of the world are placed. The

200,000 students in our universities are between

the two fires of conservatism—of indifference

and unbelief—which may cause their over

throw. In spite of these influences, no com

munities are sounder in faith than our colUges.

College men care only for a real, personal and

rational religion. It is how a man lives that

attracts them.

The Young Men's Christian Association ap

peals to them, because of its unity. College

men demand a religion which means that men

shall be clean, pure and efficient—men of

spiritual power. The twentieth century is not

to be led by men from the grammar schools

nor from the high schools, but by college men.

The college man owes a duty to his country ;

he should help to purify public life; he should

have his share in the solution of all the difficult

problems which are before us, and in order to

do this he must come to his task with a pure,

clean and righteous life. It should be remem

bered that democratic movements are never

separated from Christianity.

The college man should understand his duty

to the social and economic life of the country.

In this and all other departments of life, we

need men—strong, educated, Christian men.

When we look around and see the great needs

of our fellow-men we see that there is no other

force which can lift them up except Christian

ity. What other power can reach the poor and

downtrodden and lift them to their feet?

What othsr power can solve the social prob

lems of the present time? The need of every

man is to give personal loyalty to and believe

in Jesus Christ as Saviour and Lord. The

man who has given up his trust in Jesus Christ

has lost the safest thing in his life. He is

without a guide. As long as December 25 is

recognized in our & hools and as long as the

spirit of Jesus Chris* is manifested among our

students I do not fear that the power of Chris

tian life will fade from our midst, but as for

me I would rather return to barbarism and

begin anew the march of civilization and have

Jesus Christ come again to redeem the world

than that we preach and believe in an emascu

lated Christ.

President W. H. Marquess, D.D., of the

Presbyterian Theological Seminary, of Louis

ville, Ky., then addressed the convention on

the work among students throughout the

world He began by saying that he would

take up the subject at the point wllere he left

off in speaking on the 'same theme before the

international convention at Atlanta nineteen

years ago. At that time Mr. Wishard was just

starting on his world tour. Since then Mr.

Mott has made his tours in the interests of the

student movement. He spoke of the growth

of the college Association movement through

out the world since the Atlanta convention. In

emphasizing the importance of the work among

college students he quoted the remark of

Charles Simeon, who said on seeing a single

student enter his church: "There come 600

people." The progress of the work of Christ

among the universities and colleges of the

world has been most remarkable. Beginning

with only a few scores of religious societies the

work has now grown until there are over 1,600

of them grouped in some twenty national or

ganizations. There is a membership of over

85,000 students and professors, which consti

tutes the largest organization in the world

among students, either secular or religious.

This movement may be called the principal fac

tor in developing the religious life in the great

universities. He pointed out the fact that there

have been remarkable spiritual awakenings

during recent years in the principal universi

ties; that powerful revivals have taken place

in such institutions as Yale, McGill, the Uni

versities of Virginia and Michigan and others

in North America, and not only in North

America, but in England, Scotland, Japan.

China and India. There has been a grea". for

ward movement in Bible study. Durin? the

past year more than 20,000 students in r'u

United States and Canada alone have been en

rolled in the study of the Bible. No less re

markable has been the development of the mis

sionary interests in the colleges. Through

the work of the Student Volunteer Movement

very many students have been led to offer

themselves as foreign missionary candidates,

and of these over 2,500 have already reached

the foreign mission field. Adding those who

have gone out from the universities of Great

Britain and the continent of Europe, the total

is more than 3,000.

There has also been a wonderful develop

ment in mission study among students, there

being a great number of students enrolled in

mission study in the English-speaking world.

This means that not only will those students

who go out as missionaries be informed regard

ing missions, but that the church at home will

be educated in the work of the evangelization

of the world.
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Sunday Night Session

The closing session. Telegraphic greetings

were received from Cephas Brainerd and

President H. B. F. Macfarland, who was

obliged to leave the city after the Saturday

morning session. The foreign work was pre

sented in short addresses, John R. Mott pre

siding.

George Benton Smith, of Madras, India, suc

cessor to David McConaughy, the first foreign

secretary, brought greetings from 700 Asso

ciation members in Madras and the eighteen

business and professional men comprising the

board of directors. He said that the work in

Madras is no longer an experiment, but a well-

established movement. There is urgent need

of speedy evangelization. Young Hindus are

scoffing at the religion of their fathers and

open to the message of Christianity. The As

sociation is reaching a fine class of men. Uni

versity men with loving hearts are looking to

us for help.

Edward C. Carter, national secretary of

India, commenting upon a remark recently

made to him concerning the "splendid force"

now in India, amounting to fifteen men, showed

that four secretaries in the United States would

give the same proportion that India, with her

300,000,000 of population, has, and said :

"While it is said that there arc none desper

ately poor in Buffalo, in India the poverty-

stricken abound and need the gospel. But the

Association's greatest opportunity is with the

student class. It is a very rare thing to find a

man in a position of influence who is not a

college graduate. These men are receiving

Western science and philosophy and losing con

fidence in Hinduism. If not Christianized they

will settle down to atheism or agnosticism.

No agency can reach them so well as the As

sociation. But we must have, not your assist

ant janitors, but men of the character of your

metropolitan secretaries, men with iron in their

blood. We also need Christian business men

to serve on our boards of directors. Give us

your best and we will find great work for them."

Galen N. Fisher, national secretary of Japan,

was the next speaker. He displayed the

Japanese flag and brought applause by declar

ing that, next to the Stars and Stripes and the

Union Jack, it was the flag he loved the most.

"The Japanese," he said, "are fighting for uni

versal righteousness—fighting the battle of the

world. The nation has adopted governmentally

at least Christian principles and stands for

religious toleration, freedom of the press and

the rights of women. If Christianized they

will help us to evangelize China. The Chinese

no longer speak of them as 'little sawed offs,'

but as elder brothers, leaders. College men

govern Japan, and at present are open to Chris

tian truth. Their attitude is rather that of in

difference than of opposition. Ninety per cent,

of them are non-committal on religious ques

tions. Vice has a vastly tighter grip on them

than among students in this country. Of the

47,000 students in the higher universities two-

thirds are living in non-moral or immoral

boarding-houses. Hostels under Christian in

fluences are greatly needed." Mr. Fisher has

registered a vow not to return without some

provision along this line.

F. S. Brockman, national secretary for China,

Korea and Hongkong, being introduced, began

with the declaration : "There is a new Orient.

One factor in it is gallant young Japan. An

other is the ancient and gigantic empire of

China, silent and misunderstood, but proud and

splendid, even though so caricatured. Judged

even by Christian standards, she is no mean na

tion—a nation with a political genius which it

is not certain that we can equal, and with an

intellectual acumen and splendid literature

which make her, a rival even of Greece. There

is no 'yellow peril" if we do our duty; there is

if we stand by and let the mighty forces of this

empire thrust themselves against Christianity

in the rage and despair caused by corrupt gov

ernment and Confucianism. You feel that you

have sent us 'out there," but we feel that we

have come 'way back here.' The Orient is be

coming the theater of the world's greatest

events. The greatest railroad of the world

chains the Occident to the Orient, the greatest

steamships are being built to join them to

gether, and the greatest war perhaps that the

world has ever seen is being fought there.

"The cities of China arc the centers of tre

mendous activity. Talk of the rush of the

West," said he, "there is greater in the East.

Hongkong is a marvel of rapid growth, and

Shanghai, from a little port, has quickly become

a city like New York. The Associations of

America have been called to be a factor in the

solution of questions of momentous impor

tance. You have made a mistake in sending

your babes to mset these questions. You ought

to have sent your strongest men. In the con

flict of civilization with paganism the safe

guards in many instances are being lost, but

the evils are always promulgated.

"Is the Association capable of dealing with

the greater questions that confront us? The

missionaries say that we arc, and that they can

not solve them without the help of the Asso

ciation. The foreign business men answer by

giving cordial support, serving on committees

and helping financially. Chinese business men,

the most of whom are agnostics, by their sub

scriptions indorse the work. Already there is

more evidence of success than I hoped to see

in a lifetime. There are nine cities, each witli

over one million population, ready and waiting

for the work, and as I think of their dire spirit

ual necessities and con.e \o you for aid you'll
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break my heart, fellows, if you send me back

with nothing."

After prayer by Gilbert A. Rjavcr, John R.

Mott presented the following men soon to go

to the foreign field, each of whom spoke

briefly of the influences which led to his de

cision : Lester H. McLean, of Colorado, who

will go to Japan ; H. J. Keith, of Montreal, who

has been appointed national Bible study secre

tary for India ; J. M. Clinton, of Buffalo, who

will go to China ; John H. Warner, of the Uni

versity of Ohio, who will go to Brazil ; II. G.

Doud, of Washington, who has been appointed

national office secretary for India ; F. J. Mi

chel, of Kentucky, who has been appointed

railway secretary for India : R. L. Ewing, of

Oberlin, who will go to Manila : Charles S.

Patterson, of Montreal, who will go to Cal

cutta, and L. E. McLachlan, of Columbus, O.,

who will go to China.

A telegram from the secretaries of Japan,

saying that the Government had given permis

sion for a secretary to go with the army, and

that $2,000 was needed for this special work,

was read.

W. B. Millar, of the Army and Navy

Department, who was just leaving for a

tour to the Philippines, spoke briefly of

the opportunities and needs of this de

partment.

An offering was taken for the Foreign Work,

which realized nearly $5,000.

Vice-Chairman Sweet, in closing the con

vention, urged the responsibility resting upon

Christian business men to respond to the

urgent appeals for the funds needed in the

Foreign Work.

The convention adjourned after prayer by

Robert Weidensall, the singing of "Blest be

the tie that binds," and the benediction by Mr.

Morse, the general secretary of the Interna

tional Committee.

The Convention as Viewed from the Outside

A Great Convention and a Great Debate

BY SlCCRF.TARY JAMES L. BARTON, D.D.

A review of the Convention debate and opitiion

regarding the quality and temper of the discussion

from an unprejudiced observer, which constitute the

best report that could be given of the discussion.

It was an inspiring sight last week to see

from twelve to fourteen hundred delegates, all

men, filling the body of the Central Presbyte

rian Church. Buffalo, where the day sessions

were held. These included students from col

leges, young men from the shops, presidents

of railroads or banks and professional men of

all kinds. The one man not conspicuously

represented was the minister. If he was there

he kept quiet. It was preeminently a layman's

convention, directed and managed by laymen.

This semi-centennial convention had been

eagerly looked forward to, not only because it

marked the turning point of the half century

since its organization, but because it was

widely known that the Committee of Twenty-

one, appointed in Boston three years ago to

devise some plans defining the relations be

tween the international, state and local Asso

ciations, was to bring in a majority and a

minority report. These two reports have been

printed and circulated. This may account in

part for the extraordinary attendance.

One could not be in Buffalo long and not be

convinced that a debate royal was pending.

One could not listen to the six or eight hours

of marvelous flow of oratory and logic and

feel the surcharged atmosphere of earnestness

and purpose that . seemed to enwrap every

delegate, and not get an impression that great

interests were at stake. While spiritual themes

were given prominence under such leaders as

Mr. Speer and Dr. Morgan, the great debate

dominated every session until Friday night.

guided by the masterly hand of the newly

elected president. Hon. Henry B. F. Macfar-

land. The discussion would have done credit

to any House of Parliament in the world.

When the first test vote was taken about

noon on Friday the body of the church was

packed with delegates. The president had

requested that there should be no applause

at the announcement of the vote upon

the question whether the minority report

should be substituted for the majority report

as a basis for further action by the convention.

When the twelve tellers were ready to count

those who stood—for it was to be decided by

a rising vote—all paused while a simple,

fervent prayer was offered. After the vote was

taken and before it was announced the presi

dent asked that as soon as the vote was given

all should bow their heads in a moment of

silent prayer. Then he said : "The vote in

favor of the minority report is 29f> and against

it 872. Let us pray." Every head was bowed

while absolute silence prevailed. Then the

voice of the president was heard in earnest

petition, followed by the Lord's Prayer, in

which every one took part. When the heads

were raised and a thousand hands brushed

away the moisture from 2,000 eyes, everybody

knew that the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation was going to pull together. The ma

jority report—as amended during further dis

cussion—was finally passed by a vote of 831

to 131.

Upon one attending such a convention for

the first time several impressions are made.

1. That a surprising number of the "young

men" are remarkably bald or gray. It seems

as if the principle, "once a young man always

a young man," dominates the society and
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gives it permanent strength. The interesting

part of it is that no one seems to think them

old.

2. That if the men who took prominent part

in the debate received their training in the

Association it must be one of the best debating

schools in the world.

'.',. That an Association that can command

the time and strength of so many high rail

road and bank officials and leading men in

political and professional careers as well as in

nil departments of business must have vital

power destined to accomplish great things.

4. That the underlying and fundamental

principle and idea of the Association is to reach

young men in this land and in every land and

bring them to a saving knowledge of Jesus

Christ.

5. That laymen can teach theologians how

to settle a hot controversy and not sacrifice

mutual confidence and affection.

6. That the best way to unite denominations

is not to debate plans for union, but to go to

work together for a common cause.

7. That however much Presbyterians may

believe in the presbytery and Methodists in

the episcopacy, when they get thoroughly

warmed up in debate and forget their ecclesi

astical affiliations, they can set forth with

convincing eloquence the necessity of main

taining the absolute independence of the local

Association.

8. That the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation is in the hands of wise leaders, com

mands the confidence of splendid people in all

denominations and has a distinctive field at

home and abroad for its operations.

An Estimate by Secretary Creegan

The Buffalo International Young Men's

Christian Association convention was in every

respect a great meeting. I do not refer alone

to the splendid addresses of Premier Ross,

Mr. Robert Speer, Drs. Morgan, Brown, Bar

ton and others, but more especially to the ad

mirable way in which all the business was con

ducted, the spiritual tone and the high intel

lectual quality of all the gentlemen who bore

a part in the proceedings. I have attended

many conventions, either as member or visitor,

since the International Young Men's Christian

Association met in Toronto in 1H78, have heard

great debates at the Presbyterian General As

sembly, Methodist Episcopal General Confer

ence and other bodies, ecclesiastical and other

wise, but for intellectual vigor, courtesy toward

the opposite party and poise and dignity on tin-

part of the presiding officer, I have never wit

nessed the equal of the great debate of Thurs

day and Friday in Buffalo. It began and ended

in the spirit of prayer, and can, I am sure, leave

no personal bitterness.

The International Young Men's Christian

Association has developed into a wonderful

power for good at home and abroad. I pre

dict for it much greater growth and prosperity

in the next fifty years.

I wish for the entire brotherhood, both in the

United States and Canada and in the foreign

field also, the richest blessing of our divine

Master. CHARLES C. CREEGAN,

Secretary A. B. C. F. M.

A Westerner's Impression

One of the first things that impressed a care

ful observer at the Buffalo Convention was

the quality of its delegates, both in spiritual

and intellectual power. The large attendance

of sound business men, many of them men of

more than local prominence in business and

finance, was an indication that the Associa

tion movement has already related itself in a

commanding way to real conditions in life.

The happy conclusion of the discussions and

the various decisive plans of the convention

proved that those who differed in their views

of Association polity had at bottom nothing in

mind except the true development of the work

and that they were willing to waive their per

sonal opinions and to carry out in a cordial

manner the behests of the convention. There

fore one of the strongest impressions to be

derived was that of a powerful unity consistent

with a natural and beneficial diversity. The

result of the whole agitation as to Association

polity showed strong individuality, great

spiritual earnestness and power leading to

efficiency and unity in action.

It seemed to me further that the whole tone

of the convention, clearly indicated that the

bottom motive of the movement is distinctly

religious and spiritual and that there is no

danger th.it the Association itself will become

in any sense purely humanitarian. It showed

also that the movement itself has become, not

national or international, but in a sense uni

versal, and that it is to assume the proportions

of one of the greatest religious movements of

modern times and is to solve many of the

problems now unsolved of the relation of men

to Christianity.

Lastly, I was forcibly struck with the fact

that the convention desired a leadership that

should be endowed with large initiative so that

it might adapt itself to changing conditions

and undertake new lines of work immediately

upon its becoming evident that issues of

strategic importance were at stake." The con

vention seemed to feel that its central agency

was of its own creation and absolutely under

its authority. That the main thing was to give

it the instructions necessary to do strong,

efficient work and then to hold it absolutely

and strictly accountable as to the moral and

spiritual results attained.

Unh'crsity of Kansas. FRANK STRONG.
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Convention Briefs

There were 1,628 Association men registered,

1,336 of whom were regular delegates and 292

corresponding members. Of this number On

tario sent 91 ; Nova Scotia, 5 ; Manitoba, 2 ;

Quebec, 14; Alabama, 2; Alaska, 1; Arkansas,

16; California, 2; Colorado, 10; Connecticut,

26; Delaware, 1; District of Columbia, 12;

Florida, 2; Georgia, 13; Idaho, 2; Illinois, 107;

Indiana, 55 ; Iowa, 30 ; Kansas, 37 ; Kentucky,

30; Maine, 6; Maryland, 14; Massachusetts,

113; Michigan, 48; Minnesota, 15; Mississippi,

G ; Missouri, 39 ; Nebraska, 15 ; New Hamp

shire, 8; New Jersey, 52; New York, 375;

North Carolina, 8 ; Ohio, 122 ; Oklahoma, 1 ;

Oregon, 6; Pennsylvania, 206; Rhode Island,

9 ; South Dakota, 6 ; Tennessee, 12 ; Texas, 23 ;

Utah, 8 ; Vermont, 11 ; Virginia, 35 ; Washing

ton, 1; West Virginia, 11; Wisconsin, 24.

There was no doubtful ring in the resolution

placed before the convention and adopted :

"Resolved, That we place on record at this

time the expression of our gratitude to Al

mighty God for the way He has led us in the

difficult problems which this convention has had

to discuss and decide. Their happy solution is

another indication of the hand of God in this

great work for young men, and of the presence

of the Holy Spirit with divine power to con

trol the hearts and consciences, the wills and

the words, of believers in Jesus Christ."

In further resolutions the convention recog

nized the Association Health Farm at Denver

as an undertaking deserving practical, sympa

thetic cooperation, and voiced the appreciation

of the delegates of the unusual courtesies ex

tended by the Buffalo Association and citizens.

The contribution of President Macfarland to

the success of the convention as its presiding

officer was fittingly recognized at the close of

the Saturday morning session, when Mr. Whit-

ford in a clever manner presented to him in the

name of the delegates a silver loving cup. So

overcome was Mr. Macfarland that he could

not express his feeling; whereat the convention

spontaneously took up ils hymn, "Blest be the

tie that binds." The following resolution,

adopted by a rising vote and put by Vice-

President Haynes, gave formal expression to

the convention's appreciation : "Resolved, That

we express to our chairman, the Hon. H. B. F.

Macfarland, of Washington, D. C, the sincere

thanks of this convention for his splendid

service. His kindly, fair and gentlemanly

manner has endeared him to us all. May he be

spared for irnny years to exemplify Christian

manhood in public as well as in private life."

Notwithstanding the long sessions of the

convention, considerable audiences were gath

ered at the stereopticon reviews, showing the

growth, development and features of the vari

ous departments of Association work. Illus

trated talks were given by secretaries Hodge,

Goodman, Boardman and Michener.

Invitations for the next convention were pre

sented with heartiness, clear argument and elo

quence from Portland, Ore. ; Memphis, Tenn. ;

Washington, D. C., and Denver, Col. The in

vitations were as usual referred to the Inter

national Committee for final decision.

The presentation of the Canadian ensign to

the convention by Mr. J. J. Gartshore, of To

ronto, representing the delegates from Canada,

was a feature of the meeting. After a few

appropriate words by Mr. Gartshore, the mam

moth flag of Britain, bearing the Canadian

coat-of-arms, was unfurled and suspended on

the wall back of the pulpit. The flag is of

the finest texture and 27 by 14 feet in size.

Led by Mr. Willis, the delegates rose to their

feet en masse and sang "God Save the King,"

followed by "My Country 'Tis of Thee," and

then spontaneously the great audience burst

out in the Association hymn, "Blest be the tie

that binds." The flag will remain the prop

erty of the International Committee and oc

cupy a conspicuous place at every succeeding

convention. This ensign should be matched

by a United States flag of equal size, that the

two may be placed together at each succeeding

convention, emblematic of the union of the two

leading peoples of North America in work for

young men.

The delegates from the naval departments at

Brooklyn and Norfolk were conspicuous, not

only by their natty blue uniforms, but for

regular attendance at the sessions, modest car

riage and Christian spirit. They were cheered

to the echo on Friday night as they sang

"Jesus, Saviour, pilot me." The army Asso

ciations had only one lay delegate, Sergeant

Brentano, of Fortress Monroe, who is a master

gunner and a gymnasium volunteer leader.

Calvin Pearl Titus, of West Point, who was

appointed a cadet by President Roosevelt for

gallant action at Peking, was the first delegate

sent from West Point, being given five days

leave of absence. Cadet Titus, however, did

not come to pose and swagger as a hero. He

is one of the leaders of the Bible work at West

Point, which enrolls 43 per cent, of the cadets

in its twenty-five Bible classes.

The Report of the International Committee,

presented by Dr. Warner at the Buffalo con

vention—a carefully written document of

thirty-seven pages—showing the progress in the

past three years, may be had by sending 2 cents

in postage to the international office.
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It was an impressive sight to see four of

the surviving members of that first convention

which met at Buffalo fifty years ago when

they were presented to this convention of

1,400 strong, stalwart men who represent the

organization to-day. They were Oscar Cobb,

of Buffalo; Judge J. L. Eldridge, of Topeka,

Kan. ; Prof. William J. Rhees, of Washington,

and Rev. Samuel T. Lowrie, D.D., of Philadel

phia. The memorial session in the old hall, in

which the convention was held fifty years ago,

was a deeply impressive service.

The service for men on Sunday afternoon

in Convention Hall was attended by fully

4,000 men and addressed by Fred. B. Smith.

Nearly 1,000 men were turned away from this

meeting. At this great service over 308 names

were received of men purposing to live the

Christian life. At the four boys' meetings,

conducted by Edwin W. Booth, E. C. Carter,

H. W. Gibson and E. T. Colton, there were

nearly 1,000 in attendance. A women's meet

ing was also held with a large attendance.

Over 100 Buffalo pulpits were filled by dele

gates. The message of the Association life—

rather than the methods of Association work—

was thus given to many congregations.

Messages were received from the convention

of the Brotherhood of St. Andrew, from the

Association's founder, Sir George Williams :

from Cephas Brainerd, for twenty-five years

chairman of the International Committee, and

from James Stokes, the surviving member of

the original committee of five.

By the appeal of that forcible leader of As

sociation work, Henry M. Moore, of Massa

chusetts, an offering for the international work

was taken up, amounting to $3,000.

Members of (he Washington delegation gave

a complimentary dinner to Commissioner Mac-

farland, the president of the convention, at the

Iroquois on Saturday. There were present, in

addition to the members of the delegation and

the guest of honor, Mr. Macfarland, Dr. L. C.

Warner, the chairman, and Mr. Richard C.

Morse, general secretary of the International

Committee, together with Messrs. C. J. Hicks

and Fred. B. Smith.

On Saturday morning Mr. L. Wilbur

Messer, of Chicago, speaking for the friends

of the minority report, asked and was granted

the privilege of the floor. He desired this in

order to deny a rumor current to the effect

that the friends of the minority were to meet

together immediately after the convention to

perfect plans for a continuation of the discus

sion of relationships from the point of view of

the minority report. This Mr. Messer denied,

stating that the committee appointed to care

for the minority report "had separated finally

as a committee" and that it was "the opinion

of all whom he represented" that it was "the

duty of every delegate to go home and make

a faithful, conscientious effort to test thor

oughly the deliverance of this convention."

This statement was received with applause, in

recognition of its loyal and brotherly spirit.

A county work conference, held on Monday,

was attended by every state county work sec

retary in the country, including the new men

for Ohio and Michigan. Technical features

of the work were discussed and steps were

taken to make a permanent organization of the

county work men similar to the organization

of state secretaries.

The Association quartet, consisting of E. W.

Peck, Paul Gilbert, C. H. Metcalf and C. M.

Keeltr, were never in finer voice. The Elk-

hart shop chorus rendered appreciated service,

while the veteran C. B. Willis, led the singing

from the new Association Hymnal in his usual

splendid spirit.

F. M. HAYKS.

Chairman JIuiTalo Central.

F. E. SICKEI.S,

Chairman Entertainment

Committee.

The Buffalo Association gave itself, without

stint, to the entertainment of this convention.

The great central building was the headquar

ters, and in its restaurant 2,000 meals were

served to the delegates daily. The building

was kept open all night on Wednesday, in

charge of relays of secretaries. Some dele

gates were received at 4 o'clock in the morn

ing, and all the privileges of the building, in

cluding the baths and natatorium, were

turned over to their use. The Association's

hospitality cost between $4,000 and $5,000.

The gymnasium was given up for the exhibits

which were constantly studied before and be

tween sessions,. It was a remarkable exhibit,

as may be seen by the reproductions produced

in this number.

It may be questioned whether at any con

vention there has been a series of heart-to-heart

talks which have got closer to the roots of a

man's being than those of Speer, Morgan,

Gordon and Brockman.



From the Editor's Viewpoint

What was written last month under this

caption as that which should

The Jubilee be, has been. The greatest

of question settled at the Buffalo

Brotherhood convention was the question

of its ability to stand the

strain of a two days' discussion without the

note of clamor, the sting of personal caustic

utterance or the shame of loss of temper, al

though questions were discussed with frank

ness and seriousness by men who have given

them earnest thought for five years. The As

sociation body is more of a brotherhood than it

ever has been before ; or rather, the brother

hood spirit was revealed as it was tested, and

not a note of meanness and not a word that

should be expunged from the records, was

spoken. The opinions of such men as Dr.

Barton, Dr. Creegan and Chancellor Strong,

leaders who had frequently attended meet

ings of great Christian and deliberative

bodies, are unanimous in testifying to the

spiritual tone as well as the high intellectual

vigor, courtesy, poise and dignity which marked

this meeting. The chairman, who seemed to

be a man raised up of God for the occasion, re

marked : "It was remarkable for the satisfac

tory settlement in a harmonious manner of

these questions which threatened dissension if

not division and possible disaster to the

brotherhood. ... It was one of the won

derful experiences of a lifetime, uplifting, in

spiring and encouraging, and will be a blessed

memory to everybody who had a share in it."

The organization is better for this convention

and better off as well for the settlement of

these questions which have been fairly and

honorably fought out before a convention of

the best men the brotherhood has ever brought

together. The satisfactory settlement thus

attained has removed a troublesome question

and the Associations can now give attention to

their work, the principles of which have been

defined and settled, with larger freedom and

concentration. This was indeed a meeting of

the brotherhood. It did, as was said last

month it should do, "show to the world that it

is possible for men to get together and hold

together for half a century without discord or

personal ambition or jealousy or distrust one

of another." It was "an opportunity for giv

ing an unequivocal testimony to the power of

Jesus Christ to dominate and use a body of

men dissimilar in many of their convictions,

but united in keeping supreme their loyalty

to Him, the glory of His name and the honor

of His Kingdom ;" and may the Lord, whose

we are and whom we serve, teach us to work

together in unity and in love, willing with all

our hearts to do his will and work his work

among our fellow-men in this generation.

Sir George Williams, venerable, noble and

devoted, had the privilege on

One April 29 of witnessing the

Man's celebration of the sixtieth

Privilege anniversary of the founding

of the Young Men's Christian

Association, which he suggested and organized

in 1844. A vast concourse of people assem

bled at Exeter Hall, London. That great au

dience sprang to its feet to honor him on his

appearance upon the platform, for the faithful

work he began as a boy of sixty years ago with

that little group of fellow-clerks who met for

prayer in his bedroom and has continued up

to the present day when there are reported

over 7,000 Associations in all countries with

nearly 700,000 members. On June 6 the "Dia

mond Jubilee" of the formation of the Central

Association will be celebrated in London. It

had been our plan to make the July number a

British number, but it has been found neces

sary to delay its issue until August.

There is a seasonableness in this message to

the Buffalo convention from

A Mr. James Stokes, the only

Timely surviving member of the

Word original International Com

mittee of five members, ap

pointed at the Albany convention. Mr. Stokes

speaks in the anxiety of his heart for young

men for whose welfare his life has been chiefly

concerned. There is no period of the year

when the call to men to stand steady and true

is more timely than in the vacation months,

when a letting down of the pressure both in

business and physical life is too often accom

panied by a letting down of the moral stand

ards and spiritual efforts. Mr. Stokes writes :

"If there ever was a time in the history of our

organization when every Association and every

man therein should stand steady and true, it

is to-day. Temptations to young men are

simply overwhelming ; Sabbath breaking is

common in every form, not only of a social

character, but this day is chosen also for a

day of travel. To-day in my own city man

agers of the ball games proposes 'to do a moral

work for young men' by having the ball grounds

open on Sunday, for which they are well

paid. A race course, built at tremendous pub

lic expense, accommodates each Sunday thou

sands who go to see public races. The other

day on one of our court calendars there were

three hundred undefended suits for divorce.

The gambling mania, whether in bridge whist

or in simple prizes, is reaching into all com
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munitics and into all conditions of life, and

even among church members. The other day

I tried to stop a young woman, who confessed

that she had lost a large amount in gambling,

and her answer was that I was too narrow-

minded and that she did not play with those

who could not afford to lose like herself. She

was a church member with no idea of moral

principle involved. Scarcely a day passes but

we are shocked by some immorality, gambling

or other evidences of demoralization, which

wealth quickly gained or too selfishly inherited,

has brought."

Growing out of the visits of Dr. Warner and

Mr. Morse in Australasia a

A Call year a8°> where they met

from w'th the leading men in the

Australasia city Associations in that

country and described the

progress of the movement throughout the

world and in North America, the International

Committee was asked to aid in installing that

type of successful work in its great cities. Dr.

Warner staled upon his return that he was

never so deeply impressed with the value of

that sort of federation and supervision which

(he North American Associations have enjoyed

as during these visits and that the Associations

of that continent would advance with such help.

In securing Mr. D. A. Budge, general secretary

at Montreal, for this important work, the

Committee found a man with rare qualifications,

of long experience and proved success in bring

ing the Montreal Association to the highest

type of Association efficiency. Mr. Budge, ac

companied by Mrs. Budge, is already on the

way to Australasia, the Montreal Association

having generously granted him leave of absence

for five months. The Associations of Canada

have contributed liberally to provide for this

work. Mr. Budge hopes to hold conferences

with the leading Associations in Australasia,

helping each in its work and organizing a Fed

eration committee for a work of supervision.

He will give to Associations the result of his

thirty years' experience as a city secretary and

as a member of the Provincial Committee. No

better success could be asked for Mr. Budge

than such as resulted from the visit of Mr.

Mott seven years ago, when he organized in

Australasia the student Associations, providing

an agency of supervision which has been the

means of conserving and developing that work

in the universities of that continent.

It has taken fifty years to do it, but at last

the Association has produced

A Singable, a hymn book quite adequate

Respectable and suited to its needs. The

Hymn Book book may not suit all men,

but it is suitable for all men.

The hymns represent the masculine Christian

ity that the Association represents. The

fervercd and sickly sentiment is eliminated,

but force and sentiment are not. The hymns

are such that a man may sing and respect him

self and respect religion. The music is sing

able at a men's service. It is evangelical and

evangelistic. The book should be immediately

introduced. For two years the committee has

worked on the compilation, and the members

deserve mention. They are George A. War-

burton, Charles K. Calhoun, L. L. Doggett,

Ph.D., Luther H. Gulick, M.D., George B.

Hodge, William D. Murray, Edward W. Peck,

William H. Sage, Charles R. Towson, Lucien

C. Warner, M.D., and Clarence B. Willis.

The Buffalo convention declared that each

Association should maintain

A for its own benefit a list of

Convention subscribers to ASSOCIATION

Recommendation MEN, including its officers,

leading members and con

tributors, and at the suggestion of Mr. Wood

ward, president of the Washington Associa

tion, declared that a list of 40,000 subscribers

at least should be maintained and that each

Association should as a matter of wise admin

istration circulate a proportionate part of that

number. By this apportionment an Associa

tion of 100 members would maintain a list of

at the minimum twelve subscribers and one

with r>00 members sixty subscribers. By a

unanimous vote the convention approved this

recommendation to the Associations.

Ji

The great federation jubilee and convention

at Buffalo monopolizes the space of this number

and crowds out all else. The July number will

appear about June 25 and will contain much

of the current matter which would naturally

appear in this issue.

Jt

Delay in receiving illustrations for this num

ber is mainly responsible for the magazine ap

pearing a few days late.

Jt

ASSOCIATION MEN is under obligations for

assistance in preparing the reports of the con

vention to Calvin O. Althouse, F. P. Turner,

F. M. Tousey, W. A. Guild, S. W. McGill,

H. W. Gibson, E. W. Titus, F. D. Hopkins

and G. C. Huntington.

J*

At the Buffalo convention there was organ

ized a Dominion Committee among the dele

gates from Canada. A convention will be held

within the next twelve months. For the pres

ent the committee will be located at Montreal.

The Canadian Associations will remain as

heretofore with the international brotherhood,

but the leaders felt the necessity of a national

organization in order to aid in extending the

work, especially in the western provinces of

Canada, which are being so rapidly settled.
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Conference of State and Provincial Secretaries

The Fourth Annual Conference of State and

Provincial Secretaries was held at Niagara

Falls, N. Y.( May 10. Notwithstanding the

fact that the suggestion of holding such con

ferences met with some question and consid

erable criticism, they have steadily grown in

favor and strength. The conference was at

tended by fifty-two out of a possible eighty

secretaries. The average number of years in

Association work of the men present was over

thirteen and the average period in state work

five and one-half years.

The committee in charge of the conference—

H. E. Rosevear, of Kentucky : J. W. Cook, of

New York, and G. S. Budd, of Ohio—arranged

for the conduct of three devotional half hours

as follows : "Our Discipleship," "Our Train

ing" and "Our Devotions."

L. A. Bowman, of Illinois, presented a very

practical paper suggesting plans for State and

Provincial Conventions, Conferences and In

ter-Association Institutes. Only those on the

inside are aware of the tremendous amount of

work necessary in planning and conducting

conventions successfully. The judgment of the

conference indicated the value of the Associa

tion institutes and preferred the annual state

convention rather than the biennial convention.

A Questionaire on the State and Provincial

Committees' Opportunity in the development

of industrial Associations was conducted by

Mr. Budd. Some vital points were considered

.with reference to the inauguration of industrial

work. "The Study of the Field," "First Steps

in Undertaking Industrial Work," "What Con

stitutes an Industrial Association," "Under

What Conditions Should Industrial Associa

tions Be Organized."

Probably (he most helpful theme considered

was by O. B. Van Horn, of Kentucky, "The

State or Provincial Committees' Contribution

to the Promotion of the Religious Work of the

Associations of the State or Province." Ma

terial had been gathered from all quarters to

show what had already been done by the com

mittees in this direction. It was clearly shown

that the contribution of these supervising agen

cies in definite religious work has not been

small. In the discussion which followed it was

convincingly shown that the definition- of the

duties of state secretaries "to raise money and

find fault" was far from the truth, but that the

burden which rested heavily on the heart of

these secretaries was that of helping in the

extension of the Kingdom of Christ in the

hearts of men. Emphasis was laid upon the

importance of bringing blessing into the lives

of local secretaries, who are the real burden-

bearers, and to this end the deepening of the

spiritual life of every state and provincial sec

retary was insisted upon as a necessity.

A memorial service was conducted under the

leadership of I. E. Brown in memory of S. A.

Taggarl, of Pennsylvania, the first state secre

tary, and George A. Hall, the first state secre

tary of New York.

The conference expressed great regret at the

absence of F. H. Burt, formerly state secretary

of Missouri, now connected with the Chicago

Training School, and passed strong resolutions

of appreciation and commendation of his work

in first suggesting the holding of such a con

ference.

Conference on Educational Work

It was universally voted that in point of in

terest and practical helpfulness this conference

was the best yet. This was specially notice

able in the discussions following the papers,

and while these showed at times decided dif

ferences in opinion it was evident that these

grew largely out of the differing local condi

tions in the various fields.

The opening discussion on boys' work, by

Edgar M. Robinson, emphasized the need of

distinct classes and other educational features

for boys. Walter M. Wood, of Chicago, fol

lowed with a discussion of Educational Work

outside of the Association Building. He held

that to enlist in any number the men of a

manufacturing plant in self-improvement it is

best to deal with them first as a crowd, giving,

for instance, noon hour talks at the factory,

which will both entertain and instruct : second,

as a class, giving regular instruction within the

Association walls, and, third, in a club, uniting

those who have some common bond of affinity

for mutual progress in educational lines. He

paid this tribute to the seriousness of the av

erage workman: 'T discovered that the josh

and jolly, supposed to be necessary to interest

these m?n, was entirely out of place in a noon-

hour shop lecture."

The question of summer schools was handled

by W. B. Van Aken, of Detroit, under the

title Educational Work the Year Around.

The evening session opened with a discus

sion of the value of Educational Supervision.

by George A. Gregg. This was followed by a

number of most interesting presentations on

Specialization in Association Educational

Work, led by F. P. Spearc, of Boston, Mass. ;

by Mr. Colburn. of New York; Mr. Hirsch, of

Buffalo; Mr. H. W. Stone, of Portland, and

olhers.

It was clearly shown that in these special

lines, such as The Automobile School and The

School of Interior Decoration, the Associa

tions have a field peculiarly their own, as no

public evening school is likely to undertake the

organization of these small classes where the

expense is great, and the tuition fee must be

correspondingly large.
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ARTHUR KUDMAX. A. W. GII.BKRT. I). nURK JONKS. W. H. MILLAR.

Men of the Association Ranks

William B. Millar sails for the Philippines,

Japan and China, by way of Honolulu and

Guam, leaving San Francisco June 1. He will

IK; gone until October and make a personal

visitation and study of the Association field

among the soldiers and sailors en route. This

is the first visit an international secretary has

made to study the field first hand.

As in the case of similar trips by other inter

national secretaries, the expenses of Mr.

Millar's trip have been provided by persons

deeply interested in the advancement of Chris

tian work in foreign lands, and without charge

to the international budget. Mr. Millar's trip

has been delayed several years. The urgency

of the situation clearly demanded his presence

there two years ago. In addition to the work

in the army and navy, the situation will be

considered with reference to Association work

for native young men in the Philippines.

Mr. Millar will be able to render valuable as

sistance to the Associations in Japan, which

are now undertaking Christian work for the

men in the Japanese army and navy. Already

a considerable number of the Japanese officers

are Christian men. Mr. Millar's visits at

Hongkong, Shanghai, Tien-Tsin, Chefu and

Peking will have special reference to the needs

of American sailors and soldiers.

A. VV. Gilbert and his wife accompany Mr.

Millar. Mr. Gilbert will take up the secretary

ship with the Legation Guard at Peking,

China. Mr. Gilbert is an Iowa man, and has been

assistant secretary at Warren, Pa., for some

years. He is a University of Nebraska gradu

ate, and was a volunteer in a Nebraska regi

ment in the Philippines.

Mr. Arthur Rndman also sails with him to

take up work in the Philippines. Mr. Rudman

has been assistant secretary at Fall River,

Mass., leading in the boys' department. A

third man who goes with Mr. Millar is D. Burr

Jones, boys' secretary and physical director at

Omaha, Neb. Mr. Jones was a sergeant of

volunteers and served two years in the Philip

pines, and has for three years been connected

with the Omaha Association, during which

time he has brought the department up to its

highest membership and service.

Mr. Z. C. Collins, who has been three years

in the Philippines, will come back for a fur

lough this summer.

At a farewell reception given Fred. L. Willis,

at Omaha, Neb., he was presented with a val

uable gold watch. Over 800 persons gripped

his hand in parting. Mr. Willis was secretary

for eight years in Omaha. He has now become

secretary at Worcester, Mass.

WARD E. HANGER.

Ward E. Hanger, for nearly two years sec

retary of Cattaraugus County, N. Y., died April

2S, after a brief illness. Mr. Hanger was one

of the most competent county secretaries and

was demonstrating the possibilities in this new

field. He overworked. Mr. Hanger was a

college-trained man and had been secretary in

Brooklyn.

Charles D. Hurrey becomes student travel

ing secretary for the Central West for the In

ternational Committee. Mr. Hurrey has been

college secretary of Michigan and is succeeded

by Carl H. Smith, of Lansing, who will be

the student and county secretary.

Word has been received announcing the

death of Fred. Young, physical director at

Honolulu. Mr. Young was a physical director

of the highest character and of much promise.

His death was caused by tubercular meningitis.
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Suggestions for Summer Work

BY F. D. FAGC, BROOKLYN.

Physical.—Athletics, baseball, basketball,

tennis, quoits, golf, jumping, running, boating,

bathing, fishing. Cross-country runs, finishing

with a plunge in river, lake, ocean, or the swim

ming pool. Camping, bivouacking in the

woods. Class in rustic work. Wheel runs on

moonlight nights to places of interest, neigh

boring Associations, etc.

Rambles for camera, sketch and other clubs

and groups, led by naturalists, botanists, bird

lovers, geologists, etc. Specimens gathered

and photographs taken to be placed on exhibi

tion at the close of the season.

Social.—Out-of-door socials, receptions, en

tertainments, band concerts, lawn parties, lawn

socials, lawn dinners, suppers.

Ice cream and lemonade socials. Piazza so

cials to small groups or clubs. Tent parties,

roof-garden entertainments, concerts. Car

nivals of games with lantern illumination,

spelling and other contests.

Camp fires with patriotic speeches and songs.

Lemonade and hard-tack for refreshments.

Trolley parties, daylight, moonlight, electric

light, with after social at the Association build

ing. Holiday excursions, with picnic program

of athletics, speeches and fireworks. Moon

light sails, river, lake, ocean, with band con

certs or literary exercises.

Educational.—Out-of-door popular talks and

lectures on subjects in line with summer life—

i. e., vacations, travel, historic scenery, hunt

ing, fishing, bathing, sailing, rowing, rambling,

photography, astronomy, public parks and play

grounds.

Under the trees in some quiet nook the lit

erary society may hold some interesting ses

sions, with live debate's, orations, readings,

story-telling nights, conundrum-guessing con

tests. In a similar place the Reading Circle

may follow a delightful course of reading.

On Memorial and Independence Day special

orations and other appropriate exercises may

be conducted.

Religious.—Out-of-door Bible study on

"Things that Jesus did out of doors." Classes

are to be held on the cool, shady bank of some

stream or lake, or some quiet hillside resort.

Out-of-door meetings for boys, for men and

for men and women. Let the place of meeting

be in a public park, public square, ocean beach,

grove.

The phonograph, graphophone or moving

pictures may be effectively used in this work.

Out-of-door prayer groups, "schools of

prayer" for Christian men.

Hold meeting away off in the heart of the

woods, or on the shore of some quiet stream or

lake, "where none but God is near."

General Association News

THE NEWS FORMS FOR JULY CLOSE JUNE 13.

THE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES AT THE

Springfield Training School will be held June

17. The program is as follows : Wednesday

afternoon, aquatics ; evening, illumination ;

Thursday, afternoon, baseball game, Training

School vs. Alumni (pending) ; Friday morning,

decoration of Mr. Lee's grave by class, Class

Day exercises ; afternoon, graduating exer

cises; evening, commencement dinner, class re

unions. The graduating class, the largest in

the history of the school, numbers thirty-one,

sixteen in the secretarial course and fifteen in

the physical. Eleven of the men have accepted

positions, and the remainder are in correspond

ence with Associations. I. A. Laudenslager

becomes assistant, West Side Branch, New

York; C. T. Rea, assistant, Orange, N. J. ;

Henry Seifert, assistant, Twenty-third Street

Branch, New York; E, E. Thompson, secre

tary, Colored Branch, St. Louis ; C. L. Bon-

namaux, physical director, Paris, France ; E. S.

Elliott, assistant physical director, Boston ;

P. K. Holmes, physical director, Peterborough,

Ont. ; G. M. Pinneo, physical director, Newark,

O. ; N. P. Randel, physical director, Jersey

City; P. B. Samson, physical director, Kansas

State Normal School; J. H. Scott, assistant

physical director, Central Branch, Brooklyn.

THE CHICAGO TRAINING SCHOOL GRADUATED

sixteen men this year. One of these, W. E.

Day, the physical director of Dayton, O., was

an honorary graduate. Nearly all are under

engagement for next year. The graduation

theses covered a variety of subjects, all tech

nical in character. Students have registered

from Massachusetts to California for the Lake

Geneva summer term, and applications are

coming in for the fall term.

THE LAKE GENEVA ENCAMPMENT is MAKING

preparations for a big season. It is expected

that a number of St. Louis Exposition parties

from Associations in the East, South and West

will put Lake Geneva into their itinerary.

There has been but one summer since the

camp opened twenty years ago that the attend

ance has not increased. The season will be

nearly two weeks longer than usual.

DURING THE ABSENCE OF GEORGE T. HEPBRON,

who has been relieved during the summer

months from his work as secretary of the Ath

letic League, that he may act as general over

seer of the physical culture department of the

World's Fair, F. A. Lewis, physical director of

the Young Men's Institute, New York City,

will look after the work of Mr. Hepbron's

office.

PHILADELPHIA CENTRAL MEN HAD LOTS OF

fun at an amateur circus. A rkig was formed

in the center of the gymnasium and covered

with sawdust.
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BOISE, IDAHO, CAVE A BANQUET TO ITS LADIES'

auxiliary with over 100 present. At the head

of each table was a member of the board of

directors.

SAN DIEGO is ABOUT TO LAUNCH A $500 Row

ing barge. The physical department will be

kept running full blast all summer.

SCRANTON IS OFFERING AN ARROW BADGE TO

the winners in its evening cross-country runs.

Associations are holding these runs after the

regular gymnasium class.

PROSPECT PARK BRANCH, BROOKLYN, HAS

organized an athletic club. At an indoor con

test thirty-four men competed, during which

a number of branch records were made.

COLDWATER, MlCH., NOTES AN INCREASE OF

30 per cent, in the attendance at men's meet

ings, 36 per cent, in amount paid for foreign

work, 34 per cent, in Bible-class enrolment, 11

per cent, in membership, 29 per cent, boys' de

partment, and 14 per cent, in the general sec

retary's salary. Of the high school boys 54

per cent, are members.

HAVERHILL, MASS., is PULLING OUT OF ITS

financial difficulties and has 469 members.

THE BELLEVILLE DISTRICT, ONT., WILL HOLD

its camp at Pictou Beach and discuss prob

lems and conditions affecting Association work,

besides having a rattling good time.

THE BROOKLYN ASSOCIATIONS HAVE 5,710

members, which is more than Buffalo has, and

not less, as previously stated.

THE ARMY ASSOCIATION AT PUERTO Rico HAS

now over 200 members, and the committee is

pushing for 300. The attendance is excellent,

in spite of warm weather.

IN SIX MONTHS' WORK AT EAST WEYMOUTH,

Mass., men's meetings have averaged 258, the

membership is 360, daily attendance 100, three

Bible classes are conducted, while nearly 200

lockers are occupied in the gymnasium.

NEW HAVEN HAD 250 GYMNASIUM MEMBERS

at a commencement exercises exhibition, with

addresses by noted men.

AT JACKSON, MICH., A QUIET, SYSTEMATIC

membership campaign has brought the mem

bership up from 260 to 600, adding 340 new

members. It began with a campaign banquet,

at which 100 men were present. Two hundred

and fifty dollars was spent in advertising.

ELMIRA AVERAGED AT THIRTY MEN'S MEETINGS

404 per Sunday, a gain of 50 per cent, over

last year. A gain of 100 per cent, was noted at

seven Bible classes, which enroll 205 men. The

current topic club meetings averaged 109 men,

practical talk club meetings averaged 88. Five

nature study club meetings averaged 67.

RUTLAND, VT., TOLD ITS STORY AT ITS ANNT-

versary exercises by an eight-page program, in

which were printed ten views of the Associa

tion in action. The membership is 723, and a

reduction has been made on the floating debt.

This is a good record for a city of 12,000

population, which pays a rental exceeding

$1,200 annually.

CLEVELAND HAS 4,241 MEMBERS IN ITS

branches, and had on its list 6,560 different men

during the year. Twenty-one clubs have 940

members, educational classes enrolled 1,183 in

forty-one branches, the restaurant fed 569

daily, the gymnasium was used 95,852 times

during the year, its Bible classes enrolled 864

men and boys, and there were 619 different men

doing committee work. The attendance at

1,309 sessions of Bible classes and religious

services totaled 90,231.

THE PITTSFIELD Sun RAN TWELVE FINE CUTS

in the report of the Association's anniversary,

among which were some excellent drawings

made by the drafting class.

LIMA, O., HAS 1,242 MEMBERS, AND RAISED

$12,000 last year to pay debts.

AKRON, O., ALTHOUGH YET WITHOUT A

building, from November to April averaged

565 men at theater meetings. The last meeting

was attended by 1,200 men.

COLUMBUS, O., HAS INTRODUCED POOL AND

billiards and will conduct them under careful

supervision.

CAMDEN, N. J., is BUILDING A BOATHOUSE.

FALL RIVER, MASS., HAS BEEN GIVING A SERIES

of five entertainments to the military com

panies of the city.

WILMINGTON, DEL., HAS VACATED ITS BUILD-

ing and taken up headquarters at its club

house, which was formerly the Delaware Field

Club. An office will be rented downtown and

attention given to securing money for the pro

posed new building.

AT A BANQUET OF THE COLUMBUS, O., AsSO-

ciation Mayor Jeffery said : "I have been a

member of this Association since I was eleven

years old, and although I was out of the city

for six years I never allowed my membership

to lapse."

MR. D. E. HUNTLEY HAS GIVEN BATAVIA

$1,000 for repairs and improvements to the

building.

DAYTON, O., HAS ELECTED E. L. SHUEY

president. The expenses last year were $31,-

438 ; membership, 2,683 ; boys' department, 438 ;

educational department, 779. There were 812

men and 219 boys in Bible classes and shop

meetings had an attendance of nearly 2,000 a

week.

AT A Los ANGELES BANQUET FOR BUSINESS

men ex-Governor Markham said : "The ques

tion what is to be done with the young men of

Los Angeles is the all-important one. Young

men saved the country in the Civil War, and it

is important to-day that young men be fitted

for the place which they are to take. Los

Angeles should have an Association equip

ment adequate to the situation."



The Hill of Tarik in America

By HERBERT S. HOUSTON.

WITH PHOTOGRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS BY ARTHUR HEWITT.

From Madeira the

ship's course was

straight for the Med

iterranean. Among

those on board,

bound for the Orient,

were a New York

publisher and a

bright boy from the

•West, eager for all

the new sights of the

Old World ahead.

As the land breezes caught the pennant

at the masthead, the boy scanned the eastern

horizon and he kept it up for hours.

"What are you looking for so hard?" in

quired the publisher.

"Oh, I want to sec that big sign of the Pru

dential on Gibraltar," and the boy still peered

into the east. When at last the great rock,

the hill of Tarik the Saracen, lifted its head

above the ocean the boy searched in vain for

the sign he was sure he would see. For him.

as for all other Americans who read the maga

zines, the Prudential was inseparably associated

with Gibraltar. And this association has made

the rock and the insurance company almost in

terchangeable terms, simply because each sug

gested strength. But the American Gibraltar

achieved its strength in a fewr years by daunt

less human endeavor while the slow accretions

of ages gave strength to its namesake—the

mighty Hill of Tarik.

Ten years after the close of the Civil War—

a period so recent that its history has scarcely

been written—the Prudential was established

in Newark. As if foreknowing the great rock

to which it would grow, it began its founda

tion in a basement office. It was like the be

ginning of the New York Herald by Bennett,

the elder, in a bascmenj on Ann street. But it

would be an idle play with words to make a

basement office the real foundation of the Pru

dential. It was something much deeper down

than that—nothing else than the bed-rock

American principle of democracy. The Pru

dential applied the democratic principle to life

insurance. As Senator Dryden, of New Jer

sey, the founder of the company, has said,

"Life insurance is of the most value when most

widely distributed. The Prudential and the

companies like it are cultivating broadly and

soundly among the masses the idea of life in

surance protection. To them is being carried

the gospel of sell-help, protection and a higher

life."

And what has been the result of the demo

cratic American principle worked out in life

insurance? In 1875 the first policy was written

in the Prudential. At the end of 1903 there

were 3,447,307 policies in force on the books

of the company, representing nearly a billion

dollars. The assets in 1870 were $2,232, while

twenty-seven years later; in 1903, they were

more than 30,000 times greater, or $72,712,-

43.5.41. the liabilities at the same time being

$62,578,410.81. This is a record of growth Uiat

is without precedent in insurance, and that is

hard to match in the whole range of industry.

The rise of the Prudential to greatness reads

like a ronnncc in big figures, b':t. in fict, it is

U. S. SENATOR JOHN F. DRYDF.N, PRESIDENT

OF THE PRUDENTIAL.
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a record of business expansion that has been as

natural as the growth of an oak. The corn

crop of the country seems too big for compre

hension until one sees the vast fields of the

Middle West, and then it appears as simple as

the growth of a single stalk. So with the Pru

dential. To say that, in ten years, the com

pany's income grew from something more than

$9,000,000 a year to more than $39,000,000 last

year is amazing as a general statement, but

when made in relation to the broad principles

on which that growth has been based, it be

comes as much a matter of course as the corn

crop. There is no mystery about it; but there

is in it, from the day when the principles were

planted in Newark until these great harvest

days, the genuine American spirit of achieve

ment, strong, hopeful and expansive.

The Prudential Insurance Company of

America is a national institution. It was founded

to provide insurance for the American people

on the broadest possible basis, consistent with

strength and safety. It doss not write insur

ance abroad. In the fullest sense it has worked

out the democratic idea of safe insurance for

the great masses of the American people. It has

adjusted its policies to American conditions; it

has based its dividends on ihe earning power

of American investments; it has placed its pre

mium rates on the American tables of vital

statistics ; in a word, it was intended to be and

it has become an insurance company for the

American people. And they have met the

Prudential's broad American principles with a

broad American support, and, as a result, the

company's marvelous growth has come as

naturally as the full ear on the stalk. But,

as the full ear is always on a stalk that has been

cultivated, so, too, the growth from the Pru

dential's principles has come through their

spread by an organization that is a marvel of

efficiency.

And right here is the most stirring chapter

of the Prudential's rise to greatness. Just as

Grant and Lee organized their armies, or as

Kouropatkin and Yamagata plan their cam

paigns in Asia, so does the Prudential work out

its national insurance propaganda. The com

pany's organization is essentially military. It

is a wonderful combination of big grasp and

outlook with the most painstaking thorough

ness and system in details. And. as is always

the case in every organization that throbs

throughout with intelligent energy, there is a

man at the center of it. This man has a con

structive imagination lighting up a New Eng

land brain. To business prudence there is

added the large vision which sweeps the

horizon for opportunity. Naturally, to such a

vision the application of the democratic idea

to insurance was an opportunity of the first

magnitude. When seen, it was grasped and

developed. The Prudential was founded. In

the most careful way, its idea was tested, just

as the Secretary of Agriculture tests seeds at

the Government's experiment farms. Here

was where prudence kept the large vision in

proper focus. Gradually the idea took root and

grew. Year after year the Prudential added to its

number of policy-holders, and all the time the

company was working out a more liberal basis

for its democratic idea. But each time a more

liberal policy was offered, it was fully tested.

"Progress with strength" is the way President

Dryden describes the company's principle of

growth—the results, clearly, of vision and pru

dence. At the end of ten years of this method

of growth the company reached the point

where, it was believed, insurance could be

safely offered for any amount with premiums

payable on any plan, either in weekly install

ments or at longer periods. Within the five

years, 1SS6 to IH'JO, inclusive, the company's

assets increased nearly fivefold, from $1,040,816

to $5,084,895, and the amount of insurance in

force from $40,206,445 to $139,163,654.

The Prudential had found itself. The idea
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of democratic insurance had been fully tested

and adjusted to the needs and conditions of the

American people. Then, with a boldness

which only large vision could have quickened,

the plan was formed to make the Prudential's

idea known in every section of the country.

Gibraltar was chosen as the symbol of the com

pany's strength, and advertising—the telling of

the Prudential idea to the people—was begun.

At that time insurance

advertising was a sea as

unknown as the Atlantic

when Columbus set sail

from Palos. But, with a

map of the United States

for chart and a live idea

for compass, the Pruden

tial took passage in

nearly every important

magazine in the country,

and thus safely made

port in millions of homes.

As the insurance idea

was carried broadcast in

this wide publicity, it was

followed up by the well-

drilled army of Pruden

tial agents.

Again it was vision

and prudence and again

the result was "Progress

with strength." The Pru

dential grew into a place

of foremost importance,

known in every part of

the world. The printed

a n no u n ce tnent—always

attractive and suggestive

—had never gone ahead

of men bearing the insur

ance message until sent

by the Prudential, and

this conjunction marked

the epoch in business in

which advertising and

personal endeavor should

be used as complemen

tary forces.

The Prudential public

ity is accompanied by

wise promotion from a

field force of over 12,000, some of whom

have been with the company for over a

quarter century, working in almost every

State of the Union. They have the zeal

of Crusaders and it is kept at ardent pitch

through an organixation that could not fail to

produce a wonderful esprit de corps. Wise di

rection and constant encouragement come from

the home office, and then the company's agents

are grouped in districts, under superintendents

and assistant superintendents, managers, gen

eral agents and special agents, and in each dis

trict a strong spirit of emulation is developed

by human contact and cooperation. Weekly

meetings are held, and the problems of wisely

presenting insurance arc discussed. Compara

tive records of the men arc kept in many dis

tricts, and prizes arc offered for those writing

the largest volume of business, for those mak

ing the greatest individual increase, and for

HOME OFFICE BUILDINGS, THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COM

PANY, NEWARK, N. J.

many other contests. This wholesome rivalry

produces an alertness and industry which are to

the company an invaluable asset in human ef

ficiency. A few weeks after this magazine ap

pears probably 2.000 agents of the Prudential—

those who have made the best records for the

year—will be brought to Newark from all parts

of the country. They will, of course, visit the

home offices and come in contact with the di

recting center of their wonderful organization.

And, after all, there is no place where one
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feels the greatness of the Prudential quite so

much as in the vast granite piles which have

been raised for the company's home buildings.

They rise above the Jersey meadows as Gib

raltar does above the

sea, a convincing wit

ness, surely, to the

growth and to the

strength of the Pru

dential. But they are

not a cold, gray rock,

but a living organism

throbbing from vital

contact with millions

of policy-holders.

There are now four

of these great build-

A MACHINE THAT ings, all occupied by

ALMOST THINKS. the company. In one

of them is the Pru

dential's publishing plant, which, in equipment,

surprising as this may seem, is equal to that

of almost any publishing house in the country.

Millions of booklets, two publications for the

company—one, "The Prudential," with a cir

culation of more than two millions—and the

policies are all printed here, besides no end of

commercial printing for the home office and for

the district agencies. The big composing-room,

the pressroom with its eighteen presses, the

bindery with its folding, cutting, sewing and

numbering machines, are models of cleanliness

and light. But, for that matter, all the build

ings are as spick-and-span as a man-o'-war.

There are subways, well lighted, under the

streets, connecting the different buildings. In

every way there has been, in the arrangements,

a conservation of energy and time to produce

economy and efficiency in carrying on the com

pany's vast business. As indicating how vast

that is, the mail coming to and going from the

Prudential is nearly as large as for all I he rest

of Newark, a city with more than 250,000 popu

lation and of great industrial importance. The

mailing department is really a big city post-

office. And in all the departments one gets the

feeling of size that comes in the enormous

Government buildings at Washington. And it

is as a national institution that the Prudential

always fixes itself on the mind—its fundamental

idea of democracy in insurance, its nation-wide

organization for spreading the idea, its essen

tially American spirit throughout, all make the

company worthy of its name—the Prudential

Insurance Company of America.

To-day the Prudential is paying over 300

claims a day, or about forty each working

hour. On many policies settlement is made

within a few hours by the superintendent of the

district ; on the large policies a report is sent

immediately to the home office and settlement

authorized by telegraph. And on over 45 per

cent, of the claims more money is paid than

the policy calls for. From the beginning the

Prudential has followed lines of great liber

ality, whether in dealing with the family where

the policy is kept in the bureau drawer, or with

the estate of the millionaire.

It would be interesting to describe the broad

activities that hum in the great buildings at

Newark, but they would more than require an

entire article themselves. So, too, with the

equipment and furnishings of the buildings

which, in the way of complete adjustment to

their particular work, are probably unequaled in

the world. For example, in the actuarial de

partment is a card machine, invented by the

actuary of the company, which can do all but

think. But many of these things, in miniature,

will be seen by the thousands who go to the

World's Fair at St. Louis. They will find in

the Prudential's exhibit in the Palace of Edu

cation, a fine model of all the buildings, and

also the fullest data concerning life insurance

that have ever been brought together.

A SECTION OF PRESS-ROOM.

But the last word about the Prudential is

not told at any exposition. It is found in the

.1, 500,000 policies which form a stupendous ex

hibit on the value of life insurance in develop

ing thrift, safe investment and home protection

in a nation. Of course, such an exhibit could

never have been possible if the Prudential had

not worked out safe policies that would meet

the broad needs of the American people.
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THE HARTFORD ASSOCIATION, OHIO COUNTY,

Ky., is reported as the first county Association

to own its own building.

THIRTY-SIX BOYS ATTENDED THE OLDER BOYS'

meeting in connection with the Norfolk, Mass.,

county convention, and made a definite ac

ceptance of Christ, and of this number twenty-

five are now arranging to become members of

the churches in Norwood, the convention town.

This fact has had a very stimulating effect on

the general religious life and work of the town.

THE SHELBYVILLE, SHELBY COUNTY, KY.,

Association has just moved into new quarters

in the Carnegie Library building.

MONROE, LA., HAS ORGANIZED A "GET-ONE"

campaign, and begun a thorough canvass of the

town for memberships. Each "get one" in the

winning division is to have a free seat at a

"Dollar Banquet." The losing side pays 50

cents each, except those who secure three mem

bers. All others may attend for $1. A series

of weekly basketball championship games com

menced May 20. One thousand and seventy-

five dollars has been raised for current ex

penses, and the Ladies' Auxiliary has about

completed payment on a $500 piano.

PORTLAND, ORE., HAS 795 DIFFERENT MEN

and boys enrolled in its educational depart

ment, and 330 different men and boys were en

rolled in Bible classes, not counting the average

weekly attendance of 194 in three shop Bible

class.es.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA., SENT FOURTEEN DELE-

gates to the state convention, who were so en

thused that they volunteered to raise $1,000 for

state work in Birmingham. At their fellow

ship lunch the Sunday after the convention

they took up a subscription from the members

present, amounting to $207.50, this making

$365 on their $1,000.

AT THE EAGLES' MERE BIBLE CONFERENCE

the Bible teachers will be: Rev. W. H. Mar

quess, D.D., of til? Louisville Theological Semi

nary, Louisville; Bishop Rudolph Dubbs, of

the United Evangelical denomination ; Rev.

John Timothy Stone, of the Brown Memorial

Church, Baltimore, and the leaders of Group

Studies on Religious Work Problems, Lyman

L. Pierce, general secretary, Washington, D.

C. ; W. H. Chapin, general secretary, Mont-

clair, N. J. ; E. T. Colton, and Fred. B. Smith,

secretaries of the International Committee.

IN A RECENT CANVASS DuLUTH RAISED $850

toward $1,000 for the support of B. A. Shu-

man, at Buenos Ayres. L. D. Wishard was pres

ent a part of two days and addressed large au

diences in the Association and in the leading

churches. A World's Fair Club is being or

ganized to visit St. Louis in a private car.

While at the fair the car will be used for hotel

purposes.

THE PROVINCIAL DISTRICT SECRETARY OF ON-

tario and Quebec recently made a six weeks'

tour, visiting at Modoc, Campbellford, Pictou

and Trenton. At the latter point new rooms

are being secured. The 137 corresponding

members in Ontario and Quebec are sending

scores of letters about young men to the pro

vincial office, Toronto. Mr. Hart, at Winni

peg, is getting a large part of them, as the rush

to the northwest of Canada is very great.

THE ASSOCIATION AT PORT HOPE, ONT.,

under the direction of John Hayden, has had

its building renovated, a new heating system

and baths installed and the hall fitted up as a

modern gymnasium in charge of Mr. McGuire

from the Toronto Association Training School.

This Association was almost closed for ten

years, but a Bible study club of twelve mem

bers, organized in November, 1901, developed

a strong band that now officers the work and

everything looks hopeful. It took the district

secretary four days to dig out these twelve

men, but it has paid big.

THE KINGSTON, ONT., ASSOCIATION HAS

called Alfred Stokes, formerly secretary for

three years at Yarmouth, N. S., as general sec

retary. He assumes his duties June 14. W. A.

Levitt, president of the Pictou, Ont., Associa

tion section, has been called temporarily to

Kingston Association, and will assist in the

military camp work in July.

A LARGE BIBLE STUDY CLUB WAS ORGANIZED

at Renfrew, Ont., December 4, 1902. A recent

visit from Secretary Wilkie resulted in a strong

section being formed in March, 1904, with a

fine suite of six rooms, and W. McD. Tait, a

student, in charge evenings. The work grew

so fast that Mr. Tait could not get time for

school, and the president, W. H. Kearney, was

forced to neglect his business. There are over

200 members, average attendance at Bible

classes, thirty-five and fifty each evening. The

provincial district secretary made a thorough

canvass and secured enough to provide for a

$1,300 annual budget, and organized a vigorous

Association, which extended a call to E. T.

Peel, a student from the Toronto Association

Secretarial School.

APRIL 6, 1902, MR. THOMAS WILKIE ORGAN-

ized a Bible study Club of twelve members,

all young business men, at Pembroke, Ont.

The club did good work and got so interested

that Mr. Wilkie was asked to return and or

ganize an Association. A drawing-room meet

ing was held, and after a twenty days' canvass

$2,518 was secured, most of it on a three years'

basis. On April 15, 1904, the Association was

organized with 230 members, with S. S. Aplerr,

of Peterboro, called. It is now at work in a

suite of nine rooms well suited to the work

;ind nicely furnished.
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Maj. George A. Hilton, of Alhambra,

Cal., having several Association calls for evan

gelistic meetings next fall, will probably go

East in September.

An Association is projected in Hanover,

Ont.

Toronto Central, at its annual meeting

on May 17, reported high-water mark in 2,101

members, and the West End Branch of 860

members. Both buildings need substantial en

largement to keep pace with the work. The

total membership of all the Toronto Associa

tions, including railway and college branches,

totals 4,046. Toronto can claim that it has

more buildings and a larger membership than

any city in the world of its size.

In the spring campaign at Mobile, Ala.,

the membership committee started a canvass

for 100 members, and has secured about half

the number. A Current Topic Club has been

organized. Two new Bible classes have been

organized. A class in electric engineering,

composed of twenty men, has begun work. A

series of eight games will be played by the

basketball team in the local park, the theatrical

companies giving away to the Association

teams. The Park Company furnishes the

grandstand and lights.

Louisville, Ky., has a shop Bible class,

averaging 140 in attendance. Not less than six

men have been brought into church member

ship through this class. A $40 organ was pur

chased by the men. The organ box and

benches were built by the company. The com

pany contributed $100 in acknowledgment of

the value of the class to the men and the man

agement.

One hundred and twenty persons sub-

scribed $1,841 to the current expense fund at

Passaic last year. At the first meeting of the

directors this year twelve men subscribed $2,250

toward a $5,000 fund for a larger work. These

large subscriptions came as a result of the

broad work undertaken and accomplished

through the young men in the Bible classes,

committees and literary society during the past

nine months. Eighteen young men are taking

a special summer course in "Christ Among

Men," so that they may be ready for personal

effort in connection with the fall work.

The third anniversary of the Colored

Men's Branch, New York City, was observed

in its new building, 252 West 54th street The

property was purchased for $28,000, and $6,000

was expended in making the two buildings

practically one house and furnishing dormi

tories in the two upper floors. Toward the

total cost of $34,000 $3,000 was provided by the

members of the branch and their friends, and

a canvass has been opened for raising the bal

ance of $31,000. The membership is about

four hundred. The attendance at forty ses

sions of the Bible class was 6,163, which, with

other religious services, resulted in ninety-five

men united with churches during the year.

The enrolment in the educational department

was fifty-three, and 245 men were placed in po

sitions the past year.

SECRETARIAL REGISTER.

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

Aplin, S. S., to Pembroke, Ont.

Coffman, G. R., to Centerville, la.
Coleman, H. E., Weymouth, Mass., res.

Cookingham, E. P., to Whitehall N. Y.
Coykendale, C. F., Lestershirc, N. Y., res.
Dunn, D. A., to Sault Ste. Marie, Wis.
Fagg, F. D., Brooklyn, to New Britain, Conn.
Gatchell, Theo., Knoxville, Tenn., res.
Gilbert, A. W., to Peking, China (Army).

Godard, A. H., New Britain, to Indianapolis.
Hanna, S. B., Paducah, Ky., res.
Heilman, F. W., Canton, 111., res.
Jones, D. B., Omaha, to Manila, P. I. (Army).

Richardson, D. H., Centerville, la., res.
Rudman, Arthur, Fall River, to Manila, P. I. (Army).
Thompson, E. E., to St. Louis, Mo. (colored).
Turner, W. W., Asheville, N. C, res.

Wade, B. C, to Omaha, Neb.
Williams, A. B., to Central Dept., Cleveland, O.

Williams, P. B., to Canton, O.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

Bean, W. W., Charleston, S. C, res.
Christian, L. J., Fort Monroe, Va. (Army).
Hall, G. W., to Ottumwa, la.
Horn, J. A., to Hazleton. Pa.
Hutchinson, T. H., to Peterborough, Ont.
Laudenslager, I. A., to West Side Branch, New York.
McKee, W. E., to Lima, O.
Prentice, P. L, to Orange, N. J.
Rea, C T., to Orange, N. J.
Richardson, E. E., to Poplar Bluff, Mo. (R .R.)
Smith, A. L, Hazleton, Pa., res.
West, W. C, Montgomery, Ala., res.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.

Batchelor, J. R., to Cedar Rapids, la.
Bretthauer, H. F., Galveston, Tex., res.
Diller, David, to Sacramento, Cal.
Elliott, E. S., to Boston, Mass. (Asst.)
Holmes, P. K., to Peterborough, Ont.
Merz, Charles, Sacramento, Cal., res.
Roth, J. L, Easton, Pa., res.
Saunders, W. W., Brooklyn Cent., res.
Scott, J. H., to Brooklyn Central (Asst.).
Stevens, D. J., Derby, Conn., res.
Thomas, E. £., Passaic, N. J., res
Wilkinson, J. G., Rahway, N. J., res.
Young, Fred, Honolulu, H. I. deceased.

BOYS' WORK DIRECTORS.

Ackerman. E. G., to Erie, Pa.
Bivin, G. D., to Lima. O.
Tamieson, A. A.. Nashville, res.
McDonald, L. L, to Rock Island, 111.
Reed, W. H., Colorado Springs, Col., res

LAKE GENEVA DATES, 1804.

College Students' Conference, June 17-26.
Summer Term of Training School, July 2-29.
Volunteer Workers' Conference, August 6-14.

COLLEGE CONFERENCE DATES.

Gearhart, Ore., May 29-June 6.
Waynesville, N. C, June 10-19.
Lakeside, O., June 17-26.
Lake Geneva, Wis., June 17-26.
East Northfield, Mass., July 1-10.
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THE TWENTY-THIRD STREET BRANCH, NEW

York, membership is now over 2,100. A class

has been formed to teach English to foreign-

born young men. All of the 120 dormitories

are filled and work is going on as if there had

not been a year's interim.

SIXTY-FIVE MEMBERS OF THE ALBANY-NEW

York colony had a reunion last month, dining

at the Twenty-third Street Branch, in which

former secretaries E. W. Booth, O. F. Twist,

Dr. John H. Elliott and Frank Ober took a

hand.

THE VERMONT CONVENTION WAS HELD IN

Montpelier. The distinguishing feature of the

year's work is that for the first time a man has

been employed to give his entire time as state

secretary. At the beginning of the year a state

policy was formed, money secured for the

maintaining of the work and a man placed in

time to cover nine months of the year before

the convention. The year was closed with all

bills paid and a little money in the treasury.

Among the developments of the year was a

Railroad Association organized and work

commenced in a new building free of debt. A

careful study has been made of the conditions

of the men in one county, resulting in a county

convention, at which a county committee was

elected, and an effort is now being made to

secure $1,500 for the year's budget before call

ing a county secretary. The organization of

small town Associations has already been

begun in that county. The following are a few

of the interesting facts brought out in the

study of the county. It is composed of four

teen townships, with a total population of

30,198. The largest of the townships consti

tutes about one-fourth of the population, while

the smallest township has a population of 750.

There are fifty community centers. Fifteen

per cent of the population is foreign-born; 10

per cent, of the population, ten years of age

and over, cannot write; 41 per cent, is Roman

Catholic, with nine churches ; 59 per cent, is

Protestant, with fifty-one churches; 75 per

cent, of the Protestant population does not at

tend church; 75 per cent, of the Protestant

population is non-church members ; 83 per cent,

of the Protestant male population does not at

tend church; 89 per cent, of the Protestant

male population is non-church members; 21

per cent, of the Protestant church membership

is men; 32 per cent, of the Protestant church

attendance is men. Thirty-five men and six

teen of the older boys expressed a desire to

enter the Christian life at the Sunday meetings

of the convention. About one-half of the

budget for the new year is secured and the full

amount will be pledged within a few weeks.

SUMMIT, N. J., HAS EXPOSED ITS MEMBERS TO

the inoculation of Association ideas at three

recent banquets. One presided over by Dr.

Mabie had present 126 of the leading men in

the place, which is suburban to New York. It

was remarked that "no other organization in

Summit could bring out such a gathering of

men." At a later gymnasium dinner seventy-

two men were present, addressed by Dr. Fisher.

At the third fifty-six boys of 12 to 18 listened

to F. M. Tousey and C. R. Scott

RAHWAY, N. J., is WELL ALONG ON A CAN-

vass to raise $8,000 to clear off a $4,000 mort

gage and for current work.

BRANTFORD, ONT., ON MAY 22, INVITED THE

Dufferin Rifles to attend a service addressed by

Bishop Baldwin. The great St. John's Church

choir sang and music was furnished by the

regimental band. The secretary is a lieutenant

of this company. The membership is 515.

NEWARK AVERAGED 550 MEN AT FOUR SUN-

day meetings this spring. The total at seven

different boys' Bible classes for four months

averaged 100.

PLAINFIELD, N. J., HAS STARTED SHOP CLASSES

and averages seventy-eight at one shop and

thirty-eight at another.

SPARTANBURG, S. C, HAS RECEIVED THE PRES-

ent of a Mathushek piano. The men's meet

ing averages 230.

SEATTLE HAS HAD A CLASS FOR MINING MEN.

Nineteen students, members of the Electricity

Club, closed their season with a reception, at

which experiments were given. Four men

have been sent to the university this season.

Another group of seven from the educational

classes is planning to enter in the fall. A sys

tematic effort is being made to prepare such

ambitious young men for college. Sixty men

sat for the international examinations. There

are 410 in classes and clubs.

SPOKANE HELD ITS FAREWELL MEETING IN THE

old rooms on Sunday, May 1. The pastors

expressed their appreciation of what the Asso

ciation has meant to the churches and to the

community, and the directors spoke of the help

the service has been to them personally. Young

men spoke of their conversion and the inspira

tion to their life in the old rooms. A new

building campaign is on. At a new members'

dinner a young men's committee of fifty was

organized and assumed $10,000. It has now

$4,028 in pledges. Ten members gave $100

each. Twenty-three citizens have pledged

$13,596.

WHITE PLAINS, N. Y., ENTERTAINED 100

guests at its first annual dinner. It was the

most representative gathering of men ever

brought together in White Plains around the

dinner table. The year shows a floating debt

of $1,400 pledged, membership trebled, current

expenses paid monthly. A feature has been a

prayer service at 7.45 in the morning, before

train time, for a group of Association mem

bers. It is held in the homes of the neighbor

hood.
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A MEMORABLE PICTURE.

One of the former great studeqt conferences at Northfield at prayer. Mr. Moody on the platform.

What a Conference Did for a Man

FOR TWENTY YEARS ASSOCIATION MEN HAVE MET IN SUMMER CON

FERENCES BY LAKESIDE AND IN THE COUNTRY. HERE ARE SOME ACCOUNTS

OF THE INFLUENCES OF THESE MEETINGS AS TOLD BY MANY MEN. FOR

OBVIOUS REASONS THE WRITERS DO NOT USE THEIR NAMES.

The Summer Conference Ii. IKrrnce—The

fact that the results of the summer conferences

are not trumpeted renders the ordinary man

wholly ignorpnt of the huge accomplishments

of the meetings. One who has not come into

close touch with the spirit that predominates

the ten-day sessions of the student conferences

scarcely realizes the training and equipment

the men receive at the close of the college year.

In short, these conferences are centers which

cause men to cut away from impurity, and, fur

thermore, prepare them to render the most

service to their fellows. Let me present some

facts that have come under my observation.

A young man who was one of the leading

athletes in his college was invited to attend

a Western conference. He had a passive in

terest in religious affairs. While in attendance

at the various meetings his real relation to

others dawned upon him. In other words, he

received a new view of life activity, and from

there his face was turned to one of the world's

most difficult mission fields.

One day, after one of the session's talks on

purity, a young man asked me to take a walk

with him. After we had separated from our

companions he took me into his confidence.

He told me of a new conception that had

come to him that day. He said: "1

never knew my sinfulncss until this afternoon.

This has been a day of incisive self-examina

tion. If I could only get away from my be

setting sin !"

A leader in the musical circles of his college

spent two days under the elevating influence

of a conference. Little did we think that much

of an impression was being made upon him.

But ere the close came a man's life purpose had

shifted ; he had cut loose from his moorings.

Now he is living a life of splendid effort among''

men.

The daily study of the Bible has an important

part, and an hour before breakfast one can see

men stealing away to some quiet spot, to be

alone with God. Mission study is emphasized,

and many a fellow gets his first vision of the
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needs of the whole world. The life-work

meetings are made atlractive by efficient speak

ers, and each year students quietly decide on

their vocations. Then the association with the

leaders in Christian work leaves a helpful im

pression.

If I were asked to describe the real

dynamic of a conference I should fail. There

is no tangible power. Men speak, and those

who listen see their faults and see their remedy

in Christ. The result is the fellows change

their mode of living; they live more honestly

before their fellow-men ; they pay their debts,

rector and is now preaching the gospel in a

Northern city.

Forced to Decision—He was deeply im

pressed at the student conference, but unwill

ing to give up some things in his life which

he knew to be questionable. He sought in

terviews with the leader for the purpose of ar

guing to attempt to satisfy his conscience. One

leader made the mistake of suggesting; that he

go on in these things if he did not think them

wrong. The man's conscience saved him from

the advice given. Before the conference closed

he decided the matter, but was not willing to

REPRESENTATIVES FROM CANADA AT NORTHl-'IELD IN 1002.

abolish vicious secret practices, overcome self

ishness by genuine service ; cleanliness and

Christ-likeness become supreme.

Of the Inactive Actives —Two men went

together to a volunteer workers' conference.

It was a matter of recreation more than any

thing else with both. They had been actively

identified with the Association for many years,

but belonged to the "inactive" active mem

bers' class. The place and program were at

tractive, and there ?cemed to be something going

on with which they were not familiar. After

four days of the conference the pressure became

too strong and one of the men left for home.

"Too much piety," he said. The other fellow

stayed through, righted his life, entered the

physical department of the Association as di-

make known his decision. On returning home

he sought his "chum" and together they went

out under the trees on the campus, when this

conversation took place : "L , we must settle

this thing one way or the other. Either we

must give up these things which arc hinder

ing our religious life or else we must drop

our religion." In prayer they settled it for all

ti-me, and the next year both entered heartily

into Association work in college. One of them

is now in a technological school and the other

in an Eastern university taking post-graduate

work. Both are presidents of the Association

in their institution. A little taste of college

society came near blighting the lives of two

tremendously efficient men. The attendance of

one of them at the student conference marked

the turning of the tide.
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BASEBALL AT EAGLESMERE CONFERENCE.—GOOD FOR TWO RUNS.

ASSOCIATION CAMI', LAKE GENEVA.
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CONFERENCE SPEAKER ATHLETE

TWEEN SESSIONS.

BE-

A High School Boy's Awakening—A young

man in the boys' department just graduating

from high school had been fighting the battle of

entering college. He had decided not to go,

but to enter business and thought he had won.

He attended the student conference. His eyes

were opened. He saw visions of possibilities

for his life of which he had never dreamed.

Two years of hard work have placed him

among the leaders in college life.

A Town Rowdy—Two brothers raised with

easy ideas of life in a small Southern town

made things lively, disagreeably so, for the in

habitants for a few years. They went to col

lege, learned to smoke cigarettes and other

things which go along with the aspiration to be

"tough." Both were popular, and one was

sent as a delegate to the Southern student con

ference. An awful struggle ensued. The vic

tory was won. He gave himself to a life of

use-fulness. The other day he was announced

to preach in the little home church, and stand

ing room was not to be had. Those who heard

him remarked that it seemed impossible for

such a change to have come over the boy. The

brother is still smoking cigarettes.

A Grip on Larger Things—A young man

went from a small denominational college in

the West to the Geneva Student Conference.

He was president of his Student Association,

but had very little conception of the spirit and

possible power of the Association among his

fellow-students, while the organization in his

institution was doing little more than hold a

prayer-meeting, attended by a few of the faith

ful. He got a broad conception of Association

work and methods. He returned to his college

determined to bring things to pass and went

to work. He perfected the organization; in

spired his committee, chairman and members;

inaugurated an all-round work; became one of

the best personal workers in the Institution,

and has now gone out to preach the unsearch

able riches of Christ.

A Christian and an Athlete— A man went

from one of the State Universities in the Mid

dle West to the student conference at Lake

Geneva. According to his own statement he

had little more than a nominal acquaintance

with Christ and no controlling life purpose.

He came to know Jesus as a personal friend,

present with him day by day. Service for his

fellows became the natural outgrowth of his

life. He attained influence in his college as a

student and athlete and as Christian leader.

A presentation of the claims of foreign mission

service upon his life led him to volunteer for

such service. He finished the year of service

as president of the University Association, has

entered Association work and expects to spend

his life upon the mission field.

A New Lead—At one of the conferences

at Silver Bay last summer there was a man

who got a new "lead" and followed it up im

mediately. He was the son of a wealthy man

in Philadelphia and had been practicing law for

seven years with considerable success. But,

like Charles G. Finney, he got a retainer for

the Lord Jesus Christ to plead for Him before

the bar of the hearts of sinful men. During

the past winter he has given up his law busi

ness, and next fall will enter a theological semi

nary to fit himself for work in the foreign

mission field.

There was another man at the same confer

ence who had had a "lead" for ten years, but

had not followed it, and he realized what he had

done, only when it was too late. He was a

minister, and was over thirty-five years of age.

For the past ten years, according to his own

confession, he had not preached a missionary

sermon, attended a missionary meeting, or read

a missionary book for fear he would have to go

to the mission field. During the conference he

realized that he had been shutting his eyes to

God's commands and decided to offer him

self to the Mission Board. When he did so the

secretary told him that he was too old, that

he had delayed too long in applying.
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SWIMMING-

HOUR JOLLITY AT

EAGLESMERE.

Everybody suims at

the summer confer

ences. T-AO hours a

Jay are spent in the

water, u-hen every

sort of equatorial

sport is enjoyed.

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC DELEGATES AT THIL

SOUTHERN CONFERENCE.

STUDYING

METHODS.

One of the many

volunteer conference

classes meeting daily

for ten days and

studying -various de

partments of Associa

tion methods and

work. This class is

led by C. W. Diet

rich, of Brooklyn.

Many secretaries se

cure at these sum

mer conferences in-

valuable training.

THE CONFERENCE CLASS.

The popular place of meeting is under the trees or on

bluffs overlooking the lake.

'•«t«t««4«tf 4 4 4 4 44 Ai i»* '.'.'
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KENTUCKY'S* DELEGATION AT THE SOUTH

ERN STUDENT CONFERENCE.

"Be sure of this, young man. God's plan is

the best plan for you, even if you die in the

jungles of India."

"He Cleaned Up "--At the student confer

ence at Lake Geneva three years ago Mott

spoke on "Sin," and among other results one

man's sin found him out. He was to be a

senior in his university the next year and had

been selected to lead the Christian Associa

tion. In his freshman year he had-poneyed

through an examination in philosophy. He

knew that the only penalty for stealing was

expulsion, but when he fully realized that his

university status did not rightly belong to him

he wrote to the professor of philosophy and

confessed what he had done. After he had

mailed the letter he said : "I don't expect I

shall get an opportunity to go back to the uni

versity next year, but if I. do I am going to

make my life count for Jesus Christ." Before

the close of the conference he received word

from the professor that in view of his excel

lent record for the past two years ho would

make no report of the matter, gave the man

his opportunity, and fortunately for many stu

dents in the university he used it. The Chris

tian Association became stronger that year

than it had ever been before. In one day there

were two meetings held in the university town,

which resulted in 100 men and boys deciding to

trj to become like Jesus Christ. The planning

and work for these meetings was done or got

done by the one man who had "cleaned up."

New Purposes Awakened—A student went

to a college conference as a representative of

a college having a Christian Endeavor Society,

not an Association. Hs got something at the

conference that, in the language of one of his

fellows, "stood by him all the year." The re

sult was a habit of Bible study and increased

work of the society which later changed to

a regular Association.

A Silent Christian who was not a member

of the Church attended a state convention,

where he got an idea of what it really meant

to be a Christian and decided to give one-tenth

of his income to Christian work. He joined a

church the first Sunday after his return, en

tered a campaign for building fund for the

Association and laid aside political honors to

make the building canvass a sure success.

A Michigan man attended college conference

and was impressed with opportunities to invest

his life in Association work. Now a county

secretary is doing excellent work.

When attending a conference of college As

sociation presidents another got a vision of the

kind of college men interested in Association

work. He succeeded in interesting fraternity and

athletic men in his own Association in large

numbers, and is now a slate college secretary-

Two local general secretaries who attended

volunteer workers' conference instead of re

signing, as they had intended to do, stuck

and won out in their difficult fields.

Three Boys of One Assrcialion —One of

the boys who attended the Massachusetts state

convention for boys last winter is now en

gaged as office secretary in a boys' department,

and one who attended the older boys' confer

ence at Lake George fully made up his mind

to enter Association work, and is now taking

a summer course at Northfield. Both of these

boys expect to prepare for the training school

at Springfield and take up the work of the As

sociation as their life-work. Another boy, who

is now in his third year at high school, has

practically made up his mind to enter Associa

tion work.

From a South American Convention—The

preparation of a paper for the first convention

held in Brazil led one of the Rio members to

think more deeply than he ever had done be

fore on the purpose and influences of the Asso

ciation. The preparation of this paper, together

with the influence of the convention, led him to

devote himself to Association work and to

enter Springfield Training School to prepare

for it. He, like many members of other Asso

ciations, was a young man brought up in a

nominally Christian home' with no religion.

He was attracted by the social life of the As

sociation, and for that purpose joined it. He

became a Christian man and joined the church.

He will return to South America, after com

pleting his course at Springfield, and enter the

service there.

Led to Become a General-Secretary —Six

years ago while in attendance upon the Eagles-

mere Bible Conference a young man was led

to see his duty very plainly of organizing and

teaching a men's Bible class in the Milton, Pa.,

Association, of which he was then a member.

Many men ware led to become Christians in

that class. As a result this young man became

the general secretary of the Association.
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A Business Man's Experience—I attended

two Bible conferences in Pennsylvania, one in

1897, at Bloomsburg, and another at Eagles-

mere in 1903. The Bloomsburg, Pa., Bible

Conference of IS'JT changed my life. The sur

render to the will of God and the daily study

of the Bible have given me the most varied and

interesting years of my life. There has been

a broadening and mellowing under this period

of search for the truth, which I sincerely hope

will never end. I am thoroughly convinced

that there is no success like that which comes

from reading and obeying the Bible.—J. G. M.

A Profane Boy Delegate—Took a number

of boys with me to the Older Boys' Conference

last fall. One was a fellow who surprised me

while there by getting angry and ripping out

several oaths. He didn't know I heard him

and I didn't tell him that I had just then. He

became very much interested in the meetings,

and though the other fellows cut out several

he attended them all. The last night we were

there he and I had a long talk together, and he

made the decision to live an out-and-out Chris

tian life. I do not know of his having wavered

from that purpose from then until the present

time. When we got back to the city he decided

that he wanted to do something to help in the

work of the department. He gathered a

crowd of boys together, formed a Bible class

and taught it for five months, when the

course was completed. Now he is going to

camp with the party of younger boys as a

leader—not for his own pleasure, although he

expects to have a good time, but for service.

The Gaming Conferences and Camps

The Lake Geneva Camp is open until Sep

tember 4. The summer term of the Training

School is from July 2-29 and of the Volunteer

Workers' Institute August 5 to September 14.

For information write J. W. Hansel, Williams

Bay, Wis:

Silver Bay, Lake George, is open for Asso

ciation men and their families from August 1

to September 5. A Training Institute for sec

retaries and physical directors is held during

that period and for railroad men the first two

weeks of August. For information address

C. C. Michener, 3 West 29th street, New York.

The Pennsylvania Association have a Bible

conference at Eagle's Mere, Pa., July 1-8.

Write S. M. Bard. Calder Building, Harris-

burg, about this. Canada has a Training

School for secretaries and physical directors at

Toronto July 12 to August 2. Address F. M.

Pratt, Toronto, Out. Colorado has a Bible

conference at Glen Park and Texas at Lam-

pasas August 16-26, while 200 or more Asso

ciations and many States have.camps for boys

and men. Information about any or all of

these your general secretary can supply.

How It Works

State Secretary: "Mr. W., can you send some

boys to the Boys' Conference?" Secretary:

"No, I'm afraid not. It is too far. They can't

afford it." "Will you pick out a few boys

and let me talk with them?" "Certainly."

That evening five boys said they wanted to

go. Two could pay their expenses. A lawn

festival conducted by the boys and their

mothers paid half the expenses of two more.

The fifth could not go. Two who went were

students, two working boys.

"Boys, the next question on the blackboard

is, 'How can we get boys to join Bible

classes ?' " John : "I think it would be a good

plan to write a letter to all the members."

Leader: "What makes you think so? Did you

ever try it?" John: "No, sir, but I think "

Leader: "Let's have what we know by trying.

What we think doesn't always work. Fred,

what have you done at S ?" Fred: "Why,

we divided up the names of the boys between

the members of the Bible Study Committee and

each fellow invited a certain number to attend

a supper, when the teachers told what they

were going to teach and some of the boys

made speeches to get boys to join. Then each

fellow was asked to sign a card saying which

class they would join." "That's good; anything

else?" "Yes," says a secretary in the back of

the room, and he wets his lips in anticipation

of the fine speech he is to make. "Hold on,"

says the leader, "the boys are talking now.

We'll give you a chance some other time.

What were you going to say, Jack?" Jack:

"I think personal invitation is the best way

to get the fellows." Leader: "How many agree

to that?" They all do. "Now, we will sing

a verse and go on with the next question."

"Oh, Mr. W , I wish you could have been

at the Boys' Conference. It was great! The

boys all talked ; and say, they said we ought

to have a committee to invite all the boys to

join the Bible classes. Can't we have one?"

Secretary : "I suppose so, but I've invited all

the boys, and we could only get five or six."

"Well, but I think we boys could get more

than that. I'll try if you will appoint a com

mittee."

"Dear Mr. R , I want to thank you for

the help you gave the boys at the conference.

They came home and demanded that I ap

point a committee on Bible study. I had little

faith in it, for I had tried to organize classes

and failed. But I appointed George as chair

man and in a week he had a fine class of fel

lows and I enjoy teaching them immensely.

Now they are getting up another class and the

boys' meetings are going finely. I have con

cluded that we don't trust boys enough to do

things."—A SMALL CITY SECRETARY.



The Getting Together or Conference Habit of the Brotherhood

A SECRETARIAL TALK BY EDWIN F. SEE.

The term "Brotherhood," as applied to the

Young Men's Christian Associations, seems to

be having a growing vogue. I do not remem

ber running across the word frequently in the

earlier literature of the Associations, or hearing

it used often in this connection until recent

years. This is all the more remarkable in view

of the fact, on the one hand, that we have here

a religious organization to which the title of

Brotherhood, which at its best has a religious

significance, is especially applicable; and the

fact, on the other, that there are a number of

fraternities existing among us, not- religious in

character, that have gone commonly by the

name of Brotherhoods.

I know not how to account for this fact un

less the term "Brother" as used in religious

circles has been taken much in vain. It has

suffered much in the house of its friends. A

good, old Anglo-Saxon word, rich in its natural

relations and beautiful in its suggestiveness, it

has been bandied back and forth by careless

and sometimes unworthy men until it has been

robbed of its sweetness and shorn of its power.

But, if on this account, some of us get more

satisfaction in calling one another plain

"George," or "Fred," or "Jones," or even "Mr.

Jones," trusting to the way in which it is said

to suggest that we mean "Brother," we may

all be happy in the domestication in our Asso

ciation vocabulary of the word "Brotherhood"

as applied to the fraternity in general and to

our secretarial circle in particular.

It may be interesting at the outset to think

of the considerations which make the term

"Brotherhood," as afplied to the Young Men's

Christian Associations, appropriate and signifi

cant.

I pass by for the want of time what will occur

to all at once, that this is an organization of

men, and while here and there we find a mem

ber who exposes the organization to the danger

of being called a "sisterhood" or a "femality,"

in the main it is composed of men—manly, stal

wart, energetic, who give to it the right to be

called a sodality—a real Brotherhood.

Then, too, I pass by, for the same reason,

the fact that the Association was a pioneer in

breaking down denominational lines, and so,

through the establishment of fraternal rela

tions among the churches, is especially entitled

to the name of Brotherhood.

The main consideration entitling the Young

Men's Christian Associations to the name of

Brotherhood is their habit of getting together.

Like other habits, this one was not formed

without a struggle. On the first mention of a

coming together of the Associations in 1853,

the New York Association objected on the

ground that such coming together would "tend

toward undesirable centralization of authority,"

and was joined in such protest by the Brooklyn

and two other Associations. That action on the

part of the Brooklyn Association, in my esti

mation, retarded its growth for a period of

twenty years ; fortunately the New York Asso

ciation within ten years secured a McBurney

as an offset to this backward step. But there

was that in the genius of the Associations

which brought them together in spite of them

selves ; and they have been coming together ever

since.

And I would have it noted that this coming

together has been for the exchange of ex

perience, information concerning methods of

work and mutual encouragement. Will I ever

forget my first experience with a physical direc

tor who would not go to secretarial confer

ences or Association conventions, who would

not fraternize, and who, when I announced to

him that a fellow physical director from a

neighboring Association would call upon him

on a certain day, to confer with him about the

work of the physical directorship, replied thai

he had no zest for such a conference, as his

knowledge was his own capital and he did not

propose to give away his points ! This was

so contrary to the recognized usages of the As

sociation then and now that we can hardly

credit the remark. I am happy to note as an

offset that a Brooklyn physical director, at our

recent New York State Convention, read a

paper entitled "A Plan Whereby the Physical

Directors of the State of New York May Be of

Mutual Service to One Another." Within my

hearing, some time ago, the general secretary of

the International Committee remarked that the

best service that the Committee had been able,

to render to the Associations had been by col

lating the experience of the leading Associa

tions in any given line of endeavor and bring

ing it to the attention of those which had not

gone so far. I have been asking recently the

surviving members of the first conference of

general secretaries, in 1871, what reason or rea

sons led to the organization of that conference.

Mr. Morse said: "It was evident from this

brief interchange of views and experiences that

much could be gained by each from a mort

intimate knowledge of the work performed by

the others. It was wisely determined to form

a Secretaries' Association for mutual consulta

tion in their common \vork."

Mr. Cree said: "The prominent thing that

seemed desirable was a common name, which

was adopted, a better defined and more definite
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work and a mutually helpful association with

each other."

Mr. Hall said : "1. Improve ourselves ; 2. Do

better work by meeting together annually and

comparing experiences and studying problems."

Mr. Weidensall said: "The one first reason

which led to the organization was a more ex

tensive conference, fellowship and mutual help

fulness of the Association employees."

Mr. Jenkins said : "1. To bring the secretaries

in closer and more helpful sympathetic relation

to each other; 2. To unify their official title."

Mr. Wilkie said: "The feeling of loneliness

and lack of knowledge of how to do the work.

The secretaries were so few and widely scat

tered, so new, that the secretaries' conference

was suggested. The need of trained secretaries

forced itself on us and the secretaries' -confer

ence filled the place of training school, as young

men looking forward to the work were invited.

Carefully prepared papers were read and dis

cussed, then printed and became most helpful

to new men—in fact, to all."

If, then, the getting together of men in a

similar pursuit for the purposes of mutual help

fulness can be regarded as entitling an organi

zation to the name of "Brotherhood," surely

the Young Men's Christian Associations are so

entitled.

Before leaving this phase of our subject I

would like to cite this habit of getting together

among the Young Men's Christian Associations

as one of two chief causes of their rapid growth.

The other day I ran across an "Historical

Sketch of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tions as Marked by Conventions," written in

1868, by Samuel Lowry, of Cincinnati. A very

reliable history of the intervening years of the

Associations could be written from the records

of the Conventions. If I were asked to name

in one word one of the two primary causes of

the remarkable progress of the Young Men's

Christian Associations, I would say "Conven

tions," which is being interpreted, "Getting To

gether," "Fraternity," "Mutual Helpfulness."

Let me suggest, as the second consideration

whereby the Young Men's Christian Associa

tions are preeminently entitled to the name

of Brotherhood, the fact that they have come

together with a common purpose, and have been

inspired by a religious motive.

In making a study of church clubs in Brook

lyn we had some correspondence concerning the

Holy Name Society of the Roman Catholic

Church, in which that Society was spoken of

as a con-fraternity. The Standard Dictionary

says that a fraternity is "a number of persons

associated together," a con-fraternity "a body

of men united for a common object." The old

Latin Church has put the Latin prefix to a

a good use. There is something, therefore,

stronger than a fraternity; it is a con-frater

nity—a body of men united for a common

object.

I need not stop to say what that object is in

the Young Men's Christian Associations, but

hasten to note that it is a religious motive that

impels the Associations in the pursuit of their

object. Hugh Black, in his essay on "Friend

ship," says that the intellectual. "does not af

ford a sufficient basis of agreement to stand

the wear and tear of life. The basis of friend

ship must be community of soul." What is true

of individuals is true of communities and or

ganizations. The community at Brook Farm

in New England, and the North American Pha

lanx in New Jersey, were made up of men

congenial in mind, but to use the language of

another, "went the way of all similar com

munities that are not held together by some

religious bond, thereby giving testimony to the

truth that society, whether on a small or large

scale, can only be sustained by some principle

or faith higher than self-interest."

This, I take it, is also the second element

which has entered into the rapid growth of the

Young Men's Christian Associations. While

other clubs for the betterment of men conduct

a propaganda which would seem to promise for

them wide extension, they do not multiply. The

club organized and conducted under merely

social or ethical auspices gives way to the

Young Men's Christian Association. The

French Revolution was conducted on the lines

of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity, but re

ligion was not in it, and its memory is like

that of a horrid dream. The fact is that the

brotherhood of man cannot be dissociated from

the fatherhood of God, and neither can be

separated from the Sonship and Saviourship

of Jesus Christ, and it is in Christ that the

welding principle of our brotherhood is found.

Getting together is good, but getting together

in the circle of which Jesus Christ is the cen

ter is better, and it is within the lines of that

circle that the Young Men's Christian As

sociations have found their life and growth.

In conclusion we have two remarks to

make:

1. The fraternal spirit will rise above intel

lectual bias, social standards or theological be

liefs. If there is anything calculated to break

down fraternity it is the critical spirit. Criti

cism is judging by a standard, and usually that

standard is the one we have set up for our

selves. A has devoted himself to books and is

a litterateur. B has deveolped his mind in

other ways. A characterizes B as a Philistine

and B denounces A as a theorist. John has had

the advantages of a Chesterfield. James has

had hard knocks and is uncouth. John calls

James a boor and James calls John a dude.

Jones has one theory as to how we got our

Bible. Smith has another. Jones calls Smith
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Every year in June the secretaries of all the branches in Brooklyn spend a day together, when their

work is discussed and they get together.

narrow and Smith calls Jones loose. I read

during my last summer's vacation with pro

found gratitude James.' "Varieties of Religious

Experience," and the thing that I am most

thankful for is the thing that it does not say,

and yet that is written large in the title and

on every page of the book. It is this—that

our religious experience will differ according to

the type of mind that God has given us, just

as the molten iron fits itself to the mold into

which it flows. The emotional man will have

a religious experience that is suffused with feel

ing. The unimpassioned man will be seem

ingly less enthusiastic and will have less to

say. The former forthwith calls the latter un-

spiritual and the latter calls the former effer

vescent. Our implied attitude in the religious

realm toward the other man too often has been

"Think like me, believe like me, act like me,"

when God has given him a mind which would

forever prevent him from thinking, believing and

acting like us. The fraternal spirit among sec

retaries will suggest that while we are all made

in God's image, we are not alike physically, no

more are we alike mentally, and that to measure

our fellow secretary by our own rules is unfair

to him and is discreditable to us. Besides he

may be six feet high and we may have only a

two-foot rule. Henry Moore said to Southey,

who asked him why he could not write the life

of John Wesley, "Sir, the well is deep and you

have nothing to draw with."

2. The fraternal spirit is a source of mutual

encouragement. To the secretary in the small

place, where the field is cramped and the out

look limited, to the secretary at the isolated

point where he cannot frequently look into

the eye or shake the hand of a sympathetic

fellow-secretary, to the secretary in the difficult

field where problems rise mountain high in

front of him, to the new secretary who is fac

ing his first experiences, some inviting, some

trying, there comes a solace in this thought : "I

belong to a fraternity, I am in league with good

men the State over, the country over, the world

over; what I am passing through, they have

passed through ; some of them know me and

believe in me; I know some of them and be

lieve in them." I look into the faces of men

engaged in hard financial campaigns, I look

into the faces of others who are grappling with

the problem of making their Associations

tributary to the life and welfare of a larger

number of men in their communities and I

have a fellow feeling. There is a value in

getting together as I can testify. On the other

hand I have seen secretaries stay away from

secretarial gatherings not once, but year after

year, and I have seen them pass out of our

brotherhood in fact as they already had in

spirit. 1 could present a roll of such men

which some of the older men among us would

recognize.

Above all things don't be self-centered. If a

fellow-secretary does a particularly good piece

of work, write and tell him so. If he is plow

ing up a hard piece of ground give him, if

possible, a lift. If a new man comes into the

State and you are glad of it, tell him so.

"Have you had a kindness shown?

Pass it on.

'Twas not given for you alone—

Pass it on.

Let it travel down the years,

Let it wipe another's tears,

Till in heaven the deed appears—

Pass it on."

The old Norwegian Edda says, "Go often to

the house of thy friend, for weeds soon choke

up the unused path." "He who would have

friends must show himself friendly." He who

would reap the advantages of the fraternity

must himself manifest the fraternal spirit.
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CLASS IN ADVANCED ENGLISH IN SOUTH AMERICA.

This class, taught by the secretary, used ASSOCIATION MEN as a text-book. All of the committeemen

of this Association who can read English arc subscribers to the paper.

Associations in Other Lands

South American Associations

Among the passengers on the Kaiser Wil-

helm der Grosse, which arrived last Tuesday,

were Messrs. J. L. Fernandes Braga, presi

dent of the Board of Trustees of the Rio

de Janeiro Y. M. C. A., and his son, Luiz Fer

nandes Braga, an active worker in that organi

zation. Mr. Braga is proprietor of an im

portant hat manufactory in Rio, and goes to

the World's Fair to compare the product of

his industry, on exhibition at the Brazilian

pavilion, with that turned out by factories here,

hoping thus to add to the perfection of

his own output. He is known in Rio as

"O Biblia" (The Bibleman).

Mr. Braga is an advocate of the Y. M. C. A.,

and has always been a generous contributor to

its support, especially for the construction of

its building. On the pier to meet Mr. Braga

and family were Messrs. Myron A. Clark, re

cently returned on furlough from Rio, where

he has been the general secretary of the Asso

ciation for thirteen years, and John H. Warner,

the fourth secretary to be sent to South

America by the North American Associations,

who sails on the 5th of next month. Mr.

Warner is a graduate of the Ohio State Uni

versity, and for the past year has been secre

tary of the Association there. He goes to Rio

to take the place for one year of Mr. Clark,

and on the latter's return he will locate in

Pernambuco, Brazil, to direct the new Asso

ciation there.

Mr. Clark went to Rio de Janeiro thirteen

years ago, when there were no Associations

on this continent south of the Equator. Re

formed the first Association in Rio in 1893

with 71 members, which now has 434 mem

bers, 90 per cent, of whom are natives of the

country. The Association occupies a building

worth $50,000, largely provided by gifts from

the merchants of Rio de Janeiro, supplemented

by those of North Americans who have busi

ness interests in Brazil. Nearly 100 men are in

educational classes. Educational lectures are

mainly attended by young men engaged in

commercial enterprises in the city. As holi

days are frequent in that country many excur

sions are taken to picturesque points in the

vicinity, thus counteracting the dissipation

characteristic of these holidays, as observed

by clubs and societies of the city generally.

From Rio the Association has entendcd to

Sao Paulo, which has 180 members, and

where a native Brazilian, graduate of the As

sociation Training School at Springfield. Mass.,

is in charge. The Association at Porto Alegrc

has 160 members, and in it the pastor of the

Methodist Church and Bishop Kinsolving, of

the Episcopal Church, are leaders. Student

Associations exist in Mackenzie College, Sao

Paulo, and at Granbery College, Juiz de Fora.

Through Mr. Clark's visit of investigation in

1000 to the River Plate the International Com

mittee was led to send to Buenos Ayres the

following year as secretary-for Argentine and

Uruguay Mr. B. A. Shuman, of Duluth, a

Hamline University man, who organized in

1902 a strong Association of 480 members
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among the English-speaking young men of the

city. The English-speaking colony of the

River Plate numbers 40,000. Associations for

native young men are about to be organized

and for railroad employees. A second secre

tary, C. J. Ewald, of the University of Michi

gan, was sent out last year to work with Mr.

Shuman.

These Associations in South America arc

characterized by volunteer leagues, composed

of native young men who are endeavoring to

extend the movement to other points, and who

meet weekly for study and contribute gener

ously for this purpose.

men forward with the troops. Four of the

Japanese are members of the National Com

mittee of the Associations of Japan, one of

the men is an American Association secretary

and five are missionaries. The Evangelical

Alliance and the Missionary Union of Japan

cooperate with the Association, which is an

interdenominational action of unusual signifi

cance on the foreign field. Simultaneously

with allowing correspondents of the press to

go to the front, the Association rep

resentatives were accorded the same priv

ilege. The Associations will establish tents,

containing correspondence materials, reading

A HOLIDAY IN

SAO PAULO.

In Brazil holidays

arc nearly as frequent

as Sundays. On these

days the Bra Associa

tion arranges an ex

cursion to the country,

where its members
•K-ill be au'ay from

the city and its in

fluences- This is one

of its 'picnics," held

at Cautareria, near

Sao Paulo.

For Japanese Soldiers

Early in January, before trouble began be

tween Russia and Japan, the Young Men's

Christian Association in the latter country

undertook to do for the soldiers of the Jap

anese army what the American Associations

did for the enlisted men in the Spanish-

American war. At the outbreak of hostil

ities in February application was made to the

General Staff of the Japanese army and the

services of the Japanese Associations were

offered. The officers were against the prop

osition. Only Buddhist priests were to be

allowed to go with the army. Permission

was indefinitely postponed, although many

educated and pro-Christian leaders sup

ported the application. Only after months

of delay and through pressure brought to

bear by eminent Japanese and by several

of the foreign ministers in their personal

capacity, orders were given permitting Asso

ciations to send six Japanese and six foreign

matter, musical instruments, games and

such features as may be provided for so

cial and relief purposes at the principal camps

in Korea as far north as the Yalu River, in

which section over 100,000 men are concen

trated. Between 300,000 and 400,000 men have

been mobilized and will go to the front, pass

ing largely through the camps where the As

sociation will operate. The majority of the

soldiers are from the country districts, have

a common-school education and are by no

means illiterate. They are open-minded men

and will not be generally averse to the min

istrations of a "Christian" organization.

A great memorial meeting was held on

March 31 under the auspices of the Tokyo

Association, commemorating the fiftieth an

niversary of the opening of Japan by the

treaty concluded by Commodore Perry. The

hall was crowded and distinguished men

connected with the privy council and gov

ernmental circles were on the platform.

Addresses were made by Count Okuma,
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ex-premier, and others. The meeting took

a practical form in the shape of a subscrip

tion of $35,000 for the relief of the families

of Japanese soldiers and sailors. This fund

has also been supplemented by general sub

scriptions in America, sent through Mr. John

Ford, of the American Asiatic Association,

New York. Ignorant and fanatical Japanese

were beginning to raise the cry that the war

was one between Buddhism and Christianity,

and this meeting and the proffered assistance

to families of soldiers and sailors had an ap

preciable influence in curbing the anti-foreign

sentiment, and in showing the Yankees of

the Bast that they had the support of Ameri

cans, regardless of creed or race.

A Reproach on Christian Philanthropy

Three years ago the cry was first sounded

for an extension and development of Asso

ciation work in the Philippine Islands, espe

cially in Manila, the capital city of the archi

pelago. The imperative demand was then, as

it is now, for a suitable building and equip

ment for a thorough and comprehensive work

in Manila, for both American young men

and for the large and increasing class of self-

respecting and intelligent young Filipinos who

have been brought into contact with American

interests and ideas.

In what seemed the best way this need and

righteous demand of our young men has been

repeatedly urged upon the Christian people

of the United States. But the appeal fell upon

unheeding ears ; it was impossible to so im

press the need as to arouse any adequate re

sponse. The army and navy work in the

Philippines, the record of which is one of rare

devotion and sacrifice and of glorious and

abiding results, seemed to be all that our

people deemed requisite. They were oblivious

to the rapidly changing conditions, and to the

transition of the islands from military occu

pation to civil government and control. The

story of the transition would read like the

record of a miracle; and it is miraculous to one

who has seen it and kept up with its steady

advance—for "it is the Lord's doing, and it is

marvelous."

I did not understand why it was made

impossible for me to attend the great Buffalo

convention and to speak a word for the

neglected field, as had been hoped for. But

the light came with reading the able and con

vincing address of Rev. Dr. Brown, Secretary

of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Mis

sions. His voice will be listened to; his clear-

cut statement of the duty of the Young Men's

Christian Association to the young men of

Manila and of the Philippines will, command

attention. I had the pleasure of meeting Dr.

Brown when he was in Manila, and here repeat

publicly what was said to him privately: that

no man could have acquired a better or more

comprehensive knowledge of the situation than

he did by his thorough and systematic visita

tion of the islands, or have brought to its

elucidation more of the strength and sym

pathy of ripened and cultivated Christian

mind and heart. Dr. Brown's official report

to the Presbyterian Board of his visit to the

Philippines was, in my judgment, the most

valuable and illuminating contribution to

Philippine bibliography made up to that date.

Dr. Brown's address to the international

convention has not magnified the necessities of

the Philippine work. He spoke from personal

knowledge and with proper and sober appre

ciation of the demand. I am so thankful for

the address, and write this note, not to weaken

its influence by unnecessary or impertinent

words, but to commend it, if that may be done,

to those who are able to remove, speedily and

largely, the reproach now resting upon Chris

tian America, of indifference to and neglect

of our brethren in the Philippines, akin bv

blood and by decree of Providence.

E. \V. HALFORD.

Atlanta, Ga.

The Association at Jerusalem

It was a beautiful day. After a most inter

esting ride of fifty miles and more on the little

French railway, from Joppa across the plain

of Sharon and through the foothills of Judea,

my companions and I arrived at sunset at

the terminus of the road, at a station marked

Jerusalem, but, in fact, yet a mile from the

Holy City. What eager eyes scanned the

distant summits and what anxious hearts

throbbed as we entered the waiting carriage

and drove along. Soon the panting and puf

fing horses with their careless driver brought

us up to the Joppa Gate, to the walled city of

Jerusalem where David's tower stands as a

mighty sentinel, keeping vigil day and night.

But our hotel was outside the walls and

we hid our driver go on. A royal welcome

did we receive upon arriving and many por

ters smiled most graciously upon us. How

ever, ere many a day passed we learned that

every smile would cost a dime, to say noth

ing of the value of a frown, for fair Jeru

salem, so desolate, speaks in her poverty

through her creatures, whose only hope is

the tourist and whose only bread is his gold.

Dinner had been served early, and with a

few friends we sauntered along the only

modern business thoroughfare, which is, of

course, outside of and along the western wall.

The shops proved very attractive, but the

people more so, as they passed back and

forth, always leisurely, in their various-col

ored Oriental garb. There comes an Arab.
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festooned in battle array, puffing his cigarette;

the Jew is seen, always chatting with his

group in the same excitable way. The wily

Turk passes along, his red fez so promi

nently distinguishing him, for he is a son

of Mahomet; the Greek, the Syrian, the Ar

menian, all mix in the throng, and with the

few of German and Anglo-Saxon extraction,

make up a cosmopolitan community. We

walked about a half mile from the Joppa Gate

outward toward the Russian settlement, along

this same street and halted at the Hughes

Hotel, a new building, the ground floor of

which is given up to places for workshop,

for store or for office. We read the various,

signs as we went along and imagine the feel

ings of Association men as we beheld the fa

miliar words:

"Young Men's Christian Association. Wel

come."

A bright light was burning within and with

eager hand we opened the door and walked

in. We were received in a most cordial man

ner by two gentlemen, who laid aside their

reading to greet us and who informed us

that they were members.

There are two rooms in use by the Asso

ciation, the front one, entered directly from

the street, serving as a reading-room and

library, one of the very few places in all the

city where even a glimpse of a paper may be

had. The books are mostly of a religious

character, and the papers, some from Egypt

and some from London, but always received

many days after their issue. There is no such

thing as "current news" in Palestine.

The other room used by the Association

is in the rear of and about one-half as large

as the front room, and here one may find a

game of chess or checkers in progress, or a

student pouring over his books in prepara

tion for some lesson. Both rooms are scant

ily furnished and limited in their equipment,

though much appreciated by those who visit

them. Prayer meetings are conducted weekly

and presided over by some member. We were

informed that though the attendance was not

large their spiritual influence has been re

markably felt.

Mr. Hornstein, the principal of the Jewish

Boys' School, conducted by the Church of

England at Jerusalem, is secretary of the As

sociation and devotes much time to the work,

though the only paid employee is the janitor,

who is in constant attendance at the rooms,

The membership is made up mostly from the

men of the foreign population. Sir George

Williams is Honorary President, and both

the English and American Consuls are promi

nently connected with the movement as offi

cials. The effort has the full sympathy of the

foreign residents.

Like many a home Association, this organi

zation has its problems, and its greatest ef

ficiency will only be exerted when its friends

in America and England support its mission

and place it in a position where it will be

capable of doing its greatest good.

By the Moslem it is viewed critically, and

to him its standard of manhood represents the

standard of manhood in England and

America. The Association needs a building

of permanent value, specially fitted for its

peculiar work. It needs a well-selected li

brary, both circulating and reference, and

sufficient literature for the maintenance of a

free reading-room. It needs such additions

in the way of furnishings as go to make up

a model equipment for a modern Young

Men's Christian Association, the very influ

ence of which is all conducive to better

living.

The work at its best is missionary, and of

this character it must remain and it must

stand in the midst of the desolation around

it to beckon and point the young men of

many tongues to the Christ who is the way

of truth and of life.

It was a very agreeable visit at the rooms

that evening, and memory will ever keep it

fresh in mind. We tarried in Jerusalem lor

many days and "looked in" often, while visit

ing the interesting places about the city

within and without the walls, including Geth-

semane, Olivet, Calvary, Jericho, Bethlehem

and Bethany, places so closely associated

with our Saviour's life. As we were leaving,

there yet remained among the experiences of

those days, not one bit lessened, the thought

of pleasure and satisfaction that in Jerusalem

we were gladdened by the fact that here also

was a Young Men's Christian Association,

true to its highest ideal of endeavoring to

do for young men. WILLIAM F. HOEHN.

Portsmouth, N. H.

Notes from Many Lands

Shanghai, China, has 143 men enrolled in

Bible classes, a weekly attendance of 360 at daily

Bible readings and 1,062 men a week at Bible

classes and religious services. There are

eighty-one young men in the day classes pre

paring for college, and all of the number are

in the Bible class studying the life of Christ.

The Executive Committee includes two men

prominently connected with the Imperial rail

way system, the translator for the Shansi

University, manager of the Commercial Press

Publishing Company, financial manager of the

great Presbyterian Press, two professors, a

noted physician, and perhaps the best athlete

in China. These men are all college graduates,

one a Yale man, one a Queen's College man
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and two University of Virginia men, all devout

Christians.

The Association at Nijderval, Holland, calls

itself, rather appropriately, "The Fishing Net."

With the exception of the Central Association

all the Dutch Associations hear distinctive epi

thets, such as Excelsior, Pray and Work, Serve

the Lord, Search the Scriptures, Thy Kingdom

Come, Jesus Only, The Lord Our Banner,

Eben-Ezer, God With Us, Hope of the Future,

Union is Strength ; or, proper names from the

Bible, as Samuel, Joshua, Obediah, Daniel,

Ponathan. Paul, Timothy, John, Zacchaeus. etc.

Some add to the name "Young Men's Chris

tian Association" only a passage of Scripture,

for example : Ps., 119,9 ; Joshua, 1,6 a ; Ecclcs.,

12,1 a; Isaiah, 40,8 b; Romans, 1,16 a; I Timo

thy, 6, 12 a ; II Cor., 12,9 a, etc. Holland has no

Associations without a Bible class! These

Bible studies take almost always a conversa

tional form and are mostly conducted by the

members themselves.

In East London, one of the most progressive

towns on the coast of South Africa, there is a

new Association with 170 members.

At Dtirbin, South Africa, the foundation

stone was laid by Sir Henry Bale, Administra

tor of Natal. The building will face the Es

planade and cost $70,000.

Adelaide, Australia, now has 531 members.

Its annual report is entitled "A Going Con

cern."

The Scottish Associations are to take up tent

work among volunteers during the summer en

campment.

Hongkong, China, has increased its mem

bership from 137 to 213, and has entered on

new quarters, giving two-thirds more floor

space. The Chinese give largely to the current

expenses. The Hon. F. H. May, C.M.G., acting

governor, is president.

Robert E. Wilder spent a month with the

University of Finland students, holding forty

meetings. At the nine principal ones the aver

age attendance was between 500 and 600. Very

many students in this conservative country de

cided to live an aggressive Christian life. Later

a week was spent at St. Petersburg among the

students.

The Buenos Ayres Association feels nuitc

North Americanized with its membership con

test with sixty men on a side. Both teams are

reporting victories. A building fund has been

started among the members and an account

opened in the bank.

Sydney, New South Wales, is undertaking

to add two stories to its building. The Asso

ciation is now paying its way and reducing its

overdraft under the direction of the enterpris

ing J- J- Virgo. Sir James Fairfax recently

opened the winter series (now winter) with a

reception, addressing over 500 men.



The Physical Department

Getting Together—These ore days of get

ting together, and very helpful times they arc,

too. Nothing is so inspiring, and the men who

are neglecting the opportunity are missing

much for their own development and the good

of the work. The Brooklyn physical directors

meet biweekly. The Manhattan men get to

gether monthly. The physical directors of New

Jersey meet frequently. The Pennsylvania di-

• rectors meet annually in a ten days' conference

at Philadelphia, where practical work is dem

onstrated, and the men carry away new ideas.

New York state is organizing similarly. The

physical directors in the vicinity of New

Haven meet regularly for conference, and

many others, no doubt, do the same. The

physical directors at large would like to get the

benefit of these discussions, and there is no

agency so well fitted to publish them as AS

SOCIATION MEN. The secretaries of the vari

ous organizations are requested to send brief

reports of meetings. How excellent this spirit

of cooperation. What an evolution since the

attitude of the physical director who, when

asked to participate in a conference, remarked

that "he would not give away the tricks of his

trade."

Right Along the Line of Publishing the re

ports of conferences comes the suggestion that

the Physical Directors' Society resurrect the

paper, Physical Training, recently edited by

Dr. Gulick, and which since his retirement has

been allowed to die, and make it the official

organ of the Society. Physical directors are

asked to give expression of their opinion of

the scheme. With a good board of editors it

ought to be made interesting.

Association Physical Directors do not dis

play enough enthusiasm in the matter of af

filiation with other societies for the advance

ment of physical education. It is astonishing

how few belong to the American Physical Edu

cation Society, the greatest organization for

the propagation of physical work in the coun

try. This is true also in their relation to local

societies, but ought to be just the reverse. The

best periodical on physical education is the

American Physical Education Review, and no

man can be up to date without it.

A Mighty Valuable Thing has just been

floated by the Springfield School for keeping

men posted. For just $2 per year the school

will furnish at quarterly intervals a list of all

the current articles and books upon the sub

ject of physical training. This is something

which men in physical work have wanted for

years. If you desire to be in the scheme, send

your name to Dr. McCurdy.

BY GEORGE J. FISHER, M.D., BROOKLYN.

Her* Is a Scheme that has worked well in

Ohio, and is operating successfully in New

York state at present. Each physical director

in the state who is in the scheme writes one

paper each year on some phase of physical

training, and in return receives for his per

manent keeping one paper every two weeks.

The state office mimeographs the papers neatly

aiid mails them to the men in the plan. The

papers embrace a great variety of subjects and

are exceedingly helpful.

Dr. George L. Meylan in a recent papei re

ferred to fiva present tendencies in physical

training:

1. The inclination to do research work.

2. The disappearance of systems of physical

work.

3. Improvement of equipment.

4. Growing recognition of the place of phys

ical training in education.

5. Increasing demand for trained men.

There Are Two Phases of Research Work with

which physical directors should be familiar.

One is on "Blood Pressure," the other on

"Fatigue." On the former the writings of Mc

Curdy, Brown and Oliver are helpful. On

"Fatigue," McKcnsie, Storey, Mosso, Hougii

and Franze. Along the line of research work

it would be well to know who among the

Association fraternity are doing it. Reports

would be helpful.

The Physical Directors' Society will meet at

St. Louis August 22, 23 and 24. There will be

six sessions as follows :

First Session—Address by the president on

some phase of Physical Training. Reading of

minutes and report of secretary-treasurer. Re

port of Executive Committee. Business ses

sion.

Second Session—Report of Committee on

Bibliography. Paper on "Bibliographical

Methods," Gold Medal Thesis, "The History

of Physical Training in the Young Men's

Christian Association.'.'

Third Session—Report of Committee on

Competitive Sports. Paper on "New Method

of Controlling Athletics." Report of Com

mittee on "Related Physical Work."

Fourth Session—Report of Committee on

Nomenclature. Report of Committee on Re

ligious Work. Election of officers for ensuing

year.

Fifth Session—Report of Committee on An

thropometry.

The remainder of the program will be an

nounced later. All the committees have inter

esting reports to present, and considerable time

will be given for discussion. In addition to

the program announced there will be lectures
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SECKKTARIES OK THE CENTRAL DKANCH, ST. LOL'IS ASSOCIATION.

Who will give to every man coming to the World's Fair the best of their personal Attention.

iii the mornings by prominent physical edu

cators. A large attendance of Association di

rectors is expected, as the Association athletic

events follow the meeting.

The Association Athletic Meet at St. Louis

will he the largest ever held. Chicago Central

will send over thirty men. St. Louis, of

course, will have a large representation. Cin

cinnati will send a large team, as will Louis

ville, Ky. Buffalo Central, West Side New

York and Brooklyn will send delegations.

Teams will also represent Memphis, Washing

ton, Chicago West Side, Erie, Crawfordsville,

Indianapolis, Kansas City, Portland, Ore.;

Seattle, Wash. ; Kenosha, Wis. ; Joplin, Mo.,

and Louisville.

The Associations on the Atlantic SUpe will

have a summer school in physical training

Sixty students arc expected, half of whom will

be in the Institute for Physical Work. The

course will he the first year of a three years'

course, and will consist of one hour daily in

each of the following subjects: Anatomy,

Physiology, Physical Department Methods,

Gymnastics and Calisthenics, Physical Meas

urements and Prescription of Exercise, Games

and Athletics. There will be a half hour daily

for aquatics and ten lectures in First Aid to

the Injured. In addition there will be sev

eral special addresses on the Physical Director

ship and the Physical Work. The instructors

are Dr. Paul C. Phillips, Dr. George J. Fisher,

Dr. C. G. Lang, A. B. Wegencr, A. M. Chesley

and Dr. H. E. Hale. The tuition is $12 and

board $1 per day. The uniform recommended

is long gray trousers, black jersey, belt and

black shoes. The following books will be

used : Anatomy—Gray, Schaeffcr or Quain,

Holden's Osteology. Physiology—Martin's

Human Body (advanced), Foster, American

Text-Book, McKendrick or Leandors and

Stirling, Animal Physiology, by Mills ; Mar

tin's Briefer Course ; Physiology, Experimental

and Prescriptive—Colton. Gymnastics and Cal

isthenics—Ehler and Wcgener's Graded Work,

Puritz Code Book and Roberts' and McCtirdy's

Exercises. Athletics—A. L. N. A and A. A. U.

Hand-Books. First Aid—Pilcher. For further

information regarding the course, address

George J. Fisher, M.D., 502 Fulton street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Physical Director Should Stand as the

physical expert of the city. He should con

tinually use his efforts to educate the commu

nity in matters physical. It would be interest

ing to know how this is being done by the vari

ous men. One Association has an article regu

larly in its we?kly paper on a physical topic.

THK END OF THE EVENING'S PADDLE.

At Cincinnati's Boat Club house on the Ohio, tents

are piU'lu-d under the tri-i-s on the side and rear (if

the club house for those whci prefer camping. A good

cook provides meals at reasonable rates. This is one

of the prettiest spots in the section, formerly used

by a fishing club whose principal occupation was beer

drinking and carousing.
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APPROPRIATE TABLET ON THE OTTUMWA

(IA.) ASSOCIATION.

The same Association will issue special pam

phlets on such topics as "The Dangers of Sed

entary Life" and distribute them among the

business men of the city. A club in "Scientific

Physical Training," numbering 100 men, is

being organized, and the best lecturers on

physical education will be secured for the meet

ings of the club. Membership privilege in

cludes three or four tickets for each lecture,

which is expected to assure over 300 people at

each public meeting.

Boston's Crack Athletes

Boston's Association athletic team has a

dozen or more men who have done good work

on the track and floor of the home and other

gymnasiums this season. Nine of these men

are shown in the group photograph. Begin

ning at the left of the rear row, Solomon is

a rope climber of merit. At the Massachu

setts-Rhode Island State meet, March 17th, he

went up the 18 feet in 5 2-5 seconds, which is

within 1-5 of a second of the northeastern sec

tion, A. L. N. A., record. Russell, the next

man, was the Association's star rope climber

before that night. At that contest he did the

event in 5 3-5 seconds. Colburn, on the left

of Dr. Garland, is a good 20-yard-dash man

and a three-broad jumper. Peabody, on the

end, is treasurer of the Association's athletic

association, and has been on the relay team

this season.

Young, sitting at the right of the front row,

is captain of the relay team. Pike, the man

with the medals, is a shot-putter, with 41 feet

4 inches to his credit. Story, in the center,

is president of the athletic association, and

actively interested in sports, not only as a con

testant, but as an arranger and worker before

hand. Rtiney, the next, is a good potato race

and relay man, and is captain of the track team.

Starkey, at the left end, is secretary of the ath

letic association. He is a potato race and relay

man.

Among the men not in the photograph are

H. G. Risegari, who holds two Association

records—32 feet 6 inches in the three-standing

broads, and 6 feet 6J inches in the fence vault.

H. T. Winchester has the Association record

of 44 feet J inch in 12-pound-shot put. W. R.

Zeigler has the record of 19 feet 4 inches in

two-standing broads, and shares with Leonard

Martin the record

of 14 3-5 seconds

in five-potato race.

W. A. Bradford

has the Associa

tion record of

32 2-5 seconds in

eight-potato race

and 2 3-5 seconds

in the 20-yard

dash.

B. D. Solomon

added to his hon

ors at the all-

round indoor meet

of the Massachu

setts and Rhode

Island Associa

tions, at Boston,

April 14. He won

first individual

prize and there

fore the all-ronnd

championship of the two States.

At Dwight Farms

D wight Farms will be conducted on the

same lines as heretofore, that is to say, strictly

as a country club and vacation resort of the

Young Men's Christian Association of Phila

delphia. It is not intended to be a summer

institute, a Chautauqua or anything of the

kind. There are not lacking educational and

spiritual influences, but the restful and care

free life of the members during their brief

holiday of the year is not to be infringed

upon. Among the new features this year will

be an open-air swimming pool, 32x221 feet, fed

by spring water, to a depth of from four to

seven feet. One additional cottage will be

erected, making six besides the club house.

The farming operations grow larger each year

and the members take an interest and. active

part in that department. Mr. Douglas will
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conduct weekly religious services and Mr.

Caskey a Bible class, and the members are

encouraged to attend the churches of Dowing-

town. There will be occasional more or less

informal conferences for the discussion of As

sociation topics and Bible themes. There will

be excursions by steam and trolley from

Philadelphia. Many of these are not en

couraged because the members prefer the free

dom and unrestricted enjoyment of the place

while staying here. Music, a library, indoor

games with occasional improvised entertain

ments add to the indoor life, while outdoors

everything will be provided from baseball,

tennis, rambling, horseback riding, boating,

bathing, to hay-making, harvesting and wood

chopping. There has been a steady growth in

the use of this place by the members of the

Philadelphia Association, but the interest this

year promises to be far greater than before

and many more of the members are planning

to spend the whole or a part of their vacation

at Dwight Farms.

Notes

Dr. Fisher, of Brooklyn, has bzen selected

by the World's Fair committee to deliver a

series of lectures on athletics, August 1 to 12.

He also gives a series of lectures at Silver Bay

for two weeks in August.

The rope vault, generally substituted for

the pole vault in indoor contests, was the

invention of Mr. Wegener, director at Roches

ter. It is quicker and safer than the pole

vault. Frank Brown, assistant director at

Rochester, holds the world's record for this

event, 10 feet 3 inches. Mr. Wegener is at

work on a new volume on calisthenics and

dumb-bell drill. It will be issued by the

American Sports Publishing Company.

The Brooklyn Association is feeling its way

in the conduct of physical drills at noon In

many of the factories in the city. The plan

projected is to secure and train competent lead-

A GROUP

OF TORONTO'S

YOUNGER

ATHLETES AND

THEIR

"ROOTERS."

Cross • country run

ners from the West

End Branch. In the

group are several 6,

10 and 20 mile run

ners.

Morgan liiggs, Jr. Raymond West.

JUNIOR AND SENIOR CHAMPIONS, GRAND

RAPIDS.

ers to make the work corrective to the needs

of the men engaged in the various trades, and

meet the physical defects peculiar to each trade

or occupation.

The Grand Rapids City Council for the

third year has given $100 to the Asso

ciation in trophiesjand medals for a civic

contest to be competed for by the school boys

and young men of the city. The winners

last year had their photographs framed and

hung in the Mayor's office and were given

valuable medals and trophies. The Asso

ciation was thus able to direct the atllctici-

of the city. Physical Department committees

may effect similar arrangements in other cities.

A full account of the events is grven in the

October number of ASSOCIATION BOYS.



From the Editor's Viewpoint

The doctors say that holidays fill hospitals.

The wards are full on Mon-

Summer Vacation **y*. Rest and recreation

days are too often not and

desecration days. Many a

man going in for a good

time has a bad time. Associations in providing

for a man's leisure time must not limit their

provisions for the hours between f> and 10

I'. M. and Saturday afternoon and Sunday, and

they are not doing so. It is safe to say that

there will be at least 11,000 men and boys in

the summer camps and conferences this year,

and when notes are compared in the fall it

will be found that those of our members who

have been out with Association parties not

only had a better time but are better for it in

mind, body and spirit. The cover picture of

this number, made by that clever amateur

photographer, C. G. Pencil, of the Pennsyl

vania State force, shows the outlook on Eagles

Merc Lake, where the Pennsylvania men meet

in conference July 1 to 8. The illustrations in

the early pages show the fun to be had at the

conferences as well as the serious consider

ation of methods of Christian work and Bible

study. For the man who is employed in busi

ness during the year these conferences will do

him as much good as any outing. The mental

work is not severe. It is a change from his

daily grind and is impressive and inspiring.

The attractions of Lake Geneva and Lake

George are too well known to Association men

to call for more than mention, except to say

that for July and August Lake Geneva, and

August and September Lake George, have won

their popularity. Here at $7 to $10 a week a

man may get excellent entertainment, meet

congenial people, hear addresses and instruc

tions given by men's men and "have the time

of his life." The summer college meetings,

now drawing to a close, have enrolled nearly

2,000 men from 500 colleges. Nearly every

Association has its camp or many States their

meeting places. So we advise every Associa

tion member to spend his' vacation days with

the Association crowd. If he is not satisfied

the editor would like to be informed why not.

Girls' boarding schools do not have the

monopoly of this much-

sneered-at "disease." Rough

Homesick and whiskered men who

talk with a bass voice and

use hard words and round

oaths, knuckle to what Nansen called the

Hjcmrc like children. In the army, the surgeons

called it nostalgia and regarded it as a danger

ous malady, even declared that it sometimes

proved fatal. The young fellow during his

first year in the city calls his homesickness

"a fit of the blues," and goes out on the street

to the theatre—the saloon—anywhere to drive

it off. Homesickness 'is at the bottom of much

social vice. It is the cry from out of the depths

of man's heart for friendship, for reciprocal

personal interest. He must meet people who

show an interest in him personally. The lazy

summer evenings and holidays provoke the

desire. The relaxed strain from business

brings the call for home ease and home fellow

ship. The call in the man will find some re

sponse. Shall the Association give up its

work in the summer months? There is no

reason or excuse for it. The statement that

young men are away from the city in the

summer is not according to facts. Not 5 per

cent are away, while the itr> per cent, are more

restless, homesick and needing the Associa

tion's friendly hand than at any other season.

Homesickness is not a thing to be pooh-

poohed at. It is a dangerous and serious

physical and mental condition that presages

all sorts of moral evil unless met and satis

fied by wholesome friendships.

We went to hear one of the greatest living

missionaries the other day.

A He was a great man, but had

Great forgotten it himself. He had

Man not forgotten that it was his

"business to introduce men

to God." Most of his hour was spent in re

counting a conversation with a native carpenter

in India when introducing him to the Father—

and what a story ! His audience was close to

tears—moved by the story of one man's finding

his way to God as the Bible story showed

God's heart to him. The speaker was a great

missionary because he could and did "intro

duce men," one by one, "to God." He did not

describe a great organization, state statistics,

or enlarge on opening fields, or conditions or

habits or customs of peoples, although he had

himself handled $1,000.000 of the India relief

fund and was an administrator of large affairs.

He told, just as Paton has told, of the joy of

winning a dirty, low-browed cannibal, or as

Livingstone did of his faithful black boy dis

ciple, or Drummond of the winning of a dissi

pated medical student, or Moody of some .man

he had pulled out of the gutter: or Dr. Trum-

bull of pointing a wounded soldier to Christ :

or Benjamin Harrison of spending an entire

afternoon in helping a befogged student

through doubt into faith. The man was great

and of a greatness that did not require votes

to define it or a clique to bolster it up. Such

greatness is regnant in its own right, and is

recognized and honored for what it is. This

made David Sinclair of Dayton "great," and

any Christian man who makes the chief object
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ive of his life the introduction of men to God

because he is acquainted with Him will be great

among men and in the kingdom.

The Scranton Association has been working

in connection with the

Making for Scranton Tribune for some

Clean months for a great field day

Athletics for July 16, solely and

wholly to encourage clean

athletics. No fees are charged except 25 cents

for registration, under the rules of the A. A.

A. U. No cash or valuable premiums will be

given, but prizes will be awarded. The con

test is conducted by the Scranton Tribune, and

is in charge of Mr. Jackson, physical director

of the Scranton Association. A campaign for

clcnn sport is telling. A letter from "Mike

Murphy," the famous trainer, and Dr. Sargent,

of Harvard, were secured and published. Mr.

Murphy says, "I have never known a man who

wanted money for his services that was worth

a cent to an amateur association. I have never

seen one of these men who was any good.

These men who tell about having offers from

different colleges, are, nine times out of ten,

bragging. He would not be looking to an

amateur association for money. He would be

a professional if he was good enough." Mr.

Sargent said, "I am glad to see you are

making an effort in Pennsylvania to clean up

amateur sports. It is the only salvation for

athletics."

Marching, military drills and evolutions,

setting-up work, etc., have

A Military a place in the physical de-

Company in partmcnt's instruction, but

the Association experience, and there has

been plenty of it, has failed

to prove that a military company has a place

within the Association. Boys' brigades seemed

to have found a large field with hoys, but

these have vanished with the glamour of the

cocked hat, the sham battle and the parade.

Cleveland (the Association experimental

laboratory) gave the military company the best

and fairest trial it has had in an Association.

It failed. We have asked Mr. Shurtleff to give

his advice on (he State military company with

in the Association and here it is:

I should he afraid of it: 1. Because the con

trol is taken entirely away from the Associa

tions. 2. The State is not interested in the

objectives sought by the Associations. The

Slate wants simply fighters. The social, re

ligious and intellectual considerations are not

thought of. 3. While in the beginning it may

be in the hands of reliable men, yet any

emergency might result in the appointment by

the State of non-religious and even immoral

men. 4. Some day the State may call these

very same young men out to fight in the streets

of their city to suppress the men we are try

ing to help. Think of the possibilities in a

great railroad strike. 5. There are other

reasons, but maybe these are enough.

Associate Justice Brewer, in delivering the

address at the closing exer-

Tt, n-ti j i'ises of the Bible Teachers'
l ne DiDle and ..... 0 , ...
.... , , ., I raining School, of which
Nationil Life ,. ,,. 6,,, ,,,..' .

Dr. W. W. White is presi

dent, spoke of the Bible and

its value to the life of the nation as well as the

individual which should be suggestive to the

Independence Day orator. "The more this

Bible enters into our national life, the grander

and purer and better will become that life.

There is something more than putting the book

into every man's hand. We have an illustra

tion of what I mean in a political campaign.

Orators and speakers are sent out to awaken

enthusiasm and to get people to read the docu

ments that arc distributed. It does not follow

that if you put a book in a man's hand that he

will read it. You have to do something to

draw his attention to its value and impress

upon him that there is in the book something

which is for his country's good. The send

ing out of teachers of the Bible competent

explain and illustrate it makes it potent as a

force in the land. The one who is engaged in

bringing this Bible to the people is a patriot."

Dr. White is to be congratulated on the prog

ress of the school, which last year enrolled

212 students and has been handsomely housed

on Lexington avenue and 49th street.

The third edition of the Polity of the North

American Associations has

The Polity of the just been issued. It is re-

North American vised and enlarged and

Associations contains the findings of the

Buffalo convention—t h e

latest authoritative definition of Association

polity. Men who have been for years promi

nent in State and local work have co-operated

with Mr. Morse in its preparation. No one

man has had such an opportunity to interpret

the principles of the Association movement as

Mr. Morse in his thirty-five years of super

vision of the Association movement. This

pamplet should be a text-book which every

Association officer should study. It does not

purport to be light reading; it deals with

principles. The polity of our Young Men's

Christian Association has been formed as the

North American Associations in the half cen

tury of their history have worked out their

local government and its principles and have

united their efforts in international, State and

other affiliations. Men who are directing each

integral part of the organization which is so

extending and has become a world factor

should certainly be students of its polity. The

price of the book is nominal (10 cents).
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We wonder if we of llie American Associa

tions realize our heritage

"A Song and appreciate the un-

of fettered freedom and gencr-

Triomph" ous support in gifts and in

fluence that have become

available almost for the asking. It is not so

in other countries. European Associations

fight every inch of their way. The financial

support is beggarly ; class distinctions practi

cally unknown here become unsurmounlable

harriers. The wonder is, not that the American

Associations arc able to make such a showing

as astonishes our European friend who writes

the following review of our annual January

summary, but that the European Associations

can do as much as they do. America is sup

plying a vision of accomplishment for young

men which is giving courage and hope in

other countries. The review is written by

J. de Looper, in La Jeunesse Chrctticnnc.

The American journal ASSOCIATION MBK in its

January number, publishes a review of the Asso

ciation work, principally in the United States and in

Canada. It is a song of triumph and we must ac

knowledge it is fully justified. Progress is every

where and in all sections and apparently greater than

in preceding years. We dare not even dream of

analyzing this voluminous report. We limit ourselves

to extracting some interesting facts. It is by the

millions of dollars one has to count up to understand

the value of the new buildings constructed or ac

quired in the course of the year; it is by tens of

thousands that the numbers of the members have in

creased, and yet it is not these facts that the most

rejoice the author of the article. The spiritual work

has much more increased, if one may make a compari

son between such different departments. There are

100 secretaries and directors of different departments

(religious, moral and physical) more than last year

and thousands of young men have offered themselves

as voluntary workers. The Associations have in some

way taken possesion of their field of work with more

conviction and force and have adapted their activity

better to the needs of men of all classes. The num

ber of conversions has doubled that of the preceding

years, and for three years the number of those pres

ent at the Bible Classes has doubled; one Association,

that of Cleveland, in Ohio, registers 2,000 a week.

One hundred and twenty-five Bible classes have been

opened in the shops or factories, for the men em

ployed there; they are held at midday and at mid

night. Sometimes the industrial or commercial com

panies erect costly buildings for the use of the As

sociation, whose work they appreciate. The Rail

way Companies continue to distinguish themselves

in this respect. During the last two years they have

constructed thirty-three new buildings with this ob

ject. In addition to that they give every year about

5250,000 toward the support of the work. The Ameri

can Associations have many Boys' Branches, com

prising more than 40,000 boys between 12 and 17.

In the last two years, thirteen premises have been

built for their use. In the new buildings of the

older Associations it is now customary to appropriate

for the boys a space as large as for the men. The

evening classes number 31,000 pupils. Secretaries

are engaged to help groups of from five to ten little

country Associations. The American Alliance in this

way hopes in five years to be able to cover 500

counties. It continues to organize military Asso

ciations in both the Army and Navy. It does not limit

its efforts to North America, but does mis

sionary work by supporting abroad thirty-seven

secretaries and by spending annually nearly

for this work alone. The American and Canadian

Associations last year expended $30,000 more than

ever before. Here are figures over which more

than one of our readers may dream. We refrain

from drawing any conclusions, the circumstances be

ing so different, but nevertheless ... let us all

reflect! Can God not work miracles here as well as

there? Is it not faith that is wanting?

It was not an infrequent experience in years

past to find an Association

Where Does whose credit was not good

This in the community and a ton

Apply ? of coal could not be ob

tained on trust. Now these

aiv exceptional. But one such is one too

many. The name of Christ is dishonored by

every such bad-credit Association. A slick'

dealer writes us, "I rind it difficult to get my

slides hack and to collect for them." The

trouble may arise from an Association at

tempting more than it can fulfil, but primarily

from a lack of a deep sense of the elements

of common honesty in contracting obligations

without the ability to meet them. The criti

cism is fairly made that men who do not and

cannotjiay their bills, are not the men to preach

righteousness as the representatives of Christ.

Here is a card that is being largely used and

is in line with this matter:

IS THERE A LESSON IN THIS FOR YOU?

A Newcastle shopkeeper was recently very much

surprised by a customer coming In to pay an

account within a few days of the 'supply of certain

goods for personal use. The poor merchant felt as

If he were being "paid off," for the customer's bill

never had been satisfied In le« than six months.

"Why, sir, what's wrong? You only got the

things last week-end." "I know; but I was at the

Simultaneous Mission and heard Dr. Olbson, who

told people that to keep a man waiting for pay

ment and making him, perhaps, starve himself

and family to meet his own ohllcations was worse

than robbery." The shopkeeper Is blessing the

missloner. and wishes that more of his customers

had heard him.

THE SCRIPTURES TELL US:

Withhold not good from the owners thereof, when

It Is In the power of thine hand to do It.

Say not unto thy neighbor, Cm and come again

and to-morrow I will give, when thou hast It by

the*.—(Proverbs 3:27, 28.)

A Western secretary writes : "There are

fifteen members on my

A board, and as far as I know

Deolorable not one of them subscribes

Fact for ASSOCIATION MEN. This

is a deplorable fact, but it

is true nevertheless, and I want to remedy it

if possible." This letter is an echo of many

others. Secretaries are awakening to the fact

that the reason that men are not capable of

the intelligent direction of the Association is

because they are not familiar with the Asso

ciation movement and cannot be unless they

read the Association publication, the trade

paper of the movement. This secretary has

reali7ed, as others should more fully, that the
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all his heart to do.

Early in the fall

Associations alone are chiefly interested in ex

tending the subscription list of the paper for

the Association's own good. Not only should

the directors, but every committee man, as

well as pastors and contributors, and women's

Auxiliary leaders, be on the subscription list.

The paper is furnished at cost—50 cents a year.

Jl

A cablegram expressing the sympathy of the

young men of Paris, France, for the awful

"General Slocum" catastrophe, was received

at the International office from Mr. Sautter,

National Secretary of the French, and con

veyed to the Mayor of New York.

Jl

For an Association in America to plume

itself over a Bible enrollment of fifty or

seventy-five men seems ridiculous when a

secretary—a foreigner, and without knowledge

of the language of the country—can go to a

city like Bangalore, India, and in a little more

than a year enroll eighty-seven men in Bible

classes. A man can do what he purposes with

Jt

Fred B. Smith will take

his long-contemplated trip abroad to visit the

foreign Associations and hold services for

men among the Associations in Great Britain,

India, Ceylon, Australia, Manila, and Hono

lulu. During his absence, Mr. C. C. Michener

will give attention to his work.

Jt

The editor of the New York World, Joseph

Pulitzer, has recently said that every man

should read the Bible and Shakespeare; that

the reading of those books was essential to a

newspaper man. This suggestion comes with

especial force, as Mr. Pulitzer has not been

known as a church man. The. Bible is a more

important book to the life of men than the

attention given 'to it by the average young

man would seem to suggest.

Jl

It has been a common saying that Iowa's

greatest productions were corn and hogs, and

that in those commodities the interest of the

State centers. Secretary Shaw insists that a

third product should be regarded as equally

valuable—boys. The World's Work reports

that through the instructions given to the

farmers of that State by Professor Holden on

the proper planting of corn, that the crop will

be increased in value to the extent of $8,000,-

000. The railroads provided Professor Holden

with special trains, and in three days he visited

fifty stations, and delivered sixty lectures in

fifteen Iowa counties. The railroads are

equally ready to facilitate the transportation

of Association secretaries and to advance the

value of a crop of men, but the farmers are

not out in equal force to meet them as they

met Professor Holden.

The Association is to lose another of its

most valued workers. George W. Ehler,

physical director at Chicago, is to take the

supcrvisorship of physical training of the

Cleveland public schools. Mr. Ehler has a

splendid record in Chicago, where his work

has been without equal.

Jl

Another of the veterans to quietly slip out

of the ranks is the secretary of the Chicago

and Northwestern Railroad Department, Chi

cago. Mr. Cook is a good, Bible-loving man.

His record of devoted service is one that is

an honorable one to remember.

Jl

The popularity of R. J. Roberts in the old

Boston gymnasium found a fitting expression

when the class drill was interrupted on a re

cent evening and he was presented with a

handsome gold watch. It took the place of one

(also a gift) that was stolen some little time

ago. Mr. Roberts is a pioneer who made

light athletics the basis of the Association

curriculum.

. Jt

Whoever heard ten years ago of an Associa

tion which in early summer had formulated a

written policy for its several departments?

but that is the rule now in the larger or

ganizations. Religious work, Bible study,

educational classes, including several distinct

special schools for technical studies, employed

boys' day schools, etc., are not uncommon

enough now to excite comment. Truly, it is

getting to be a big business enterprise to run

an Association.

Jl

This is the spirit that brings things to pass

on which the foundations of many a building

has been laid. Three directors in a Central

Western city Association, during a recent

building canvass, met daily at the home of one

of their number at 5.30 A. M. for a month,

for prayer and planning. This fact was un

known to any of the other directors or even

to the general secretary. With such men on

the boards and committees our work will not

fail of influencing the lives of young men.

Jt

The most pitiable failure resulting from in

ternal dissension that we have known in As

sociation history, has been that at Amsterdam,

N. Y., where $55,000 had been pledged for an

Association building; then on account of a

split in the board in reference to the location

of the building, the whole thing was abandoned,

and this in face of the fact that 610 voung

men had each pledged $10 for this building

besides 'their personal membership. The State

Committee did all that was possible to pre

vent the catastrophe.



A Fourth of July Sentiment for Men

A republic is a brotherhood, and education alone is valueless without toleration, com

mon sc'nse, and, above all, the free expression of intelligent conviction in public action.

I'lio man who knows may love his country, but ihc man who acts, maintains her. Educa

tion is not given to us that we may isolate ourselves from our fellows. Education is given

to us that, mingling with them, we may better minister to the common good of all. * * *

It is an encouraging and hopeful sign that more and more citizens exert themselves to secure

good nominations in the various parties; that, if slowly, the standards of public honor are

steadily rising; that the most highly educated men in the country are sacrificing, as never

before, positions of private comfort and high emolument for the thorny paths of public

usefulness; that the scholar no longer shrinks at the epithet, politician; that the trained

man of affairs is readier to do his plain duty in the jury box. * * * The party boss fears the

crowded caucus. The legal sharper dreads an intelligent jury. The swindler, great or little,

winces under the lash of the newspaper that is not run for revenue only. * * * The bookworm

who reads only that he may censure has become the reproach of the republic. The student,

whose private conviction is expressed in public action, is the leader to whom the nation turns

in confidence and hope.—Lieutenant-Governor Guild at Fall River Anniversary.

May the editorial suggestion made recently

in "An Interview with Fifty Men" regarding

the devotional habits of their lives, be followed

out. ASSOCIATION MEN would make profitable

use of the results of such a study.

J»

There is good temperance work done at

Governor's Island with the soda-water fountain

at the Army Association building, which has

a sale of at least 200 drinks a day. The best

ice-cream soda is sold at 5 cents a glass. This

brings twice as many men to the building daily

and fewer go to the saloons. The thing pays

all around.

Jf

In speaking before the students of the Hart

ford Theological Seminary about the significant

religious movement in Europe, Rev. Edward

H. Rudd said, "The Y. M. C. A. work also

accomplished mighty things for France, and

every true American is proud of and grateful

to the far-sighted liberality of Mr. James

Stokes of New York City for what he has

done and is still doing for the Christianization

of France as well as other nations. His latest

scheme is St. Petersburg, Russia."

«*

The Hon. John Barrett, ex-Minister to the

Argentine, who has recently been appointed

Minister to Panama, in addressing the Buenos

Aires Association, referred to a conversation

he had with the King of Siam. He had

turned to examine the books in the King's

private library, and seeing this the King re

marked, "But you haven't noted my English

Bible. That is my favorite of them all. I

have read it through several times. There

is not any such continued grandeur in any ot

the writings of Buddha." Mr. Barrett said

in his address, "Unless we leaven the entire

Association with Bible study, the organization

fails of its mark. The Association is essenti

ally a Christian Association."

The World's Conference, at Paris, France.

April 26 to 30, 1005, will furnish an opportunity

to meet the Association leaders in Europe and

to take a trip through Europe and Great

Britain which will be seized by many. AS

SOCIATION MEN is arranging for a party.

J«

A decision has just been handed down by

the Appellate division of the Supreme Court of

New York, finding that the new ten-story

building of the New York University on

Washington Square, which is chiefly devoted to

business purposes, although the law school,

school of pedagogy and administrative offices

of the University are there, shall not be taxed.

as the rents received are all applied to the edu

cational purposes of the University. The Ken

tucky Supreme Court has also made a recent

decision exempting Associations in that state

from taxation.

dfl

The swimming pool cannot be too closely

watched. At Waterbury, Conn., while a boy

was attempting a long swim under water, he

was seen to turn over on his side and sink.

The secretary immediately, although with his

clothes on, dived in and brought up the lad.

who was restored after an hour's work. On

almost the same date a man was drowned in

the Chicago natatorium and another found

drowned at Portland, Ore. The attendant

constantly in charge at Chicago has personally

saved at least half a hundred men and boys

who were overcome while in the tank.

i*

Support is lost rather than gained by poverty-

poor, calamity-presaging appeal in the papers

for financial aid for an Association. Such a

thing breaks confidence in an Association, both

in the minds of the contributors and the mem

bers. Nothing brings more money to an As

sociation than good management, and then the

personal showing and request for funds' to do

a good work with.



For More and Better Association Buildings

"I see your sister city, Sherman, is to have a $90,000 jail. My honest opinion is that if

she would erect a $30,000 building for the Young Men's Christian Association, a $40,000

jail would do."—The late Henry W. Grady, in an address to business men.

The Salt Lake City building, 91 by 129}

feet, on a choice business corner, is being built

with an eye to the future. It is of fireproof

construction, and the walls are planned to carry

seven stories, although but four will now be

erected. The floors are of concrete and the

fifth floor serves as the roof, so that when other

floors are added it will cost less than $300 to

change the roof back into a floor. The build

ing will be completed about January 1. The

amount pledged is $90,000.

Adrian, Mich., has received a $10,000 gift,

conditional upon raising $20,000 within the

next srxty days. Already one subscription of

$4,000 and five of $1,000 have been pledged.

The State Agricultural College at Corvallis,

Ore., is inaugurating a canvass to secure

$10,000 for a college building. An association

friend in the East has subscribed $2,000, on

condition that $8,000 be given locally.

The Seattle building canvass for $185,000 has

passed the $100,000 mark.

The Hoquiam, Wash., Association has re

ceived a gift of $1,000 to start its building

fund. Hoquiam is a town of 4,000 people.

The Association was organized there last fall,

with the understanding that a building would

be the first important thing attempted.

In two days $2,400 was raised in Santa Bar

bara, Cal, by B. B. Wilcox. The Association

was $1,300 in debt and doing nothing. A gen

eral secretary will be called.

Los Angeles, Cal., has ten $1,000 subscrip

tions, one of $5,000 and two of $2,000. It is

raising $200,000 to secure its building. The

state secretary, B. B. Wilcox, will spend four

months with the Association, and is endeavor

ing to secure 100 firms and individuals to give

$1,000 each. It may be known as "The Thou

sand Dollar Club." The Association has a

building site, costing $98,000, which is paid for,

and subscriptions and cash amounting to

$53,000. The state secretary writes: "ASSO

CIATION MEN has been of untold value in get

ting the work set up at this point, and has done

much to stimulate other fields of ours."

Mansfield, O., has $7,000 pledged for its

$18,000 indebtedness and expects to clean up

the balance this year.

Wakefield, Mass., has $13,000 raised toward

its new building.

New Orleans is paying $2.38 a day interest

on its mortgage and wants it stopped.

Gen. C. M. Stitzer, a great-hearted citizen

of Toledo, O., has given $5,000 toward the

building fund. Two gifts of $2,500 and one of

$1,000 have recently been pledged.

An unknown friend has given $5,000 to the

Muscatine, la., Association, which pays the

last obligation on its $46,000 building.

Mr. Ranson E. Olds, the inventor of the

Oldsmobile, has given $5,000 to the Lansing,

Mich., Association, provided $30,000 is raised

for a building.

The Syracuse Association has received the

deed of the site for its new building from Mr.

Benjamin Tousey. The conditions are that the

property shall forever be exempt from any in

debtedness created by the board of directors,

and that the new building shall cost not less

than $168,500. Mr. Tousey gives $68,500 be

sides the site.

Belleville, Ont., is planning a new $30,000

building and an energetic canvass will be in

augurated at once.

Owen Sound, Ont., has $10,000 pledged to

ward a $15,000 building.

St. Catharines, Ont., has $12,000 pledged for

a $15-,000 building.

In Illinois there is decided progress in Asso

ciation building matters. Oak Park has com

pleted its fund of $75,000 in pledges and guar

antees. The building is enclosed and will be

ready for occupancy early in the fall. The

Kewanee building is nearly finished and makes

a fine appearance for an Association home in a

small city. At Galva $7,000 has been pledged

toward $10,000 for a new building. Springfield

is pushing its canvass for a new home, having

sold the old building some time since. The

prospect seems encouraging for the securing

of at least $7.r>,000. Aurora has started a

movement for a new building. At Decatur,

where the purchase of a fine lot was reported

some months ago, $38,000 is available toward

the building itself, with two other subscriptions

of $5,000 each, conditioned on the securing of

the third. The C. & E. I. Department, Chicago,

has nearly finished the new and enlarged build

ing to take the place of the one destroyed by

fire. Mount Vernon, which has no Association,

has started a building movement with one

pledge of $1,000 and two of $500 each. A

strong committee has been appointed to con

tinue the canvass for $25,000. Ottawa, which

is one of the three cities in the state of 10,000

population or over without any Association, is

agitating the matter of an Association building.
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The Dayton Association is pushing for

$250,000 and has already subscribed $221,000

of this sum. Thirty-eight business men have

contributed $113,425. If the amount is pledged

by July first a gift of $19,000 will be obtained.

A committee of 100 men is pushing the can

vass and will close it up by July 1. The As

sociation owns besides its present building,

real estate worth $100,000 and will erect a

building 136x220 feet, seven stories high, cost

ing $350,000. Not the least interesting feature

of the month's canvass is the great sacrifice

made by many of the members. Young men

on $5 and $10 a week are giving from $25 to

$50, some of them insisting upon giving larger

amounts than they have been asked to do.

One gentleman who had not been approached

complained to a member of the board that he

had not been asked to subscribe. The matter

was at once presented to him and he gave his

subscription for $1,000. Another who has had

the advantages of the restaurant during the

AN ASSOCIATION

HOUSE IN A

TOWN OF 8,500

POPULATION.

This $63,000 build

ing of the Sewickley

Association has just

been opened. Six

acres of ground, in

cluding an athletic

field, surround tlie

building. A very small

debt only remains

upon it.

past year said that he wanted to acknowledge

the kindness and pleasure that had been given

him in this way and he and his wife gave a

subscription for another thousand dollars.

Miss Eaker, who gave the site for the build

ing and made the Association a residuary

legatee, wrote in her will: "Much of my life

has been passed in this home, and I gladly

give it for this purpose, believing that it could

be consecrated to no better use, and that the

people of Dayton will build upon it a suitable

Christian home for our young men."

Racine, Wis., building committee has sub

mitted plans for remodeling the present build

ing. With additions and improvements rec

ommended by this committee the building

could accommodate 1,000 members. The mem

bership is now 665.

Washington, D. C, has let the main con

tracts for its new building for $285,000. On

Saturday night the bids were opened, on Mon

day night accepted by the Board, Tuesday the

THE HORACE

ALLING ROOM,

NEWARK.

Many of the rooms

in the new Newark

Association building

are furnished by in

dividuals or families.

This room is furnished

by the Ailing family.

Over the mantelpiece

-fill be placed a like

ness of Horace Ailing,

late treasurer of the

Prudential Insurance

Company, Newark.

His family thus per

petuate his memory

in a sensible and

useful tcay in the or

ganisation which he

loved.
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CAMERISTS'

EXHIBIT.

The first exhibit

made by the camera

club of the Buffalo

Association in its

handsomely decorated

rooms. A dark room

and fine photographic

equipment are here

available for the mem

bers.

contracts were let and on Wednesday ground

was broken. The building, exclusive of lot

and furnishings, will cost about $300,000 and

will be completed next summer.

Milwaukee has one pledge of $10,000 and

one of $5,000 towards a $125,000 building to

be erected on the site next its present build

ing. The directors believe that the amount

can be raised. A structure six or seven stories

high will be erected and the old building turned

over for the exclusive use of the boys' work.

Students of the State Agricultural College

of Manhattan, Kan., pledged $6,000 toward a

$25,000 building.

The cornerstone of the Lexington, Ky., As

sociation building was laid May 25 by Henry

E. Rosevear. The address was delivered by

Rev. Carter Helm Jones, of Louisville. Hon.

James A. Curry, president of the Association,

presided.

Mrs. Bidwell has offered $2,000 and a site

for an Association building at Chico, Cal. A

canvass will be made in the fall to secure the

funds for building and organize an Associa

tion.

Paterson, N. J.. is now well into its canvass

for a $150,000 building; $41.000 is pledged.

Repairs and changes have been commenced

on the French Branch building, New York

City, and it is hoped that the building will be

ready for occupancy in the fall.

The Peoria Stone and Marble Company

donated a mosaic floor for the entrance of the

new Kewanee. 111., Association building.

The cornerstone of the Chelsea, Mass., As

sociation building was laid by Governor Bates,

May 31. In response to the Governor's appeal

at a meeting in the evening, $2,000 was pledged

for the building fund.

The new home of the University of Vir

ginia Association, which is given by Mrs. Wil

liam E. Dodge, will cost $60,000.

Lynchburg, Va., has secured a third sub

scription of $5,000 toward a building. An ef

fort is to be made to secure at least five gifts

of a like amount before a general canvass is

made.

The Springfield Training School has re

cently received a gift of a new building from

Mrs. E. S. Woods, of Springfield. It is to be

built of brick, in Colonial style, two stories

high, 60 by 70 feet, costing $20,000, and will be

completed for use in the fall term. The first

floor is to be devoted to a dining hall and

kitchen, thoroughly equipped with modern ap

pliances, and a large hall and reception room to

be used for social purposes. The second floor

will be used for dormitories.

'
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PROPOSED BUILDING FOR PATERSON, N. J.
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An offer of $1,000 has been made toward a

$10,000 building at Alexandria, Va.

St. John, N. B., has recently received $1,000

by the will of the late F. R. Dearborn.

Eight years ago, the Buffalo Association

bought a property on Main street in which its

equity was $63,000. This property was recently

sold for $80,000. By the investment of this

portion of the permanent funds for eight years,

it secured a profit of $17,000. The amount of

the original investment, plus the increase, with

a total of $80,000 has been reinvested in the

old building. When this building is sold, the

$80,000 will be reinvested apart from Asso

ciation property. Buffalo trustees' policy is

not to use bequest money for Association

buildings or current expenses ; every dollar,

amounting now to something over $J10,000,

received in bequests, is invested in permanent

funds for the institution.

By the will of Joseph, L. Dickey, a farmer of

Franklin County, the Columbus, O., Associa

lion receives $2,000.

B. F. Burk, R. E. Breed, Jr., and Geo. A. H.

Shidclcr, three prominent business men of

Marion, Ind., say to the local Association, "If

agreeable to your Association we shall be glad

to donate your swimming pool, baths, heaters,

etc." They specify, "We want it done right."

It was agreeable. The pool is 14x28, lined

with white tile, marble coping, etc., in pro

portion.

Brandon, Manitoba, citizens are engaged in

a canvass for $40,000 to provide for lot, build

ing and equipment. In two weeks' time the

subscription reached $14,000, Mayor Hall and

J. H. Hughes leading with $1,000 each. They

are working to secure ten pledges' of $1,000

each and twenty of $500 each. Brandon is a

progressive city of 8,000 population, 100 miles

west of Winnipeg. W. M. Parsons is help

ing in the Brandon movement. Later he is to

go to other cities in the Northwest Canadian

Provinces.

Lawrence, Kan., has now secured a $25,000

building. Toward this twelve directors gave

over one-half. Two of them, W. R. Stubbs

and A. Henley, each gave $.r>,000. Mr. Stubbs

is the president of the Association and a

political leader in the State.

A lumberman whose death occurred re

cently has willed $5.000 to be used for the

Lockport. N. Y., building fund. This will re

duce the mortgage to $13,000. It is hoped that

the entire indebtedness may be cleared.

Topeka. Kan., has launched a building can

vass for $75,000, and in two days $20,600 was

subscribed, two prominent citizens giving

$5.000 each. C. S. Ward is assisting in the

canvass.



The Boys' Department

Boys' Department Chat

BY A. A. JAMESON, NASHVILLE, TENN.

Some physical directors are missing the

greatest opportunity of their lives by their fail

ure to be in vital and earnest touch with the

distinctively religious features of the boys'

work. If the theory be correct that the boy

admires and imitates the strong, athletic man,

then the physical director is the logical man

of the Association to direct the attention of the

boys to the religious features. It is not neces

sary that he be the actual badcr of the religious

work, but he can be so dead in earnest about

the development of the spiritual life of the boys

in the gymnasium that he will create an enthu

siasm for the boys' gospel meetings and Bible

classes which will swing nearly every boy into

line. All the physical directors will, upon spe

cial request, make an announcement in a formal

happy medium is difficult. It is unfortunate to

wound a boy's feelings, even should he need

correction ; it is unfortunate to be compelled

to give a boy "two weeks' vacation" and iso

late him from the influence of the Association,

when perhaps he needs it most ; it is unfor

tunate to allow to go unnoticed any conduct

which should be corrected. The boys' depart

ment is not a "reformatory" in the usual sense

of that word, but it is a place of happy, helpful

influence, and in the discipline of the depart

ment lies largely the kind of influence exerted.

When a boy jumps the track, rolls an empty

box (which should have been put away be

fore he came) down two flights of stairs just

to hear the noise, or gets into a "friendly

scrap" over a game, or talks saucily to the

janitor and causes him trouble, don't fire him

out bodily, but make an engagement with him

for "to-morrow afternoon." After sleeping

CAMP HKCKKT.

One of the t-co out

ing camps owned by

the State committee

of Massachusetts and

Rhode Island. This

shou's the outlook

on one of the two

lakes on the 200-nrrc

farm in the Berkshire

Hills. Through July

it «i'// be often as the

outing place {or boys

unit in August for

young men. The sec

ond < niur is on

Moody Island, Maine.

sort of way to the gymnasium class about a

gospel meeting or Bible class, but with some

few that is the end of the matter. There is a

lack of whole-hearted, whole-souled effort to

interest the boys. Boys recognize this in

stantly. Consequently, the leader of the reli

gious work not only has the indifference of the

boys to overcome, but, what is worse, the ex

ample of the indifferent physical director.

There arc some departments where the pres

ence of the physical director in a boys' meet

ing would create a genuine sensation, the oc

currence being so unlocked for and unex

pected. Thrice blest is the department where

the physical director is in loving sympathy

with the boys and powerfully in earnest about

their conversion and spiritual development.

The question of discipline is an important

one. There is a wide gulf between the loud,

gruff and overbearing boys' work director and

the meek, submissive and hesitating one. The

over it he will feel a little sorry about it, you

will be over your "impatience," and the crowd

of boys who witnessed the "crime" will not be

around to sec the culprit "executed." Then a

manly, straightforward, pleasant talk will

usually fix the thing all up. Don't send a boy

home fur two weeks except as a last resort.

Remember that it is an evidence of weakness

when by sending a boy home we confess we

cannot inspire him to conduct himself properly.

If you have a swimming pool and advertise

that you will give instructions in Swimming,

be sure to fulfil your promise. Some parents

have their boys join specially to learn to swim.

If they have not done so, after six months or

a year have passed, they wonder what the mat

ter is. Sometimes a boy "just can't" learn to

swim. But often it is a case of failure to keep

a promise.
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The Boys of a Town in Summer

I have noticed that at the first appearance of

spring the best Association's work, with all its

indoor attractions, seems to lose its hold upon

the boy, and instead of in the Association, if

we seek him, we are most likely to find him

engaged in outdoor recreation. I started out

to find this boy in his natural haunts and to

try to discover, if possible, what it was that

proved so alluring. I fully expected to meet

him walking about the city in a listless manner

with nothing but an occasional mischievous

prank to lighten the monotony. Just what I

found was a revelation to me.

I rode about the city alert and anxious for

an opening. I noticed that my listless boy was

not very prominent, nor, in fact, were there

many others. Speaking to one boy I met who

carried a baseball mitt, I was told that I would

tiud most of the fellows "on the hill."

From these boys I learned of another similar

group at a certain place in a different portion

of the city; still another came to light. Before

the week closed I soon had a list of no less

than eight places where the boys congregated,

and had come in contact with over two hun

dred of them between the ages of from 10 to 14.

In spite of the proximity of other fields, in

some cases very near by, there was a strong

enough group sentiment to keep the boys apart

and regular in their attendance. In several in

stances a partial, informal organization was

present and a peculiar harmony noticeable

among the different ones who frequented the

field.

By mingling regularly with them at different

times, umpiring their "scrub" games and sug

gesting points about their playing, a friendly

feeling sprung up and I was daily receiving

visits at the Association building from boys,

many of whom had never visited the rooms. I

effected the organization of a strong baseball

team at the various places with a captain and

manager elected by the boys. One afternoon I

invited these two representatives of each team

to meet me in the Association. A Junior City

Baseball League was formed from the eight

teams represented.

Three diamonds were laid out at convenient

places, a regular schedule of games was ar

ranged, covering the vacation period, and a list

of rules drawn up and signed by each manager.

"Its purport" opened the articles, "shall be to

promote the ethics of pure sport among the

boys of the community, and by close organiza

tion to foster the growth of a fraternal spirit

among the different groups interested.''

Here are a few extracts from the different

clauses of the agreement: "Team members

must at all times be gentlemen." "Rudeness or

profanity not permitted and punished by sus

pension from the league." "No interchanging

THE LINCOLN (NEB.) JUNIORS.

of players." "No unfriendly comments on um

pires' decisions," etc., showing how heartily

the boys entered with me into the purity idea.

They were agreed that there was too much pro

fanity among the fellows and pledged them

selves to work against it.

Several fine games have been played, and

now the boys are planning to purchase uni

forms. Almost every boy who knows of the

league is a more or less enthusiastic rooter. A

number of older persons are attending the

games. One man has volunteered to furnish to

each member of the winning team a group

photograph of the club.

It is safe to assume that at the close of the

series a sufficient interest will have been

aroused in group games and contests to make

the suggestion of a basketball league in the

gymnasium, along like lines, decidedly in order.

Among the things I have learned in this

little work for boys was that there is uncon

sciously an inborn, instinctive love in every

lad's heart for God's out of doors and sun

shine and the unrestrained freedom of the

fields. Another thing that impressed me was

the loyalty of the different groups to their

chosen leaders and the spirit in which they ac

cepted their management, showing that they

naturally prefer well-regulated and organized

work, though there comes a time now and then

when the off-hand, go-as-you-please game

holds delightful prospects.

Just one hour a day has been given to the

matter. Ninety-six boys have become regis

tered players, and almost double that number

indirectly, through their interest in the other

fellows. Three hundred will learn what the

Association is doing for boys, and this at a time

when, as a rule, the work is often wholly or

partially suspended.

Cortland, N. Y. CHAS. H. KIMBLE.
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Boys' Department Notes

The leader for Camp Dudley this year will be

R- P. Kaighn, George E. Peck having retired

after many years' service. Camp Dudley will

open July 7 and continue for four weeks. The

boys of Western New York will go to Chau-

tauqua Lake, the central New York boys to

Sodus Bay, Lake Ontario; Troy, Lansingburg

and Watervliet will camp at Saratoga Lake,

and there will be a dozen local camps through

out the state.

Maritime boys' camp section one will be held

at St. Martins, N. B., July 20 to August 3;

the second at River John, July 3-27; section

three at Sydney.

Denver has had remarkable success in its

boys' meetings, averaging nearly 300 for several

months. On May 22 the attendance was 656.

At a great boys' meeting held recently, there

were 1,235 boys present and 521 adults, making

a total of 1,753. From statistics gathered at

three different meetings it was found that 41

per cent, of the boys present had joined the

church through the influence of the Junior

Department.

The first State Boys' Camp of Michigan is

to be held August 2-15 at Torch Lake.

Buffalo has formed a jubilee league of boys

who have been led to become Christians dur

ing the convention special services.

Boys' secretaries and leaders in boys' work

have already registered from twenty States and

Provinces for the Lake George boys' confer

ence, August 30 to September 4, one coming

from California, others from Denver, St. Louis,

Nashville, Milwaukee, etc. Already the pro

gram shows the names of John R. Mott, F. S.

Brockman, of Shanghai, China, Carter of Cal

cutta, Smith of Madras, Gilbert of Lahore

and Clark of Brazil and twenty-five others.

FOREST AND

STREAM CLUB,

HARLEM BRANCH,

NEW YORK.

A moonlight scene

around the camp-fire

on the stage. Stereop-

ticon views of camp

life were shown dur

ing the evening.
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DENVER'S GREAT BOYS' MEETING.

1,235 boys were present at this meeting and 525 men.

A naturalist accompanies Indianapolis boys'

camp sixty miles west of the city. The most

popular thing is the bean-bag war game.

San Francisco had 300 boys' parents at a

gymnasium carnival. At a camp reunion $45

was cleared from the concert and camp talks

illustrated by the stereopticon. The boys'

meeting has been increased by holding every

third week a reception to the speaker. Re

freshments are served and a special musical

program given. A building for boys' work is

demanded. The Associations of San Fran

cisco, Berkeley, Oakland, San Jose, Mission

Street Branch and Calvary Presbyterian

Church, San Francisco, united in a camp at

Cloverdale with over 100 boys.

Montclair boys instead of holding a meeting

at the building Sunday, meet there and walk

to a comfortable spot in the country and have

a lesson and nature topic from the Bible.

Racine will have twelve days of "moving

camp," when the camp will be pitched in differ

ent places from day to day as desired.

Atlanta boys' camp at Pine Mountain

Springs at Lifsey in the mountains of North

THE CAMP 1'IRE.

The great camp for

boys at New Jersey.

The great camp-fire

night is the chief

event of the Boys'

Camp. Each tent is

detailed in turn to

gather wood for the

camp fire, when the

groups v\e with one

another to make the

biggest and the best.

Son^s, readings,

music, fun, frolic,

and at last an evening

prayer service around

the dying camp-fire

embers closes the day

with the five or six

thousand boys in the

camps.

Georgia. There are three large mineral springs

here furnishing the purest and best water for

bathing and swimming.

West Side boys' branch, Cleveland, has 554

members, of whom 197 are employed, 103 are

high-school boys. Membership receipts, $1,-

916; average attendance at Bible classes, 105;

educational classes, 103; total expenses, $6,9-40.

Nashville proposes to run a personally con

ducted party of boys to the World's Fair.

The church camp for Brooklyn boys is con

ducted under the leadership of Mr. Cornelius

Loder at Jamesport, Long Island. Boys come

from the various Brooklyn Sunday-schools and

must be recommended by their pastors, parents

or by some other responsible person. The

boys' \vork director of Brooklyn Central is in

charge of the religious work of the camp.

Several other Association men assist. Some of

the members of the boys' department who are

unable to get to the Association camp are ac

commodated in the church boys' camp. This

co-operation between the church camp and the

Association has proved to be of muttt.il

benefit.



The Association Director

Foreword— God's Business Is Business

.•1 Christian man capable of success in his

own business ought not to hesitate a moment

ii-hcn he is given an opportunity to aid in the

promotion and direction of the most impor

tant business in the world, the business of

saving and religiously educating men and

boys. The office of Director in the Young

Men's Christian Association calls for that

combination of business sense and sane conse

cration most effective nowadays in any hon

orable secular enterprise. It is difficult to un

derstand why competent Christian men of af

fairs should ever decline to accept the oppor

tunities which this important office affords; and

it is vastly harder to explain how an Associa

tion Director, who is intensely attentive and

intelligent in his own vocation, can be satisfied

to render perfunctory service as an officer in

a Christian institution of any kind, particu

larly if that institution aims to secure the phys

ical, social, intellectual and spiritual welfare

of boys and men—young men. The following

pages, prayerfully and thoughtfully prepared

by a State Secretary of the Associ'ation whose

earnestness and successful experience entitle

him thus to speak, are designed to answer, as

they do most comprehensively, the question,

which every sincere man about to become a

Director is certain anxiously to ask, "What

are the duties of an Association Director?"

This timely, because needed, publication, will

disappoint its author's manifest hope if it fails

to encourage efficient men to become Directors,

and to induce them to seek to know well and

do thoroughly their whole duty as Directors.

IRA LANDRTTH.

The Director's Business

A bank director, or director in any business

corporation, understands that there are duties

belonging to this office which lie must care for,

and responsibilities resting upon him, which

he cannot escape. This being true, he is not

likely to be ignorant of the affairs of the con

cern or careless concerning its management.

No matter how strong his personal liking for

or confidence in the officers elected by the

board of directors, he looks for results, and

not rinding them must know the reason. Nor

does he wait till trouble comes before knowing

many things generally and some things very

definitely about the condition and progress of

the company.

The Association Director is the responsible

party in the work of the Young Men's Chris

tian Association. Elected by the Association

membership, he, together with other like Di

rectors, selects the general secretary and other

paid officers. These paid officers are respon

sible to the Board of Directors and the Di

rectors are responsible to the Association

membership and to the community at large.

It is the duty, therefore, of the Association

director,

1. To know the purpose of the Young Men's Chris

tian Association. To have a clear conception of its

work and methods. Not a technical knowledge neces

sarily, but an intelligent appreciation of the Asso

ciation movement, its origin, object and aims. To

know the Association in some such way as he knows

his business, for it • his business as long as he is a

director. This knowledge can only be secured by a

regular reading of ASSOCIATION MEN, a careful study

of Association publications and frequent attendance

at conferences and conventions.

2. To know the local needs for work such as the

Association undertakes to do. Whether the condition

of young men in his own community is such as to

make necessary special lines of work in their behalf.

To know something of the social conditions, the edu

cational needs, the physical development and the relig

ious temper of young men. This knowledge would be

valuable for all Christian workers, but is essential

for effectiveness in the work of the Association.

3. To know whether big Association is prepared,

wholly or in part, to meet the needs of young men.

To study its equipment for its designated campaign

of helpfulness in the lives of young men. To ascer

tain whether or not the physical department is properly

cared for, the social, educational and religious work

definitely planned and whether fully or partially

equipped. Adding to these things knowledge of

whether the Association is properly officered with

directors, committeemen, secretaries and assistants for

the various departments of the work.

4. To be informed concerning the work being done.

The number of members enrolled and the membership

fees paid. The annual budget of receipts and expen

ditures. The achievements in religious work and other

departments, so as to be able to answer intelligently in

quiries from business men and other friends. This

will involve frequent visits to the building, aside from

stated board meetings, which should of course be at

tended with unfailing regularity. Such a director will

be willing to sacrifice time, strength, convenience,

comfort and what is perhaps easiest of all, money,

for the advancement of the Association.

5. To inform himself concerning the duties of the

General Secretary, in order that he may know what

to expect of that officer as well as to increase his own

efficiency and enter into a larger sympathy with (him

in) his arduous work. This suggests the closest har

mony between the director and the secretary and

active cooperation in the Association's plans. Es

pecially does it mean loyalty to the secretary, whether

the director approves of all he does or not. Too

often the director does not know whether his Asso

ciation secretary should be an evangelist, a preacher, a

teacher, an organizer, a manager or a clerk. The

long hours and strenuous life of the average genera]

secretary makes him feel the need of a closer sym

pathy, which can only come from a larger knowledge.

An occasional opportunity to explore the interior of

the director's home would not only give the secretary

a much-needed glimpse of home life, but would

strengthen "the tics that bind," and relieve the director

of the charge, "not given to hospitality."

0, To learn about the Association agencies of super

vision and extension, the International, State or Pro

vincial committees. To understand the functions of

each, and while never becoming subservient to or
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dependent upon either, never to become independent

of the one or the other. A progressive church never

thinks of doing without its general workers. No secular

business seeking patronage over a wide territory and

no organization or order whose prosperity depends

upon the number and effectiveness of subordinate

societies or lodges seeks to get along without general

representatives or agents. The articulation and organ

ization of the Young Men's Christian Association has

proven so businesslike and sensible that no informed

Association man fails to see the value of International

and State or Provincial work as a part of the com

plete whole. It is everywhere understood nowadays

that the local Association which, according to its ability,

does least for the general work, usually finds itself

living at a poor, dying rate. A missionary spirit is

the life-giving spirit. To fully appreciate and sustain

tiu' extension agencies is in the nature of self-preser

vation.

7. It need hardly be said that the Association direc

tor must be a man of exemplary Christian life and

robust Christian character. According to the consti

tution of the Association the director must be a mem

ber in good standing of some evangelical church. He

should be SL man against whom the breath of suspicion

has never been raised. Straightforward in his business

dealings, honest 101 per cent, of the time, a "man of

attairs," of clean Christian character, a living epistle,

known and read of all men, but particularly of the

yuung men of his community, and definitely interested

4.1 ai.J c^r.^crncd for their spiritual welfare.

While these requirements refer particularly

to the Association Director, they are equally

applicable to the Association State Commit-

teeman. The Board of Directors meets more

often, and is specially concerned with refer

ence to a local field. The State or Provincial

Committee meets less seldom and is concerned

with the larger field of a State or Province.

These suggestions are set forth with the

earnest hope that they may be thought-pro

voking and helpful in the development of the

most important and vital point of the Associa

tion's present need. If any one should con

clude that the standard has been pitched too

high, and that men cannot measure up to these

requirements, it remains to be said that there

are more than quarter a hundred thousand

Association Directors now enlisted in this

service. Of the number meeting these require

ments the name is legion.

Nashville. S. W. McGiu..

A Bible Study Campaign

A Bible study campaign has been on for five

years, with gratifying results. Nevertheless

the Associations as a whole, have only touched

the fringe of their opportunity to help men get

into vital touch with the Great Book. Not a

few Associations still show up blank in Bible

classes. A much larger number have made a

good beginning, but their work yet lacks

depth, breadth and scope. It is too young,

and has cost too little in time, thought and

money, to be otherwise. The Associations

which have done the best work during the

past year, are those most concerned about a

larger and better work.

Is the time ripe for a real, dead in earnest,

Bible Study Compaign? It seems so. To be

gin with, the members of the Associations, and

other men within the reach of Association in

fluence, are affected by the general spirit of

religious unrest, discontent and earnest in

quiry. The formation of the Religious Edu

cation Association, the American Bible League,

and similar movements, are crystalized ex

pressions of this spirit. Our own leaders are

awake or are waking up.

Witness the way men have been responding

to appeals in behalf of "The Old Book," both

in the city, student and railroad Associations.

The city Associations have nearly doubled their

enrollment in Bible classes in three years, and

the Student Associations in one year. What

do the rapidly growing shop classes, and the

more recent ship classes in the Navy, the

Cleveland group classes, and the like, mean,

except that the average man is responsive to

the right kind of an appeal in behalf of the

Bible?

The experience of the past five years, ought

to be of immense value in prosecuting a real

forward movement. The experimental work

in boys' classes, teacher training, problem

clubs, and evangelistic classes, has been varied

and wide. There have been both successes and

THE STATE SECRETARIES OF NORTH AMERICA, AT NIAGARA FALLS.
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ONE OF BOSTON'S GARDEN CONCERTS.—COLLEGE NIGHT.

failures. The movement seems to be ready

for a vigorous advance in all of these important

phases of Bible study.

The campaign must be planned with care

and prosecuted with the best wisdom of which

our movement is capable. Every local Asso

ciation should have a clearly defined, intelli

gently formed policy. Every State Committee

should have a definite but comprehensive

policy, based upon a fresh study of the facts

available in the reports now being compiled.

This State policy might well include at least

two points :

1. A Bible Study Department in every As

sociation before January 1.

2. A Higher Standard of quality in every

Bible Study Department already organized.

This will include a larger number of classes,

suited to a greater variety of needs. Not

fewer large classes, but more group classes,

both in and out of the buildings. It should

include better teaching and more home study

by students.

How can State Committees co-operate in

promoting such a campaign?

1. Every State Committee might well have

a Bible Study Committee and through this

committee, outline and execute plans to help

carry out the above general policy through the

local Associations.

2. The next conventions might give a prom

inent place to the campaign idea, not through

addresses, but by detailed and thorough dis

cussion of vital problems in Association Bible

study.

3. A series of group Bible study institutes

might be held, similar to those held during the

past three years, in Ontario and in New York,

Kentucky, Minnesota, and other States. Penn

sylvania, Ohio and Massachusetts, arc planning

such institutes for the coming fall.

The campaign is on. Some men saw and

planned for it long ago. Other are waking

up to it. Some may yet be blind to the vital

character of such a campaign, in making the

Association all that its aim, name, and his

tory imply. Secretaries, committcemen, mem

bers, what are we going to do about it?

FRED S. GOODMAN.

Garden Salon —The Association at Lynn

has for some seasons conducted a Garden

Salon during the months of June, July and

August. Learning by experience to meet the

needs of young men during the heated term,

the Salon has been made increasingly popular

and more effective. The average attendance

for some years past has been nearly two hun

dred. The plans are changed each season

and ruts are avoided. The plans for the pres

ent season are not dissimilar to those of last

year, when the hall was turned into a veritable

flower garden. Booths of green lattice-work

were built, the roof was made of gray carpet

paper, lined to represent worn shingles. Over

these paper wistaria was run. From these

various booths sandwiches, soft drinks and ice

cream were sold at cost. Various games were

provided, and entertainment lasting about two

hours was given each Saturday evening, the

Salon being open on this evening of the week

only. The cooperation of the Young People's

Societies was secured, and the enterprise prac

tically meets all expenses incurred. Admis

sion is free. "It has proven effective," the

secretary writes, "in securing attendance dur

ing the summer of members who might not

otherwise be drawn to the building, and fur

nishes excellent opportunity for social inter

course.



The Railroad Department

Albany burned its $7,000 mortgage, May 24,

and at the same time a note for $1,000. David

B. Hill, who was announced to speak, was not

present.

D. L. & W. freight men of Buffalo have as

surances of hearty cooperation of the com

pany in providing for a building at this point.

•B

•TIIK liUILUING AT CHADRON, NEB.

Chadron. Neb., new building was opened re

cently with a banquet, at which 500 guests were

entertained. It was handled by the auxiliary.

Nearly $1.000 was raised at the Sunday meet

ing, when addresses were made by Governor

Mickey, General Manager Bidwell and others.

Peru, Ind., has received a large tent from

Mrs. Louisa Lovatt, to be used for gospel

services. The tent will be good for a month

in Peru and loaned to other Associations for

similar work. A gift of a 40-foot lot, worth

$4.000, adjoining the present building, has been

received. It will be used this year as a summer

garden.

Railroad Associations of Texas are to be

well represented at the Texas Summer School

at Lampasas. The report says that bathing

and fishing are good and board is $4 a week.

What more can a man ask?

Railroad men of the Maritime Provinces

meet at Stellarton, N. S., June 17-10.

President McDoel, of the Monon Railroad,

has given the Lafayette Association at the

Monon shops 200 volumes for its library.

Bcllevuc, O.. secured the old Harkness

homestead, erected a brick addition, 60 by 40,

and opened it for a combined citf and railroad

Association on May 6.

Building contracts have been let for Mar-

shalltown, la. The Association needs about

$2,000 more to complete and equip the build

ing. It has now $20.000 in hand. A bequest

of $500 from Mrs. J. D. Brown has been re

ceived.

President McDoel was the guest of honor

at the first anniversary at Beaumont Depart

ment, Lafayette, Ind. Mr. McDoel gave a

heart-to-heart talk with his Yuen.

President S. W. Huff, of the street railway

at Richmond, Va., contributes a two-page il

lustrated article about the Street Railway As

sociation of Richmond in the Street Railway

Journal, and states that the work was auspi

ciously launched with 440 members out of an

available membership of 700. He writes, "The

management believes that the money which the

company has invested in this building and

equipment ($1."i.OOO) and the amount which

it proposes to contribute toward the mainte

nance of the work (practically $2,000 per year)

is well spent."

At the Hoboken dinner, President Trucsdale

said : "The co-operation of the men is in a

great measure responsible for the strides

which the road has made in the last year, and

the surmounting of the many difficulties which

have arisen." He also said, "During my re

cent illness the knowledge that my men cared

for me was in a large measure responsible for

my rapid recovery."

The Kaukauna, Wis., Department closed the

season of its debating club with a contest with

Antigo. The latter team carried off the

honors.

Columbus had a valuable series of practical

talks on "The Treatment of Iron;" "A Busi

ness Man's View of European Railroads;"

"Air Brakes ;" "Car Designs ;" "Evolution of

the Locomotive Boiler;" and "Modern Rail

road Bridges." These were furnished by

specialists.

The Pennsylvania Department, Philadelphia,

enrolled 200 men and boys in its educational

classes, a gain of 121 over the previous year.

Members paid $784 this year and but $160 the

previous year.

Braincrd, Minn., is making large improve

ments in its building and grounds, and now

claims ope of the besl-carcd-for-Iocatcd build-

iiiR.s in the country.

Members paid 7.t per cent, of the budget at

Scranton, Pa., and now enrolls 1,964 men.

largely through the influence of E. M. Rine.

chairman of the Membership Committee. No

prizes have been offered, no patent methods

used, but a straightforward, persistent canvass

pushed. An average of between 600 and 70<>

men per day visit the building. The annual

report is tastefully gotten up.

A building is projected at the Pere Mar-

qucltc yards at Grand Rapids.

New departments are proposed at Jersey

City and South Amboy, N. J.
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The new Railroad building at New De-

catur, Ala., will be completed in August.

A building to cost $8,000 is to be erected at

Sapulca, Ind. Ter., the Frisco Company giv

ing $4,000.

Six rooms have been set aside by the I. &

N. Railroad at Taylor, Tex., for Association

Headquarters.

Pine Bluff, Ark., has received a lease of the

Merrill Institute building. For its equipment

$:;,000 have been raised locally and the S. L.

$ S. W. and a friend have given largely for

alterations ?nd equipment.

A. E. Knc'bcl has spent the past month in

holding rvangelistic and special religious con

ferences in the West and Southwest.

A special by-law permitting the Community

to appropriate $2,500 toward the new R.R. As-

sc-ciaticn building at East Toronto, Out., will

be submitted to the ballot of property owners

on July llth.

The Montreal R.R. Department will continue

its class in telegraphy throughout the summer.

The membership of this class numbers fif

teen. Several men have already gone from the

class to satisfactorily fill good positions.

The cornerstone of the new $10,000 building

at Springfield, Mass., was laid with appro

priate ceremonies on June 22d. Vice-President

Van Etten, of the I). & A., was present and

participated iu the exercise.

Work upon the $18,000 building at Me-

chanicsville. N. Y., was commenced early in

June. This promises to be an unusually com

plete and attractive structure.

Nine men in the educational classes of the

Boston Railroad Department took the Interna

tional examinations this year and all passed.

The Rutland R.R. is considering the advis

ability of co-operating in the establishment of

a R.R. Department at Alburgh, Vt.

Jl

Bib!c Readings

From the Margin of My Bible

The Measure of God's Love

EPHESIANS 3: 18-19.

"Tireadth"—John 3: 15, 16. "Whosoever."

"Length"— Ter. 31: 3. "Everlasting."

"Depth"—Gal. 3: 20. "Me."

"Height"—Eph. 2: G. "In Him."

John 17: 23.—"As Thou hast loved Me."

HOW GOD LOVES.

Hos. 14: 4.—"Freely."

John 16: 27.—"As a Father."

John 13: 1.—"Unto the end."

OliJECTS OF GOD'S LOVE.

John 3: 16.—"World."

Eph. 2: 4-5.—"Us."

Gal. 3: 20.-"M<;."

M. W. CAI.I.F.NDAR.

Pitcairn, Pa.

Paragraphs on a Few Books

The Yoke, a Story of the Exodus, by Eliza

beth Millar, is placed by the side of Ben Hur

by many of its enthusiastic readers. The book

makes vivid the Bible record of the breaking of

Israel's bondage.

It takes a master man to interpret a master

man, and that is what has bsen done in The

Life of Beecher, by Dr. Lyman Abbott.

Jack London—that man who sees into the

hearts of men, dogs and things with a Kip

ling's intuition and who made the Klondike give

up its awful tales of gloom and suffering—has

opened sodden, rotten, poverty-palsied East

London, in The People of the Abyss, until a

man cries out in pain for the deliverance of

this great city's poor.

On what a contrasting scene one looks in

The Fat of the Land, the actual accounting by

a physician who took a 360-acre farm and made

a paying property by hard work, courage and

energy. It is good reading, especially for lots

of us who dream of spending our last decade,

at least, on a farm.

Work, by Hugh Black, the swinging clip of

an unlicked man who revels in the joy of life

and its fulfilment of manhood in doing things-

doing a life's task to the full with never a

grumble, but with a song and "rejoicing as a

s(rong man to run a race." It is tonic.

In The Forest, by Stewart Edward White, the

man who must work -at his desk all the long

days of June, while longing for the trail and

the canoe, can take excursions with the help

of this master of the out of doors.

No man can afford not to read Morley's Life

of Gladstone, even if it takes the spare hours

of a year. There is education and inspiration

here—history, biography, political economy,

ethics, religion and the heart of a great human

being revealed.

A missionary book with dash and go to it

and written in the direct language of a man

fresh from college is The i'anguard, by James

S. Gale.

Owen Kildare, who was a pugilist and a

Bowery tough, has told the story of his life in

My Mamie Rose. Kildare has held Associa

tion audiences spelllwund with its recounting,

and we wish the book could reproduce the

brogue and language of the man.

The Church and Young Men, by Frank

Graves Cressey. ought to interest Association

leaders. It is the result of investigation of the

conditions of young men, together with mate

rial furnished him by leading men in various

kinds of Christian effort, and where men are

the objective. The book will be a useful

means of begetting in church workers an ap

preciation of the real value of the Associations.

The bibliography is valuable and indicates how

wide a range the author has taken in the

preparation of his material.
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Carl H. Smith,

Michigan.

B. VV. Godfrey, A. F. Roberts, W. W. Hatfield, W. F. Hunting, J. S. West,

Kentucky. Massachusetts. Christian County, Jasper County, Iowa. Ohio.

Illinois.

NEW SECRETARIES FOR THE COUNTY WORK.

The County Departments

Seventeen definite decisions for the Chris

tian life was one of many results in Union

County, Ky., work the past year.

At the recent Norfolk County, Mass., con

vention the gentleman making the largest in

dividual subscription—a gift of $300— stated

that it was "the best investment he had ever

made, either business or philanthropic."

Four of the leading business men of Mont

gomery County, O., started the canvass for the

organization of their county with individual

subscriptions of $100.

W. D. McRae, assistant secretary of Hoi-

yoke, began work July 1 as county secretary

for New Jersey. Monmouth County will be

the first to be organized.

At Paxton, 111., seventy business men and

farmers attend ;d the banquet which closed the

Ford County convention May 16, and before

leaving the tables they doubled the amount

contributed from Paxton toward the support of

the work throughout the county.

Five new counties—Franklin in Vermont,

Essex in Massachusetts, Monmouth in New

Jersey, Montgomery in Ohio and Poweshiek in

Iowa—are now being organized for county

work.

A fine thirteen-room cottage at Anisquam

Island, off Gloucester, Mass., has been rented

for August by the Norfolk County Committee,

and County Secretary Sholer will conduct a

boys' camp there during the month.

Personal Mention

Robert Weidensall spent the month of June

in Johns Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, under

going an operation and treatment. The opera

tion was successful and he is doing well.

Secretaries A. C. Harte of Mobile, William

F. Hoehn of Portsmouth, N. H., W. D. Lau-

master of Danville, Pa., A. C. Russell of

Kane, Pa., have recently returned from a three

months' tour of the Holy Land and Egypt.

F. J. Jewett, the retiring physical director at

Winnipeg, was presented with a cabinet of

sterling silver and a cane on leaving the city.

A certain Jones family has three representa

tives in the secretaryship. One is Neason

Jones, Brooklyn ; D. H. Jones, Louisville, and

Charles E. Jones, Passaic, N. J. Another

brother is in the pulpit. Every one of them is

six feet tall and represents the vigorous type of

Irish Christianity.

The late Ward E. Hanger, county secretary

of Cattaraugus County, N. Y., was unable to

pass the physical examination, and so carried

no insurance, and last winter, on account of

several assessments coming together in the Sec

retaries' Insurance Alliance, permitted his

membership to lapse. His salary was small.

Unfortunately, he leaves his wife and a five

months' old child unprovided for. The New

York State Committee hopes to make up an

amount equal to the Secretaries' Insurance Al

liance premium, and is receiving contributions

for Mrs. Hanger.

One of the victims of the tragic "General

Slocum" disaster in the East River, New York,

was Henry Seifert, social secretary at the

Twenty-third Street Branch, New York City,

who was to receive his diploma from the

Springfield Training School on the Friday fol

lowing the disaster. Mr. Seifert was 28

years old and had spent seven years pre

paring for the secretaryship at Mount Hermon

and Springfield Training School, where he was

manager of the base-ball club and the glee

club. Big, popular, hearty, sympathetic, busi

ness-like—he was a man who would have

deeply influenced young men in the secretary

ship. All through his school life he has been

a power in Christian work. He was a most

unselfish man. He was buried in Woodlawn

Cemetery, near Mr. McBurncy.

The Second Avenue Branch, New York City,

lost its treasurer, Mr. Henry C. Schunde and

two of its members on the ill-fated "General

Slocum." Over thirty members of this Asso

ciation lost near relatives, and the branch is

thrown into deep mourning. Mr. Schunde had

been a member of this branch from his boy

hood.
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Commencement at the Springfield School

At the commencement exercises of the In

ternational Training School, on Friday, June

17, the oration was given by Edmund W. Booth,

»ho spoke upon "The Promise and Achieve

ment of Young Manhood." Brief remarks were

^ho made by James Stokes, Fernandez Braga,

Life of the Industrial Men of Springfield ;

Henry Seifert, History of the Association Ef

fort for German-speaking Young Men in the

United States ; S. L. Smith, B. S., County

Young Men's Christian Association Work ;

J. W. Stafford, Sociological Study of the

Springfield Young Men's Christian Associa

tion; E. E. Thompson, A Sociological Study

GRADUATING CLASS AT SPRINGFIELD.
Henry Seifert is the central figure in the second row from the top.

' > f the Rio Janeiro Association, Mr. F. B.

Schenck, and Carlo Ferreri, of Rome, Italy.

The Alumni Association elected L. E.

Hawkins, president ; vice-presidents, D. W.

Pollard, J. M. Dudley, Christian Lantz ; secre

tary and treasurer, J. F. Simons.

The graduating class this year numbers

thirty-one. The following is a list of the men

with the subjects of their theses : F. F. Bug-

bee, Correspondence Schools of Physical

Training; C. F. W. Cunningham, Young Men's

Christian Association Summer Camps for

Boys; W. G. Currier, History of the Woman's

Auxiliary Movement in the Association ; T. J.

Managan, Method of the Catholic Church in

Holding its Men ; R. P. Hamlin, History of

the Young Men's Christian Association among

Colored Men ; F. T. Hayes, Sociological Study

of a Springfield Ward; I. A. Laudenslager,

Social Groupings ; W. E. Lewis, The Relation

of the Young Men's Christian Association to

the Industrial Classes ; E. L. Moraller, Board

ing House Life of Young Men in Springfield ;

Herbert Moule, Membership Campaign; J. A.

Rath, The Young Men of India; C. T. Rea,

History of the Railroad Young Men's Chris

tian Association ; H. W. Russell, The Social

of the Negro in Springfield; S. E. Abbott,

Young Men's Christian Association Summer

Camps for Boys ; E. A. Barrier, Studies of the

Respiratory Function ; Charles Bonnamaux,

B.A., B.S., History of Physical Training in

France During the Last Century; E. S. Elliot.

Physical Training in the Public Schools of

New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio ; J. H.

Gray, Forms of Organization in Boys' Work ;

F: A. Henckel, The Pedagogy of Apparatus

Exercises ; P. K. Holmes, Study of Physical

Training in the Public Schools of New Eng

land ; Augustus Maier, Physical Training in

Athletic Clubs ; G. M. Pinnco, Seasonal Rhythms

of Growth in Boys ; N. P. Randel, Manual

of Graded Calisthenics ; P. B. Samson, M.Di..

Physical Training in the Public Schools of

'the Middle West ; J. H. Scott, A Study of the

Social Instinct and its Development in the

Boy Life; R. F. Seymour, A Dictionary of

Heavy Gymnastics; F. B. Wilber, Physical

Directors' Opportunities for Christian Service.

The Association wheelmen at Meriden,

Conn., have a bungalow at Indian Neck, where

sleeping accommodations for thirty-six men

are provided.
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General Association News

HdSTON CONFERRED THE DECREE OF LL.B.

upon forty-nine students who' won distinction

in law classes of '02, '03 and "04. These are

the first men upon whom the degree has been

conferred by right given the Association by

the State Legislature. Men's meetings and

Bible classes will be continued throughout the

Summer. There was a larger attendance at

men's meetings in May than in any previous

May.

MIDDLE-TOWN'S (N. Y.) LEADING DAILY HAS

been running a series of six-column articles

showing the development and extent of Asso

ciation work throughout the world. These are

giaphically prepared by the general secretary.

BUFFALO HAS SEVEN T>UT OK EVERY ONE HUN-

dred young men in the city in its membership,

the greatest percentage of any large city. ' It

now enrolls 5,778 members.

THE GREAT ANNUAL EVENT IN ATLANTA IS

the picnic. On this date (May 19) the build

ing was closed, the president, directors and

best people in the city attended, and the crowd

filled nine coaches on the excursion to Tallu-

Inh Falls, 100 miles from Atlanta. In spite of

extremely hot weather, the hall is filled at

each Sunday service, with six to eight con

versions usually resulting.

ROCK ISLAND, ILL., HAS A BIBLE CLASS IN

the Rock Island Plow Company's shops which

average ninety-six men. Other classes will be

organized this fall.

COLUMBUS, OHIO, WILL CONVF.RT ITS HALL

into a business men's locker room for one

floor, and the second floor into boys' rooms.

It will install sixty dormitory rooms, three

bowling alleys and a "spa." This will be on

the first floor, and will cost $2,000 to equip. A

billiard room is in successful operation.

FAIRMONT, W. V.\., HAD A COUNTRY CIRCUS,

selling GOO admission tickets. The street

parade had 150 persons in line. Boys sold two

gross of circus balloons and squeezers on the

street, and during the evening performance.

On the program were 25 brownies, 25 acrobats

and 20 young ladies ; three clowns, ten "wild

animals," six "human freaks" and a brass band.

MR. W. H. WHITE, A MEMBER OF THE

Lowell, Mass., directorate, and formerly presi

dent of the Association, bequeathed $r>,000 in

his will to the Association.

BOSTON OPENED ITS OUTING DEPARTMENT

June 25 at its island in Lake Winnipesaukee.

Leading Association men will each spend a

Sunday and a few days in camp, conducting

services and Bible classes.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA., FINDS THAT 57 PER

cent, of its membership live in boarding-

houses and hotels. More than half are clerks,

mechanics and general tradesmen. The gym

nasium now being erected, to cost not less

than $25,000, will be lighted on all sides, and

in this regard, as well as in many of its ap

pointments, will be a model.

WEST SIDE (NEW YORK) HAS FOUND ITS WAY

to introduce really high-class technical instruc

tion, and this year offers the following, issuing

special circulars for each: (1) Art in Hotise

Furnishing and Interior Decorating. (2)

Automobile Design and Operation. (3)

Business Economy. (4) Plan Reading and

Estimating, for Contractors and others in

Building Trades. (5) Machine Design. (6)

Steam Engineering, Dynamo Tending and

Firing. (7) Structural Engineering.

SILVER BAY VACATION PARTIES ARE HEING

made up now on the basis of last year's experi

ence. Associations which sent good parties

last year have formed Silver Bay Clubs. Sonic

of them were called "The Happy Bunch,"

or "Jolly Joshers," in line with the popular

divisions at the Bay. These men who got

together on a friendly basis at Lake George

have kept up the friendship among them

selves and advanced a friendly spirit in the

Association. While this year there are to be

fewer hours of addresses, these hours will

count for more. Specialists are being secured

who will make Nature study, stereopticon

lectures, photography, recreation, etc.. popular.

Men arc being registered for the Secretarial

and Physical Training Institute, while the

Older Boys' Conference is to be the most im

portant boys' gathering that has ever met. The

conference on railroad work, during the first

two weeks of August, offers a strong and at

tractive program. In order to secure rooms,

registration should be made early. Applica

tions are coming in rapidly, but there are still

plenty of good rooms to be had.

THE INTKKNATIONAL EXAMINATIONS FOR

1904 resulted in 1,502 papers being finally

passed. Of this, lli'.l arc in Bible study.

FOUR OR FIVE CANADIAN MILITARY CAMPS

will be reached by the Provincial Committees

this Summer. Five thousand men are in camp

at Niagara—a much larger number than in

previous years, with Thomas J. Wilkcs and a

staff of workers in charge of the large Asso

ciation tent.

A SUMMER SCHOOL FOR SECRETARIES, PHYS-

ical directors and committeemen will be held

in the Central Building, Toronto, from July

19 to August 2, with a special educational

conference for July 29, conducted by Geo. A.

Gregg. Nine instructors have been engaged.

WOODSTOCK MEMBERS WILL CAMP AT GRIMS-

by Park, August S-22. Mr. Charles Lifton is

the new president.

A MEETING OF THE DOMINION CoMMlTTKK.

newly funned at the Buffalo convention, was

held at Montreal on June 21.



Big and Strong

THE PRUDENTIAL

A Steadily Increasing Business is Proof of Public Confi

dence in its Plans of Life Insurance for Both Sexes.

New Business, 1903, over 293 Million Dollars.

Number of Policies in Force over 5^ Millions.

THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE CO. OF AMERICA

JOHN F. DRYDEN. President. Write (or Informalion- Depl. 21. Home Office: NEWARK, N. J.

"Visit THE PRUDENTIALS EXHIBIT, Palace of Education, World's Fair, St. Louis."

Please mention Association Men when answering advertisements.
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A WATERMELON

FEED.

A snap shot of one

<>f the socials of the

Minneapolis Associa

tion, when a barrel

of watermelons were

cut after the business

was over.

THE PENNSYLVANIA BIBLE CONFERENCE AT

Eaglcsmere, will be held on this lake of spring

water, 2,200 feet above sea level, and sur

rounded by beautiful woods, July 1-8. The

speakers are Rev. William H. Marquess, D.D.,

Bishop Dubs, Rev. John Timothy Stone, James

H. McConkey, Frederick A. Warden, and

Secretaries Pierce, Colton, and Chapin.

BROOKLYN HAD AN AVERAGE ATTENDANCE OF

1,350 at its twenty opera house meetings. At

sixteen of these the invitation was given and

550 requests for prayer made and 270 "de

cisions" reported. All but a few of these have

l>een reported upon by the visiting committee.

Many of the number were derelict church

members, others were transients in the city.

The meetings cost $3,215. A yoke fellows band

of 125 men was remarkably developed in this

service during the year. There were 551 men

and boys in Bible classes. A church commit

tee of sixty-nine men is at work.

AT HARTFORD, CONN., TWENTY-TWO SERVICES

at a theater were attended by a thousand more

men than in the previous year. A corps of

personal workers was organized, consisting of

thirty men, a strong usher force, a chorus of

sixteen men, who stood by things solidly. As

a result, the Association has a stronger grip

on the religious life of the men of the city.

THE OHIO ASSOCIATIONS IN 1899 REPORTED

1,217 boy members in twelve Associations; in

1903, 2,903 members in eighteen Associations.

GALVA, ILL., REJOICES IN ITS LONG-STANDING

debt being paid. At the closing meeting held

by evangelist W. A. Sunday, over $1,000 was

subscribed. A few days following the meeting

$7,600 toward a $10,000 building was pledged.

THE AVERAGE ATTENDANCE AT THE BUFFALO

building is now 1,700 a day. Out of the mem

bership of 3,136, 2,000 are mechanics, clerks,

salesmen, office men, etc., on small wages.

ONE THOUSAND DAILY VISITS TO THE AsSO-

ciation tents at the Peekskill, N. Y., State

Camp of the National Guard are reported for

the opening week; 1,253 men were in camp;

3,350 letters were posted by the secretaries.

IN TWO DAYS' WORK AT RICHFORD, VT., STATE

Secretary Morrison secured $327 toward the

$1,500 budget for the work in Franklin county,

the first county to be organized in the Green

Mountain State.

BALTIMORE FOR THE FIRST TIME HAS A SUM-

mer course of Bible study. Twenty-five men

are taking up chapter studies in John, with as

much enthusiasm and interest as though it was

January instead of June. The camp at Reho-

both, Delaware, will be open from June 29 to

August 31. The rates are $1 a day or $5 per

week.

NATURE STUDY WILL BE EMPHASIZED AT THE

New Jersey camp. Already 100 campers have

registered for two weeks in July.

ST. LOUIS' MEMBERSHIP IS NOW 2,561. THE

employment department is being strengthened

by the addition of William R. Morrison, a

business man of experience and rare sympathy

with young men, on the advisory committee.

THE PROVINCIAL COMMITTEE OF ONTARIO AND

Quebec report $19,000 in reduction in debt on

the real estate of the Associations in the past

year. The current expenses amounted to $89,-

129. An increase of 10 per cent, in member

ship. Over 6 per cent, increase in number of

men serving on committees. An increase of

75 per cent in the number of men on Religious

Work Committees. An increase of over $25,-

000, or total of 284 per cent, spent on religious

work. An increase of 13 per cent, in men's

meetings and 59 per cent in the average at

tendance. Sixty per cent, in boys' meetings,

and 178 per cent, on average attendance. The

total attendance at all religious meetings was

over 87,000, an increase of 47 per cent, over

last year. An increase of 7 per cent, in the

enrollment in Bible classes and 39 per cent, in

boys' Bible classes. An increase of 200 per

cent, in the number of men doing definite per

sonal work. Amount contributed this year

toward foreign work is $2,099, over 179 per

cent, over preceding year. The number of men

enrolled in the educational classes is 1.326.
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BELLEVILLE DISTRICT CAMP.—PICTON REACH.

BELLEVILLE, OUT., CAMP is MOST ATTRACT-

ively situated on the shore of the now noted

Bay of Quinte, and is easily accessible by the

large steamers plying between Montreal and

Toronto. Year by year, profiting by former

experience, a thoroughly equipped outfit of

tents, buildings and boats, etc., all under com

petent management, has been acquired. Ar

rangements have been completed for a series

of very practical talks (August 3-17), by

prominent Canadian leaders, with a view to

stimulate and assist those desiring to become

more efficient in Association work and gen

eral Bible study. The camp was first estab

lished for the benefit of the Belleville boys,

but when its unusual advantages became ap

parent, the seniors patronized it, and later it

became a gathering place for district Associa

tions and sections, and now receives the co

operation of the Provincial Committee of On

tario and Quebec.

OWEN SOUND, ONT., HAS SUBSCRIPTIONS OF

nearly $13,000 toward a new building.

OMAHA MEN WENT WITH THE HIGH-SCHOOL

cadets into camp. T. M. Brockman and State

Secretary Bailey spent Sunday with the cadets,

the latter speaking to them in an afternoon

meeting.

TWENTY MEN WERE SENT TO LAKE GENEVA

from the student Association in Nebraska.

BROCKTON PHYSICAL DEPARTMENT RECENTLY

conducted a minstrel show for the purpose of

raising funds toward an athletic field. The

leading men of the city, all members of the

Association, assisted by the gymnasts, gave

a musical, and acrobatic success, and netted

over $350 for the field. The Hon. W. L.

Douglas, the shoe manufacturer, has again

given the Association the use of a fine tennis

court a few minutes' walk from the Associa

tion building. About 100 members of the

Physical Department attended a banquet com

plimentary to the basket ball team and the

minstrels on June 3. Prof. Robert J. Roberts

was the speaker. The basket ball team won IS

out of 21 games and scored 559 points to 318

for the opponents. Chase scored 90 goals in

17 games, and his opponents scored 18.

HOLYOKE HAS FEDERATED FIFTEEN BASEBALL

clubs among the boys, regardless of whether

Association members or not. They are gov

erned by their own Executive Committee,

consisting of the captain and manager of each

team, also three from the Association's force,

who keep quiet and let the boys work out

their own plans, which, of course, they have

thought out before. The Association fur

nished the baseball field, etc. The boys voted

to assess each club $2.25 for balls, bats, etc.

The season will be played in two schedules;

half the first was played with interest and en

thusiasm at boiling point. Boys of all grades

are in the league, as the teams were taken as

they applied. The street boys' teams give

the least trouble. All teams are fast friends

of the Association, and evidently it will gain

the friendship and confidence of 100 new boys.

One hundred and fifty boys are now playing

or. the teams. All meetings are held in Boys'

Department rooms. The games draw big

crowds.

NEWBURYPORT, MASS., HAS ORGANIZED A

group of its strenuous athletes, to be known as

the Association Athletic Club, which meets

for practice three mornings a week at 5 o'clock.

Members who fail to practice regularly will

be promptly dropped from membership. Initia

tion fee 50 cents and monthly dues 25 cents.

The club will compete with a local athletic

club Saturday, June 18, and will send repre

sentatives to the State meet in Boston. Mem

bers of the Boys' Department go on outings

every Saturday. The program includes bicy

cle runs, "hobo tramps," sailing parties, fish

ing excursions and day's camp in the woods.

Camp Burley will be held July 6 to 20. In

stead of the men's meetings in the building

during the summer groups of men will visit

the different local and neighboring churches

and the chapel at Salsbury Beach to conduct

services.
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PETERSBURG, VA.. FOSTERED MEN'S UNION

Bible classes with the churches. One class in

creased from 101 to nearly 200 in ten weeks ;

another from 45 to 96. Other classes have been

organized in which there are from 25 to 50 men.

At a Bible class rally the classes marched in a

body from the churches to a theater. Nearly

1,200 men were present. Every part of the

Association's work has been stimulated by

these church classes. The Association's

men's class averages 82. In the new gym

nasium, which has just been completed, three

bowling alleys are included. Circus seats,

which may be pulled up to the ceiling, are

placed over the alleys, and will accommodate

450 visitors at the push and basket ball games.

Match games are often held between the dif

ferent men's Bible classes.

THE FOUR ARMY BRANCHES OF THE NEW

York City Association had a total of 12,000

visits of soldiers last month, and an attendance

of 700 at the meetings.

OF THE 162 MEMBERS ADDED AT MANCHES-

ter, N. H., last year, 52 per cent, were from

mechanical trades, 78 per cent, were not mcin-

birs of Protestant churches, and the mean

age was 19.

OUT OF THE 1,480 STUDENTS ENROLLED IN THE

Chicago educational classes, there are 23 na

tionalities and 173 occupations represented.

There are 979 Americans, 98 Britain, 148

German. 118 Scandinavian.

FALL RIVER, MASS., NOW HAS A MEMBER-

ship of 1,221. Lieutenant-Govcrnor Guild

made the anniversary address. The year

closed with a balance on hand of $1,029. The

dormitory receipts were $3,232.

THE KENTUCKY STATE COMMITTEE WILL

make an investigation of the opportunities in

miners' work, at' the request of owners of

mines in Clay and Laurel Counties, under the

direction of Stuart B. Hanna.

THE "AZTECS" WON FOR THE SECOND 'TIME

the Balke silver cup at the Mexico City As

sociation bowling tournament, losing but one

point in the tournament.

THE CANADIAN SUMMER TRAINING SCHOOL

will meet in Toronto July 19 to August 2. A

camp will be conducted on the Bay of Quintc

August 3-17. It is probable that an alliance

between the Athletic League and the Associa

tions of Canada will be fo'rnied.

WINNIPEG HAS INSTALLED ITS OWN ELECTRIC

light plant. The building will present a more

attractive appearance with this abundance of

light. The Association will have its own

independent water supply from a well which

has been sunk to a distance of 300 feet, over

250 of which was through the solid rock.

Preparations are under way for the construc

tion of a dining hall (30x70 feet) on the As

sociation's camping ground on the Lake of

the Woods. If arrangements can be carried

through successfully a windmill pumping

plant will also be installed there. The pres

ent outlook for the camp is the brightest in

the history of the Association.

KEENE, N. H., OBSERVED ITS 20TH ANNIVER-

sary May 29, with an impressive service. S.

C. Bishop, of Kansas City, one of the first of

eighteen men to leave Kecne and enter the

work, gave the address. Reports showed

great gain in every department, especially re

ligious, which made the gain of 246 per cent.

FIVE YEAR'S AGO, IN COMMON WITH OTHER

Associations, Cleveland's religious work dur

ing the summer consisted of a small meeting

on Sunday afternoon. Her present plans con

template holding thirty-eight Bible classes

each week in her Central Department alone.

The twenty Shop Bible Classes will meet regu

larly during the entire summer. Last year

three classes were closed during the hot

weather, but the men in these shops have

voted unanimously to continue the work this

season. The attendance for the last fifteen

days of May was the largest of the year.

Right Home Bible Classes are held each week

in the homes of shop men. The attendance

at these classes ranges from ten to twenty-five

each. Twelve members of the Guthery Bible

Class have formed a club and rented a cottage

on the lake shore. Every Thursday night they

hold a devotional Bible class, conducted by

Mr. Guthery, and invite out other members

of the class. A number of men in the Em

ployment group of the Sunday Club have

formed a similar club and rented a cottage for

the season. They are also planning to hold

a Bible class each week. The Hiawatha Club

nre looking for a location for the summer.

They expect to buy a lot on the lake front and

build their own cottage. The Social Study

Club on Wednesday evenings and Saturday

night meetings will be continued through the

summer. Those gatherings are supported and

conducted entirely by young men, and attract

from sixty to eighty men each week. The

Social Study Club is made up of young men

who come to the city as strangers. Bible study

is the chief feature of the evening's program.

The Saturday night meeting is a devotional

service. The Sunday evening meetings for

men in the smaller churches are to be con

tinued during the summer. The warm weather

so far has not affected the attendance or

interest. In the last two meetings eleven

men expressed the purpose to live a Chris

tian life. A Bible class has been organized

at the Lake View car barns to meet in the

club room on Saturday noons. The officers

of the club have welcomed this movement

most heartily. The class has an enrolment

of between forty and fifty men.
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As vacation plans the Newark Associ

ation is booming Silver Bay, for men and

older boys, and the State camp at Lake

Wawayanda for other boys. Last season this

Association had about fifteen representatives

at Silver Bay, who have only the highest

words of praise for the place and its manage

ment. The interest in the World's Fair at

St. Louis detracts somewhat from other vaca

tion resorts, and the Association Vacation

Bureau is assisting members who desire to go

there. Information will also be given con

cerning the older but popular vacation places,

Camp Northficld and Asbury Park. All the

Bible classes in the Men's Department will

be continued during the entire summer. The

men's meetings are held in the cool and com

modious gymnasium, and are well attended.

Rev. C. H. Yatman conducted the meetings

during May.

Galesblrg celebrated its twentieth anni-

versary May 22, with meetings in all the

principal churches Sunday morning, addressed

by prominent Association men and in the

afternoon a mass meeting for men in the

Opera House. In the evening a platform

meeting held at Central Congregational

Church, was addressed by J. V. Farwell, Sr.,

Mr. Walter M. Wood, Mr. Jas. F. Oats, and

Mr. E. A. Halsey, of Chicago, President

Hieronymus, of Eureka College, and Dr. Geo.

H. Simmons. Large audiences were present

K all the meetings.

The Entertainment Course, at Riverside,

Cal, for the past season consisted of ten of

the strongest numbers that could be secured

n the Pacific Coast. The course was given

b the Loring Theater and netted, after paying

si! bills, $125.

Shawnee, Okla., was visited by A. G.

Knebel, jn June. On Sunday afternoon a

necting for men was held in the Opera House,

(tended by 250. Many arose for prayer. A

membership contest has been launched and

a thorough canvass begun. A financial can

vass, to provide for deficit and current ex

penses, was successful. The city of Shawnee

is about eight years old and has a population

of 17.000. It offers one of the greatest op

portunities in the Southwest for Association

»ort C. K. Ober has been making a short

visit in the territory making investigation as

to territorial supervision.

ASSOCIATION CALENDAR

LAKE GENEVA DATES.
Summer Term of Training School, July 2-29.

^olunteer Workers' Conference, August 5-14.
Summer Training Institute. Aug. 1-Sept. 5.

LAKE GEORGE DATES.
Training Institute. Aug. 1 Sept 5.
•"f> Leaders' Conference. Aug. 30-Sept. 4.

SPECIAL EVENTS.
World's Conference Paris, France. April 26 30, 1905.
■Veek of Prayer for Young Men, Nov. 1319

Canadian Summer Training School, Toronto, July 19*
August 2.

STATE CONVENTION.
Tennessee, Bristol, Oct. 13-16.
Connecticut. Meriden, March 23-26. 1905.

BIBLE CONFERENCES.
Eagle's Mere, Pa., July 1-8.
Glen Park, Cal., Aug. 8-14.

SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES.
Batchelor, W. C, Salem, N. J., res.
Carter, VV. J., to Mechanicville, N. Y.
Cheney, R. L., to Niagara F'alls, N. Y.
Cook Will, C. & N. W. R. R., Chicago, 111., res.
Copeland, A. G., Oak Park, 111., res.
Dudley, J. F., to Knoxville, Tenn. (R. R.)
Fuller, M. O., Moline, 111. (R. R.) res.
Heilman, J. J., Freeport, 111. to Sioux City la.
HotTsommer, W. E., to Steelton, Pa.
Hunter, Geo. H., Redlands, Col., res.
Ibbitson, Samuel, to Olympia, Wash.
Johnston, D. A., to Moline, III. (R. R ).
Knight, G. E., Penn Yan, N. Y., res.
Locher, W. W., New Castle, Pa., res.
Marks, D. B., to Asheville. N. C.
Maylott, W. F., to Owensboro, Ky.
Shepson, II. M., to Lestershire, N. Y.
Snavely, I. B., to Mendota, 111.

Tousey, F. S., Governor's Island. N. Y. (Army) res
George, J. F., Williamson, W. Va. (R. R.), res
Woodside, G. W. F., to Latrobe, Pa.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

Crull, William, Harrisburg, Pa., res.
Cross, H. D., to Detroit, Mich.
Decker, L. E., to Hallstead Pa. (R. R.).
Evans, C. A., Utica, N. Y., res.
Kocher, R. A., to Allentown, Pa.
Lawson, G. S., Newark, N. J., res.
Low, J. F Springfield, Mass., res.
Piper, J. H. to Fall River, Mass.
Poulson, C. H., to Russell, Ky. (R. R.).
Sharpe, Jesse, to Charleston, S. C.
Smith, M. M., to DuBois, Pa. (R. R.).
Spease, Clarence, to North Platte, Neb. (R. R.).
Stratton, S. A., to Portsmouth, O. (R. R.).
Tyler, O. E to Naval Branch, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Vvetmore, W. D., Providence R. I., res.

Wommack, J. E., to Webb City, Mo.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.
Aring, E. C, Kenosha, Wis., res.
Booth, C. T., to Minneapolis, Minn.
Borden. C. J. Catskill, N. Y.. res.
Bretthauer II. F. to Charleston, S. C.
Brown, W. E., Webb City, Mo., res.

Dixon, F. W., Summit, N. J., res.
Downey, J. E., Jersey City, N. J., res.
Gray, J. II., to Washington Heights Br., N. Y. City.
Hackett, A. R., Detroit, Mich. (Asst.)., res.
Henckel, F. A^ to Plainfield, N. J.
Heywood, F. E. A., Plainfield, N. J., res.
Hoffman, H. C. Harrisburg, Pa., res.
Lewis, P. G., Haverhill, Mass., res.
Long, II. W., to Hudson. N. Y.
Matson, Nestor, Bangor, Me., res.
Miller J. L., to Bellevue, O. (R. R.).
Mould!, A. L., to New Brighton, Pa.
Pinneo, G. M., to Newark, O.
Randel, N. P., to Jersey City, N. J.
Roehm, E. W., to Columbus. O.
Roth, J. L., to Passaic, N. J.
Silsby, D. H., to Meriden, Conn.
Stevens, D. J., to Baltimore, Md., West Branch.

DEPARTMENT SECRETARIES.

Cronk, L. F., Orange, N. J., res. (Boys).
Farnsworth, B. B., to 23d St. Br. New York City

(Ed. Dir.).
McDonald. L. L., to Charleston, III.
Norton, R. C, to Minneapolis, Minn. (Rel.

Woik Dir.).
Smith, S. L., to Trenton, N. J.
Swan, A. F.. to Lincoln, Neb. (Boys).
Zarfos, L. N., to Butler, Pa. (Boys).

STATE SECRETARIES.

Brown. K. A;, to Virginia (College Secretary).
Coit, R. T., Tennessee (Student Secretary), res.
Day, J. C, to Tennessee (Asst.).
McRae, W. D., to New Jersey (County Secretary).
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COLLINGWOOD, ONT., HAS HAD A SUCCESSFUL

formal opening of its new rooms.

RIVERSIDE, CAL., HOLDS ITS FIFTH ANNUAL

boys' camp at Laguna Beach on the grand old

Pacific Ocean, June 22 to July 6. Last year

fifty boys were in camp for the two weeks and

the good influences of that outing may be seen

to-day. The attendance is limited to fifty boys.

The first letter was sent out May 19, and with

in one week thirty names were sent in for camp.

A property for the summer outings may soon

be owned by the Association. T. S. Caldwell,

the boys' work director, goes East in July to

attend the Lake George Summer Training In

stitute and the Boys' Conference in August

and September.

CINCINNATI HOLDS A THURSDAY NIGHT

meeting in a room called "The Upper Room."

There might well be such a room in every

building, with religious books, concordances,

Bibles, study tables, and every facility for

work, with the Bible-class and meeting rooms

adjacent.

PATERSON, N. J., HAS BEGUN ITS SUMMER

tent work for another season.

TENNESSEE DOUBLED ITS DELEGATION TO THE

Southern Student Conference, having over

eighty-five delegates present.

ADRIAN, MICH., STARTED NOON SHOP MEET-

ings at the Page Woven Wire Fence Factory

Works, with 150 men present.

ONE EVENING CLASS AT RACINE, WlS., HAS

students from nine different nations. Among

the 146 students in the department are repre

sented fifteen nationalities and twenty-three

distinct occupations.

WORCESTER, MASS., HAS BUILT AT ITS SWIM-

ming dock a chute covered with canvas, which

has been filled, rubbed until smooth and then

painted and sand-papered. When this is

soaped it is "slick for a slide."

LOUISVILLE, KY.. CONTEMPLATES TAKING UP

our out-door service at 7.15 p. M. on Sunday,

from July to September 15. The camps

promise better results this year than ever be

fore.

SlX AMATEUR BASE-BALL TEAMS OF ALBANY

have organized an amateur base-ball league,

with the chairman of the Association's ath

letic committee and physical director in the

lead.

YOUNGSTOWN, O., HAS ERECTED AN OUT-OF-

door gymnasium costing $575, on its lot,

80x140 feet, in the rear of its building. The

building is but a floor and roof, providing a

covered floor space of 2.000 square feet.

MINNEAPOLIS CLOSED ITS YEAR WITH 1,581

members, and with an average attendance of

263 on Sunday afternoons, and 126 in the

Bible classes, 719 men and boys were in the

night school, the students paying $2,315*.

RACINE HAS A CAMP ON THE ROOT RIVER,

about three miles from the city, which is

accessible by wheel. This camp furnishes

many men employed in Racine factories a short-

term outing at small expense. Several of the

factories close at noon on Saturdays, thus af

fording the young jnen a chance to run out to

camp and spend Sunday when the spirit of the

day is observed. Often the meetings are held

here on Sunday afternoon. Athletic field

meets, are arranged from time to time.

A YOUNG MEN'S BANQUET WAS HELD AT

Marion, Ind., and as a result 180 young men,

divided into five committees—book-keepers,

clerks, industrial, professional, mercantile—

are now endeavoring to secure the last $5,OOO

on the new building. At the banquet was

present the State Secretary, and Field Secre

tary of the International Committee.

AT ELMIRA, N. Y., 183 APPLICATIONS FOR

membership were presented on June 1, between

the hours of 7 and 10 p. M. The applications

were accompanied by cash amounting to $1,-

. 067. The membership now exceeds 800.

WILMINGTON, N. C, WILL OPEN ITS NEW

swimming pool, costing $1,200, soon. One of

the directors gave $500 to start the movement

and the members have contributed the rest.

The Association auditorium is being converted

into a gymnasium.

DURING SPECIAL EVANGELISTIC MEETINGS

conducted by W. E. Biederwolf and others,

Springfield, III., arranged for two large men's

meetings. At the first meeting 3,000 men were

present and there were 108 professed con

versions. The second meeting (a stormy day)

1,500 attended, with 52 professed conversions.

Meetings were held in the new State armory,

which seats 8,000 people.

THE BATHING PLANT AT BELVEDERE, ItA., HAS

been so overtaxed during the past year that

large improvements have been made necessary

to meet the demand. Additional showers and

tubs, and an adequate heating plant have been

installed under the most sanitary arrange

ment.

NORTH ADAMS. MASS., CLOSED A MOST suc

cessful season in its educational work in tex

tile designing and mill arithmetic and calcu

lations, June 7, when the leading manufac

turers of the city were invited to a dinner at

which event C. C. Michener gave an address

on the work of the Associations along indus

trial lines, after which an exhibit of work of

the designing class was inspected with the

students present. During the inspection

speeches were made by A. C. Bookwalter, Mr.

Michener and the President of the Associa

tion. The students also testified to the value

of the winter's work. The outlook for the

advanced work next year is most encouraging

and its support assured. An Outing Depart

ment was opened this month, a boat-house

has been erected and two steel boats and three

canoes purchased.
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The Diamond Jubilee of the Association Movement

SIXTY YEARS OF THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION CELF.

BRATED BY ANNIVERSARY MEETINGS IN GREAT BRITAIN—SIR GEORGI

WILLIAMS, THE FOUNDER, PRESENT AT THE MEETINGS—ADDRESSES O!

THE OCCASION—RECEPTION BY THE LORD MAYOR OF LONDON A

THE MANSION HOUSE-rWORK OF THE PARENT ASSOCIATION AND

THROUGHOUT GREAT BRITAIN -MESSAGE FROM SIR GF.ORGE WILLIAMS

TO THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION

Gray and rugged Christian veterans, men

in the prime of strength, and youths yet with

their first battles before them took part in

the June celebrations in London of the jubilee

of sixty years of the Young Men's Christian

Association. Young men in the 7,000 Associa

tions of forty and more nations will note with

keen personal interest the note of courage and

confidence which went forth from that gather

ing of 700 men at the Mansion House in Lon

don. In the old city of London—that square mile

of territory—more great enterprises have had

their rise to bless the world than in any other

square mile of ground on earth outside of

Palestine, and not the least of these has been

the Young Men's Christian Association, begun

there in 1844. It will not be possible to bring

together at many other great meetings, men

whose lives will compass the Association's his

tory from its inception. Sir George Williams,

the founder of the Association—that vener

able and godly man—was present and took his

accustomed place in the chair, and with him

stood men who were his early associates. This

memorable meeting began its thanksgiving

with that magnificent hymn, "Crown Him

with Many Crowns," and prayer by the Rev.

Prcsbcndary Webb-I'eploe, vicar of St. Paul's,

under whose shadow the Association saw its

beginnings.

Congratulatory messages were received from

the Associations the world over. Prince

Bernadotte of Sweden wired, "May it please

the Lord to bless His servant with much peace

and joy each day He permits us to have him

among us, and may the work begun in faith

and obedience ever keep on growing along the

same lines in strength and usefulness." Chair

man Lucien C. Warner, from America, sent

this message, "We unite with the entire world

brotherhood in thanksgiving to God for His

abundant blessing upon you and your Associa

tion children."

Congratulatory Resolution to Sir George Tilfi

PRESENTED BY THE ARCHDEACON OF LONDON.

That this meeting of the National

Council and representatives of Young

Men's Christian Associations in the home

land and in the colonies and British de

pendencies (expressing also by request

the sentiments of the Associations of

America. France, Sweden, and other

countries embraced in the World's Alli

ance) unites with the London Central

Association in heartfelt thanksgiving to

Almighty God for the abundant blessing

wherewith He has crowned the labors of

the Associations during the sixty years

since their work was first established; re

joices greatly in that the valued life of

the beloved and honored president of the

Council has been spared tu enable him In

see the rich fruitage of his labors in the

extension of the movement, as a Chris

tian, interdenominational, lay agency, far

promoting the highest well-being of

young men, to tin: different countries of

the world; prays that the abiding pres

ence and grace of the Holy Spirit may

continue to enrich the life and experience

of both Sir George and Lady Williams

in their continued service in the interests

of Christ's kingdom; and further prays

that the Associations, shielded by the

Divine protection, and energized and

guided by the Holy Spirit, may in every

country where their work has been

planted prove themselves valuable allies

of the churches and be used in increas

ing measure in winning the young man

hood of the world to the Saviour.
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SIR GEORGE WILLIAMS, THE FOUNDER OF THE YOUNG MKN'S

CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION.

A Message from Sir George Williams to the American Association

/ am gltid to convey my heartiest ap

preciation of the warm sympathy and

congratulations expressed by our Ameri

can brethren upon the recent celebration

of the "Diamond Jubilee" of the parent

Young Men's Christian Association in

London.

Great as the event has been in our As

sociation history, and one whicli has

called forth our deepest gratitude to our

Heavenly Father for sixty years of bless

ing, I am sure the issue of a special num

ber of your international magazine will

form an exceedingly interesting and

graceful completion of the commemora

tions.

I greatly rejoice in the bond of union

which the Young Alen's Christian Asso

ciation forms between young men of al

most every nation; but, with no country

do I more heartily welcome it than with

our brethren in North America.

It is my earnest prayer that our Asso

ciations, on both sides of the sea, may

ever be one in the faith of the Lord

Jesus Christ in all its unsullied purity,

and one in our steadfast purpose to ex-

tend His kingdom among the young men

of the world.

With warmest Christian greetings,

yours faithfully,
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The Early Days of the Movement

In the historical sketch the secretary of the

English National Council. Mr. W. II. Mills,

referred to the moral condition of young men

described in 185:) by Mr. George Hilchcock,

who said :

"I remember what London was when I was

a young man, and the contrast now is strik

ing. Twenty-seven years ago I came to Lon

don and for some time after that it might be

said of the young men in London, in tl\e shops

and warehouses, 'No man cared for their sou'c

or their bodies cither.' Youne mt-n i" *<"•

large houses, for they were worse than the

small ones, were herded together ten to fifteen

in a room at night. They were literally driven

from the shops to their beds, and from their

lit ds to the shops, by a person called a shop-

ualker. There was no sitting-room, no social

comfort, no library; they remained until they

were taken ill, then they were discharged at

a moment's notice; away they went, many of

them to the workhouse, and numbers of them

used to die prematurely. But now a change

has taken place, and principally through this

Association."

In 1841, Sir George Williams, then a young

man of twenty years, entered the house of

Messrs. Hitchcock as an assistant. It was

not long before the influence of his Christian

character began to tell upon the young men

with whom he worked. He gathered around

him a little group of those who professed to

be followers of Jesus Christ, who had fellow

ship in the study of the Word of God and in

prayer, and sought to \vin their ungodly com

panions to a Christian life.

Upwards of two years passed, until, on one

Sunday evening at the latter end of May,

1844, as two young men were crossing Black-

friars Bridge on their way to Jnirrey Chapel,

the thought that was lo materialize in the

Young Men's Giristian Association first found

utterance.

"Teddy, are yon willing to make a sacrifice

for Christ?" were the words which George

Williams addressed to Edward Beaumont on

that memorable occasion. Having received

an affirmative reply, he proceeded to point out

the need for combined effort in bringing to

young men in business houses the Gospel of

Jesus Christ.

Further consultations took place, with the

result that a meeting was called for June 6,

1844. The place selected was a room in the

business establishment of Messrs. Hitchcock,

which had been granted to the young men as

a place in which they could hold their meet

ings for prayer and Bible study. At this his

toric gathering twelve young men were pres

ent. Later it was discovered that these young

A PAGE FROM THE DIARY OF MR. VAI.EX

TINE, THE FIRST RECORDING SECRE

TARY OF THE ASSOCIATION.

Thursday, 6. (June 6, 1844.)

Met in G. Williams' rooms for the purpose of form

inn a society the object of which is to influence youiiK

men (Religious) to spread the Redeemer's Kingdon,

amongst those by whom they are surrounded. Mr.

Fitch of Coran St., Prcs., self Treas., 1'ro tern.

Vreese, Sylnons, Secretaries; Committee those then

present belonging to us.

nun represented equally the four leading de

nominations. Fortnightly meetings of the

members were held, at which reports of the

progress of the work were given. These

gatherings took place at first in a room in a

coffee house on Ludgate Hill, for which a renl

of 60 cents per week was paid. Associations

were soon formed in other parts of the city

and in other cities. The movement reached

Ireland and Scotland. Nor were its operations

limited to the British Isles. In 1S.M, as the

CENTRES, 7,009 MEMBERS. 649.392.

A STRIKING SKETCH USED IN "ASSOCIATION

NOTES," THE ENGLISH ASSOCIA

TION PAPER.
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direct outcome of the work in London, Asso

ciations were formed in Montreal and Bos

ton.

Before the first anniversary meeting, the

purpose of the Association had broadened to

include efforts to promote the mental welfare

of young men. Mutual improvement societies

were formed, and courses of lectures estab

lished which afterwards became known as

"The Exeter Hall Lectures," and which were

continued for many years. The most promi

nent men in the religious and scientific world

co-operated in the movement. How popular

men who have been encouraged in well-doing,

helped upon their entrance on business life,

strengthened in the hour of temptation, en

abled the better to equip themselves for busi

ness life, and in many other ways, spiritually,

socially, mentally, and physically, have been

benefited by its operations. Hundreds of its

members have become clergymen and min

isters; a large number of the missionaries in

the foreign field to-day have passed through

the ranks of this first Young Men's Christian

Association, and thousands of young men who

have rendered splendid service in the work of

THE ROOM. NOW

HISTORIC.

\VIIEUE THE AS

SOCIATION WAS

ORfJANIXEI)

IN 1S44.

This room, on the

upper floor of the

dry goods house of

Hitchcock ff Co., in

W'/nV/l Sir George

Williams long agv

became a partner and

then the head, is kept

by him as a sacred

room in which he

meets and etttci tains

Association visitors in

London.

these lectures were may be judged from the

fact that in four years 36,000 printed copies

were sold.

In 1S81, through the liberality of Messrs.

George Williams, Samuel Morley, J. D. All-

croft, R. C. L. Bevan, T. A. and E. M. Denny,

Exeter Hall was purchased, and presented to

the Association. This at once became a new

center of work, and the result of the acquisi

tion of this important property as the head

quarters of the Central Association had much

to do with furthering the Association move

ment not only in the metropolis, but through

out the United Kingdom. Many valued and

eminent friends were raised up to forward the

interests of the Association, among whom

have been leaders in commerce, foremost men

in the state, and men of wide influence in the

churches with which they have been severally

connected. Among them were the Earl of

Shaftesbury, who for thirty years was presi

dent of the Association, Mr. George Hitchcock,

Mr. R. C. L. Bevan and Mr. Samuel Morley.

It would be impossible to form an estimate

nf the value of the work to the city in which

it was founded, or of the number of young

the Church of Jesus Christ have been first

won to the Saviour, and then trained for His

service in the Association.

What Greater Public Benefactor?

THE ARCHDEACON OF LONDON AT THE JUBILEE.

It is rarely given to one man to see so vast

a work brought in his own lifetime to such

enormous and fruitful results. The effort, be

gun in such a small way in St. Paul's Church

yard in 1844, is now represented by over

7,000 branches in all parts of the world, with

an enrolled membership of 030,000, and prop

erty in well-equipped buildings valued at over

£0,000.000 sterling; while its varied programme

of religious, social, mental, and physical agen

cies is sustained by upward of 21.200 trained

officers, who are giving their whole time to

the work. The more recent progress has been

the greatest, inasmuch as since 1894 the mem

bership in England has increased by 40,000, and

special and important movements have been be

gun among soldiers, among volunteers m

their summer encampments, and among other

special classes of men. Broadly, the objects of

the Association have been described as those
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of fellowship, culture, and service; the Associa

tions are interdenominational in all their opera

tions, and constitute most valuable auxiliaries

of the churches. I have sometimes wondered

what would be the most comforting retrospect

at the end of a long life, such as has been lived

by our venerated friend, the founder of the

Young Men's Christian Association. I should

like to be a Carnegie, with his countless free li

braries and his many gifts of organs to

churches. I should like to be a Passmore Ed

wards, with his hundreds of convalescent

homes and other admirable social institutions.

I should like to be a George Herring, giving

annually a quarter of the whole S'lm arising

from the collections of a Hospital Sunday.

But when I look at the work of the movement

inaugurated by Sir George Williams, I think

there is hardly any public benefactor alive who

is to he more congratulated—in the gratitude

of countless mothers, for the lives of sons res

cued from danger and perhaps destruction ; in

the recognition by great states and cities of the

nation?! value of the work; in the promotion

of personal religion in every part of the world ;

in the sound and wide extension of the king

dom of Christ through hundreds of thousands

of consecrated young men ; in happy marriages,

in enlightened homes, in new generations of

children springing up under the best auspices

—in all these sources of reflection, our vener

able and beloved president has indeed as rich

and ripe a reward as hns ever fallen to the

lot of man. With all our hearts we thank him,

nnd wish him still very many years to enjoy the

fruits of his labors.

Address of Canon Fleming;

I feel it a joy to stand upon this broad

Christian unsectarian platform to-night—one

upon which all Chris'Uns can afford to stand.

I like a broad platform, as broad as Chris

tianity, but no broader! T like comprehensive

ness, except where everything but the truth is

comprehended! I Invc unscctarianism, and I

grieve to think that there is in all the churches

far too much of that spirit of sectarianism. T

trust that all the members of all those 7.000-odd

branches of the Association will he living pro

tests against sectarianism and living sermons

for Jesus Christ. Surely we feel the breadth

of this platform, because no Nonconformist

could possibly say that this is a Churchman's

Association, and no Churchman could assert

that this as a Nonconformists' Association. Tt

has never created the slightest friction amons

th? churches—it is not theological, it is not sec

tarian, it is not political. It has proved a

.«l>lcndid training-ground for young Christian

workers in all the churches. Sir George Will

iams could tell you perhaps from statistics how

many young nun have gone into the ministry

of all the churches out of the Association ; he

might be able to tell you how many have gone

forth out into the mission field ; but he could

not gauge, and he could not tell you, what thou

sands of Christian young men in humble places,

working out their lot where God has put them,

have firmly stood up as witnesses to His Name,

through the strength obtained by membership

in the Association.

Now, at the present time there are very bit

ter controversies— I will not say raging, but

going on, over creeds ; but from the very be

ginning the Young Men's Christian Association

had a creed which will outlast all of us, and

outlive all our plans and mistakes. They made

the Word of God their creed. Truth, undi

luted by human mind; Truth, fresh from the

Tree of Life ; Truth, with the dew of heaven

upon it, and it is that which makes giants of

young men. If I could reach all those 7,000

branches of Associations, and all the young

men in London, I would say to one and all :

"Cleave, cleave, cleave to the Bible, and do

not be alarmed when you hear about the

Higher Criticism." The fiercest criticism in

the world will never hurt the Bible. I say,

young men, if any scholars or scientists come

to you and tell you that the Bible is in danger,

tell them they might as well try and persuade

you that if all the electric lights in the world

could be lit at once to-night the old sun would

be in danger to-morrow morning.

Uniting the Yoong Manhood of the

World

THE REV. V. B. MEYER, B.A., OF THE EVANGELI

CAL FREE CHURCH FEDERATION.

To Sir George Williams is given the great

honor and pleasure of seeing the little craft he

launched sixty years ago become a mighty ves

sel plying amid th? navies of the world, and

carrying the freight of Christian manhood. He

has no enemies ; he is beloved by all who know

him ; by the young men to whoso character he

has given invaluable materials, and by thou

sands of mothers who owe the salvation and

steadiness of their sons to this great Associa

tion. This morning I have been studying the

life of St. Francis of Assisi, and if I could be

lieve in the doctrine of the transmigration of

souls, I should be prepared to think that the

spirit of this gentle medieval saint had reap

peared in the character and work of our friend.

Each of them has founded a great Order of

manhood. The one, when he died, was the

leader of 5,000 nvn, destined to grow con

tinually; the other is the leader of a host which

is almost innumerable. Each of them has ap

pealed to that which is noblest and best—to the

chivalry of young men. In the case of St.

Francis, the conditions were purity, poverty,

and service or ministry ; and each of these
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characteristics appears in that conception

which underlies this Association. Purity has

always been one of the aims of the Young

Men's Christian Association ; and it is a great

matter to associate young men together in a

common fight against the corruption which is

in the world through lust. Poverty in our

time is represented by a humility of spirit which

is the blessedness of the first beatitude; and

as for service, there is not a single center of the

Association which is not prolific in its efforts

to minister to the needs of those whom it can

draw within the sphere of its influence. Let

us also consider the mighty effect which the

Association has produced in drawing Chris

tians of all denominations together. It is in

terdenominational, and in these days of divi

sion it is a great thing to have a common plat

form on which the servants and children of

God can stand together, whatever their ecclesi

astical relationship. Not only has the Associa

tion been a bond of union between Christians

of various churches, but we must remember

that it is -doing more than is generally esti

mated in binding together our great British

Empire. On every shore the Association is

represented, and young Englishmen can meet

the members of other races within the common

limits of the Association's halls. I remember

seeing in India a young Englishman and the

members of three different castes playing lawn

tennis within the grounds of an Association.

How much is being done to unite the young

manhood of our Empire under these auspices.

But even more than this, when we remember

that there is hardly a civilized nation that has

not adapted the principle of the Association.

that the movement has struck roof in France,

Germany, Italy, and other nations, may we

not look upon it as one of those important

agencies which arc welding the whole family of

man into a common brotherhood? All this.

under God, is attributable to the beloved

founder of the Association which celebrates

to-day ils Diamond Jubilee, and we can only

ask for him that the last days of his career may

be increasingly radiant and blessed.

A Work for the Entire Man

ADDRESS OF REV. G. CAMPBELL MORGAN, I). I)

My message is from the young men of tin

Associations on the other side of the Atlanli-'

among whom I have been working for the

past three years, and in connection with which

and my own work of Bible teaching I hive

traveled over 100,000 miles.

But I cannot help contrasting this night with

the 6th of June of sixty years ago, that very

beginning of this great movement, and the con

summation of the moment. Who, of those

twelve young men, could have hoped that so

much would have been achieved in the time? I

doubt not that many a day their hearts wen

sad and heavy as they pondered over the fu

ture of the work, yet what a magnificent object

lesson it has been to us all. It is to my mind

an interesting fact, and one full of hopefulness

for the future, that, after sixty years, the Cor

poration of this great unmatched City of Lon

don should recognize the worth of this move

ment. It is an indication of its growth.

And now a few words from America, where,

if anything, the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation has more hold upon the young men thn:i

even here in the dear old homeland. Its opera

tions extend from the extreme Northwest cor

ner of the States down into the sunny South
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of Florida, along the Western coast, and right

into the interior regions, and the thing that has

always impressed me is the strength and vital

ity of the Association in every place.

Let me give you one or two black and white

sketches of the work there as it has struck me.

The last meeting I was privileged to address

was a gathering of the American Associations

at Buffalo. If only I could portray that meet

ing in its true aspects I am sure I should bring

new gladness into the heart of our beloved

President. There were assembled 1,500 young

men, many of whom were graduates of the uni

versities of America, a large per cent, of whom

were employed officers of the Associations who

might well have devoted their lives to pro

fessional or commercial enterprise with every

prospect of amassing for themselves what the

world is pleased to call a fortune, but all of

whom had turned aside and were devoting their

manhood to this splendid Association work,

with their faces toward the Christ.

At Los Angeles I sat down to dinner with

a dozen of the business men of the place, and

pleaded the cause of the Young Men's Christian

Association building that was immediately to be

erected in the city. It was to cost about $200,-

000, but I ventured to tell those men the folly of

any such proposition. I said that such a struc

ture would be out of date in a few years, and I

pleaded that there might be a larger enterprise

and a larger amount secured for the Associa

tion home, and in twenty minutes $30,000 were

subscribed towards the new building, and I at

tribute their giving to the fact that they real

ized that the Association takes hold of a man

and makes of him a citizen worthy of his city,

and one who will contribute to its greatness

and strength.

Wherever you go in the American Associa

tions you will see hanging somewhere in their

halls or rooms the sign of the Association—an

equilateral triangle engraved with the words,

"Spirit, Mind, Body," and in that sign is an in

dication of what the Association is doing for

men; it docs not attempt to develop the mind

at the expense of the spirit and body, nor the

body at the expense of spirit and mind, nor the

spirit at the expense of the mind and body—no,

it makes a whole man of him through Christ.

The Association is taking hold of the whole

man, through the medium of magnificently

equipped gymnasia and educational classes, in

which men are enahkd to obtain the knowledge

they desire to make them bcttir fitted for life,

while at the very center and heart of things

everywhere there are Bible classes and devo

tional meetings.

I thank God for the influence of the Associa

tion here at home and elsewhere, and, while it

is true that it is unsectarian, and that its one

creed is the Bible, it is equally true that it is

evangelical at heart and in its work. Young

men are not told that they are to grow up into

Christianity from something within tin in, hut

that the truth of God must he borne in upon

them from above if they would enter the King

dom of God. The Association is bringing men

into living relationship with Jesus Christ, and

from that union the whole character of young

men is being built up.

One of the great sources of strength of the

Association is that Christ is the center of

"Christo-Centric" men— men who find Christ

dominant in their will, and Who is holding su

preme sway over all their personality. Where

such work is being done, every nation ought

IN ONF. OF TIIF. BRITISH VOUTNTF.FR TENTS.
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to be thankful, and every church is profoundly

thankful.

I thank God for the Young Men's Christian

Association because of the international rela

tionships. I find increasingly that this great

institution brings the young men of this land

and of America closer together; and as the

days pass there is no greater passion in my

heart than to see the young men of the great

Anglo-Saxon race on both sides of the Atlantic

coming closer together. Let me here, in this

Mansion House, repeat the words which Presi

dent Roosevelt recently spoke to me in the

White House. He said : "Sir, it is inevitable

for the well-being of the world at large that we

stand side by side for righteousness and truth."

I mention this in order to show that this

great movement, born out of the love of the

hearts of one or two men for their fellows,

has now spread over the whole earth, and is

indeed bringing about that great consummation,

the union of these two branches of the one

great race. Everything in the future, however,

depends upon its loyalty to the fundamental

basis upon which this work was founded, al

though new instrumentalities must be intro

duced, and we must be willing to see the

younger men changing what we thought at one

time was the right method of work.

The Association in England

In 1883 there were 188 Associations in

England, Wales and Ireland, with 29,214

members, but the Association movement was

not well organized. It was then that the

National Council was formed, with Mr. Hind

Smith as its representative, which has brought

to the help of isolated or feeble Associations the

strength and wisdom of all. District unions

were organized. Mr. W. H. Mills became

national secretary in 1889, who had been

identified with the Association movement since

1855, had been an honorary secretary of the

Council since its organization and for twenty

years had been the successful secretary at Star

ford Road. The English Associations have

grown in twenty years to 412, with 71,388 mem

bers, while there are 1,276 centers and aux

iliaries and places where there is an official

correspondent. In this time the Associations

owning buildings have increased from 19 to

110, and the property owned from $768,000 to

over $3,000,000. The budget for foreign work

in India, Burmah and Singapore has assumed

b.rge proportions. England is now undertak

ing to raise an endowment fund of 1,000,000

shillings. The membership in England in

the past ten years has increased nearly 40,000,

while many new activities have been developed,

such as the work among regular soldiers and

volunteers and special classes of young men,

and among young Britishers abroad. Within

the last few months the National Council has

welcomed as an auxiliary the Royal Naval

Christian Union. This represents Miss Agnes

Weston's well-known and splendid work

among the men of the British Navy and has

already a membership of over 1,000 Christian

men, stationed on all His Majesty's principal

warships. Another interesting movement is

one designed to bring about closer co-opera

tion between Young Men's Christian Associa

tions and Sunday-schools, in order to reach

the large number of scholars who annually

drift from the Sunday classes, and are too

often lost entirely to the churches. For

several years past over 300 young men have

annually left the English Associations to be

come clergymen, ministers or missionaries,

and the Rev. Prcb. II. E. Fox, M.A., Hon.

Secretary, C. M. S., is able to bear the fol

lowing significant testimony: "I have been im

mensely impressed by the fact that, in examin

ing the many male candidates who come be

fore the Church Missionary Society, I find

that almost without exception the Y. M. C. A.

comes in at sonic part of the candidate's his

tory—either having been instrumental in his

conversion, in training him for Christian

work, or in stimulating his zeal for Gospel

and missionary activity."

The Traveling and District Secretaries

Mr. Moor is one of our oldest and most

honored traveling secretaries. Mr. A. K. Yapp

is of more recent connection, but has done a

splendid work in the resuscitation of Associa

tion effort throughout the populous county of

Lancashire, where, within the past five or six

years, he has been chiefly instrumental in es

tablishing no fewer than forty new Associa

tions. He has also been a foremost worker in

connection with the Association effort in vol

unteer encampments. The Lancashire district is

erecting tents this summer at as many as eight

een or nineteen different encampments at a total

cost approximating $45,000 or $50,000. Just now

a remarkable movement is proceeding among

the militia, with whom Mr. Yapp and his col

leagues are working. On a recent Saturday

afternoon $400 worth of postal orders wer;

sold to the men, making a total of $3,000 worth

of postal orders sold in this one encampment

during the present summer. This means

money saved and sent home, which would

otherwise be expended in the canteen. Many

hundreds of anti-gambling and total abstinence

pledges have also been taken and enthusiastic

and stirring gospel meetings have been held

each evening, resulting in a wonderful amount

of good. It is hard to exaggerate the warmth

of the testimony borne to the value of this

movement by commanding officers and others

who hold responsible connections with the

army.
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Mr. E. J. Allan Frost, traveling stcrelary

of the Southwestern district, was for sonic

time in Calcutta with Mr. J. Campbell White.

Mr. Robert McCann was for many years re

sponsible for the work in Ireland before com

ing to be the officer of our North Midland

district committee. Mr. Bennett has for many

years worked in the Midland counties with

much solid success. Mr. F. J. Fedarb was for

some years general secretary at Ottawa,

Canada, before taking over the work of the

Southwestern District Union. In this posi

tion he is maintained through the munificent

help of one of the warmest friends of Associa

tion work in this country, Dr. C. Albert

Hingston, of Plymouth.

Mr. T. Gwilym James, since his appoint

ment to Wales, has been greatly successful in

stirring up increased activity throughout the

principality. One of his most useful qualifica

tions is that he speaks Welsh fluently. The

latest project of the Welsh districts is to in

augurate work among the miners in the

Rhondda Valley.

The Associations and Their Work

The parent Association at Exeter Hall has

had a large part in the diamond jubilee cele

bration. In the report presented by the

metropolitan secretary, Mr. J. H. Putterill,

at the sixtieth anniversary of the Central

Association, he reported for the Association

3,043 members, with 126 juniors; 11 Bible

classes meeting weekly, with an average at

tendance of nearly 1,000; 43 meetings weekly,

for young men, with an attendance of nearly

3,000. At the three centers in London 14,000

young men each week visit the rooms, and

4,:!!."> young men were rec; mmended directly

to lodgings during the year.

It was found by a recent religious census

made by the Associations of larger London,

that in the greater metropolitan area there was

a population of 1,185,700 young men, of whom

it might be affirmed, calculating upon the

basis of the recent census results, that no

fewer than 889,000 absented themselves from

public worship. By the aid of the census the

Association has been enabled to measure, with

some approach to accuracy, the field in which

it is called to labor. Mr. Putterill indicated

a variety of ways in which the branches might

rise to the occasion and accomplish vastly more

than they are at present achieving in winning

for Christ numbers of this indifferent multi

tude.

The Liverpool Association building cost

$125,000 and its very fine gymnasium $70,000.

This Association is doing splendid educational

work—probably the best in this country among

the Associations. The Birmingham Associa

tion is in course of erecting by far our best As

sociation building. It will be splendidly

equipped for an all-round work in this most

important Midland center. Among the most

generous contributors to the building fund have

been the late Mr. Richard Cadbury, who, to

gether with Mr. George Cadbury, for man;

years has maintained a most generous sym

pathy toward the Association work. The fine

old building in Manchester, the value of which

is considerably over $.'550.000, has been much

improved under the regime of the new secre

tary, Mr. C. E. Heald, and the work of all de

partments has been greatly strengthened. At

Newcastle-on-Tyne, where Mr. Henry Arm-
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strong, one of the best-known and most suc

cessful secretaries in England, has oversight

of the work, the building, valued at $165,000,

occupies one of the most eligible sites in the

city and is magnificently furnished, particu

larly as to its social and reading rooms. The

Cardiff building, the value of which is about

$85,000, is well equipped in every respect.

Among its most munificent supporters and con

tributors are Messrs. John and Richard Cory,

the well-known coal owners. At Nottingham

and Bristol branch Association work is being

successfuly carried on. At Nottingham there

are four branches, one of which is the pos

sessor of a very fine recreation ground abut

ting on the River Trent, while at Bristol there

are five branch institutions, which, it is hoped,

shortly to federate under some city plan with

the central Association in St. James' Square.

Of this old Association, which celebrated its

jubilee last year, Mr. Joseph Storrs Fry is the

honored and beloved president. The Sheffield

building was one of the first erected on the

company plan. Ths entire upper stories are

made over by the company in perpetuity to the

Association free of rent, and the shareholders

rely for their income upon the rentals of a

number of shops on the ground floor. Sun-

derland, like Liverpool, is doing first-rate edu

cational work among its many other activities.

Birkcnhead, while maintaining a thoroughly

all-round and efficient general Association, the

respected president of which is Mr. Charles

J. Procter, has also probably the best junior

Association in this country, housed in a good

building of its own. The president of this

junior section is Mr. C. Ernest Procter, who

has recently accepted the chairmanship of a

committee of the National Council, especially

charged with the duty of promoting the further

efficiency of junior work throughout the

English union.

Sunderland, with a membership of 1,023.

has 600 students in its classes. The Associa

tion owns one of the finest buildings in the

city. The handsome St. Helen's building was

erected on the same plan as that at Sheffield.

The President, Colonel Pilkington, donated the

site and $5,000. The Derby Association (Sir

Henry H. Penrose, J. P., President) has a

$50,000 building, a large gymnasium and docs

extensive athletic and educational work. Leeds

sold its building for $57,000, and expects to

secure greatly improved premises. Ministers

of nine evangelical churches preach annually

eighty-six special sermons to young men at

the Association's request. Norwich, besides the

other features, conducts a lodging house mis

sion, open-air work, large gospel meetings, and

has 738 members.

The Seaside Holiday Homes are fulfilling a

most useful function. "Hazelwood" is a splen

did institution, and Shaftesbury House, admin

istered by the London Central Association, is

also most efficiently managed. On a recent oc

casion, at a reception at Exeter Hall of young

men who had lately spent their holidays at

Shaftebury Mouse, some 500 were present.

Mr. Frank Anderson, M.A., student worker

at Bombay, is now in Great Britain on fur

lough and has been most successful in securing

funds toward the erection of a new central

building (European) in Bombay City. Mr.

McCowen is supervising the erection of a hand

some new building for the Rangoon, Burmah.

Association, and his hands are greatly strength

ened by the cooperation of Mr. Stuart Donni-

thorne, B.A., a voluntary worker who has re

cently gone out to Burmah, just after taking

a "double-first" at his university. Mr. Pringle

has made a most successful beginning in Singa

pore, where, already a boarding-house has had

to be opened in addition to the ordinary Asso

ciation rooms.
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The Association in Ireland

The field for Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation work in Ireland is of necessity greatly

limited by the fact that close upon three-

. fourths of Ireland's population are Roman

Catholic. This means that in many Irish

towns to attempt to organize a Young Men's

Christian Association is practically impossible.

Another important factor in estimating the

position and the possibilities of the Associa

tion in the Emerald Isle is the circumstance

that there are few large towns. In this re

spect the comparison with a country such as

England, for example, is most striking, where

in one county there are frequently more large

towns and cities than exist in all Ireland.

The three large cities are Dublin (pop.

289,108), Belfast (pop. 348,876), Cork (pop.

75,978). After these come Londonderry and

Limerick with a population of somewhere

about 40,000 each, while only a very few of the

remaining towns have a population over 10,000,

and a great majority have populations under

that figure. Notwithstanding such unfavorable

conditions, limiting the possibilities of the

work, and rendering its development specially

difficult, Ireland has not by any means been

neglected as regards the Young Men's Chris

tian Association, and vigorous and successful

branches exist in many parts of the country.

National Organization

For purposes of organization the country

has been divided into three divisions, styled

the Mid, North, and South-Ireland Districts.

Each of these districts is supervised by an

executive committee, elected at the yearly

district conference. The three executive com

mittees constitute the united Irish Executive,

while the three districts form the Irish Union.

Representatives from each of the executive

committees have also seats on the English

National Council, and a bond of union thus

exists between the work and the leaders in

the two countries which has materially pro

moted the interests of the work in Ireland.

The first Young Men's Christian Associa

tion in Ireland was started at Dublin in 1849,

just five years after the inception of the

movement in London. The next oldest Asso

ciation is that of Belfast, begun in 1850, while

six years later an Association sprang up in the

historic city of Londonderry. In Cork, the

chief city in the south of Ireland, the work

was not organized till a considerably later date,

and the Association there dates its origin from

1886.

In the principal cities, and also in a num

ber of the provincial towns, the Associations

are housed in well-adapted, commodious

buildings, while some of the Associations

which have not yet reached this stage of de

velopment are accommodated in rented

premises.

Character of the Work

The spiritual aims of Association work are

kept well to the front in the Irish Association

generally, and in the smaller Associations the

work lies chiefly in this direction. In the

larger cities, however, such as Dublin, Belfast,

Cork, and Londonderry, and also in towns

such as Omagh, Ballymena, Ballymoney,

Dunkirk, Waterford, and others, the Associa

tions are well equipped for carrying on the

usual literary, social, and athletic departments

so valuable as adjuncts to Christian Associa

tion work among young men.

Many of the existing^ Associations are the

result of the faithful labors of Mr. Robert Mc-

Cann, who was for many years secretary of

THREE IRISHMEN (BROTHERS) NOW AMERI

CAN SECRETARIES.

Neison Jones, C. E. Jones, S. H. Jones,

Long Island City. Passaic, N. J. Louisville, Ky.

the Irish Union. At the beginning of 1901

his services were transferred to England, and

he was succeeded by Mr. William Wright, the

present secretary, since whose appointment

new Associations have been organized at

Portadown, Lurgan, Clonmel, and Ennis.

In Dublin, Mr. W. A. Boyd, and in Belfast,

Mr. D. A. Black have each filled the secre

tariat for a number of years, while the secre

tary of the Cork Association has just recently

left for the West African mission field and

has been succeeded by Mr. R. A. Norman.

The brethren named above are salaried

secretaries, devoting their whole time to the

work, but in the great majority of the Irish

Associations the work is in charge of honorary

secretaries to whose loving and devoted serv

ice the Association cause in Ireland owes an

incalculable debt.

At present there are forty Associations

affiliated within the Irish Union. There are

also thirty other towns in which the Asso

ciation is represented by corresponding mem-
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bers. That the work of the Association in

Ireland continues to hold its own and also to

make progress is evidenced by the statistics

of membership and also by the erection, dur

ing the year, of handsome new buildings at

Mountpottinger (Belfast), and at Ballymoney.

Membership Is Increasing

The statistics show that the total member

ship of the Associations within the Irish

Union during the past three years has been

as follows:

1902, 6,583; 1903, 6,865; 1904, 7,231.

Proipects

This brief statement of facts and figures may

surely warrant hopefulness for the future as

regards the work of the Association in the

Emerald Isle. There are also many other cir

cumstances which warrant hopefulness for

Ireland's future generally. The grip of the

Romish priesthood is still, however, keen and

binding—all the more so, perhaps, because

they feel that many of Ireland's sons are

chafing at their chains. May we ask the

prayers of the young men of the American As

sociations for the young men of Ireland, that

those who know Christ may shine "with a

clear, p.ure light," and that those who are in

spiritual bondage and darkness may soon be set

free and illuminated?

WM. WRIGHT.

Association Building, Belfast, Ireland.

The Outlook in Scotland

At no former time have Association pros

pects in Scotland been so full of hope and en

couragement as they are now. Never was the

need greater, nor the field wider for work of

the kind the Association is specially fitted to

do, and never has there been among the mem

bers such willingness to enter the open doors

of opportunity nor such readiness to acknowl

edge the wide duty to their fellows that lies

upon Christian young men. Not so long ago

there were those, entirely sympathetic with our

work, who believed that the coming of the

great church guilds and of that admirable insti

tution, the Christian Endeavor Society, had

removed the reason and the need for the ex

istence of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion. Now that relations are adjusting them

selves and methods are becoming defined one

hears less of that idea, and some of the most

striking and probably most permanent of pres

ent-day social tendencies are clamant not only

for the maintenance, but also for a wide ex

tension and development of Christian work on

healthy Association lines.

Perhaps the most striking of these tendencies

is the steady drift of the young manhood of the

country to the great centers of population.

They flock not only to the cities, but also to the

large industrial towns, so that rural depopula

tion has become a social problem. As a conse

quence, immense numbers of young men in
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these large centers are compelled to live in

lodgings, removed from the healthy restraints

of home influence, deprived of its society, and,

to a great extent, of its comfort. ' The desire

for these things is natural and legitimate, and

men so placed will look for and find substitutes,

and so they are terribly exposed to the attacks

of social harpies who allure their victims by

an appeal to those perfectly natural and legiti

mate desires. To the lad leaving home with

out well-grounded Christian principles the

temptations that meet him in the city are a ter

rible ordeal indeed.

With the broad conditions of this social

phase no organization on the congregational

basis is fitted to cope alone. The work of the

churches, with all their agencies, must be

seconded and supplemented by the work of the

Young Men's Christian Association. The idea

of "A Home from Home" may not be attain

able, but it is a splendid ideal, nevertheless, and

the town or city Association, with its special

premises and its ministry to the spiritual,

moral, mental and physical sides of a young

man's nature furnishes the very instrument for

dealing effectively with this great and growing

section of the community in whose hands so

much of the nation's future lies.

Larger Financial Support Given

This fact is gaining wider recognition in

Scotland. Prominent ministers and church

members are everywhere identifying themselves

with the work of the Association, and requests

for assistance and cooperation are very will

ingly complied with. This is specially seen

wherever a serious effort is made for the erec

tion or improvement of Association buildings.

It cannot be said that the Scottish commercial

classes, as a whole, have ever recognized the

Association as a profitable civic and national

institution for safeguarding youth as American

business men have done ; but it has now taken an

established place among the objects which truly

philanthropic Christian men think well worthy

of support, and it has been found possible to

erect buildings and equip them admirably in

comparatively small provincial towns. One of

the most recent additions is the Young Men's

Christian Association institute in the town of

Lanark, with a population of 6,000. Its

building has been erected almost entirely from

local contributions, and it is one of the most

completely equipped in the country for car

rying on Association work in all its phases.

Large contributors to building funds are as

sured of the permanent use of their gifts by

the apparent adaptability of the Association.

There has been a striking evolution in methods

of work during late years, owing to widened

views of its sphere and duties. The Paris

Basis gives ample security that the foundation

of the work shall always be the spiritual foun

dation, and its ideal the high evangelical one,

while its educational work, still actively and

successfully prosecuted where occasion exists ;

its practical grappling with social needs and

problems ; its provision for the physical training

and recreation of its members in crowded cen

ters, and its adoption under changed conditions

of the newest methods of reaching special

classes, all show that there is no fear of its

becoming antiquated or failing to keep pace

with changing conditions in the future.

Taking Care of the Boys

One of the recent developments which has at

tracted a great deal of attention is a special

work among lads and boys. The enormous

leakage between the Sabbath-school roll and the

roll of church membership has been much com

mented on, and the National Council has been

urging on individual Associations the need of

special efforts to secure the boys. All over

the country efforts are now being made for that

purpose, and with the most promising results,

both by Associations possessing buildings of

their own and by others. Separate meetings

are being held for the boys, sometimes on week

days, sometimes on Sabbath. The staple work

in either case is Scripture teaching by various

methods, supplemented, where possible, by

gymnastic and other classes, and, in one or two

instances, by what is' known as a Book Club.

The experiment is only in its infancy, but

splendid results are already being obtained.

Onje of the most successful examples is the

work of the Association at Motherwell, Lan

arkshire. The town is a center of the steel

industry, with a population of 30,000, and every

Sabbath evening 600 boys, from twelve to

fifteen years of age, meet in the institute for

Scripture teaching. They are divided, accord

ing to age, into two classes of 300 each, under

separate superintendence, the one occupying the

hall and the other the gymnasium, and not only

is the discipline excellent, but the attention and

interest of the lads are all that could be

wished.

Both the gymnastic classes and the Book

Club are adjuncts of the Motherwell work, and

the latter is an effective means of securing a

regular attendance at the Sabbath meetings.

Each week the members pay one penny into

the funds, and twice a year there is a distribu

tion of books to all who have made a stated

number of payments. Those who fail to reach

that number forfeit the payments made. The

books are purchased in wholesale quantities and

splendid value is given the boys. The first half-

yearly distribution has just taken place, when

400 boys each receive a volume, and out of

these 140 chose a fine copy of the Bible. A

thorough-going work among boys involves a

great deal of painstaking effort, but it promises
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a rich return to the Association undertaking it.

One caution is given by those who have tried

it. The boys must be kept by themselves. If

they are given too much freedom of the build

ing they keep adult members away.

In the Volunteer Camps

Another entirely new and promising feature

of the work in Scotland is a national effort

on behalf of the Volunteers in the great sum

mer camps. The National Council had its at

tention drawn to this work by the establish

ment of the Scottish Aldershot last year at

Stobs, near Hawick. Every summer the Vol

unteers will be congregated there in great num

bers, and the Council has resolved, with per

mission of the army authorities, to set up

marquees, both there and at the artillery camp

at Barry during the training season. The work

will be tinder the charge of the traveling sec

retaries of the Council, and its object will be

to furnish the Volunteers with accommodation

for reading, writing, and healthy social inter

course during their hours of leisure and to

make by meetings and personal dealing every

possible opportunity for directly spiritual work.

At Stobs the Association will also have a tem

perance refreshment marquee under first-class

management. This work in the camps is being

very heartily supported; a hope is felt that it

may not only furnish a counteragent to the

temptations of camp life, but may also prove

an annual recruiting ground for active Associa

tion workers.

One of the general features of the work in

Scotland is the large number of village and

rural Associations to be found all over the

country. Through the efforts of the two travel

ing secretaries of the National Council the

number of these has been very considerably in

creased, and although they are for the most

part without premises of their own, and meet,

as a rule, in church buildings, they make ex

cellent training schools for Christian workers

and pass many a valuable member into the city

Associations. There has recently been a very

gratifying increase in the total Scottish mem

bership, chiefly contributed by Associations

with buildings of their own; and the mission

ary spirit and interest, which led some years

ago to the sending of Mr. J. N. Oldham, B.A.,

as foreign missionary secretary to Lahore, In

dia, is well maintained. The present represen

tative, Mr. George Douglas Turner, M.A., has

now been working there for more than a year

with many indications of blessing.

Such are the present circumstances of Asso

ciation work in Scotland, and the workers feel

justified in regarding the outlook as one of par

ticular promise.

JOHN S. MERCER, B.L.

Edinburgh, Scotland.

Glasgow United Association

The Glasgow United Men's Christian Asso

ciation is composed of the Young Men's Society

for Religious Improvement, which was formed

on February 13, 1824, by David Nasmith, and

the Young Men's Christian Institute, formed

in 1841, which, on the request of Mr. George

Williams, in 1848, changed the word ' Institute"

into "Association." In 1876 the two Associa

tions were united. At this time the Society for

Religious Improvement had 152 branches, with

a membership of 4,840, and received from the

Young Men's Christian Association an acces

sion of six branches, with a membership of

about 300.

The chief purpose of the Association is the

spiritual improvement of its members, which it

seeks to accomplish by the study of the Word

of God. In every branch or meeting the sub

ject of study is the Word of God. Each branch

prints a syllabus of the subjects for six or

twelve months, so that each member knows

beforehand the topic for consideration. The

essayist carefully prepares his paper, and the

formation of the habit of writing on Scripture

subjects is regarded as one of the most valuable

means of spiritual and mental training. In

many instances it has led young men to

supplement the deficiencies of their early edu

cation and has been a valuable preparation

for future usefulness, both in the church

and in the world. After the essay is read

the meeting is open for conversation by the

members, and the chairman usually sums up.

In the educational department, formed in

September, 1864, thousands of young men have

availed themselves of the classes. The classes

are now in connection with the educational de

partment of the Government and receive

grants from its funds.

The Association originated the Town Hall

Evangelistic Mission in 1866, with the object of

catching the fluctuating crowd of young men

every Sabbath evening at the Cross of Glasgow.

Many striking conversions have been the re

sult. Evangelistic services are held in the large

hall of the Christian Institute every Sabbath

evening, open-air services having previously

been held.

The biblical, educational and evangelistic

departments are carried on with enthusiasm.

Interest in Foreign Missions is fostered by

weekly meetings.

There are sections of the Association on the

south side of the river and Govan and also in

the East and West ends. The two former have

buildings of their own, but it would require

half a dozen more buildings to extend and

develop the work. It is estimated that there

are about 120,000 young men in the city. The

total membership is 7,798.

DUNCAN M. WEST.



A. Bible Study Campaign—II

The summary of the statistics of Bible

study for the year ending May 1st, shows a

gain of 11 per cent, in the number of different

students in Bible classes (31,300 to 34,642),

in city, town and railroad Associations; a gain

of nearly 12 per cent, in the number of Bible

classes and 8 per cent, in Bible class attend

ance. While these gains are gratifying, they

are less than for either of the previous four

years. They indicate that the forward move

ment which began in 1898 has settled down to

a more normal growth. However, it is the

writer's conviction that even this annual gain

will not be maintained unless there is a cor

responding improvement in the quality of work

done in the Bible classes and in the results

of this work.

Leaders among Bible study committeemen

and in the secretaryship, must now more than

ever before, see together and stand for better

work; for the more thorough adaptation of

Bible study plans and policies to the actual

needs of the many different types of young

men within reach—advanced work for ex

perienced Christians, simple plans for begin

ners, popular but evangelistic teaching for men

out of touch with ordinary religious influences.

Better work will mean more thorough adap

tation to existing conditions. It will call for

more teachers and a higher standard of teach

ing. Every progressive Association will need

to have a teacher training class. The resulls

of the advances made in secular teaching dur

ing the past twenty-five years, are being put

at our disposal, by the abundant recent litera

ture of pedagogy, some of which is recom

mended in Mr. See's course for teacher train

ing.

What will a secretary do who wants to co

operate in his own field more than hitherto, in

helping the proposed forward movement in

Bible study?

First: He will organize his religious work

with a strong, enterprising committee for the

Bible Study Department.

Second : With his co-operation, this com

mittee will meet at the earliest date before

September 1 ; study its field in and out of the

Association ; find out and secure teachers ; plan

such classes as seem to be demanded now;

select courses and outline its general scheme.

Third: The secretary will help the com

mittee to set a pace for the Association, in

other words, adopt a detailed policy as to the

objects to be sought, number of classes, and

number of students to work for. For instance,

the "Slogan" now being suggested by the

Bible Study Department of the International

Committee, as a working standard for next

year, "One to Fifty," meaning a number of

Bible classes for men and boys equal to one

for every fifty members, may appeal to the

committee, as a good working goal.

Fourth: This committee will arrange now

for the observance of Bible Study Day, Sep

tember 24, or on the nearest feasible Sunday.

They may deem it advisable to have in con

nection with this day, a series of from four

to six biblical lectures, to awaken fresh in

terest in the Book and its study.

Fifth : This committee may soon discover

the need of a careful study of some of the

problems of Bible study, and then plan for a

Religious Work Institute or training confer

ence, with outside help.

Sixth : Our progressive secretary will feel

the responsibility resting on him for the pro

motion of Bible study, and will rally about him

a group of men who will unite with him in

definite prayer for this forward movement in

their Association and throughout the brother

hood.

The records for 1904 show a slight decrease

over last year in the number of men uniting

with churches during the past year, as a result

of Association effort. In the writer's opinion,

the way to prepare for a more thorough and

permanently fruitful evangelistic work, is

through better organized and developed Bible

Study Departments. A wide-spread revival

of genuine Bible Study must precede that

ingathering for which many men have been

hoping and praying for years. As one has

recently said, we cannot be truly evangelical

without being evangelistic, and we will not

continuously and successfully evangelize with

out giving a larger place to thorough, practical

and fruit-bearing Bible Study.

The "Campaign of Testimony," of which we

have heard so much of late, and of which we

should hear more, will be the outcome of this

forward movement in Association Bible study.

Fellow Secretary, what will you do to ad-

vance ''? FRED S. GOODMAN.

New York, N. Y.

The revival of Bible Study in the Associa

tions can be traced directly to the Interna

tional Convention at Mobile, in 1897, and the

subsequent discussions. A great factor was

the publishing of the first Prospectus of Bible

Study, in 1898. The editors of the Pros

pectus for 1900 and for 1902, covered all phases

of religious activity. The edition for 1904,

published in May, returns again to the original

form, and treats solely of Bible Study from the

standpoint of the city, town, railroad, and

army and navy associations. It is packed

with valuable information regarding plans,

forty varied and graded Bible courses for men

and boys, lists of Biblical books, etc. Every

wide-awake Bible Study Committeeman will

procure and peruse a copy.



A Standard for Religious Work

WHAT THE EXPERIENCE OF FOUR YEARS ENCOURAGES THE ASSOCIATIONS TO SET

AS A FAIR STANDARD OF ACCOMPLISHMENT IN THEIR RELIGIOUS WORK.

The experience of the four years past has

shown in cities and towns which had previously

made small records in Bible classes or religious

work for young men, and which had consid

ered such effort of any magnitude impossible,

that the only limit of accomplishment in reli

gious influence is that of the courage, faith,

hard work and money put into it. New

slandards have been set which will give place

to yet greater ones, as we learn with stronger

confidence that all men are reachable with the

Gospel of the Son of God, when the right men

was nearly four times as much this year as

for 1900. This coming year the total appro

priations should double again. The Associa

tions spending the most money for pushing

direct religious work have seen the largest re

sults. "He that soweth bountifully shall reap

bountifully."

The Bible Classes. —One class in general

Bible study, attended by anybody, at any time

when it pleased them to drop in, once satisfied

many Associations. Now every class must be

ONE OF SAN FRANCISCO'S GREATER MEN'S MEETINGS.

are found to present the right message in the

right way. The experience of the past four

years should put heart into the most pessimistic.

The Men's Meeting..—While the Associa

tion membership has increased 39 per cent, in

four years the attendance at the men's meet

ings has increased 55 per cent. The increase

has been made possible, however, by the Asso

ciations which have put thought, prayer, money

and time into the enterprise. The number of con

verts has quadrupled. Conservative cities like

Washington, Baltimore, Elmira, Warren, etc.,

have made records of from 200 to 500 per cent,

increase, and along with the increase has been

a steady growth in membership, financial sup

port, and the extension of physical education

and social helpfulness to men. It is improba

ble, rather than impossible, to increase the at

tendance of the men's meetings another 100 per

cent. The money spent for religious work

for young men, and as many classes held as

the distinct needs of differing groups of men

and boys require. In one Association, with a

membership of 350, in a city with a population

of 8,000, it has been shown that ten classes can

be secured within two years' time by a com

mittee which believes in Bible study as a means

for the culture of character. An Association

without a Bible class is considered by common

consent as unfit to bear the Young Men's Chris

tian Association title. The growth of the past

year "of 11 per cent, was made largely in a

small number of Associations which had come

to feel deeply the value of Bible study. Ex

perience shows that any live secretary with

convictions may secure an organization within

two years which can build _ up an extensive

Bible work. With this demonstrated as pos

sible in so-called "impossible" fields, should a

further advance in the number of Bible classes

of 100 per cent, over last year be considered
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RAILROAD MEN'S SHOP-MEETfNG, LOUISVILLE, KY.

too difficult? Last year there were 1,900 Bible

classes. Why not at least 3,800 next year?

A Gymnasium Men's Bible Oars,—It has

become an accepted principle that one of the

qualifications of a physical director is his

ability to influence boys and men to study the

Bible, and apply its teachings to the cor

rection and development of character and

physique. More than one hundred of the

leading physical directors have gymnasium

men's Bible classes. With sane leadership

these classes are decidedly popular. Is it a

task too great to double the enrollment of the

past year and enlist 5,000 men in Bible classes

in which the physical directors shall be the

moving force?

For Boys.—The ease with which the in

terest of boys is secured for the Christian life

is its danger. Men who can develop character,

train young Christians and

wisely direct their Christian

growth are more rare than

those who can lead them to

avow allegiance to Christ.

The best men of the Associa

tions are needed to make safe,

sure and solid the boys' relig

ious work. The number of

boys in Bible classes increased

from 9,425 to 12,288. It would

be an easy thing to double this

this year, and again another

year, were more men of conse

crated sense and devotion to

give themselves to it. What

an opportunity for men to in

fluence the impressionable

youth.

In the Railroad Associa

tions. —The one time general

standard for railroad Associ

ations of a mixed meeting of

both men and women and a class for the

study of the Sunday-school lesson has be

come obsolete. Direct religious work for

men only is being promoted with effect

in scores of railroad Associations. One

has fifteen Bible classes with 200 men enrolled,

another has eight small noon shop meetings

and a men's meeting of power, while many

more men are following courses of daily Bible

study. Individual members are conducting

evangelistic services and cottage meetings wilh

constant conversions. The gospel is for the

railroad man. Why not each Railroad Asso

ciation get high standards this year? The goal

of "one to one hundred," or, in other words, one

Bible class to every hundred members, is pos

sible in almost every Railroad Association

whose secretary has faith and enterprise.

Shop Classes. —No meetings have at

tained so quickly and surely place and power as

AMERICAN SHIP-BUILDING WORKS (LORAIN, O.) SHOP BIBLE CLASS.
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the shop classes. The way

has been found to reach men

who would not or could not

come to the Association

building or who are not

Christian men. Three years

ago twenty Associations

reached 26,900 men in shops,

while last year over one

hundred Associations had an

attendance of 446,000. At

such services one Associa

tion had eighteen classes

and 1,500 men a week. In

large manufacturing estab

lishments a noonday or a

midnight class is possible,

even though 90 per cent, of

the employees are non-

church members. The limit

of the Association's field of

influence with industrial

men is the faith, hard work

and forcefulness of its sec

retary and managing, com

mittee.

Other Outside Classes. —Classes are suc

cessfully conducted in boarding-houses at War

ren, Pa., in commercial colleges, offices and

homes, and public parks at Cleveland and El-

mira. The organization by the Association in

the churches of Petersburg, Va., of a thousand

men in great men's Bible classes has been ef

fected, affiliating an enthusiastic Bible honoring

army of man. No building should limit our

work. Wherever men are, there is the oppor

tunity for the man with the plan and the spirit

to work.

Studying to Minister.—Bible study to be

effective must have an objective. The student

must be willing to do the will of Christ—to

understand the words of Christ. To know

Christ's salvation for himself, he must seek

to save others. Bible study is more than edu

cation or information ; the best teacher will be

WARREN, PA., BOARDING-HOUSE BIBLE CLASS.

the leader in Christian service, as well. In

shaping classes, why not group the chairmen

of committees in one class and study the lives

of the great organizers of the Bible, and of

the Christian Church? For the reception com

mittee take Christ's conversations with in

dividuals. For the gymnasium men, study the

teachings of the Bible on temperance, chastity

and wholesome living. The visitation of the

sick committee should have a special course

with perhaps a Christian physician to lead, and

the shop men should have a study which shall

be in line with the service in their shops. The

Bible is an armory for equipment, and the

teachers must teach their pupils through the ex

perience of service. Thus will men grow in

knowledge of Christ, and as they share his

service the Associations will become effective.

Let the Bible study idea be utilitarian.

OLDER BOYS WHO SPENT FOUR DAYS IN STUDYING HOW TO DO CHRISTIAN

WORK FOR THEIR FELLOWS.



Some Men's Problems

i. Bv ROBERT E. SPEER.

Character is itself a work. The man who

is goodness is succeeding in a great achieve

ment. One young man wrote to another:

"Weak as I am, I do want to do some good

in the world. I am twenty-one, and so far

my life has been far from satisfactory —in

fact, a failure; but I cannot but feel that in

spite of my failures I may be able to help

others and be of some use. . . ." The other

replied: "As for the failure which you think

you have made of things, don't let that thought

stay in your mind. It is a good thought to

have with reference to the past, but not a

good thought to dwell on. All of us have

failed. The only man who doesn't think he

has failed is the man who doesn't know what

success is. The 'higher our ideals of success,

the more dismal we shall- feel-our- best achiev-

ments have been. You have done a good work,

and apart from anything that you have done,

just being your own loving, faithful self is

a work."

Most young men are weakened by publicity,

by too much social fellowship. They never

have any time alone. In the morning they

dress as rapidly as they can and then rush out

into the work of the day. When the time of

release from work or business comes, they

hurry with the crowd to seek excitement. In

the evening they come in late and drop into

bed. There has been not one hour in the day

when they could sit down and be calm and

think of God and duty and let their souls

rest and grow strong and grave. Doubtless,

there arc many young men who are too

much alone, who brood over themselves and

whose need is less meditation and more so

ciety. But these are the rarer men. The

average young man runs with the crowd, and

his life shallows out more and more until the

bottom begins to show through and the

power, the beauty, the freshness, the capacity

for varied use are all gone. Men ought to stop

now and then and think. If John the Baptist

had not been three years in the wilderness

he would probably never have burst on Israel

with a prophetic message of such power and

persuasion as he uttered when he came. One

of Hugh Beaver's favorite quotations was :

"If chosen men had never been alone

In deep mid-silence open-doored to God,

No greatness ever had been dreamed or done."

There are some vices that should be given

no quarter. One is the cigarette habit. Noth

ing too severe or condemnatory can be said

against it. It is now spreading out over the

heathen world. A friend sent me recently

a photograph of a beautiful old stone bridge

over a canal in interior China. That old arch

had been undisfigured for generations. In

the photograph, however, there appeared on

one side of the masonry a great placard ad

vertising "Peacock Cigarettes." The thing

has gone to India, too. In a recent number of

the Indian Witness, a paper published in Cal

cutta, appeared this editorial : "The native

smokes his hooka and it gives us very little

concern; he has done the same thing for no

body knows how many ages, and if it has a

bad effect on -him, at least it is no new evil

brought in by Europeans. But the case is

changed when it is a cigarette he holds dain

tily between his fingers and whose smoke he

draws into his lungs, for there can be no doubt

about the evil that it is working to him. The

alarm felt by those who realize this is increased

by the amazing popularity of the cigarette

among all classes. You see the street Arab with

the vile little paper twist between his lips, and

you notice the young swell upon the river

steamer, smoking as he stretches at full

length upon the deck; you meet them in the

hills along with the hill coolie, and press the

empty boxes under your feet as you climb

the wildwood paths. The country seems to

be flooded with cigarettes. To one who had

never studied the subject this, perhaps, would

not appear a matter of any great significance.

Those who know best say that the cigarette

is deadly; even those who do not utterly con

demn cigars say this of the other. Two teach

ers met one day after their work was over

and began to talk about their classes. Both

had boys and girls under their charge. One,

whose class was more advanced than the

other, remarked that though she expected all

but two of her girls to pass in a coming ex

amination, that probably half of the boys

would fail. Questioned as to why the boys

should fail, she said that they were cigarette

smokers. When asked how she knew this, the

reply was that she scarcely ever failed to de

tect such by certain signs, which she went on

to enumerate. The smokers could not write

legibly, they could not make good recitations,

nor do good work of any kind in their classes.

Moreover, such an effect did the smoking have

upon them that they usually left school alto

gether before reaching the highest class. Tes

timony of this kind comes from many sources,

and if it be true, and who can doubt it, is it

not "time that something was done to try to

check the spread of this evil among the people
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of India?" Teachers have told me the same

thing here. The cigarette habit pollutes and

debases the brain, so that the smoker becomes

weaker intellectually. Every boy should quit

the habit absolutely if he has it and keep from

it if he is free. It is a vile, weakening and

foolish slavery. ..*..*.*

One great good of Jesus Christ to men is

that He is real. All around us are men who

are made up. Sometimes it is an honest make

up and sometimes it is theatrical. Even of

ourselves we are suspicious at times. Some

times, when we talk with others seriously, we

have to steady our lips lest they smile, and

often we have to compel ourselves to look into

others' eyes. We battle for reality, but Jesus

Christ is naturally real. We can turn to Him

at any time, assured of finding the genuine

thing there, and we can check up our own

counterfeit or unreality against His truth. In

a little book of quotations, published by a cir

cle of King's Daughters, Mrs. Maud Balling-

ton Booth quoted these verses from Miss

Havergal as having proved a blessing to her:

Reality, Reality,

Lord Jesus Christ, Thou art to me!

From the spectral mists and driving clouds,

From the shifting shadows and phantom

crowds,

From unreal words and unreal lives,

Where truth with falsehood feebly strives,

From the passings away, the chance and

change,

Flickerings, vanishings, swift and strange,

I turn to my glorious rest on Thee

Who art the great Reality.

Reality in greatest need,

Lord Jesus Christ Thou art indeed 1

Is the pilot real, who alone can guide

The drifting ship through the midnight tide?

Is the lifeboat real, as it nears the wreck,

And the saved ones leap from the parting deck ?

Is the haven real, where the barque may flee

From the autumn gales of the wild north sea?

Reality, indeed, Thou art,

My Pilot, Lifeboat, Haven now.

A Tribute

The following are extracts from an address

by President Charles Cuthbert Hall, of Union

Theological Seminary, at the meeting of the

Religious Education Association, at Philadel

phia:

"Christian Associations : Investigation in

no single department of the field yields more

satisfactory results than are reached in the

Department of Christian Associations; and

this by reason of the clearness of the thinking

and the soundness of the pedagogical methods

appearing in the development of this institu

tion. Vigorous, alert, rational, wholesome,

sympathetic, the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation has related itself to the moral and re

ligious education of the country in a manner

and measure that may be called unique. Ap

parently this success as an instrument of

popular religious education has come about

through the sincerity of purpose and the ad

ministrative ability of the leaders, joined with

the fundamental reasonableness of the educa

tional principles adopted. The conception of

man as a unit needing development in every

part of his being, and the educational princi

ples that now have recognition and observance

in the Bible-study department, are the chief

sources of the remarkable power exhibited by

the Young Men's Christian Association. To

these must be added the cosmopolitan spirit

which has expressed itself in international

movements and in the study of missions.

"The principles of Bible study have included

the inductive and historical methods, and the

recognition of the need for adequate courses—

comprehensive, not partial ; definite, not vague ;

practical, not visionary. To these principles

are added a rational correlation of courses and

the construction of special courses with a

view to their adaptation to the needs of special

classes of men, whether railroad men, shop

men, boys, or college and university students.

Fifty thousand men are now in the Bible

classes of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tions in the United States and Canada."

DETROIT'S AUTO

MOBILE SCHOOL.

One section of 38

men of the automobile

school of the Detroit

Association. There

are 91 men in the

class. Boston was the

first to start a school

of this character, and

others are being rap

idly organised, the

dealers supplying ma

chines for demonstra

tion.
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The Man Judah

Of the mighty men of the Hebrew nation

the man Judah has been more overlooked

and perhaps underrated than any of the

long and splendid list. Few of us have at any

time stopped to gather the items of the old

record that pictures him. He is well worth

study. He looms large enough after we once

get the outlines. He is a man of destiny. The

greatness of a brother has held our eyes so

that we have not perceived this man's important

place in the plan of the ages or the purpose of

grace. The line of the promise is that of Judah

and not that of Joseph. Why is this?

Jacob's descendants are called to-day by the

name of Judah, and they are Jews, not Israel

ites, to most of us. Why?

Did you know that Judah made the most

eloquent address in all the Old Testament?

Have you noticed how truly human Judah was ?

Have you read the record of his sin and re

pentance, of his shrewdness and leadership,

and of his likeness to one who gave himself

for others? Have you ever given attention to

this ancestor of our Lord? The account is

given in mosaic and must needs be matched

together—do it now.

Judah is one of the providential men. The

overruling of supreme wisdom may be traced

in the muddle of Jacob's matrimonial tangle.

Gen. 29:31-35. The first son is Reuben—"see

a son." Vs. 32. He is a child of selfish hope.

"Now will my husband love me."

Next is Simeon—hearing. "Jehovah has

heard that I was hated." Instead of the love

hoped for was continued indifference that

seemed to the heart of Leah like hatred. Je

hovah begins to be in her thoughts as one who

cared for her. Vs. 33.

The third is Levi—joined. "Now will my

husband be joined to me." Desire for the af

fection of her husband is still uppermost in her

mind. Vs. 34. The fourth son is Judah—

praise. "Now will I praise Jehovah." This is

a new attitude of heart and mind. Self is for

gotten in her new understanding of God's

goodness.

The move of the family from Grandfather

Laban's to Jacob's old home out west brought

excitement and hard work to every one con

cerned, but nothing happened so strange as the

change that came into the life of Jacob from

the day when he found that he must use a staff.

Gen. 32:24-31. Surely all wondered what had

happened, and perhaps Jacob told them of the

stranger he met in the night. Possibly, too, of

the new purpose of life that had come to him.

One thing is sure—they all saw the altar and

the worship and heard Jacob pray to "God, the

God of Israel." That odd new name—how

strange for Jacob, the man of strategy and

schemes to use it Israel—a prince.—Gen.

33:20. We can only guess at the thoughts of

the young men of this company of immigrants

at the meeting of the brothers who had not seen

each other for so many years, and they may

have criticized the action of their leader in de

clining an alliance with Esau and his influential

four hundred. It did seem strange. Esau

gave such a hearty invitation, too. Such a

move as that would have meant that the line of

Jacob and the promise would lose itself in that

of Esau. Gen. 33:1-17.

The entire family was smitten in the dis

grace of the sister. Every one recognized the

danger that arose out of the bloody vengeance

taken. Gen. 34. Why did Jacob go to

Bethel? Why the altar? Why the new truth

about God—"God of the House of God"? Gen.

35:7. Judah was a leader. Read the opening

of the story of Joseph. Gen. 35:26-27. You

will find Judah quick of resource, not without

envy of the favored brother, but not ruthless.

He saw far enough ahead to ask the modern

question, "Will it pay to do this wrong?"

Judah came to be a man of the world. He

married to suit himself. Very likely Leah

questioned her heart why this must be. Jacob

was disappointed. In so many ways Judah was

a nobler man than some of his brothers and

there was much to hope for. Gen. 38 :2. The

failure of their hopes seemed complete when

the Canaanitish sins wrecked his home and

Judah -went steadily deeper into sin. The

teachings of home were forgotten apparently.

Possibly Judah was classed with those who had

gone wrong radically and permanently ; but in

the midst of his sin repentance is born. As he

judged another for wrong his own sin smote

him. Gen. 38 :26. Judah confessed like a man

—"She is more righteous than I." He quit his

meanness. Judah's repentance was not of the

mouth alone. "He knew her no more." Only

God sees ground for hope sometimes. In this

darkness he wrought out victory yet to be.

The Redeemer traced his ancestry through this

line. Matt. 1 :3. There is no unblemished line

of inheritance in this world perhaps. God

knows. We don't know.

Time passes and Jacob is an old man.

Joseph is a sad memory to some, but to others

a haunting dread. Need sends the brothers to

Egypt on the first journey. This journey with

its strange experience is over and need impels

to another. Judah has influence with his

father not possessed by the other sons, and

Benjamin goes with them. Judah knows how

to argue—"send the lad with me, that we may

live and not die, both we, and thou, and also

our little ones." He dares to accept responsi

bility. "I will be surety for him."

Again the court of Egypt. Again the strange

doings of "the man." Then the expedient to

test these brothers. How does Joseph know
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AN OUT-DOOR

BIBLE CLASS.

One of the West

End, Toronto, Bible

classes. These classes

are becoming com

mon, some taking a

run or a spin in the

early morning before

work and others in

the early evening,

while other groups

quietly u~alk out into

the country on Sun

day afternoons and

study the Bible.

that any of them are better than the men of

Dothan who would murder a youngster and

plan to lie to their father about it? The lad

seems to be proved guilty. Judah alone finds

voice to even admit it. The rest doubtless

squat on the ground in Oriental silence.

Hearts burn and memory is busy. Judah

stands up. Judah alone has resolve and pur

pose. "What shall we say unto my lord?" No

drama of all literature in any carefully worked

out or worked up situation with play of emo

tion and the revealing of hidden deeps of life

and character equals this occasion. Judah

meets the occasion like the man he has always

wanted to be. The ideal has always escaped

him. He has often been disappointed in him

self. He has often been discouraged with

Judah's way of going wrong, but he forgets

now all about the man Judah and sees Jacob's

face and hears Jacob's voice when the ten tell

him that the lad is gone. His plea is rarely hon

est. He complains not. He makes no excuses.

He does not argue. He simply traces the acts of

innocent men. He draws a picture of the old

man at home. He touches the tragedy of the

past and its sorrowful and bitter legacy. He

offers himself as a slave instead of Benjamin.

A NAVAL BRANCH

EVENT.

Sunday evening

lunch for men at

tending the service in

the Brooklyn Naval

Branch. Several

groups of men attend

ing this service have

formed classes on bat

tleships to continue the

Bible study in which

they are interested

here.

The renunciation was as complete as we can

imagine. The lad seemed guilty. Judah was

more valuable as a slave than he. Judah would

take his slavery. Gen. 45.

Is it strange that Joseph, with all he knew

and remembered, could not restrain himself?

Can you read the story aloud from the begin

ning and keep your voice steady here?

Now for the new Judah. Gen. 49:8-10.

"Judah (praise) whom thy brethren shall

praise." "The scepter shall not depart—until

Shiloh come." A thousand years go by. A

son of Judah leads the praises of a great peo

ple. He is law-giver. The scepter is his. The

world will not willingly forget the man who

wrote the twenty-third psalm.

A thousand years again—and there comes

the son of Judah who is the "Praise" of all

the earth, before whom every knee shall bow—

of things in heaven and things in earth and

things under earth.

Take an hour alone with the man Judah.

Read the story aloud carefully. Try to see the

diplomacy of salvation as it runs through the

experience of this man. Find how deep are the

riches of the wisdom and knowledge of God.

Philadelphia. W. J. ERASER.
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For the Best Statement

Volumes have been written about the Young

Men's Christian Association and its object and

services, but we seek for statements in telling

sentences of not more than fifty words—a

comprehensive, direct and forceful statement

of the work of the Young Men's Christian

Association—such a statement as could be

printed with effect on the Association's letter

head or on the prospectus cover. We ask our

readers to submit such statements, which will

be referred to a eompetent committee for ap

proval.

The Spiritual Tone at Lake Geneva

From the earnest lips of a student in one

of the earliest devotional meetings of the sum-

alone with the Bible and with God under the

trees on some hilltop or by the water's edge is

a frequent means of uplift. The beauties of

Lake Geneva—the glories of lake, wood and

hill—are in themselves a spiritual tonic of no

small moment. Nature herself stands forth as

a "middle term between man and God," and in

no unmistakable language bids one to worship

the Lord in the beauty of holiness. One of

America's most noted divines has declared of

the Association encampment, that the grounds

seemed "designed of God for the purpose.'1

There are few who do not feel the same hal

lowed charm that was felt by the honored first

president of the Institute, William E. Lewis,

who was wont frequently to say before his

death, which occurred on the grounds, that it

was the nearest heaven of any spot he had

A MEETING 400

FEET UNDER

GROUND.

During a series of

special meetings, con

ducted by W. E. Fen-

no, at Handley, W.

Va., noon meetings

were held in a coal

mine at the first

"parting," 400 feet

from the entrance.

The party tt'ho as

sisted in the meeting

were taken into the

mine in straw-lined

mine cars driwn by

a mule.

mer school at Lake Geneva came this exhor

tation : "Let us deepen the prayer life."

From another, in former years a student, now

an instructor, came the thoughtful statement ;

"The most profound and blessed experiences

of my life "have come to me at Lake Geneva."

Thus the keynote for the session was struck,

and with all the hard study and strenuous work

in the class-room, in the gymnasium and on the

field, the cultivation of the heart life is always

to the front. In the morning prayer service, in

the daily twilight meetings, in the midweek

prayer-meetings, in the Sunday afternoon dele

gation meetings and in special prayer groups,

the religious life is nourished and strengthened

under both student and faculty initiative. The

prime object in all the Bible instruction under

Professor Robinson and Messrs. Hansel, Burt

and Goodman, is the quickening of the moral

and religious life, and the response by students

is heartily sympathetic and eager. The hour

found on earth. This year the spiritual tone

seems richer and fuller than ever.

There is no fanaticism and very little mysti

cism at Lake Geneva, but a simple, sane, whole

some and manly type of religion, manifesting

itself in hard work, good fellowship, clean

sport and a desire for a greater efficiency in

Christian service. The employees of the

Camp—of whom there are about sixty—hold a

midweek prayer-meeting of their own. Dur

ing the Student Conference in June thirty men

volunteered for the foreign mission field. The

theme of the City and Railroad Workers' Con

ference in August will be "The Young Men's

Christian Association as a factor in the evan

gelization of the world." Thus, from mid-

June to mid-September the work goes on, and

1,500 Christian workers, uplifted in body, mind

and heart, will take up their work in the fall

with greater devotion and efficiency because

they have been at Lake Geneva.



From the Editor's Viewpoint

Often a question asked unconsciously sug

gests the program for a

" Are You life. When George Will-

Willing to Make iams asked his friend, Ed-

a Sacrifice ? " ward Beaumont, as they

were crossing Blackfriars

Bridge some two weeks before the Association

was organized, "Teddy, are you willing to

make a sacrifice for Christ?" he revealed the

controlling spirit of his life. This question

expressed his purpose as the question of

Jesus, "Wist ye not that I must be about my

Father's business," expressed his, or the utter

ance of Lincoln, "I will live some time to

stamp it out," as he saw the awfulness of

slavery; or Drummond's declaration at twenty-

three, "The greatest work in the world for a

man is to be a sympathetic physician of souls."

That spirit expressed in George Williams'

question has been the demand of Association

leaders to youth for over half a century—

"Are you willing to make a sacrifice for

Christ?" It is the genius of the movement.

It is only by men who are willing to lav down

their lives for the service that the work is to

be propagated and extended. Well have the

words of Christ been fulfilled with George

Williams, "He that loseth his life shall find it."

The celebration in London of the sixtieth

year of the life and work

The Association of the Young Men's Chris-

lo tian Association, with the

Great Britain lather of the movement,

Sir George Williams, pres

ent to add his benediction, furnishes an occa

sion to us on this side of the water to get

better acquainted with our kin across the sea

and with the spirit and work of the men who

are leading in the parent country. The

American secretary has learned to recognize

the worth of the Association man from Eng

land, Scotland and Ireland, as he has found

him to be a man who can be relied upon; a

man of character and devotion. Not a few

of the best workers of the American Associa

tions have come from Great Britain. The

British bretliren are not resting on their

past record, but there is go and growth in

the movement, which is notably shown in its

work for soldiers and boys in its seaside

homes and in its athletics and educational

classes. Conditions exist in Great Britain

which make it difficult to reach in one build

ing more than one class of men as in America.

It is impossible to ignore class lines or dis

tinctions. Money is more conservative. The

increase of 40,000 members in ten years shows

the vitality of the organization. It is con

ducted by devout men who believe in the

Bible. Leaders in the movement have been

notable men. These men are not patroniz

ingly but personally interested in the Associ

ation. One of the most notable enterprises

has been that of the great Christian Institute

in Glasgow, which provides a boarding place

at a small sum for several hundred young

men. The district secretaries are alert, and

while evangelistic, they know they are to lead

an evangelistic movement, not upon the plat

form, but by skilful organization and training

of laymen. The recent conference at Dundee

brought together 400 young men from all parts

of the United Kingdom, with representatives

from the colonies in India. It was a meeting of

eager and progressive men. The presentation of

the British movement that we are able to

make in this number is not adequate, but it

will give an acquaintance which we hope will

beget a more intimate fellowship.

Association men look back to the date,

June 6, 1844, as the day

Early when organized work for

Association young men began, yet a*

Movements early as 1632 there was a

society existing in London

composed of apprentices who met together at

five o'clock on Sunday mornings for prayer

and religions conversation. Cotton Mather

spoke of an Association called, "Young Men

Associated," existing in America in 1710.

John Wesley mentions another society in Lon

don in 173S. In 1823 David Nasmith, of Glas

gow, began the formation of Young Men's

Societies, and in 1838 seventy existed in Great

Britain, France and America. The last exist

ing society was that merged into the Young

Men's Christian Association in Glasgow in

1876. But the young men's society which has

steadily grown and multiplied for over half a

century, erecting buildings for its use on every

continent, training hundreds of employed offi

cers, enlisting thousands of young men on the

working committees, extending its influence

and organization into non-Christian lands and

thus meeting more fully and widely than its

predecessors the needs of young men of all

classes—this preeminent young men's society

has been and is the Young Men's Christian As

sociation whose diamond jubilee was fittingly

celebrated in London last June.

The story of the Ijfe of Robert D. Adam,

president of the Buffalo As-

A Scottish Boy sociation, president of the

Who Influenced Chamber of Commerce.

Buffalo chairman of important com

missions, a quiet, effective

leader in all that is good, should be written so
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that every young man might profit by it and

feel the spirit and principle governing the man.

He was born in Scotland and was obliged to

go to work at the age of ten to earn his living

and died at seventy-one, having amassed a for

tune, and served his Lord, his city and his gen

eration well. He possessed the best qualities

of the Scottish character. Many of his larger

gifts are unknown, as he gave away much

under strict injunction for secrecy. When any

of his employees were in trouble he helped

them out, as in this instance : A young man

with a wife and child had been sick for months.

The family were in need. "Can there not be

an exception made in this case, so that his

salary may be continued?" inquired his asso

ciate. Putting his hand in his pocket, Mr.

Adam replied : "We can't make exceptions,"

but as he said so he handed him $50, with the

remark : "Say nothing about it, but take that

to the suffering family, and if any more is

needed let me know." In the early days of

the Association, when it was occupying rooms

in the dilapidated old court-house, Mr. Adam

said: "My clerks won't come to a place like

• this. We must either clean up or close up,"

when they erected their first fine building. His

connection with the Buffalo Association gave

to it his own character. As chairman of the

building enterprise, he made it a success.

"My predecessor gave me a fair chance,"

declared the secretary of a

The New York Association.

Grace to He engaged in business in

Let Go the city and refused elec

tion as a director, saying

that his presence on the board would hamper

his successor in the independent working out

of his policy. He would not even allow him

self to be consulted by members of the board

or committees, although he had held the larg

est confidence in his position of leadership. A

year after, on the suggestion and urging of

the secretary, he did accept election to the

board, but only when he was assured that the

new secretary had fully secured the confidence

of the board in his new policy and in his

judgment. This is not always so. All men

do not have the grace and sense to let go.

The plans and policies of a new secretary are

submitted to -the former one and advised

upon. This is not fair treatment. It breeds

distrust, and no self-respecting secretary will

hold this position. A man must work inde

pendently or he cannot work at all. It is just

as unfair treatment to a board of directors

for a few men to "set up" every plan before

hand, and then invite the other members to

simply ratify these plans like dummies. Pa

ternalism in the management of a com

mittee or a branch can be carried to the

same extreme. The purpose of developing

able, independent Associations and commit

tees, le.d by self-reliant, trained men, is to be

always uppermost in the minds of organizers.

Too often the general secretary feels that he

is the only man who has good judgment and

the ability to conduct a meeting fairly well.

He may be mistaken. A father must think for

a boy the first few years of his life, but if he

has wisdom he will teach the boy to think

and act for himself; start him at work, urge

him forward and make a man of independent

judgment of him; educate, train him,- press

him forward. The same idea holds in the As

sociation.

"We can evangelize the world in this genera

tion, if we will," was

One adopted as a shibboleth of

to the men of the Student

Fifty Volunteer movement. Men

adopting this battle-cry

came under the sway of the larger idea. Last

year the Student Associations determined to ac

complish bigger things, and they increased the

enrollment of their Bible classes from 14,000

to 25,000. Let the city Associations take up

the "Slogan" suggested by Mr. Goodman, "One

to Fifty"—i. e., one Bible class to every fifty

members—and let that class be one which will

meet the needs of its members thoroughly and

fully, and lead them not only to a better life

but to a life of better service; not the spiritual

ecstacy only, but to spiritual efficiency. Secre

taries who are too busy to accomplish this

themselves can get the idea, the spirit and pur

pose into the lives of some capable men, who

can then fight it out and win. It strikes us in

the light of Mr. Goodman's article, and that on

"Standards for Our Religious Work" printed

in this number, that here is where it would be

a sin to fail.

It should strengthen the faith of every

Christian man and increase

The Bible his hope for the future of

to the the church to note the in-

Colleges crease of Bible study in the

college Associations. In

1900 there were 97 Associations having 2,000

students; in 1895, 189 had 6,181; in 1900, 335

had 11,782, and in 1904, 527 had 24,925 students

enrolled in their classes ; but a story which tells

more than the total enrollment is that of the

increase of Bible classes in the State univer

sities—institutions where Christianity cannot be

officially recognized. Here is the record of in

crease in ten great schools in the past year.

Last year the Ohio State University had 16

classes with 106 men ; this year 25 classes with

235. The University of Illinois had 290 men in

33 classes, and this year 475 men in 41 classes.

The enrollment at Michigan University in

creased from 67 to 250 ; at the University of

Pennsylvania from 1'9 to 210; of Toronto from
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144 to •HI»; Wisconsin 65 to 251; Indiana 114

to 250 ; Princeton 170 to 362 ; Yale 334 to 500,

and West Point has 203 men in 25 classes.

Last year there were 1,525 men in 122 classes;

this year 3,136 in 226 classes. Those figures

are eloquent

Jt

Mr. F. A. Gaylord, the secretary of the St.

Petersburg, Russia, Association, is spending his

holidays in the United States. He will fur

nish an article for the September number on

the Russian Association.

J*

One of our advertisers (The Improved

Shuffle Board Company) reports that inquiries

have come, as a result of its advertisement,

from China, Japan, India, Scotland, England,

Germany, and Alaska. They recently shipped

a board to Buenos Ayres.

J*

A ssries of valuauli conferences has been

begun for the better service together of the

supervising committees. The New York State

Committee and members and secretaries of the

International Committee spent an afternoon in

conference together recently. Other such meet

ings will follow.

The next number will be a Physical Train

ing Number, and give an illustrated report of

Young Men's Christian Association week in the

World's Fair Stadium.

J*

Another man has dropped out of the ranks

whose loss will be severely felt to his Asso

ciation. Mr. J. B. Griggs, secretary of the

Pittsburgh Association for many years, will

soon retire to enter business. The Associa

tion has shown a continued growth and pros

perity under his leadership. In some matters

he has stood alone, but he has been a man of

opinions and of courage to stand by them. We

congratulate Mr. Griggs and Mr. George F.

Robinson, his associate, upon a fellowship in

service so happy and useful that Mr. Robin

son is now heartily welcomed by the Associa

tion as the acceptable successor of Mr. Griggs

in the Pittsburgh Secretaryship.

J*

Influence cannot always be catalogued and

classified. An ex-military prisoner who was

confined at Castle Williams, Governor's Island,

was led to a decision to enter the Christian life

in an Association service, and is now on his

way to China to become a foreign missionary.

At another fort a soldier who was usually

"half-doped" with drink has been attending a

Bible class. There has been such a change in

his habits that a recent field day he won in

several of the events, which he could not have

done if he had been drinking as before. Fre

quently a soldier joins a church in the city.

At Governor's Island an old soldier has taken

to drinking soda water at the Association soda

fountain instead of beer and says he feels

better for it. jt

It is slightly embarrassing for Associations

to see such headlines as these : "Prize euchre

at the Y. M. C. A." "Y. M. C. A. retreat at

the Immaculate Conception." "Great Pool

Tournament at Y. M. C. A," but the reference

was to the Young Men's Catholic Association.

J»

What better thing could be done in the

month of August than to arrange with certain

men of the Association who have gotten a full

grasp of the meaning of its work and can in

fluence men, to invite a group of young men

to spend Sunday afternoon at their homes or

to go into the country with them to talk over

plans for their lives and ways of winning their

fellows to a Christian life? We know there

are hosts of men capable of great things who

are doing nothing, simply because no man

has shown them the way to service or how to

serve.

Jt

Those who have learned of the several very

large subscriptions which are given annually

to the International Committee's work—and

there are ten of these ranging from $1,500 to

$17,000 each—will be surprised to learn that

over five thousand persons contributed in sums

from 25 cents to $17,000 last year. There were

1,041 gifts of 25 cents to $1 each; 2,191 from

$1.25 to $5 each ; 1,098 from $6 to $25, or 4,330

from 25 cents to $25 each. Every Association

manager will see the value of this widely borne

support, because it means that a large number

of people are interested and sympathetic with

the world-wide purposes of the organization.

One man who five years ago gave $25 a year, as

he learned more of the Association's world

wide enterprises, gradually increased his annual

gift to $1,000 and another from $10 to $500.

Jt

One of the best-handled campaigns for clean

sport was that at Scranton, Pa., where a great

athletic meet was projected by the Scranton

Tribune, with Mr. Jackson, physical director

of the Scranton Association, to guide it ac

cording to clean sport ideas. In the 16 events

125 men contested. There were nearly 10,000

spectators. It was an ideal day, and the entire

program was run off in three and one-half

hours. Men learned in this contest that it is

better to lose a clean game to a clean team than

to win a dirty game with professionals. This

is a splendid example of what an Association

can do by cooperating with the men of the

town to advance the principles for which the

Association stands. It is better by far than

standing off and finding fault with the exist

ing condition of things. The Tribune ran

nearly a column a day of matter on clean sport

in advertising the event.
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The drink evil is indeed awful in this coun

try, but far worse in Ireland and throughout

Great Britain. A pastor who had made an ex

tended visit to the United States and Canada

is quoted as having said that he did not see

a drunken man or woman in this country, but

in one Saturday night in Belfast on his return,

he was almost jostled off the sidewalk ten

times by as many intoxicated persons.

J»

The success of a committee depends mainly

upon the chairman. A boys' hospital visita

tion committee in Montreal visits the hospital

every two weeks on Sunday morning at 9.30.

Its chairman is a traveling auditor, but every

fortnight he notifies these boys by postal of

the coming visit, from any part of the country

he may be in. Under his leadership the boys

go to sing gospel hymns in the wards. This

service is not only very attractive to the

patients, but is valuable in developing the

sympathetic, spiritual lives of the boys. There

are twenty-three boys in the group, and this

man is having a remarkable influence over

them.

J*

Why not put the club of debaters or ama

teur writers at the work of Association and

Christian publicity? But before crowding their

matter before the local editors it should pass

before the practiced eye of a copy writer. The

real life of a city and its Christian, charitable

and moral activities offer a field for study and

helpful reportorial treatment for these men.

They could take a hand in the study of the

movements for wholesomeness that would be

beneficial to them personally, and their publicity

work would help the societies and the town

and be generally appreciated by the papers.

To write merely to put up a pretty or a smart

story breeds amateurish prigs. To write with

a purpose cultivates strong sentiment and a

direct way of getting at and expressing real

facts.
Jt

The boys of the high schools offer to the

city Associations a field for influence as wide

and fully as reachable as the colleges. Such

resujts as the principal of a Texas high school

reports may repeatedly be secured. The

principal, while speaking of the effect of As

sociation work on juvenile life and the char

acter of boys in their teens, said that he had no

difficulty in picking out the boys who attended

the Young Men's Christian Association. Their

physical, mental and moral development sur

passed in almost every case the development

along the same lines of boys who are non-

members. Therefore, even on the basis of

simply getting school results, he considered the

Association a valuable adjunct of the public

schools and calculated to make more suc

cessful men and belter citizens of the boys who

attend.

A service which was unique and might not

be exceptional, was that recently held at

Augusta, Ga., where the seven prize winners

at a recent gymnasium contest made the ad

dresses at the Sunday afternoon service.

Every one of the number was a Christian man.

It is needless to say that that service was one

of the most telling meetings held at that As

sociation >for many a day, and impressed the

young hero worshippers.

It seems to us that men are more com

monly seen smoking cigarettes than ever be

fore—painters and mechanics in general ; truck

men, messengers, students and soldiers. The

pernicious effect of cigarette smoking far ex

ceeds that from the use of tobacco in other

forms, and is steadily being recognized and

legislated against, but more of the things are

sold. General Lyttleton, of the British Army

in Africa, attributes the bodily and mental

deterioration of young recruits to the use of

the cigarette.

4

Here is a statement from Ohio's college

secretary which is worth passing on to every

man who is to enter college as a freshman this

fall: "Of the 360 Association officers and com

mittee men representing fifteen institutions,

seven-ninths of them are indentified with

other student enterprises, many as leaders.

Seventy of them won fame on the gridiron,

ten are or have been captains, and a larger

number participated in base ball or basket ball.

Forty-eight were prize orators or winning de

baters, forty-two are editors of college publi

cations, and twenty were honored with the

presidency of their class. Ten had the re

sponsibility of managing the 'Varsity teams,

while the remainder were leaders in track

athletics, glee clubs, literary societies and fra

ternity groups."

Jt

The man who can teach teachers will lead

leaders and multiply units into thousands.

That is the longheaded plan by which a

Christian siege is laid for China's young men

by American-trained secretaries. Here is

Lewis' program in Shanghai and is just as

workable as ever in America : "The largest

unoccupied field, not in numbers, but in possi

bilities, is among the Chinese Chrjstian men.

China's men will never be made Bible students

by foreigners. Our plan of attack must be to

mnke Bible teachers of the native young men.

We have no class at present among such men,

but a class of ten key men will be organized

this week. That these men can lead classes

successfully is unquestioned. I state guardedly

that I never saw a class better led than the

beginning English class led by Mr. Kong, our

Chinese secretary.



Out of the Life of Men

Twenty-nine years ago a long-armed, well-

built man entered the Montreal Association.

His appearance indicated that he had been

drinking. He was a sprinter and pugilist.

With him was his backer, a sport, but a man

of good family and education. Mr. Budge

met the man. He soon learned his vocation

and found that John Currie had left Scotland

and come to this country to get away from

drink and a sporting life and to work at his

trade as a shoe cutter. He had little if any

education. He was invited to sign the pledge,

which he consented to do, and after confer

ence and prayer he was invited to return to

the men's meeting the following evening. He

kept his promise, and the message of the meet

ing went direct to his heart, leading him to

immediate decision. John Currie became an

earnest Christian and learned to read his Bible

through the help of a Christian woman (whose

son, by the way, was rescued from a vicious

life but a few years ago by the same Associa

tion). Currie became a power among his

associates. His acquiring of a knowledge of

the Bible was rapid and remarkable, and he

soon won tn himself Christian friends who

were intercrted in his welfare. The other

man refused this help.

"Joe Beef" ran a notorious saloon in Mon

treal. Here all the sporting fraternity "held

out," and to this saloon John Currie went

every week to drum up recruits for his mis

sion. This was permitted until one night

Joe Beef ordered Currie out. Currie backed

up against a post, telling the proprietor and

the men that they knew he only meant to do

them good, and dared any of the crowd to

touch him. They knew better, for his long

reach and fistic training would make uncom

fortable moments for any man who had faced

him. Joe Beef turned off his challenge with :

"All right, John, I'll preach against you round

and round about three minutes each. Yon can

preach your way and I'll talk on the Almighty

Dollar and Beer." Currie accepted the chal

lenge and the rounds began. Joe Beef gave

up after the third round, but Currie, though

shamed by his show of fight, told the story

of Christ's love to him and the salvation from

a life of sin he had secured. In giving up

Joe Bref said, "I'll give a night's lodging and

breakfast to every man who goes to your

meeting to-night." Currie won, and the

crowd marched behind him to the meeting.

Joe Beef after that opened his saloon for

Currie's service every Sunday afternoon. He

took his place at the door and kept order, and

there was trouble for any man who tried to

break up that meeting. For two years the

service was kept up, and though Joe Beef did

not become a Christian, he worked \\ith Cur

rie in this way, and more than one trophy of

God's grace came from that unlikely place.

Currie came to Mr. Budge one day a few

years after his conversion and said: ''There is

something troubling me. Years ago, when I

was in Lawrence, Mass., I went out duck-

shooting one Sunday, and not finding any-

wild ducks we saw some tame ones and we

shot four of them. I want to go back and

pay that farmer for those ducks." He went

and found the farmer, told him the story and

offered him a. round price for the ducks. "Did

you kill those ducks?" said he, "I have laid

that against my neighbor, with whom I have

quarrelled, and with whom I have not spoken

for years, although we are members of the

same church." "Then," urged Currie, "we will

go over and settle that score with him." They

went together, told the story, made up to

gether and were led in prayer in Currrc's

simple manner.

The last chapter in this story is that Cur

rie's backer, after years of hard life, broken

and diseased, came to the Association with the

confession of failure and shame. Currie has

lived a noble life of service, has filled that

long interval with devoted work for his Mas

ter and has become a man greatly loved.

Jt

"I was rewarded for every service I may

have rendered the Associations in the twenty-

five years of my connection with them as state

chairman and otherwise, when my son was led

to Christ in one of the boys' camps," said Mr.

Platt, of the New York State Committee, in

closing his paper on state work. "But," con

tinued he, "when, in a recent service, I saw

this my boy, with his hand on the shoulder of

a companion, leading him into the Christian

life, as only a Christian can, then I thanked

God for the organization and its work."

J*

The son of a banker of a Nebraska town at

tended Fred Smith's meeting in Lincoln, who.

although under deep conviction and stress,

would not yield his life to the Master. A week

later, while traveling in a Pullman car and

under deep conviction, he gave his life to

Christ's mastership, and has now joined his

home church and become a leader there. He

exerts a marked influence among the young

men of his town and takes a lead in the new

Association which he will organize. Some of

the work of such services cannot be computed

on the night of the meeting.
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PROPOSED BUILDING FOR HYDE PARK DEPARTMENT. CHICAGO

To House and Equip American Associations

Dayton to Get Its $350,000 Building

The executors of the estate of Miss Belle

Eaker, by whose will the Young Men's Chris

tian Association, of Dayton, O., was made a

residuary legatee of half of her estate, have

turned over to that Association $85,000 in

cash, which, with $20,000 now in hand, will be

used as an endowment, and the Eaker home

stead, valued at $100,000. The building will

cost $350,000. The canvass just completed,

together with other property, gives them $262,-

000 of the amount. The balance will be secured

this fall, when the building will be begun.

The Association was organized in 1870, and

was conducted over a saloon for four years.

In 1874 it bought a residence property in the

center of the city. In 1887 tore down this

property and erected its present building,

66x200 feet, four stories high. This was the

first large building west of the Alleghanies

erected especially for the Young Men's Chris

tian Association. It was thought to be large

enough for fifty years. In seven years it was

crowded. The Association now occupies 8,000

square feet of rented space outside of its build

ing in adjoining property for classes, restaurant,

dormitories, and shops. The Association has

bought the adjoining property to the Eaker

estate, so that it now has a lot 136x220 feet on

the best available corner in the city, one block

from the center, opposite two leading hotels,

and adjacent to all street railroad and traction

lines. The new building will be one of the larg

est in the countryandwillaccommodate a mem

bership of 4,000. The plans include a large so

cial corridor on the first floor, similar to the

modern hotel, social room, amusement room,

reading and writing rooms adjoining. Hand

some clubrooms for business men, especially

for members who lunch downtown at noon,

and cafe and restaurant will adjoin this. On

the rear will be a hall, seating probably 2.000

people, especially for the "Popular Saturday

Night" entertainments which the Association

has conducted for several years as a profitable

feature of the work at a charge of 5 cents

admission, including reserved seat. Another

quarter of the lot will be occupied by a large

gymnasium, with full equipment of lockers,

baths, plunge, classrooms, etc. The second

floor will have a hall for Sunday meetings,

with large serving room adjoining, enabling

this to be used for banquets and to be made a

center for large literary, civic and church

clubs and organizations. Adjoining this will

be large reception rooms, all opening on the

balcony overlooking the corridor on the first

floor. The religious work department, with its

library, clubrooms and classrooms will occupy

part of this floor. (Over 1,000 men and boys

were enrolled in the Bible classes alone during

the past year.) Two floors will be devoted to

the educational department, with fully equipped

classrooms, clubrooms and library. Accommo

dations for from 1,200 to 1,500 students in prac

tical day and night classes will be provided.

Three floors above will be occupied by dormi

tory rooms for about 200 men. For these will
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be provided groups of

rooms with common parlor

and bath. Special features

will be the arrangement for

boys' work with every con

venience for 1,000 boys,

high-school clubroom, club-

rooms for educational and

religious work, camera

clubs, etc. The building

will be complete in every

way, plain, substantial and

attractive. The gift of a

large quantity of fine marble

will enable the Association

to finish its corridors and

other rooms in an attract

ive manner.

Admiral McCalla's Prize

Money

Rear-Admiral Bowman

H. McCalla, of the United

States Navy, Commandant

of the Navy Yard at Mare

Island, Cal., purchased with

the prize money received by

him from the Spanish-

American war a site for a

building for the benefit of

the men of the navy at the

Mare Island Navy Yard.

Through the efforts of Mrs.

McCalla, a considerable

amount towards the cost of

a $65,000 building, which

has been erected on this site,

has been secured. Admiral

and Mrs. McCalla have

leased the building to the

Young Men's Christian As

sociation, to be conducted

in connection with its

several Naval Branches,

which are now established

at the Brooklyn Navy

Yard, at Norfolk, Va.,

and at Newport. Tem

porary quarters have

also been recently established at Pensacola,

Fla., and maintained at the expense of the

Chamber of Commerce of that city. Mrs.

McCalla is soliciting funds for the completion

of payments on this building and its equip

ment with great enthusiasm, and hopes to see

it devoted, free of debt, to the needs of the

sailor when off duty. The popularity which

the Association building has secured with the

enlisted men under the Young Men's Chris

tian Association management led Admiral and

Mrs. McCalla to choose to place this building

in the Association's care to be one of the links

in the chain of Association buildings which

are being established at every Navy Yard

where the United States sailor touches in his

cruises about the world.

WASHINGTON, D. C, BUILDING, UNDER CONSTRUCTION.

A Building for Colored Miners

On July 4 a $20,000 building, including

complete equipment, was dedicated at Buxton,

la., a coal mining town four years old, with a

population of about 6,000. At least three-

fourths of the people are colored. The

Consolidated Coal Company, having employed

a large number of colored men for years at

another mine and having found them reliable

laborers, decided to provide them with a build

ing for their all-round development. The

company gave one-half the cost of the building

and Mr. B. C. Buxton, the manager, with two

other officials, gave the remaining half per

sonally.

The building is a three-story frame. The

furniture is upholstered with Spanish leather.
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A $500 pianola was a. personal gift of Mr.

Buxton. The gymnasium is well fitted with

the best goods. The second floor is given up

entirely to a hall which will be wisely used

for the good of the entire community. The

third floor has four small halls, which will be

rented to lodges and societies, thus making

the building a social center for the men. Out

side stairways lead to these rooms. The entire

building is lighted by electricity and heated

with steam. Few Associations can boast of

better grounds for tennis and basketball courts,

all adjoining the building. The Association is

also to have an athletic field and expects to

control the athletics of the town. The Asso

ciation organized with ninety charter mem

bers, with an annual membership fee of $12.

The music at the opening was furnished by

the Association orchestra of ten pieces.

The Month's Record

Hyde Park, Chicago, has secured $100,000

toward $12;">,000 needed for its building, upon

which work will be begun at once. There was

one pledge of $25,000, two of $10,000, two of

$5,000, one of $3,000, one of $2,000, four of

$1.000, one of $700, sixteen of $500, seventeen

of $250, and 11C of $100. There were 650 sub

scriptions in all.

On June 30, after a canvass, covering less

than two months' time, the citizens' committee

of Brandon, Manitoba, had $36,000 pledged,

with good prospects of soon reaching the goal—

$42,000. The success of the canvass was due

largely to the persistent energy of Mr. A. E.

McKenzie, a young business man and a director

of the Association, who for six weeks gave

nearly all his time to the prosecution of the

canvass. Two men gave $1,000 each. Young

men of the city pledged over $8,000. A choice

lot near the business center has been purchased

and the foundation will be put in this fall. The

International Committee cooperated by send

ing W. M. Parsons, who gave ten days in the

beginning and ten days in the closing of the

canvass.

The State Committee of Massachusetts and

Rhode Island has just completed the erection

of a new and beautiful sandstone front for their

building at 167 Tremont street, Boston.

The Beaumont, Tex., new building is prac

tically completed and only the arrival of the

equipment for the gymnasium is necessary to

the formal opening.

The West Chester, Pa., Association will re

ceive from Philip M. Sharpless, a leading

manufacturer, a gynasium costing $12,000.

The Upper I.ehigh Coal Company has made

a gift of $2,500 toward a building for Upper

Lehigh, Pa., where an Association was estab

lished for anthracite miners six months ago.

By the will of the late R. B. Adam, the Buf

falo Association will receive $5,000. Mr. Adam

was president of the trustees of the Buffalo As

sociation and has been a life-long member of

the organization.

The corner-stone of the new building at

Fresno, Cal., was laid June 25. The address

was delivered by State Secretary B. A. Wilcox.

There is $21,000 now in hand for the comple

tion of this building and the remodeling of the

old structure, which was begun in 1889 and

left unfinished.

Over $11,000 has been raised in North Caro

lina for an Association building at the Univer

sity of North Carolina. A canvass is being

made outside the State for the balance of

$4,000, led by Z. V. Judd, an alumnus of the

university.

An industrial Association is being formed

and equipped at Rumford Falls, Me., the great

paper manufacturing center of the State.

President Chisholm, of the International Paper

Company, who is also president of the Con

tinental Bag Company, Oxford Paper Com

pany and the Portland and Rumford Falls Rail

road, has written that he will provide $15,000

or erect a building if $10,000 more is raised in

the town. A canvass is now being made. In

twenty-four hours a committee of twenty-three *

men from the several departments of the manu

factures of the town secured between 400 and

500 pledges for membership.

Pledges for a new building at Spokane.

Wash., now exceed $40,000, with many of the

wealthiest men of the city yet to be heard

from. A daily meeting of the board is held at

7 A. M. for prayer and consultation. Members

are giving two and three hours daily to active

solicitation, and the young men have raised

$8,000 of their $10,000 pledged.

Springfield, 111., has received a subscription

of $5,000 from Mrs. B. H. Ferguson, provided

$75,000 is pledged.

Oakland, Cal., has completed its canvass for

$150,000, the directors pledging the balance of

$7,100; $50,000 more is needed.

"Don't leave out your marble columns and

wainscoting. Put me down for another $1,000,"

was the characteristic way in which J. Wood

Wilson, a leading citizen of Marion, Ind., in

creased his pledge.

Lynn, Mass., has purchased a site for its

building on the principal street of the city, pay

ing $65,000 for the same.

New Rochelle, N. Y., has $20,000 pledged to

ward its $45,000 building. Work will be begun

in the fall on alterations and improvements.

For the summer the headquarters is at the boat-

house.

Canton, O., has secured $30,000 to wipe out

its indebtedness. M. C. Williams has directed

the canvass, which has been one of the most

difficult known in Ohio. It would have failed

but for the gift of Mrs. Harter of $7,500. Mrs.
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William McKinley pledged $5,000, on condi

tion that $30,000 be raised by July 1.

The corner-stone of the Iowa State College

building was laid at Ames on July 4. The

building will cost $50,000, all but $10,000 'of

which is pledged. Among the pamphlets and

materials placed in the corner-stone box was,

as usual, a copy of ASSOCIATION MEN.'

Work on the French Branch building, New

York City, is b;ing pushed, so that it may be

dedicated in November. The building is 49 by

100 feet and will contain a thorough Associa

tion equipment. The third and fourth floors

will contain thirty sleeping-rooms. This is one

of the several enterprises Mr. Janus Stokes

has begun and is pushing through to comple

tion.

The building movement at Hopkinsville, Ky.,

is progressing. Over $2,500 have just been

given by the young men, and over $10,000 se

cured. Hopkinsville proposes to get its $15,000

building first and thsn organize an Association.

Covington, Ky., has just received two gifts

of $2,500 each, making the total amount pledged

for a building to date $56,000.

The Hoquiam, Wash., Association has two

gifts of $1,000, one of $500 and one of $250 to

start its building movement. A wooden build

ing costing about $9,000 is proposed.

The building at Little Rock, Ark., is pro

gressing. The first and second stories are now

completed, and it is expected that the roof will

be on by September.

Offers of substantial help have been made at

two unorganized points in Virginia for build

ings.

Boise, Idaho, Association is raising $1,000

to remodel its building, so as to provide spe

cial boys' rooms.

The directors at both Spokane and Seattle

held daily meetings all during July in pushing

their building canvasses. Seattle has got over

$110,000 secured.

Portland, Ore., has been given sixteen lots

at Gcarhart Park, the headquarters of the Stu

dent Conferencj, by Mr. M. ]. Kinny, a warm

friend of the Association. The Association

expects to fit up this place for the use of young

men during their summer vacations. Gear-

hart is a charming spot, combining mountain,

immense forests, golf links and surf bathing.

Mr. William A. Patton, of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, has presented to Dwight Farms the

country club of the Philadelphia Association, a

finely equipped cottage, as a memorial to his

son, John Linn Patton. The building will be

ready for use in August. It will be the head

quarters for Pennsylvania Railroad men visit

ing the farm. The attendance this year has

been so great as to necessitate additional facili

ties for the members.

The municipality of East Toronto, a suburb

of Toronto, recently voted $2,500 toward a new

KEWANEE, ILL., BUILDING; COST $2S,nnn.

building for the Railroad Association at that

point.

Pine Bluff, Ark., has raised $6,000 to re

model and reorganize the Association into a

railroad and city Association. In addition to

this a friend and the Cotton Belt Railroad

contributed $3,000.

The new Van Buren Association will be

opened about October 1.

At Monroe, a division point on the Southern

Railway, a hotel building has been set aside

for a railroad department. Quite a sum is be

ing spent by the company in putting it in shape

and a generous appropriation has been made for

support of the work. The Association will be

organized about September 1.

From figures obtained by the Cincinnati As

sociation of Associations reporting $100,000

worth of- property or more, it is found that

51 1-3 per cent, of the receipts come from

membership dues, tuitions, etc., from the mem

bers, 24 1-3 per cent, from rents and endow

ments, and 24 1-3 per cent from contributions

from sustaining members and the public. The

Cincinnati building, instead of producing a

rental income of $8,000 as it should on this

basis, only yields $936. With its location the

building should produce at least $6,000 a year

revenue from dormitories alone.

ASHLAND, WIS. BUILDING, 50x100 FT.; COST

$17,000.
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ON THE LAWN AT IRVINGTON.

For the Men of the Army and Navy

A Lawn Party at Miss Gould's Country Place

Early in June Miss Helen M. Gould sug

gested that she would be pleased to give a

Lawn Party at her country place in Irvington,

the proceeds to be devoted to the Army and

Navy work of the International Committee.

The Committee gladly accepted her offer,

which, by the way, was made without outside

suggestion. Miss Gould selected Saturday af

ternoon, June 25, as the date for this gather

ing, and appointed committees to work up the

matter. The leaders worked with enthusiasm

and the result was most gratifying, the entire

receipts for the committee being nearly $2,700,

Miss Gould paying all expenses. The spacious

grounds were beautifully decorated. Japanese

sun umbrellas were placed about the lawns, and

a large tent, seating 400 people, was erected.

Among the decorations was an immense silk

American flag, given by the men on the

"Raleigh" to Miss Gould as a testimonial of

their appreciation of her interest in the Navy

work. The Marine Band from the Brooklyn

Navy Yard furnished the music. A detach

ment of soldiers from the forts about New

York harbor, marines from the Brooklyn Navy

Yard, and a company of ten cadets from West

Point under Ensign Calvin G. Titus were also

present to assist, and took positions at the

gates of the estate and at the steamboat dock

on the Hudson.

Following is a list of the patronesses of the

event :

Mrs. John Knox Allen, Mrs. John D. Arch-

bold, Mrs. Thomas Q. Ashburn, Mrs. A. L

Barney, Mrs. W. H. Benjamin, Mrs. H. V. D.

Black, Mrs. Franklin O. Brown, Mrs. Mar

shall S. Brown, Mrs. William Lanman Bull.

Mrs. W. A. Burnham, Miss Emily O. Butler,

Miss Mary M. Butler, Mrs. Howard Carroll,

Mrs. George A. Chamberlin, Mrs. R. B. Cou-

tant, Mrs. David Dows, Mrs. William Duryea,

Mrs. Charles Eddison, Mrs. Franklin Edson,

Jr., Mrs. Eugene Elsworth, Mrs. Homer Foot,

Jr., Mrs. Orrin S. Goan, Mrs. Charles J. Gould,

Mrs. Edwin Gould, Mrs. Frank Jay Gould,

Mrs. George Jay Gould, Mrs. Henry Graves.

Mrs. John Hall, Mrs. John C. Havemeyer, Mrs.

Robert Jones Henderson, Mrs. Robert Hewitt,

Mrs. R. E. Hopkins, Mrs. N. G. Howe, Mrs.

John A. Ingham, Mrs. Alexander Duer Irving,

Mrs. Edward S. Jaffray, Mrs. Howard Jaffray.

Mrs. Reginald H. Jaffray, Miss Ella C. King.

Mrs. Charles R. Leffingwell, Mrs. Willis E

Lougee, Mrs. Arthur M. Mabon, Mrs. V. Everit

Macy, Mrs. Edwin H. Mairs, Mrs. George H.

Mairs, Mrs. John D. Mairs, Mrs. Samuel W.

Marvin, Miss Cassily Mason, Miss S. W. Mas-
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ters, Mrs. C. H. Matthiessen, Mrs. Albert L.

Mills, Mrs. E. H. Maynard, Mrs. David M.

Milton, Mrs. John P. Munn, Mrs. E. A. Mc-

Alpin, Mrs. Frederick C. McCormack, Mrs.

Lincoln McCormack, Mrs. James McVicar,

Mrs. Daniel W. McWilliams, Miss Sophie M.

Nichols, Mrs. William Orton, Miss Jessie

Orton, Mrs. William Usher Parsons, Mrs.

Robert A. Patteson, Mrs. Anson G. Phelps,

Mrs. Guy Phillips, Mrs. William G. Richards,

Mrs. William Rockefeller, Mrs. Frederick

Rodgers, Mrs. D. N. Rowan, Mrs. J. O. Rutter,

Mrs. Russell Sage, Mrs. Arthur B. Satterlee,

Mrs. Roswell Skeel, Mrs. Robert N. Seney,

Mrs. Selden Spencer, Mrs. James M. Thomas,

Mrs. John Pomeroy Townsend, Mrs. John M.

Toucey, Mrs. Michael M. Van Beuren, Mrs.

John H. Whitehouse, Mrs. Marlborough C.

Wyeth.

Among the interesting incidents were the

lowering of the flag at the close by a detach

ment of soldiers, while the band rendered

patriotic music, and the sounding by buglers

of the army calls.

Miss Gould received the guests personally,

and welcomed them to the grounds. Among

those who served on the Army and Navy

Committee were Mrs. E. A. McAlpin, Mrs.

Russell Sage, Mrs. Garlington, Captain Hor-

ton, Captain Skerrett, Mrs. Frederick Rod

gers, from the Brooklyn Navy Yard ; Colonel

Greenough, from Fort Hamilton; Major and

Mrs. Wyeth, from Fort Wadsworth ; Captain

Ashburn, from Fort Schuyler.

It is estimated that over

1,000 people were present. The

arrangements for the party,

which were made by Miss

Gould personally, were abso

lutely perfect, there being eight

committees of sixty people

thoroughly organized who

cared for every detail connected

with the affair.

Among the guests present

were Mr. and Mrs. William

Rockefeller, Mr. and Mrs.

John D. Rockefeller, Jr., Mr.

and Mrs. Percy Rockefelle-,

Colonel Merrill, Lieutenant

Anding, Mr. and Mrs. E.

Parmelee Prentice, Mr. and

Mrs. I. N. Seligman, Mr.

Edwin Gould, Mr. Frank

Gould, Mr. James Stokes,

Mrs. Henry Villard, Mr.

John F. Terry and Miss

Terry. The chairmen of the

several committees in charge

were : Army and navy commit

tee, Mrs. E. A. McAlpin; en

tertainment committee, Mrs.

E A. McAlpin; iced-tea com

mittee Mrs, Edwin Gould ; lemonade com

mittee, Mrs. Frank Jay Gould; refreshment tent

committee, Mrs. John A. Ingham; arrange

ment committee, Mr. W. E. Lougee; reception

committee, Mr. Merrill ; information com

mittee, Mr. Elmer E. Cooley.

Army and Navy Association Notes

The new building at Fort Monroe is largely

used by the soldiers. Advantage is taken of

the educational classes, library, the typewriters

for practice, etc. Secretaries have been placed

in charge of the Army Associations at Fort

Moultrie and at Fort Screven. These Asso

ciations have already provided libraries for the

men and other customary privileges.

Maj. C. W. Hobbs, in command at Fort

Morgan, Ala., hopes to strengthen the work of

the Army Association at that isolated post by

giving it better quarters in the fall, upon the

completion of some new buildings.

A strong appeal has been made by the officers

at the Port Royal Navy Yard for the organiza

tion of a naval branch there. Although few

men are stationed there at present, they are re

moved from the ordinary privileges of life and

the many buildings now unoccupied at the yard

afford ample opportunity for games and recrea

tive features.

During Miss Gould's visit at Norfolk services

were held, attended by 800 sailors and marines

from the yards, and many entered upon the

Christian life. In two days 104 memberships,

at $5 each, were entered. One man secured

fifty-six members in the two days.

THE CLOSE OF THE DAY.
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The Railroad Department

A large two-story brick building which has

been used for offices has been devoted to a

railroad department by the Buffalo and Alle

gheny Valley division of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, at Forty-third street, Pittsburgh. The

company has appropriated $0,000 for removing

and remodeling the buildings. Already 312

employees have pledged membership.

The department at Boonc, la., is about to

move into excellent new quarters.

Richmond, Va., department held its annual

basket picnic at Buffalo Beach July 23.

Scranton has 100 street-car men enrolled as

members in the railroad department.

There arc between 500 and 600 railroad men

at Wichita, Kan., where a unanimous vote

shows them in favor of organizing an Asso

ciation.

Topeka, Kan., now has 1,407 members. After

a discussion, lasting nine weeks, the ministerial

union, by unanimous consent, approved of the

introduction of pool and billiard tables.

On his return from a Western trip J. W.

Burns, secretary at Fort Wayne, Ind., was

tendered a reception by the pastors of the city.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Department,

Philadelphia, has just let a contract for a

$.".,000 pipe organ for its hall. This organ is

the gift of a friend and will be invaluable for

use in the Sunday afternoon services and en

tertainment work of the Association. The de

partment had a timely and popular service last

mouth in which the leaders in the baseball and

football teams, the tennis men and bowlers con

ducted the meeting and gave testimonies with

fine effect on the great number of young men

who admire athletic Christianity, and who

doesn't? On the baseball team are a Sunday-

school superintendent, an assistant superin

tendent and a number of other Christian men.

Not one of the club will drink, and they play

good ball. In a game with one of the best

semi-professional teams in Philadelphia, the

score stood 1-1 until the thirteenth inning, one

being made by each tc'am in the first inning, the

game being decided in the thirteenth inning.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Department is

to have this summer three camps, of two weeks

each, at Ocean City, N. J., its regular camping

place. A mess hall has been added to the al

ready fine equipment. A hundred men can be

taken care of at a time, and the camp will be

run nearly full. A special feature is a one-day

excursion for members and their families who

go to the camp on visiting day.

One of the greatest, if not the greatest, rail

road exhibits at the World's Fair is that of

the Pennsylvania Railroad. The company

has included the Young Men's Christian

Association work as an integral part of its ex

hibit, and has given large space to the display

of twenty-five large cards showing by photo

graphs, charts and statements the work on its

system, and especially in the Philadelphia de

partment, including a model of the Philadelphia

building.

Last month Mr. Towson, secretary of the

Pennsylvania Railroad Department, Philadel

phia, was surprised with a visit by the Inter

national Order of Railroad Car Inspectors.

Master Car Builders and Mechanics. The chief

of the order, in its behalf, presented Mr. Tow-

son with a magnificent set of silver. It was ex

pressive of the good feeling which the men hold

toward Mr. Towson. Each of the several

lodges contributed toward the purchase of this

silver from the lodge funds. It was a sponta

neous and hearty tribute to the service of the

man for railroad men.

The Educational Department's Showing

The summaries of educational reports indi

cate many encouraging and some surprising

things.

1. The number of books drawn and read is

21 per cent, ahead of a year ago, while the As

sociation membership, as a whole, has increased

less than 9 per cent.

2. The educational clubs have responded to

the larger efforts and policies concerning them

and have increased 23 per cent.

3. The number of different students in class-

work has grown to 32,653, or an increase of

2,031.

4. The tuition fees were $118,734, or over

40 per cent, ahead of a year ago. This is one

of the interesting and surprising things.

5. The total expense of all features, includ

ing advertising and supervision, is $279,470, or

an increase of 16 per cent. ; but the total re

ceipts are $281,525, or an increase of over 17

per cent. This is another surprising but most

gratifying fact.

For the first time in our history the total

receipts, including the items considered for

the past ten years, have now caught up with

and passed the expenses. If we take the single

item of class-work we have a still more sur

prising result. The cost of instruction in

creased $26,554, while the tuition receipts in

creased $34,279—a 29 per cent, dividend on the

investment. But these measurable results, grati

fying as they are, are exceedingly small and

narrow, when compared with the higher and

broader intelligence, the better efficiency for

useful citizenship and the nobility of Christian

manhood into which these men have come.

Such results are beyond measurement in dol

lars and cents. Should not the above gratify

ing showing renew the courage of all for an

even larger work the coming season?

G. B. II.
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The Boys' Department

Reports from the camps show increasingly

large parties in the tents. Hardly any well-

regulated Association is now without its camp.

Montreal has received a gasoline launch

from Mr. J. VV. Tester for use at its camp at

Lake St. Joseph.

The first annual athletic meet of the gram

mar schools of Troy was held June 18. A

banner was given by Mayor Joseph F. Hogan.

The meet was arranged and managed by a

WINNERS OF THE TROY SCHOOL MEET.

committee composed of the principals of the

schools and S. F. Lester of the Association.

Nine Pasadena boys took a sailing cruise as

a prize for their Bible-class work. There were

forty-nine in the class, and not until the class

was nearly over was the announcement made

that boys who passed with 90 per cent, in the

examinations should bs given a cruise.

Charlotte, N. C, has a series of Saturday

evening "pops." The business boys' Bible class

continues throughout the summer, and the

younger boys take a series of nature and Bible

talks in the woods on Sunday afternoons.

Tramping parties are popular in Omaha,

Neb., and Cleveland boys continue their hiking

trips. A crowd of Albany juniors went out

with the original hiker, F. C. Barnes ; several

Summit, N. J., boys, accompanied by their sec

retary, walked to Lake Wawayanda, making

forty-six miles in one day ; ten White Plains

boys, accompanied by the physical director and

the editor of ASSOCIATION MEN, walked

ninety-six miles in five days through West-

chester County ; Racine boys built a gypsy

wagon and took a long trip through Wisconsin,

stopping as it pleased them. These tramp

trips are to be more popular.

Cleveland has again rented the ten-acre tract

by the mill and the mill-pond for a summer

vacation headquarters.

The Story of One Boys' Meeting

At the recent boys' conference at Somer-

ville three of the Springfield, Mass.,

delegation decided for Christ. This made

the entire delegation of thirteen boys

a unit for the Christian life and brought them

back to Springfield eager to work. Unknown

to any adult adviser this group of boys ini

tiated, planned and carried through all the pre

liminaries for a meeting of the boys of the city.

Printing was got out, advertising done, the

boys' orchestra provided music, a speaker se

lected. The secretary of the department was

called in for advice and suggestions. Upon

the appointed afternoon, late in the spring,

nearly one hundred boys between the ages of

12 and 10 gathered to hear the Rev. Howard

Mudie talk upon the subject Force. At the

close of the services Mr. Mudie invited in a

tactful way all who were not Christians and

who intended to begin the Christian life to ex

press their intention so to do by rising. Forty

boys responded. Thinking there might have

been a misunderstanding, they were requested

to be seated, and, after the seriousness of the

intended step was impressed upon all the invi

tation was put again. As one boy the entire

forty again rose to their feet. Then to weed

out any over enthusiastic ones, all those who

really intended to stand by what they had done

were asked to stay to an after-meeting in the

parlor and meet the Rev. Mr. Mudie and the

secretary. All remained. Thinking that there

might, even yet, be some unstable ones who had

merely followed the crowd, each boy who in

tended to join a church and live and work

for the Master was asked to meet Mr. Mudie

and the secretary alone in an adjoining room.

This was quite an ordeal for a boy under such

circumstances and tested his determination.

However, all formed in line and each in turn

was interviewed; each had the courage of his

convictions and signed a pledge, promising to

live and work for Christ. The name, address,

age and church or Sunday-school of each were

secured, and he was told to talk with his

parents, his pastor and his Sunday-school su

perintendent. Forty boys between the ages of

12 and 16 were thus brought to make a

decisive stand for the Christian life in a

meeting planned by boys from 15 to 17 years

of nge. in which the music was furnished by

boys of the same age, and which was led by a

boy 17 years of age, the address only being

given by an adult and the results cared for by

adults.



The Physical Department

Association Athletics at the World's Fair

The outlook for the Association week at the

St. Louis World's Fair is very encouraging.

There is every promise that it will be the most

representative and most largely entered meet

held during the whole Olympic series. In

basketball nine teams have- indicated an inten

tion of making entry, including the following :

Denver, Col., St. Louis Central, Joplin, Mo.,

Chicago Central, Chicago West Side, Sioux

City, la., Hamilton, Ont, Cincinnati, and

Brooklyn Central. These games will be played

on the afternoons of August 15, 16 and 17,

each team playing every other team. In the

pentathlon three teams are entered: St. Louis

Central, Chicago Central and Grand Rapids.

Great interest is being shown in regard to the

individual gymnastics, and a most representa

tive entry list is promised. Newark, N. J.,

will send four men, Seattle, Wash., will have

three men and Chicago Central, St. Louis Cen

tral and Omaha will also be entered. The

athletic gymnastic team contest which is the

most truly representative of the Association

activities seems to have awakened but little in

terest, as so far but two -teams 'have indicated

an intention of competing in this event—Mem

phis and Chicago Central. The handicap and

championship track and field events to be held

on August 18 and 20 will doubtless be of much

higher class and have a larger entry list than

was the case at the same meet held at the Pan-

American in 1901. Eleven different Asso

ciations have indicated an intention of making

entry, including Los Angeles, Cal., New Or

leans, Louisville, St. Louis Central, Omaha,

Chicago Central, Cincinnati, Lynchburg, Va.,

Cleveland, Buffalo Central and Brooklyn Cen

tral.

The program will be carried out with one

exception as originally announced, the only

change being in the athletic gymnastic team

contest which will be held on one day—Friday,

August 19.

The team prizes for the various team events

will be unique in character and highly prized

by the winning teams. They will consist of

oak shields bearing in the center in heavy sil

ver the international badge of the Association

in prominent relief. A silver plate is provided

for the names of the winning team. The name

of the event will appear in gilt lettering. For

the individual all-round prizes in the pen

tathlon and gymnastic contests a unique watch

fob will be presented, consisting of the interna

tional badge in solid gold on both sides of the

fob.

The representation of physical directors

promises to be widespread and numerous.

twenty-five having already indicated their in

tention of being present to assist in the games

and to attend the physical directors' conference

the following week. The entries for all events

close July 30 with Mr. James E. Sullivan,

World's Fair, St. Louis.

Ontario and Quebec Athletics

BY J. W. CROCKER, PHYSICAL DIRECTOR,

TORONTO.

The Provincial Committee is seeking to

lease a piece of land near Orillia on Lake

Couchiching, where next year it proposes

to hold a large camp for boys, and conduct a

summer school for physical directors and

secretaries. It is hoped that the camp life

will appeal to many of the workers and that

conferences in all lines of Association work

will be given. There is some hope that a camp

for Association men will be conducted near

by.

Encouraging reports come from the smaller

Associations which are attempting physical

work. All the Associations have large plans

for their physical work during the coming

year, and because of the high ideals of the

men in charge we can hope to see many of the

men won to the Christian life.

The physical directors of Ontario are just

now making plans for a society of their own,

by which they will be brought together in a

visit of the different Associations once a

month for conference. This ought to cement

the physical work of the Associations of the

Province.

The Athletic League of the Young Men's

Christian Associations of Canada is now well

organized, having affiliated with the Canadian

Amateur Athletic Union and the Athletic

League of North America. They will take

control of the athletic work of the Associa

tions. "Clean sport" will be their battle-cry.

On October 1 this League will hold its first

annual championship meet in Toronto on Var

sity track, in which all the Associations of the

country are asked to take part. The following

will be the program of the Athletic League

championships : 100-yard dash, 220 yard, 440

yard, 880 yard, one-mile run. 120-yard hurdle,

high jump, pole vault, shot put, hammer, discus,

three-mile walk, running broad jump, five-mile

race for Dunlop Trophy. Gold and silver

medals are to be given the winners.

Under the influence of the Athletic League,

a basket-ball league will be conducted by the

Associations of Ontario, in the hope that by
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FRESNO, CAL..

CAMP IN THE

YOSEMITE

VALLEY.

A forty of

thirty-one which

made extensive

trips about t'u

traits and to the

mountain peaks

from this camp

in the big woods.

closer supervision better and cleaner basket

ball will be the outcome.

Mr. John Penman, of Paris, Chairman of the

Provincial Committee, has presented a track

trophy for annual competition.

The Dunlop Tire Company have given a

fine large cup for the five-mile cross-country

run.

The physical director who does not realize

his opportunity of reaching men individually

during the winter months is losing sight of

the aim for which he entered the Association

work. In the great mass of routine work from

September until May many men get "troubled

about much serving" and forget the better

part. All men are liable to do this. The

man starting out at the beginning of his day's

work should realize his position and resolve

that during that day he will touch at least

one man's life in such a way as to point him

to Jesus Christ. The physical director's testi

mony in a meeting is good, his life with its

high ideals of physical attainment is also

good, but better far than all this is the pl?ce

which he occupies in men's hearts if his life

is pure, and the place in that heart like the

strategic point must be taken and won for the

Lord and Master whom he serves.

Department Notes

In the Stadium, at the World's Fair, at the

special games given in honor of Cardinal

Satolli, the St. Louis C3ntral Association crack

team won the special games, scoring fourteen

points, with the Missouri A. C. a close second,

with thirteen points. The Central basketball

team defeated the Missouri A. C. by a score of

11 to 7. The boys took part in the marching

drill in the Stadium, June 29.

There are more young men using the Cin

cinnati gymnasium this summer than ever be

fore. Indoor baseball is the principal feature. A

league of sixteen teams was formed. Older

men are prominent in these classes. The out

door ball team which won the handsome silver

cup last season by winning the championship

of the Queen City League holds second place

in this league this summer. The Blue Ribbon

Athletic Meet was held July 2, in which a

large number of men competed. An entrance

fee of 10 cents for the first event and 5 cents

for every other event was charged. This de

frayed practically all expenses. More inter

est was shown in these events than when no

entrance fee was charged. On July 23 another

meet will be held, when the best men will

be selected to represent the Association at

St. Louis.

Worcester, Mass., has 375 members in its

lake department, with an average of 275 per

day during July and August. A life-saving

corps is organized at the lake, where men are

taught how to rescue, resuscitate drowning per

sons, and to be available for all kinds of

emergencies.

Camp Harlem, at Lake Waccabuc, N. Y.. has

a regularly registered life-saving corps belong

ing to the United States life-saving depart

ment,- which supplied them all with the needed

accessories.

At Tacoma's annual physical department

dinner the physical work committee asked

for $200 to purchase a universal dynamometer

and other examination apparatus, and $121

was subscribed by the fifty men present. The

leaders club is raising the balance.

A plot of ground adjoining the building has

been leased by the Duluth Association for out

side athletics. Members will be able to use the

building for dressing.
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General Association News

AT BROAD STREET STATION ANNEX, PHILA-

dclphia, cakes of 'sweet chocolate have been

bought by the gross and sold at two cents

each, the net proceeds being given to the mis

sionary fund. Over ten thousand cakes have

been sold and over $100 turned into the fund.

The chocolate is placed on the counter and sells

itself.

SEWICKLEY, PA., WITH ONLY 3,500 POPULA-

tion, has a membership of 046 and had five

Bible classes last year, with 193 different stu

dents; 70 united with 'churches; $112 was con

tributed to foreign work; 14 basketball, 16 base

ball and football teams were formed into

leagues. The new building, costing $05,000, is

in the center of an athletic field of six acres.

SAN DIEGO, CAL., RECENTLY LAUNCHED A FINE

eight-oared barge, which is to be used by mem

bers in the bay after work hours.

MR. J. F. DUDLEY, THE NEW STATE SECRETARY

of Maine, is located at Brunswick, which is the

most convenient town from which to reach all

points. The headquarters of the State Com

mittee is not as yet decided, but will probably

be in Portland.

A BRANCH HAS BEEN ORGANIZED AT THE WEST

End, Petersburg, Va., with John Hawkins as

secretary.

NEW ORLEANS RENTS TWENTY-SIX ROOMS TO

thirty-eight men for $320 a month. It finds the

plan pleasant, popular and profitable. Every

room is taken, even in the summer.

AT ONE OF THE BlBLE CLASSES IN THE SEC-

ond Avenue Branch of the New York City As

sociation, where the subject of Citizenship and

Patriotism was discussed, out of an attendance

of twenty-seven men, only five were born in

America. There were representatives from

Ireland, England, Germany, Denmark, Greece,

Persia and other countries. This was just an

ordinary class attendance, and few, if any, of

these men have yet become naturalized citizens.

A lecture was given recently to thirty-five

Greeks through an interpreter.

THE FIVE COLLEGE STUDENT CONFERENCES REG-

istered 1,691 men from 410 institutions.

THE STATE COMMITTEE OF KENTUCKY HAS

been advised of a bequest of $6,000 toward its

$100,000 endowment fund from Mr. Max Weir,

of Greenville, Ky., a former member of the

committee.

DETROIT, MICH., HAS ABANDONED ITS STAR

course on account of an annual deficit of $200

to $300. An elaborate members' course is sub

stituted.

TWENTY-ONE GRADUATES OF THE CINCINNATI

law department received the degree of LL.B.

June 28.

THIS NOTICE IS KEPT ON THE BULLETIN BOARD

at Cairo, III.: ''Read and patronize the adver

tisements of ASSOCIATION MEN."

JANESVILLE, Wis., IN ORDER TO KEEP OUT SUN-

day baseball, rented the only athletic park in

the town for eight years. This summer the

field was bought for $1,000. The Association

controls baseball in the city. The building is

being repaired and beautifully decorated. Mar-

bie floors and eight shower-baths are being in

stalled. The improvements will cost $3,000.

THE INSTITUTE AT SlLVER BAY, AUGUST 1 TO

September 5, is commanding the attention of

men who are fitting for Association work, as

sistants, physical directors and younger secre

taries. This course will be invaluable for men

looking forward to secretarial work, as posi

tions can be found for competent men who take

the summer course.

SILVER BAY, LAKE GEORGE, is ATTRACTING

many Association men, some of whom have se

cured rooms for their families for the entire

month of August. There are still good rooms

to be had. The management has been making

constant improvements. Dr. Howard Agnew

Johnston, who was in attendance at the

Y. W. C. A. conference in June, speaks of the

large improvement in the place, the table and

the service.

MEN OF THE CHICAGO CENTRAL ASSOCIATION

have organized a ''Higi" club, to encourage and

provide proper recreation among the members.

A Lake Geneva club has been organized,

composed of men who have attended the con

ference there.

THERE ARE NINETY MEN AT THE SUMMER IN-

stitute at Lake Geneva.

THE OSHKOSH, Wis., BUILDING HAS BEEN'

completely refinished since the fire. A new

building campaign will be deliberately forced by

increasing the membership from 300 to 500.

ST. PAUL REGISTERED 1,083 MEMBERS LAST

year; an enrollment of 352 in night classes; an

average attendance of 129 at men's meetings;

473 per week in gymnasium classes.

BRISTOL, R. I., HAS A $500 PLEDGE, AND is

receiving liberal contributions toward wiping

out its indebtedness, which was reduced $600

last year.

KENTUCKY HAS BEEN INVESTIGATING THE

needs among the men of the coal fields, and

plans to establish the first branch in the south

eastern portion of the State.

NEARLY 100 SOLDIERS PROFESSED THEIR PUR-

pose to enter the Christian life at the Cana

dian camp at Niagara Falls.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO, REPORTS LARGE BENEFIT

to the local work, as a result of circulating AS

SOCIATION MEN.

THE GEORGIA ASSOCIATIONS MEET IN CONFER-

ence at College Park. Ga., August 9-14. This

will be especially for directors, committeemen,

secretaries and young men looking forward to

the work.

A SHORTAGE IN THE INCOME OF A SOUTHERN

railroad Association was protected by the com-
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Los ANGELES, CAL., is RAISING $300 TO SEND

a team of picked men to the athletic meet at

the World's Fair. The men are trying out

for the team.

THE ST. Louis ASSOCIATION, THE MISSOURI

State Committee and the International Com

mittee have jointly organized a military de

partment at the World's Fair for the men in

military organizations visiting the Fair and

the Jefferson guards. A tent 40 by 60, and two

smaller auxiliary tents, have been erected near

the military camp and barracks, in charge of

W. A. Reed and F. R. Blanchard.

PROVIDENCE HAD 7,000 PERSONS AT MELROSE

Park at the new baseball grounds, on June 11,

to witness the closing exercises and presenta

tion of medals to members of the boys' gym-

nasium classes.

THE MODERN WOODMEN HAVE DONATED $100

to ihe Mankato Association building fund.

RACINE, Wis., WILL SPEND $22,000 IN REMOD-

eling its building.

COVINGTON, KY., HAS PURCHASED A BUILDING

site for $47,000 in one of the best localities in

the. city.

MARITIME RAILROAD MEN HELD AT STELLAR-

ton hst month an inspirational meeting. At

thirty-two different points, 3,700 men are em

ployed; 25 per cent, are church members; 74

per cent, adherents of different churches, and

less than 1 per cent, have no church prefer

ence. Only two places have organized work

for railroad men.

THE LAKE GENEVA SUMMER SCHOOL HAS

an attendance of ninety-eight students, of

whom fifty-nine are in the physical and thirty-

nine in the secretarial department. Twenty-

three States are represented, including

Washington, California, New Mexico, Massa

chusetts, and Georgia. Twenty-seven are

college men and the educational standing

throughout is good. Fifty-two are now hold

ing Association positions. The student body

has organized and adopted "Lake Geneva

*04" colors, a yell and a song. A series of

resolutions adopted by the students stands

for high-grade work, gentlemanly conduct, a

deepening of the spiritual life and all-round

Association training, rather than too much

specialization. Members of the faculty are

busy with personal interviews with students, in

addition to the class room and field work.

THE SECOND SERIES OF OPEN AIR EVANGELISTIC

meetings is being conducted by the Orange,

N. J., Association, under the trees opposite

the main entrance to the public park. The

special patriotic service held July 3, was at

tended by at least 1,800 people. Major-Gen

eral O. O. Howard gave the address. Dur

ing the past season two members have en

tered Association work, and another will en

ter the Springfield Training School in the fall.

Orange tied Passaic for first place in the

recent State Athletic Meet.

RlDGWAV, PA., WOUND UP ITS CANVASS FOR

$20,000 last month. The foundations for a

$30,000 building will be laid this fall. There

are nine $1,000 subscriptions, one $2,000, four

between $100 and $1,000. Population of

Ridgway, 5,500. Association fourteen months

old.

ASSOCIATIONS ARE WARNED BY THE JANF.S-

ville, Wis., Association against C. H. Brady-

holding a ticket in that Association.

THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE MARRIAGE OK

F. E. Anderson, State Secretary of Wisconsin,

to Miss Janet MacArthur will give surprise

and pleasure to his many friends.

MR. R. N. WATTS, OF AUSTIN, TEX., ON THE

occasion of his marriage was made the recip

ient of handsome presents by his Association

friends, and was given a reception by the As

sociation and Auxiliary.

IOWA SHOWS AN INCREASED ENROLLMENT OF

721 in its Bible classes over last year.

THE BATH, ME., ASSOCIATION BUILDING SUF-

fered $1,000 damage by fire June 27, fully in

sured.

THE ST. Louis CENTRAL is RENDERING A

large service to young men and their friends

who are attending the Exposition. The splen

did building is the headquarters of great

crowds of young men from all parts of the

country and world. One hundred and twenty-

five men are provided with sleeping quarters

in the building. Even during this busy season

the Central is recognizing tickets from all As

sociations in the country. The big Sunday

campaign which was planned early in the year

is snowing no tendency toward decrease in in

terest, even though the weather is now hot.

The large auditorium is full practically every

afternoon, and the campaign which is usually

run in cities during the winter months with

great crowds is being successfully carried on

in the Central during this hot World's Fair

season. Prominent speakers from all parts of

the country are being used. The fellowship

lunch, which is the closing feature of the day,

is very unique, in that opportunity is given men

from all countries to bring greetings, and al

ready men have been present from Alaska, New

Zealand, Russia, Australia, China, Japan,

South Africa, and practically from every coun

try in the world.

JACKSONVILLE, FLA., HAS BEEN UNABLE TO

find suitable quarters in which to carry on a

work, and steps are being taken to secure funds

with which to erect an adequate building. At

Key West the same conditions prevail as at

Jacksonville, and a building movement has been

inaugurated, a prominent citizen agreeing to

contribute $5,000, in case other citizens wil1

contribute an amount satisfactory to him.
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pany advancing a check for $600 on the current

expense appropriation.

LINCOLN, NEB., HAD TWENTY-FIVE BOYS IN

camp on the Blue River at Milford. The popu

lar feature was a mud slide down a steep river

bank fifty feet high. A smooth place was worn

off and watered and the boys "came down

a-flying" over the blue clay. It all came off

in the washing, they assured their parents.

THE ADJUTANT-GENERAL OF THE NEBRASKA

National Guard has made a request of the

Lincoln Association to send its secretary, Mr.

Mayne, to the camp with an Association outfit.

THE SIXTH ANNUAL CONVENTION AND SUM-

mer school of the Indian Young Men's Chris

tian Associations met on the Bird Tail Re

serve, in the Canadian Northwest, on June 16

and continued in session until the evening of

the following Sunday. This is one of the

Sioux Indian Reserves, and there were many

representatives from all the other Sioux re

serves in the province. Some of them had

driven many miles in order to be present.

LONDON, ONT., is COVERING THE SMALLER

towns and villages in its vicinity in the or

ganization of Bible class circles and in sending

small deputations of city members to them.

THE MANITOBA COMMISSIONER OF EMIGRA-

tion gave the Winnipeg Association the use of

a large room, in connection with the Emigra

tion Hall, for an office, and during the weeks

when the rush was the greatest the Association

kept a man there the entire time to direct and

serve the young men coming through to the

wheat fields. Meetings "were carried on Sun

day evenings after church and reached some

of the men. A secretary is at the depot as the

trains arrive with their loads of immigrants.

In this way the Association has been able to

meet hundreds of men and help them when they

needed counsel and assistance the most. The

camp promises this year to be the largest yet

held.

MONMOUTH, ILL., HAS HAD A VERY SUCCESS-

ful year in Bible study. June 7 was "Diploma

Night." Men from the two regular classes

received diplomas for work done.

INDIANA BROKE ITS RECORD AT THE LAKE

Geneva conference, having a total of fifty-six

picked students, representing nearly every col

lege Association in the state.

THE INDIANAPOLIS ASSOCIATION WILL HAN-

dle tent privileges, etc., at the annual encamp

ment of the Indiana National Guard, beginning

July 27, on the site for the new army post.

PORTLAND, ORE., is CONTINUING TO LAY THE

emphasis in its educational work upon the

technical subjects. Next year classes in fres

coing and decoration and pattern-making will

be added to the long technical list already

taught, including carpentry, clay modeling,

electricity, electrical practice, free-hand draw

ing, machine design, manual training, mechan

ical drawing, plumbing, sign-card writing,

steam engineering, telegraphy, wood-carving

and wood-turning. Two years ago four dif

ferent schools were making an indifferent suc

cess teaching telegraphy in Portland. All four

of these have now been consolidated in the

Association, where good work is done.

NEW ORLEANS GAVE A STEAMBOAT EXCURSION

on the Mississippi as an honorarium (or mem

bership work. The affair was so successful

that a membership movement was launched on

July 15, to close with a banquet on August 12.

Work is at high-water mark in this city. On

a recent night ninety-three men were on the

gymnasium floor in costume. Three times a

week three indoor baseball games are played

simultaneously in the two gymnasiums. The

new outdoor gymnasium is a complete success.

One thousand baths are given weekly at this

season.

BRATTLEBORO, VT., ASSOCIATION AND THE

churches of the town have instituted an ag

gressive open-air religious work campaign for

the summer. Four of the churches discontinue

their evening services during July and Au

gust and join the Association in conducting

two open-air gospel meetings every Sunday af

ternoon, one at 5 o'clock and one at 7 o'clock.

First-class vocal and instrumental music is fur

nished. A prominent townsman presides at

each meeting and strong speakers are always

secured. The Association also conducts a

Sunday afternoon Bible class, which is held in

the open air part of the time. The Associa

tion has a large tent at Northfield, Mass., for

the accommodation of Association and church

people who attend the summer conferences

and Bible school.

THE CAMDEN CITY AND RAILROAD ASSOCIA-

tions have united forces for a big series of

men's meetings. Committees from both de

partments will organize to bring the meetings

to the attention of every one of their members.

A committee of 100 men, representing the

chairman and the leaders of the Association

who are members of the leading churches, are

back of the meetings. The meetings will be

held in the gymnasium of the Central Branch.

CAMDEN, N. }., HAS six SUBSCRIPTIONS OF

$250 a year, thirty of $100, ten of $50 and fifty

of $25. The membership receipts have in

creased from $1,400 to $2,400.

IN THE COLLEGES OF ONTARIO AND QUEBEC

there has been a marked increase in the in

terest in Bible study. Last year 532 men were

enrolled in this study; this year the number

was increased to nearly 750. A much better

quality of work was also done. Formerly large

classes were conducted by professors, but now

these are giving way to small groups led by

students, where each member enrolled feels a

responsibility for making such preparation of

the lesson as will enable him to intelligently
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take his part in the discussions conducted

under the direction of the student leader. A

larger average attendance is also assured in

the small groups than in the large popular

classes.

THERE HAVE BEEN LARGER BUT PROBABLY NO

more interesting conventions held this year

than that on the Yankton (S. Dak.) Indian res

ervation, July 3-5. About one hundred Indian

delegates from three reservations were present,

coming with their wives and families by wagon

from five to one hundred miles. In all fully

.")()0 persons were in camp, the tents pitched

about a square one-half mile on each side, with

the large tent for meetings in the center. Meet

ings were held from 9 to 12 A. M. and in the

evening, the afternoon being given up to sports,

in which both men and women joined. The

singing, led by a double quartet, four girls and

four boys from the Santcc Indian School, was

littler than is usually heard among white peo-

pfe. The proceedings of the convention and

the conduct of the Indians were a striking tes

timony of the power of the gospel of Christ to

transform the lives of even savage men. Dr.

Williamson, the veteran Presbyterian mission

ary among the Indians, W. M. Parsons and

Arthur Tibbetts had leading parts on the pro

gram.

THE WOMEN'S AuxiLtARY AT BROOKHAVEN,

Miss., has during the past three months paid

$."!7.50 for the reading room, $72.50 to start a

library and given $62.45 on current expenses.

They are at work now on another plan and

hope to raise at least $200 more during the next

sixty days. Three teams are now in an indoor

l»seball contest for a loving cup. The attend

ance at the rooms has more than doubled dur

ing the past thirty days on account of the new

features added.

NEAR TACOMA, WASH., FROM JULY 7 TO 21,

all the militia of Washington, Oregon and

Idaho, together with the regulars in the De

partment of the Columbia, were encamped for

extensive maneuvers. Nearly 5,000 men were

there, and the State Committees of the sec

tion included carried on an extensive relig

ious and social campaign. There were two

camps, separated by eight miles, so that two

outfits were necessarily provided. John M.

Dean, who was with the army in the Philip

pines, and John Makins, formerly the manager

of the Christian Endeavor sailors' home at

Nagasaki, are under engagement for service

at the camps. The camps were under the

general charge of C. W. Wilcox, state secretary

of Washington.

WARREN, PA., is CONDUCTING A YOUNG MEN'S

Bible Class during the summer. Two bands

of men conduct evangelistic services in

churches and schoolhouses within a radius of

fifteen miles every Sunday .night. A special

fund of $2,000 for current expenses has just

been completed, making a total of $9,400

pledged thus far this year. Fifty-two indus

tries and business firms give $2.fi05, and the

management of the industries personally give

$2,685, in addition to the company's subscrip

tions. Five ice-water barrels are maintained

at various places in the business section. The

electric light plant installed eighteen months

ago has greatly reduced the light bill and keeps

the building thoroughly illuminated. The third

man since October, 1002, has just entered the

work. The directors decided at their July

meeting to install one billiard and two pool

tables in the Association building.

THE BIBLE CONFERENCE AT EAGLES MERE.

July 1-8, was, in some particulars, one of the

best yet held. The speakers of the conference

were Dr. William Ilogc Marquess, Rev. J. T.

Stone and Bishop Rudolph Dubs. Mr. James

H. McConkey and Rev. Frederick A. Warden

conducted the early devotional services, deep

ening the spiritual life of those who attended.

Group conferences under the leadership of

L. L. Pierce, George G. Mahy, J. J. McKini

and W. H. Chapin were unusually successful.

A great deal of missionary interest was aroused

by the two presentations of the Association

foreign work by E. T. Colton.

IN ORANGE COUNTY, N. Y., WORK HAS BEEN

conducted at Waldcn, population .'!,."'00; War

wick, 1,800; Washington ville, 650; Monroe,

!)00; Hillburn, 1,000, and Pearl River, 1,200.

The men's Sunday meetings had an attendance

the last year of :i,420 ; the Bible studies, 855;

the shop Bible classes, 1,856; the prayer meet

ings, 182—a total attendance of men, 6,322.

Special meetings for men and women wera at

tended by 5,310, making the total attendance

11,632. The rooms, open in the evenings, and

only in three Associations every evening, had

an attendance of 15,945. The membership is

288. There were thirty-one social gatherings

for members. Attendance, 1,527. The War

wick Association is spending $f!(iO to improve

its gymnasium, and is making an effort to se

cure $2,000 more to pay a small indebtedness

and put in bowling alleys. An entertainment

and reception will be given July .10 at the Red

Swan Inn, for which Miss Helen Miller (iould

will be one of the patronesses. The Hillburn

Association has a building movement under

way and hopes to erect a building with modern

equipment 40x80 feet. Subscriptions in hand

cover over half the cost. Very interesting shop

Bible classes are conducted at Hillburn and

Pearl River, with an average attendance of

100 men. The first county Association to own

its own building was Warwick, N. Y., which

secured its building six years ago. This ante

dates Hartford, Ky.
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SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

Abel, J. W., to Univ. of Tenn.
Allen, J. P. B., Roanoke, Va.. res.
Amend, VV. A., to Watsonvillc. Oil.
Burgess, Geo. fe., Amsterdam to Schenectady, N. Y.
Burgess. G- E., to Ennis, Tex. (R. R.).
Burns, A. T., to Chicago, 111. (C. & N. \V. R. R.),
Burrucker, A. L.. Monmouth, III., res.

Canfield, I. E., Nyack. N. Y.. res.
Carrier, O. H., to Williamson. W. Va. (R. R.).
Chamhers, J. E., to Horace, Kans. (R. R.).
Currier, W. G., to Kcenc. N. H.
Denton, John, to Pnrt Hurrn. Mich fR. R.)
Duncan, C. L.t to Stanford Univ., Cal.
Duncan. IT. S.. to I'aducah, Ky.
Edmonds, H. E., tc Lehigh Univ.
Edwards, R. H., Ya'e Univ.. res.
Fleming, C. E., to Indiana Univ.
Orach, J. C., Quincy, III., res.

Gillespie. W. H.. Morristown, Pa., res.
Griggs, T. B., Pittsburg, Pa., res.
Grover, D. I., Indiana Univ., res.
Gould, W. E-. Ennis. Tex., res.
Hatfield. C. C, to Ohio Univ.
Hirsch, W. F., to E. D. Br., Brook'vn. N. Y

Hoffman, J. L, to 3d & Berks Sts. (R. R.), Phila.. Pa.
Hoffsommer, W. E., to Steelton. Pa.
Honeyman. R. M.. Newark, to Norristown, Pa.
Hopkins, F. B., Wilmington, Del., res.
Hopkins. J. W., to West End Br., Toronto.
Horn, W. A., to Kingston. N. Y.
Hugging, G. E., Harvard Univ.. res.
Ibhitson, Samuel, to Hoquian, Wash.
Tago, E. O., Cliftondale, Mass.. res.
Johnson, B. B., to Lansing, Mich,
tohnson. Lewis E., to Buxton, la. (colored).
Kesty, C. E., Steelton, Pa., res.
King, J. W., Univ. of Tenn..
Knox, Absalom, to Roanoke, Va.

Kohler, J. L-, to Governor's Island. X. Y.
Korns, J. H., to Ohio Wes'eyan LTniv.
Martin, J. E., to Monaca, Pa.
Moore, F. W., to Yale U*mv., Academic Dirt.
Neilly. J. W., Bradford. Pa., res.
Peel. E. L, to Renfrew, Ont.
Pollard. H. W., East Liverpool. O., res.
Poteet. L. M., to Cuero, Tex.
Protzman, A- A., to Chester, Pa.
Richardson. A. B.. to Pine Bluff. Ark. <U. R.).
Rohinson, G F.. to Pittsburg, Pa. (Central).
Ruff. A. C, to Williamsbridge, N. Y
Shelton, M. R., to Stamp. Ark. (R. R.).
Smith, C. T., to Medina. N. Y.
Smith. R. "S., to Yale Univ.
Stokes, A., to Kingston. Ont.
Swain. J. P.. to Frankfort, Kv.
Wallace. R. S.. to Harvard Univ.
Ward, S. H.. Spokane. Wash., res.
Waring, A. G.. Yale Univ., Academic Dept., res.

Williams, C. B., to Addison, N. Y.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

Raker, W. L, Richmond. Va., res.
Bragg. H. A., Maiden. Mass., res.
Cunningham, C. F. W., to Hartford, Conn.
Dunn, T. E.. to Wavcross, Ga.
Eddy. T. W. to Bedford Br., Brooklvn, N. V.

Gilbert*, F. C, to Intercollegiate Br.. N. Y. City.
Lamb, A. D., Durand, Mich. (R. R.) res.
Lewis, E. A.. Monett, Mo. (R. R.). res.
McDonald, Edmond to West Side Br., N. Y. City.
Millar, W. It.. Chicago. III.. Centr.nl Dept.. res.
Mnrgan, E. L-, Kalamazoo. Mich., res.
Rolph. A. S., Denver, Col., res.
Slusscr. Edw.. to Hoxie, Ark. (R. R).
Spanlding, H. M., to Lima, O.

Stickel, N. J., to Chicago. 111., Central Dept.
Stiles. John, to Durand, Mich. (R. R.).
Vories, N. \V., to Colorado Springs, Col.
Webh., W. R., to Naval Br., Vallego, Cal.
Weed. H. N.. * > Snringfield Mass.
Williams, O. M., Denver, Col.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.

Bailey. E. T., to Green Bav. Wis.
Beall, H. G., to Kingston, On

^ournue. A. V.. to Beaumont, Tex.

Cornell, G. A.. New Roche!!-. N. Y., res.
Dodge. C. E., New Castle, Pa., res.
Doran. D M . Toplin. Mo., res.
Fry. W. F.. Montgon'crv. Ala., res.
Hadcock, H. R., to Winipcg, Man.

Hamnett, H., to Chicago, III., Central Br. (Acting).
Heidler, C. O., to German Br., Buffalo, N. Y.

Hadcock, H. R.. to Winnipeg, Man.
Huntington, J. B., Portsmouth, Va., res.
Tewett, N. j., Winnipeg, Man., res.
Mogge, F. B., Charleston, S. C, res,
Pearson, II. F., Williamsport, Pa., res.
Poellcr, W. M., Hudson City Br., Jersey City, rts.

Roehm, E. W.. to Columbus, O.
Traugott, C. J., Bradford. Pa., res.
Wales, W., Wilmington, Del., res.
Wageley A. A., Marinette, Wis., res.
West, Fred, to New Orleans, La.
Williams, R. P., to Johnstown, Pa.
Wilson, C. IL, Knoxville, Tenn.
Yates, C. W., Sydney, N. S., res.

STATE SECRETARIES.

Brown, F. A., to Virginia, Student.
Dameron. S. W., to Kentucky, Student.
Dillon. W. W., Illinois to California. Assistant.
Hopper, F. W., Elgin to Texas, Assiftmt.
Iluggins, B. S., to Alabama, Louisiana and Mis. i-

stppi, Student.
Lucas, E. D., Kentucky. Student, res.
Smith, Q H., to Michigan, Student.
Wells, G. M., to Indiana, Assistant.

COUNTY SECRETARIES.

Congdon, Thos., Iroouois County, III., res.

Gossom, R. H., to Union County, Ky.
Lanham, T. B., to Mercer County. Ky.
Morgan. E. L., to Ford County, 111.
Payne, E., Ford County, 111., res.

DEPARTMENT SECRETARIES.

Arnold, H. W.. to Detroit, Mich. (Relig. Wk.).
Raldinger, G. W.. Washington. D. C, res. (BoysV
Chew, Ira G-. Philadelphia, Pa.. Central Br., res.
Farnsworth, B. B.. to 23d St.* Br., New York (Rriip
Gaffney. A. S.. Ft. Hamilton. N. Y., res.
Hopkins, A. W., Racine, Wis., res.
Kloepnel, W. A., to Ft. Hamilton. N. Y.

Lamphear. F. P., Trenton. N. L. res. (Ed. Di).
Mitchell. R. G., Ft. Screven. Ga.. res.
North. C. C, to Grand Rapids, Mich. (Relig. WW
Norton, F. C, to Minneapolis, Minn. (Re'ip. Wk.*.
O'Brien. J. F., to German Br.. Buffalo. N. Y.
Peter. W. W.. to Dayton. O. (Relig. Wk.).
Wk.).

Smith. S. L.. to Trenton. N. T. CEd. T>i.).
Weaver. C. S., to Kansas City, Mo. CEd. Di V

Webb, W. R., San Francisco, Cal. (Boys), res.

ASSOCIATION CALENDAR

LAKE GENEVA PATES.

Volunteer Worker.' Conference, Avoirst R-14.

Slimmer Training Institute. Aug. 1-Sept- S.

LAKE GEORGE DATES.
Training Institute. Aug. 1-Sept. 5.

Roys' Leaders' Conference, Aug. 30-Scpt. 4.

SPECIAL EVENTS.

World's Conference. Pin's, France. April 2H-S0, 1*0".

Week of Prayer for Young Men. Nov. 1310.

SUMMER SCHOOLS.
Texns- L-«T<n3sas A"e. 10-2fi.
'■mrti-- C-"'<»e V-~V. n„v n.14

Colorado: Glen Park. Aug. 7-14.

STATE CONVENTIONS,
''•■'nnwf Hn'st-l. Oct. 13-18.

Illinois. Alton. Oct. 14-16.
Massachusetts. Worcester. Nov. 11-14.
Missouri. Marsh-ill. November 17-°n.
* -kansa=. T^v^rk->n^ Feb R12, 1C05.

Minnesota. Duluth. Feb. 9-12.
Kentucky, Feb. 16-19.

Nebraska, Feb. 16-19.
M"Hh pnd Sri.tb Caro'ina. Mar ln.]3.

Connecticut, Meriden, March 23-26.

Portable Punching Bag

A fine portable punching bap: can be put ur

in two minutes in a doorway. Cost J7 00; will

sell at) f 5 00 to quick purchaser.

C. L. BURNET.

972 2d Avenue, Vew YorR City
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The Necessity of Physical Exercise

NUMBER 12

BY D. A. SARGENT, M.D., PHYSIC

In the primitive forms of society every man

is sufficient to himself, in so far as he can do

his own hunting, fishing, planting, hut-build

ing, toolmaking, etc. In a civilized nation to

day one finds it more economical to make shoes

or do some one thing well, and trust to others

to get his food for him. As a man becomes

a good toolmaker, he becomes a poorer farmer,

tailor, carpenter, etc., and therefore becomes

more dependent upon those tradesmen for the

necessities of life. So it is with the different

cells and tissues of the body. After they have

entered into the structure of bone, muscle

or nerve, or become enlisted in the service of

the heart, lungs, stomach, brain, liver, kid

neys or some other organ, they learn to do

their special work well, but in so doing be

come less and less fitted for doing the work

of other tissues and organs. In this way each

and every part of the body becomes more and

more dependent upon some other part for

something which it needs to enable it to live

and do its work.

The circulating medium which conveys food

to all parts of the body is the blood. This is

distributed in a set of closed tubes called ar

teries, which start from the heart and lead

through a branching series of smaller tubes

to every part of the body, finally becoming so

numerous near the surface of the skin that it

is impossible to thrust a needle into the finger

without puncturing some of them and causing

the finger to bleed. After ramifying through-

out-the various tissues of the body, these little

tubes gradually converge into larger and

larger tubes until they return again in one

large trunk to the heart. This arrangement

for distributing blood throughout the body is

not unlike that adopted in many cities for dis

tributing water to the inhabitants in their

homes, workshops, stores and factories. In

this case the heart is represented by a great

pumping-engine which forces the water through

a system of iron pipes, first, of very large size,

as they leave the pumping-station, then of

smaller size as they branch from the main

pipes into the different street connections, and

AL DIRECTOR, HARVARD UNIVERSITY.

finally through still smaller pipes, that enter

and are distributed throughout the different

houses, stores, factories. Of course, the de

mand for water is always greatest in those

parts of the city where there is the greatest

amount of personal activity or the greatest

amount of work being done. Where there is

little doing there is little demand for water,

and consequently but little used.

At the central pumping-station the work of

the engine is regulated by the demands for

water in different parts of the city. In case

of a large fire or any unusual requirement for

water in any ward or district, the engine pumps

harder in order to keep up the necessary sup

ply. So it is in the body ; the parts most used

call for the greatest supply of blood, and the

heart, as a pumping-engine, is stimulated to

beat harder in order to meet this increased de

mand upon it.

Illustrations are familiar to all. If you

use your arms freely in raising and lowering

two ten-pound dumb-bells for several minutes,

the blood-vessels will become dilated, the mus

cles distended, the skin reddened and the girths

of the arm, as shown by a tape measure, will

be considerably increased. Now, if you will

bring your legs into action by raising and low

ering your weight on your toes, you will ob

serve the same changes in the muscles of the

calves of the legs.

But this change in the circulation of the

blood is not confined to the muscles alone. If

engaged for a time in some active mental pur

suit, like solving a mathematical problem or

writing an essay or an important letter, the

blood will be drawn in increased quantity to

the head, and the feet will become more or less

cold.

The indisposition which every one feels to

ward doing any active mental or physical work

immediately after eating a hearty meal is oc

casioned principally by the fact that the stom

ach is using a large supply of blood to carry

on the process of digestion. This tendency of

the blood to go in increased quantity to the

organs and parts of the body most used puts
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it within the power of every individual to di

rect to a large degree his own growth and de

velopment. This is one of the most important

facts that man encounters in life. It gives him

his greatest opportunity and clothes him with

his greatest responsibility.

The trend of every man's growth and devel

opment is largely determined by heredity. He

is in every organ and part the result of what

his ancestors have been, and probably one-half

of all he can ever expect to attain physically or

mentally has been decided at birth. But

whether as an individual he ever attains his

ultimate size, shape, strength and capacity will

depend upon how well he conforms to the laws

and agents of health in regard to exercise,

diet, sleep, etc., and with what intelligence he

directs and distributes his life-forces.

Partial Suggestions on Exercise

In order to realize the best results from

physical exercise, enter with earnestness and

enthusiasm into whatever you undertake. Half

hearted efforts are usually followed by half

hearted results. When choosing a place for

exercise, bear in mind that the chief requisites

are plenty of sunlight and fresh air.

If you have been inactive for a long time,

begin to exercise gently, doing but a few move

ments the first day and gradually increasing

the time and amount of effort as you grow

stronger and more enduring. ^ Never continue

your exercise to exhaustion, and always end as

gradually as you begin. Do not keep the mus

cles on the stretch or under prolonged con

traction, as frequently required in maintaining

strained positions. Relaxation should always

follow contraction, Or, in other words, rest

should follow exercise. The best way to secure

local rest is to use the muscles of some other

part of the body.

Exercise daily and at regular times, if pos

sible; by so doing you will acquire the habit

of exercise and your system will unconsciously

nerve itself up to the effort expected of it. Do

not exercise within two hours after eating or

one half-hour before.

After pursuing the same kind of exercises

for six or eight weeks, the system acquires a

tolerance for them, as it were—that is, it

ceases to respond to their developing influences.

At this time better results may be attained by

trying a change of movements or exercises.

The best physical and mental results may be

attained from exercise, when circumstances

permit of it, between 10 and 12 o'clock in the

forenoon and the next best results between 4

and 6 in the afternoon. Where these hours

are not convenient, very good results may be

attained by exercising in the morning before

breakfast, or the last thing at night, just be

fore going to bed. If a person, however, for

any reason does not sleep well and awakes feel

ing tired in the morning, exercise before break

fast is not advisable, except perhaps a few

minutes' walk in the open air. It is much bet

ter for such a person to exercise at night, not

violently, but gently and persistently, for

fifteen or twenty minutes, in view of -getting

the excess of blood out of the head and induc

ing a good night's sleep. For most persons I

think that the hour before breakfast is a

preferable one for home exercises. At this

time they may be taken without restrictions of

clothing, in the fresh morning air, followed by

the tonic effect of a cold sponge bath. •

If there is any weakness of the heart, avoid

the cold bath and exercise slowly and deliber

ately, taking frequent intervals of rest. If the

heart is strong, exercise vigorously and per

sistently enough to quicken the breathing and

start the perspiration before you finish.

If you are undergoing a great mental strain,

as during periods of school examinations, or

in attending to an unusual amount of mental

work, do not increase the amount of physical

exercise at this time, but rather diminish it

until after the mental strain is over. If, on

the other hand, one is subjected to unusual

mental or emotional excitement, it is better to

increase the time, and amount of exercise, using

chiefly the muscles of the legs and lower trunk.

The mind exerts a powerful influence upon

the tone and contractile energy of the muscles.

Where it is desired to produce the best results

upon the physique from a muscular or devel

opmental point of view, give your whole atten

tion to the exercise in which you are engaged.

Execute every movement with accuracy and

precision. Be conscious of the muscles you

are using, and become, for -the time being, a

devoted admirer of your own physique. If ex

ercising before a looking-glass will help you

concentrate your attention upon the contraction

of muscles, use a looking-glass. Learn to cul

tivate a consciousness of the muscles that help

you maintain the upright position, so that you

will readily recognize them when you want

them to do duty.

In order to offset the restricting and ham

pering effect of devoting too much attention

to the muscles, after you are able to contract

and relax them as you will, it is best for you

to practice those exercises that require you

to concentrate all your energy and attention

upon the thing to be done, rather than upon

the muscles that are engaged in doing it Cul

tivate the power of relaxing instead of con

tracting antagonistic muscles. This is the

athletic in distinction from the development

point of view, but it leads .to the more efficient

working of the muscles.

All exercises must be performed with suf

ficient vigor and rapidity to engage the ener
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Size, 53 by 80; track, 22 laps to the mile; absolutely clear floor and abundance of light from above.

Connected with it is the finest system of marble and tile lined swimming and shower baths.

getic contraction of the muscles employed.

When this is done old tissue is broken down

and its place is supplied with new material in

increased quantity, thus augmenting the size

and strength of the muscles. The brain gains

the power and energy which the exercise re

quires it to put forth.

Try to secure harmonious development of

the whole body. One-sided development is

usually attained by robbing some other part

of its just share of the nutriment.

Most persons, in their daily occupations, use

the flexor muscles more than the extensors,

therchy cramping the vital organs and inter

fering with their functions. For this reason

most of the free exercises recommended are

designed to act upon the back, chest and side

and front walls of the abdominal cavity.

A sufficient number- of muscles should be

called into action at one time to stimulate the

action of the heart and lungs and increase the

circulation and respiration. This is one of the

most important considerations to bear in mind

in regard to exercise, for in such general ac

tivity all parts of the body are improved by

your physical efforts.

Advance Chapters of Health, Strength and Power.

Copyright, H. M. Caldwell Company. Printed by

permission.

Athletics Do Not Shorten Life

BY GEORGE L. MEYLAN. M.D., DIRECTOR OF PHYSICAL TRAINING, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.

The theme of many writers on athletics is

the injury to life and limb which results from

participation in them. Heart disease and con

sumption are said to carry off athletes before

they reach middle life. Most persons who

decry all athletics as bad either base their

accusations on a few cases of more or less real

injury, or simply reason that so much violent

exercise must necessarily be injurious. Even

writers in reputable journals and magazines

frequently make sweeping assertions condemn

ing athletics, and cite examples which are not

reliable. I traced two such examples to their

source and found that the men who were said

to have died young of heart disease are living

to-day, forty years after they took part in

athletics.

In an editorial in a medical journal a phy

sician, after speaking of the injurious effects

of athletics on health and longevity, asks the

question: "Is the game worth the candle?"

In other words, do the advantages and benefits

of athletics outweigh the disadvantages and

injurious effects?

The evils resulting from athletics in colleges

and universities are clearly brought out in ar

ticles by President Eliot and Professor Hollis,

of Harvard, and Dean Woodward, of the Uni

versity of Missouri. They show that an in

ordinate desire to win, the soliciting of ath

letes, the handling of large gate receipts and

the excessive amount of time devoted to train

ing are real evils which must be remedied if ath

letics are to remain as a permanent institution.
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In the Young Men's Christian Association

and city athletic clubs the abuse of athletics

produces other evils. Young men in these in

stitutions are engaged in business pursuits re

quiring many hours of work, and when they

become absorbed in athletics they are tempted

to devote too much time, thought and energy

to them, to the detriment of their business.

I have made an effort during the past year

to look up some forty athletes with whom I

was associated about ten years ago in the old

23d street Association. Of that number seven

have not turned out well. After studying

these young men and trying to account for

their" shortcomings, I have come to the conclu

sion that one of the main causes of their fail

ure to make a place for themselves is that

they devoted such a large share of their time

and energy to athletics during the years from

sixteen to twenty-five that their business train

ing and development suffered.

It would be unfair to say that overindul

gence in athletics was the only cause for their

failure. They certainly got some good out of

their participation in athletics, for they are

now strong and healthy fellows—probably

stronger and healthier than they would have

been without athletic training.

A consideration of the other young men,

about thirty in number, affords a good exam

ple of the beneficial effects of athletics. Sev

eral of them have been eminently successful,

and all the others have fitted themselves for

some definite permanent occupation. They are

useful citizens and men of good character. I

asked several of these men for their opinion

on the effects of their athletic training. They

were enthusiastic in their praise of the benefits

derived and backed up their convictions by say

ing that they still continue to indulge in ath

letics in so far as their occupations permit.

I had occasion last year to make an investi

gation of all the oarsmen who rowed in Har

vard "Varsity crews in ths races against Yale

from the first race in 1851 to 1891. There were

152 different men on these crews. I wanted to

find out if athletes who trained hard for a long

time and competed in intercollegiate boat

races were injured by all this violent exercise.

To my great surprise, I found that these men

have lived longer than the accepted risks of

life insurance companies, which is considerably

more than the average for all men. There are

120 of these men alive now, who are far above

the average in height, weight and chest meas

urement, and they are exceptionally healthy.

All but two occupy positions of prominence

and leadership. With very few exceptions

these men believe that they were greatly bene

fited by rowing, and they would row again if

they had their college days before them. Even

making allowance for the fact that these men

were picked men, it appears that their athletic

training has been beneficial to them and not in

jurious.

As to the specific advantages of athletics

in fitting men for life's work, there are four

which stand out in my mind as particularly

valuable. The first is health or organic vigor.

The practice of athletics involves a large

amount of vigorous outdoor exercise which

develops the heart, lungs and other vital organs

in a way that gymnastics and other forms of

exercise do not. There were several instances

among the Harvard oarsmen of men who were

exposed to great physical hardships and were

able to bear them because of the vitality

gained on the athletic field. In this connection

may be mentioned the famous saying of the

Duke of Wellington, "that the battle of

Waterloo was won on the football and cricket

fields of England."

The second benefit of athletics is training

in will-power to overcome obstacles and attain

one's end. All athletic contests and games

involve the overcoming of obstacles to reach

a goal. This practice fits the participants for

the work of life, which involves a constant

struggle in overcoming obstacles.

The third advantage of athletics is the train

ing they afford in cooperation with others and

consideration for the rights of others. One

of the hardest things for young men to learn

is to learn to play their part and to respect the

rights of others and cooperate with them.

Playing on a football team or rowing on a crew

serve to develop these qualities to a large

degree.

The fourth distinct benefit is the habit of

plain living and self-denial formed during the

period of training. Many of the oarsmen told

DR. MF.YLAN'S STRONG RIGHT ARM.
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me that they attributed much of their health

and vigor to such habits.

After considerable experience and investiga

tion in athletics, I feel convinced that many of

the physical, mental and moral qualities essen

tial lo success in life are obtained in large meas

ure by the judicious practice of athletic sports.

To Organize a Clean Sport Campaign

Enter into competitive athetics under proper

conditions. An Association cannot get in close-

touch with the existing athletic clubs in the1

community nor understand their methods un

less this is done.

Join the Athletic League of North America

and the Amateur Athletic Union.

Register all athletes. Sanction all games.

Enter into no competition except where this

is done.

No Association has any business in open

competitive contests, except under this plan.

It is dangerous. It is a mistake.

Educate the athletes representing the Asso

ciation in the principles of clean sport and in

Association policy. This is best done by a club

organization, with regular meetings at least

monthly. Again I say, Educate, Educate !

Do not pet athletes. Make no unusual in

ducements. Do not give memberships. This

is the place where failure results and has re

sulted in many Associations.

Select strong men for committees having to

do with the policy of athletics in the Associa

tion—men in sympathy with the plans for a

high standard of sport.

Train men to act as officials at meets and

basketball games who will bring sport to a

high standard by expert interpretation of rules.

The physical director should accept invita

tions to officiate at the various athletic meets

held in the community, and also use legitimate

means t(5 become acquainted with the leading

men in charge of the various clubs.

Train men to become directors of the phys

ical work in clubs, churches and settlements,

who will bring the standards of sport in these

organizations into line with, the plan of the As

sociation and thus coordinate the work.

Make frequent reports to the gymnasium

committee, committee of management and

boards of directors, so as to secure their sym

pathy and intelligent cooperation.

The organization of a large, open athletic

meet, high grade in character and well con

ducted, is a great factor in gaining prestige.

In those lines of sport where the rules of

the A. A. U. do not govern, such as baseball,

football and bowling, the best way to control

is by the organization of leagues with local

rules to meet conditions.

Secure cooperation of the press and such

other agencies as may be helpful in making sen

timent. GEO. J. FISHER, M.D.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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A GOOD CHECK. DENVER HAMILTON GAME, SHOWING REFEREE DELANEY IN ACTION.

Young Men's Christian Association Week at the Olympic Games

With a representation of six teams in the

basketball schedule and strong competition in

the games, the Association's work at St. Louis

had every prospect of being a great success.

The games were unusually clean, the officials

were especially competent and the attendance

fair throughout. The Pentathlon, however,

was a disappointment, in that there was no

competition to speak of, only three teams being

entered, and Chicago was too strong for

Kenosha and St. Louis. All day Thursday and

Friday morning a terrific downpour of rain

prevented carrying out the schedule, but on

Friday afternoon the gymnastic and athletic

championships were held in the gymnasium of

Washington University. Here again was a

lamentable lack of competition, only two teams

being entered. Only in the handicap and cham

pionship meets held on Saturday were -there

enough teams entered to make competition and

to give a fair presentation of the physical work

of the Association. All the events in the cham

pionships were strongly contested; three

records were equaled and one broken, and a

a large crowd attended. Many physical direct

ors were present throughout the meet acting

as officials. Space will not permit of complete

record of each event, but a resume of the week

follows :

The Basketball Championship Games

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday A. M.

were devoted to basketball championship con

tests, with entries from Chicago Central, Sioux

City, la. ; Joplin, Mo. ; Cincinnati, O. ; Denver,

Col., and Hamilton, Ont. Owing to rain

Monday's games were held in the gymnasium

of Washington University

at the Stadium, Martin De-

laney, physical director at

St. Louis University, acted

as referee and different As

sociation directors officiated

as umpires in the several

contests. The teams coming

from different parts of the

country and having been

coached with varying inter

pretations of the rules.

Referee Delaney wisely

called all the captains to

gether before the games and

a uniform interpretation was

decided updn.

In the first game Denver

defeated Joplin by the close

score of 39 to 34. Both

teams played a good, snappy

game. The second game

CHICAGO BASKETBALL TEAM—CHAMPIONS. went to Sioux City, with a
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BERGGREN OF CHICAGO THROWING FIELD GOAL IN GAME WITH DENVER.

score of 42 points to 32 made by Hamilton.

This game brought out two entirely different

styles of play, Hamilton employing "checking"

methods, which were considered foul by the

referee. This, of course, necessitated a com

plete reversal of style of play on the part of

the Hamilton team, which naturally showed in

the score.

The third game between Chicago and Cin

cinnati was a complete walk-over for the

former. Score, 79 to 33. The excellent team

play by Chicago was a marked feature.

In the afternoon Sioux City beat Denver 53

to 30. When the game started much comment

was occasioned by the height of the opposing

centers. Bertke, of Sioux City, was found to

be 6 feet 7 inches tall, and Winters, of Denver,

6 feet 5 inches, while Referee Delaney stands

6 feet 2 inches.

HAMILTON (ONT.) BASKETBALL TEAM

-CHAMPIONS OF CANADA.

In the remaining two games Cincinnati beat

Joplin 43 to 23, and Chicago defeated Hamil

ton 37 to 22. In this last contest Hamilton

men showed that they had grasped the "open-

play" idea and sprung a surprise by being at

one time within two points of Chicago.

In the Sioux City-Joplin game Tuesday

morning Referee Delaney ruled one player off

the field for swearing and received the hearty

commendation of the audience. Score, 54 to

8. Joplin boys loafed through the game and

constantly argued with the referee over his

ruling on fouls.

In the remaining games of the day Chicago

defeated Denver 53 to 19. Hamilton beat Cin

cinnati 43 to 22. Joplin forfeited to Chicago.

Hamilton won from Denver, 44 to 16, and

Sioux City secured 38 points to Cincinnati's 24.

Thus far neither Sioux City nor Chicago

had lost a game, and inter

est centered in the final con

test between these teams,

which was the only one

played Wednesday morning,

owing to Denver and Joplin

forfeiting to Cincinnati and

Hamilton, respectively.

A somewhat larger audi

ence was in attendance, an

ticipating a well-contested

game, as it proved to be. At

the end of the first half the

score stood: Chicago 22,

Sioux City 13. Sioux City

had constructed its offensive

play around Payer, their

heavy forward, who was

very efficient in locating the

basket, both in field goals

and free shows, but Collins,

of Chicago, only permitted

him to score four times from
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ALBERTSON BREAKING THE PENTATHLON

POLE-VAULT RECORD.

CHICAGO:
R Albertson
L. C. Bailey
O. E. Granberg

Kenosha:
Charles
Kent

Theleen

St Louis :
Johnson
Triska

Total Points

PENTATHLON WINNERS, CHICAGO CENTRAL.
From left to right—Albertson, Bailey, Director Ehler,

Granberg.

the field during the entire game. The game

abounded in pretty passing and blocking. Final

score, 35 to 29 in Chicago's favor, carrying with

it the International Y. M. C. A. Basketball

Championship of the Olympic Games. Second

place medal went to Sioux City and third to

Hamilton.

Too much cannot be said of the splendid

spirit displayed by the Hamilton boys, who

were so seriously handicapped by being com

pelled to change their style of play. At first

feeling that they were being discriminated

against in the referee's rulings, they later saw

the advantage of the open play, and Director

D. M. Barton told the writer that it was his in

tention to adopt the game free from "check

ing" as a cleaner and more scientific style.

The team quickly learned the new form, and

in their last game displayed some of the headi

est passing of the entire tournament.

Pentathlon Events

The Pentathlon on Wednesday afternoon

Mile Ran

Points

was a walkover for the Chicago Central team,

composed of Roy Albertson, L. C. Bailey and

O. E. Granberg. Kenosha, Wis., had three

men entered and St. Louis Central two, but

neither team gave any kind of competition to

Chicago. The feature of the contest was the

breaking of the Pentathlon pole-vault record

by Albertson, of Chicago, clearing the bar at

11 feet i inch. St. Louis showed strongest

in the hammer throw, Johnson throwing the

weight 116 feet 7j inches out—distancing Al

bertson by 3 feet 8} inches.

The best time in the mile run was made by

the Kenosha team. Above is a complete table

of the results.

The individual gymnastic events were held

in the Stadium while the Pentathlon was in

progress, Newark, N. ]., carrying off the

honors. Each contestant was obliged to do

three obligatory exercises on each apparatus,

100-Yard Dash Hammer
Throw High Jump J Pole Vault

Time Points Dist. Points Height Points Height Points

:10»

■10H

100
90
80

112' 11"
:«' 4"
96' 1"

125j
86
92%

5' 72
96
88

11' %•■

V 2H"
W

5' 6"
5-4"

81
100

:I2 20
40
30

83' 8"
80' 6"
86' 3"

67H
61

4' 8"
4' 8"
4' 10"

66
56
64

8'
8'
8'

63
60
52

:11«

:11H T2H

milt" 13arV» 4' 8"
4' 8"

56
50 7' 8" 44

'I

6
6
e

Chicago 1,386JS
Kmosha
St. Louis
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a description of which exercises accompanied

his entry. On the side horse Newark carried

off the three places. Fred Prosch was first,

with a score of 27 1/5 points out of a possible

■10. George K?tcham secured second, with 25,

and E K. Keftner landed third place, with 23.

H. Barth, of Seattle, Wash., won first place

in the exercises on the long horse, with 22 5/6

points. Fred Prosch, of Newark, received 22

points, and Eugene Utz, of Chicago, received

third honors, with a total of 21 1/3 points.

The Newark boys landed the three places

on the parallel bars, and the competition be

tween these three was keen. Kettner received

first honors, with 2S 5/6 points, while Ketcham

was only one-sixth of a point behind for first

honors. Prosch landed third place, with 27 1/6.

Gymnastic and Athletic Team Contests

On Thursday rain prevented any games. On

Friday morning the same conditions prevailed,

but in the afternoon the gymnastic and athletic

team competition was held in the gymnasium,

the only entries being Chicago Central and St.

Louis. The result was never in doubt, as there

was a lamentable lack of form on the part of

St. Louis team in all the exercises with the

possible exception of the parallel bars. The

results follow :

Chicago. St. Louis.

Points. Points.

High jump 497 296

Calisthenics ) fiRQ

Apparatus J669 52 '

Basketball 100

Relay 100

Totals 1,266 923

Although the track - and field were muddy

the handicap meet was pulled off on Saturday

morning and remarkable time was made.

Summaries

100 yard dash—W. B. Hunter, Louisville (2J4
yards), first; J. T. Leagon, St. Louis (7 yards), sec
ond; E. Russell, Cincinnati (7 yards), third. Time,
:10 2-5.

880-yard run—W. H. Brown. Oncinnati (25 yards),
first: L L. Bailey, New Orleans (35 yards), second;

L H. Land, St. Louis (25 yards), third. Time,
S;0« 1-6.

220-yard hurdles—A Sandow, Cincinnati (4 yards') ,
first; w. R. McCullough, St. Louis (2 yards), second:
L C. Bailey, Chicago (scratch), third. Time,
:28 1-5.

440-yard run—E. Russell, Cincinnati (24 yards),
first: J. HargravCj Cincinnati (24 yards), second: A.
L Brown, Cincinnati (16 yards), third. Time,
:51 1-5.

220-yard run—W. B. Hunter, Louisville (8 yards),
first: J. T. Leagon. St. Louis (14 yards), second;

G H. Queyough, New Orleans (10 yards), third.
Time. :22 8-5.
Putting IB-pound shot—A. A. Johnston, St. Louis

(scratch), first; W. G. Wood, Cincinnati (6 inches),
second; T. T. Green. Chicago (scratch), third. Dis
tance. 33 feet 9M inches.

Pole vault—H. R. Gilbert, St. Louis (9 inches),
"rat: J. Brown, Cincinnati (7 inches), second: A.
Sandow. Cincinnati (scratch), third. Height, 8 feet
3 inches.

120-yard hurdle—L. C. Bailey, Chicago (scratch),
first; A Sandow, Cincinnati (8 yards), second: W.

R. McCullough, St. Louis (scratch), third. Time,
ill S-5.

START IN KENOSHA'S 100-YARD DASH.

1-mile run—H. H. Monroe, New Orleans (120
yards), first: L. L. Dodd, Louisville (90 yards), sec
ond; P. H. Boyer, St. Louis (90 yards), third.
16-pound hammer throw—H. G. Frantz, Cincinnati

(14 feet), first; A. A. Johnston, St. Louis (scratch),
second; W. G. Woods, Cincinnati (18 feet), third.
Distance, 130 feet 934 inches.

Running high jump—J. V. Talcott, Buffalo (254
inches), first; E. E. Utz, Chicago (1J4 inches), sec
ond; W. G. Woods, Cincinnati (2 inches), third.
Height, 6 feet . inches.

Discus throw—A. A. Johnston, St, Louis (scratch),
first: W. B. Hunter, Louisville (6 feet), second; H.
G. Frantz, Cincinnati (10 feet), third.
Running broad jump—W. B. Hunter, Louisville

(scratch), first; H. E. Wallace, Omaha, Neb. (1 sec
ond).

The Chicago Association again showed su

periority by winning with 45 points ; its nearest

competitor, Los Angeles, Cal., having 31

points. St. Louis secured 14 ; Cincinnati, 16 ;

Buffalo, 14, and Louisville, 12. The 100-yard

dash went to Parsons, of Los Angeles, with

Cartmell, of Louisville, a close second. Time,

:10 flat. There was a pretty race in the 220-

LOUISVILLE'S CRACK ATHLETES.
Cartmell, Director Mechlin and Hunter.
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MARTIN DELANEY.

Physical director St. Louis University; referee of the

Association games.

yard hurdle, Bailey, of Chicago, winning from

Hagerman, of Los Angeles, in a close finish.

W. H. Brown, of Cincinnati, won the 880, with

Powell, of Chicago, second. Time, 2:04 1/5.

H. Buechler, of Chicago, won the mile run

in 4:38 4/5, breaking the Association record

for that event. Sandow, of Cincinnati, ran an

impressive race in the 22fKyard high hurdles,

beating out Bailey, of Chicago, who had been

picked to win the event on form. The 220-

yard run was done by Cartmell, of Louisville, in

:22 flat, Parsons, of Los Angeles, finishing

close behind him. Haight, of Chicago, took

the two-mile run, beating Small, of Buffalo,

by fully 100 yards, though Small hung to him

until the last half lap. The most enthusiastic

and spectacular race of the meet was the relay,

which was won by Los Angeles in 3 :36 1/5 ;

Chicago second and Cincinnati third. There

was nothing but Chicago in the pole vault,

Norn's clearing 10 feet 8 inches, while Buffalo

took the shot put. Schommer, Chicago's all-

round man, took the high jump, clearing the

bar at 5 feet 8 inches, though Crommell, of

Los Angeles, pushed him hard. Johnson, St.

Louis' weight man, won the 16-pound hammer

throw, as was expected. Distance, 128 feet 7

inches. The discus throw went to Gunn, of

Buffalo, who hurled the weight 106 feet 3

inches. Hunter, of Louisville, surprised every

one by taking the broad jump, making 21 feet

7 inches, within 4 inches of the Association

record. The ground was so soft that at every

jump each contestant sank fully eight inches in

the mud.

Wrestling and Its Value

BY J. P. KIMMEL, M.D.

Wrestling is an athletic game, distinguished

from gymnastics by its incentive, contest, emu

lation, the desire to throw an opponent an-1

to overcome him. It develops qualities which

are useful in the battle of life. Such qual

ities as determination, courage, alertness, en

durance, resourcefulness, strategy, quickness,

self-control are physical, but very closely al

lied to the moral and spiritual. Love of fair

play, even temper, judgment, Wrestling

then is distinctly helpful to a young man in

finding himself and keeping himself. Catch-

as-catch-can wrestling is American; "Ju-ju-

jitsu" a study of leverage with the limbs

and those of an opponent, is Japanese, and

the study of it is fascinating. Wrestling is

a science and a fascinating study. The bat

tle is in this sport to the skilful, the agile,

the alert, not to the strong alone. The qual

ity of muscle is fine fibred, not bulky and

slow. Many young men love this sport and

may be greatly benefited and held by it in

the Association. Put him at it; he has sur

plus energy to waste, he may be weak in the

very qualities it develops, so much the better.

Wrestling develops the muscles all over the

body, none are excepted; back, neck, chest,

abdomen, forearm—these regions perhaps get

a little more work than the others. As an all-

round developer wrestling is not inferior to any

game. To succeed one must study it closely.

There is no end to the number of holds,

breaks and doubles one may use against an

opponent. I believe that physical directors

should see to it that this sport is a part of

their course in physical training. I have

used it always and many men have been se

cured and held for the Association by it.

How TO INTRODUCE WRESTLING

To popularize "catch-as-catch-can" wres

tling get up some interest, wrestle your

self, get the men at it, whether you know

much about it or not; just wrestle, study the

movements, learn the cross-buttock, half-nel

son, crotch, neck, hammer-lock, full-nelson,

elbow-roll, snare, cross-arm. How? Well, get

the best manual, Hugh Leonard's; it is full

of half-tone cuts of two professionals, illus

trating all these and many other holds. Get

a good wrestling mat, not less than sixteen

feet square; have a special room for wres

tling, and allow the men to use it at any time.

If room is not to be had, use the gymnasium

itself at free hours. Use the holds, breaks

and doubles in the class work to some ex

tent; finish class by stick wrestle, French

wrestle or side holds, pairing the men off.

Pick out the enthusiasts and organize a club.
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Keeping Things Moving in the Physical Department

Washington, D. C., made a specialty last

summer, for both seniors and juniors, of in

struction in swimming and saving the drown

ing. It has made our pool almost like a bee

hive, bringing many new members and holding

many old ones. Team, or squad competi

tion, in athletic and gymnastic events has

proved to be such an attractive and profitable

feature in an athletic club organized among

our strongest "gym" members for indoor com

petition during the winter months that we

plan to extend same to graded class work, hold

ing competition weekly, varying night and scor

ing more for form than difficulty of exercise.

Young Men's Institute, New Ycrfc, breaks

the monotony of gymnasium exhibitions by a

midwinter exhibition in costume, the men

representing the characters in the newspaper

cartoons, among them Buster Brown, Foxy

Grandpa, Sunny Jim, Mr. Pee Wee, etc., etc.

Twenty-two men trained faithfully for it and

gave a performance that took the house. Spe

cial classes to train men for the physical ex

amination of the New York civil service for

police and firemen have brought over a hun

dred members during the past year.

Scran ton, Pa., Conducted a gymnastic exhi

bition Christmas week; contests for fourteen

grammar schools ; interscholastic contests,

Scranton and Wilkes-Barre ; Association con

tests for gymnasium records and Association

contests for athletic records ; New Year's exhi

bitions, swimming contests, gymnasium socials

and closing banquet, group contests, closing

exercises of classes, cross-country runs, bowl

ing tournaments, tramp clubs, first aid and

hygienic classes, Bible classes, tribune sports;

and will direct the coming Labor Day sports.

The director trained Scranton High School

boys and accompanied them to Lehigh sports

last spring. He is also on the committee of

management of Green Ridge Boys' Club, com

posed of working boys, whose motto is, "No

swear, no drink, no smoke."

A Series of Indoor Contests at Fall River,

Mass., holds the members' interest not only for

a season, but gives them something to work for

for seasons ahead. The plan includes seven

grades—junior elementary, junior intermediate,

junior advanced, student, senior elementary,

senior intermediate, senior advanced. The

boy of twelve who can pass the elementary

grade has six years ahead of him. Certificates

are given to all making a required per cent, in

each grade and ribbons to best three in each

of the first four grades and medals to best three

in each senior grade. The examination con

sists of twelve events, different in each grade,

and they are taken four at a time at least a

month apart—three runs, three jumps, three

arm tests and three apparatus work tests. This

plan has been used for five years with increas

ing interest.

PHILADELPHIA BUSINESS MEN'S GYM

NASIUM CLASS.

Class meets twice a week at noon for a light drill, a

game, a shower and lunch together.

The Tarentum, Pa., Gymnasium Men gave

n home talent minstrel show for the erection of

an outdoor gymnasium which is now in opera

tion, and provides a handball court, a tumbling

pit, pole-vaulting, high jumping and quoit-

pitching apparatus. The outdoor gymnasium

has been very popular ; is in use constantly.

The Club House at Rochester in its second

season has a membership of 150. Last year

28 members had canoes ; this year 54. At Lake

Ontario, but six miles north of the city, several

members, who became friends through as

sociating in the gymnasium, have formed camp

ing clubs. They have a tent and take their

breakfast and supper and sleep in good

camping style, and at the same time work in the

city, going to and fro on cars or wheels night

and morning. This is a natural "group camp."

The New Outdoor Gymnasium which the

Youngstown, O., Association erected for the

use of its 1,100 members adjoins the main

building in a lot 80 by 140, which also fur

nishes room for tennis, pole-vaulting, putting

of the shot, etc. The building is 16 feet high

under the rafters, with a floor space of 2,000

square feet of hardwood flooring. The cost

was $600. It is lighted by electricity. A sum

mer schedule of classes has been maintained.
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providing class work and recreatives for boys,

young men and business men. The figures

for July show a total of forty-two classes, av

erage. The principal features of the season's

work were light apparatus work, indoor base

ball, volley ball and tennis. A boy's camp of

twenty participants was conducted.

Life Saving Classes with practical instruc

tion and practice in rescuing and carrying in

the water have been formed at Evanston, 111.,

as well as weekly social swimming parties.

Early this summer two baseball leagues, one

for Intermediates with three teams and one for

Juniors with four teams, were formed. The

winning team in each received a pennant in

scribed with the names of the players. This

fall representative basketball and indoor ball

teams, mostly handicap indoor meets, and a

track team, life-saving club, gymnasium Bible

study club, besides the regular schedule of

gymnasium classes and competitive work, will

be pushed.

Norwich, Conn., had an indoor athletic

contest of ten events and a basketball league of

six teams. The contests were held every week.

One week, two basketball games ; the next one

game and two athletic events. The basketball

teams were so evenly matched that the first

three teams were tied twice, -making it neces

sary to play three schedules. There was no

representative team. The interest and class

attendance was good. This summer it has

been the plan to take ministers, business men

and boys' classes for "outings."

Montreal's Gymnasium Men's Bible Study Club

has been in existence three years. It is

composed of gymnasium men only and meets

Sunday afternoon at 5.15 o'clock. The study

is led by the physical director. The men take

tea together at 6 o'clock, followed by a short

informal song service. At thirty sessions the

total attendance was 1,166; average, 39; the

total enrolment, 85. A special service for

Christmas and New Year is held and ad

dressed by prominent local pastors.

Southern California Basket Ball Season closed

with a banquet. Los Angeles had two teams,

the Maroons and Meteors, playing in the

Southern California League. This league was

a peculiarly arranged affair, as it was organized

solely for the purpose of providing friendly

games and controlling the players without play

ing for the championship. Teams of various

ability entered, and the schedule was so ar

ranged that those teams of equal standing met

each other. This did away with the usual "get-

there-anyway" idea, but did not interfere with

a healthy spirit of rivalry. The Association

also conducted three leagues for members only

during the year. In the fall a junior and

senior league, of four teams each, were ar

ranged, composed of men from the different

classes. In the winter four teams competed

for the Intermediate Championship and a cup.

The Meteors won, with a record of six victories

and no defeats. Two boys' teams were also

organized, one of which, the Alerts, won six

games without a defeat.

The Summer Activities in Los Angeles in

cluded the championship handball tournament

in singles and doubles. The Association play

ers are the best in town. A baseball team

is playing every Saturday in a six-team league,

known as the Commercial League. A cup will

be given the winning team. The athletic mem

bers meet twice each week for evening practice

together and do their special training individ

ually or in squads as they can best arrange for

it. Twelve regular class sessions per week

were conducted in the gymnasium for men and

boys during June, and eight sessions for men

in July and August. Apparatus examinations

are being given all the boys' classes to decide

who are eligible to be promoted to higher

squads and more advanced classes when the

regular work begins the first of September. A

complete graded apparatus system will include

and connect all the different graded classes

next year, and the two most advanced classes

will be organized as clubs, which will elect pros

pective candidates to membership, subject to

their ability to pass the required entrance ex

amination. The Annual Gymnasium Exhibi

tion was given by 106 members, with members

of the Association glee club and Association or

chestra assisting.

Developing Summer Gymnasium Work-

Team contests and indoor baseball were intro

duced into the spring and summer work of the

young men's evening classes at the Boston As

sociation gymnasium after the close of the

regular winter season with excellent results.

The class in calisthenic work was reduced to

fifteen minutes at the start, as a warming-up

process for the remainder of the evening. It

was followed by half an hour or a little more

of athletic competition between the members

of the different teams, the events for competi

tion being varied as much as possible. Practi

cally all gymnastic apparatus work was cut out.

The remainder of each evening was devoted to

a game of indoor baseball. This program

aroused much interest and held the attendance

of many men at a season of the year when

gymnasium attendance usually falls down close

to nominal. One evening, when the outdoors

thermometer read between 80 and 90, there

were twenty fellows on the floor, and the

next night, when there was nothing attractive

in the gymnasium, there was but one man in

gymnasium clothing. These sentences tell the

story. "There must be a lot of fellows like

me," one of the men said, "who have nowhere

particular to go these evenings. I know I am
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SWEDISH BAR WORK IN ROCHESTER GYMNASIUM.

Best exercise for business men.

giad of a chance to come. After being hived

up in a hot office all day I know I feel better

for a good sweat and a shower-bath at night."

It ought to be quite in line with the spirit of

Association physical work to take trouble for

even a small number of men under such con

ditions. The number did seem small in a gym

nasium like that of Boston, where classes of

50 to 100 men are common enough in the win

ter season, but there is work to be done with

a small number that cannot be done so well

with a crowded gymnasium. One thing that

was noticed in connection with the summer

work this year was the development of a social

spirit. They had a chance to get acquainted

with one another that is not always easy with

big classes. As a small assistance to this social

spirit, the indoor baseball game one evening

near the end of the summer season was stopped

half an hour earlier than usual. All hands

adjourned to a small room, where a long table

covered with cut watermelon furnished the ex

cuse for the curtailment of floor pleasures.

Talk of the "Watermelon Social" Listed weeks

after.

The St. Louis Central

Association Athletic Team

during the season of 1904

has carried its colors nobly

through many closely con

tested games. Athletics

have been very active in

this section of the coun

try, owing to the stimulus

received from the Olym

pian games. The first meet

of the season was held in

the great World's Fair

Stadium, when between

12,000 and 15,000 people

witnessed the. games. St.

Louis Central teams won

the relay championship

race of the State of Mis

souri, also first in the 440

and third in the 880 yards

and making a new record

in the relay race. July

has been the most stren

uous month. In the Stadium on July 2 this team

defeated the Missouri Athletic Club, the crack

athletic organization of the West, in basket

ball. Score, 11 to 7. And on the same date

the athletic meet which was held tinder the

auspices of the W. A. A. U. was won by the

St. Louis Central, with the credit of three firsts,

two seconds and three thirds. In the world's

Olympian basketball games the team won third

place. The handicap and championship meet

of the W. A. A. U. was run off July 28 and 30.

In the handicap meet Central men won two

firsts, one second and one third, and in the

championship meet scored one first, one second

and one third, giving them second place in the

handicap meet and third in the championship

meet.

The Minneapolis Boys' Physical Department

enlists over 200 boys in teams under two

leagues playing regular scheduled games each

week this summer. Both these leagues,

the "City Amateur" and "Boys' Amateur,"

organized with four of the fastest 16-17

WORLD'S FAIR FENCING CLUB, ST. LOUIS CENTRAL.
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year-old teams. The second with twenty teams

of grammar school age. The physical director

was elected president of the leagues, and with a

committee from the boys made out an entire

season's schedule which the boys are faithfully

following. The stimulus came from the boys'

physical department acquiring a lot four

blocks from the Association on which to play

their games The Association thereby keeps in

touch with a large proportion of the" boys of

the Twin Cities". _ „_ .

A Minstrel Show is held every spring at

Memphis, Tenn., requiring three or four months

of preparation. Generally fifty or sixty seniors

are interested. The baseball team is the at

traction during the summer, with thirty men

to draw from. It is the best team in the city

by long odds. The senior classes are kept up

all the year round, and have a splendid attend

ance during the summer.

PUSH-BALL TEAM. PETERSBURG. VA.

Push Ball is played on a level field, 140

yards in length and 50 yards wide, and the

ground is divided into 10 yard sections as in

football. Where the game is played indoors,

and' no doubt it will become popular in ar

mories, the floor space can be greatly less

ened. Instead of 10 yard spaces they can be

anywhere from two up, according to size of

floor. Eleven men play on a side, five for

ward, two left, two right, two as goal-keepers.

Cross bars are put up as in football. If the

ball is shoved under the bar it counts 5 points,

and if it is lifted or thrown over the bar it

counts 8 points. The principal object is to

push and shove and keep the ball in constant

motion till the opponent's goal is crossed.

The opening play. in any match is very spec

tacular, the ball in center, men on lines. At

referee's whistle all start with a flying rush

for the center. It is in this play that the

best men come in, where strength and push

ing qualities count so much. There are many

scientific plays that will count also—for in

stance, the flying wedge. This play is brought

into the game on a penalty of a second foul.

The team that has been penalized is behind

the ball, bracing it, but is not allowed to

move it. Then the opponents line up at least

fifty yards on the other side of the ball and

at a given signal start at full speed. As the

other team is bracing the ball like a stone

wall, it would not do for the flying wedge

to hit it square head on, so by a zig-zag

movement down the field, they hit it on one

side or the other (those behind do not know

which way they are coming, as they cannot

see over the ball). In knocking it sideways

a start is secured down the field towards

the goal.

W. J. KIBBY.

Petersburg, Va.

Athletics and a Manly Gospel

It is noted in the Year-Book of the order that

the Young Men's Christian Associations have

now over five hundred gymnasiums, attended

by 130,000 men and boys. Thus they consti

tute the greatest athletic organization in the

world. As the chief growth of the Associa

tions' membership is stated to have come from

boys and men not affiliated with churches, it

may be safely assumed that the gymnasiums

have played a very considerable part in the

expansion of the grand body. One need not

philosophize over "muscular Christianity" to

point the good of the athletic feature in the

Association work. Under such auspices sports

and games are sure to be carried on in whole

some and manly fashion. The developments

from them are reasonably certain to be health

ful and hopeful. And as the Associations are

many and are widely scattered there is a broad

dissemination of the gospel of the "sound mind

in a sound body." Besides, from conscious

strength and its trained exercise come self-

control, than which there is no more potent

social missionary. The Young Men's Chris

tian Associations do wisely in multiplying their

gymnasiums with their numbers.—N. Y. World

Editorial, August 5, 1904.

A report of the Physical Directors' Confer

ence at St. Louis is being prepared by Dr.

Fisher and will appear in the October number.
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BOYS' GYMNASIUM CLASSES. GLACE GAY. C. B.

The Boy in the Gymnasium

Fifty or seventy boys in a locker room get

ting ready for a gymnasium class, or get

ting into their street clothes after their bath,

are a live issue. A live man is required to

meet it. Too frequently there is lack of proper

supervision just here. Sometimes the boys

are left alone or placed in charge of one of

the janitors. The result is disorder and

sometimes disaster. The locker room pre

sents a big opportunity for getting in touch

with the boys, and the physical director hav

ing charge of a class should be responsible

for it not only on the gymnasium floor but

in the locker room as well. It seems easier

for boys (and men also) to step over the

bounds of gentlemanliness, if not of decency,

in the locker room than anywhere else, and

some men in touch with the boys and able

to control them should be on hand to see that

everything is correct, and that no parent has

cause to complain of reports of improper con

duct in the locker room brought in by his boy.

And the baths usually need some super

vision other than that of the men in charge.

Many a janitor's life is made miserable be

cause he can not control the boys in the

baths. Supervision here by the right person

is also absolutely essential. It's a good

plan for the physical director to meet

the boys in the locker room before the class,

and be with them while they are using the

different privileges in connection with their

gymnasium work.

Parents expect their boys to have careful

supervision while they are in the Associa

tion building. It is the rule in some Associa

tions to allow no boys on the gymnasium

floor excepting when a physical director is

present with them. This is a good rule, for

a bunch of boys turned loose in the gym

nasium without some one to look after them

usually ends sooner or later in a serious acci

dent to a boy, to say nothing of damage to

the apparatus and fixtures. Keep the boys

off until the director is present.

The gymnasium is a good place to teach

the boys punctuality. Classes should begin

on schedule time and CLOSE promptly. It has

worked well in one Association to allow no

boys to come on the gymnasium floor after

the bell has sounded for the class, unless a

written excuse is presented from a parent for

tardiness. The class should close promptly,

and the boys be gotten out of the baths and

locker room according to schedule. Parents

frequently have just cause for complaints of

their boys getting home too late or irreg

ularly. The boys like it better when they

know what they may. depend on. Nothing

hurts a class so much as irregularity.

Give the older boys—the high and prepara

tory fellows—something strenuous . in the

gymnasium. They are not satisfied with the

work suitable to boys of twelve and thir

teen. They can usually do most of the stunts

of the young men's classes, and that is the

sort of work which appeals to them. It's a

wise physical director who knows just when

to loosen the reins and when to keep them

tight, when he is handling the high-school

boys. But what big dividends it pays to work

for them!

The physical director should attend and

be actively interested in the boys' religious

meetings and see to it that every boy in the
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WHITE PLAINS

HIKERS DRIVEN

TO COVER.

One of the experi

ences during a rainy

week when a party of

White Plains (N. X.)

boys on a tramp trip

of 06 miles in five

days slept in a barn

to escape a doumpour.

No better summer va

cation trip than "hik

ing" through a hilly

country with a big

gypsy wagon to carry

the "duffle."

department knows he is. 'He can influence

more boys to attend the Bible classes and

religious meetings than even the boys' work

director.

The "Mat" Bible class is a good thing.

Boys too often disassociate good times and

religion. The Mat Bible class blends these

into one, and the boy is unconsciously im

pressed that there is nothing in religion to

prevent his having a good time.

In keeping order on the gymnasium floor

during class periods, it is well to remember

that boys may be led but not driven. It is an

evidence of weakness on the part of the di

rector when boys are being constantly ban

ished from the floor for misconduct. A boy

should never be sent from the floor except as

the very last resort, and then he should be sent

out in the kindliest manner, and with no

show of anger or manifest impatience. Boys

know when they get justice, and they usually

make no objection to a just punishment.

A special day set apart once a month for

parents to witness the gymnasium class drill

is a good thing. The work should be given

just as it is at the regular class, as parents

have a right to see exactly how their boys

are handled and directed. This arrangement

brings the parents into closer touch with the

boys' work, creates enthusiasm among the

boys, encourages better work on the gym

nasium floor and makes friends for the Asso

ciation.

A certain physical director has a simple

system of keeping an individual record of at

tendance. Should a boy be absent two con

secutive classes he is looked after, either by

mail or by a personal call, the boys' work

director cooperating in the plan. The plan

retains many boys who might otherwise drop

out, and it pleases the parents immensely.

Boys generally dislike dumb-bell drills and

similar work. A majority of them will "cut"

it if they can. The drill is usually too long.

If it must be given, make it short, bright

and breezy, and be through with it before

the weary stage comes on. Boys' work in the

gymnasium must be largely recreative; games

must be invented to take the place of long,

tiresome drills. A. A. JAMESON.

IN LINCOLN'S

CAMP.

Breakfast time in

camp. The time when

Quantity counts more

than quality. Hastings

and South Omaha

join in camp ;«(*

Lincoln.



A Needed but Neglected Type of Evangelism

BY FRED. S. GOODMAN.

An intelligent observer will not claim that

men are being evangelized in a large or thor

ough way in America. Here and there one

may find spots in which thorough work is

being done, but a church or a community in

which evangelism in its largest aspects, in

cluding a strong grasp of the problems in

volved, and where varied, enterprising, en

thusiastic and continuous effort is the prom

inent feature of Christian activity, is conspic

uously unique.

The Young Men's Christian Association

movement of America is not behind the

church as a whole. It has at no time in forty

years been a greater evangelistic power than

to-day. Nevertheless, in comparison with its

field, its present opportunity, its leadership

and resources, it cannot be called a great

evangelistic agency. It is true that over

16,000 men and boys professed to enter the

Christian life last year through Association

efforts, and nearly 4,000 of them united with

local churches, and that this number is more

than twice as great as four years ago. But,

remembering that there are nearly 2,000 sec

retaries and physical directors and over

150,000 active members in America, the total

number is small.

What is the trouble? Does the Gospel fail

to stand the test? A thousand times "No."

The trophies of strong men won from lives

of sin week by week prove its unchanging

vitality and perennial freshness. Is God with

holding His blessing for some inscrutable

reason? I cannot believe it.

Dr. Alexander MacLaren, of Manchester,

England, has put his finger on the weak spot,

in the following words: "I do not believe the

multitude will ever be reached until Chris

tians in far larger numbers, and with far

more system than hitherto, go among them,

and, by individual effort, cast silken chains of

sympathy and brotherliness around them,

which may draw them out of the depths."

The average Christian, even the most gen

uinely earnest, seldom regards himself as

called to be a bearer of the evangel to his

fellow, his shopmate, or his neighbor. To

him, the word evangelism is invariably as

sociated with a public service, a church or

hall, or possibly a tent, with an address and

more or less formal exercises. The meaning

of the word in his mind would not be recog

nized by the average earnest Christian who

lived during the first two centuries. Even to

day the converts in Korea, China and Japan

have a different conception of the term. To

evangelize literally means to declare to an

other a joy-giving message, a piece of good

news. Philip, a layman, turned aside from

his ordinary duties to evangelize men, after

having shown special aptitude in this direc

tion, and left the unusual, the exceptional,

the public meetings at Samaria, where he

was doing a mighty work with crowds, to

engage at the suggestion of the Spirit of

Jesus, in the more natural, the more com

mon method of personal evangelism, with

the titled stranger from Africa. Luke de

votes almost as much space in the Acts to this

incident as to Peter's great sermon at

Pentecost. This was the characteristic

method of the early church, and it is largely

the same in the native churches in mission

lands. By interviews, neighborhood chats,

conversations in the market-place, on the

highway, or under the trees at the cool of the

day, in the family circle by two and threes, or

in small groups, Christians pass on the good

news. Formal preaching is the exceptional

not the' common, method of evangelism.

Here is where we are weak. This largely

explains our failure to evangelize in a large

way. We have come to depend on meetings,

sermons and addresses, until it is the excep

tion to find a Christian like Horace Rose,

or Tom Pape, or Jerry McAuley or Hugh

Beaver. Our elaborate schemes for evangel

izing by wholesale frequently disappoint us

in the last analysis because they lack the cor

rective of this other method to give them the

highest efficiency. This explains to a large

degree the discrepancy between the number

of those who profess to begin the Christian

life, and the number who with determination

publicly confess Jesus as Saviour and Lord

and show by changed conduct that they have

a new Master. The rest who did not com

plete their confession, in many cases, simply

lacked the patient, tactful, persevering help

of a loving friend to guide them over the

dark places, to point out the pitfalls in the

early stages of the way before they stand on

the "Everlasting Rock." The absence of this

hand-to-hand touch explains the stagnation

or backsliding of countless young Christians.

In a word, a widespread revival of this nor

mal and scriptural, this only feasible method

of evangelism for the average Christian—

evangelism by personal testimony in the or

dinary walks of life—will solve some of the

most serious problems confronting the Asso

ciation and the church.

This method will furthermore help to in

crease the success of our more public methods

of evangelization.

To illustrate: The Illinois state conven

tion last October was participated in by a

physical director from a distant state. His

place on the program was early enough to

permit his returning home on Friday, ac

cording to the custom of most convention
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speakers. But he was more than a physical

director and different from many Christians.

A loving and loyal disciple of Christ, he is

always watching for an opportunity to bear

personal testimony to the Saviour whom he

found after a long struggle fifteen years ago.

He remembers how his own conversion was

largely due to the long-continued efforts of

a friend. He decided to remain at the con

vention over Sunday, and share in the op

portunity offered for personal evangelism in

connection with the Sunday meeting to be ad

dressed by Fred B. Smith. He sat in the rear

of the hall and watched for his opportunity.

Such a man always finds one. After Mr.

Smith's first strong appeal, a business man

sitting near our friend arose but declined to

go forward. Our friend entered into conver

sation with him. He finally refused to take

any further steps toward the Christian life.

But our friend was in earnest. He secured

the man's name and address and began a

correspondence immediately upon his return

home. Arguments were presented, pam

phlets sent and frequent prayers were offered.

At the end of four months the man openly

confessed his Saviour, united with a church

and became a voluntary contributor to the

local Association and the state work. After

his interview with this man. as our friend

was leaving the hall, he met another young

business man who apparently had not been

touched by the address and who declined all

overtures towards any expression of interest

at the time. As in the former case, our

friend patiently began his campaign of per

sonal evangelism by correspondence. At the

end of seven months he was delighted to

receive a letter from the young man announc

ing his decision to enter the Christian life.

In the letter he said: "You would not know

old Rockford now; it is so changed. You

probably thought that the letters and pam

phlets you sent me were consigned to the

waste basket. This was not the case. They

were all carefully read."

This physical director illustrates in sev

eral ways the point of this article. First: He

appreciated the value of personal evangelism.

His own salvation was due to this method.

Second: He felt himself called to the work

of personal evangelism, just as every Chris

tian is called. But unlike most Christians,

he was true to his calling. Third: He really

enjoyed this kind of work, as does every

man who tries it thoroughly, faithfully and

in humble reliance on the power of his Mas

ter to fit him for it. Fourth: He was ready

for the opportunity when it came to him,

because he was expecting it. Fifth: He did

not stop with merely beginning the work, as

most of us do. He was not trying to satisfy

his conscience. He was trying to win a man,

and like the shepherd who searched for the

lost sheep "until He found it," our friend

persevered until both men were won.

Fellow Christian, are you true to your call

ing, are you, as your Lord expects you to be.

engaged in a "Campaign of Testimony" for

Him? Are you modestly and yet ear

nestly and persistently trying to bear a

true report to some other fellow of

what you personally know of Jesus

your Saviour? Dr. Chalmers .said, "Our

great business with Christianity is to pro

ceed upon it." We need not prove it. Let

us tell it. Pass on the good news. Tell that

other man about your best Friend and what

He wants to do for every man. As the Sun

day-School Times has recently said, why not

talk about "The Great Permission" in

stead of "The Great Commission," the per

mission to show kindness to needy men.

The greatest kindness of which we are cap

able is to introduce a man to Jesus Christ.

In a recent editorial in the New York 5"«H,

suggested by the baccalaureate sermon of

Bishop Lawrence, on The Ideal Life: The

Life of Jesus, the following statement was

made: "Where in civilization, with its fierce

competitions, are the rules for the conduct of

life laid down by Jesus obeyed? If they were

obeyed, would not the whole character of

civilization be 'changed radically?" Yes in

deed, and that "changed civilization" is the

goal of humanity, the Kingdom of Heaven

on earth. But the change must be made

through changed individuals, and most indi

viduals have been changed, humanly speak

ing, because of the fidelity of individual Chris

tians to Jesus.

Fellow Christians, have you ever thought

that your neglect of personal testimony is

possibly doing more to delay the Kingdom

than all your praying "Thy Kingdom come,"

and all your giving may be doing to hasten

it? Think it over. "He died for all, that

they who live should no longer live unto

themselves, but unto Him who for their

sakes died and rose again." "I have chosen

you, that ye should go and bring forth fruit."

"Let him that heareth say, 'Come'."

In soliciting by mail for funds for State

work a letter came to a man in the country.

The reply tells a story of continuing influence.

He wrote : "My boy saw your letter, and I told

him how I was saved from rum through an

Association secretary, in 1874, and that was

why he had a sober father. He understands it,

and gives his first day's wages. I want to put

down $— for myself. May God bless you in

your work."



A Health Talk by "The Old Man" to His Salesmen

From a Series of Articles Showing How John T. Bolts. Head of a Manufacturing Concern, Imbued His Salesmen

with Ideas That Helped to Build up a J5,000,000 Corporation, and Which May Be Applied by

Any Merchant to His Own Business.

BY HENRY M. HYDE, OF THE " CHICAGO TRIBUNE"

(Copyrighted, 1004, by John Lee Mahin. Reprinted by permission.)

The Old Man had it all written out when

he walked into the advertising department.

He tore out the page from his "Things-To-

Do-To-day" book, and laid it on the man

ager's desk.

"There," he said, "Have that set in good

big type, put a red head on it, sign my name

and see that it goes out to every salesman

before night. Tell them I want an answer

from each one."

The advertising manager picked up the

slip of paper as the Old Man walked out. A

year or two before he might have been

moved to laughter by what he read. But he

had learned the wisdom of not laughing at

what the Old Man did. Somehow, the Old

Man always got the last laugh.

This is what was written on the sheet of

paper torn from the Old Man's book:

SPECIAL ATTENTION.

To All Salesmen:

Eat an apple every night just before

you go to bed.

Take eight hours' sleep every night.

Take a cold sponge bath every

morning.

Don't overload your stomach.

If you don't take time for daily ex

ercise, you'll have to take time to be

sick.

Drink a lot of pure water every day.

(Signed) JOHN T. BOTTB.

It happened that three or four of the sales

men were in at the factory within a few days

after the Old Man's letter went out. Each

of them called on the Advertising Manager to

ask what it meant.

"What's got into the Old Man now?" was

the general inquiry. "He must be getting

kind of dotty. What did he mean by that

fool circular about eating apples, anyhow?"

"You'd better ask the Old Man," said the

advertising manager.

It was two weeks later when the Old Man

came into the advertising department again

and laid down a couple of sheets of paper,

thickly covered with lead pencil writing.

''I guess I've heard from all the boys on

that health circular of mine," he said, "and

most of them seem to be somewhat puzzled.

So I've written out a little explanation I

wish you'd have it set up and sent out to

them to-day."

This was what he had written:

"Gentlemen of the Selling Force: I gather

that all of you are puzzled by the little cir

cular I sent you the other day about eating

apples and drinking plenty of pure water.

In fact, I understand that some of you are

solicitous about my sanity. On the latter

point let me hasten to reassure you. In all

the history of insane asylums there is no

record of any inmate with light blue eyes

and pale red hair. If you have any recol

lection of my appearance you will see that

that lets me out. Now as to the circular: I

wanted to make you men think a little about

your health. Good health is the most im

portant asset a salesman can have. The

trouble is that most of us think we are in good

health so long as we are not in bed. But

that isn't the kind of good health I am talking

about.

"Of course it is a little better to be able

to crawl around the streets with the aid of a

supporting cane and cocktail than it is to be

bedridden—but it isn't much better.

"What I mean is the kind of health that

makes you wake up in the morning ready to

jump out of bed and sing—you're so glad

you're alive—the kind that carries you through

the whole day under a big head of steam

without realizing that you've got such a

thing as a stomach or a head or a back; so

that the minute you lay your head down on

the pillow at night—not later than 10:30

o'clock—you forget all about everything un

til the breakfast bell wakes you in the morning.

"Now, it is pretty hard to explain how

valuable that sort of good health is to a sales

man. You know what vital power is? Some

people call it personal magnetism. We all

of us have about the same amount of this

vital power. Some of us use up a lot of it in

having the dyspepsia; in smoking more than

is good for us; in playing poker; in drinking

whisky and nursing our heads the next

morning. But if you save up that vital

power, by keeping yourself in perfect health,

you'll certainly have just that much more

left to use when you are talking to a prob

able purchaser. Other things being equal, a

perfectly strong and healthy man will always

make the best salesman. In some way
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which, I have said, it is hard to explain, he

exerts a much greater influence than the

same man would if his head ached and he had

a heavy feeling in his stomach. Perhaps

you'd better take my word for it until you've

had a chance to make a trial for yourself.

Then you'll realize I've been telling you the

truth.

"Now, if you'll get out that apple and

water circular of mine and follow those sug

gestions for a few weeks, you'll be in a fair

way toward getting healthy and keeping so.

And you needn't tell me the result. I can find

that out by watching the daily sales record.

"You see, we've got a few more than

1,000 salesmen in the field. Well, if each

one of you loses only five minutes a day be

cause of headache or some other kind of an

ache, that represents a total loss of 5,000

minutes, or 83 hours a day. At fifty cents

an hour—and all of you are earning more

than that—the total daily loss equals $41.50.

You see I have some reason to be anxious

about your health."

Perhaps it was only a coincidence, or it

may have been due to other causes, but just

a month later, orders began to pick up very

vely.

"I guess," said the Old Man, one morning

after the improvement had become marked,

' ' I guess the apples and pure water are doing

their perfect work."

The Gentle Art of Self-Defense

Self-defense means more than punishing

an assailant, or bluffing into silence an offen

sive talker, or knocking out a ruffian. It

means the art of defending one's self against

self; of- subduing all the noxious tenden

cies to which life is heir. It means the sur

vival of the fittest in morals quite as much

as in muscle, even in the economics of living.

Many a man is so shame-faced in the mat

ter of money that he dare not dress differently,

eat differently, recreate differently or give

less than his comrades. He lacks the nerve

to begin to save, so goes to poverty. He dare

not refuse to smoke when it is to his injury,

nor decline a drink when he knows that it

will end in a spree, nor say "no" to gaming

when nothing but loss is certain. He must

he thinks, keep going with the crowd if he's,

to be anybody. He goes with his crowd and,

like it, becomes commonplace.

It is the man who can put on the gloves

with himself and take a few falls out of him

self and knock a good deal of nonsense out

of his hide, that wins the bout in life.

Sacrifice is the law of success in everything

that's worth while; scholarship, politics, busi

ness, health, friendships, morals and religion.

To give up enough ease and self-gratification

to achieve, marks the differences in the ulti

mate classification of men.

This is-not a New Year's sermonette, but a

few hints given in the hope that some moral

coward will happen to read, be ashamed of

himself and begin to practice the gentlemanly

art of self-defense against the lower instincts

of both mind and body. It can be com

menced as well to-day as on the first of Jan

uary.—G. K. SHUTLEFF in Clmeland's Young

Men.

How Horace Rose Caught Men

As a State convention which he visited,

Rose had been assigned for entertainment

to one of the best hotels in the city. The

convention was being held in a college town.

On a previous visit to the same place Rose

had become acquainted with a group of ath

letic men in the institution who had been

greatly taken with his spirit in spite of their

unclean lives. As soon as they learned that

lie was in town they invited him to share

their rooms during the convention. He re

ferred the matter to one or two secretaries

who were with him. They opposed accepting

the invitation because they knew how heavy

a strain would be put upon him by the work

of the convention. Their advice was that he

go to the hotel where he could take care of

himself. In spite of this opposition he ac

cepted, saying, "If I can get down and help

those men I am going to do it."

When he entered the rooms to which he

was invited, he found on the walls some pic

tures that offended his sense of propriety, and

rebuked the fellows by saying that those

would have to come down if he was going

to stay there. They retorted that "he woulJ

have to take them down first." At college.

Rose was a famous wrestler. He immediately

accepted their challenge, and one at a time

threw the four men in succession, although

two of them were much larger men. After

the wrestling bout, he saw a baseball on the

table, and said, "Do you men play ball?"

And they replied, "Yes, a little." Rose said.

"I used to do some of it myself. Come out

in the yard and I will play burn with you."

And the old 'Varsity catcher used his strong

arm for the glory of God, and soon retired

the group with puffed hands. When they

came back into the house, Rose said, "Now

you can see that you are not the whole thing,

what do you say about those pictures?"

Without any other words, the men took the

offensive decorations down, and before the

convention closed they were led into the king

dom.—From A Memorial of Horace Rose.

The October number of ASSOCIATION MEN

will be a special campaign number for the Fall

and religious work. •



For a United Forward Movement

Special Resolution Passed by the Buffalo Convention

WHEREAS, THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS OF NORTH AMERICA HAVE BEEN GRANTED GREAT

MATERIAL BLESSING IN THE EXTENSION OF THEIR WORK, AS SEEN IN THE CANCELING OF DEBTS, THE SECURING

PROPERTY AND THE ERECTION OF BUILDINGS, AND IN THE MARVELOUS INTERNAL GROWTH, BOTH IN THE DEPART

MENTS OF RELIGIOUS WORK AND IN THR DEPARTMENTS FOR THE PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL BETTERMENT OF

YOUNG MEN; AND WHEREAS, THE THOUGHT OF THE ASSOCIATION BROTHERHOOD HAS BESN MUCH

OCCUPIED BY GREAT QUESTIONS THAT RELATE TO THE FUTURE OF THE ASSOCIATION MOVEMENT; AND WHEREAS,

IT IS DESIRABLE AND FITTING THAT AT THIS TIME THERE SHOULD BE A SPECIAL EFFORT TO QUICKEN TUB

RELIGIOUS LIFE OF THE ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP THAT IT MAY BE KEENLY SENSITIVE TO SPIRITUAL GUIDANCE;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, FIRST, THAT THIS CONVENTION INAUGURATE A SPECIAL EVANGELISTIC MOVEMENT

AND ISSUE A CALL TO THE ASSOCIATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES AND BRITISH PROVINCES FOR A CONCERTED

EFFORT FOR THE QUICKENING OF THE RELIGIOUS LIFE OF THE ASSOCIATIONS, AND FOR THE REVIVAL.

OF RELIGION AMONG YOUNG MEN; SECOND, THAT THE CHURCHES OF ALL EVANGELICAL DENOMINATIONS BE

REQUESTED TO COOPERATE WITH THE ASSOCIATIONS IN THIS EVANGELISTIC EFFORT AMONG YOUNG MEN; THIRD,

THAT THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE BE REQUESTED TO CONSIDER THE APPOINTMENT OF AN ADVISORY COM

MITTEE TO COOPERATE WITH THE FIELD DIVISION OF THE SPECIAL RELIGIOUS WORK DEPARTMENT IN MAKING

THAT WORK EFFECTIVE.

To the Associations of North America:

The resolution adopted by the International

Convention at Buffalo is surely worthy of more

than common attention by the entire brother

hood. That it may by no means be forgotten

amid a multitude of other activities, we take

this method of calling it to your attention and

also of making some suggestions that will, per

haps, help in carrying out the true spirit of such

a campaign.

Preparation—An evangelistic effort of either

short or long duration that is not preceded by

systematic preparation will be but a superficial

movement and its final result will be loss and

not gain. This preparation involves many im

portant features that are worthy of much care

and thought, but only three can be mentioned

in this letter.

(a) Cooperation of Christian Laymen.—

Evangelistic results are but an index of the

earnest heart concern of Christian men for

their fellow-men, and as this sane but intense

concern is increased in quantity and quality

the more natural and abiding will be the re

sults in winning men to Jesus Christ. There

fore the very beginning of such a movement

ought to be the enlisting of a sufficient group

of laymen—strong, representative, loyal church

men. The character of this company will rep

resent the character of the entire effort. This

group might be organized as a "Special

Evangelistic Campaign Committee" or asked

to become a division of the regular organiza

tion in this department.

(&) Cooperation of Pastors and Churches.

—The resolution very wisely asks that this

campaign be brought to the attention of all

evangelical churches in places where such ef

forts are to be made and their cooperation

secured. This ought to be one of the first

steps taken and will be an earnest of success if

accomplished. It is hoped that very early in

September meetings may be held of pastors,

and the whole plan outlined, but even earlier

this letter might be mailed to all those who

are accessible.

(c) The Coordination of Methods to Reach

the Fullest Measure of Blessing and Profit.—

The campaign must be comprehensive enough

to embody all the well-established methods,

namely, by organizing individuals to work for

individuals, by religious meetings in associa

tion buildings, theaters, shops, cottages,

churches, etc., and by evangelistic Bible classes.

Largest success is not to be had by simply ex

perimenting to learn which method is better

than some other, but in the fullest use of all

that is good in all the well-tested methods.

Conduct—Great care ought to be taken in the

conduct of such a campaign to avoid the pos

sibility of reaction, with the consequent detri

ment to the work. If the movement is marked

by wise and prudent management it will be

but the opening of larger doors in years to fol

low, but if the reverse is true, then it will be

doubly hard to undertake such work in com

ing years. Two vital features should be thor

oughly thought out before action is taken.

(a) Time or Length.—In only a few cities

is it possible to conduct prolonged meetings

for men. The larger results are being secured

by shorter campaigns, by greater emphasis put

upon them and by holding them oftener during

the year. The best results secured in the defi

nite winning of men during the past two years

have been in cities where the usual rule has

been to make the service evangelistic one Sun

day in each month, from October to May.

(6) The Message.—Every such service

should deliver a message that will live as an

abiding contribution to the life of each man

present, but if the purpose of these resolu

tions is to be realized, the prevailing note in the

message must be evangelistic. By many ap

peals relating to service, to character, and to

destiny, may the hearts and consciences of men

be aroused and quickened, but only by the good

news of salvation through Jesus Christ can men

be led to confess and forsake sin and enter

upon true service, right character and glorious

destiny. The call, then, should be one to de

cision for Christ as Saviour and Lord. Above

all things in such a campaign, avoid the sensa

tionalist or the man accustomed to severe criti

cism of the church or its officers. No man

ought to speak on the platform of the Young
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Men's Christian Association that would not be

acceptable to the evangelical churches of the

community. With equal care avoid the mu

sical sensationalist.

Depth—It is a reasonably easy thing to in

fluence men to take the first step in Christian

life, but the equally vital and essential thing

to the real success of such a movement is that

it shall be organized and followed up in such

a way that the results may be preserved to the

maximum, and if this is to be accomplished

there are two principles to be observed.

(a) Bible Teaching.—To influence young

men to enter the Christian life and then fail to

make provision for their instruction in that

life by the Word of God, is to do them a positive

harm ; therefore, each Association entering

heartily upon this campaign ought to put, as a

foundation for it, and superstructure to it,

greater emphasis upon an enlarged Bible study

work, following the ''Proposed Forward

Movement in Association Bible Study" issued

by the Bible Study and Literature Division of

the International Committee.

(b) A Large Outlook.—It is also becoming

very apparent that no great evangelistic move

ment can be successfully launched and carried

out unless men attain a large vision of the

possibilities of the. Kingdom of God. There

fore, a vital element in the movement ought to

be the presentation of the world-wide conquest

of the gospel. A very marked fact in the past

five years has been that the places where the

largest number of young men have been won to

Christ have been those in the fore front of mis

sionary activity.

Prayer —Such movements to be real and

abiding must be God given and led. No words

are needed to establish the necessity of prayer

with those to whom this is addressed, but that

this supreme element may be unified and in

creased, is it not possible for each Association

to gather a circle of earnest men who will meet

regularly in prayer for the success of the cam

paign throughout the entire field.

As the year progresses there may arise ques

tions upon which added counsel and advice may

be desired, and this department of the Interna

tional Committee will be glad to cooperate to

the fullest measure with any information or

help that can be so given.

J. G. CANNON,

CLYDE R. JOY,

HENRY B. F. MACFARLAND,

FRED. B. SMITH, Secretary.

Field Division Committee Special Religious Work

Department.

Bible Study Campaign—III

Since the suggestion of a Fortt'ord Move

ment in Association Bible Study was made in

June an extensive correspondence has been

carried on with state secretaries and other

leaders. The response to this suggestion has

been general and hearty. Several states have

already considered the matter in committee

and have adopted a progressive policy, cover

ing the two main points suggested: (1) A

Bible Study Department in every Association

with a secretary before January 1, 1905. (2)

A higher standard of work—more classes,

better teaching—in every organized Bible

Study Department.

Obviously, however, such a state policy

depends for its execution on the work of each

local secretary and his volunteer workers.

Does any man called of God to be a secre

tary of a Young Men's Christian Association

need any argument to convince him of his

obligations towards the young men in touch

with his work and towards the Word of God?

Can there be any adequate reason for making

such a campaign as is proposed second to any

other phase of Association work?

Following a presentation of the needs and

plan of this forward movement to a group of

men at Lake Geneva, Sunday, July 24, twenty-

two of them voluntarily entered into a cov

enant to pray each Sunday morning during

the year for the following two-fold object:

(1) An increase of fifty per. cent, in the num--

ber of different Association Bible classes be

fore May 1; (2) a higher standard of work,

and more and better results in Bible study.

The undersigned will be pleased to enroll

others in the "Prayer Fellowship in behalf

of the Forward Movement in Association

Bible Study."

A word more about the "slogan"—one to

fifty. It means as a suggested standard, that

each local Association seek to increase its

different Bible classes on the basis of one

class to every fifty members. (Railroad As

sociations one to one hundred.) Some points

in its favor: First; it will not soon be out of

date. It provides for an increase in classes

with a growing membership. Second; it is

high enough for ninety per cent, of the Asso

ciations—perhaps too high at present for

many. But that is a good fault in any ideal

for a growing organization. Third; it is at

tainable. See the following illustrations from

the reports for the year just closed:

Rochester, N. Y.—"Slogan Standard," 28

classes; actual number of classes, 28. Ann

Arbor, Mich.—"Slogan Standard," 5 classes;

actual, 14 classes. Portland, Ore.—"Slogan

Standard," 33 classes; actual, 29 classes;

Cleveland Central—"Slogan Standard," 44

classes; actual, 39 classes. Philadelphia Rail

road—"Slogan Standard," 23 classes; actual,

18 classes.

Fellow secretary, are you going to be in

this movement from the start? Or do you
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SAN FRANCISCO'S GREAT SHOP MEETING AT THE UNION IRON WORKS.

prefer to come along at the end of the pro

cession three or four years hence? Why not

be in the van? Why not participate in the

work of inaugurating the Forward Move

ment, and have the delight of witnessing its

development, when this means strengthening

our grand movement at one of its weakest

points, besides the immediate results of such a

united effort to exalt the "Word of God"

which liveth and abideth forever?

FRED S. GOODMAN.

A Record of Real Service to Men

THIS CARD RECORD OF WHAT CLEVELAND HAS

DONE FOR THESE MEN SUGGESTS AN ORGANIZED

SYSTEM OF PERSONAL HELPFULNESS THROUGH

PERSONAL INTEREST WHICH SHOULD BE ESTAB

LISHED AS THE WORK OF FIRST IMPORTANCE IN

EVERY ASSOCIATION.

In the religious meetings at Cleveland,

those who express a purpose to live the Chris

tian life are asked to give their names and

addresses on decision cards. In a card cat

alogue a complete record is kept of every

man, including his name, address, where "and

when interested; calls made upon him, by

whom and the results; when he united with

the church, the Association, a Bible class and

took up some form of Christian work. Fifty-

one of the workers have been engaged in this

visitation work. In two months they have

called upon 238 different men, in some in

stances a number of times. Following are

some of the results:

C. G. A.—Signed card in shop meeting. One of the

workers found that he and his wife had been members

of church, but had not attended for two years; were

full of prejudices. We now hold a cottage meeting at

their home each week.

L. P.—Signed card at Sunday Club. Found he had

been a probationer in his home church in Michigan,

but since coming to Cleveland had not attended church.

His name was referred to pastor and he has since

united with the church.

W. E.—Signed card at Sunday Club. For past two

years employed as street-car conductor, with little

opportunity to attend religious services. Had a church

letter. Name was referred to pastor.

T. D.—Signed card at Sunday Club. Married man,

very much in earnest. Name referred to pastor and

he will unite with church.

J. W. G.—Signed card at Guthery Bible Class. He

had been brought up in a Christian home, but had

gotten under bad influences. It was not until three

of our workers had called upon him that he could be

prevailed upon to join a Bible Class. He is now

thoroughly committed to the Christian life.

Fine results have been secured from the

Sunday night men's meetings held in the

smaller churches of the city.

J. W. W.—Was called upon by pastor and one of

the workers. United with the church within three

weeks.

L. D.—Name referred to pastor, who reports "Will

join our church."

L. McC.—Name referred to pastor. Also called

upon by one of our workers. United with church the

nert month.

J. M.—Name referred to pastor, who reported "Back

slider, but thoroughly reclaimed."

A. M. G.—A professional man in middle life. Very

prominent in the community. Is now considering

uniting with the church.

P. S.—Pastor reports: "Attends church regularly;

will probably unite."

The Association tries to still keep hold of

interested men after they leave the city.

O. E.—Expressed interest in the Sunday Club. In

this country only eleven months. His name was

referred to one of our workers, who reported "earnest

man of good moral character." He called at the As

sociation the next week, stating he was going to St.

Louis. We gave him a letter of introduction to the

secretary. Three days after he left his room-mate

reported to us that he had gotten $86 from him

through misrepresentation, and also had left unpaid
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bills amounting to $84. This happened before he be

came interested in our meetings. These facts were

written to the secretary at St. Louis, who wrote us

i hat the young man had secured a position paying $3.50

per day and seemed repentant and disposed to make

restitution. At our suggestion he signed an agree

ment to send us $12 per week until his indebtedness

was paid. This he is now doing.

An important matter is the following up

of men whose names have been sent the

Association from other cities.

B. E. B.—Received letter from mother in Pennsyl

vania asking that her son be looked up, who had

written her three weeks before that he was sick and

out of work. His name was referred to two of the

workers, who found him living in , saloon. His

mother had been sending a check every two weeks,

which the saloonkeeper compelled him to endorse over

to him. -It looked like a hopeless case. After getting

clothing {or him, went to the saloon on Saturday night.

The saloonkeeper denied he was there. Another man

who was drinking in the saloon thought he was up

stairs. He went up with us, where we found the man

and took him to our Railroad Association without the

knowledge of the saloonkeeper. He had been locked

in his room for three days. After giving him a bath

we took him to a hotel where lodging bad been se

cured for him. Two days later we1 got work for him

and he gives every evidence of being a thoroughly re

claimed man.

J. L.—After this, though it was 11 o'clock, we took

the other man we found in the saloon to bis home,

where we had conversation and prayer with himself

and wife. On his own confession he had only been

sober three days in three months. We arranged foi

a cottage meeting at their home the following Tues

day evening. On Monday morning we secured a posi

tion for him—the best he has had in ten years. Sinct

then meetings have been conducted regularly each

week in his home, and he seems a thoroughly changed

man.

How a Training Class Failed

I wish you'd known Will Turner. He and

>oung Hines came into the old rooms in the

basement of the Court House where the Asso

ciation lived its first few years, and pulling

$5 out of his wage envelope paid a year's

membership. There was not much in his face.

It was chubby and cherubic. It was a pale

face with freckles across the nose. It was

good natured, but no one would have called it

a strong face. He had been a varnisher at the

sewing-machine company's works for some

time. His wages were only fair, and there was

his sister to keep and the older brother to help

hold level.

He said No to the question on the blank

about church membership. With a ticket in

his pocket—there was none of the red tape

about preliminary ticket and physical exami

nation in those premicrobic days of happy dark

ness—the two plunged into a gym. romp that

was a certificate of membership for several days

at least. That was the beginning. He came

to the little, old-fashioned men's meeting that

was led by ordinary persons without much of

any titles, where he made no sign but accepted

Christ in a radical, though quiet, way, and

soon after told us that he had joined the

church "on suspicion" the day before. There

was in existence then a Bible training class

led by a man who had to hustle to keep ahead

of the class, but who gave the stuff fresh, for

it had just reached him. Texts were memo

rized, supposedly adapted to the need of men

having certain varieties of religious shortcom

ings or bearing on the great fundamentals of

the Christian faith. Will Turner labored hard

at these. To be frank, he did not seem to get

much.

It was about this time that a meeting in

the jail was tossed over to the Association, and

in the dimness of the time, without any real

ideas about dignity or historic polity, sociology

or any such things, a committee was picked out

to take care of it, whatever it might be. God

is good to folk who don't know much, but are

willing to do what good comes their way in

meekness and fear.

Turner was one of the committee. In a

few months he was all that was left of it. The

rest had tobogganed to other things more to

their taste. Turner hung on and drummed up

some one to go to jail with him when the time

came. There wasn't a pint of theology in th:

bunch, and often the only thing for a jail-bird

to get that he did not know better than the

visitors was the Bible-class texts that Turner

quoted and lived. This jail meeting was his

specialty, and in writing reports to the board

he actually improved his handwriting, for the

report was an event. He believed some of the

things the chaps in jail told him. They came

to believe in him, and he was so childlike and

easy that they rarely bled him for money, while

they would take the secretary's last nickel and

get ready for jail again on what it would buy.

When one of Turner's graduates would

write from the pen it was a red-letter day

for him. Several professed conversion. Some

did not, but wrote anyhow, for he was a

friend. This period covered several years,

and Turner's business affairs were not pros

perous, though he worked hard. Things

seemed against him in this line. He always

paid his membership. There was never a

whine about that. He gave to his church and

failed to take it out in criticism. He got good

from all the preachers. It was a tragic day

when he came to the secretary with the sen

tence of death upon him. "The doctor says I

have Bright's disease." Complain? Not a bit

of it. With the steady quiet that had come

to be his he made his plans to fight for life and

die when it was necessary. Quiet and pale and

weak, but gritty. Growing weaker, losing

ground, but holding the texts and what they

were coming to mean to him.

The advance of disease brought partial

blindness, and the Bible lay in his hands use

less except for what he remembered. Dark

ness deepened, but the inner light never failed.
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In the new home, instead of being the bread

winner, he was the eater, and an uncomfort

ably poor sister kept Will and a sick husband

somehow. Their wants were little and their

hearts were great. Nearby was a country

church. It was stiff enough to kill most of the

spiritual life of the neighborhood. Will Tur

ner never noticed that. He went to the young

people's meeting and quoted the old training-

class texts "hid in the heart" and told what

they meant to him. He was a sensation. The

novelty of this spring of life in the face of

steadily coming death. The texts were spirit

and life. The vale of bones was stirred. The

end came. That's hardly the way to put it.

It was like the relief of the guard on picket.

Physically dreadful was death, but no fear—

just a grip on the old texts from the training

class and the shadow was gone and the light

shone. A mighty common sort of chap in some

ways. His capital was small, but he kept it

busy. This sort of men are mighty uncommon,

rather than common. More's the pity.

W. J. FRASER.

For the Reception Committee—A Cold Reception

A few days ago I called at the Young Men's

Christian Association here and presented my

card from the Association, as I intend

residing here now, but I hardly think the treat

ment accorded me at this point was in accord

with the spirit of what I have been reading in

ASSOCIATION MEN. When I presented my card

and asked for the secretary, a young man at the

desk informed me in an abrupt tone that he

was "one of them." I merely told him I would

like to become a little acquainted, being a

stranger in the city. I thought perhaps I

should be able to meet some friends among the

members of the Association here.

I made a mistake. First in supposing I had

any friends, and next in going to the Associa

tion at all. The genial and gentlemanly sec

retary—that is, "one of them"—kindly informed

me that my card would entitle me to the free

baths, and turned his attention to the discus

sion of a match game of some kind, butting in

with some others who were paying no attention

to him or his talk. I was a littlt disappointed

at this first attempt to see how they work things

up here, but I am a persevering sort of a fel

low, and I tried again the next evening.

After standing around on one foot for half

an hour, "one of the secretaries" appeared on

the scene and I again introduced myself. He

said he was glad to meet me and turned around

and walked off with some one else and sat

down, not talking particularly of anything that

I could see. I was going to give it up then,

but I thought better of it. I waited until the

following evening, and "another" of the sec

retaries appeared, and I introduced myself to

the third. If I keep on I'll get acquainted here

in spite of them—that is, if I keep on—but I

feel like endeavoring to join an anarchist so

ciety, or something where you are made wel

come.

I really didn't expect to be greeted with open

arms, and I didn't expect anything more than

a genial greeting—I can take care of myself in

a crowded Association parlor—I didn't ask any

of them to secure a job for me, or furnish me

with -a week's pay or so, but I'll tell you what

I did expect: I expected to meet a gentleman.

I expected to be greeted with a hand-shake, if

nothing more. I expected to see among the

secretaries one at least who could discern

whether or not a man had had a bath since

the first of the year, and I did expect to meet

with some suggestion as to how I should ar

range to transfer from , what I

should have to pay as back dues for becoming

delinquent since leaving there.

Perhaps there is a difference in the manner

of running the two Associations, but if so they

need an improvement here, and I fancy that

the M Association can give them points

in good breeding if nothing else. I know what

the object of the Association is, and am glad

to belong to it. I feel that it has done me a

great deal of good while I was in .

and I can assure you, and prove it, that I was

a pretty regular attendant at almost everything

that went on in that Association. I think it is

about the finest thing that ever happened, but I

want to tell you there is a great lack of any

thing like courtesy in this place. And I shall

not take out a card here.

A RAILROAD MAN.

For an Hour with the Bible

(From "600 Bible Studies," published by the Evan

gelical Publishing Company.)

SPIRITUAL REMEDIES FOR SPIRITUAL

MALADIES.

Bad temper. Psa. 84: 1.

F.vil speaking. Psa. 86: 28.

Melancholy. Psa. 70: 4.

Scandal. Psa. 71: 8.

Self-righteousness. Psa. 71 : 16.

Fear. Psa. 71: 24.

Boasting. Psa. 44: 8.

F.nvy. Prov. 28: IT.

Kvil thoughts. Psa. 119: 97.

WORK FOR CHRIST.

Commission. 2 Cor. 6: 20.

Messenger. Rev. 22: 17.

Conditions. John 21: 16, 17.

Motive. 2 Cor. 6: 14.

Field. Matt. 26: 40.

Responsibility. Heh. 13:17; Matt. 26: 28.

Strength. 2 Cor. 3: 6; Phil. 4: 18.

Our instrument. 2 Tim. 2: 15.

Success. Psa. 128: 6.



From the Editor's Viewpoint

One-half of the membership of the city and

town Associations are reg-

Physical Tnlning istered for work in the

for 126,000 Physical Departments. This

Men and Boys department is not only the

attraction which brings non-

Christians within the Association's field of in

fluence, but it has made many men favorable to

its message. Since the Association has recog

nized the sanctity of the body and its care and

development as a Christian duty, there has

come into the organization a robustness of

tone, and the objection has been less. often

heard that religion emasculates a man. The

Association easily outclasses any other organi

zation as a factor in physical training, both in

the number of men and boys in its gymnasia

and in the quality of its management. A splen

did spirit of generous interest in school and

town athletics is now being shown in response

to requests for leaders, coaches and trainers for

schools, boys' clubs and . athletic groups. By

this an influence for clean sports is fostered.

Instead of considering these clubs as rivals,

the Association gives every help its superior

facilities affords, and does not seek to com

pete with and win over everything in the field.

Our physical training is bringing to young men

not only health of body, but wholesomeness of

life. The gymnasium is leading men into the

Christian life who could not be approached

through any other avenue.

The sweetest moments of exultant joy in

many a man's life have been

The those when winning an ath-

Splendid letic contest, the victory of

Contest splendid physical life. He

who has enjoyed the tingle

of earnest competition, from boyhood days

when he played his first game of tag or "three

old cats," up to the grammar-school games, then

on the athletic field with the football team or

the great American game of baseball, or the

noble Canadian games of lacrosse or hockey,

has found it worth while. Too many men stop

their games at twenty-five. We know a man

of sixty who still plays a good game of bas

ketball. Quintin Hogg played for forty-five

seasons in football and played well, while gray-

haired cricketers are commonly seen where

cricket is played. The grand-stand is a foe to

athletics. The crowd should be in the field

or on the floor. Well-directed athletic train

ing will stand side by side with religious train

ing in character development. Of course, it

has its dangers. Tt is wrong to keep a boy

from athletics. To fail to compel a boy to

enter athletics is to threaten the very earnest

ness of his life, for he needs this work to keep

him from becoming a milk-sop and to make of

him a tough-fibered, sinewy, forceful, earnest

man to take his part in the conflict of life; to

learn not only to handle his body with power,

but to cultivate serious purpose and overcome

natural laziness. When he plays in rightly

directed Christian athletics he will gain the

control of his temper, a consideration for fair

play and honorable competition which will

make for manhood.

To the man who is fortunate enough to have

his vacation coming to him

On the Tramp in September or October—

in Autumn the best months of the year

Months for out of doors—nothing

could be more attractive

than a tramping trip, with a good, stout cane in

the hand, money in the pocket, an old, smooth-

fitting pair of shoes on the feet, and a willing

ness to cover from fifteen to twenty-five miles

a day over a hilly country. The editor took

such a tramp trip with a party of boys early in

July. Association hiking trips are popular, and

will be more so. The boys, from thirteen to

eighteen years of age, covered from fifteen to

twenty-six miles a day, slept on the ground at

night under a canvas shelter carried, with pro

visions and blankets, in a gypsy wagon in which

they scorned to ride. A cook served the meals

by the roadside. A half-day was sometimes

spent by lake or river for a swim or fish. What

better form of vacation for these crisp days?

The value of inter-Association games cannot

.be overestimated. A uni-

To Play form code of rules is ob-

the tained, ideas are exchanged,

Game Fairly new styles of play are ac

quired, and a general good-

fellowship results. For years in different parts

of the country there has been a different inter

pretation put on the basketball rules, and, as a

result, a foul in New York would not be a foul

in Chicago, and vice versa. When teams which

have been thus differently coached come to

gether, it becomes necessary to equalize mat

ters and modify the understanding of the rules

in order to make a game possible. A striking

example was seen in the St. Louis games. A

learn from Hamilton, Ontario, having learned

the rougher game, played with teams from

Iowa, Illinois and Colorado and was compelled

to change their style. Their coach found so

many advantages in the "open play" that he de

cided to teach it to all his players upon getting

back to Canada. May we have a closer ath

letic and gymnastic relationship and get to

gether oftener for conference and games.

Martin Delaney, referee of basketball games

at St. Louis, by his firm stand on the rules, in

sistence upon gentlemanliness and no back talk

in the games, made them successful.
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The call emanating from the Buffalo con

vention for a concerted ef-

Fof a fort to be undertaken for

Year of the quickening of the relig-

EvangelUation ious life of the Associa

tions is taken up in this

number, with suggestions as to the plan of

work and the methods of the campaign, out

lined by the committee, consisting of Mr. Can

non, of New York; Mr. Joy, of Iowa; Mr.

Macfarland, of Washington, and 1 -ed B.

Smith, secretary. It will be well to note that

this committee does not put the main emphasis

upon the securing of an evangelist, nor even

upon a great evangelistic campaign during the

Week of Prayer in November or January, or

Lent; but rather, that the spiritual temper shall

dominate and maintain its precedence through

out every department continuously, and that

the special evangelistic meetings shall be the

natural culmination of a persistent effort, con

stantly maintained by men who are in the spirit

of evangelizing.

Already $52,500 has been secured toward the

purchase of the Silver Bay

To Purchase Hotel property, to be used

Silver Bay by the Eastern Associations

Hotel for summer vacation head

quarters and conference

meeting place. One pledge of $25,000 has been

given and two of $10,000; $100,000 will be

raised to purchase the property, make addi

tions and put the plant in shape. The original

cost of the property with improvements ex

ceeded $150,000.

The Year Book is a big volume this year.

It tells a story of large

The achievement, as will be

Year found in the summary in

Book these pages. It represents

in its compilation, not only

a vast amount of labor in the international of

fice, but also on the part of the Association sec

retaries. Its cost has been immense in labor

and several thousand dollars in cash. The ta

bles are of great value to students of the work

and to public speakers. Associations should

be sure that records for the coming year be

kept in accordance with the demands of the

book. The committee will be glad to receive

suggestions from those who study the book,

to guide in the preparation of the next volume.

It is unfortunate that better reports of the re

ligious work cannot be published, as these are

incomplete and unfair on account of the failure

of many Associations to report conversions and

members joining the church. For instance,

Kansas reports only 22 men and 6 boys join

ing the church, while we are sure that single

Associations have alone accomplished a greater

work than that. Massachusetts reports 35 men

and 94 .boys; Michigan, 115, and Ohio, 160,

while either the Dayton or Cleveland Associa

tion work, if thoroughly analyzed and influ

ences traced, would show a larger result than

this. If these reports are true, it is a matter

for humiliation .and shame. If they are not

correct—and we believe they are not—facts

should be furnished by Associations more com

pletely.

J»

Mr. H. E. Dodge, of the Warren Associa

tion, has been making a careful examination

of the experience of Associations which have

introduced billiards. The matter is before us

and will receive treatment in the next num

ber, as it is impossible to give it space in this.

When a basketball game cannot be thor

oughly controlled upon clean sport principles,

when men are ready to "do anything to win,"

when the game takes them away from their

business for a day or days at a time, then it is

time to stop it. Buffalo's German branch has

"had enough," so had old Twenty-third Street

with its former team.

The Association does not attempt to mo

nopolize athletics, but to help train and shape

the athletics of the organization in schools in

the town on the principles of clean and hon

orable competition. There has been a fine sen

timent cultivated in this direction by our Ath

letic League.

J»

Once in a while we see newspaper notices

of a basketball game played by men dressed

in mother hubbards. Such games are usually

indecent.

J»

The management of ASSOCIATION MEN will

be greatly strengthened by the return of Mr.

Gilso, whose health is completely restored, and

the reengagement of Mr. B. P. Bartlett, who was

for four years connected with the paper and has

had in the past three years valuable experi

ence in newspaper business in which he at

tained a position of responsibility. The editor

will now have larger freedom to give his at

tention to the purely editorial work. We ask

of our colleagues in the Association brother

hood a cordial reception back to the ranks, for

both of these men are hearty Association men.

J*

The contribution of Miss Belle Eaker to the

Dayton Association amounts to fully $225,000

and constitutes one of the largest gifts to the

organization. Throughout her life she had

been a liberal contributor to the Association,

with whose work she was thoroughly familiar.
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It will not be necessary to print the picture

of a general secretary in the fall prospectus, or

to begin the newspaper announcements with,

"Secretary Blank announces."

J»

The report of the physical directors' confer

ence at St. Louis is being prepared by Dr.

Fisher, and will appear in the October number,

together with an interesting article on Brook

lyn's Sunday-School Athletic League.

Jt

It seems necessary to warn Associations

again not to allow any persons, especially

strangers, to use therr letter-heads. This is often

done for personal gain, and recommendations,

introductions to boarding-houses are forged.

Jt

The help of a skilled auditor in shaping the

system of Association accounts and methods of

transacting business would be immensely val

uable and readily .given by some such man

from among the directors or members of most

Associations. In many places it would bring

order out of chaos.

Jt

Not a few Associations have readily ac

cepted the suggestion of Mr. Woodward, of

Washington, at the Buffalo convention, which

was unanimously approved by the convention,

that each Association should maintain a list

of subscribers to ASSOCIATION MEN equal to

one-seventh of its membership.

Jt

Watch the man who stands in your shoes.

The life you live of personal righteousness,

purity, gentleness and prayerful devotion will

count for others as well as yourself. Cooper tells

of a college man who once in confidence told

him of the agonizing struggle he was having

in the control of his passions, saying that he

spent an hour a day in prayer. Now that

man is the influential leader of at least two

thousand college men. His victory meant vic

tory for others.

J»

Some of the readers of ASSOCIATION MEN

knew Horace Rose, that consecrated cyclone of

a college athlete secretary, who lived tremen

dously for a short time, made an impression

for righteousness and clean spiritual life in

Western colleges and at Cornell University and

died at twenty-seven. His life is reviewed by

H. W. Hicks in a 150-page book. Nothing

has been better done to let a man into the pro

gram of the consecrated life of a useful ath

letic Christian. It will do as large a service to

the life of young men as the life of Hugh

Beaver or the much-quoted David Brainerd.

•*

Pennsylvania secretaries have been protest

ing to magazines against the introduction of

the advertising of liquor in their columns. The

Presbyterian General Sunday Committee has

taken it up, and received assurances from

twenty leading magazines that all liquor adver

tising will be excluded from their pages.

Among these are the Century, Everybody's,

McClure's, Ladies' Home Journal, Saturday

Evening Post, Success and the Cosmopolitan.

We cannot hope for a full success in this mat

ter, but we do feel that the protest of Chris

tian men will have effect with the managers.

Jt

In studying the Association records it has

been found that there are 582 city Associations

employing secretaries. Of these 177, or 30 per

cent., are in places of less than 10,000 popula

tion; 168, or 29 per cent., in places of 10,000 to

25,000; 96, or 16} per cent., in places of from

25,000 to 50,000 ; 50, or 8} per cent., in places of

50,000 to 100,000 ; 91, or 15} per cent., in places

of over 100,000 ; 242, or 42 per cent, of the As

sociations employ only one man, and 154, or 26}

per cent., employ an additional man as assist

ant or physical director. There are 186, or

31} per cent., employing more than two men.

Jt

September can be made a month of large in

fluence on the coming season's work by a series

of Sunday afternoon institutes for the several

groups of members in charge of the divisions of

the work. These institutes could be held on

the piazzas or grounds of some of the leaders

and meet from 3 to 6 in the afternoon, or bet

ter yet, rates could be secured this month at a

country hotel for a conference from Saturday

afternoon to Sunday night. Such a training in

stitute would cost less and be of far more

local use than a convention. The hundred men

serving on the several groups charged with

working up the Sunday afternoon men's meet

ing, could get such a training for their work in

this way as would be tremendously effective.

Bible study and a man's personal influence

would form leading topics.

Jt

If the Associations in many towns and cities

should consult the real estate men and furni

ture-movers about the number of new families

coming to town or changing neighborhood, they

would be surprised. In any live place there are

enough of such to keep a church and Associa

tion visiting committee of twenty to forty men

constantly busy. Why not form such a com

mittee of alert men who will call on the new

families in their section, ascertain their former

church connections, if any, assure them of a

welcome to the church and Association, send

the names to the pastor of the nearest church

of their denomination, and apprise them and

their boys of the Association services and privi'

leges and invite their membership? Such a

thing ought to be done by the Christian men

of a town and the Association should lead in it.
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The story of Tom Kecnan's Life, by Neason

Jones, is soon to be issued by Revell.

Jl

S. M. Sayford, for so inany years connected

with the Association movement, is again in the

field and conducting evangelistic services.

From his work last winter in New Hampshire

it is sure that "his strength is unabated."

Jl

September is committee rally month. Insti

tutes should now be held that shall show the

members the bigness of their calling as asso

ciated Christians, and the relation of the Asso

ciation work to the actual needs of the young

men of the town and their responsibilty in ful

filling it.

Jl

The Record for Christian Work for August

gives a full report of the students' conference

at Northfield, containing a notable address by

Mott on Spiritual Atrophy, and the full text

of addresses by Speer, President Patton, Dr.

Jefferson, Morgan, Cooper, Brockman, Carter

and others.

Jl

It is worthy of note that the presidential can

didates are loyal church men. The Democratic

vice-presidential nominee is an advisory mem

ber of the West Virginia State Committee,

and the Republican vice-presidential candidate

is an earnest Christian man and Association

supporter in Indiana.

Jl

Not a few committeemen give a giant im

pression of what they are going to do ; large

promises, uttered in bass voice with mighty

earnestness, but they are infantile in effective

ness; all thunder dnd no lightning. Men are

wanted on committees who can bring things to

pass. Let the blusterers be weeded out this

month from the committees.

Jl

Dr. Gulick's letters, published in the League

Letter in 1899 and 1900, have been reprinted in

book form by Blakiston's Son & Co., Philadel

phia, under the title, Physical Education by

Muscular Exercise. This valuable series of

articles with which our readers are too familiar

to demand a review here, should be in the li

brary of every physical director.

Jl

Now that dates are being made for the

winter, no Association should make engage

ments which shall conflict with the full observ

ance of the Weeks of Prayer, November 13-19

and January 1-8. Nothing can excuse an As

sociation which is vitally connected with the

church if it holds special events during the

church Week of Prayer in January.

Jl

"Tell the barbers that it is an insult to their

patrons to keep such dirty papers on file as are

frequently found in their shops." One man

felt so keenly the evil influence of such litera-

lure that he offered to pay the entire expense

nf substituting Harper's Weekly for such pub

lications in the barber shops in the city.

Jl

A New Jersey Association has what is called

a secretary's cabinet, composed of ten men who

head various lines of work and are ready -to

push things. They meet frequently, outline

plans of their several committees' work, which

are fully discussed by all, so that the whole

work is conducted in harmony and sympathy.

Of course, the president is a member of the

council which does not possess legislative

powers.

Jl

A World's Fair hotel has sent out a dupli

cated letter from Fred B. Smith endorsing its

hostelry, together with an offer to give secre

taries commissions on guests sent through

them. Mr. Smith's friends have with a per

sistency that has become embarrassing, been

charging him with holding a financial interest

in this matter. Mr. Smith is really afraid that

his friends half believe it is true. He em

phatically declares that it is not.

Jt

What better results could come from a sum

mer conference than these which are noted by

Mr. Kallenberg, of the Lake Geneva meeting?

"The three things which impressed themselves

upon me during the summer term and the Vol

unteer Conference are these : First, that we

must cherish the prayer life; second, that we

must straighten our our own personal lives and

get right with God and with men ; third, that

we must be dead in earnest in regard to the

matter of personal work. I do not understand

how any physical director or any physical de

partment committee can deliberately 'cut out'

definite personal religious work from their pro

grams, yet I am told that this is being done in

some Associations."

Jl

Here are two instances in which the Asso

ciation had a decided influence for temperance.

The Belfast, Ireland, Association's new build

ing gives accommodations for 1,400 men of

the iron and steel shipbuilders' societies, which

for thirty-five years previously had met in

public houses. It occurred to some that this

was giving temptation an undue advantage,

and when they sought help from the Associa

tion they were met with a cordial welcome,

where, of course, they are free from the temp

tation to drink. An Association leader in the

United States, who is one of the largest

financiers in the country, headed a committee

for the annual banquet at the National meet

ing and strenuously and successfully insisted

that only lemonade should be served. At pre

vious fneetings champagne and wine had flowed

like water.



Young Men the World Over

Mr. Beach in the Orient

Harlan P. Beach, educational secretary of

the Student Volunteer Movement, "which is

composed largely of college Association men,

has just returned from a six months' tour of

the world, during which he visited the Asso

ciations in the great cities of China, Japan and

Ceylon.

Mr. Beach was sent out by the Yale For

eign Missionary Society to take the initial

steps toward establishing a Christian educa

tional institution in Central China. With

Yale missionaries he went to the heart of the

Empire, decided upon Changsha as a center,

and secured temporary premises and a sum

mer sanitarium for the Society's missionaries.

This mission will be backed by Yale men.

The British Government gave the Society

$17,000, which was a part of a fine exacted

from literati when British missionaries were

murdered in 1902.

Mr. Beach was the founder of the first

permanent Association in China at Tung

Chou, near Peking, and naturally was a close

critic and observer of the Associations, which

are mainly manned by American secretaries,

and for which the American Associations se

cure nearly $100,000 each year. Mr. Beach

first visited the Colombo, Ceylon, Associa

tion. "Here," he states, "the Government

has granted the best available site in the city

limits for an Association building. The Asso

ciation has had poor rooms in 'Blacktown.'

but has gained government and local support,

and Roman Catholic business men as well

give largely to maintain it. Nearly twenty

nationalities are influenced by it."

The Madras, India, Association building is

diagonally opposite the notable buildings of

the Presidency, and is the rendezvous for the

Christian forces of India. In this building

many men of various- castes meet, although

there is a greater difference felt between them

than between the ignorant negro and the whites

of the South. The educated men and students

of the nation and Europeans constitute a large

part of India's Association membership. Its

greatest difficulty is to reach the common

people, largely on account of their dense igno

rance. The soldiers' section is very popular.

In Calcutta Mr. Beach states that there are

three large buildings erected chiefly by Ameri

can gifts, for the city Association, for students,

and for boys. The latter building, costing

$50,000, was given by Mr. John Wanamaker.

The Association is the leading athletic as

well as Christian organization in these cities.

Its teams have won in cricket ; men high in

civil, educational and religious life speak at its

great meetings in the public square; and stu

dents who are to become the officials and the

influential men of the nation are under its con

stant influence.

Mr. Beach reports that at Hong Kong, one

of the greatest commercial cities of the East,

the Association was fully equal to any Amer

ican Association in its enterprise and aggres

siveness. It occupies the best location and

has as fine an equipment as any club, and its

evening and day educational classes are

crowded with eager students. The Chinese

merchants on the mainland opposite Hong

Kong, although Confucians, have been so fa

vorably impressed with the value of the Chris

tian restraints and high moral ideals of

the Association that they have requested

one be organized there, which they would

support for its influence on their sons

and employees. At Shanghai, Tientsin, and

Nanking, where American secretaries were in

charge, the strongest elements of young China

were represented in the membership. Men

connected with the Government, with railroads

and educational and business institutions

were in the management, while thousands of

dollars were given by the community men

for the Association's support or for buildings.

"These Associations were formed," Mr. Beach

-said, "at the unanimous request of the mis

sionaries." He was impressed with their

vigor, with the part that young China took

in their management, and with the complete

adaptation of Association ideals and methods.

The best investment of $2,500 for the good

of China, Mr. Beach considered that of the

late W. W. Cooper at Nanking, where a build

ing costing that sum was the center of whole

some influence among the sons of high offi

cials and other students of that province.

Mr. Beach found Japan alert. The Asso

ciations were active in its chief cities and col

leges, and were preparing to go forward with

the troops. The Association building at

Tokyo drew the largest Christian audiences

meeting in Japan. Its secretaries are ap

pealed to by the Government to furnish teach

ers and hold a high place in the estimation

of the nation.

"What impressed me most deeply, how

ever," Mr. Beach said, "was the inability of

the secretaries in charge to keep up with the

growth of their organization. They were

greatly overworked, although native mem

bers are taking a larger part in the organiza

tion's work. No American Associations, and

I know them well, are doing more for young

men or have a better grip on their work. I

quite agreed with Dr. DeForest in his esti
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mate of the Association's position which he

gives in his 'Sunrise in the Sunrise Kingdom."

He says: 'From the Tokyo building issue

streams of 'Christian influence that are felt

for good not only in the capital but in the

most distant provinces. No other building in

Tokyo stands more prominently before the

general public as an index of organized Chris

tianity than the Y. M. C. A.' "

In Korea and Other Lands

At the beginning of the troubles in Korea,

the nations had introduced a legation guard

at Seoul. This offered a large opportu

nity for the Association to do a helpful

work. A few days later the Japanese army

began to appear. General Haraguchi, who

is in command of all the forces sta

tioned in Korea, was favorable. In the

barracks of the 24th Regiment some vacant

rooms were offered the Association right in

the midst of six or seven hundred men. Five

hundred men turned out to hear Mr. Kihara

speak. The Adjutant has offered to detail a

man to care for the place, and he desired that

the Association should start classes in English

and German.

Socials have become weekly affairs, and

every man from the English and American

guards who can do so is present at the Asso-

cjation rooms on the evenings of these en

tertainments. War correspondents on their

way to the front got stranded in Seoul, among

them Jack London, of literary fame. The

soldiers told him of the work' and he be

came interested, and one evening the boys

filled the largest room to hear him read from

his works.

PROPOSED BUILDING FOR COLOMBO,

CEYLON.

There has been organized in Galle, Cey

lon, an Association. Galle is an old Dutch

town of 40,000 population. The work is a

direct result of a Bible class established by

a member of the Colombo Association, a

Government clerk, who was transferred to

Galle several years ago.

The annual conference of the Australasian

Associations was held in Sydney, August 11

to 17. These meetings were of large interest,

as the Sydney Association celebrated its jubi

lee. Part was taken in the convention by Mr.

Budge, of Montreal.

OSAKA, JAPAN, TECHNICAL SCHOOL ASSO

CIATION BOARDING HOUSE AND OUT

DOOR GYMNASIUM.

Sir Andrew Fraser, K. C. S. I., Lieutenant-

Governor of Bengal, is president of the Asso

ciation in Calcutta. Hon. J. A. Bourdillon,

C. S. I., British resident of Mysore, has ac

cepted the presidency of the Association in

Bangalore.

Rome, Italy, has formed a Boys' Section

with twenty-seven members and a Students'

Section. The premises have been beautified

by valuable gifts from Mr. James Stokes.

London Central now has a French and

Dutch Section, and has recently organized

a monthly meeting for Japanese young men,

and is endeavoring to organize a Sunday

meeting for Spanish young men.

Three hundred street railway employees

contributed generously to the new building

at Stuttgart, Germany, which has been

recently opened. Sections are planned for

soldiers, bakers, gardeners, etc.

The World's Committee in Geneva is seek

ing young men disposed to enter its service

for a limited time (from one to three years) to

work in various countries for the development

of the Young Men's Christian Association.

The qualifications required are that appli

cants should have passed through a complete

course of instruction in some special business ;

should know at least two modern languages;

should be from twenty-two to thirty-five

years of age and in good health.

In 1878 four Russian theological students

founded an Association at Dorpat, which

lately celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary.

It has twenty-seven members, who faithfully

render themselves useful to young men, by

Bible meetings, lectures, missionary evenings

social intercourse, a library, reading-room, etc
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From South America

On June 28 the Rio de Janeiro Association

rounded its eleventh year. The reports show

the membership at the highest yet reached,

471. The address was delivered by Dr. W. I.

Lambuth, secretary of the Southern Metho

dist Foreign Mission Board, who is in Brazil

on a tour of inspection. A few days pre

viously the board of trustees paid off another

$500 of the debt on the building; these semi

annual payments represent a real struggle,

but they are slowly reducing the debt. A

musical concert was held in the rooms on July

12 before a crowded house, organized from

amateur talent mostly among the members.

The Porto Alegre Association has gained

143 new members from a membership contest

between "Blancos" and "Colorados." The

victors declined the banquet in their honor,

and both sides combined to give a tea to

all the members instead.

The Sao Paulo Association has held sev

eral popular lectures, which have crowded

their rooms. One was on The Use of To

bacco from a Physician's Standpoint. An

other was on Religions by Dr. Collatino Bar-

roso.

Myron Clark, M. A., has a magic lantern

lecture, with some seventy-five views, on

Brazil and Association work, which he will

deliver in the Associations desiring it to aid

in the organization of foreign departments.

B. A. Shuman spent June and July in Rio

in charge of Secretary Clark's work. He was

able to see the Rio Association through its

annual meetings, election, appointment of new

committees and raising of the budget for the

new year. During his absence from Buenos

Aires Secretary Ewald managed affairs there

and organized the athletic department, and

W. A. Gomes, one of the active members, began

work July 1 as assistant secretary with the pur

pose of thus preparing himself for the secre

taryship.

Buenos Aires, which organized May 6, 1902,

with 110 charter members, at the end of first

year, March, 1903, had 260 members, and at

the end of second year, March, ,1904, 420

members. Since that date, a membership

contest between the "Blues" and the

"Maroons" has added 120 paid-up new mem

bers, a fine lot of men. The second year just

closed saw $7,500 spent for Association work,

and a sufficient constituency built up to care

for the expenses of this Association, including

the salary of Secretary Ewald. Now it is

ready for further extension.

The Argentine Government has just

granted a fine piece of land for an athletic

field and out-door gymnasium. It is situated

only fifteen minutes' walk from the central

plaza of the city, and twelve minutes from the

building. It will enable the Association even

tually to have some influence against Sunday

athletics, which are estranging so many

young men from the church. The athletic

field can be used more or less all the year

round.

In Havana, Cuba

Mr. Hubbard is busy studying the language,

the situation and the lay Christian forces of the

island. A small Bible class, consisting of seven

members, one American, one Canadian, one

Hindu and four Cubans, is formed. Sin is

widely prevalent among the young men.

While drinking is very common, drunkenness

is very rare, except among the Americans!

Gambling is very common, especially in the

form of betting. If the vice of impurity has

a terrible hold upon the young men of Amer

ica, where there are so many pure religious

influences, imagine what it must be here,

where for years the religious leaders of the

people have been notorious for their immo

rality! Among the young men, indulgence is

almost universally considered necessary.

A Spanish Association in Mexico

Two years ago the Association was formed

in the City of Mexico for city and rail

road English-speaking men. It now has 549

members/ having become by common consent

the general headquarters of the "American

colony" of the City of Mexico. The Associa

tion occupies one of the great old mansions of

the city, which is built about a hollow square,

in which is a garden with fountains and fruit

trees. The demand for membership on the

part of the Spanish-speaking young men has

become so great that a branch is required for

them and has been organized with Hon. Ramon

Corral, vice-president of the Republic, as

chairman of the advisory board. Associated

with him are many of the prominent business

and professional men of the city, such as the

Governor of the Federal District, General

Powell Clayton, the American Ambassador, a

national senator, members of the National

Congress, president of the American Bank, and

traffic manager of the National Railroad of

Mexico. The new Association expects to be

gin work at once, and will equip a building to

cost $10,000 for headquarters. This is the first

Spanish Association on the American conti

nent. The popularity of the Central Branch is

so great that the membership receipts for one

month were $955, and the receipts from

games, such as bowling, $175. The monthly

expenses are $750. Nearly $7,500 has been paid

on an equipment debt, all from local sources.

One of the members of the "Advisory Board,"

a Mexican, has pledged himself to be respon

sible for $1,000 of the $10,000 pledged to in

augurate the new work.



STUDENTS AT SUMMER SECRETARIAL TRAINING INSTITUTE, SILVER BAY.

Twenty-seven students from 18 States, 19 in Secretarial and 8 in Physical Departments; 17 are now

in Association work.

Liked Lake George

It is with the charm of it fresh upon me

that I write. Lake George, framed by moun

tains, itself "a gem of purest ray serene,"

islands dotting its surface just as they came

from the hand of God, beauty above in the

sky, beneath in the singularly clear water and

around in forests and high peaks. The whole

trip was a surprise, for photographs fail ut

terly to convey the dictinctiveness of the land

scape and the fascination of the new vistas that

open constantly. Thm is the best kind of

sightseeing anywhere. Who wants to know just

what is coming at every turn? That would be

to know the ending of a story when you open

the first page. At Lake George each turn of

the steamer's paddle-wheel introduces you to

some new view and sensations of delight suc

ceed each other rapidly. Silver Bay is beautiful

and fit to be where it is. I found a goodly

company of folks there at the hotel. They

were not the ultra fashionable kind, but sen

sible-looking, wholesome people, the younR

men strong and vigorous and the maidens

beautiful and modest. It was easy to feel the

Christian atmosphere, yet there was no re

straint imposed upon sports, no rules to grate

like manacles upon the spirit, but one felt that

the drift of pleasure was in the right direction.

To be sure, there were signs of tender feelings

now and then, and why not? Young men and

maidens will and should fall in love.

The serious part of the thing was taken se

riously. The men in the "Institute" studied

and worked. They would compare favorably

with the students at the Training School. I

came away convinced that the Association

ought to own Silver Bay. Its possibili

ties of development are great. The original

ideas of Mr. Paine, as seen in the collections

of animals, flowers, plants and historic relics

will be an ally to the educational work done at

home. The nearness of the spot to the wilder

ness of the Adirondacks will add to its charm ;

but Lake George itself will always be incom

parably beautiful. It reminded me of that

country where there are "the hills of God" and

streams of ever-flowing crystal.

G. A. WARBURTON.

FIRST-AID CLASS

AT CANADIAN

SECRETARIES-

TRAINING INSTI

TUTE AT TO

RONTO, CAN.

One of the classes

in the training insti

tute, held for the sec

ond season this year

in Canada, was in

first aid to the in

jured, especially de

signed for physical

directors. Men will

he noted wearing

bandages which were

put in placi for the

instruction of the pu

pils. The institute

'< 'is well attended and

very successful.

1



The Showing of the Association Year Book

The Association Year Book, which was

issued August 10, shows an increase in most of

its figures. The number of Associations, for in

stance, has grown from 1,736 to 1,813 and

the membership from 350,455 to 373,502.

This is an increase in four years of 118,030

members and of 374 Associations. The active

membership of the Associations has increased

14,600, but the chief growth has been through

employed boys and men not affiliated with

churches. The number of men giving volun

teer service on committees and as directors

is 47,787. A notable increase has been made

in the amount of property owned, so that now

the Associations own 475 buildings and other

property worth $29*676,807, an increase of

$848,921 in the past year. There is $2,299,283

pledged for new buildings and 120 such enter

prises are on foot. The current expenses amount

to $3,856,328, or nearly double those of ten

years ago. The number of men employed as

general secretaries, physical directors, educa

tional directors, religious work directors and

boys' work directors has increased from 1,729 to

1,893, while there are nearly 200 such positions

seeking properly qualified officers, the two

Association training schools being unable to

supply the demand. The Associations have

556 gymnasiums with 126,966 men and boys,

constituting the largest athletic organiza

tion in the world. The number of men

in evening educational classes was 32,821

—a number larger than that in the eight larg

est universities. The number of men and

boys in Bible classes has been 56,301, an in

crease of 9,773 over the previous year, while

the shop meetings, held chiefly at noon,

for skilled workingmen, number 5,096. The

daily attendance at Association buildings rose

to over 120,000. The Railroad Associations,

numbering 197, have 69,426 members, having

more than doubled in membership in five

years. The religious meetings and Bible classes

report a total attendance of 4,834,655 men and

boys. In more of the large cities a theater

was secured during the season and crowded

each Sunday afternoon with men. There are

now 578 Associations doing special work for

boys, a notable increase being made in the de

partment for working boys. The colored

men's department has opened a building in a

mining town in Iowa, backed by a mining

company, and has Associations in colleges and

towns. Mill towns in the South, new lumber

towns and other manufacturing centers have

shown notable development in industrial As

sociations. The North American Associa

tions have expended $87,000 the past year for

extending the organization in foreign lands

and this year have entered Havana. The As

sociations in South America and City of

Mexico have made decided progress. The

college Associations, numbering over 700, have

45,000 members and this year had 1,691 men

in their summer conferences from 401 insti

tutions. Associations are being extended into

the country towns under the direction of a

county secretary, and there are now 23 county

Associations.

Increasing the Associations' Permanent Equipment

The Troy Association will receive from Mr.

Robert Cluett, its president and also a trus

tee of the International Committee and a mem

ber of the New York State Committee, and

from the inception of the Troy Association its

leader, a building, 50 by 130 feet, adjoining

the Association building for the use of boys

under seventeen years of age. The new quar

ters will accommodate at least 500 boys. The

entire expense of alterations will be borne by

Mr. Cluett.

David Metcalf, of Adrian, Mich., made a

pledge of $10,000 a short time ago, conditioned

on the securing of $25,000 in general subscrip

tions for a building for Adrian. The condi

tions have been more than met. Mr. Metcalf

did better than his word and deedod a property

worth $22.000 to the Association, which yields

an income of $2,000. During Mr. Metcalf's

life he will receive an annuity of $1,200. The

building will be erected immediately.

The late Max Weir, of Greenville, Ky., a

few days before his death, took out policies on

his life for $6,000, payable to the State Com

mittee of Kentucky, toward an endowment

fund, hoping that his example would forward

this movement.

Plans for a $30,000 building have been

adopted by the Concord, N. H., Association.

The architect is Gilbert, of New York City,

and the plans are the gift of Henry A. Kim-

ball, Esq., of Concord, who also gave $1,000 to

the building fund. Ground will be broken

about September 1.

Hoqtiiam, Wash., has over $6,000 pledged to

ward $9,000 needed for a building there. The

canvass is being directed by Samuel Ibbetson.

The walls of the Salt Lake City building have

been completed and the roof and floors will

be in place by October 1.

The building fund at Spokane, Wash., now

exceeds $43,000.
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Plans for the erection of the new building

at Binghamton, N. Y., are under way. The

canvass for $100,000, under the direction of

T. T. Hazlewood, is within a few thousand

dollars of completion. The lot secured has

85 feet frontage.

Ossining, N. Y., is erecting a new building,

costing, exclusive of site, $32,000.

The Sacramento, Cal., building has been

dedicated and opened. For the building $30,000

was raised by Mr. Sutherland and others a

year ago. Plummer Hall, an adjoining build

ing, was purchased for boys' headquarters,

costing with improvements and alterations,

$8,250.

The contract for the new buiWing at Pensa-

cola, Fla., has been let for $24,852.

The building fund at Lansing, Mich., is now

over $20,000; $5,000 was given by Mr. R. E.

Olds, originator of the Oldsmobile.

Wichita, Kan., has bought a property, 100

by 140 feet, and will erect a building to cost

$30,000. For the present a temporary build

ing for a gymnasium will be erected.

The new building at Beaumont, Tex., was

dedicated August 1. The structure cost

$64,000 with furnishings.

Ground was broken for the Quincy, Mass.,

Association building on the Fourth of July,

with exercises appropriate for the day. The

building will cost $35,000. All the granite used

in the construction has been given by the

various quarries in Quincy.

Work is progressing on the Paris, Ont.,

building, and Owen Sound. A lot, 100 by 200,

and $14,000 pledged toward a building.

The Mercer University student Associa

tion is the first in Georgia to have its own

building. It is called "Selman Hall," having

been erected by Mrs. G. C. Selman, of Monroe,

Ga., in memory of her husband. It is the tenth

Association building in Georgia.

The Baltimore .Central Association building

is offered for sale at a price of about $300,000—

a figure which would justify the Association in

disposing of this building, which is one of the

most central locations in the city, although

many years out of date in the matter of equip

ment.

Work has been commenced on the Eastern

District Branch building in Brooklyn. It will

cost $450,000.

Lincoln, Neb., has purchased two lots on

Thirteenth and P streets for $8,000, and will

erect a temporary structure to cost $2,500,

hoping to move into it October first.

Lawrence, Kan., now has $25,000 pledged for

its building, and will go ahead immediately

with its erection. Senator Stubbs heads the

list with $5,000.

Rumford Falls, Me., now has $20,000 of the

$25,000 necessary for the erection of the pro

posed industrial building. The balance will be

in hand soon without question.

A Rival to the Saloon

ATTORNEY-GENERAL MOODY BEFORE THE LYNN

ASSOCIATION.

Everywhere that the Young Men's Chris

tian Association has come into rivalry with the

saloon the latter has been worsted and the

people of Lynn can make no better invest

ment in behalf of the young men of the city

than to give liberally toward the fund for the

erection of the proposed structure.

Many of you will remember that I was once

prosecuting officer of Essex County and as

such I probably knew more about the trials

and temptations of your young men than any

of you and I tell you that you will find the

costliest Young Men's Christian Association

building that you can erect for your young

men, where they will be brought under good

influences, cheaper to support than a court

house and district attorney. God has given

some men a tact or indefinable something

which enables them to accumulate wealth, and

this money is given them for a purpose—to

help their fellow men—and in the Y. M. C. A.

there is the grandest of opportunities for us

ing money.

Young Men's Associated Power

BY EX-SKCRETARY or NAVY LONG.

What an inspiration is the name of the in

stitution whose anniversary we celebrate to

night? Who formed the soldiers in the Civil

War? Young men, so young that they seemed

like schoolboys. Young men are our great

body of citizens and in them are the great

peril and danger to our civil life. Who are the

thieves and burglars? Young men. The

power of young men and their responsibility

is one of the greatest and most pregnant ques

tions of the time. If they only knew of the

power of their influence on old men. If they

would but learn the three duties of courtesy,

honesty and efficiency, all of which are neces

sary requisites for any young man. How

glorious a name is that of Christian. There

have been many disputes as to the elements in

Christ's character of the human and divine,

but apart from the dogmatic we have not

learned to follow his teachings in the slightest.

The association of Christian young men is a

noble one. The responsibility of an individual

should be brought home to every man and if

each one would be made individually respon

sible for his personal life, the whole world

could be saved. The word association is far-

reaching and the name altogether, although

modest, should be capable of doing anything

for the city, the commonwealth and the nation

in the betterment of our brother man.
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The Value of Judicious Advertising

The great value of well-written, correctly

placed advertising matter cannot be over

estimated, especially in a busy community

where so many lines of activity claim at

tention. The essentials of a well-written ad

vertisement are, terseness, force, attractive

ness, professional expressions and truth.

Terseness, because people are too busy to

not wade through the extensive list neces

sary to discover this particular feature. Many

who really are interested become so confused

by the great array of attractions that they

give up in despair. The plan which has

worked well in Boston is the brief, pointed

featured ad., placed in the amusement column

of our leading dailies. The subject, for in-

instance, is ship draughting. The ad. should

read as follows:

DETROIT'S AUTOMOBILE CLASS.

read long articles. Force, because a clear

strong statement always commands attention.

Attractiveness, to catch the eye as it wanders

aimlessly over a page (this quality should

really be sought for first). Professional ex

pressions, for tradesmen and artisans are at

tracted and interested in anything which ap

plies to their particular trade or craft, and

their interest is at once aroused by a line

having a "shoppy" tone. Truth, because

clear-cut, plain, honest statements are always

best, especially in educational matters, where

honesty should abound.

The mediums to be employed in advertis

ing are as follows:

1. The prospectus. This should be of good

stock and presswork, carefully worded in pro

fessional language, giving not only the mere

facts, but anticipating the points liable to

arise in the mind of each interested person

and answering them. Tell the what, when,

where of every cause announced and then ex

plain the results to be expected by those do

ing faithful work. Plain statements, no ex

travagant claims, so worded as to interest

the learner and yet command the respect of

the public.

Second in importance in the advertising

line is the newspaper. Long-winded column

articles, containing an announcement of every

Association feature from a class in Greek his

tory to the free use of shoe polish, are of

little use. The man seeking to black his

shoes cares nothing for the Greek and will

SHIP DRAUGHTING.

Professional course, e.\pert instruction, draughting,

construction, calculations, lead keels, sail plans. Write

for illustrations, prospectus, etc.

This ad., heavily featured by the headline

and placed in the amusement column, will

meet with an immediate response. Again:

EVENING LAW SCHOOL.

Advisory committee: Hon. W. E. Bowers, Judge Ad

vocate; Hon. Thomas Green, LL.B., 1'rof. John M.

Johnson. Twelve instructors, sixteen courses. Fits

for the bar. Write enclosing stamps for prospectus,

etc.

The above was followed in a few days by

scores of answers, some writing from curi

osity, some from a genuine interest, but

writing, nevertheless, securing your pamphlet

and giving you an immense amount of adver

tising at a reasonable cost.

The preceding forms are merely suggestions

of the method employed in Boston, and

adapted to each new course or line of work

which we desire to push. The results have

been immediate and sufficient to warrant the

expense.

The means employed to advertise our wares

are the show-case outside of our building, in

which our best work is displayed, with good

results; cards in store windows; articles in

the local and suburban press, but most of

all is our school known through a satisfied

student body.

Aim to please and give value received in

every case, and your school will soon be

come well and favorably known.

FRANK PALMER SPEARE.

Boston.
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The Director Not a Figurehead

In the selection of business men to serve

as directors in almost any corporate enter

prise it is usual to select the busiest men in

the community. No doubt the particular

reason for this is that these men have demon

strated their ability "to do things." The pub

lic reposes confidence in men who have suc

ceeded and believes that these men will bring

to the discharge of the duties of the new

enterprise the same foresight, ability and en

terprise that they have exhibited in building

up their own affairs.

Too frequently men are selected as direct

ors in our Associations simply for the use of

their names. Another mistake sometimes

made is to select men who are not out and

out 'Christian men.

Too often directors are not apprised fully

in advance of their duties. Many have the

idea that the general secretary is supreme

in his position and that the board of directors

is simply to add weight and influence to the

organization. As a general rule, no man

should be selected as a director who is not

heartily in sympathy and in touch with the

work and aims of the Association, nor one

who is not willing to sacrifice something

for it.

The Association will commend itself much

more to the business public where men who

are interested in large private enterprises take

time from their business to make a canvass

of other business men than where the gen

eral secretary himself, or even accompanied

by one director, makes this canvass. Where

the secretary takes a large part in the finan

cial solicitation, the average business man

puts it down that he is doing it to maintain

himself in a good position.

The office of director is an honorable and

responsible position. The requirements are

manifold: (1) To the Lord, that he be found

faithful in his stewardship. (2) That he

be found faithful to his fellow laborers on the

board and to the secretary. (3) Toward the

young men, that adequate means be provided

for their upbuilding spiritually, mentally and

physically. (4) That he satisfy his own con

science that he has done all that he could

have done to make every part of the work of

an Association a success. To this end, there

should be on the part of every director readi

ness in counsel, heartiness in the discharge

of the more onerous duties incident to the

office, having due regard, of course, to the

demands of home and church life, and a will

ingness to sacrifice time, money and talents

to make the Association work count.

Necessarily, the general secretary must

have a large place in the affairs of an Asso

ciation. So must the general manager of any

corporation, and yet the general manager is

not supreme in his powers. He is subject

and accountable to his board. On the other

hand, he is expected to make things move,

and if he does not, his resignation usually

promptly follows. So with our secretaries.

They are the originating part of bur Asso

ciation management. If they cannot advance

plans to keep the Association affairs moving

the chances are that they themselves will be

obliged to move on, and yet it is the part

of a director to very materially assist the

secretary in coming to right conclusions and

adopting right plans. Many a good man has

failed in the secretaryship because of lack of

counsel on the part of his directors.

To keep rightly in touch with the Associa

tion's work a director should be seen about

the building much oftener than once a month

to attend a business meeting. The Sabbath

afternoon meetings and the membership gath

erings will be helped by his presence and will

help him to keep in touch with younger life.

Paul said, "This is a true saying. If a man

desires the office of a bishop, he desireth a good

work." So would I say of those aspiring to

become members of boards of directors of

our Associations. If they desire a good

work with the emphasis on the work they can

aspire to few more helpful or honorable posi

tions in the way of Christian service than a

membership on the board of directors of a

live Young Men's Christian Association. Un

less they have this deep-seated desire they

have no business on the board, and the man

agement of the Association has no business

selecting them.

GEORGE F. GILMOUR.

Omaha, Neb.

Personal

Frank R. Wardle died suddenly on July 2H

of acute kidney disease in San Francisco. Mr.

Wardle entered Association work in 1879 at

the solicitation of George A. Hall, who also

at a later day introduced his brother, A. H.

Wardle, State secretary of New Hampshire,

into the work. In 1879 F. R. Wardle was

secretary at Rochester, N. Y., and later at

Yonkers ; then he was State secretary of Ohio,

which position he left to become general sec

retary at Cleveland, O. Afterward he became

associated with Mr. T. J. Wilkie in the Brook

lyn Central Association. After about six years

as a successful Association worker he em

barked in business.

John F. Kates, secretary at Tucson, Ariz.,

died August 8th at Wells, Mich. Mr. Kates

has been in Association work since 1894.

and has been troubled with pulmonary difficulty

for some time. His widow receives $1,710 from

the Secretaries' Insurance Alliance. Mr.

Kates paid twenty-five assessments, amounting

10 $.i2.50.



The First Shipboard Association for Soldiers Enroute

Imagine a company of 750 active young

men, compelled to live for thirty days in a

space averaging some three square feet per

individual, furnished with occupation for but

.three or four hours each day, supplied with

no diversions or amusements and with no

religious privileges. A fruitful field, surely,

for the operations of the Young Men's Chris-

MEMBERS OF THE FIRST SHIPBOARD ASSOCIATION

ON THE TRANSPORT "SHERIDAN."

Mr. Millar in the center.

tian Association, and two such opportunities

exist upon the Pacific Ocean throughout all

seasons of the year, United States transports

sailing from San Francisco for Manila on the

first of each month, and from Manila to San

Francisco on the fifteenth.

Into this promising and needy field Asso

ciation effort was projected in 1899 at the

request of the War 'Department. Glimpses

of this work done on many of the transports

during the past five years have been given

from time to time. But. with the voyage of

the transport Sheridan from San Francisco

ir, June some new features were introduced.

Among the passengers were four Associa

tion secretaries, Rudman and Jones, going to

the Philippines; Gilbert, bound for Peking,

and Millar, on a four months' tour covering

all points of army and navy Association work

in the East. With a full equipment, consist

ing of reading matter, games, correspond

ence facilities, song books, testaments and

a Victor talking machine (the special gift of

Miss Gould), the secretaries were able to do

much among the troops, though they were

preparing by daily conferences and study for

the new work in their respective fields. A

"Shipboard Y. M. C. A." was organized, and

421 men promptly joined. (Entertainments of

various sorts, practical talks, song services,

Bible classes and gospel meetings occupied

many hours pleasantly and profitably.

The writing materials furnished were most

eagerly received, and all available space at

the mess tables was crowded with soldiers

writing home letters. The pitiless heat of the

- deck seemed to be

unnoticed, as the

men became ab

sorbed in the read

ing-matter fur

nished them, and

the "pass on" plan

gave all a good op

portunity of hav

ing reading.

The evenings

were anticipated

most eagerly ; it

was then the spe

cial features were

introduced. Cap

tains Boyd and

Ballon \srcre en

thusiastically re

ceived as they gave

practical talks to

the men on such

conversation - pro-

voking and

thought-stirring subjects as the Elements of

Success in Army Life and The Russo-Japanese

War. The good music furnished by the

gramophone was supplemented by solos bv

young ladies from the cabin passengers, and

a sextette from the troops.

In the religious work the greatest interest

centered. The services were always at

tended by more than could comfortably get

within sound of the speaker's voice, and care

ful attention given in spite of the many dis

tractions of a ship's deck and the rush of the

waves. Songs for the Army and Navy were

used. It was an inspiration just to hear the

men sing. In the evangelistic meetings there-

were 110 requests for prayer and many defi

nite decisions for the Christian life. Under

conditions most trying, there being no quiet

place in which a Bible class might assemble,

and the heat for a good part of the voyage

being of that peculiar tropical intensity thai

averages 87 degrees during the twenty-four

hours, twenty-five men were enrolled in the

Bible class. The class was held daily at the

request of the men, who did earnest study

throughout the voyage.

A shout of joy went up as the Sheridan'*

anchor dropped in Manila harbor. The
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THE WORLD'S FAIR MILITARY DEPARTMENT HEADQUARTERS, AND SOLDIERS' TENTS.

good-byes of the men were many and all in

the same vein: "We cannot understand such

interest in our welfare, nor thank you

enough," said one with homesickness stamped

on every feature. "The dreariness of the voy

age was all taken away by your kindness,"

remarked another; while a third, with some

appreciation of what it meant, said: "I shall

remain true to the stand for Christ that I

have taken in these meetings." And these

were the thoughts and purposes of many

who went from the Shipboard Association on

the Sheridan out into the uncertainties and

temptations of army life in strange lands,

to wield an influence for Christian living

among their comrades.

W. B. MILLAR.

With Army and Navy Men

THE MILITARY DEPARTMENT AT THE WORLD'S

Fair is a success. The work is primarily for

the Jefferson Guards, soldiers, sailors and ma

rines, but thousands of Association men from

all parts of the country are attracted by it and

make the pavilion their headquarters. The pa

vilion is admirably situated, being surrounded

on all sides by the various military camps and

barracks of the soldiers and guards. The work

is particularly appreciated by those constantly

employed on the grounds to whom the fair has

ceased to be a novelty. Afternoon concerts

and musicals are held at frequent intervals.

Regular song and gospel services are conducted

on Sundays and during the week. The cos

mopolitan character of these services makes

them unique. At a recent Sunday evening

service no less than seven different nationalities

were represented, including Spaniards, Indians.

Mexicans and Filipinos, all of whom joined

heartily in the singing of the gospel hymns,

while others of various nationalities, attracted

by the music, were grouped about the outside.

Nearly every state was represented, while the

speaker on this occasion was from China, the

music was in charge of a man from Alaska, and

one of the singers was from Central America.

In these meetings the strongest speakers and

best music are secured, thus making the meet

ings of a popular character; nor are these serv

ices unattended with results, for even in the

midst of the gay fastivities of the Fair souls

are being turned to God. One Sunday morning

service was conducted in Spanish for the bene

fit of the Mexican Band, by Seiior A. B. DC

Roos. Since the opening of the d3partment on

an average of 300 letters per day have been

written by visitors.

DURING THE PENNSYLVANIA ENCAMPMENT

19,746 men visited the three tents of the Asso

ciation, 2,782 attended the meetings, 16,073 let

ters, postal-cards and packages were mailed

from them, and seven conversions were re

ported.

A NOTABLE RECEPTION WAS TENDERED TO THE

officers and men of the French cruiser Dupleix

at the Bar Harbor Association gymnasium

while the vessel was in the harbor. The of

ficers and about 300 men came ashore with

their marine band and marched to the building,

where they were received by Morris K. Jesup,

Alexander Maitland, W. J. Schieffelin and

James Stokes. Speeches of welcome were

made by Mr. Jesup, and Mr. Stokes and Ad

miral Rivet replied. Count Cassini was also

to have spoken, but he was unable on account

of throat trouble. After the reception the

French were taken to a ball game and sports

were held for the sailors.

AT THE NEW BUILDING ERECTED BY ADMIRAL

McCalla at Mare Island Navy Yard, Califor

nia, every one of the sixty-five beds have been

taken on several nights. Ninety-nine meals

were served one Sunday. J. J. Squier, of the

Brooklyn Naval Branch, has been placed in

charge, with W. R. Webb as assistant.

THE OHIO STATE WORK AT THE STATE MILI-

tary camp has gone ahead with even greater

success than last year. The business at the

sutler's stand and the results in religious work

are both far ahead. The usual difficulties of

disastrous storms, tardy freight, water famine

and such other things have been put up with.

NEWSPAPERS HAVE REPORTED THE FORBIDDING

of Association tents to be placed inside th?

camp limits in the Iowa and Illinois state mili

tary camps this year.



The Railroad Department

A Policy of Evasion

In this day of rapid progress the Railroad

Department of the Young Men's Christian

Association occupies an unusually singular

position, not alone in extending its unique

type of work and keeping pace with the de

velopment of modern railroading, but in the

close relation it bears to some problems aside

from its immediate sphere of work. Corpo

rations and other employers of labor, con

vinced of the practical, sane work this or

ganization is doing among the men of the

great railroad industries, are being per

suaded to cooperate with their em

ployees in the establishment and maintenance

of what is now generally termed the Indus

trial Young Men's Christian Association.

Already the so-called Industrial Association

is patterning its work after the type of the

modern Railroad Association.

What a matchless opportunity before the

Railroad Associations of America to occupy

their own fields and to set a pace for other

Associations yet to be established among the

working men!

While the very rapid acquisition of build

ings has increased the opportunity of helping

men, it has also brought to each individual

Association a grave responsibility. The

larger and more complete equipment nat

urally demands closer attention, and the As

sociation that is not watchful will be swamped

with the numerous details incident to the run

ning of lunch counters, the care of bedrooms

and the supervision of libraries and bowling

alleys. Secretaries, boards of directors and

committees need to be alert lest these things

absorb all thought and energy, producing

spiritual apathy, a contracted vision and a

lack of faith and virility in the whole work.

The times call for the exercise of heroic

faith and persistency in solving problems.

Some Railroad Association officers have a pe

culiar gift in evading every difficulty: diffi

culties not made to cause inactivity, but made

to be overcome and to intensify activity.

// our Association is what we claim, let us

face obstacles like men—go in to win, DOING

THE SEEMINGLY IMPOSSIBLE.

Is not the time opportune for a general for

ward movement in the definite spiritual work?

That Railroad Association which has an

apology for what should be an aggressive,

manly type of religious work, cannot hope to

excuse itself on the ground of being "an iso

lated point." or its membership being "com

posed of a large per cent, of floaters or boom

ers," or of the "scarcity of earnest Chris

tians," or a score of other reasons. If we

are unwilling to hammer away persistently

and earnestly at the hard things, we had bet

ter get out of the business of trying to reach

the hearts of men. A. G. K.

Reaching Street Railway Men

Shortly after the completion of the new

building at Scranton, a visit was made to

the general manager of the Scranton Street

Railway Company, and a proposition conveyed

to him for the co-operation of his company

and employees in the Association movement.

Having been an observer of the work for

some years, the official promptly accepted the

suggestion, authorized an appropriation on

behalf of his company and lent his personal

aid in getting the plan started.

The street railway general offices are

in a large four story building which

also contains public waiting room, con

ductors' and motormen's registry rooms,

and various other features of street rail

way operation. All street cars pass the

door of this building, and the runs shift at

this point. In full view one block away the

Railroad Association building presents its

standing invitation to the men who are tem

porarily "off duty." .

The company has upwards of 400 men, of

whom 160 have become members. Most of

these have availed themselves of the building

with avidity. "I tell you," remarked one

bright conductor, "you fellows are entitled to

a lot of credit for thinking about us. You

are the first people to take any interest in us,

and you can depend upon it that we appreci

ate it." Similar expressions are heard con

stantly, and though uniformly overestimating

the Association's "thoughtfulness," are none

the less an indication of the men's feelings.

From the first careful note has been made

of the contact between the steam railroad

men and the street car employees. We have

yet to note the slightest friction, and while,

as a rule, each crowd "flock's by itself," it

is always with due respect to the rights of

the others. There has, however, been dis

tinct progress in the matter of assimilation.

In the educational classes and reh'gious meet

ings the men mingle in the best of fellow

ship. One aim of the Association is to bring

the men together on a common plane and to

drive into disuse as far as possible the im

ported and detestable idea of "caste" and

"classes."

There has not appeared any necessity for

a separate Association house for the street

railway employees, but. on the contrary, each

month has demonstrated the practicability of

a united work for all railroad men. In the
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present instance, the matter of location is en

tirely favorable, which, of course, is not fre

quently the case. In cities similarly situated

the experiment would well repay an honest

trial.

The general manager of the street railway

Company has kept in constant touch with

the progress of the past few months, and

his impressions have been such that he lately

requested complete statistics to embody in

his annual report to the directors, and also

secured an extra appropriation from his com

pany for recent additions to the Railroad De

partment building. W. 'W. ADAIR.

Department Notes

The Scranton Railroad department has sent

four successful railroad secretaries into the

work in the last five years. The committee of

management has appropriated $1,000 for educa

tional work. C. F. Washburn is the pioneer

educational director of the Railroad Associa

tion.

Peoria raised $541 for religious work abroad

last year and spent $495.79 for religious work

at home, not including rent, secretaries' sala-

BELLEVUE, O.,

An Association or

ganised at the sugges

tion of C. B. Hoyt,

Chief Supervisor of

Tracks of the N. Y.

C. & St. Louis Rail

road, with the ap

proval of President

Canniff, who appro

priated $7,500 and $75

per month for operat

ing. Mr. W. L. Hart-

ness, of Cleveland,

whose early home was

in Bellevue, contrib

uted $3,700. A fine

residence was secured,
a gymnasium 40 /'>•

60 added, the equip

ment being given by

the Ohio Cultivator

Company. The boys'

room was Kited up in

sumptuous style by

Mr. and Mrs. yickery

as a memorial to their

son.

ries, etc. Robert Garry is to be with them

November 20 to December 2.

Texarkana, Ark., lowered the floor of its

chapel hall and will use it for a gymnasium, as

well as a hall. Three tub baths and two show

ers have been added, making fourteen in all.

The membership is 1,259.

At meetings conducted by Evangelist Rees

in a tent at Pitcairn, Pa., ten men's services

averaged 180, and the mixed meetings, 445;

shop meetings, over 200. Nearly thirty men

became Christians.

Pine Bluff, Ark., will be in its new building

October 1—the recently acquired Merrill In

stitute. It will be a combined railroad and

city Association work. The amount expended,

KEENAN AND KNEBEL.

including the library, will be $8,000, and $1,000

lias been spent in wiping out a former Associa

tion debt.

Tom Kcenan and A. G. Knebel have been

rendering splendid service to the religious

work of the railroad Associations in the

Southwest. At one meeting in Big Springs,

where 150 men attended, twenty of whom

were some of the roughest trainmen in

Texas, five shopmen who were crack men

of the baseball team, began the Christian life.

At a meeting held on the Plaza, Fort Scott,

eight men came out. Conferences were held

for Christian men at Monett, Mo., attended by

fifty men, who lined up for aggressive com

mittee service, and brought 130 men out to the

meeting Sunday, and twenty-seven came to

the front. Among the number was a chief of

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. A

revival followed. Big shop meetings were held

at Decatur, 111. Nineteen out of an attendance

of fifty-eight railroad men declared for Christ,

and a shop Bible class was started. At Mo-

berly, Mo., although they competed with the

usual Sunday baseball game, 200 men were

out. The Association will take on a new life

from this week's service. In three weeks 134

men declared themselves for the Christian life.



News from the Associations

NEWS FOR THE OCTOBER NUMBER SHOULD REACH NEW YORK ON OR BEFORE SEPTEMBER 19.

THE HOT SOUTHERN SUMMER SEASON DID NOT

DIMINISH the interest in the religious work of

the Atlanta Association. A band of workers

met each Saturday night to pray and plan for

Sunday. They not only distribute tickets for

the Sunday meeting, but brought men to it.

August 7 (hard rain), attendance 140, more

than 100 remained to after-meeting, which

lasted nearly two hours ; 48 requested prayer

and 8 accepted Christ. August 14 (hottest

Sunday of the year), room crowded; 78 re

mained at after-meeting, 6 conversions.

THERE is AN UNPRECEDENTED DEMAND AMONG

the smaller cities of the Pacific Northwest for

Young Men's Christian Associations. This de

mand, however, is being held in check by the

State Committees, in that they are standing by

the policy of not advocating organization until

a proper building and equipment can be se

cured. Movements toward securing such build

ings are in progress at Hoquiam and Walla

Walla, Wash., and at Pendleton, Baker City,

Astoria and Eugene, Ore.

FRASER G. MARSHALL HAS BEEN INVESTI-

gating Newfoundland and its need for As

sociation work.

OLYMPIA, WASH., HAS STARTED A BUILDING

campaign, headed by a business man, who him

self gives $1,000.

SIX OF THE NINE ClTY ASSOCIATIONS OF

Georgia had successful camps for their Boys'

Departments this summer, and Savannah had

one for men.

AT THE LAKE HOUSE OF THE WORCESTER As

sociation training, lectures and demonstrations

are given in the matter of life-saving by Phys

ical Director Wilder, and a volunteer life-sav

ing crew is maintained.

THE LADIES' AUXILIARY OF CONCORD, N. H.,

has raised $1,000 as an initial gift toward a

building fund, thus doing as well as the auxil

iary of the city Association, which has raised

a like sum for the new city Association building.

BOSTON, MASS., AND CONCORD, N. H., WILL

have a triangular athletic meet at Rumford

Field, Concord, N. H., in September. None

but employees of the Boston and Maine Rail

road are eligible. The ladies' auxiliary will fur

nish a baked-bean dinner.

AT NASHVILLE, TENN., A CLASS OF THIRTY-

two boys was divided into four divisions, ac

cording to ability, as well as numbers, and at

the end of the month gave a prize supper to

the boys having the greatest number of points

in attendance, attention, athletics, basketball

and apparatus work, the squad getting the

highest number receiving a pie, the next three-

quarters, the next one-half and the last one-

quarter.

A PAJZTY OF CLEVELAND BOYS ATTENDED THE

World's Fair under the direction of the secre

tary.

THE MAINE STATE COMMITTEE BRINGS To

gether the leaders in its forces October 5 at a

dinner to be held in Bangor.

THE ST. Louis ASSOCIATION HAS UNDER-

taken a bureau, which is directing parties to

private residences, hotels, etc. It is managed

by E. P. Shepard, who will be in attendance

at the World's Fair for the coming three

months.

FIVE MEMBERSHIP SUPPERS WERE HELD ON

successive Thursday nights in New Orleans

during July and August, with an average at

tendance of fifty-eight. The members helped

share the expense by buying tickets at 15 cents.

A gift of $500 was received last month toward

the furnishings for "Spofford Hall," its dormi

tory annex, which is filled to overflowing and

has men on the waiting list. The lunch-coun

ter is being nearly doubled in size to accom

modate increasing patronage. Last season

New Orleans led the South with 377 night-

school students. This year 500 students are

expected.

PHYSICAL DIRECTOR L. O. GILLESBY, OF THE

New Orleans Association, was given a $125

gold watch and tendered a banquet on August

11, his last night in the Crescent City. He

goes on October 1 to Birmingham, Ala., after

a successful four years' work in New Orleans.

He took a track team of five men to the St.

Louis games.

THF. NEW JERSEY STATE COMMITTEE DID A

highly appreciated work in the encampment of

the National Guard at Sea Girt in July.

Messrs. Caldwell, McRae, Fry, Bryant and

others assisted. Work will again be opened at

Sea Girt during the meeting of the National

Rifle Association, September 1-10.

BOYS' CAMPS IN NEW JERSEY ARE MULTIPLY-

ing, and yet the old camps are larger than ever

before. The State Committee's camp at

Wawayanda Lake had 200 boys present and the

Camden and Trenton boys camped fifty strong

on Marshall's Island in the Delaware River.

Plainfield camped at Lake Hopatcong, New

Brunswick at Avon-by-the-Sea, Lakewood at

Point Pleasant and Montclair on Lake Cham-

plain.

F. A. STROUGH BEGINS HIS EVANGELISTIC

campaign with the Associations at Blooming-

ton, III., September 11-18, and at Peoria, Sept-

tember 25-30. October and November will be

spent in New York State, December in Michi

gan and January and February in Connecticut.
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WINSTON-SALEM, N. C, is CONVERTING ITS

auditorium into a gymnasium, fitting out new

bathrooms and enlarging its educational class

rooms. An amount sufficient to cover the cost

of the alterations has been secured. Of the

$2,000 raised over $700 was subscribed by mem

bers.

OTTAWA ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL TEAM HAS

won the city league championship and "Free

Press" cup. The tennis team is second in the

city league.

BESIUES ITS REGULAR SENIOR CAMP STRATFORD

had a special camp tor Ci. T. R. employees for

ten days while the shops were shut down.

Twenty-five men attended.

SOME OF THE BERLIN MEMBERS JOINED THE

party from the Hamilton Association on a two

weeks' cruise on Lake Ontario and the St. Law

rence River.

THE WASHINGTON STATE COMMITTEE HAS

called John Makins to be state secretary for

county work. Mr. Makins was for six years

the manager of the Sailors and Soldiers' Home

at Nagasaki, Japan, and is believed to be pecu

liarly fitted for this work. He will begin work

at once, his first organization being in Whit

man county, the banner wheat-producing county

of the world. A secretary for this county is

already in sight.

FULLY 30,000 PEOPLE HAVE EMIGRATED TO

Manitoba this year. It is safe to say that there

have been from 20,000 to 25,000 men among this

number, a large majority of whom are young

men. Hundreds of them have brought letters

of introduction from across the water. In

addition to this numbers are coming constantly

from the East, and nearly all of them settle in

Winnipeg. The Association has found rooms

in hotels and private homes for practically all

who call. A young Englishman and his

brother, regarding whom the Association was

written to before they sailed from Liverpool, on

arrival went directly to the Association tent

and were directed to convenient rooms and put

in the way of situations. Another young fel

low is the son of the vice-president of an Asso

ciation in New South Wales, who wrote urg

ing that every effort be put forth to make him

welcome, as this was his first experience away

from home. Immediately upon his arrival the

Association was able to place him in a stenog

rapher's position, besides finding him a suitable

boarding-house. A physician was secured for

him during a short illness the first few days

after his arrival. He is now comfortably set

tled, is earning a fair salary and has good

prospects. His immediate contact with the As

sociation was the means of securing him the

satisfactory position. The Association is con

stantly looking after some young men in seri

ous illness and in one or two instances bury

ing in the Association lot those who have died

far away from home.

H. LOREN MITCHELL RETURNS TO MONTESANO,

Wash., to be secretary and physical director

for another year. The Association employs a

man for but six months each year. It is a

town of but 2,000 people. A very successful

year was the record there for 1903 and even

better prospects are ahead.

DETROIT HAS SECURED A. J. CRANE, B.S..

Purdue University, '03, for instructor in engi

neering studies in its day school.

MONTREAL'S PLANS FOR THE FALL INCLUDE THE

three-term idea in educational work, a course

of entertainments for members and friends

(new) and the formation of an intermediate

department for members 16 to 18. The direc

tors' Friday morning prayer-meeting continues

during the summer; also Saturday night meet

ing and Sunday afternoon Bible class. The av

erage attendance at the latter was : May, 67 ;

June, 67, and July, 78. The boys' camps had

79 out all told. The senior camp opened with

a party of 20, and the camp remains open until

September 6.

NYACK, N. Y., IN ADDITION TO CURRENT Ex

penses, have raised and expended in past four

years $3,407 for improvements and repairs, in

terest and reduction of debts, including $400

paid on mortgage and $425 on floating debt.

Three thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars

has also been pledged toward mortgage and

floating debt. The town has less than 9,000

population.

BOULDER, COL., HAS ORGANIZED AN ASSOCIA-

tion, with T. S. Waltemeyer, president.

A MILITARY ENTERTAINMENT AT THE RED

Swan Inn, the prominent summer hotel in

Warwick, N. Y., was given for the benefit of

the local Warwick gymnasium fund. Miss

Helen Miller Gould was present as one of the

patronesses. The affair was a great social suc

cess and netted $550.

"McMASTER BAND," A GROUP OF YOUNG MEN

from McMaster College, is holding successful

meetings in connection with some of the Cana

dian Associations.

TORONTO CENTRAL HAS HAD THE USE OF Vic

toria University athletic grounds during the

summer. Handball, lacrosse, tennis and bowls

have led the interest. The attendance at the

Thursday night meeting and Sunday Bible

classes has been unusually large.

KINGSTON, ONT., HAS ON WEEKLY "MORNING

watch" prayer-meetings among its numbers.

THE LEAVENWORTH ASSOCIATION GAVF. us ONE

of its best social entertainments—the World's

Fair in miniature. A sunken garden was made

in the auditorium with palms, grasses and Chi

nese lanterns. The parlor was turned into a

festival hall with abundant music. Cascades

were formed in the kitchen by banking with

grasses and running the water over a glass

washboard. The Pike was represented by a

wall-eyed pikefish in a room by itself. The art
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gallery was a unique collection of articles to

burlesque pictures listed. Box-lunch was pro

vided, so that visitors did not have to leave the

grounds. It was a decided hit.

THE NEWLY APPOINTED CHAIRMAN OF THE ST.

Catharine's Association recently had confer

ences of one hour each with the provincial sec

retary. The foundations for the new building

are in and the contractors agree to have the

building ready for occupation January 1.

AN ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN FORMED AT NEW-

port, N. H.

MANCHESTER, N. H., ADDED 100 NEW MEM-

bers during the year just closed.

NASHUA, N. H., CONDUCTS A SWIMMING

class in its new natatorium, the first of its kind

in the state.

THE MILITIA AND REGULAR TROOPS IN OREGON,

Washington and Idaho held joint maneuvers

near Tacoma early in July. The state secre

taries of these states united in an up-to-date

work for the soldiers, of whom more than

4,000 were in camp. Two complete outfits

were provided at the two camps, which were

separated by eight miles. C. W. Wilcox had

general charge of the work.

UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE CONCORD, N. H.,

Railroad and city Associations during July,

August and part of September outdoor grove

meetings are held every Sunday afternoon at

3.30 o'clock, at which the attendance has

reached 1,000. Attractive vocal and instru

mental music, good congregational singing and

strong evangelistic addresses constitute the

program. "Men with Messages" is the policy

of the platform. The Association has the con

tract for supervising the city baths on the Mer-

rimac River again this year. An average of

150 boys and men attend daily, with a swim

ming-master in charge.

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE BOYS' CAMP HAD A

most successful season at Timber Island, Lake

Winnipesaukee. There was an increase of 50

per cent, in the enrolment. A naphtha launch

holding twenty-four was placed at the disposal

of the campers.

AT THE GEORGIA CONFERENCE, HELD AT COL-

lege Park last month, all departments of the

work were thoroughly discussed, weak points

laid bare and plans made for improvements.

One of the striking matters in connection with

it was the decision to plan for the support of a

general secretary in China by the Georgia As

sociations. The religious tone of the confer

ence was very strong, as well as practical.

SHOP BIBLE CLASSES HAVE BEEN CARRIED ON

during the past season at Concord and Nashua,

N. H. At the latter place a young man who

had not attended church for five years has

started again. Concord has an interesting

Bible class, composed of prisoners in the

county jail.

THE STATE COMMITTEE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

conducted an Association at the State military

encampment at Concord, with Mr. Wardle in

charge. Thirteen hundred soldiers were in

camp, and of these 400 were daily attendants,

900 letters were written in five days and the

religious services averaged 100 each night. An

outdoor basketball court was popular.

Publicati jn Department Notes

The Year Book was issued. August 15.

Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.

A second edition of the Association Hymn

Book is just off the press. Associations in

need of books should arrange to secure them

early, and thus have them available (or the

opening services of the autumn.

The appearance of the Buffalo Convention

Report was unavoidably delayed until late in

August. The historic character of the con

vention gives the report a peculiar value, not

only to every delegate, but as a permanent

record for every Association and secretary's

library. Paper, 25 cents.

The following new courses of Bible Study

will be available for use October 1, or earlier:

The Truth of the Apostolic Gospel, by

Principal R. A. Falconer. A course supple

mentary to the Student Cycles. Now ready.

Cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

Studies in Old Testament Characters, by

Professor 'W. W. White. A revision of this

standard course, based on the same outline,

but much simplified. Cloth, 90 cents; paper,

CO cents.

The Messages of the Twelve Prophets, by

William D. Murray. A course for elementary

classes, uniform in style with his previous

book, The Life and Works of Jesus. Cloth,

75 cents; paper, 50 cents, new.

Studies in the Life of Jesus Christ, by

Professor Bosworth. To be issued as an al

ternate first year course for students, but

equally adapted for other individuals or

classes. To be issued in instalments, the first

to be ready September 15. Cloth, 90 cents;

paper, GO cents, including advance parts as

issued.

The (Educational Prospectus and Report

are issued separately this year. The Pros

pectus at 25 cents, the Report at 15 cents.

The Prospectus has been planned to suggest

a permanent policy rather than one for a

single year.

Associations planning to observe Bible

Rally Sunday will find the following good

campaign material for distribution. They

will be furnished, postpaid, at the following

rates per 100 copies:

Morning Watch, Mott, $4.

Bible Study for Personal Spiritual Growth,

Mott, $4.

Greatest of Books, Shelton, $4.
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SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

Ashley, C. H., to Nashua, N. H.

Biker, W. G. T., to Beatrice, Neb.

Banks, H. G., Rouses Point, N. Y. (R. R.), res.

Barlow, B. A., to Ottumwa, la.

Botsford, G. S., to Tacoma, Wash.

Cbapin, W. H., to Williamsport, Pa.

Coulter, J. E., Port Huron, Mich. (R. R ), res.

Cushing, R. L-, to St. Louis, Mo., S. Side Br.

Flanagan, J. T., to Missoula, Mont.

Jaquith, C E., Bath, Me., res.

Maylott, J. T., to Clarksburg, W. Va.

McKira, J. J., to New Castle, Pa.

Norris, J. H., Clarksburg, W. Va., res.

Reid, Spencer, to Newport, N. H.

Richer, L N., Watsonville, Cal., res.

Robbins, J. B., Franklin, Pa., res.

Sherman, E. T,, Chicago (West Side Dept.), res.

Smith, W. C, to University of California.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

Bingeman, C W., to Kingston, N. Y.

Craig, Garland, to Keokuk. Ia.

Griffin, J. D., Norfolk, Va., res.

Hansen, Emil, Elmira, N. Y., res.

llollister, L. C., to Jackson, Mich.

Mickey, R. M., to Palestine, Tex. (R. R.)

.Nelson, Albert, to Cairo, 111.

Rea, C T., to Orange, N. J.

Shenenberger, Floyd, to Tacoma, Wash.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

Stoddard, W. A., to Boston, Mass.

Vories, W. M., to Colorado Springs, Col.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.

Abbott, S. E.. to Bristol, R. I.

Barton, J. W., Atlanta, Ga., res.

Buckland, S. B., to Marion, O.

Burdick. William, to Pa. R. R. Dept., Philadelphia, Pa.

Burkhardt, C. H.. Wilmerdmg. Pa., res.

Chattleton, E. R., to Minneapolis, Minn. (Asst.)

Burnett, L. R., to Kenosha, Wis.

Burtner, R. D., to Salt Lake City, Utah. (Asst.)

Cornell, G. A., to Harrisburg, Pa.

Bubridge, F. A., to Terre Haute, Ind., res.

Hackett, A. R., to Findlay, O.

Henley, J. A., Port Huron, Mich., res.

Hirst, H. E., to Aurora, 111.

HoIVey, A. P., to White Plains, N. Y.

Horning, R. W., to Macon, Ga.

Kimble. C. H., to Binghamton, N. Y.

Marcley, F. N., to Summit, N. J.

Macdonald, J. A., to Chelsea, Mass.

Miller. E. F., Kensington Br., Philadelphia, res.

Poeller, William, to Norwich, Conn.

Putnam, John, to Kensington Br., Philadelphia.

Saunders, W. W., to Schenectady, N. Y.

Schitiel, Anton, to Portland, Me.

Scroggs, J. M., to Tacoma, Wash. (Asst.)

Seidell, J. W., Atlanta, Ga., res.

Sims, j. W., to Broad St. Annex, Philadelphia.

Thomas, E. S., Passaic, N. J., res.

Wales, Wesley, to Warren, Pa.

Weeks. W. R., Bar Harbor, Me., res.

Weemj, T. R., to Atlanta, Ga.

Wilber, F. B., to Portsmouth, Va.

BOYS" DIRECTORS.

Harter, L. E., to Oak Park, 111.

Howe, L. A., to Central Dept., Cleveland. O.

Kidd, F. W., to Central Br., Philadelphia, Pa.

l.eggatt, H: C, to Lynn, Mass.

Phillips, M. J., to Lynn, Mass.

Stumpner, B. M., Oil City, Pa., res.

Swin, A. H., to Lincoln, Neb.

STATE SECRETARIES.

Brockman, F. M.. to Missouri. (Asst.)

McKnight, W. A., to Illinois (Student).

P«Ty. F. H., Ala., Miss, and La. (Asst.), res.

ARMY SECRETARIES.

Mitchell, R. M., Fort Screven, res.

Ruickoldt, C. F., Fort Porter, Buffalo, N. Y., res.

ASSOCIATION CALENDAR

STATE CONVENTIONS.

Tennessee, Bristol, October 13-16.

Illinois, Alton, October 14-16.

Massachusetts, Worcester, November 11-14.

Missouri, Marshall, November 17-20.

Arkansas, Texarkana, February 8-12, 1905.

Minnesota, Duluth, February 9-12.

Kentucky, February 16-19.

Pennsylvania, February 16-19.

Nebraska, February 16-19.

Iowa, Muscatine, February 16-19.

North and South Carolina, March 10-13.

Connecticut, Meriden, March 23-26.

SPECIAL EVENTS.

Week of Prayer for Young Men, November 13-19.

World's Conference, Paris, France, April 26-30, 1905.

CONFERENCES.

Boys' Conference, Kentucky, Shelbyville, Nov. 25-27.

COUNTY CONVENTION.

Fauquier County, Kentucky, Warrenton, Sept. 9-11.

How One Secretary Is Pushing for a Subscription

List

The following memoranda speak for them

selves. The Salt Lake City secretary sent one

dozen of these, securing five subscriptions for

Association Men without personal effort other

than shown in the correspondence :

Copies of paper and this letter were taken

around to prospective subscribers.

Dear Sir :

you will receive a postal-card

concerning this magazine to-mor

row, the management of the local

Young Men's Christian Association

would be pleased if you should sub

scribe for it, because it tells of the

Association's work the world over.

The more vou know of the Young

Men's Christian Association the

greater friendship you will feel for

it; hence our interest in your sub

scription. Oscar L. Cox.

Return postals with the following were

mailed next day.

Dear Sir :

Yesterday we placed on your desk

a copy of Association Men. If it in

terests you and you want the

magazine regularly, please sign

the attached and mail to-day.

Very truly yours,

General Secretary.

Gentlemen :

Please have Association Men

sent to me for one year, beginning

with the August issue, and present

this card to collect 50 cents in pay

ment therefor.

Respectfully,
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MILLER, or MISS E. LOUISE PARRY, A.M.,

Lenox Place, Avondale, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The

Overland
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the most luxurious train in the world,

leaves Chicago 8.00 p. m. daily. Less

than three days to San Francisco.

Magnificent equipment. Solid through

I train. Electric lighted througout.

THE BEJT OF EVERYTHING I

TwootherfasttralnsleaveChlcagoto.3op.nl. I

and 11.35 p.m. daily, with through service

to San Francisco, Los Angeles and Pott-

land, via the

Chicago & North-Western,

Union Pacific and

Southern Pacific Railways

All agents sell tickets via

this route.

Illustrated booklets on

application to

W. B. KN1SKEKN.
CHICAGO, ILL.

or E. L. LOMAX.

OMAHA, Nee.

QLtfl
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Henry Drummond on the Study and Help of Men

AN AKGUMENT FOR PLACING THE STUDY OF THE SOUL ON A SCIENTIFIC BASIS. SELECTIONS FROM AN ESSAY
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biography ; and many pages of the Old are

marked by the lives of men. Yet it is just

this truth which we require to be taught again

to-day—to be content with aiming at units.

Every atom in

the universe can

act on every

other atom, but

only through

the atom next

it. And if a

man would act

upon every

other man, he

can do so best

by acting, one

at a time, upon

those beside

him. The true

worker's world

is a unit.

Recognize the

personal glory

and dignity of

the unit as an

agent. Work

with units, but,

above all, work

at units.

But the ca

pacity of acting

upon individu

als is now al

most a lost art.

It is hard to

learn again.

We have spoilt

ourselves b y

thinking to

The soul in health and disease ought to be

as much an object of scientific study and train

ing as the health and diseases of the body.

The power of the individual, the value of

the unit, the

respect due to

one human

soul—t his is

the great truth

for churches,

for armies, and

for empires.

Students of the

new science of

sociology may

deny this truth

as they will,

and their great

disciple, Her-

b e r t Spencer,

may denounce

what he calls

the "great-man-

theory of his

tory" as only fit

for savages gos

siping round

their camp fire,

but it still re

mains a great

and important

truth (as he

himself ex

presses it be

fore failing to

refute it) "that

throughout the

past of the hu

man race the

HENRY DRUMMOND.

doings of conspicuous persons have been the

only things worthy of remembrance."

Men, not masses, have done all that is

great in history, in science, and in religion.

The New Testament itself is but a briei

draw thousands by public work—by what

people call "pulpit eloquence," by platform

speeches, and by convocations, councils, and

Christian conferences, and by books of many

editions. We have been painting Madonnas
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and Ecce Homos and choirs of angels, like

Raphael, and it is hard to condescend to the

beggar boy of Murillo. Yet we must begin

again, and begin far down. Christianity be

gan with one. We have forgotten the simple

way of the Founder of the greatest influence

the world has ever seen—how He ran away

from cities, how He shirked mobs, how He

lagged behind the rest at Samaria to have

a quiet talk with one woman at a well, how

He stole away from crowds and entered intq

the house of one humble Syro-Phoenician

woman, "and would have no man know it."

In small groups of twos and threes He col

lected the early Church around Him. One by

one the apostles were called—and there were

only twelve in all. We all know well enough

how to move the masses; we know how to

draw a crowd around us, but to attract the

units—that is the hard matter.

To draw souls one by one, to buttonhole

them and steal from them the secret of their

lives, to talk them clean out of themselves, to

read them off like a page of print, to pervade

them with your spiritual essence and make

them transparent, this is the spiritual science

which is so difficult to acquire and so hard

to practice.

Let not any think that such knowledge is

easily attained ; nor have many attained it

The men to whom you or I would go if

spiritual darkness spread across our souls,

who are they? How few have penetration

enough to diagnose our case, to observe our

least apparent symptoms, to get out of us

what we had resolved not to tell them, to

see through and through us the evil and the

good. Plenty there are to oreach to us; but

who will interview us, and anatomize us, and

lay us bare to God's eye and our own?

We cannot expect the Spirit's help to teach

us what only laziness and personal indiffer

ence hinder us from learning; and to despise

a power which He gave us capacities to

possess is not the way to show that we trust

Him who gave it.

This study of the soul, in which I am en

deavoring to enlist your interest, is a diffi

cult study. It is difficult because the soul as

far transcends the mind in complexity and in

variety as the mind the body. The soul is

an infinitely large subject—an infinitely deep

and mysterious subject

We are not ignoring the power of God in

conversion by not speaking of it You say

He can work with the roughest tools even on

the finest of marbles. Without denying it,

He would not polish . diamonds on grind

stones if He could get lapidaries to do it bet

ter. It won't do to talk religiously, or com

placently, or blasphemously of trusting in

Him when we are too lazy to qualify our

selves for being worth the using in His serv

ice. Don't fear that we shall become too acute

at diagnosing and prescribing for souls, and so

take the matter out of God's hands.

One of the keenest minds of New Eng

land has said, "The school of the future may

be called a Life School, whose object is to

study the strength and weakness of human

nature minutely, to understand men, and to

deal with them face to face, and heart to heart."

* * * They knew so much about humanity

that, they had lost what of it they had

themselves in the pursuit of it in others.

Although they are always called practical

hands they are only so in a gross

sense. They were most of them

wanting in that delicacy of handling which

makes analysis effective instead of insulting;

and many of the Puritans were quite destitute

of the foremost quality which distinguishes

the successful diagnosist—respect, veneration

even, for the soul of another. A man may

be ever so gross and vulgar, but when you

come to deal with the deepest that is in him

he becomes sensitive and feminine. Brusque-

ness and an impolite familiarity may do very

well when dealing with his brains, but with

out tenderness and courtesy you can only ap

proach his heart to shock it. The whole of

etiquette is founded on respect ; and by far the

highest and tenderest etiquette is the etiquette

of soul and soul.

Many men study men, but not to sympathize

with them: the lawyer for gain, the artist for

fame, the actor for applause, the novelist for

profession. And when there are men found

to study human nature for its own sake, or for

filthy lucre's sake, shall there be none to do it

for man's sake—for God's sake?

The one great thing is to study life earn

estly and practically and realistically.

We must aim at the manly and sturdy type

of the religious diagnosist ; we must try to be,

as Oliver Wendell Holmes forcibly says, "a

man that knows men in the street, at their

work, human nature in its shirt-sleeves—who

makes bargains with deacons instead of talk

ing over texts with them, and a man who has

found out that there are plenty of praying

rogues and swearing saints in the' world."

One thing I can assure you of. If any man

develops this faculty of reading others, of

reading them in order to profit by them, he will

never be without practice. Men do not say

much about these things, but Hie amount of

spiritual longing in the world at the present

moment is absolutely incredible. No one can

even faintly appreciate the intense spiritual

unrest which seethes everywhere around him ;

but one who has tried to discern, who has

begun by private experiment, by looking into

himself, by taking observations upon the

people near him and known to him, has wit

nessed a spectacle sufficient to call for the

loudest and most emphatic action.



The Things Which Surround and Influence Life

Manners do not mean the social veneer

that is in evidence more or less with us all, but

the actual morality of the lives of each. The

same is true of the environment of all, the

same law applying to politics, the sciences,

trades and homes of all alike. It is not the

shops or factories that affect the morals of the

workers, but the environments. The life of

one may be contaminated in the home by a

number of causes, and literature plays an im

portant part in bending one for good or evil.

* * * Conditions and customs dictate dif

ferent actions. Life in Pittsburg and life in

Corinth are two different propositions, and it

is a difficult matter to draw the line. Whole

visions are affected by opinions, and it is a mis

take for a boy to say that he can mingle in bad

company and say he can shut his eyes and ears

to the things he sees and hears. It will surely

drag him down, too. The only test that can be ap

plied absolutely to a boy or a man is the things

he will not do, the company he will not keep and

the literature he will not read. * * *

There is a great and grand imperialism with

the imperialistic note attracting one, even

though a stranger, to a Young Men's Christian

Association meeting.—From the address of

Rev. Hugh Black, author of Friendship, before

the Pittsburg Association, August 21.

"Oh, God, I Mean Business"

The Story of Tom Keenao's Conversion, From " Tom Keenan, Locomotive Engineer,"

by Neason Jones

"Tom, you and I have been together a good

many years."

"That's so, Ed," I answered.

"We have drank and fought together, but we

have always loved one another," he said.

"That's true, Ed," I replied.

"Now, Tom, I want to tell you that I have

been praying that God might give you to me as

TOM KEENAN.

a Christian companion. Tom, will you come

over on the Lord's side?"

"I will," I answered, heartily.

"Then come and go to church with me to

night."

"No, Ed." I said, "not to-nigrft. You take

my wife and children and go to ohurch, and, if

God spares my life until Tuesday night, I'll

come, too."

Ed took my wife and children and went to

church.

After they had gone I began to clean house.

It seemed that just as soon as I had said, "I

will," to Ed, the charm of sin had been broken.

The strife that had been going on between the

spirit and the flesh was coming to an end.

That "I will" was what God had been want

ing from Tom Keenan through the months that

had passed since that death-bed scene in the

Sinclair House, and I was now willing to

answer to that invitation "Come" which God

had been pressing upon me.

Going to a certain drawer I gathered up a

pack of cards and some pictures that were there

and threw them into the stove. There was a

ring on my finger that did not belong there,

and I pulled it off and threw it in also.

I then went into the bedroom and got on my

knees at the bedside. I could not repeat the

Lord's Prayer, and, in fact, knew nothing about

prayer of any kind ; but I prayed the best I

could, as follows :

"Oh, God ! I mean business. If you will

convert my soul, I will give up my ungodly

companions and my sin, and I promise you to

try to serve you and live a better life."

I don't remember whether I said Amen, but

like the publican's prayer of old : "God be

merciful to me, a sinner," God heard and

answered my uncouth prayer a short time af

terward.

While I had prayed for God to convert my

soul, I did not know any more than a child

what the conversion of my soul meant. I

knew that something must be done to keep me

from sin. I had an idea that some feeling

would come over me, or I would receive some
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kind of a "knock down" or be unhorsed like

Saul of Tarsus, and was expecting that it would

come in some such way.

The next day, Monday, I ran the express

from Hoboken to Philipsburg and return. Oh,

what a day I put in ! I had never before been

afraid of the engine leaving the track ; but now

I was. If she gave a sudden lurch in striking

a curve, I found myself praying: "Lord, keep

her on the rails." "Lord, spare my life till to

morrow night and I'll go to the Eighth Avenue

Church." "Lord, don't let her leave the

track."

Tuesday was my day off and I stayed at

home all day. What a long day it seemed! I

was now anxious to get to church and wished

for the evening to come. I wanted to be con

verted.

There was a drawer in our bedroom bureau

which my wife would never allow me to disturb.

It contained a pair of clean sheets, a clean pil

low-slip, one of my clean shirts and a few

other things. For years I could not learn the

purpose for which she so zealously guarded the

contents of that drawer. Through all the

years that we had been married, however, they

represented "the skeleton in the closet" to my

wife, for with the numerous accidents occur

ring on the railroad she was fearful that my

mangled remains might some day be brought

home, and the contents of the drawer were

kept always ready for such an emergency.

When evening came I fixed myself up in the

best clothes I had. The white shirt which had

been kept so long in the bureau drawer in

which to lay me out was now to be used, not

for death but for life. Ed King came to ac

company me and, for the first time in my life,

Tom Keenan might be seen wending his way

to church with his wife, his two children and

Brother King.

It would seem as if the devil did not want

to give me up and would even stop me after I

had started for the church. As I stepped out

of the door of my house a boy handed me a

note from some of my old companions saying

they wanted to see me. I opened the note and,

hastily glancing at its contents, tore it up and

turning to the boy, said: "Tell them, no; I

can't come."

So up to the church we went. I took a seat

near the back. The pastor, whose name was

Walters, I had never seen before. I was not

interested in the singing or the preaching, but

was patiently waiting for him to give the invi

tation for sinners to come to Jesus. There were

a number of railroad men in the seats near me.

When the invitation for sinners to come to the

altar was given, I knew that meant me, and up

I got. Reaching out my hand to an engineer

that sat behind me, I said : "Come, Fred, and

go with me."

"No, Tom," he answered, "I'll wait and see

how you make out."

"All right," I said, and walking up the aisle

got on my knees at the altar; a guilty sinner,

with my sins before me like a mountain, for

which I wanted forgiveness and pardon.

The brethren of the church gathered around

me and prayed for me. When the time came

to close the meeting, I arose to my feet and

the brethren began to shake my hand and ask

me how I felt.

"Oh," I said, "I feel that I am a sinner."

I might have said: "I feel pretty good; I

have done my part now in coming to the altar

and I guess I am all right," but I didn't. Here

many Christians make a mistake. Instead of

asking a person in my position just then how

they feel they should, from the word of God,

have shown me that I would receive the pardon

of my sin through a living faith in the Lord

Jesus. No, I felt that I was a sinner and I

wanted God to convert my soul.

I "meant business," however, and, leaving the

church, went home. After reading the Bible for

the first time, I got on my knees with my wife

and children and with the open Bible before us

they prayed for me that papa and husband

might be converted.

Like Saul, I was in darkness for three days,

yet I kept on praying that God would convert

my soul. On Wednesday I ran the Easton mail

and on Thursday the Philipsburg express, with

the old engine "Pompton." It was now the

third day since I had been to the altar and had

yet received no light.

It was a beautiful day and the old engine was

making about forty-five miles an hour going

down Rockport grade, when, suddenly, as I

was looking out of the cab window, thinking

and praying that God would convert my soul,

these words, being part of the eighteenth verse

of the first chapter of Isaiah, came to me, in this

way:

"Though thy sins be as scarlet, I will for

give."

"Who will forgive?" I seemed to ask.

"Jesus," the answer came back, and I be

lieved it.

When I realized that my sins were forgiven,

that they were gone and gone forever, my heart

was immediately filled with joy, and I said :

"Thank you ! Thank you !" and then clapped

my hands and shouted : "Hallelujah !" several

times.

I continued to shout so that my fireman,

whose name was Dexter, sitting on the other

side of the cab, looked at me in astonishment,

thinking I had gone crazy. But reaching over

the boiler-head and taking him by the hand, I

said: "No," my boy, I am not crazy; but God

has converted my soul and I must shout, I am

so happy."



Why I Gave Up Smoking

BY AN ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT.

I am very far from calling smoking a sin;

in fact, I freely admit that it is not. It is

a habit in which a great many good men in

dulge, and one which for many years I seemed

to enjoy. But admitting all this, and going

even further and admitting that it is a habit

which may be indulged in without physical

harm, I am convinced that Christians are bet

ter without it. I would like to state some of

the reasons which led me to cease to smoke

in the hope that some young man may come

to feel as I do about it.

After using tobacco in every form for a

number of years, and while I was still a

smoker, I was elected president of a Young

Men's Christian Association. As I consid

ered what I might do to make the Associa

tion more efficient, it became clear to me

that it would be in some degree stronger if

its head did not smoke; at the least it was

questionable whether my smoking was con

tributing anything to the usefulness of the

Association, and I had been taught that if

there were two ways of doing anything never

to take the way you had to argue about. I

found myself dreading lest any one should

use the argument that he might smoke be

cause the president of the Y. M. C. A.

smoked. So I stopped. Soon after that I

heard of a young man whose constitution had

been undermined by his rapid growth, and

who was a member of the Association, justi

fying himself in smoking cigarettes, because

the president of the Y. M. C. A. smoked them.

You can imagine how delighted I was when

the one to whom he spoke was able to tell

him that I did not smoke them. I might add

that this young man died shortly afterward

from hasty consumption.

Later I became a Bible class teacher, and

I simply could not pollute with tobacco the

lips from- which God's word was to come.

I remembered how I preferred to listen to

ministers who did not smoke, and I thought,

may it not be that my teaching will be with

more power if I do not smoke? Here again,

there were two ways and I took the one I

did not have to argue about. I was sure

that my teaching would not lose any of its

power if I did not smoke; I was not so sure

that smoking would help it.

Subsequently I had the great privilege of

teaching little children, a hundred and more

of them, from Sunday to Sunday, and as I

faced them in all their purity of life and

thought and body I was glad that my mouth

and lips were clean, as I tried to tell them

of the pure Nazarene and to lead them to

be like him.

These things led me to see how foolish

this habit was. A grown man, possessed of

all his senses, drawing smoke into his mouth

and blowing it out again and doing this time

after time, day after day and paying for the

privilege! It seems about as wise as to sit

and twirl one's thumbs.

I saw, too, that it was a form of selfish

ness. Many times since. I stopped smoking

I have noticed men, as they walked the

streets, blowing smoke in the faces of men

and women who were passing or follow

ing, thoughtlessly, perhaps, but they wanted

to smoke and they smoked. Many a time

since I have talked with men whose breath

was most offensive because they had wanted

to smoke and they smoked, regardless of

anything else. I had been guilty, uncon

sciously, many times of the same selfishness.

I was now free from it.

Another reason which influenced me greatly

and helped me to abandon the habit, was

the truth that the way to form habits, good

or bad, is to have no exception, and

here was an exception to the habit

which I as a Christian was cultivating of

keeping the body under and subduing fleshly

lusts. Even one exception weakened ma

terially the whole' effort to be master of the

body, and made it more difficult to win this

hard fight. As a reasonable being I . con

cluded it was foolish to weaken my attack

for so small a return. I was running a race,

why should I wear an overcoat, when I might

run free? I laid aside a weight.

Then I did a little figuring. I found that

smoking had cost me, in the few years I

had used tobacco, enough money to furnish

me a library of at least 3,000 volumes, if I

had bought books instead of tobacco. Here

again it seemed foolish to make such a

choice: smoke or books? And I, an intelli

gent man, had chosen smoke! A boy might

make such a choice, why should I?

But worst of all, I was afraid to throw

stones, living as I did in a glass house, and

there were some stones I wanted to throw.

My work brought me in contact with those

whose habits were forming; what right had

I, or what power had I, to ask them to

abandon a habit while I was seeking gratifi

cation in smoke? Admitting that my habit

was not a bad one, it at least was an in

dulgence that did not tend to elevate me

either in body, mind or spirit. My power

with young men would not be less if I did

not smoke, I had to argue the question as

to the effect of my smoking. Again I chose

the plain way.
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A Vile Contagion

Bv SYLVANUS STALL, D.D.

Author of "What a Young Man Ought to Know."

The public need to be informed of the ter

rible nature of the diseases which accompany

vice. Public sentiment needs to be aroused

until it shall stand as the mighty dykes that

restrain the sea from engulfing a nation. This

terrible contagion is destroying multitudes of

men and women. It is invading the homes

of the innocent and unsuspecting, and even

threatens the life of the nation itself.

If such a disease existed among the cattle

of the field, the health officials of the State

would lose no time in stamping it out. Every

herd would be inspected and every diseased

animal would be killed and its loathsome body

burned or buried so deep that the vultures

could neither taste the rottenness nor carry

the contagion to other fields. Not even the

hide would be allowed to be tanned for sole-

leather, and the ports of every civilized na

tion upon earth would be closed and quaran

tined against its possible importation.

And yet how is it in human society? In

their profound ignorance of the real dangers

and terrible consequences of this loathsome

contagion men expose themselves to its in

fection with impunity. 'Physicians quite gen

erally keep their patients in profound ig

norance of the real nature and the dangerous

possibilities of the disease, the innocent and

unsuspecting are exposed to the contagion in

a multitude of ways, and even intelligent fa

thers and mothers will invite into their draw

ing-rooms, introduce to their friends, and

permit and encourage their daughters to re

ceive the attention of men whom they know

to be immoral, and whom they have every

reason to believe are nothing less than a

mass of moral and physical rottenness and

contagion.

We protect the cattle of our fields against

dangerous and destructive contagion and

leave our young men and young women, our

sons and our daughters, exposed in the midst

of direct consequences, concerning which fond

parents have studiously left them in pro

found ignorance. Talk about the heartless

people who blindfold the defenceless horse

that stands before the infuriated bull that is

to gore him to death in the Spanish arena;

talk of the heathen rites of the ancient Am

monites when, centuries ago, they cast their

children into the arms of their brazen god to

be burned to death in the presence of a vast

multitude, while drums and shouts drowned

the cries and dying agonies from falling upon

the ears of parents who bowed in profound

reverence at the shrine of prevailing cus-'

toms; talk about the ignorant heathen mother

who steals silently along the Ganges that she

may cast her innocent, helpless babe to the

ravenous crocodiles—summon from darkest

heathenisms their crudest sacrifices, their

most superstitious and most excruciating im

molations, and they do not match the con

duct of the deliberate, deluded and determined

boys and men who cast themselves to be

crushed beneath the juggernaut of lust, dis

ease and death, as its gory wheels roll from

ocean to ocean, grinding to death the young

men and young women whose ignorance

makes these scenes possible, amid the intel

ligence of the twentieth century.

Inviting; Bankruptcy

From one of the eiiny characteristic talks to young men

by the late Dr. Joseph Parker, of London.

Just before going down to the city I must

see how you are dressed. I don't care about

your clothes being fine, but I do care about

their being clean. Your clothes must be well

brushed, and you must brush them yourself.

Mind that. I should think none the worse of

you if, for the first two years of your business

life, you had to blacken and brighten your own

boots. Whether you do or not, I must ask

you not to put that ring on your finger, but to

leave it at home. After you have made your

position, you may do what you please about

wearing rings; but, until you have made it,

the ring mu t lie in the most inaccessible

drawer. I know it cost only nine and sixpence,

and that is one of my reasons for having it

taken off. I know also it was given to you,

and that is another reason for dropping it.

What do you want with a ring? You will look

at it now and then, and so time will be wasted ;

others may want to look at it, and thus more

time may be thrown away. Put it off, put it

off at once; forget where you laid it, and,

when you are worth ten thousand pounds, I

will give you leave to put it on again. Then

there is a walking-cane, which I must ask you

to leave behind until you have made your posi

tion. After you have made your position, you

may have a walking-cane in each hand, if you

like; but, until you have made it, put the cane

away. I am particularly anxious about this,

because I have so often noticed that a young

man with a silver-headed cane almost invari

ably goes to town on the top of an omnibus.

Now, let me ask you, what can be the possible

use of a walking-cane in such a position?

The absurdity of the thing is palpable. But I

will not consent to your riding to town ; you

must walk every inch of the way, and walk

without a stick or cane! You will say that

the ride costs only threepence. That is a mis

take. It costs threepence back. Sixpence a

day is three shillings a working week, and

three shillings a week would buy a small li

brary in the course of a year. If you think

you have not lime to walk, get up an hour
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earlier, and you will have no further difficulty.

Another thing, if you please, before you start

to the city, there must be no smoking on the

road ! After you have made your position you

will be out of my hands; but until you have

made it, I must put your pipe out Show me

a young business man, on the top of an omni

bus, with a walking-cane, and a cigar in his

mouth, going to business, and I will show you

a man against whom the chances are infinite

that he is on his way to bankruptcy. Whether

you ride or walk, you must not smoke on your

way to business. If you do, you must at once

leave my school, and I will be no longer re

sponsible for your business education. That

you will drink on the road I will not allow to

be possible. Drink ! Then farewell business,

because farewell clearness of mind, steadiness

of nerve, force of will, and moral self-respect.

Honesty Down to the Fine Point

A Well-Put Truth to Pass On.

Straightforwardness is honesty down to a

fine point. It is internal honesty—being just

as honest with yourself as you are with others

—just as honest with facts as you are with

people The straightforward man

knows to-morrow or next year just how he

acted to-day or last year, even though he has

forgotten the actual incidents. He can al

ways take the same facts and arrive at the

same conclusions. He has rarely to explain.

There are few comebacks in his business.

.... Straightforwardness is economical.

It saves the loss of money and the waste of

time involved in straightening things out. It

affords a sure footing in case of trouble. It is

a good preventive for insomnia

Straightforwardness can be applied to the last

detail of your business. You should require

it of your filing clerk, of your bookkeeper, or

your stenographer. The straightforward per

son does not slouch. You should demand it

of your workmen, of your salesmen—not only

common honesty, but straightforwardness.

You need it yourself. It is the main thing.

Out of a Job, and Why ?

"I don't know why I cannot keep a job,"

said a young man recently, and he is not the

only fellow that is troubled after this fashion.

We happen to know why some young men

do not "keep a job." Here are some of the

reasons given us. Ponder them, young man

now out of employment, and see if they fit

your case:

THE EMPLOYER SAYS: "He is never on hand

promptly when the morning whistle blows, and

he is the first fellow to drop his work, fin

ished or unfinished, when the evening whistle

blows. He always looks out for himself, no

matter how much he may inconvenience me.

Work a minute overtime? Never! Come a

few minutes early? Don't you believe it. He

works with one eye on the clock and the other

on his bench."

THE MANAGER SAYS: "He does what he is

told to do when he gets ready to do it and no

sooner. He is too dead slow for my business.

We want men who will act and act quickly."

THE SUPERINTENDENT SAYS: "He was born

with a lazy streak in him. He is always

troubled with that 'tired feeling.' Send us

young men who are willing to hustle."

THE FOREMAN SAYS: "He lacks initiative.

He shoulders no responsibilities. He does not

think and act of his own accord. He must

constantly be told what to do and how to do

it. I want men who can grasp the situation,

see at a glance what needs doing and then do

it."

THE CHIEF CLERK SAYS: "He is dishonest;

he lies; he steals; he cheats. I want only

straightforward, upright men; men of ability,

but, first of all, men of character."

F. D. FAGC.
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Prayer as a Method of Work

BY CHAS. K. OBER.

Christian work, or a Christian's work, is to

continue to do and to teach in the name and

in the power of Jesus Christ, the things "that

Jesus began both to do and to teach until the

•day in which He was received up, after that He

had given commandment" to His disciples to

inaugurate a work in the world for which He

only was sufficient. He had commanded the

impossible, and this fact drove these men to

prayer, and by the process they discovered in

their own experience that prayer was the

method by which this work was to be done, as

He had told them in the upper room that night

on which He was betrayed.

They confronted the pagan Roman empire

and the whole heathen world, with their leader

crucified, and the whole visible church of God

arrayed against them. They possessed no in

fluence, no experience, no money, no organi

zation, no leadership, no scheme, no force by

which to break the opposition, lift the inertia,

turn the tides of human sympathy, and "over

come the world. They fell back on prayer,

and they discovered that while prayer itself is

not a force, it is a method or process by which

a force is released. They found that prayer,

simple as it is and easy of application by any

one who believes in it and in its true object, is

an arrangement, a law, in the Kingdom of God.

by which a man may enter intelligently and

with sympathy into the will of God, and be

come so absorbed in it that he will actually take

the initiative and plead with God to do things

for the world which he has come to believe are

according to the will of God ; then God releases

His power and the thing is done. Christ says

that the man does it. This is doubtless true;

it is also true that Christ does it in answer to

prayer. The simple explanation is that the

work is a perfect partnership.

Prayer is something more than a method or a

process that releases a force. It has in it the

dominant element of personality. It is based

on a personal understanding of a dependent

personality with a resourceful Person, that He

will do things within the scope of His plans,

and which it is for our highest interests that

we include within the scope of our plans, and

which He is abundantly able to do, if we will

fulfil certain reasonable conditions. One of

these conditions is that we will make His af

fairs our chief concern, and another is that we

come to Him for a personal interview, and re

mind Him when we really want the thing done.

It is objected by some that prayer is a mys

tery, and some have even called it a super-

stitition. But it is well, when we feel this

way, to remind ourselves that life itself is still

a mystery, and so is electricity, and so is wire

less telegraphy. But while prayer is a mystery,

it is an open secret, and it is a reality, and it

accomplishes results. It is the human end of

the lever that has lifted, and it is still lifting

the individuals, families, tribes, and nations

into all that is enduring in what we call

"Christian Civilization," and it is destined to

bring in the Kingdom of God and to revolu

tionize the world.

Why are we not giving prayer its proper

place in our work? The principal reason is

that we have not given prayer its rightful place

in our lives. Among the things in our living

that war against our praying are:

1. We are too egotistical. We are not will

ing to proceed on the recognition that we

cannot do, all by ourselves, the things that

ought to be done, and we want nearly every

thing we do to attract attention to ourselves

as possessing the ability to do these things. The

result iS that we consume most of our time

in attempting to do things that are not in God's

program for us to do or in explaining why

we cannot do things that are beyond our nat

ural ability to perform.

2. We are too selfish. There are forms of

selfishness that offend good taste. But there is

a selfishness in polite society and even in Chris

tians which the Apostle Paul described so ac

curately when he said, "they all seek their

own." A man may justify himself for doing

this, or he may do it unconsciously, but the

fact remains that he is living for himself. The

words of Jesus Christ about seeking "first the

Kingdom of God and His righteousness" are

mere words to him. How can such a man live

a life of prayer when he is not in sympathy with

those things for which Christ has commanded

us to pray. There is something fundamentally

wrong in his living, and this must be rectified

before he can make any progress in his pray

ing.

3. We are living ignnrantly and in unbelief

on the subject of prayer. If the Bible doctrine

and reOard of prayer is true, if Jesus actually

lived and commanded a life of prayer, if Paul

wrought mightily by prayer for the evangelizing

of the Gentiles, we are guilty of criminal

prayerlessness and under indictment as wicked

and slothful servants, if we are not using our

prayer talent for the promotion of the work

of God in the world.

Why should a Christian be ignorant or un

believing concerning the effectual working of

prayer? The reason for this is largely

through lack of instruction and through failure

to cultivate the prayer life and to exercise the
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prayer privilege. We have been absorbed in

less important things, and while we have been

busy here and there our opportunities were

gone, and, as a result, we have grown pessi

mistic and skeptical concerning prayer itself.

The remedy is to put aside some things of less

importance and use this time for the study and

practice of prayer, and bring our lives up to

its standards and requirements.

"If thou return to the Almighty, thou shall

be built up. If thou put away unrighteousness

far from thy tents, and lay thou thy treasure

in the dust, and the gold of Ophir among the

stones of the brooks ; and the Almighty shall

be thy treasure, and precious silver unto thee ;

then shalt thou delight thyself in the Almighty,

and shalt lift up thy face unto God ; thou shalt

make thy prayer unto Him and He shall hear

thee, and thou shalt pay thy vows; thou shalt

also decree a thing and it shall be established

unto thee, and light shall shine upon thy ways."

4. We lack purpose and plan in prayer. In

order to make prayer a power in our work we

need to make a place for it and plan it as we

do our other work.

We should have our regular time and place

for unhurried, purposeful prayer. The Jews

had the "Mercy Seat" and a carefully planned

and regular approach to it. We have a better

provision in our "secret place" of prayer, with

our Great High Priest, who has passed into

the heavens, and we have greater incentives and

helps to prayer in the example and teachings

of Christ, the Apostles and other men of

prayer and in the Spirit of God who helps our

infirmity in prayer.

We should gird ourselves by prayer for all

impending tasks. This was the habit of our

Lord, and out of this experience He could say

with authority that "men ought always to pray

and not to faint."

Forward, then, in Christ's name, but, in the

words of Neesima, that mighty man of prayer,

or, rather, that praying man of mighty works,

"let us advance upon our knees."

Bible Study Campaign—IV

At the recent annual conference of the In

ternational Committee and its secretaries, one

of the younger men, in his enthusiastic descrip

tion of his plans and purposes, said, "I want

to so anchor these things in the minds of our

men that they won't ooze out in hot air." His

figure was a slight mixup of solids, liquids,

and vapors, but his thought was fine. Its ap

plication to the Bible Study Campaign is dis

tinct. Even so good a thing as a great forward

movement in Bible Study, must be hammered

into the minds of some Association men, be

fore they will really get in line.

Not a few secretaries and committeemen re

spond promptly and affirmatively to the sug

gestion of 3 forward movement in any phase of

religious work. They are strictly orthodox In

their Association creed. But somehow, the

movement does not move their way. What is

the trouble? What hinders?

Perhaps it is a lack of clear, broad vision.

They think they know their fields, but they

don't. The deep, spiritual needs of the vast

majority of the boys and young men have never

truly dawned on them. They are not like the

Master, who beholding the crowds "was moved

with compassion for them, because they were

distressed and scattered, as sheep not having

a shepherd." They never stir themselves to a

large, broad-gauge, generous, practical en

deavor to bring the word of God and its mes

sage of love into contact with the sore need.

Perhaps they think the auspicious moment

has not come for such a movement in their

town. After the holidays, or after the state

convention, or after they get a building, or pay

a mortgage, or after any one of a dozen im

portant things, they will take hold of this for-

'ward movement. And so it goes, always post

ponement, with divers reasons. Meanwhile,

the forces of evil against which they ought to

be hurling the living Word of God, keep

steadily at work, losing no time, never post

poning. The enemy never forgets the "time

limit." Christians do.

Perhaps the trouble is a lack of confidence

in God, and in God's willingness to use them,

and use them in a big way. They would be

shocked to be called unbelievers. But, is He

not faithful? Are not the times propitious?

Are they not in places of leadership, therefore

of responsibility? Can they believe in God's

call and not rise to so magnificent an oppor

tunity as now faces the Associations, of get

ting men into contact with the Scriptures?

But some men, thank God, have a vision of a

mighty movement, which will have as its ob

jective the training of our active members in

higher ideals of Christian living,, the attracting

of thousands of unreached men to Jesus

Christ, through the study of the Book. The

very bigness of the proposition has nerved

them to a mighty endeavor. They are putting

ingenuity, industry, brains, enthusiasm, and

prayer, into their plans. They are launching

these plans with the air of victory. They ex

pect to win. They will win. Look at the

splendid policy of the Brooklyn Central. Last

year, a great work, their best, but this year

.they almost treble their Bible work; eighteen

to fifty-five classes. Cleveland Central has

plans, new, strong, and progressive. Many

small cities are reaching out with strong

strides. The movement is under way with

countless blessings in its progress—Christians

broadened, deepened, and made useful ; fajth

in the Old Book increased ; scores of men, in

accessible to ordinary methods, led to Jesus

Christ through shop classes, group classes, and

personal endeavor. FRED S. GOODMAN.
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GYMNASIUM BIBLE STUDY CLUB, IN ITS THIRD YEAR, AT MONTREAL, CAN.

Tact That Does Something1 ''ke> and answers memorized, texts and so on

seemed inadequate from his lips. Newboy had

his dark hour of the week right then—had

made a try-and-and—what was the use? What

did his personal work amount to?

About four years later the slim, black-haired

chap that was Newboy's assistant looked up

from his desk and asked: "Do you remember

the first time you ever saw me?"

"No."

"Well, you shook hands with me at the first

men's meeting I ever went to and asked me if

I was a Christian. I jerked my hand away and

ran most of the way home, but that question

stuck; I couldn't get away from it."

The worst tact is the tact that does

nothing.

If the right names were given two men in

this country would remember all about it.

Philadelphia. W. J. ERASER.

An Aid to Bible Study

A new method of Bible study, as applied

especially to Bible history, geography and

customs, is commending itself to many Asso

ciations because of its practical application to

class work both for boys and young men.

This is the use of stereographs in a system

of "Travel Lessons." The plan is to teach,

for example, the life of Christ while the

student is in the very atmosphere of the places

where that life was spent. To make real

what is apt to have a sense of unreality, to

shut off the outer world and look at the actual

scene to be studied, to make the student actu

ally travel, so far as his own consciousness

is concerned, over the ground and through

The meeting was over and Newboy, the sec

retary, was taking catch-as-catch-can hand

shakes at the head of the stairs as the sixty-

odd men were going away. Somehow Nfewboy

couldn't manage after-meetings. He knew he

ought to have after-meetings. He read in The

Watchman how in other places there were

"workers" and "inquirers" at the close of

meetings, but during the fifteen months he had

rustled in Millburg he had mostly failed to find

either of them when meeting closed. His

reputation was at stake before the bar of his

own ideal. He must speak to some of these

elusive young men about "Life." It was an

unpropitious place—at the head of that stair

way, just as men prepared to take the plunge

for the stree't. The men he knew were either

Christians (church members), or were men

who somehow made him forget what to say ;

but here's a long-legged, black-haired fellow

who gets as close to the far side of the stair

as he can, who discounts the handshake, mak

ing it a finger shake instead. Newboy saw

into the unwilling black eyes for an instant and

shot out the question: "Are you a Christian?"

with extra power because he was all a tremble

with something akin to that thing hunters call

"buck fever."

Snap ! went the fingers. The legs slid out

telescope fashion and made three steps at a

time for the street. Newboy felt red all over,

then chi'ly, was sure he lacked tact. Somehow

the situations prepared in the training-class

sessions never showed up when he tried to do

personal work. Things were so unexpected
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the cities mentioned in the lessons—that is

what the modern selected stereographs do.

The views are taken at considerable expense

and with infinite care upon the spots described,

and one who consistently enters into the study,

using the splendid maps and aids furnished

with the lessons, gets the sensations and there

fore approximately the experience of traveling

over the scenes described. Owing to the

double picture taken by the stereoscopic

camera, one gets the same effect in perspective,

judgment of distance and realization of re

lationship in size of the objects seen as is

gained by actually looking at them. The

philosophy of the thing is comparatively

simple, but means much to the secretary who

feels the need of making real some of the

significant occurrences in the life of our Lord.

One feels after a journey through one of these

stereograph cities that he has been in vital

touch with the daily life of the people in the

streets ; he has passed through their market

places, visited their bazaars, seen their homes

and sanctuaries; stood at different points of

the city and taken birdseye views which en

able him to close his eyes and locate various

land marks and relate them to the Bible scene.

It is possible for one to so transplant himself

in mind to the city of Jerusalem by the various

views as to gain such an impression of the city

as a whole, the relation of cardinal points of the

compass, location of the temple, and the vari

ous gates, that if he actually visited the Holy

City it would seem like returning to a familiar

scene.

Rev. William Byron Forbush, Ph.D., has

recently published the "Illuminated Lessons in

the Life of Jesus" in connection with which

the stereographs are used. Stereographs are

also obtainable for Davis" Course on the Life

of Christ ; Murray's "Life and Work of Jesus

according to Mark ;" The International

and Blakeslee Lessons, Sherman's "Studies

in the Life of Christ" and others. The Bed

ford Branch, Brooklyn, is conducting two

classes. The West Side Branch, New York,

has a normal class for developing teachers,

and several other Associations are including

the new method in their Bible study plan. It

has many advantages and will undoubtedly

aid many teachers in making real the records

of the Bible.—7. 5". Tichcnor.

Giving the Invitation

We are appealing to men on the highest

side of their natures; we present to them a

line of action, that is to their very best in

terests. They know it and if a proper invi

tation is given, they will respond to it like

men. The time has passed for the "tricks"

sometimes used, which we deplore.

Unconverted men who come into our meet

ings through our invitation are our guests and

should not be placed for a moment under any

embarrassment. The invitation should be

straightforward, clean cut and manly. Just

as manly as Jesus' invitation, when He said

to Matthew, "Follow Me," or to the young

man, "Come, take up the cross, and follow

me." One followed and the other turned

away. So it will be in our meetings. There

should be no extended pleadings interspersed

with "tricks of the trade" to get some sign

from men that they want Christ.

\ A leader, wise and tactful, filled with the

Spirit of Christ and His Word, should be the

only one to give the invitation. All speakers

are not qualified for this. The how to do it

varies as do meetings and the men who listen.

Men properly object to being badgered or

handled like a lot of children or forced into

embarrassing positions. A successful form

of invitation is to outline in brief the message

of the Gospel, and on the basis of Isaiah, 55:7,

appeal to young men to take a manly stand

for Christ by rising where they are, thus ex

pressing their desire to be prayed for. After

that, ask all to pray, quoting such promises

as Romans, 10, 10 to 13. While in this atti

tude of prayer, others may be led to ask for

prayers. All of these, of course, will be seen

and located by personal workers. After

prayer directly for those who have requested

prayer, an effort should be made to gather up

the" results in an after meeting, when the

Scriptures should be given and all uncon

verted strongly urged to yield themselves to

Christ. This done, a few moments should

follow, getting names and addresses and tak

ing each enquirer by the hand with some

word of encouragement or counsel.

F. B. HOAGLAND.

Fatcrson, N. J.

Brooklyn's Religious Work Policy

The religious work policy of the Brooklyn

Central declares that it will use only speakers

who are known to have a definite message for

men. Topics will be arranged so that repeti

tion will be avoided and that there will be a

continuity of thought; the subjects discussed

to appertain to the various phases of a young

man's life. The Branch will secure sixty

business and professional men to support the

meetings by their active work and presence

on the platform; and will urge immediate de

cision at each service. There will be twelve

Bible classes in The Life of Christ, to enroll

164; one in Important Decisions to be held

on a midweek night for 150 men, and a big

Sunday popular class for gymnasium men with

150 men. As the educational classes close at

9.30, Bible themes will be discussed at that

hour for thirty minutes once a week by a
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strong man. Ten groups

will be secured for the

study of The Life of Christ

in various churches, aiming

to co-operate with the pas

tors in leading men into

church membership and

Christian work; leaders to

met in a training class at

the Association. A Yoke

Fellows Band will direct

personal work. It will

meet every man expressing

a purpose to become a

Christian and try to secure

his attendance at a Bible

class. An Educational

Director's Cabinet, to be

composed of representative

Christian men from each

class, will endeavor to en

list their fellow students in

Bible study. In January or

February a special effort

will be made for the mem

bership. One hundred

active members will be en

listed in this campaign. A

committee of ministers,

representing the leading

denominations acts as an

advisory committee. Two

active members' rallies and

dinners are to be held in

October and January, to awaken interest in

Bible study, definite service and foreign mis

sions ; to secure 150 members to observe the

quiet hour ; to organize two more shop meet

ings (making six), and two cottage prayer

meetings.

Mr. Smith's Eastern Tour

Fred. B. Smith sails October 8 for England

for a campaign of evangelism for men, begin

ning October 16 at Liverpool and continuing

until November 28 in England. Mr. Smith

will speak at Liverpool, Derby, Glasgow, Dub

lin, Birkenhead, London and other places as

arranged by the British National Council. Mr.

Putterill, the London secretary, is arranging a

unique campaign in that city. Among other

great meetings will be one for business men,

held at noon in the Great Central Hotel. At

each place conferences will be held among the

young men to define the type of religious work

which should dominate.

Mr. Smith will reach India about December

17, where he will engage with the Associations

under the direction of the National Committee

at Colombo, Madras, Allahabad, Rangoon, Cal

cutta, Benares, Delhi, Lahore, Peshawar, Bom

bay and Wai. From India he sails for Austra

lasia, where he will conduct conferences in Ade-

Hon. H. B. F. Macfarland. C. R. Joy. F. B. Smith. J. G. Cannon.

THE FIELD RELIGIOUS WORK COMMITTEE AND SECRETARY—

A SNAPSHOT AT THEIR FALL CONFERENCE.

laide, Sydney, Brisbane, Newcastle and Auck

land. On his return he will touch for brief

periods at Manila, Hongkong and Honolulu.

At all these places Mr. Smith will make the

conferences with men, with capacity for leader

ship, the most important feature of his work,

but will in addition conduct evangelistic meet

ings for English-speaking young men, which

will be worked up on his plans which have

made them so successful in America. Inas

much as this is a contribution made by

the North American Associations to the re

ligious life of the Associations of the world,

men should work with him, giving to his sup

port more than usual prayer. Mr. Paul Gilbert

will accompany Mr. Smith during his campaign

in England.

Mr. James G. Cannon, chairman of the Field

Division of the Religious Work Department of

the International Committee, will take time to

personally participate in conferences this win

ter.

Hon. H. B. F. Macfarland will address the

religious work conference and evangelistic serv

ice at St. Louis, October 23-25. Mr. Joy, of

Iowa, a third member of the committee, will

also present this topic in several Association

gatherings in the West during the year.



Incidents from Association Life

He " Tied Up " to Him —"I am sort of tying

up to that brakeman, Black, that lives next

to me," said a freight conductor to the sec

retary. "He drinks too much ; I want you to

pray for him ; I am praying too." Some time

after the revival meetings were in progress and

the man who had "tied up" to Black invited

him to go to one of the services. Black had

spent the day, which was Sunday, in the back

room of a saloon drinking and playing cards.

He went to the meeting and his wife with

him, and when the meeting was over both

found themselves at the front praying for a

better life, which they both found. That was

nine years ago. Black himself has "tied up"

to many men since and won them to the Chris

tian life.

"What an answer to prayer," some one says.

Yes, that is so. But it was "tying up" to Black

that helped to answer the prayer and win him.

Ambitious to Be a Sport —I was a railroad

man and my ambition was to be a sport. In

both of these I attained success in a small way.

They did not go well together, however, and

the time came that I practically had to decide

between the two. The need of earning a living

for my family led me to choose giving up my

sporting habits, but the choice, hard to make,

was harder to carry out. The social glass, the

gambling table and the race-track introduced

into my life at first as an exciting diversion

had begun to make demands upon me that

were inexorable, and that filled me with a hope

less fear. One morning I woke up to see the

outlines of Madison Square Garden silhouetted

against the gray dawn in the eastern sky. I

was sitting on a curbstone and leaning against

a lamppost. I was ashamed, but helpless. It

went on so for another year. Then a word

from a Christian man—one of the secretaries

of the Young Men's Christian Association—led

me, while I was intoxicated, to think of the

Christian life as a way out of my trouble.

A Young Business Man of Baltimore at

tended a Sunday theater service in March, 1902,

conducted by Fred. Smith. He signed a card

and joined a church at once and became active

in the Association. The next season he be

came chairman of one of the groups of ushers

at the big meetings, and was also active in per

sonal work. That winter six men united with

his church as the direct result of his per

sonal work. Last year he again entered heart

ily into the big meetings, bringing several men

(new converts) from his church to assist in

doing personal work and ushering. Besides

this he was secretary of the Personal Workers'

League and attended to ajl the immense corre

spondence connected with this department. His

experience as a bank clerk was made to serve

in the establishment of an admirable card cata

logue system for keeping track of all new con

verts, and it is not too much to say that through

his efforts and gifts of time and talents we

were able to lead over 30 per cent, of the men

signing cards into the churches, besides coming

in touch, through a well-organized committee,

with almost every one of the men who mani

fested interest at the meetings. This one man

has influenced the lives of hundreds of other

men, who. like himself, came under the influ

ence of the services.

A Friendly Help in a Crisis—For several

years I had worked with a man whose life

was that of a Christian and we had become

friends. He was genuine. He had spoken to

me of Christ a few times. His life, though,

had spoken often. I turned to him in my

trouble and he very wisely helped me through

the crisis until I felt solid ground under my

feet. A praying mother did much for me. The

secretary already mentioned was a friend in

need. Others had been faithful in speaking,

although I had not been impressed with what

they said. I am convinced, however, that not

the least influence in this crisis was the man

that I worked beside—my friend.

A Deliberate Choice—Most have spoken of

cases in which they won their man for the Mas

ter, but I have been deeply impressed with the

significance of an instance in which I failed to

do so. The man was for some time under con

siderable conviction of sin, but was held back

from yielding to Christ by the conviction that

if he became a Christian he would have to give

up a line of Sunday labor in which he was en

gaged. He was not dependent on this labor

for support. He had other adequate sources

of income. But this Sunday work was profit

able, and he wanted the money. Remember

ing such passages as Luke 14:25-27, I did not

dare advise him that he could become a Chris

tian and continue in work which he himself

felt tvas •Hvong, and after a long struggle with

himself he deliberately turned aside from

Christ and the gospel. I have continued pray

ing for him, but I have never seen any indica

tions of religious interest since that time.

Fred. Luce's Story—Some things defy an

alysis. They elude all attempts at exact state

ment. Fred. Luce's story does. He was a

passenger conductor and viewed the railroad

Association with courteous tolerance. He paid

his dues, but chiefly to help the thing along and

not to use the privileges. He knew the secre

tary, but did not count him among his freinds.

Things went on this way' for ten years

or so. He had discovered that the sec-
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retary was a decent sort of fellow, and

that the Association was doing some really

commendable things, and so when he was

asked one day to take a place on the member

ship committee he said, "Yes." This, with

some additional work on the reception com

mittee which he accepted called him to the

rooms frequently, and he found himself grad

ually growing to feel a sense of proprietorship

in the place. He had been promoted and now

held an official position. One day in disen

tangling a mix-up in the train service he swore

at the men who were to blame. The secretary

stood nearby, and when Luce saw him it oc

curred to him that the matter might have been

handled just as well without loss of temper.

He had found it pleasant to run in to see the

secretary occasionally in a friendly way and

found'it agreeable to talk over his business per

plexities with him. This later on became a

fixed habit, and he found himself speaking, too,

of his personal ambition. The secretary was

able to give him hints about speaking in public

that were of value to him in the performance

of the duties of an office to which he had been

elected in a certain order. Though outside of

the secretary's own experience, the subject

being of interest and importance to the mem

ber was within the scope of the secretary's

sympathies and interest. Gradually the cords

of friendship were wound and strengthened.

Each became interested in the other and in the

other's fads and fancies as well as in the deeper

things. They found much common ground.

There were frank talks, with now and then a

note of entreaty. He had come to enjoy help

ing men. His position gave him the power and

he used it. He had become enthusiastic, too,

in the opportunity for usefulness in the Asso

ciation. Pie was not a member of the church.

His life had been outwardly correct, but he

had never made a profession of religion nor had

he in the past cared for such things. For

years, however, he had attended church services

occasionally and with increasing frequency as

his interest in the Association, whose meetings he

sometimes visited, increased. At last he was

married. His wife was a good woman, but, like

himself, not a member of the church. He became

interested in a certain minister who preached

helpfully and tactfully. The secretary told the

minister of the hold he had gained upon his

friend. Both played the part of Christian men

in helping to bring the convictions of years to

a focus and the conversion of a friend with

whom a similar process had been going on

for about the same time helped in the decision.

The public confession of Christ followed, and

with his wife he became a member of the

church. He now determined to unite with the

church as a member. He had found a church

where he felt at home and where the preach

ing came like a personal message to him, and

there he took upon him the vows of the Chris

tian. Not a dramatic story, this. No tale of

open sin and sudden conversion. The incident

does not count in statistical tables and has not

the potential force of the story of Jim Burwick

or Tom Pape, but the fact remains that a life

was immensely influenced for good and a man

won for Jesus Christ. The writer was an ob

server during most of the twenty yea^s cov

ered by this story. Many influences counted in

producing the final result, but the greatest of

these was friendship.

A Dissipated Mao. a disgrace- to the service

and a distress to his friends, was converted

under the preaching of Fred. B. Smith at the

Sunday meeting during the railroad conference

held in Philadelphia in 1900. He came to that

meeting because he had been induced to wear

a badge, making him a member of the com

mittee welcoming guests to the convention.

You and I would have said that he had no

business to carry the badge. After his con

version he tied up to the Bible, and while some

who professed conversion at the same time

have evaporated, he is still an enthusiast for

the Lord and for the Association. The Asso

ciation has just secured a leave of absence from

his position as switchman in order to get him

to devote his entire time in the next month or

two to interesting railroad men in the new

home department of the Bible Study Club.

That man was once the terror of the yard

and sent every train out under a fire of curses

and billingsgate. Now he is kindly, gentle

and a deeply loved man.

"Runaway Jim"—"Thirty days," said the

Recorder, and Jim S , who had run away

from home and a "new mother" in Newark,

was escorted over to the county jail. Thirty

days for stealing a car ride from New York

City to Poughkeepsie! The bright spot in

those thirty days were the Sunday afternoon

Gospel meetings conducted by the young men

from the Association. Being discharged, Jim

made a bee line for the Association building,

was found a place, worked steadily for a

year; was soundly converted, spruced up in

his personal appearance, and made up with

the folks at home. His last letter says, "I

am still trying to be good; will my Associa

tion ticket go here?"

A New Feature in St. Louis Bible study

lines last year was a class composed of men

assisted by the employment department, taught

by the employment secretary. The fact that

they have been assisted by the department has

formed a common tie, and the attendance at

this class has exceeded any other in the Asso

ciation, with the exception of the popular Sun

day afternoon Bible class
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ST. PETERSBURG ASSOCIATION'S GERMAN CLASS.

The Association in St. Petersburg, Russia

A special feature in the work of the So

ciety for the Moral and Physical Develop

ment of Young Men in St. Petersburg is the

department of lectures. The members take

a very deep interest in the discussion of sim

ple historical, literary, scientific and philo

sophical questions. For this reason, it has

been found necessary to give as much as

six hours per week to lectures. What is

equally interesting is the fact that there are

numbers of well-qualified, educated men who

are willing to give freely of their time and

talent for these lectures. Among these are

two colonels in the Russian Army, a Profes

sor of Astronomy, a member of the Imperial

Senate and several physicians and physiolo

gists. The Government has been so liberal

in its treatment of the society that no re

striction is imposed on the discussions. The

subjects treated are varied and are such as

these: The Nervous System in Man, Vege

tarianism, Gogol and Tourgueneflf, Water

and Its Constituents, Character Building,

Heaven and Hell.

One of the most recent was a review and

discussion of President Roosevelt's book,

"The American Ideal." This created great

enthusiasm just at a time when the relations

between Russia and the United States were

not supposed to be cordial. So absorbed

<lo the young men become that it is some

times difficult to persuade them to leave the

rooms at night.

It was a serious question at first as to what

method should be employed to bring the so-"

ciety to the attention of the young men in

the city, but the newspapers found the work of

the Association so interesting that they gave

large space to it at its inauguration and never

failed to chronicle anything of importance that

it proposed to do or was doing. This adver

tising, together with the fact that the new

institution supplied a vital need, brought

young men to the rooms by the hundred.

The bookkeeping class soon numbered 115

and the German class 177, and two new sec

tions had to be established in rooms near the

central organization. One young man soon

brought his friend, and, in this way, the

rooms became uncomfortably crowded.

As the Russian press made the work largely

known outside of St. Petersburg, letters

are now received from young men all over

the Empire, asking for its establishment at

different points, such as Tomsk, Kharbine,

Astrakhan and Moscow.

Very much has been said of the impressive

singing of the choirs in Russian churches;

and it follows, quite naturally, that from the

first much should have been done in the so

ciety for vocal training. Russian young men

are also exceedingly fond of instrumental

music and two orchestras have been organ

ized.

The leader of the orchestra, who is a man

of quite American energy, has not at all for

gotten that the initiative of this movement

came from the United States; and, the other

evening, the members of the Association were

entertained with a vigorous rendering of

Sousa's "Stars and 'Stripes Forever." It is

a curious and somewhat humorous fact that

thousands of Russian soldiers march through

the streets of Russian cities and are led on

tc battle by the inspiring strains of the same

glorious American march. Whatever inter

national relations may be, it is an assured

fact that nowhere are Americans and Amer

ican ideas better appreciated than by the Rus

sian young men of the Si. Petersburg Asso

ciation.

It is, of course, well understood that the

relations of the Association with the Ortho
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dox Russian Church are most cordial. As the

immense majority of the young men are mem

bers of that Church, this was to be expected.

Certainly no religious teachers anywhere in

the world have given the Association a

warmer welcome than the Orthodox priests.

Father John of Cronstadt, whoie influence

throughout the Empire is everywhere ac

knowledged, welcomed the representative of

the Association movement with every token

of affection, gave him his blessing and prayed

for him in church. The leading ecclesiastical

dignitary of St. Petersburg, the Metropolitan,

has appointed an intimate friend as a mem

ber of the council of the society and sent

to the Boston Jubilee in 11)01 a priest of the

Orthodox Church as special representative.

The increasing interest of the Government

in the society is evidenced by the fact that

two members of the Imperial Senate are

members of the council and one of them,

Senator Nicholas Tagantseff, has become the

president. FRANKLIN A. GAYLORD.

World-Around Notes

Adelaide, Australia, entertained 1,200 per

sons in the exhibition building at its silver

jubilee, when the Governor was present and

later presided at a great public meeting. The

new president of the Association, Hon. Joseph

Vardon, M.L.C., Commissioner of Public

Works, delivered an address, in which he well

claimed that money given the Association was

not a charitable gift, but an investment which

would pay handsomely in the sort of men that

the Association produced. The Association re

ports having derived great help from the visit

of Mr. Budge.

A new building for hotel employees has been

opened in Berlin, in the

center of the commer

cial quarter of the city.

It is four stories high

and has sleeping ac

commodations for fifty

young men and excel

lent facilities for recrea

tion.

The Liverpool, Eng

land, Association has

450 members in its

Pleasant Sunday After

noon Association. The

total membership in all

departments is 1,523.

Belfast, Ireland, has

purchased a property

for the enlargement of

its building, costing

$12,500, and will raise

as much more to im

prove its building. At

a meeting presided over by Sir Robert Ander

son, J.P., subscriptions of $7,500 were made.

Shanghai, China, has so overcrowded its

three-story rented building that there is no

more room for men in the educational classes.

An athletic field-day was recently held with

only Chinese participants, and another field-

day for foreigners with 174 entries. On his

arrival at Shanghai R. E. Lewis was carried

ashore on the shoulders of the members, 150

being at the landing to meet him. Sixteen re

ligious meetings are conducted in the Chinese

department.

A small Association has been started among

the Russian soldiers in that part of Turkestan

that was conquered by Russia a few years ago.

The founder was the director of the Russian

Military Choir, who held the meetings in his

own small private room, having obtained per

mission from his colonel to read the Bible and

to sing with like-minded comrades. At the

first meeting there were thirteen, to whom were

ultimately added five more.

For Montevideo, a city of 250,000 people, it

would be possible within a year to find and

train a man for secretary and to find a part

of his salary, if $800 a year can be furnished

from North America.

Buenos Aires has over fifty men in five

Bible classes doing very satisfactory work.

Four of the members have recently joined the

church (Presbyterian, Anglican, Methodist).

One of them said to me, "I would never have

been where I am to-day had it not been for

the Association." A young fellow came to

Ewald with the remark, "I haven't been satis-

tied with my life for some months." He has

since entered one of the Bible classes and is

ready for work.

THE ASSOCIATION READING ROOM, HONG KONG, CHINA.



Why Mr. Guett Gave a Building to Troy Association

Mr. Robert Cluett, president of the Troy, N.

Y., Association, in response to our request

asking him to state the motive which prompted

the gift of a building to the Young Men's

Christian Association of that city said :

During the ten years of the existence of our

Association I have been a member of the Board

of Directors, and have thus been in close touch

with the work and able to study it from the

inside. As a business man, employing large

numbers of young men, I have had the oppor

tunity to study Association work from the out

side. From observation and actual experience

I have reached the conclusion that nothing

yields a larger return than money and effort

devoted to work for young men and boys

through the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion. The success of our work has been so

pronounced that the large building provided

seven years ago is now inadequate to meet the

demand. Accommodations are required for the

boys' department and dormitories are needed

for young men, also a well-conducted restau

rant where, with safe and agreeable surround

ings, they can secure good food at prices which

they can afford to pay. The new building will

meet these needs, and the motive which

prompts me to provide such a building is found

in the desire to surround the boys and young

men of Troy with such good influences as to

make it more difficult for them to fall into

temptation.

For a Greater Equipment for Greater Service to Men

Mr. David Metcalf, who gave $22,000 for an

Association building at Adrian, Mich., once

DAVID METCALF.

said: "I am about through with the accumula

tions I have made. Every cent I have, has

been gained by hard work, and I am anxious

to invest it where it will do the very most

good. I have finally chosen the Young Men's

Christian Association as the medium." Mr.

Metcalf, who is now 77 years of age, has

been a very energetic man all his life. A large

portion of his life has been in railroad service.

He was for three years a mail clerk and was

promoted from that position to that of track

master for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

Railway. This position he occupied for nine

teen years. His mail clerk service was ren

dered during the civil war and it was not an

uncommon thing for him to "throw mail" for

a run of 200 miles. The mails were heavy

in those days, too, as fewer trains were oper

ated. He thoroughly realizes the needs of

humanity and has striven in this practical

fashion to aid the boys and young men of

Adrian in becoming efficient and dependable

characters.

Germantown, Pa., has recently been the

recipient of $2,000 from one of the citizens,

whose name, however, is not to be made pub

lic. This donation is to go to the Endowment

Fund of the Association, with the provision

MADISON HAU.-Yoon| Mw»'» Chrl»u«n Ai»ocUUon aalldln|-Unlvmllr at Vlrflfl

Gilt of Mr*. Wa>. L. Dodlc ot N*w York Glly-Go*l MO.OOO.
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tliat the interest is to be allowed to

accumulate for five years. The en

dowment now amounts to about

$15,000.

The bank account of the late Harry

Smith, of Bloomington, 111., was

given to that Association by his par

ents, as the young man had frequently

expressed his desire to see a finely

equipped Association building in that

town.

Dayton, O., has purchased an addi

tional tract of 91 acres of land ad

joining its park, thus giving it the

control of over a mile of river front.

On one tract is a grist mill, the upper

floors of which may be transformed

into Summer headquarters with

twenty or more dormitories. The

farm will produce vegetables and sup

plies for the Association restaurant.

The railway runs within a short dis

tance of the tract and to this a spur

may be extended.

Rock Island, 111., is canvassing for

$12,000 to liquidate indebtedness of

$9,000 and to convert auditorium into dormi

tories and bowling alleys into natatorium. A

lady who is a member of the Association

Helpers gave the first $1,000 on condition that

$9,000- be raised.

Oakland, Cal., is raising $50,000 more to

complete the $200,000 building fund.

Marion, Ind., receives a bequest of $25,000

from the late Jarnes Sweetser. This is the

largest bequest left to an Indiana Association.

Mr. Sweetser was one of the most respected

citizens of Marion and has been a generous

friend of the Association for years.

The Oak Park building, costing with lot and

Mercer, G'a.,

G'.

SELMAN HALL.

University Association Building. The gift of Mrs.

C. Selman, in memory of her husband.

furnishings $75,000, is practically completed,

and is to be dedicated October 14th, the ad

dress being given by Chancellor McDowell.

Kewance plans to dedicate its new building

September 25th, the address being given by

Rev. W. A. Sunday, the evangelist.

Plans are complete for the new building at

Sterling, III. The cost of the building alone

will be about $25,000.

The University of Virginia Students' Asso

ciation have got $18,837 subscribed thus far

toward the $20,000 endowment fund. The fund

will be completed shortly. The building will

be finished in June. The outlook for the work

is very promising.

BUILDING BEING

ERECTED FOR

PENSACOLA, FLA.

To cost nearly $30,-

000. The first Asso

ciation building in

Florida.
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MUSCATINE'S NEW BUILDING.

Utica, N. Y., has raised over one-half of the

$50,000 needed to purchase the property south

of the present building, to be used for dormi

tories and other purposes.

The Montgomery, Ala., Association has been

given an extension of the lease of the old

Mansion, granted by George Foster Peabody,

for another year. On the $25,000 required,

$20,000 has been pledged for the new building.

The Association building at Little Rock,

Ark., has been declared exempt from taxation

by Judge Kavannaugh, on the ground that the

property is used exclusively for Association

purposes.

Samuel P. Avcry, who died on the llth of

August, sent on the second day of that same

month a check of $3,000 as a contribution from

his wife and himself toward the payment of

the debt of the colored men's Association in

New York City. In his letter he said:

"On consultation with Mrs. Avery, who is

with me interested in helping the colored race,

we agreed to be a party, one of ten, to pay

off the $30,000 of debt on the Colored Young

Men's Christian Association building. But

considering our own ages, poor health and all

contingencies, we think best to do our share

now and place in your hands the enclosed

check for $3,000 to be applied for the reduction

of the debt and only for that purpose."

The Dayton Building Committee in giving

its report of an investigation of the new Asso

ciation buildings recently visited, reported that

the new auditoriums range from 500 to 900

seats and all the dormitories were overtaxed.

Large provision is being made for boys' work,

social rooms, baths, gymnasiums, etc. Turkish

baths are popular and profitable. No billiard

rooms were seen on the trip. The committee

made these four general recommendations :

(1) The building should be steel frame, and

standard fire-proof construction. (2) The

actual requirements of the work should de

termine the size and relative location of the

various features. (3) A complete separate

equipment should be provided for boys' work.

(4) Ample provision should be made for,

dormitories, so constructed that all will have

outside exposure.

The mining town of Douglas, Arizona,

on the southwestern frontier, which doubled

its population last year and now has 6,000

people, mostly men, is to have a Y. M. C. A.

clubhouse costing $20,000. It will help to re

lieve the hard conditions of life in this raw

new town, where the saloon is the popular

meeting place. The El Paso and Southwest

ern Railroad Company has recently offered

$5,000 towards this building, and one of the

smelter companies has contributed an equal

sum, and it is expected that at least $10,000

will be be secured from business men and

miners in the camp. Great interest has been

manifested in the project by the men, who de

mand a popular headquarters and a chance to

spend their spare time in decent surroundings.

SOCIAL HALL PRE

SENTED TO THE

SPRINGFIELD

TRAINING

SCHOOL BY MRS.

E. S. WOODS.

The building was

opened for the use of

the students Septem

ber 28.



The British Soldier in Camp

As a Liverpool Correspondent Saw Him

The rank and file of the English Militia, or

at least of the Lancashire Militia, arc labor

ing men, gathered from the poorer quarters of

the towns : rough, short, thick-set fellows,

free-and-easy in speech and behavior. Hun

dreds of them are massed together for several

weeks, freed from the restraints of civil and

social life, and in regular receipt of their pay.

Among such a body of men there is certain to

be a sprinkling of characters whose mark is

bold depravity. With no other .restraint but

that of a passing military discipline, these

men have the field, morally speaking, to them

selves, and fix the tone of the whole corps.

They take the lead in "sprees" and tavern

rows; set the fashion in gambling; are swept

up at night by the patrol, and spend a good

part of the period of training in the guard

room, or doing the dirty jobs imposed by way

of penance. All the same, they look upon

themselves, and are looked upon by their fol

lowing, as a sort of heroes. But there are also

in most battalions some mere lads under

twenty. These, plunged into such influences,

often learn to drink, fight, and gamble as

well as the worst.

Many a youth has been ruined by the

annual "training." By the unfortunate friends

or relations of the Militia the encampment was

regarded with dread. It was no uncommon

thing for every man of a battalion to return

home drunk, the majority of them without a

stiver. The more decent of the men shared

the apprehension. As for the officers, they as

a rule, had a lively time of it. The training

work, done in a sodden, sullen manner, was

as good as wasted. There was no cheerful

ness, no alacrity, no interest. On the contrary,

a chronic spirit of insubordination in some

cases permeated the whole body.

Camping out is a compulsory part of the

Volunteer service, and the plan of the War

Office is to associate Volunteer encampments

with those of the Militia. The Volunteers,

drawn mostly from the citizen stratum of the

population, are in camp less strictly dealt with ;

prove on the whole a remarkably well-con

ducted body of men, and rarely abuse the free

dom allowed. They are a jolly lot of dogs,

taken in the mass; get through the more in

teresting part of their work with zest, and the

less interesting part with steady patience ; and

although after an evening out parties of them

may be met going camp-wards singing in

chorus, their joviality is of the harmless sort.

It is not the purpose of this article to draw

comparisons between the Militia and Volun

teers to the disadvantage of the former, but

simply to state the facts under the state of

things in which the chief distraction was the

"wet" canteen.

Whoever hit upon the idea of providing

recreation in the camps may justly claim to

be as great an Army reformer as the Brod-

ricks, Arnold-Forstcrs, or all the theoretical

reorganizes that ever were or will be. Let us

not beg the question, but observe how the

change worked in the camp on the Morfa, near

Comvay. In this camp there were three Militia

battalions of the Lancashire Fusiliers, and

three Volunteer battalions of the Liverpools,

in all .'!,000 men roughly speaking. The Lanca

shire Union of Young Men's Christian Asso

ciations established four marquees, two for

Volunteers and two for the Militia, though

for the matter of that the tents were patronized

indiscriminately by men of both branches of

the Service, between which there is the hearti

est good feeling and good comradeshio. Each

pair of marquees formed, in fact, a camp club

free to everybody; and it is not too much to

say that they became the foci of the life of this

tent-town. One marquee was furnished as a

reading and writing-room. The tables were

well supplied with newspapers and popular

literature, which was well perused. Volun

teers and Militiamen in fatigue dress were

writing letters—writing paper supplied free.

They are active correspondents, for in the

packing case without a top, which serves as

the pillar-box of the post-office in one corner,

as many as 1,500 letters have been posted in

one day. More significant still is the fact that

postal orders were sold of the value of £850

and upwards. This money was sent home.

"I don't supoose that more than one-tenth

of it would have been sent home otherwise,"

said one of the workers. One day a Militia

man asked Mr. A. K. Yapp, the superintend

ent of the work, to take care of his money

pro tern. Groups might be seen behind corru

gated iron huts or in hollows playing pitch and

toss, squabbling now and then about results.

Card-playing went on under canvas, and

"bookies" cruise furtively about, dodging

sentries and defying regulations. Men were,

therefore, glad of a place of safety for their

pay. Compliance with the request referred

to led to a little savings bank business, and in

a few days there were 421 depositors with

over £60 to their credit.

In another corner of the marquee is a re

freshment buffet. Non-alcoholic drinks were

sold in thousands, and something like a quarter

of a ton of scones and other solids were dis

posed of. Besides these activities there were
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games of different sorts—draughts, ping-pong,

parlor quoits, and what not. The latter were

provided in the second marquee, where there

was a piano on a small wooden platform. Lines

of colored streamers added a touch of decora

tion. The lines supported the suspension

lamps, which in the evening gave these in

teriors a cozy air.

The tents were fairly busy during the greater

part of the day, but in the evening they were

crowded. The greatest freedom and bon

homie prevails. Some expert pianist strikes

up in the concert tent, and before long a

jovial sing-song is in progress. Songs, senti

mental and comic—though the preference in

clines to "sentiment"—succeed one another

with hardly an interruption, varied by an oc

casional expert performance with "the bones,"

or by a clever interlude from an amateur,

whose specialty is a set of spoons. One of the

Association staff operates as chairman. The

crowd of rough but vigorous faces under the

glow of the lamps wears an expression of

hearty enjoyment; rousing choruses are sung

or whistled, and the entertainment is kept up

with gusto until turning-in time.

A LETTER - WRIT

ING CORNER.

Men in the Notting

ham and Derby Cu.,;p

in the British Army

as they use the corre-

spondcnce tent

Thousands of sheets

of paper and en

velopes were used, a

thousand dollars'

worth of stamps

were sold in a ffw

days, and large sums

of money sent home

which had formerly

been spent in gam

bling and dissipation.

The soldiers them

selves gave $530 to

wards the expenses

of these camps.

In this camp the work of the recreation

tents was carried on by a staff of eighteen

volunteers who shared the camp life, occupying

a little group of bell tents adjacent to the

marquees. Altogether the Association had for

this work a corps of 100 volunteers. Judging

by the specimens of them met with they are a

genuine downright lot of fellows of just the

right stamp; men without any trace of cant or

humbug, who talk little about their principles,

but stand for them by influence and example.

When they do say anything it is straight, brief,

and to the point. Morality, however, is not

crammed down the men's throats. The Chris

tianity of these workers is militant, not talk

ative. Let it be judged by results. In this

camp this year nearly 1,200 men took temper

ance pledges; over 400 took pledges against

gambling. Any man who asks for it has given

him a neat illustrated pocket edition of the

Gospels. In the camps last year 6,250 copies

were asked for and distributed.

To put the matter briefly, this work has

changed the whole atmosphere. The regi

mental blackguards find that their bad emi

nence has departed, and lie low ; the gamblers

AN ASSOCIATION

VOLUNTEER

ENCAMPMENT

TENT.

Forty • six ttnts

were erected at va

rious points in Great

Britain, in charge of

130 workers, 'in the

Lancashire tent 2,019

temperance pledges

mere taken and in

the Welsh tent 1,115.
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shrink into holes and corners; some of the

biggest drunkards have taken the pledge, and

kept it ; the business of the canteen has shrunk

to a shadow ; and the occupation of the guard

room and camp police is well-nigh gone. Con-

way, which, through its Town Council, raised

a protest against the encampment of the Militia

on the Morfa, now admits that there has been

no cause of complaint. The town is about as

well provided with taverns as any place of its

size in the kingdom, and these rely largely

on the camp. The place is full of soldiery

every night, but disorder is rare ; and the patrol

as often as not returns empty-handed. In a

word, "the counter-attractions" have carried

all before them, and the bar attractions have

been left nowhere.

From the standpoint of training and discip

line the results arc almost inestimable. Drills

and duty are got through with an alertness

and spring which has made every officer a firm

friend of the movement. The men feel that

they are treated as human units, and not merely

pieces of mechanism, and their appreciation is

remarkable.

Towards the members of the Association

staff their respect and docility is best evidence

of the power of moral force. Training, from

being a bugbear, which was looked upon much

in the same light as "doing time," has become

a pleasure; it has grown to be a holiday, varied

by just as much work as gives it zest. Men

are sorry when it is over, for besides the

recreation tents the Union has introduced

football and cricket, which meet with plenty

of attention, and judging by the burst footballs

sent for repair there is no lack of vigor.

Colonel Walsh, who is brigadier, by way of

contributing had his men paid daily—an

important matter, though it entailed some

extra work which, however, the officers will

ingly undertake. Everybody, in fact, appeared

genuinely willing to assist, including the Vicar

of Conway, an enthusiastic amateur photog

rapher whose admirable lantern shows were

thoroughly appreciated. Not least important

is the fact that relations entered into with the

men while in camp are as far as possible kept

up when they return home ; and while by this

movement the whole morale of the irregular

forces promises to be raised, with perhaps as

tonishing military results, a great social move

ment is at the same time being entered upon

equally fraught with promise. Last year the

rnen themselves contributed £127 12s. Id. to

wards the cost of the work. This year in the

twenty camps the cost amounted to £700.

Never in the world was £700 better spent.

The value of this work has been recognized

bv such military authorities as the Commander-

in-Chief Earl Roberts, Viscount Wolseley and

Field-Marshal Sir Evelyn Wood.

The Scottish Associations have completed

their first effort in the Volunteer Camps and

have been very successful. At Barry the new

traveling secretary, Mr. Darling, had charge

for a fortnight and did grand work among two

Highland brigades, while at the great new camp

at Stobs Mr. Mackenzie was in charge for six

weeks. In the latter camp in the course of the

last fortnight no fewer than 14,668 letters and

cards were written and posted in the Y. M.

C. A. tents, 19,200 cakes and buns were sold,

6,768 bottles minerals and 6,046 cups of coffee,

while £41 19s. in stamps were sold. The of

ficers are great in their praise of the excellent

work done in both camps.

Forward with Japanese Troops

Hibbard and his two associates sail from

Kobe on August 30, for Chinnampo, whence

they make for Anto. Our Committee on

further interviewing the Minister of War re

ceived from him written permission for the

work and introductions to the officers in

charge. The men who go with him are Rev.

J. K. Ochiai, Episcopal rector from Sendai

and T. Takabatake, assistant secretary of the

Kyoto Association. They go to the front as

the first Christian workers with government

permission. I think no Committee but the one

we have, with the influence it possessed, could

have accomplished such results at just this

time. It is expected, however, that before long

the representatives of the Evangelical Alliance

will be able to proceed. Last week has been

one of very busy preparation and the supplies

are ready for shipment. On the roof of the

great tent, in large characters, are the words

which, literally translated, are: Young Men's

Christian Association • Soldiers Comforting

Tent." A number of Japanese lanterns are

to be displayed in front of the tent at night

with the same characters printed on them and

two large Japanese flags to adorn the entrance.

There are a number of volumes of literature,

history and fiction to be used as a loan library.

There is a good gramophone with records of

foreign and Japanese music. The soldiers

have difficulty in securing the services of

barbers, so there is a generous-sized pair, of

hair-clippers for the men to use on each other,

a supply of razors and shaving soap. There

are also needles and thread, simple medicines

and bandages, and a supply of Japanese and

foreign games. In addition to tea, which is

always served, the Committee hope to serve a

simple Japanese soup which often takes the

place of what we may call afternoon tea.

For the religious work there is a musical in

strument and song books, a considerable num

ber of religious and devotional books in the

loan library and a generous supply of tracts.

The Japanese Tract Society has made a grant
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for this purpose and the American Bible So

ciety have supplied 3,500 Scripture portions.

The above materials were gathered from sug

gestions coming from Association members

who have returned on sick leave from the

front.

At the close of the evening session of our

Summer Conference here, August 25, report

was made of these preparations and of other

details up to date, and Dr. Bearing, treasurer

of the National Committee, asked for offerings

and pledges from missionaries who are in

terested in this work, which represents so fully

the entire church of Japan. One hundred and

fifty yen were secured in cash and pledges.

Our National Committee is very eager in its

desire to secure as much financial aid as possi

ble from Associations and churches in Japan,

but for the work of this tent a constant amount

will be necessary in addition to what can be

raised among the Japanese under the depres

sion of these war times. V. W. HELM.

The Association with Enlisted Men

The Pensacola, Fla., Chamber of Commerce

backed the Naval Association undertaking

financially and provided headquarters while

AN INTERNA

TIONAL SOL

DIERS' ASSOCIA

TION AT PEKING,

CHINA.

Soldiers from the

American, British and

German Legations in

Peking, organised by

Private Christian of

Albany, N. Y. The

building in the rear

still snows signs of

the work of shells

and rifle balls. Mr.

Gilbert, formerly of

the Nebraska Volun

teers and for two

years assistant secre

tary at Warren, Pa.,

will take charge of

this Association.

the fleet was at the fort for three months. The

building used was a former saloon, and might

have been rented for three times the sum

which the owner received from the Association.

This was the popular headquarters of the men

on shore leave. At a recent meeting of the

Chamber of Commerce the naval work was re

ported as a part of the regular business. The

report was received with enthusiasm and a

vote taken to continue it another year.

One of the newest Army Associations is at

Fort Riley, Kan., which in a few weeks has

enrolled 130 members. The Association has

rooms in the new Post Exchange building. At

the opening meeting so many men attended that

it was necessary to adjourn to the great gym

nasium, where over 300 men stood during the

address.

The Ohio State Committee had an ex

ceptional work with the National Guard this

year. On one day 2,560 letters were written

at two camps. At the services conducted by

Augustus Nash, assisted by Harry Clark and

Frank W. Smith, 506 men professed conver

sion. The whole number of letters written at

the tents was 10,375, and the attendance, exclu-

ASSOCIATION

TENT AT MILI

TARY ENCAMP

MENT, WASHING

TON, OREGON

AND IDAHO EN

CAMPMENT.

Seven such tents in

nine States and prov

inces conducted U'ork

lust year among 36,-

200 militiamen. Daily

attendance teas over

4,500, and 40,000 let-

ters were written.
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sive of meetings, was 16,593. The sutler work

was again given to the Association exclusively.

Many of the men of the regular army began

the Christian life, and soldiers who were pro

fessed Christians gave up things in their lives

that they realized were not for their best good.

The Denver Association has taken charge of

a new Association opened in the Post Ex

change building at Fort Logan, with a secre

tary in charge.

Ths naval branches supplied over 70,000 men

with lodgings last year and were unable to ac

commodate 10,000 men who applied.

There are fifteen sailors registered in the

electrical class at Brooklyn, and the mechanical

drawing and other classes are filling.

The Vallejo Naval Branch building at Mare

Island Navy Yard, California, provided by

Admiral and Mrs. McCalla and a State com-

THE NEWEST NAVAL BRANCH BUILDING,

VALLEJO, CAL.

mittee of ladies in California, has immediately

become so popular with the men in the navy

that it could not accommodate the numbers

coming to it. During the first month 1,691

men used the dormitories, 123 slept on the

floor, and nearly 200 were turned away unable

to find any accommodations. It has become

the popular "shore leave" resort for the men

"on liberty." Fewer now go to San Francisco.

The building is never locked and the night

lunch counter is in constant use. In the first

month $3,436 was deposited for safe keeping.

The citizens of Vallejo have welcomed the As

sociation with remarkable heartiness. A com

mittee of representative business men, with

B. F. Griffin as chairman, is placed in charge.

This building is the finest in the city and the

only one in the country possessing an elevator.

It closely resembles the Brooklyn Naval build

ing in its arrangement.

SCENES IN THE VALLEJO BRANCH OF THE

NAVAL ASSOCIATION, WHICH IS PROVING

TO BE AN ATTRACTION OF GREATER

POWER THAN EVIL RESORTS.



From the Editor's Viewpoint

If we read rightly the pulse of the religious

world and of the Young

The Sympathetic Men's Christian" Associa-

Shidy and Help tion, the old-time "per-

of Men sonal work," "button-hol

ing," "dealing with in

quirers" form of individual evangelizing is

becoming less and less known. It has largely

passed with the old-time revival and mourn

ers' bench. With it has gone the personal

tract and the Bible-training class. It is easier

to appeal to an audience of five hundred than

to an audience of one. It is easier to declare

the Atonement before an audience than to tell

a man frankly that through Christ only is his

hope of entering heaven—but the heaven now

thought of is on earth, and the man who talks

about heaven after death is heard with sur

prise and classed as an eighteenth century,

sentimental dreamer. Appeals to "do the

manly thing," to "live the altruistic life," or

signing a card declaring a purpose to be good

in accord with Christian ethics are current

methods of wholesale conversion. We wonder

if there is to be found as much deep and

sympathetic study and spiritual diagnosis of

the man ; of the actual difficulties he individu

ally has in grasping and living a life of faith,

as there has been in the past. Our men have

been studying conditions, environment, wages

and working hours for classes and groups

rather than gaining the intimate acquaintance

of individuals and through friendship's ap

proach leading them into a life of faith. How

much more do we need to approach each

man in the sympathetic spirit of a friend, to

find the secret of his life, and by our own per

sonal knowledge of God and of His power, to

help men into the light and life of divine son-

ship. What Drummond saw thirty years ago

and made the program of his life, furnishes to

day the clew to a life of real usefulness which

should be made the working principle and am

bition of the Association man. That essay

of Drummond's from which the first article in

this number is taken, entitled, "Spiritual

Diagnosis," we commend to the study of young

men who would make their lives count for the

greatest help to men. It is a plan of Christian

service which any man can follow who may

feel that he has not a place upon the platform.

The call is again issued for a week of prayer

for young men, November

The Week 13-19, and what do we need

of Prayer more than what prayer will

Again bring? Associations are so

prosperous that they are

likely to forget the need of prayer. It is in

times of trouble, distress and temptation that

men are driven to their knees. But there is

plenty of prayer talk, and we are wondering

if much of it is not for effect, if men are not

talking about prayer to be impressive. Then,

too, it is sometimes thought to be an effective

way of gaining financial support. Hustle talk

is more popular than prayer talk. Self-con

fidence has displaced God-confidence. Why

not make the program for this week provide

for prayer groups, meeting at 6.30 or 7.30 in

neighborhoods where the members live, or in

boarding houses, either early in the mprning

or evening. The best kind of meetings will be

these in which one or two men lead in a board

ing-house neighborhood, shop or office build

ing. Spend the evenings in talking with men

about their prayer life; its power and privi

lege. The Association will be but a passing

thing unless prayer as well as Bible study has

a prominent place in its plans.

The standard is being set for Associations

to organize at least one

Bible Study Bible class for every 50

and Association members. Some Associa-

Building tions are bound to do it be

cause they want to make a

good showing; others will attempt it as a mat

ter of duty ; others will arrange more classes

because they believe in their power to rectify

life. Our need is for Bible classes led by men

in sympathy with men, and who understand

their needs and who can make their Bible

teaching glow with life. Very few young men

take any time at all to deliberate on spiritual

things ; the class gives them an hour a week

for character correction. Men are in the thick

of temptation to a dishonest or corrupt life,

or practical infidelity; an hour spent in the

light of God's word will bring not only God's

judgment on their life, but comfort and

strength as well. Few men have had system

atic Bible training in their youth ; the Bible

class will construct or reconstruct their faith.

Men become rough, hard, cynical, and unclean

in speech and life; the Bible will bring a

gentle manliness to their lives as they see the

spirit of Christ through its teachings. Old

Dr. Nott, one of the great pioneer educators,

said, "Men cannot be well educated without

the Bible." The word has been repeated and

emphasized by thousands and men like Chas.

A. Dana and Joseph Pulitzer have said, "A

man cannot be a good journalist without a

knowledge of the Bible." Justice Brewer well

declared, "The man who carries the Bible to

his people is doing more for his country

than the victors of the battle field." No man

can be efficient in Christian service without

much Bible study. Men must have it for the
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steadying of their lives. We build an Associa

tion which will bui!d character as we build

Bible classes.

We asserted recently that it could be proved

over and over again in

$500 for scores of cases that young

Thirty Evening*' men have received an ad-

Work vance of $500 in their wages

within two years, as a re

sult of a course in the Association evening

classes. We want to secure such illustrations

for the next number, tersely stated in not

more than one hundred words each. The best

replies will be printed.

The International Committee is arranging a

series of joint conferences

Getting- with the various State and

Toijetber Provincial Committees

Conferences looking toward a careful •

study of the field and for the

purpose of promoting more effective coopera

tion between the agencies of supervision. Such

conferences have already been held with the

Committees of New York, Ontario and Que

bec, New Jersey, Virginia and the Mary

land Group. Arrangements have been

made for a series of these conferences to

be held throughout the central west. They

will be attended by the chairman and other

members of the Committee, who in each in

stance will be accompanied by the General

Secretary and his associates on the Inter

national force as the Committee may be able

to assign them. The plan is to hold such

conferences in every portion of the field be

fore the close of the present Association year.

This should mean much in the strengthening

of the Association work in all departments.

Ji

And now for Panama. The sending of Mr.

Thompson to open the way for an Association

at Panama, in answer to Minister Barrett's ap

peal, will meet with the approval of the coun

try. The Boston Transcript said editorially

in reference to this mission : "The less dissi

pation, homesickness and waste of manhood

among the engineers, marines and soldiers,

1 the better the national record for celerity,

fairness and execution of the vast task. What

the Canal Commission cannot do directly, it can

do by calling upon an agency like the Young

Men's Christian Association to do."

Jt'

Since the resignation of Dr. Gulick as secre

tary of the Physical Department of the In

ternational Committee a year ago, the Com

mittee had been unable to fill the vacancy

but it is now a pleasure to announce that

George J. Fisher, M.D., physical director of

the Central Department, Brooklyn, tins been

secured to fill the position. He will divide

his time equally between Brooklyn and the

Committee. It is doubtful if there is any man

better qualified for the position by service, edu

cation, personal acquaintance with the Associa

tions and popularity with the fellow directors,

than Dr. Fisher. He enters upon his duties

October 1.

JI

The Association has been so effective in Cal

cutta that numerous societies are springing up,

which aim to influence young men for good

outside of college hours. Most of these are

closely modeled after the Association. They

are called "The Young Men's Hindu Associa

tion," "The Young Men's Mohammedan As

sociation," "The Young Men's Aryasomaj."

The Bramhos has started a work among boys,

emulating the Association.

J*

If the Executive Committee of the Em

ployed Officers Conference carry out their

present plans, the conference will be a record-

breaker for this already famous secretaries'

meeting.

J*

As a result of a sermon preached by the

rector of the Episcopal Church at Bristol,

R. I., $1,300 has been pledged on an old debt.

Dr. Locke closed his appeal by stating "upon

this my seventieth birthday, I take special

pleasure in donating $200, or one-tenth of my

salary for the coming year, for the payment

of the debt, providing $800 more is pledged."

Jl

S. M. Bard, for many years State secretary

of Pennsylvania, has resigned to enter busi

ness. His resignation will go into effect Oc

tober l.t F. R. Buckalew is temporarily in

charge. Mr. Bard has been in Association

work for twenty years. He is a man of force

and ability and has made his mark on the

Association work in Pennsylvania. His resig

nation will be greatly regretted.

Jl

Thomas J. Wilkie, in writing of a recent

visit to London, mentions the favor he had

of an interview with Sir George Williams,

who was not in good health. He writes : "Mr.

Williams prayed with me and sent his bless

ing to the brethren in America." This shows

the spirit of the man whose heart has felt for

young men from the first day of the organiz

ation and for over sixty years.

Jit

A basket-ball player took our stricture on

the traveling basket-ball teams to heart. We

hold that no Association has a right to en

courage men to leave their business even for

a day to play in another city. We consider

it to be the next thing to a catastrophe for a

young man to become a professional or semi-

professional athlete or to allow games in any

way to come between him and his legitimate

business.
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A State secretary of Massachusetts writes

that the Year Book statistics cited in a para

graph last month were wrong in reference to

Massachusetts and Rhode Island, stating that

only 35 men and 94 boys from those two

States united with the church last year. Their

books report 170 men and 81 boys. In the

work of one secretary 442 boys, twelve to

eighteen years of age, were personally led

into the Christian life, and already over one-

third of them have joined the church.

J*

Do not let the presidential election interfere

with the evening schools. Announce as largely

and perhaps even more earnestly. Schools and

colleges do not shut down their work for the

fall political campaign.

Jl

Here is a good idea which ought to become

universal. The Portland Association holds a

Labor Day conference afternoon and evening

in a convenient nearby suburb to discuss and

criticize the policies of the departments for

the coming year. This year 70 committeemen

and directors attended.

J»

Winning a man to the Christian life is a big

ger thing than to win a ball game. What must

a man have thought of the character of a

physical director who would allow him to

play as an amateur on a baseball team when

he himself had told the director that he was

a professional, although no one else knew it.

What a chance to have gained "a witness for

Christ," just as Frantz did at Harvard, when

he declared himself ruled out as a professional,

having played for money in an inconsequential

little game in Kansas some years before. But

Frantz gained a standing as a square man

and a wonderful influence in Harvard by that

confession.

0»

Many a secretary who at first looked upon

his work of raising money as a grind and went

to it with the feeling of a beggar will read with

approval this remark of Mr. Carnegie, "I do

not wish anything upon my tombstone relative

to what I have given, but instead a list of

names of those I have induced to give." Mr.

Carnegie was right in his sentiments. It is

a great thing to induce men to give, and it is

not necessary to be a millionaire to do that.

Any secretary will share his feelings in this

regard, for his best work has been to lead men

to give money, for sympathy has followed it

and the life has been broadened and the man

bettered because of his gifts.

.1

It may be questioned if $50,000 could be

better spent for an Association building than

for one at the Howard University in Wash

ington, which ha? over 900 students ' from all

parts of the world. Among them are men from

all over Africa, the West India Islands, South

America, Japan, Korea, Macedonia and from

forty States and territories of the United

States. The Association has over one hun

dred members. The graduates go out to all

parts of the world as ministers, teachers and

physicians. The spirit of the institution is

distinctly Christian. Being a government in

stitution, it cannot be supplied by the United

States with a Christian Association building.

The effect of a well-equipped Association

building here would be felt the world over

among the colored race.

Jl

A report on the billiard question as in

vestigated by Mr. Dodge, of Warren, Pa., is

printed in this number. A page will be given

next month to well-digested views, on the

subject, based on experience only, and but two

hundred words to a correspondent.

Jt

The question is asked, even by many directors

of Associations, "Of what benefit is the State

work?" Her? is an answer from Hon. H. M.

Beardsley, of Kansas City, which is to the

point : "State work binds together in unity of

purpose the city, college and railroad Asso

ciations. It gives a broader outlook to those

who are engaged in local work, establishes As

sociations where none have been, strengthens

those already in existence and stimulates enthu

siasm in all. Without it our horizon is lim

ited. With it we have confidence that we can

possess the land."

One of the men who went down in the

;rash in a leading western city, said recently

to us, as we were watching for some time the

throngs of men passing in and out of the

building, "I have put ten times, yes, one

hundred times, more money into this Asso

ciation than I am worth to-day, but I don't

regret it for a moment. I consider that

money as safe." To this man that Associa

tion owed its continuance. He stood by it

when nearly every other man abandoned its

work. He said to the directors when they

over voted to disband, " You may disband and

resign, but I want you to understand that

there is one man in this city who will continue

with this Association, although there may

be onlv one."
•Jl

Mr. C. H. Colby, Chief of Police of

Lynn, naturally has a large knowledge of boys

and men. He is a warm advocate of the

Association and recently said : "I believe the

first acquaintances formed in a strange city

by young men count for good or evil."

Speaking of its helpful work, he cited the

case of a young man who had been arrested
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for petty larceny. The young man was given

"another chance." Later the Chief saw the

man at an Association reception and accosted

him. He told him that he had joined the As

sociation, gone to work, dropped his old asso

ciates of the street and pool rooms and was

doing right. Previous to this time he was a

hoodlum of the streets, would not work, spent

his time in pool rooms and his folks could do

nothing with him. Chief Colby declares:

"The Association teaches young men and boys

to be honest, self-reliant, law-abiding Chris

tian men and boys. The streets, the pool

and bar rooms teach drunkenness, thievery

and gambling, and respect not the laws of

God or man."

Jt

Many directors have had a similar experi

ence with Ian Maclaren, who declared in a lec

ture that at one time he did so much begging

that he contracted a begging whine which re

mained in his voice for a year or two.

JC

By the recent installation of a new and com

plete addressing system in our office and a

rapid duplicating machine, we are able to sup

ply at an hour's notice a list of present sub

scribers in any city to any secretary desiring

to use it in an effort to increase the circulation.

This system provides the utmost guarantee of

safety and accuracy in mailing, as every detail

comes under the eye of the business office.

Jl

The official report of the proceedings of the

International Committee at Buffalo was issued

last month. In 162 pages the discussions and

reports are printed in full and without com

ment, giving a critical chapter in the history of

the North American Associations and an ex

amination into the principles and policy of

their federation agencies.

Jt

The secretary in charge of a boys' camp

found a good many cheap and lurid novels which

were read on the sly in camp. A straight talk

was given the boys on Sunday on the effect of

this kind of literature. At the close of his talk

he suggested a bonfire, although it was Sun

day, and that they use such novels for fuel. It

was surprising how they were produced, one

boy bringing out seventy and casting them into

the fire.

Jl

The boys' club of New Haven in their camp

at Douglas Island organized an emergency

crew of twenty-five boys, who agreed to take

hold of any undertaking that would benefit the

Association. They spent two weeks on the

island after camp broke up and painted all the

buildings. On their return they put up and

painted partitions in the Association rooms.

The club now undertakes to excavate space for

a swimming pool with the hope that some one

will furnish the money to complete it. The

contrast to the selfishness shown in some clubs

is striking.

Jl

The death of Rev. William Francis, for nine

years State secretary of Minnesota, occurred

last month, resulting from eating poisoned

mushrooms. Mr. Francis was one of the

truest and most devoted men who served young

men. Marks of his Christian influence are

seen in the lives of Minnesota's men and will

be for generations.

Jt

No report can show the spiritual results of

the work of the State and International secre

taries in the field. Most of their work is

advisory, financial, and hidden in the work of

others. One State secretary we know could

report over 300 men entering the Christian

life through meetings conducted by himself

throughout the State, and it is probable that

the majority of the supervisory secretaries,

State and International, would be able to re

port 50 to 500 men entering the Christian life

through services conducted by them through

out the year, not taking into account men like

Mr. Smith in whose meetings 3,843 men

made such decision.

Jl

New York City has a greater population than

fouiteen States and territories West of the

Mississippi. In it sixty languages are spoken.

There are more Jews, five times over, than

in Palestine. It has the largest German popu

lation of any city save Berlin. It has more

Young Men's Christian Associations than any

other city, but not half enough. The problem

of the religious life of its young men is over

whelming. Each Branch of the Association

(twenty-nine in all) has its work pressing

hard upon it. Harlem Branch, for instance,

has a massed population of 360,000, or 60,000

young men within a radius of one mile of its

building, which has nearly reached its limit of

membership.

Jl

The Railroad Association at Reading, Pa.,

has exhibited commendable enterprise in se

curing the promise of an anniversary address

from John J. McCook, chairman of the Rail

road Committee. Colonel McCook is in con

stant demand as an Association speaker, but is

obliged to decline nearly all such requests

coming to him. The Reading Association

captured him, however, by getting Vice-Presi

dent Besler to tender him the use of a private

car and special train and offer to go with him

from New York to Reading. The trip will

bc'made October 6. These men will be accom

panied by H. O. Williams. This courtesy on

the part of the road indicates the favor with

which this work is now regarded by that

company.
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Out of the Life of Men

If versatility and experience count for

anything in the making of a general secretary,

then there is one out in Kansas who ought to

have a sympathetic understanding of men

and boys. He has never been dismissed

from a position, has had the keen experience

of working hard eight to ten hours a day;

looking for "a job" when out of work. He

at one time found it in driving a coal wagon.

He was brought up in a little prairie village

and worked on a farm. His first money was

earned by gathering and selling old bones

and iron. He has been a bootblack, news

boy, peddled milk, house painter, a telegraph

messenger, canvassed for pictures from house

to house, office boy, huckster, waiter in a

restaurant, carried papers three years, fruit

vender, wood chopper, farm hand, clerk in

confectionery store, day laborer in starch

factory, was a political worker at seventeen,

special policeman, worked in press-room of

a daily paper, was a decorator, night watch

man during a school term, book agent, can

vassed for advertising and job printing, was

a deputy sheriff, secretary of secret order

society, correspondent for newspaper, fire

insurance agent, real estate agent, assistant

secretary of an Association, and now has

been general secretary for five years and is

not yet thirty-one years of age. Last month

he was drawn as a juror.

Jt

The following incidents tell the story of

life in Southern Associations. A young man

from a distant county was converted in the

Gospel meeting of the Atlanta Association.

His thought and his prayers turned toward

his people at home. When back for a visit

at home he started family prayer. His

mother became a Christian and has continued

the family altar, resulting in the conversion

of a daughter. After the return of the young

man to the city his profane and intemperate

uncle, sixty-one years of age, came for a few

weeks' stay with him. The young man in

duced him to attend the meeting at the As

sociation, where he became a convert, and

since his return home has united with the

church. His changed life is the county talk.

A young man invited to step into the Sat

urday night meeting of the Atlanta Asso

ciation at first resented the idea as he was

"already a church member." However, he

was prevailed upon to go in and become a

Christian in earnest. He at once began work

upon his roommate and in two weeks' time

succeeded in getting him to the Sunday meet

ing, where he was led to accept Christ as

his Saviour. A member of the Macon, Ga.,

junior department was led to accept Christ

while at a camp this summer. His father

and their pastor, who had both been some

what skeptical as to the real value of the

Young Men's Christian Association, now

have no doubts upon the subject.

Minister Barrett Appeals for Panama

In response to the suggestion of Hon. John

Barrett, United States Minister to Panama,

made through the State Department at Wash

ington to the International Committee of the

Associations, suggesting that Young Men's

Christian Association branches be opened at

Panama and Colon, the committee will send

its secretary, J. R. Thompson, of the Field

Department, to investigate the conditions in

Panama and pioneer Associations there.

Mr. Barrett in his letter to the State De

partment writes: "My suggestions are

prompted not alone by my own investigation

of the field, but by conferences I have had

with members of the Canal Commission,

Chief Engineer Wallace, Consul-General Gud-

ger, and with others interested or competent

to express an opinion. That you may have

further respect for my proposal, I would sub

mit that I was one of those who urged the

establishment of branches in Shanghai and

Mexico after personal investigation of the

opportunity, and that I have studied what has

been done in such foreign places as Yoko

hama, Calcutta and Buenos Ayres.

"Summed up in a few words, we have a

critical state of affairs here. There are already

nearly 200 young men in Panama and Colon

or near these cities, who have recently gradu

ated from American engineering institutions

or left agreeable surroundings in the United

States to undertake the work here, and who

have absolutely no place of rendezvous, enter

tainment, amusement, or worship. The only

public places to which the majority can possi

bly go at night are the gambling houses or

saloons. There are two local clubs, but only

a few of these young men can afford to join.

Estimating the present number at 200, there

will be 300 or 400 inside of a few months

more, while in addition to them there will be

several hundred other young men coming into

Panama and Colon and the Canal Zone, either

connected directly or indirectly with the con

struction of the canal. Then there are some

400 able-bodied marines not far from Panama

who have no attractive place to visit if they

leave their camp.

"The larger portion of the young men em

ployed by the Canal Commission will have

their headquarters in Panama at the Pacific end,

and in that city should be established the main

branch of the Association, but there will be a

sufficient number on the Atlantic side to war

rant the opening of a lesser branch at Colon."

The International Committee will undertake

to raise funds in this country to finance such

an Association and to provide experienced

secretaries to direct the undertaking.
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The "Busy" Director

The Directors of a Young Men's Christian

Association are usually chosen for what they

represent in church, in business and in public

life. It is assumed that a man who is able to

achieve in these spheres of activity will also be

able to do real work in the Association. He

will, if he applies to this work the practical

principles of business.

Why, then, have we so many good men in the

Association directorate who count for nothing

in Association activity? Certainly not because

too busy men have been chosen. Our best di

rectors have largest interests outside the As

sociation. Nor is it because of a lack of will

ingness to work, though that may seem to be

the case. I am convinced by frequent con

ferences with strong, good men who have failed

to achieve as Association directors, that they

accepted the position with willing minds and

hearts, and that they are more disappointed

than any one else that they have not found a

place of usefulness.

What is the remedy? In one word, speciali

zation. The busy man, with a multitude of

business and church cares, can never take time

tc interest himself in the whole broad field of

Association activities. He must specialize on

some department—the department which most

enlists his sympathies and his special gifts of

mind and heart.

THE OLD BUGABOO.

"But," you say—you who feel that you have

not found your place in the Association—"I get

no chance to specialize on anything but finance.

That is the subject of all our board meetings."

If that be so, it is a grievous fault, and

there should be reform. Other matters must

be brought into the board meeting, and you

may well insist upon it. It is the only way to

solve the financial problem. Until the directors,

and through them the community, acquire a

deep abiding interest in the real work of the

Association, there will be no permanent solu

tion of the financial problem. When interest

in the work is supreme, financial difficulties

disappear.

STRIKING EXAMPLES.

Ten years ago a young business man who

had previously shown no special interest in the

work, was asked to become a director, to fill

a vacancy from his church. He did so, and at

once interested himself in the Boys' Depart

ment. He was soon made chairman of this de

partment and has maintained that position ever

since. He has grown into one of the most

useful and prominent Association men in

his State, and has always, perhaps for the sake

of his boys, done his full share in raising the

money for Association work. This busy man,

president of a large manufacturing corpora

tion, vice-president of another, director of

banks and an insurance company, spent two

weeks this summer camping with a crowd of

boys, and it may be questioned whether any

boy received more good than he. He found

his place in the Association, and no one of his

business activities is more important to him.

Another manufacturer of my acquaintancce

became especially interested in evening classes

for employed men. This interest has held him

to the work through a period of business de

velopments and cares which threatened his

health and caused his withdrawal from some

other activities. He asserts that Association

work has been a diversion from his business

that has relieved the strain. He has always

done his full share of the solicitation of funds.

Another director finds his specialty in the so

cial feature and devotes many evenings to the

Association for the sake of social contact with

the young men who need his help. He is the

leading personal worker in the Association and

finds great joy in leading young men to a

knowledge of Christ as Saviour. Such a man

is sure to be, as in fact this man is, an enthu

siastic advocate who easily gets money for the

work.

We readily think of another man who has re

cently come into special international promi

nence in the Association, whose specialty is the

definite religious work, and who finds time

from cares of State involved in his daily call

ing, to plan for and manage great religious

meetings, for the evangelization of the young

men of a city.

These are men of large interests and broad

minds. Each of them finds enough in one of

the many departments of Association activity

to bind him to enthusiastic and efficient work

for the whole Association. C. S. WARD.

Putting Money at Work at Home—A gen

tleman in Pennsylvania recently refused to

contribute to the State work because he was

making his gifts that year to the local Associa

tion, to which he gave $50. The Association

was in financial difficulty. An equal amount

expended through the State Committee thor

oughly reorganized that Association, secured

$1,700 by canvass in the town and put the As

sociation on its feet. Another $20 spent by the

committee saved a $40,000 building from being

closed and financed the work, so that all in

debtedness was paid and money provided for

two years' current expenses. At another place

where they were discouraged the State secre

tary in a few hours gathered young men who

had been helped by the Association, whose en

thusiastic testimonies at a board meeting at

which it was proposed to bury the Association

turned it into a praise meeting, a new start was

taken and in three years a $30,000 building was

erect.-d. Five dollars invested in the State work

paid for that
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The Billiard Question

The use of the game of billiards in the Rail

road, Industrial and Army Associations, which

have to do with grown men and with those

whose hours of labor and leisure are clearly

defined, is no longer an open question. The

introduction of the game in the city Associa

tions, which have to do with school boys and

so many young men whose leisure time is their

capital and whose diversion from earnest pur

suits of life to the fascination of a game so

engrossing as billiards, is a question upon

which Association leaders are divided.

The game has been introduced in a few As

sociations, and we are glad to print the results

of recent investigation of the results of its

use made by the Warren, Pa., Association.

This Association wrote to 56 Associations,

including 26 city and town, 26 railroad, 3 street

railroad and 4 army and navy branches, asking

a series of questions. Forty-four of these had

used the game for two years or less. A fee

was charged for the game in 47, averaging 2J

cents per cue for pool and 20 cents per hour

for billiards. A person was in charge of the

tables in 26 Associations. Each individual was

generally required to pay for each game him

self.

A noticeable improvement in the conduct of

the men in the rooms was noted in 22, or about

half, while 27 discovered no noticeable improve

ment. Some of the comments received were :

"Appeals to older class of men." "Quit the

saloon and play in the building." "Those who

play are interested ; others sit quietly watching

the game." "Prevents horse-play, diminishes

loafing; men busy now." "Less boisterous

language ; easier to maintain order." "Gen

eral dignity and manly behavior prevails."

"Keeps men from saloons and gambling

houses." "Needs close supervision." "Mem

bers greatly appreciate privilege." "No worse,

no better." "Yes, more manly and socia

ble." "Very marked improvement in de

portment." "More helpful to social fellow

ship, especially to non-Christians." "Few

boys make too much noise while about the tables

alone." "Keeps men from the saloon and they

are more contented."

Twenty-one declared that they had received

additional financial support on account of the

tables, and 47 reported income from tables.

Four reported contributors refusing to give an

account of the introduction of the game.

Nearly two-thirds of the number stated that

they had been able to reach a class of men

heretofore unreached. Among the comments

received were : "Many who played elsewhere

now play at the Association—artisans and

school boys." "A great many high-school boys

whose parents were kept in ignorance of their

playing in the city pool rooms now play here

and their parents do not object." "Mill men,

office men—men who frequented city pool

rooms—clerks and shopmen who previously

never used the building." "A more intelligent

class of amusement-seekers." "Men who fre

quented pool rooms or bowling alleys connected

with saloons now play at the building." "More

men in social rooms." "Drew more men than

all other attractions." "Men join for social

privileges only." "Men who frequented pool

rooms now come." "Young men between 18

and 24 years." "Shop men outside of church

influence." "Young men who formerly spent

their spare time in billiard halls, joints and

houses of ill-fame are now in the building dur

ing the evening."

Many of the Associations found that those

who at first opposed the game are now in favor

of it. Some of the replies received were :

"Yes, because of good results." "Because they

(including the secretary) saw they were

wrong." "Some skeptical at first, but now

acknowledge they were wrong." "Yes, because

they attract so many men." "Yes, because

several boys who loafed at cigar stores now

spend their leisure hours at the building." "Be

lieve the Association can handle these games

better than other clubs." "Two men objected

to have their sons play, but on hearing that

they played in other pool rooms preferred to

have them come to the Association and play."

Four of the Associations felt that the in

troduction of the game had a deteriorating ef

fect on the religious work ; 49 said that it had

not. Eight Associations declared that young

men had been induced to join the Association

through the game and led into the Christian

life, while 36 had not noted any such results.

It was noted that fully 80 per cent, of the

men who used the tables knew how to play

the game before it was placed in the building,

and only four Associations could report that

those who had learned the game in the

Association became regular patrons of the city

pool rooms, preferring to play there instead of

at the Association, while 47 did not know of

any such results. Forty-one Associations de

clared that men had been led to leave the city

pool rooms to play at their rooms. Among

the replies received as to the good results were:

"Closed a pool room opposite the building."

"Almost ruined two city pool rooms." "One

pool room closed up." "One saloon-keeper

across the street said : 'He wished that

the Y. M. C. A. pool table was in hell.' "

The majority said that the pastors favored

the introduction of the game, and some pastors

who objected to it, but were willing to try it,

had their objections removed, while in many

places the pastors play the game with the mem

bers. Forty felt that the general sentiment

was in favor of the game.
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The Educational Department

BOSTON'S EVENING INSTITUTE is REORGANIZED

on a university basis and operates four highly

developed evening schools for employed men.

With the increase in elementary study has re

cently come a corresponding demand for work

of a higher type, and to meet this demand the

Evening Institute has been reorganized. The

institute is now divided into four sections :

The General School consists of the Elementary

Department. Department of Commerce, De

partment of Music, Department of English and

Oratory, Department of Languages, and

courses of a general nature. The Preparatory

School offers complete preparation for Civil

Service examinations, for the Lowell School

for Industrial Foremen, Harvard College,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and

other colleges and scientific schools, Harvard,

Boston University and the Association Even

ing Law Schools, and the Association Evening

School. The Evening Polytechnic School is

organized on the lines of the London Polytech

nic Institute, and is a technical school of many

departments operated during the evening for

the benefit of employed men. This school in

cludes courses of several years in Architecture,

Naval Architecture, Steam Engineering, Struc

tural Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,

Automobile Engineering, Navigation and Sea

manship, Chemistry, Art, Clay Modeling, and

other subjects. The Evening Law School has

been attended by 750 students and opened Sep

tember 12. The Evening Institute is an

nounced as "not a money-making, but a man-

making institution." The terms have been

lengthened to thirty weeks in order that suffi

cient ground may be covered each year to

enable the students taking the engineering

courses to complete the work in four years and

make the general program more closely ap

proach that of the day schools. The Employ

ment Department filled over 1,100 situations

last year at salaries running from $4 per week

to $1,400 per year. A few years since women

were largely employed as stenographers, but at

the present time the tendency is in the oppo

site direction, causing scarcity of competent

men.

WEST SIDE BRANCH, NEW YORK CITY, WILL

have 119 men in its new real estate class, who

pay $20 each. Some leading brokers are en

rolled. For another class for plan reading

and estimating the fee is $17. The structural

engineering class will have a large enrollment ;

fee, $15. The successful housefurnishing and

decorating class of last year, in which forty

men were enrolled, will be divided into four

classes. An automobile school, advanced

courses in machine designing, steam engineer

ing and higher mathematics will be added. An-
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other very promising class is that in business

economy for office managers and executives.

THE POSTER SHOWN ABOVE WAS PREPARED BY

Mr. A. G. Bookwalter, secretary of the Edu

cational Department of the Massachusetts and

Rhode Island State Committee. The demand

has been so great wherever a sample has been

seen that over 6,000 have been ordered. They

are furnished at the rate of $4 a hundred. One

of the best posters issued. It could be

strengthened by the removal of the hand from

the shoulder and the strengthening of the face

and form.

DETROIT HAD FORTY-FIVE MEN STUDYING ELEC-

tricity last year, and this year will have two

classes. Electrical equipment has been added.

The dean of the motor school has been serving

on the jury of awards for automobiles at the

World's Fair. The plans for this department

include four courses: The gas engine in de

tail for beginners, an advanced course in the

gas engine for men with some mechanical ex

perience, "drivers' course" and a theoretical

course for prospective purchasers and ad

vanced students. It is said that Professor

Oliver, of the University of Wisconsin, looked

into the workings of the school and declared

it to be the foremost of its kind in the world.

The feature of the year's work will be the Sat

urday evening "pops." consisting of entertain

ments and concerts which will please.



Current Thought on Physical Training

The Physical Directors' Society of the Young

Men's Christian Association held its annual

meeting at St. Louis in the Physical Culture

Building of the World's Fair, August 22-24. It

was one of the most important meetings ever

held by the physical directors. It was the first

GEO. J. FISHER, M.D.,

Successor to Dr. Gulick.

conference at which the program consisted al

most entirely of reports of committees of actual

work done. It was not a reading of papers

about ideas, but a record of actual facts and

the adoption of plans making for greater unity

and higher standards of work.

The conference was opened with an address

by the retiring president, George W. Ehler,

who after seventeen years in Association work

has become the superintendent of physical train

ing in the public schools of Cleveland. Mr.

Ehler reviewed the

history of the prog

ress of the physical

work, and spoke par

ticularly of the prog

ress in athletic con

trol and basketball

supervision, the evo

lution of the physical

directorship, the re

vision of the nomen-

clature and the

greater dignity of

physical training as it

is related to growth,

education and character and the place of this

important work in the extension of the king

dom of God.

Mr. Ehler's resignation was accepted with

regret and resolutions appreciative of his ex

ceptional service and of regret that he had left

the ranks were passed.

G. W. EHLER.

On the following evening a banquet was held

in his honor, which was attended by the phys

ical directors and invited guests. Dr. George

J. Fisher, of Brooklyn, acted as toastmaster,

and toasts were responded to by W. E. Day,

George T. Hepbron, Dr. Raycroft, of Chicago

University ; Dr. McKenzie, of McGill Univer

sity ; Dr. Luther Halsey Gulick, and Dr. H. F.

Kallenberg and James E. Sullivan.

The conference was characterized by the

great desire of the members for unity of

methods and the broadening of the work, which

was defined as not being limited to the actual

membership of the Association, but to include

men in the community.

The committee on related physical work

reported in two sections. The one on a study

of the work of physical training societies and of

the schools and colleges, by Dr. C. G. Lang,

and the other one extension work done by the

Associations along the line of physical training

The society agreed that the Associations had

a great opportunity in the propagation of phys

ical training in the community by assisting in

the organization of physical work in play

grounds, church clubs, factories, etc., and in

the control of sports, and recommended greater

activity along this line. The directors, accord

ing to reports, are not living up to their oppor

tunity. In a discussion of the obstacles which

stood in the way of doing extension work were

the following: Lack of time, lack of desire,

ignorance of the possibilities, lack of ability,

lack of prestige in the community, inactivity,

all organized work ceasing with the closing of

the class work.

It was reported that work was conducted

by the Associations in the following ways and

places : Civil service classes, playgrounds,

churches, schools, public baths, vacation

schools, factories, educational classes and civic

athletic meets.

A report was given by the committee on

competitive sports through Mr. Hepbron, its

chairman. A paper by A. B. Wegener on the

Proper Conduct of Control of Athletics was

read. A great rise in sentiment was mani

fested for competitive sports, and the following

resolution was adopted :

"Where careful supervision is possible we be

lieve that competition may result beneficially

to the Association and the men engaged in it."

Physical directors were requested to ally

themselves with the A. A. U. and the Athletic

League and assist these organizations in work

ing for clean sport. It was reported that only a

half-dozen Associations in the country were

members of the A. A. U.

A recommendation was made to the com

mittee on competitive sports as follows: (l)
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That the main theme for the next meeting of

the Physical Directors' Society be The Promo

tion and Regulation of Physical Recreation ;

(2) that the committee present plans for the

best manner of considering such a theme, and

that various phases of the subject be delegated

to the physical directors at once for study, so

that ample time for any investigation neces

sary may be made.

Dr. H. F. Kallenberg reported that the com

mittee on nomenclature had revised the nomen

clature. The committee was instructed to

have it printed and all physical directors urged

to adopt it, so that unity of method may pre

vail. This is the first time within the history

of the physical work that unity has been se

cured on this perplexing subject.

The committee on anthropometry reported

that a uniform system of measurements had

been selected, and that over sixty Associations-

were cooperating in its use. The committee re

quested the society to cooperate in securing

at least 20,000 measurements to serve as a

basis for revision and the making of a new

table. Tables for each age and height will be

prepared, which the Association does not now

have.

At the business . session important action

was taken. In view of the loss sustained by

the physical work of the Association in the

loss within one year of such men as Dr. Gu-

lick, Dr. Meylan, Mr. Ehler and others who

left the Association work for similar positions

in schools and colleges, a sentiment prevailed

among the men of the society that the physical

directorship must be made a large enough po

sition to offer our strongest men sufficient in

ducement to remain in it.

The officers elected were: President,

George J. Fisher, M.D., Brooklyn, N. Y. ;

vice-president, William Y. Reithard, Evanston,

III.; secretary-treasurer, William H. Ball,

Springfield, Mass. The officers, with the fol

lowing, will compose the executive committee :

A. E. Garland, M.D., Boston, Mass. ; L. O. Gil-

lesby, Birmingham, Ala.; W. E. Day, Dayton

O. ; A. G. Douthitt, Seattle, Wash.

The committee on religious work, W. H.

Ball, C. W. Hardy and A. S. Thompson, re

ported that its first duty was to ascertain what

religious work was actually being done among

the senior members using the physical depart

ment. Reports were received from 91 directors

showing that there were 88 gymnasium men's

Bible classes, with a total enrollment of 2,313.

Seventy-one of the teachers of these classes

are men using the department, 54 of this num

ber being physical directors. It was found

that 129 men had become Christians through

the religious work within this department, and

that 113 had joined a church.

These facts, among others, show that one out

of every 166 associate senior members making

use of the physical department had become a

Christian man during the past year ; one out of

every 189 had joined a church ; one out of every

H senior members was enrolled in the gym

nasium men's Bible class; one out of every 27

attend the class each week; one out of every 6

departments have organized group's of per

sonal workers, with an average of 10 men in

each ; one out of every 2 departments have an

average of 15 men doing independent personal

work ; one out of every 2 departments have

sent one man into Christian work ; one out o"f

every 9 departments has an organized group of

men doing outside religious work.

The following was adopted as a standard for

every physical director in the society for the

coming year : To secure one out of every ten as

a member of the gymnasium men's Bible class ;

that the average attendance be raised from 52

to 60 per cent. ; that each one have a group of

organized personal workers; that at least one

man be won as a Christian for every personal

worker, and that every one of these should

join a church. GEO. J. FISHER, M.D.

THOMAS J. HICKS, WHO WON THE MARATHON

race, was born at Birmingham, England, anfl

is twenty-eight

years old. He

has resided at

C a m b r i dge,

Mass., for many

years, and is a

member of the

Young Men's

Christian As

sociation. Hicks

has compel ed

in four Mara

thon races. In

1900 he won

sixth place in

the Boston race ;

he took sixth the

following year,

but was un

placed in 1903.

Last April

Hicks ran in

the Boston race

for the fourth

time and won

second place.

He has never

.^VMl

THOMAS J. HICKS.

had a record as

a runner other •

than that for

twenty-five miles. He stands 5 feet 6 inches

tall, and in condition weighs about 135

pounds.
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SIOUX CITY'S GIANT BASKET BALL TEAM.

The leader is six feet seven inches in height. Most

of them are University men and Christian men of

influence. The team has beaten the Universities of

Nebraska %and Wisconsin, Kansas City, the Athletic

Club and Omaha, Muscatine, Dodge City Associa

tions, etc., and took second place at the World's Fair

games.

Brooklyn's Sunday-School Athletic League

In Brooklyn there are over 400 Sunday-

schools. From many of them the Association

has received repeated calls for assistance in

the management of boys' clubs and for men

fo take charge of calisthenic drills and or

ganize recreative games. Some of the schools

pay for such service and others are unable to

do so. Many attempt to do the work them

selves without expert assistance and fail.

In order to be of the greatest service to the

schools and to give them the benefit of the

best methods, a Sunday-school Athletic

League was organized.

The Sunday-school superintendents agreed

that the movement would be a success, pro

viding the Association was the controlling

factor. At a meeting, when one hundred repre

sentatives of schools were present, it was de

cided to organize.

The objects of this League as outlined were:

First.—To work for the betterment and the

enlargement of the Sunday-schools in Brook

lyn, by developing character through athletic

contests and by making Sunday-school attend

ance a condition of membership. Second—

To maintain a high standard of honesty, cour

tesy and manliness in athletic sport. Third—

To establish scientific physical training in the

Sunday-schools. Fourth—To secure and

maintain a genuine amateur basis in Sunday-

school sport. Fifth—To institute, regulate

and govern inter-Sunday-school gymnastic

and athletic meets.

The Board of Governors consists of 12

members, 8 of whom are chosen by the

League and 4 by the board itself, in or

der that the board may have at least four

physical training experts on it.

In order to be of immediate service to the

schools, sections were organized led by ex

perts in gymnastics and calisthenics, basket

ball, baseball, aquatics, track and field sports

and summer camps. All teams will be organ

ized into a league.

Club quarters will be secured in sections of

the city where boys' clubs can meet for phys

ical work under competent leaders at a min

imum cost.

In December a large meet will be held in

one of the armories, with preliminary dis

trict meets, in which the boys will qualify for

the big meet.

Meets held between schools will be sanc

tioned and registration of athlete* required.

In order to secure registration the applicant

must attend Sunday-school four consecutive

Sundays. The registration is five cents for

one year. The application blank must be en

dorsed by the superintendent and pastor, tes

tifying to regular attendance, and by a physi

cian, stating that the applicant is in good

physical condition.

Sunday-schools must be members of the

league for not less than thirty days to make

entry for competitive events. Athletes repre

senting one school will not be permitted to

represent another school for ninety days.

Membership in the League costs two dol

lars a year. Each school is entitled to two

delegates at the quarterly meetings. The

Board of Governors meets monthly. The

rules of the A. A. U. govern all contests.

The League will affiliate with the Public

School Athletic League and the A. A. U.

The organization is very popular, and is

just the thing the schools desire. It is an

organized system of extension work, ap

plicable to all cities, and brings the churches

into vital relation to the Association. Of

course clean sport principles must prevail

or undesirable conditions may arise in com

petitive sports. Then, too, it provides one of

ihe'great opportunities of making sentiment

for clean sport and for conducting a plan

of physical education for thousands of the

jouth of our cities. The scheme is so unique

and abounds with so many new phases of

physical work that new kinds of rules and

legislation are required, so that at this stage

it is hard to estimate the greatness of the

undertaking. GEO. J. FISHER, M. D.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

J*

Reading, England, has equipped a Youths'

Section, situated in the rear of the main build

ing, and occupying, with the exception of of

fices on the ground floor, the whole of the

large mansion known as Garrard House, in

cluding full-sized tennis court and quoit

ground with space for extension.
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The Older Boys' Conference at Silver Bay

The six days' meeting of the 233 boys and

men who represented the youths' and boys'

section of the Association was held August 30-

September 4 at the newly acquired vacation

hostelry at Silver Bay, Lake George. The

delegates spent from Tuesday to Sunday in

discussing Association methods of service for

boys. In the boys' deliberations their secreta

ries had nothing to say, as the discussions were

limited to the boy delegates. The average age

of these delegates was sixteen, and they came

from as far west as California and east

as St. John, N. B. They discussed the ques

tion of the management of the gymnasiums ;

whether girls should come to their receptions ;

how to run a literary society, a religious meet

ing or a Bible class ; how to raise money for

foreign Associations ; the high school boys'

athletics ; helping street boys and fellow-school

boys, etc. Addresses were given by John R.

Mott and F. S. Brockman, of China ; E. T. Col-

ton, Charles Gilkey, E. F. Sec, Rev. M. L. Mor

gan, and Walter Diack. Dr. George J. Fisher

and A. M. Chesley were the directors of ath

letics and jollies. The "motherly man," with

death-bed stories, was not on the program. The

fatherly man and the athletic Christian was. The

boys began the day by dividing up into twenty-

five Bible classes, led by Association secretaries

at seven in the morning, before breakfast. All

the morning was given to discussion, the after

noon to sports, swimming and mountain-

climbing. After supper "stunts" were the or

der, done by State groups. Then the crowd

in lock-step serpentined about the lawn, sing

ing "We'll Wander," and filed into the hall

and just as vigorously sang hymns. Saturday

night there was a jollification and minstrel

show, and then the boys sobered down for the

serious work of Sunday.

There was no cigarette smoking, meanness

or filth among them. The precocious religious

prig was not in evidence. Five hours a day

or more were spent in serious Bible study and

discussion, led by men who were distinctly

religious leaders. The boys' religion was

genuine, so was their fun, and the whole was

wholesome and natural and strenuously re

ligious.

Over 100 older men and secretaries took a

course of instruction to train them to teach

teachers.

John R. Mott's address on The Cost of

Leadership profoundly impressed the leaders.

He brought out nine things that are necessary

to successful leadership: (1) Thoroughness,

(2) Time, (3) Perseverance, (4) Study, (5)

Life of reality, (6) Life of service, (7) Vital

energy, (8) Self-denial, (9) An expanding

spiritual life. Following this he spoke on the

Morning Watch, and his final address was

on The Study of the Word. He showed how

this is the secret of fruitfulness and power,

and pointed out the opportunities in leading

Bible classes. He urged that the study be :

(1) Intense, (2) In the Spirit, (3) Prayerful,

(4) Daily, (5) Unhurried, (6) In the choicest

time of the day—the early morning. As a re

sult of these addresses many resolved to keep

the Morning Watch and to accept the first

opportunity to lead a Bible class. All were

moved by his words, "We must be to do."

E. T. Colton presented The Opportunity and

Obligation of a Christian Boy for Public Serv

ice. In his address to men on The Importance

of Training Boys for Christian Work and How

to Do It, he maintained that the permanency

of our work demands that the boys be trained.

To do it he said: (1) Make it your policy, (2)

Search for leaders, (3) Tie up to them person

ally, (4) Employ their activities, (5) Counsel

with them and inspire ideas, (6) Locate re

sponsibility, (7) Develop the personal spiritual

life, (8) Expose to a big vision, (9) Get within

the boy, (10) Exercise patience, (11) Be am

bitious to multiply your life. His last address

was on The Foreign Work.
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F. S. Brockman, in his address on Great

Men, spoke of some men who have become fa

mous in the eyes of the world by doing great

things, and then turned attention to John the

Baptist, who was great in the eyes of God,

because he ivould make no compromise with

sin. His next address on The Responsibility

Resting on us to Impress Our Boys with the

Missionary Enterprise helped every man who

heard it. His last talk was on The Work in

China. On Friday night the Associations and

individuals present pledged over $1,200 for the

foreign work.

Edwin F. See's daily Bible classes, lectures

and question hours on Bible teaching not only

fEW JERSEY B°YS POMTHB1T

created a desire for Bible study and Bible

teaching, but showed the best methods for ac

complishing it.

Charles W. Gilkey presented a paper on The

High School Problem. A Study of Meetings

for Older Boys was given by Walter T. Diack.

The entire conference was a success. The

influence of almost'every address was seen in

the farewell meeting, when many delegates

summed up in a word what they had decided to

do as a result of the meetings. Such sentences

as these were heard: "Keep the morning

watch." ''Teach a newsboys' Bible class in

addition to a regular Bible class." . "Put more

time in the morning watch." "Teach a Bible

class." "Work in the foreign field, if God

opens the way." "Be as religious as people

think I am." WALTER T. DIACK.

AN OPINION ON THE CONFERENCE.

Great place ! Great conference ! Cannot

help but be productive of much good. The

program was sane, well balanced and admirably

carried out. Was pleased with the ring of

genuineness about the whole affair. Such

gatherings justify our belief that real, live,

flesh-and-blood boys of that age may be deeply

interested in religious things and lose none

of their naturalness, and prove that they arc

capable of a full appreciation of the altruistic

spirit of the Association. M. D. CRACKEL.

Policy Outlined by New Jersey Boys

Resolved, That we make an earnest effort to

get our members to set aside at least fifteen

minutes of every day, first thing in the morning,

if possible, for private Bible reading and

prayer.

That we give special attention to finding and

training older boys as leaders in our boys'

work.

That we put special emphasis upon seeking

and training older boys and men for teaching

Bible classes. We would also recommend the

adoption of International Bible Study examina

tions.

That we plan for and push some organization

for systematic giving to extension work, which

includes the work of the State and Interna

tional Committees and the Association work

on the foreign field, looking forward to the

support of a foreign secretary as soon as pos

sible.

That we give special attention to the work

for older boys, which includes high-school stu

dents and employed boys.

That we attempt to carry out the above

policy not for a short time, but in such a way

as to make it a permanent feature in our work.

Boys' Department Notes

Mr. Edwin Bancroft Foote spent several

weeks this summer in New Haven and was

constantly with the boys' club which bears his

name and to which he has given generously.

9^0 different boys have been enrolled.

The boys' work in New Jersey has grown

since 1901 from 13 to 28 Associations,

from 4 to 10 secretaries, from 1,283 to 2.778

members ; from 983 in gymnasium classes to

2,170 ; from 236 serving on committees to 502 ;

from 16,510 attending boys' meetings to 22,-

498; from 153 decisions to 499; from 49 boys

joining the church to 153, and Bible-class at

tendance from 8,081 to 19,417.

Eight Topeka boys have made a sixty-mile

tramp. One boy who left the camp without

permission was duly tried and sentenced to be
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DAILY BIBLE

STUDY IN

PASADENA'S

CAMP.

Oer sixty of Pasa

dena's members spent

a month on Santa Ca-

talina Island. Bible

study was held daily

at 6:15 A. It. Every

boy went home a con

fessed Christian.

brought back "in chains." He was tied with

a rope, and with a cow-bell fastened to his

back was led home behind the one-horse wagon

which carried the supplies.

For the encouragement of Bible study among

boys a solid silver cup has been offered—The

Dan McDonald Memorial Cup—to be given to

that Association whose boys win the largest

actual number of International Bible study cer

tificates. By the terms of the competition the

smallest Association has equal chance with the

largest.

Duluth, Minn., is putting in marble baths to

complete its gymnasium equipment. At the

Duluth boys' camp at Deadwood Sunday meet

ings were conducted by State Secretary Peck,

and twenty-one boys expressed their purpose

to live the Christian life. The State Commit

tee holds a fall institute at Duluth, September

13 ; another at St. Paul, October 10.

A group of twenty-three members of the

Colorado Springs Association started at 7.30

p. M. an all-night tramp up Pike's Peak in order

to view the glories of the sunrise from that

point. They climbed nine miles at a grade of

1,000 feet to the mile, reaching the summit at

3.30 A. M. Mountain climbing is a favorite

sport of Colorado boys.

Boys' Departments' Growth

1900.

344

23,405

31

0

17,870

Associations reporting work with boys

Membership reported

Number or Boys' Work Specialists. .

Separate Buildings for boys

Number using Physical Department.

Attendance at Summer camps 2,109

In educational classes

Associations reporting social work . . 155

Attendance at social gatherings. . .. 73,091

Number of Bible class sessions 3,495

Attendance in Bible classes 43,529

Number of religious meetings 4,596

Attendance religious meetings 178,543

It is estimated that there are approximately 100,000

boys of and under seventeen years of age in the

membership of the Associations. There arc upwards

of 60,000 in private and preparatory schools, under

the supervision of the Student Department, approxi

mately 46,OfO in the Senior Department and 50,000

in City, Town, County, Colored, Railroad and Indus

trial Boys' Departments. One-third of all the Bible

Students in City and Town Associations are boys, and

more than one-third of those reported as uniting with

churches as a result of the Associations' effort arc

boys. There is pressing need for an additional inter

national secretary in this deparatment.

1904.

578

50,030

107

IS

38,718

5,000

3,422

300

99,628

11,424

140,233

8,600

362,878

EXPLORNG A

CRATER.

Parties of San

Francisco boys

climbed mountains and

explored craters, as

shovrn in this picture.

They went off on

tramp trips and lived

a strenuous life at

Camp McCoy.
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Railroad Department News

Pennsylvania Railroad Department, Phila

delphia, will give instruction in railway geog

raphy, railway organization and operation,

rates and traffic, and railway accounts.

A department for Italian railroad men has

heen started for the employees of the Pennsyl

vania Railroad Company in Philadelphia. The

common English branches and the Bible are

being taught. Special features will be intro

duced in the library and reading room. Men

are taking hold enthusiastically.

On the departure of M. A. Hollabaugh from

the Pennsylvania Annex, Philadelphia, the

best wishes of a host of friends and sympathy

in the illness of his mother, which made his

transfer to Redlands, Cal., quite necessary,

were tendered him with a purse of $100 in

gold, just to show that they meant it.

At the closing meeting of the Peru, Ind.,

camp, ten boys pledged to become members of

One of the best orchestras in the city fur

nished music. It was attended by 3,500 people.

The department at Pittsburg would like to

hear of the whereabouts and receive a ticket

from George R. Derry, who has ticket num

ber 3,042, issued to William J. Myers.

A building has been secured at Middlepcrt.

O., where railroad shops have been located.

This town has become a division terminal on

the K. & M. Railroad. The company will pay

half the cost of remodeling and furnishing

($2,800) and make a liberal monthly contribu

tion to the department.

W. E. Fenno began his Fall work at Provi

dence, September 16-18. He is also engaged

at the following places : Binghamton, N. Y.,

Sept. 25-Oct. 2; Decatur, III., Oct. 7-18; Kan

sas City, Oct. 21-Nov. 2; Trenton, N. J., Nov.

4-11; Hartford, Conn., Nov. 13-18; Kentucky,

Nov. 20-Dec. 20; points on the Union Pacific,

Jan. 5-Feb. 19.

A VIRGINIA WA

TERMELON

FEAST.

The Interurban

Street Railway men

of the Virginia Passen

ger and Power Com-

pony's Association

had a watermelon

feast attended by the

"swing men," who

work "six hours on

and six hours off"

during the fttwntv-

four. Held at 2:30

m the afternoon, this

is a common occasion

in this Association for

the men in their lie-

sure time.

some church. One was a Hebrew. Thus far

all but one have taken the initial step.

The Virginia Passenger and Power Com

pany Young Men's Christian Association was

organized by the employees of that company,

September 14, at Reservoir Park, Henrico

County, Va., and a board of fifteen directors

from the different departments of the com

pany's service elected. The membership is

490, composed entirely of street railway men.

The building and equipment cost about $15,000,

largely provided by Mr. Frank J. Gould and

family and Miss Helen Miller Gould, April 24.

The building is a mile and a half from the city

limits of Richmond. On September 9 the

Auxiliary gave a gala day and basket picnic on

the company's park, attended by the member

ship and other employees of the company with

their families and friends. A long program of

athletic and humorous contests was run

throughout the day, closing with an entertain

ment and awarding of prizes in the evening.

The new building at New Decatur, Ala.,

costing $21,000, is completed and will be opened

early in October. Over 800 men have pledged

for membership and will contribute between

$3,000 and $4,000 for the furnishing and equip

ment of the building.

The Southern Railway Company has turned

over a hotel property worth fully $5,000, and

given $3,000 for its remodeling and equipment

for a first-class railroad Association. At

Monroe, Va., S. B. Mayfield, of Denison, Tex.,

will'be on the field, October 1.

The president of the Chesapeake and Ohio

Railroad some time ago said that when the

department at Richmond, Va., got 800 members

on its roll, then we will talk building. Mr.

Thomas expects something to happen now,

for he has bettered that record. At a meeting

addressed by the new Mayor of Richmond,

attended by 264 railroad men, there were six

decisions. Six shop meetings have been con

ducted and the educational classes promise big.
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Book Notes

Tom Keenan—Locomotive Engineer. The

story of his life, as edited by Neason Jones,

is the honest, homely, wholesome story of a

railroad engineer who attempted to do his

part with God and man and did it well. The

story makes no ambitious attempt to be a

literary production, but it does attempt to tell

the story of a man's life who has gained an

influence with railroad men and led scores and

hundreds of them to "clean up." Mr. Jones

has done a good piece of work, representing

in language very close to Mr. Keenan's speech,

the story of his life—simple, straightforward

and spiritual. It ought to be in every rail

road library and on the secretary's desk to be

passed around to the men.

Every man who has read Letters of a Self-

Made Merchant to His Son, will want to

read Old Gorgon Graham, by George Horace

Lorimer. It is packed full of horse sense,

given in a language which one understands.

Here is one sentence from it: "When a man

starts out to be a fool and keeps on working

steady at his trade, he usually isn't going to be

a Solomon at sixty." And another: "When a

man makes a Specialty of knowing how some

other fellow ought to spend his money, he

usually thinks in millions and works in hun

dreds." And another: "One of these fellows

with pink tea instead of red blood in his

veins."

Friends of Henry Ostrom, the evangelist, will

be glad to know that he has made available in

book form his talks on Greatness. It is pub

lished by the Winona Publishing Company.

The portraitures of six great personalities

are given by Dr. Washington Gladden, in

Witnesses of the Light—Dante, Michael

Angelo, Fichte, Victor Hugo, Wagner and

Ruskin. Each of these men purposed to serve

God in his life work.

Fifty-two studies from the life of Christ,

as used by the teachers of the shop Bible

classes in the Cleveland Association, have been

printed. These outline studies consist of a

few questions only, for Mr. Nash holds that

the question form is the best way to secure

interest and impart knowledge. These out

lines are by no means "ready to wear," but

through these questions a man who has ap

prehended the spirit and is acquainted with the

life of Jesus, and knows the men before him

and life, can interpret Jesus Christ to them in

such a way that they will yield to his mastery.

Two recent college graduates, evidently men

of sanity and purpose, have put together a

book of friendly counsel to students under the

title, "Not in the Curriculum." It is direct,

clean-cut, and what is more, it is put up in

such terse terms that it will be read by a col

lege student. There is no fool college swagger

in it, neither is it in the tone of patronage

Henry Van Dyke writes the introduction.

Publication Department Notes

The Religious Work Report is in the prin

ter's hands and will be ready early in October.

Price, 25 cents.

A full list of the recommended Bible StudV

Courses, with prices in the different bindings,

will be found in the advertising pages of this

number.

The first installment of ProfessorvBosworth's

Studies in the Life of Jesus Christ is now

ready. These advance sheets will be supplied

in addition to the books, which may be ordered

in paper binding at 60 cents, or in cloth at 90

cents.

Indications point to a large use this season

of Dr. Johnston's "Studies for Personal Work

ers." The same was taught by Dr. Johnston

himself at three Silver Bay conferences and at

the Presbyterian gathering at Winona.

The following Associations, among others,

have recently ordered the new hymn book for

their opening services: Detroit, Mich.; Kco-

kuk, la.; Lima, O. ; Ansonia, Conn.; Passaic,

N. j. ; Kensington Branch. Philadelphia, Pa. ;

Steelton, Pa. ; Tarrytovvn, N. Y. ; Freeport, 111. ;

Winona, Minn.; Everett, Wash.; Cazenovia

Seminary, New York ; Drake University, Iowa ;

State Industrial School, Kearney, Neb. ; Uni

versity of Southern Californa, California ;

Emery College. Georgia ; Davidson College,

North Carolina.

The text-book used for the normal work at

the Older Boys' Conference at Silver Bay was

Mr. Murray's "Studies in the Life of Jesus,

according to St. Mark." The leaders of the

classes were in turn themselves pupils under

Mr. See.

Gratifying orders are being received for the

Buffalo Report. Delegates who have not or

dered should secure copies before the edition

is exhausted. Issued in paper only. Price, 25

cents.

The State Committees of Kentucky, Illinois,

Iowa, New York, Virginia, Massachusetts and

Rhode Island have sent special messages to all

the Associations in those States urging them

to unite in undertaking larger things in specific

evangelization of men this coming year. Asso

ciations in other States have been equally

hearty in their response to the call sent out.

Associations desiring correspondence and con

ference on this question in order to make the

largest success will be given the help of the

committee through C. C. Michener, who will

act in Mr. Smith's place for the next six

months.
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News from the Associations

DAYTON, O., PROVIDES FOR MEN WHO HAVE

acquired all the technical education they

desire several clubs which meet together to dis

cuss in a social way live problems of the day.

The New Century Club meets at 6.15 for lunch,

each member paying 20 cents, and a paper is

read and current problems discussed.

TROY HAS ADOPTED A SLOGAN OF ITS OWN,

viz. : "1,200 members by January 1st, 100 in

crease over last year." W. M. Ells is chair

man of the committee.

WORCESTER, MASS., HAD 1,000 MEN PRESENT

at a meeting September 18, addressed by Fred

Smith, when 76 men made decisions. Mr.

Smith was accompanied by B. P. Bartlett as

soloist.

BUFFALO MEMBERS CAVE A COMPLIMENTARY

dinner to Mr. Hirsch, educational director,

when leaving to accept the secretaryship at

Eastern District Branch, Brooklyn. Also a

great farewell service September 18 to Mr.

Clinton, who sails for Hankow, China, where

he is to be secretary.

THE CONTRACT FOR THE CONCORD, N. H.,

building has been let for $24,858. Plans were

prepared by Bradford L. Gilbert, of New York

City, which were the gift of Henry A. Kimball.

THE TENNESSEE STATE COMMITTEE HAS BEEN

trying the plan of holding young men's Sun

days and using Monday for financial solicita

tion. It has found it to be a mistake to omit

the usual collection on Sunday nights and now

has both the collection and the personal solicit

ation on Monday following.

IN THE CONTEST FOR A LIBRARY AND CASH

prize offered by the merchants of Bristol,

Tenn., to the organization receiving the most

votes, the Association is leading. Without any

special effort on the part of the Association

£>ver 35,000 votes were cast in a single week

for it as the lliost popular institution in the

city.

BY THE WILL OF THE LATE EDWARD HUBER,

Marion, O., receives $5,000.

COMMENTING EDITORIALLY ON THE ASSOCIA-

tion, a Rochester paper said: "When the young

man pays for his membership card in the

Young Men's Christian Association he may

well write 'value received' across the face of

it; and the public spirited citizen who con

tributes to the support of that institution

may make a mental memorandum, 'value re

ceived," when he writes his check."

ADRIAN, MICH., WHICH HAS $28,200 PLEDGED

for its building and has been deeded a business

block worth about $20,000, has given up its

rented quarters and is occupying temporary

offices in its own business block during the

erection of its new home.

GEO. B. HODGE HAS HELD EDUCATIONAL

Institutes at Battle Creek, Jackson and Sagi-

naw, Mich. Detroit has rearranged its work

ing floor so as to increase the space for social

work. Seats have been removed from the

first floor of the auditorium and this room

will be used in connection with the reception

and old lecture hall for social purposes. A

spa for soft drinks and light refreshments has

also been added.

A RELIGIOUS WORK CONFERENCE, HELD AT

Knoxville, Tenn., was largely attended. L.

A. Coulter and S. W. McGill were the leaders.

The Board of Directors and Religious Work

Committee had lunch together at 6.30, which

was followed by a general meeting of active

members, pastors and others.

BRISTOL, TENN., CONDUCTED A RELIGIOUS

Work Conference without the help of outside

speakers. An entire evening was spent in dis

cussing the various lines of religious work for

the coming season.

A. J. NATHAN HAS RETURNED FROM TANGIER,

Morocco, to America for the winter. Mr.

Nathan has been instrumental in advancing

work for young men in Tangier. He is open

for Sunday meetings and special work this

winter. His address is Butler, Pa.

BOWLING GREEN, KY., EXPECTS TO OPEN ITS

new building, October 1.

THE PITTSBURG ASSOCIATION HOLDS A MEET-

ing, October 2, to induct its new secretary,

George F. Robinson, into office, at which also

the completion of seventeen years' work of

the retiring secretary, J. B. Griggs, will be

noted. The service will be conducted by

Robert A. Orr.

THE SECOND AVENUE BRANCH, NEW YORK

City, conducted its Sunday afternoon Life

Problem Class all summer, the first in several

years, the average attendance being thirty

men. District Workers is the name of a band

of Christian men who conduct evangelistic

meetings and assist in volunteer work in mis

sions and churches in the lower East Side

where the building is located. An average of

eight work'ers conducted eight meetings in

August with many professed conversions.

RACINE, Wis., MEMBERS IN LARGE NUMBERS

occupied its camp throughout the Summer on

Root River, three miles from the city, where

three acres of natural forest are controlled

by the Association. The camp has four cot

tages and a large boat house, and can accom

modate thirty men at one time. Athletic meets

are held here during the summer. An out-door

mission class has been maintained during the

summer with an average attendance of twelve,

studying Carey's Regeneration of Japan.
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THE BOYS OF NASHVILLE PRESENTED A. ALLEN

Jameson, their retiring secretary, with a set of

office chairs and an album containing the auto

graphs of the members and Nashville friends.

ANTON SCHATZEL, THE RETIRING SECRETARY

at Binghamton, N. Y., was presented with a

handsome gold watch, and his wife with a val

uable present by the Auxiliary at a reception

tendered them before leaving for Portland, Me.

HARTFORD'S HILLYER INSTITUTE OPENS WITH

six departments—commercial, industrial, scien

tific, language, music and boys' departments,

providing thirty subjects. A copy of their

popular poster announcing the classes is given.

PASADENA, CAL., HAS A TRACK TEAM OF FOUR-

teen men, of which it is proud. The Los An

geles team defeated it by only seven points.

THE SCRANTON CENTRAL LABOR UNION

athletic meet was conducted by C. R. H. Jack

son, physical director of the Association. The

committee consulted him in regard to every de

tail and adopted clean sport principles. Over

200 people were present. No intoxicants were

sold on the athletic field ; neither was profanity

or ungentlemanly conduct to be noted.

MOBILE, ALA., WILL MAKE A SPECIAL FEATURE

of its civil service classes for post-office, rail

way mail and custom-house positions. A class

in English literature and a class for the study

of literature of the Victorian period will be

conducted by the general secretary.

NEW YORK CITY HAD 125 MEN AT ITS CAMP

at Lake Oscawanna. Tramping parties were

the most popular feature, making from five to

fifty miles in trips for an afternoon or two or

three days.

R. L. GUSHING, ON LEAVING FORT DODGE FOR

St. Louis, was given a reception and a fob

chain, with the "compliments of the gang."

THE EMPLOYEES OF THE ASSOCIATIONS OF THE

Pacific Northwest held their conference at

Seattle, August 31 and September 1.

NEW BRITAIN, CONN., TENDERED F. D. FAOG

a rousing reception when he assumed charge of

the work in that city.

MOLINE, ILL., HAS COMPLETED THE REMODEL-

ing and improvement of its rooms, which

opened September 2 with a watermelon socia

ble.

THE TENNESSEE STATE CONVENTION is TO BE

held October 13-19. Among the speakers are Dr.

Landrith, Dr. Brown. L. E. Coulter, S. K. Mc-

Kee, F. S. Goodman, W. D. Weatherford and

H. O. Williams.

ALBANY HAS FORMED A CANADIAN CLUB

among its members from over the border.

Sargent's strength tests will be made three

times this winter, a gold medal being given

to the man who qualifies as champion strong

man, to remain his property so long as he suc

cessfully defends it.

AN ASSOCIATION WAS ORGANIZED AT Mis-

soula, Mont., August 31, by W. M. Parsons.

This is the first Association in Montana. J. G.

Flanagan is secretary.

A COPY OF THE ASSOCIATION BUILDING BOOK

published by the Young Men's Era Company

a number of years ago is desired by G. M.

Fisher, secretary for Japan. Send care of the

International office, 8 West 29th street, New

York, N. Y.

THE YEAR BOOK SHOWS AN ADVANCE IN

Illinois of 12 per cent, in men enrolled in edu

cational classes, 37 per cent, in attendance at

men's meetings and 50 per cent, in enrollment

in Bible classes in city, town and railroad de

partments. The total Bible Study enrollment,

including student, was 4,540, or 19 per cent, of

the total membership of the State.

INITIAL STEPS HAVE BEEN TAKEN FOR AN OR-

ganization at Fort Sheridan. The step meets

with the hearty approval and cooperation of

Colonel Whitehead. Chaplain Rice is heartily

cooperating.

SYRACUSE REGISTERS THE LARGEST MEMBER-

ship in its history. A savings department will

be started. All the industrial plants will be

canvassed for the educational work.

BROCKTON RECEIVED 340 NEW MEMBERS LAST

year, most of whom were interested directly by

the educational and gymnasium classes; 700

men and boys renewed their membership.

NEW ORLEANS HAS FORTY-FOUR MEN IN ITS

dormitories and a large number on the wait

ing list. At least 100 moderate-priced rooms

could be easily rented. Over $500 worth of

electrical apparatus has been installed. An en

rollment of 500 students is expected in the

evening classes.

INDIANAPOLIS ARRANGES JOINT MEETINGS

with the Gideons, thus attracting great num

bers of the traveling men who "Sunday in the

city." The secretary of the Gideons, R. H.

Humphrey, 84 Adams street, Chicago, 111., will

be glad to cooperate in providing speakers for

such services.

THE WHEREABOUTS OF JAMES FERGUS WILL

be gladly learned by Mrs. Helen Shawger, of

Scranton, Pa., his sister.

SHAWNEE, OKLA., HAS JUST CLOSED ITS FIRST

membership contest, in which 75 new members

were added. The event was celebrated by *he

first annual members' banquet, 150 being pres

ent. A second contest will be launched at once.

The membership is now 240. Bible Study rally

day was observed September 25, educational

rally day, October 2, and anniversary Sunday,

October 9. Plans are being matured for work

in all departments. The newness of the coun

try, combined with certain economic social con

ditions, makes the work difficult in many re

spects, as compared with that of the older

States. Although the Association is not yet a

year old it has sent one man into the work.
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M. E. Small has just accepted a call as assist

ant secretary at Little Rock, Ark.

THE OPENING WEEK AT LlMA, O., WILL BE

very attractive to men. On Monday night will

be a band concert, with the building open for

inspection. Tuesday a debate and music, sub

ject of debate, Resolved, "That the sympathy

of the American people should be extended to

Japan rather than Russia in their present war."

The affirmative is taken by one of the leading

attorneys, the negative by the superintendent

of schools. Music will be furnished by an

orchestra, ladies' quartette and male quartette.

Tuesday evening a magnificent gymnasium

exhibit. On Friday evening a banquet will be

given to the senior members and their friends,

with W. O. Thompson, president of the State

University, as the guest of honor. A continu

ous program has been arranged for Sunday

afternoon during the coming fall and winter,

beginning October 2. An orchestra composed

of fifteen of the best musicians in Lima will

play every Sunday afternoon in the reception

hall from 2.30 to 3.15 o'clock; from 3.15 to 3.45

the Association male quartette, which is the

best in the city, will furnish special music in

the auditorium. At 3.45, addresses by promi

nent men. At 4.30, eight Bible classes will meet.

At 5.15 lunch is served to all who desire to

remain. The orchestra and male quartette do

nate their services. October 3, six shop Bible

classes will be organized; one to be conducted

each day during the week in the prominent

shops, four of them by men who are not officers

of the Association.

THE SAN FRANCISCO INDUSTRIAL DEPART-

ment, inaugurated five months ago, when H. W.

Davis was called to be religious work director,

has shop meetings at the Union Iron Works,

the Risdon Iron and Locomotive Works, the

Western Sugar Refinery Company, and the

Illinois-Pacific Glass Works. These concerns

are the largest of their kind west of the Rocky

Mountains. The meetings are largely attended,

and the men enter into them with spirit and

enthusism. Nearly 700 students were enrolled

in the educational department last year, al

though San Francisco has the finest system of

public night schools and polytechnic instruc

tion in the United States. The Evening Law

School entered upon its fourth year, Septem

ber 2, with an address by ex-Congressman W.

W. Morrow, Judge of the United States Circuit

Court. The . educational department opens

October 3, with an address by Governor Pardee.

On Bible Rally Day the address was given by

Rev. George W. White. The number of Bible

classes will be largely augmented.

THE CAMDEN ASSOCIATION HAS SECURED THE

following list of speakers for the Sunday after

noon services for the season, uniting with the

railroad Association : Hon. John G. Woolley,

Col. George W. Bain, Rev. W. A. Freemantle,

F. S. Brockman, E. T. Colton, Todd B. Hall,

John R. Clarke, J. Calvin Mead, D.D., Gen.

O. O. Howard, Dr. H. W. Sears, Jno.

Sparhawk, Esq., Dr. Maurice Penfield Fikes,

Rev. W. T. Harris, Rev. John H. Elliott, D.D.,

Mrs. Mabel L. Conklin, Eugene May, Dr. Way-

land Hoyt, Dr. Roland D. Grant, Hon. Don. P.

Halsey, Peter McQueen, George E. Little, Rev.

C. I. Seasholes and Rev. A. H. Zimmerman.

THE CORRESPONDING MEMBERSHIP HAS NOW

been extended to 1,100 Illinois towns.

AT A YOUNG MEN'S SUNDAY, AT WOODSTOCK,

111., September 11, 150 men were present at the

men's meeting, and there were twelve pro

fessed conversions. The meeting will proba

bly result in the opening of the county work,

as on Monday morning, a conference was held

with the pastors, all of whom favor such a

movement.

THE PASADENA, CAL., ASSOCIATION PUB-

lishes the following item in its prospectus

without suggestion from this office: "ASSO

CIATION MEN is the title of the International

magazine. This monthly publication is full of

information regarding the work the world over.

The price is but 50 cents per annum, making

it possible for every member to keep himself

posted about his fellow-members in every coun

try on the globe. Hand in your subscription

to the secretary."

TWELVE CALIFORNIA SCHOOL BOYS TOOK A 108-

mile tramp through two counties. There were

134 boys in camp at Camp McCoy, from San

Francisco and Berkeley Associations.

. THE TEXAS PRESS REPORTS STATE THAT THE

conference at Lampasas has become of such

value that a committtee has been appointed to

secure a plot of ground from 50 to 100 acres,

favorably located for a permanent camp.

DENVER'S HEALTH FARM is NOW ENTERTAIN-

ing forty-four men. Dr. Kerr Boyce Tupper,

who is organizing such a farm near Philadel

phia, recently spent several days at the farm

conducting services, and purposes to assist in

raising funds for its maintenance.

MILWAUKEE PAPERS RECENTLY ANNOUNCED A

ladies' swimming bath at the Y. M. C. A. It

was at the Young Men's Catholic Association.

At La Crosse n sewing class was announced

for girls. This belongs to the Young Women's

Christian Association. But the announcement

of the venerable State secretary's marriage is

correct. This occurred August 17.

CHICAGO'S CENTRAL'S MEMBERSHIP is 4,226, A

loss of 471 from last year, which it is expected

will be made up this fall. The highest point

reached was on September 30, 1903, when it

was 5.600.

SIX OF THE NINE CITY ASSOCIATIONS IN

Georgia had successful camns for boys and one

for men. The conversion of a boy at one camp
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led his father and pastor, who had raised a

question as to the value of the Association, to

become its warm friends and supporters.

WASHINGTON, D. C, ACCORDING TO THE PLAN

proposed of establishing local Association

training centers, has upon its force for three

months R. L. Ewing, under appointment to

Manila, and Mr. Hiryama, a Japanese and a

graduate of Hartford Theological Seminary

this year, who is to take up Association work

in his native country. These men have college

training and Association experience back of

them, to whom three months with an energetic

Association will supplement in a practical way

their training in Christian work for men. The

New York City Association contemplates es

tablishing a branch in the "Bronx," a section

of the city which is largely residential, in

which the young men will easily exceed a hun

dred thousand.

THE STATE SECRETARY OF CALIFORNIA AND

Mr. Dillon are conducting institutes through

out the state, preparatory to the opening of the

fall work.

OF THE 7.872 MEMBERS OF THE CALIFORNIA

Associations, 4,117 are in gymnasium classes;

1,120 in educational classes; 1,188 in Bible

classes; the weekly attendance at meetings is

3,601; the daily attendance at rooms, 2,382.

PAUL D. MOODY, SON OF THE LATE D. L.

Moody, will spend four days with the com-

mitteemen of the Boston Association institute,

in a "home convention," to discuss the atti

tude of the committeemen to religious work.

GERMANTOWN'S BOYS' BASE-BALL TEAM WON

twenty-three out of thirty games played. The

lot loaned the department by a local land com

pany was named "Triangle Park." Water

sports and a swimming pool have been features,

together with the out-of-door gymnasium all

summer.

LIMA, O., HAS HAD AV "ASSOCIATION IM-

provement Company," organized in August,

with a capital of $500 and shares at $1

each, giving the holder the right and privilege

to a part in the refurnishing and refitting of the

building. Already $700 worth of new furniture

has been purchased.

THE MINNEAPOLIS BUILDING HAS BEEN RE-

fitted and a greatly increased enrollment in

the Educational Department is expected.

J. E. COULTER is ASSISTING THE KENTUCKY

State Committee in a building canvass at Hop-

kinsville, Ky.

A POLITICAL RALLY WAS HELD IN THE AUDI-

torium opposite the hall in which Mr. Strough's

meetings were held, in Rockford, 111., on a

Friday night. A fife and drum corps led the

crowd down the street toward the political

meeting, but it turned into Mr. Strough's meet

ing instead, which, as on other preceding

nights, was attended by 800 men, a handful

only attending the political meeting. A big-

voiced man with a megaphone helped turn the

crowd.

THE LUZERNE, PA., MINING ASSOCIATION oc

cupied new rooms September 1.

THE MINING ASSOCIATION AT TOWER Crrv,

Pa., has just opened an excellent building with

seven rooms, centrally located.

T. D. PATTON, OF CALCUTTA, INDIA, HAS

been obliged to resign on account of the health

of his wife, and will return to this country.

GEORGE BENTON SMITH HAS DECIDED, ON Ac

count of conditions existing with his family

at home, that he will not return to India, but

will engage in business, at least for a period.

COLUMBUS, GA., MAKES A HIT IN PRINTING

at the bottom of each page of its educational

department prospectus, two or three lines in

commendation of its work from pupils. One

man writes, "I leave to-morrow for the Uni

versity of the South, made possible only by

your night school."

CAMBRIDGE, MASS., EXPECTS 100 MEN IN ITS

searchlight Bible class, conducted by Alfred A.

Wright, dean of the Boston Correspondence

School. The course is unique.

A NEW CLASS IS PROPOSED IN BROCKTON,

Mass., in poultry raising.

THE CONVENTION OF FRANKLIN COUNTY

(N. C.), September 10-12, drew a large repre

sentation from unorganized points and country

districts. Nearly thirty delegates represented

about fifteen outside points, and in addition to

this about thirty boys from the Franklinton

Boys' Department attended the special boys'

meeting on Sunday. Another notable feature

was the requests from the delegates from coun

try districts asking that some kind of Associa

tion work be started in their communities with

out delay. It is probable that Bible classes and

some educational work will be started at these

points in the next few weeks. Among the

recommendations adopted at the suggestion of

the county executive committee's report were

the following: That a budget of $1,500 be

raised for next year's work ; that the headquar

ters of the committee be changed to Louis-

burg, the county seat, where this convention

was held; that the committee be enlarged by

the appointment of additional members from

unrepresented sections of the county. The

convention sessions were presided over with

unusual ability by William H. Ruffin, Esq.,

one of the ablest members of the Louisburg

bar, who is vice-chairman of the county com

mittee.

LEWISTON, ME., HAS RECENTLY RAISED $1,200

for the payment of a debt of ten years' stand

ing. Some of the leading Association men in

Lewiston and Auburn are talking of a joint

work for the two cities.

JOHN R. BOARDMAN WILL SPEND THE FIRST

week in October in Maine, on county work.
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Racine, Wis., makes this telling state-

ment at the opening of a cleverly printed,

four-page folder with postal reply cards at

tached to be used by those desiring further

information.

THE ASSOCIATION EVENING SCHOOL IS FOR

The man who works all day in a store or office and

wants to study Bookkeeping, Penmanship, Busi

ness English, etc., at reasonable rates.

The man who works all day in a factory and

wants to learn Mechanical Drawing in order to

advance in his work.

The man who had to go to work before he had

an education.

The boy who wants to get on in the world.

In fact, for any young man who has the ambition

and purpose to go up the ladder instead of

standing still or slipping back.

Boston has a group of boys known as

the "H. T. O. F." "Help The Other Fellow."

They have been doing telling work among

their fellow members by personal Christian

influence.

The date for the Employed Officers'

Conference is from May 27 to 31. It will be

preceded by the usual section conferences,

such as railroad, educational, boys, State secre

taries and physical directors.

At the Inter-branch Athletic meet of

the Brooklyn Association, held September 17

at Adelphi Park, the Central Department won

by 68 points. Prospect Park Branch secured

22 points and 26th Ward Branch 6 points. The

base-ball ' team of the 26th Ward Branch de

feated Central by the score of 3 to 2. The

record for the 100-yard dash was beaten by

one second, the 440-yard run figures were

bettered to the extent of three minutes and one

second. The running hieh jump record was

beaten by three inches, the time for the 880-

yard run was bettered by 1} seconds, the

pole vault record was raised from 8 feet 10

inches to 9 feet 4 inches and the running broad

jump record was bettered by 1 foot and 9

inches.

SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

Bordwell, T. I., to Beaver Falls. Pa.
Coleman, H. E., to Ann Arbor. Mich.

Denton, J. D., to Port Huron, Mich. (R. R.)
Good, H. L., Hamilton, O., res.
Gould, O. J., Stanberry, Mo. (R. R.), resigned.

Hale, W. R., from North Adams, Mass., to Santa

Barbara, Cal.
Hamilton, H. H., Charlottetown, P. E. I., resigned.
Hollabaugh, M. A., from Philadelphia, Pa., to Red-

lards, Cal.
Hopkins, F. D., to Pottstown, Pa.
Jones, C. E., Passaic, N. J., resigned.
Levitt, w. A., to Woodstock. Ont.
Maple. O. E. to Stanberry, Me. (R. R.)
McDiarmid, W. L., Pottstown, Pa., resigned.
McMorran, W. G., to Atlantic, la.
Metts, Fred., to Webb City. Mo.

Morie. Richard C. Jr. (son of Oliver C. Morse) to

Sheffield Dept., Yale University.
Moule, Herbert, to Charlottetown, P. E. I.
Peterson, H. O., to Sapulpa, Ind. Ty. (R. R.)
Smith, F. S., to Nyack, N. Y.
S»eigert, G. W., to Lawrenceville Branch, Pittsburg.
Walker, V. E., North Linndale, O., resigned.
Welsh, B. W., to Newton, Kan.

Wintlow, G. H.. to N«w Decatur, Ala. (R. R.)

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

Addington. J. W., to Norfolk, V».
Evert, J. A., to Camden, N. J. (office secy.).
Hammock, G. T., to Texarkana, Tex. (R. R.)
Hiller, J. A., from Chicago Training School to Peoria,
Tones, C. W.t to Cambridge, Mass. (office secy.).
Torgerson, Milton, to Minneapolis, Minn. (asst. office.)
Knight, B. L.. to Knoxville, Tenn.

Kurtzholz, Charles, Columbus, 0. (R. R.), resigned.
Lewis, W. E., to Maiden, Mass.
Mark, C. H., to 23d St. Branch, New York City.
Muller, B. F., from Sacramento, Cal., to Salem, Ore.
Potter, C. H., to Holyoke, Mass.
Pratt, George, to Minneapolis, Minn, (office secy.).
Sanders, I. G., to Pitcairn, Pa.
Schuerman, W. J., from De Soto, Mo., to Peoria, 111.
Weitz, P. G, to Second Ave. Branch, New York City.
West, W. C, to Peru. Ind. (R. R.).

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.
Alder, J. D., to San Francisco, Cal. (asst.).
Applegate, F. D., to Muscatine, la.
Bagley, A. E., to Taunton, Mass.
Bliven, G. L., Keene, N. H., resigned.
Booth, C. F., to Minneapolis, Minn.
Brundage, W. W., to Kingston, N. Y.
Case, E. A., Pittsburg, Pa., resigned.
Coleman, J. T., to Johnstown, Pa.
Dunning, Harry, to Sewickley, Pa.
Davis, W. C, to Baltimore, Md. (asst.).
Earl, E. G, to Rock Island, 111.
Fisher, A. W., to Galveston, Tex.
Ford, J. S., to Nashville. Tenn.
Heywood, C. E. A., to Birmingham, Eng.
Meyers, Leonard, to Portland, Ore. (asst.).
Pierson, F. E., to Knoxville, Tenn.
Richey, Eugene, to Marinette, Wis.
Spalding. F. C, to Elmiraj N. Y.
Stearns, T. H., to Cambridge, Mass.
Weston, R. L.. M.D., to Dallas, Tex.
Wetmore, F. W, Quebec, Que., resigned.
Wilkinson, J, G, to Central Branch, Brooklyn, N. Y.

(boys).

BOYS' SECRETARIES.
Clark. T. C, from Corvallis, Ore., to Boise, Idaho.
Flood. I. P., to Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Hamaker, J. G., from Newton, Kan., to Nashville.
McDonald, L. L.. from Charleston Normal School to
Rock Island. III.

Poorman. J. H., to Oil City, Pa.
Smith, G. K., to Chattanooga. Tenn.
Yohe, H. H., Dayton, O., resigned.

Zechar. Samuel, to Dayton, O.

EDUCATIONAL AND RELIGIOUS WORK DI
RECTORS.

Brown, C. W., to Minneapolis, Minn. (asst. ed.).
Green, W. J., to Ed. Div., Buffalo.
Martin, K. H., to Racine, Wis.
Norton, R. C, to Minneapolis. Minn. (rel. work).
Schaub, L F., to Cambridge. Mass. (ed.).
Stirratt. O. J., to Minneapolis, Minn. (ed.).
Voris. J. R., to 23d St. Branch, New York (rel.

work).

ASSOCIATION CALENDAR

STATE CONVENTIONS.
Tennessee, Bristol, October 18-16.
Illinois. Alton, October 21-23.
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, Worcester, Novem

ber 11-18.
Indiana, Marion, November 17-20.
Missouri. Marshall, November 17-20.
Colorado, Boulder, Dec 8-11.

Arkansas, Texarkana. February 8-12, 1905.
Minnesota, Puluth, February 9-12.

Kentucky, February 16-19.
Pennsylvania. Johnstown. February 115-19.
Nebraska, Februarv 16-19.
Toma. Muscatine, Februarv 16-19.

California. February 28-26.
North and South Caro'ina, March 10-18.
Connecticut. Meriden March 23-26.

SPECIAL EVENTS.
We^k of Praver for Votinp Men. November 13-19.

World's Conference. Paris. France, April 26-30, 1905

CONFERENCES.
Women's Auxiliary Conference. Massachusetts and

Rhode Island. Cambridge, Mass., October 11-18.
New Tersey Boys' Conference. Plainfield. October 28-30
Kentucky Bovs' Conference, Shelbyville, November

25-27.

Massachusetts and Rhode Island Boys' Conference,
Brockton, Mass., February 17-19, 1905.
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Can an Association Live Without Prayer?

By HON. H. B. F. MACFARLAND.

"Let us abolish the week of prayer." "Let

us abolish all prayer-meetings." "Let us

abolish all prayer." That last we cannot do.

All men pray at some time or another, if it

be only to utter the common cry of deep dis

tress, "My God!" But we could stop all the

meetings for public prayer if we agreed to do

so. This is practically what some nominal

Christian men seem to want, and what a few

advocate, more or less frankly. Those who

advocate it for the reason that such meetings

have become farces by reason of their spiritless

formality and actual insincerity are better than

the hypocrites who are responsible for such

meetings, perhaps, but death is a poor remedy

for disease. Yet, if there were no cure death

might be welcome. If our prayer weeks and

our prayer-meetings are to become like the

prayer weeks of Thibet, purely mechanical, per

functory, and therefore doing more harm than

good, and there is no way to mend them, we

had better end them.

Let us face the matter squarely and frankly.

It is obvious that it is an offense to God, a

stumbling-block to men, a menace to an Asso

ciation, to have a prayer-meeting that has no

real prayer in it. If an Association could have

no other kind of prayer-meeting it had better

have none at all. To be sure, no Young Men's

Christian Association could live long without

prayer. Therefore, it might as well close its.

doors when it closes its prayer-meeting for the

last time. But that is better than living a lie,

having a name to live when you are dead.

There is, however, no need for the suicide of

any Association or of the Association move

ment. Neither can live without prayer, but the

conditions for the kind of prayer that main

tains spiritual life can be met by any Association

if it is willing, as they have been met thus far

by the Association movement as a whole. The

very prosperity of the Association movement,

which contains the possibility of its greatest

dangers, is the result of prayer. If we trust

to that prosperity, depend upon our great mem

bership, our millions of dollars in buildings,

our hard-won reputation, our widespread in

fluence, rather than on the prayer which has

made all this possible, the movement will go

down in a hopeless and lamentable wreck.

Prayer is the Association's "vital breath," and

because many of us see the danger that it may

be choked by success, there is hope that it

may not be. This, of course, depends, however,

after all, first upon the individual Association

and then upon the individual member. If

prayer is only talked about and written about

and studied about, by the Association and by

the individual, it will amount to nothing at all.

Indeed, it will be worse than that, for it will

delude the Association or the individual into

the fatal mistake of thinking that something is

being done when nothing is being done. What

is necessary for every Association and for every

individual member is to pray, really and sin

cerely, and in the strong but simple faith that

such prayer will be answered. Our venerable

founder, Sir George Williams, began the move

ment on his knees. The last American visitor

to him reports that before they parted Williams

said : "Let us pray together for the Associa

tions." This is the kind of spirit we must have.

There is nothing the matter with prayer.

The matter is with us. Perhaps we as Asso

ciations or as individuals are so wrong that

our prayers will not avail except to set us right.

But that result we can have, if we honestly will

to have it, and from that any other result within

God's will may come. Self-examination is not

popular in these days of self-exaltation, but it

is just as profitable and just as necessary as it

ever was. Every one of us should honestly

face his present condition, measured by what

he may have been and what he knows he ought

to be. And if he sees that he has not the life

that can pray effectually for anything except

forgiveness of his own sins, he should get right

at once. Instead of stopping prayer, let him

pray for his own need, so that he may be able to

do his duty in prayer for others. And so with

the Association. We all believe that we are

really in some sense trustees of the grace of
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God. We all believe that we ought to perform

the high office of intercession for others. We

know that we cannot neglect these solemn ob

ligations without the withering of our own

spiritual faculties, the incalculable injury of

those who have a right to look to us for the

ministry of prayer, and the inescapable penalties

of disobedience to God.

For centuries men made no use of electricity.

It was everywhere around them, its vast powers

were waiting for their service. But for all

practical purposes it might as well not have

been there at all. Electricity is a slight symbol

of the immeasurable forces that wait upon

prayer for the help of mankind, for they are

eternal, and it must pass away. Electricity is

utilized now to some extent in the work of the

world, although we are but beginning to use it.

Suppose the appliances for its use developed

to the greatest possible extent Then suppose

that the men who knew how to use them should

refuse or neglect to use them. This gives a

faint idea of the position of those who know

the uses of prayer, who appreciate their re

sponsibility for employing prayer, and yet

neglect it or devitalize it. Let your imagina

tion picture what McBurney did for the As

sociation movement and for thousands of in

dividuals with prayer, and you will then see

what ought to be done by every Association

man and what those who neglect must answer

for.

One and One and One Make One

By HENRY OSTROM.

The caption sounds like arithmetic, but the

lesson is so. far beyond all mathematics that the

tired heart alone could measure its startling

meaning. "That man," said the converser, in

a subdued voice, "that man served out a sen

tence in prison, and during his imprisonment

he was radically converted. Notice how ten

der he seems, and how teachable. I believe

he is a thorough Christian, living right up to

the mark." "Yes," interjected another, "and

you never see him out on the street alone.

His wife and only daughter always accompany

him. They seem to stay right by him to en

courage and otherwise fortify him ; perhaps

they are afraid he may some time meet an

extra violent temptation, and they want to be

there to guard him."

The conversation was all of such kindly tone

and the record of the man's good conduct was

all so pleasing, but the thought grasped me and

demanded recognition, notwithstanding, "doss

it require that one and one and one make one?"

"A wife, a daughter, a man to make one man a

victor?" And I saw three and one lessons

clear as the light of day.

First.—Crime fractionalizes manhood. In

deed does not every wrong factionalize man

hood, whether it be of the depth to rate as

criminal or of the grade taken by the parson

speaking a single harsh word? Does a look, a

word, a taste, a cherished thought of badness

subtract from a man's manhood? And will he

always be less a man for it? If we say "no"

to the first two questions, we contradict the

accepted truth about the forming of a habit.

And if we say "no" to the last, we get into

conflict with the Saviour's parable of the

talents and with St. Paul's "one star differing

from another star in glory."

The sores may heal, the scars remain. The

Saviour's statement about the Prodigal who

had "spent all" forcibly suggests the possibility

of a spent manhood.

A man who has a short limb and blind eye

suffers inconvenience, but what is that com

pared to the losses of the man who has for

feited the grip on truth-telling, the vision of

purity, or the alacrity of step along the path

of good living. The indulgences in evil are so

common, and influences of evil so persistent

that we easily lose the estimate of what a com

plete manhood would be like. The most ex

travagant dream might not sketch even a rude

outline of ideal manhood had not Jesus taken

upon Himself our nature. Even morally our

fractional manhood is represented by the

maimed, the halt and the blind.

Second.—Unmanned by one blunder. From

Adam to Peter, and from Peter to you and

me, with varied minor expressions—this has

been the history of human decline. The one

wrong act appears to wear the way slippery, so

that the second and every successor slides

after it.

Surely in character, prevention is better than

cure. While Christian charity throws about

the offender safeguards and encouragements, it

cannot quite close its eyes to the memory of

the one incident of wrong. It may have for

given, but (though tenderly) none the less

surely it watches. The consequence of one

wrong, unlike a burning train on a dry prairie,

scatters its fire, but does not consume itself.

One little speck clouds the vision. One house

fly forbids the after-dinner nap. All crimes are

not necessary for conviction ; one will do. One

gate will let the enemy through. A momen

tary act may becloud a lifetime.

Third.—Individuality. Of course, there is a

strict sense in which we all belong to each

other. A crime committed by one member of

the family affects the whole family. But how
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priceless the gift of individuality, when the

heart becomes the throne of the King of Kings.

God has made such ample provision for in

dividuality ! To one man a five-talent invest

ment is not too great, while to another one

talent is the measure of his ability. Peter's in-

quisitiveness about John must be answered

with "What is that to thee?" and the strong one

is called upon to bear the infirmities of the

weak, while one single soul is weighed against

the world.

Now, by what means can you establish the

value, nay the glory of individuality, as by giv

ing to each man a secret understanding between

himself and his God, based upon all wrongs

forgiven, all defilement cleansed away, all grace

guaranteed and all things his for the glory of

his Redeemer, coupled with the assurance that

"all things work together for good?" Hide not

your individuality beneath averages. Be the

man God redeemed you to be. Priceless is the

wealth of sscrecy with God. No company can

so delight you as to walk with God. No testi

mony will so encourage you as this—that you

please God. Be yourself. Oh, let no enemy

grasp from you the wealth of holy individuality.

Fourth.—The priceless valve of restoration.

The wife and daughter of our restored friend

could well inconvenience themselves to pre

pare for a walk in the streets or to answer back

within the soul a thousand assumed, unkind

criticisms. The chill, the damp, the heat, the

gaze of curious eyes, these are as nothing in the

presence of the restored loved one. I wish we

might all get into greater neighborliness with

heaven in this respect. The calf that was

killed for the returning prodigal was the best.

It was only one boy that had gotten home,

but there was jubilee. It was only one sheep

that was found and only one piece of money

that was recovered, but our Saviour says "like

wise there is joy in heaven over one"—just one

sinner that repenteth. It may yet be found that

the value we placed upon the recovery of

souls was the light which revealed the path to

them through many a dark hour, and your re

joicing over the salvation of another may not

only harmonize with, but increase the power

of the heavenly melodies. Forget not that it

is our Master who claims the place of the

finder and welcome the lost and prodigal,

saving to us, "rejoice with ME."

Did it then require that one and one and

one make one? Nay, there will be three.

Those who gave help were the greater for

giving. He who receives was the greater for

getting. Let us hope his contrite heart did also

give. To-morrow when the jewels are made

up there may be found from that trio not less

than three for the coronation of the Saviour-

King. But what of their size?

Greencastle, Ind.



A Day Somewhere Between Twelve and Twenty

By THE LATE ARCHER BROWN.

There is a day (it is somewhere between

twelve and twenty) when the boy takes com

mand of his own bark and begins to navigate

it. Hitherto it has been steered by others—

father, mother, teacher, friend. That was the

age of irresponsible childhood. But now he is

a free agent. No man can restrain him. God

Himself cannot make him say yes or no. He

THE LATE ARCHER BROWN, AUTHOR OF "TOP OR

BOTTOM—WHICH?"

A Christian business man.

holds the awful power of choice. If it were

otherwise, he would be like the Chinaman in

the Eden Musee, made of wires and mechan

ism, who plays chess. Without absolute

freedom of will he is not a man.

Think what a great and dangerous gift is

this power of choice! It means that I have

the initiative as well as the veto in every act

of life, combining the functions of the Con

gress and the President in our scheme of gov

ernment. Scarcely an hour of the day but I

must face an issue, judge between two courses,

the one right, the other wrong, say yes to one

and no to the other. It is in business; it is in

study; it is in athletics; it is in amusements.

If I decide right, it is a stone in the structure

of success and character. If I decide wrong,

never, while the stars run in their courses, can

the act be recalled and the mistake rectified.

Initiative aud veto ! Suppose I continue,

after the age of judgment has arrived, to let

my friends do all my thinking for me. My

father decides my business or professional ca

reer, and manages all the preparations. My

mother plans and regulates my

morals. My pastor shapes my spir

itual course. What am I but the

Chinese automaton? What will I do

when these supporting props are re

moved?

If you are ever to be a man, my

young friend—a real type of Christian

manhood—the motive must spring

from within. It can never be plas

tered or veneered on from the out

side. I, heard Mr. Depew say at, a

dinner that the great moving forces iin

the life of the metropolis were not the

sons of wealthy families, with the

highest advantages of culture, travel,

and personal influence, but the boys

that came in from the farms and vil

lages of New England, New York,

and the West. Why? Because the

latter, in working for the fulfil

ment of ambitious plans, developed

the strength that wins. The former

didn't have the needed motive.

But as I look around among the

young fellows in our Christian homes

I find a good many of them drawing

on toward manhood only too willing,

apparently, to leave the navigation of

their ship to parent or teacher, any

body who will relieve them of the

trouble. The idea seems to be to

dodge the responsibility that is put

upon them by the very law of God.

But that will not work. There is a

point where the ways part. One goes one way,

one another. They diverge slowly at first,

then widely. I must choose, nolens, volens. I

am choosing, even though I try to think other

wise.

In the late fierce storms on the Atlantic

several steamers and sailing vessels, not prop

erly equipped, drifted to disaster, and many

scores of men perished, some under appalling

circumstances of suffering. But the big

steamers, well planned, well built, well

manned, all navigated triumphantly the wildest

seas. If your ship drifts to wreck instead of

navigates to success, it will be because you do

not rightly use this God-given power of

choice and disobey the voice within.



Some Men's Problems

BY ROBERT E. SPEER.

There is a great deal of theorizing which

rests on no adequate basis of fact, which would

be demolished by the facts. It has been re

cently suggested in ASSOCIATION MEN that As

sociations should study the actual life of men

in planning their work. What is it that draws

men into the Associations? Why are men

Christians ? Is prayer a reality to men ? What

are their real temptations and what is it that

helps them? Take ten or twenty men of dif

ferent types and put these questions to them.

I once got twenty or more boys of different

communities and characteristics to answer a

series of questions for me about their ideals.

It was better than a ton of theorizing. It

showed what appealed to the boys and how

things must be put in order to reach them clear

inside.

Jl

In his essay on "Industry and Idleness"

Tolstoy supports the idea of Bondaref that

every man should earn his own bread by his

own labor; that whatever division of labor

there should be ought to come after each man

has by his own toil on the soil earned his own

bread. This would require about forty days

out of the year. Such an idea would make

such cities as we have now and such a social

and industrial organization as we have now

impossible. And that, of course, commends

itself to Bondaref and Tolstoy. The idea is

interesting enough to read and talk about, but

as an economic proposition it is chimerical.

Nevertheless, does it not contain a lesson for

each one of us? Probably the readers of

ASSOCIATION MEN need the lesson less than

most men, but all of us need to keep close to

the earth, not to get the notion that it is dirty,

not to allow our children to get the idea that

toil with the ha'nds is any less honorable than

toil with the brain. We need the influence on

character of physical work. We ought to care

for our own furnaces and lawns as long as we

can and do as much of our own labor^as we

can. To say that this keeps some needy man

from so much wages is no answer to the fact

that not to do it is so much loss to our own

characters.

And if in some way the population of the

world could be redistributed in accordance with

the necessity of Bondarefs theory, it would be

good for the world. As Carlyle wrote in his

essay on Chartism :

"All this in a world where Canadian forests

stand unfelled, boundless plains and prairies

unbroken with the plow ; on the west and on

the east, green desert spaces never yet made

white with corn ; and to the overcrowded little

western nook of Europe, our terrestrial planet,

nine-tenths of it yet vacant or tenanted by

nomads, is still crying, 'Come and till me,

come and reap me' I * * * True, thou

Gold-hofrath ; too crowded indeed! Mean

while, what portion of this inconsiderable ter

raqueous globe have ye actually tilled and

delved till it will grow no more? How thick

stands your population in the Pampas and

Savannas of America ; round ancient Carthage

and in the interior of Africa; on both slopes

of the Altaic chain, in the central platform of

Asia; in Spain, Greece, Turkey, Crim-Tartary,

the Currah of Kildare? One man in one year,

as I have understood," if you lend him earth,

will feed himself and nine others. Alas!

where now are the Hengsts and Alarics of our

still-glowing, still-expanding Europe; who,

when their home is grown too narrow, will

i enlist, and like fire-pillars, guide onwards those

, superfluous masses of indomitable living valor ;

equipped, not now with battle-ax and war-

chariot, but with the steam engine and plow

share? Where are they?"

To throw the dregs of our great cities out

; into these lands would make a sorry failure of

' things, but if it could be wisely done, and with

the moral restraints and stimulus of the gospel,

how much better for the world it would be to

occupy and use the great acres of undeveloped

country in South America? Young men

ought to let their minds run out over the whole

world and be watchful for the great opportuni

ties that are there.

J*

A recent book on Apologetics maintains that,

after all, the direct and fundamental proof of

Christianity is the life of unselfish love which

it alone of all the religions of the world exalts

as the ideal and is capable of creating. What

ever may be thought of this as the chief strong

hold of Christianity in apologetics, it is unde

niably true that it was in this direction that

our Lord always turned. "By this," said He.

"shall all men know that ye are my disciples, if

ye have love one to another." And His con

viction was that the world would be persuaded

of the divinity of His faith by unity of life

among His disciples. For such love and unity

friendship truly understood is just the synonym.

And Christianity that is not obviously the

fountain of friendship, that does not express

itself in a great warmth of genuine unselfish

love among Christians, will never make much

impression on the world. A Christianity per

meated with the love of Christ, constraining

the hearts of Christians, will draw multitudes

who hunger for this more than the famine-

stricken long for food. Only those Christians

who love are likely to have power with men
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who are not Christians. Christians who work

by love win more souls than those who work

by reason. There is room and need for men

who will convince other men by intellectual

discussion; but, after all, such conviction only

becomes vital when it is touched with the

warmth of the persuasion of love. There is a

great comfort in this. We cannot be smarter

than we have been made. We can train our

brains, but we cannot get more. But loving is

within the sphere of willing. We can love as

much as we want to, and therefore we

can be as powerful Christian workers as

we please.

Artificial Stimulation

BY ROBERT J. ROBERTS, SENIOR PHYSICAL DIRECTOR, BOSTON.

When one is well he needs no artificial stimu

lation. Usually it is when one has sinned against

his servant, his body, that he craves stimu

lation from drugs. When one is training to

compete in physical or mental trials he avoids

the use of artificial stimulants, narcotics and

any conduct that will weaken his vital powers.

What is daily life but a training? He is wise

who keeps himself fit to win the prizes of life

as the opportunity comes to him, and oppor

tunity comes to every man some time in his

life, and wise is he if he is ready to grasp it.

A sound body is the foundation of all that

makes life a success, and one who artificially

stimulates himself cannot long possess a sound

body with a sound mind.

Our most conservative medical men are using

less alcohol. A drink of hot water slowly

sipped will do much that is claimed for alcohol

on all ordinary occasions. Professor Shattuck,

of the Harvard Medical School, says : "I give

less alcohol because I give less drugs, and al

cohol is a drug. I reserve its use for only

acute disease, feeling my serious responsibility

as a physician in regard to its use. I used to

prescribe ale and beer and sometimes stronger

forms of alcoholic drinks to patients suffering

from debility from one or another cause. I do

not do so now." The fact that the expense for

alcohol in the Massachusetts General Hospital

fell from $1.48 per patient in 1844 to 29 cents

each patient in 1900 shows how our high-think

ing medical men feel as to the proper use of

alcohol—that it should be used only in emer

gencies and not ordinarily.

This is the great danger of using patent

medicines, as many of them gain their ends

from making their victims feel better, tempo

rarily, because of the alcohol they contain. The

less people depend upon alcoholic stimulants

the more good will these do them when acute

disease or old age may call for their use.

Stave off the use of this potent drug as long

as you can. The way to do it is to take life

moderately in all your doings, and take in mod

erate quantities every day of Nature's safe

stimulants, fresh outdoor air, plain food

(slowly eaten) and varied, safe, short and easy

exercises, being sure to stop before feeling

very tired—even in doing this simple kind of

work. The great danger in doing a consider

able amount of hard, pleasing and exciting ex

ercises is that in the pleasurable excitement

produced by doing them one works till he has

crossed the border land of moderate fatigue

ROBERT T. ROBERTS, THE VETERAN-

ASSOCIATION PHYSICAL DIRECTOR.

into the land of exhaustion, which joins the

home of disease. When one gets in this tired -

out condition he feels that he needs a "bracer,"

and so here is his temptation to smoke a

strong cigar or take an alcoholic drink.

He who sticks to moderation in all his doings

is seldom tempted to alcoholically stimulate or

overwork his body or mind. An hour's mod

erate exercise every other day in a properly

conducted gymnasium, followed by a graded

bath, is the best natural stimulant in the world

to keep one toned up to do his best work.

When one is tired out what he wants is rest,

not natural or artificial stimulation to help

him do more work when he is in a fatigued



Manual Training to Good Purpose

SPRINGFIELD (O.) BOYS'

WORK.

The lobby of the Boys' De

partment rooms in the Spring

field (O.) building, all the

woodwork of which was done

by the boys themselves, the

material being brought crude

from the mills to the build

ing, where it nvs cut, fitted,

sanded and stained. Four

teen boys in the carpenter

class did the work, one boy

working 327 hours.

THE RECEPTION ROOM.

The striking feature upon

entering the building is the

large open fireplace built en

tirely of stone. Around the

fireplace benches are built into

the wall. This is the center

of the recreation, reading and

music rooms. Boys brought

these stones from the hills

of Clark County and laid

them under the direction of

a mason. All the woodwork

and furniture are of weath

ered oak and Spanish leather.

THE BOYS AT WORK.

The cost of furnishing the

department was borne by the

Ladies' Committee, composed

of the mothers and sisters of

the boys, $2,000 being raised

by a bazaar. A bronse plate,

14 by 22 inches, is being cast

by one of the boys and will

be placed in one of the wood

panels near the fireplace.

Upon this will be inscribed

the names of the fourteen

boys of the carpenter class

and the number of hours each

worked.
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condition. If he, unwisely, uses alcohol or

tobacco to stimulate or dull his tired feeling

or lull him to sleep, he is adding fuel to fire by

overwork and overstimulation and is burning

the candle of his life at both ends and short

ening his life by years.

Many are doing this thing every day of their

lives, and Sunday, too; even men engaged in

Christian work. It is suicidal, and he who

does it is making the big mistake of his life,

for he is cutting off his life when he should

get the most good and joy out of it, and he is

setting a bad example to others.

He who lives too fast must die too soon.

He who is rushing at everything he does from

eating his meals to doing his work, and even

in his religious life must soon get into a

broken-down, nerveless condition, and then he

feels he must take something to help him keep

at it

The same rush-and-drive spirit that many

men put into their daily life they try to carry

out in doing their exercises in the gymnasium.

They have to be warned again and again

against overdoing that good thing, exercise.

for exercise is a blessing or a curse, depending

upon how it is taken.

Nerveless persons should take very little of

the exciting kinds of exercise, for it always

tempts them to overdo, and this is as bad for

them almost as drug-taking and smoking.

They should take only the safe, short and

easy kind of bodily exercises, followed by a

very short, cool bath, if they wish to get rid of

their half-dead-and-alive condition and become

again nerveful and forceful persons.

It's generally not wise for one to trust to his

own views as to what he should do in the mat

ter of his daily eating, drinking, mental work

and physical exercise. He should join some

medically directed gymnasium and follow the

directions given to him there.

This is the only sensible plan to follow out.

If you depend on your own wisdom or commit

the folly of trying to keep in good physical and

nervous condition by mail correspondence, you

are going the wrong way about it. The teacher

must meet his pupil face to face to be able to

do him the most good.

Boston, Mass.

The Man Outside the Church

By WM. D. MURRAY, ESQ.

1 read with a good deal of interest an edi

torial in a recent newspaper, entitled "The Man

Outside the Church," in which the editor

sought to answer a mother who asked why her

son, a man of exemplary character, did not go

to church, and how he could. be^ri'daced to go. .

Much has been written recently an this sub- b

ject, and most of the writers agree that when

the church furnishes a man with what he really

wants then he will go there and not before.

That is, he doesn't go to church now because

when he goes he gets nothing. It is painful to

read such a reason. I find myself always ask

ing, Can it be that the reason men do not go to

church is because they are so selfish that only

when they get something will they go ; do they

think only of themselves? "It seems so. The

blight of our age is selfishness, and it makes a

man ashamed of his manhood to have to con

fess it.

But it is not possible that men can be re

minded that the men whom they themselves

honor are the men who went into it, whatever

it may be—politics, profession, religion—not for

what they get out of it, but for what they put

in? What did Lincoln get out of the Presiden

tial office but worry, and honor and death?

We love him because of what he gave to that

high office, and it would be an insult to his

memory to talk about what he got out of it.

Jesus got nothing out of his life on earth but

sorrow and reproach and suffering, but he

gave to it everything. The very men men

tioned in the article referred to—Brooks,

Beecher, Moody—would rise up in holy wrath

could they have heard any one discussing

what they got out of the church ; their glory

was in what they gave to the church.

Why is it that good men, enjoying the fruits

of a Christian civilization, rearing their chil

dren in Christian schools, living in an atmos

phere made pure and sweet by the church in

their midst and by the unselfish devotion of the

men and women who make up the church, why

is that such men will not go to church

because it gives them an opportunity of giving,

of showing the unselfishness of their lives? I

do not think the mother's question would be

asked very often if, instead of looking upon

Sunday, and the church service incident to that

day, as an opportunity to gratify personal de

sires, whether physical, mental or even spir

itual, or in waiting until a preacher appeared

who could deliver such messages as fell from

the lips of Brooks or Moody, these men

would come up out of the morass of selfish

ness into the great broad freedom of

self-sacrificing service in the church of the

living God.

There are loving husbands, kind fathers, du

tiful sons who do not go to church. How

shall we show them the inconsistency of their

attitude toward the church and toward their

homes? Our churches would be crowded if
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the men who live unselfishly in their homes

would take the same attitude toward the

church and look upon it not as a place where

their musical sense could be pleased, where

their enjoyment of noble words and great

thoughts could be ministered unto, but rather

as a place where they could help to maintain

and strengthen the very influences that make

their own lives worth living. What kind of a

man would he be who should say of his home :

"Yes, I go there because I get good food; it's

comfortable there; I can take my business

friends there and make them so comfortable

that I get more out of them"? Rather would

we expect men to say: "I love my home be

cause there my dear children were born ; there

I have abundant opportunity of making my

loved ones happy; there 1 can minister to the

wants of those who are dear to me; there all

that is best in me has a chance to exercise

itself."

This is what the church ought to be to

grown men to-day. Men ought not to regard

the church as worthy of their support only as

they get something out of it; but they should

find in it an unselfish joy in the grand opportu

nities it gives of spending money, learning, so

cial qualities and every talent for the mainte

nance of things eternal.

Plainfield, N. J.

Jubilee of the World's Association Alliance

The World's Conference of the Young Men's

Christian Associations is to be held in Paris,

France, April 26-30, on the occasion of the

fiftieth anniversary of the first World's Con

ference. It is expected that delegations from

twenty-five to thirty nations will be present,

each of which will represent a national organi

zation, these having become particularly strong

and well organized in India, China, Japan,

South Africa and Australasia, as well as in

t>e older countries.

-i was at the first Paris conference in 1895

the platform was adopted, which has proved to

be the broad basis upon which the World's

Y. M. C. A. movement has been developed.

This action was shaped largely by two Ameri

cans, George H. Stuart and Abel Stevens, who

were distinguished Association men of their

day.

The adherence of the Associations to the

basis adopted fifty years ago will be the im

portant issue on which discussion will center.

In some countries of Europe the Association

has become largely the organization of a single

church of which the pastor is the president, and

the Association is merely a class of young men.

In a number of the larger cities in Europe,

such as Berlin, Rome, Paris, Stuttgart, the

Associations have adopted the type of Associa

tions which prevail in the English-speaking na

tions and the Orient.

The conference headquarters will be in the

Young Men's Christian Association building

in Paris.

Em. Sautter, secretary for France, writes that

the promise of a special reception for American

delegates has been made at the American Em

bassy, as well as at several other embassies for

delegates from other countries. There will be

a great jubilee demonstration in the big hall of

the Trocadero. A strong convention commit

tee has been formed, mostly of laymen, from

ten different countries, fifteen life professions,

nine ecclesiastical denominations and twenty

Protestant churches of Paris.

; Via the Mediterranean to Paris

Arrangements are now being perfected for a

party to sail from New York, March 18 or 25,

on a fast steamer to Naples, stopping at the

Azores, Gibraltar and Algiers en route. Sunday

will be spent at Naples and time will be given

for a visit to Pompeii, and the ascent of Vesu

vius will be made if possible. Five days will be

spent in Rome. At this point it is planned that

delegates coming from the Far East and repre

senting many nations may assemble for a re

ception arranged by the Rome Association in

its building, which is the gift of Mr. James

Stokes. This will be a memorable gathering.

Abundance of time is given in this city to see

it at the most favorable season of the year.

Three days will be spent in Florence, the most

interesting art city in the world ; three days in

romantic old Venice, among its art treasures

and on its canals. The party will stop at

Milan, Genoa, Nice, Monte Carlo and spend

Sunday at Marseilles and .arrive at Paris for the

convention, April 24. Arrangements are in

charge of ASSOCIATION MEN. A special cou

rier will accompany the party from Naples to

Paris, who will look after all details, baggage,

fees, etc. Special opportunities will be given to

see Paris under the most favorable auspices.

At Paris the party will break up, but tickets

will be offered at special rates to Antwerp or

via London, Oxford, Leamington, Stratford and

Chester to Liverpool, thence by first-class

steamer to New York, arriving about May 14.

No finer trip could be planned, nor a more

seasonable time chosen to touch at the Mediter

ranean points, visit southern Europe and see

England in the opening days of spring.

As the steamers are running full at that sea

son of the year, it will be necessary to make

arrangements very soon, so as to secure good

accommodations. The excursion will he made

at a minimum expense, consistent with com

fortable and first-class service, and will be onen

to all members of the Association and their

lady friends.



Sailors of France Meet Americans

At the suggestion of Mr. James Stokes,

whose interest in everything pertaining to the

French young men is well known, an invita

tion was given to the men of the French fleet

lying in New York harbor, to a reception at the

ADMIRAL RIVET.

Brooklyn Naval Branch, October 8. By the

courtesy of Captain Hemphill, a Government

tug was dispatched to the French men-of-war

and conveyed the party to the Brooklyn Navy

Yard. They were received by 300 American

blue jackets with rousing cheers. Then the

men were shown through the building in small

detachments, accompanied by an American

sailor and a member of the French Branch, of

New York City, all rendezvousing in the hall,

where President Boisse, of the French Branch,

welcomed the party and read a letter express

ing hospitable welcome from Miss Gould. A

band from the "Illinois" played the French na

tional air, and by the aid of the stereopticon

President Boisse showed the men what is being

done for American sailors around the world,

and assured them a welcome at every port

where an Association existed. An officer of

the French Navy acknowledged the courtesies

shown. Illustrated souvenir programs, printed

in French and English, were distributed, lunch

eon served, and the company broke up, the

Frenchmen cheering the American sailors and

the American the French, and the1 band

played "The Star Spangled Banner."

On the following afternoon officers of the

French Navy, including Admiral Rivet and of

ficers of his staff, were shown the New York

Association buildings at 57th street and the

new Twenty-third Street Branch and the

French Branch. A deputation of representa

tive Association men met the visitors at each

building and explained the purposes and

methods of the Association.

Mr. Stokes entertained the officers of the

French Navy at dinner in the University Club,

October 19. Among the guests were Dr. Pel-

ligrini, ex-president of the Argentine Republic ;

Hon. John Barrett, Minister to Panama, and

consular representatives of the Russian, Italian

and French governments, and a few New York

friends, twenty-two guests in all. Messages of

regret were received from Secretary Hay, the

Italian Ambassador, the French Consul and

others. Admiral Higginson was delegated by

Secretary Morton to represent the Navy.

Minister Barrett, in responding to the toast,

"The President of the United States," in the

course of his remarks mentioned his close ob

servation of and personal identification with

the Association in China and South America

and advocacy of a branch in Panama, declaring

that the establishment of an Association helped

to realize the best development of a country,

was a direct factor of largest value in the

world's progress, and stood for the physical and

moral as well as the sanitary interests of men,

and appreciatively adverted to Mr. Stokes'

service to the young men of France, Italy and

Russia.

Admiral Higginson, in responding to "The

Navy," mentioned the pleasure he had had in

seeing the development of the Naval Associa

tions, which he had suggested and warmly ad

vocated, which had bettered the conditions of

the sailors, as they found there a place for

rest, recreation and entertainment when on

shore leave. He warmly commended the As

sociation undertaking at Panama.

Admiral Rivet, in responding to the toast.

"The President of France and its Representa

tives, Our Guests," concluded with thes:

words: "As has been very strongly re

marked, France and America have for a long

time been bound by ties of cordial friendship.

In the former times there has been between

them a cofraternity of arms that has never been

forgotten on both sides of the Atlantic. My

heartiest wishes are that the mutual reciprocal

good feeling, good-will and good political rela

tions may never change between the two sister

republics.

"Be it permitted to me, gentlemen, to tender

my best thanks to my excellent friend, Mr.

Stokes, for having given me, before. I leave.
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American waters, the opportunity to salute the

very prominent guests here present and the dis

tinguished officers who represent here the brave

Army and Navy of the United States. Mr.

Stokes will allow me to express the admiration

I felt in visiting the buildings of the Young

Men's Christian Association of the City of New

York, where he is one of the most active mem

bers.

" I can hardly say what seemed to me most

praiseworthy, the philanthropic and moral idea

that guided the eminent promoters of this As

sociation, or the practical way in which they

realized it. The management and general or

ganization of the buildings of the Association

are really perfect, and may be taken as a model

for similar works all over the world. I hope

sincerely that the task undertaken by Mr.

Stokes in Paris and already realized in the

Rue de Trevise building will be enlarged and

extended to other great cities in France."

In a finished address Professor Boisse spoke

of the French young men in America and what

the Association was doing for them in its

French Branch.

From an Interview with Count Katsura

W. B. Millar, International Army secretary,

writes from Nagasaki, telling of the activity of

the Association with the Japanese soldiers. He

states the former plan of union effort has fallen

through. But the Association has received the

Imperial approval and has sent secretaries to

several points in Manchuria, and Mr. Hibbard,

with two native secretaries, have gone forward.

Mr. R. S. Millar, formerly secretary at Tokyo,

was to be in readiness to go to Manchuria Oc

tober 1 for two months with another tent, and

Secretaries Gleason and Phelps stand ready to

go at the first call if the way is open. The op

portunity presented the American Associations

in the Spanish-American war in 1898 is thus

open to the Japanese Associations.

A letter of introduction from Col. S. S. Mc-

Cook secured from Mr. Millar an audience with

Marquis Ito, president of the Privy Council,

who is very close to the Emperor and a man of

large influence in the army, who took a keen

interest in learning of the work the Association

has done for soldiers. The following state

ment from Count Katsura, Prime Minister of

Japan, and authorized by him, reflects his ex

perience with the Association and his purpose

for the Japanese Army :

"Two years ago, when I was in command of

a division, during the Japan-China war, I was

impressed with the fact that one of the impor

tant problems was how the men might be as

sisted in spending their leisure profitably and

the need of some plan of effort that would help

solve the problem. I have heard somewhat be

fore and have been much interested in your

account this morning of the work done in that

direction by your organization in the armies

and navies of America and Europe, and of the

plans already on foot to begin a similar work

among the soldiers of Japan. The result of the

experiment about to be made will be watched

with deep interest."

Secretary Morton at the Naval Branch

Immediately after the launching of the Con

necticut the Hon. Paul Morton, Secretary of

the Navy, went with Colonel McCook, Miss

Helen Gould and Mrs. McAlpin to the Naval

Branch building, where a reception was given

the guests of the day.

As Secretary Morton was leaving by an early

afternoon train for the West, his inspection

was more rapid than he would have liked. He,

however, received a thoroughly good idea of

the building and the facilities offered to the

sailors, from the roof garden on the top of the

building, down through the bedrooms, baths,

library and reading-room, game-room and res

taurant, to the shooting-gallery, bowling-

alleys and swimming-tank in the basement.

Secretary Morton expressed himself as much

gratified with his visit and deeply interested in

all that he had seen. He seemed to be greatly

impressed with the practical side of the work

and was quick to recognize the fact that much

good was done to the men of the Navy who

avail themselves of the facilities furnished to

them by the Association through Miss Gould's

great benefaction.

Many other distinguished guests wer* in at

tendance, notably the officers of the Vrench

Navy and Governor Chamberlain and staff of

Connecticut. From the grand staircase of the

reception-room Governor Chamberlain ad

dressed the several hundred sailors and marines

present.

Noted in Brief

Chaplain Axton, formerly secretary at Salt

Lake City, has returned to this country with a

severe attack of sciatica, but is now improving.

He writes : "I appreciated fully the work of

the Association in the Philippine Islands and

enjoyed knowing Glunz, Collins and Kurt/.

They have done big things in the army and

navy, and I hope the way will soon open for

some effort among the Filipinos."

At a meeting, arranged by the Naval Branch

and attended by over 400 sailors at Norfolk,

Va., nearly 100 sailors stood for prayer, and 40

declared for the Christian life. The average

daily attendance at this branch is 262. The

sailors deposited $36,079 for safe-keeping, wrote

29,055 letters from the Branch, signed 770 tem

perance pledges during the year ; 4,000 attended

services.



Miss Gould's 6,000-Mile Trip

Miss Helen Miller Gould completed on

Monday, Oct. 24, at Moberly, Mo., a unique

tour of visitation throughout the West and

Southwest. In twenty-three days Miss Gould

has visited twenty railroad and city Young

Men's Christian Associations, traveled over

0,000 miles, and greeted and shaken hands with

at least 20,000 to 30,000 railroad men. The day

at Moberly was practically a holiday for the

railroad employees at this division point of the

Wabash. Men were willing to lose their pay

for a day's work or a round trip to get an op

portunity to shake hands with Miss Gould,

through whose generosity Associations have

been established at twenty division points on

the Gould lines. She has contributed largely

toward the funds to erect this building at

Moberly, Mo., costing $20,000, given a library

of 2,000 volumes, a self-playing piano, music

box, talking machine, stereoscopic outfit of

hundreds of views, the usual gifts Miss Gould

has made the Associations on the Gould lines.

At Horace, Kan., a little town of 100 popula

tion and a division point on the railroad, the

occasion was taken to dedicate and open thi^

new railroad men's building. Three hundred

people came to town to attend, and 100 rail

road men along the line bought membership

tickets. At Pine Bluff, Ark., another railroad

Association building was opened by Miss

Gould, and over 1,500 people were present. At

a service for men at the Opera House on

Sunday, at which the veteran railroad engineer,

Tom Keenan, spoke to 700 men, Miss Gould

and party occupied seats on the stage, and

many of the "toughest" railroad men in that

section of the country declared for the Chris

tian life. The membership of the Association

jumped from 207 to 350 as a result of Miss

Gould's visit. A third building was dedicated

by Miss Gould at Van Buren, Ark.

Miss Gould has been especially interested in

the moral and spiritual welfare of the railroad

employees. She has cared more to meet the

rank and file of the railroad men than the offi

cials, although at the receptions representa

tives were present from vice-president down to

call boy, and touched every grade of service

between. Men came in their working garb,

and it was interesting to see the confidence

with which they went forward to shake hands,

evidently realizing that Helen Gould would

welcome them as readily as the man in evening

dress. Expressions such as this were com

monly heard, "I would not miss seeing her

for dollars," the amount varying ac

cording to the jobs they held. The men were

given printed slips by Miss Gould, noting

chapters in the Old and New Testaments

which she would especially recommend them to

read. Among these were lixodus 20 (.the com

mandments) ; Psalms 1, 8, 19, 23, 27, 91, 103,

121 ; Isaiah 23, 55 ; the Sermon on the Mount,

and many special selections in the New Testa

ment. The receptions at Moberly, and notably

at Denver, were made social events. Mis*

Gould's direct motive in all these gatherings

has been to interest men in a clean life and to

encourage railroad men in a purpose to help

each other. The more forbidding and "raw''

the conditions of the life of men on the fron

tier railroads, the deeper has been her interest

in ameliorating the conditions, and in making

the surroundings of their lives pleasanter.

Miss Gould has written in reference to the

trip : "Our trip through the West and South

west has been delightful, and I am sincerely

grateful that these people who are linked some

what closer to our family through the railroad

(though they may not recognize it) are having

the great advantage of hearing such men as Mr.

Hicks, Mr. Lougee, Mr. Shipp and Mr. McDill,

and of coming in close touch with them. I can

see that it has been helpful to them, and I am

more than pleased and indebted to the Interna

tional Committee."

Preparing for Panama

It will be a fortnight yet before J. R.

Thompson, of the International Committee,

will be able to leave for Panama, where he is

to spend sixty days on a tour of investigation

to find the best point for starting the Associa

tion work, select local men to lead, secure par

tial local support and obtain supplies, if neces

sary. Roughly speaking, it will require $10,000

from this country for the first year's work.

Minister Barrett is in this country and is co

operating with Mr. Thompson in preparation.

Rear-Admiral Walker, chairman of the Canal

Commission, and Chief Engineer Walker both

express their fullest approval.

The President accorded Mr. Thompson an

interview at the White House last week, at

which the President said : "Mr. Thompson, I

cannot tell you how delighted I am that you are

going to organize a Young Men's Christian

Association on the Isthmus. The policy of

your organization is right. You not only urge

young men to refrain from certain things, but

you offer them as a substitute something bet

ter. I believe in virtue, but the reason I like

the men identified with the Young Men's Chris

tian Association is because their virtue does

not consist in saying 'see how virtuous I am,'

but rather in doing things which make for

righteousness. I like to meet Young Men's

Christian Association men because they do

things. Rest assured, I shall do everything in

my power to help you on this Panama proposi

tion."

Mrs. Roosevelt is already making up a selec

tion of books to be given the Association.
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Dropped from the List, and Why

No organization, of whatever name, in all the

wide world, furnishes a more magnificent op

portunity for the investment of time and influ

ence in the interests of young men than does

the Young Men's Christian Association

through the channels of its mighty committee

organization. For many years it has com

manded the willing, whole-souled and enthu

siastic service of hundreds of the most capable,

far-sighted, shrewd and self-sacrificing men

that have been available for Christian service.

The man to whom is offered the privilege of

serving his Lord and his fellow-men in this

connection should feel that he has been highly

honored of God and man, and should set about

his work with a strong, soul-pervading deter

mination to make his service as far-reaching

and effective as possible. There should be no

slighting of responsibilities, but honest, telling

work. This done, there will be no question of

his usefulness to the Association cause, and no

thought of dropping him from the lists of its

workers. The kind of men whose services

have been dispensed with are noted as follows :

The Lazy Man.—The man whose name was

on the committee list, and who by the unsus

pecting public was considered a hustling

worker in the Association, but who was only a

drone in its hive, and never intended to be

anything else. Have his consent to become a

member of this or the other committee, and a

promise that he would serve the Association

faithfully? Certainly! Line him up for some

self-sacrificing, time-sacrificing service? No,

no, not he ; never ! That was the last thing he

dreamed of. Twas nice to be enrolled with

the committeemen and to see his name in

print. With that the Association was expected

to be fully satisfied. He gave to it his moral

(?) support.

The Unstable Man.—The man who would

work by fits and starts, but whose fits and starts

invariably came at the most inopportune time.

A most unsteady and not-to-be-depended-upon

worker, and therefore more than useless.

The Unprogressive Man.—The man with

narrow mind and small vision who was sat

isfied to do the same things in the same old

way and who always registered his kick when

asked to help lift his committee's work out of

the old rut and on an up-to-date and really

efficient basis.

The Acquiescent Man.—The man who never

introduced an original thought or idea in con

nection with his committee's plans, but who

invariably voted to do "whatever the other fel

lows think is best."

The Shirking Man.—The man who might

help out his committee's work, but who could

never be counted upon to shoulder any definite

responsibility in connection therewith. That,

so far as he was concerned, ended when the

committee's plans were adopted, and was up to

the other men to carry into effect.

The Conceited Man.—The man who believed

that his ideas concerning what his committee

ought to do were the only ideas worth consid

ering, and that he alone had a monopoly of all

the good and workable schemes that human in

genuity could possibly devise.

The Disinterested Man.—The man who failed

absolutely to catch the spirit of our great

brotherhood, and who had no deep and abid

ing interest in its work, whose every other in

terest was supreme and of more importance to

him than the work of his committee.

New Britain, Conn. F. D. FAGC.

The Theological Student Associations

The Theological Student Association move

ment is now in its sixth year and has rapidly

found favor among the Protestant evangelical

denominations. The students of eighty-five

seminaries, representing twenty-seven de

nominations, are now affiliated in the Associa

tion brotherhood, either with individual stu

dent Associations or as departments of univer

sity Associations. Fifty-one theological insti

tutions, including almost every seminary of the

Presbyterian, Baptist, Methodist and Congre

gational denominations in both Canada and the

United States, and a number of the strongest

seminaries of the Episcopalian and Lutheran

denominations, are already enrolled. The

catholicity of the movement is inspiring, in

cluding as it does the seminaries of the Mora

vian, United Brethren, Evangelical Alliance,

Christian Brethren, as well as several branches

of the Reformed Church, both among the Ger

mans and the English.

At the last Convention of the Theological

Student Associations, held in Rochester, N. Y.,

374 delegates from 55 institutions, representing

251 denominations, were present.

The objects of the movement are fourfold :

First, to deepen and to develop the spiritual

life of the theological students ; second, to

broaden and intensify the missionary knowl

edge and zeal of these candidates for the minis

try, giving to them fresh and world-wide infor

mation concerning the great missionary move

ments of all denominations both at home and

abroad; organizing and maintaining mission

ary classes and suggesting topics for interces

sory prayer; third, suggesting practical

methods of evangelism and giving opportunity

to theological students to engage in evangelis

tic effort; fourth, to link actively and sym

pathetically theological students with their

brethren in the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation and with Christian enterprise through

out the world.



A Fair and Honest Test of the Secretary's Work

A Secretary's Measure

1. Has he successfully associated the efforts

of the sterling Christian young men of his com

munity in the great work of extending the

kingdom of Jesus Christ among their fellows?

2. Is he a winner of young men—magnetic

ally drawing them one by one into the ranks

of the Association membership, into its varied

activities, into fellowship with Jesus Christ and

His church, and into lives of Christian service?

3. Is he awake to the mighty temptations

lhat are confronting the young men of his

community—social, moral, physical—and is he

manfully, bravely and constantly using the

power of the Association he represents to help

young men win out against them and to raise

the standard of their lives?

4. Does the Association he serves so

strongly commend itself to men who are con

versant with the conduct of large affairs that

they believe it to be wisely and thoroughly or

ganized and so potent a factor for good in the

lives of young men that they cheerfully accept

responsibility in connection with the direction

of its work and generously provide means for

its extension and proper financial support?

F. D. FAGG.

What Is Success?

The success of a secretary, among other

things, should be based upon the following:

His evident ability to develop an all-round

work. Some men are brilliant along a single

line and fall flat along others—strong in spots

but weak in the composite.

Ability to do successful work at a given

point for not less than five years.

Success in floating some large enterprise that

has resulted in adding to the realty or endow

ment holdings of an Association.

Ability to continue to keep first things first

by keeping up a strong religious life in his own

heart and also in the life of the organization,

while at the same time showing marked suc

cess in managing material affairs.

Buffalo, N. Y. A. H. WHITFORD.

The One T«t

The one test of success which only will

stand as a message of a man's fitness for As

sociation work is, "Are men's lives being

changed as a result of his efforts, either from

sin to righteousness, or from indifference and

inactivity to service, or from the ordinary

•worker in the ranks to an aggressive leader as

suming responsibility?" If a secretary does

not see, as the result of his years of service,

men in whose lives one or more of these

changes have taken place he may well question,

and so may his hoard, his fitness for the As

sociation work. In assisting a board to deter

mine whether a candidate is likely to possess

the ability to bring about the above changes in

men's lives they might well ask him:

1. Concerning his own spiritual life, is it a

growing one with a strong love for men?

2. Concerning his knowledge of men and ex

ecutive ability or leadership of them.

3. His knowledge of the Association work,

its principles and methods.

4. His mastery of business details.

5. His personal appearance and habits.

6. His housekeeping ability. Can he see

dirtf L. E. BUELL.

Michigan.

Three Tests to Apply

Has he qualities of leadership with his board

of directors and with the influential people in

the community, so that they will follow him in

the promotion of large enterprises?

Has he a close knowledge of his field and a

definite plan of work with present needs and

opportunities?

Along these lines, has he sufficient grasp of

the details in connection with the various de

partments of his work? Of course, it is un

derstood that he is to have a character whose

influence is positive and strong for the right.

Ohio. GEO. S. BUDD.

Questions to Ask.

What is the financial condition of the As

sociation?

What is its equipment? Is this equipment

adequate? Is it improving?

To what extent is the accessible field of

young men in the city being reached?

Are the possibilities in educational work

being realized?

Is the same true in the department of re

ligious work?

Are men being led to surrender their lives to

Jesus Christ and to enlist in His service?

Is Christian character being developed, and

especially along the line of service?

Illinois. I. E. BROWN.

Do You Work to a Finish ?

Do you keep your engagements ?

Do you pay your debts?

How much do you talk? How much do you

weigh your words?

Do men gain renewed hope for the work and

enthusiasm in it when they meet you, or do

they scent defeat?

Have you any one thing that you do batter

than anybody else?

On what scale do you undertake things?

Do you want to do it all yourself, or do you

make it your chief aim to enlist others in

service?

How easily are you licked?

Do you do things to a finishf

un, D. C. LYMAN L. PIERCE.



The Pro and Con of Billiards

Require Too Much Space

After three years' experience our objection to

billiards is solely economic. They require too

much space for the number provided recreation.

A large number of tables is necessary to accom

modate an average membership. Failure to.

supply this needed number is about as fatal to

an Association as was the policy of a certain

retail dealer, who each season ordered only

enough overcoats to supply about a fourth of

his customers, telling the remainder that he had

run out, but would have more next season.

Otherwise billiards has proved our most inno

cent, least-abused game. But we simply can

not afford the necessary space to go into the

business right. EDW. GRACE.

St. Paul.

Six Months of It at Bristol

We put a table in last March; all the min

isters in town were in favor of it; it has

brought men in who never spent an evening in

the building before, unless- for gymnasium

work. The table .is paying for itself. We have

taken in $70 since March. Only three have

learned the game. All the others knew how to

play. We have seen no bad results. Boys are

not allowed to play or enter the billiard-room.

Louis C. BRADSHAW.

Bristol, R. I.

How the Game Worked in Paducah

A prominent clergyman became so fascinated

with the game that he spent four-fifths of his

time there playing, to the positive disgust of

members, a loss of his influence with men, a

monopolizing of the table and often an unfair

ness in the game.

A boy was induced by the desire to play to

state his age as 16 and over. He played as

frequently as he could and became fascinated

with the game. He now plays in a pool-room

run in connection with a bar and is going down

rapidly.

A prominent attorney claims that the Asso

ciation pool-tables were the beginning of his

son's downfall. He had to send him out of the

city to change his environment. Facts appear

not to wholly justify his claim, but he holds

firmly to his belief.

A mother was forced to withdraw her son

from membership because he stayed at the

building so much at night "watching" the boys

play billiards.

The Association was unable to attract to the

games the mature young men because of the

ever-present, thoughtless, high-school boys.

They "ruled the roost" in every sense of tlir

word.

I could multiply these by three, if necessary.

but do not think them of sufficient value. 1

sincerely trust you will be able to check every

Association that is seriously thinking of such

a move. O. B. VAN HORN.

Kentucky.

An Argument for the Game

After a year's observation I continue to be

lieve in the use of billiards and pool in city As

sociations, because—

1. As the skirmish line of the church we

should preempt for Christ every means not

harmful in itself.

2. Most city youths learn to play, often in un

desirable surroundings.

3. Instead of members going elsewhere, after

learning the game here, the current moves in

the other direction ; both active and associate

members showing skill attained in other places,

they appreciate the innovation. This minimizes

the point raised by those who fear we will be

come a school preparing for questionable

courses elsewhere.

4. Progressive Christian men and women—

the clergy included—are continually commend

ing our use of these games.

5. The Association has an opportunity to set

these games before its members on a proper

ethical basis and under healthy environment.

This opportunity, I believe, has not been

equaled since the Association took the lead in

raising the gymnasium from the prize-ring

level of fifty years ago.

6. They are among the best games of skill

and one of the best forms of indoor recreation

open to city brain-workers.

7. The average member of the large city As

sociation is not a boy ; he is a voter.

8. Many members call for the game, and you

cannot give them a convincing reason why they

should not have it. They gladly pay the small

fees which, during the first year with us, have

met the original cost of introduction as well as

cost of supervision. J. H. ROBERTS.

Rostnn.

Seriously Open to Question

While at Dover, N. J., one of the leading

citizens said to me: "A club is being organ

ized for young men here and they arc to have

billiards and pool in their rooms. Do you

approve of it?" I told him that I did not, and

he was surprised. My reason I gave to him in

the following words as nearly as I can remem

ber: "You have a son just coming into man

hood. He will join the club, learn to play,

come some night when the tables are all taken.

The craze to play is upon him. A friend will

suggest another place around the corner. But

drinks are sold there and your boy hesitates
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about going into such a place. After persua

sion he yields. It soon becomes easy to enter

and he may learn to faro in his pool-checks for

something stronger than soft drinks, especially

when the rest of the crowd laugh at him."

My friend laughed and said he was not afraid

of any such procedure.

About four years afterward his son was a

frequenter of this very place I mentioned and

was a source of many heartaches to both father

and mother. Not long ago the young man was

converted and the trouble is all over. Of

course this might not prove much, but to me

it reveals the danger.

I do not believe that billiards and pool can be

played in any Association without lowering the

tone of the place. And I cannot see how

enough tables and rooms, together with neces

sary attendants, can be secured without a great

expense which few Associations can afford,

and, in fact, are not warranted in affording.

Having been an Association secretary and hav

ing always stood for Association work, believ

ing in it and supporting it in every way, I

have found hardly anything to criticize. I am

afraid, however, that one warning note needs

to be sounded at this time, and pastors of

churches constantly mention it to me when the

subject of Association work comes up. I refer

to the danger of luxury. The average young

man ought not to think that he is to be petted

and pampered and indulged in every whim. I

see no real need for billiards and pool in any

Association, simply to meet the luxurious ideas

of a comparatively few men.

FREDERICK E. TAYLOR.

The Win-One Plan—Franklin P. Shumway

writes in reference to the "Win-One" plan in

augurated a few years ago, which is to secure

a few persons who will select one person to

pray for and ask if he will accept Christ :

"Any warm-hearted, God-loving group of four

men can win an Association or town to Christ

if they will hold together, work together and

pray together and say nothing to any one other

than the secretary or pastor about their work.

This is one case, and about the only one, where

advertising kills the plan. In one town over

250 persons joined churches from movements

started from four young men on the 'win-one'

basis. No evangelist was employed. The en

tire work was done by individuals guided by

pastors. These cards have been reprinted by

missionaries and in many languages. One

thing has been fully determined—that is, that

work of this nature can be done by four or six

better than by more." This plan was the out

growth of a morning prayer group in an As

sociation. Cards to promote the service can be

secured of F. P. Shumway, 373 Washington

street, Boston. Mass.-

West Point's Unique Association

A unique Association is that in the United

States Military Academy at West Point, unique

in organization, influenca and results. It has

no secretary or other paid officer. Ninety per

cent, of the cadets belong to it. About 50 per

cent, of its membership are in the Bible study

classes taught by cadets. Most of the best-

known cadets, including Titus, of Peking fame,

who is president, are leaders in the Association.

Its meetings for any purpose must be held in

the very limited recreation time of the cadets.

For Bible study and prayer some take time

from sleep. Its leaders are sane, steady, strong

fellows, thoroughly spiritual Christians, yet in

perfect touch with all their associates. They

have the confidence, respect and regard of the

whole corps. Year after year the leaders train

their successors and get hold of the newcomers.

The influence of the Association is felt through

out the entire life of the institution. The su

perintendent, General Mills, the chaplain, Mr.

Shipman, and all the officers of the academy

unite in hearty commendation of the Associa

tion, its spirit and its work. It was a great

privilege for me to see what can be done under

difficulties, by sincere and strong young men.

modest, natural and quietly enthusiastic, fitted

with the spirit of power. It needs little imagi

nation to see the effect upon the United States

Army and upon all whom it may touch here

and abroad during the coming years.

H. B. F. MACFARLAND.

Among Canadian Soldiers

The strong feature in work among the militia

at the six camps this year in Ontario and

Quebec was personal work. Fifty-four gospel

meetings were held, with an aggregate attend

ance of 8,342, followed by after-meetings in a

part of the tent, curtained off for such gather

ings. These after-meetings were attended by

1,603 men. The leader quietly passed around

among those present and found out who were

anxious, when he assigned a worker to each

man and dismissed all the rest. It was no un

usual sight to see these workers, Bible in hand,

instructing the enquirer till midnight and, in

some cases, until 5 o'clock in the morning. At

the meetings 125 men publicly confessed before

their comrades Christ as their Lord. Letters

were immediately sent from the provincial of

fice to each man with a booklet bearing upon hi?

case, and twenty-seven answers have been re

ceived, mostly of an encouraging nature, be

sides two from pastors written to. A list of

all young men brought up in the Church of

F.ngland was given to the secretary of the St.

Andrew's Brotherhood, who reports encour

agement in securing attendance at church ami

their society of those written to. The sccre
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tary in charge at Toronto Provincial Commit

tee's office, has all the names card-catalogued

and is able to keep in touch with the men.

This shepherding process is important.

A Secretarial Training Station

The plan which has been advocated of mak

ing certain Associations training stations for

men of education and experience who are un-

E. S. Broshears. W. R. Stewart. T. B. Ashbrook.

. K. DZ.-IU.K. Hirayama. S,

A. A. Protzman. K. L. Ewing. II. G. Doud.

able to go to training schools is well in hand at

Washington. A group of men employed as

assistants are studying under the secre

tary's direction the theory and practice of As

sociation work. Among the number are Mr.

S. K. Dzau, a thoroughly educated member of

the Shanghai, China, Association, who was

for some time assistant in that Association. He

is now in America acquainting himself with

the best methods. The second man is Mr.

Kihachi Hirayama, a Japanese, who has re

cently graduated from Hartford Theological

Seminary to engage in Association work in

Japan under Mr. Fisher's direction. E. S.

Brashears, an active member at Washington,

has been assistant for two years and will com

plete his training in the Springfield Training

School. W. R. Stewart, who has been chair

man of the social work committee in Washing

ton and occupied a fine position in business.

has become an assistant in training. J. B. Ash-

brook followed in the same line and is now sec

retary at West Chester, Pa. A. A. Protzman

spent five years as assistant and now becomes

secretary at Chester, Pa. R. L. Ewing, a

graduate of Oberlin, and for two years assist

ant student secretary at the University of

Washington, is under appointment for work in

India, and H. G. Doud, also under appointment

for foreign work, has been a leader in the vol

unteers' and yoke fellows' work, and is the

first man from Washington to enter the foreign

work. He sailed October 8 for India.

The Association in Europe

News of the death of Professor Barde,

Chairman of the World's Committee, is re

ceived just as this paper goes to press, too late

to give adequate review of his services.—Ed.

At the Italian National Congress of Associa

tions sixty delegates from Rome, Naples, Flor

ence, Venice, Milan, Turin, Genoa, Spezia, and

even Sicily, were present. They decided to

maintain the interdenominational character of

the Association and to affiliate with the stu

dent movement. These were important deci

sions where the state church dominates in Eu

rope.

A military home for the South German Sol

diers' Association has been bought in Ulm,

Wurtemberg. The buildings are extensive and

part of one roof has been transformed into a

great terrace.

There are 100,000 members in the German

Association—that is, 3 per cent, of the young

men between fourteen and twenty-five years of

age of the towns in which they are established.

These Associations are mostly church socie

ties, presided over by pastors. At Stuttgart,

where the Association is an interdenomina

tional one, patterned after the great metropoli

tan Association at Berlin, 18 per cent, of the

young men have been reached. There are

twenty-five of these Young Men's Christian As

sociations in Germany like the one at Berlin,

similar to our Young People's Society, except

there is no place in the German church for the

activities of young women.

The membership of the English Associations

shows an increase of 5,000 over last year. At a

recent meeting of the English National Council

the greater part of a day was spent in perfect

ing arrangements for the development of the

boys' work.

The opening of the new building of the Bir

mingham, England, Association by the Duke

of Argyll occurred October 13. It is a hand

some five-story terra-cotta structure, with a

frontage of 98 feet. In every way the build

ing is a great advance upon any Young Men's

Christian Association in England. The entire

cost will be over $180,000.



The Physical Department

For the Championship of Canada

The first annual championship meet of the

Canadian Association Athletic League was held

in Toronto, October 1, proving in every way a

THE GOVERNING COMMITTEE.

N. J. Stevenson, Chairman.

James M. Hamilton. John W. Ross.

C. M. Copeland. J. W. Crocker.

success. A total of 180 entries from Toronto

Central, Toronto West End, Montreal and

. Hamilton Associations, the Montreal Amateur

THE PENMAN TROPHY. THE DUNI.OP TROPITY.

Athletic Association and the Stratford Harrier

Club. The games were open only to Canadian

amateurs.

The Spalding gold medal, given to the in

dividual making the highest number of points,

went to W. R. Worthington, of Toronto West

End, after a close finish with E. Harding, of

Toronto, in the hurdles, which proved the de

ciding contest.

The Dunlop medal for the five-mile race was

won by Toronto Central. The record for this

event was broken by 1m. 4 4/os. This race

was one of the features of the day.

The Penman annual championship trophy,

which is to be held for one year by the Asso

ciation making the highest number of points

(not including five-mile run) was won easily

by Toronto West End, taking five firsts, three

seconds and nine thirds, a total of thirty points.

No records were equaled or broken, with the

exception of the five-mile race, in which was

set a new mark of 26m. 12 3/5s.

Following the senior events, a boys' 100-yard

race and 440-yard run were contested and

evoked great enthusiasm.

The Canadian Association Athletic League

is only a year old and is affiliated with the

A. L. N. A. The success of this first meet is

very encouraging to the Association physical

men of Canada. The executive of the organi

zation is composed of J. W. Roth, of Montreal ;

M. J. Stevens, of Toronto ; S. W. McCutcheon,

of London ; James Malcolm, of Hamilton :

C. M. Copeland and J. H. Crocker, of Toronto,

the latter being secretary-treasurer.

Physical Directors' Society

The Publication Department of the Interna

tional Committee is printing the new nomen

clature adopted by the society. This will be

ready in a few days and many Associations

will unite in its use.

The new committees of the society will be an

nounced in the next issue of ASSOCIATION

MEN. as well as the result of the vote on the

adoption of an official news bulletin. The com

mittees are outlining studies that, when com

pleted, will prove very helpful. Several com

mittees, in response to resolutions adopted by

the society, are pursuing definite lines of study

laid out for them.

Brooklyn Leaders' Conference

The annual conference of the Brooklyn

Physical Department Leaders' Corps was held

at the Bedford Branch, September 29, and was

addressed by George M. Martin, of New Haven.

Conn., on "The Principles of Teaching Gym

nastics"; Dr. C. Ward Crampton, of the New

York High School of Commerce, on "The Place

and Progress of Physical Training in Amer
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CANADIAN AMATEUK ATHLETIC LEAGUE CHAMPIONS.

I. S. FAIRTY. CARL WARTER. W. R. WORTHING- ROBERT K. HAM1L-

Winner of 880 yards and Sixteen years old; first TON, TON.

second in 440 yards. in boys* 440 yards. Winner individual cham- First in 100-yard and

pionship. 200-yard dashes.

ica," and by Mr. Edward P. Lyon, president of

the Brooklyn Association, on "The Leader as

a Factor in the Life of the Association." The

veteran Association worker. Mr. D. W. Mc-

\Villiams, presided. Dr. George J. Fisher

spoke on "The Opportunity Presented to Lead

ers for Training in the Training Schools and

Summer Institutes." Sixty-five leaders were

present.

Physical Department Notes

The football team of the Springfield Training

School surprised its friends, as well as the

Yale team, by holding the latter to a score of

6 to 0 in a pretty game played in the early part

of October. The earliness of the season must

be taken into consideration in judging the

merits of the teams. However, the Training

School boys repeatedly plowed through the

Yale line for good gains, and are to be com

mended for their all-round work.

New Jersey athletic men did the handsome

thing the other night on

the twentieth anniversary

of Leonard M. Smith's

service as a physical di

rector of the Newark As

sociation. A committee

of the board of directors

and members felicitated

Mr. Smith on his services

to the Association, and

presented him with a

_ purse of gold for his past

and present pupils and friends. Mr. Smith has

gained in this long period of continuous service

an enviable record. He has been an efficient

leader and has held about him a group of able

men for many years.

The Orange Association football team played

the Springfield Training School team October

L. M. SMITH.

].">. A dinner and reception followed the game.

The students furnished the music at the Sun

day afternoon" meeting, and President Doggett

gave the address.

At the close of the athletic events at the

World's Fair George T. Hepbron was enter

tained by Mr. James E. Sullivan, the chief of

the Physical Culture Department, when his ex

cellent services as general overseer of physical

culture were fittingly recognized. Mr. Hep

bron conducted all the details of the largest

athletic meet ever held in our country, and it

GEO. T. HEPBKON.

may be questioned if any such series of alh-

letic meets has been held in which there have

been less friction and dissatisfaction. Mr.

Hepbron's long experience in charge of the

registration, sanctioning and details of the Ath

letic League fitted him for the service. He has

now returned to his position with our Athletic

League, and in order that he may make the

League more effective he will give all his time

to its affairs. Dr. Fisher will give his attention

to the general physical work.
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Changes in Basketball Rules

By 1 EKD L. GROSS, Chairman Metropolitan A. A. U.

Basketball Committee; Sunday- School Athletic League

Basketball Committee and member of World's Fair

Basketball Committee.

Up to the present the basketball rules have

l>cen amended each season by additions and

omissions in various places. This year, how

ever, the rules have been rearranged, and many

rules bear different numbers and are not found

in the same successive order. An advantage

in the new rule book, also, is that at the top of

the page is indicated the rule number printed

on that page, so that it is no longer necessary

to page back and forth to ascertain which rule

is being read.

The first new feature is that the rules become

effective November 1, 1904. This settles a

fixed time for everywhere and does not leave

it open for teams to play old rules because

"they did not have the new book, and there is

nothing in the rules saying when they become

effective." In referring to the basket the word

''basket" is now used in contradistinction to

"goal."

The minimum size of playing space (2,400

square feet) is omitted in Rule 1, Section 1.

Rule 3, Section 1, requires a background of

wood at least three-quarters of an inch thick

for the baskets. Screens are no longer per

mitted. The paying of the officials' expenses

in serial championship games is no longer

mandatory.

An important, if not the most important,

change is Rule 11, Section 10, prohibiting more

than one player of each team from tackling the

ball at the same time. A "dribble" is now only

counted such when the player advances more

than two steps while rolling or bouncing the

ball. The rule that in a dribble both hands

shall not be used simultaneously more than

once is still effective. Under Rule 11, Section

17, a man is not out of bounds if only one foot

is outside. Players may be changed at any

time during the game (new Rule 11, Section

26). Last year's rules, as well as the new

rules, authorize the referee to award one point

to a man fouled by an opponent while trying

for goal. There was some doubt formerly as

to whether the team whose player was fouled

should also have a free throw for goal. The

new rules add that "this shall not interfere with

a free throw for goal from foul line," thus

making it possible to secure four points on this

one play. If while being fouled the player

throws the goal two points are scored, one point

is awarded by the referee, and the player is al

lowed an additional free throw for the foul,

giving him an opportunity of scoring one point

more if he throws the foul goal. Under the

old rules if a player threw for goal from out

side and missed the basket the ball went to the

center, while under the new rules the ball con

tinues in play.

Under Rule 12, Sections IB and 4,' the ref

eree is required to promptly disqualify any

player using profane or abusive language.
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<| A strong, healthy body without a well-trained v

mind a like an engine without a skilled engineer.

A Well-trained Mind

I RAINS COUNT ! The whole world is

looking for the man who " knows how."

So long as you can only do the thing that

thousands of others can do, you have to

compete with the thousands of others for

jobs and wages. As soon as you learn to

do the things the other fellows cannot do

you get out of the competition-get above

it. Positions will then begin to hunt you.

There's a big difference between a "job"

and a "position." The difference is from

a thousand dollars up, and you can't be

gin to measure the satisfaction.

<J Perhaps you have a job you would like to

change for a position. It's not so easy; but if you

have brains you can do it. It's all in the way you

spend the hours between supper and bedtime.

There's a good position and a first-class salary

packed away in those hours for the man who

wants to dig them out.

C.The evening school at the Association

helps ]ust at this point. It's a great thing for

the young man who means business. You

can get instruction in almost any subject you

want, and their certificates are accepted in

over one hundred of the best universities

and colleges. It does not cost much, either.

A PAGE FROM SPRINGFIELD (MASS.) PRO

SPECTUS.

This bulletin of thirty-six pages is one of the most

striking, suggestive, well digested and set-up pieces of

Association printing ever made. It is printed in red

and dark green, illustrated intelligently, statements

are made discriminatingly and announcements clearly.

It is a model.

A magazine which will be welcomed by every

man who stands for physical training is Ameri

can Gymnasia, an Athletic Record which covers

monthly the news of physical training. It is

published by the American Gymnasia Company,

19 Myrtle street, Boston, at $3 a year. The

first two numbers are high grade.

Louisville's athletic team at the Association

World's Fair contest, tied with Cincinnati for

third place, each having sixteen points.



The Archbishop of Canterbury to Young Men

Life in the earlier part of the twentieth century, and above all that life—in the large sense of

the word, call it as large as you will—of Christian service, seems to me just about the ideal of wh»t a

man of the highest ambitions and the noblest resolves might set his heart upon and wish for. The man

whose work is almost over, who has not many decades to look forward to, cannot help feeling. 1 cannot

help feeling, a sense of almost envy for those who have that magnincent opportunity still before them.

Because I earnestly think that in the last few years people have come better than I believe they ever

did before to realize the grand work of the call to Christian service, the widencss of its range, the

clearness of it, and the ample possibility that is now within the reach of any of you of answering—I

won't say adequately, but of answering buoyantly and hopefully to that call. Will God give us grace,

first, to understand it, and then, to answer to the call? I am sure that it is well for us to realize how

unique, in some respects, are the opportunities now before young men of education and power and high

resolves on either side of the Atlantic, as compared with what have been the opportunities of Christian

service open to the corresponding man—the man individually corresponding—in other days than ours.

In this democratic age in which we live it is what a man does that matters rather than what that man's

ancestors were. The artificial platform of former days, which might place a duffer on a level with a

man who has great capacity, has gone practically in most parts of the world. For you, young men,

God give you the power to answer to the call which it seems to me is being made upon the people of

America to-day in a way that corresponds to the magnincent training which so many thousands of them are

receiving in a way that the older nations scarcely attain to, in the way of knowledge and power of under

.standing facts in the life of to-day. God's call to Christian service—we see sometimes or we read of

things so shameful, so cowardly, so utterly callous, they seem to be the hardship that falls upon the

weaker in some giant wrong. And as we contemplate it and think about the details, we seem to be

standing—I say it in all seriousness—at the very gates of hell. But there is one power against which

the gates of hell cannot prevail: It is the church of the living God. And the young men who are in the

strength that comes from Him alone should face this wrong as the shepherd boy faced the giant long

ago in his panoply of mail. You will find that victory in the long run rests upon His side.

From the Editor's Viewpoint

The Men's

Meeting

No Association would be justified in du

plicating a church service

on Sunday afternoon. The

service is not for worship,

but for distinctively evan

gelistic appeal, direct and

personal, to men. It must have more than

popularity; it must have spiritual power. It

must have a distinct character of its own. Men

must discover and give the genius and spirit

that should dominate in it. They cannot be

told this. It must be apprehended. A few

things may be stated as things not to be done.

Do not have responsive readings. Make much

of reading a scripture lesson that shall give a

timely and intelligent message. Don't have

anthems sung or musical gymnastics and solos

which are not positive messages to a man's

soul. This need not mean sickly sentimental

ity nor poor music. Do not sing the "ahmen"

at the end of a hymn. Every part of the serv

ice must be thought through beforehand and

wielded by the master of the meeting to con

tribute to the impression of the message of the

hour. The leader must be manfully sympa

thetic, not stiff with dignity or bumptiously

free and flippant. The meeting must be tre

mendously serious, and not be somber or

nervous. Characters are changed by emotions

more than by argument. Sentiment is all-im

portant, and this need not mean gush or maud

lin mush. The heart of a sincere man must

speak to the heart. No meeting can be fully

effective which has not engaged the enthusi

astic and devoted service of prayerful, purpose

ful men for weeks of continuous results—ex

pectant work on a well-organized plan. Ushers,

assistants, doorkeepers, invitation committee,

singers, all working together to save men

from the wreck of lust, passion, avarice—sin,

and who feel their dependence upon the Holy

Spirit as they are coping actually and tangibly

with evil. Do not allow seating during prayer,

reading of the lesson, solos or speaking. "Giv

ing the invitation" is serious work, to be done

by a man who is dead sure of what he invites

a man to, and which demands co-operation of

prayer and the sympathetic, ready help of every

Christian man in the room. Such a meeting is

not brought together by a poster or circular.

It is a welded force to be wrought by months

of purposeful training and skilled leadership

of some one or more masterful men who give

themselves to it with Christian purpose, and

are not afraid.

A Week of

Training

A sneer at the impotence of the Week of

Prayer is a confession of

the failure to apprehend the

genius which has made the

Association an effectual

and continuing organization.

This week, set apart for years by the World's

Committee, is an occasion for giving the pri

mary lessons in the school of Christian serv

ice. Its lessons taught are praying, serving,

giving, responsibility for the young men of the

world. There is no real Young Men's Christian

Association without such men. The average

small city Association has not five men who

know or care anything about the undertakings

for young men by the State or International

Committees, while interest in young men of

foreign lands is entirely foreign to them. Such

a sign as has hung over one Association, "Y.

M. C. A. Baths," is adequate to their idea of

what a Young Men's Christian Association is—

a washroom at $5 n year. Secretaries complain
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about lack of active workers who have not

done anything to show men adequately the pos

sibilities of the Association as a field for the

investment of themselves and their money.

This week should teach men that the outgoing

of their prayers is needed ; that their service

must follow prayer, and money prove the

genuineness of both. Rightly handled, this

week should mean the bringing of a good num

ber of men into that unseen school of con

tinuous training for a work of life-ministry in

the largest things, by which men may serve

their fellow men.

Although constantly endeavoring to make

itself dispensable, urging al-

The Interna- ways the advancement of

tioaal Committee State Committees and

Collection strengthening their supervis

ory work, weighing with the

utmost care and denying many calls constantly

coming to the Committee to undertake new

work for extension, yet the Committee finds

its work and its expenses increasing. New

fields such as the lumbermen and cotton-mill

employees in the South, miners, great manu

facturing centers, foreign-speaking men, boys'

work, calls from Manila, Havana, Panama and

the great commercial and educational centers

of the Far East ; the Indians on the plains, for

we have touched only one tribe; Bible study

and religious work; education and athletics;

the colored men and the men of the country

towns are clamoring for more help and es

pecially more adequate help. The number of

Associations and secretaries giving to the Com

mittee support has doubled in a few years.

The Week of Prayer collection has dropped

from $5,000 a few years ago to but $2,000 last

year. Those figures are not nice. We don't

like them. This Week of Prayer should be an

education to men as to opening fields for their

conquest at home and abroad; a call upon

their sympathies for participation in the

glorious work of world conquest in Christ's

name. There is no Association but has had the

help of the Committee and more will need its

help. But that is not the question. It is a

question of generous giving for the other man.

May not the offering be made larger?

Thf late Archer Brown, vice-president of the

Orange Association and a

member of the Interna

tional Committee, was a

man of rare qualities. He

is known in the Associa

tion as the author of "Top or Bottom—

Which?" which has been circulated among

men with much stimulating effect. He was

known in the iron trade as an authority and

a leader. He was a man of great wealth and

great character, but lie did not live for money.

He said this of a personal friend, which re-

Archer

Brown

vealed the guiding principle of his life : "While

I admire the man for his business ability and

his successful management of the enterprise

in which he is engaged, I also pity him because

he is buying his success at too great a price.

He is allowing his business interests to so

absorb him that he is neglecting his social,

intellectual and religious nature, and doubtless

unconsciously is subjecting himself to a process

of starvation. When he reaches the point

where he thinks he can turn to these things he

will find himself with a capacity for exercise

and enjoyment in them destroyed for lack of

proper nutrition and exercise." Referring to

the increase of religious and charitable objects

to which he contributed, he said, "This is only

as it ought to be, for I believe that every man

as he finds himself increasing in his accumu

lation of means, should maintain a correspond

ing increase in the amount of his giving." Mr.

Brown attended the three-day conference of

the International Committee at Long Beach in

September, when he was apparently in perfect

health. When he died he was but fifty-threee

years old. We print a chapter from his little

book, "Top or Bottom—Which?" under the

title, A Day Somewhere Between Twelve and

Twenty. It shows the earnestness of the man.

This sixty-four-page book Mr. Brown issued

for gratuitous distribution. His son will con

tinue it. Associations desiring copies may se

cure them by remitting postage (two cents per

copy) to Mr. Archer H. Brown, 56 Munn

Avenue, East Orange, N. J.

The question is asked : "Why should an As

sociation have evening edu-

Why cational classes for young

Have Evening men?" Why? Because the

Classes? Association can help with

supplemental studies earnest

men who are working to earn their living,

better than any other institution, at one-third

the cost, and enroll three times as many men.

Because we can give men, besides education,

a moral force and stimulus for their lives, and

physical training for their bodies as well. We

can not only fit men for school or college, but

fit them for life. If we give our members

only games and the gymnasium for amusement,

or even religion for correction and comfort,

and fail to stimulate them to seek practical edu

cation, to make it possible to improve their

conditions, it is incomplete work and unfair

to them and unfaithful to our responsibilities.

The possibilities of such help are with the

Association as with no other organization. The

leisure question is the great question with

men, and we deal with these hours in which

their future is to be defined. We must help

struggling young men where they need help

the most, and to do anything less is but trifling

with opportunities. Men are bound to advance

themselves through the evening school. The
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designer of the "Oregon" studied in San Fran

cisco's evening classes. George Foster Pea-

body, the banker-philanthropist, studied in the

Brooklyn Association night school as a boy.

A printer who, up to a few years ago, earned

$20 a week, after a course in the Boston As

sociation law class now earns that much a

day. A man who a year ago was a sailor,

and whose highest salary was $40 a month is

now a sculptor and earns $40 a week. He

studied clay modeling in the Association. A

carpenter who earned $600 a year studied

architecture nights and now has an income

of $5,000. A boy who drove a grocery wagon

at $9 a week now gets $1,600 a year as a re

sult of his night study. And these men are

better men for their connection with the As

sociation as well as better off for it.

J»

A secretary in one of the smaller cities in

the West writes: "I could not get along with

out ASSOCIATION MEN as an educating force in

our city for the directors and other Association

workers and contributors." Such words are

now coming to us from scores of Associations

manned by men who are far-sighted builders

of organizations.

Jt

What excited the wonder of Admiral Rivet,

the commander of the French fleet, the most,

when he visited the New York City Associa

tions, was not alone the fact of their possess

ing two million dollars worth of buildings, but

that $225,000 could be secured year by year to

maintain the institutions.

Jt

Response to our request for the best ex

pression in fifty words, of the aims and objects

of the Association has not been sufficiently

general to make selections. The request is re

newed. We are after the best statement that

can be made andTised on letter-heads, pros

pectuses, etc.

Jl

There is one man who has no place on the

Association platform—Elbert Hubbard. Al

though he has written some splendid things, his

advocacy of free love and his personal prac

tices should bar him from the society of

decent people.

Jt

The lonesomest day of the year is Thanks

giving Day. Hundreds of men are away from

home longing for their kin. Why not invite a

dozen people whose boys are grown and away

or who have no children, to serve their

Thanksgiving dinner at the building? Give

them the names of a dozen young men each

to personally invite as their guests to dine with

them at their table on that day, and have this

table spread in the good old home style,

nothing scrimped, and let the best of good

Christian fellowship abound for. the evening,

hearty as a family reunion can be.

This conies from St. Louis : "Men who

think they are entitl'd to the privileges of the

Association because their brother was a mem

ber in 1875 for one year, are becoming fewer."

Jt

Have a crowd of men showing in the adver

tising cuts if you have any. One or two lone

men in a big gymnasium gives a man the

shivers, while a "young men's parlor," with a

feeble, white-haired old man as the centerpiece,

will not attract the boys from the peanut

corner in flocks.

Jt

Dr. Hague, the father of John R. Hague,

formerly secretary at Minneapolis, who died

recently, was the man who nominated Mc-

Burney as secretary for New York. One time

McBurney said to him, as he put his arm

around the old gentleman : "Thank God, Wil

liam, it was you who nominated me for secre

tary of the New York City Association."

Jt

The Bronx, the. great northern portion of

New York City, has had no Association. It

has over 200,000 population. The Young Men's

Christian Union has been on the ground since

1888. This is now being dissolved, and has

given its property, amounting to some $20,000,

to the Young Men's Christian Association,

which will organize a branch known as the

Union Branch at 149th Street and Third Ave

nue. The former president of the Union,

Charles D. Lawson, of the Weber Piano Com

pany, is chairman of the branch, and M. L.

Beebe, of Rahway, N. J., secretary. Another

branch will be organized a little farther north

at Williamsbridge. This will make thirty-two

points at which the New York City Association

is at work, yet the field is not half covered.

Jl

In speaking to a body of students the late

Senator Hoar gave out, as many a man does at

such times, the real plan of his own life. We

know of no better sketch of the man which

could be given than his own words : "There is

something more to live for than money. Turn

from the race after this world's goods, the

mad fight for greed, to the love of the higher.

You may devote yourself to the practical arts,

but remember that there is something nobler

in a human life. Do not neglect the spiritual

side. A man may be ever so rich and ever so

skilful, but lie does ill who forgets tastes and

affections. I advise you to read some author

every day. Read him so well, soak yourself so

thoroughly with him, bathe in his wisdom so

often that you will emerge as from a sparkling

fountain of purity. Read Wordsworth, sit at the

feet of Emerson, or drink at the fountain of

Milton, and you will have added to your

knowledge of the practical arts the inspiration

that helps to develop the spiritual side."
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It is impossible to stir men to devotion with

acid, or to spur men to Christian service with

a goad.

A man should make it a rule of his life

that whenever he takes up his Bible he will

not lay it down until a new thought or a new

purpose has gripped his life.

Jl

A physical director was once asked to take

a responsible plac;, directing the athletics at

the field day of a labor union. He named the

condition to the committee that the men

should all join the Amateur Athletic Union.

"Join the union, is it? I didn't know there

was any union in athletics. You can bet we

will ; we are union men to the backbone, and

join the union every man will; so he will."

And the men did. It was a union affair

throughout.

.*

A discouraged man who had paid for a

course in a correspondence school and found

he was unable to study alone, called at the

West Side Department, New York, and en

tered th; arithmetic class, which he followed

for two years. He then studied algebra and

geometry. He was then getting less than $600

a year, and now as' a direct result of his study

he is earning $1.200 a year, with every possi

bility of advancement. Another man increased

his ability through the classes, so that his

wages were advanced from $7 to $17 per week.

J*

The chairman of a finance committee in a

New Jersey city, who secured annually nearly

$4,000 for current expenses, has often been met

with the rebuff: "I cannot give this year, for

my appropriation has been exhausted." He re

plies : "I don't want it out of your appropria

tion. I want this pledge out of your business

expenses, just the same as you would pay any

legitimate expense of your business, for the As

sociation has that relation to the welfare of

the city in increasing the efficiency of employees

that is a direct benefit to your business." This

man never asks a business man for less than

$100. ^

Every man visiting an Association building

expects to be greeted in a manly, cordial,

friendly manner and should not be disap

pointed. A friendly man is of more value on

the floor than a carpet. Here is what a man

writes concerning a disheartening reception in

a big city Association : "I stood around for

a while in a sort of expectant attitude, waiting

for somebody to speak to me or to ask if I

were a stranger. I stalked around for a while

longer, then made my escape thoroughly dis

gusted. I stayed in the city two weeks but

never went near that building again." We

hope that such treatment is exceptional.

It costs over $6,000,000 annually to con

duct the eight largest universities in the coun

try, which enroll a number of students only

equal to those in the night schools of the

Young Men's Christian Associations last year.

It cost some $125,000 to conduct these schools,

although, of course, for limited time.

Jl

That old statement is worn smooth "Con

ditions which exist in make it im

possible." May it not be sometimes nearer

the truth to say, The conditions which exist

in my own life make it impossible to hold

more Bible classes, shop classes, to secure

more conversions, to put the spirit of friend

ship and helpfulness into the Association?

Jl

A place out in Iowa is calling for C. C.

Michener. It is a new county Association

group. The men of the committee said, when

the question of securing a secretary was before

them : ''There used to be a tall and enthu

siastic young fellow around here. He was a

great talker and had lots of go in him. Can't

we get him?" It is possible Mr. Michener

might make a success as a county secretary, but

great talkers rarely succeed in that depart

ment.

Jl

ASSOCIATION MEN is earning the title of.

"The Association Schoolmaster" on both sides

of the globe. A secretary in the Levant

writes : "I wish your editorial note on military

companies had been in last month. After two

months of agitation and discussion, our board

approved the formation of a company of

volunteers. All I ever heard of the Cleveland

company was favorable, and I could not quote

anything adverse. However, the company is

not fully organized and your warning will be

helpful." And here is another item in the

same letter which suggests the wide-reaching

influence of ASSOCIATION MEN'S publicity

bureau : "The weekly news letter is very wel

come by local newspapers here on this side of

the globe."

Jl

A Denver printer has reproduced pictures

of the Denver Health Farm in a way that is

worthy of notice, with good-sized cuts printed

on a very thin, smooth and glossy finished

paper, in rich photo brown ink, thus giving

very nearly the effect of the original photo

graph. Too often good photographs are well

engraved but botched by the printer, who does

iiot understand the use of paper, ink and

"make-ready" and does not give sufficient time

for the ink to dry thoroughly before folding.

First-class, half-tone reproduction will chal

lenge the attention of any 'man. Care and

proper specifications will secure such work.

Too many of the recent prospectuses have been

ruined by careless printing of the illustrations.



A Building in Which the Decorations, Furnishings and Color Sch,

The Fort Monroe I

is a good example of the harmonii

decoration. Everything is strong

ostentatious display. The color *cl

building and is free from the ci

Association buildings. It is a tv

every Association building. The

architect was Philip Thornton Ma.

Company.

THE RECEPTION-ROOM.

This great room, into which

the visitor immediately steps

from the wide piazza, gives satis

faction and welcome by its lines

tones and furnishings. The office

directly in front of the door, is not

obtrusive nor is it like a laundry

counter or a butcher's stall. It

gives room for one clerk and a

large enough private desk room

for the Secretary behind it. The

room is one with the Living

Room at the left. The filters

give a sense of separation. The

big ceiling divisions break tht ex

panse. The walls art deep

cherry red; ceiling and woodwork

ivory and furniture of dark oak.

THE LIVING-ROOM.

The center of life, inviting re

pose and conducive to fellowship

is directly at the left of the great

beveled glass doors of the main

entrance and removed only bv

pillars from the reception-room

A generous fireplace, filled with

biasing logs on chilly days, faces

the visitor. The mantel reaches

the ceiling and is handsomely

done. The furniture of heavy

oak is big and strong and com

fortable. The ceiling painted

ivory white and the walls deep

cherry red. enrich the effect. It

is a place which breathes with

' comfort.

CORRESPONDENCE-ROOM.

A quirt place decorated to cor

respond with the Living and Re

ception Rooms, with which it is

en suite. The tables are of spe

cial design and appointments

such as will provoke a soldier to

write the letter for which little

opportunity is found in barracks

The pictures on the walls of this,

as other rooms, were selected by

Miss Gould, the donor of the

building, with special reference

to iit use.



and Effects Have Been Happily Used to Enhance Its Effectiveness

Association Building

ii artistic in design, furnishing and

inrl satisfactory without attempt at

bin keeping with the purpose of the

riors only too frequently used in

Iwhat can and should be done in

rials are mixed with brains." The

he decorators were the Philip Hiss

THE AUDITORIUM.

A symmetrical room, occupying

the entire rear of the building,

lighted mainly from the sides by

large, well-placed windows, and

having some 300 portable folding

chairs of generous sise for big-

framed men. The ceiling is

cream, walls sage green, wood

work fiat ivory, furniture dark

oak. The room is harmonious

and pleasing, lending to the audi

ence a sense of quiet satisfaction

on entering. In each corner is

a small dressing-room. The ca

pacity of the hall is nearly

doubled by the use of connecting

rooms in the rear and separated

by rolling partitions.

THE STUDY-ROOM.

A quiet room, inviting to

thoughtful reading and study.

The side walls are tinted with

Naples ochre, the woodwork is

ivory white and the solid, sub

stantial furniture is dark oak ;

the rugs are harmonious in color

ing. A library of 1,000 carefully

selected books of value and mag-

axines of character are abun

dantly supplied here. This is one

of the much-used rooms of the

house. The windows open on a

balcony overhanging the wide

piaaga to which the men bring

their books for quiet reading.

THE GYMNASIUM.

Situated in the rear of th*

building and occupying the high

basement and mostly above

ground. Light and air are abun

dantly supplied by windows if;

three walls. The ceiling is in

cream and side walls in terra

cotta ; woodwork in ivory white

and natural wood. It is fresh,

clean and inviting in effect. The

gymnasium being a place of

action, the red earth color was

chosen.



For a Greater Equipment for Greater Service to Men

HERE WE HAVE AN INSTITUTION WHICH AIMS TO HELP YOUNG MEN TO MAKE THE MOST OF

THEMSELVES—AN INSTITUTION WHOSE SPECIFIC MISSION IS TO TAKE YOUNG MEN IT FINDS IN

THE STREET AND TO LEAD THEM INTO PATHS TOWARD WHICH THEY SHOULD BE DIRECTED. No

WORK IS MORE CALCULATED TO PROMOTE THE INTEREST OF THE WORLD THAN THE WORK OF THE

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. IT is UPBUILDING THE COMMUNITY AND PROMOTING ITS

WELFARE. ITS AIM IS TO BRING OUT ALL THAT IS BEST IN A MAN. THE INSTITUTION THAT TAKES

THE YOUNG MEN OF THE LAND AND LEADS THEM FROM SEDUCTION AND WAYWARDNESS OF THE

STREET, THAT INSTITUTION IS DOING GOD'S WORK AND DOING THE BEST WORK THAT CAN BE .DONE.

—Charles Emory Smith before the Camden Association.

The formal opening of the Salem, Mass., As- and special features which would assist build-

sociation building, September 26, was an event ing committees seeking advice on the subject,

which stirred conservative

old Salem. On account of

the presence of Miss Gould

the guests naturally crowded

the building, and thousands

more would have come

could they have secured

tickets. Mayor Peterson,

President Robson and others

assisted Miss Gould in re

ceiving. This building, al

though erected several years

ago, had not been formally

opened nor fully completed.

The structure cost some

$200,000, and is 150 by 100

feet, with a wing for the

gymnasium, 50 by 65 feet.

It is handsomely finished in

quartered oak and furnished

with modified mission furni

ture. The equivalent of the

entire cost of the building is

in hand, and the current ex

penses have been annually

met by an increased budget

each year. Several very

large bequests have made

such a beautiful and expen

sive building possible in a

"city the size of Salem. The main entrance

has been made a feature of rare beauty, made

possible by the gift of one person.

The Colored Branch, New York City, re

ceived $200 by the will of Lewis A. Plet, a

colored man.

By the will of the late Mr. Winslow, the

Plattsburg Association will receive $5,000 to

ward its building fund, on condition that at

least $5,000 more is secured within two years.

The Association at the University of Wis-

SALEM (MASS.) YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

BUILDING.

consin is erecting a $75,000 building on the

campus directly opposite the gymnasium. It

will be five stories high and 57 by 123 feet.

The plans provide for the social and religious

life of the University.

The International Committee is making up

an exhibit of Association plans, specifications

and would appreciate receiving duplicate plans

of some of the best and leading Association

buildings in the country ; not necessarily the

biggest, but those of approved plan and con

struction. Pamphlets containing plans and de

scriptions will also be acceptable or floor plans

published in the newspapers.

Mr. J. B. Grafton, of Dundas, Ont., a town

of less than 4,000 population, has made a do

nation of $4,000 toward buying and remodeling

a building for the Association there, on condi

tion that money be raised from the citizens to

maintain the work for a period of five years.

This is being done.

Lockport, N. Y., needs but a few hundred

dollars more to complete its building fund of

$40.000.

A gift of $10,000 is reported in the press as
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coming to the Pawtucket, R. I.,

Association. The donor refuses

to give his name.

The building fund at Spokane

has now passed the $50,000 mark,

and there are yet 250 men of ordi

nary means to be seen who could

give in smaller sums and forty

men of large ability who might

contribute from $1,000 to $25,00(1

each. Mr. Sutherland expects to

find at least $75,000 by January 1.

The gift of Miss Belle Eaker to

the Dayton Association will ex

ceed $200,000, making it one of the

largest gifts ever made to an As

sociation.

The contract for the erection of

a new building at Ridgway, Pa.,

has been let and work begun.

Mr. George Eastman, manufac

turer of the Kodak camera, has

promised $20,000 to the Rochester

Association, provided that the re

maining $21,965 debt is secured.

The Adrian, Mich., building is

to be 60 by 80 feet, three stories

hjgh, and the upper floor will be

used for dormitories. There will be no

hall, but the gymnasium will be used for

entertainment purposes. A fine swimming-

bath ^ is to be placed in the basement, separate

boys' locker-rooms, baths, etc. The second

story front rooms will be used for the boys'

work in the daytime and for educational classes

in the evening.

The City Council has given free electric

light to the Tarentum Association, up to 150,000

watts a month.

The Hastings, Neb., old "W. C. T. U. Build

ing," which has been used as a kind of a rest-

house and temperance house, has been sold

and half the proceeds given to the Associa

tion.

Toledo, O., is making a final pull for

$60,000 in sixty days to complete its splendid

building. The campaign will be led by General

Spitzer, chairman of the business men's com

mittee, and one of the heaviest contributors.

The Springfield, 111., building fund has

reached $40,000. At least $75,000 will be

raised.

Governor Bates took part in the laying of the

corner-stone of the Quincy, Mass., Associa

tion building, which will cost $35,000.

Binghamton, N. Y., has its $100,000 pledged

within a few dollars, in addition to its present

property, valued at $45,000. The site cost

$32,000. The best feature of the canvass is that

!>20 young men, largely from the shops and fac

tories, have pledged $10,940.

The Niagara Falls building fund now

THE ORNATE ENTRANCE AT SALEM.

amounts to $45,000. Work will be commenced

soon.

Marion, O., has received a bequest of $5,000

from Edward Huber, for many years a member

of the board of directors.

The Bowling Green, O., building will be

dedicated October 9, with an address by Dr.

Thompson, of the State University.

In a month's campaign at Hopkinsville, Ky.,

$15,500 was secured. The population is but

9,000, with 40 per cent, colored. The

Women's Auxiliary pledged $1,500 and 28S

young men pledged $10 each. In all

there were 509 contributors. The average

subscription was $30, the average amount per

capita to white population $3. The canvass

was directed by J. E. Coulter, who goes from

here to Madisonville, Paducah and Bowling

Green, Ky., to conduct financial canvasses.

The new building at Lake Geneva, Wis., will

have a gallery placed in the auditorium,

through the gifts of Summer residents at the

lake. The building is nearing completion.

The new building of the Thomasville Asso

ciation was opened October 21, the principal ad

dress being delivered by Hon. S. A. Rodden-

berry, the mayor of the city. Dedication ex

ercises were held Sunday, October 23, the ad

dress being by Mr. W. B. Stubbs, president of

the Savannah Association. The building is

50 by 75 feet, two stories, and includes read

ing-room, library, amusement-room, office, dor

mitories, gymnasium, shower and plunge baths,

and cost, with lot, about $7,000.



Out of the Life of Men

In the Boys' Department of a Can

adian Association is a youth of fif

teen. "I'm in trouble," he told the

boys' secretary after a recent week night

meeting. The trouble was serious enough:

stealing from his employer for months pre

viously. The lad professed to be anxious to

return the money and reform his life. The

secretary waited on the boy's employer, with

the lad, who confessed his misdoings. At

first the employer insisted on instant dismis

sal of the youth, but was finally induced to

give him another chance. Since then the

boy, by hard work, has repaid every cent

stolen (over $100), and has so impressed his

employer with his right-about-face in life that

the latter has assisted him in securing a

much more responsible position.

Jt

There is a man we know who is wondering

why he has not received promotion in Chris

tian work. He is a forceful man; can make

a good talk to men ; is devoted to his work,

is a man of attractive appearance, and is an

earnest Bible student. But there is one thing

that puts a trig in the way of his wheels of

progress with men who are sensitive to the

refinements of life, at least, who realize that

a man's manners help or hinder his approach

to other men. It is that he sometimes picks

his teeth with a fork and will at a public re

ception drink coffee out of a saucer in which

he soaks a doughnut before eating it Many

a man has lost a place of large future useful

ness by pushing food into his mouth with his

knife.

Jt

A young lady employed as a stenographer

in a small town in one of the Southern States

attended a meeting held under the auspices of

the State Committee of the Associations and

was led to make a small contribution to the

State work. Shortly after her brother went

to live in a city where there was an Associa

tion. Recollecting what she had heard at the

meeting she wrote to the secretary of the

Newport News, Va., Association, asking him

to look the young man up, and if. he could be

induced to join the Association she would pay

his membership. The secretary soon found

the young man and got him interested in the

Association and anxious to join. The sister

was written to and she sent the money for the

membership. It arrived on Saturday and the

secretary handed the young man his member

ship ticket the same afternoon. The next day

at the men's meeting, led by the State secretary,

the young man made a profession of conver

sion. Shortly after the State convention met.

and the young man attended every session. He

looked up his brother who was living in that

city and took him to some of the meeting.-.

thus showing his wish to begin work for others.

m

It was at an Association street boys' camp.

Boys were there from Catholic, Jewish, Protes

tant families, and a half score of nationalities.

It was the first Sunday in camp, and

although there were seven miles of rough

water between them and town a Catholic

boy suggested that they go to mass. A

young Hebrew accompanied them. They

hunted out a Catholic church, and then at the

suggestion of the leader, looked up a Sunday-

school. The crowd fell in. They happened

into a class led by a tactful teacher whose les

son impressed those boys with the necessity of

living a square and honorable life. Some of

them had been before the police court. That

lesson was discussed all the seven miles back.

It formed the basis of a Sunday night discus

sion. "What was honesty?" "What consti

tuted swearing and lying?" Hypocrisy was

dwelt upon. "What should be the basis of the

ethics of the street boy?" The crowd returned

to camp too late for dinner, when a lunch was

scraped together on a side table. Jimmy Riley,

the leader, rapped the crowd to order and asked

the Lord's blessing on the food, thanked Him

for the chance to go off and observe their re

ligious duties, and for the square meal they

were about to partake of.

Jt

Do you remember the story of the college

student to whom was given, one Christmas

season, a beautiful copy of Hoffman's "Head

of Christ" from one of his choicest works?

It was placed on the wall of the student's

room. About it, and on the other walls of the

room, were set such pictures as you may find

in the room of many a young man—sporting

prints, pictures of vaudeville performers and

the like. One who saw the room shortly after

the picture of the head of Christ 'was placed

in it noted the marked incongruity. On the

return of the visitor to the same room some

months later the change was startling. All

the prints had gone. On the walls were a few

choice works—an etching of a mountain

brook flowing beneath overhanging birches and

willows and alders, some photographs of great

cathedrals in which architects have given

voice to the aspiration of the soul toward

higher things, and the head of Christ The

young man was asked why he had removed

the prints, and he replied, with a motion of

his hand toward the "Christ," "Somehow they

didn't seem to belong where He was." That

is the highest principle in the cultivation of

the mind—the expulsive power of the high

driving out the low.—Told by Dr. Barbour.
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Themes for the Week of Prayer for

Young Men, Nov. 13-19

General Topic—Prayer

SUNDAY.—THE CHURCH or CHRIST IN ALL LANDS—

THE WORLD-WIDE WORK. THE WORLD'S COMMITTEE

AND ITS WORKERS. THE COMING JUBILEE OF THE

WORLD'S ALLIANCE.

THE ROYAL INVITATION TO PRAYER:

.•/(/.- what I shall give thee.—2 Chron. 1:7. Ask and

ye shall receive, that your joy may be full.—John

l(i:24. It'liat wilt thou that 1 shall do unto theef—

Luke 18:41.

He who gives us the invitation to prayer is on His

throne of grace, waiting to hear and to answer our re

quests. May every one learn the honor of being roy

ally invited to prayer and come in a sense of deep

need, with definite, practical requests.

MONDAY.—YOUNG MEN OF THE UNITED STATES AND

CANADA.—THE FORWARD EVANGELISTIC MOVEMENT IN

THE YOUNG MEM'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION.

OUR CONFIDENCE IN PRAYER IS STRENGTH

ENED BY THE GLORIOUS CHARACTER

OF HIM WHO INVITES US.

Your Father, which is in Heaven, shall give good

things to them that ask Him.—Matt. 7:11. He is able

to save them to the uttermost that come unto God by

Him seeing He ever livcth to make intercession for

them.—Heb. 7:24, 25; 10:23. The spirit also helpeth

our infirmities.—Rom. 8:86.

May our every need be used as an opportunity for

proving the Father's readiness to give, the Saviour's

intercession on our behalf and the Holy Spirit's help

of our infirmities.

TUESDAY.—YOUNG MEN OF SOUTH AMERICA AND

CUBA.—THE STUDENT WORK. THE FOREIGN MISSION

ARY DEPARTMENT.

THE ONE WAY OF ACCESS—THE UNFAILING

NAME OF JESUS.

Whatsoever ye shall ask in My name, that U'ill I

do that the father may be glorified in the Son.—John

14:13. There is ' ' ' one Mediator between God and

men, the man Christ Jesus.—1 Tim. 2:6.

May we glory in using the name of Jesus as our

only plea and thus be strong to help both those around

us and those in dark lands.

WEDNESDAY.—YOUNG MEN or EUROPE.—THE EDUCA

TIONAL WORK. THE PHYSICAL WORK. WORK FOE BOYS.

OUR DIVINE TEMPLE OF PRAYER—HIS

PRESENCE.

Thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and

when thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy Father

which u in secret.—Matt. 6:8. Where two or three

art gathered together in My name there am I in the

midst of them.-ta.ztt. 18:20.

May we BO know the sense of God's presence, that

our prayers may be with holy boldness, and our daily

life both hallowed and illuminated.

THURSDAY.—YOUNG MEN OP ASIA.—THE WORK

AMONG RAILROAD MEN. WORK WITH SOLDIERS AND

SAILORS. WORK AMONG THE INDUSTRIAL CLASSES.

WHERE, WHEN AND FOR WHOM OUGHT WE

TO PRAY?

/ exhort therefore that, first of all, supplications,

prayers, intercession! and giving of thanks be made

for all men.—1 Tim. 2:1. / will therefore that men

pray everywhere.—1 Tim. 2:8. Men ought always to

pray, and not to faint.—Luke 18:1.

Let us ask God to pour upon us the spirit of sup

plication and to give us that "largeness of heart"

which shall

FRIDAY.—YOUNG MEN OF AFRICA.—THE RELIGIOUS

WO»K. BIBLE STUDY. SOCIAL AGENCIES.

IN WHAT SPIRIT MUST WE PRAY?

God resisteth the proud, aid giveth grace to the

humble.—1 Pet. 5:5. Let him ask in faith, nothing

wavering.—James 1:6. And when ye stand praying,

forgive, if ye have ought against any.—Mark 11:25.

Continue in prayer, and u'atch in the same with thanks

giving.—Col. 4:2.

Let us ask God to teach us that our "sufficiency" is

of Him in prayer as in everything else.

SATURDAY.—YOUNG MEN OF OCEANIC*.—EMPLOYED

OFFICERS. THE TRAINING SCHOOLS. BUILDING EN

TERPRISES. FINANCES.

THE DIVINE MEASURE OF ANSWER.

The same Lord over all is rich unto all that call

upon Him.—Rom. 10:12. A re-warder of them thai

diligently seek Him.—Heb. 11:8. Unto Him that ts

able to do exceeding abundantly above all that we ask
or think • * * unto Him be glory in the Church.—

Eph. 3:20, 21.

Let us ask that individually and as an Association,

we may have such an abundance of grace given us as

to become the means of blessing to many.

A District Policy for Religious Work

In the religious work institutes recently held

in Pennsylvania the; closing hour was devoted

to the adoption of recommendations regarding

a policy for the Associations of the district.

Tlicsc recommendations were based on the

studies and discussions. The following is a

sample of these policies and illustrates the

methods pursued :

General.—1. That we seek to enlist at least

10 per cent, of our active members in service on

religious work committees. (Last year, 4.8

per cent.)

2. That we devote at least 8 per cent, of our

current expense budget to promoting the reli

gious activities. (Last year, 3 per cent.)

3. That we aim to increase the attendance at

the meetings and Bible classes to not less than

15 per cent, of the attendance for all purposes

(Last year, 9 per cent.)

4. That special emphasis be laid on work out

side the buildings—shop, group and home Bible

classes.

Home Study.— 1. That we have an all-round

religious work organization, including a Bible

Study Department.

2. That we adopt the "slogan," one class to

every fifty members.

3. That we have graded Bible courses as the

backbone of our Bible Study Departments.

Missionary.—1. A fully organized Foreign

Work Department.

2. That we seek to raise a sum for foreign

work, equal to an average of 30 cents per active

member.

3. That we endeavor to enlist at least one-

half of our active members in the foreign work

fund.

4. That we have one Mission Study class in

each Association.

HINTS FOR CHOOSING1 A LIFE WORK.

Be far-sighted.—Dan. 12:8.

Attempt great things.—2 Cor. 9:6.

The basis of reward.—1 Cor. 8:8.

No time to rectify mistakes.—Eccl. 9:10.

Paul's Way.—Gal. 1:15, 16.

Considerations with Moses.—Heb. 11:25, 16.

The significance of a conversation.—James 5:20.

What helped me.—John 8:12.

GEORGE A. SAWFORD.
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Conference of Employed Officers

The next meeting of the Conference of the

Employed Officers of the North American As

sociations will be held May 27-31 at Niagara

Falls, provided satisfactory railroad rates are

arranged.

The program is now well in hand. A mere

announcement of the central theme was made

in the spring and a call of the committee for

$2,000 to carry it out brought an immediate

response from one-third of the general secre

taries of $1,100. The other two-thirds have

either deferred action or have not replied at all.

About three hundred stamped return en

velopes are still out. Of course, they will all

come in in time. The committee feels sure of

sufficient financial backing to carry out the plan.

The replies were very interesting. In the

main they were cordial to the plan ; many came

out strong in their backing; a few gave some

very helpful suggestions; a few others criti

cized sharply, but in a friendly way.

In order to be quite safe and sane and not be

misled by youthful enthusiasm, the committee

invited four men—Cook, Messer, Shurtleff and

Mott—to spend the last evening of their final

meeting in conference. All but Cook were able

to attend, and helped materially and, without

reserve, severally indorsed the whole scheme.

Here are letters which give the im

pressions which the program has made on two

of them :

"There has never been offered such a com

bination of practical themes and great speak

ers in any conference or convention previously

held by any department of the Young Men's

Christian Association as the arrangement

seems to offer for the Niagara gathering. It

will be epoch-making unless my expectations

are very much at fault. "G. K. SHURTLEFF."

"I believe that if you can secure the men

whom you have in mind for the working out

and presentation of the special studies on the

different phases of our work, the coming con

ference will constitute one of the most nota

ble, if not the most notable, in the history of

our work. My earnest hope is that the plan

may be so thoroughly carried out that all of

us will be stimulated to do more earnest think

ing upon our problems, and also that there will

be opened up to us many new leads of great

promise. While I know that our own men

know the technique of our work as no other

men can know it, it is also true that workers

in other fields are sometimes in a position to

detect even better than ourselves some of our

limitations and to suggest to us new realms

for conquest. In choosing men for this diffi

cult and delicate work my impression is that

your committee has been guided in selecting

men of discernment, courage and sympathy—

and all these traits will be greatly needed.

"J. R. MOTT."

The program will be built around the cen

tral theme: '"Our Efficiency as Others See

It." The treatment will be by men whose

names, when they are announced, will surely

carry great weight. They are selected because

(if unquestioned capability. Announcement of

the special themes must await the usual time of

the publication of the program. Meanwhile fully

twenty men will each travel several hundred

miles in making observations.

The discussion of tha studies will be con

ducted by leaders from our own ranks.

The program will appeal to men from all

fields and from all departments. It is none too

early for plans to be present at the Confer

ence. LYMAN L. PIERCE,

Secretary-Treasurer.

A Farewell Reception to Mr. Smith

On the eve of sailing for England on his

eight months' mission around the world Fred B.

Smith was given a farewell reception by his

pastor and fellow-church members in White

Plains. Among these members are the chair

man of the religious work committee of the

International Committee, James G. Cannon; the

treasurer of the New York State Committee,

the president of the White Plains Association,

two members of the New York Army branch

committee, one ex-Association secretary and

many men who have been members of college

and city Associations. It also has more Asso

ciation secretaries in its membership than any

other church. Representatives of the Associa

tions of New York City and State, Mr. S. W.

Woodward, the president of the Washington

Association, and nearly three hundred guests

were present. Letters of regret were received

from many prominent Association men. The

Hon. H. B. F. Macfarland, C. R. Joy, Secretary

of the Treasury Shaw and Miss Helen Miller

Gould wired farewell greetings and best wishes.

Addresses were given by John R. Mott, E. C.

Carter, of India; Mr. Woodward and Mr.

Street, the pastor of the church. Mr. Cannon

presided.

Dr. J. Wilbur Chapman wrote Mr. Street

expressing regrets, and said : "I would like to

look into the face of the man whom I believe

under God is being more mightily used in lead

ing young men to Christ than any other man

in the world. I love Fred Smith for his own

sake, as well as for the work which he has

accomplished." Rev. C. A. Barbour, of Roch

ester, wrote : "It seems to me that he has been

peculiarly set apart by divine appointment for

the work among men which he is doing." I. E.

Brown, of Illinois, said: "To my mind Mr.

Smith is to-day the greatest evangelist for

young men in the world. I shall hope and pray

that a multitude of young men may be led

through his message to loyal allegiance to Jesus

Christ as Master and Lord." Robert Cluett, of
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A NEIGHBORHOOD

MORNING PRAYER

SERVICE.

A picture of the

little neighborhood

group composed of

Association members at

White Plains, N. Y.,

ivhich meets Friday at

7.45 A. M. at the resi

dences of the mem

bers. This was the

last service attended

by Fred B. Smith (a

member) before going

abroad. His work

-.i-ill be the object for

prayer each second

Friday of the month.

E. L. Shuey, of Day-

Ion, has organised a

similar group which

will also remember

Smith monthly. Mon

treal directors have

met every Friday

morning at 8.30 for

years for an informal

conference and prayer.

/f -would be well to

girdle the world U'ith

such meetings.

Troy, wrote: "The prayers of those who are

interested in work for young men will surely

accompany Mr. Smith." His former pastor in

Dubuque, Rev. S. E. Hopkins, wrote : "I have

followed his career of increasing power with

great rejoicing. A multitude will pray for him

in every stage of his journey around the

world." H. P. Goddard, secretary at Minne

apolis, wrote—and he represents many secre

taries in the sentiment : "I personally am

greatly indebted to him for inspiration and

strong words of counsel and a very happy

friendship." Mr. Smith and Mr. Gilbert sailed

Saturday, October 8, on the Campania.

An Overworked Word

Do you not think that those to whom

membership in the Young Men's Christian

Association is open feel an instinctive and

natural repugnance when they hear Asso

ciation secretaries and others harp on "the

work," and when they read in reports and

other Association literature that they are

the objects of such "work," and that they

are "being reached" or "touched"?

I have recently read a number of announce

ments of different Associations to their

respective constituents and have regretted

to observe this strain, so easily mistaken for

patronizing running through each one of

them. One notice invited the railroad men,

to whom it was addressed, to attend a Sun

day meeting and hear the words of a certain

secretary who was "in charge of the work

far railroad men in — -," a neighboring

city. Another notice, mailed to the boys

of a certain town invited them to listen to a

secretary who was engaged in "work jor

boys."

A recent report of a certain city Asso

ciation, sent widespread throughout that

community, in pamphlet form and through

the public press, emphasized the question,

' ' How shall we reach the young men and boys

of our city?"

Cannot secretaries and other leaders see

that self-respecting men and manly boys do

not want to be "reached" as Filipinos or

other people untutored or semi-civilized

would be "reached"? For one of the surest

ways to make a man defiant at the very out

set of an introduction to the Association idea

is to intimate to him in any sense that he is

being "worked for." If Association secre

taries would not repel the very men whom

they seek to enlist in Association member

ship, they would do well to confine to the

privacy of the class room or secretarial con

ferences terms of speech which may easily

be mistaken for patronizing or cant. Any

implication or suggestion on the part of a

secretary that he is "reaching" down from

a higher level to lift up those who occupy a

lower plane, morally, spiritually, or any

other way, will usually meet with resentment

and will result in loss of influence.

People who are not as interested as we

could wish in the activities of the Church and

Association, seem to be extremely sensitive,

perhaps unreasonably so, and I have not

infrequently seen a strong and uplifting im

pression quite dissipated by the interjection

of some unfortunate word or remark. Only

the other night I heard an evangelist make

an excellent and impressive address to a

large company of people, many of whom

were not professing Christians. It was quite

evident to several of us who were watching

the faces of the people that many of them

were deeply stirred. Toward the close of his

address the evangelist so repeatedly referred

to them as his "dear brothers and sisters'

that many of them were visibly disgusted.

NASSAU.
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As the State Secretary Saw It

"It" was the whole suite of rooms occupied

by. the Association. There was dirt galore,

here a chair with a broken spine and a table on

its last legs. A high-school terror was render

ing a Wagnerian rough-house selection on the

piano and twenty members of his gang were

giving a pedal accompaniment in fortissimo

style. On the reading-table the Century was

obscuring The Outlook, while Munsey's hid

Public Opinion. The secretary was writing

busily on his Annual and without on the bulle

tin the public was invited to "drop in and in

spect and then enjoy our pleasant ( ?)

rooms."

The second "it" was a bit of advertising

calling attention to Lyman Howe's moving pic

tures in this picturesque and unique manner :

"DON'T FAIL TO SEE HOWE'S WONDERFUL MOV

ING PICTURES, POPULAR AND ENTERTAINING.

SCENES OF HISTORIC INTEREST, SWITZERLAND,

THE RHINE, THE CRUCIFIXION OF CHRIST, THE

QUEER ANTICS OF THE WlDOW NOLAN'S GOAT.

COME IN AND HAVE A GOOD LAUGH."

Ne?v Hampshire. A. H. WARDLE.

In a town in Maine of 4,000 people, where a

canvass was made for subscriptions for a new

building, three men in charge of large indus

trial plants made generous gifts and stated that

the evening classes of the Young Men's Chris

tian Association had enabled them to reach and

hold their present positions. One of them laid

the foundation for a scientific education in the

evening school of the Association in Glasgow,

Scotland. Another devoted his leisure time

in his boyhood to reading scientific books in

the library of the Twenty-third Street Branch

in New York City. The third, the proprietor

of a flourishing machine shop, stated that he

learned all he knew of mechanical drafting in

the educational classes of a New Jersey Asso

ciation.

If the benefits of the Association to ex-

members scattered all over the land could be

put on paper the result would be a large and

interesting volume.

Maine. J. M. DUDLEY.

From a State Secretary's Note Book

A business man from another city entered

an Association building and inquired for the

Slate secretary, whom he expected to meet by

appointment. The clerk at the desk treated

him very uncivilly, and had the business

man not been a friend of the work he would

have been repelled from it.

A general secretary lost his influence over

some of his board because of his untidy per

sonal appearance.

A general secretary lost his position because

he had the telephone habit instead of meeting

business men in their offices and becoming ac

quainted with them.

A general secretary permitted his president to

remain in the background at a public function

and himself presided.

Two busy business men were invited to

travel hundreds of miles for the privilege ( ?)

of addressing a large audience which was

amused for two and one-half hours by local

speakers, and even by the general secretary, be

fore they were introduced. It will be difficult

to secure these gentleman again in that State.

An Association has been seen to suffer be

cause its officials are slaves to the double-

entry system of bookkeeping. An extra assist

ant or bookkeeper is required, while all that is

needed is a sane revision of their system.

Many Associations cannot tell at the end of

the month accurately how they stand, whether

they have gained or lost financially.

A secretary plodding along in an ordinary

field, doing an ordinary work, got a new vision

of the possibilities of the Young Men's Chris

tian Association for the young men of his city.

The result was double the membership, in

creased responsibility assumed by the board

and committeemen and greater financial sup

port by the community.

A board was willing to let a secretary's salary

be months behind, but unwilling to indorse a

note to help relieve his necessities, or to see

the men whom they had agreed to on the an-

r.ual canvass.

A secretary too busy with the details of his

work to be a student of it and his field.

A board whose vision was too narrow to

pay the expenses of the secretary to conven

tions. Result, he accepts a call to another

field.

A secretary having no Bible class in his As

sociation because the Bible meant but little to

him in his own life.

Plans so cut and dried before presentation

to the board that there was no room for their

initiative. Result, the best men soon dropped

off the board and weaklings took their places.

A county secretary showed his executive

ability by getting others to speak and occupy

other prominent places in the convention and

kept himself in the background.

A general secretary kindly and tactfully plac

ing responsibility upon his assistants so that

they are encouraged and developed for Asso

ciation leadership.

A secretary visits shops, etc., and wins the

confidence of the men.

A member of the finance committee when

given a list at a board meeting saw all of his

men within three days and enjoyed life until

the next board mcctinp;. while the other fellows

sat down and grunted.

Michigan. L. E. BUELL.
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BOYS' DEPARTMENT CABINET AT DULUTH, REPRESENTING 300 BOYS.

With the Younger Men

New York has three boys' conferences on ;

at Johnstown, October 28-30; Rochester, No

vember 11-13, and Newburg, November 18-20.

New Jersey Boys' Conference met at Plain-

field, October 28-30. Kentucky boys hold their

second conference on Friday, Saturday and

Sunday following Thanksgiving. On the fol

lowing week Ohio boys meet for their first

boys' conference. Connecticut boys will meet

in the December holidays. Maine will hold its

first boys' conference in January.

Greater New York Boys' Departments rally

for a great election-day outing, going to Boon-

ton, N. J. A special train will plan to take

care of 600 or 700 boys.

Newark, N. J., already has 226 boys in its

nine Bible classes. Recently 125 boy commit-

teemen sat down to their annual supper, and

every boy who ate at this table is expected to

do business.

New Haven is planning to reach, if possible,

1,500 boys. They already have seven secre

taries employed in several departments, includ

ing the Edwin Bancroft Foote Boys' Club.

Atlanta has nearly 100 boys in its business

boys' department, almost all of whom are in

the evening classes. St. Louis has 250.

The impressions received at the Silver Bay

Boys' conference are finding a full expression

in the Departments. From twenty points and

more reports come of new Bible classes. St.

John, N. B., has organized three new classes,

led by older boys ; previously it had but one.

Orange, N. J., added three more, making ten.

Albany, N. Y., has nine outlined, four to be

taught by older boys. Philadelphia has a nor

mal class of older boys who will become teach

ers. At Brooklyn five of the delegates and

two older fellows teach seven of the eleven

classes. West Side, New York City, has ten

boys in a normal class. Bridgeport will start

four group Bible classes taught by older boys,

these in turn to be taught by the boys' secretary.

Louisville, Ky., has two boys in training to be

come teachers. Brockton, Mass., will have

eleven classes, and Milwaukee, Wis., a normal

class of six, resulting from the conference.

That may be called a successful conference.

A valuable sterling silver cup, known as

"the Dan McDonald Memorial Cup, for the

encouragement of efficiency in Bible study

among boys," has been presented, and will be

awarded annually to the Association whose

boys win the largest actual and largest pro

portionate number of International Bible study

examination certificates. Full particulars are

given in Association Boys for October, or can

be had on application. Great interest is al

ready manifested among the boys.

Jamestown, N. Y., has secured a building

formerly occupied as a hotel for a boys' build

ing. It adjoins the Association building. The

upper floors will be used for dormitories for

young men and the other floors used entirely

for boys' work.

"Come, secretary," said the boys one rainy

night, "stop writing, shut up your desk and

tickle the piano a little." Bang went the desk,

and soon the boys, books in hand, were sing

ing the old favorites, "Robin Adair," "Bonnie

Doon," "The Old Oaken Bucket." The win

dows were open and two commercial travelers

on the street stopped to listen. Said one :

"That sounds good; let's go up." As they left

they said: "We believe in this sort of thing;

add this $10 to your building fund."
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The Railroad Department

The Pennsylvania Railroad Department,

Philadelphia, has been awarded the first prize

and will receive a gold medal from the Com

mittee of Awards at the Louisiana Purchase

Exposition for its exhibit in connection with

the Pennsylvania Railroad in the department of

social economy. In its course in railroad trans

portation seventy men have been enrolled and

200 men have entered a correspondence course

in the Railway Service Bible Club, an experi

ment which will be watched with interest.

New Hampshire Association, who is superin

tendent of the division, was ill and unable to

preside. His place was taken by the vice-

chairman, an engineer on the division. As he

introduced one of the speakers he added:

"That's the only man who could ever teach me

arithmetic, and it was only three years ago."

Secretaries along the line of the Grand

Trunk Railway system met for conference at

Stratford and held a profitable conference.

Last winter a station agent on the Boston

and Maine system, after his day's work, would

Horace, Kan., has but

100 inhabitants and the

entire county but 500,

but at the recent open

ing of its new building

300 people were pres

ent and over 100 mem

bers are enrolled from

men along the line who

center at this division

point. There were 75

men present at the

Keenan-Kncbel meeting.

Sunday meetings aver

age 50. Bible daises

will be held. This -u-ill

make a new record for

the statistics fiend.

To the railroad secretaries of Pennsylvania,

at their quarterly meeting, September 30, Mr.

Buckalew showed in comparative form the

strength and weakness of the Associations on

the Pennsylvania Railroad. He urged secre

taries to pledge to work for new buildings,

physical betterment accessories, Bible study,

gospel meetings, and especially shop meetings.

At the suggestion of the president of the

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad H. O. Williams

will make a careful study of five division

points having no Associations or work done

for the men, looking forward to the establish

ing of organizations with buildings. The ex

pense of the investigation will be borne by the

company.

Two students of the P. R. R., Philadelphia,

who took the international examinations in ad

vanced bookkeeping, were admitted to the Uni

versity of Pennsylvania and the Wharton

School of Finance by certificates won without

further examination.

Visitation of all the railroad Associations in

the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec is planned

for, when the provincial secretary will be ac

companied by John F. Moore and Mr. Michel,

the secretary under appointment for railroad

work in India.

Speaking of Woodsville, N. H., railroad As

sociation, a man not at all interested in re

ligion said : "That Association has entirely

changed the moral tone of the place."

At a recent anniversary the chairman of a

ride six miles to attend an Association training

class. This winter he is at school preparing

for the ministry.

Robert Garry is making the rounds of the

Wisconsin railroad Associations. At Baraboo

a Bible class was organized among the board.

Mr. William A. Patron, of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, has erected a cottage at Dwight

Farms, the Philadelphia Y. M. C. A. summer

club, consisting of five hundred acres, twenty-

two miles from the city. This cottage is a

memorial to his son, John Linn Patton. The

building will be headquarters for the Pennsyl

vania Railroad men spending their holidays at

the farm.

The Chesapeake and Ohio Associations are

studying how to make their libraries more ef

fective, and have appointed a joint committee

to take up the whole question as to circulation

and the use of books for the help of railroad

men in bettering their employment. At a re

cent Chesapeake and Ohio conference E. M.

Willis opened the subject of the Association's

better use of the library and discussion led to

the appointment of the committee.

The Pere Marquette Railroad has offered to

give two-thirds of the amount necessary to

erect an Association building at its new yards

and shops near Grand Rapids, the cost to be

limited to $10,000. The Grand Rapids Associa

lion has entered upon a canvass for the re

maining third.
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Fifty men have joined the educational classes

at the Berks Street Division, P. & R., Philadel

phia. Besides the common English branches,

classes in telegraphy, typewriting, stenography

and machinery have been entered into by men

with enthusiasm.

The new building of the Pine Bluff, Ark.,

Association was opened during Miss Gould's

visit, October 15, when over 1,500 people at

tended the reception. On Sunday afternoon at

the Opera House Tom Keenan and Knebel

spoke to 700 men. Miss Gould and party oc

cupied the stage. It was one of the most won

derful meetings known in the community, when

seventy-five men decided for the Christian life.

The membership has jumped up from 267 to

350.

When the Railroad Department was estab

lished at Cincinnati in a rented building ad

joining the Big Four freight yards, the men

were a little slow in becoming members, and

the secretary soon discovered that a certain

foreman of one of the switch crews seemed to

be a leader among the men, and concluded that

if he could be enlisted the others would natu

rally follow. He seemed to have a fear of the

building, or of the secretary, and some six

months went by before he even came inside the

door. Then one day he came in and was shown

through. He kept his eyes and ears open as

though expecting something to happen at any

minute and would not sit down in the reading-

room, but hastened out as soon as the inspection

was ov^r. A few days later he returned and

sat down at the reading-table. This was the

beginning of several visits, which finally ended

in his becoming an enthusiastic member and

worker in the Association. When the secretary

became thoroughly acquainted with him he said

to him one day : "Why is it that you staid away

from the building so long and missed for sev

eral months the enjoyment of its privileges?"

To this the switchman replied : "T will tell

you, frankly ; I honestly thought that a man had

to go through a prayer-meeting to get into a

bathtub." Thus was another prejudice broken

down and a loyal, energetic worker for the As

sociation secured. His influence was very in

strumental in bringing other men in.

A passenger conductor had received thirty

days for being under the influence of drink

while on duty. Just before this thirty days

was up the superintendent sent for him, and

said : "I have decided to give you one more

chance, on condition you make the railroad As

sociation your quarters instead of the hotels,

take out a membership and make that your

home at this end of your rim." He promised

to do so. He came and took out a member

ship. After two weeks he said: "T have

struck a gold mine sure." He was so pleased

(lint lie brought his brakeman up. He also

took a membership, and he says there are more

to follow. This was the best advertisement

that Association found.

Religious Work Notes

In seven of the eight districts of Pennsylvania

a series of Bible Study and Missionary institutes

were held, and sixty of the eighty Associations

participated. All promise a great advance and

adopted strong policies. The International and

State Committees united in the conduct of the

institutes.

A series' of Institutes has been arranged for

touching every Association in Massachusetts

and Rhode Island in an effort to stimulate and

enlarge the Bible Study Departments of these

Associations, in line with the proposed forward

movement in Bible Study. These are to be

held in Pittsfield, Fitchburg, Providence,

Brockton, Lynn and Lowell during the period

October 22 to November 2.

A campaign of Bible Institutes touching all

the Associations in Michigan will be conducted

by the International and State secretaries No

vember 26 to December 5.

The Philadelphia, Pa., railroad department

has begun a vigorous fall campaign in Bible

Study, with over 300 men already enrolled in

upward of twenty classes and in the corre

spondence department. The latter is a new

feature in Bible Study. A switchman of special

influence has been released for a month to en

list men in this scheme of personal Bible

Study. They expect to enroll 500 men in this

scheme. Many of those already enrolled are

non-Christian men, who are reading the Bible

for the first time in their lives.

The Cleveland Association is prosecuting a

new feature to gather up the results of shop

classes and make them permanent, which they

call Home Classes. They are usually held in

the homes of artisans, and so far are meeting

the hopes of those who are prosecuting this

work.

A great advance in Bible classes for this year

is already guaranteed by the reports being made

from different quarters. The slogan "one to

fifty" is being very generally adopted.

The Religious Work Report for 1904 is the

best yet. It contains a number of new features.

The small cities stand out prominently in

strong work in meetings and Bible Study.

The Associations of Pennsylvania are now

engaged in a campaign for men, conducted by

Rev. Milton S. Rees, of Rochester, who has

for several years addressed with unusual results

greater Sunday afternoon services.

A irenerous spirit has been shown by the New

York directors, yielding the services of Edmund

W. Booth, for an unusual number of evangelis

tic services and religious work conferences dur

ing the coming year.
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ONE OF MR. GREGG'S TELLING LANTERN

SLIDE ILLUSTRATIONS. SHOWING THE

MONEY VALUE OF EDUCA

TIONAL TRAINING.

Publication Department Notes

An order for five thousand (5,000) copies of

an abridged edition of Dr. Johnston's Studies

for Personal Workers has just been received

from the evangelistic committee of the Pres

byterian Church. These are to be used for

distribution in the same way that this com

mittee has used the thirteen thousand (13,000)

copies of "Individual Work" in the last two

years.

The report of the Religious Work Depart

ment just from the press is considered the best

of any of the series which have preceded it.

Price, twenty-five (25) cents.

The committee is now printing the pamphlet

Stones from the Brook, by J. E. Coulter, the

first edition of which was printed privately by

the author, copies of this edition having been

exhausted some time ago.

Copy for the revised edition of the Gymna

sium Nomenclature is now in the committee's

hands, and copies will be issued at the earliest

date possible. They should be available late

in November.

In addition to the Associations named in the

last issue of ASSOCIATION MEN, as having or

dered the Association Hymn Books, copies in

quantity have been sent to the following:

Camden, N. J. ; Railroad Association, Peoria,

III. ; Louisville, Ky. ; Wesleyan University,

Connecticut; Meriden, Conn.; Oberlin College,

Ohio; West Side Branch, New York, N. Y. :

Selma, Ala.; St. Joseph, Mo.; Shurtleff Col

lege, Illinois; Lock Haven, Pa.; Dartmouth

College, New Hampshire ; Burlington, la. ;

Maiden, Mass. It was used at the Tennessee

State convention in October and will be also at

the Massachusetts and Indiana conventions in

November.
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News and Notes from Associations

Forms for Dec. dost Nov. 18 at 10 A. if.

KANKAKEE, ILL., EASILY SECURED 150 SOB-

scriptions by blocking off a chart of 150 squares,

headed "The Gymnasium Improvement Com

pany," entering the name of each subscriber in

red ink. A personal invitation to every mem

ber and a duplicate invitation to the annual

opening brought in many new men and mem

bers.

ST. JOHN, N. B., CELEBRATED ITS FIFTIETH AN-

r.iversary this fall and will attempt to start the

new era with a new building provided, and all

bills paid, as a fitting memorial of its splendid

work.

THE ILLINOIS CONVENTION MET AT ALTON

October 20-23. The State now has 126 Asso

ciations, a gain of two; has added two build

ings, is erecting three more, has funds for three

more pledged and at five other points $20,000

is promised. The educational classes gained

12 per cent. ; religious meetings, 36 per cent. ;

Bible classes, 42 per cent. ; new county Associa

tions were formed, corresponding members are

in 1,100 towns. In the last two years over

twenty Illinois college students have become

secretaries. The State budget was $20,756, and

the committee recommended an increase of the

budget to $23,000.

AT TRENTON TALKS HAVE BEEN GIVEN BEFORE

the labor unions, 500 letters have been sent to

carpenters and 125 letters to electricians, call

ing attention to classes in carpentry and elec

tricity; 300 letters were sent to the foremen of

the city, calling their attention to the work and

seeking cooperation in interesting new stu

dents.

CHICAGO CENTRAL HAS 1,015 STUDENTS DOING

work in its Association college. In September

452 new members were received.

TRENTON HAS SECURED FOR SPEAKF.R AT ITS

annual banquet, October 7, Admiral R. D.

Evans. The "Little Inn," a popular Dutch res

taurant, is to be open daily from 4 to 10.30

p. M. Everything sold is at 5 cents.

ONE OF THE BEST SERVICES AT CoHOES, N. Y.,

has been one at which, after singing a hymn,

the story of the hymn and circumstances under

which it was written were noted.

BOSTON ADVERTISES ITS GYMNASIUM MEN'S

Bible study club under the caption, "Do you

wish to grow Brawn-Brain-Moral-Muscle?"

OSWEGO, N. Y., IS CONCENTRATING ITS ATTEN-

tion on a new building, to be completed Janu

ary 1. It yet maintains a summer Bible class,

with an average of ten men.

KINGSTON, ONT., WILL HAVE A. A. CAMERON,

of Toronto, and the McMaster University

evangelistic band for the week of prayer. The

meetings in the City Park just closed were a

pronounced success.

A SERIES OF INSTITUTES HAS BEEN CONDUCTED

in the Carolinas to set things up for the winter.

A DINNER WAS GIVEN AT PHILADELPHIA CEN-

tral recently for boys from 16 to 21 years of

age. Out of it will develop enlarged gymna

sium classes, new Bible classes, and a much

more decided work for intermediates. Six

great theater meetings have served as an in

troduction to the winter series in Philadel

phia. The speakers have been Rev. Hugh

Black, of Scotland; two English Peace Com

missioners, ex-Senator Edmunds, Charles Wag

ner, Bishop William F. McDowell, John Wana-

maker, E. W. Booth and Charles Wood, D.D.

A fine new restaurant and spa has been

opened. It is proving an exceptionally good

social feature. A number of new clubs have

been formed, the most successful being The

Current Topic, Debating and Glee Clubs.

PAINESVILLE, O., HAS FOUR SHOP MEETINGS

this year instead of two as last, and a group

of Christian young men to study Professor

Coe's "The Christian Life." The population of

Painesville is but 5,000.

MASSACHUSETTS AND RHODE ISLAND HOLD

their State convention at Worcester, November

11-13, meeting Friday evening at 6.30 and clos

ing Sunday night, making a special feature of

department institutes Saturday afternoon.

Among the speakers will be Bishop McDowell,

Robert E. Speer, E. L. Shuey, Walter M.

Wood, Everett D. Burr, D.D., and Dr. John

E. Bradley.

AN ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN FORMED AT NEW-

port, N. H., with nearly 150 members. The

grammar school building was placed at their

disposal at a nominal rent.

BELOIT, Wis., HAS SUCCESSFULLY CARRIED ON

a good work for one year without a secretary,

and is now planning for the employment of a

secretary who will be capable of directing a

building canvass.

LEADING CITIZENS OF LA CROSSE, Wis., ARE

interested in providing a natatorium for the

city, and agree to subscribe liberally if it is car-

rjed on under Association auspices.

THE CORRESPONDING MEMBERS OF THE WlS-

consin State Committee have sent in the names

of about one hundred young men who are at

tending college for the first time.

NOTWITHSTANDING THE CRITICAL SITUATION

at Waukesha, Wis., last year, the work has

been revived, and they now have a number of

$100 subscribers on their list and the prospects

are good for a strong work under the leader

ship of George W. Aslinp.

GEORGE B. HOUGE CONDUCTED EDUCATIONAL

institutes in Battle Creek. Jackson, Saginaw.

Coklwater. Port Huron, Grand Rapids, Lan

sing, Bay City, Ann Arbor and Pontiac, Mich

PoUOH KEEPS IE. N. Y., WILL PUT IN A SWIM-

ming pool 40 by 1.r> feet. A complete steam
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heating plant is being installed in the building.

CLEVELAND FOUND POSITIONS FOR NEARLY

one hundred men last month, with salaries of

from $50 to $100 a month.

CHICAGO CENTRAL HAS ARRANGED AMONG ITS

many classes and courses a course on Christian

Culture and Conduct, led by Prof. Gerald B.

Smith. The subjects to be treated are as fol

lows: (1) Two significant words—"Desire"

and "Ought." (2) What is morality? The

Answer of the Pharisees. (3.) What is mo

rality? The Answer of Jesus. (4.) The re

generate Life the Source of Moral Purpose.

(5.) Who is my Neighbor? (6.) The Chris

tian and His Life-work. (7.) The Christian

and His Possessions. (8.) The Christian and

His Recreations. (9.) The Christian in Family

Life. (10.) The Christian in Political Life.

(11.) The Christian and Social Problems.

(12.) The Cultivation of Christian Character.

In connection with Bible Study activities sev

eral Social Service groups will be organized.

The purpose of these groups will bs to get the

men who enroll for Bible Study actively iden

tified with some form of service. Every mem

ber will be invited and urged to engage in one

or more of the following activities: (1.)

Teach in Mission Sunday-Schools. (2.) Do

Personal Work in Missions. (3.) Arrange

and if possible teach Neighborhood Bible Study

Groups. (4.) Look up assigned cases of

strangers in the city. (5.) Lead Physical

classes in Boys' Clubs, Settlements and

Churches. (6.) Act as Group leaders in Boys'

Clubs, Playgrounds, etc. (7.) Hospital Visit

ation of sick young men. (8.) Work with

Probation Officers of Juvenile Court. (9.)

Work in Assembly Halls of Lodging Houses.

(10.) Friendly Visitation for Bureau of

Charities.

The Monday Noon Lectureship continues to

interest large numbers of the ministers and

laymen of the city and vicinity. Courses of

lectures upon themes of vital interest are given

from October to June. During the last six sea

sons the following well-known leaders have

been among those heard upon the Monday lec

ture platform : Rev. Reginald G. Campbell,

Rev. F. B. Meyer, Rev. G. Campbell Morgan,

President William DeWitt Hyde, Prof. George

A. Coe, Prof. H. L. Willett, Prof. Milton S.

Terry, Prof. W. D. Mackenzie, Prof. G. L.

Robinson, Prof. R. G. Moulton, Rev. F. W.

Gunsaulus, Dr. Marcus Dods, President Chas.

Cuthbert Hall, Dr. J. Wilbur Chapman, Rev.

John Robertson, and President Henry C. King.

fORGETTING !

THE KEY TO SlIffESS

Is the Dickson School of Mem

ory's Correspondence Course

Your success in life depends upon your memory.

No one Is greater intellectually than his memory.

The Faculty of Memory controls all the other

faculties of the brain—in fact, is the seat of

the mind.

I have been teaching Memory Training by Cor

respondence for many years. My method lias

outlasted all other methods; this alone is proot

of its superiority—"'the survival of the fittest."

You come under my direct supervision. Write

me to-day.

My course is simple, inexpensive, easily acquired.

Increases business capacity and social prestige

by giving an alert, ready memory for names,

faces, details of business, study. Develops will,

capacity for thought, concentration, conversation,

public speaking and writing.

CDEC Trial copyrip;!) ted Exercise and Booklet,

• nCC "How to Kemember." WRITE TO-DAY.

Dickson School of Memory, 731 Kimball Hall, Chicago

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when answering advertisements.
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"THE KENTUCKY CIRCLE" is BEING MADE UP

of men who promise to spend one-half hour

each Sunday morning, from October to April,

to pray for each Association secretary and the

greater men's meeting and to consider their

personal relation to the movement for unsaved

men.

BUFFALO OPENED THE YEAR WITH 3,413 MEM-

bers. Every locker is taken in the gymnasium

and seventy-five are on the waiting list. Mr.

Corliss, the new Central secretary, is getting a

strong hold on affairs.

THE HANDSOME SUM OF $633.75 HAS BEEN

collected for the family of W. E. Hanger, late

secretary of Cattaraugus County, New York,

through the State Committee. This includes

a fund raised by a friend in Brooklyn and

$1)3.45 through the cooperation of C. B. Willis.

Indiana friends will add to the amount.

IN TWENTY-SIX OHIO CITIES ONLY 800 BOYS

graduate from the high schools annually, while

73,338 drop out earlier and go to work, most

of whom do not secure adequate training for

their chosen occupation.

BUFFALO HAD NINETY-FOUR BOYS ENROLLED IN

its Summer School, three-fourths of whom

passed the examinations at the close.

WARWICK, N. Y., SUFFERED A SEVERE LOSS IN

the death of Clifton W. Wisner, who has been

a bulwark of strength to the Warwick Associa

tion and the Orange County work, of which

he was chairman. For some years, while

obliged to relinquish business responsibilities,

he has continued personal and official relations

with the Associations. Such men make local

Associations.

WHAT BETTER COULD BE SAID OF A SECRETARY

than the Chattanooga directors stated in their

resolutions given Mr. Flindt on the evening

prior to his retirement: "He has been identified

with the best life and growth of the city and

of the Association, and we regarded him with

pride as a fixture in the municipality"?

EXPANDED METAL LOCKERS ARE SUPPLANTING

the old wooden lockers. The Merritt Company

furnished metal lockers to the Association at

Mobile and at the universities of Oklahoma and

North Carolina.

READING, PA., LAST YEAR AVERAGF.D 1,000 MEN

for twenty-one Sundays, had 130 men in its

weekly Bible classes and expects to beat this

record this year.

INSTEAD OF HAVING A KICKERS' Box TO EN-

courage complaints, Chicago Central has a new

members' club, with the expressed object "to

boost, and not to knock." They have adopted

the motto, "Boost or Bust."

FRASER G. MARSHALL SPENT A six WEEKS'

holiday in Holland, England and Scotland. He

met with Association men in Rotterdam, Man

chester, London. Liverpool, Glasgow. Bristol

and many centers on the Continent.

THE MARITIME PROVINCES HAD TENTS AT

four military camps for the season.

CAMDEN'S .MEETINGS HAS'E OPENED UP WITH

an average of 600 men. Former Postmaster-

General Charles Emory Smith and Fred. B.

Smith spoke to 150 leading business and pro

fessional men at the opening banquet. Presi

dent F. Wayland Ayer presided.

THE GETTING TOGETHER CONFERENCE OF THE

Provincial Committee and International Com

mittee at Toronto was addressed by Dr. War

ner, chairman of the International Committee,

and Messrs. Mott, Ober, Moore, Colton, Brock-

man and Carter, and awakened large interest.

MARIETTA, O., SECURED SUSTAINING MEMBER-

ship lists, paying $3,000 annually until revoked.

One-half of the amount goes toward the liqui

dation of the debt and one-half for current ex

penses. Four men gave $100 each and forty-

one $25 and the balance $50 each. A. J.

Nathan will conduct Week of Prayer services.

TWENTY-FIVE JERSEY CITY PASTORS MET EARLY

last summer at a banquet with the directors, re

sulting in a better understanding. The Young

Men's League of the leading Methodist Church

—fifty strong—joined the Association in a body

and have a special gymnasium class. Each

pastor received a copy of ASSOCIATION MEN

containing an account of Denver's institutional

church. Four Sunday-school classes are taught

by Association secretaries. The debt is being

cleared away preparatory to a building canvass.

LOUISVILLE EXPECTS 100 MEN IN ITS SENIOR

Bible class and as many in its boys'. Stereop-

ticon views have been used with excellent effect

for advertising on the streets in the business

section on Saturday nights, using the Associa

tion's electric stereopticon, throwing the views

across a 60-foot street. The best substance on

which to prepare notices for this work has been

found to be "red opaque." By mixing this

with a little water excellent writing fluid is

made. The big educational enrollment is

largely due to this special advertising. Men's

meetings opened tip with an average attendance

of 400.

YORK, PA., HAS A GYMNASIUM MALE

Chorus, meeting from 7 to 8 in the gymnasium

to practice sacred and secular selections for

services and concerts.

CONNECTICUT is HOLDING A SERIES OF EDUCA-

tional institutes, to be followed by another se

ries on religious work.

MR. W. B. MILLAR AND WIFE ARRIVED FROM

their visit in the interest of army work in the

Philippines, Japan and China, on October 16.

A further report of Mr. Millar's work and ob

servation will appear in the next number.

PHILADELPHIA CENTRAL HAS HELD A BIBLE

class for night workers who do newspaper

work.

IN NEW JERSEY'S ANNUAL SHOP MKETING
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educational canvass Mr. Brown addressed 2,000

men in one manufacturing plant. Following

the meetings at Camden a larger enrollment has

been received in the night class.

NEW JERSEY HOLDS ITS FIRST COUNTY INSTI-

tutc at Freehold, November 22.

BETWEEN 300 AND 400 MEN IN ST. JOHNS,

Newfoundland, are ready to join an Associa

tion. A committee, headed by the Bishop of

Newfoundland, issued a circular, which stated :

"We are desirous of seeing Newfoundland en

ter this brotherhood, making it possible for the

young men who may leave our shores to find a

home and a welcome in the Associations

abroad."

THE CLEVELAND, O., ASSOCIATION is GRAD-

ually substituting men for all women employees

on the working staff, from stenographers to

building cleaners.

THE BIBLE STUDY DEPARTMENT AT ATLANTA

will be headed by Rev. Julian S. Rodgers, who

himself will teach the class in Personal Work.

Major Halford will lead the class for all com

ers in the life of Christ. Thirteen classes are

headed by strong men.

THE WOMEN'S AUXILIARY AT NORTHAMPTON,

Mass., has pledged $2,500 on the building fund.

Several members of the Auxiliary hav.e agreed

to furnish rooms.

THE BUILDING AT VAN BuREN, ARK., WAS

opened last month. To this Miss Gould gave

an excellent library, a Jacot music-box, a Vic

tor talking-machine and other things for the

comfort and entertainment of the members.

MlDDLETOWN, N. Y., FOUND THAT 12 PER

cent, of 2,725 young men are in its fifty-two

saloons between 10 and 11 o'clock on Saturday

nights, and that only 6 per cent of the men

under forty are members of the church. The

Association thinks it ought to occupy better

quarters than on the third floor.

FRED. SMITH., IN HIS FAREWELL SERVICE AT

Washington, addressed a gathering which

would have filled two theaters. He spoke there

twice last year and three times the year before.

Approximately 5,000 men and boys were

present.

RACINE, Wis., WILL ENTERTAIN ITS MEMBERS

at a banquet on election night. Returns by

special wire will be announced as received.

NEW BRITAIN'S SECRETARY, THROUGH THE

courtesy of the presidents of all the leading

manufacturing establishments, several of which

employ more than one thousand men, is daily

addressing men at the noon hour. At one fac

tory he was given fifteen minutes of the com

pany's time and was introduced by the general

superintendent, speaking to 500 men. An edu

cational exhibit is arranged several days in ad

vance and thousands of pieces of advertising

matter distributed.

BOWLING ALI.F.YS WERE PUT INTO THE NEW

Haven, Conn., building and paid for by the

young men themselves—a scheme which may be

adopted in other features.

SAVANNAH, GA., HAS SHOWN ITS INTEREST

in the young men of foreign lands by giving its

entire membership the opportunity to contribute

to the support of a secretary for one of the

great city Associations of China. This was

done at the close of the largest and most suc

cessful anniversary banquet ever given by tilt-

Association, October IS, after addresses by

Hon. W. D. Brantley and H. O. Williams.

BLOOMINGTON, ILL., is GETTING OUT A PRO-

spectus in Swedish, announcing classes in Eng

lish for foreign-speaking young men.

BROOKLYN'S DINNER CONFERENCE FOR ACTIVE

members was addressed by Dave Fultz, the

noted center-fielder of the New York American

Baseball Club, F. L. Taylor and others. They

advertised a 60-cent dinner for 30 cents, but it

tasted better than that.

THE LENAWEE COUNTY CONVENTION WAS

held at Hudson, Mich. Messrs. John R. Board-

man, L. E. Buell, Carl H. Smith and A. L.

Parker, of Detroit, addressed the Men's Meet

ing on Sunday. C. W. Wagner, of Ann Arbor,

and President Mauck, of Hillsdale College,

were present at the business men's banquet

Monday night. As a result of the first eight

months' work, under the supervision of County

Secretary C. L. Rowe, four local Associations

have been organized, with a membership of

176; 104 were enrolled in seven Bible classes

and six professed conversion ; twenty-one boys

participated in a camp. A budget for $1,500

was authorized by the convention for the com

ing year.

ORANGE, N. J., GIVES A SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR

election night. Full returns will be received by

direct wire. A popular entertainment will be

furnished. A series of seven special addresses

has been given on Sunday afternoons, begin

ning with Bible Rally Day, when the various

divisions of religious work of the Association

have been presented by eminent specialists. It

is believed that these addresses will furnish the

basis for an aggressive campaign during the

winter months. A special reception is to be

given to the various men's clubs of the

Oranges.

FRANCIS A. STROUGH, "THE PICTURE EVAN-

gelist," will spend the week of prayer with the

Watertown, N. Y., Association, giving some

shop talks, in addition to the every evening il

lustrated sermon. Dr. M. Woolsey Stryker,

president of Hamilton College, delivered the

thirty-fourth anniversary address October 30.

All the churches united in a mammoth rally.

AMONG RECENT CONTRIBUTORS TO THE NEW

Hampshire State work are three ex-governors,

a prospective governor and Hon. Winston

Churchill, author of "The Crisis."
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MARINETTE AND OSHKOSH, Wis,, ASSOCIA-

tions are making use of large billboards in ad

vertising their work.

JANESVILLE, Wis., HAS JUST INSTALLED A

marble bath plant and made other improve

ments at an expense of $3,000.

MANCHESTER, N. 11-, HAS. PAID OFF $1,200 ON

floating indebtedness, in addition to meeting the

year's expenses. A bequest of $2,000 has also

been made by a generous friend of the work.

THE LAKE GENEVA ENCAMPMENT HAD A

total of 2,029 students and guests during the

summer, excluding transients, the average stay

being ten days. This exceeds the attendance in

any previous year. The Conference of Vol

unteer Workers brought out some notably

strong papers on evangelistic work for men.

The class in baseball coaching was one of the

popular courses offered and will be repeated

next year.

AN ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN ORGANIZED AT

Stoughton, Wis., a town of less than 5,000.

The sum of $1,900 was raised in a short time

to equip rooms, including gymnasium and

baths, and to place a secretary for the double

work. The city council voted to lease a hall

used for dances to the Association for five

years at a nominal sum, but decided opposition

on the part of some citizens leaves the Associa

tion without quarters, as this hall was the only

suitable place.

THE WISCONSIN EMPLOYED OFFICERS MET

with the State Board, October 25, at a banquet,

at which Dr. Warner and Messrs. Morse and

Ward, of the International Committee, were the

chief guests.

THE CLINTON, Wis., ASSOCIATION HAS FOR

the last ten years held a banquet in October,

which continues to be the principal event of the

year for the town. About 125 men are pres

ent from a population of 1,000. Judge Wins-

low, of the State Supreme Court, will give the

principal address this year.

THE PLAN FOR YOUNG MEN'S SUNDAYS IN

Wisconsin is, as far as possible, to get the re

ligious work committees of local Associations

to be responsible for a few dates during the

winter in their neighborhood.

AT THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE KEN-

tucky secretaries and physical directors definite

things were determined, which are to mean

strength and large results in religious work.

FOUR MEN WHO HAVE BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH

Kentucky State work leave for the foreign

work field this fall. W. W. Brockman goes to

Soochow University, China, under the auspices

of the M. E. Church, South; Lacy I. Moffett,

as a Presbyterian missionary to China ; John

Lake to South China, under the direction of the

Southern Baptist Convention, and F. J. Michel

to inaugurate railroad Association work at Cal

cutta. India.

F. H. BlTRT HAS HELD WITH SECRETARIES DlX

and Van Horn a series of Bible Study Insti

tutes at Covington, Ashland, Frankfort, Shel-

byville, Henderson, Owensboro and Morgan-

field, Ky.

THE BIBLE STUDY DEPARTMENT, AT SPRING-

field, Mo., which enrolled 213 men last season

and was one of the largest in the United

States in a city under 30,000, has opened this

year with a larger enrollment and a record be

lieved to be unequaled in. that the coach and the

entire football team of the Springfield Normal

School are enrolled and attending the class

regularly. In the past two years it lost but two

out of twenty games, playing with the best

teams in southwest Missouri. One hundred

new members have been secured within the past

thirty days. The gymnasium, which was en

larged two years ago and said to be large

enough for the next ten years, is crowded to

the doors with classes both night and day. A

new $1,000 bath plant has been installed, add

ing very much to the interest of the mem

bers.

MEMBERS OF THE MAINE STATE COMMITTEE,

presidents and secretaries of Associations met

at Bangor, October 5, to review the field and

outline a policy for the year. C. K. Ober

spoke of the growth of Associations in the past

ten years, and J. R. Boardman aroused deep

interest in county work. Special emphasis will

be placed on industrial work, and one county

organized during the next year.

LEWISTON, ME., HAS CLEARED THE DECK BY

the payment of an old debt of $1,200, and is

facing the question of larger and better things.

THE TORONTO UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION HAS

a membership contest on. One hundred mem

bers have already enrolled, and Bible study

groups are being organized The book ex

change was a big success. Committees are

earnestly and prayerfully planning for a three

days' campaign under the leadership of John

R. Mott, which begins November 26.

THE TRAINING SCHOOL IN CHICAGO HAS

twenty-three men in the entering class and a

total of forty-eight. Dr. Hugh M. Scott is to

direct the work in church history, and Dr.

Theodore G. Scares the work in Old Testa

ment. In the department of physical training

courses in massage, 'fencing and baseball

coaching have been added. The students are in

demand to teach physical training in clubs,

churches, social settlements, schools and As

sociation departments. A new literary society

has been organized by the students.

FRANK W. SMITH, SOLDIF.R EVANGELIST, is

now working among churches and Associations

in New Hampshire.

A MOST SUCCESSFUL FOREIGN WORK CoNFER-

ence was held in Toronto on September 15 and

16. A conference of the secretaries and phys

ical directors of the two provinces was also ex

ceedingly successful.
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AT PITTSBURG'S FAREWELL MEETING TO J. B.

Griggs over 300 members of the Association,

officers and general secretaries were present.

The meeting lasted two hours. The testimony

was remarkably general of the great amount of

work Mr. Griggs had done personally in lead

ing men to Christ.

THE VERY MANY FRIENDS OF ROBERT A. JOR-

dan, secretary at Bangor, Me., will be deeply

pained to learn of the death of his wife, which

occurred after an operation in a New York

City hospital. Mrs. Jordan had for many years

been an invalid.

C. L. GATES AND G. C. HUNTINGTON VISITED

four Carolina city Associations the first week

in October, holding institutes, in which "The

Responsibility of the Board of Directors,"

"Financial Methods," "The Ideal Committee

Man" and "The Religious Work Department"

were presented.

WILMINGTON AND WINSTON-SALEM, N. C,

have both converted their auditoriums into

gymnasiums the past summer and made other

improvements which will add greatly to the ef

ficiency of their work.

ASSOCIATIONS HAVE BEEN ORGANIZED AT TWO

new points in Franklin County this fall and

Bible classes started. A new interest is mani

fested since the county convention.

SEWICKLEY, PA., HAS A MEN'S BIBLE CLASS

which has had an unbroken career of fifty-four

years, with two teachers. Ten years ago, when

the Association was organized, it was moved to

the Association by the unanimous vote of the

class and the village pastors. There are 110

different men in the class, several of whom have

attended regularly for over twenty-five years.

The class is a mighty factor for good in the

town in municipal and moral affairs.

PORTLAND, ORE., ORGANIZED A SPECIAL COM-

mittee of forty picked men in July to push what

they called The Bible Study Proposition; in

other words, by patient, persistent effort to en

deavor to line men up in advance for their

graded plan of Bible study. The prospects for

a great year are bright. Last year they had 334

men and boys in twenty-nine different classes.

THE ASSOCIATION "SPA," AT MELROSE, MASS.,

a new feature, is proving popular. It is open

every night from 6 to 10. The proprietor of

the cafe in the city has been secured to conduct

the spa, and has the ability to make the lunch

room attractive. Another new feature is the

orchestral concerts on Saturday nights, open

to members and friends. The Association se

cured a first-class musician to lead the orches

tra, and the program given on Saturday night

is of the best. This, with the games in the

gymnasium and bowling-alleys, and refresh

ments at the spa, makes Saturday night at the

Association a lively time.

NEW ORLEANS VOTED IN 231 MEMBERS AT THE

October meeting. The Association has been

furnishing two towels for a nickel and free

soap. Hereafter free soap will be discontinued,

but a small cake of soap will be given with one

towel for a nickel. Charles B. Harrison is the

new assistant physical director. Gymnasium

classes are larger than ever before, the two

gymnasiums being used to their fullest capac

ity. Secretary Abbott, of New Orkans, has

been invited to conduct a Bible class for Tulane

University students.

THE TENNESSEE CONVENTION, ALTHOUGH

held at Bristol, the extreme eastern edge of a

State 500 miles in length, "the border city,"

October 13-16, was largely effective. The list of

speakers included Mr. Coulter, Dr. Ira Landrith

and H. E. Dodge. The program consisted of

a series of studies concerning conditions in

Tennessee. "The Problem of Young Men in

Small Towns" was discussed by Prof. W. R.

Webb, of Bell Buckle; "A Study of the Rail

road Men of Tennessee," by Mr. Williams

The stereopticon address, by Dr. Coulter, at

tracted a large local audience and made a

strong impression. Saturday afternoon was

given up to conferences for college men, city

men and Association directors. The recreative

feature was a series of basketball games be

tween visiting teams, Knoxville winning. The

offering for State work under the direction

of Dr. Landrith amounted to $1,500. The

budget of the State Committee was increased

to $6,000 for 1905 and eight State committee-

men elected. Sunday was the great day of the

convention. Mr. Coulter spoke at the men's

meeting in the Opera House, thirty men ex

pressed a desire to begin the Christian life and

fourteen signed cards, indicating the church of

their choice. The Sunday night meeting was

devoted to foreign work, and an offering

amounting to $534.15 received. In the offering

was a beautiful pearl ring, the gift of some

young woman whose heart had been touched

by the appeal for the needy young men of

China. The real value of the ring will be ex

ceeded by the value of the influence of such

a gift. At the farewell service State Secretary

S. W. McGill spoke briefly concerning "Burden

Bearing." The coming of the convention

meant larger burdens to the citizens of Bristol.

to the delegates and to the secretaries and State

Committee, including its secretary. Three texts

were used : "Every man shall bear his own

burden," "Bear ye one another's burdens" and

"Cast thy burdens on the Lord." The pros

pects for an enlarged work in Tennessee are

encouraging.

EACH MEMBER OF THE DERBY, CONN., BOARD

of directors was asked to invite a man to at

tend a regular meeting of the board. Supper

is always served for the board at 6.30, followed

by the business meeting. Many new men were

brought into closer touch with the work of the

organization. The plan worked well.



Build Well

My Boy

The carefully built body of youth yields good health and daily comfort

all through life.

There is no "good time" on earth that equals the " good time" every day.

Just to breathe sweet air, feel the pulses thrill, step with a swing and spring

hard to hold in leash, and know yourself to be possessed of the greatest gift of

the gods—

HEALTH

But one can give it all up by a very little daily drugging on coffee, which

attacks stomach, nerves, heart and other organs, first stimulating, then depressing,

then setting up chronic disease. That's the indictment. Examine any old coffee

drinker and see if you can find ONE entirely free from disease.

The POSTUM FOOD COFFEE supplies actual food elements in a liquid

form, rebuilding the body and nervous system, at the same time furnishes a delicious

beverage, much like in color and flavor to the milder grades of Old Gov't Java.

r o s T u M
"There's a reason."

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when answering idvertisement».
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SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

Arthur, F. E., Pontiac, Mich., res.
Beebe, L. M., to Union Branch, the Bronx, New

York City.

Burrows, S. B., to Olean, N. Y.

Burton, W. A., to Renova, Pa.

Coburn, J. C., to Middleboro, Mass.

Cooper, A. T., DcKalb, 111., res.
Corliss, W. S., to Buffalo Central, N. Y.

Cox, J., Franklin, Mas9., res.

Coykendale, C. F., to Attleboro, Mass

Diemer, C, Brookfield, Mo., res.

Eaglcson, A. C, Watertown, Mass., res.

Eyster, F. E., Renova, Pa. (R. R.), res.

Fitz5immons, G., to Passaic, N. J.

Flewellyn, H. C, to Waverly, N. Y.

Flindt, A. E., Chattanooga to Springfield, O.

Garrett, A. R., to Monroe, Va. (R. R.)

Gobrecht, E. R., to Pittsburg, Pa. (Pa. R. R.)

Gordon, N. J., Beaver Falls, Pa., rea.

Guild, W. A., to Bath, Me.

Haldeman, S. A., to DeKalb, 111

Hanna, J. A., to Galesburg, 111.

Holm, C T., to Franklin, Mass.

Holmes, C. E., to Middleport, O. (R. R.)

Jolls, J. M., Waverly, N. Y., res.

Jones, L. O., Parkersburg, W. Va., res.

Kuruhalz, C, Columbus, O. (R. R.), res.

Martin, J. F.. to Columbus, O. (R. R.)

Mills, V. G., to Adelbert College, Cleveland.

Patterson, G. C to Cornell University.

Probyn, J. E., to Lock Haven, Pa.

Reed, J. P., to Lindsay, Ont.

Reed, S. A., to Newport, N. H.

Rogers, J. L., to F"reeport, 111. (Acting.)

Sheffer, G. W., to Latonia, Ky. (R. R.)

Sherman, E. T., West Side, Chicago, 111., res.

Stephens, D. C, to Watertown, Mass.
Stewart, T. W., to Parkersburg, W. Va.
Sturdevant, J. E., to North Indiana Normal School.

Titus, C. G., to El Paso, Tex. (R. R.)
Trites, L. B., to North Linndale, O. (R. R.)
Van Ness, E. C, to Pontiac, Mich.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

Addicks, J. F., to Milwaukee, Wis.
Allen, H. M., to Northampton, Mass.
Bloomer, F. R. M., Sacramento, Cal., res.
Bowles, P. L.. Oskaloosa, la., res.

Bradley, C. I., to Hoboken, N. J.
Burton, J. D., to Nashville, Tenn.
Chase, F. L., to Providence, R. I.
Douglas, D. M., to Rochester, N. Y.
Dreshman, C. H., to Pittsburg, Pa.
Eby, E. S., Bristol, Tenn., res.
Eddy, H. L., to Des Moines, la.

Grail, W. F., to Marion, O.
Guiney, C. L., Sioux City, la., res.
Haendiges, P., to German Dept., Buffalo, N. Y.

Hoskins, vV. C, to Omaha, Neb.
Howe, J. W., to Warren, Pa.
Magee, J. D., Des Moines, la., res.
Martin, F. D., to Waterloo, la. (R. R.)

Mills, A. S., to Newton, Mass.
Payne, L. K., to Norfolk, Va.
Prentice, R. L., Orange, N. J., rea.
Rathbun, Guy, to Marinette, Wis.
Saunders, I. G., to Pittsburg, Pa. (R. R.)

Smith, C. K., to Chattanooga, Tenn.
Smith, R. C. C, to New Britain, Conn.
Smith, W. P., to New Kensington, Philadelphia.
Spencer, W. T., to Kansas City, Mo.
Stauffacber, C. J., to Sioux City, la.

Stewart, W. R., to Washington, D. C.
Tarbell, E. M., to Sacramento, Cal.

Van Ness, F. O., to Morristown, N. J.

Weeks, C. H., to Orange, N. J.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.

Baker, W. G. T., to Montgomery, Ala.
Bates, L. G., to New Castle, Pa.

Borden, C. J., to Middletown, N. Y.
Brockenborough, C. B., to Austin, Tex.
Case, E. A., to Philadelphia, Pa. (Central.) (Asst.)

Clark, H. B., to Ansonia, Conn.

Clerihue, F., Kane, Pa., res.

Cornell, T. F.f to Derby, Conn.
Dixon, F. W., to New Rochelle, N. Y.
Dodge, C. E., to Kane, Pa.
Dye, J. W., to Terre Haute, Ind.
Dye, W. B., to Marshalltown, la.
Fichthorne, H. N., to Torrington, Conn.
Fleming, G. R., to Cleveland, O. (Boys.)
Fountain, L. W., to Pittsfield, Mass.
Geiser, Ernest, to Catskill, N. Y.
Greene, G. H., to Bristol, Tenn.
Hackett, H. D. V., to Hastings, Neb.
Huegcrich, O. E., to Waukesha, Wis.
Jacobus, P. C, to Norristown, Pa.
Jenkins, S. F., to Pottstown, Pa.
Johnstone, N. W., Oskaloosa, la., res.
Lewis, P. G., to Reading, Pa.
MacPberson, W., to Northampton, Mass.
MacRoberts, Alex., to Concord, N. H.
Martin, H., to Bar Harbor, Me.
McCuIloch, G. W., to East Liverpool, O.
Moses, C. S., to Quebec, P. Q.
Nason, S. K., to Newburyport, Mass.
Pearson, W. R-. to Oskaloosa, la.
Rogers, F. C, to Freeport, 111.
Sandberg, H. S., Bristol, Tenn., res.
Sanders, N. E., to Mexico City.
Schoerke, B. A., Youngstown, O., rea.

Seidner, T. R., to Charlotte, N. C.
Smallneld, H. B., to Kansas City, Mo. (Asst.)

Southwell, F. J., to Keene, N. H.
Sovereign, E. A., to Geneva, N. Y.
State, E. J., East Liverpool, O., res.• 11111 . J ■ < J.'ir>i ijitiijivui, V>( i
Todgham, W. E., to St John. N. B.
Van Velson, H. A., to Painesville, 0.
Wageley, A. A., to Waterloo, la.
Weeks, W. R.. to Haverhill, Mass.
Westram, F., to Stratford, Ont (R. R.)
Whitman, E. R., to Burlington, Vt
Wurtz, F. C, to Ashland, Wis.

BOYS' DIRECTORS.

Beeman, M. A., Central Boys" Dept., Cleveland, <».
res.

Caskey, G. M., to West Side Boys' Club, Cleveland. (J
Fleming, G. M., to Central Boys' Dept. Cleveland. 9.

(Asst.)

Ford, T. E., Memphis, Tenn., res.
Gannett, G. H.. to Boston. Mass.
Hofrichter, A. C, to Cleveland, O. (Asst.)
Howe, L. A., to Boys' Central, Cleveland, O.
Kern, C. B., West Side Boys' Club, Cleveland, 0.. rev

Mailley, L. W., to Omaha, Neb.

Steele, H. E., to Freeport, 111.

DEPARTMENT SECRETARIES.

Bryant, J. J., to St. Joseph, Mo. (Ed. and Rel. Work.)

Tator, C. S., to Hoboken, N. J. (Ed. Dir.)

COUNTY SECRETARIES.

Hart, V. C, to Woodford County, Ky.

Poulson, C. H., to Iroquois County, 111.

. ASSOCIATION CALENDAR

STATE CONVENTIONS.
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, Worcester, Mass--

November 11-13.
Indiana, Marion, November 17-20.
Missouri, Marshall, November 17-20.
Colorado, Boulder. December 8-11.
Arkansas, Texarkana, February 8-12, 1905.

Michigan, February 9-12.
Minnesota, Duluth, February 9-12.
Iowa, Muscatine, February 9-12.
Kentucky, February 16-19.
Pennsylvania, Johnstown, February 16-19.

Nebraska, February 16-19.
Georgia, Waycross, February 18-21.

California. February 2S-26.
Virginia, Petersburg, February 2S-26.
North and South Carolina, Asheville, N. C, March

10-13.
Connecticut, Meriden. March 2S-26.

CONFERENCES.

Talladega College. Alabama, November 10-13.
Portsmouth, Va.. colored, November 24-27.
Kentucky Boys* Conference. Shelbyville, November

Michigan Boys' Conference, Ann Arbor, December SO-

January 1. 1905. . , , „ . „ ,
Massachusetts and Rhode Island Boys Conference.

Brockton, Mass., February 17-19.

SPECIAL EVENTS.

Week of Praver for Young Men, November 13-19.

World's Conference, Paris, France, April 26-30, 19«
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A Manly Observance of the Birthday of the Man Christ Jesus

BY IRA LANDRITH, NASHVILLE.

An Invitation Received

An invitation has been issued to every Chris

tian man to participate in the celebration of the

natal day of tht Man of Galilee. It is likely

that all will accept; there will be returned few

"regrets." But when the anniversary arrives

and the guests assemble, what will be the char-

DR. IRA LANDRITH.

acter of the exercises? We have heard much

this year about a "sane Fourth of July," such

a celebration of Independence Day in the

United States as would be worthy of patriotism

and consonant with common sense ; but not

withstanding all the press and popular clamor

for a more dignified and less dangerous Fourth

there were the usual number of disasters and

violent deaths and the ordinary amount of

drunkenness and debauchery, and all this in

the name and for the sake of "freedom." It

was a lamentable farce, with some of the ele

ments of tragedy. Is a sane Christmas also im

possible? Must Christmas Eve, full as it is of

sweet and sacred reminders of angels' anthems

of peace and good-will, be a night of din and

discord, wild and heedless hilarity and un

bridled self-indulgence? Shall the day we

celebrate as the birthday of our Lord be de

voted alone to merry-making, selfish and there

fore unchristlike gratification of physical appe

tites and the giving of gifts to none but those

friends who are expected, because they are

able, to give to us in return good measure,

pressed down, shaken together and running

over?

Real Christmas Joy

This is no plea for a lugubrious Christmas holi

day, a melancholy and mournful celebration of

an event which was designed to bring, not

grief, but "joy to the world." But it is, since

the Bethlehem birth, more blessed to give than

to receive ; and we are at last beginning to dis

cover that there is a difference between noise

and joys. The day we assume to be the anni

versary of the one upon which Jesus was born

ought to be no less a blessed and genuinely joy

ous Sabbath than is Easter. Yet we worship

the Lord, with song and bloom and beauty on

the Resurrection Day and are accustomed, too

many of us, to forget that we even have a Lord

and Saviour on the Birthday of the King of

Kings and Lord of Lords.

A Thoughtful Christmas

In this too-strenuous age we do not think,

we act—act with a mad rush and rashness that

leave us no time to think. The luxury of

meditation has been wrested from us by the

ruthless hand of mere achievement. We do

do things, but we do not think things. The

loss is lamentable. Next to prayer the sub-

limest privilege of human beings is the privi

lege of simply thinking, and, except neglect of

our devotions, the loss of opportunity for

wholesome meditation is the bitterest frtjit of
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our too-busy lives. Anniversaries are the

blessed railway stations at which that express

train which we call daily duty is bound to

stop, thus giving us a brief chance to look

about us and glance backward and gaze for

ward—and think ! Christmas is in many ways

the most important of these meditation sta

tions. From it are visible the Star of Bethle

hem, the amazed shepherds and the chanting

heavenly choir. In the distance can be seen

the slow, oncoming caravan of the wise men

of the East. Yonder, too, lies the overcrowded

village, now quiet in slumber, save that be

neath a blazing star the inmates of the stable-

cavern are wide awake and very happy. From

the Christmas station, too, may be discerned

far away the dim outlines of cross-crowned

Calvary, already aglow with the radiance of

resurrection morning. Aided by the telescope

of true faith the traveler, pausing at Christ-

•mas, can even behold the triumphant army of

the Christ, the whole wide world conquere-1

by His love, "marching upward to Zion."

What encouragements are here for thought-

fulness! Whose birthday is it? How did He

spend all of His days, and how, therefore,

would He like to have us spend this day?

What birthday present of acceptable service

shall we bring with us to offer to Him whose

honored guests we are?

A Gift-Giving Christinas

"Inasmuch as ye did it unto" that wretched

family, shivering and hungry yonder in cold

and desolate poverty, "ye did it unto Me."

"Lovest thou Me?" Then feed starving mis

fortune, clothe and comfort and help to happi

ness and self-help God's poor, who are there

fore yours. Neglect your own household?

Who ever counseled such sinfulness? Christ

mas is characteristically a home holiday, and

every hour necessary should be spent there

to make sure that no loneliness, no sus

picion of neglect, enters there ; but your Christ

mas joy will not be full if your bounty has

provided for the glad surprise of no waking

eyes, save those that open under your roof

upon the proofs of your love, the gifts whose

value is increased by your sacrifice and your

touch. Poor enough to pall upon you will be

the feasts spread upon your board, if you have

contributed nothing to a less favored neigh

bor's empty larder. The whole glorious day

will end in the leaden gloom of discontent if

among the gifts you have received are not

many expressions of the gratitude of those to

whose real needs you have ministered in the

spirit of Him who went about doing good.

A Fireside Festival

Yes, yes, it is a fireside festival, is Christ

mas, and its recurrence should set us to study

ing again and more earnestly than ever the

problems of home-making and home-bright

ening. But you have no home, you say, young

man ? There was another young Man who had

not where to lay His Head. But He did not on

that account waste His rich nature in self-

pity. He went forth laden with blessings for

the homes of other people, and so ought you.

Double again and again what you ordinarily

pay the newsboy for the morning paper. Stop

long enough to help want, even unworthy, if

real, want. Help it not alone with money, but

also with what often is more sorely needed—

genuine sympathy. It would be like our Mas

ter, hence well-pleasing to Him, if whether we

have homes of our own or not, we should go

forth in search of unfed and heart-hungry little

children and not simply take them in our arms,

but bless them—bless them with food and cloth

ing for their neglected bodies not only, but with

food for their souls starving for love and hu

man tenderness.

A True Christmas Story

It was Christmas Eve in a lovely Southland

town. All through the two or three first hours

of the night a great central hall had been filled

with brilliant lights and a more brilliant

throng of men, women and well-groomed chil

dren. Merry childish laughter, the sweetest

music earth-bound ears ever hear, greeted the

good-humored messages and ludicrous manner

of a make-believe Santa Claus, who delivered

the presents from a fruitful Christmas tree. At

last it was all over, the crowd all gone home

to happy dreams of a happier morrow—no, not

all. What strange figure is that approaching

a suburban hovel? It is the young man who

acted as Santa Claus over in the town, and he

who sits in his carriage at the gate is one of

the wealthiest citizens of the community. An

unexplained impulse had seized him when the

fun was most delightfully fast and furious, and

he had driven from the Christmas entertain

ment to the shops and bought bountifully, not

alone of what the grocer and the dry goods

man sell, but quite as plentifully of those mis

called "unpractical" gifts at the toy store-

dolls that contribute to early education in

mother-love, and without which poor little girls

grow up to be poor mothers ; toys for boys that

never knew before the resulting pride and self-

respect of such possession. The good man

drove back to the hall, where he secretly in

duced "Santa Claus" to accompany him.

"Santa Claus" paused at the thin front door be

cause he heard voices inside. "Mama," a little

child was asking in sleepy tones, "Mama, hasn't

Santa Claus come yet?" Another and yet

other little ones in the fatherless, penniless

home took up the heart-crushing question, and

it was more a sob than a sentence they heard in
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reply as the despairing but still praying widow

of drink-destroyed James Wilson, a once well-

to-do farmer, answered, "No, children, not

yet ; go to sleep again." "Here he is !" was all

Santa Claus said, because it was all his full

heart would let him say, as he rushed into the

squalid room, deposited his burden and passed

out into tne night To this day Mary Wilson

and her children do not know how it happened

or who did it; so they content themselves with

thanksgiving to God for answered prayer and

this beginning of their better days.

Ours is about to be the privilege of answer

ing such prayers. Will we?

How Shall the Association Celebrate Christmas

Some way Christmas always seems most ap

propriately observed by individual attention to

individuals. The rejoicing can be done in

crowds, but the ministries of mercy and the

deeds of brotherly love so naturally suggested

at this season are best performed by a person,

not by the throng. Still there is possible, hence

necessary service, for and by companies and

organizations of men. The open Association

building, with its warmth and welcome, will be

the only approximately satisfying substitute

for the home which homeless members miss

most at Christmas time; but, like any other

home, the Association will not be quite com

pletely a home unless the stranger, too, is en

tertained, for what is home without hospi

tality? Nothing is too good for Christmas at

the Association. Fill the day with music and

amusements of every elevating kind. Make

the rooms a hundredfold more attractive, if

possible, than are the haunts of vice, that al

ways double their attractions on our Saviour's

birthday. It may not be practicable to hold an

evangelistic service for the stranger that is

within thy gates at Christmas, but you can, and

if you do not try not to do it you will make it

evident to him that you have in your heart a

peace and a pleasure which he ought to seek at

the hands of the Giver of every good and per

fect gift ; and either then or when later he ac

cepts your cordial call to "come again" he can

be led into the light he knows you to be en

joying.

Oh ! there are a hundred ways, all of which

will suggest themselves to the earnest and re

sourceful general secretary or committeeman—

a full round hundred ways in which the As

sociation can make Christ real to Christless

•men by a manly observance of Christ's birth

day. Use as many of these methods as you

can effectively employ, thus proving your right

not merely to occupy the strategic position you

hold in the city's life, but to enjoy the distinc

tion given you by the second adjective in the

noble name you bear—Young Men's Christian

Association.

Dr. Hillis on the Heroism of Christ

From the Sunday Aiternoon Address to Men of

Brooklyn, at the Majestic Theater, Nov. 6

Our generation needs many forms of re

vival; it needs a revival of interest in ethics;

it needs a renewed interest in the fine arts; it

needs a revival of patriotism and the love of

liberty. More than all, perhaps, it needs a re

vival of interest in heroism and hero-worship.

For it is the heroic spirit that achieves vic

tories for the individual and the state. A

prosperous age is always in danger of becoming

a soft and easy-going age. All the institutions

that enrich the state have been won by men of

oak and iron. Ours is a world where we have

indeed crucified the Saviour at Jerusalem, poi

soned the teacher in Athens, burned the prophet

in Florence, imprisoned the novelist in Madrid,

starved the scientist in Antwerp and endun-

geoned the patriot in London Tower. But these

men who have carried forward the banner and

implanted it on the hills of victory have had

the heroic spirit in the hour of their martyr

dom. To-day, also, each new advance of the

host is led by a hero. In this age, when weak

men call heroism cheap talk, when the princi

ple of saving life by losing it is smiled at by

cynics, when blasd men speak contemptuously

of courage, I love to think of William Duncan,

fronting cannibals and savages, transforming

them into citizens, scholars, home builders and

home lovers, into manufacturers, with trades,

and church and school, and cooperative store.

We may all find a tonic to the more heroic

life by opening the biographies of the great.

What stimulus there is in the career of Tele-

machus, leaping into the Coliseum between

gladiators about to be "butchered to make a

Roman holiday" I The heroic young disciple

of Christ makes his protest and the Emperor

signals to run him through with swords. They

drag his body out, the butchery goes on, but

never again were the gates of the Coliseum open

for the murder of men. I love to think of that

monk who lifted his fettered hands before the

prince who had condemned him to death, and in

that death hour the apostle of righteousness

indicted his lord for murder, avarice and every

hideous crime; compelled his sovereign to fall

from his throne, to fall upon his hands and

knees to implore the hero's pity and his inter

ceding prayer. In the career of the truly

brave, what tonic for courage! What a cor

rective for ease and self-indulgence ! What

ideals of manhood, what possibilities are

opened up for personal achievement! But,

strictly speaking, history holds but one hero—

Jesus Christ. In solitary splendor He rises

above all the other great souls of earth. The

spirit of His life is always the heroic spirit.



A Man's Books and His Reading

A book is a condensation of the thought and experience of the man who wrote it It

is a living thing in the degree that its author is alive. All sorts of men may write books

in these days, but the books that live are the work of wise men. This is not a new-

world into which you and I have come. Its civilization is the work of many generations of

wise men, and each man and generation has left its records. By their wisdom we shall

become wise. By their experience we can guide our own lives aright. We must stand on

their shoulders, dwarfs on the shoulders of the giants, if we would look further into the

future than they. Therefore the wise man will read, widely, accurately, generously, but

he will choose the books of good men. Only through good books can a man keep abreast

of civilization. Only through good books can his spirit be in touch with the spirit of the

time. DAVID STARR JORDAN.

Leland Stanford University, California, Nov. 15, 1904.

Finding; Time for Reading

Bv ROBERT E. SPEER.

Many men say that they cannot find time

for reading books. They are too busy. The

only reading time they have is odds and

ends of time. If they could have evenings or

a few consecutive hours each day, they would

be glad to read books. All they can do, they

say, is to read newspapers and magazines.

But if they can find time for this, that time

is equally available for reading books. It

does not require a kind of time for reading

books which is different from the kind that

does for periodicals and newspapers. If a

man has ten minutes or thirty minutes, why

can he not read a book as well as a paper?

It simply involves his having a book at hand

at the time. No man who reads newspapers

can plead want of time as an excuse from

reading books.

The only time that many men have for read

ing is the time that other men give to news

papers. The man who spends quarter or half

an hour coming downtown to his work in the

city, or an hour more or less in coming in

from the suburbs, the man who can at times

each day get a fraction of an hour free at

lunch-time or in the morning or evening, the

man who can only seize a quarter of an hour

before retiring at night, can read many good

books in the course of the year. One average

suburban traveler computed that he had in the

course of the year 450 hours for reading on

his way to and from work. That is forty-

five days of solid ten hours each, or more

than two months of solid work under an

eight-hour-a-day law, or one-sixth of the

year. Yet thousands of men like this man

complain that they have no time to read

books.

The trouble is they fritter their time away,

some in idleness, some on newspapers. Some,

doubtless, are unable to improve such time

because they have to be careful of their eyes,

but no newspaper reader can raise that ex

cuse. A well-printerf hook is far superior to

the paper for easy reading. Now, the news

paper is all right in its place and limits, but

in nineteen cases out of twenty, it doesn't

stay in its place and limits. It tyrannizes

over men. It squanders all their reading time,

and what is worse it degrades their minds.

It may not do this by its trivialities and

pollutions, although often it does, but by its

general diffuseness. Examine the average

man on what he has read half an hour after

wards and it will be found that most of it

has gone and that he has almost nothing to

show for h'is expenditure of attention and

time. Continuity of attention, even if inter

mitted by intervals of work, is necessary to

the deepest impressions. Things must have

time to soak in. The newspaper deals with

so many things and each so fragmentarily,

that there is no time for the mind to rest

upon it. A book compels it to do so, or if

it does not it invites it as a paper or magazine

does not

And among books, men ought to make de

cisive choices, just as in other departments.

It is folly to waste time on inferior books.

There are many books which are not going

to live among the world's great books, which

it is well worth while for us to read, but we

do wrong to let them crowd out the great

books. It is a good thing for a man now and

then to resolve that he will cut out the in

ferior or the moderate books, and give him

self for a year to the great ones.

It would give some men a new intellectual

life if they would devote this new year to a

thorough reading of Milton's Paradise Lost,

Shakespeare's Lear, Wordsworth's Ode on the

Intimations of Immortality, Coleridge's Aids

to Reflection, Browning's Saul, Bushnell's

Sermons on Living Subjects and Sermons for.

the New Life. This would suffice for one

year. It is a sufficiently varied list If some

would like some books of a different type

to add or substitute, I would suggest Chinese

Gordon's Letters to his Sister, Morley's Life

of Gladstone, Autobiography of James Chal

mers, Forrest's Christ of History and Experi
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THE READING ROOM AND LIBRARY,

ence, Brooks' The Social Unrest, Briggs'

School, College and Character, Wagner's By

the Fireside.

There are few pleasures like the pleasure

of reading good books. There is no stain or

meanness to it. It is an inner confirmation

of every noble capacity. It helps to nourish

and maintain the uplifted man.

On Reading Books

I make it an almost invariable rule to own

the books I read. I underscore every striking

sentence or appealing illustration. I read much

on the street or in the cars. The time re

quired for copying extracts is thus saved for

other purposes. The striking portions of a

book meet the eye whenever it is taken up.

The surroundings of a given sentence or

thought are easy of study when you have to

refer to the book for it, instead of taking it

from some slip on which it has been copied.

If in my newspaper reading I find an inter

esting item relating to a book or its author,

when I think it has any permanent value, I put

it in the book.

I have followed this same practice of mark

ing with reference to my Bible reading and

Bible study; with this addition, that any ex

pository sentence that I hear or read, I jot

down on the margin of the book opposite the

verse to which it refers. Any young man will

do well to cultivate the practice of book read

ing in journeying, while waiting for an ap

pointment, or at any odd moment. I have a

long list of books on my memorandum of

"Those I've Read" that I have been able to put

there altogether through carrying one in my

pocket and "feeding on it" as opportunities

28D STREET BRANCH, NEW YORK.

like the above offered themselves. "Books

more and newspapers less" has been my rule

of late.

Generally speaking, I have three or four

books under way at one time, suiting my read

ing for the day to my moods and feelings.

Binghamton, N. Y. JOHN R. CLEMENTS.

The Benefit of a Library

Books carefully selected give the best

thought and experience of their writers. The

Young Men's Christian Association should not

only bring young men into contact with the

strongest individuals in the home community

and with many of the strongest of the nation

and of the world in Men's Meetings and on

the lecture platform, but should also bring

these young men into contact with the great

men of the past. Aside from the direct re

ligious effort which is put forth for the bet

terment of men, the Association can scarcely

do a more helpful thing for its members than

to cultivate the habit of reading the best books,

which is cultivating acquaintance and contact

with the strong thinking men of the present

and of the past It is worth while to introduce

a young man to Ruskin. It is worth while to

introduce him to a score of other men who

will elevate his habits of thought and his

views of life. I. E. BROWN.

Illinois.

The Average Association Library

The average Association library is of "no

account": a dusty and meager collection of

antiquated and melancholy tomes. On the

other hand, the Buffalo Central Association
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Library shows what can be done in a large

city. But in the smaller centers of population,

with their public libraries, it is a question in

my mind whether it is wise for the Associa

tion to attempt a library. Even with a lib

eral and constant expenditure for new books,

it is difficult to keep up with the state-aided

public library. Could not a traveling library

scheme be worked out by the International

Committee, say with one of the modern book

organizations, such as the Tabard Inn? If

small sets of carefully chosen books, repre

sentative of the best current productions, as

well as the old masters, were to be put into

commission on an itinerant plan, hundreds of

Associations could afford to maintain a suc

cession of them. Or might it not be possible

for local Associations to make a borrowing ar

rangement with their local public libraries by

which the same ends would be accomplished?

Toronto. FRANK YEIGH. .

To Encourage Young Men in

Reading

That is not an easy question to answer.

Young men cannot be treated en bloc in re

gard to their reading. They must be handled

one by one. Some need no encouragement;

their bent and training lead them along cor

rect lines. This class, however, is small.

Others need but the slightest suggestion to

keep them in good ways. The majority are

floundering in the marshes of trash, "editions

de luxe" of printed stuff, and need the help

and sympathy of a friend. This friend should

know the wants, needs and aspirations of his

friends and should lead them, slowly perhaps,

but wisely and adroitly from worse to better

and from better to best things. The one who

thus seeks to guide others should pray as does

Henry Van Dyke in the preface to his Ruling

Passion, "Help me to love men more than

books." I have never seen much accomplished

in this line by bulletins, signs and lists of best

books. It is a man-to-man business.

New York City. A. A. CLARKE.

David Sinclair's Bequest

In his will, Mr. Sinclair left a few hundred

dollars to the Association, to be used in the

purchase of books which young men ought to

read, these books to be kept on the tables and

circulated among the members as occasion

may come. The board, instead of buying books

at once, invested the sum permanently and will

use the interest for the purchase of these

books. It also decided to increase this fund

each year by the amount of the interest, so

that the Association will have a small sum

annually with which to purchase a few of the

best things for young men. Mr. Sinclair was

led to this by his experience in circulating a

few good books among young men that he had

bouglit ior himself. He left them lying on the

table in the Association parlor and found that

Hie young men were reading them and were

coming to ask whether they couldn't take them

home. For a number of years in this way the

Association has quietly been circulating good

things. This has gone on from the days of

Drummond's Natural Law in the Spiritual

World down. E. L. SHUEY.

The Cross Roads Library

A philanthropist is needed who will make

possible the establishment of libraries in the

villages, rural districts and cross-roads sta

tions of North America. Not the erection

of great buildings or a collection of rare

books in de luxe bindings but the placing in

out-of-the-way districts a box of books where

they would be easily accessible to hungry

readers.

in a state with a population of 300,000 young

men and 75,000 boys two-thirds of the popula

tion live in 89 counties in which there is no

town of 5,000 population or over. If the

Association has a mission to these men and

boys, something must be done besides organ

izing in the cities and colleges and at railroad

division and terminal points.

A member of the State Committee in one

state has had this work on his mind and heart

for a number of years. He has given of his

own time and money for visiting "the back

woods" and mountainous regions. He has

had many hard and some ludicrous experi

ences, but he has been made happy by the re

sults already attained. After no little effort

a small company was gathered at a cross

roads station, a simple address was given

concerning the value of reading and the need

of a library for the growing boys. A collec

tion was taken amounting to nearly $5.

This was turned over to the visitor to be

supplemented by himself and to be used for

the purchase of "a library." When the books

arrived the question arose as to who should

be the custodian. The consensus of opinion

was that a certain good woman was the most

available and best-informed person in the

"deestrick." While sitting at the table and

arranging the details she remarked to the

visitor, "Please pass me them molasses, I want

to give the baby a few." A little later the

visitor heard a young man from this district

deliver, with credit, an oration which he had

memorized from one of the books in this

library.

With the proper financial backing the State

Committee in many a state could undertake

the work of establishing circulating libraries

where young men are eager for an opportu

nity to read and where the influence upon
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lives would be beyond measure. The County

Work, The Small Town Association, The

Young Men's Sunday, The Corresponding

Member of the Cross Roads Library may all

work hand in hand in our effort to reach the

largest number of young men in any state,

and the last-named method is by no means

least in value. S. W. McGiLL.

Tennessee.

The Association Library

To be a real factor in the work of the As

sociation, the library, whatever its size, must

be well selected. If it contains many old and

unattractive books it should be weeded out,

and every addition to it should be made with

care—a standard book, an up-to-date book

or an attractive new book. The books re

tained or added should be upon the topics in

which the men are interested ; economics,

business, character-building, right living, re

cent travel, brief histories and the best

fiction.

The all-important thing then is to get these

books into the hands of the members. If

there are classes, a list of the books touching

upon the subject which the class is studying

posted in the class-room will interest every

student. Short, printed lists of the books on

any live topic such as trusts, city government,

Russia, Japan, may be distributed, put into

the Association bulletin, or posted conspicu

ously near the library. If you publish a

bulletin, a brief description in it of a single

new book such as Careers for the Coming

Men, or Doubleday's Stories of Inventors,

never fails to cause a great demand for it.

In our library we had reserves constantly on

The Care of a House, and Home Mechanics

for Amateurs, by just this means.

Every library should have its own bulletin-

board for pictures as well as notices. A set

of pictures illustrating a topic will attract

more attention to it than any other method,

and if a short list of books accompanies these

pictures some one is sure to read one or more

of them. We have tried these picture bulle

tins for the Life of Lincoln, and other states

men; for American authors; and for some

country or event brought into prominence, as

the Boer War was or Japan is. When no

list is on the board, pictures of current events

cut from back numbers of Harper's or

Leslie's or other illustrated weeklies have

their educational value. However used, the

picture bulletin-board is an unfailing means

of attracting readers.

If whoever has the library in charge knows

the men who ask for "a book to read" and

never gives a man a book which will not

interest him he gains the confidence of the

reader, and can in time arouse his interest

along lines of reading he would not have

taken up unless suggested. Many young men

who have not formed the reading habit think

that a library means a collection of novels,

and that the newer the book the better worth

reading. By a little tact (and an attractive

binding) these men may be induced to try

the old favorites—Henry Esmond, Tale of

Two Cities, Westward Ho, Mill on the

Floss, and to form a taste for that which is

not so ephemeral as the novels of the day. A

dozen books in the custody of an interested

secretary, or assistant, is worth a hundred

stored on shelves or in a closed case.

I. A. HACKETT.

Brooklyn.

Mobile's Way of Getting Books and

Men Together

Mobile, Ala.,' has besides the Association

Public Library a small library called The

Nickel Loan Library. In this library the

members find the very latest standard novels,

essays, etc. These books are rented to the

members at a nickel a week. The income from

this source is used for the purchase of addi

tional books. These books, when they are

from six to eighteen months old, according to

l he book, are taken from the Nickel Loan Li

brary and put into the Association Public Li

brary.

The following three ways are used to get

books read : In the Association rooms illus

trated books are put on the tables, and always

some books appropriate to the season, day or

popular question, etc. Second, the most attract

ive corner of the building is in the Reception

Hall. The old-fashioned stone seat in the cor

ner has a stone book-shelf, which will contain

about 100 books. On this are placed the newest

books and hooks the members arc desired to

read. Third, on the counter of the social side

of the office frequently are put interesting

books, and one stands back of the counter

and calls attention to these books, often read

ing a stanza or two of especial interest. Sun

day evenings the secretarial force uses from a

half to an hour and a half in speaking to men

about books which they believe are especially

adapted to the men to whom they speak. The

general secretary will frequently sit at the fire

place and read to a little group passages which

will whet their appetites.

A Librarian's Notes

The International course on "Patriotism and

Citizenship" has aided many men to get inter

ested in useful lines of reading, which must

necessarily broaden their view and make life

richer for themselves and more helpful to

others.

Interest cannot be awakened and kept up in
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the books now in the Association rooms with

out adding a few at frequent intervals. Then

such brief lists on the bulletin board, on a

mimeographed slip or in the Association publi

cation will bring the old into active use.

Many men started in a life-long career of

interested research or broadened usefulness by

the reading of one book.

Every young men should be on the lookout

for the "book that may enable him to discover

himself and his undeveloped possibilities.

The Young Men's Christian Association was

an outgrowth of Williams and his thoughtful

associates reading Finney's "Lectures on Re

vivals."

George William Curtis and Charles A. Dana,

lodging together, secured a copy of Shakespeare

by one of them selling the only overcoat in the

partnership. This book set them both on fire

to do something to enrich the world's litera

ture.

I could tell of many men now living, but it

would not be fair to them to publish such un

less they see fit. My own studies of plant life

are the result of my having discovered Darwin's

treatise on "Fertilization of Orchids," an ex

tremely dry and prosy treatment, but it

set me on fire, and this side of the

Bible has had more influence on my life than

any other book.

A man once really interested in a useful sub

ject by a good book is not likely to be satisfied

with poor or useless reading.

New York City. S. H. BERRY.

Paragraphs from Recent Books

The Unity of the Personal Life

From Hugh Black's " The Practice of Self-

Culture"

The body must be treated as an integral part

of human nature, not as a foe to all that is

best in man, a foe to be buffeted and kept

under. The true relation of the body to the

higher life of mind and soul is not one of

mutual antagonism. To think of man as

pure spirit, even in theory, is folly, and leads

to endless error. Even the abstract separa

tion of spiritual and material can serve no

useful purpose and must always incur some

serious dangers. It is futile to regard the

bodily functions as something quite apart from

the mental functions, as it is futile to speak

of our personality as if it had no intimate con

nection with the body. We have large evi

dence of the inter-relation of mind and body,

the reaction on each other of moral and phys

ical states. This close connection is admitted,

though even now we do not give it its full

weight in affecting conduct. Though we may

make distinctions in our nature for conven

ience of speech, yet these distinctions are

largely artificial. We cannot cut up the being

of man in sections, as if there could be an in

tellectual life that had no basis in the physical,

or as if there could be a life of the soul with

no relation to the life in the flesh.

If we have such a conception of unity in our

nature, it follows that we can leave no part of

man outside our consideration, as if it did not

count. Education is seen to be more than a

mere brain development ; it is the total form

ing of a human being, physical, intellectual,

moral and spiritual. It is, no doubt, some

times humiliating to us to feel how much we

are affected by our physical state. It makes

us almost despise ourselves, bound as we seem

to be to the body of this death. But for good

or ill it is so. AH divisions of man's nature

must be confessedly inexact. All talk about

religion being of the soul, and sin having its

seat in the body, is false. The body in itself is

morally neutral and colorless. All sins of the

flesh are sins of the soul. We may locate the

manifestation, but the evil is deeper than the

surface. To parcel out the nature of man in

the common way, to separate the body from

the soul except in a popular and general fash

ion, invariably ends in error according to which

side the stress is laid.

Your Doty Toward Your Afterself

From "The Call of the Twentieth Century,"

by President David Starr Jordan

Your first duty in life is toward your after-

self. So live that your afterself—the man you

ought to be—may in his time be possible and

actual. Far away in the twenties, the thir

ties, of the twentieth century he is awaiting

his turn. His body, his brain, his soul are in

your boyish hands. He cannot help himself.

what will you leave for him ? Will it be a brain

unspoiled by lust or dissipation, a mind trained

to think and act, a nervous system true as a

dial in its response to the truth about you?

Will you, boy of the twentieth century, let him

come as a man among men in his time, or will

you throw away his inheritance before he has

had the chance to touch it? Will you turn

over to him a brain distorted, a mind diseased,

a will untrained to action, a spinal cord grown

through and through with the devil grass of

that vile harvest we call wild oats? Will you

let him come, taking your place, gaining

through your experiences, hallowed through

your joys, binding on them his own, or will

you fling his hope away, decreeing wantonlike

that the man you might have been shall never

be?
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Old Gorgon Graham's Good Sense

Paragraphs packed with horse sense picked

from "Old Gorgon Graham's Letters to His

Son," a most clever and keen book, by George

Horace Lorimer :

Following the horses may be pleasant exer

cise at the start, but they're apt to lead you to

the door of the poorhouse or the jail at the

finish.

When your name is on a note it stands only

for money, but when it's on a letter of intro

duction or recommendation it stands for your

judgment of ability and character, and you

can't call it in at the end of thirty days, either.

Giving a letter of introduction is simply lend

ing your name with a man as collateral.

Don't hurt any one if you can help it, but

if you must, a clean, quick wound heals soon

est.

When I go into a fellow's office and see

his desk buried in letters with the dust on

them, I know that there are cobwebs in his

head. Foresight is the quality that makes a

great merchant, but a man who has his desk

littered with yesterday's business has no time

to plan for to-morrow. The only letters that

can wait are those which provoke a hot an

swer.

Sol was a failure as a musician because,

while he knew all the notes, he had nothing in

himself to add to them when he played them.

What you can't do is to load up a report

with moonshine or an inventory with wind,

and get anything more substantial than a

moonlight sail toward bankruptcy.

I've found that this is a mighty big world

for a square man and a mighty small world

for a crooked one.

Fashionable happiness always costs just a

little more than you're making. You can't

keep down expenses when you've got to keep

up appearances—that is, the appearance of

being something that you ain't.

There's only one place in the world where

you can live a happy life, and that's inside

your income. A family that's living beyond

its means is simply a business that's losing

money, and it's bound to go to smash. And

to keep a safe distance ahead of the sheriff

you've got to make your wife help. More

men go broke through bad management at

home than at the office.

It's been my experience that when a fellow

begins to brag that he can quit whenever he

wants to, he's usually reached the point where

he can't.

Never ask a man what he knows, but what

he can do.

Books are all right, but dead men's brains

are no good unless you mix a live one's with

them.

It isn't what a man's got in the bank, but

what he's got in his head, that makes him a

great merchant.

Look in a man's eyes for honesty; around

his mouth for weakness; at his chin for

strength ; at his hands for temperament ; and

at his nails for cleanliness.

More men die from worry than from over

work; more stuff themselves to death than die

of starvation; more break their necks falling

down the cellar stairs than climbing moun

tains. If the human animal reposed less con

fidence in his stomach and more in his legs,

the streets would be full of healthy men walk

ing down to business. Remember that a man

always rides to his grave; he never walks

there.

A good many men will say that it's none of

your business what they do in their own time,

but you want to make it your business, so

long as it affects what they do in your time.

For this reason, you should never hire men

who drink after office hours ; for it's their time

that gets the effects, and your time that gets

the after-effects.

Every fellow is really two men—what he

is and what he might be; and you're never

absolutely sure which you're going to bury till

he's dead. The great secret of good manage

ment is to be more alert to prevent a man's

going wrong than eager to punish him for it.

Physical Directors' Reading Course

The physical directors of Brooklyn have a

unique scheme in which by uniting together

they are able at a very small cost to secure all

the best books on physical training. There

are nine directors in the club. By paying

$2 each they receive in return eighteen

books. Each director is permitted to use a

book two weeks. Then he passes it on to the

next on the list and receives another book.

When all the books have been read they are

auctioned off among the members. The pro

ceeds go for more books. The first list of

eighteen books may be suggestive : Track and

Field Athletics—Clarke. Health, Strength and

Power—Sargent. Physical Training by Mus

cular Exercise—Gulick. Physiology of Ado

lescence—Hall. Physiology of Exercise—La-

grange. Fatigue—Mosso. Blood and Blood

Pressure—Oliver. Clinical Studies in Blood

Pressure. The Story of Ab: A Tale of the

Time of the Cave Man—Waterloo. How to

Get Strong and How to Stay So—Blaikie.

Manner of Wrestling—Leonard. German-

American Gymnastics—Steelier. Manual of

Physical Measurements—Hastings. Special

Kinesiology of Educational Gymnastics—Baron

Nils Posse. Japanese Physical Training—

Hancock. The Natural Way—Du Bois. How

to Teach Gymnastics—Anderson. Manual of

Hygiene.



Running Notes on Recent Books

Whenever President Jordan talks to men one may be

sure there is something worth listening attentively to.

In his little book called The Twentieth Century,

he has made a commanding appeal to young men, and

his whole weight is behind it. A paragraph from

this book is quoted in another page. It is a call to the

best in a man to do his best. (American Unitarian

Association 80 cents.)

The striking feature of Hugh Black's book, The

Practice of Self-Culture, is that the word "culture,"

which has so generally been used with exclusive refer

ence to the intellect, is here applied to body, mind

and spirit, as inseparately related to each other and

to the complete life. Mr. Black is an enthusiastic ad

vocate of the all-round Christian manhood. The book

is a fine literary statement of the fundamental pur

pose of the Association movement. It will be read

with interest and profit by all who hold, with Mon

taigne, that "it is not a soul, it is not a body that

we are training up, but a man, and we ought not to

divide it." The real climax of the book is in the

first chapter, where proportional and symmetrical

development of the whole man—body, mind and

spirit—is urged. (Macmillan Co. $1.25.)

Dr. Cuyler's talks and earnest, lifting and spiritual

sermons go direct to the heart. The Baker & Taylor

Company have brought out in Our Christmas Tides

•—a beautiful gift volume—several of his best talks on

this ever-interesting theme.

Literary Leaders of America, by Richard Burton,

is a valuable sketch of the leading writers of this

country with whom all should be familiar. (Cbautau-

aua Press. $1.00.)

Whoever would know the people of old New Eng

land: their staunch character and their "peculiar"

ways, homely lives and wit, should read Mary E. Wil-

kins-Freeman's The Givers, a series of short sketches

in her best style. (Harper. $1.25.)

That clever man, George Ade, who knows the

average city young man and his ways better than

most men, has penned some pictures that are mighty

interesting reading in Breaking into Society. (Harper.

$1.00.)

Maine men have always had the reputation of "do

ing things," from logging to sailing ships. Read The

Penobscot Man, by Fannie Hardy Eckstrom and learn

of their rugged courage. (Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

$1.25.)

The discussion of life-work themes by men capable

of speaking with authority is always interesting to

men when made by men capable of speaking with

authority in their various professions. In Careers

for the Coming Man, Whitelaw Reid, St. John Roosn.

Col. Mills and others have put most valuable sug

gestions to young men on their choice of a life work.

(Saalfield Publishing Co. $1.50.)

Henry Ward Beecher's sermons and addresses were

studded with illustrations, graphic, picturesque, con

vincing. The reading of the selected paragraphs from

his writings and sayings in this book, A Treasury of

Illustration, will stimulate imagination, and as Dr.

Hillis says, "move a man to a wider and deeper life,

uplift and inspire him." (Revel!. $3.50.)

In The Common Lot, by Professor Herrick, the

story is told of an architect who tried to get rich at

anv cost, failed and then came to a new life on new

ideals. It ought to be read widely. (Macmillan Co..

$1.60.)

An excellent collection of addresses by a well-known

English clergyman is grouped under the head Com

radeship and Character. (Thos. Whitaker. $1.40.)

Many of Kipling's admirers will turn from his book,

Traffics and Discoveries, and wonder what he really

meant. Some of the stories are told with a splendid

power, some are puzzles. (McClure, Phillips & Co.

$2.00.)

Doctor Luke of Labrador, by Norman Duncan,

considered one of the greatest books produced by a

Canadian. Its choice sentiment, wholesome humor and

fair study of the men of the Labrador Coast is re

freshing. The people are as interesting as those of

Thrums. (Revell. $1.60.)

A rugged, Western character, a fighting editor who

demanded a square deal, is told in Dan Black, by

Seymour Eaton. (Booklovers* Magazine. 75 cents.)

That versatile, vigorous veteran of Boston, Edward

Everett Hale, has put into his Memories of a Hun

dred Years the observations of his life. It is rather

heavy, but good. (Macmillan Co. $2.00.)

H. I. Hancock has given us in Japanese Physical

Training a work of great value to every man interested

in a healthy, strong and agile body. Thougb an

American the author took a thorough course in jiu-jitsu

under the instructor of the police department of the

city of Nagasaki, and gives the science as taught by

Inouye San, a veteran in Japanese physical instruction.

As a foundation for tricks of combat, the book de

scribes proper diet, the right use of bathing, the wear

ing of proper clothing, deep breathing and the practice

of restraint exercises in a simple, sane and strong

style. The chapter on "The Value of Even Temper"

is especially beneficial, dwelling upon good nature, even

ness of disposition and politeness as essential to health.

Jiu-jitsu consists of a series of grips and blows com

bined with a knowledge of the vulnerable points in

the body, the mastery of which enables a man of

small stature, though not without strength, to over

power a bulkier opponent. The book preaches not the

ONE OF THE JIU-JITSU TRICKS FROM JAPA

NESE PHYSICAL TRAINING.
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acquiring of great lumps of muscle, but ' the science

of how and when to use that which is. Some Asso

ciations have formed classes in jiu-jitsu under the

physical director, and we predict many more as tht

book is more largely read. (G. P. Putnam's Sons.

$1.25 net.)

The Aristocracy of Health, by Mrs. Mary Fnptr

Henderson, is a comprehensive study of the question

of sound health as gained and maintained by scientific

training. It holds that physical culture is of paramount

importance in gaining longevity, urging the use of no

poison, tobacco, alcohol, coffee or tea, and that you

work while you work, play while you play. The book

is a substantial plea for perfect health. (Colton Pub

lishing Co. $1.50.)

Dr. G. Campbell Morgan's five talks on "Evangelism"

are invaluable for the study of men engaged in Asso

ciation service, notably the chapter on Evangelistic

Service. (Revell. 50 cents.)

S. D. Gordon's talks at conventions have always

brought a hearty response in the hearts of Association

men. His "Quiet Talks on Prayer" is read with equal

interest as his book Talks on Power, but no man will

learn prayer by reading about it. (Revell. 76 cents.)

In this day, when newspapers have supplanted books

and the light magazine article has superseded the

studious volume, a book like Hamerton's "Intellectual

Life" would help correct a man who has abandoned

serious and extended reading, deep thinking and study.

His letter to a Muscular Christian and others of like

vein, to such who complain of want of time, etc., are

practical and suggestive. (Little, Brown & Co.)

A thoroughly practical book is "Safe Methods; or,

H w to Do Business," by E. T. Roe. (Hertel, Jen

kins & Co. $1.00.)

John Burroughs, in his excellent book "Far and

Near," tells of journeys he has made to observe birds

and study animate nature. It is in the same vein as

his first fascinating studies of the robins. (Houghton,

Mifflin & Co. $1.10.)

Admiration for Robert E. Lee is not confined to the

people of the South. "The Recollections and Letters

of Robert E Lee," by his son, will be read with inter

est. The son has happily shown his father as he was at

home—the simplicity of his life, his genuineness, the

dignity and generosity of his character. (Doubleday,

Page & Co. $2 50.)

Irving Bacheller can only create one "Uncle Eben.

Those who look for the same spirit in a tale of the

coming of Christ will be disappointed. Virgilius is an

interesting study and story of Roman life, however.

(Harpers'. $1.50.)
An investigation of 732 employment agencies by

Miss Kcllor discovered a condition which would lead

one who is out of work to hesitate long before apply

ing to these agencies for employment. Incompetency,

fraud vicious and immoral features were found. The

book "Out of Work" is highly suggestive to every

secretary or man who is trying to help the unem

ployed. (G. P. Putnam's Sons. $1.60.)

The general secretary of a charity organization, Ed

ward G. Devine, deals in a practical and thorough

manner with the problem closely related to that treated

by Miss Kellor, in "Principles of Relief." The two

books should be studied thoroughly and together by

every secretary and director who is called upon to give

counsel or aid to men. (Macmillan Co. $2.00.)

Authentic information on the West Indian Islands,

their resources, features and attractions to tho trav

eler nature lover and settler, is to be found in

Our West Indian Neighbors, by Frederic A. Ober.

Mr Ober has for twenty-five years been a close

student of these islands; was a commissioner from

them to the World's Columbian Exposition, and has

lived for years with the natives exploring, hunting,

studying as a naturalist and a correspondent the re

sources and beauties of these isles of the Caribbean

Sea. The book is fully illustrated with fifty-four pic

tures and photographs by the author, and is as inter-

THROWING THE HAMMER.

From Practical Track and Field Athletics.

esting as it is valuable for its information. (James

1'ott & Co. $2.50.)

"Practical Track and Field Athletics" meets a need.

Very little has been written on practical athletics. This

book is comprehensive, fully illustrated, and is a thor

oughly practical treatment of its subject. It is invalu

able to the coach and director, is full of suggestions on

training, field events, etc., and it contains sane, whole

some and concrete examples of successful athletes and

demonstrates methods. It contains the best amateur

records. It is written by John Graham, the athletic

instructor at Harvard, and Ellery II. Clark, champion

all-around athlete of America.

"Self-Propelled Vehicles" (Automobiles), by J. E.

Homans, A.M.; a new edition; sets forth the general

principles of automobile construction and operation in

plain, non-technical language; a vast amount of useful

information packed into 644 pages. Just the thing for

the automobile class. (Theo. Audel & Co. $2.00.)

"Stepping Stones of American History," by fourteen

writers, prominent among whom are Henry Cabot

Lodge and John D. Long. The fourteen subjects,

representing the foundation stones in American his

tory are treated by various writers, yet the book has

sequence and a lofty tone. Full-page color pictures

enhance its value. (W. A. Wilde Company. $2.26.)

"The Pagan's Progress," by Gouverneur Morris, has

strikingly strong originality in story, typography and

illustration: is a tale of primitive man, his environment,

his life, adventures and warfare. A wierd piece of

fiction but fascinating. (A. S. Barnes & Co. $1.00.

"By the Fireside," Charles Wagner. As strong, if

not stronger even than his famous homely life-correct

ing talk in his "Simple Life." A book that should be

in every home library. (McCIure, Phillips & Co.

$1.00.)
"The Masquerader," Katherine Cecil Thurston. A

story with characters of genuine strength. The tre

mendous sale of this book is not to be wondered at.

(Harpers'. $1.50.)
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"The Forest," Stewart Edward White. Full of the

life and breath and speech of the "big woods." A

vigorous thing for vigorous men who love the oxygen

of the pines and the joy of battering down the bar

riers of nature's fastnesses. It is a hand-book of

forest lore as well as the story of life in the woods.

(Outlook Company. $1.50.)

"Blazed Trail Stories," Stewart Edward White. A

series of incidents in the lumber camp, the plains and

the mines, by a man who knows the men and things

of out of doors. Interesting and realistic. (McClure,

Phillips & Co. $1.50.)

"Japan, the Place and the People," by Browne.

Those whose eyes are turned toward the war in the

Far East should not fail to read this description in

type and picture of this people already come into

greatness. A book for the permanent library. (Dana

Estes 4 Co.)
"Beverly of Graustark," Geo. Barr McCutcheon.

As good as Graustark. Full of fire from cover to

cover. (Dodd. Mead & Co. $1 50.)

"The Son of Royal Langbrith," by Wm. Dean

Howells, is the best thing from the bookshop in many

a day. (Harpers'. $2.00.)

Books Received

The Law of the Land, by Emerson Hough; the Bobhs-

Merrill Co. $1.50.
Trixy, by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps; Houghton, Mifflin

& Co. $1.50.
Fergy, the Guide, by H. S. Canfield; Henry Holt &

Co. $1.60.
The Pursuit of Phyllis, by J. H. Bacon; Henry Holt

& Co. $1.25.
The Reaper, by Edith Rickert; Houghton, Mifflin &

Co. $1.60.
More Cheerful Americans, by Chas. B. Loomis; Henry

Holt & Co. $1.26.

The Truants, by A. E. W. Mason; Harpers'. $1.60.

Zelda Dameron, by Meredith Nicholson; Bobbs-Mer-

rill Co.

Black Friday by Frederic S. Isham; Bobbs-Merrill Co.

The Criminal Classes, by D. R. Miller, D.D.; United

Brethren Pub. Co. $1.00.
The President, by Alfred Henry Lewis; Barnes. $1.5fi

A Captain in the Ranks, by George Cary Eggleston;

Barnes. $1.20.

Teddy and Towser, by Seward D. Lisle; H. T. Coates

& Co.

An American King, by Edward S. Ellis; H. T. Coates

& Co. 8 cents.

Up the Forkes River, by Seward D. Lisle; H. T. Coates

& Co.

A Short Constitutional History of the U. S.. by Fran

cis Newton Thorpe; Little, Brown & Co. $1.75.

Mechanical Appliances and Novelties of Construction,

by Hiscox; N. W. Henley Pub. Co.

Routine and Ideals, by Briggs; Houghton, Mifflin &

Co. $1.00.

A Short History of Ancient Egypt, by Newberry &

G'astrang: Dana Estes & Co.

Thirty-One Revival Sermons, by Banks; Revell.

The Western United States, by Fairbanks; D. C.

Heath & Co.

The Frozen North, by Edith Horton; D. C. Heath

& Co.

Plane and Solid Analytic Geometry, by Candy; D. C.

Heath & Co.

Mechanical Drawing, by Anthony; D. C. Heath & Co.

Facts and Figures, by Edward Atkinson; Houghton,

MifHin & Co.

Safe Methods, by E. T. Roe, LL.B. ; Hertel, Jenkins

& Co.

Fergy the Guide, by Canfield; Henry Holt & Co. $1.50-

Forest Folk, by Prior; Dodd, Mead & Co.

The Woodcarver of Olvmpus, bv W*'ler; Little. Brown

& Co.



The "Strong Man" Madness

Hints for the Men Who Are Beginning Training

BY M. B. RIDEOUT, PHYSICAL DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON, D. C.

As a gymnasium recruit you undoubtedly

heartily coincide with Gladstone in believing

that there is no more profitable investment of

time than that devoted to keeping the body

in the highest state of physical efficiency, and

you are. of course, desirous that your invest

ment shall be as profitable as possible. There

fore, the first hint suggests itself at once. If

you are fortunate enough to have a physical

director at your Association, consult him im

mediately, getting a physical examination be

fore beginning to exercise. You will then

not need the advice found below.

If, on the other hand, you are just entering

one of the 200 or more Association gymna

siums which are without trained supervision,

then the following hints should prove of serv

ice. Taking for granted that you have no

serious organic weakness, what then is to be

the aim in entering upon this course of physi

cal training—huge, bulging muscles, especially

on the arms, shoulders, and chest, for the pur

pose of showing off before the awe-struck

uninitiated? Let us study the question a mo

ment. Nature gives to but few the power of

acquiring such a development. Therefore the

chances are that' you are not of this number

and would soon dangerously waste your vi

tality in attempting the impossible task of

acquiring a muscular development which

Nature has denied you. You may even be

thankful that you are not one of those to

whom Nature has given such exceptional

powers of assimilation that they are thereby

enabled to put on huge muscles, for when

these men enter a gymnasium they often suc

cumb to the temptation of building up bulg

ing muscles for the purpose of show or gain,

and thereby many work serious harm to

themselves.

Not long since, when a celebrated "strong

man" was addressing an audience this ques

tion was put to him by a man in the audience :

"Have you not sacrificed much vital power for

the sake of securing your abnormal muscular

development, and are you not therefore in a

poorer condition to resist disease or exhaus

tion from prolonged effort or exceptional

physical or mental strain?" He very readily

and honestly admitted before his audience

that such was the case. He said that if he

had his life to live over he would not again

make this grave mistake, but would seek in

stead for organic vigor and a normal, har

monious development of the muscular and

nervous systems.

This "strong man's" answer furnishes the

aim you should choose in beginning system

atic physical exercise. To achieve this aim,

it is necessary to practice exercises which

bring into play simultaneously large masses

of muscle, and thereby greatly invigorate the

heart, lungs and entire organism. Some of

AN EXAMPLE OF OVER-DEVELOPMENT, RE

SULTING IN GREAT LOSS OF MOBILITY IN

SHOULDER JOINT AND CHEST WALLS; DE

CREASE IN LUNG CAPACITY (BO CUBIC

INCHES BELOW AVERAGE) AND ENDURANCE.

these exercises are running, rowing, swim

ming, hill-climbing, also (in moderation)

vigorous games, such as basket ball and foot

ball ; in the gymnasium, vigorous calisthenics

and quick apparatus work with running ap

proach and but momentary arm support,

rather than the heavy, slow strength exercises

so frequently attempted by young enthusiasts.

These latter violate fundamental, physiolog

ical laws, in that they do not permit normal

respiration and circulation. Therefore, see to
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it that you cut out heavy weight lifting; slow,

heavy abnormal exercises ; "dip," etc., on high

bar, horse, and parallels, and many other simi

lar exercises of a severe nature which will

readily suggest themselves.

A great advantage in practicing the exer

cises first named, which produce profound

general rather than local effects upon the or

ganism, is that they tend to produce bodily

harmony through exercising each part of the

body in accordance with its natural function

and with regard to its relation to all the

other parts; i. e., they demand of the legs

great strength and endurance which Nature

A FAVORITE STUNT OF A •'STRONG MAN,"

WHICH HAS DONE MUCH TO DECREASE HIS

LUNG CAPACITY AND ENDURANCE.

intended them to supply. The arms are not

called upon to do the work of the legs—

Nature never intending such a perversion and

exacting serious penalty for so violating her

plan. To illustrate: The writer has in mind

a celebrated gymnast whose ambition as a

young fellow was to be able to walk on his

hands, and "chin" with one arm. Through

persistent effort, he succeeded in realizing his

ambitions, even to walking around the gym

nasium on the tips of thumb and fingers, do

ing the "iron cross" three times in succession,

and many other "great stunts" of like nature.

To-day at twenty-eight years of age he has a

smaller lung capacity than many boys thirteen

years of age, could show; his shoulder joints

are much stiffened and restricted in their

movements by the unduly heavy exercise given

thernj his chest is covered with huge, pectoral

muscles, greatly restricting its expansion and

drawing the shoulders inward. His calves

are much smaller than his arms and he is an

utter failure at all tests demanding endurance

and vigor of the vital organs.

One other illustration ought to make clear

the importance of developing the different

parts of the body by means of general rather

than local exercises. The young fellow in

question started exercising at about seventeen

years of age with iron dumb bells, pulley

weights and the Milo Bar-bell for the pur

pose of making himself a notable "strong

man." The muscles grew rapidly and the

young enthusiast worked harder and harder,

localizing each effort as much as possible as

he worked at the muscles with all his will

power. In about four years he went "on the

road," the wonder of unsuspecting audiences.

One day he dropped into an Association

gymnasium in order to enjoy a strut among

the fellows while they admired his big biceps.

All went smoothly, even gloriously, while he

was at the pulleys and dumb bells, but our

"strong man" thought he would try the run

ning track. It would never do to walk up by

the stairway, he must climb up; so grasping

the horizontal ladder, he attempted an "up

start" and failed; then he tried pulling him

self over the ladder, and after many awkward

attempts succeeded. The on-lookers' eyes

had on a stare. What was the matter with

the "strong man"? Briefly, it was lack of

bodily harmony, over-development of acces

sory muscles at the expense of more funda

mental groups; lack of cooperation on the part

of the different nerve centers and their cor

responding muscles. He had adopted the

wrong method of development—the local

method—consequently his muscles would not

work in harmony.

A few brief closing hints : When you

enter the gymnasium, "warm up" with moder

ate, general exercise, such as a short, easy

run, before engaging in heavier or more vio

lent exercises, and finish your work with an

exercise of like nature. Keep well within

your strength, in no test, whether of muscu

lar power or endurance, pushing yourself to

the limit. Keep moving while in the gym

nasium and when you are through exercising

go at once to your bath, as delay may mean

a bad chill. A lukewarm shower of two

minutes followed by one minute of cold water

will be found an excellent general bath. Rub

hard with a crash towel. Exercise daily, if

possible—every other day at least—for forty-

five minutes to one hour. Eat plain, nourish

ing food, thoroughly masticating it, and take

no violent exercise within two hours after a

full meal. Have the purest air possible day

and night; sleep at least eight hours, and

before many weeks have passed you will find

yourself well on the road to "Health, Strength

and Power,"



With Sailors and Soldiers in the Orient

International Secretary Millar's Observations of Association Work with the Sailors and Soldiers

in the Philippines, Japan and China

Mr. Millar has just completed a six months'

trip to the Far East, to points where soldiers

and sailors of the United States are stationed,

in order to better serve the Associations for en

listed men. He, with Messrs. Gilbert, Jones and

Rtidman, secretaries-elect for the Philippines

and China, sailed June 1 from San Francisco

on the U. S. A. transport Sheridan, carrying

700 enlisted men. A transport Association

of 423 members was organized en route, men's

meetings and Bible classes held, popular talks

given, and the full activities of an Army Asso

ciation conducted with the help of the four sec

retaries, after they and the soldiers had gotten

over their sea-sickness. Among the enlisted

men were college graduates, while some had

earned degrees by post-graduate courses.

Among these men were not a few of a roam

ing, reckless spirit, who had enlisted simply

to sea the world. Some of these were awak

ened by the services to a serious purpose and

determined while in the army to make their

influence count for good. The talent which

was discovered for entertainments, lectures and

practical talks among the troops was remark

able. Music, gymnastics, sleight-of-hand exhi

bitions, recitations and story-telling were fur

nished by the men. Before going to distant

camps they pledged to stand together in groups

for Bible study and Christian helpfulness, and

the results should be of the greatest value to

the Association, as these men were distributed

widely throughout the Philippine group.

At Honolulu the Association, as has been its

custom for five years, extended all its privileges,

including writing materials, bathrooms, gymna

sium and social rooms, to the soldiers while on

their two days' wait in the city. Hundreds of

men accepted the invitation.

For the 150 soldiers and marines at Guam

Mr. Millar left a large stock of literature, in

cluding several traveling libraries and station

ery, to relieve the monotony of the post.

At Manila the Army Association has had its

headquarters since 1898. It occupies a big

old tile-roofed Spanish building, built as is

usual around an open court. One of its great

attractions is the soda water fountain, as the

most horrible thing about the island is said to

be the "Manila thirst." The literary society

averages over 100 men at its weekly meetings,

and is one of the features of the city. A 2,000-

volume library is in constant use. Educa

tional classes are held every night in the week.

It is a popular rendezvous for American sol

diers and sailors. Mr. Millar was invited to

attend a meeting of the missionaries of all de-

nominations. The missionaries declared that

one of the greatest needs of Manila was an As-

SECRETARIES WHO WERE ON

PORT.

THE TRANS

sociation building, to cost at least $200,000.

They urged him to appeal to friends in America

for these funds, declaring that such a building

would do more than any other one agency for

AS MR. MILLAR TRAVELED.
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ASSOCIATION TENT AT A CAMP,

both the native and American population. It

should include extensive baths, gymnasium,

educational class rooms and dorimitories, and

would be the headquarters for American and

English young men, soldiers and sailors. There

are thousands of men away from home and

wholesome influences in Manila. The young

men of the Philippines are looking to Manila

for opportunities in business. As conditions

get more settled, dock and other improvements

made, the need of a building will be increas

ingly felt.

Conferences were held here for a week with

the retiring secretary, C. A. Glunz, E. S. Eby,

naval secretary at Cavite, and Z. C. Collins,

who had been among the camps in the islands

for three years, and the recruits who came to

take their places.

A 2,500-mile trip was made by Mr. Millar

WHERE THE PEKING ASSOCIATION IS LOCATED.

through the islands by steamer and army am

Imlance, on horseback and on foot, visiting tin;

camps and posts, speaking to the soldiers, of

ficers and chaplains, in order to see fully the

conditions existing and to perfect and enlarge

plans for Association service to them. He

crossed Mindanao, where most of the fighting

Mas been done recently, and where Mr. Collins

has been at work. He was impressed not only

with the great opportunity for Association

service to the troops, but also with the extent

to which that opportunity had been seized.

Expecting to find something of this, he found

the actual condition surpassed his expectations.

Through the central and southern islands he

had a chance to observe some of the hardships

and trials of an army traveling secretary.

Here for nearly four years Z. C. Collins has

been traveling from post to post; in fact, he

found his tracks everywhere, and heard only

words of praise from all who knew him. An

officer said of him: "He is the only man I

ever saw who could go on a 'hike' and not get

in the way." Any one who knows Collins will

not wonder that sometimes the officer in charge

of an expedition wired him inviting him to go

along. To this plan of the traveling secretary,

it is hoped, will soon be added the plan of a

headquarters at each of the posts. This has

the strong backing of the commanding officers.

The most encouraging feature of the trip

through the islands, next to the appreciation of

the enlisted men, was the strong endorsement of

the officers. To have the enthusiastic interest

of men like General Wood and General Carter

means much to any movement.

At Iloilo he was told by the commanding

general that the worst thing

that could happen to the

place would be the closing of

the Association headquar

ters, and this not only from

the soldiers' standpoint, hut

Cgfi*j also from the effect upon

the minds of the natives.

Major Lord, U. S. A., is

chairman of the Branch at

this point, and he and his

fellow - committeemen give

unstintedly of their time

and effort. At Olongapo,

where several hundred ma

rines are stationed, the As

sociation is in its own build

ing, constructed of nipa and

Oregon lumber. At the time

of his visit the men were

raising a fund toward the

purchase of a piano.

A more delighted body of

men it would have been
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difficult to find, when a little later the purchase

was made and the piano installed. Men in this

country can scarcely realize what a great event

that would be under conditions existing at an

isolated station in the Philippines.

All during the trip Mr. Millar was impressed

with the faithfulness and uncomplaining atti

tude of the enlisted men in both services—ever

ready to go where duty called, even though it

meant to danger and possible death. Mr.

Millar says : "Another thing that came to me

overwhelmingly was the present opportunity of

the Young Men's Christian Association for a

forward movement among the civilian English-

speaking and native young men. The whole

future of the islands will be affected by the

attitude of the people at home in this matter.

I understand better now the insistent appeals

of men like Major Halford and Dr. Brown

and others who have seen the actual conditions

and needs.

"In China my objective was to visit the

Peking Legation Guard Association and also

to investigate the conditions surrounding our

sailors during their summer cruises in Chinese

waters. The Peking work is housed in build

ings in the American Legation compound, and

an effective Association has been organized

among the American troops. The former sec

retary, Mr. Christian, had just returned to the

United States to complete his education, and

Mr. Gilbert was getting settled. After full

discussion of the matter with Minister Conger,

who is an earnest friend of the movement, the

committee of management voted to make it an

International Association, admitting to mem

bership the men from the Legation Guards of

all countries. This has proved a popular move.

"One evening a Japanese soldier, attracted by

the talking machine which had been used on

the transport and then sent to Peking, stuck his

head through the window to listen, and, being

assured by signs that he was wel

come, appeared a little later with

twenty-five of his comrades.

"Another evening a French soldier

entered the building, and in the sign

language asked if he could use the

privileges. The secretary responded

by initiating him into the mysteries

of carroms and some of the other

games, and later a man was found in

the French Guard who could speak

English and thus proved a good in

terpreter. A number of the British

Guard have joined the Association,

and 67 per cent, of the American men

are members. The importance of

this movement is seen from the fact

that officers and men from all the

different countries will here bf

THE ARMY ASSOCIATION'S RIVAL.

brought into vital contact with this Christian

effort, and it will thus serve as an object

lesson.

"At Chefoo, as well as at other points on the

Chinese coast, I found the reason for the urgent

appeal of Admiral Robley D. Evans, Consul

John Fowler and others for the starting of a

branch of the Naval Association there. Each

year our Asiatic squadron has its rendezvous

for at least three months at Chefoo. A year

ago nearly 10,000 American sailors were there

for that length of time. In a city filled with

Oriental vice and abounding in places of evil

resort, what a field for Association effort with

these thousands of American young men. At

least one man's time ought to be given in plac

ing and arranging temporary branches for our

sailors during their longer visits to these Chi

nese ports similar to the plans at Pensacola,

Fla., and other home ports.

In Japan Mr. Millar counseled with the As

sociation secretaries and committees regarding

the work in the Japanese Army. An account

of this was given last month.

MANILA ASSOCIATION HEADQUARTERS.



Mr. Budge in Australia

Through conference of the International

Committee with the Montreal Association an

arrangement was made last spring whereby

Secretary D. A. Budge was released to make a

tour of visitation of the Associations in Aus

tralia and New Zealand during the summer.

He has just returned from this trip and reports

that in Australia he found five Associations

with two buildings at Sydney and Adelaide and

secretaries, J. J. Virgo and H. A. Wheeler, at

these points. The secretary at Melbourne had

just resigned. At eight or ten other points

Associations should be maintained. In Tas-

D. A. BUDGE.

mania, one Association at Hobart, with R.

Tribe as secretary. Another Association could

be maintained at Launceston.

In New Zealand there are five Associations,

at Auckland, Wellington, Christ Church, Dune-

din and Invercargill, with a building at Auck

land and a secretary, H. A. Holmes, at Well

ington, the capital city.

Except in Sydney and Adelaide there has

been no general adaptation of the physical, edu

cational or junior departments of the work,

and, in consequence, there has been no general

plan of committee organization.

The tour consisted of conferences at each

point as follows: (1) With the boards of di

rectors and committees of management, on the

importance of broadening the work so as to

include all the departments, and also the neces

sity for an enlarged and more aggressive finan

cial policy. (2) With the committeemen and

active members, two or three evenings were

given in conference on the details of the organi

zation of departments and approved methods

of work. (3) With the business men, as to

the development of the Association movement

and its practical relation to the commercial

and industrial as well as to the moral interests

of the community, and also its adaptability to

the needs of men under various conditions.

Australia and Tasmania should have Associa

tions in fifteen cities and New Zealand in five.

The opportunity is urgent for a more vigorous

campaign in this promising field.

Among the results gained the following

might be mentioned:

The Melbourne Association, which lost its

building in the financial panic ten years ago,

adopted a Forward movement which should

lead up to a building in 1907. Melbourne has

over 450,000 inhabitants, and is a strategic

point. A modern building and equipment there

would serve as an illustration which would be

copied by other cities.

The directors at Adelaide decided to secure

a physical director trained on Association lines.

When this is done, in addition to interpreting

the physical work for that Association, he could

begin the discovery and training of men for

the physical work of other Associations. The

physical opportunity in Australia is large.

At almost every point the directors favorably

considered the broadening of the work so as to

include the educational, physical and junior

departments where these had not been carried

on, and also an enlarged financial policy.

In New Zealand Wellington, its capital city, is

the most progressive and is the strategic point

for New Zealand. The directors and young

men decided upon a Forward movement which

should give them a building in two years. This

building would also serve as an example to the

other cities of New Zealand.

Auckland has a building, but no secretary.

Mr. Brakenrig, who has been secretary for

twenty-five years, having recently resigned. A

canvass among the directors, business men and

young men secured $2,000 a year for three

years, which will enable the Association to

place a man in the field and extend its work.

Through the cooperation of the Associations

and the business men at all the points visited

a fund of $3,000 a year for three years was se

cured to make possible the placing in the -field

of a traveling secretary for^Australia and New

Zealand who might bring to the work in these

centers that supervision which has been the

basis of the development of the Association

movement in the North American continent

This man should be on the field at the earliest

possible moment.
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On August U the Sydney Association cele

brated its jubilee by a monster gathering of

5,000 people in the magnificent town hall, with

Lord Northcote, the Governor-General as

chairman. He gave an unqualified indorse-

msnt of the Association movement. Mr. Virgo,

the secretary at Sydney, is deservedly popular

and carried through the Jubilee meetings with

great credit. He succeeded the venerable

David Walker, who was secretary at Sydney

for over a quarter of a century. Mr. Walker

is still connected with the Association.

H. A. Wheeler, secretary at Adelaide, is the

honorary secretary of the Australasian Council.

He is Mr. Virgo's successor at Adelaide, where

he is carrying on an aggressive policy. The

hospitality of the friends of the Australian As

sociation is royal, and they have the most

kindly feeling toward their brethren of the

North American Associations.

Fred. Smith in England

An English Secretary's Report

Believing that numbers of Association work

ers in America will be interested in the visit

of Mr. Fred. B. Smith and Mr. Paul J. Gilbert

to this country, I venture to send a brief ac

count of their seven days' work in Derby.

From the very first they secured the fullest con

fidence of our leaders, who were determined to

give this special effort their enthusiastic sup

port. Derby, the opening town of their world

wide campaign, is the headquarters of the Mid

land Railway, which employs here some 30,000

men, and is regarded generally as a town lack

ing enterprise and go; certainly it is one of

the most difficult towns for aggressive evan

gelistic effort. The large numbers of men who

gathered nightly and which increased with

each meeting created surprise among Chris

tian men who know the town well.

Mr. Smith on every occasion spoke with

much power and directness and his manly pres

entation of the gospel made a deep impres

sion, while Mr. Gilbert's clean and beautiful

singing aided many to make their great life's

decision. The Sunday meeting was a sight

long to be remembered. The Palace Theater,

capable of accommodating some 3,000, was

filled to overflowing in seven minutes and hun

dreds of men were unable to gain admission.

The address, A Strong Man, was an eloquent

and powerful appeal to the men, of whom large

numbers responded, and from this single meet

ing 106 names were secured of men desirous

of living the Christian life. It has been a great

mission and will long remain a potent factor

for righteousness. We are deeply grateful and

much encouraged.

On th« Monday a conference of our di

rectors, committeemen and leading supporters

was addressed by Mr. Smith on Association

Work, and we were all profoundly impressed

by its possibilities and educated to a fuller

and more comprehensive ideal. This gather

ing I regard as the most effective of the se

ries, in that it has convinced our leaders of

the vast need and power of the Association,

and it is worthy of the best that our influen

tial professional and business men can give.

Allow me to say how highly we appreciate

the generosity of the American Associations

in freeing Messrs. Smith and Gilbert for this

worldwide campaign. Truly such an act unites

us all as one in the glorious effort for winning

men.

On Wednesday last Mr. Smith addressed by

request the Council meeting of the North Mid

land District at Sheffield and spoke on Asso

ciation Work, which proved of real help and

stimulus to us all. I am just busy in forming

four midweek Bible classes at Derby as a re

sult of the mission.

With best wishes for the success of ASSOCIA

TION MEN, which is read with much interest

and profit by us in England, believe me,

HERBERT S. SMART,

General Secretary Derby Association.

Early Impressions in the British Isles

The Welcome Into England.—One of the

first impressions in walking off a steamer at

Liverpool is that everybody seems glad to see

you. Their faces just beam at the sight of an

American, for it is commonly believed that

each one of them owns a bank and that money

will fly as soon as he is ashore. The most

popular song is "Strike up the Band, Here

Comes a Yankee." Even the custom officer

seems in a hurry to turn you over to the wait

ing multitude, for all he asks is, "Have you

any cigars or whisky?" and scarce waiting for

an answer hurries you on to the porter. From

the time that important individual has your

"luggage" you are in no doubt about a genuine

welcome.

The Men You Meet.—Our first greeting was

from Andrew Bell, the general secretary at

Glasgow. He had come all the way down from

Scotland to bid us Godspeed in our work. The

next was from Jameson, of Liverpool. He im

presses you as a man of the spirit of Budge, of

Montreal.

The happy impression of the greeting was

augmented very much by our reception by

Charles J. Proctor, Esq., at his home in Birken-

head. The house is an ideal English country

home, surrounded by a bank of beautiful shrub

bery and overlooking the valley of the Dee,

with the hills of North Wales in the distance.
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SMITH'S FIRST BREAKFAST MEETING IN THE MIDLAND RAILWAY SHOPS.

Soon, however, the sense of being in the pres

ence of a grand Christian man became more im

pressive than the scenery. Mr. Proctor is the

senior member of the firm of Proctor Brothers,

the largest dealers in grain in England, is

president and benefactor of the Birkenhead As

sociation and a thorough student of the work.

He said: "The paper from which I get more

good than any other I read is ASSOCIATION

MEN." He was enthusiastic about it. He be

lieves in a complete work for body, mind and

spirit.

Association Contact.—The first real look into

the life of an Association was at Birkenhead.

The building is modern. Separate rooms and

entrance for boys. Well-equipped gymnasium

with a class filling it and later a hot game of

basketball. Men's meeting poorly advertised,

but a good attendance and deep interest. At the

first meeting fifty-nine men came out into the

Christian life. One of them was a splendid

Englishman of about twenty-eight—a salesman

who travels in the United States. When he

met me he said : "You nearly got me twice in

America, and I concluded that if you followed

me here I might as well surrender."

The general secretary, W. H. Ralston, is *

hard worker and has endeared himself to the

young men. The weakest thing is a mixed

meeting Sunday night, running for general re

sults and getting them.

One day at London, in preparation for a later

visit, gave only an opportunity for a hurried

greeting. A reception was tendered me and I

shall always be grateful for that occasion,

principally because Sir George Williams was

present and presided. His heart is fixed as

ever upon this movement for young men. The

earnestness of the welcome words gave me

much hope for the future of my work. Both

Mr. Putterill, the London general secretary,

and Mr. Mills, of the National Council, to

gether with men of the clergy and laity, were

with one accord hearty in their messages.

In Derby the greeting was equally enthu

siastic, the central figure being Sir Henry Bern-

rose, the president of the Association. It is

worth a trip to England to meet some such

men, and in knowing them to discover the true

greatness of this island empire. The building

is furnished by the company for the use of the

men at meal times, and hot meats and coffee

are served. This meeting was held during

breakfast, as they begin work at 6 o'clock A. M.,

have one hour for breakfast and one and a half

for dinner. The Englishman insists upon hav

ing time enough to eat decently and in order.

The Derby Association is exceedingly for

tunate not only in its president, but equally so

in its general secretary, Herbert S. Smart. He

is well-named, for he is a progressive, up-to-

date man, alive for new methods and opportuni

ties. Our work here was most satisfactory.

Practically there is no difference as to effective

methods in reaching men between the Associa

tions on eitherside of the water.

In Glasgow the same heartiness is manifest

in our work. The meetings closed Monday

with 260 conversions professed by stalwart

Scotchmen and the historic old Association

thoroughly stirred.

Yesterday we had the best day yet. Had all

day in Sheffield with the Midland Committee

and secretaries—twenty-two of them. They

took all of my charts out and had them photo

graphed to send to all their committeemen.

Gilbert is \vorking like a steam engine. He

presents the shop work in conference and is

holding shop meetings all the time.

Mr. Moody's Heritage.—It matters but little

where you go, as soon as you begin to dig

into the religious life you are met by the heri

tage of the great Moody. FRED. B. SMITH.



The Round-Up of a 7,000-Mile Southwestern Trip

The 7,000-mile trip made by Miss Helen

Miller Gould in visiting the railroad Associa

tions along the Gould lines was quite fully de

scribed last month. Recent letters received

from secretaries show that the visits have, re

sulted in large good for the Associations, .. '.

One of the incidents not noted last month

was the presentation at North Little Rock of

bouquets to Miss Gould by committees of

five representatives of eight different railroad

unions, brotherhoods and labor organizations.

The mayors of North Little Rock and Argen

tina were both in at

tendance and made ad

dresses.

The superintendent of

the Kansas Division,

with headquarters at

Osawatomie, met the

party on its journey

west. When it turned

East he joined it again

with his private car.

He said that since they

had passed through two

weeks before the people

of Osawatomie had

been considering the

matter of having a

Railroad Young Men's

Christian Association at

that point, and added

with emphasis : "I have

in my pocket the names

of 750 men who have agreed to join the

Association and pay $5 per year, and also

a subscription list of over $7,000 toward a

new building and a vote from the Town

Council giving free water and other induce

ments." Such an argument could not be

resisted, so it was planned to have a sunrise

meeting at this point on Monday, October 23.

The point was reached at 6.30 in the morning.

As the train passed by the roundhouse it was

noticed that the engines all had their steam up.

and when the train came to a stop at the station

every engineer pulled the steam valve and all

the churches in town rang their bells, and for

five minutes it was a typical Fourth of July

celebration. People were seen coming from

all directions across the prairies and over

fences, and at the end of the noisy salutation

it was estimated that over 700 people had gath

ered at the car to see Miss Gould and to meet

her, if possible. The site was selected for the

new building, and for twenty minutes a recep

tion was held at the rear of the car, when over

400 men. mostly workingmen, with their lunch

pails on their arms, met Miss Gould personally.

ONE OF THE

GUESTS—A TEXAS

RANGER AT SIER

RA BLANCA.

The greatest enthusiasm prevailed, and at 7

o'clock sharp the train pulled out, followed by

cheers and shouts from the crowd.

The Impressions Made

"Her unselfish and unostentatious life, with

nil the opportunities for ease and luxury open

ONE OF THE SELECTED TRAIN CREWS.

to her, has created in the men the desire to live

less self-centered lives. They recognized that

it was not the possession and enjoyment of

money, nor the lack of it, that makes one rich ;

but character."

A brakeman on one of the trains to which

Miss Gould's car was attached said to a fellow-

hrakeman : "Miss Gould spoke to me about my

PINE BLUFF (ARK.) RAILROAD ASSOCIA

TION BUILDING. ONE OF THREE OPENED ON

THE TRIP. FORMERLY MERRILL INSTITUTE.
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A SEA OF FACES AT OSAWATOMIE—PROSPECTIVE MEMBERS.

life. I have made up my mind to clean up and

live better." He has since joined the Asso

ciation.

'We will profit by the visit, as Miss Gould's

coming gave to our Association a dignity in the

minds of our members which they never had

before."

A fireman, upon whose engine Miss Gould

rode thirty miles, said: "I have met the

President of the United States, but when Miss

Gould stepped up to the deck of old 44 I felt

more highly honored than if it had been the

President."

"At Pine Bluff the former Association could

not interest some of the railroad men. Now

they are coming—almost 300 members already.

The visit increased the Association's prestige,

importance and value in the minds of the

people."

"The little Bible Chapter leaflets sent out

are bearing fruit in renewed Bible reading.

Many times have I seen men with Bibles in

their hands reading these chapters—something

which I had not seen before."

One of the directors of a Texas Association

declared : "It is worth a month's pay to shake

hands with Miss Gould. Her emphasis on

Bible study has led to an increased enrolment

in the Bible classes."

"The visit has given our work a standing

among the men and the community that nothing

else could. It had the effect of leading men to

a better and cleaner life."

"Miss Gould's visit has been the means of

leading a number of our railroad men to a

much more useful lif; than they have lived in

the past, and has elevated the work in the eyes

of the community."

"At Big Springs, Tex., more interest is being

taken in Bible study and religious work because

of the visit. The Bible study suggestions from

Miss Gould have been the means of interesting

numbers in Bible reading who were not in th:

habit of such reading. There are now four

Bible classes and one shop class."

This was overheard among the men at Den

ver : "I thank God I have seen the best woman

in this or any other country." "Say, boys, she

talked to me as though she had known me for

years, and I stood there too embarrassed to

open my mouth." "I met her at Philadelphia.

When I told her so she said: 'I remember

you.' It did me more good than my pay check."

A general superintendent wrote Mr. Lougee :

"After hearing the talk made before the Asso

ciation on this trip, I can understand the suc

cess of your work and the foundation on which

it stands ; the simple, plain, direct teaching of

Jesus, which if followed will make us better

neighbors, brothers, husbands and men. The

work of your Association has done much good

already, and I hope to see it continue to grow

and develop."

A railroad official writes : "I have not had

time to visit any of the Associations, but by my

daily contact with the men I can say I am sure

Miss Gould and yourself would feel amply re

paid for your trip if you could note, as I have

on every hand, the renewed interest in Asso

ciation work as a result of your visit and its

effect in imparting to the men a new conception

of the objects of the Association."

At the conference in Temple, Texas, held by

Knebel and Keenan recently, twenty-six men

pledged themselves to aid in religious work

and fourteen men to attend the Bible classes.

In the evangelistic service ten men decided to

lead Christian lives. Election day complete

election returns were received, and the rooms

were crowded until nearly midnight. A Bible

class for leaders in the gymnasium has 'been

organized. After a short Bible study, special

work is taken up in the gymnasium with a

view of training them for physical directors.



The Annual International Dinner

The annual self-entertaining dinner of the

International Committee, given at the Wal

dorf-Astoria Hotel, November 17, was at

tended by nearly 300 guests, representing all

parts of the country. After a seven minutes'

review from eight secretaries of the Commit

tee, which commanded the close attention of

the guests, Secretary Morton, John J. McCook,

General Grant and Admiral Coghlan, spoke

briefly. Dr. Warner was in the chair and

read a letter from Hon. John Barrett, Minis

ter to Panama. The singularly unanimous

approval of the Association by three represen

tatives of the Army and Navy, was re

ceived with unusual interest. The boxes and

galleries were filled with friends of the move

ment.

Dr. Warner said that the 1,800 Associations

in North America, while but one-fourth of

those throughout the world, have much more

than one-half the members (375,000). They

have 475 buildings, worth $26,000,000, or four

times as much as all the other countries of

the world. There are 1,900 employed officers,

or four-fifths of those in the whole Associa

tion movement. Summarizing, he said, "North

America has one-fourth of the number of As

sociations, one-half the membership, three-

fourths of the secretaries and one-half the

buildings, costing three-fourths the amount

of the entire Association property."

Dr. Warner, in speaking of the railroad

department membership, noted that in Penn

sylvania it was 12,567; New York, 11,784;

Texas, 5,326; Kansas, 4,304; Missouri, 4,043;

Illinois, 3,123; Indiana, 2,712; Ohio, 2,468.

Admiral Coghlan spoke in his usual witty

vein and said from his own observation of

the Naval Branch, "the work of the Associa

tion has been beyond price in the navy. The

change that has come to the enlisted force of

the service is so great that I sometimes imag

ine I am in a different profession than I

was thirty years ago, the improvement is so

marked—not altogether, of course, because

of the work of the Association, as you your

selves will not claim that it is. Your work

has been magnificent. I hope it will continue."

Secretary Morton Speaks for the Navy

"I came over here for the sole purpose of en

dorsing the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion so far as its work in the Navy is con

cerned. I know that everybody in the Navy

is more than gratified by the results that have

been obtained. All the officers that I have

heard from have made the most wonderful

reports as to the advantage that this work

has been to our enlisted men. Especially to

the enlisted men of otir new Navy—they are

not men from the seacoast, they are men

from the interior. Ninety per cent, of our en

listed men are now American citizens, most of

them American born. There has been a

great change in our Navy in that respect, and

I believe I am correct in saying that they are

the best enlisted men of any Navy in the

world. I know that they are the best paid,

that they are the best clothed, that they are

the best fed, that they are the most intelligent,

and that if we should have the misfortune to

have war—which God forbid—I believe they

will fight the best of any men. (Applause.)

"I know more or less of the great work that

has been done among the railroads, and I

believe I voice the sentiments of every rail

road man in the Western country when I

say it has been of great advantage. It has

been good for the men, it has been better for

the railroads, it has been best for the public.

(Applause.)

"No one here this evening, after listening

to these determined, intelligent and able sec

retaries, will ask why the Young Men's Chris

tian Association lives. It not only lives, but it

is bound, tinder such management, to pro

gress."

General Grant on ire Army Departments

"I have seen something of the workings of

the Young Men's Christian Association in the

Philippines, where there were several Asso

ciation organizations, and I never saw any

thing except good from them. The soldiers

at the front often referred to the benefits that

they had received from the Associations. In

fact, pretty much all the comfort and pleasure

they had was from the resources provided by

the Associations. They sent them books and

pamphlets, always good, wholesome reading.

There was always some one around who would

collect the letters in the smaller cities and

towns where there were no post-offices, and

doing everything possible in the way of assist

ing the men in their writing, giving them a

place to write and writing material. If the

Associations had not been there these men

would have been less likely to write home—

they would probably have been doing some

thing that would have brought more or less

distress to their people at home, and they

would have been brought under more bad

influences and into more moral danger.

The greatest good ran be done in the isolated

posts. I have in my command many posts

that are away on islands or at some distance

from towns and cities and where it is diffi

cult for the men to get to town. The result

is that either the men have to be cooped up all

the time, or if they go off on pass they have
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"The profound regard which I have always felt for those responsible for the work of the Young

Men's Christian Association is largely because they have practically realised, or at least have striven practically

to realise, the ideal of adherence to the text which reads: "Be ye doers of the word and not hearers

only." If you here to-day came here only with the idea of passing a pleasant afternoon and then

£<? home and do not actually practice somewhat? of what Mr. Wagner preaches and practices, then small

:«'// be the use of your :oming. It is not of the slightest use to hear the word if you do not try to

put it into effect afterward."—PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT, November 21, 1904.

to take a day or two. All the men want to

go immediately after pay day; few of them

return with any of their pay left, and most of

them are in a more or less demoralized condi

tion when they do get back. If .the Associa

tion will relieve those places and supply

amusements and attract the men to them,

much good will be done. I think with the

means that the Government has appropriated

we could do a great deal of good, and in the

course of a short time the worst element

would be wiped out, and those posts would

become thoroughly moral and good. There

are always dives and low saloons near isolated

posts, whose proprietors flourish entirely upon

the patronage of the soldiers. Anything that

will help to induce the men to remain in the

station and keep out of such places, the better

it will be. If they could all be kept out for a

short time the places would die, because they

only live by profiting from the soldiers. And

if the Association will conduct that part of

the work.where needed and will allow me to

assist them, I should be most happy to give

all the time that they wish and all the help

in their line, and they could help me in mine,

and I believe that by cooperating we could do

more together than you could without co

operation. I want to congratulate you again

on the good work you have done."

Hon. John Barrett on Panama's Need

"I can say that in all my travels about the

world I have never seen the place that needed

an Association much more than Panama.

There are already in Panama hundreds of

young men coming from our very best fami

lies and from our best educational institu

tions in the United States, who are employed

by the Canal Commission, and this number

will be increased by many hundreds during

the next year. The majority of them have

never been beyond the agreeable environment

of their homes or colleges. Now at the most

critical period of their lives they are located

in a city where the moral, social and physical

surroundings are entirely different from any

thing they have experienced heretofore and

where they have absolutely no wholesome

place or rendezvous for amusement or worship.

Instead of all the bright homes and clubs that

are open to them in American cities for

healthy enjoyment, they have only gambling

places made as attractive as possible and

saloons which cater to their trade. It is al

most a bit of irony that the very building

which T had picked onf with the hnpc trinl it

might be selected as headquarters of the

Young Men's Christian Association in the

very heart of the city, within a stone's

throw of the Canal Commission head

quarters and the American Legation, has

been taken by the syndicate which controls

the gambling concession for the city of

Panama. I have already seen many fine young

men go wrong in Panama, who certainly

would have avoided the temptation that led

them astray if they had had a Young Men's

Christian Association convenient of access.

In my opinion there is far more danger to

Americans going to Panama from moral temp

tation and disease than there is from yellow

fever or other diseases characteristic of the

tropics. So strongly does this appeal to me

that I feel the United States Government

owes an obligation to the men in its employ

to protect them morally as well as to provide

up-to-date measures of sanitation ; in fact, it

would seem to me as essential that the United

States should assist in providing an Associa

tion and in supporting it, as to build sewerage

systems and water-works. Unfortunately, how

ever, our laws and statutes are not shaped

with reference to such contingencies.

"I appeal therefore to all friends of the great

work of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion throughout the world to subscribe liber

ally for the opening and maintenance of a

branch on the Isthmus."

A Railroad President's Statrment

President Joseph Ramsey, Jr., of the Wabash,

has been with the railway Associations for six

teen years. He is acquainted with every appli

ance for the economical management of a rail

road and for the promotion of the public

safety. Mr. Ramsey was kept at the last mo

ment from attending the dinner, but expressed

in writing his regrets and pledged his support

officially and personally to the Association

work. He said: "The direct benefit to any

railroad company from railroad branches estab

lished by it is far in excess of the cost to the

company, and in my opinion each branch house

established is the best and cheapest form of

'Safety device' obtainable. The moral obliga

tion, it seems to me, is just as binding upon a

railroad company or other corporation as it is

upon the individual employer. The Young

Men's Christian Association combines the

'Moral and Business elements' in an ideal

manner—that is, the moral obligations are all

met and the beneficial results to the business

of the company fnnff the bit!,"



From the Editor's Viewpoint

There is a Christmas message to men as well

as pretty songs for children.

A The mighty significance of

Mao's "God manifest in the flesh,"

Christmas the message from heaven,

the prophetic significance of

the name given to that Babe, who has become

without dispute, recognized as the greatest of

kings in His dominion, to whom the most lordly

bow in humble reverence ; One who properly

bears the name given him then—Emmanuel—

God with us; who has justified the names given

him by Isaiah—"Wonderful, Counsellor, The

mighty God, The Everlasting Father, The Prince

of Peace." None has stood among men who

could be compared to Him, the glorious man,

whom painters, poets and writers have made

the theme of their greatest works. His coming

brought a new light and spirit to all the world ;

His dying on the cross a new meaning to the

name of God. His manhood meant a new

standard for men. This is the greatest day in

history and offers the occasion for something

greater than simple carols, flowers, and kindly

sentiment. It is the opportunity of the year

for the message to men of Christ's manliness

and lordship over their lives.

The panacea for public ills was for many

years, to the minds of many

The good people, the library and

Association public reading room. It is

Library not so now. A library or a

reading room is a good tool

in the hands of a skilled workman, as a gym

nasium is good only with a trained instructor

in charge. Very few Association libraries are

worth the room they take up, and a public read

ing room is usually a public loafing room.

Many of the traveling libraries of fifty volumes

are used ten times over in a year by the sol

diers and sailors, while the one and two thou

sand volume libraries locked up on Association

shelves gather dust. The special technical,

Bible study, or reference collection of up-to-

date books, laid where they can be used freely,

is practicable for the average Association. A

collection of fifty or a hundred "popular" books

changed frequently, like the traveling libraries,

is of large use. The railroad men read twice

as many books as men of other Associations,

because the books are fresh and new, changed

frequently, and the circulation is fostered. Since

Montreal has made its library shelves accessi

ble, and with a librarian constantly present to

stimulate and guide the reading, the circulation

has greatly increased. Boston's library is

largely used by students in its schools. The

New York City Association is breaking up its

great library and distributing it among the

branches; 1,280 books in the French language

were sent to the French Branch, and the med

ical books to the Lexington Avenue Intercolle

giate clubhouse. Detroit has a novel club, which

supplies members with popular books on de

mand, each member paying 10 cents admission

and 5 cents per week for each book drawn. The

Association has little place in competing with

the public library. Its work is rather as a sub

station of the public library or using frequently

changed books. The day of the library with

glass doors and books in dirty paper covers

is past. Men must have the freest access to

books to promote their reading, and the books

must be fresh and up to date.

Twenty years ago a progressive secretary

surprised some of his col-

The Extending leagues by declaring that if

Educational the addition of one technical

Field paper to the reading room

would practically serve and

help one man and better fit him for his busi

ness he would get that papef for him. That

man was always trying "to find men's wants

and needs and meet them there." It is this

spirit grown up, and in its best degree, that is

noted in the West Side, New York, Educational

Department, which has added to its funda

mental subjects of mathematics, drawing, busi

ness, language and other studies in forty

branches, its new and special schools in indus

trial art, automobile, mechanical, law, civil

service and other lines. These specialties are

reaching large bodies of active business men,

college and university graduates—men who will

gladly pay substantial tuition fees for the best

practical and valuable instruction in new lines.

Dr. Hervey, chairman of the educational com

mittee, and Mr. Colburn, director, when they

opened the practical art and house decoration

course last year ventured an entirely new move.

That school now numbers seventy-one men.

The automobile school has 123 ; -the school in

real estate is attended by 209 real estate men ;

the school for plan reading and estimating,

38, and business economy, 22. The fees

for these special schools range from

$15 to $30 per man, making a total of nearly

$10,000, in addition to their other receipts. Of

course, it costs money to conduct this work, but

it is interesting to know that nearly all these

special efforts are large revenue producers.

They have put the Association in a new light

to many men, bringing greater respect and

larger support. Every Association should

study its field and provide for it, although few-

can follow far in these lines. Every place has

its need. Every man who is doing anything

to-day must be a student and a specialist in

some line and needs special study.
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The man who waits until he can secure un

interrupted hours for read-

When Men ing before he begins will

Find Time never read much. The man

to Read must seize moments for

reading. There is little

harm to the eyes from reading books of good

print on the train, but there is from news

papers. Many business men read from 10 to 12

p. u. Mr. McPheeters has said that he has

found that in talking with men who read books

and asking questions and discussing subjects

he can readily and quickly appropriate to him

self the result of their discriminating reading.

As to his reading religious books and papers,

he says : "I read only those that are calculated

to strengthen my faith and bring me visions."

Mr. Gartshore, of Toronto, finds the early

morning best. A Galesburg friend writes that

he reads from 5 to 7.30 in the morning, when

the air is pure, the hum of business hushed and

the brain clear. The best time for reading is

in the teens, and then it should be guided

wisely. Dr. Robinson, principal of the Albany

High School, speaks of a book which pro

foundly impressed his life as a boy, and conse

quently as a man—Weener's Life of George

Washington. He says : "He emphasized the

virtues of truthfulness, sincerity, industry and

patriotism as the loftiest type of courage. Its

true virility and morals made them appear not

only admirable, but attainable. I committed

parts of it to memory. My books were few—

distressingly so—and mostly borrowed. Much

too few for a book-hungry boy. It seems to

me now that Washington stood forth as my

ideal man, and JEsop as my greatest teacher

in ethics." It is better to read a few books

that furnish inspiration and ideals. Read only

books of lasting value.

In this number are found the accounts of

four campaigns for evangel-

A Campaign ism which, while differing

to Organize in character and direction,

Evangelism are all to the one end of es

tablishing, stimulating and

directing men in organized personal evangel

ism. Mr. Budge has spent three months in

Australia following up the visits of Mr. Morse

and Dr. Warner a year ago. Letters coming

from that country tell of larger purposes and

plans for a work on a new basis, or, as one

secretary wrote, "he has left with us a policy

to work out." Calls for trained supervisory

secretaries are now made. Mr. Millar's- visit

to the army camps and posts in our Eastern pos

sessions and in Japan and China give a pledge

of larger things for the enlisted men. The ac

counts of Fred Smith's intense work in Great

Britain will be read with a glow of thankful

ness and make us feel a closer kin to our Brit

ish brothers and create a better understanding

abroad of the heart of the American Associa

tion movement.

To include the 7,000-mile journey of Miss

Gould and party of Association speakers among

the railroad men in the West and Southwest,

may seem out of relation, but not when one

knpws the purpose which showed in every

place visited—that of encouraging men to a

Christian life and service. There was not one

reception held without straight-out talks on

organized Christian service and the duties of

a man to his fellow. No one who shook hands

with Miss Gould went away feeling that he had

taken part merely in a social function, but in

a religious service, carrying with him a memo

randum of chapters in the Bible that he had

been urged or had promised to read. Every

railroad man in Peru who has learned of the

special trip Miss Gould made before the re

ception in that city, to call on the president of

the Association, who lay sick in a hospital,

watched over by his faithful wife, has felt that

a Christianity that made one thoughtful and

kind was the kind of Christianity which he

could believe in.

We feel like saying to every young man : "If

you would make sure of

ease, work. If you would

Work know the joy of success.

work. If you would be

honored among men, work.

If you would rise above the common crowd,

work. Work is the price of the good things

and the joys and blessings of the world. The

man who has made up his mind to take things

easy finds things coming hard and constantly

growing harder. To learn the place of work

and its joys, to actually feel a delight in ac

complishing things, is worth more to a young

man than a gift of $100,000. Men who have

proved of any good to the world are men who

have learned to work and have not limited

their day to the hours or output of the mini

mum man.

Undoubtedly to not a few men the Interna

tional Committee has been a

A vague and nebulous thing,

Chairman and it may have been

in Fact thought that the secretaries

were it. The recent confer

ences by representatives of the Committee and

its secretaries with State Committees have

shown, at least to those present at the meetings,

that the International Committee has a chair

man who is chairman. Dr. Lucien C. Warner

has been chairman of the Committee for eight

years, and previous to that was chairman of

the Harlem Branch, New York City, and chair

man of the New York State Committee, and

for twenty-five years active in Association

work. He took weeks of time from his large

business interests to attend sixteen joint meet
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ings of the State and International Committees

in sixteen states and provinces from New York

to Nebraska, Missouri, Kentucky, Virginia and

the Canadian provinces. During the next few

months he will visit the State Committees of

New England and the South. Few men in the

country have a better grasp of the prin

ciples of the organization or have more intelli

gently discussed the Association problems in

these joint conferences, which have proven

great factors in a better understanding between

the supervisory agencies. The benefits of these

conferences is sure to be felt throughout the

entire Association brotherhood.

A glance into not a few young men's rooms

has startled us. The rooms

Young were spangled and stuffed

Men and with tawdry and trivial

Prettiness prettiness, the tinsel and

bizarre of "Turkish cor

ners." The walls were decorated with pic

tures of stage beauties, women fencers and

cheap Sunday supplement chromos. There

were "cosy corners" and gay-colored cushions

galore, and some rooms reeked with perfume.

We looked for masculine strength, a sugges

tion of robust vigor, but the nearest to it was

the prize fighter picture, or the football field in

which the swagger crowd effaced the sense of

athleticism. There were fencing foils, but

these were unnicked and clean. Everything sug

gested luxuriousness, fickleness and effeminacy.

We would prefer to see the stern, bare walls

of the ascetic's cell to such truck. These

things are not masculine. They suggest the

disgusting, rotten Turk. There is a place for

the trophies of the hunt or the contest, a place

for books and noble pictures and strong furni

ture, but things that are "just pretty" or sug

gest sensuous riot and soft indulgence ought

to be despised and discarded by men. Virility

and virtue, clean minds and hardened bodies,

are not bred in such swandown. The "Simple

Life" advocated by Charles Wagner and "The

Strenuous Life" by his friend, and "The Saint

ly Life" by our Lord are not coming from such

cradles.

J*

Morristown, N. J., has held its first athletic

meet on its new field. This meet brought out

a fine display of Association spirit that is worth

commending. In the 50-yard dash there was

a break made by the starter, which caused one

of the contestants to lose his start. The race

was run and won by one of the men who had

already been in several events. The man who

didn't run was considered to be a practically

sure winner of the event, but the winner of

the event offered to run the race over again, so

that the second man might have a chance to try

for the prize. There was no obligation on his

part to do this, as he had run a cl-ean race, but

in a pure spirit of fairness to the other man

he ran the race over again—and won.

Jt

W. J. Fraser has received a year's leave of

absence from Philadelphia, and will, with his

family, be located at Telluride, Col. Mr.

Fraser will not leave the work permanently,

and he should not. Every man who has read

his pithy, direct articles will be glad to know

that he will furnish regularly some "stuff," as

he calls it, for ASSOCIATION MEN.

*

Mr. William Sloane, chairman of the Army

and Navy Department of the International

Committee, could not invite all the sailors of

the ten ships in the Brooklyn Navy Yard to

attend his wedding, but did invite them to be

his guests at a reception at the Naval Building

on the wedding night, November 22. It was a

great occasion, when the delegations of 40 to

175 men from each of the ten war vessels each

sent a message of congratulation to the man

for whom they have much more than passing

respect.

J*

On New Year's Day let the men have the

swing of the program ; give everything the

character and tone of the man's club; have the

reception presided over by men. In years past,

and in many places yet, the Women's Auxiliary

has been mainly in evidence for the day,

but the Association work must become increas

ingly men's work by men, manly, independent

and unaided.

4

The self-entertaining dinner given by the In

ternational Committee annually at the Waldorf-

Astoria is an event looked forward to by many

men who are among the largest contributors to

the Association movement. For two hours

they listened to the "eloquence of facts ;" the

convincing, direct recounting of what the As

sociation is doing for all classes and conditions

of men. No secretary attempted a funny story

or "played to the galleries." At a similar meet

ing in Washington a legal gentleman said: "I

have attended state dinners for twenty-five

years, listened to the best after-dinner speakers

and the great orators of the time, and we hear

the best in Washington ; but I have never

heard a series of talks that were so intensely

interesting, direct, convincing, as those of each

of your secretaries who have just spoken."

This lesson could be well learned by those who

in arranging for dinners and Association gath

erings, seek "to relieve the monotony" by gen

eral addresses, humor, and, we may add, bom

bast. Nothing so interests business men to-day

as the recounting of actual facts of the doing

of a work by men who are dead in earnest in

doing it.
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Wonders Accomplish

ed by the Evening

Institute of Boston

Y. M. C A.

A misfit factory for men, where the

square pegs are placed in the square

holes and the men who started wrong

are turned right-about-face and steered

in the direction of their natural bent,

where fame and fortune may await them,

is in full operation in Boston. Carpenters

are turned into the hopper in the great

mill, which is part of the factory, and

come out architects, lawyers or physicians.

Blacksmiths have the blacksmithing

knocked out of them, and come out musi

cians or artists or civil engineers. Musi

cians are turned into blacksmiths if their

bent lies that way, artists into draughts

men or telegraph operators, and all men

who apply at this factory are either as

sisted to make the most of themselves

Charles W. Kalmin,

The sailor who became a sculptor.

-tt

at the employment they are pursuing or

taught some other trade or profession

in which they can gradually become ex

pert while still working at their old trade.

The place where these wonders are

worked is the Evening Institute of the

Boston Y. M. C. A., now beginning its

tenth season with the largest number of

pupils in its history. "We are working
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Striking and Telling "Write-Up" of the "Boston Association

The Need of Practical Training

BY THE LEADING MANUFACTURER OF THE CARO-

LINAS—MR. D. A. TOMPKINS TO THE CHAR

LOTTE, N. C., ASSOCIATION.

It is notable that the men who manage

affairs are mostly those who worked in

childhood and youth—not those who were

overworked, but worked • enough to de

velop the mental and physical faculties and to

develop the quality of patience in labor and

come to a knowledge of the fact that great re

sults are not the product of labor enough for

exercise or enough to learn how to do things,

but of labor that must be patient and enduring

enough to bring rounded and satisfying re

sults.

With all the State appropriations for school

and college teaching, with all the bounty of

the philanthropist, there is yet an immense

proportion of humanity who when they want

to get that teaching which rounds out their

ability to do something, must look to the cor

respondence school or trie commercial college

or to a private instructor and pay any or all

these full value in money for their time and

their teaching.

The Association educational movement look

ing to provision by which the working child

or youth may dress up the mind a little to
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James Magee,

Carpenter who became an architect.

only a few evening schools give any op

portunities to the employed to study and

correct the mistakes they made by too

hastily choosing a profession or a trade,

and this is what we are doing. We had

1,455 students last year, which shows that

our efforts are appreciated.

"Among the thousands of graduates

we have turned out we have had many

Blacksmiths Are Made

Over Into Musicians

—Sailor Developed

as Sculptor.

who have been of peculiar interest to me.

One man was a printer—I shall call him

S.—who lived about seventeen miles out

of Boston, and is now one of the most

promising lawyers on the North Shore.

He traveled 14,976 miles, coming to and

from school, and missed but one session,

and that was the night his mother died.

M., another case, was a night freight

agent on the Boston & Albany, earning

$10 a week. He is now the house doctor

of one of Boston's leading hospitals. B.

drove a grocery wagon for $9 a week,

and has just entered the Brooklyn Navy

Yard at $1,600 a year. James Magee, a

California carpenter, is now a leading ar

chitect in his home city, and I might

multiply these instances by scores."

ducational Work— The "Best Kind of an Advertisement Possible.

bring it in more or less keeping with the val

uable features of practical education is a good

one. -Every working youth is acquiring a prac

tical and mental training which is as much

education as the college curriculum. The

college man usually needs practical training.

The practical working youth needs some

scholastic and technical training.

The work of such a school as you have

established is in my opinion capable of being

made fully as valuable as the work of the

State supported or endowed schools. I

earnestly urge that you keep the benefits of

the teachings always within reach of the work

ing element. The tendency of all State sup

ported and endowed schools is to drift in the

direction of fixed scholastic and technical

courses as they get more money to run on.

In this way they get away from the working

element and thus away from the basis of

their best usefulness.

You are proposing to take the youth of

Charlotte more or less into your keeping and

teaching. Your purpose is to prepare them to

harvest a crop of good qualities and success

in life. In childhood and youth is the seed

time for such a crop. You should keep it

before each one that the price of honest

bread is in the sweat of the forehead. Teach

the youth to work.



Indifferent—Uninformed—Unworthy—Inefficient

BY MAJOR E. W. HALFORD, ATLANTA, GA.

Ignorance is neither a misfortune nor a

vice; it is a crime. No man need now be

without a fair measure of education and

equipment for every necessary duty of life.

The means for securing these are so multi

form and accessible that there is no excuse

for indifferently-equipped workmen in any

department of labor. The man who seeks

to enter any department of business must

address himself earnestly and continuously

to the study of such technical books and

periodicals as are within his reach. The one

neglecting these is simply bowled out of the

race, left beached and stranded. This being

true in the ordinary branches of business

how much more true is it in those callings

that have to do with the verities of life rather

than with the mere externals and temporal

ities. The man who essays to come into help

ful contact with the real life of other men is

under imperative impulsion to equip himself

for that duty and privilege in the most thor

ough and practical manner. Certainly here

there is no excuse for being ignorant and

consequently slipshod. For all kinds of men

tal, moral and religious work there are text

books, papers and periodicals for the train

ing and equipment of the worker, the regular

and intelligent study of which is essential

if one is to become an approved workman ;

the neglect of them shows indifference and

unworthiness, and keeps a man uninformed

and therefore inefficient through ignorance.

It is beyond understanding how any man of

intelligence and conscience can consent to

hold a responsible position without putting

himself .in touch with existing agencies that

will enable him to do his work in the best

attainable way. Take the work of the Young

Men's Christian Association : It is bad

enough for any active member to fail to

acquaint himself with Association history, de

velopment and methods, which he can readilv

do by reading the literature easily to be had.

But what shall be said of the man who as

sumes the responsibility of membership on a

committee or a board of directors, or possibly

of a secretary, who systematically and persist

ently neglects to read Association literature,

or even keep up with the progress and de

velopment of Association work, as he can do

by a monthly reading of ASSOCIATION MEN.

What must be the character of the service

he renders? What the degree of interest

he evinces, what the value of the contribu

tion .he makes to the advancement of work

smong and for men? It is amazing that there

can be such indifference, such carelessness

and neglect. Yet the figures and common

observation show that a large number of

those who are officially related to Associa

tion work persistently ignore that essential

preparation for effective service which a

perusal of Association literature would give

them. They live from hand to mouth, with

out heart interest in the work simply because

they wilfully remain ignorant and therefore

indifferent.

Association literature is neither too vol

uminous nor too expensive for all those who

are responsibly connected with the Associa

tion work to avail themselves of it. It is

full of vital interest, and is steadily growing

better as experience lengthens and wisdom

broadens. For the majority of Association

members, committeemen and directors, ' the

monthly exponent of the Association is prob

ably all that they may be expected to read.

If only a considerable majority of Associa

tion members would regularly and carefully

read ASSOCIATION MEN, no reasonable limit

could be set to the advance in the quality and

quantity of the work done. The magazine is

a credit to the Association in all respects—

in news, in suggestion, in record of current

progress, in exposition of improved methods

that are being tried and developed, and in

all features that go to make up a live, prac

tical, intelligent, sane and worthy periodical

for the propagation of Association ideas and

the extension and intension of Association

work To read it will make an Association

man intelligent, conversant and sympathetic

with the world-wide mission of the Associa

tion, alert, ready for service; not to read it

will seriously cripple his usefulness, and de

prive him of zest and enjoyment in the work

because he is but nominally enlisted and en

gaged.

Besides this, there is a large measure of use

fulness the magazine would have if it were

circulated generally among men, so that the

facts it contains could be brought to their

attention and impressed upon their hearts.

No more effective canvasser could be secured

in any community for the advancement; of

Association interests than ASSOCIATION MEN.

The Association wise and enterprising enough

to use the periodical in this way, sending it

to a picked number of the citizens of a com

munity whom it desired to interest, would

certainly find that it had taken the best means

to awaken such interest. Wherever this has

been tried the result has been more than satis

factory. The testimony of secretaries, both in

the domestic and foreign fields, is uniform

and emphatic that ASSOCIATION MEN has done

much tc facilitate their work, to stimulate
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interest in the Association idea and methods,

and has been a valuable and efficient assist

ant in many ways. Twelve months' reading

of ASSOCIATION MEN by two hundred or

or more wisely selected citizens of a town

would be worth more in securing even

financial results, than the personal service of

an assistant secretary for the same length of

time.

A Rector's Spontaneous Letter

ASSOCIATION MEN for November reached

me this morning. I could not drop it until

I had absorbed the most of it. Never have I

run across a brighter, crisper, healthier, man

lier magazine. It came as an inspiration and

a help after a Sunday of hard work. You know

ministers are supposed to have a blue Monday,

but a good dose of ASSOCIATION MEN will

clear the atmosphere and restore its rosiness

in a wonderful way. The articles by Ostrom

and Speer, the extract from Archer Brown's

book, the splendid sanity of Roberts' article

on Artificial Stimulation, the suggestive let

ter by Murray, Faggs Dropped from the List

and Why, to say nothing of the Catling gun

volleys in the shape of paragraphs, are enough

to waken the deadest of dead ones if he can

only be persuaded to take the dose. I do not

write this to get my name in print nor to let

my Association friends in other cities know I

am still interested, but from genuine gratitude.

' CHAS. G. READE.

Directors Should Direct

BY C. S. WARD, FIELD SECRETARY INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE.

The progressive Association that is actu

ally meeting the needs of its field by a virile

aggressive work, with expensive equipment,

is always the Association whose directors are

really managing its affairs. If it be said that

such an Association always has an able and

enterprising secretary, we may agree, without

detracting from our first statement The

"able and enterprising" secretary is the one

who understands the organization which he

serves too well to stick his fingers in the cogs

of its wheels, thus stopping the machine and

injuring his own anatomy. Yet we know of

men of splendid ability in the secretaryship,

who are preventing any great work from de

veloping by the very obtrusiveness of their

own personality. The board of directors

meets, listens to what the secretary has to

say, O K's it and adjourns.

The same thing is true in some State Com

mittees. The state secretary, or, oftener,

some leading secretary in the state, domi

nates the whole proceedings. Where such

domination occurs, in local or state affairs,

the result is a steady deterioration in the

boards of directors or State Committees.

When a busy man finds that his presence is

unnecessary in a board meeting, he is very

likely to absent himself and finally withdraw

from the board. He may not stop to analyze

the cause of his uselessness but he will not

stay in a position where he is useless.

This is the real reason for many weak

boards of directors. It is also the reason for

weak Associations where we would expect

strong ones. No Association can be continu

ously strong whose board of directors is

weak.

What is the remedy? Let the board of

directors direct! Not brutally, treating the

secretary as a clerk or office boy. Let them

treat their secretary as their expert, trained

to the special work of the Association—their

equal in social and mental qualities, their em

ployed executive—not their dictator. Let them

respect his opinions, weigh his suggestions,

but let them remember always that the final

responsibility is theirs. If the secretary

should resign to-morrow, they would be re

sponsible for the continuance of the work.

They are now responsible for its success.

The secretary who says—"My Association,"

"my board," "my committees," is either

ignorant or careless.

The directors represent the membership

and community in the direction of a work

which is so broad that it may be truly said

to represent the entire community. They

cannot shirk this responsibility without be

coming recreant to a trust involving the

lives and welfare of men.

He who accepts the office of director in a

Young Men's Christian Association is under

bonds to give some thought and study to the

needs of the young men of his community

and the plans of the Association for meeting

these needs. It is his duty further to see

that these plans are carried out by the sec

retaries and members of the Association. To

bear his share of this responsibility may re

quire of one man a great deal of time, of

another very little. The question is not "How

much time does he spend at the Association

building?" but rather, "How strongly does

he influence the policies of the Association

and how faithfully does he assist in carrying

out those policies ?"

A board of picked business men. represent

ing all the churches, who faithfully apply

themselves to the problems of the young

manhood of a community, is bound to have

influence on the community, surpassing that

of any similar body of men that could be

brought together.
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As the State Secretary Saw It

The secretary was a good fellow; pious,

kindly, sympathetic; not a hard worker, to

be sure, but ready to lead. But he was always

waiting for a great "tide" of religious and

other interest that would lift things. The

tide did not come during his sojourn, and

other men had to "scratch gravel" to get the

work up to average. The best way to get

ready for a tide is to make one of your own.

He is president of a city Association, a busi

ness man. He comes to his board meeting

with all the devotion which he would bring

to a prayer meeting, but he also comes with

the details of the meeting all planned. I see

him as he sits there with envelope in hand,

checking off item after item as he leads the

board into the very heart of the work, and

reaches decisions vital to its progress. A

leader who leads as president is a mighty

force.

Over and over again one sees the dismal

failure of trying to build up a Bible class by

printed matter and announcements. It is re

freshing to see a secretary secure a teacher

of known ability and attractiveness, plan a

course personally and by delegation seek out

men, and then begin the class. This is busi

ness-like and succeeds. When men realize

the value of the Bible we take for granted

that they will study it, and we may expect

to more than double the enrollment

It was a finance committee meeting of five

men. The unwilling chairman presided.

After stating the business of the hour, he put

his thumb in his vest and tipped his chair

back, and said, "Now, gentlemen, we are

ready for any resolution." It was stated that

the only effective resolution was to arrange

for and begin a canvass for funds to pay a

$500 debt and carry the year's work. The

chairman would pay $25 to be clear of can

vassing. He "wasn't in it." It was suggested

that a chairman who would actually take hold

was needed. Things grew critical. The ice

was thin. The chairman resigned. His

resignation was accepted on the spot. Another

chairman 'was appointed. They exchanged

seats, and the good work went on. The debt

was paid and the Association had a great

year's work. The balky chairman saw his

mistake and came into line as a real helper.

It takes heroism in handling committees.

A new building scheme was being exploited

and a special committee having the whole mat

ter in hand 'was holding its meeting. The

chairman was a church member. Imagine the

surprise when the committee meeting was

opened, not with an earnest prayer for guid

ance, but by the chairman lighting his cigar

and being followed by others who smoke, and

this was in North America.

I saw him enter his first field as a general

secretary in a place, where, because of the

failure of a former secretary, there had been

no paid leader for six years and the work

had almost expired. He refused to die. He

won his way. He worked hard. He prayed

much. He felt that if he failed it would be

because he had not leaned hard enough on

God; and so much was hanging in the balance.

He gathered one of the finest boards to be

found in any city and lifted the stigma off

the Association and filled the building with

young men and boys. It was his refusal to die

and his faith in his business and in God, that

made him win.

The rooms were dirty, dusty, and had a sort

of a "nobody-lives-here" look about them.

The work wasn't going. How could it?

There was enough resistance in the dirt to

hold it back. A board meeting was called and

the causes looked into. The local secretary

felt that "if there were more good literature

to put in the reading room, and a little more

interest," all would be well. The state secre

tary, when asked for his opinion, said he felt

the need was for an experienced secretary who

could see dirt and was in "feel" with young

men. All agreed. Even the secretary joined,

and the change was made. The work revived

under consecrated and persistent leadership.

Dirt and indifference usually go in pairs.

The directors had met. Things were going

slow. Money was hard to get. Helpers were

few. A resolution was offered to close the

work and sell the building. It was not op

posed. One man, however, asked that final

action be deferred two weeks. "If $500 could

be raised they might go on." The state secre

tary met with a half dozen young fellows and

stated the case, and said he believed $500

could not be raised, but if they would rein

force the directors, the whole financial need

of the Association, $9,000, could be raised.

One man in the little group saw the possi

bility. Another meeting was held with more

young men. They attended the directors'

meeting in a body a week later and presented

their suggestion and their help to carry it out.

The board agreed. In two months $7,500 of

the $9,000 was secured, and without a paid

secretary that Association made its very best

year's record in physical and religious work.

The thought provoking subjects presented

in the topics and courses arranged for the

men's meetings are a splendid commentary

on the character and progress of the Asso

ciation and its familiarity with the needs and

thoughts of men. The quality now being put

into work of this kind is showing larger re

sults in the lives of men everywhere. M.
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Recruiting the Foreign Secretaryship

The Associations of this country are send

ing out the pick of their trained college men

to organize, establish and direct Young Men's

Christian Associations in other nations. The

eighth man to be sent out this year is F. J.

Michel, who sailed on November 12. Four

more secretaries will be sent to the foreign field

within the next three months. Mr. Michel

goes to India to organize the first railroad

Associations among the 300,000 men em

ployed on railroads in that country. For

three years applications have been before the

International Committee of the Associations

to send a man to establish Associations at

division points on the Indian railroads. Mr.

Michel has been superintending the railroad

Associations in Kentucky. The railroad As

sociations of America will finance his work.

Within a few weeks the Canadian Associa

tions have sent out C. S. Paterson to take

charge of the $15,000 building erected by

John Wanamaker for the 30,000 schoolboys

in Calcutta. Mr. Paterson is a graduate of

McGill University and has had experience as

secretary for boys' work in the Montreal Asso

ciation.

W. L. Beard, who has been for several years

in China as a missionary under the American

Board, has been commissioned by the Associa

tions to work among the literati of the Fuhl-

L-ien province.

E. C. Carter, who was one of Harvard's

crack athletes, has sailed for India, where he

is to direct the Associations of that Empire

as National Secretary. Mr. Carter was accom

panied by H. G. Doud, of Washington, D. C..

who has had many years' experience in the

Treasury Department. Mr. Doud will be in

charge of the extensive office work of the In

dian Associations.

Henry J. Keith, of McGill University, sailed

for India to become National Bible Study sec

retary of the Associations in that Empire. Mr.

Keith will have charge of the promotion of

Rible study in classes, the development of lit-

E. C. CARTER. H. J. KEITH.

eraturc and courses of study, and inaugurating

lectures to non-Christians about the Bible.

J. E. Hubbard has been in Havana for nine

months preparing for an Association, and on

November 11 L. L. Pierce, secretary at Wash

ington, sailed for Havana to aid in launching

the Association and meet the leading men of

the city at a banquet, on the invitation of the

United States Consul-Gencral, the Post

master-General of Cuba, and leading business

men of the city. Mr. Pierce spent two weeks

there, getting the Association established on

the lines which have made the American As

sociations successful. Reports from the suc

cessful meeting reached New York too late for

this number.

The Late Professor Barde

The world brotherhood of the Young Men's

Christian Associations has suffered a serious

bereavement in the death of Professor Edouard

Barde, of Geneva, Switzerland, the chairman

of the Committee of the World's Conference,

the quorum of which is located in that city.

Professor Barde was identified with the As
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sociation from his early youth. At the age of

nineteen he attended at Paris, in the year 1855,

the first meeting of the World's Conference

and took part in the adoption of what has been

known ever since as the Paris Basis—a basis

approved by all subsequent World's Confer

ences, by our own international convention,

and generally throughout the Associations of

all lands. After serving for fourteen years

as pastor of Protestant parish in Switzer

land, he became a professor in an evangelical

theological school in Geneva. And at the

time of his death preparation was being made

to celebrate the twenty-fifth anniversary of

his occupancy of that responsible position.

In 1881, three years after its appointment,

he was elected a member of the World's Com

mittee at Geneva, and in 1895 became the

president or chairman of the committee, a po

sition he occupied until his sudden departure

in October. His lifelong active relation to the

Association work in his own city and country,

and through the World's Conference and Com

mittee to the Associations of all lands, has

been that of a strong and intelligent leader.

He was alert and efficient in helping the Asso

ciations in various cities and countries of the

continent and made himself acquainted with

all phases of their work. His associates and

fellow-workers were looking forward to the

conference of 1905 with pleasant anticipation

of his welcome leadership as one of the sur

vivors of the first conference of 1855. His loss

is deeply mourned, but the memory of his ex

ample and lifelong leadership will be cherished

as an inspiration by the Young Men's Chris

tian Association throughout the world.

Pittsburg Semi-Centennial

The fiftieth anniversary of the organization of

the first Pittsburg Association was celebrated

by a dinner given by Mr. Benjamin Thaw at

Hotel Schenley to the surviving members and

their friends. Among those present were

twenty-one members of the original Associa

tion, organized in 1854, including three of its

presidents, and the others were men who had

been identified with its history since that date.

Addresses were made by Mr. Benjamin Thaw,

by whose kindness the dinner was given, and

Hon. H. Kirke Porter, whom he asked to pre

side, reviewing the Association's history and

influence, and by Messrs. Thomas H. Lane,

Robert Totten and Henry A. Lavely, three of

the presidents of the early days. The first sec

retary of the present Pittsburg Association,

Mr.Thomas K. Cree (1869), and Mr. Richard

C. Morse, secretaries of the International Com

mittee, extended the greetings of the committee

and made brief addresses. The thirty-eighth

anniversary of the Pittsburg Association, and

the fiftieth anniversary of the old Association,

PITTSBURG'S PRESIDENT AND EX-PRESI

DENTS.

William T. Lyon.

Oliver McClintock. Hon. H. Kirke Porter.

J. Franklin Robinson.

were commemorated by a meeting in the Shady

Side Presbyterian Church on Sunday morning.

Mr. Oliver McClintock, the first president of

the Pittsburg Association, presided, and ad

dresses were delivered by Rev. Dr. Lowrie, of

Philadelphia, and Rev. Dr. Riddle, of Pitts

burg, members of the old Association, and by

Hon. H. K. Porter, for many years president

of the present Association. In the evening a

meeting was held in Nixon's Theater, ad-

drsssed by Hon. James H. Eckels.

Mr. Eckels in his address said: "The Asso

ciation is the only organization that can bridge

the gulf between the employer and the em

ployed. The business man must realize that

it is to his benefit to assist the Association in

its work. It is not a mere religious organiza

tion. It has broadened its scope so as to be a

pronounced factor in all business undertakings,

as it works for the betterment of the young

man in laying the foundation for better citi

zenship , by training them in the higher at

tributes of character. The business man should

assist in its work for the same reason that he

pays for the fire and police protection and other

safeguards to business interests, and should not

look upon an appeal for aid as an appeal for
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charity. No man can come in contact with the

Association without having a higher regard for

truth and a higher regard for faithfulness to

employers' interests. The contributions a busi

ness man gives to the Association should bo

charged to the improvement and betterment

fund.

In his annual report, which was read at the

morning and evening meeting, William B.

Lyon, the president, summarized the financial

status of the new building movement and ap

pealed for $1,000,000 to invest in a central

building and several branch buildings, which

are greatly in need of homes of their own.

The total membership now, including all four

branches, is 4,646; 627 students were in even

ing classes last year, and 650 religious meetings

were conducted with the purpose of leading

men to a devout Christian life always in the

mind. The present building of the Central As

sociation is thoroughly outgrown, a large ad-

ing pushed hard. It is expected that the can

vass will close January 1. Spokane now has

nearly $60,000 pledged.

Lansing, Mich., building fund now exceeds

$26,000 ; $30,000 is the binding point.

The second Association building canvass for

Kentucky has been completed within two

weeks. At Hopkinsville and Madisonvillc,

the seat of the Hopkins County work, the last

$6,500 of $15,000 was secured in two weeks,

with Mr. Coulter's help. The population,

white and black, is less than 6,000. Subscrip

tions averaged $60 each, the Women's Com

mittee pledging $1,000 for furnishing; twenty-

five young men pledged $50 each. This has

been the center of the country work for five

years.

Decatur, 111., has $64,000 pledged on its

building fund and will build at once.

El Paso, Texas, directors have increased

their ideas as to the cost of the building, and

PROPOSED BUILDING

FOR CONCORD, N. H.

A handsome $25,000

building now being

erected at Concord. (.Lot

cost $16,000.) The pro

ject was started by Miss

Adelaide Merrill, with a

gift of $16,000. It it 60

by 100; the gymnasium is

40 by 60; reception hall,

40 by 16; boys' room, 18

by 34; reading room, 15

by 24; assembly hall on

second floor, 84 by 28;

third floor, ten dormi

tories. The basement will

contain bowling alleys,

swimming fool, 14 by 28;

locker rooms, showers,

etc. The corner-stone was

laid with appropriate cere

monies on November 10.

ditional lot has been purchased. He stated that

the present year, as well as all previous years,

had been closed free of debt. He took occa

sion also to refer to the service of Mr. J. B.

Griggs, who for sixteen years efficiently served

the Association as secretary, and asked the

same support and cooperation for the new sec

retary, Mr. George F. Robinson.

For More Buildings

Bowling Green, Ohio, has opened an excel

lent plain building, purchased at a cost of

$6,500, on which $5,000 has been expended for

addition and equipment. This is one of the

three Associations in Ohio in towns of 5,000

population. At the opening, October 25, more

than 1,200 people visited the building. Thomas

W. Knight, a member of the original Associa

tion in London, lives here, and his son and

grandson are all active in the local Association.

Campaigns in Spokane and Seattle are be-

instead of raising $25,000, will push for $60,-

000, with the assistance of C. S. Ward and

C. G. Titus.

Rouses Point, N. Y., has received a be

quest of $2,000 from Lyndhurst C. Dodge,

M.D. This wipes out its mortgage.

The Birmingham, Ala., fund is now nearly

$45,000.

Topeka, Kansas, proposes to let the contract

for its building January 1 if $15,000 more can

be secured to make the sum pledged $50,000;

$75,000 is needed.

Mrs. Harriet Harts gave $3,000 to the

building fund at Adrian, Mich.

The new building of the Monaghan Mills,

S. C., Association will be opened formally at

Christmas time. A brass band has been or

ganized among the Association members, the

instruments for which cost over $700.

The Ravenswood, Chicago, Department

building will open about January 1.



ThefPhysical Department

Physical Directors' Society No;es

It is the purpose of the Committee on An

thropometry of the Physical Directors' So

ciety to collect, if possible, during the present

year, the measurements of 40,000 men of all

ages above 17 years, to be used as a basis for

the calculation of "age-height" tables for men.

It appears very desirable to provide a national

type for each height of each age, a standard

of development to which a given individual

may be expected to conform. As is well

known, an ordinary percentile table for 'all

hx-ights and ages is practically worthless from

the point of view of the individual measured,

as well as from the director's point of view.

It is entirely possible to secure this number

of measurements if they have the hearty co

operation of all the leading directors in the

Young Men's Christian Association. Fifteen

or twenty thousand measurements are already

promised, and about two thousand have al

ready been sent in. It is more satisfactory

to have directors send in measurements (in

duplicate) at the end of each month, in order

that the work of calculation may proceed as

rapidly as possible. A final call for all meas

urements of the year will be made on June

1, 1905. Slips will be provided by the com

mittee, free of charge, for the recording of

duplicate measurements to be sent in to the

committee.

It is proposed that for a period of from ten

days to two weeks during the month of Aug

ust, at Silver Bay, Lake George, an advanced

course on some subject of physical training

be outlined, and conducted by some expert in

physical training in our country, for the pur

pose of bringing together those men in the

physical directorship who are interested in

some form of research work. Such a course

would be very helpful and inspiring, and be

the means of promoting original work among

the men interested in this phase of physical

training. Any who are interested in such a

course and desire to have it promoted, will

assist very much in its organization if they

will communicate with Dr. Fisher, of the In

ternational Committee, with reference to their

idea of such a scheme.

The new committees of the Physical Directors'

Society are : On Anthropometry—Dr. W. W.

Hastings, chm. ; Dr. George F. Poole, Dr. H. F.

Kallenberg, Dr. George J. Fisher, M. B. Ride-

out, Dr. A. E. Garland. Related Physical Work

—Dr. C. G. Lang, chm. ; Dr. William H. Kinni-

cutt, Dr. F. Knowles, S. A. Lewis. Religious

Work—M. B. Rideout, chm.; C. W. Hardy,

William H. Ball, H. H. Buxton. Competitive

Sports—George T. Hepbron, chm.; Dr. H. L.

Chadwick, J. Howard Crocker, J. Y. Cameron,

A. B. Wegener, C. R. H. Jackson, F. B. Barnes,

Harry Booth (Tacoma), C. E. Beckett, L. O.

Gillesby. Physical Directorship—Dr. George

Fisher, Dr. J. H. McCurdy, Dr. H. F. Kallen

berg. Bibliography—Dr. J. H. McCurdy,

chm. ; George T. Hepbron, John H. Scott.

Nomenclature—Dr. H. F. Kallenberg. chm. ;

William E. Day, W. Y. Reithard. Transpor

tation and Local Arrangements—J. Howard

Crocker, chm. ; Dr. A. E. Garland, J. Y. Cam

eron. Gymnastics—A. B. Wegener, chm. ;

G. M. Martin, H. Hamnett, A. G. Douthitt.

M. L Foss, A. E. Metzdorf. Boys' Work—

A. M. Chesley, chm. ; Dr. A. E. Garland, A. K.

Jones.

The Physical Directors' Society has made

ASSOCIATION MEN its official and representa

tive paper. Each month from three to four

pages will be given the Physical Department

about as follows : One page to technical re

ports and discussions and matter for men en

gaged in physical training; one page for

news of the Society, and two pages for popu

lar articles on physical training and athletic

life, illustrations, brief biographies of athfetes,

and articles of value and interest to men who

care for their bodies.

Principles in Teaching Gymnastics

BY GEORGE M. MARTIN, NEW HAVEN.

1. The grading of men is as vital as the

grading of exercises.

2. There are natural groups of boys and

men within the Association membership. There

should be as many classes in the gymnasium

as there are distinct groups.

3. The following classification has been

found profitable:

The boys—Grammar school, three groups,

10 and 11, 12 and 13 and 14 and over; fresh

men high-school ; upper high-school ; working

boys, 13 to 18; business college group.

For men—Clerks and mechanics over 21

years ; younger business men ; older business

men ; newspaper, police, firemen ; advanced

group; leaders.

4. These groups, while they need the same

general exercise, require a grading within the

group made necessary by the varying ability

determined by strength, habituation to exercise,

natural aptitude, etc., and will vary from two

to five grades.

5. The grading of men is easy. The grad

ing of exercises is difficult.

6. It is not necessary that each man be

able to do all the exercises in his grade. It is

necessary that each man acquire the ability to
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FOOTBALL TEAM OF

EVERY MAN TS A

do those exercises which

naturally fall in his grade.

7. A large variety of

exercise is necessary be

cause some men never

get beyond the first

grade, more never ad

vance beyond the second

and the majority never

beyond the third.

8. Almost every man

needs in a progressive

manner corrective, edu

cational, hygienic, recrea

tive and competitive ex

ercises, the proportion

varying with the grade

of men.

9. The effort in a com

petitive way to be largely

toward the development

of teams which shall give

to the mediocre and poor performers equal op

portunity with the experts. With all classes,

however, we can say "the measure of the value

of work is the amount of play in it, and the

measure of the value of play is the amount of

work in it."

10. Teaching is really a matter of contagion

rather than instruction, and the leader should

display magnetism, patience, wisdom and tact.

Department Notes

Mr. N. J. Cartmell, of Louisville, who

equaled the Association 200-yard record, cap

tured second honors in the world's Olympic

championship games, he being the only Asso

ciation member in the United States to cap

ture a prize in a sprint or running race in the

Olympic games.

A gold medal, the highest award of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition, was given A.

G. Spalding & Bros, for their fully equipped

gymnasium, which was installed in the gym

nasium building of Washington University,

and where all the indoor games were held.

This firm also received the highest award for

its model gymnasium as installed in the play

ground, and for its exhibit of athletic supplies

and paraphernalia. This establishes the su

periority of American manufacturers, as there

were several foreign competitors.

The Canadian official hand-book of the C.

A. A. L. may be had of Harold A. Wilson &

Co., King Street West, Toronto, Ont.

Dayton received three medals of award

for general excellency at the exhibit at the

World's Fair.

Relay teams of St. Paul and Minneapolis

ran from the City Hall in St. Paul to the City

Hall in Minneapolis, taking messages from

one Mayor to the other. The time elapsing

was one hour and three minutes.

THE SPRINGFIELD (MO.) NORMAL SCHOOL.

MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATION BIBLE CLASS.

Albany has a physical examining committee

composed of twelve of the best physicians and

twelve senior medical students, two of whom

are on duty each night from 8 to 10 o'clock.

A class in boxing and wrestling for 105-pound

men has been scheduled, to be taught by

Frank H. Baker.

The fine apparatus for the Silver Bay insti

tute was donated by the Spalding company,

for the use of men preparing for the physical

directorship.

An excellent series of practical talks has

been arranged for Riverside, Cal., on "History

of Physical Training," "Bathing, Its Effects,

etc."; "Food, What Kind, etc.," and "Physiol

ogy of Exercise and Training," also "Ten Talks

on First Aid."

New York State will hold conferences of

physical directors at Albany, Dec. 12; Roches

ter, Dec. 13, and at Brooklyn. The topics dis

cussed will be "The Religious Work for Gym

nasium Men," "Extension—Work Outside of

Building," "The Relation of the Association

to Competition in Athletics," "The Relation

of the Physical Director to (1) the General

Secretary, (2) the Physical Department Com

mittee, (3) The Leaders' Corps"; "The Phys

ical Director as a Man in the Association and

Community" ; "The Unification of the Phys

ical Work"; "Physical Directors' Society";

"Athletic League" ; "Bi-Weekly Correspond

ence" ; "Training School and Silver Bay In

stitute" ; "Organized Methods of Study."

The Scranton Association will hold team

contests in the following events : Running

broad jumping; relay rope climbing, each boy

to climb fifteen feet ; relay pursuit racing, each

boy to run two laps ; and in basketball, each

team to play one fifteen-minute half in pre

liminaries, semi-finals and finals.



The Manager to the Secretary

We take pleasure in announcing the com

pleted organization of the business office, with

improved machinery and methods installed. A

new machine for the addressing and recording

of subscriptions has been added at a consider

able expense and a special clerk put in charge.

This enables us to obviate the inaccuracies

which occasionally resulted from lists of names

being handled by addressing companies, though

we have always employed experts—the best to

be had in New York. The recording of

changes of address, expirations, renewals and

new subscriptions means tremendous detail.

We are now able to minimize the possibility of

mistakes. Our purpose is to increasingly

serve the cause with the paper. Will you, Mr.

Secretary, avail yourself of its help ? Will you

make this a star year in the number of sub

scribers in your city? If you have fault to

find, tell us; if you have praise to give, tell

others.

The Proportion Is One-Seventh—Few sec

retaries realize what it would mean to their

local work were they to secure their proportion

of subscribers to ASSOCIATION MEN, in accord

with the unanimous resolution of the Buffalo

Convention. The proportion for 'each Asso

ciation would be a list equivalent to one-seventh

of the membership.

A Good Investment—A secretary subscribed

for twenty individuals, whose interest he

wished to sustain in the local work. Within

six months five of them made large gifts to the

Association, and the secretary gives full credit

to ASSOCIATION MEN for educating these men

to the point of giving. It cost $10. Pretty

good investment.

Another takes a number of copies in a bundle

every month, marks articles on financial and

building matters and sends them to prospective

givers. As a result, one man gave $25,000 to

ward the new building. He had read in AS

SOCIATION MEN what others were doing in other

cities, and it bore fruit

Another building movement in the West had

gifts of $2,500 and $500, directly traceable to

the sending of ASSOCIATION MEN to the con

tributors.

We could tell many more. Suffice it to say

the paper is being used and is apparently "de

livering the goods," and greenbacks at that.

What it has done for others it will do for you.

It's worth thinking about.

It Breathes Life—Not only in a financial

way is ASSOCIATION MEN useful. It keeps

active members posted on the doings of other

cities; it keeps committeemen alive and up to

date. Some one has said that ASSOCIATION

MEN breathes the life of the work in every

line. It's life we want in the work. George W.

Mehaffey. of Boston, recently said he consid

ered ASSOCIATION MEN as essential to any As

sociation man as the Bible was to the Bible

class. Pretty strong talk, but it encourages us

to feel we have struck the lead.

Costs Less than One Cent a Week—Now

about the Buffalo Convention Resolution again.

You know what your membership is. We

know how many subscribers there are in your

town. Let's put the figures together and see

how near the latter comes to being one-seventh

of the former. We can tell you by return mail

how many names are on our list, and can send

you a. duplicate list if you ask for it Will it

not pay you in dollars and activity to increase

the list to at least one-seventh? ASSOCIATION

MEN does not plead for itself ; it has long since

left the hospital for the infirm ; it desires an op

portunity to have a share in your local work.

It costs less than a cent a week.

Our Advertisers—We carefully investigate

our advertisers and make every effort to keep

the ad. columns clean and high grade. We ap

preciate the loyalty shown by our subscribers

and the Association in patronizing them and

giving them preference when possible.

Some Plumes Others Have Put in Our Hat

—"It is full of good things for all of us. 1

take a half day off as soon as it comes' to study

it."—A Physical Director.

One man sends a check for $5, covering ten

years' subscription, and says: "Send me AS

SOCIATION MEN as long as the money lasts."

A student in the Springfield Training School,

from Ireland, told us recently "ASSOCIATION

MEN, with its strong articles on the Associa

tion work, drew me into the work and brought

me to America to fit myself for the greatest

efficiency."

The managing editor of The Congregation-

alist says: "You make a bully periodical;

meaty, inspiring and adequate to the cause."

"You may count, as a result of this year, that

ASSOCIATION MEN aided very largely in land

ing a $7,500 gift at ."—A Traveling Sec

retary.

It is the best of the very few papers devoted

entirely to the interests of young men.—An

Exchange.

In sending us your renewal of subscription,

using the coin card we furnish, be sure and put

your name and address on it and write them

plainly. We have received several coin cards

containing the money, but without name.

In ordering your magazines for the coming

year, do not fail to look over our offers on an

advertising page. We can save you from 75

cents to $3.

Why not order a bundle of copies each

month to sell over the counter? It would pay

you and pay us. Write for special "news

stand" rates.



The Billiard Question Again

Why the Game Was Not Introduced

The secretary at Scranton, Pa., Association

gives these reasons why the Association does

not provide for billiards in its new building:

We have no convictions on the subject, the

considerations which weighed with us being

only temporary and subject to change. We

have always regarded billiards as an expensive

game, occupying a very large amount of floor

space in the building, and space out of all pro

portion to the number of men who could play

at any one time, and we also regard the con

duct of games for which a charge must be

made as detrimental, in a large measure, to our

highest interests, for the reason that a great

many of the younger men, high-school boys and

others are tempted to spend more of their time

and money in such games than is wise. Of

course, we are aware of the fact that they are

liable to spend as much time and more money

on the same games elsewhere. In this attitude

of mind we are willing to wait until a consid

erable number of our Associations have ex

perimented with the game and to act according

to the evidence when it comes in. In the

meantime we are busy enough as it is, and find

that we are able to attract about as many men

as we can conveniently handle.

Control of the Game at Springfield, Mass.

Only members over sixteen years of age are

allowed to play the game. Tables are not un

covered until after 3 p. M. The pool room is in

charge of a thoroughly awake man. The se

cret of its successful conduct is in close, in

telligent Christian supervision. The room is

made a social center of the best type because

the aim is always kept in view of elevating

the game and preventing it from lowering the

Association's standard. All tickets are paid for

and collected before the game to lessen the

tendency to gambling. The game could not

be handled without employing the entire time

of an attendant, any more than a gymnasium

could run itself.

A State Secretary Writes About Billiards

A study of the reports published by Warren,

Pa., shows that there has been little care used

by many Associations in actually watching the

effects of the billiards and pool upon the mem

bers and their work. The reports, therefore,

need to be considerably discounted because of

that fact. Another thing which appears promi

nent in connection with the cities from which

the reports coma is that which is practically

true with reference to almost all cities—namely,

that the pool and billiard tables that are ac

cessible to the public arc almost always either

in disreputable places or so close by them as

to be used as adjuncts and feeders to them.

Another thing which is very evident is that a

very large percentage of the young men who use

the tables in the Association learn to play at

the Association rooms. Another fact in con

nection with that which appears to some extent

but not with as much prominence as if the in

vestigations had been thoroughly made is, that

having learned in the Associations, the young

men go in large numbers to these disreputable

places afterward. In how large numbers, of

course, the reports do not show. My conten

tion, however, is that if the billiard and pool

tables are the cause of starting one young man,

who would not otherwise have made the start,

in the road which leads to his destruction, all

the Associations who have ever had anything

to do with billiards or pool might better have

made kindling wood of all the tables before

they were put into their rooms. We cannot get

away from the only logical position in con

nection with the institution—namely, that these

reports show (what we have known very well

beforehand from the experience of many years

and from many standpoints) that these things

stand out very prominently among those which

"cause my brother to offend." We, therefore,

as Associations have no right to become parties

to their use. A miserable and unworthy plea

has been set up by one of our secretaries in

the statement that, as there is no other place

of reputable character in the city where young

men can go to play these games, and as 75 per

cent, of the young men will use these things,

the Association should furnish such a place.

They might just as well say that because there

are no public places of good character where

young men can play cards the Association

should furnish the card-table with pleasant

surroundings. The same could be said as to

strong drink. Shall we have some bars for

gentlemen?

In our efforts to utilize all the elements in a

man's nature, especially along athletic lines, we

have of late been swinging to an unreasonable

extreme, and the young man who seems to have

a tendency to disregard authority and to treat

with contempt everything which is not chasing

after the brutal is being made so much of that

he is placed on a pedestal and his faults en

tirely overlooked. Slurs are cast at those who

do not tumble heels over head after all this

folderol, and the fact, which is a fact, that a

large number of the men who have been worth

• he most for the extension of the kingdom of

God have not been athletes is overlooked and

sneered at.

Georgia. ]. V. READ.
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Larger Plans for Silver Bay

The second step since the acquirement of

the Silver Bay property, with its great hotel,

a thousand acres of forest, large stretch of

lake front and square mile of ponds in the

mountains, has been the calling of Dr. D. E.

Yarnell as general secretary of the Associa-

D. E. YARNELL. M.D.

tion. Dr. Yarnell will assume his duties

January 1st, representing the Silver Bay Asso

ciation (the corporation owning the prooerty)

and the Lake George Committee of the Young

Men's Christian Association.

Dr. Yarnell's chief undertaking will be to

make Silver Bay a training center for Associa

tion men by a series of conferences for volun

teer workers, general secretaries, physical di

rectors, boys' secretaries, educational directors

and county secretaries. While no less a vaca

tion resort for all Association men, where

they may have a jolly outing, the place will

be chiefly a great training center for the

East, as Lake Geneva is for the West.

Dr. Yarnell will also by visitation and corre

spondence, get into immediate touch with every

man of whom he may learn who has "secre

tarial timber." A three years' course for

secretaries has been outlined by C. K. Ober,

Dr. Doggett and J. W. Hansel. Dr. Fisher is

outlining a course for physical directors, col

laborating with Dr. McCtirdy and other physical

directors. These courses are designed for men

who will spend the ten months of the year in

Association work as assistants, etc., or who ex

pect to enter Association work.

Plans are already well in hand for the con

ference of boys' workers and leaders. The

committeenien's conference, to run through the

vacation period, will give full opportunity for

discussion and instruction in Association

methods. In all the training special considera

tion will be given to the men in small fields,

for more than half the Association secretaries

and comniitteemen are in Associations employ

ing but one man. Men like G. Campbell Mor

gan, Fred. B. Smith, J. Wilbur Chapman and

Robert E. Speer will be on the assembly pro

gram. Bible study will be led by such men

as Professor Bosworth, W. W. White, Fred.

Goodman and Clayton S. Cooper.

On the committee are men representing

every department of the Association organiza

tion—State, Provincial, local, the International

Committee and the Springfield Training

School.

There is yet $15,000 to be secured in order

to complete the $100,000 necessary to purchase

and equip the grounds. Beyond this $50,000

more should be secured as soon as possible

for extensions and improvements.

Dr. Yarnell contemplates the organization of

Silver Bay clubs in all Associations w-hich

have sent men to this resort.

The plans for the whole year will be issued

in January. This movement is one of the most

significant undertakings of the Association, as

it deals with the question vital to all Asso

ciations—that of securing and training men

for Association direction.

Dr. Yarnell is a graduate of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons ; was active in college

work; was physical director for three years

at the Young Men's Institute ; was secretary at

the Institute, then at the West Side Branch,

which has gradually developed from no mem

bership at all when the great building was

opened in November, 1896, to a roll approxi

mating 3,000 men, and with an annual budget

of $60,000. Dr. Yarnell is awake to every

problem that comes before Association men.

He is alive to the possibilities of a young man's

life and sympathetic with the man in the

"smaller field." The West Side Branch has

always been noted for its strong committee

organization. Dr. Yarnell brings to his work

education, experience and enthusiasm; is old

enough to know a good deal and young enough

to learn.

There will be three-year courses in both the

secretarial and physical departments of the In

stitute. The first and second year courses will

be offered during the summer of 1905 and all

three courses in the summer of 1906.

Why You Are a Christian

I have chosen you that may bring forth fruit.—

John 15: 16.

Revealed to me that might preach.—Gal. 1: 18.

Comforted that might comfort others.—2 Cor. 1 :4.

Unto a perfect man that be no more a child.—

Eph. 4: 13-66.

Unto a perfect man that Christ might be glori

fied.

Treasure in earthly vessels that excellency be of

God.—2 Cor. 4: 7.

Ambassador that may speak boldly.—Eph. 6: 20.

Spiritual understanding that may walk worthy and

fruitful.—Col. 1: 9. 10.
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For Mutual Encouragement and to Help

Other Men— Two Warren (Pa.) young men

suggested this society, got four more Christian

men to join them and will attempt to enlist

ihirty more. The members' objects will be to

encourage each other in living the Christian life

—to induce other men to live the Christian life.

The following methods will be used wherever

practicable: To get acquainted with the new

men as soon as possible and to ascertain

whether they are Christian men or not and deal

with them accordingly; to especially encourage

the new beginners in the Christian life, by our

own living, and by acts of helpfulness and

words of counsel ; to personally invite the non-

Christian men to attend the Shop Bible Class

on Thursday noon ; to perspnally interview non-

Christian men as opportunity presents itself,

and try to lead them to live the Christian life ;

to discourage card-playing, cigarette smoking,

swearing and unclean stories. This is the

agreement : Desiring to glorify God in my

life, to be of real help to my fellow-men, and

realizing that in unity there is strength, I

hereby agree by the grace of God to do the best

I can in carrying out the above objects, and

hereby agree to become a member.

A Business Man's Method —Besides the

personal workers' training class and yoke fel

lows' band, a Southern Association tries to

make the prominent Christian workers of the

Association who are too busy to join these

organizations share the responsibility of

seeking to save the associate members. Sev

eral years ago a number of strong Christian

business men wrote their names on a card,

pledging to attempt to answer God's call for

His work. On another card was written the

name of an unsaved man convenient to him

and one that he ought to be able to influence.

These two cards were attached and the men

were asked personally to pray and work for

that man until he was saved. Three years

afterwards I was assisting in a revival serv

ice and talking to an unsaved man in the

rear of the church, when a prominent busi

ness man rushed up to me and very excitably

exclaimed. "I've got him! I've got him at

last!" I was very much surprised, and asked

him whom he had got and what he meant.

He said: "Why, don't you remember that

three years ago you asked me to work and

pray for ?" I said, "Yes." "Well," he

says, "I have been on that man's trail ever

since. I thought I never would round him

up, but I've kept after him. He's taken the

back trail and doubled and twisted and

dodged, but I hung on to him. He's prom

ised every night for a week that he would

come to this meeting, but didn't come, so

to-night I went out after him and brought

him. He has just been converted."

H. C. S.

A Monthly Membership Club at Columbus

is worked with success. All the new members

enrolling during the past month are entertained

at dinner by the committee and formally in

troduced or initiated, if the word may be used,

into the Association. The after-supper pro

gram always includes, first, welcome to the

members by the president of the Association ;

second, greetings by representative older mem

bers; third, responsive greetings from represen

tative new members. A stereopticon exhibi

tion given every Saturday night on the princi

pal corner of the main street, showing the As

sociation activities, interspersed with views and

interesting statements regarding Association

work—city, state and international—is a

feature. This was used election night. Instead

of distributing invitation cards in the streets

and hotels on Sunday afternoon, an automobile

bearing a dignified invitation in the form of a

large sign is run for three hours in the main

streot before the afternoon program, advertis

ing the meeting. The "meeting" part of the

afternoon program is advertised as "A Meet

ing for Workingmen." A net gain of 200 in

the membership has been made in the past year.

A man is eligible to the membership club if he

gets a new member, and is granted an extension

of one month on his year's membership for each

member secured.

Jamestown's Evangelistic Work—There was

organized at Jamestown, N. Y., on December

11, 1903, a band of thirty men who called them

selves "The Volunteer League." The aim of

the organization has been to furnish teachers

of Bible classes in Sunday-schools, leaders for

meetings in chapels and churches, and occasion

ally to supply a pulpit. The real purpose of

the work, however, has been the winning of

men to the Christian life. In this the band

has been very successful as it has labored

within a radius of fifteen miles of Jamestown.

In the ten months since the men first came to

gether 294 people have been led to the Chris

tian life. Fully 50 per cent, of these were men

and 85 per cent, were young people. The

league holds weekly meetings for prayer and

business at the Association building. Last

year one of its members entered the Moody

school at Chicago, and this year two more go.

Turning Misfortune.—I doubt if any Asso

ciation without a swimming pool has ever be

fore conducted a "tub race" in its building.

During the recent floods our gymnasium

floor was submerged to a depth of twenty-

seven inches at times. We could not use it for

regular classes but determined to get some

good out of the misfortune, so gave notice that

on a certain night there would be a "tub

race," first prize, an oyster stew; second

prize oysters too. It resulted in much sport

among the fellows and as a taking novelty.
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FRED. MICHEL'S LAST RAILROAD MEETING AT LOUISVILLE BEFORE GOING TO INDIA.

Railroad Department News

The third large bequest that has recently

come to railroad Associations is that received

by Portland, Me., from Mr. Charles H.

Wescott, who left by will $20,000 to that As

sociation. This may indicate the appreciation

of the work by railroad directors of the prac

tical benefits of this department of the Asso

ciation. Mr. Wescott was a director of the

Maine Central Railroad. The only time Mr.

Wescott had been to the building was at its

opening eight years ago. Its work had been

constantly referred to in the regular reports

at the directors' meetings. This was the only

public bequest that Mr. Wescott made. It is

a fact that wealthy men are most keenly inter

ested now in movements for the betterment of

men who are working with their hands.

The editor of "Brass Buttons," secretary of

the Union Terminal Department, Buffalo,

Frank H. Thatcher, and his wife, were as

sured that the people loved him, and were

glad that he had been with them as secretary

for twenty years, by a banquet given them on

November 7. There were too many nice things

said to put in print. Mr. Whitford indulged

in the role of a prophet when he said that

it would not be twenty years before "Brass

Buttons" would supersede "The Four Track

News" as the official organ of the New York

Central. Mr. and Mrs. Thatcher received val

uable gifts to remember the date by.

This was a good subject for a talk given by

Mr. Thompson, road foreman of engines at

Philadelphia, "The Mistakes that Make Mis

haps, and Some Other Habits that Railroad

Men Get Into."

The first thousand dollars for the Concord

Railroad building was secured by the Women's

Auxiliary, composed of the wives of the rail

road men. The men will doubtless more than

double it.

Three buildings in the Northeast will be

opened in December at Springfield, Mass.,

December 4; Mechanicsville, N. Y., about De

cember 15, and at Fort Erie, Ont., the last of

the month.

Big Four secretaries meet at Cleveland, De

cember 1-2, in connection with the foreign

work conference to be held there on the same

dates.

For enlarging the building at Russell, Ky.,

$700 will be expended, and at Handley, W. Va.,

$7,500. The Hinton, W. Va., building will be

thoroughly renovated.

There is a possibility of an Association at'

at Jacksonville, Fla.

The B. R. & T. Railroad Company has ap

propriated $20,000 for making additions and

improvements to buildings at Salamanca Junc

tion, N. Y., and Du Bois, Pa. This is more

than they gave at the outset toward the erec

tion of three buildings.

A $30,000 building is assured at Douglas,

Ariz., a mining camp which has jumped in

a few years from nothing to 6,000 population,

mostly men. C. G. Titus and G. D. McDill

have raised $8,300 from railroad and other

employees and business men, which, with the

gifts of the railroad and smelter corporations,

assure the building. Water, heat and light

and $150 per month toward running expenses

are also promised.

Palestine, Texas, has an average daily at

tendance of 200 and a membership of 464. It

has just organized a success club with eighteen

members. Forty-one are enrolled in Bible

classes and sixty-four in educational classes.

The Associations in New York State are to

give a large number of practical talks on the

air-brake, first aid to the injured, etc.

The new building at Stratford, Ont., was

crowded day and evening at its recent open

ing. This building cost $24,000, and is a

model of its class, combining railroad and

town Associations. The top floor is planned

entirely for railroad men. The boys' depart

ment is on the ground floor, also with separate

entrance. The Grand Trunk Railway gave the

site and $4,000 toward construction.
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Berlt; Street Division, Reading Railway, has

added 200 members during October and No

vember. One hundred and nineteen were

brought in through the efforts of one man—

Mr. George H. Smeltzer.

The Rochester Street Railway Department

received last year from its bowling alleys

$846, or more than 2ic. per man per game, and

$600 from billiards at lie. per cue. Four hun

dred and fifty expanded steel lockers have been

placed for the men. The wives of the men say

that their husbands bring more money home

months should warrant every interested mem

ber and every Association in giving it all

possible support. It has rendered invaluable

services to this Association this year, and we

will give it better support in the future."

The Boys' Department

Nearly 300 boys met at the New Jersey State

Boys' Conference at Plainfield. Papers were

presented by boys and discussed by boys. It

was a boys' work conference and not a confer

ence about work for boys by men. The gen-

KLECT1ON DAY OUTING OF 472 NF.W YORK AND BROOKLYN BOYS.

since the establishment of the rooms. Visits

were made to 256 sick and injured men.

The Van Buren building, which opened on
•he day of Miss Gould's visit, enrolled 100

members within a week.

A switch-tender, who was induced to enter

the list of Savings Fund depositors at Phila

delphia and to stop visiting the saloons, has

within a year accumulated a surplus in three

figures, has a number of shares in the build

ing association, and contributes regularly to

the missionary work of the Association. As

he made his last deposit at the office, he re

marked : "It used to be that when I had money

I could not pass a saloon without a struggle,

but now I can turn my nose up at a saloon.

They don't get my money any more."

Our mail brought these two messages from

railroad secretaries :

"The paper is of great use to me, for I am

so new in the service that, coming as it does

from men so well posted in the work, I get

the benefit of advice from many minds."

"I know a good thing when I see it, and

think that is what ASSOCIATION MEN now is.

The rapid improvement during the past few

cral theme was "The Christian Soldier." Lieu

tenant Hearne, the state secretary, gave a se

ries of talks along that line ; an army chaplain

gave an address on The Christian Soldier; and

a bugler of the United States Army gave the

calls for each meeting.

An election day outing of the New York and

Brooklyn Associations, at Boonton, N. J., at

tracted 472 boys in charge of secretaries and

leaders. West Side had 100 boys. The or

ganization was perfect, even to a first aid, am

bulance and a corps of doctors. The only

thing that failed was the fire for the cocoa.

At Morristown a business boys' department

has been organized with sixteen members.

They have also started an orchestra, and three

Bible classes are scheduled for this year. One

is named Wat-Nong Braves, to study the great

chiefs of the Bible.

The Newark boys have outlined their exten

sion work policy for this year and have pledged

$100 to the boys' work of Madras, $50 to the

international boys' work and $50 to the state

work for boys. This department always pays

its pledges. Its policy last year called for $100.

and over that amount was given by the boys.
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General Association News

Forms for January close December 16.

THE FULL ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE WORLD'S

Conference trip, by way of Naples, Rome,

Florence, Venice, and other interesting south

ern European points, and Paris, London, Strat

ford, Leominster and Liverpool, is omitted

from this number because of a possible slight

change of dates. Announcement will be given

next month.

BALTIMORE REPORTS THE THEATER SERVICES AS

popular as ever, with 1,900 men present on

opening Sunday, November 6. Fifteen serv

ices are arranged for during the winter. The

Bible classes have nearly 500 men enrolled at

Central and Branches.

THE JUNIOR CLASS OF THE INSTITUTE AND

Training School gave a dinner on November 0

to the seniors and faculty in celebration of the

sixtieth anniversary of the first tea meeting of

the parent Association. Toasts were given for

the faculty by Messrs. H. M. Scott, A. W. Pat-

ton, L. W. Messer and I. E. Brown, and for the

students by L. T. Grossman.

THE DERBY AND ANSONIA, CONN., ASSOCIA-

tions will have a two-mile relay race to be run

in eight relays of 440 yards each.

OSHKOSH, WlS., HAD G48 PEOPLE OUT ELEC-

tion night. The largest men's meetings in its

history have been held for three Sundays.

TORONTO HAS six GYMNASIUM LEADERS CON-

ducting Bible classes. The Bible class enrol

ment is the biggest in the Association's his

tory, being 250 men each week.

PEORIA'S BIBLE CLASS WORK is THE BEST YET.

Three departments, the city, railroad and stu

dent, are organizing a volunteer league aux

iliary mission band.

LEBANON, PA., HAD DAILY SHOP MEETINGS AT

different plants during the week of prayer and

men's meetings each evening. There are

seventy-nine boys enrolled in the "Boys' Cru

saders" meeting, averaging forty.

KEOKUK, IA., is ENLISTING NEW MEN FROM

the W. A. Sunday revival in seven Bible

classes. The evening class enrolment is sur

prising, no tuition fees being charged this year.

COLLINGWOOD, ONT., WHICH WAS ORGANIZED

early in the year, opened May 1 with 104 mem

bers, nine educational classes, nearly as many

physical classes, and several good classes in

Bible study.

HAMILTON, ONT., is MAKING A NEW RECORD

in membership and gymnasium attendance.

Bible classes and evangelistic meetings. There

is a revival in the city churches. A canvass

is on to raise $10.000 to remove the old mort

gage and make improvements, and $3,500 is

pledged. "ASSOCIATION MEN is a strong factor,

leading to the success of our work generally."

THE PORTLAND, ORE., ASSOCIATION NOW HAS

more than 1,500 members and the largest night

school west of Chicago, employing twenty-six

teachers. Its restaurant is called the "Inside

Inn," all the fittings for which were made by

pupils of the manual training school.

CRAWFORDSVILLE, IND., ABOUT WHICH THE

papers panically stated that the rooms would

be closed because the citizens didn't give

money, raised $2,217 last summer for current

expenses, including repairs, redecorated the

building, put on a new roof, and will live many

years yet.

INDIANAPOLIS HAS THE BIGGEST MEMBERSHIP

increase for years. Twenty-five shops and fac

tories were visited at noon and nearly 5,000

employees addressed by secretaries who were

introduced by officials of the companies. Thea

ter meetings began November 13.

IN THE LEHIGH DISTRICT, PENNSYLVANIA,

miners' meetings are conducted in several lan

guages. At Sandy Run nearly half the people-

attend the Association meetings.

RIVERSIDE, CAL., HAS AN ENTHUSIASTIC CLASS

in jiu-jitsu, the Japanese system in wrestling.

A "Moral Muscle Club" for boys between four

teen and seventeen had a constant growth and

exercised good influence throughout the city

during the past year. A business men's Bible

class is to be held between 5 and 6 p. M.

weekly.

MOBILE, ALA., HAS TWENTY-THREE YOUNG

men preparing for Christian service as clergy

men, missionaries and Association secretaries.

By the generosity of one young man the entire

gymnasium, ceiling, sidewalls and all, has been

painted. Swedish stall bars have been added

in the gymnasium foyer for business men in

clined to be portly.

BANGOR, ME., PLANS TO CHANGE ITS LARGE

hall into thirty-two dormitories to rent from

$1.50 to $3 per week.

EIGHTEEN OF THE PAID OFFICERS OF NEBRASKA

met with Dr. Warner and Messrs. Morse and

McDill, in Omaha, preceding the dinner with

the State Committee, October 21. The state

convention will be held at Grand Island Feb

ruary 16-19, Messrs. Brown, Hicks, Parsons.

Dr. Swennigcr, Rev. E.. C. Smith and Charles

B Palmer as speakers.

NEW BRITAIN, CONN., HAS ADDED A MEN'S

normal Bible class for Bible and Sunday-

school teachers, and a boys' Sunday club for

Bible study, making seven strong Bible classe? :

also a fine Philharmonic Chtb for help in the

men's mass meetings.

TWENTY-THIRD STREET BRANCH, NEW YORK

City, had 1,851 men out to the first of its four

services at the Grand Opera House, addressed

by Dr Cadninn. who "carried all before

him."
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AT NEW BEDFORD ALREADY THIS FALL THIRTY-

three boys and four men have entered the

Christian life, an evangelistic Bible class has

been organized and popular debates draw the

strongest men in the city.

NORRISTOWN, PA., SECURED HALF OF ITS ENROL-

ment in educational classes through noon shop

meetings. Nearly 500 men were out election

night.

EVANSVILLE, IND., BASEBALL TEAM WON EVERY

game but one last season. It now has a win

ning football team; the gymnasium classes uni

formed, and more money than ever in sub

scription and membership receipts.

RACINE, Wis., is EXPERIMENTING WITH A

permanent membership plan. The men's meet-

.ing is the biggest in the state. Here is the

program for Sunday afternoon : 2 to 3,

social hour; 3 to 3.30, orchestra; 3.30 to 4.30,

address; 4.30 to 5, orchestra; 5 to 5.45, Bible

study club; 6 to 6.30, fellowship luncheon.

THE THREE COUNTY SECRETARIES OF ILLINOIS

and the state department secretary held their

first conference November 2, thrashing out

problems common to this new department and

forming a policy. Emphasis was placed upon

the fact that in the development of the largest

financial constituency it seemed imperative that

a larger number of copies of ASSOCIATION MEN

be used.

MONTREAL CIRCULATES 700 BOOKS MONTHLY

among 300 readers in its library, members being

given free access to the shelves.

OWOSSO, MlCH., HAS HAD A BlBLE TOURING

club, meeting in the homes of the members and

using stereoscopic views of Palestine.

THE MINNESOTA COUNTY WORK SECRETARY

has been giving six weeks to the investigation

of Faribault County and presented the result

of his study to a county convention held Oc

tober 23-25. This county will probably be or

ganized within the next month.

MANKATO WILL DEDICATE ITS NEW BUILDING,

costing $32,000. early in December.

WINONA is CONSIDERING PLANS FOR THE EREC-

tion of a building to cost not less than $50,000

instead of remodeling its old building.

MINNEAPOLIS HAS PAID THE LAST DOLLAR OF

its mortgage debt. The Association will cele

brate this occasion on December 6. Among

other interesting features George B. Hodge will

give his stereopticon lecture on that evening

and the mortgage will also be burned.

THF. PROCTOR KNOTT ASSOCIATION, IN A TOWN

of not less than 800 inhabitants, has a member

ship of 314. Its new $10.000 building, the gift

of the railroad company, is very greatly appre

ciated by the men.

THE SPEAKERS AT THE MISSOURI STATE CoN-

vtntion at Marshall. November 17-20 were Dr.

J. W. Williamson, E. A. Stiver, F. S. Brock-

man, J. F. Moore. G. A. Gregg, H. M.

Beardsley, Judge Spencer and T. S. McPhee-

ters.

PUEBLO, COL., OPENS WITH 100 PER CENT. GAIN

in educational work; last year no Bible classes,

this year three ; all the churches have opened

their doors to the Association, and the papers

are cooperating for a building. A lady has

presented the entire furniture of a thirty-

room house to the Association.

THE TERRITORIAL ASSOCIATION OF OKLAHOMA

and Indian territories had a tent at the national

guard camp last month. The officers, men and

engineering corps expressed their appreciation

and voted a cash appropriation for current ex

penses.

GALVESTON, TEX., is DOING A STEADY, CON-

servativc work in its magnificent building and

is putting character into its membership. An

average attendance of nearly 200 has been

maintained for the past three years in its boys'

meeting ; 160 are enrolled in gymnasium classes.

Five Bible classes are held with an enrolment

of sixty. The ladies' auxiliary gave a Hal

lowe'en social, which proved so attractive that

the building was taxed to care for the crowd,

ghosts, goblins and jack-o'-lanterns in profuse

confusion confronting the guests at every turn.

THE DINING-ROOM BIBLE CLASS IN PHILADEL-

phia Central's restaurant is coming to render a

big service. After a 25-cent lunch, fifty men

push back their chairs and listen to a twenty-

five-minute lecture on John, by Dr. D. L. Whit

man. There are enrolled in the class profes

sional men, clerks and business men, who

seize this opportunity for a thorough course of

study.

PROCTOR, Vx., HAS RUN ITS MEMBERSHIP UP

since last March from 210 to 430. Classes in

English for Swedes, Finlanders and Hunga

rians are held. Physical classes for them have

failed.

BROOKLYN CENTRAL HAS TWENTY-FOUR BIBLE

classes, with 410 men studying. Four classes

meeting directly after the evening educational

classes are filled with students. The first

Majestic Theater meeting was attended by

1,600 men. Dr. Sperry conducted the week of

prayer meetings.

HON. R. B. GLENN, THE GOVERNOR-ELECT OF

North Carolina, is a director of the Winston -

Salem Association, having served in that ca

pacity since its organization in 1888.

AN ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN ORGANIZED AT

Voslion. Wash., on Voshon Island, Puget

Sound. The young men had been meeting

for literary and religious and social purposes

for a year and a half, some of them walking

four miles to attend the weekly meetings. Fifty

members, forty-one of whom are Christians.

WASHINGTON'S "CHINESE" WON OVER THE

"Japs" in a membership campaign by a score

of 1,788 to 1,143.
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E. SMITH, SECRETARY-ELECT FOR PORT-

land, Me., and for five years secretary at Bar

Harbor, while en route to Portland, was taken

suddenly ill and died of appendicitis after a

hospital operation. Mr. Smith was a young

man of rare character, grit and spirit, with

large influence and popular.

WORCESTER, IN SPITE OF THE SEVERE STORM,

had 700 at its theater meeting November 13.

These meetings will be backed by some of the

best business men. Eight Bible classes start

with ninety-nine men and boys, against one

class of eight last year. A committee of forty

men made election night a humming success for

1,200 people. A mock election conducted by

James Logan, general manager of the United

States Envelope Company, defeated the general

secretary by about 100 votes. Refreshments

were served. A 10-cent fee covered all ex

panses. The automobile school enrolls thirty,

and the evening trade school opens with every

promise.

MILWAUKEE is FINDING BIG RESULTS FROM ITS

Sunday services. On one Sunday eight and

on another twenty-eight men requested prayer,

and thirty-five men went together-to an evan

gelistic meeting after the fellowship lunch, of

whom eight requested prayer. Four Bible

classes are held Sunday afternoon, two Tues

day night and six boys' classes, four conducted

by boys themselves.

ELGIN FINDS THAT S-CENT LUNCHES HAVE

solved the social problem, bringing the fellows

together in a remarkable way from 7.30 to 10

o'clock.

HALIFAX, N. S., INCREASED ITS SUNDAY

meetings to 220, an increase of eighty over

last year, which was forty over the previous

year. A series of meetings for men will be

held the first week in December. A class in so

ciology, studying the ethics of the state, com

petition, and the municipal idea will be led by

Professor McGill. The topic for Sunday af

ternoon is "Twentieth Century Religion, or

Christ's Christianity."

BATH, ME., EXPECTS TO DO MUCH AMONG THE

1,500 men employed in the shipbuilding yards.

PHILADELPHIA HAS A BIBLE CLASS FOR NIGHT-

workers on newspapers.

SAN FRANCISCO CALLS ITS REFRESHMENT

rooms "Triangle Tavern," fitting up the pres

ent lecture hall for the purpose. The other day

the head janitor, "John," was presented with

twenty five-dollar gold pieces on the twentieth

anniversary of his work with the Association.

He is a man that everybody likes. Three great

fall events were held in the physical depart

ment—the gymnasium men's banquet, with 150

men present, the president of the Olympic Club

speaking on athletics, the fall opening and the

hoys' opening, when eighty-four boys in their

regulation uniform did clever work.

THE NEWARK ASSOCIATION GAVE A RECEPTION

to its secretary, H. A. Cozzens, November 2S,

on the twentieth anniversary of his election as

secretary to the Association.

POTTSTOWN, PA., WITH SUCH SPEAKERS AS

Speer, averages 150 men a Sunday, and will

take the opera house, seating 500, December 1.

The Glasgow Iron Company's men turned out

200 strong to a Saturday night reception. Its

steadily winning team over the City Bowling

League brings many outside men into member

ship. Two regular store display windows,

facing on the principal business street, in the

Association quarters, are used .for window dis

play. The windows are "dressed" each week

and are among the most admired on the street.

BIBLE STUDY INSTITUTES IN THE CAROLINAS

are largely increasing the college Bible classes

and stirring up committees to work.

CINCINNATI HELD NOON MEETINGS DURING THE

Week of Prayer, led by John Robertson, the

Scotch evangelist, issuing 8,000 cards, 300 per

sonal invitations and 500 window cards and

fourteen large signs on fourteen churches.

BROCKTON'S COURSE IN POULTRY RAISING,

headed by leading experts in the state, is

arousing interest among the local fanciers. The

gymnasium men's Bible class has fifty men.

THE CLINTON, IOWA, ASSOCIATION HELD ITS

farewell service November 6, and the next week

workmen began tearing down the old building

to give place for the new.

OMAHA RECEIVED $1,400 FROM MEMBERSHIPS

in one month, breaking its record. The attend

ance one day was 888. The restaurant pays

$100 to $150 a month.

LOUISVILLE, KY., HAS A BED IN THE HOSPITAL

endowed by Mrs. H. D. Pindell, in memory of

her husband. This will be for the use of mem

bers of the Association.

BLOOMINGTON, ILL., HAS ITS FIRST BOARDING-

house Bible class, making nine Bible classes

in all, two noon shop meetings and three gospel

meetings weekly. Seven meetings conducted

by Strough averaged 500 men. Five boys under

seventeen teach Bible classes.

THE PACIFIC GROVE STUDENT CONFERENCE

meets December 30 to January 8. It will be

addressed by Dr. Clampett, Rev. Henry King-

man and secretaries McLean, Dillon, Hutchin-

son, McCoy, McLachlin and Hill.

ITHACA, N. Y., HAS CALLED C. A. RICHMIRE.

who is well into the reorganized work, which

opened with u series of institutes and confer

ences by the state secretary and others. Every

contributor will receive ASSOCIATION MEN.

DETROIT, MICH., HAS 512 MEN IN BIBLE

classes, men's meetings are bigger than ever,

210 in educational classes, including electricity

and steam engineering. Boxball and corona

and n spn help the social department.
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MR. E. B. STURGIS, OF SCRANTON, ENTER-

tained 200 of the business men of Scranton at

a dinner at the Board of Trade, where the for

eign work was presented by John R. Mott and

F. S. Brockman. A hard-headed business man

said: "If any one had told me that I would

listen for an hour fascinated with the accounts

of foreign mission work, I would tell you he

had a line on the wrong man ; but that is what

happened to me last night."

LJNCOIN, NEB., HAS 712 MEMBERS, THE HIGH-

est in its history. It has moved out of its room

and will not go into permanent quarters until

the new building is completed. Theater meet

ings are held and a strong entertainment course

given.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y., WITH 25,000 POPULATION

and 1,043 members, claims the largest member

ship of any city of its size. Colorado Springs

conies next with 966, and Racine third with

603.

BUENOS AIRES HAS ORGANIZED AN "ALLIANCE

of Honor," with the object of promoting purity

among men, chivalrous respect for woman

hood, preservation of the young from contami

nation, rescue work and a higher tone of public

opinion ; something of the White Cross Line.

"STATE DAY" WAS OBSERVED BY THE TEN-

nessee Associations at Nashville, Memphis

and Knoxville. Interesting reports were

made concerning the convention, "one dol

lar offerings" asked from each individual

present and personal requests made for $1

amounts for "state work." At the close of the

presentation of the work in the state an appeal

was made to men to enter the Christian life.

As a result of attendance at the Tennessee con

vention one student Association has pledged

more for state work during 1905 than was paid

by all the student Associations of the state dur

ing 1904.

A NEW ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN ORGANIZED AT

Memphis Hospital College of Medicine, with a

membership of forty-five and a Bible class en

rollment of thirty.

THE OPENING SERVICE OF THE WEEK OF

Prayer at Memphis City Association, conducted

by State Secretary McGill, resulted in fourteen

definite decisions to lead a Christian life. The

week was observed at Bristol, Knoxville, Mor-

ristown and Memphis, the state secretaries giv

ing one night or more at each point.

THE TENNESSEE STATE COMMITTEE WILL

hold a Bible Conference at Vanderbilt Uni

versity, Nashville, December 2-4, for student

Associations in middle Tennessee. The

speakers are Dr. E. I. Bosworth, Dr. G. W.

Bull, Rev. George Gowan, Prof. W. C. Bran-

ham and the state secretaries. The committee

has jssoed the first of a series of pamphlets to

be entitled "Demonstration." It is attractive

and samples can be had for the asking.

CHARLESTON, S. C., MEN'S MEETINGS WILL BE

addressed from November to March by the

strongest available out-of-town speakers, Ten

per cent, of the membership is enrolled in seven

Bible classes ; also a working boys' department

has been added. The employed force is studying

Association work and methods, after the plan

followed in Washington. By complete election

returns over a special wire many young men

were drawn away from the blind tigers which

had arranged to have the returns given by spe

cial messenger service.

THE ILLINOIS CONVENTION OPENED OCTOBER

21 with S. D. Gordon's talk on "Yoke Fellows."

Two hundred and fifty men sat down to the

opening banquet, at which G. N. Bierce, of

Dayton, O., spoke impressively to business men

upon ihe opportunities for service found in the

Association. O. S. Stowell, a leading bank

president of Alton, made a telling appeal for a

well-equipped building for the local Association

in this industrial community, and a building

committee got busy the next day, and Ira Lan-

drith pictured the ideal Association of the

twentieth century. At the same hour Rev.

A. K. de Blois, Chicago, addressed a church

filled to overflowing on "Christianity in the

Twentieth Century." S. D. Gordon's five ad

dresses made deep impressions upon the dele

gates. The finance session was one of the best,

and was characterized by prompt and generous

response, practically every delegate subscribing

and every Association represented making an

appropriation, some being substantial increases.

F. H. Burt spoke forcefully upon the need for

the development and training of volunteer

leaders and committee men. Noon luncheons

were held for city, railroad, county, student and

physical department men for the discussion

of details, which were highly profitable. Ira

Landrith's address on "The Organization for

the Hour" made a telling impression and af

forded a more intelligent conception of the

logic of the Association idea. There was

prompt and generous response to F. S. Brock-

man's stirring appeal for China. John P. Hillis

led the singing most acceptably, and Rev.

Henry Ostrom conducted the men's evangelistic

meeting. The convention authorized a budget

of $23,000 for the State Committee for 1905.

Fifty of the delegates organized a group to

spend three days following the convention in

a systematic visitation of the St. Louis Ex

position, under the direction of H. L. Markell.

THE EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT AT BOSTON

is paying all expenses and is filling about 2,000

positions this year.

ATLANTIC, IA., HAS LEASED NEW QUARTERS,
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giving up rooms on the second floor for a well-

located first floor and basement. A campaign

for members is being pushed without any red

and blue light, but with lots of fire.

HARTFORD HAS A CURRENT TOPIC CLUB AS A

new feature this season. A dinner is served at

50 cents and prominent men are secured to speak

on some current question. An automobile

school, with lectures by an expert mechanic,

followed by actual practice in the shop, is

opened. The fourth season of theater meet

ings opened October 30, with every promise of

being largely attended and a spiritual power in

the city. W. E. Fenno spent the week of

prayer, holding meetings every night at church

gatherings and factories. The billiard room is

as popular as ever. Four tables in almost con

stant use from 3 to 10 p. M. Four Bible classes

for men and ten for boys are at work.

D. A. BUDGE, OF MONTREAL, HAS RETURNED

from his trip to Australasia. En route Tie vis

ited a number of points in British Columbia,

Northwest Territories and Manitoba. He re

ports great need of Association work and

workers in both fields.

A NEW ASSOCIATION is TO BE ORGANIZED AT

Dundas, Ont. This is the outgrowth of a "Sec

tion" which has been doing excellent work

there for the past two years. It will start

in a building of its own, the gift of the

Messrs. Grafton. The amount of the budget

necessary to be raised from subscriptions has

been secured for five years. Dundas has a

population of about 4,000.

THE THIRD SESSION OF THE SCHOOL OF IN-

struction for Secretaries and Physical Directors

for Ontario and Quebec will open in Toronto

on January 4.

CANADA HAS HAD A REVIVAL OF INTEREST IN

Foreign Work. Conferences or special pres

entations have been made or are now arranged

for at Toronto, Brantford, Gait, Ottawa, Peter -

boro, Montreal, Belleville, Toronto University,

St. Thomas, Niagara Falls, Stratford and To

ronto (R. R.) Where they did not already exist

committees were appointed to follow up this

work, and in several cases a good start on the

subscription list was made at the meeting. At a

meeting of about sixty students of Toronto

University $150 was subscribed, besides $100

promised by one undergraduate for the sup

port of Mr. Farquhar in Calcutta. Eighteen

men in Peterboro promised over $100 for the

same purpose. Peterboro wants to have a man

of its own.

JOHN R. MOTT SPENT NOVEMBER 26-28 IN

special evangelistic work at the University of

Toronto.

SAVANNAH. GA.. NOW HAS A LEADERS' CLASS

studying "Principles and Methods of Teach

ing"; five Bible study groups and five shop

Bible classes. Friday nights are given' up to

indoor baseball, popular lectures, basketball and

entertainments, the variety proving very popu

lar with the members.

ATLANTA, GA., HAS HAD A GREAT SERIES OF

meetings, under the direction of evangelist J.

Wilbur Chapman, D.D., and under the auspices

of the "Business Men's Gospel Union," which

gave rich reward to the Association for the

part taken in them. The management of the

Sunday afternoon meetings for men was turned

over to the Association, and four consecutive

opera-house meetings were held on Sundays

with an average attendance of over 3,500 men,

while hundreds were turned away at each serv

ice. Nine hundred and twenty-one cards, in

dicating a desire to lead the Christian life, were

signed by men at the four meetings, and 196

by boys. At the respective meetings for men

the cards were signed as follows : 267, 229, 254,

171. Many of these men have joined the

churches. The secret of the successful han

dling of the meetings for personal work was in

the meetings of the Fred B. Smith Personal

Workers' Club every Saturday night, at which

plans were laid for the meeting the following

day. So many workers rallied to the handling

of the meetings that the Business Men's Gospel

Union requested the Association to take charge

of this feature of the two great union meetings

held simultaneously at the two largest opera

houses on the last Sunday night of the cam

paign. Evangelist Biederwolf, who spoke at

two of the men's meetings, said he had never

before seen four such consecutive meetings.

OTTAWA, ONT., HAS ENTERED UPON ITS

largest year. Every nook and corner of its

building is occupied, and even then the Asso

ciation does not meet the constant demand

made upon it by the crowds of young men that

day and night throng its rooms. The Bible

Study Department has made as its slogan this

fall and winter, "Quality and Quantity." It

will have a much larger number enrolled this

year and looks for much better work. Last

evening this department organized the Sun

day-school teachers into a class for the teach

ing of "Methods and Principles of Bible Class

Teaching," as outlined by Mr. See. Forty en

rolled. The best possible teacher has been se

cured, and a fee of $1 charged.

BUFFALO, N. Y., HAS INCREASED ITS MEMBER-

ship fee from $10 to $13.

LENAWEE COUNTY, MICH., IN EIGHT MONTHS

has four towns organized, with 176 paying

members, 104 in seven Bible classes.

CHICAGO CENTRAL RECEIVED 361 MEMBERS IN

October, making the membership 4.712.



Look to Your

FOOD

Toomuch STARCH (in form of white bread, nndercooked potatoes, etc.), PASTE (half-cooked

cereals, soggy vegetables, etc.), GREASE (over-fat meats, fried foods, etc. ), COFFEE (with its

dangerous Caffein, etc.), these elements that make up the diet cause nine-tenths of human ails,

and only l>y change to proper food can these ails be cured. So long as the cause is there the

effect will remain, although, of course, you may cover it with medicine for a time.

Cut out the pasty, soggy, greasy, starchy foods, and tea and coffee, and get back to a

natural diet, don't over-eat, be sure to chew your food thoroughly, some exercise, plenty fresh

air, and soon all the joys of living will come back again, for you know there's no feeling in all

the world half so fascinating as the glow of returning health, strength and vigor.

How?

Try this 10 days and note how much stronger you will feel in Body and Brain—keener,

brighter and fit to keep up in the life race.

BREAKFAST of, say, A Little Fruit, Saucer of GRAPE-NUTS and Cream,

A Little Toast, A Soft-Cooked Egg or Two, A Cup of Postum

in place of tea or coffee. Surprising how far you can go on this simple meal, yet be strong and

feel well fed, for the reason that all the food elements are there.

LUNCH on the same and no more till the evening meal.

Make DINNER the hearty meal, such meat as you prefer (some can't eat pork), good

wholesome vegetables well cooked but not soggy, whole wheat bread or toast, dessert from some

one of the GRAPE-NUTS recipes (book in each pkg.).

This diet will put you on your feet again and for a sound scientific reason.

There i* no charm like the glow of returning health ; 10 days of the GRAPE NUTS diet

will prove it.

Get the little book, "The Road to Wellville," in each package.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when answering advertisements.
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The Massachusetts State Convention at

Worcester, although in an "off year," was one

of the best ever held. It opened Friday after

noon with a discussion on boys' work; Friday

evening opened with an address by E. L. Shuey

on The Value of Educational Work. The

Sunday service addressed by Michener had 700

men present. The two states now have seventy-

six Associations, eighty-five educational clubs

have been conducted, men's meetings showed

an increase of 63 per cent. The expenses were

$23,686.

Terre Haute, Ind., is in the midst of large

union meetings, in which the Association has

cooperated with great benefit. Biederwolf,

Strough, A. J. Smith and Jordan and four

singers are conducting a three weeks' cam

paign. A great uplift is expected for the whole

Association work. Mr. Jameson directs the

machinery of the meetings.

Springfield, Mass., has had a valuable

series of services, conducted with large suc

cess, by George A. Hilton. Some of the di

rectors have volunteered to increase their sub

scriptions in order to pay the salary of a finan

cial secretary and possibly secure an endow

ment.

Twenty-five years of service of Charles

H. Wevill with the Philadelphia Association

as bookkeeper, cashier and custodian of the

building and manager of the Association

course, was fittingly recognized November L

At a banquet of 150 men at St. Joseph

$3,500 was raised toward the debt.

At an exhibition of swimming at Chicago

Central H. J. Handy lowered the local time for

100 yards by 1 3/5 seconds, making it in

I. 19 1/5.

San Antonio, Tex., Railroad Department

has organized educational classes, practical

talks, airbrake, train rules and first aid classes,

by the help of George A. Gregg, and had a

great stimulus from the visit of Keenan and

Knebel.

A list of paid officers of all the Associations In

North America, revised to January. 1905, will be

published by the International Committee, 3 West

29th street, New York. Price 25 cents.

SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

Ballantyne, H., Asst., Montreal, to Secy. Toronto

Central.

Batchelor, W. C, Salem, N. J., to Bellevue, Pa.

Dunkel, E. B., Pottsville, Pa. (R.R.), rea.

Elvidge, H. W., Allentown, Pa., rea.

Garland, E. T, Portland, Me., to Brooklyn (financial).

Geer, F. L, Montreal R.R. to Poplar Bluff, Mo.

Harper, C. C, Charleston to Monmouth, 111.

Humberd, I. A., Cairo, 111., res.

Jackson, F. A., Asst., San Francisco, to Secy. Berke

ley, Cal.

Jackson, George, Lawrenceville Br., Pittsburg to Hunt

ingdon, Pa.

McDiarmld, W. I_, Pottstown to Bradford, Pa.

McLennan, L. P., Poplar Bluff, Mo. (R.R.) to Mont

real.

Munns, A. E., Sydney Mines, C. B., res.

Nelson, Julius, Corydon, la., res.

Nuttle, C. H., Frostburg, M<L, to Elkins, W. Va.

Peck, C. Z., Wichita, Kan., to Olympia, Wash.

Reeves, J. &'., Fort Worth, Tex., res.

Richmire, C. A., to Ithaca, N. Y.

Shipp, G. A., East St Louis (R.R.) to Van Buren, Ark

Smith, M. H., Asst., Utica, N. Y., to Secy. Rahwn
N. J. •

Stahl, William, to Pottsville, Pa. (R.R.).

Wilson, C. K., Ph. Dir. Knoxville, Tenn., to Secy. ar„

Ph. Dir. Burlington, Vt

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

China, J. B., to Marshalltown, la. (R.R.)

Conklin, E. S., Montreal, to 26th Ward Br., Brooklji

Dodge, A. R., Milwaukee, Wis., rea.

Du Val, G. B., to Lynchburg, Va.

Eberhardt, Frank, St. Louis, Mo., to Lima, O.

Eddy, T. F., to Fall River, Mass.

Everett, S. A., to Memphis, Tenn.

Hahn, A. L, to East Side Branch, New York.

Hall, W. E., to Indianapolis, Ind. (R.R.)

Hilts, F. A., to Buffalo Central, N. Y.

Loveder, Leo, Clinton, la., res.

Macdonald, H. W., Naval Br., Brooklyn, res.

MacNaughton, Edgar, to Naval Br., Brooklyn.

Miller, A. H., Portland, Me., to Jamestown, N. Y.

Norton, W. C, to Portland, Me.

Watkins, E. H., to Louisville, Ky. (R.R.)

Wetherbe, H. E., to Cohoes, N. Y. (Associate.)

Williamson, A. A., to Washington, V. C

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.

Baker, F. H., to Albany, N. Y. (Asst.)

Brown, W. E., to Pine Bluff, Ark. (R.R.)

Dahleen, C. A., to Galesburg, 111.

Ellsworth, W. H., to Montclair, N. J. (Asst.)

Flood, W. H., to Hudson City Br., Jersey City. N. J.

Hoffmeister, W. F., to New Haven, Conn. (Asst.)

La Rose, L. F., Chicago to Newton, Mass.

Lewis, W. E., Buffalo Central, N. Y., res. (AssL)
Maguire, W. S., to Toronto Central, Ont (AssL)
Maris, B. G., to Ann Arbor, Mich.
McGillicuddy, D., to Port Hope, Ont.
Osborne, E. A., to Orange, N. J. (Asst.)
Plumb, J. M., to Bennington, Vt.

Sourbier, J- H., to Lock Haven, Pa.
Stewart, B. L., to Grand Rapids, Mich. (Asst.)
White, E. W., to Chicago Central (Asst.).

Whiting, W. H., to Brockton, Mass. (Asst.)

BOYS' WORK DIRECTORS.

Brunt, B. W., to Winston-Salem, N. C
Eaman, H. O., London, Ont., res.
Honey, E. T., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Meserve, M. W., Redlands, Cal., res.

EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORS.

Green, W. J., Toronto to Buffalo.

Smith, H. W., to New Haven, Conn.

COUNTY SECRETARIES.

Lake, Felix, Ohio County, Ky., rea.
Mason, W. G., to Franklin County, Vt
Sidenius, Richard, to Ohio County, Ky.

ASSOCIATION CALENDAR

STATE CONVENTIONS.

Washington, Bellingham, December 1-4.
Colorado, Boulder, December 8-11.
Arkansas, Texarkana, February 8-12, 1906.
Minnesota, Duluth, February 9-12.
Iowa, Muscatine, February 8-12.
Michigan, Battle Creek, February 14-16.

Kentucky, February 16-19.
Pennsylvania, Johnstown, February 16-19.
Nebraska, Grand Island, February 16-19.
Georgia, Waycross, February 18-21.

California, February 28-26.
Virginia, Petersburg, February 28-26.
No. and So. Carolina, Asheville. N. C, March 10-13

Wisconsin, Fond du Lac, March 10-11.
Connecticut, Meriden, March 28-26.

CONFERENCES.

Mich. Boys', Ann Arbor, December 81-January t
and R. I. Boys', Brockton, February 1T-W
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THE ASSOCIATION'S OPPORTUNITY

Evangelistic Work Among; Young Men

BY NEWELL DWIGHT HILLIS.

Among the encouraging signs of our times,

we must make a large place for the evangelistic

movement among the young men of our coun

try. By common consent the evangelistic meet

ings now being held on Sunday afternoons are

becoming great forces for good in the religious

life of our great cities. Twenty years ago it

would have been impossible to fill a theater or

opera house with

two thousand young

men to listen to a

straight sermon.

Other themes would

then have secured

a represe n t a t i v e

audience of as many

men. Indeed,

there has never been

a time when an

earnest man could

not readily find a

hearing on the life

and career of the

great Christian

prophets, or mar

tyrs, or heroes. But

now has come an

era when young men

will throng and

crowd together to

listen to sermons on

personal religion. In

New York audiences

in buildings like Carnegie Hall have over

flowed the room, and hundreds have been

unable to find entrance. In Brooklyn

even the great Majestic theater is not too

large for these vast audiences. In Phila

delphia, Association Hall and the Grand Opera

House, with its twenty-five hundred sittings,

have been filled by eager throngs of youth.

The subjects presented, also, are not less

notable than the audiences assembled. Here

are some of the themes men have used in ad

dressing these large assemblies : "Personal De

cision," "Repentance," "A Young Man's Re

ligion." "The Opportunity of Young Men in

the Christian Church," "Enthusiasm," "Jesus

Christ an Example

of Heroism in

Thought and Life."

A New Era

Nor is this great

awakening confined

to our own country.

Our fathers had

much to say about

the great revival of

1857. In those days

interest in the

higher religious life

was all but uni

versal. In every vil

lage and town meet-

ings were held,

night after night,

the long winter

through. Journey

ing across the state,

the traveler saw the

candles beginning to

glow in the school-

houses as soon as

darkness fell upon the land. There were not

enough preachers to do the work, laymen,

lawyers, teachers, merchants, men who had

more or less skill in public speech, went up and

down the land talking to the people and urging

the problems of personal religion. It has been

said that these days of religious fervor were
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gone forever. Anil yet even now comes

the news of this great religious awaken

ing in Wales. It is as if some strange

influence had fallen from the sky upon

all the people. Two young men, of twenty-

three and twenty-five years of age, the younger

a layman, the elder a theologue, are the leaders

of the movement. They spend but one or at

most two days in each town. On the morn

ing of their arrival, the colliers leave the

mines, the tradesmen close their shops, all the

children obtain release from school, the public

houses are closed, and the meetings continue

from early morning until late at night, save

for the two or three hours necessary for food

and household duties. When the meetings are

over, at 10 o'clock, the young men and women

who can sing march up and down the streets

singing the evangel of God's love. The pre

dominant note is the gladsomeness of the

Christian life, the joy of service, the over

flowing happiness of those who do the will of

God. It is a movement led by two young men.

It is a movement for young people; and the

great awakening in Judea under John the

Baptist was scarcely more striking than this

young people's movement in Wales.

It is a striking fact that every great gain for

the state or for the church

Religious Progress has been the result, not of

Through These an individual task, but of a

Religious Uprisings great movement that has

been all but a universal con

tagion. Witness that awakening to the sense

of the unity of God and His divine govern

ment, under the leadership of the prophet

Elijah. Witness that movement beyond the

Jordan ; there in the wilderness were assem

bled perhaps a score of thousand of people.

Standing forth, John bade the soldier return

what he had stolen, bade the extortioner re

turn the taxes, bade the employer recompense

his servant and the servant acknowledge the

wrong he had done his master. One man

lifted his hand and cried out, "Bribery!" An

other exclaimed: "Perjury!" Another cried

out, "Falsehood !" Men were so moved that

the fire became a contagion, and in their en

thusiasm for righteousness men went forth to

light fires all over the land. When three

months had passed, lo! a thousand wrongs had

been righted, and certain vexed social and eco

nomic problems had disappeared and became

non-existent. It was so in 1857. It has often

been said that during that great evangelistic

movement the sense of conscience, of duty, and

personal responsibility were strengthened to

such a degree that men were willing to die for

the right and their convictions. When, then.

the war came on, in 1861, and heroes were

needed, men of conviction were ready. Nothing

is more certain than that the courage, the

fidelity, the devotion to duty, that characterized

those men, are spiritual qualities that go back

to the great religious movement in 1857. And

the men who have achieved great things for

the church have been leaders in these move

ments. Savonarola was an evangelist ; Ber

nard was a traveling revivalist, as was Martin

Luther and John Wesley and Whitfield. In

deed, the three years' ministry of Jesus Christ

represent a series of great popular meetings,

which continued from three days to as many

weeks, and brought all the people under His

influence.

It seems, therefore, that the evangelistic

t\j f»t. movement in Association
Need or the WOfk js fulj justified by the

Evangeic

leaders whom God has raised up during the

centuries. And never was the work needed

more than now. Everything to-day conspires

for temptation. And young men need to be

encouraged through associated endeavor. A

single match, when lighted, goes out. Now

and then a man is strong enough to stand

alone. Two or three flowers break through the

soil, despite the bleakness of March. But when

the whole air is warmed by early May the

flowers march in regiments. Young men need

the warm fervid atmosphere of the great

popular religious gathering. The mere mass

ing of a score of great business men on the

platform, who back the meeting, is in itself an

argument. Young men, also, will take a posi

tion in a great men's meeting, which would be

impossible in a mixed audience. Nor must we

overlook another phase of this movement.

Some of our business men, secretaries and min

isters in certain great cities are doing evan

gelistic work during the noon hour of the

week days. They go to the great factories ; at

noon, when all the men are eating and smoking.

the speakers have their opportunity. In one

factory, some five hundred men come together

for an address from 12.35 to 12.45. These men

represent all nationalities. They are Catholic,

Protestant, Jew. Gentile, Atheist, Anarchist

and Christian. But they all listen, and are all

with one accord in one -place. Close students

of the problem how to reach the masses are

watching the development of this work with

unwonted interest. Who knows but that this

may be the door of opportunity, for which the

Church has so long sought in vain? There is

always one large room where the men can eat,

in a warm atmosphere, and this means that

public address is possible in most of our great

factories. The Church owes much to the

Association work: but we must confess a

special debt in the new forms of evangelistic

labor now being developed in our Associations.



AN UNPARALLELED PERIOD OF ASSOCIATION PROGRESS

THE ADVANCE IN THE PAST FIVE YEARS SURPASSES THE ENTIRE

FORTY-SEVEN YEARS OF THE ASSOCIATION'S PREVIOUS

HISTORY. A REVIEW BY THE EDITOR

From every point of view the record of the

Young Men's Christian Association during the

past five years may be examined, progress is

apparent. Tested by every standard of meas

urement by which the growth and usefulness

of an organization can be tried, it is seen that

the last five years have witnessed as great a

growth and progress as the entire previous

forty- seven years of its history. This is

notably shown in the adaptation of the Asso

ciation to meet the needs of men in varied em

ployments and conditions of life. Wherever

groups of men are engaged, there the Associa

tion has gone to meet them with a genuine

interest in their life and welfare. The city

Associations, "the trunk of the Association

tree," have added a new Association every

three weeks, gained 50 per cent, in membership

and net property at the rate of $2,000,000 a

year, while the property of the Student, Rail

road, Army and Navy and Industrial Associa

tions has gained 200 per cent. This does not

include $5,500,000 now pledged for buildings.

The Army and Navy Department has se

cured governmental and international recog

nition, has occupied six buildings worth $600,-

000, and is doing a work of practical helpful

ness for the soldiers and sailors at ports and

forts around the globe.

The New Industrial Department, in the short

space of four years, has gained the recognition

of employers of labor and acceptance by the

employed. Fully equipped buildings, equal to

those for the Railroad departments, have been

provided ; for quarrymcn at Proctor, Vt. ; for

gold and silver miners in Arizona and Alaska ;

for coal miners in Pennsylvania ; for colored

coal miners in Iowa; for lumbermen in the

forests of the South ; for cotton mill men in

the Carolinas ; for paper-makers in Maine and

for iron and steel workers in Ohio. The atten

tion of the men of 175 great manufacturing es

tablishments in 115 cities throughout the con

tinent has been gained to the Christian message

at noon and midnight services, and large num

bers have been brought into the evening classes

for study and promotion, while the employed

boys in great numbers have welcomed the As

sociation's help in gaining an education and

providing for their pleasure.

The Railroad Department membership has

increased since 1809 from 32,038 to over 70,000;

the equipment from 74 buildings, worth

$1,097,700; to 123 buildings, worth $2,000.000;

from 172 employed officers to 325, and

the members are exerting a wholesome

and spiritual influence among their fellow-em

ployees. On one line alone 17 buildings have

been erected and the membership increased

from 1,000 to 10,000.

The Street Railway Department has been

added and is beginning to occupy its field

among street railway employees. It has two

well-established branches with 700 members.

The Physical Departments have now nearly

one-half of the members of the city and town

Associations taking exercise in the 556 gym

nasiums, and the number of men and boys

using means of physical training has increased

from 70,000 to 135,000 in the past five years.

Dr. Anderson, of Yale, recognizes the 365

physical directors as "the finest body of spe

cialists in physical training in the world." They

have done much to purify the athletics of the

cities, and freely give their services as con

sulting directors in athletics for Sunday-

schools, missions, social settlements, baseball

leagues, labor union athletic meets, and for the

physical welfare of the cities.

The Night Schools for men and boys have

steadily added to their curriculum practical

studies supplementing departments of trades

and business, schools of law, architecture,

mechanics, etc., in addition to the com

mon branches of commercial education. While

the enrollment has increased 35 per cent., the

tuition fees have nearly quadrupled. The

educational directors increased from 15 to 34.

One Association enrolls 1,500 pupils in day and

night schools.

The County Association has practically

measured its life in the last five years, so that

now there are 29 county groups in 19 states and

provinces with special county secretaries, and

the undertaking is fairly launched to establish

organizations among the young men of the

country districts. Kentucky, the leading state

in this undertaking, has eight counties organ

ized and a $15,000. building pledged.

The Student Associations have doubled the

value of their building equipment, trebled the

number of their employed officers, increased

their membership from 33,r>74 to 47,000, en-

tolled twice as many in the summer conferences

for training, sent two regiments of men into

the foreign field and the Christian ministry,

increased their contributions to mission work

by 50 per cent, and doubled their Bible study

enrollment. Their 47,000 members have gained

an increasing influence over the 160,000 college

and university men of North America in the

institutions where they are working.
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The Bible Classes of the city, town and

railroad Associations, in five years, and since

special secretaries were added, multiplied the

number of different men attending threefold

from 12,000 to 39,000. By study of the best

methods, conditions and subjects; by agitation,

suggestions and organization; by preparation

of better courses of study, and because of the

practical value of the study for the help of

character, the study of the Bible has been con

stantly gaining.

The Attendance at Men's Meetings has

leaped from 1,182,000 to 2,400,000. Associa

tions once content with reaching 100 men a

week now gather 2,000. Large forces of mem

bers are organized for direct, extensive and

continuous evangelism. The efficacy and

standard of the services and the extent of the

effort have so vastly advanced in the large

cities that small spiritual results are now con

sidered unworthy and inexcusable. The

amount of monej spent for religious work has

increased from $35,000 in 1899 to $152,000 in

1904.

The Colored Associations have more than

doubled their membership, quadrupled their

employed force, increased their buildings from

three to eight, and launched larger plans to in

fluence the millions of colored young men and

to adequately help them in their development.

The Boys' Departments have increased their

membership from 19,434 to over 50,000; boys'

work specialists from 14 to 123; buildings de

voted to their work from none to 14, besides

many fully equipped departments provided in

new buildings to accommodate 500 to 1,000

members; and the boy in his teens who

once was not even counted on the membership

roll has come to be considered most of all

worth counting, and it is recognized that the

man in the adolescent period of his life is the

most important object of the Association's

care. The working boy is receiving increasing

consideration, not only for his conversion, but

for his education and recreation. The average

age of the boy members has greatly advanced,

and High School departments or clubs have

become powerful factors of influence.

In Other North American Countries within

five years Associations have been successfully

launched by the American Associations in the

City of Mexico, at Havana and in the Argentine

at Buenos Aires, in Alaska at Douglas Island,

and to Panama an organizing secretary has just

been sent at the request of the United States

Minister.

The Training Schools for employed Associa

tion officers have trained 8 per cent, of the sec

retaries and physical directors. The summer

volunteer conference at Lake Geneva enrolled

900 men. To Silver Bay one thousand men

and boys have been attracted for training and

'vacation. Canada and Kentucky have begun

summer training conferences. City Associa

tions are being selected as training centers. In

the South and the Central West Training In

stitutes for employed and volunteer workers

are held with increasing value. The demand

for training has become insistent in both em

ployed and volunteer service. The employed

officers have increased since 1899 from 1,399

to 2,080. Of the 446 new men of 1904, 104

were college men. The Training Schools sup

plied 37.

North America Has Contributed to Foreign

Associations in five years forty secretaries and

increased its subscriptions from $32,000 to

$100,000 a year. The railroad Associations

have sent the first secretary to India for rail

road men. The secretaries are largely guid

ing over 300 foreign Associations—61 in Japan,

44 in China, 100 in India—which have trebled

in membership, have trained native secretaries,

secured home support and gained constantly

increasing spiritual results. Three years ago

three State and Provincial Committees took

part in this work, now 23.

In Every New Department that has taken

the field in these five years the spiritual pur

pose has been dominant. With working men,

soldiers and sailors, as well as with students

and railroad men, the distinctly spiritual mes

sage has been foremost, and has been the chief

and undisguised factor in helping and attract

ing men.

The State and Provincial Committees have

increased their secretaries from 53 to 113, and

expenses from $152,000 to $190,000. They have

made notable additions of county, district, edu

cational and religious work secretaries,

The International Committee has increased

its home force from 36 to 50 ; its home expen

diture from $129,620 to $153,796, and that for

foreign work from $32.869 to $100,000 a year.

While It Is Fairly Shown that the last five

years have witnessed as great an advance in

the work of the Associations as the entire

forty-seven years of its previous history, the

suggestion cannot be made that the Association

has more than begun to occupy its field, or fill

its place of usefulness to men. Its adaptation

to the varied needs of many groups of men and

boys; the popular approval and acceptance of

its service, and gifts for its support by the

corporation, the community, the government

and city; its acceptance by the individual in

school, college, theological seminary and the

Army and Navy ; by the working boys, the rail

road man, the miner, and the men of all place?

and classes; this helpfulness accepted with

eagerness in all ways which benefit a boy or

man physically, socially, morally or spiritually,

but places the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion on the threshold of its opportunity.
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MILLIONS OF DOLLARS FOR ASSOCIATION BUILDINGS

Buildings Completed in J904

MEW YORK (TWENTY-THIRD STREET

BRANCH) $820,000

OAK PARK, ILL 85,000

SEWICKLEY, PA 80,000

VALLEJO, CAL. (NAVAL) 60,000

BEAUMONT, TEX 60,000

KNOXVILLE, TENN 60,000

MUSCATINE, IA 48,000

CHELSEA, MASS 45,000

GRAND FORKS, N. D 39,000

NORTHAMPTON, MASS 38,000

MANKATO, MINN 34,000

SACRAMENTO, CAL 30,000

MARSHALLTOWN, IA. (CITY AND RAIL

ROAD BUILDING) 28,000

KEWANEE, ILL 25,000

STRATFORD, ONT 22,000

FRESNO, CAL. (ADD.) 21,000

JERSEY CITY (HUDSON CITY BRANCH). 21,000

SPRINGFIELD TRAINING SCHOOL, WOODS

HALL, DORMITORY AND SOCIAL BLDG. 18,000

ASHLAND, WIS 16,000

BUXTON, IA. (COLORED), MINERS' 16,000

SIOUX CITY, IA. (IMPROVEMENTS).. 16,000

NEW YORK CITY, WILLIAMSBRIDGE,

BRONX 12,000

BOWLING GREEN, 0 11,500

LINCOLN, NEB. 11,000

MONAGHAN MILLS, S. C. (INDUS

TRIAL) 10,000

WESTFIELD, MASS. (GYM.) 6,500

DES MOINES, IA. (IMPROVEMENTS) . . . 5,500

OLYPHANT, PA. (PURCHASED) 4,000

OSHKOSH, WIS. (IMPROVEMENTS)... 2,300

Railroad Buildings Opened

BELLEVUE, O $18,000

HORACE, KAN 4,500

MARSHALLTOWN, IA 28,500

SPRINGFIELD, MASS 16,000

VAN BUREN, ARK 19,000

NEW DECATUR, ALA 25,000

SAPULPA, L T 10,000

MONROE, VA 9,000

FORT ERIE, ONT 6,000

MECHANICSVILLE, N. Y 20,000

TYRONE, PA 12,500

College Association Buildings Opened

SILMAN HALL, MERCER UNIVERSITY,

MACON. GA $5,000

PLEDGED FOR COLLEGE BUILD

INGS.

OREGON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE $10,000

KANSAS AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 16,000

OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY 5,000

MEDICAL SCHOOL, NORTHWESTERN

UNIVERSITY 15,000

Buildings in Course of Erection

WASHINGTON, D. C $300,000

TOLEDO, O 300,000

SOUTH BEND, IND. (STUDEBAKER

OFFER) 200,000

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 125,000

CHICAGO, HYDE PARK DEFT 100,000

PARKERSBURG, W. VA 80,000

GLOUCESTER, MASS 75,000

AKRON, 0 70,000

SOMERVILLE, MASS 60,000

LEXINGTON, KY 60,000

CHICAGO, RAVENSWOOD DEPT 60,000

NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y 56,000

ST. JOHN, N. B 55,000

CLINTON, IA 50,000

NEW BRITAIN, CONN. (GYM.) 50,000

MOUNT PLEASANT, IA 50,000

LITTLE ROCK, ARK 50,000

PATERSON, N. J 50,000

PORTSMOUTH, N. H 47,000

FRENCH BRANCH, NEW YORK CITY... 45,000

PITTSTON, PA 45,000

MARION, IND 45,000

LOCKPORT, N. Y 40,000

QUINCY, MASS 36,000

STERLING, ILL 35,000

SAN ANTONIO, TEX 35,000

PENSACOLA, FLA 34,000

OSSINING, N. Y 32,000

BEATRICE, NEB 30,000

ADRIAN, MICH 30,000

CONCORD, N. H 30.000

OSWEGO, N. Y 29,200

LAKE GENEVA, WIS 25,000

LAWRENCE, KAN 25,000

YORK, NEB. 25,000

CANANDAIGUA, N. Y 17,000

PARIS. ONT. (GIFT OF MR. PENMAN). 15,000

ST. CATHERINES, ONT 15,000

WESTCHESTER, PA. (GYM.) 12,000

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y. (IMP.) 11,000

PUNDAS, ONT. (REMODELED) 4,000

COLLEGE ASSOCIATION BUILD

INGS NOW BEING ERECTED.

MCCILL UNIVERSITY, MONTREAL $95,000

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA 80,000

(ALSO ENDOWMENT OF $19,000 PLEDGED).

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 75,000

IOWA STATE COLLEGE .' 52,000

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA.... 15,000

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA (PARTLY

FOR ASSOCIATION USE).. 100,000

DEN1SON UNIVERSITY, GRANVILLE, O.

(PARTLY FOR ASSOCIATION USE)... 50,000

Debts Paid or Pledged in (904

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN $40,000

SPRINGFIELD, MASS 33,000

ST. JOSEPH, MO 30,000

CANTON, 0 30.000

CHARLESTON, S. C 23,000

HAMILTON, 0 15,000

HAVERHILL, MASS 10,000

KINGSTON, N. Y 9,500

ROCK ISLAND, ILL 9,000

ROUSES POINT, N. Y 2,000
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Pledged or in Hand for Buildings

BROOKLYN, N. Y., THREE NEW BUILD

INGS AND PAYMENT OF TWO

MORTGAGES ($257,000 NEW PLEDGES

WITHIN YEAR). TOTAL $515,000

DAYTON, 0 272,400

LOS ANGELES, CAL 151,000

OAKLAND, CAL 150,000

OMAHA, NEB. (SALE OF BUILDING) . . 130,000

SEATTLE, WASH 110,000

TROY, N. Y. (APPROXIMATE) 110.000

BINGHAMTON, N. Y 100,000

SPOKANE, WASH 70,000

LYNN, MASS 65,000

DECATUR, ILL 64,000

ST. PAUL, MINN 60,000

COVINGTON, KY 56,000

PARKERSBURG, W. VA 52,000

DENVER, COL 51,000

NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y 45,300

SPRINGFIELD, ILL 45,000

BIRMINGHAM, ALA 45,000

BRANDON, MANITOBA 43,000

CHESTER, PA 42,000

MADISON. N. J 40,000

TOPEKA, KAN 40,000

PITTSTON, PA 39,000

MONTGOMERY, ALA 31,000

GRAFTON, W. VA 30,000

UTICA, N. Y. (ADDITION) 30,000

WILMINGTON, DEL. (FOR LOT) 30,000

LANSING, MICH 30,000

RUMFORD FALLS, ME 30,000

DOUGLAS, ARIZ 30,000

EL PASO, TEX 28,500

WINONA, MINN 26.000

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J 26.000

LYNCHBURG, VA 25,000

LEBANON, PA 20,000

OWEN SOUND, ONT 18,000

MILWAUKEE, WIS. (ADD.) 15,000

ST. CATHARINES, ONT 15,000

MADISONVILLE, KY 15,000

HOPKINSVILLE, KY 15,000

LAS VEGAS, N. M 15,000

NEW KENSINGTON, PA 14,000

WAKEFIELD, MASS 14,000

TAMPA, FLA 11,000

CLARKSBURG. W. VA. (FOR LOT) 10,000

HOQUIAM, WASH 9,000

IOLA, KAN 7,500

FREDF.RICTON, N. B 7,500

CALGARY. ALBERTA 6,000

READING, MASS. (GYM.) 5,500

EDMONTON, ALBERTA 5,000

WEST VIRGINIA, WESLEYAN UNIVER

SITY 5,000

MOUNT VERNON, ILL 3,000

RACINE, WIS. (ADD.) 3,000

MARBLEHEAD, MASS. (GYM.) 1,800

ALEXANDRIA, VA 1,000

A NUMBER OF CONDITIONAL PLEDGES HAVE

BEEN MADE BY RAILROAD COMPANIES FOR

RAILROAD ASSOCIATION BUILDINGS WHICH

ARE NOT GIVEN ABOVE.

Notable Gifts and Bequests

MISS BELLE EAKER, TO DAYTON, O.

(PARTIALLY ANNOUNCED PREVI

OUSLY) $200,000

ROBERT CLUETT, TROY, N. Y. (APPROXI

MATE) 110,000

ARIOCH WENTWORTH, TO BOSTON,

MASS 100,000

BENJAMIN TOUSEY, TO SYRACUSE,

N. Y 100,000

MRS. WILLIAM E. DODGE, TO UNIVER

SITY OF VIRGINIA 80,000

ADMIRAL AND MRS. MCCALLA AND

FRIENDS, TO VALLEJO, CAL. ( NAVAL) 50,000

GEORGE L. SEELEY, TO MOUNT PLEAS

ANT, IA 50,000

HENRY COUGAR, TO NEWARK, N. J. . . . 50,000

JAMES STOKES, TO FRENCH BRANCH,

NEW YORK CITY 45,000

FRIEND. TO DAYTON, 0 35,000

MR. BURN HOLD, TO GRAFTON, W. VA. . . 30,000

MRS. REYNOLDS, TO WALLA WALLA,

WASH 25.000

JAMES SWEETZER, TO MARION, IND. . . 25,000

DAVID METCALF, TO ADRIAN, MICH... 22,000

GEORGE EASTMAN, TO ROCHESTER, N. Y.

(COND.) 20,000

MRS. HARRIET HUMISTON, TO PON-

TIAC, ILL. 20.000

CONSOLIDATED MINING COMPANY, TO

BUXTON, IA. (COLORED) 20,000

MRS. E. S. WOODS, TO SPRINGFIELD

TRAINING SCHOOL 18,000

INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY, TO

RUMFORD FALLS, ME 15.000

JOHN PENMAN, TO PARIS, ONT. (AP

PROXIMATE) 15,000

B. F. WOODWARD. TO DENVER, COL 15,000

P. M. SHARPLESS, TO WEST CHESTER,

PA 12,000

A FRIEND, TO PAWTUCKET, R. 1 10,000

MONAGHAN MILLS, S. C, FOR OPERA

TIVES 10,000

GEORGE FOSTER PEABODY, TO MONT

GOMERY, ALA. (COND.) 10,000

E. L. WILLISTON, TO NORTHAMPTON,

MASS.. (LOT) 10,000

W. E. EARLE, TO ST. JOHN, N. B 10.000

MISS FRANCES S. MOODY, TO SPRING

FIELD TRAINING SCHOOL 10,000

J. B. ATHERTON, TO HONOLULU, H. I. . 10,000

H. J. HEINZ, TO SHARPSBURG, PA.... 10.000

W. W. COOPER, TO KENOSHA. WIS 10,000

W. W. SMITH, TO N. Y. STATE COM. . . 10,000

CHARLES PARKIN, TO NEW KENSING

TON, PA. 10.000

E. T. EARL, TO LOS ANGELES, CAL 10.000

C. M. SPITZER, TO TOLEDO, 0 10,000

CHARLES PARKER, TO NEW KENSING

TON, PA 8,000

EDWARD FORD, TO TOLEDO, 0 7,500

MAX WEIR, TO KENTUCKY STATE COM

MITTEE. (LIFE INSURANCE POLICY). 6,000

W. A. PATTON.TO PENNSYLVANIA RAIL

ROAD DEPT., PHILADELPHIA. (OR

GAN) 5,500

J. N. CAMDEN, TO PARKERSBURG,

W. VA 5,000

HUBBARD * PALMER, TO MANKATO,

MINN 5,000
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We lay the cornerstone of an imposing edifice which is to stand through many years as a

rallying center of beneficent influences in the capital of our country. There is no fitter place

than this to encourage the development of those forces which tend to make better our com

mon citizenship. The Young Men's Christian Association is no mere experiment. For more

than half a century it has been accomplishing its great work. It has justified in full

measure the wisdom of its founders. It has rapidly expanded in power, in wealth, in mem

bership and in influence. It works among the young men, among those to zvhom tempta

tion is most perilous; among those upon whose shoulders in the orderly course of nature

the burdens of State must rest. It throws about the young men the most wholesome in

fluences of good Christian fellowship. It puts hope into them. It stimulates their ambi

tion. It improves their bodies and purifies their souls. It tends to withdraw them from

the temptations, and removes them from the blighting touch of evil associations. It makes

for sobriety and industry. It tends to make the idler a producer. It increases the sum

of wealth and good order of the community. It blesses in an immeasurable degree

the young men for whom it works.—Vice-President-elect Fairbanks, at laying of the

cornerstone of the Washington, D. C, Asso ciation Building, December 17.

ARTHUR SECOR, TO TOLEDO, 0 $4,000MRS. CHARLES PARKER, TO NEW KEN

SINGTON, PA $5,000

CHARLES W. HENRY, TO GERMAN-

TOWN, PA 5,000

miss moody, to bath, me 5,000

8. j. bennett, to ravenswood dept.,

chicago. (add.) 5,000

james a. curry, to lexington, ky. 5,000

mrs. turnbull, to quebec, p. q. . . . 5,000

unnamed, to muscatine, ia 5,000

ransom e. olds, to lansing, mich. . 5,000

;ames milliken, to decatur, ill. . 5,000

0. z. green, to decatur, ill 5,000

unnamed, to lockport, n. y. ...... . 5,000

theodore hoagland, to st. joseph,

MO. 5,000

DR. JAMES A. WEBB, TO MADISON, N. J. 5,000

R. B. ADAM, TO BUFFALO, N. Y 5.000

D. WILLIS JAMES, TO MADISON, N. J. . 5,000

J. ROSS CLARK, TO LOS ANGELES, CAL. . 5,000

J. T. CLARK, TO TOPEKA, KAN 5,000

MRS. B. H. FERGUSON, TO SPRING-

FDILD, ILL 5,000

JOAB MILVANE, TO TOPEKA, KAN 5,000

0. T. JOHNSON, TO LOS ANGELES, CAL. 5,000

JONATHAN THOMAS, TO TOPEKA, KAN. 5,000

H. E. HUNTINGTON, TO LOS ANGELES,

CAL. 5,000

SHERMAN 4 CLARK, TO LOS ANGELES,

CAL 5,000

MRS. ABBY N. FULLER, TO FALL RIVER,

MASS 5.000

W. R. STUBBS, TO LAWRENCE, KAN. . . 5,000

A. HENLEY. TO LAWRENCE, KAN 5,000

MRS. WINSLOW, TO PITTSBURG, PA. . . . 5,000

P. A. KRISE. TO LYNCHBURG, VA 5,000

CRADDOCK-TERRY SHOE COMPANY, TO

LYNCHBURG. VA 5.000

EDWARD HUBER, TO MARION. 0 5,000

J. R. GILLIAM, TO LYNCHBURG, VA 5.000

MISS MARY WELLS, TO UTICA, N. Y. . . 5,000

EDWARD L. WELLS, TO UTTCA, N. Y. . . . 5,000

MRS. ANNA WELLS EVANS, TO UTICA,

It. Y 5,000

T. B. SHOEMAKER, TO TOLEDO, 0 5,000

T. B. WALKER, TO MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 5,000

MORRIS SHARP, TO OHIO WESLEYAN

UNIVERSITY 5,000

EMERSON * FISHER, TO ST. JOHN, N. B. 4,000

J. T. CAMERON, TO STELLARTON, N. S.

BUILDING SITE AND 4,000

W. H. DUNWOODY, TO MINNEAPOLIS,

MINN 4,000

T. T. ROBERTS, TO DECATUR, ILL. 4,000

J. B. CRAFTON, TO DUNDAS, ONT 4,000

SAMUEL P. AVERY,TO COLORED BRANCH,

NEW YORK CITY

B. F. BURKE, G. A. H. SHIDELER AND

R. E. BREED, TO MARION, IND.

(SWIMMING POOL) 3,000

MRS. HARRIET HART, TO ADRIAN,

MICH

MRS. T. B. BLACKSTONE, TO HYDE PARK

DEPT., CHICAGO

JAMES A. WOOLSON, TO CAMBRIDGE. . .

J. R. COWANS, TO SPRINGFIELD, N. S.

BUILDING SITE AND

HENDRIE & BALTHOFF, TO DENVER, COL.

L. W. HUGGINS, TO ST. JOSEPH, MO. . .

WILLARD FAMILY, TO MANKOTA, MINN.

R, M. BENNETT, TO MINNEAPOLIS. .. .

W. C. OUTTEN, TO DECATUR, ILL

W. A. DOUGLASS, TO OAK PARK, ILL. .

R. W. FIRMAN, TO OAK PARK, ILL. . . .

JACOB MORTENSON, TO OAK PARK, ILL.

UPPER LEHIGH COAL COMPANY, TO

UPPER LEHIGH, PA

MUNICIPALITY OF TORONTO, FOR RAIL

ROAD BUILDING

D. STUART DODGE, TO COLORADO

SPRINGS, COL

ADAMS BROS. PAYNES CO

WILLIAM C. IREY, TO LYNCHBURG. .. .

J W. BUNN, TO SPRINGFIELD, ILL

LOGAN HAY. TO SPRINGFIELD, ILL. . . .

A FRIEND, TO DANVILLE, VA

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3.000

2,500

2,500

2.500

2.500

2.500

2.500

2,100

2,500

2,500

2.500

2,500

2,500

2.500

2.500

2.500

C. B. KOUNTZE, TO DENVER, COL 2.500

F. G. NOBLE, TO OSWEGO, N. Y 2,500

FRANK TRUMBULL, TO DENVER, COL. . . 2,500

WILLIAM E. SWEET, TO DENVER. COL. . 2,500

FREDERICK S. KELLOGG AND FAMILY TO

UTICA, N. Y 2.500

S. C. SCHENCK, TO TOLEDO, 0 2,500

IRVING SQUIRE, TO TOLEDO, 0 2,500

MRS. L. E. BROOKFIELD. TO STERLING. . 2,000

JOSHUA REYNOLDS, TO LAS VEGAS,

N. M 2.000

J. W. WILSON, TO MARION, IND 2,000

L. C. DODCE, M.D., TO ROUSES POINT. . . 2,000

MARTIN RYERSON, TO HYDE PARK

DEPT., CHICAGO 2.000

ARTHUR LETTS, TO LOS ANGELES, CAL. . 2,000

WILLIAM A. PATTON, TO DWIGHT

FARM. PHILADELPHIA CENTRAL AS

SOCIATION. (COTTAGE) 2.000

MRS. BIDWELL, TO CHICO. CAL 2.000

J. L. DICKEY, TO COLUMBUS. 0 2.000

ALBERT SECHRIST, TO DENVER, COL. . . . 2,000

J. LOCKWOOD, TO TOLEDO, 0 2,000



Looking Out on a New Year

Messages to Young Men from Those Who Have Earned the Right to Speak

The True Conception of Life

THE FOUNDER'S MESSAGE.

I devoutly thank God for sparing me to re

joice, with others, in the growth and develop

ment of the work, and in the tokens of His

blessing, which were commemorated in 1904.

It is granted to many to scatter the seed of the

Kingdom, but to few is it given to witness such

wonderful growth as we have the unspeakable

joy of contemplating in our beloved Associa

tions ; for the seed planted in faith and hope,

sixty years ago, has grown into a large and

vigorous tree, the branches of which overhang

almost the whole world—and thank God it still

grows.

The blessings which He has granted impose

upon us proportionate responsibilities. Let us

seek faithfully to fulfil our sacred trust. The

future of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion is largely in the hands of the young man

hood of to-day, who in turn will hand it on to

those who will follow. This point cannot be

too strongly, or too repeatedly emphasized. If

the Association is to maintain the purpose for

which it was originated, as I pray God it may,

then it must ever be a Mission of Young Men

to Young Men ; the members seeking by the

grace of God, to exemplify the spirit and teach

ing of Christ in their daily life, and to lead

others, especially their associates and compan

ions, to accept Him as their personal Saviour.

What higher ambition can be ours than this?

What more inspiring motto could we adopt for

the New Year? Let us make it ours individ

ually.

FOR TO ME TO LIVE—CHRIST.

Let us go forward with broader outlook, and

larger vision. Multitudes of young men are,

as yet, unreached. Let us endeavor to reach

them; to show them, by living Christ, the

beauty and meaning of the Christian life.

GEORGE WILLIAMS, President.

The International Chairman's Message

Nearly every young man starts out in the new

year with a determination to improve upon the

year that is past. Improvement is not a mat

ter of good resolutions, but of conduct and of

daily practice. It is much more likely to be se

cured incidentally in serving others than it is

if we make it an end in itself. Growth in mental

ability or in spirituality is impossible to one who

leads a life of ease and selfishness, but it

comes unsought to the man who labors for

his fellowmen. If young men could but recog

nize this principle there would be fewer who

make shipwrecks of their lives and more who

live to serve their fellows. Is not this the

truth taught in the paradoxical words of

Christ: "Whosoever will save his life shall

lose it; but whosoever shall lose his life for

My sake and the gospel's, the same shall

save it"? LUCIEN C. WARNER.

New York City.

The General Secretary's Message

Of late years the Young Men's Christian As

sociation on this continent has come to a fuller

knowledge of itself, and of the meaning, mis

sion and method of its work among young

men. It has grasped with greater intelligence

the comprehensiveness of its work for the

whole man, and for all classes of young men, in

cluding the young men of to-morrow. In all its

variety of method and objective this work has

now more adequate equipment and is better

manned than ever before in its boards of admin

istration and in its employed force. With this

better knowledge of itself and stronger grasp

of its work comes a corresponding responsibil

ity to improve the ripe opportunity thus pre

sented. The achievement this involves is the

despair of all merely human endeavor. It

should send us with a vigorous faith to Him

who is the source of our strength and to our

work in His name, with a glorious confidence

in that divine leadership to which we owe all

the achievement of the past and under which

the coming years will bring to the Associations

unprecedented blessing and usefulness.

RICHARD C. MORSE.

International Committee.

Get Right Yourself

Our great object in 1905 should be, I believe,

to come nearer to the ideals of the Young

Men's Christian Association. They are the

ideals of Jesus, the immortal young man, the

Son of God. We should hold before ourselves

as most to be desired : Perfect development of

body, mind and spirit, not only because it is

best for the individual, but because it is best

for his family, his neighborhood, his community

and the whole world. We realize that we can

not perfectly attain in this present time, but we

believe that, through the power of the Al

mighty, we can come closer to our ideals, and

that this is our duty as well as our privilege.

It is only through the individual that the cir>

or the state or the world can have salvation

from all that threatens them. They are not

saved in the mass. Therefore every man has

a personal responsibility for all the rest He

must be right himself before he can help

others to be. And it is equally true that he
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cannot be wholly right himself until he is help

ing others to be right. And not until all its

citizens are right can the state be right.

HENRY B. F. MACFARLAND.

Commissioner's Office, Washington.

The Century's Need

The twentieth century wants men of a wide

outlook, with high ideals of personal honor,

with loyalty to every quality which constitutes

good citizenship, and, with a consciousness of

that Supreme Presence with whom there is no

dissimulation. GEO. W. Ross.

Premier's Office, Ontario.

A Man's Individual Possibilities

The most overpowering sense I have in

these days is the individual possibilities of each

man, as he passes before me.

. JOHN WANAMAKER.

President Schurman Says " Work "

Set before you a high ideal of thought and

action, cultivate a spirit of kindness and sym

pathy toward all your fellow-creatures, train

your sensibilities in accordance with the high

est standards of culture and humanity and

through all your days stand by the Truth and

WORK. JACOB GOULD SCHURMAN.

Cornell University.

The Best Capital

There never was a time when character

counted so much, even in the commercial world,

as it does to-day—the highest character

flowers and fruits only in the Christian religion.

What the young men need most for this world

as well as for the next is a strong Christian

character. It is the best capital a young man

can have. E. W. HOCH.

Kansas.

The Need of the Times

The Christian religion, far more than money

and politics, will settle the vexed problems of

the day—social and political. This being true,

the demand of the times is the salvation of men

from sin. I do not know any single force

doing better service in this splendid endeavor

than the Young Men's Christian Association.

Christian young men are the need of the times,

in our society, the state, the churches and the

homes of our people. W. J. NORTHEN.

Atlanta, Ga.

Help the Negro in Your Community

Every Christian citizen should count it a

part of his duty to reach down and try, with

all his might, by way of money, effort or sym

pathy, to lift up the- most unfortunate mem

ber of the black race in his community. Such

effort will make stronger the helper and the

helped at the same time.

BOOKER T. WASHINGTON.

Tuskegee, Ala.

The Influence of Christian Ideals

As I look over our country I am amazed at

the prodigious energy and business genius of

our young men in the development of the mar

velous resources of our land. Our growth in

all material prosperity is bewildering. It

seems to me that our need now is for the up

lifting influence of Christian ideals to direct

this power to the highest needs. We must be

come more Christ-like or fall under the weight

of our abundance.

Norfolk, Va. (Bishop) A. COKE SMITH.

Thinking in Worlds

It is said of the late Cecil Rhodes that

he "thought in continents." In what are you

thinking, young man? Simply in the count

ing-house or the store, simply in the college or

the professional school, simply in your own

town or your own country? The twentieth

century calls upon us to think, not in conti

nents only, but in worlds. Cecil Rhodes' view

was too narrow, and his life a comparative

failure, because he only thought in continents.

Let us this coming year think in worlds—this

world and the world to come; for while it is

true that he who lives in this world from day

to day humbly, faithfully, doing his duty is

making the best preparation for the world to

come, it is still more true that he whose

thoughts are dominated by eternal things, who

remembers that it is "not all of life to live, nor

all of death to die," will live the best here and

now, and do the most for those immediately

around him. Think, then, in worlds, and live

for both worlds. FRANCIS E. CLARK.

Office Young People's Society

of Christian Endeavor.

To Be the Man He Ought to Be

Many a man will begin this new year with

lower ideals than he ought to have, because the

failures of the past year will have discouraged

him. "I can't reach the highest" ; he will

argue, "what's the use of trying to reach any

thing high at all?" But does the marksman,

who has missed the bull's-eye, turn around and

shoot at a right angle to the target? Docs the

fisherman, who has just failed to drop his flies

on the spot he wished, turn around and cast

into the bushes? No man has attained per

fection. Paul did not. He speaks of the mat

ter as though, on the whole, he was rather glad

that he had not ; that each new year contained

possibilities which past years had not ex

hausted. We have not been the men we ought

to have been in the past year. That is no rea

son why we should now deliberately set out to

be the men we ought not to be. It is a reason

for believing that this year will come a little

nearer to the ideal which we have followed and

will not abandon. ROBERT E. SPEER.

New York City.
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Opportunity Means Obligation

America is another name for opportunity, and

opportunity means obligation. All men in our

country—and especially young men—think too

much of their rights and too little of their du

ties. Our duties are the weightiest that ever

rested upon any people, and if we faithfully

discharge them we will enjoy the fulness of all

our rights. If we will lead noble, unselfish,

world-loving lives, God will take care of our

liberties. (Bishop) W. A. CANDLES.

Atlanta, Go.

The Solution of Every Question

The most comprehensive and beneficent

message for the young men of America is com

prised in the following words: "Walk hum

bly before the Lord." I think that these

words contain the solution of every vital ques

tion confronting the young manhood of

America. MORRIS SHEPPARD.

House of Representatives, Washington.

Broaden Your Interests

A man grows stupid and stale who is inter

ested in nothing outside of his business. In

my judgment the Association is the best anti

dote for this, because it gives him an opportu

nity to do something for others, to develop his

own character and to cultivate his own

spiritual nature. T. S. MCPHEETERS.

St. Louis.

The Basis of the Greatest Asset

I believe that the need of the young men

of our country is a clear conception of the

standard of righteousness which the Bible

teaches. Those agencies which help to establish

this standard deserve our best support. Chris

tian character is the greatest asset of our coun

try ,and the knowledge of the Bible is its basis.

If I were asked what was the most hopeful

sign in connection with our work in the Penn

sylvania Railroad Department in Philadelphia,

I would say that it is the interest in Bible

study. The Bible study work, which a few

years ago was small, has grown to such pro

portions that it is not an unusual sight to see

a dozen well-organized classes with competent

teachers engaged in the study of the Holy

Scriptures in one evening. In addition to this

there has been organized what is known as the

Railroad Service Bible Study Club, which

enables men who cannot be present at the

classes to keep up with a regular line of study

by correspondence. In all, we have more than

700 enrolled in our Bible Study Department

The influence of this must be most valuable to

the church and family life as well as to the

business interests of the community.

W. A. PATTON.

President's Office, Pennsylvania Railroad.

Dr. Sperry*s Ideas of the Needs of Young Men

It seems to me that the young men of

America have at hand everything necessary in

the way of beneficent environment, enticing

opportunities, and encouraging aids to sym

metrical development and genuine success.

What a large percentage of young men evi

dently do need is:

(1) More intimate knowledge of the essen

tial, eternal laws of God upon which their ca

pacities, powers and attainments depend.

(2) More practical intelligence and the exer

cise of more conscience in every field of daily

life—physical, mental, moral, social and com

mercial.

(3) Less of voluntary slavery to customs,

fashions and fads, less compromise with de

basing appetites and passions, and more rigid

and cheerful devotion to genuine righteous

ness.

(4) More courageous independence and

more joyful self-reliance, instead of a disposi

tion to wait for "luck," "pulls," "soft snaps"

and "dead men's shoes."

(5) A genuine, practical belief in the certain

and eternal value of sincerity, simplicity, indus

try, perseverance, economy and integrity.

(6) An abiding, rational faith in the wisdom

and authority of the Ten Commandments, the

Sermon on the Mount, the Golden Rule and

the Universal Law that, "Whatsoever a man

soweth, that shall he also reap."

Oberlin, Ohio. L. B. SPERRY.

A Better Moral Environment for Young Men

Outside the Building

When I am asked the greatest peril of our

country, I do not name intemperance, which

was never so great as now, but the fact that

the churches include only 2 per cent, of the

nation's young men. In a Sunday morning

service one would suppose the sign had been

put up, "No young me,n admitted." But for

the attraction of Christian young ladies the

• evening service would fare little better. The

Young Men's Christian Association, the first

and best of institutional churches, the original

"every-day church," is doing good work, but

the churches should help the Association more,

and I believe the Associations should help the

churches more. I believe the next logical step

in this providential evolution is to work for a

better moral environment for young men out

side the building, not by law and order work,

but by earnest moral efforts, in unison with

the pastors and moral leaders, to remove the

preventable perils of youth, the temptations to

impurity, gambling, Sabbath-breaking and in

temperance, to "make it as hard as possible to

do wrong and as easy as possible to do right."

Washington, D. C. WILBUR F. CRAFTS.
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The Overmastering Need of the Present Day

Condensing into one proposition what is in

my mind upon the topic you have named, I

should say that the overmastering need of

young men in the present day is a higher ideal

ism. Life is too material ; too bound and lim

ited by the seen and tangible ; too much domi

nated by the belief that success is an excess of

worldly pleasure, advantage or acquirement.

To "succeed" is to somehow or some way fill

the sounding trump of fame, which has become

mainly the echo of those who "succeed" in a

spectacular and striking way in what may be

termed, for lack of better definition, the sen

suous and the worldly.

There is lack of a serious sense of personal

responsibility for the possession and the possi

bilities of life. And the young man is not al

together to blame for this. He has altogether

too little push or culture in another direction,

either at home, at school, in business ; and, I

fear, even in such an institution as the Young

Men's Christian Association, or possibly even

in the church itself, there is an unfair and de

moralizing excess of regard to and for those

qualities which do not endure as seeing and

taking hold of the eternal and the invisible.

There is neither time nor space for a bill of

particulars. But, merely suggestively, let the

program of life as it is actually lived in the

family, the school, the college, the office, the

business house, or even as it is interpreted in

and through the Association and the church,

be studied carefully and thoughtfully, and let

it be seen what percentage of stress is put upon

the visible and the worldly as against the in

visible and the unworldly. What is the preva

lent trend and strain to which the young man

is given over and subjected?

This condition is not new. It meets every

generation. When the thoughtful man has be

come old, has worked through the years of life

to philosophic age, he is apt to ask himself the

same question, as he looks about him, which

our American Plato put years ago: "Where

are they who represented genius, valor, self-

sacrifice, the invisible heavenly world? Are

they dead? Has the high ideal died out of

them? Will it be better with the new genera

tion?" I only fear that this particular genera

tion has slipped somehow a little lower and

further away from the higher and the highest

ideals. What young men, and all men, need

and should have impressed upon them by every

accessible means and influence, is a sense of

proportion ; to be educated into the ability to

judge of relative values. Without this they

must be confused; with this, they will see, not

men as trees walking, but all things will be seen

and judged in the proper ratio.

Idealism is not visionary. It is neither sen

timental nor effeminate. True idealism is not

only practical in work—in the utmost strenu-

osity of life^-but it is essential and indispen

sable to the best work and the strongest life.

Dear old Thomas Hughes, talking to the

Clifton boys a quarter of a century ago,

pleaded with them against an aim and tendency

in both English and American life "to get, not

to be, while men are valued more and more for

what they have, not for what they are" ; and he

tersely and truly said that "the worst educa

tion which teaches simplicity and self-denial is

better than the best which teaches all else but

this." Every educational agency and force

should be turned in dead earnest in the first

direction.

Character is the demand, the need; the best

and highest character that idealism can give

to a man. True character can only be the re

sult of the simple and faithful pursuit of the

ideal ; character that will underlie and domi

nate the whole man :

''Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control,

These three lead life to sovereign power."

A word only is needed, of course, to say that

the highest idealism is found in Jesus Christ.

He was the greatest idealist of all the ages ;

and His must be the idealism to be appre

hended and incorporated into a man's thought

and purpose, that He may become the Divine

Master and King of our spirits and lives. To

close with a sentence again from Hughes:

"The idealist will and must always remain

nearest to the invisible world, and therefore

most powerful in this visible one."

Atlanta, Ga. E. W. HALFORD.

Thoughtoids

There never was an age and country whose

young men needed the God-consciousness so

much as in this age and this country.

Get a kind of religion you can be enthu

siastic about.

If you early commit yourself to systematic

giving you will find that the habit will re

move more difficulties from your practical

Christian enjoyment than any other one thing.

In your opinion of women you can see your

soul reflected as in a mirror.

Do not form the newspaper habit. Read

newspapers slightly, and for news only. They

weaken the mind and vulgarize the taste. A

newspaper is essentially gossip. Read books,

with covers on them. Let nine-tenths of your

reading be from books over twenty years old.

Don't worship success.

Don't make intimate friends.

Learn your weak points and arrange your

habits and associations so as to hedge against

them.

Don't be so good you're good for nothing.

Don't dictate, and don't be dictated to.

Love the weaker brother and respect his

narrow prejudices, but don't allow him to boss

you. FRANK CRANE.

Worcester.



From the Editor's Viewpoint

New purposes are born every day to the man

who is alert to conditions

A Challenge and reads his own possibili-

to New ties in the achievement of

Purposes others. If these reviews of

the past five years of the

Association's growth unite in teaching one

thing more than another, it is that the Associa

tion has had a gospel to declare and has won

a hearing with men and boys of all classes

and conditions. With such a demonstration

made, how can a Christian man satisfy him

self with a few conversions from his own per

sonal endeavor? The business of the Associa

tion is to evangelize men; to carry "the

castle of Mansoul" by assault. The message

of Christ to men will be heeded. Men who

have had a message which has been heard most

readily and convincingly, have felt that every

man personally and individually must reckon

with Jesus Christ and absolutely surrender his

will to Him at His own terms; not that the

gospel message may be considered, but that

it must be considered. Along with the con

viction of the supremacy of Jesus and the

atonement He has made for sin, the Associa

tion has declared the proven triumphant gospel

that His unlimited power breaks sin's power;

that a man must study the Bible as the medium

through which God reveals himself to men ;

that the duty of every man is to fulfil his physi

cal, mental and spiritual possibilities; and the

Association has shown its sympathy with every

thing that is wholesome and good for a ra

tional man. Methods of successfully organ

izing associated effort and of personal evangel

ism have been discovered, so that any man

who will may become a potential factor in

winning his fellow men. It is the "old gospel,"

however, which has found these new methods

of approach to a man's soul. With this ap

proach discovered can an Association man,

either committeeman or secretary, satisfy him

self who does not enter upon this new year

with far larger purposes for evangelizing men?

The thing which differentiates men one from

the other, and measures

their success in life or busi-

Courage ness, is mainly courage. It

would be just as well for

us to get over this hero talk,

recognizing those only as heroes, who, in the

intoxication of the moment, do some notable

act. The fawning adulation of brass buttons,

helmets, spangles and feathers is passing, we

are glad to say. The straight-out courage of

a man who faces his task day by day; does the

square thing in competition ; decides for the

right when the right is not quite clear, and

fights down in the secret of his bosom his

coarser passions, is the kind of courage men

need to-day. The courage to overcome one's

personal inclinations, that forces a man to

settle down to long hours of tedious, hard

work, in the honest performance of his duty,

although distasteful ; the courage to do a good

deed and say nothing about it; the courage

to declare unpopular truths to men who need

to hear them, and not to play to the galleries ;

the courage to frankly speak to the man next

you of his needs, which is more than to make

an impassioned address on the platform; the

courage to undertake personally to right wrong

as one sees wrong, rather than to rush into

print and hurl words from a safe distance; the

courage to face day by day the petulent rancor,

misunderstanding, fault-finding, failure and

weaknesses of one's associates, at home or in

one's work ; the downright courage to wrest

out of a strained life hours for prayer and

Bible study; the courage to live within one's

income and cut down personal expenses so that

more money may be given to men in need and

for Christ's work; the courage to keep one's

temper when misunderstood or maligned; the

courage to silence one's pride when flattered,

petted and preferred ; the courage to face

honestly the real facts and figures of one's

business or work and personal expenses and the

weaknesses of one's life and to square the life

to existing conditions; the courage to attempt

larger things; the courage of faith in the un

seen God, is needed. God give us that kind of

courage !

The dead line is reached when the growth-

time is passed ; when cour-

The age dies, aggression ends

Dead and interest in one's fellow

Line men ceases. Some men

never reach this line, even

at eighty. Such are Dr. Cuyler and Henry M.

Moore. Some men reach it at thirty and pass

out of sight. In Association service it is dif

ficult for a man to realize the difference of

years between him and youthi There is a

"chasm" between the boy of eleven and of four

teen. The high and grammar school boys are

as of differing generations, while between the

freshman and junior in college there is an age.

How about the man who has been out of col

lege for ten or twenty years and the college

boy? Some men become in that time judges.

bishops, dignified leaders, living in a world of

thought strange to youth. The college Asso

ciation leader must watch his life or he will

pass the dead line in his work. The secretary

must maintain a rare balance to keep up with

his colleagues on the board and still be able to

maintain any real enthusiasm for the school

boys' games. He is a good boys' secretary who
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can be "in touch" with boys and not be artifi

cial and thus find his dead line. It is not an

easy thing to keep young and not be puerile.

But how can a man stave off the dead line and

keep the spirit of perennial youth? He must

keep out of "a rut which differs from a grave

only in its depth," as some one has well said.

Regularity of life has its value but its dangers.

The man who lives by rule dies by the ruling.

When a man thinks he is too old to run, swim,

play basketball, or golf, tramp and climb moun

tains, be out after 9 in the evening, or cross

the street without an overcoat and rubbers, he

is getting old. When he is content to wear any

kind of clothing in any way, lets his whiskers

grow bushy, despises "style," finds fault with

the "goings on of young men," is content to sit

by his fireside and doze at 8 o'clock, he has lost

the zest of life; he is passing. A bath daily;

exercise and activity beyond a measured pace ;

eight hours sleep at night ; a good grooming

of the body; three wholesome, simple meals a

day; a time for relaxation; refusing to worry,

fret or despair ; an interest in others of differ

ent life and ideals; enthusiasm for something;

holding and keeping up with a circle of friends,

both of one's age and youngsters, who think,

read, play and "do things"; stiff reading an

hour a day, and time for undisturbed thought ;

and, above all, the absolute refusal to entertain

the thought that he must "take things easy,"

will help a man to keep a long way off from

the dead line. The deadest kind of a dead one

is the man who while engaged in religious

service has lost the zeal and zest of his love

for the personal study of the Bible and prayer ;

who is working on past experiences ; giving old

talks ; repeating second-hand others' phrases

and perfunctorily "pleading" with men in

whom he feels no personal interest.

At the jubilee of the Charlotte Association,

a fitting and gracious recog-

A Much nition was made of the serv-

Loved Southern ices of Prof. George B.

Leader Hanna, one of the founders

of that Association, and for

twenty-eight years its president, and for many

years chairman of the state committee of the

Carolinas. Mr. Hanna is one of the few presi

dents who are acquainted with the details of

the Association's work even better than the

general secretary, while his knowledge of the

men of the community and the state, has made

his services invaluable. During his adminis

tration the Association has acquired $50,000

worth of property, attained a membership of

700 and a place of large usefulness.

Jl

Fred Smith arrived in Colombo, Ceylon, De

cember 20 and immediately entered into his

work there. Before leaving Great Britain he

met the Association leaders of that country at

Lord Kinnaird's home.

Above all things we would like to see kept

uppermost in the minds of Association leaders

the desire to help the man in his leisure hours

who has earned the right to enjoy hours of

leisure. Little can be done for a loafer. To

"shield him from temptation" is about as fu

tile as putting spoiled eggs on ice to keep them

from getting worse.

J»

A hint to the directors : Your secretary

who has served the Association seven days in

the week for ten years would be mightily ap

preciative should the board see fit to send him

to the World's Jubilee at Paris, April 26-30,

1P05, and give him the tour of Rome, Southern

Europe and the Mediterranean thrown in. The

conference will be a notable gathering.

Jl

The forthcoming study of the Associations

and how they are fulfilling their opportunities,

by that keen student of social conditions, Mr.

Ernest H. Abbott, one of the editors of the

Outlook, will be looked forward to with lively

interest. Mr. Abbott will give the result of his

work in a series of articles in the Outlook and

to the secretaries' conference as well.

Jl

President Roosevelt is chairman of Harvard's

committee which is backing Carter for India,

and he is giving time and money to the matter.

The President believes in Sunday as well as

in missions. At St. Louis he went to church

Sunday morning, instead of to the Exposition,

although he had but one day for the great

show ; and he held his train till 12.01 A. M.

Monday rather than travel on the Sabbath.

Jl

That was a striking illustration of son to

son interest in the Association, when Dr. Pente

cost, in speaking before a New York audience,

was introduced by Mr. Cleveland H. Dodge.

On rising to speak he said : "I was introduced

to an audience of young men by the grand

father of the presiding officer of the day, Mr.

William E. Dodge, Sr., then by his son, and

now by his son's son." This family has done

a most noble service to young men. Second

only to this service has been its generous gifts

of money from generation to generation.

J*

With all our reviews, summaries, list of "

buildings erected and of generous gifts re

ceived, we yet fail to fittingly show the serv

ices of the enormous number of men and boys

who have nnde this five years' record. And

there are thousands "who seemed to fail," who

have fought against odds and have done their

full duty. The greatest work is that which has

helped the individual man and made him kind

lier and square ; more of a man, and to take

his part in helping the man next him.

Stereopticon slides of the full-page illustra

tions in this number may be had at 40c. each.



The Five Years as Reviewed by the State Secretaries

Massachusetts and Rhode Island—Fourteen

buildings have been added and the State Asso

ciation building has been remodeled at an ex

pense of $20,000. The religious work, espe

cially Bible study, has been greatly augmented.

Although a boys' secretary was employed pre

vious to five years ago, this department has in

creased very materially, and two valuable tracts

of land have been donated by friends to the

State Committee for boys' camps during the

summer—a 200-acre farm in Becket and an

island of 100 acres at Friendship, Me. A sec

retary gives nearly two-thirds of his time to

industrial educational work, with gratifying

results. There was an increase of 700 students

the past year, which was 34 per cent, of the

total increase in the country. County work

has been established under the direction of a

state county secretary. One county organiza

tion has been in existence for over two years,

and another county will be thoroughly organ

ized in January. One of the most encouraging

features is the splendid financial and moral sup

port given by business men to the local and

state organizations. Seven state secretaries,

four of whom are department men, are em

ployed.

Connecticut Association property has in

creased $300,000. More than twice as many

boys are in the Boys' Department. The total

membership of the Associations is 2,000. Two

buildings have been erected. The Educational

Departments have an increase of 400 students.

The work of the county committees and corre

sponding members shows marked improvement.

The State Committee is investigating care

fully what can be done in the way of buildings

for new Associations that may be organized in

small towns, and expects to be able to present

drawings and estimates which may be helpful

to Associations that are thinking of com

mencing a building movement. The Commit

tee has inaugurated a movement to provide an

endowment fund, and for the past two years

has set aside 5 per cent, of its total receipts to

be invested for the benefit of the state work.

^Illinois —The most encouraging things in Illi

nois during the past year have been : (1) The

progress in securing buildings. (2) Distinct

gain in internal development. Educational

classes showed a gain of 12 per cent., religious

meetings of 26 per cent., enrollment in Bible

classes of 42 per cent. (3) Advancement in

boys' work, the number of boys' secretaries

having been increased from three to nine. (4)

Extension of the system of corresponding mem

bership to 1,100 Illinois towns. (5) Continued

good work in the unique Association at the

Illinois State Reformatory. (6) The organiza

tion of the new district work in connection with

which a successful series of Young Men's Sun

days was conducted. (7) The holding of spe

cial local institutes for the stimulation of the

local work. (8) The initiation of a mission

ary fund as a state enterprise. (9) The lead

ing of more than twenty strong students in Il

linois institutions to enter the Association sec

retaryship within the past two years. (10)

The strong spiritual influence through which

more than 1,600 young men and boys were led

to begin the Christian life.

Iowa during the last five years secured eight

buildings worth $244,000, including the first

building ever erected for colored miners, cost

ing $20,000. An equal sum has been con

tributed for improvements, buildings under

construction and other special gifts. Six edu

cational and two Bible study institutes have

been held. There has been a 50 per cent, in

crease in Bible study enrollment. A boys'

work secretary has been employed at Ottumwa.

The delegations to the Student Summer School

have increased from 49 to 100. A county sec

retary has been added to the state force and

two counties have been organized. Tents have

been maintained at National Guard encamp

ments.

New York State has made material and

spiritual progress. Interesting developments

have taken place in providing for the social

needs of young men, as, for example, in the

club-like buildings, and reception-rooms, spas,

restaurants, and the organization of groups of

young men by natural lines of affiliation. As

never before, there is a recognition of the fact

that for social and religious influences the

gymnasium, evening classes, and similar feat

ures are natural lines of approach to young

men. While the Associations have increased

15 per cent., the membership has grown 29 per

cent, indicating that there is a healthful ad

vance among the well-established Associations,

and that mere organization is not running ahead

of the young men who are using the privileges.

The 77 per cent, increase in the membership of

the Boys' Departments has been in response to

intelligent and wise methods. Association

leaders and parents realize the fact that the

younger young man is an element of largest

value. More men—an increase of 35 per cent.—

are serving as secretaries. The number of Bible

classes has increased and educational class stu

dents, 28 per cent. ; buildings, valuation, 28 per

cent, and a reduction of 23 per cent, has been

made in debts. The Association has been

taken to the country boy by means of the

county work and religious meetings, and educa

tional classes taken to men in the shops. The

five years have witnessed very noticeable ad

vance upon the already high estimate placed

upon the religious life and work of young

men and boys.
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Pennsylvania—The outstanding features of

five years' retrospect of Pennsylvania state

work are : An increase of 83 Associations and

,18,942 members, or 67 per cent. Many Asso

ciations have paid debts and nearly all have

made material improvements. The securing

of 22 new buildings, costing, approximately,

$1,278,000. The broadening, extending and

better equipping of Railroad Associations. Six

buildings have been secured, costing $115,650,

of which railroad companies contributed $62,-

000, exclusive of sites. The anthracite and

bituminous coal fields, covering 23 counties and

teeming with young men, native and foreign,

have been invaded, and 50 Associations with

4,500 members, having the support of forty coal

corporations, mark the inception of this very

practical industrial work. The foreign work

interest has been aroused and is daily gaining

in volume and momentum.

New Hampshire—The work of the year in

cludes the strengthening of the State Commit

tee; the formation of an advisory committee;

the erection of two buildings, costing $83,000,

$67,600 of which has been secured; the start

ing a building fund of $1,000 for a new Rail

road Association building at Concord; the in

crease of the number of Associations from 16

to 19, with a growth of 20 per cent, in mem

bership ; the giving of $3,900 by seven Ladies'

Auxiliaries ; the expenditure of $25,000 for run

ning expenses of local Associations ; beginnings

made in shop meetings ; development of men's

meetings, Bible study and educational classes;

a successful military branch at state muster ; a

well-attended boys' summer camp ; 35 delegates

to Northfield ; 125 Dartmouth students enrolled

in Bible study; 16 small town Sundays

held, in which 347 boys and 30 men decided for

Christ ; 22 corresponding members secured, and

30 young men leaving home followed up ; three

gifts of $5,000, $5,300 and $5,000 for building

enterprises.

New Jersey—The most valuable new service

the State Committee has rendered has been

along the line of boys' work. Nearly four

years ago a special secretary for boys' work

was added to the force, and the results have

been marked in every Association and at many

points where there is no general organization.

Boys' conferences, state summer camps, educa

tional tours and numerous other features have

developed a rare fellowship, taking advantage

of the proximity of our Associations. The

recognition of the need of going away

from the buildings to men has meant much

•to many Associations, and noonday educa

tional shop meetings conducted at the

opening of each season have interested a

class of men formerly untouched. Work at

the two army posts has been undertaken and

buildings secured, and the State Committee en

tirely supports the secretary in one of these,

Fort Hancock. National guard work has also

been established. The first specially erected

railroad building has been opened. In the stu

dent field the Bible study enrollment was more

than doubled last year. The county work has

been inaugurated with a special secretary of

the State Committee in charge. New buildings,

the payment of debts, and special endowments

have doubled the real financial status of the As

sociations.

Vermont—Early in 1903 the Vermont Marble

Company gave a building valued at $22,000 to

the Industrial Association of Proctor, a

town of 2,500 population. The record of

twenty-two months shows a membership of

455, and 74 men are in six educational classes.

The Association's popularity with the foreign-

speaking men is particularly noticeable. The

first day of the year 1904 the Island Pond Rail

road Association opened with a new build

ing, valued with furnishings at $10,000. It now

has a membership of 175, which is equivalent to

18 per cent, of the male population of the town.

This is the second year in which the University

of Vermont Association has a paid secretary in

charge. Seventeen months ago the Vermont

State Committee called a state secretary, the

first one employed to give his entire time to

the work in that state. Since that time the

Franklin County Association has been organ

ized, and a county secretary is now in the field

devoting his entire time to the work on the

small town basis, with the budget for the first

year's work fully provided.

Ontario and Quebec—Five new Associations

have been organized during the past year and

the Port Hope Association reorganized. Five

buildings are in course of erection, and build

ing funds have been secured at Owen Sound

and East Toronto. Toward the latter the mu

nicipality voted an appropriation of $2,500. For

the foreign work $1,656 was pledged for 1904.

For 1905 Toronto and Brantford have pledged

$1,000 each, Gait $500, and the University of

Toronto $270, and it is likely that these

amounts will be duplicated in some of the other

Associations. Militia camps were held at six

points, where the attendance was 13,663, and

9,945 men attended services, and the officers in

command expressed great appreciation. The

Canadian Association Athletic League was or

ganized and conducted its first annual meet in

Toronto in October. Two schools of instruc

tion for employed officers were held, a winter

and summer term, many of the students filling

responsible positions in Association service.

Three of the small town Associations report

230 students enrolled in educational classes,

while the larger Associations exceed any pre

vious year in point of enrollment and attend

ance. An increasing number of Bible classes

with more students enrolled in almost every

City, Student and Railroad Association
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Wisconsin—The most encouraging feature for

the last five years is the steady development of

the City and Railroad Associations, with ref

erence to a strong work in the buildings. The

next most encouraging is that out of 17 City

Associations, 12 have buildings of their own,

2 out of 5 Railroad Associations and 1 (now

under construction) out of 8 College; half of

the Associations in the state own buildings.

New buildings have been opened and pledges

made for permanent improvements, amounting

altogether to $79,600. Racine has launched its

$25,000 building improvement canvass and also

hopes to remove a large mortgage indebtedness.

Kentucky —Among the features of growth in

the work of the Kentucky State Committee

are: (1) The departmental organization of

the Committee's work, with three administra

tive and seven field sub-committees; (2) the

increase of the secretarial force from three to

six; (3) an enlargement of the financial con

stituency from $6,000 to $12,500; (4) the in

ception of an endowment fund; (5) pioneer

work in the employment of department secre

taries for county work and for religious and

educational work; (6) the organization of a

Boys' Department (with annual boys' confer

ences), also the beginning of the Correspond

ing Membership Department; (7) special

study of religious, educational and boys' work,

with formation of a state policy in each depart

ment; (8) the inauguration of the institute

plan for the promotion of the religious and

educational work of Railroad Associations ;

(9) organization of the first city Association

in the state with a new building at the outset,

and (10) the beginning of Kentucky's special

relation to the Association foreign work.

Ohio —Association development in Ohio dur

ing the past five years shows an increase in

number of employed officers from 86 to 124;

membership of all Associations from 21,835 to

23,144 ; in the number of Associations from 66

to 81 ; in the value of property from $1,550,000

to $2,066,800 ; weekly attendance in shop meet

ings from 502 to 6,057 ; Bible study enrollment

from 1,808 to 5,026 ; enrollment in educational

classes from 2,692 to 3,534. The immediate de

velopments during the past two years have been

in the clearing up of the indebtedness on Asso

ciation property, until it is now less than 4 per

cent. ; the enlarging of Association work in

the National Guard encampments by the in

crease in religious work and the management

of sutlers' privileges ; and the extension of As

sociation effort outside the buildings, chiefly

through shop meetings. During the past year

the immediate forward steps have been the in

troduction of county work and the organization

of Montgomery County and the campaign for

agitation for increased interest in work for boys

and the successful organization of the first an

nual boys' conference.

In Indiana nine new buildings have been

completed or are under way, besides the

$100,000 student building at Indiana University.

Property value brought up from $283,000 to

nearly a half million. Not a heavy mortgage

left in the state. No debt in state work; en

dowment begun. Net gain of two Associa

tions; total 36. Secretarial points now twenty.

Membership increase from 5,600 to nearly 8,000.

State advisory committee proves a useful feat

ure. Biennial conference of college presidents

has become a valuable fixture. Another busi

ness men's dinner, attended by prominent citi

zens from fourteen towns. Annual conference

of employed officers well established. Consid

erable done in cooperation with governor to

eradicate street fairs. Fifth inter-Association

pentathlon. Some good holiday evangelistic

work by students. A third member of state

force added. Reconstruction and life-saving

gradually being replaced by work in new fields.

Association at new army post among those in

prospect. Indiana Associations are now paying

the greater part of the salary of V. W. Helm

in Japan. Three other Indiana men now in the

Far East.

Michigan—Among the encouraging things

are: (1). The enlarged view of the opportu

nities and possibilities of the Association ob

tained by the state and local secretaries as well

as the State Committee and local boards and

committees, largely by means of state and local

institutes and conferences for the study of the

field and various departments of work. (2).

This enlarged view has led to more definite

plans for effectively helping the present mem

bership along the lines of Bible study, mission

ary interest, educational work and the improved

social atmosphere ; also to a more thorough

work for boys in the same ways and by means

of summer camps; an extension of the Asso

ciation influence to men outside the member

ship by means of evangelistic meetings and

shop Bible classes. In the colleges the religious

work has broadened to include Bible classes in

fraternity houses and a doubling of the enroll

ment. In the railroad work another large sys

tem has established its first department for its

men at a division point. In the state work

this view has led to the adoption of a broad

policy aimed to cover eventually the needs of

the state by inaugurating work along strategic

lines. A state boys' conference and a state

boys' camp, county work and new organizations

in cities established with a building are some

points already captured by this policy.

Two new buildings have been erected and

funds for two more secured; Bible and edu

cational class enrollment doubled ; money

raised for state supervision nearly doubled ; size

of individual gifts to both state and local work

largely increased ; interest in missionary work,

as indicated by gifts, increased over 500 per

cent.
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A Western Canada Committee has recently

been organized by D. A. Budge and W. M.

Parsons. George Irving, who was under ap

pointment to India, and who was ordered

West by his doctor, is secretary on part time,

with headquarters at Calgary, Alberta. A

building movement is well under way in Cal-

. gary. The young men of the town have al

ready subscribed over $6,000 on a $10,000 fund.

At Edmonton, Alberta, a town of 7,000 in

habitants, the young men have raised a building

fund of over $5,000 in less than one week.

Virginia—The most encouraging things are :

The growth in Bible study enrollment from

less than 900 to over 1,800; increase of number

of men definitely accepting Christ to almost

one thousand last year; the successful in

auguration of county work (Fauquier) ; the

growth in material things, especially in the nine

buildings secured, valued at $183,500; in the

University of Virginia building, valued, with

endowments, at $100,000; and in the Lynch-

burg building fund of $25,000. At three un

organized points substantial amounts have been

secured for building funds, the purpose being

to erect buildings in order to make possible

fruitful work at the beginning.

Missouri—-The substantial advances evidenced

by the opening of seven new buildings, the in

crease of seventeen in the number of Railroad

and Student Associations, the growth of over

50 per cent, in the membership, corresponding

increase in the secretarial force, new interest

and substantial participation in the Foreign

and Educational Departments, and an in

creasing general interest in our movement and

desire for its extension, indicate that the Mis

souri Associations are on the threshold of

larger usefulness than would have been thought

possible a few years since.

In Tennessee the number of Associations

has increased from 19 to 47, the list of em

ployed officers from 7 to 28, with a correspond

ing growth in the efficiency of almost every de

partment of work. The number of buildings

has increased from two to nine ; old debts have

been paid and most of the Associations are

now working on a "cash" basis ; three boys'

secretaries added ; three student secretaries now

regularly employed ; 217 corresponding mem

bers enrolled ; a state student secretary for

whole time secured ; young men's Sunday work

pushed vigorously: the success of small town

work demonstrated ; state bulletin successfully

maintained ; state work re-created with adequate

office facilities ; budget safely cared for and an

intelligent constituency developed ; contributed

another man to the International force; in

creased enrollment in Bible classes, and 676

young men professed conversion in Association

meetings in two years (nearly a man a day).

Georgia—The Associations have increased

from ten to twenty-six. The ten Associations

had four buildings valued at $154,000 and em

ployed ten paid officers. The twenty-six As

sociations now own ten buildings, valued at

$362,000, and two other Associations have

building funds pledged. They employ 25

paid officers and are conducting 816 re

ligious meetings, as compared with 230 five

years ago. Another development has been that

of the corresponding member in small cities

and towns, the state now having 163 of these.

The most gratifying thing is that, notwithstand

ing the material development, the religious

work has not been neglected. Five years ago

230 conversions were reported ; the end of this

year will show at least 1,200, more than 1,000

having been reported previous to December.

Arkansas—The Lumber Association at

Stamps has passed the experimental stage and

is now a factor in molding the lives of the

people of that community. During the year a

$20,000 railroad building was erected and

opened at Van Buren and a $15,000 building at

Hoxie. At Pine Bluff a ten-year lease was

secured from the Merrill Institute of a very fine

three-story brick building; $10,000 was spent

in remodeling and refurnishing the building,

and it was reopened in October. The Rail

road Associations at Texarkana and North

Little Rock have had a steady growth. The side

walls and roof of the Little Rock City Associa

tion building were completed and a canvass

will soon be inaugurated for further funds.

Each of the College Associations in the state

has been reorganized and a large delegation

will attend the Ruston Conference. The policy

of the State Committee has been to strengthen

existing Associations rather than organize new-

ones.

The Carotinas—The city Associations have

increased from six to eight and the character

of the work has greatly improved. Eleven

Student Associations have been added, making

thirty-three, nearly all of which are wielding

the potent influence of a manly Christianity in

their respective institutions. One Railroad, one

Army and one County Association have been

organized. The number of buildings has in

creased from three to six and the member

ship from 3.033 to nearly 6,000. Ninety-eight

corresponding members have been appointed in

the two states. The erection of the handsome

building at Monaghan Mills, Greenwich, S. C.,

for the first Association organized among cot

ton mill employees, is the most notable 'event of

the past year. During the year Charleston has

paid off a debt of long standing. Wilmington

has greatly improved its building and Winston-

Salem its rented quarters. The Charlotte As

sociation has greatly prospered. The thirtieth

anniversary was recently celebrated, Prof.

George B. Hanna, president for twenty-eight

years, being presented with handsome silver

in recognition of his long and valuable service.
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Oregon and Idaho—The most encouraging

things are the securing of splendid buildings

and equipment for both of the capital cities,

Boise and Snlem, the erection of the enlarged

building at Portland, the inauguration of work

in the militia encampments, the starting of the

student conference at Gearhart, with the co

operation of the Washington State Committee,

and the internal department organization of the

Portland Association under the general heads

of Religious, Educational, Manual Training,

Boys' Work. Employment, Social and Enter

tainment, Administrative and Business.

California—San Francisco, Sacramento and

Santa Cruz have paid all property indebtedness,

besides making many building improvements.

A new building for Fresno has been secured,

and Oakland and Los Angeles are now in the

midst of canvasses for new buildings, costing

$150,000 and $300,000. New Associations have

been organized at Berkeley and San Jose. The

work has been materially strengthened by the

addition of several aggressive leaders at vari

ous points. The naval work at Vallejo, with

its new building dedicated last July, marks an

epoch in the history of Association work on

the Coast. California's first Boys' Conference

had 105 delegates. Investigations have been

made at several new points with a view of or

ganization. County work is also receiving

favorable consideration.

Colorado finds its greatest encouragement in

the fact that within the past two years it has

been able to fully organize the state work by

placing a secretary in the field and to meet all

expenses up to date. Colorado has a large field

before it in the numbers of men living at single

mines or in mining camps in groups, number

ing from 100 to 800. It is hoped to open Bible

classes and educational clubs at such places

during the coming year.

Nebraska—The improved financial condition

and the methods employed have succeeded in

carrying out the plans of the committee. Also

the advent of a state secretary, the first in nine

years, and the inspection and organization of

the field under his oversight could not have

been realized without this assistance and super

vision. Every Association point has been as

sisted financially, old debts being cancelled,

various departments strengthened and new de

partments organized. Two new buildings have

been completed and three are in process of

erection. More money has been raised for cur

rent expenses than ever before. Two city, two

town, four college Associations, also 65 cor

responding member points, have been organ

ized. One gift of $7,000 secured, this being the

largest subscription up to the present time ever

made in the state. A large increase in Bible

study work and the largest number of men at

tending men's meetings, also the greatest num

ber of conversions and in every department

throughout the state a more progressive and

successful work than ever before.

Kansas—The Kansas Associations are to-day

better housed in their own buildings, with bet

ter furnishings and equipment than ever be

fore. The work is being directed by efficient

boards and secretaries. The officers and lead

ers are gaining enlarged visions of possibili

ties and are forward in the introduction of

modern and improved methods. The aggres

sive policies adopted and the thoroughness in

business management are insuring increased

confidence and favor. A $25,000 building is in

course of erection at Lawrence; and Topeka

and lola Associations have fully half enough

pledged on $75,000 and $15,000 building propo

sitions, respectively. The Association in the

State Agricultural College has $15,000 pledged

toward a $20,000 building. A choice building

site, 100x140, has been purchased at Wichita.

Maryland Group—Just at this time fourteen

cities and colleges are erecting Association

buildings or planning to do so in the near

future. No Associations have been organized

unless it has been possible to maintain an ex

perienced general secretary and to erect a mod

ern building with suitable equipment. There

are 265 corresponding members. A special

effort has been made at these unorganized

points to establish a committee, whose duty it

is to conduct one Gospel service a week and

one Bible class for men only, and also endeavor

to encourage, in every way possible, the social

work, either through the churches, entertain

ment courses or special features. The state

secretaries have given no small portion of their

time to these needy points, where meetings

have been held, committees formed, and 800

men have publicly manifested a desire to lead

the Christian life. The religious work has

continued to grow in strength and thorough

ness. Associations have increased their reli

gious work budgets, which has resulted in

larger meetings, better speakers, more at

tractive music, and the conversion of a larger

number of men. There has been a marked

improvement in the social life. More attractive

games have been introduced, and we are begin

ning to learn that the secret of winning and

holding men is largely through a strong, manly

social work. The boys' work has made more

satisfactory progress than ever in the past.

This department will be one of the most influ

ential and strongest features of the interstate

work. A Personal Workers' League is being

introduced among the men and boys in all parts

of the field, both at organized and unorganized

points. Personal work classes are being or

ganized. A start has been made toward the

support of a representative of the interstate As

sociations in the foreign field. There are now

four advisory committees—one for each of the

three states and the District of Columbia.
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The Maritime Provinces broke the ice on the

foreign work and have been able in the last

three years to get $1,000 each year—this year

$1,200. Plans are out and progress has been

made in building direction at St. John, Halifax,

Stellarton and Summerside. There is a strong

ly growing sense of the value of our whole

work, and men and churches have come to

reckon with us in practical ways. A secre

tary was in the woods for two winters and dis

tributed tons of the best literature to the

lumber camps; county work was opened at

Annapolis, N. S., and a secretary secured—

one man agreeing to assume $1,000, if need be,

for a few years to experiment. The railroad

companies have increased their recognition of

the general work. Regular work has been

done among militia men. The boys' camps

have grown. The internal Association life is

expanding. The student work has been strong.

There is hopeful development in the educa

tional work. The work is not keeping pace

wi*h' the ranid industrial prosperity.

The Institute and Training School has in

creased its board of directors from twelve to

eighteen members, making it more representa

tive ; its property holdings approximately

$14.000, including additions to its Chicago

equipment and its Lake Geneva grounds, build

ing plant and equipment ; and its educational

budget from $11,000 to $19,200. Has raised its

requirements for admission, its standards of in

struction and its rates of tuition. Notwith

standing higher standards, it has increased its

enrollment in Chicago from 30 to 51, its enroll

ment in the summer term at Lake Geneva from

60 to 114, and its total enrollment for the year

from 91 to 150. It graduated in 1899 four men

and in 1904 sixteen men. It has more than

doubled the office, class room, library and lab

oratory facilities. It has reorganized its teach

ing force, making Frank H. Burt director of

the department of secretarial training and Dr.

Henry F. Kallenberg director of the depart

ment of physical training. It has strength

ened its Bible department by more carefully

grading and correlating its courses and by se

curing as instructors men of recognized stand

ing in the different fields of Bible scholarship.

It has added to its requirements in both prac

tice and theory and has manned its courses so

that each instructor teaches only the subject

for which he has special fitting. Students are

getting an increased amount of "clinical" ex

perience, both secretarial and physical, in con

nection with colleges; private, public and pro

fessional schools; social settlements and mis

sions ; and clubs and departments of the Asso

ciation.

The Springfield Training School has made

steady progress. The number of students has

increased over 60 per cent., the financial re

sources over 70 per cent., and the library has

practically doubled its capacity. Courses have

been added in the secretarial department, in

municipal sociology, religious education, prin

ciples and methods of Bible teaching. The

course in secretarial methods has been strength

ened by the assistance of specialists in the de

partments of Bible study, religious meetings

for men, missions, educational work and work

for boys. In the physical course the faculty

has been increased by the addition of an in

structor in physiological chemistry and physics,

gymnastics and athletics. Two laboratories

have been added, one devoted to the physiology

of exercise and the other to histology. New

courses have been added in physiology of ex

ercise, in hygiene, fencing and wrestling. The

field work has been considerably increased.

Ninety-nine men have graduated from the

three years' course of study, and a considerable

number have taken from one to two years'

training. Seven alumni have entered work in

foreign lands. Of the 519 general secretaries

employed in the United States and Canada 67,

or one-eighth of the number, are alumni of the

school. The secretarial department has fur

nished men for other departments as follows :

For the foreign field and for supervisory posi

tions in the United States and Canada, 15 ; for

local boys' departments, 11 ; Railroad Associa

tions, 5 ; Industrial Associations, 2 ; colored

Associations, 3 ; also 10 assistant secretaries,

one educational director, one army secretary

and one religious work director. The number

of graduates working in allied lines of religious

work is 18. Of the 263 physical directors now

employed by the Associations 64, or one-fourth,

are alumni of the school. The physical course

has furnished 2 physical directors for foreign

work, 29 physical directors for schools and col

leges in this country and 5 physical directors

for other organizations.

The Year J904 ia Mexico has not been one

of great advance but of satisfactory progress.

The English-speaking branch has weathered

the fatal "second year" with reasonable suc

cess. With its membership constantly chang

ing, due to the floating character of the foreign

population, there has been, nevertheless, a gain,

the Association closing the year with 570 mem

bers, of whom 87 are prominent men of the

colony, who pay $50 per year as sustaining

members. The receipts have been over $26.000,

of which only a little more than $6,000 came

from subscriptions and from the contributions

of the railroads. The Association has kept up

all running expenses, amounting to $21,000,

and in addition has paid off over $5,000 on its

original equipment debts and on new equip

ment. A complete physical department has

been organized, with Dr. N. E. Sanders in

charge. Two new bowling alleys have added

to the recreative features. Two Bible classes

have been maintained, and two religious meet

ings for men every Sunday afternoon, with an

average attendance of 80.
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The Bible Study Campaign—V

In Winona, Minn., more men are enrolled in

Bible classes than in the gymnasium classes.

Baraboo, Wis., has a class made up of mem

bers of the board of directors, taught by one

of them.

Bloomington, 111., has a training class of

high-school boys, five of whom are teaching

boys' classes.

Dayton, O., has a class which averages 17,

composed entirely of converts from Fred

Smith's meeting.

Topeka Railroad Association, which has had

for years a strong department, has doubled its

enrollment this year.

At six Religious Work Institutes in Massa

chusetts 300 men attended, mostly business men

from 41 Associations.

Last year Brooklyn Central had eighteen

Bible classes; this year sixty classes, half

of them outside of the building.

One hundred and ten Associations which re

ported no Bible classes in 1903 reported two

hundred and eleven classes for 1904.

In Brightwood, Ind., Railroad Association, a

very successful class is maintained, composed

entirely of members of the committee of man

agement.

The interest in Boys' classes in Jamestown,

N. Y., is so great that they have been obliged

to place a limit on the enrollment, and now

have a waiting list.

In Brockton, Mass., where last year there

were only three Bible classes for boys, this

year there are ten, seven taught by high-school

boys who are in training.

Portland, Ore., has been experimenting for

two years with graded college courses, and is

carrying on six classes in the Life of Christ,

with an increase in enrollment of 40 per cent.

over last year.

One of the most significant features of the

year is the increase of teachers, other than em

ployed officers. In 100 Associations 308 of the

teachers are business and professional men,

students, mechanics, etc.

Keokuk, la., has more than doubled the en

rollment of last year. In Newark, N. J., two

Shop classes, made up of men in factories near

the Association building, are meeting in the

Association building, because no room was

found in the factories.

The interest in the International Bible

study examinations is beyond that of any pre

vious year. A large number of Associations

will take up the proposition of the boys' depart

ment and conduct examinations in Murray's

course on The Life and Works of Jesus.

Mr. Murray's new course, entitled "The

Messages of the Prophets," like that in the

Gospel of Mark, is built on the daily study

idea. It is also inductive, and provides for

real study with a small expenditure of time.

It will fill an important niche in the scheme

for progressive study.

The secretaries of Kentucky declared at the

fall meeting their purpose to strike for a

larger and better and more resultful Bible

work. Bible classes as a means of evangel

izing unreached men, who cannot be attracted

to ordinary men's meetings, are being prose

cuted with vigor.

The forward movement was presented to

the Indiana convention November 19, and it

has a prominent place on the programs of the

Colorado convention in December and Minne

sota and California in February. A series of

Bible institutes will be held on the Pacific

Coast in February and March.

Inquiries are made regarding correspondence

courses for men who cannot enter regular

classes. The experiment now in progress by

the P. R. R. department at Philadelphia will

be watched with deep interest. There are up

ward of three hundred men enrolled in this

phase of Bible study work, and "more to fol

low."

Reports from 149 Associations show that

two-thirds of them are enjoying a genuine

Forward Movement in Bible Study. In 100

there are 365 new Bible classes, with 4,943 more

students than last year. Sixteen are carrying

on classes outside of their buildings, in homes,

boarding-houses and offices. Fifty-one have

classes in teacher training, and 31 have shop

classes.

The Bible class for an evangelistic purpose

is coming to have a larger place. Association

men are learning that to depend upon the Sun

day Meeting as the sole means of evangeli

zation means failure to reach a large number of

men who cannot be drawn to the public meet

ing. On the other hand, the Bible classes not

only supplement the big meetings, but are

proving to be a means of direct evangelization.

In the Cleveland Association during the year

49 Bible classes were held in the Central build

ing; 20 group classes outside the building; 6

classes in the homes of workingmen, and shop

classes in 16 different factories in the noon

hour. Grouping the work done in the vari

ous branches, 97 Bible classes were carried on

last year, and 21 different shop classes. The

attendance averaged about 3,000 men and boys

per week.

Louisville, Ky., and Savannah, Ga., are each

carrying on five Shop classes per week. Mat-

toon. III., has a Bible Study Club, made up of

ten different classes. They also carry on work

in five shops. Madison, N. J., has had a group

of men praying all summer, that they might

have a Bible department of 50 students. They

have already enrolled 52, which is one-fourth

of the entire membership. Waterbury, Conn..

has 65 men enrolled in Dr. H. B. Wright's

Business Men's Bible Study Club.



The Physical Directors' Society

Physical Directors' Society News

The cordial and enthusiastic responses to let

ters sent the Association physical directors have

been exceedingly encouraging to the executive

committee. The work accomplished by the so

ciety through its various committees is being

adopted as standard by directors in every state

and province.

The membership has been increasing daily

and now numbers 67. This includes two hon

orary members, one state secretary and nearly

all the leading physical directors of the Asso

ciations.

Many of the younger men have not yet

joined, as they have not learned to appreciate

the value of this organization to their own de

velopment and the future of the physical work.

The new committees are hard at work and

promise excellent reports for the next confer

ence.

The committee on anthropometry reports 60

Associations using the cards, charts and hand

books recommended, and that 36 of this group

have received duplicate cards in order to coop

erate with the committee in securing 40,000 sets

of measurements of young men seventeen years

and over, and 14,000 of these cards have been

filled out. They request that the men send for

duplicate cards often—not waiting until they

have several hundred—and return them to Dr.

W. W. Hastings at Springfield as soon as pos

sible. This will be of the greatest assistance

to the committee in distributing the work

throughout the year. Duplicate cards are fur

nished free of charge either by Dr. Hastings or

Dr. George J. Fisher, of Brooklyn.

The committee also desires the "special"

measurements of boys between ten and sixteen

years of age in order to complete the boys'

tables already in existence.

A new method for testing the strength and

endurance, especially of new members, is under

consideration, and the committee invites the

directors to send any suggestions they may have

along this line.

Arrangements have just been completed

whereby Association directors may secure all

anthropometric matter recommended by the so

ciety direct from the international office.

The committee on bibliography reports that

the publication of Dr. McCurdy's bibliography

is assured. The delay has been due to financ

ing the publication. A full report of this feat

ure will be ready next month.

The nomenclature committee reports that the

new publication will he ready about January

1, and may be secured from the international

office. Price, 50 cents per copy, $5 per dozen.

The special committee making a study of the

Physical Directorship has just issued a very

comprehensive questionaire. It is hoped and

expected that every director will give this mat

ter careful and prompt attention. It is the

most important business of the year. This

study involves a large amount of work. Early

replies will be of great assistance.

The directors are reminded that the next

conference is planned for Niagara Falls the

latter part of May. This is of special interest

to committeemen, as it necessitates the work

of this year being done in a shorter space of

time. WM. H. BALL, Secretary.

A Bibliography of Physical Training

Few subjects have been given more attention

during recent years than that of Physical

Training. Thousands of articles, both popular

and scientific, have been written ; but yet they

are largely inaccessible to the physical director.

They are scattered through all sorts of books

and magazines and are classified under many

different heads. The public libraries and their

extensive catalogues are of little use, for they

have nothing but a general classification. It is

also impossible for each director to have a com

plete library of his own, for this requires the

expenditure of a large sum of money, and he

would not be able to secure many of the arti

cles, as they are now out of print. Hence one

will many times not be able to find the neces

sary literature, and will go over a great deal

of material, which would be unnecessary if a

suitable bibliography could be secured.

Then, too, every director is expected to be

acquainted with the literature of his profession,

and to know where and how to find the numer

ous articles that have been written. Of course,

this does not mean that a man should know

about all the physical training literature, but

rather that he should know where and how to

find, at a moment's notice, the literature upon

any phase of the subject. The time required

for each individual to work up such a bibliog

raphy is out of the question. It would take

years to accomplish it and then it would proba

bly be very incomplete.

The need of such a classification has long

been recognized, but it seemed like such an

endless task that it was not attempted, until

J. T. Bowne and Dr. J. H. McCurdy went over

the matter and got out a complete classifica

tion. Since that time the bibliography has

been compiled, but it has not been available to

the directors. The Physical Directors' So

ciety recently appointed a committee, consist

ing of Dr. J. H. McCurdy, George T. Hepbron

and John H. Scott, and has instructed it to

place on the market a complete bibliography

of the best known literature. The committee

reports that a book of about 250 pages, which

will contain at least 3,000 titles, will be pub

lished and sold at a reasonable figure. This

represents many years' work and ought to be

in the possession of every director.
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Current News and Comment

Pages of news are crowded from this issue

by the annual reviews.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT HAS ACCEPTED THE IN-

vitation of the Philadelphia Association to at

tend its jubilee in January. Bishop McCabe

will also speak.

MINNEAPOLIS MADE A GREAT CELEBRATION OF

the payment of its mortgage of $42,000 on De

cember 6. President Northrop presided.

Bishop Joyce and others made addresses.

THOMAS FOSTER HAS GIVEN IN ALL FULLY

$25,000 to the Ottumwa, la., Association, and

great blocks of his time as president to the af

fairs of the Association.

AT A THANKSGIVING DINNER AT MONTGOM-

ery, Ala., Lieutenant Acting-Governor Cun

ningham spoke to the 125 men present.

A YOUNG LADY (A STENOGRAPHER) WAS SO

deeply impressed by the address of "Billy"

Sunday, at Pontiac, 111., of the need of a build

ing for the Association, that she presented the

matter to Mrs. Humiston, a lady seventy years

of age, who, after a visit by Mr. Sunday, of

fered $20,000 for a building, provided a site

was secured. On the next night $5,000 was

pledged.

T. DUNCAN PATTON, FOR SEVERAL YEARS SEC-

retary at Calcutta, has accepted the secretary

ship at Ottawa, Ont., relieving Mr. Farrell,

who broke under the strain.

Sioux CITY, IA., HAS SPENT $16,000 IN TRANS-

forming its auditorium into 50 dormitories and

25 bed rooms and making other improvements.

THE MINER'S ASSOCIATION AT SOUTHPORT,

Pa., had 312 covers laid at its anniversary ban

quet. Seated at the table were operators, su

perintendents and men working in every de

partment of the mines.

GRAFTON, W. VA., HAS OPENED A MODEL GYM-

nasium and bath room, with a pastor as phys

ical director.

SHERBROOKE, QUEBEC, GAINED 110 MEMBERS

in two years, had 104 men at night school, and

its meetings are alive. A man who had been

converted there said : "Last New Year's Day

was the first New Year's Day I have been sober

for fifteen years."

BOISE, IDAHO, HAS 300 SENIOR MEMBERS, 140

junior, physical work crowds the gymnasium,

and something is done for street boys. The

nearest Association to Boise is 250 miles way.

"The most frequent and appreciated Associa

tion visitor is ASSOCIATION MEN."

FALL RIVER, MASS., HAS ADDED NEW LINES OF

educational work, a glee club of 50 members,

three clubs, addressed by three doctors, taking

up the study of the Construction of the Body,

Injuries to the Body and the Care of the Body.

A series of monthly receptions for clerks, mill

operatives, young people's societies, church

and Sunday-school officers, talks given by the

most able speakers in the city. These are tak

ing the place of the ordinary forms of enter

tainment. Bible study clubs are taking charge

of Young People's Meetings and holding evan

gelistic services.

VICTORIA, TEX., is IN BETTER SHAPE THAN IT

has been for a long while and gives promise of

large usefulness. A stag party recently held

brought out about two hundred men, including

many leading business and professional men.

Lawyers, bankers, doctors, ministers and rail-

was an unusually helpful one, and all sat down

road officials took part in the program, which

to an elaborate banquet.

AT FORT WORTH, TEX., RECENTLY 175 OF THE

leading business men assembled at a banquet,

where plans for the building canvass were dis

cussed. A large amount of money has already

been pledged, and it is expected that ground

will be broken in the near future.

THE FIRST EIGHT BUSINESS DAYS FOLLOWING

the opening of the new Oak Park, 111., build

ing 75 new members were received, who paid

$1,524.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., is PUTTING IN AS FINE A

spa as possible and has spared no expense to

make it first class in conduct. The papers al

lude to it as "The Rathskeller."

JANESVILLE, Wis., HAS TWO MEN'S CLUBS, THE

Twilight Club and the Social Union Club.

The former has 160 business men of the city.

At its monthly banquets it is taking up sub

jects of general interest in city, state and na

tion. Men come directly from their business

and dine at 6.15. The Social Union Club is in

its third year and follows the same arrange

ment and limits its membership to 160, com

posed of younger business men from eighteen

years old and up. This dinner is served by

the Women's Auxiliary at 35 cents. These

clubs are exceedingly helpful in bringing 200 to

250 business men each month into touch with

the Association work, andare a stimulus to the

thought of the town.

DENVER, COL., HAS PURCHASED A LOT 125 BY

125 feet at the corner of Lincoln and 18th

streets for $35,000. The building fund now

amounts to $51,000.

"LANSING, MICH., RAISED $30,000 IN PLEDGES

the day before Thanksgiving and then gave

thanks. It is now organized and incorporated

for work.

GRAND FORKS, N. D., DEDICATED ITS NEW

$46,000 building December 18. Grand Forks

is a prairie city, only twenty-five years old.

The building is one of the best in the city.

THE SPEAKERS AT THE VIRGINIA STATE CoN-

vention, Petersburg, February 23-26, will be

Hon. H. B. F. Macfarland, S. D. Gordon, T. S.

McPheeters, E. M. Robinson, J. R. Boardman,

A. G. Knebel, Tom Keenan and Dr. George J.

Fisher.
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THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF OREGON AND

Idaho expects to open Associations in a num

ber of the smaller cities of from 5,000 to 10,000

during the coming year.

SOME OF THE MOST PROMINENT CITIZENS OF

Waukesha, Wis., met at the office of a bank

president during business hours to discuss the

future of the Association. Matters looked

very doubtful until the needs of the city and

the temptations were brought to their atten

tion, and they agreed that if ever there was a

place where an Association was needed it was

in their city. Two men subscribed $200

each, also five $100 subscriptions were made,

with the possibility of more.

AT A RECENT MEN'S MEETING IN WINNIPEG,

after a brief statement by field secretary Par

sons of the work proposed under the Canadian

West Executive Committee, the young men

present pledged over $400 toward the first

year's work. Friends and members of the

committee resident in Winnipeg added $200 the

following day.

PERMANENT ORGANIZATION OF THE "CANA-

dian West Committee of the Young Men's

Christian Associations" was made in Winnipeg,

November 21. Dr. J. M. Hutchinson was

chosen chairman and Mr. McKerchar, secretary.

George Irving was made traveling secretary

for the committee, his headquarters to be in

Calgary, where under his direction the young

men of the city have already pledged over

$6,000 as the nucleus of a building fund. Mr.

Irving is admirably fitted for the great work

in western Canada by his experience in McGill

University.

J. R. THOMPSON, WHO HAS BEEN GRANTED A

sixty-day leave of absence from the field de

partment of the International Committee to

make a tour of investigation in Panama, sailed

December 6.

WARREN, PA., SECURED G. C. K. SAMPLE,

formerly railroad secretary at Columbia, Pa.,

for four weeks to conduct evangelistic meet

ings in the shops. He spoke in the shops at the

noon hour, and in the evening conducted cot

tage meetings in the homes of the shop men.

THE SPEAKERS FOR THE IOWA STATE CoNVEN-

tion at Muscatine, February 9-12, are S. D.

Gordon, C. C. Michener, J. R. Boardman, E. T.

Colton and Frank Newhall White.

SAVANNAH, GA., CLOSED ITS YEAR WITH $293

in the bank, paid off $480 on its debt, and when

$250 was asked for a Georgia secretary in China

$280 was received in a few moments. Five

Bible study groups and five shop classes are

conducted weekly, and a hiking club of the

boys is doing the sights about town and about

the city.

COLUMBUS, GA., HAS NEARLY 400 MEMBERS,

and of 140 expirations of tickets taken at $6 re

newed nearly 100 at $10.

TWENTY-TWO OUT OF TWENTY-FIVE DIRECTORS

in Lima, O., guaranteed $100 each on current

expenses.

CANTON, O., OPENEU ITS STAR COURSE WITH

3,800 people attending, and could have sold

1,000 more tickets.

ALBANY, N. Y., is HOLDING FIVE THEATER

meetings, with the following speakers: De

cember 4, C. C. Michener; January 29, L. Wil

bur Messer ; February 26, W. W. Adair ; March

26, E. W. Booth, and April 30, Rev. John

Timothy Stone. At the first meeting the thea

ter was crowded to the doors and many men

were turned away. One hundred and ten men

signed cards expressing a determination to lead

Christian lives. The pastors are cooperating

with the Association in following up the men

reached. The following line of procedure was

adopted at a pastors' conference held the day

before the first meeting: (1) All names are

to be sent to the pastors. (2) The Associa

tion is to be notified at once of the names of

men thus sent who are already church mem

bers. (3) As any men whose names are upon

the list join the church, the pastor is to no

tify the Association. (4) Any men whom the

pastor may see who in his estimation can be

better handled by the Association, are to be re

ported, together with result of such interview.

THE MISSOURI STATE CONVENTION ATTEND-

ance was about the largest held. Joseph E.

McAfee, president of Park College, was chosen

president of the convention. A strong spiritual

tone prevailed at every session, and it was no

ticed by old convention-goers that deep impres

sions were being made upon the delegates. The

personnel of the delegation was above the av

erage. Rev. William Evens conducted the

Bible study, and among the prominent speak

ers were W. R. Dobyns, D.D., St. Joseph;

Francis D. Russell, D.D., St. Louis; Stephen

Estes, D.D., Topeka, Kan. ; Judge Selden P.

Spencer, St. Louis; Messrs. T. S. McPheeters,

LL.D. ; Fletcher S. Brockman, Shanghai,

China ; H. M. Bcardsley, Kansas City, Mo. ;

Young L. Fong, Shanghai, China, and Interna

tional secretaries John F. Moore and George

A. Gregg. Missouri pledged $3,500 for the for

eign work, St. Louis Central taking the sup

port of E. C. Carter, and the balance of the

state a man in China.

BEDFORD BRANCH, BROOKLYN, is HOLDING A

series of big men's meetings in the churches

Sunday afternoon;:, with the cooperation and

backing cf the pastors of all denomin- tions.

This includes a special effort in the way ot

open-air meetings on street corners on Sunday

afternoons in the residence districts.

LEAVENWORTH, KAN., HAD A SERIES OF SERV-

ices, including street and slum meetings, con

ducted by Mr. Strother. resulting in a Bible

class of 25 and boys of 20, and a great stirring

of the religious life of the town.
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SHAWNEE, OKLA., BEGAN SHOP MEETINGS

with Keenan and Knebel, with 250 men. Men's

and boys' meetings followed, resulting in en

listments for Christian work and life and two

Bible classes. This will help the new Associa

tion to get a foothold in this frontier city.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS., TURNS ALL ITS RELIEF

work over to the Relief Association, Rescue

Mission and Salvation Army. An employment

department and boarding-house directory are

more than paying expenses, being patronized

by the best firms in the city;

MEMBERS OF THE PHYSICAL DEPARTMENT

have taken charge of the men's meetings at

Los Angeles, Cal., giving practical talks.

THE WARREN, PA., DIRECTORS HAVE ALLOWED

their secretary, H. E. Dodge, to give one Sun

day afternoon a month to outside evangelistic

work. Eight hundred men were present at his

first service and 30 "decisions" were made.

WlNONA, MlNN., DIRECTORS WILL UNDERTAKE

the canvass for a $50,000 building. Every as

surance of success is felt.

R. N. WATTS, SECRETARY AT AUSTIN, TEX.,

had a narrow escape while trying to rescue a

boy who was carried down a 40-foot chute. He

saved the boy, but received nine wounds on his

head and three on his shoulders and severed an

artery, causing much loss of blood. He is now

about and is slowly gaining strength. The boy,

Eugene Belcher, suffered a broken leg.

NEWARK, N. J., HAS EIGHTEEN BIBLE CLASSES

each week and an average of 529 at men's meet

ings. On January 1 the membership fee will

be raised. The dormitories are all full, with a

long waiting list. It is planned to build two

stories over the gymnasium.

THE PATERSON, N. J., GYMNASIUM WILL BE

completed early in the spring.

ATLANTA, GA., HAS BEEN OBLIGED TO REFUSE

members, having 1,513 on the roll, and only

admits night school students on special tickets

not entitling them to other privileges. The

civil service class has been a large thing.

Members in the Boys' Department 425.

AUGUSTA, GA., DOUBLED ITS BIBLE CLASS EN-

rollment over last year. The dormitories are

crowded and men are on the waiting list for

rooms.

THE MANUAL TRAINING DEPARTMENT OF THE

Portland Association has equipped and fur-

nished entirely by its own work a dark room

in the center of the Association building in a

most unique way, and has named it the "Little

Inn," where lunch-counter refreshments are

served from 11 A. M. to 10 p. M. every day.

During the meal hours at noon and at night a

special "Merchant's Lunch" is served, and it is

almost impossible to secure a seat, so popular

has become this feature. The Association con

duct?! 28 different Bible classes. 10 being in the

college cycle courses requiring daily study, 5

popular classes, 3 leaders' classes, 6 for boys, 3

shop groups, and 1 mission study class ; 345

men and boys are enrolled in these classes, not

counting the shop groups, which do not keep

an enrollment. The average weekly attend

ance has been 314, showing a high percentage

of attendance. The Boys' Department is now

divided into six different grades to meet the

needs of the work as follows : Preparatory,

ages 10 and 11 ; school boys' grade No. 1, ages

12, 13 and 14 ; school boys' grade No. 2, ages

15, 16 and 17 ; working boys, ages 12 to 17 ;

High School boys, ages 13 to 17 ; special Sat

urday afternoon group, ages 11 to 15.

ANSONIA, CONN., HAS $1,935 SUBSCRIBED FOR

five years. Of this sum $1,100 comes from

corporations ; $350 of debt has been paid and

money raised to put a visitors' gallery in the

gymnasium. Every foreman, from master

mechanic down in a machine shop employing

800 men, received some part of his education

in the Association night school. The master

mechanic of another large corporation says :

"I regard every corporation in town as being

in debt to you on account of your educational

work." The president of a corporation em

ploying 750 men wrote : "There is no question

but it is a legitimate fixed charge which manu

facturers should undertake to pay each year,

as the institution (Young Men's Christian As

sociation) is no doubt of particular benefit to

the various corporations." Four churches have

given entertainments for the benefit of the

Association. The gymnasium members will

raise money by a "circus" on New Year's in

place of the annual free spread of former

years.

NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y., DIRECTORS WILL SUP-

port a secretary for the Army Association at

Fort Slocum, where at least 1,000 recruits are

mustered in each year for training before being

sent to other posts and forts.

THE MIDDLETOWN, N. Y., FINANCE COM MIT-

tee secured sixteen $25 subscriptions this year,

and last year had but two. The membership is

365.

LESTERSHIRE. N. Y., HAS GIVEN UP ITS WORK

and its rented rooms are now offered by the

owner for rental as a dance hall. Too bad.

J. E. COULTER, WHO HAS QUICKLY AND suc

cessfully carried through two building can

vasses in Kentucky, will devote his time to such

work in the future. He may be addressed at

Port Huron, Mich.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS., HAS $3,000 PLEDGED FOR

a railroad building at the West Side, where a

good lot has been given.

AT THE TWENTY-THIRD STREET BRANCH,

New York City, Opera House meeting, at

tended by 1,200 men, addressed by Michener,

175 men declared their purpose to begin the

Christian life.



Don't Want to Hear

What Medical Science Says About Coffee.

Many intelligent people don't care to listen to the truth about coffee causing their aches,

ails and disturbances.

They keep on using the drug coffee and suffer from heart derangement, liver or kidney

disorders or some kiad of stomach and nervous troubles. They "don't believe coffee is to

blame," and don't want to listen to medical science.

They should keep on with the coffee until Nature forces her facts home in the form of

sickness or organic disease if they want absolute proof. Suppose on the other hand one should

quit coffee in time and get well. It is easy if you shift to properly made Postum. In a few days

you will feel a great change for the better.

Coffee sets up disease. POSTUM dissipates it and sets up health again. Medical science

has found this out by experience, the Great Teacher. A prominent physician of Des Moines,

Iowa, tells how he learned it :

"I am a physician of 18 years' practice. I felt the need of a stimulant, and for the first

five or six years of my practice drank strong coffee. Eight or ten years ago I began to notice

symptoms of heart disease. This teemed to be a regular organic type, and year by year became

aggravated by dizziness, faintness and later, inability to walk at times. Finally I became such a

confirmed invalid that I had to give up practice.

"Several years elapsed with the symptoms growing worse. I was considered marked for

an early grave. I honestly believed that coffee was the trouble, and it finally became impressed

upon me to give it up. This I found easier to do when POSTUM FOOD COFFEE was used in

its place. I made the change more to satisfy my friends than with any hope of benefit from such

a simple change, especially in such an incurable case as mine. I was debilitated and very weak,

and about 30 pounds short of my old weight.

" From the first week I noticed a marked change and within three months I was almost

fully restored to my old strength and health, with the heart trouble and dizziness all gone.

" These facts are known to hundreds of my friends and acquaintances throughout thii city."

Name and address given by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.

There's a reason.

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when answering advertisements.
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Charlotte, N. C, celebrated its thirtieth

anniversary by clearing up its entire indebted

ness of $1,200.

Of Dr. M. M. Parkhurst, of Evanston,

111., formerly teacher in the Chicago Training

School, F. White writes : "He is available for

Sunday meetings and courses of Bible lectures

throughout the Central West. Dr. Parkhurst

is being used by a number of Associations for

courses of lectures upon biblical themes. His

teaching is sane, practical and scholarly; just

the sort that interests men."

Lynchburg, Va., will close its doors

January 1 to push the canvass for a new $50,000

building, $25,000 having already been given by

six people. The present building is in such

condition that the work cannot longer be con

tinued there. The Association has 800 mem

bers, who are pretty blue at the prospect of

being without the work for a year or more, but

the directors decided that it was the only thing

to be done under the circumstances. H. C.

Snead, secretary for twelve years, will direct

the canvass.

At a Pottstown, Pa., men's meeting, ad-

dressed by Speer, 500 men were present. Mr.

Speer spoke on "What Then?"

The Pennsylvania Miners' Department

now have 32 Associations in the bituminous re

gion, 24 of which have rooms. Twelve more

towns may be organized, while 47 more are

being cultivated by the field secretaries, who

report 25,057 attendance at meetings ; 48,000 in

outdoor athletics, 8,800 at Bible classes, 34,000

at socials and 120,000 at the Association rooms.

The Selma, Ala., building is now in much

better condition than before the fire. Many

needed improvements have been made. A

large veranda, 17x51 feet, has been added in

front. There are ajso a new secretary's office

and parlor. New furnishings and a $500 piano

were presented by the Ladies' Auxiliary. A

dormitory is to be arranged on the third floor.

Four teams (36 men) are in a basketball and

indoor baseball contest, and the winning team

is to be banqueted. A picked team in basket

ball has played Yale at Selma.

ASSOCIATION CALENDAR

STATE CONVENTIONS.

Arkansas, Texarkana, February 8-12, 1905.

Minnesota, Duluth, February 9-12.

towa, Muscatine, February 9-12.

Kansas, Salina, February 9-12.

Michigan. Battle Creek, February 14-16.

Kentucky, Owensboro, February 16-19.

Pennsylvania, Johnstown, February 16-19.

Nebraska, Grand Island, February 16-19.

Oklahoma. February 16-20.

Georgia, Waycross, February 18-21.

California, February 23-26.

Virginia, Petersburg. February 23-26.

Maine, Bath, February 23-26.
North and South Carolina, Asheville, N. C, March

10-13.

Wisconsin, Fond du Lac. March 10-12.

Connecticut, Meriden, March 23-26.

CONFERENCES.

Michigan Boys', Ann Arbor, December 31-January 1

Massachusetts and Rhode Island Boys', Brock::

Mass., February 17-19.

SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

Abriel, W. F., Albany to Rouses Point, N. Y. (R. I)

Allen, P. M., to Waterford, N. Y.

Bingley, J. P., Baltimore (R. R.) to Hagerstown, Mi

Carmichael, D. E., to Glace Bay, N. S.

Brownell, C. M., to Joplin, Mo.

Clark, J. M., to Sydney Mines, C. B.

Day, W. H., Colorado Springs, Colo., to Oak Park, II

Grubb, J. T., Hagerstown, Md. (R. R.), res.

Hockman, H. E., Haverhill, Mass., res.

Ingraham, P. N., Asst., Galveston, Tex., to Po::

Arthur, Tex.

Kime, W. P., Hoxie, Ark. (R. R.), res.

Langdon, W. F., to Jersey City, N. J.

Lee, P. R., to Orange, N. J. (Colored.)

Markell, H. L., Mattoon, 111. (R. R.) to Aurora, II

Martin, L. H., Aurora, 111., res.

McLaughlin, O. E., to Galva, III.

Meacham, H. A., Jersey City, N. J., res.

Russell, A. V., to Farmville, Va.

Smith, G. N., Brockvillc, Ont., res.

Stevenson, B. F., Little Rock, Ark., to Hoxie, Ark

Wood, J. E., to Dalton, Mass.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

Cook, A. A., to Tacoma, Wash.
Funck, P. A., to C. & N. W. R. R. Dept., Chicago, HI.

Gaver, E. E., to Shamokin, Pa.

Gibson, F. C, to Kenosha, Wis.

Green, L. J., Columbus, O. (R. R.), res.

Grover, J. B., Somerville, Mass., dec.

Gutsch, F. J., to Topeka, Kan. (R. R.)

Hoskins, W. C., Omaha, Neb., res.

Jones, J. H., to Monroe, Va. (R. R.)

Kurtz, G. P., to West Side Branch, New York Citj.

Lark, F. C, to Little Rock, Ark. (R. R.)
Lippincott. W. A., C. & N. W. R. R., Chicago, res.

Lohman, W. C to Racine, Wis. (Ed. Dir.)

McCoy, F. E., to Columbus, O. (R. R.)

Nelson, J. W., fo Van Buren, Ark. (R. R.)

Northrup, W. G., Milwaukee, Wis., res.

Roper, G. K., to Clifton Forge, Va. (R. R.)

Rothery, W. S., to Omaha, Neb.

Rutherford, M. R., to Kalamazoo, Mich.

Stephen, E., to Fredericton, N. B.

Stich, W. R., to Pine Bluff, Ark. (R. R.)

Stith, L. T., to Van Buren, Ark. (R. R.)

Whitten, H. B., Clifton Forge, Va. (R. R.), res.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.

Coughlin, W. B., Jacksonville to Kcwanec, 111.
Fitzgerald, E. G., Oklahoma City to Grand Forks, K.D

Keil, W. C, Paterson, N. J., res.

Lloyd, E. E., to De Sota, Mo. (R. R.)

Maier, Augustus, to Paterson, N. J.

Miller, E. F.. to Clarksburg, W. Va.

Mullison, G. B., to Mobile, Ala. (Asst.)

Singley, V. L., Petersburg, Va., re*.

Wambold, R. S., to Bucyrus, O.

Warthen, C. R., Lynchburg to Roanoke, Va.

Wittig, R. L., Roanoke to Petersburg, Va.

COUNTY SECRETARY.

Hansen, F. M., to Greene County, la.

ASSISTANT STATE SECRETARY.

Collins, C. W., to Alabama, Mississippi and Louisas

PROVINCIAL SECRETARY.

Irving, G., McGill University to Manitoba and

west Provinces.

Note.—A list of paid officers revised to Januarr

1, 1905, may be secured by sending 25 cents to U"

International Committee, 3 West 29th street,

York.
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SHALL THERE BE A GREAT RELIGIOUS AWAKENING?

Grounds of Expectation

There were certain wise men in Palestine who were rebuked by the Master because

they did not know how to discern the signs of the times. The ability to feel and see

the drift of things seems to be an important part of a religious worker's outfit, and if he

lacks this he is seriously handicapped in his work.

No one sensitive to spiritual atmospheres can fail to note the increasing signs of the

approach of a great spiritual awakening. Among these signs of the times the following

are deserving of consideration :

1. The wonderful revival within the last year in England, the still more remarkable

revival now in progress in Wales, and the multiplying indications of a great awakening in

Scotland. The world is one, and what takes place in one quarter is often the prophecy of

a movement destined to become world-wide.

2. Many Christian workers, in many scattered fields have had for months the impres

sion that a great day is at hand. It is the men who are in closest contact with the

people who are best fitted to tell us what the Lord is about to do.

3. Churches in increasing numbers are praying and working for a fresh baptism of the

spirit. The increased vigor with which various denominations are pushing their evan

gelistic work is indicative of a growing desire in the hearts of Christians that the Word

of the Lord may run and be glorified, and this desire is in itself an assurance of fulfillment.

4. The flood of intellectual confusion is abating. For forty days and forty nights it

rained criticism and all the lands have been covered fathoms deep by an ocean of negation.

But the waters are rapidly subsiding, and there is now an abundance of dry land on which

to build. From this onward our work is to be constructive, and the great facts of redemp

tion will be proclaimed with their old-time passion and power.

5. Clear-eyed men are seeing with increasing distinctness the magnitude of the perils

by which we as a nation are confronted. It is certain that the republic cannot survive

without religion, and all thoughtful men are coming to see that it is high time we were

awaking out of our sleep and proclaiming with new enthusiasm the one name given among

men whereby we must be saved.

6. Having revelled long in the glory of socialistic theories and conceptions, we are

seeing that the individual, after all, is never to be lost sight of, and that it is by the con

sistent testimony of the individual disciple presented to the mind and heart of the individual

sinner that the Church is to conquer and humanity be redeemed. Our growing apprehen

sion of the Christian way of working is certain to usher in a triumphal day.

Broadway Tabernacle. CHARLES E. JEFFERSON.

An Unparalleled Interest of Men in Spiritual Things

The revival spirit is deepening in our country with each passing day. I have studied

the Church at large carefully for the past three years and am in a position to know that

the skies are brightening with the promise of a better day. I have not in all my ministry

seen such awakenings as I have been privileged to have a share in since the first of Octo

ber. If there has been one distinguishing feature in all this work it has been the unpar

alleled interest of the men in spiritual things. I have preached to more men during the

past three months than ever before, and they have literally flocked to Christ. Men every

where seem to be hungry for the Gospel. They are getting sick of sin and have a growing
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sense of the need of the Saviour. The Young Men's Christian Association stands in a unique

position to lead in this great work. The Association secretaries are men of God so far 95

I know them, peculiarly adapted to lead in such a movement. My heart is on fire as I think

of what may be accomplished during the next year. I pray God's best blessing upon the

effort which may now be put forth. My faith leads me to prophesy that we are on the eve

of the greatest religious awakening the world has yet known.

J. WILBUR CHAPMAN,

Corresponding Secretary of the General Assembly's Committee on Evangelistic Work.

The Divine Initiative

How do great ideas arise? Whence do they come? A great leader in Christian work

has said his best plans came suddenly in impulses on unexpected occasions. Spurgeon

said the best plans for Christ were his first thoughts on a matter. The Holy Spirit can

and has and will suggest plans which will lead to success if followed. He may

speak through the example of others. How many have been stirred to missionary effort

by the example of Carey and Moffat. George Mueller was incited to begin his orphan

houses by the example of Francke of Halle. Sometimes a scripture word or example has

had an originating effect in the mind. The example of the children of the world is spoken

of by our Lord as a source of wise initiative. Much of good has come from what in

science we would call experimenting. Christian workers have found, after a trial, that

such and such a plan works well. There are minds which have a superabundance of sug

gestion but lack the means or force of character to carry into execution. These are treas

ures to be valued. But above all in originating power is the direct suggestion of the Holy

Spirit in prayer or meditation or the study of the Word. Where one deliberately puts

himself under the operation of the Holy Spirit for the work of God and waits patiently

and responds promptly he will undoubtedly be led aright. But it will often appear contrary

to self-interest and often point to the path of self-denial and sometimes contrary to the

wisdom of man. But when followed in faith it must succeed in that to which God has sent it.

The motive will, in case of doubt, tell whether the plan is of God or not. The desire for

ease, gain or popularity or self-advancement, however skilfully hidden from one's recog

nition, are contrary to divine guidance. God cannot cater to such motives or further such

plans, and it is ruin to be so left to oneself. ALEXANDER PATTERSON.

Chicago.

The Dynamic of the Kingdom

Let us take a concrete case which will open the truth for us. John Wesley was born

and reared in a Christian home, was educated for the ministry, was even led to give him

self to the work of a missionary, and started for America as his field of future labor.

He was a Christian of the type of thousands to-day, doubtless having a saving faith in

Jesus Christ as his Saviour; but knowing nothing of a baptism of power for service. He

met some Moravians who had come to understand Pentecost in their own lives. Wesley

was led into the fulness of a religious experience unknown before. He returned to

England. At that time England was in a state of pitiful moral degeneration, in the

Church, as well as out of it. Every sixth house in London was a place for the sale of

liquor. Lecky tells us there was "an epidemic of gin drinking," and Boswell records the

testimony of Dr. Johnson that "every decent man was drunk every night." Any city in

Christendom to-day would blush at the thought of an immoral atmosphere such as London

had when John Wesley returned to his native land.

What had caused the change? Education? Culture? Legislation? Why, the mem

bers of Parliament were the foremost men in this rotten society, and the educated and

cultured men and women of the time were the active leaders in the life which saturated

Church and State alike. No, there was just one explanation of the marvelous change

which swept over England, marking the beginning of a new era in all its life. That

explanation was in the fact that two men were filled with the power of the Holy Spirit

of the living God. John Wesley and George Whitfield went up and down Great Britain

witnessing for Jesus Christ, even as the apostles did of old. And every time that the

Kingdom of God has made an appreciable advance anywhere, the one explanation has

always been that some one man, or more, has surely been receiving this same power of the

Spirit of God. That power is the Dynamic of the Kingdom.

You will remember that our Lord told His disciples to tarry in Jerusalem for that

power. They had all the training, at the feet of the Master Himself, that any eleven men

needed to begin Christian work ; but He said to them : "Tarry. You are not yet ready."
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Think of the contrast in these men just before and just after Pentecost. Just before,

James and John wanted the two best places next to Christ. The others were angry when

they heard of it, for all of them wanted the same places ! Philip did not understand Him.

Thomas doubted. All of them forsook Him in the garden. Peter denied Him, while

Judas betrayed him. All this just before Pentecost, true of the very best Christians alive

at that time! But a few days later Peter and John, facing death with quiet confidence,

rejoicing that they were counted worthy to suffer for His sake. All of them going forth

to be His witnesses in this new power which men could not fail to recognize, because it

was changing the lives of these Christians.

Are we like the disciples before Pentecost, or like the apostles after Pentecost? Paul

once had occasion to suspect that some Christians whom he had met had not gone very far

in their Christian life. He judged so because of the evidence in their lives. So he asked

if they had received the Holy Spirit since they believed. They confessed that they had

not. If Paul were to spend a week with any of us, would he have occasion to suspect

that we also were strangers to this power of God? We know whether our lives would

reveal the presence or betray the lack of the power of God, inspiring us to holy living,

girding us for heroic service, guiding us into larger duty, and giving us grace to live at

once an aggressive, an unspotted and a peaceful life. Shall we let God turn in His search

light upon our hearts and show us ourselves?

Who can doubt that God is waiting to give another repetition of Pentecostal baptism

to every individual, to every Church, to every Association, to every community that really

longs for it? Look at Wales at this very time. The power is there. They will tell you

it was given in answer to prayer. Christ teaches that the Holy Spirit is given to us as

we ask for Him. The world soon knows whether He is in us or not. Phillips Brooks

was right when he said, "The great argument is not a syllogism ; it is a man !" We

are to be such witnesses for our Saviour as He would have us be only when we learn

that we are spiritual beggars, with nothing of our own ; that our power is all from God,

as He uses us to His glory. Shall our prayer be to Him with great longing for His

power to be given to us, even to us, in our place and our work? He longs to give the

blessing the moment we are ready to receive. What wondrous things God will do even

through us as we give ourselves to Him so completely that He can dare to trust us with

His power! HOWARD AGNEW JOHNSTON.

Prayer and Its Relation to Evangelism

Historically, the relation of prayer to evangelism has been that of simultaneity. They

have happened together. Their dates have always been the same. Whenever there has

been prayer there has been evangelism. There never has been evangelism where there

was no prayer. The history of revivals has been a record of the prayer life of God's

people. Prayer and evangelism rise and fall on the same tide. As prayer intensifies, the

evangelistic activities of the Church multiply. Their simultaneotisness has not always

been apparent, but investigation has disclosed it. Hard by the populous assembly, with

its Pentecostal preaching and its resistless spiritual power, has been the "upper chamber,"

with its circle of prayer, its atmosphere of faith, and its attitude of expectancy ; where

God's elect have tarried "in prayer and supplication," until holy fire falls and Pentecost is

fully come. The fact that prayer and evangelism have always occurred on the same

dates, and that neither appears without the other, indicates there must be a closer connec

tion between the two than mere simultaneity.

Experimentally, the relation of prayer to evangelism is the relation of cause and

effect. Prayer acquires the power which produces a state of revival. Prayer is contact

with the supernatural. It is the soul connecting with the divine dynamo, until human

personalities become charged with the might of God's personality. The wires may be in

perfect order and the cars the finest product of the shops, the power-house may be all

that is desired and the dynamos mighty enough to transport a metropolis, but not a wheel

turns until the transit wires connect with the dynamos. In spiritual experience prayer

is the dynamo. The church may be thoroughly organized ; it may have a large and

influential constituency, an eloquent preacher, a harmonious choir, an endowment that

extinguishes anxiety and a site that assures respectability. And God may not only have

sufficient converting power to transform the community, but He may be exhausting divine

ingenuity in the effort to communicate that power to the church : but until prayer makes

the connection, the church is a dead wire. Prayer produces evangelism because prayer

acquires power from on high. It must, of course, be true prayer. It must adore the divine

will and turn from every known sin. But if the prayer he genuine, its task is not to per
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suade a reluctant God to convert the world, but to receive and express the power that makes

a channel for itself.

If this be true, the secret of a great and enduring revival is not obscure. Practically,

the relation of prayer to evangelism is the relation of success to effort, of victory to the

campaign.

Every now and then there is an oracular deliverance by some prayerless church that

revivals have gone out of fashion, and that because of the modern critical method of treat

ing religion, we must seek to advance the kingdom in other ways. Then God and His rem

nant get together in an upper chamber, where some are simple enough to "tarry at

Jerusalem until they be endued with power from on high," and directly as in revival-

swept Wales to-day, the apostolic tides of the first century sweep over the church of the

twentieth. It baffles the critical method, and brings confusion to the oracles of distrust.

It is the practical demonstration that God still lives and that all He ever had for His Church

in any age He has for His Church in every age, if only His people will live where He can

live with them. Prayer accompanies evangelism, prayer produces evangelism, prayer is

evangelism. To our knees, then I JAMES I. VANCE.

Newark, N. J.

The New Evangelism

There has always been a new evangelism every time men get back to the old, simple

earnestness of Paul.

The thought of this age has erected a splendid structure of Christian truth ; now all

it needs is a "house-warming."

Religion without emotion is like a ship without sails or steam; it may be beautiful,

but it won't, "go."

Clean up that word passion; polish off the rust and wash away the dirt; it is the imme

diate jewel of religion, a passion of God.

The modern theological conception of God as a Father is infinitely better than the

mediaeval conception of Him as a Monarch, for evangelistic purposes.

As a new baptism, read Sabatier's Life of Francis d'Assisi.

The world is cold; religion is virtue on fire.

Men are drawn to fire, like moths ; they flock to obtain a blazing heart.

Culture burns better than ignorance; it is a clean, brilliant electric glow, while igno

rance burns like pine, sooty and malodorous. FRANK CRANE.

Worcester, Mass.

Are We Willing to Pay the Price?

The distinguishing mark of every real spiritual awakening is life—full, abundant,

spiritual life. This overflowing life, which is our supreme need, and which Christ imparts,

gives unmistakable proof of its existence. It is rich, overflowing, irresistible. By it the

weak are made mighty; the silent disciple is made to witness with power for His Lord;

the lukewarm are made ardent. Artificiality is destroyed ; a spontaneous movement begins.

With this life from above, fulness of power comes upon man. Is not this full, rich, resistless

life the urgent need of the church? Do many of us disgrace our Master by our scant,

flickering, spiritual life? Is it not to our shame that our Christian lives resemble a trickling

rivulet when our divine Lord assures us that they may be like an overflowing stream? We

must go to the Fountain. With Paul, and the great host beside, who waxed valiant in the

campaigns of the Master, we must obtain through faith the abundant life our Lord is ready

to give. Union with Him is life. When, unked to Him by a living, obedient faith, we make

it possible for Him to fill us with His power, He can use us to achieve a mighty work.

What we need in America is a genuine, unmistakable, unresistible spiritual awakening.

The need is spiritual life, in such fulness that the most skeptical, the most sinful, will

be compelled to recognize it and respond to it. The moment seems ripe, not for a man-

made movement, but for a God-sent revival.

The present Welsh revival seems to be the outcome of the mighty workings of the

Spirit of God. It has some of the characteristics of the first Pentecost. There is a strength.

a buoyancy, a sanity about it that indicates a divine origin. It moves forward with but

little machinery. It is independent of committees. The people themselves become evan

gelistic workers. It is a modern comment upon Paul's words, "The Kingdom of God is

not in word, but in power." One familiar with the Welsh awakening says that men are

more in the grip of an influence than making efforts which started from their own minds.

A pastor says the revival has literally transformed his church. Another refers to it as
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a revival in the supremest sense, God visiting His people and giving them new life, and

by the power of his spirit imparting new life to thousands dead in trespasses and sins.

Gamblers, atheists, drunkards, prize-fighters, have publicly prayed that God would forgive

them and regenerate them by His spirit.

Are we willing to pay the price of such an awakening in America? What is the

price? "If ye abide in me, and my words abide in you, ye shall ask what ye will, and it

shall be done unto you. Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit; so shall

ye be my disciples." With such a promise, how can any man excuse himself for spiritual

impotency and the inactivity resulting therefrom? Let us use the path to the Fountain of

Life and Strength. DON O. SHELTON.

i i

The Needed Revival—What Is God Waiting For?

Is It Organization?—We have 1,800 points of contact in our commercial, industrial, mili

tary and educational centers, with 50,000 trusted men in line, waiting for the signal, and

our wires all laid. But the revival we need, which is the flood tide of spiritual life and power,

may create its own organization, for life is an organizer, and, like the stream at flood, may

cut a new channel.

Isle Money?—We have $30,000,000 in the Association plant, with $5,000,000 additional

waiting for investment, and $4,000,000 of working capital. But the revival we need, while it

condescends to use our money is entirely independent of it, and, if necessary, could create

new and abundant financial resources from the free-will offerings of its converts as it did

at Pentecost.

Is It a Workable Plan?—Our plan is scientific, philosophical, flexible, works anywhere

and almost runs itself. What is lacking is mnde up by supervision, and that is a part of the

plan. But a perfect plan may be perfectly ineffective, like an engine without power, and

the successful working of our plans, involving the transformation of life and character,

depends absolutely on that which can only be added by revival.

Is It Power of Administration ?—Notwithstanding mistakes and failure, the Association

movement, regarded purely as a business enterprise, is advancing by leaps and bounds,

because it commands the best grade of administrative talent, both voluntary and secre

tarial. But it is not a question of building, but rather whether what we are building is a

part of the Kingdom of God, and this can only be accomplished by the undisputed guidance

and control of the great Master Builder, which in turn can only be insured by revival.

Is It Imperial Opportunity?—We already possess the gates of the non-Christian nations

and our secretaries are advancing with the armies of Japan. But such opportunity only

multiplies responsibility and increases our dependence on those spiritual forces, which are

both the occasion and the product of revival. In fact, all these things—organization, money,

plan, leadership and imperial opportunity—have been possessed by enterprises and empires

long since buried. If, therefore, our trust is chiefly in these, our work is doomed. It is

true, we have had some spiritual results, but, while perhaps 10,000 men accepted Christ last

year through our Associations, more than 1,0!)0,000 non-Christian men came within the

circle of our influence and passed on unsaved. The fact is we have had just about enough

of spiritual results "to brag about" and have doubtless improved our opportunity. But how

pitifully and infinitesimally small these results are, compared with our responsibility for the

young men of our generation and our stewardship of a Gospel commanding the revival

power of God! The revival that will transform our baser metal into gold and give com

mensurate spiritual dividends to our comparatively unprofitable investments, waits not on

things or conditions but on men. '

The Question Is Personal, not what but who is God waiting for? In the present revival

movement in Wales God seemingly has passed over most of the men in positions of official^

responsibility and chosen and magnified an unknown man of no particular education

or training, but "whose heart was perfect toward Him." If God works now as

in the past the man He is looking and waiting for as a channel of revival

power will be himself an illustration and a trophy of that power. If he is fairly well sat

isfied with himself and his achievements, he will doubtless be humbled and have the conceit

effectually taken out of him. Otherwise he cannot appreciate the superficiality of his life

and work, which in others as in himself makes a revival necessary. If he has been trusting

in anything short of the living God, his false props will probably have to be taken from under

him, that he may learn to throw himself on God with an abandonment that knows no alter

native and cherishes no mental or practical reservation. If prayer has been a formality with

him or a formula to conjure with, or to practice chiefly for its reflex influence, he will doubt
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less be placed in circumstances where he will have to pray for his life, that he may learn to live

the life of prayer. If he has been seeking fifth, not first, the Kingdom of God, he must learn

to "forsake all" that he may truly be Christ's disciple. If he has been seeking "great

things for himself" he need not sacrifice ambition, but simply its objective, and he may come

to understand the promise "the works that I do shall he do also and greater works than

these." Such an experience will doubtless be contagious and may introduce the revival for

which we pray. C. K. OBER.

Bible Study and Evangelistic Work

The growth of Bible study under Association auspices is most gratifying and encour

aging. An increase of over 100 per cent, in five years indicates opportunity and obligation.

The chief object to be kept in view should be evangelism. The Bible is literature, history,

poetry and ethics, but it is, above all, the revelation of God's mercy in the plan of salvation.

The study of the Word should be pursued to gain from it what Christ himself and His Apos

tles taught as to the way of life. There should be an analysis of each gospel or epistle to

discover what it reveals as necessary to salvation. The study of the Bible by topics would

be a most valuable and profitable method. What do the Scriptures teach as to repentance,

regeneration, faith, sanctification, consecration and service of Christ? Such a method would

give interest and point to Bible study. A definite object would be stimulus and inspiration.

Philadelphia. JOHN H. CONVERSE.

Conversational Evangelism—An Opportunity—I

BY FRED S. GOODMAN.

What is the heart of Jesus' farewell mes

sages? Select all His recorded words after the

resurrection, put them together, and in sub

stance you have these thoughts : "My work on

earth for the salvation of men is accomplished.

The way of forgiveness, long promised, is now

open to all. You, my disciples, have been

chosen and trained for the one purpose of

bearing to the ends of the earth, the glad mes

sage of salvation. Go ye therefore, fulfil your

mission, help me to win wanderers back to my

Father. As you thus go, I will go with you

and empower you. The winning of men is the

longing of my heart. This will be the chief

aim of each loyal follower. Go now, every

where I Win men ! Win men !"

What is the trouble with the Church of

Christ in America? Why is she showing such

slight actual gain in accessions from outside

ranks ? Why is she apparently winning so few

men to Christ?

These and like questions will not down.

They ought to be answered. They are of vital

interest to every follower of Christ. From the

latest statistics we learn that the net gain last

year in five leading Protestant denominations

averaged less than 2} per cent, of their mem

bership. Furthermore, nearly 60 per cent, of

the increase came from the Sunday-schools. In

the Young Men's Christian Associations of

North America less than one-third reported

one or more men uniting with churches last

year, as the direct result of Association effort.

What is the explanation? Is the Gospel

losing its power? Is it being outgrown. Is it

not adapted to present conditions? Are the

unevangelized less willing to listen to public

nnd personal appeals than a generation ago?

We have abundant evidence to the contrary.

Some explanations given for the condition

we have suggested are the following: The

rapid growth of our foreign population, with

differing or opposing faiths; the increasing

complexity of our American life, and the con

sequent absorption in other things ; the growth

of the commercial spirit, monopolizing every

ounce of energy and producing atrophy of the

spiritual sense; the industrial problem, with

its attending evils; scepticism, due to assaults

on the integrity of the Bible ; the failure to use

old-time methods of evangelism and the old-

time evangel.

While these answers furnish a partial expla

nation the cause lies far deeper. There are at

least two reasons which I believe are a suffi

cient explanation: (1) The average Ameri

can Christian has somehow misconceived the

meaning and significance of the Christian life.

He does not feel called upon to "bear his cross

daily." To quote the words of a recent writer

in the Outlook: "St. Paul's contention that he

bore in his body the marks of the Lord Jesus

is rarely the proud boast of the modern Chris

tian disciple. He contents himself largely with

a weekly attendance upon some church service,

and' through the week mingles with the world

about him, quite indifferent to any further re

sponsibility for the spread of Christ's Kingdom

among men." (2) The average Christian mis

understands the meaning and scope of evan

gelism, and is ignorant of or indifferent to his

own responsibility to participate in the evan

gelization of men. The layman who feels this

responsibility and consistently acts accordingly,

is regarded by many as an abnormal or eccen

tric Christian. All admit the power of per

sonal evangelism. The pastor, the Association

secretary and the Sunday-school teacher of

course will do it. But somehow, it does not

strike the average layman that equally with his
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pastor he is to bear a true report of his Mas

ter, not only by his life, but by his words to

those he meets in the daily affairs of life, as op

portunity offers. This effort to witness to the

other man, the one next to him, is not a

natural and normal part of his life's pro

gram.

Here is our weak spot. We, the laymen,

are not filling the place designed for us in our

Lord's plan for bringing in the Kingdom. We

do not think of it. We have not been trained

for it in the church. With rare exceptions, we

seldom try to do it. The preaching in the av

erage American pulpit is strong and increas

ingly evangelistic. The machinery of Christian

work in Church and Association is of the best.

The resources for a great evangelistic move

ment are adequate, but our Lord's campaign

for winning men lags, while the ever-alert and

aggressive adversary keeps up his successful

assaults on manhood. We, the rank and file of

Christ's Church, are not in line. In the home,

the office, the highway of life, we are largely

silent. We are not giving Him who loved us

the place He was promised when we yielded

out hearts to Him.

In the facts here suggested lies the supreme

opportunity of the.Young Men's Christian As

sociations. We have the greatest lay move

ment of this generation. We have the mate

rial equipment, methods of training, the place

of leadership, freedom from entangling alli

ances, and the attention of men. The great

est opportunity of our history is before us. It

is to inaugurate and prosecute in a sane but

earnest and comprehensive fashion a campaign

of Conversational Evangelism. The crowds of

men about us are accessible as never before.

The Church of Christ needs us. The Master

calls us to it. We have been providentially

prepared for such a campaign. Humanly

speaking, we have everything in our favor.

Shall we do it?

This brief series of papers will seek to set

forth some of the principles underlying what

we have termed Conversational Evangelism.

In the "Prospector," the last book by Ralph

Connor, the hero's widowed Scotch mother

listens in the college chapel to a burning ap

peal in behalf of needy men in the far north

west. Her son "Shock," the University man,

hears the same appeal, and decides to give his

life to this work. The dear old mother fights

a great battle, knowing that her boy would

leave her alone to follow his Master's call. She

finally wins the victory, and says to her young

companion : "There is only one claim, lassie,

only one claim. His claim is the first. All

other claims will be working that first. One,

aye, that's it. Only one claim. God peety us,

only one claim." "He died for all, that they

who live should no longer live for themselves,

but for Him who, for their sakes, died and

rose again."

Messages to Association Men

The Business of Life

As I look upon the young men of our coun

try and of all Christian countries, the potential

force that might win the world for Christ in

their own generation, the one wish of my heart

is that they may seek and win the highest form

of power for all worthy achievement—spiritual

power. We have passed from the reign of

physical force to that of knowledge. Knowl

edge is, indeed, a mighty power, and mighty

changes have been wrought in our day by the

trained minds that have through it wielded the

forces of our age.- But there comes after this

power one whose shoes' latchet it is unworthy

to unloose. More than intellectual exceeds

physical force does spiritual power exceed

both. 1 would have our ambitious young men

"covet earnestly the best gifts" and seek in

very deed to be "Godsmen"—possessed by the

divine spirit, endued for the greater work of

their age, and realizing that whatever their

avocation their business in life is to bring in

the Kingdom of Christ. A man with robust

body and strong, trained mind may do all

things possible to men, but a divinely possessed

man can do what is impossible to men.

W. W. SMITH.

Randolph-Mason System, Virginia.

BeJMost, Enjoy Most, Count Most

I cannot think of the young men of America

without asking myself for them, What are

the ' essentials in a really successful life?

What are the things really worth while? And

I seem forced to answer my own question by

saying, What is really worth while is so to

learn the laws of the world and of one's own

being as to be most, enjoy most, and count

most. The three essentials in really successful

living are character, happiness and influence.

And if the world in which we live is a unity

and has back of it a really righteous purpose,

the conditions of these three essentials must

be everywhere really the same, since they are

exactly the conditions involved in the laws of

the world and of our own being. I wish, there

fore, for the young men of America, that they

may first of all be what they ought to be;

that they may come to steadiness, breadth,

depth, fineness and beauty of life ; that they

may come into the highest joy which is the

natural result of any truly righteous and har

monious life ; and that they may count as real

seed of the Kingdom in bringing on the great

coming civilization of brotherly men.

HENRY CHURCHILL KING.

Oberlin College.



A MINING CAMP IN THE ROCKIES.

The Rocky Mountain Miner

BY W. J. FRASER.

Something about the great West has caught

the eye of the artists and bookmen, and it is

held up to view as the picturesque land of the

picturesque man of picturesque language. The

lasso and pick and gun and cuss word have all

been glorified and lied about until the real

man with his real troubles has been lost

sight of.

Most everything in the way of scenery can

be found somewhere in this region that spreads

from way north to New Mexico. When God

piles up rocks until they are 15,000 feet high

and then takes 10,000 years to carve them into

forms of beauty, the result is worth seeing. It

has seemed necessary that man should do some

carving of his own in this land, and this brings

us to the miner with his troubles. Like all

miners he faces daily danger of life and limb.

On the train sat one with both eyes blown out

by an explosion. Sockets were gone and the

places for eyes were just hollows in the broad

yellow face. Then at night the bunkhouse is

roused by the noise of men bringing in two men

victims of another explosion. "I am afraid this

means a glass eye apiece," said the surgeon. It

meant exactly that, and though the company

paid the bill it could not cover the loss.

The evenings at the bunkhouse were largely

occupied with talk of the time the men were

smothered in Bullion Tunnel by the smoke of

the burning building over the entrance; the

snowslide at the Liberty Bell, when more than

twenty men went to sudden spectacular death ;

of the battle about the Smuggler, when one of

the old strikes was on, and how the strikers cap

tured the mine and then "drilled"the scabs over

the range (forcing them in bitter cold and with

out shoes to climb miles over a dizzy trail

through snow and over rough rocks to the tune

of curses and blows, one man dying on the way

as a result of the brutal beating) ; how Fisher

got hit on the head by a falling rock last night

and "cracked his nut," but he would get well.

A religious census in scores of these "camps"

would reveal a state of bankruptcy, so far as

any formal expression of Christian life is con

cerned. Two hundred and fifty men gather at

the call of some mining company about the

streak of gold underground. The altitude may

be anywhere from 5,000 feet above sea level to

13,000 feet and the air is thin enough to make

excuses of. Following the traditions of the

Fathers of "49" they work seven days a week.

The man who has never done this thing can

not guess how it grinds, how men harden under

it, how hopeless the outlook or life is. One

man said: "I am a member of the Presbyte

rian Church and used to sing in the choir and

now I cannot tell when Sunday comes without

looking at the calendar. One day is just like

another and I get desperate at times." The

manager of a mine in Idaho one day in answer
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'o the question whether anything could be done

to give the miners a chance for some religious

and social life, said: "All the managers I

know think the situation in that regard is ab

solutely hopeless. One man in a part of the

ccuntry where they did not work Sunday had

whisky brought out to the mine and sold to the

rren at cost in order to keep them there. He

reported that they all had an awful drunk, but

were on hand for work Monday." Almost

every town that is a supply center for the

camps of a district is filled with saloons, gam

bling houses and brothels that on pay-day

gather in the money of the men and send them

back to their work handicapped with disease

and more fit for the hospital than for hard

work.

The one hopeful feature in some of the camps

is the effort of the company to give their men

good hospital and medical treatment. Each

man is required to give $1.50 monthly toward

the hospital fund. In return for this the com

pany furnishes a resident physician—often a

very good man and physician—who gives im

mediate attention to all accident cases and to

all sickness except chronic disorders and

venereal diseases.

The bunkhouse system prevails in all of the

scattered camps. In a few places like Cripple

Creek it is possible for men to go and come

from work, thus living in boarding-houses in

town or at home. But very few of the bunk-

houses give even a decent excuse for lodging.

Six men in a room seems to be the rule in the

best of them and the men furnish their own

bedding and often carry their own bugs from

camp to camp. The food provided is usually

good, well cooked and abundant. Walking

with a German miner up the trail one day, he

said of the bunkhouses at one mine : "Von off

dem is dirty und awful crowdet un the oder

von is so cold like hell."

The fact that the eight-hour day is the rule

gives the men a number of hours some time

in the day or night when they have little or

nothing to do, and the need of some social or

decent time-spending provision is very appar

ent. Card-playing, either innocently or for

money, is the one standard amusement. It

seems to be invariable and unending. No one

seems to have the nerve or ingenuity to even

suggest checkers or marbles—it is always cards,

cards. Cards litter the ground all round, they

stare at you from everywhere. They seem to

be a fixed part of the scenery and the immuta

ble order of things. Gambling is constant, not

universal but fearfully prevalent. About pay

day, even in the best-regulated camps, games

are likely to run all night and hundreds of

dollars change hands.

There is profanity, perpetual, vulgar, vile

and promiscuous, but very rarely picturesque

or funny, sizzling through the air all the time.

The common talk of a large number of the

men abounds with indecencies as well as pro

fanity, and the indecent talk is harder to bear

than the other for the same reason. At times

it is positively sickening. Men say that in the

mines and bedrooms men relate to each other the

minutest details of their orgies in the brothels,

thus spreading the fire that never dies to men

who are still making a fight for a remnant of

decency.

"What can a fellow do?" said a youngster

to me, "there's no place to go but to the devil."

There is a hopeful side.1 It has its basis in

the need the men feel for something to

help them from losing the last remnant of

purpose to "do better," in the men here and

there who are still standing by something of

their religious conviction of past days, and in

the adaptability of the Young Men's Christian

Association to meeting the need wisely and

effectively. A letter from one man throws

Hght on the need and the desire for something

better : "That night I came from town drunk

and drew my pay, and after you gave me the

talking to about God and my mother I really

felt ashamed and sorry for the way I had car

ried on and determined to do what was right

in the future. My mother thinks I am still

what I used to be at home, what they call a

good, honest boy. But I am ashamed to say

since coming West my ways changed very

much for the bad. I've had good opportunities

and made splendid money, but sorry to say my

company wasn't of the best class. I quit going

to church, quit reading my Bible and every

thing that was good and turned to gambling,

drink and everything that was bad, but now

I have turned over a new leaf and hope I will

be guided to keep the right way."

To Erect Club Houses for Employees

The largest appropriation ever made by a

railroad company for the establishment of

Young Men's Christian Associations along

its line has just been authorized by the board

of directors of a southern company, which,

upon the recommendation of its president,

voted that $60,000 be spent in the erection of

buildings and the betterment of the railroad

Association equipment at division points

along the line of its road during 1905. This

will provide three new buildings and exten

sive improvements in the Associations already

organized. The excellent influence of the

Association on the men centering at one of

the most rough and raw division points on

the road has led the president to recommend

this appropriation. At Douglas, Ariz., the rail

road and mining companies centering there

have given $25,000 for an Association club

house, and the miners and railroad men con

tributed $10,000 more.



COLLINS' MAKESHIFT FOR ARMY ASSOCIATION TENT IN MINDANAO, P. I.

An Army Secretary's Life in the Philippines

SOME NOTES OF SECRETARY Z. C. COLLINS, PHILIPPINE SERVICE.

As the writer has visited some of the mag

nificent Association buildings in the States

and looked over their splendid equipment, he

has often wondered whether the privileges -of

these up-to-date plants were enjoyed as keenly

by the young men here as some of the meager

privileges offered by our army Association in

the Philippines are enjoyed by our soldiers

there. Surely there can be no comparison in

equipment, which in the Philippine army life

varies from the contents of the saddle-bags or

suit-cases of the secretary to the well-appointed

rooms in Iloilo or Manila. We doubt if Asso

ciation rooms in any of our cities or towns

have been more appreciated than the little

reading-room has been by the Twenty-second

Infantry at Camp Marahui, in the interior of

the Island of Mindanao. Bamboo, condemned

canvas and a few paulins were the only avail

able material for a building, but the regular

can do much with little ; so in a few days after

the matter was suggested the soldiers had their

room completed. Tin cans from the com

pany kitchens furnished brilliant reflectors for

the tallow dips, and bamboo tables and benches

covered with I. C. canvas completed the fur

nishings. Four Helen Miller Gould traveling

libraries of sixty bound volumes each and an

abundant supply of "flag stationery" and maga

zines, an assortment of games and a folding

organ, all furnished by the army Association,

completed the equipment. And are such few

privileges appreciated? Ask the men stationed

in that dreary isolated camp on the shore of

Lake Lanao, as they gather about the tables

when off duty during the day, or as they liter

ally crowd the tent evenings. Ask Chaplain

Fitzgerald, who stands in the center of the

group in the cut, that devoted, cultured Catho

lic chaplain, the idol of his regiment, both en

listed men and officers. Ask Colonel Wygant,

the commanding officer, or any officer of the

staff or line, and you will receive the same

emphatic answer from all. They will tell you

in substance that these simple privileges are a

Godsend in such a place, and that only one who

has soldiered under camp conditions can realize

how much they are appreciated.

Some six months before the writer's visit tc

Marahui a Catholic captain of cavalry at Camp

Pantar, Mindanao, pointed with pride to the

little Young Men's Christian Association tent

which he had erected for the men of his troop,

and told of its influence for good.

The Army secretary recalls very vividly his

association with Chaplain Doherty at Camp

Jossman, Guimaras Island, and the tireless

energy and tact with which he worked to keep

his men from the fierce temptations of camp

life. "Pay-day to-morrow ; come over with

your zonophone," or "bring your stereopticon

and slides," would be the message, and the sec

retary at Iloilo would start for camp and then

the chaplain and secretary would test the

power of ^ the counter-attraction. The first

evening after pay-day was always the critical

period. If the men could be held in the camp

until "taps," many of them could be induced to

deposit their pay the following day. The

Lord blessed the combined efforts of chaplain

and secretary in this preventive work. Chap

lain Doherty, a loyal Catholic priest, is un
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stinted in his praise of the Association and its

method of work in the army.

Singing books were left by an Army secre

tary with a troop of cavalry at an isolated post

in the Philippines, and nearly a year afterward

it was found that the men had been gathering

regularly for a song service ; and yet some say

the regular does not care for such things.

"It would be easy to live a clean life if we

had help like this," said a bright fellow, after

a gospel service at Camp Vicars.

It was only a word or two quietly spoken and

a little booklet left in his room, but the Hob-

Spirit watered the seed and by and by a letter

came, saying, "I have signed the 'White Life

Pledge' and am trying to live a Christian life.

I wish I had been told these things before."

"Don't you remember me?" he said to the

Army secretary as they met on the transport

coming home. "I used to attend your services

in Bilibib Prison. Drink did it. Now I am

going home to begin a new life."

The Army secretary had been locked into the

large room that contained the military prison

ers in Bilibid Prison, Manila. A few songs had

been sung and the secretary kneeled in prayer.

Do such men believe in prayer? There were

nearly a score of men in the room, and when

the secretary lifted his head his eyes filled with

tears. Every man was on his knees.

It was at Camp Vicars, Mindanao, in the

heart of the Moro country, that the camera

caught these men, who having themselves

brought things to pass appreciate the work of

"an organization that does things"; General

Sumner, at this time in command of the de

partment of Mindanao and Jolo ; Admiral

A SNAPSHOT OF CAPT. PERSHING, ADMIRAL

EVANS AND GEN. SUMNER AT

CAMP VICARS.

Evans, in command of the Asiatic squadron,

and Captain Pershing, who showed such fine

diplomacy in handling the treacherous Moros

as long as diplomacy was practical and such

promptness and skill in "smashing" their cottas

or forts when words were futile and lead and

cold steel were necessary, each and all believe

in the Association as a practical, helpful, re

ligious and moral factor in the army and navy.

General Sumner in a personal letter says : "We

have come to look on the Young Men's Chris

tian Association as a good, practical friend of

the army." Admiral Evans has carefully in

spected the Naval Association work at Cavite

and in the new building at Olongapo, and has

given it his heartiest approval and commenda

tion. Captain Pershing, in command at Camp

Vicars during the trying times there, did

everything in his power to facilitate the work

of the Army secretary in that camp.

CHAPLAIN DOHERTY BEFORE HIS TENT AT

CAMP JOSSMAN, P. I.

The average daily attendance at the Manila,

P. I., Association rooms is 300. At least eighty

men read books in the library daily, educational

classes meet every night, excepting Sunday, in

arithmetic, grammar, penmanship, bookkeep

ing, beginners in advanced Spanish, etc. Equip

ment has been ordered for a gymnasium, which

is paid for by the members.

Since the opening of the naval building

at Vallejo, Cal., five months ago, over 20,000

sailors and marines have visited it. Over 7,000

have rented rooms and 10,000 meals were

served ; $24,000 has been deposited for safe

keeping, and as many as 100 have used the

rooms in a single night.



Common Sense in Exercise

BY C. R. H. JACKSON, SCRANTON, PA.

In the midst of many systems of exercise,

with the marvelous claims and clamorous warn

ings for and against them, one is apt to be

come bewildered. Money-hungry men of

small character are always alert to launch a

possible money-making fad upon the public.

In their anxiety to combat these fads with their

impossible promises, honest exponents of phys

ical education sometimes go to the other ex

treme and leave in the minds of the casual

reader false impressions. «

With one class advocating huge masses of

muscle and another insisting upon the danger

of every form of exercise but light calisthenics,

is it any wonder that many are left idle be

cause they do not know what to believe? It

seems only reasonable to believe that some

where between these two extremes lies the in

habitable middle ground, where one need not

waste time and energy in blind experiment, not

do too much, nor too little.

There are as many varieties of men as there

are of any other species of animal ; not only do

they differ in size, intelligence, features and

color, but, in connection with the many differ

ences of physical and mental characteristics,

they differ in ability to develop strength, speed,

skill and endurance. Each man must therefore

apply the common-sense test to himself that he

would apply to a machine, and learn by careful

observation the kind of work and the amount

that results in a more erect carriage, a feeling

of exhilaration and buoyancy, that causes him

to become comfortably tired all over, so that

the bed is a luxury, sound, peaceful sleep as

sured, with an awakening of the whole man

ready and anxious for the work of the day

before him.

Physical and Medical Examinations

This, of course, is all well enough after one

has exercised for a year or more, but what ex

ercise should he take to begin with? If he is

a member of an Association that is conducting

a gymnasium, the physical director will gladly

outline the exercises for each man who is ex

amined. The physical and medical examina

tions are often looked upon as "red tape," but

the twofold object of taking these examinations

is reasonable : (1) That the advice and pre

scription may be adapted to the needs of each

man. That he may be taught the exercises he

is advised to practice and cautioned what to

avoid, in order that he may practice the work

he needs in safety. (2) That the Association

be not credited with hernias, strains, etc., which

were contracted before using the gymnasium.

While it is unnecessary for a man to have a

lot of measurements and tests taken, the med

ical examination should be thorough and taken

with the patient nude. Among the number of

somewhat similar cases two may be used to il

lustrate the need of this precaution.

One man, a coal operator employing many

men, a nervous, energetic man of fifty-three

years old, ruptured himself before coming into

the gymnasium, but did not learn of it until

after he had used the gymnasium several times.

A report was started in the business and pro

fessional men's classes, to the effect that he had

received it while exercising with this class.

Upon investigation it was learned that the ac

cident had happened several months before,

while he was lifting a heavy timber with a

laborer who shirked. The other one, a bank

clerk, aged nineteen years, had an inguinal

hernia, of which he was not aware until ex

amined previous to using the gymnasium. His

physician fitted him with a truss, and he was

cautioned against all straining exercises.

Exercise for the Man Outside of the Gymnasium

The man in the country or small town who

cannot use a city gymnasium could occasionally

visit a near-by Association and use its privi

leges for a few days, or he could mail a

stamped envelope to any physical director, ask

ing for printed matter pertaining to the phys

ical department, or for the name of a standard

book on physical exercise, or write to ASSO

CIATION MEN. The beginner should be sat

isfied to "make haste slowly" at first, a little

every day. This does not mean that a normal

person need treat himself like an invalid, nor

become alarmed every time his heart beats a

little faster or his breath comes with difficulty.

It would be alarming indeed if such were

not the case after a man had run 100 yards at

speed, climbed a 25-foot rope rapidly, or wres

tled, or run up a steep hill. But it does mean

that any form of exercise causing actual dis

tress in breathing, exhaustion or sleeplessness

after the exercise should be either moderated

or discontinued entirely.

The gymnasium is a place for "training, not

straining," and each individual should be

guided by his physical director regarding his

exercise and bathing, for a time at least, until

he has learned to recognize the effects of each

exercise upon his own body and mind.

Regular Exercise

Common sense suggests to any reasonable

person who is familiar with the laws of

physiology and hygiene that regularity in ex

ercise is just as necessary for the preservation

of health as is regularity in eating, sleeping,

bathing, breathing, heart contraction, or any
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other act of life. The men

we pass upon the street, and

some who come to the gym

nasium as a last resort

(when they should have

come first), with drawn,

weazened faces, or soft,

putty-like flesh, need but be

compared with the man who

has exercised and bathed

conscientiously every day

for ten years to see the re

sults of right living. Many

men expect immediate re

turns from attending a gym

nasium class once or twice

a week or month, and then

seeing how much work they

can avoid. Common sense

surely urges some daily ex

ercise and vigorous exercise

at least on alternate days.

Keeping the Association

Gymnasium True to

Association Ideals

The modern physical di

rector is not discouraging

the practice of advanced

forms of gymnastics and

athletics, so long as they re

sult in good health, grace,

healthy strength and normal

endurance. These exercises

furnish, when correctly prac

ticed, an attractive form of

exercise, harmonious adjust

ment of body and mind, and

TWO TYPES—COMPARE THEM.

SHORT. STRONG TYPE.

Height, 5 ft. 4 in.; weight, 138

Ibs. ; machinist, football player,

gymnast. Never exercised for

muscular development. The de

velopment shown in this photo is

normal, healthy development for

this type.

TALL, SLENDER TYPE.

Height, 5ft. 10 in.; weight, 126

Ibs.; professional man; three years'

faithful practice of Swoboda's

work; some gymnasium work. This

man would wreck his health by

striving to develop muscles equal

in size to those acquired naturally

by the other man.

TRAINING FOR HEALTH. TOO MUCH EXERCISE STRAINING "FOR LOOKS."

MEANS LESS VITALITY.
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recreation. When they threaten to become

merely spectacular feats, performed for the

amazement of the idle sightseers, the Asso

ciation has no place for them. For this reason

the bespangled and bewildering stage gymnast

who travels around with a commercial trav

eler's ticket is not heartily welcomed upon the

Association gymnasium floor, to win the adora

tion of the receptive youths whom he meets

there ; in fact, a few of the Associations do not

permit such men to use their Physical Depart

ment privileges—much to the professional's

disgust A professional acrobat and flying-

ring "performer," after strutting around before

a crowd of juniors just previous to their class

hour, was asked : "Do you ever think of the

influences you could exert over the youngsters

you meet for their good?" His reply, with a

bewildered look and open mouth, was "Huh?"

Work

A prominent educator several years since

made a statement in essence as follows, if my

memory serves me well : "Our system of drills,

with their oft-repeated motions, is at variance

with the teachings of nature." He then went

on to illustrate how children and animals con

stantly change their occupation, and in games

dodge, jump, throw and turn, and the impres

sion left with some of us, at least, was that

repetition of a movement was not natural, until

memory reminded us of the many suckings of

the nursing child. How he a little later crawls

by repeating in regular order definite motions

of arms and legs. How walking, running,

climbing, swimming, flying, rowing, shoveling,

sawing, hammering, chopping, are all a motion

or set of motions repeated over and over again

with more or less rhythm. There is a real need

of improving upon the methods now being used

in our physical departments, still the drills

given upon our gymnasium floor to-day are no

more unnatural than is swimming.

Neither All Fon Nor All Work

All progress would stop if men did only what

they enjoyed. To do what one does not want

to do means will power, and to will is to con

quer our listlessness and our material sur

roundings. After all has been said about ex

ercise we must come back and come down to

the one word, work. In order to gain and re

tain health or any other desirable thing the full

price must be paid in work.

Even the most attractive forms of exercise

fail to attract men to participate in them for

many consecutive years of adult life. The

devotees of baseball, football and tennis are,

with few exceptions, content to sit in a shel

tered place and root for the other fellows long

before they are old men.

Dr. Meylan has shown in his study of Har

vard oarsmen that while the vast majority suc

ceed in retaining strength and vigor longer than

other men, the most active and robust are

those who have continued exercising through

out life. The greater the enjoyment while ex

ercising, ordinarily the greater the benefit A

man should have sufficient will-power to over

come the inclination to be idle when his best

welfare demands that he be active. The habit

of "letting go," of drifting, of going in the

course of least resistance, of lounging, of rest

ing when there is no tire, of lying down be

cause it is easier than standing up—are more

dangerous to virile manhood than all the ma

chinery in Christendom. The habit of exercis

ing for internal cleanliness and bathing for

external cleanliness every day is as easily ac

quired as is the habit of walking. Without

consciousness of any part of our physical frame.

with strength to do our own work and enough

to help the other fellow, this is the good

health that comes as the result of common-

sense work—and it can be had for the taking

but not for the asking.

Advanced Gymnastics and Athletics

Advanced gymnastics and athletics are spe

cialties, as are fencing, wrestling and boxing.

Some men who attend the gymnasium like to

do the simpler exercises on the apparatus, and

come for body-building exercises and social

fellowship, but either because of mental disin

clination or physical inability do not care to be

come gymnasts. There are other men who like

to run and jump, but who for various reasons

do not care to become record-breakers either as

high-jumpers, pole-vaulters, sprinters, or to try

for places on the athletic or basketball teams.

It is not required that every gymnasium

member shall learn how to wrestle, fence, box

or swim, but we give those who are interested

in these sports an opportunity to engage in

them by joining special sections or clubs in

which these sports are taught. We believe,

therefore, that it would be profitable to organ

ize sections or clubs for advanced gymnastics

and for competitive athletics for men who wish

to become either expert gymnasts or athletes.

Some advantages of this scheme are as fol

lows:

First—These sections or clubs are composed

of men who have interests in common, the

basal principle of success in all club work.

Second—It is in harmony with the system of

electives in vogue during the junior and senior

years in many colleges and universities.

Third—This grading is done by the choice of

the men rather than by the dictum of the

physical director.

Fourth—These clubs or sections afford excel

lent opportunities for the development of an

esprit de corps which will spread from these

sections and permeate the entire physical de

partment. HENRY F. KALLENBERG, M.D.



A Monument to Work

A Fresh and Masterful Statement of the Young Men Christian Association Service and Objectives

BY SIDNEY CLARKE. TREASURER OF THE GRAND FORKS, N. D., ASSOCIATION'S BUILDING

COMMITTEE, AT THE DEDICATION OF THE GRAND FORKS BUILDING.

When the average man is through with life and said: "Sir, it is in my power to reverse

it is not an uncommon thing for him to have the wheels of fate and restore your boy to his

a pleasing monument erected to mark the spot original innocence, if you will subscribe to this

where he rests. Permit me to congratulate this building," I believe that father would have

grasped my hand and

said out of a broken

heart, "Not only would

I subscribe, but give me

back my boy as he was

and I will build your

building."

They tell us that in

small villages 85 of

every 100 young men

live at home. In towns

the size of Grand Forks

and larger 85 of every

100 are away from home

and living in boarding-

houses. They don't get

invited into our homes.

We don't know them.

They have only their

little 8x10 rooms, and do

you wonder they get

tired of the little boxes

and go out sometimes to

the bright saloons or

Forks citizens to-night

worse places ? Grand

can say with a clear con

science, if we do not in

vite you to our homes

because we do not know you, we have done

the next best thing—we have built you a

home better and brighter than our own—and

1 believe Grand Forks will receive her reward,

not only for duty done, but in actual material

business gains.

On almost every farm, in almost every small

town, sooner or later, there is a 'conference be

tween father and mother over the boy that

soon must go away to school. They talk and

plan after the boy is asleep as to where he shall

go, and after one town and another has been

mentioned the mother says : "John, I don't

know the Grand Forks people, but I hear they

have built a $50,000 building, where our boy can

get acquainted and spend his evenings and be

looked after, and that's where I want him to

go," and so he comes. He leaves $200 to $400

in town. He goes back and talks Grand

Forks as glibly as an insurance agent. Du

plicate that experience by the hundreds, as I

believe it will be by the thousands, and 1 tell

you with all the emphasis of a conservative

business man, that while you have built the

NEW GRAND FORKS (N. D.) ASSOCIATION liUILDING.

audience upon the erection of this noble monu

ment in which we have met—a monument that

marks not the spot where we rest, but the spot

where we work. Work is the keynote of the

Young Men's Christian Association movement.

It is the strenuous life-—the ever upward strug

gle—the realization of the noblest aims that

man can know.

Grand Forks at Work

THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN AS

SOCIATION IN THIS BUILDING REPRE

SENTS GRAND FORKS AT WORK FOR THE

YOUNG MEN.

Some years ago we approached a wealthy

man for funds to carry on work among the

young men of this city. He refused. We re

minded him of his own boy. He replied he

could take care of his own boy; let the others

do the same. Years passed by. That boy

went to college and before he had graduated

was brought back to his father in delirium

tremens, a total wreck, physically, mentally,

morally. If I could have walked into that

mnn's office when we commenced this canvass
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building and will continue to support the

Young Men's Christian Association perma

nently to help the young men, yet no invest

ment you have made in any Grand Forks enter

prise outside of your own business will ever

repay you as well as this in actual dollars and

cents.

Business Forces at Work

THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN AS

SOCIATION REPRESENTS THE BUSINESS

FORCES OF THE WORLD AT WORK FOR THE

YOUNG MEN.

The Association is essentially a business

man's organization. It was organized by a

young business man in a large dry goods house.

It is officered by business men, governed by

business men, run on business methods, it is

the organized force of business men ; and why

do the business men support it? Because it

pays. What the business man wants in his

employee more than any other thing is per

sonal integrity. More than ability, more than

education, more than industry, more than po

liteness, valued as these are, stands out one

quality resplendent as the star, and that is

character. I have heard you business men

talk about your young man—what's the matter

with him? Is he smart? Yes, but he steals,

or he drinks, or he lies, or he gambles, or he is

shiftless and no good, and so you cannot trust

him. You want character, and when you get

a young man that has it you value him. The

Young Men's Christian Association makes for

that, business men recognize it, and so they

have given the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion neary $33,000,000 of just such property as

this building. They give nearly $4,000,000

annually to run it.

The World at Work

THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN AS

SOCIATION IS PUBLICLY INDORSED BY

THE POWERS OF THE WORLD AND ITS

GREAT MEN, IRRESPECTIVE OF NATION

ALITY AND RELIGION.

The Czar of Russia, the Emperor of Ger

many, President Loubet of France—one of the

Greek Church, one of the Lutheran Church.

one of the Catholic Church—have all recog

nized its worth.

An English dry goods clerk, George Will

iams, whom it has been my honor to meet,

founded the Association and fostered its

growth, and Great Britain's ruler knighted him

as a public recognition of its tremendous

worth ; and a greater than any of Europe's

rulers, President Roosevelt, sped across the

continent to speak at an Association conven

tion, because, as he publicly said, he regarded

the movement as one of the greatest move

ments of the century. With such public recog

nition, is it any wonder it has grown until it now

numbers nearly 700,000 members, not 700,000

men, women and children, but 700,000 young

men, the flower of the world. What a grand

parade they would make if they marched past

our building. In imagination I see them pass.

Here they come in two armies, one from for

eign shores, over 300,000 strong; one from our

own country, nearly 400,000 strong ; 2,000 from

South America, 3,500 stalwart Australians,

4,000 from darkest Africa, 14,000 swarthy

Asiatics, 54,000 polite Europeans, 100,000 stolid

Germans, 125,000 sons of British Isles, and here

is our own Association army. See, they arc

led by 8,000 dusky negroes, and now come

47,000 college students. What a mighty yell

they could let out. It would wake the dead

And see, here are 50,000 boys, with heads erect

and eyes beaming with enthusiasm ; and look,

the men that President Roosevelt well pro

nounced the most manly of men—70,000 rail

road men—dusty and dirty and brawny, deep-

chested men, but men every inch of them. And

now for the clerks, the mechanics, the labor

ers, the soldiers, the sailors. Here they come,

200,000 strong, the flower of our nation's man

hood. It would take them thirty days of

twelve hours to march past our door.

In days that have gone by the church lias

emphasized the religious side of man, forget

ting his mental and physical needs, and we

have had the religious ascetic. In past days

educational powers have so exalted the mind,

to the exclusion of soul and body, as to make

the impracticable philosopher. In past days

the athletic societies have so developed the

body, forgetting both mind and spirit, that they

have produced the pugilist.

The Young Men's Christian Association was

the first to give each element in man ks proper

recognition. It says, develop the body and you

have the foundation of a man, but not a man.

Enlighten the mind and you have made him an

intelligent being, but not a man. Crown him

with the guiding star of religion and you have

added the one element which, combined with

the others, gives you the royal trinity of forces

that makes the man.

Religious Forces at Work

I HAVE EMPHASIZED RELIGION, BUT I

HAVE NOT EMPHASIZED SECTARIANISM.

THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSO

CIATION STANDS FOR RELIGION, BUT NOT

FOR DENOMINATIONALISM. IT DOES NOT

KNOW CREED, BUT UPON CHARACTER IT

PUTS TREMENDOUS EMPHASIS, AND

CHARACTER IS THE FUNDAMENTAL IDEA

OF RELIGION. WHETHER IT BE CATHOLIC

OR JEWISH OR PROTESTANT.

Many centuries ago a Jewish lad left home.

His first night away he pillowed his head on a

stone, and there came to him a dream wherein

he saw a ladder, its feet on the earth, but

stretching up and up. and lo! angels were as
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cending to the heavens, thus showing the Jew

ish lad that though he was on earth his path

way should ever be higher and higher till he

came up to his God. That dream made Jacob

a man.

It has been my privilege to stand on the

sacred soil of Bethel where that dream was

dreamed. Though many centuries have passed

I tell, you it was true then, it is true now and

it ever will be true, that no boy will ever reach

his highest aim till he has dreamed of higher

things. Be he Catholic, be he Jew, be he

Protestant, the one splendid aim of the Young

Men's Christian Association is to make him

look up, dream of higher things, awake to his

possibilities.

Good Crowd or Bad Gang

JACOB RIIS' TALK TO SPOKANE'S BUSINESS MEN

A young man will be attached somewhere.

If he doesn't get in with a good crowd he'll

get in with a bad gang. The thing to do is to

hitch him to something with high ideas that

tends toward the upbuilding of character.

I understand that some of your citizens are

interesting themselves in an effort to secure

a good-sized fund for a Young Men's Chris

tian Association building. These men are car

rying on an energetic campaign, and I learn

that they are near success now. I congratu

late them most heartily on that—I expected

nothing less of Spokane.

The number of young men is going to be in

creased in this city, as they are attracted by

its growth and opportunities, and they will be

here without home, without the helpful influ

ence and associations which make for the de

velopment of character of the kind that means

good citizenship.

Such a town as this will have—I don't know

what it has now—its opportunities for amuse

ment and recreation that young people crave,

and if they are to be wholly without the home,

the association and that which tends toward

the upbuilding of character, then you are going

to have a slot machine, carousing, gambling lot.

I am a great believer in President Roosevelt's

maxim that young people ought to have all

the fun they are entitled to that tends to make

life sweet, and I don't know of anything better

on earth than the opportunities that are fur

nished nowadays by the virile Young Men's

Christian Association idea to meet that need.

I don't mean to say that every young man

who comes into a strange place cuts up the

devil, but I do mean that young men, however

well brought up, however good their homes

may be, when they come into a strange town

if they cut entirely loose from all helpful as

sociations and are lost to themselves, they arc

lost to the good citizenship of the day that is

coming. This- is a time when ways are being

provided for the making of the citizens of

to-morrow.

Now I find an instance with my son, who was

with me for a short time on my way. I went

with him to the Association at Colorado

Springs. He was using the privileges there,

and I said to him: "You are not a member of

this Association," not thinking that when one

is a member of one Association he is a mem

ber of all the Associations all over the

country as by excellent universal practice.

No man can stand alone, but when he is a

member of this organization he feels that he is

a member of a responsible organization, the

federated movement being a movement of

strength because of its national and interna

tional organization.

In my observation I know of no organiza

tion that attempts the all-round work of this

Association. It must be clear to every man

who has a mind in this day of the world, men

depend upon associations and comradeship.

The young man is going to seek the compan

ionship of his kind, and the thing to do is to

attach him early to something that is worth

while. He will be attached somewhere. If

he doesn't get in with a good crowd he'll get in

with a bad gang. The thing to do is to hitch

him to something with high ideals that tends

toward the upbuilding of character. I have

observed this work in many cities at more or

less close range, and I find that it does the

business everywhere. It has the backing of

men of affairs. The men who are at the head

of this Association movement are as represen

tative a body of men as you can find in the

country.

The men of the International Committee, the

leaders of this movement, are men of affairs, who

see the value of the movement. They seek the

protection not only of the present time, but

of the generation to come, and they desire to

perpetuate those things which make for good

citizenship. They are busy men, they are large

employers, and because they are so they see

the value of this work, and not only give time

to its administration, but they are also iden

tified with the local Associations in Brooklyn,

New York, Washington, Chicago, Cleveland

and other cities.

Your movement for a new building ought to

succeed, and should it fail because of a lack

of financial support from business men I would

regard it as a reflection upon the judgment of

vour financiers and men of affairs.



For Housing the Associations

The manufacturing concerns in High Point,

N. C. (8,000 population), have decided to raise

$20,000 for a building for an industrial Asso

ciation, and over 300 men have pledged to

become members.

The dedication of the handsome $15,000

building erected by the Monaghan Mills, at

Greenville, S. G, mainly through the gifts of

Mr. Thomas S. Parker, president of the mills,

and other stockholders, occurred December 23.

The building is 42 by 67, with a gymnasium

annex 40 by 60, all handsomely furnished and

equipped. This is the first cotton mill town

Association in the South, and will probably

lead to a wide extension of Association

efforts among the thousands of employees

brought from the mountains and country to

these new cotton mill towns. The member

ship is over 200. The directors and commit

tees are composed entirely of employees of the

mills. A silver cornet band is made up from

the membership. Four days were spent in

opening receptions, rallies and concerts.

A friend of the Toronto Association pur

chased two lots south of the building, which

he offered the Association, provided they were

able to raise money for a boys' building on

account of the debt canvass. As yet the As

sociation has been unable to fulfil the condi

tions, but it is hoped that the offer may be

kept open.

Mr. A. Lyman Williston, of Northampton,

Mass., gave that Association last year $10,000

in cash and a $10,000 lot.

El Paso, Tex., has nearly $10,000 pledged on

its new building, and Mr. Titus is pushing the

campaign.

Spokane, Wash., held a jubilee meeting Jan

uary 9 to celebrate the pledging of nearly

$80,000 on its $125,000 building, George

Sutherland directing the canvass. A lot on

First avenue and Macon street, 50 by 155 feet,

and 100 feet on an alley, has been purchased

for $21,500.

Waco, Tex., has successfully closed a can

vass for a fine building. This will make the

eighteenth building in the state.

The Mount Pleasant, la., building, provided

by the trustees of George Seeley's gift of

$50,000, will be completed in the spring.

Tonawanda, N. Y., has received $5,000 from

the late James R. Smith, to be applied on the

mortgage.

The young men's Bible class and social club

of the First Presbyterian Church, of Decatur,

III., has undertaken to raise $1,000 for the As

sociation building fund.

Andrew Carnegie has given $1,000 toward

the Hugh Beaver gymnasium memorial at

Bellefonte, Pa., and paid the Oberlin College

Association deposit of $3,000 lost in the

Oberlin bank failure.

The Cornell University Association has re

ceived $5,000 from Mrs. Harriet Barnes New

berry and A. Victor Barnes, for the mainte

nance of a reference library in Barnes Hall.

Rochester, N. Y., has raised $72,000, thus

more than fulfilling the conditions of the East

man gift of $20,000, made on the condition that

the Association raise $40,000. Fourteen thou-

UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION BUILDING, MADI

SON. WIS., TO COST $75,000.

sand dollars more will be secured, if possible,

to pay off the entire mortgage and all floating

indebtedness and current expenses to April 1.

and provide $15,000 for improvements, includ

ing new boilers and a light plant.

Utica, N. Y., has $35,000 for a $35,000 dormi

tory addition and the wiping out of all in

debtedness; $50,000 is needed in all. T. T.

Hazlewood has been directing the canvass.

In October last, when visiting Calgary, a city

of 8,000 people in the foothills of the Rockies,

made famous by Ralph Connor's stories, W. M.

Parsons met a group of the young men of the

city, who started a building fund and voted to

raise $10,000. George Irving, Western Canada
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secretary, cooperated with the committee ap

pointed, and on January 1 the young men's

fund was over $7,500. Christmas week Patrick

Burns, a public-spirited citizen of Calgary,

headed the business men's subscription with

$5,000, a gift so generous as to insure the suc

cess of the project.

Madison, N. J., a town of less than 8,000

population, has over $40,000 pledged for a

building and will try to raise $50,000. James

H. McGravv, the president, started the sub

scription list with $12,500.

Elizabeth, N. J., with $35,000 pledged, pro

poses to raise $25,000 more and immediately

complete its building.

Seattle now has $125,000 of the $155,000

needed for its building.

The canvass for the $100,000 needed for the

purchase of the Silver Bay property has been

completed. Included in the property acquired

are two inns, numerous outlying cottages and

2,000 acres of land with splendid lake front.

The Lanyon Zinc Company has given a zinc

roof worth $700 to the lola, Kan., Association.

The building fund is now $11,000.

The Mankato, Minn., new building was

opened December 30, with addresses by Bishop

Joyce and others. The balance of the $4,000

needed is being pledged.

Mr. H. H. Jamieson bequeathed the Warren,

Pa., Association $5,000. During the last five

years he has given the Association for home

and foreign work $15,500.

York, Neb., has arranged to dedicate its new

building in April. It will cost $22,000 instead

of $15,000. Work on the building at Beatrice

has been started, and it is expected that Omaha

will break ground in the spring for its $250,000

building.

The building canvass at St. Paul is moving

forward steadily. E. W. Peck and W. M. Par

sons have each generously consented to give

a week's time to this effort in the latter part of

January, and much is expected from their ef

forts in connection with the work of Secretary

Grace and the directors.

Binghamton, N. Y., now has pledged $100.-

000, exclusive of present property, which is

valued in the neighborhood of $45,000 and is

clear. A new site has been purchased at a cost

of $32,500. The building committee plans to

erect a building, costing $100,000, free of debt.

Subscriptions have been received from over

1,280 different persons. Building operations

will be begun in the spring. The largest

amount subscribed was $5,000, there being five

who gave this amount.

The Hyde Park Department, Chicago, has

purchased a lot for its new building. It has

secured a corner, 100 by 160 feet.

•"Hill
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AS TOLEDO'S BUILDING APPEARS AT NIGHT.

Toledo, Ohio, has well in hand the canvass

for balance of $20,000 needed to complete its

$100,000 building fund. Dormitories will be

ready for occupancy in May. Each group of

rooms has a central parlor, which is the best

expression of Association dormitory architec

ture. The natatorium, which is beautifully lo

cated in the center of a room 60 by 100 feet,

is just completed. The auditorium will seat

1,000, with the most remote seats in the gal

lery only fifty feet from the platform. The

building is on the prominent square of the

city, at the point which will mark the city's

center for years. The beautiful Masonic

Temple is on one side and the Elks' new build

ing on the other. Opposite is a beautiful park

with the court house in the center. The build

ing will be worth $300,000 when completed.

CROUP CUSSES O BOARDING Hoosts Z!^

SHOP • IS UNORGANISED SHOPS d]

WHERE WARREN, PA., CONDUCTS ITS BIBLE

CLASSES AND MEETINGS.
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REID HOSPITAL, OF THE NAl.NIl'AL ASSO

CIATION, INDIA.

A vacation resort similar in its present purpose to

Silver Bay Hotel, given by Mrs. Reid, an English

lady. It was formerly a private hotel, and was pre

sented to the Association to be used throughout the

season at low cost as a vacation opportunity for

Association men from the hot cities and great hot

plains of India. Naini is 7,500 feet above sea level.

On the hills back of the building there is a magnifi

cent view of the mighty snow-capped Himalaya

Mountains.

The World's Alliance Jubilee in Paris

The World's Committee and the National

Committee of France are uniting to make the

World's Conference, meeting in Paris, April

20-30, the most notable Association gathering

yet held on European soil. It was here fifty

years ago that the Paris basis was adopted,

which men have come to look upon as an in

spired utterance. This was a declaration of

Association principles which is as fully ac

cepted to-day by 7,000 Associations as it was

fifty years ago by a few hundred.

Large delegations are expected from Eng

land and from all the states of Europe. Among

these will be Count Bernstorff, the German

leader; Lord Kinnaird of Scotland; Prince

Bernadotte, president of the Swedish Associa

tions, and it is hoped that Sir George Will

iams' health may permit his presence.

Among the members of the American dele

gation it is hoped will be Mr. James Stokes.

Dr. Lucien C. Warner, Hon. H. B. F. Mac-

farland and S. W. Woodward, of the Interna

tional Committee; and of its secretaries

Richard C. Morse, J. R. Mott and C. J. Hicks ;

Fleming H. Revell. E. W. Frost, of Milwau

kee; L. W. Mcsser. of Chicago: George A.

Sanford, and I. G. Jenkins.

The conference headquarters will be at the

Paris Association building, the handsome

structure made possible by Mr. Stokes. Ex

cursions to points of interest will be arranged

by the Paris Association on the Monday fol

lowing the conference. Arrangements have

been made for receptions by the ambassadors

uf the different nations. Undoubtedly the

French Republic, which has always looked

with favor upon this movement, will give it

some notable recognition.

The World's Committee well states in its

circular, "this will be a striking manifestation

of the power of evangelical Christianity, which

alone has been capable of uniting for the last

half century men of all races, tongues and con

ditions in one spirit and work toward a com

mon goal."

Delegates desiring entertainment should

register before March 5 (notification may be

sent through the International Committee) .

Delegates are expected to pay 25 francs, or

$5.00. The North American Associations are

entitled to one delegate for every five Associa

tions. The largest North American delegation

ever present at a world's conference attended

the Jubilee Conference of 1894 in London, and

was composed of 174 representatives—a num

ber much smaller than our Associations arc

entitled to.

The conference will be glad to receive ex

hibits from Associations direct, by March 1.

including protographs of buildings and rooms,

plans of rooms and athletic grounds, groups of

young men, statistical tables, printed matter,

publications, etc.

Arrangements are being made for delegates

from North America to sail from New York

March 18, and to visit the Azores, Gibraltar.

Algiers, Naples, Pompeii. Rome, Florence.

Venice, Milan, Genoa, Nice, Monte Carlo.

Marseilles and Paris. This will furnish an op

portunity to see Rome and Italy in the most

favorable season, and England in the bloom of

spring, as the party may sail from Liverpool

about May 14. Reservations are held on the

magnificent White Star Line steamer Cretic.

A courier will meet the party at Naples and

continue with it to Paris. Arrangements are

made through the best tourist agency. The

party is open to delegates and ladies accom

panying them. As the steamer is filling up

rapidly, applications should be filed at the very

earliest moment, including $25 deposit fee, in

order to secure stateroom at the price named

The cost of the trip is $208, plus expenses from

Paris to sailing point chosen. This includes

all expenses and fees, excepting of steamer's

steward fees. This is indeed a rare oppor

tunity to see southern Europe and to meet

many of the leading Christian men of Europe.

Could the Board of Directors /fnrf a better

way to show appreciation of its secretary than

In afford Mm this trip?
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Fred, Smith in Great Britain

(.Mr. Smith's letter was crowded out of the January

number on account of the annual review.)

The welcome given us in Scotland by the

Associations was most generous. At the evan

gelistic meetings held in the Hippodrome

Theater, Glasgow, the nightly attendance was

from 800 to 2,000 men. The most marked im

pression made upon me was the sturdiness and

persistence of the personal workers. I regard

them as the most efficient group of men I have

ever worked with. The Association there

numbers 7,000 members in its 70 branches,

which are like our Young People's Societies

of Christian Endeavor. A day was spent with

the secretaries of the North Midland District,

in which section Robert McCann, well known

in America, is the traveling secretary. He is

thoroughly alive to the best things in the As

sociation movement. In this district is a com

pany of younger secretaries of great promise.

Two weeks spent in London witnessed a

hard campaign in Exeter Hall, well directed

by Messrs. Putterill and Hooper, who threw

themselves into it with great enthusiasm and

earnestness, and allied to them a band of work

ers who cannot be excelled. The remarkable

religious work conference held at the home of

Lord Kinnaird, and conducted under the joint

auspices of the National Council and the Lon

don Committee, had representatives from 31

different Associations. Mr. Michel, our rail

road secretary, en route from New York to

India, was present. At this conference, when

I was soberly describing the work of one of

our city Associations, Lord Kinnaird inter

rupted me and said, "Are you joking, or are

you serious?" I assured him that I was never

more in earnest.

The evangelistic results have been far greater

than I had any hope to expect. The Britisher

may move slowly, but he means business when

he does respond, and 672 men publicly declared

their purpose to accept Christ as Saviour and

Lord at the services in Great Britain.

One of the incidents long to be remembered

was a visit to Sir George and Lady Williams

in their home the day before their departure

to their winter residence in France. When

he prayed with us I saw revealed his heart of

love for young men, and in that prayer the

secret of the power of the movement was re

vealed. Although not strong physically, his

faith is strong and his interest in the salvation

of young men keen as ever.

In response to an invitation from Sir George

Williams, about 400 young men came together

for tea. This opened the series of meetings.

During the mission nearly 200 names of in

quirers were registered by the secretaries. On

Sunday afternoon GOO or 700 young men were

brought together in Exeter Hall. At the noon

meeting held daily, 150 to 20U business men

attended. Mr. Gilbert's solos were greatly ap

preciated. A lawyer of influence rose and said

in one of the meetings, "If this kind of work

can be permanently inaugurated in London it

will win."

I had the privilege of speaking at the open

ing of the new German building with Rev.

Prebendary Webb-Pebloe. At the close of the

service he said of me, "That is the humblest

American I have ever met." I am not sure

whether it was a bit of sarcasm or if he really

meant it.

Across France, Switzerland and Italy and

the Mediterranean, I am on the way to Ceylon.

My visit to the Association building in Paris

was a delight. The building is clean, bright

and well kept. I made a hurried trip to Rome,

Milan, Venice and Naples.

I never got such a shaking up at sea as on

the passage from Italy to Port Said. I do not

wonder that those passengers with Paul were

sea-sick fourteen days. We were only two and

a half days in crossing,' but I was sick fourteen

days' worth in that time.

Mr. Smith in Ceylon

Just as we go to press, report comes from

Colombo, telling of the auspicious opening of

the meetings there. At the first meeting 500

people attended, half of whom were Eurasians

and English. All could speak English. Mr.

Smith writes: "I cannot describe how I felt

as I faced for the first time an audience made

up partly of people whom we have called

'heathen'—Buddhists, Brahmins and others.

I have had two meetings with the Christian

men here alone, and had 100 men present each

night, who are keen in their inquiry into

methods and plans for Christian service. On

December 21 we had a great meeting with the

soldiers ; 700 were present. I gave them a talk

that I had given to the soldiers in Cuba. De

cember 22 the meeting broke all records in

Colombo. The theater was packed. Japanese,

Hindus, Buddhists, Parsees, Europeans, Ameri

cans and Eurasians were present, and scores

were turned away. Fifty-four splendid men

came to the front at the close, saying they

would begin the Christian life. I never was

more thankful for a victory than this one, for

the Association men just trembled to know

what the result would be. One missionary

who had been in Ceylon for forty years said

at the close: 'If you will take me along with

you, I will be willing to blow the organ to see

such sights as these!' FRED. B. SMITH."
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An Association Launched in Havana

The "Asociacion de Jovenes Christianos" of

Havana, Cuba, was formally launched at a

notable dinner, attended by President Palma,

of the Republic, representative English-speak

ing residents, distinguished Cuban statesmen,

war heroes, the Mayor of Havana, Postmaster-

General, Administrator of Customs, Secretary

to the American Minister, American Vice-

Consul, representative of the Associated Press,

members of the Cuban Congress, representa

tives of the churches, the proprietors of every

English and Spanish paper, presidents of lead-

PRESIDENT PALMA.

ing banks, of the American Club, and the most

prominent and representative business and pro

fessional men of the city. Mr. Merchant, rep

resentative of R. G. Dun & Co., presided.

L. L. Pierce read a letter from President

Roosevelt, in which he said:

"I am much gratified to learn that you are

to start a branch of the Association in Havana.

I know the excellent work accomplished by

your organization in this country, and am glad

that it is now to be established in our neigh

boring republic."

President Palma gave the movement his en

dorsement, and said in part :

"It is for me a true pleasure to have this op

portunity to show my sympathies and the in

terest which I feel for this society, and the

keen desire I have for it to obtain the most

complete success in Havana. A token of sure

success is the present gathering, in which arc

representatives of the principal classes of our

nation. It is to be expected that all who are

present will contribute effectively their energy

and influence, in order that the noble purpose

of organizing among us this Association may

be realized, for it will offer to our youth of

Havana various means of recreation in the in-

telectual, moral and physical life."

The British Minister was unable to be

present, but sent a letter in which he said : "I

know of few places where there is more need

of some non-sectarian 'institution which will

afford means of self-improvement and rational

entertainment for young men, who, being here

without family ties, find nothing to do with

themselves in the evening when their work is

done. The establishment of such an Associa

tion would conduce to the moral and material

well-being of a not unimportant section of the

foreign community, which may be expected to

increase considerably in numbers in the near

future."

The next day a meeting of the young men

called by a general invitation through the news

papers brought out 150 young men, represent

ing Cuba and all countries. These were ad

dressed in English by Mr. Pierce, and by Mr.

Hubbard, who has been in Havana one year

preparing for the Association. Eighty young

men applied for charter membership. The next

day the number was increased to 150, and will

soon reach 500. A complete Association

equipment, including an entire floor in the most

attractive, centrally located building, overlook

ing the beautiful Central Park, will be secured.

Of the $5,500 needed for the first year's ex

penses, Mr. Hubbard and Mr. Pierce secured

one-half in a few days from business men, the

American Minister heading the list with $1,000.

Representative Emery, of the Associated Press,

Mr. T. E. Harris, American Consul-General

Steinart and other prominent Americans are

leading in the movement. The young men of

Havana have at once recognized the value of

the Association to them.

For Panama

Mr. J. R. Thompson returned on January

20, after a month spent in investigating the

opportunities for Association work on the

Isthmus of Panama. A thorough investigation

of the local conditions was made, four points

being visited, at which men engaged in the

construction of the canal were centered—

Panama, Colon, Culebra and the United States

marine camp at Empire, where 500 men are

now stationed. He found the conditions exist

ing at these points to be fully as bad as they

were portrayed by Minister Barrett in his ap

peal for Association work to be organized

there for the American young men who would

be sent out in connection with the canal.

From the heads of departments down the

suggestion of an Association was received with

heartiness of approval and a promise of coop

eration. The following gentlemen consented

to serve on an advisory committee : Gen.

George W. Davis, Governor Canal Zone, chair
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IN A JAPANESE

ARMY HOSPITAL.

The Association in

Japan now has several

secretaries at the front

u-itli tents, reading mat

ter, stationery, gramo

phones, music, and all

the accessories of the

Army Association, and

is giving help and cheer

to the soldiers in

camps and hospitals.

The heartiest welcome

lias been given their ef

forts by officers and

tnen alike.

man ; Hon. John Barrett, United States Min

ister; John F. Wallace, chief engineer, and

Col. W. C. Gorgas, chief sanitary officer. Each

member of this committee had observed the

work of the Association with soldiers and rail

road men, and in foreign ports. They assure

an intelligent direction and support of the

movement, which would offer to the young man

going to the Isthmus in the employ of the

United States Government moral safeguards

and social and physical privileges. The com

mittee has submitted a report to the Isthmian

Canal Commission at Washington embodying

their findings.

Foreign Notes

Prof. C. H. Robertson, secretary at Nanking,

has been giving scientific demonstrations for

literary men and students, and among those at

tending his demonstrations were the sons of the

Viceroy. Mr. Robertson, by the use of ath

letics, as well as scientific demonstrations (for

he is proficient in both), hopes to cultivate the

acquaintance and gain an influence over the

thousands of students in the colleges and uni

versities in that city. He asks for $500 for

apparatus, etc.

At Shanghai the membership is 934, with 273

in the Central Chinese, 270 in the Student Chi

nese, 322 in the Foreign and 69 in the Japanese

Departments. The attendance at the nine

weekly religious meetings and Bible classes has

been 482. There are 244 students in Chinese

educational classes and 163 in ten Bible classes.

At the Kiang Nan Nan conference, attended

by fifty-six men from mid-China, representing

thirteen Associations, the great theme was

The Evangelization of China. All the delegates

were men capable of leading in a constructive

campaign. They addressed and worked per

sonally with more than 2,000 heathen, attended

ten meetings in different parts of the city, and

on the last Saturday over 200 Doctors of Let

ters, Masters and Bachelors—the proudest Con

fucians of the Capital—came to the college

church and listened for two hours to addresses

on the growth of Christianity and its place in

the lives of educated men.

The trustees of the late William B. Barbour,

at one time member of Parliament for Paisley,

have voted from the residue of his estate to

the Association of that town $5,000. The

money comes at a time when the Association

is about to erect a new building.

When leaving Rio, South America, after two

months' service in Mr. Clark's absence, B. A.

Shuman, of Buenos Ayres, was presented with

a handsome ink-stand by the directors of the

Rio Association.

CHINESE ASSOCIATION SECRETARIES.

From left to right: Lockwood, Fountain, Gailey,

Robertson, Lyon, Rugb, Gillette, Lewis.



What to Do This Month

Suggestions from Rochester

In the Educational Department I desire to

offer a suggestion, that the Association en

courage the formation of writers or authors

clubs, the purpose of which to be the study

and practice of journalism.

In the Physical Department, the Associations

located in this snow belt might readily con

duct skating carnivals, coasting parties, skee-

ing parties, skating trips, etc., not only for their

own members, but to organize parties among

the Sunday schools of Grammar Schools. This

is a good extension feature. The organization

of a Sunday school athletic league in a small

way can be started like this : for the physical

director to get up a calisthenic drill, this drill

to be given to the various Sunday schools for

them to get up a team of ten or a dozen mem

bers to compete at a certain time in the Asso

ciation gymnasium. F. L. STARRETT.

Lincoln's Birthday — Plan for a special re

ception to National Guardsmen, Grand Army

Posts, Young People's Societies, clerks em

ployed in leading stores and business houses,

men employed in factories and shops—any

group or groups of men or young people. For

decorations, use plenty of flags and bunting.

Exhibit a large portrait of Lincoln, fittingly

decorated. If your Association uses electric

light, replace the usual dear glass lights with

red, white and blue bulbs; if gas, use red,

white and blue globes, or cover the regular

globes with red, white and blue tissue paper to

obtain the effect desired. In order to quickly

acquaint your guests with the rank and file of

the membership, employ any one of a dozen

workable schemes of introduction. This will

break the ice and put all hands in trim for a

good time. For the formal program, introduce

a stirring address, the reading of Lincoln's

"Declaration of war;" "First call for volun

teers;" the "Emancipation Proclamation," or

his famous "Gettysburg speech." Let there be

plenty of martial music and patriotic songs. A

chorus of at least fifty young women, clad in

white, wearing Lincoln badges, will make a

specially attractive feature. Have them wave

American flags during the singing of "The

Star Spangled Banner" (the eiuire audience

standing). It will set the blood to tingling as

few things can. For refreshments use "patri

otic" brick cream, mounted with miniature

American flags.

Washington's Birthday — Let your recep

tion for this occasion be for men only. Plan

for the holding of a camp fire. For decora

tions, use flags and bunting, army blankets,

old firearms and implements of warfare. Dis

play a large portrait of Washington. In the

earlier part of the evening let your guests visil

a specially prepared exhibit of war relics, suita

bly arranged in the parlors or reception rooms.

When it is time for the formal exercises, in

troduce your guests to some specially invited

officer of the United States Army and other

soldiers or ex-soldiers, and with these men re

pair to the scene of the camp fire (real or im

provised). Here introduce a program of war

songs, bugle calls, war stories, stories of Wash

ington, etc. A tent erected near the camp fire,

used as the headquarters for the soldiers, will

lend peculiar interest to the occasion. Extin

guish all other lights while seated around the

camp fire. The semi-dark rooms will bring

about a feeling of reality that would otherwise

be lacking. For music, use a good fife and

drum corps. For refreshments, use hard tack

and coffee served in tin cups. F. D. FACG.

What Is Needed Down East

The things that would wake up our Asso

ciation work in the Maritime Provinces this

winter are: (1) An Evangelistic campaign in

which men who have dropped out of active

work would be enlisted and hundreds of young

men brought to acknowledge Christ openly as

Saviour and Lord. (2) The enlistment of

young men in good, old-fashioned Bible classes,

with men as teachers who have a life equal to

their message. (3) A definite campaign on

the part of every Association to make every

member and man in its community practically

familiar with what the Association stands for

and plans to do; printed matter, large meet

ings, personal interviews with men—every way.

(4) Making the buildings stronger social cen-

•ers and filling them with the best things all the

time. Having social nights—but making

every night special. (5) Securing railroad and

boys' work secretaries to reinforce the broken-

down Maritime secretary in the effort to extend

the work. (6) If the breath of God would

breathe into our secretaries and leaders the

missionary spirit, young men on the other side

of the world would not be helped more than

the men who helped them.

FRASER G. MARSHALL.

Copy of a Letter Sent Out to Corresponding

Members by the Provincial Committee

My Dear Sir—You have received under sep

arate mail a copy of the November number

of ASSOCIATION MEN, our official paper, which

is the most helpful publication we have, and

without which a man can hardly be well in

formed in regard to this great and important

work. It contains items of interest in regard

to young men the world over, and is of untold

value to those who, like ourselves, are seeking
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to advance the interests of God's Kingdom

among men.

We would be glad to have you as a regular

subscriber, and fifty cents would pay the bill

for a year. Think it over and act on this sug

gestion now. Yours sincerely,

CHAS. R. SAYER, Secretary.

A Fellow Secretary's Letter Which He Thought

Good Enough to Pass On

Dear : Happy New Year to you.

May the new year bring to you—

Enough of success to keep you hopeful.

Enough of failure to keep you humble.

Enough of cash to pay expenses.

Enough of joy to keep you smiling.

Enough of blessings to keep you grateful.

Enough of meekness to make you useful.

Enough of strength to make you powerful.

Enough of power to do the impossible.

Enough of vision to see the invisible.

Enough of grace to keep you faithful.

Good night.

Fraternally yours, .

The Measure of a Secretary

A Secretarial Standard

As to the questions which might apply as

tests of the success of a secretary, the follow

ing are some which I keep in stock as stand

ards to which I would like to attain :

Do the directors direct?

Are the committee men an effective force?

Are there several groups interested in Bible

study?

Are resultful religious meetings held, with a

true evangelistic tone?

Is there an intelligent interest in Association

work outside the home city and country?

Is the secretary preeminently a friend to

men?

Does the secretary secure the cordial co

operation of his fellow-employees?

Is the conduct of the Association's business

affairs businesslike? B. C. POND.

Youngstown, 0.

Questions a Secretary Should Ask Himself

1. Is my relation with my God perfectly har

monious, and, so far as I know, am I doing His

will?

2. Is my attitude toward my fellow-men

Christlike, and am I seeking, not my own, but

the good of another?

3. Have I a comprehensive and intelligent

knowledge of my field?

4. Have I a practical business grasp of

things ?

5. Am I organizing, developing and setting in

play the forces at my command?

6. Am I bringing things to pass in the build

ing up of a strong Christian character among

men? E. W. PECK.

Minnesota.

Four Test Questions

What is the condition of your Association's

finances?

How many men have you who are actually

doing committee work ?

How manv men have you personally influ

enced to accept Jesus Christ as Saviour dur

ing the past year?

What lines of study are you pursuing to

promote your own growth and efficiency?

The Carolina*. G. C. HUNTINGTON.

Shall We Introduce Billiards?

A Suggestion

I do not play billiards or pool, and never

have, but it seems to me there are few things

which could more seriously handicap the ef

fective development of what I consider the true

Christian Association idea than some of the

sentiments expressed by the correspondents of

ASSOCIATION MEN in opposition to the introduc

tion of the billiard table. For any Christian

teacher to strive to put into a simple game of

physical skill the suggestion of immorality be

cause immoral associations are in other places

connected with such a game, is, in my opinion,

just as wrong as to say it is immoral to walk

because some people bet on walking matches.

I do not think it is wise to try to force the in

troduction of billiards into Young Men's Chris

tian Association buildings against a pronounced

sentiment of the community, but I think it

most unfortunate that any one prominently

connected with the Young Men's Christian As

sociation work should take such a position as

I have just described.

GEORGE FOSTER PEABODY.

Have the Real Game or None

The recent articles in ASSOCIATION MEN on

the billiard and pool question have left en

tirely out of consideration the question as to

how to treat the balleto board, cue-roque table

and all other imitations of and substitutes for

the real article. It was our experience with

the balleto board that led us to put in a pool

table. I believe that more fellows are likely

to leave the Association for the pool room

through learning the game on these poor imi

tations than there are when the Association

faces the matter squarely and puts in the

genuine thing. We have small quarters, no

bowling alleys, swimming tank or shooting

gallery. The other games do not draw the men

we want. Pool does. It has distinctly raised

the tone of the rooms and stimulates the social

atmosphere. We are watching it carefully and

find that almost all the fellows have learned the

game outside. We shall not keep the table a

minute if we find it is helping the pool-room

business, but it certainly is not, so far.

Whitman, Mass. A. M. PARKER,
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The Committee Comedy

Perhaps the most surprising feature of As

sociation activity as a matter of contemplation

is that usually dignified with the appellation

"committee work," an appellation that as a

comprehensive and elaborate misnomer compels

sincere admiration.

The ordinary Association ideal demands the

successful operation of a rigid committee sys

tem, that is in itself a positive guarantee of

associational respectability. That system again

demands that the membership shall make, and

to a large degree execute the plans of an As

sociation and be responsible for the financing,

oversight and general administration of its

service. As a matter of fact, the committee

system—judged by ordinary business standards

—is usually NOT successfully operated; the

members do not make nor execute the plans;

and in a real sense are not responsible for much

of anything. The planning, the execution and

the responsibility rest largely upon the em

ployed force, usually upon the general secre

tary; and the twin specters of secretarialism

and institutionalism stalk abroad in the land.

Some slight investigation concerning the ra

tionale of this matter discloses the following

details: Many unofficial members, and some

officers, are not willing to do active work or

to bear responsibilities, and hold that the gen

eral secretary is employed to relieve them of

these altogether immaterial considerations;

many members are not qualified to perform ef

fective service if it was demanded, and do

not hanker after improvement ; some promise

to work, talk very effusively, and do nothing;

most members know that if they do not do the

work it will not go undone; a few only are

willing, energetic or efficient. The general sec

retary keenly appreciates the conventional de

mands of the situation, yet knowing that the

work must be done, does it—either alone, or

with the help of the consecrated few—and as

sumes the responsibility, thus saving the Asso

ciation from failure or loss, and himself from

the stigma of inefficiency that inevitably would

attach to him in case of failure, and not to the

parties who supinely refuse to bear the respon

sibility. Taking advantage of this state of af

fairs the gibbering fault-finder delights to raise

the wail that members are not being developed,

committee work is being neglected, the work

is secretarialized. the Association is now or

soon will be institutionalized, and that a short

but sufficiently harassing future awaits the un

fortunate organization. It is more than pass

ing strange that—notwithstanding the battered

condition of the ideal, the heresy of the actual

practice, and the paralyzing presence of the

two gelid specters—the Association goes right

on saving men. developing workers, aiding the

church and helping to establish righteousness

in the land. The accomplishment of these

things under the conditions indicated suffi

ciently emphasizes the possibility of a much

more efficient and satisfactory service if the so-

called committee work were what it should be.

How that alleged work can be transformed into

the real thing has been, and is now—in West

ern phrase—a right smart question.

The writer, heedful yet reckless of the thin

ice hereabouts, ventures to advance a few sug

gestions "on this line" "as follows": Secure

every committeeman upon a clear understand

ing of his duty and a definite committal to it.

Should the committee force consist of but ten

men under this plan, get to work and da things—

conscientiousness not numerousness ; horse,

not harness—tell in this connection. Give

those ten men—if more are not available—

individually and definitely, something to do,

and let each do his own work or let it go un

done. If undone, let some one other than the

general secretary tell the negligent person of

his failure, and then try him once more. The

semblance of doing something, or the continued

failure to do things develops no one, theory to

the contrary notwithstanding.

Reduce the machine work to the lowest point

possible. Meetings with nothing excepting the

date to meet for; reports that report nothing-

requiring active, earnest, overburdened business

men to do work that an office boy should do:

endless coils of red tape, and mazes of scheming

that lead to nothing, are not conducive to in

terested and continued activity.

Let the board of directors understand and

plainly and unequivocally accept the principle,

that they, and they alone, are responsible as

representatives of the Association for the entire

work of the organization, and that they have

a relationship to the committees that demands

their supervision and their direction.

Supplement the committee service by the em

ployment of individuals in matters that appeal

to their interest or their altruism. Many

strong business men who would not even con

sider regular committee service, are ready and

willing to aid unofficially in specific work.

Such aid, if tactfully directed, would be the

most efficient that the Association could com

mand. This vein has not been extensively

worked because it takes time, but the time spent

in assembling committeemen that are hard to

catch, and when caught dread the harness,

could be well used in helping an individual do

something worth while.

Finally, employ means to increase in the com

mitteemen the spirit of consecration to work

for Jesus Christ. Here, after all, is the crux

of the whole matter of service. Consecrated men

will work on committees or anywhere else, and

the man who lacks consecration lacks the main

spring of Christian activity. M. E- MORO,
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Books Worth Noting

Charles Wagner has written two small books

for young men which have a greater value even

than The Simple Life, Courage and Youth,

of one of which was issued a special edition

for the Young Men's -Christian Associations

of Switzerland. Big-hearted, in close sympa

thy with common men, abounding in hope,

practical in faith, he has a message to men

that takes hold on life and betters it, broadens,

enkindles and clarifies. (Dodd, Mead & Co.,

$1.25 each.)

A writer who is keenly alive to all that is

going on in the world and has a grip-hold on

the realities of the next is H. A. Bridgman,

the eager managing editor of the Congrega-

tionalist. He has given good counsels for

young Christians in Steps Christward. It is

practical and spiritual at the same time. It is

comprehendable and written for people who

are in earnest. It is wholesome and direct and

has enough illustrations from common life to

carry the Scripture lessons into every-day life.

A good book to keep by one for a year. (Pil

grim Press, $1.00.)

The Sunday-School Times has printed under

the caption of Just a Minute, over one hundred

keenly turned paragraphs, Scripture comments

by Dr. Charles F. Goss. Dr. Goss knows how

to put an old truth in a way that fastens it to

one's life with a new hold. This book is good

for a "daily truth." (Price, 75 cents.)

Practical Track and Field Athletics, by John

Graham and Ellery H. Clark, published by Fox,

Duffield & Co. ($1.00 net.) In our book

columns in the December Number mention was

not made of the publishers or the price of this

book. Every man interested in athletics would

find it very attractive and valuable. It is pro

fusely illustrated with some of the finest

"action" pictures to be obtained. Its informa

tion regarding records and suggestions to the

coach and physical director are comprehensive.

Another well-written book with a blue and

gray theme has been published by A. C. Mc-

Clurg Company, Chicago. ($1.50.) My Lady

of the North is intensely interesting from the

moment of Captain Wayne's conference with

General Lee until the close of the war.

Dr. N. D. Hillis was once a home missionary

and had a taste of the life with the vanguard

on the frontier of the Great West. He has

felt the conquering purpose of brave men. He

has immortalized the story of "Johnny Apple-

seed," who planted orchards throughout the

once unsettled West, in John Chapman's Quest,

and given a story of undying love of a noble

woman, the unselfish devotion to a great pur

pose of a noble man, and with it all written

the story of the coming of the first settlers to

conquer the forests and make themselves homes

beyond the Alleghenies. (Macmillan, $1.50.)

The reading of the sketch of Maltbie Bab-

cock's Life, by Dr. C. E. Robinson, is inspira

tion and despair to the man who would be a

winner of men—an inspiration in the accom

plishments of his forty-two years—a despair,

for a few men can hope to do a few things

passing well while he did a half-score of things

superbly. (Revell, $1.00.)

In The Pastor and Modern Missions—a

series of four lectures given before Yale and

other divinity schools, by John R. Mott—a

tremendous argument buttressed by an array

of facts from a wide reading and personal ob

servation and by deep convictions, is presented

to pastors, showing their opportunity and duty

toward foreign missions. Although out but a

few months, the book is in its fifteenth thou

sand. Of this book Dr. Brown has said: "It

impresses me as the strongest, wisest and most

eloquent presentation I have ever seen of the

duty which is vital to the world's evangeliza

tion." (Stu. Vol., $1.00.)

The Life of Raymond Lull, "The Luther of

the Thirteenth Century," the first missionary

to the Moslems, by Dr. Zwemer, reads with

the interest of a novel. Robert Speer writes

the introduction, in which he says : "Of all

the men of his century of whom we knew,

Raymond Lull was most possessed by the love

and life of Christ, and most eager accordingly

to share his possession with the world.''

(Funk & Wagnalls, 85 cents.)

The Strategy of Great Railroads, by Frank

Spearman, is packed full of the sort of infor

mation that every young man who wishes to

be posted concerning the development of North

America should be interested in. Every in

telligent man has a general idea concerning the

great 'railroad systems, but only a few could

state how they have grown up and their pres

ent extent. This information is all condensed

in this latest book of Mr. Spearman's, and it is

as fascinating as a novel.

William T. Pea-rce has given a moral and in

spiring volume in Stepping Stones to Manhood.

It is a helpful book which is readable as well,

filled with apt and entertaining anecdote. The

introductions to the variou^ chapters are given

by Bob Burdette, Joshua Levering, General

Howard, Booker Washington, Dr. Lorimer and

twenty-five others who can speak with helpful

ness to young men. (Harpers, $1.50.)

The addresses of Rev. William J. Dawson,

D.D., of London, and of Drs. Hillis, Cadman.

McGee, Waters and others during the evangel

istic campaign in Brooklyn, which is of pecu

liar interest at this time, may be had of the

Brooklyn Eagle at 10 cents.



From the Editor's Viewpoint

The conviction has become fixed with many

men who are feeling the

The pulse of the times that the

Coming remarkable revival move-

Revival ment in Wales, in which

30,000 have already been

converted, is but the beginning of a world-wide

wave of evangelism. America is prepared for

it. Not with one, but with several leading de

nominations, evangelism has become a theme

of glowing interest. Discussion has passed the

stage of essays and rose-water plans for social

amelioration and has reached direct personal

appeal. The hair-splitting stage is giving way

to the heart-breaking stage; men are more

ready to pay the price of conversions in clean

ness of life, in prayer, in tears, in personal in

terest in men, and testimony of life and word.

There has been a preparation of years in Bible

study which has given a firmer faith in the

Book as the revelation of God the Father and

of Christ the Saviour. Five years of Associa

tion progress have demonstrated the unique

power of the Gospel, and have heartened our

men for pressing the conflict to an issue. Men

in the field tell us that the Gospel message has

a welcome and a power in the great manufac

turing shops and with railroad men. The college

secretaries have become perforce evangelists,

and twice as many men could not only on Sun

day but daily find hundreds of college students

ready to give a thoughtful hearing to the claims

of the Gospel. Mr. Mott's meetings in the uni

versities have had revival results. At one

state university an average of nearly 1,000

came out nightly to hear him, and would come

to hear any commanding man with a mes

sage. Wherever Fred Smith and Michener

have spoken, and other secretaries with an

evangelistic message which they have had the

courage to press to acceptance or rejection,

have spoken at the great theater meetings from

a score to 200 decisions result. More physical

directors have Bible classes. The more pro

nounced the evangelistic message in the sol

diers' camp, the better it is received. It has

been found so easy to lead boys to avow the

Christian life that secretaries have not urged

the "invitation" until boys could first have in

struction in Bible classes. Bible class attend

ance has nearly trebled and attendance at men's

meetings and the number of conversions

doubled in the last five years. But we all need

a new personal, and deeper, experience in our

hearts. May every Christian man cry out to

God that he may have a part in the great

awakening and its blessinp that will make in

tensely and spiritually effective every depart

ment of Association activity. There are Bible

teachers who have not secured a convert in

year?, and committeemen, directors and secre

taries who have forgotten how it seems to per

sonally lead a man to Christ. Yes, we need a

revival that will make religion real and disciple-

ship a life-long service. A revival is needed to

fix the attention of the people on spiritual

things. The miners of Wales are under the

spell, the public houses are deserted, men are

paying old debts and burying grudges, and the

land has burst out into song. The interest in

the meetings is intense, led by the quiet, intense

miner, Evan Roberts, who is but twenty-seven

years of age. Without question the movement

is of God. England and Scotland are reporting

quickened interest ; Denver, Col., Binghamton,

and Schenectady, N. Y., are now in the midst

of great revivals.

The revival spirit is the life of the vigorous

Association. Its work is a

The Association constant evangel the year

and the round. In meetings, Bible

Great Awakening classes and by personal in

fluence the Gospel message

is constantly pressed. But can any man be sat

isfied with religious conditions to-day? Bet

ter the abnormal excitement of earnest religious

zeal, that makes drunkards temperate, that re

claims libertines, that puts prayer on the lips

and song in the mouths and joy and hope

in the hearts of godless men, than the present

dead indifference. The elder, brother needs

this revival as much as the Prodigal Son. The

religious consciousness of the public must be

aroused to overcome the deadly inertia. The

Association must have a large part in this work.

Great union meetings for a month cannot rep

resent its effort for the conversion of men. The

greatest work will follow in conserving the

fruitage of these meetings by sober, strong, ef

fectual and continuous evangelism, giving op

portunity for the men who have been conse

crated to a new life of service to organize in

work for men. There are no men in the coun

try in a more responsible position to forward

this great revival movement than the leaders of

the Associations. It seems that to stand in the

way of this movement would be almost crimi

nal. This campaign cannot be rushed into in

haste, nor men assembled in a day, nor a com

mittee appointed to work out these results, but

when the idea grips a few men who are willing

to pay the price of a revival, at whatever cost,

then we believe the revival will come. We be

lieve the movement will leap into flame in this

country as men fulfil the conditions by which the

Holy Spirit works, and when they desire, above

all things, the forwarding of the Kingdom of

God. This is the message which W. j. Daw-

son gives in the Congregationalist as he looks

out on his months of evangelism in America.

May the fire grow and burn in many hearts and

kindle others to a flame of holy devotion :
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1 hold to the old evangelical message, although for

me the Shibboleth of utterance may differ. I find

myself at home in a Salvation Army meeting because

1 find there the vital knowledge of God's dealings

with the soul, and the expression of a religious ex

perience which is as old as the cross. I am much

more concerned to save one harlot from shame, one

drunkard from his folly, one prodigal son from his

defilement of the far country, than to discuss those

speculations about truth which after all interest but

a ijw, and are not helpful even to them. Life is

growing short; let it be my business, though I am

the slave of no man, to make myself the slave of all

men, if by any means I can save 'some. For this I

know, that the power of Christ does still save men,

and this is as much knowledge as I need for the

work of the evangel. This is the one essential creed,

'and nothing else greatly matters.

What little word, service, Bible class or

friendly personal interest

Stirring shown in a boy changes the

to New current of his life we may

Purposes not know, and he is not al

ways able to say himself.

But one of the wealthiest Christian men of

Dayton, who lives nobly and gives magnifi

cently, says that he owes all that he is to the

Association. He came to the city as a poor

young man with few friends and the Asso

ciation's influence affected his life. The same

could be said of another man—a large manu

facturer—who is destined to be one of the most

useful of Ohio's men. He joined Sinclair's

Bible class as a boy. Another found his first

active Christian Association work at thirteen

with the first California Association in 1877,

and has maintained a leading place since then

in church, Association and in business. Far

back in the boyhood days of no small number

of men who are standing for large things in

Christian and community service, impressions

were made which became dominating principles

growing from a slight influence which deepened

into a great life purpose. One of our travel

ing secretaries spent Sunday with a city Asso

ciation and addressed meetings in the opera

house and the largest church, but the greatest

influence he exerted was with a Bible class of

a dozen boys in their teens to whom he talked

about making the most of their lives.

One is reminded in this discussion of the

billiard question of the dif

ferences arising between the

good men of the Association

Billiards thirty-five years ago on the

introduction of the gymna

sium and bowling alleys. These "tools of

Satan" were remanded to the pit Like bil

liards, there was nothing intrinsically evil in

them. It was the crowd that handled them.

The gymnasium and bowling alley have now

come to stay with the Association as duly ac

credited agencies, but only as they are placed

under the care of competent men trained to

handle them. Of all games, that of billiards is

a gentleman's game, requiring skill of hand, eye

About

and nerve; providing some exercise and offer

ing wholesome recreation for a leisure hour.

It may be that the Association has a duty to

take this excellent game from its associations

with the saloon and cigar parlor, and make it

available in clean surroundings. A man who

has earned his right to an hour of recreation

and leisure by a square day's work is not to be

denied his right to find it in the Association.

Shall we expect to satisfy him with tiddledy-

winks, crokinole or parchesi, or, perhaps, with

checkers and chess? "Socials" are a travesty

on the title with the general run of men, and

pretty parlors are no more attractive of them

selves than undertakers' chapels. With the

Army, Navy, Railroad and Industrial Depart

ments, which have to do with men who have

defined hours of leisure, the introduction of bil

liards has been accomplished without difficulty.

But one Railroad Department having three bil

liard tables and one for pool, declares its pool

table is a disturbing factor, gathering about it

the loafer element, and though a dozen pool ta

bles are requested no more will be added. It

considers billiards "the finest game extant for

men." Pool is thought by many fair judges to

furnish excellent recreation. Since billiards was

put in at the Rochester Street Railway Depart

ment, a saloon formerly patronized by the men

closed as a result. The cost of maintaining a

table well and necessary supervision is about

$200 a year, but the fees will easily pay for this.

The best table is the only one to have, and no

amateurish substitute will serve. The city As

sociations which have had experience enough

to give value to their findings say that the

tables must be under the constant charge of a

Christian man with tact, sand and sense. Play

is restricted to men and allowed only after

3 p. M. and boys are not allowed to play. The

St. Paul Association, with several years' experi

ence with the game, which it had enthusiastic

ally championed, will not provide for it in its

new building, as more space would be required

than good results it has yet seen justify. It

must be remembered that the game is one of

luxury, demanding money and consuming time.

It is fascinating. Checkers and chess are tre

mendously engrossing to some. We have really

never seen an expert chess or checker player

who was an aggressive and successful man of

business. Just so with the reading-room. Hun

dreds of men spend great blocks of time in

general reading and none in practical study.

It would be fairly said of a young man who

played an exceptionally fine game of billiards

or checkers, that "he played disgracefully well,"

for he had spent too much of his life in prac

tice. The tables will become time and purpose

killers for young men, without courageous su

pervision, just as the gymnasium would be

come the resort of sports if allowed to run

itself. Young men need to keep their lives bal
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anced. They need play, work, study, exercise,

and religion. That is a great Association

which can provide all these under one roof and

help men to keep an "even keel." Billiards

will be introduced into Associations, but not

by wholesale, for all cannot handle the game

and public sentiment in many places would be

outraged by it. Let no Association introduce

the tables until it is ready to manage them

with a firm and generous hand and not aban

don them to be monopolized by the town loaf

ers, as many of the old-time gymnasiums and

reading-rooms were.

Jt

The conference of employed officers will, it

is practically decided, meet at Niagara Falls

May 25-31. A rate of one fare plus twenty-

five cents for the round trip is authorized by

the Central Passenger Association.

J*

John R. Mott sailed January 17 for England,

and will spend four weeks with the Universi

ties of Cambridge and Oxford addressing the

students. He will later attend the World's

Conference Jubilee at Paris and the World's

Student Federation meeting in Holland.

41

Lexington, Ky., has very appropriately named

its hall Curry Hall, in honor of Mr. Curry,

the president of the Association, who for eleven

years has given a large amount of time and

$5,000 to the building fund. May Mr. Curry

live many years to see the vast good of the

Association, which is as dear to him as life.

J*

Reading, Pa., frequently has 500 young men

at Saturday evening socials. The Association

does not offer "innocent amusement," believing

that that keeps more men away by its very

wishy-washyness. Visitors pay a penny each

to use the games.

J*

Commercial men are finding it increasingly

hard to hold positions and to drink. A com

mercial man said recently: "I believe the men

on the road are the cleanest, finest class of men

in the world ; the old-time 'lusher' is being

crowded out." It is the same with the railroad

men. Vice-President Wann, of the Great Cen

tral, said to his traffic representatives recently:

"I do not want one of you to go into a shipper's

office or into the presence of a prospective pas

senger with the smell of liquor on your breath.

Gentlemen, this is one thing I will not stand

for."

Jt

The most real cure for inebriety we know is

that of the New York Christian Home for In

temperate Men, at Mount Vernon, N. Y., which

was established by William E. Dodge, Rev. D.

Stuart Dodge, Morris K. Jesup, Cornelius Van-

derbilt and others. Here men are received

who have lost control of themselves through

liquor and are brought into a wholesome, clean

life and under decided Christian influences, so

that scores of men are led annually to a Chris

tian faith, a new life, hope and power to over

come the drink habit. George S. Avery, for

merly a general secretary, is in charge of the

home.

Jt

Group pictures used for the illustrations in

the January, 1904, number were exhibited with

large effect New Year's Day at Winona, Minn.

These pictures may be had on application at

this office, together with many other pictures

used in the last and other numbers.

J*

Minister Barrett, of Panama, renews his ap

peal for an Association on the Isthmus in an

article in the Review of Reviews this month.

The following quotation from a personal letter

received from an engineer at the Isthmus tells

the story of the need :

"Yes, there is lots of gambling here. Roulette, lot

teries, faro, poker and other devilish games. The

women as a rule are impure. This 'a especially true

of the cities of Colon and Panama. But those who

dissipate pay the penalty of their folly by having ma

laria and other impurities not mentionable in polite

correspondence. A man down here must keep his morals

good or his health will be ruined. An engineer needs

all the vitality and strength possible to throw off the

injurious germs. Being on the ground, I can readily

see the great benefit which would be done the com

mission if Young Men's Christian Association work

was carried on in the two cities mentioned."

Jf

In editing copy for this paper the blue

pencil is used almost fiercely on the words

"field," "touching men," "reaching men,"

"needs," "work," "along these lines," "interest

ing and instructive," and these words and

phrases which are the distinguishing shibbo

leths of Association writers and speakers. It is

as impossible to eliminate all these words, how

ever, as it is for an electrical journal to cut out

"amperes," "rheostat," "volts," and "candle-

power." In many articles and addresses the

words and phrases "work," "touching men"

and "along these lines" are used scores of times.

These words have become as trite as has

"strategic" in the college man's talk. They are

indeed worn smooth and fail to take hold with

a grip. In writing, addresses, and even in con

versation, let men check themselves on the use

of words which have become trite.

Jl

Mr. See, in speaking on Bible work, read that

striking enumeration of places where Bible

classes are conducted, which was printed at the

bottom of the chart in the January number

showing the progress in the religious work, said

that it was the most remarkable and graphic

showing of the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation enterprise : "Work done at uncon

ventional times and in unconventional places."
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If men are not coining to the secretary with

the stories of their sin and failure, and if he

is not frequently in prayer with men seeking to

live a new life and Christian life, then there

should be a time of the deepest heart search

ing, humiliation and prayer. An Association

that is not constantly drawing men to it in

that spirit has gone a long way from a Chris

tian Association.

J*

An excellent bulletin board is made of cork

carpeting with a neat frame around it, the

notices being fastened with thumb-tacks.

Jl

One of the leading pastors in New York City,

on- January 2, took for the theme of his even

ing service the messages contained in our Janu

ary number, reviewing first the progress made

by the organization in the past five years. Dr.

S. Edward Young, of Pittsburg, who was in

the audience, was so impressed with the serv

ice that he said he would use the same matter

for his next Sunday evening theme.

J*

The universal day for prayer for students is

February 12th. The World's Student Christian

Federation now embraces over 1,700 separate

student societies, with a membership of 100,000

students. The Associations joining in the ob

servance of this day may secure data from the

Student Department, showing the progress of

the Federation, toward which the American

college Associations have largely contributed.

J*

White Plains, N. Y., with 13,000 people, 3,600

of whom are males over twelve years of age,

has but 430 male evangelical church members.

The Roman Catholic population is about 3,000 ;

colored, 630, and Italian, 1,065. The Roman

Catholic Church has 400 male communicants.

At all of the evangelical churches the attend

ance of men on a recent Sunday morning was

244; in the evening, 178; at Sunday-school,

136; at mid-week services, 44. These figures

were presented at a conference of the Associa

tion and pastors, and have caused the churches

to look into their methods and to plan better

cooperation with the Association. A commit

tee of three of the best men in each church,

appointed by the pastors, met with Mr. Miche-

ner to form plans for reaching more of the

men of the community. These church com

mittees will each personally devote themselves

to a number of men who attend these churches

who are not Christians. They will endeavor to

bring them to hear evangelistic sermons to be

preached occasionally by the pastors. They

will aim to bring these men to a two-months'

series of evangelistic opera-house meetings

which the Association has been asked to con

duct by this joint church committee. Weekly

church prayer-meetings will frequently con

sider evangelism and be made more evangel

istic. This has been the result thus far of the

study of a field—a simple thing, so simple that

all are wondering why it has not been done

before.

Jt

Frederick White, after six years' service as

religious work director at Chicago Central, re

signed to enter business in Minneapolis. Dur

ing his first year the average attendance at

Sunday meetings was 199; last year it was 558.

The Bible class enrolment has grown from

183 to 1,260; professed conversions from 59 to

605. Mr. White was always a genuine friend

to men, and his retirement from the work is

greatly to be regretted.

Jt

The steropticon is now a part of the outfit

of the wide-awake Association. The chief

difficulty is to get pictures within a decade of

the twentieth century to illustrate a story; to

secure pictures which are natural, interesting

and wholesome. There has been too much of

the fantastic, foolish, abnormal and pathetic in

the stock slides furnished. There are a dozen

boys' departments that could supply from ten

to thirty pictures each to show what the

American boy is doing in the twentieth cen

tury, as well as King Arthur and his idealists

who have been a long time dead. If any in

terest is shown by Boys' Departments we will

arrange to furnish sets of slides and a type

written story from a dozen Associations at

minimum charge—illustrated talks on the best

phases of things which are being done for

groups of working boys, in camps, outings—

educational, physical, social, etc. These well-

planned illustrated talks could be used to large

educational advantage, supplementing meetings

and receptions.

J»

A low-down show in Newark advertised,

"Steal money and see the ." The boys'

secretary saw demoralization in the thing, and

by his urgency leading citizens stirred up the

Mayor, Chief of Police and other city of

ficials. Result, revoked license, signs torn

down, and public sentiment aroused. It was

found and shown that nine out of ten boys ar

rested had stolen money in order to go to the

theater; there was one saloon for every nine

boys between twelve and eighteen in the city;

the cost for each student in the schools was

$21, and cost for each of the 6,000 arrests made

annually was $73. That secretary took an in

terest in the boys of his city outside of the

membership. The Association ought to prove

itself of as great value in dollars and cents to

a city in protecting the morals of its youth as

a Railroad Department is to a railroad in ele

vating the character of its men.
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One busy family man whose work takes him

away early and family cares keep him up late,

observes the morning watch in the winter

months while he is in the cellar tending the

furnace fire and waiting for it to start up.

Jt

The excellent article by S. W. McGill on

"The Association Director" has been reprinted

from ASSOCIATION MEN, and may be had of the

Tennessee State Committee at 50 cents per

dozen.

Jl

It took a lot of grace and deep conviction

for a State secretary with a little family draw

ing him toward home and comfort, to refuse

a $4,000 salary to enter business, but he did it.

That was a great victory over selfishness.

Jt

No better statement of the working principle

of the Association has been made than this

which we quote from a recent letter : "We have

come to realize that the only salvation for

some of our Christian men is good, hard serv

ice and all that goes with it; and so we are

endeavoring to put just as many men on com

mittees as we can handle."

ji

It is not a fact that business men are not

interested in Bible study, as this experience of

Mr. Shelton's will show. After holding a

Bible conference with an Iowa Association, he

proposed forming a business men's Bible class.

One of the ablest teachers of a leading college

located near by was secured as instructor. A

cashier of one of the banks—one of the most

capable and influential men of the city—accom

panied Mr. Shelton and the secretary, called

upon twenty men. At the end of an hour

twenty of the leading men in the city had en

rolled. Among the number were a bank presi

dent, two bank cashiers, several attorneys, and

prominent merchants. Members of the board

of directors canvass for money, why not for

aggressive Christian service in this way?

Jl

Very many of the older secretaries will re

member with peculiar affection E. L. Cobb, the

veteran commercial traveler, whose visits al

ways brought cheer, help and a wholesome

touch of life. We have a letter from him to

day, written in a strong, free hand, and with

the same spirit which characterized him ten

years ago. He was ill for months and lost his

position by reason of age and the combinations

in business, and is now in the National Home

for Old Soldiers at Hampton, Va. We may

look for the organization of a Men's Christian

Association there among the 3,000 soldiers. He

cannot be suppressed. His old friends must

give him a bracing word now and then. He

does not expect to die for some time, and

when he does it will not be with a whine of

defeat

For fifteen years in Berlin, Germany, Asso

ciations have been organized among bakers.

Recently a conference of German and Chris

tian bakers was held in that city. Ninety men,

representing 26 Associations, were present.

The soldiers' Association has laid the foun

dation for a "Kaiser Wilhelmhaus" at Metz,

Germany.

J*

Generalities count for little in announce

ments. Men do not rally to indefinite invita

tions and young men object to being spoken

of patronizingly as "the young men." Here is

a paragraph announcing classes which will

cripple them from the start : "The physical

director is planning to start class work in the

gymnasium and the young men are invited to

come in and get in line for the winter com-

paign."

J«

That committee meeting is a failure which

does not tie up the members to do some defi

nite thing.

J*

Here is a good subject used for a lantern

lecture in England, "The Microscope's Testi

mony of God."

Jl

Lord Kinnaird, in commending the English

volunteer camp work, said: "You must send

your best men to it. Imbeciles may have their

uses elsewhere, but not in camp work." This

has a strangely familiar echo of what the coun

ty men are saying, and the boys' religious

work, and State secretaries. Only the best

man has a place in work fo'r men anywhere.

Jl

Here is the advertisement of a "valise organ"

which is unique: "This organ is used with

great success by evangelists, show people,

Y. M. C. A., and undertakers."

Jl

The English are alert to the tendencies in

the life of young men of the nation. Dr. Kings

ton, J.P., Chairman of the Cornwall Dis

trict, said: "A spirit of lawlessness is arising

among young men, and all restraints are being

cast aside. The strong ties which used to

exist between young men and their parents are

now being markedly weakened. This is seri

ously and to a greater extent affecting all re

ligious influences. Churches and chapels have

been increasingly neglected by all young men

for some years past Now there is open and

avowed hostility instead of sinful neglect, and

a public desecration of the Sunday instead of

mere absence from divine worship. Gambling

and betting have become more prevalent vices.

Means outside of the church agencies must be

devised to bring them once again within re

ligious influences, and no organization can do

this better than the Association."



Out of the Life of Men

F. B. Jacobs tells the story of a boy, a

printer's devil, whose father was dead and

his mother worse than dead to him—a pro

fane, dirty little rascal in the West. The As

sociation won him to a new life. In a year

he was assistant secretary; then he entered a

bank, and for a number of years has been

cashier and president of an Association in the

Middle West. He is a man of high character.

•**

Here is the sympathetic way in which the

railroad men get into each other's lives : Not

long ago a Texas shop man lost his wife and

baby, and on the evening after the funeral

came into the building, asking for the use of

a rest room, remarking as he did so, "It is

lonely at home now." He found old friends

in the building who cheered him and led him

to make it his home.

<#

A young man in Georgia, a member of the

Association, was found to be guilty of im

moral conduct. He was kindly and tactfully

rebuked. When he applied for the renewal of

his membership on its expiration this was re

fused, and the man was told that it was nec

essary for him to change his life before he

would be eligible. He went away angry. It

was the turning point of his life. He became

a Christian and is to-day one of the staunch

advocates of the Association.

J*

This is the kind of testimony which counts :

A fireman was converted in one of the Tem

ple, Tex., meetings. He was soon afterward

transferred to a run on a branch some dis

tance away. This report came through his

engineer, who said, "That fellow's quiet, deter

mined, earnest life has had more effect on me

than anything else, and more than he knows."

Another engineer spoke of his quiet observa

tion of the Association's influence, "That Y.

M. C. A. is the finest thing ever invented for

a railroad man. It's 2 to 1 better to have a

game of dominoes and a drink of ice water at

the Y. M. C. A. than a game and a drink of

beer at a saloon. Your family notices the

difference, too."

JH

A railroad foreman boiler maker in Cle-

burne, Texas, was converted some four

months ago, from which time he has been an

untiring personal worker among his men,

twenty-two of whom have become Christians.

Naturally, now the question of personal re

ligion is in the minds of the members of his

force. During a recent revival at least fifteen

of his men went forward through his efforts.

From ten to twenty men come to the Associa

tion Sunday meetings every week through his

invitation, and at a recent Bible class twenty-

eight of his men were present. His influence

is not confined to his own men, but some of

the officials are becoming interested, as one

of the secretaries was in his office when one

came to inquire what he must do to be saved.

Jl

Mr. Elliott, the director of religious work

in Brooklyn, has all sorts of experiences with

men who are after the loaves and fishes, soup

tickets and free beds by the pious-act route.

One day, when an old gray-haired man came to

him, he said to himself: "Now here is another

of those beats—a man whom I can do nothing

with—coming to take up my time, only to

strike me for a quarter or a night's lodging;"

but he was mistaken. The man said : "I have

been attending your meetings now for over a

year. I have listened to the invitation time and

again. I am nearly seventy years old. I don't

want any money. I have got money enough,

but how I wish I had become a Christian when

I was a youth. I can't throw this remnant of

a life to the Lord. I have been secretly trying

to live a Christian life. Do you think there is

any hope for a man like me of seventy years?"

Mr. Elliott said to him: "Yes, certainly.

Did you ever read the story of the Prodigal

Son? Well, did you ever think of it from the

standpoint of the father?" The old man looked

it through again. Tears came to his eyes. "Isn't

it beautiful? There is hope, then, for an old

wreck like me."

Jt

At one of the Keenan-Knebel meetings in

Texas, a six-foot engineer came forward ac

companied by his fireman. His jaw was set,

face pale and intense. Looking Knebel square

ly in the eye, he said : "Pardner, we mean busi

ness." He knew what he was "cutting out"

and that it meant a "cleaning up" which would

bring a big struggle. Men face squarely the

question of Christianity in the Southwest in a

way which is unknown in gentle towns in the

East, for it means a radical revolution, a thor

ough change of habit and cutting off of the

whole list of meannesses. At another meet

ing a young machinist who was converted went

direct to his home, and although the hour was

late, roused his mother and told her that the

prayers of years had been answered. At an

other meeting no results could be obtained.

Here an after meeting was called for church

members, and a physician fairly diagnosed the

condition when he said : "We will never save

men in this town unless those of us who pro

fess to be Christians get the crooks out of our

lives. Our standard is too low."



Physical Directors' Society

A large number of physical directors are

identifying themselves with the society as mem

bers. The membership fee is $1.

Those physical directors who are not mem

bers are not cooperating up to their limit for

the best interest of the brotherhood.

More has been accomplished for unity of

methods in one year of organization than in

ten years of individualistic effort.

The new Nomenclature is now ready, and

can be had of the Publication Department of

CHAMPIONS OF THE BRANTFORD ONT. CITY

LEAGUE.

the International Committee at 50 cents per

copy, $5 per dozen. All the physical directors

are requested to use the Nomenclature and

come prepared at the next meeting of the

society to make suggestions and criticisms

growing out of their working experience

with it.

The various committees are hard at work

in their study of the subjects assigned them.

Their reports will form valuable material

for discussion at the next meeting of the

society.

Dr. Hastings reports very encouraging re

sponses to the requests of the Anthropometric

Committee made last month.

The Committee on Transportation and Local

Arrangements will shortly issue a preliminary

program of the Conference.

The religious work committee is preparing

a question to be sent each director. They

would suggest that the statistics of the religious

work being done in the physical department be

carefully kept. As the report should include

everything up to May 1, it will necessitate un

usually prompt replies to enable the committee

to have the work finished May 25.

The Committee on Grading Gymnastics de

sires that all directors who have original work

on any phase of gymnastics, such as drills,

graded apparatus work, special gymnastics or

any other feature of value in unifying the phy

sical work should send such matter to the

chairman, A. B. Wegener, Rochester, N. Y.

All material will be returned, if desired.

The Committee on Competitive Work is in

vestigating the present condition of competitive

gymnastics and athletics with a view of making

radical changes looking toward improvement.

The physical directors throughout the coun

try will be called upon to fill out a voluminous

and important questionary during the next

month or two. Great care and accuracy are

requested by the committees on the part of the

physical directors in making replies.

The biennial Conference of the Employed

Officers of the Associations will meet at Niagara

Falls, May 27 to 31. The meeting of the Phy

sical Directors' Society will precede this by

two days, meeting on May 25 and 26. The

opening session also of the Employed Officers

Association will be devoted to the Physical

Work, the topic being "The Efficiency of the

Physical Work as Others See It," and will con

sist of a healthy criticism of the physical work

of the Association by noted leaders in physical

training outside of the Association constitu

ency.

Not a single physical director in all the land

can afford to be absent from either the meet

ing of the Society or the Conference. Ar

rangements for being present should be made

at once with committees and boards of direc

tors. If you are a physical director, be a good

one. Be up to the times. Fellowship with the

brethren. Give out of your experience and

learn from the experience of others.

By virtue of the cooperation of a group of

loyal physical directors, who out of their own

funds have contributed $400, it will be possible

for the committee on bibliography to print n

complete English Bibliography on Physical

Training, and furnish it to all who send in

their pledge at once (not later than Feb. 15)

for $2.50. Here is an opportunity that is a

gold mine to every physical director.

It is desirable that where the physical di

rectors of a city, state or district are organized,

that they become affiliated with the Physical

Directors' Society as sections. Where a fee is

charged for membership it is suggested that it

be made large enough to include membership

in the society. The secretaries of such organi

zations are requested to notify William H.

Ball, Springfield, Mass.

GEORGE J. FISHER, M.D., President.
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Physical Department Paragraphs

The largest and most enthusiastic lot of

spectators ever crowded within the walls of

Chicago Central building witnessed the events

in the natatorium and in the gymnasium,

January 2. In the aquatic sports H. J. Handy

established a new world's record for the 40-

yard swim on back in the time of 27 2/5

seconds, the previous record being held by

H. H. Reeder, of Boston, time 39 3/5 seconds.

Swatck broke the world's record in the under

water swim, going the distance of 320 feet, the

previous world's record being held by T. W.

Reiley, of England, with a distance of 312 feet.

In the athletic events C. Jacobs set a high mark

of 10 feet 7% inches indoors. John Schommer

won the all-round contest, taking first places in

the running high jump, 16-pound shot put, and

the stand, hop, step and jump.

A new club, to be known as the Central "C"

Club, has recently been organized in the Chicago

Central, made up of the members who have

won the Department championship C in ath

letics, aquatics, fencing, wrestling, basketball

or gymnastics. It will be the purpose of this

club to gather such members together, virtually

as an alumni association, to assist in promoting

a greater interest and a better spirit in all of

the above-named sports, also to assist in con

ducting athletic meets and gymnastic contests.

Complete files of Physical Training, contain

ing all of Vols. I and II, with the exception

of one number, can be secured from the Inter

national Office for $1 to reduce stock. This

publication contains a series of articles on

Gymnastic-Therapeutics with clinical experi

ments, the most comprehen

sive treatise ever written on

the subject and edited by

Dr. Gulick. Every physical

director should have it in

his library. They can be se

cured upon application to

Dr. Fisher or Mr. Hepbron.

In the physical training

page in the January number

the central picture was that

of the Peoria fencing class,

not of Portland, Ore. The-

picture of the "Crack Gym

nastic Team" is not that of

Proctor, Vt., but a World's

Fair Team. The artist in

mounting that group lost the

titles and wrought this con

fusion.

Toronto has two snow-

shoe clubs which take

weekly tramps when snows

are right.

St. Paul has a basket

ball league, in which

DEPTHS

SKETCHES USED ON EXAMINATION CHARTS

AT ROCHESTER.

McAllister, St. Thomas, Globe Business and

Minnesota Agricultural Colleges, the Oaklands

and the Association compete. Mr. Roftus is

president of the league.

A six-day holiday carnival at Jersey City

was the greatest advertisement the physical de

partment has had there, attracting 1,700 vis

itors. Over 100 men and boys took part, 16

basketball games competed, in all 12 morning,

afternoon and evening entertainments were

given, combining athletics, regular gymnastic

work and music. The gymnasium was the

center of interest to hundreds of boys and

young men the entire week.

The Young Men's Improvement Club of

Charlotte made $200 for the furnishing fund

by a concert given by the Cornell College Glee

and Mandolin Clubs under their auspices.

, IN

SELF-DEFENSE.
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The Bible Study Campaign—VI

Buffalo is pushing a great plan for a union

teachers' training class, representing forty

churches, led by Rev. Clarence A. Harbour,

D.D., of Rochester.

"The Bible Study Department is the most

popular thing in the Association," writes the

secretary at Marinette, Wis.

The Minnesota state convention, February

9-12, gives three hours to "A Bible Study For

ward Movement," (1) Its relationships, (2)

Some principles, (3) Some problems and an

outlook.

Salem, Ore., has three new classes, enrolling

39 students.

Bedford Branch, Brooklyn, has added three

new classes to its already large and varied plan

of Bible study.

Shamokin, Pa., has doubled the enrolment

in Bible study. They have three new classes

and a total of 122 students.

Baltimore, West, has doubled the enrolment

in Bible study.

In Newton, Mass., eleven juniors started in

the Christian life in one meeting. They formed

a Bible class at once and are doing good

service.

Steelton, Pa., enrolled 63 students in three

new classes.

Steps are being taken toward a wide expe

rimentation in correspondence Bible study for

railroad men, based on the fine experience of

the Pennsylvania Railroad Department at

Philadelphia, where there are 475 men enrolled

and over two-thirds of the papers are filled out

and returned.

Woodsville, N. H. (Railroad), has a suc

cessful correspondence course in operation with

fourteen men enrolled.

Bible Study Institutes, participated in by

from 30 to 125 men each, were held during

January at Pawtucket, R. I.; Poughkeepsie,

N. Y. ; Coatsville, and Pottstown, Pa. In each

of these places the religious work was illus

trated with the stereopticon.

Bible Study Institutes will be held in Minne

apolis, Omaha, Denver, Pueblo, Canon City,

Stockton, Fresno, Pasadena and San Diego

during February and the first week in March.

San Francisco is carrying on three shop

classes.

In Portland, Ore., 40 per cent, of the students

are following the advanced graded courses of

the International Committee, which provide ex

aminations.

Seattle, Wash., has made a great stride this

year, reporting eight new classes, with 247

students.

Binghamton, N. Y., has six new classes, with

141 students.

White Plains, N. Y., has its first Bible De

partment, enrolling 32 students in four classes.

Indianapolis swings into the Forward Move

ment with four new classes and 75 students.

Findlay, O., has a class in New Testament

Greek.

Boise City reports 48 Bible students in four

new classes.

Troy, Brooklyn, Portland, Ore. ; Washington,

Pa.; Frankfort, Ky. ; Rutland, Vt. ; San Jose,

Cal. ; Coatsville, Pa. ; Muscatine, la. ; Port

Jervis, N. Y. ; Chelsea, Mass. ; Meridian, Miss. ;

Painesville, O.; Brantford, Ont. ; Fall River,

Mass., and Hartford, Conn., are among the re

cent additions to the Associations carrying on

shop work.

In Waterbury, Conn., sixty-five men are en

rolled in the Business Men's Bible Study Club,

taught by Dr. H. B. Wright, of Yale.

A Week of Individual Effort

Lynchburg, Va., with the assistance of the

state secretary, held recently a "Week of In

dividual Effort" on this plan—everything re

lating to the plan was worked out through

individuals; no advertising, newspaper notices

or letters : Monday night fifty active Christian

workers, meeting together for lunch, pledged

to make an honest effort to lead at least one

man to Christ during the week. Thursday

night, first, conference of enlisted men for re

port and keying up; second, announcement of

Sunday meeting to be worked up by individual

effort alone; third, announcement of hours for

the secretary to see with enlisted m :n those

who were interested but undecided. Friday

and Saturday, secretaries absolutely free to as

sist men. Sunday men's meeting, purpose of

address—to strengthen young Christians and

lead interested ones to decision—opportunity

for open confession for those who decided.

Preparations Previously.—First, small group

of men secretly informed are enlisted for daily

prayer ; second, list of men seen who should

be invited to luncheon ; third, personal invita

tion to this list of men practically pledged to

attend; fourth, selected list of associate mem

bers and others ready for private inspection

for those enlisted for work.

The Results.—Forty men came to lunch,

thirty-five enlisted for effort, probably fifteen

did effort and fifteen others more or less so.

Eight men seemed to be soundly converted;

six made public profession. All of these men

will be got into church, it is believed, because

individual men are interested in them. Work

ers greatly blessed and strengthened.

After-Thought.—We believe the plan is

workable, and that great results will follow

where conditions are faithfully met. The

greatest difficulty experienced was to keep the

men at work. If any other Association should

try the plan I would like to know the result.

Lynchburg, I'a. H. C. SNEAD.
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Educational Department Notes

Increasing study has this year been given to

the preparation of the examination papers—to

make them practical, free from unnecessary

technical expression and in every sense better

adapted to the widely varying needs of our

North American constituency.

Seattle's Municipal League is quite a dig

nified body, composed of

some of the ablest young

business and professional

men in the city. It is prac

tically a training school for

political service for a large

group of men.

A debating club at Lon

don, Ont., is being taken up

enthusiastically by a group

of men.

The direct objective is

being borne in mind at many

points to prepare students

for the international exami

nations.

Stratford, Ont., this year

has an amateur photographic

club which holds interesting

meetings regularly and a

successful debating society.

Bloomington, 111., has a

Swedish class meeting in

the secretary's private office.

clerks in wholesale and retail establishments ;

Chicago has a class in commercial art and ad

vertising design and a chemistry club, a recent

feature of which was a lecture by Professor

McClement, on "Iron from Mine to Rail."

The Troy Association has twenty-one men

of ten nationalities in its English class from

Russia, Finland, Denmark, Sweden, Germany,

Greece, Switzerland, Armenia, Austria, France

A CLASS IN STEAM ENGINEERING,

CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

^

The boys'

orchestra meets in the kitchen. Squads of the

boys' business classes are dividing for a com

petition in attendance, order and class work.

A course in railroad transportation, directed

by Professors Johnson and Meade, of the Uni

versity of Pennsylvania, is one of the most

practical and successful things the Pennsylvania

Railroad Department has done at Philadelphia,

instructing men in all departments of the serv

ice in a way which will prepare them for the

better discharge of their duties and for ad

vancement.

Cincinnati has

24 students in its

third year law

class, 28 in the

second, 53 in the

first and 10 in its

recently opened

day class, 115 in

all. During five

years 152 students

have been admitted

to the bar.

Cleveland is con

ducting a course in

advertising of a

high order ; De

troit has a class

in sign-writing for

and Bulgaria. Only three of the men could

use any English when they entered the class

a year ago. Two are now studying mechanical

drawing and two in the class in English gram

mar. One of the students was a priest in the

Russian Orthodox Church, who left a commun

ion of 3,000 people in Russia to become a mis

sionary among the Russians in Troy. He has

become one of the most interested members of

the Association. The Czar, with whom he had

personal friendship, dating from services he had

once been able to render His Majesty at a rail

road accident, became interested in the class.

TROY'S CLASS OF TEN NATIONS IN ENGLISH.
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What does it mean to a railroad if an engineer steps upon his engine with three nr five

glasses of beer, or as much whisky, in himf Is he the equal of a sober man? If sober,

he can obey his instructions, see the signals, do his duty and take you safely to the end of

your journey. If under the influence of liquor, he can pull more draw-heads the first time

he starts out, than the cost to the railroad should it contribute largely to the Association

work. It pays to have these men clear-headed and right-hearted, and underneath it a.11 the

real principle that they should not only be clean in their lives and have right views of life,

but that they should be Christian men. This makes better service on the railroads, better

officers, better husbands, better fathers, better citizens. There is no way in which the money

of the corporation, or of the benefactor or of the individual, can be invested, than in the

extension of the Railroad Young Men's Christian Association. A bowling alley in an As

sociation building furnishes no better exercise than a bowling alley someivhere else, but the

surroundings do make a difference; whether the game-room, library or dining-room, have

the surroundings of the Young Men's Christian Association, where the work is done

with a desire of bringing men to a knowledge of their Saviour. Men may flay the

games or enjoy the rest-room or the library or the educational class, but the end to be

desired is that these men should be brought to a knowledge of and in right relation to their

Saviour.—Col. John J. McCook, at the Reading Railroad Department Anniversary.

The Railroad Department

Monett, Mo., has a cottage prayer-meeting

"across the tracks" where no church is. The

attendance averages 40 to 80, with 35 to 50

railroad men. Conversions are a regular thing.

A group of men always start to the Associa

tion building together, and one evening con

sisted of five engineers and two switchmen.

The meeting is one of the strongest factors in

the religious work.

A telling illustrated pamphlet is being issued

by the Railroad Department, showing the prog

ress in a year and the new buildings added.

Twenty-nine railroad companies contributed to

the buildings erected, which cost $306,300.

Knebel and Keenan are meeting with as en

couraging success in their meetings in Ohio,

Indiana, Minnesota and the Central West as

in the Southwest. Starting from their meet

ings at Lafayette a revival began in the shops,

and the Columbus work was equally good.

Coffeyville, Kan., reports a paid-up mem

bership of 758 in a building designed to ac

commodate only 500.

The Peoria secretary says : "Garry has been

a great blessing to us, and when I left him this

morning had secured 21 conversions."

The Clebtirne, Tex., Association is having

remarkable success in its religious work de

partment. Its men's meetings are largely at

tended, and it has a Bible class averaging

from 50 to 70 in attendance. One man who

was converted last summer personally invites

from 50 to 100 men a week to come. Others

also arc doing good work in this direction.

About twenty-five men have entered the Chris

tian life, and nearly all of them united with

the church during the past few months.

Opposite the big general shops of the Chesa

peake and Ohio Railroad, in Richmond, Va., is a

bar-room which has made repeated failures

and is now closed because the shop men re

fused to patronize it.

Jamaica, Long Island, has a course of prac

tical talks on, which are of exceptional value.

The subjects are: "Running," "Firing," "First

Aid to Injured," "The Care of Self," "Signals

and Their Uses," "Mechanical Make-up of Sig

nals," "Air Brakes," "What Makes Ends

Meet," "Passenger Traffic," "Freight Traffic,"

"Book of Rules," "The Controller and How-

to Use it," "How to Make Light of it" (elec

tricity), "Electricity Applied to the Handling

of Traffic."

Richmond, Va., sends to the general foreman

of the shops a list of the men employed by him

who are taking courses in mechanical drawing,

with the suggestion that when in need of

sketching he might use them.

The opening at Marshalltown, la., was an

affair of large public interest to city and town

men. The feature is the manual training de

partment, with six benches with tools furnished

by the Women's Auxiliary, costing $500. The

boys furnished their own department, including

a swimming pool lined with opalite tile.

Pine Bluff, Ark., already has 500 members.

For the first month the report shows 8,225

visitors, 572 attending meetings, 1,152 using

baths, 75 professing conversion.

De Soto, Mo., has been running a Russo-

Japanese War membership campaign, and pub

lishes a bulletin on the front page of which

are messages in "Japanese" and "Russian."

In the southwestern railroad tour of Knebe!

and Keenan 22 Associations were visited.

Nearly 400 men entered the Christian life and

scores of Christians were aroused and organ

ized for larger activities by their messages.

The Southern Railway has given $15,000 for

a building at Spencer, N. C, and $2,500 toward

the Richmond, Va., building.

The opening of the improved quarters of tht

Baltimore and Ohio in Baltimore took place

December 14. George M. Schriver, assistant

to the president, made the address.
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In spite of strikes and the bad feel

ing generated therefrom, Topeka,

Kan., has steadily rolled its member

ship up so that now it is 1,447; in

1900 it was 356. On New Year's Day

over 4,000 visitors were entertained.

On the debt $1,450 has been paid and

the balance will be wiped out July 1.

Mechanicsville, N. Y., starts out in

its Bible study work with the super

intendent of the paper mill as chair

man of the committee.

In October one man alone brought

in 119 members to the Berks Street

Railroad Department, Philadelphia,

and another 51, making 170 from

two men in one month.

Childress, Tex., . is running four

educational classes, the best record in

the state. Almost every available

man in the town is now a member of

the Association.

Latonia, Ky., members got up a

minstrel show which netted $75 and

lots of enthusiasm.

At the Gould Lines secretaries' con

ference at Kansas City the 40 men

present pledged $2,000 to support

"their own man" in the foreign field

and do more religious work at home.

Plans are being drawn for a build

ing at McKees Rocks, Pa., to cost

$75,000.

The Pennsylvania Railroad will

equip a building at Jersey City for an

Association to accommodate 2,000

railroad men. Already 1,200 have

pledged for membership.

West Detroit's membership is 694,

the building is never closed day or

night, and had 38,900 visitors.

The report of the ten weeks'

work done at Van Buren, Ark., where

the building was opened at the time

of the visit of Miss Gould and her

party, shows four evangelistic meet

ings for men, averaging 119 ; 25 con

verts, 419 members, 2 Bible classes, 7

educational classes, enrolling 42 stu

dents. Three promising young men

were led to give up business positions

and enter Association work.

Evangelist J. R. Smith and John

0. Olsen are conducting a series of

meetings at Hoxie, Ark.

The Association on the Cotton Belt

System at Pine Bluff, Ark., which

began its work October 15, reports 523

members enrolled in the first thirty

days. During the same period 4

Bible classes were organized. Forty-

six men are in educational classes and

12 have joined the churches.

THE RECENTLY DEDICATED BUILDING OF
MARSHALLTOWN, IA., JOINT RAILROAD

AND CITY ASSOCIATION.

TIRST TLOOR
•*«**

FIRST FLOOR PLANS OF THE NEW DECATUR,
ALA., BUILDING, OPENED JANUARY 21.

NEW BUILDING OF THE MECHANICSVILLE.
N. Y., DEPARTMENT.
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The County Department

Three Milton, Mass., boys attended the Nor

folk County summer camp in .1904. They re

turned home and quietly began work among

their fellows for the organization of a Phi

Alpha Pi club. In four months a membership

of 65 had been enrolled, and the use of a fine

room in the new public library building se

cured through the generosity of the trustees

and furnished by the Ladies' Historical Society

of the town. Membership is mostly of high-

school boys.

During its second year an algebra class at

Highlandville, Mass., a town of 1,200, in Norfolk

County, increased from eight to fourteen. A

young men's congress of twenty-nine is hold

ing interesting sessions. The rooms have been

refurnished, a new piano added and a cricket

club organized, with the best players in Massa

chusetts. They have the use of one of the best

cricket fields in the state. The Association

membership is 84.

The fact that a strong, aggressive, all-round

work can be done in a small village by volun

teer effort with a minimum of supervision by

the county secretary is being demonstrated in

West Medway, a village of 800 population, in

Norfolk County, Mass., where for nearly two

years men's meetings, Bible classes, socials,

educational and physical work and a vigorous

boys' department have been maintained.

The most attractive features of the Sharon,

Mass. (Norfolk County) Association is a

strictly evangelistic meeting for men held twice

a month on Monday evening. This Associa

tion has just opened a handsome furnished

room.

Men's meetings, an evangelistic Bible class

and a class in first aid to the injured are the

attractive features of the Andover (Essex

County) Association.

On January 21 and 22. at Danvers (Essex

County), Mass., an Institute was held, the

county organized and a strong committee of

representative business men elected. Local

Associations are already organized at Andover,

Danvers and Topsfield and boys' departments

at Manchester and Topsfield.

Montgomery Center, a typical Vermont vil

lage of 800 people, has a Bible class of seven

teen, elementary classes in spelling, arithmetic

and English, attractive social events and a

personal workers' group of seven men. It has

already strongly affected the life of the com

munity.

Fifty young men are doing definite personal

work in connection with training classes in

five small towns of Greene County, la. Two

student bands from Ames College worked ef

fectively in this county during the holidays.

Student bands from Grinnell College have

done effective work in Prairie City and Monroe,

Jasper County, la. Six young men made con

fession of Christ as a result.

New York organized its fourth county, Dela

ware, in a convention at Roxbury, December

10-12. About sixty delegates and visitors were

present, eight places in the county being repre

sented. The convention was particularly

strong in its institute features.

Essex County, Massachusetts, perfected its

county organization last month. Local or

ganizations have already been effected at five

points. This is the second county to be organ

ized in Massachusetts.

The Manager's Column

Are the pastors in your city posted on the

Association movement? Keep these men ad

vised through ASSOCIATION MEN as to the

progress of the work, and they are bound to

tell their congregations something of it from

time to time. It only costs $10 to supply

twenty pastors with full information for one

year.

A state secretary writes : "I am glad you

are stirring up the local Associations, and am

more than willing to assist you in the process,

as I know an increase in the number of sub

scribers will increase the intelligence of the

men, which means increased interest in the As

sociation cause." How much is Association in

telligence worth to you as a secretary? A cent

a week will keep one man informed and inter

ested for a year. Five genuinely interested

members are worth one salaried assistant.

A bright boy from the Boys' Department can

sell from 50 to 100 copies of ASSOCIATION MEN

each month if you give him a list of your most

interested constituents and active members.

We have a special proposition on this basis.

Write for it.

"Do it now" is the best motto we know,

bearing on the matter of securing subscriptions

to our "trade paper." This is a good month.

The best man in the Association is none too

good to extend the list.

Oswego, N. Y., places ASSOCIATION MEN on

the reading-room tables of the clubs of the city.

The secretary writes : "I believe that the plan

is a good one, for men seem to have more

leisure time at their club than in their

homes.''

Savannah, Ga., ordered 100 copies, to be

handed by the directors to men whom they de

sire to interest in the building movement.

The January number is considered by hosts

to be the best ever issued, and is being used

as a "money-getter," for it tells the contributor

what interest he may expect on the investment.

Every issue in 1005 will be an all-round num

ber, telling the best things of every phase of

the work as progress is made. Why not sup

ply all those who received the January issue

with the coming issues of the year?
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The Boys' Department

Cohoes, N. Y., is actually reaching the hoys

it ought to reach. Of its membership of 76

boys only three are under fourteen and 36 are

mill hands and clerks. The Roman Catholic

has more boys represented than any other de

nomination (22).

One Ohio Association, with financial bur

dens of its own yet unsolved, a mortgage, can

vass for building, on current expense, debt,

etc., has taken up as its missionary enterprise

the securing of a state boys' secretary, and will

get the money. With such courage every state

could have a state boys' secretary.

The new Oak Park, 111., building will give

as much space to boys as to men, and is work

out a graded plan through which the small boy

will grow up through the different departments

without observing any breaks between

junior, intermediate and senior. The various

committees of boys intermediate to men are so

correlated that there is one committee in the re

ligious work and in each of the other depart

ments.

The boys' conferences this fall have been re

markably large and attended by a mature, sen

sible, excellent type of Christian boys who

make things happen when they go home. The

Ohio conference had 75 delegates at Marion;

Maryland had 254 at Frostburg; Kentucky

about 100 at Shelbyville. The southern section

of California at Riverside had 105 delegates.

Connecticut at Waterbury had a full 100.

The Lake George older boys' training con

ference will probably be a week earlier this

year, closing with the last Sunday in August.

Secretaries should immediately make plans to

raise money to send boys to this conference in

stead of waiting until the spring months. This

conference is being recognized as doing a serv

ice to the boys' work such as Northfield has

done for the college. More than half of the

boys' secretaries of the country were at Lake

George last year.

Boys of Charlotte, N. C, have undertaken to

raise $200 for the foreign work.

Twenty-third Street Branch, New York, at

two meetings on one Sunday addressed by col

lege athletes, had 150 boys at each service

Probably what was one of the biggest meet

ings for boys yet held was that at Denver, No

vember 13, at which 2,654 boys were present.

It was addressed by Jacob Riis. Denver has

these occasional great services, which are of

large value in building up the regular meetings

and work.

In one Boys' Department the secretary has

discovered that over one-half of the boys do

not attend Sunday-school. The boys declared

the Sunday-school failed to attract them.

That Association has been endeavoring to lead

the boys to the Sunday-school and provides

nothing in Sunday-school hours.

A father who was deeply concerned about

his son who was getting into bad ways in New

York City, called for several successive even

ings to watch the influence of the Association

on boys. He then presented his boy for mem

bership, asking if they "would take a Roman

Catholic." The secretary said, of course, "cer

tainly." The boy was immediately enrolled in

a Bible club. The father came with him each

class night. A few weeks later the father said

to the secretary : "My boy is a different boy.

If the Bible class teaching which I have over

heard over the transom from the next room

while I was waiting for him is given generally

it is all right for Catholics or Protestants,

for it makes a change in their lives. We

parents appreciate it."

Charlotte, N. C., has a training class for

boys' Bible class teachers. Mr. See, of Brook

lyn, from a study of the effect of the teachers'

training classes, has found that these trained,

consecrated older boys make the best and most

popular teachers because they are quicker to

get the idea, are adaptable, more consecrated,

enthusiastic and faithful, and are near enough

the boys, talk their language and understand

their temptations and meet their needs. A

class of boys cannot bluff a boy teacher.

The secretary of one of the largest boys'

departments, with over 500 members, finds time

to attend the juvenile courts, and has found

time to get a boy paroled to him instead of

being sent to the state reformatory. In another

Association every officer is a volunteer proba

tion officer of the juvenile courts. Each has

one boy at a time paroled by the judge to re

port to him. The problem of the Court is to

find enough men who will become personal

friends and be responsible for the good con

duct of boys before them. One Association

has done a service to the city, in cooperation

with the judge, by recommending to him 200

responsible men to volunteer as probation

officers.

The Boys' Department at Bellevue, O., has

enrolled over 40 per cent, of the available boys

in town for membership, which led a gentle

man to remark : "If this good work keeps up

we will have the cleanest lot of boys in Belle

vue to be found in the country." Jesse Vick-

ery, the chairman, who fitted up the boys'

rooms as a memorial to his son, is largely re

sponsible, with the secretary, for this depart

ment work.

Athletics, illustrated stereopticon talks for

the boys' summer camp and a series of well-

planned discussions made up the well-balanced

program of the southern California older boys'

conference at Riverside. State secretary

Wilcox took the lead.
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News from the Associations

Forms for March close February 18.

Secretaries please send news items.

IN MONTREAL THE BOYS PLAY HOCKEY EVERY

Wednesday evening 7-8 o'clock. The senior

snowshoe club tramps every Friday evening,

with occasional ladies' nights. The boys go

snowshoeing in groups on Saturdays, morning,

afternoon and evening. Indoor hockey is

played in the gymnasium occasionally for boys

who cannot get on the ice. The snowshoe sea

son usually has a union tramp, with a turnout

of the veterans once during the winter. To

bogganing is, of course, an unusually interest

ing sport, but the Association has no facilities.

Many of the members belong to the Park Slide

Club, which is a big organization with several

hundred members. The boys will have two

sleigh drives this month. Immense sleighs

holding about forty or fifty boys will take out

the crowd for a two hours' drive around the

mountains, returning to the building for re

freshments.

A BOX-BALL TOURNAMENT AT LOWELL, MASS.,

had five teams competing. Big theater meet

ings are held.

DEKALB, ILL., HAS A CLASS OF TWENTY-TWO

Finns, who are meeting three times a week for

the study of English. This Association in a

small city has fifty men enrolled in its educa

tional classes.

A YOUNG MEN'S SUNDAY, HELD AT CLINTON,

111., where there is no Association, had 227

men at the men's meeting and fifteen professed

conversion.

BRANiFor.D, ONT., HAD AT ITS FIRST ANNUAL

banquet about 160 of the leading members and

citizens. It was the most representative gath

ering ever held in the city. A course dinner

was served by the Auxiliary. After dinner

speeches were made by John Penman, chairman

of the Provincial Committee, who spoke on the

Association from a business man's standpoint,

and by Messrs. Brockman and Colton, who pre

sented the Foreign Work. This latter was

done so forcibly that four of the men present

guaranteed to give $500 toward the support of

a man on the foreign field if a like amount be

raised; $1,200 is the amount aimed at. The

president announced the completion of the debt

canvass for $11,000, which has so long been the

great bugbear of the work.

IN TWO YEARS AND A HALF BENNINGTON, VT.,

has paid a debt of $600, spent $400 repairing

the rooms, put $600 into an athletic field and

closed the year free from debt. Six young

men from the Association united with one

church January 1.

IF ANY SECRETARY HAS MORE THAN HE NEEDS

of the 1905 Prayer Cycle he will oblige by re

turning the same to the International Com

mittee Office. The stock there has been ex

hausted and calls for the Cycle are still coming.

IN PASADENA, CAL., HARDLY A DAY PJ-.SES

but the Association is called upon to secure a

position or a boarding place for a half-sick

man. Consumptives come there from all over

the world, as to Denver, but employment was

found for sixteen men in one month. Three

ex-secretaries are on the directorate and every

man is reported as "a good worker," and by

no means a hindrance. The membership here

pays 23 per cent, of the expenses, the rentals

25 per cent Recently $1,100 was expended for

new bath equipments.

MONTREAL GAVE HARRY BALLANTINE, EDUCA-

tional director, a handsome cabinet of silver

and a hearty reception on his leaving for

Toronto.

OHIO WILL HOLD THIS YEAR INSTEAD OF ONE

conference a series of local conferences be

tween representatives of the State Committee

and directors and supporters in the various

cities.

NASHVILLE'S SATURDAY NIGHT BIBLE CLUB

entertained as guests on Saturday, January 21,

Lucien C. Warner, C. J. Hicks, C. L. Gates and

H. O. Williams.

AT A MEETING OF THE BOARD OF TRADE OF

Morristown, Tenn., $840 was subscribed for

the Association work for 1905.

Gov. MONTAGUE, OF VIRGINIA, DELIVERED THE

anniversary address at the Bristol Association

to an audience of 2,000 persons. At the close

of the address an offering was taken which

amounted to $875.

IN CONNECTION WITH THE TWENTIETH ANNI-

versary of the Bristol Association two leading

citizens agreed in writing to duplicate any sub

scription secured from the young men of

Bristol for the purpose of erecting a $30,000

building. At a meeting of the members ad

dressed by Mayor Chambliss, of Chattanooga,

Dr. Landrith, of Nashville, and State Secretary

McGill, $2,400 was pledged by the young men.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., BOYS' DEPARTMENT HAS

organized its work so as to reach boys from

twelve to nineteen, both working and school

boys. Two special departments have just been

organized, the first High School Intermediate

Division, and second, High School Older Divi

sion. These are made up entirely of High

School students, having special gymnasium

privileges and social and literary work. Both

are practically self-governing, each having a

cabinet, composed of chairmen of committees

and officers. This increases the membership

in the department from 285 to 345.

HONOLULU. H. I., SENDS THIS KIND OF A LET-

ter, which is doubly welcome: "Honolulu

news and renews. Frederick D. Haley becomes

assistant secretary and physical director. He

has lived several years in the islands, but was

from Yarmouth, N. S. Enclosed please find

money-order for $3.50 to renew our subscrip

tion for seven copies of ASSOCIATION MEN.
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PHILADELPHIA CELEBRATED ITS JUBILEE JANU-

ary 29-30. The Association has seventeen

branches, $1,000,000 worth of property, over

6,000 members. It gave to the work George

H. Stuart, head of the Christian Commission,

and Mr. John Wanamaker was its secretary for

several years. A notable work has been done.

Reports of the meetings will be given in the

February number. President Roosevelt, ex-

President Cleveland, General Grant, President

Patton and other notable men were on the

list of speakers and guests.

STAUNTON, VA., IN A FOUR DAYS' POPULAR EN-

tertainment made $970.

CHATTANOOGA MEN INTERESTED IN FENCING

have organized a club of twelve.

THE MEMBERSHIP AT SAN JoSK, CAL., HAS

grown to 430 and great additions are expected

after the state convention in February.

ATLANTA REPORTS A REMARKABLE RELIGIOUS

work for the year and has received great in

spiration from meetings held by Fred B. Smith

and Dr. Chapman. The attendance at 52 Sun

day afternoon meetings aggregated 26,040, with

1,283 conversions and 2,027 men dealt with.

The total conversions for the year are reported

at 1,628, the attendance at the religious services

53,133.

AT ST. PAUL JIM BURWICK ADDRESSED THREE

Sunday afternoon services, and at the invi

tation of Colonel Street held services for the

soldiers at Fort Snelling.

NEW ORLEANS MEN HELD THE YALE UNIVER-

sity basketball team down to a score of 37 to 10.

NEW ORLEANS is MAKING A HIT WITH ITS

Popular Talk Club Limited. Talks being given

by university professors, followed by refresh

ments and sociability.

CLEVELAND'S EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT

filled 902 positions last year, 177 being at over

$50, and 600 over $35 per month. During the

opening week of January thirty positions were

filled.

OREGON AND IDAHO DELEGATES TO THE NUMBER

of 160 met in Salem. The majority of the men

were students. The State Committee's report

told of life and progress. It is doubtful if the

records of state work in the middle west states

would show more assistance given and more

results produced thereby than the State Com

mittee gets from H. W. Stone, the pushing

general secretary of Portland and also acting

state secretary for Oregon and Idaho. In the

Sunday meeting, led by Mr. Stone, thirty-one

boys, from thirteen to seventeen years of age,

definitely pledged to enter the Christian life

and unite with the church. They organized a

club and came to the evening service in a body,

joining in the circle at the close. In the men's

meeting sixteen men made declaration of faith

in Christ and pledged to follow him.

WASHINGTON MEN GATHERED AT BELLINGHAM,

in the extreme northwestern part of the state.

Progress was reported on the building projects

in four cities, and it now looks as though

Seattle, Bellingham, Hoquiam and Walla Walla

may get modern buildings in 1905. Traveling

Secretary C. W. Wilcox has done a lot of work,

and the success of the militia encampment and

other lines of effort is largely due to him. He

has done a large work on very small expense

(too small to be creditable to the rich men

of the state). On Sunday $1,000 in small sums

was added to the local building fund.

HENRY A. COZZENS, GENERAL SECRETARY OF

the Newark Association for twenty years, has

been tendered a congratulatory reception by

the directors and auxiliary and friends from

the many committees of

the Association. There

was music, speech-making,

congratulatory messages

from far and near, and the

presentation of a purse of

gold "as a slight token

from the members of the

Association of their appre

ciation of unselfish, patient

and successful service

through these twenty years." Dr. Hoagland,

presiding elder of the Newark district Metho

dist Church, said : "It is a great thing for the

churches to know that this Association is not a

rival of the church but a helper. There is

much talk about the federation of the churches

and about institutional departments, but here

is a common ground where all can practical!}

work together, and the wise pastor looks upon

and uses the Association as the institutional

department of his church."

CATSKILL, N. Y., NOW HAS 240 MEMBERS. 75

in its five Bible classes. On one Sunday a

month an illustrated lecture on the life of

Christ, using Tissot's pictures, is popular.

JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA, HAS AD-

mitted 26 new members a month for a year.

ON JANUARY 15 THE DETROIT ASSOCIATION

opened a series of theater meetings in the De

troit Opera House, with more than 1,200 men

in attendance. The speaker of the day was

Prof. Graham Taylor, of Chicago. The day

school has almost double the attendance of last

year. The night school has over 500 students

enrolled. Six hundred and thirty men are

enrolled in the Bible classes.

IN MAINE POST EXCHANGE BUILDINGS, COSTING

respectively, $25,000 and $8,000 have been erected

in Forts McKinley and Williams, affording an

opportunity which the State Committee is pre

pared to take advantage of and organize As

sociations immediately in these forts. At pres

ent there arc about 800 soldiers in the vicinity

of Portland, and the number will be greatly in

creased with the completion of Fort Leavitt.

which is expected also to have a post exchange

building.
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IN CINCINNATI FOUR DENOMINATIONS HAVE

each agreed to stand back of the most promi

nent evangelistic speaker of its denomination

that can be secured, in a series of meetings of

a week with an interval of one or two months

between the efforts. About fifty persons have

professed Christ in each of the two series thus

far conducted.

NEW BRITAIN, CONN., MADE A NET CAIN OF

316 members in one month, making a grand

total of 1,102. One hundred and thirty

were added in one day. The savings depart

ment has $2,415 on deposit from 85 members.

The new $50,000 gymnasium building will be

dedicated in February. The "Student Temp

lars," composed of High School boys, fo.r Bible

study and social work, has been organized. A

Current Topic Club for manufacturers and pro

fessional business men is being organized, and

a philaharmonic orchestra of twenty pieces is

doing fine work.

BlNGHAMTON HAS SUCCESSFULLY CLOSED ITS

building canvass for $100,000. Five $5,000 sub

scriptions, two of $2,500, two of $2,000, besides

one of $1,500 and ten $1,000 pledges were made.

Some of these have already been paid in full.

AMONG THE SPEAKERS AT THE PENNSYLVANIA

convention are Hon. H. B. F. Macfarland, Dr.

Pearson, Hon. Joshua Levering, Rev. Morris

Penfield Fikes, D. C. Gibboney, Esq., Charles

A. Beach, Robert A. Orr, J. M. Jamison, E. B.

Selden and J. M. Anderson. Special attention

will be given to the social life of men, friend

ship and the foreign-speaking men.

BUFFALO HAS A GREAT NORMAL BIBLE CLASS,

with Dr. Barbotir as teacher. There are

seventy men at work in the class and every man

teaches a Bible class. These classes include

seven men from the Episcopal churches, two cf

which are taught by rectors.

THE PORTLAND, ORE., BOARD OF DIRECTORS HAS

decided to launch a canvass for $100,000 to pay

off the debt of $25,000 and secure an endow

ment of $75,000. Toward this amount the

$30,000 bequest of Hon. H. W. Corbett can be

applied, leaving $70,000 in new subscriptions

to be secured. The directors feel confident that

this will be accomplished.

NEW YORK CITY is ABOUT TO ERECT A SECOND

building adjoining the Twenty-third Street

Branch building, to cost $200,000, to be used by

its officers and adding 130 rooms, making 242

beds in the entire building. The rooms will

be 7x12 and rent for $3.50 per week.

THE ASSOCIATION MILITARY DEPARTMENT AT

the World's Fair, besides maintaining a popu

lar social resort for the soldiers, touched many

by the gospel, including Mexicans. Filipinos,

Spaniards and Indians. Speakers were drawn

from China. Japan, Alaska, Central America.

Morocco and East Africa. The visits to the

building were 55,695 ; letters written, 28,395.

WILMINGTON, N. C., HAS HELD A CONGRESS or

nations, which cleared $300 in three nights for

refurnishing the rooms. The winning side in

the membership contest will have an oyster

roast on the beach. The membership has

jumped from 232 to 450 in two years.

GOVERNOR-ELECT GLENN, WHO FOR SIXTEEN

years has been an active director of the

Winston-Salem Association, gave the closing

address of the year at the men's meeting Janu

ary 1, speaking in a masterly manner on the

safety of young men.

AUSTIN, TEX., is TACKLING ITS MEN'S MEET-

ing problem, beginning with a lunch conference

with State Secretary Hopper, the committeemen

and pastors. Each church was asked to give

three or four of its best young men to the com

mittee.

TRENTON HAS FOUR BOYS' BIBLE CLASSES. ONE

is the Normal Class for teachers of the various

Bible classes. Two classes have been organ

ized among the high school students, known

as The Freshman Class and Upper Classmen,

the first being taught by a Princeton freshman,

and the boys will attend the class part of the

time in Trenton and part in Princeton. Four

clubs have been organized as follows: stamp,

camera, literary and college clubs. The em

ployed boys' educational classes have outgrown

the rooms set aside for this work, and during

the past few weeks some of the best class

rooms in the men's department have been as

signed to this growing work. The boys' rooms

have recently been decorated with college flags,

college colors, college athletic scores, etc.

SEATTLE HAS 312 STUDENTS IN EDUCATIONAL

classes, exclusive of the educational clubs. The

Young Men's Municipal League has in its three

courses 164 men. On its council are twelve

wide-awake business and professional men.

headed by Professor Priest, of the University.

The older boys have a similar organization

called The Senate, together with a boys' elec

tricity club and Scandinavian club. There arf

365 men in eighteen Bible classes, including

boarding clubs and shop classes. Mr. Lippy

has offered a second medal to be contested for

in athletics, the first having been won for three

consecutive years by P. G. McDonald and be

coming his personal property. The member

ship is 1,247.

MR. GEORGE DUVIT, SECRETARY FOR BETTF.!-

ment Movement, care of Le Musee General. 9

Rue Les Cases. Paris, France, will appreciate

receiving photographs (unmounted') of build

ings, rooms, interiors, groups of men and

printed matter in reference to the Association,

to place on exhibition in France to show what

is done socially for men in the Associations of

North America. Associations mav send such

matter to Mr. P. F. Jerome. International

Committee.
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SAVANNAH, GA., HELD A emeus AND A

counter exhibit New Year's Day. A real don

key and an ox played a prominent part.

EAST SIDE BRANCH, NEW YORK, CELEBRATED

its twenty-first anniversary with a double event.

On Friday night, January 13, the two ladies'

committees served a hot chicken pie supper to

nearly two hundred of the membership, after

which there were toasts by the members and an

address by Myron A. Clark, of Brazil. On

the following Sunday night 200 members

marched a block from the building to the Park

Avenue Church, the line reaching, in twos, the

entire distance, where the formal anniversary

exercises were held. Fifty more of the mem

bers met the line at the church, or came in

later, and sat in the space reserved. The serv

ice will do much good to the two churches

uniting in it as well as to the men attending.

THE NEW YORK CITY ASSOCIATION GREW IN

ten years from 7,499 members to 14,101. There

were 2,210 men and boys in educational classes

last year, 3,541 positions were filled, 639 men

are in the dormitories, in its nine restaurants

819,040 meals were served, 5,466 are in eleven

gymnasiums, 1,130 boys are enrolled, 1,898 re

ligious meetings were held, 2,200 were in Bible

classes, 1,520 men served on committees at the

thirty-three points in the city. A movement

was started at the annual meeting to raise

$100,000 for extension features, among them

William's Bridge building, dormitories at West

Side and debt on the colored men's building.

Of this sum $50,000 was pledged at the meet

ing.

COLORADO'S CONVENTION, HELD AT BOULDER,

had J. Wilbur Chapman, R. F. Coyle, Charles

E. Bradt, E. W. Peck, F. S. Goodman, C. S.

Ward and local speakers. The attendance ex

ceeded all previous conventions. As a result

of the convention, the business men of Boulder

met on the day following the convention and

enthusiastically determined to go after $25,000

for a building, as the first step toward the or

ganization of an Association. More than half

of the 1905 state budget was subscribed at the

convention.

DR.-M. M. PARKHURST SPENT A WEEK WITH

the Sterling, 111., Association, which has

been one of the most profitable ones in the his

tory. Over 400 men attended a men's meeting

in the Opera House on Sunday, and when the

matter of taking up the annual budget was pre

sented $1,000 was raised in twenty minutes.

Five noon meetings for business men were

held with lunch which were attended by 136

men.

Sioux CITY HAS JUST CLOSED ITS FIRST

month's work in its newly equipped building.

Over $16,000 has been spent in improvements.

Marble slab partition showers and new lockers

in the business and professional men's club

room, new game boards, two shuffle boards,

cue roque and a Manhattan table have been

added to the equipment. The popular reading-

room with its new equipment is attracting a

larger crowd each day. The building now has

an equipment of forty-four dormitories, which

were furnished after the model of the Twenty-

third Street, New York, Association building,

and were almost filled the first month. The

men's meetings have been largely attended and

great interest has been manifested. The recent

great fire will effect the Association, from a

financial standpoint, as it had anticipated buy

ing the building in January. It was originally

built for the Association, but was lost in the

hard times and boom years. Mr. Manley and

Mr. McCormick, two loyal Association men,

purchased the building, paid for the remodel

ing and will hold it until such time as arrange

ments can be made to purchase it.

MADISON, N. J., HAD 25 PER CENT. OF ITS MEM-

bership in Bible classes last year.

H. N. HANSEN, SECRETARY AT ELMIRA, N. Y.,

will take two years for rest and study, leaving

Elmira, February 1. His work is spoken of

by the Elmira Advertiser as "Jar-reaching and

inestimable in benefit and broad in scope. The

Association has made great gains in member

ship and become a powerful compact organiza

tion, exerting an influence which extends

throughout the city in a greater or less degree,

by reason of his ability to concentrate his de

votion to his work."

ITHACA, N. Y., HAS BEEN PRESENTING ITS

work before the clubs of the city and churches.

Sixty men from the Ithaca Gun Company were

out one night at a reception. The men were

invited at the noon hour personally. From 400

to 600 men have attended special men's serv

ices.

THE NEW BUILDING AT BuCYRUS, O., IS

opened and enrolled 150 members in a few

days.

BATH, ME., DOUBLED THE MEMBERSHIP IN A

few months, has a naval architecture class of

twenty and is pushing shop meetings.

PETERSBURG, W. VA., HAS 78 BOYS IN ITS

Working Boys' Band from the tobacco facto

ries, trunk factories and silk mill. The boys

have established bank accounts, each saving 5

cents a week.

PETERSBURG, VA., MEMBERSHIP INCREASED

from 212 to 332 in a year; the Bible class en

rolment from 65 to 182, and attendance from

1,656 to 2,955 ; average attendance at men's

meetings from 99 to 218.

RICHMOND, VA., WILL CELEBRATE ITS JUBILEE

March 2-5 and is pushing to clear off its debt

of $3,600.

ROCK ISLAND, ILL., HAS FULLY PAID ITS DEBT

of $10,000, raising $1,200 the last three days of

December.

BEDFORD BRANCH, BROOKLYN, WAS DAMAGED

nearly $10,000 by fire January 15.
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BOSTON HAS JUST OPENED AN EVENING COURSE

in applied electricity as a feature of its polytech

nic department, which has been put on a splendid

basis. Already the enrolment is large. It is

being backed by the Edison Electric Illumi

nating Company, the Boston Elevated Railway

Company and the New England Telegraph and

Telephone Company, with an advisory board of

experts from these corporations. The equip

ment represents a value of several thousand

dollars. A large class-room, outside of the

building, has been rented and equipped for

this work. A day course in the Automobile

School has been opened to accommodate some

of the owners who do not care to devote their

evenings to this work. Extension work has

been done in the Physical Department, whereby

the Association is directing physical work in

several Associations, clubs and churches. The

services are paid for. The religious work for

the new year has opened up well and prospects

are very encouraging both in the main Asso

ciation and in the colleges. The year was

closed with all bills provided for (the largest

budget in its history) and a substantial balance

to meet the obligations of the new year. There

will be no let up until about the last of June

and then the outing department is opened. The

employment department has moved into what is

known as Congress Hall, where it now has ex

cellent quarters with two secretaries and three

clerks employed. The other room formerly

used by the employment office has been con

verted into a very attractive spa, which opened

last month and is proving popular. These

changes necessitated the use of the front parlor

for the secretary's office.

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY HAS 243 MEN IN 46

Bible classes.

THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA HAS 17

Bible classes in fraternity houses.

ALBANY is LIFTING ITS FINANCIAL CANVASS,

so that while it had but a few small subscrip

tions before, it now has ten at $200. The

highest previous subscription was $100.

ROCHESTER is HOLDING WHAT ARE CALLED

"group jollifications." One night at a gymna

sium men's jollification supper was served at

20 cents, members coming directly from work,

and games and music followed—a "rattling

good time without rough-house." The spa is

nearly completed, and will be known as the

Inside Inn. The Sunday-School Athletic

League has a big indoor meet under way and a

skating carnival, an excursion to Niagara Falls

and the ice bridge.

AT SCORES OF POINTS LARGE RECEPTIONS WERE

held on New Year's Day. Chicago entertained

3,700 men. At New Britain Governor Cham

berlain was the guest of honor.

PEORIA, ILL. (R. R.), MADE A DECIDED FEATURE

of the installation of its new assistants, care

fully defining the responsibilities of each to his

work and fellow-employees and giving each

persona! religious responsibility.

MONROE, VA. (R. R.), WHICH HAS ONLY 200

inhabitants, but has 500 railroad men running

into it, during the first twenty-five days in its

new building enrolled 115 members and held

five religious meetings, attended by 1,074 men.

THE REMODELED BUILDING AT RuSSELL, KY.,

reopened on the eighth anniversary of the Asso

ciation. In three weeks men pledged $700, to

supplement the $700 given by the B. & O.

WEST SIDE, NEW YORK, HAS CALLED WALTER

T. Diack to become its secretary, succeeding

Dr. Yarnell. Mr. Diack is now student and

boys' work secretary for the New York State

Committee.

WARREN, PA., FOREIGN FUND HAS PASSED THE

$2,000 mark for 1905. Bible classes are being

formed in cigar shops and in the State Hospital

for the Insane.

AT A MEN'S MEETING IN YOUNGSTOWN, O.,

addressed by H. E. Dodge, 600 men were pres

ent and 23 came forward—a fine lot of men—

most of whom were known to the secretary.

NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J., HAS RECENTLY RE-

ceived a $400 billiard table as a gift from a friend.

MORRISTOWN, N. J., HAD 300 MEN PRESENT AT

a "Stag Social" to the local firemen. An ath

letic clubroom has been opened for the men,

fitted handsomely with a pool table and heavy

mission furniture. A Sunday-school basket

ball league has been organized and a series of

games scheduled.

ORANGE HAS HAD INTERESTING TALKS LATELY

on "Animal Snapshots and How to Obtain

Them."

INDOOR BASEBALL is THE THING AT PHILA-

delphia Central, packing the place to the roof

the night of the match games.

LINCOLN, NEB., INCREASED ITS MEMBERSHIP

from 527 to 700 last year, and secured a tem

porary two-story frame building, 34 by 90 feet,

in a fine location, which provides a gymnasium,

65 by 34, on the second floor, social and class

rooms, and a spa on the first floor, the whole

being obtained at small cost. The strongest

service yet held was that addressed by William

J. Bryan, when the most pronounced evangelis

tic impression of the year was made, 700 men

being present.

SHIPPENSBURG, PA. (POPULATION, 3,500),

has 98 boys in three boys' Bible classes, who

are called "The Veterans," "Men of To-Mor-

row" and "Boys of To-Morrow," and 15 in the

young men's class.

AN ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN ORGANIZED AT

Nelson, Neb.

DENVER HAS CALLED W. J. FRASER AS SECRE-

tary of the Central Department.

MOLINE, ILL., MEMBERSHIP HAS DOUBLED IN

one year and is now 406.



Pretty Cheeks

A Food That Makes Girls

Sweet to Look Upon.

HE right food for young ladies is of the

greatest importance to their looks, to

say nothing of the health. You may

be absolutely certain thin, sallow girls don't

get the right food. A Brooklyn girl says :

"For a long time in spite of all I could do I

was thin, skinny and nervous. My cheeks

were so sunken my friends used to remark

on how bad I looked. I couldn't seem to get

strength from my food—meat, potatoes,

bread, etc. So I tried various medicines

without help.

"I often read about Grape-Nuts, but never

tried the food until one day something impressed

me that perhaps if I would eat Grape-Nuts for my

nerves and brain I could digest and get the good

of my food. So I started in. The food with cream

was fascinating to my taste and I went in for it

regularly twice a day.

"Well, I began to improve and now while on

my third package I have changed so my friends

congratulate me warmly, ask me what in the world

I have taken, etc., etc. My cheeks are plump and

rosy and I feel so strong and well. I sleep sound

and it seems as though I couldn't get enough to

eat. Thank you sincerely for making Grape-Nuts."

Name given by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.

There's a reason.

Grape = Nuts
Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when ansuerinp advertisements.
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Monroe, La., has denied that R. C. Mer-

rigan is in the employ of that Association.

Elgin, III., enrolled 20 boys in one day

and is increasing the senior department at the

rate of about 50 a month, the men's meetings

averaging 500 a Sunday.

The Charlotte, N. C, Association Im

provement Club is raising money for refurnish

ing. Every room is used daily and the dor

mitories have a big waiting list. Educational

classes have increased in enrolment 200 per

cent.

Watertown, N. Y., had 2.500 men to hear

F. A. Strough in a series of meetings.

Denver's Employment Department had

some positions open at a salary of $1,200 each,

15 at a salary of $600, 200 at wages of $1 a

day. It could fill none of the first three posi

tions and seven of the second. It had no

trouble in filling the third at $1 a day. These

facts are used most tellingly in the educational

prospectus.

Buffalo Central now has 3,608 members,

the highest in its history.

St. Joseph, Mo., in its debt campaign se-

cured $21,130 from 502 people. The largest

subscription was $5,000 from Mr. Hoagland.

This will cover the mortgage and provide for

improvements. The canvass was conducted by

L. B. Mumma with characteristic thorough

ness and despatch.

Keokuk, Ia., has found that the charging

of fees does not reduce its educational classes,

which, together with the men's meetings, have

shown large increase.

Colorado Springs directors encouraged

Pueblo to work for a building by a joint con

ference. A leading business men declared that

a $150,000 building is necessary for Pueblo.

On an ordinary day at Twenty-third

Street Branch, New York City, the attendance

was counted to be 2,081. The membership now

exceeds 3,000.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.. has built over and

refurnished social rooms and opened a billiard

room with one billiard and three pool tables.

It is building a swimming pool, the entire

third floor is being rebuilt and an extra story

added for boys' work.

Quebec. P. Q., scores the highest mem-

bership in its history, 600.

Worcester, Mass., has started its first

shop meeting. One thousand men heard Mc-

Nutt, the "dinner pail man," at the Opera

House on a Sunday afternoon, most of whom

were non-churchgoing laboring men. who by

their testimony said that not more than one-

fourth had attended church that morning.

Quincy, Mass., has begun shop meetings

in the shipbuilding plant, where 3.700 men are

employed ; 400 men were present at the begin

ning.

SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

Bernhard, G. R., to Scottdale, Pa.

Brown, F. C, from Buffalo Creek (R. R.), to Fort

Erie, Ont. (R. R.)

Calkins, C. G, from Independence, la., to Beloit, Wis.

Chadwick, R. B., from boys' secretary, Toronto, to

Belleville, Ont.

Harris, W. P., to Jersey Shore, Pa. (R. R.)

Harter, W. L., to Owosso, Mich.

Leach, J. W., from Reading, Pa. (R. R.), to Allen

town, Pa.

McCurdy, J. C, to ML Carmel, Pa.

McGill, T. L, to Chattanooga, Tenn.

McLean. Lester, Jr., to Colorado Springs, Colo.

Martz, C. D., from Mt. Carmel to Carlisle, Pa.

Moore, Roy, to Morristown, Tenn.

Springer, E. B., to Elgin, 111.

VVilkie, W. J., from Belleville to Dundas, Ont

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

Argraves, E. D., to Keokuk, la.

Boyd, D. G, to San Jose, Cal.

Brown, C. H., to Bellevue, O. (R. R.)

Covey, Evans, Temple, Tex. (R. R-), res.

Craig, Garland, Keokuk, la., res.

Crull, W. J., Harrisburg. Pa., res.

Glasure, H. O., from Taunton to Worcester, Mass.

Grubb, C. L. to Temple. Tex. (R. R.)

Haight, E. W., from Binghamton, N. Y., to Eliza

beth, N. J.

Humiston. W. D., Brooklyn Naval Branch, res.

Johnston, A. D., to Scranton, Pa.

King, E. G., to Lexington, Ky.

Martin, G. S., from Brooklyn Naval to Vallejo, Cal..

Naval.

Pierce, Albert, to Russell, Ky.

Van Santvoord, G. G, to Albany, N. Y. (R. R.)

Waldron, H. A., to Springfield, O.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.

Atwater, O. T., E. Liberty Br., Pittsburg, res.
Bailey, E. T., from Green Bay, Wis., to Keokuk, Ia

Clampitt, C. P., Mansfield, O., res.

Miller, J. L, Bellevue, O. (R. R.), res.

Smith, L. P., Keokuk, la., res.

Stocker, E. A., to Youngstown, O

BOYS' WORK DIRECTORS.

Phillips, M. J., Lynn, Mass., res.

Rich, C. W., to Elgin, 111.

COUNTY SECRETARIES.

Cullens, Archibald, to Monmouth County, N. J.

Lewis, H. W., Cattaraugus County, N. Y., res.

ASSOCIATION CALENDAR

STATE CONVENTIONS.

North Dakota, February 4, 5.

Minnesota, Duluth. February 9-12.

Iowa, Muscatine, February 9-12.

Kansas, Salina, February 9-12.

Michigan, Battle Creek, February 14-16.

Kentucky, Owensboro, February 16-19.

Pennsylvania, Johnstown, February 16-19.

Nebraska, Grand Island, February 16-19.

Oklahoma, February 16-20.

Georgia, Waycross, February 18-21.

California, San Jose, February 23-26.

Virginia, Petersburg, February 23-26.

Maine, Bath, February 23-26.

West Virginia, Fairmount, February 24-26.

South Dakota, Mitchell, March 11, 12.
North and South Carolina, Asheville, N. C. March

11-14.
Wisconsin, Fond du LaC, March 10-12.

Texas. Hillsboro. March 18-21.

Connecticut, Mcriden, March 23*26.
Maryland, Delaware and District of Columbia, An

napolis, Md., March 24-26.
Massachusetts and Rhode Island Boys' Conference,

Brockton, Mass., February 17-19.
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The Association Objective

PRESIDENT THEODORE ROOSEVELT.

We meet here to celebrate a record of fifty

years—a half century which has witnessed

gigantic changes—a revolution, social and in

dustrial, such as was hardly seen within any

preceding five centuries. Life has been more

intense and at a higher pressure than ever be

fore. That means, of

course, that all the

forces have been

raised to a higher

degree of power—the

forces of evil and

the forces of good.

A hundred years ago

there was no such

need as now for the

Young Men's Chris-

t i a n Associations.

The temptation came

surely to every man,

but it did not come

in so intense a form.

As the forces of

evil manifested them

selves in stronger

and stronger form

they had to be met,

if they were to be

successfully grappled

with, by organized

effort, by the effort

of the many, which

must always be

stronger than the ef

fort of one, and the

successful effort to

combat the forces of evil had to take just

such shape as has been given to it in the

growth of the Associations—a shape which

combines decency and efficiency. There are

many things that are so true that they are

almost truisms, and yet it is continually

necessary to mention them. There have been

philanthropic movements, led and supported

by most excellent people, which, nevertheless,

have produced results altogether incommen

surable with the effort expended, because they

failed to combine, as this movement has com

bined, a recognition of the needs of human

nature and at the same time the equal need of

resolute effort to make that human nature

better.

I have been ac

quainted especially

with three types of

this work—in the

army and navy,

among railroad men,

and among college

students. These three

classes are not effect

ively reached by an

effort which fails to

take account of the

fact that they demand

manliness as well as

virtues. You can

make these men

straight on condition

that in making them

straight you also keep

in mind that it is

necessary for them to

be strong. A favorite

quotation of mine has

been Wesley's remark

when some one criti

cised the many new

hymn tunes he intro

duced. He answered

that he was not going

to leave all the good tunes to the devil.

We want to be exceedingly careful that the

impression shall not prevail that good men in

tend to leave strength to those who serve the

devil.

I am certain that those who have had ex

perience in the army and navy have seen that

in the long run the man who is a decent man is

apt to be the best soldier and sailor.
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The work among railroad men always par

ticularly appealed to me because railroad men

follow that modern industry which more than

any other demands the heroic virtues, the

willingness to take risks, to accept responsi

bilities, to act on individual initiative, to adopt

a standard of duty which will require at need

the sacrifice of life. You can make men like

that accept morality if you can make them

understand that it is not only compatible with

but is demanded by essential manliness.

The work of the Association has grown

among college students, because it has tried

not to dwarf any of the impulses of the young,

vigorous man, but to guide them aright. It has

sought not to make his development one

sided, not to prevent his being a man, but to

see that he is in the fullest sense a man, and

a good man.

All of us will make this twentieth century

better, and not worse, than any century that

has gone before in proportion as we approach

the problems that face us as this Association

has approached them, with a firm resolution

that it will neglect no one side of the develop

ment of the man, but will strive to make him

decent, God-fearing, law-abiding, honor-loving,

justice-doing, and also fearless and strong,

able to hold his own in the hurly-burly of

the world's work, able also to strive mightily

that the forces of right may be in the end

triumphant.

From address delivered before the Washing

ton Association.

Christianity

HON. GROVER CLEVELAND.

In the work of the Young Men's Christian

Associations not only the churches and other

purely religious agencies of our land are

brought into important relationships, but these

Associations, as promoters of industry, so

briety, trustworthiness and thrift, are in close

alliance with the best business and material

interests of the country.

The career of this railroad department is

especially valuable as pi oof of this proposition.

T he religious privileges which it has supplied

have been so effective and so well appreciated

that many have been thereby led to church

membership-, and at the same time the im

mense railroad corporation which encourages

and contributes to its maintenance has secured

through its varied ministrations a body of em

ployees \vhose regard for duty, fitness for

the work assigned to them and care for the

lives and property placed in their immediate

charge have made the Pennsylvania Railroad

in its management and operation a model for

all ether like enterprises. The success of this

work has largely resulted from the application

to its activities of sensible ideas and a knowl

edge of the laws governing human nature.

The employees constituting its membership are

not chilled or repelled by the feeling that its

advantages are tendered them as mere mat

ters of bald charity. The organization and

its advantages are their own, and the railroad

company only stands in the relation of a gen

erous contributor. So it comes about that the

increase in membership and in membership

dues shows a growing desire on the part of

employees to support the organization and to

avail themselves of its advantages, while the

increasing contributions of the railroad com

pany and its hearty encouragement demon

strate its liberality as well as its intelligent

realization of the fact that both the moral and

mental excellence of its employees are among

its most valuable assets.

The Significance of the Word "Christian"

I have sometimes had a shadow of fear that

many young men whose lives are full of hard

work, whose existence is bounded on every

side by physical effort, and whose ideals are

naturally suggestive of physical strength and

steadiness, might attach to the word Christian

a meaning which indicates something soft and

enervating—good enough for women and chil

dren but unsuited to an arena where the hard

blows of labor are given and taken. Of course,

such a notion as this, universally entertained
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by men as stalwart as railroad employees,

would be destructive to Association work

among them; but at this moment and under

the influence of present surroundings I feel

like confessing, that at least so far as the rail

road employees within this department are

concerned, my fears have done injustice to a

body of men too thoughtful and too sensible to

permit such a foolish misconception to gain

influential headway. I wish I could be certain

that conditions are such everywhere as to

oblige me to ask universal and unqualified for

giveness on account of my fears. The fact

is the word "Christian" has broad significance

and various shades of meaning, but in all its

meanings it signifies not weakness and not the

nerveless complacency of an amiable belief,

but a rugged faith in God and His purposes

toward men, strength of heart, head and hand,

cheerfulness, courage, dutiful work and the

perseverance that points the way to success.

As meaning a religious belief in God and the

redemption of the world through Christ, Chris

tianity gave in its early days, to those perse

cuted and dying for its sake, such strength,

courage and aggressive force as no other cause

has ever inspired and which no other emer

gencies in the history of our race have pro

duced. Those who voyaged in the face of

doubts and dangers to New England's "stern

and rock bound coast" were in search of "free

dom to worship God," but they both prayed

and tilled the soil with their guns ready at

hand. They fought with bloody and treacher

ous savages in defense of their lives and their

homes, and they endured with fortitude born

of their religious creed and trust in God

privations and sufferings insupportable with

out such trust. These were Christians who

settled and cultivated a new continent and

made the beginnings of a great people.

Faith in an Over-Ruling Providence

Our history also illustrates the meaning of

the word "Christian," as it may be used to

signify a reverent confession of God's control

of the affairs of man. Washington, in the

darkest days of the Revolution, had constant

faith in the over-ruling providence of God ;

and in that faith he fought gloriously and

became the father of his country. This same

faith was present in the convention that framed

our constitution and gave the breath of life

to the American nation. At a perplexing time

in its deliberations, Benjamin Franklin, in

proposing that daily at the opening of its ses

sions prayer be offered imploring divine assist

ance in its work, said:

"In the beginning of the contest with Great

Britain, when we were sensible of danger, we

had daily prayer in this room for the divine

protection. Our prayers were heard, and they

were graciously answered. All of us who

were engaged in the struggle must have ob

served frequent instances of a superintending

Providence in our favor. To that kind Provi

dence we owe this happy opportunity of con

sulting in peace on the means of establishing

our future national felicity. And have we

now forgotten that powerful Friend; or

do we imagine that we no longer need His

assistance? I have lived a long time, and

the longer I live the more convincing proof

I see of this truth—that God governs in the

affairs of men. And if a sparrow cannot

fall to the ground without His notice, is it

probable than an empire can rise without

His aid? We have been assured in the

sacred writings that 'except the Lord build

the house, they labor in vain that build it.'

I firmly believe this ; and I also believe that

without His concurring aid we shall not suc

ceed in this political building, any more than

did the builders of Babel."

I have ventured to make this long and per

haps familiar quotation because it indicates

better than I could by any language of mine

the spirit and the belief in which our national

life has had its birth and growth.

Public Policy Tested by Christian Standards

James Russell Lowell, when asked by a dis

tinguished foreigner how long the American

Republic would endure, replied: "So long as

the ideas of the men who founded it continue

dominant." Is this any more or less than a

declaration by this eminent American that our

devotion and obedience to the Christian spirit,

which gave birth to the ideas of the men who

founded our nation, fixed the limits of our

national existence? Such a suggestion as this

has a solemn and impressive import and leads

to the inescapable reflection that in this Chris

tian country there should be no public policy

adopted by our Government until its relations

to public morality have been tested by Chris

tian standards, and that these same standards

should be applied to every movement pro

fessedly intended for the social, intellectual or

industrial betterment of onr people.

Assurance of Good Citizenship

In this view nothing could be more con

sistent than the appearance of the word

"Christian" in the title of an association which

combines religious teaching with opportunities

for education and improvement in every direc

tion and abundant facilities for physical cul

ture and manly recreation, while stimulating

at the same time the sentiments that count for

honor, truthfulness, sobriety and honest de

votion to duty and service.

It is quite obvious that membership in such

an association ought to furnish assurance of

good citizenship and a clear perception of whnt
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is meant by the golden rule. In the complex

relationships of American life not one of us

can live and live dutifully to himself alone.

Clashing interests, changed conditions and

often wrong judgment or prejudice bring u,s

all at times face to face with disputes and

controversies. It is absolutely certain that in

every such case there is somewhere, more or

less easy of discovery, a factor of morality,

justice and fair dealing which when found

should solve the trouble. Those are the best

citizens, the best men and the best members

of the Young Men's Christian Associations,

who, when controversies confront them, are

the best able and the most willing to recognize

this moral factor when found, and to accept

the adjustment it indicates.

A Link Between Capital and Labor

A very distinguished Englishman who has

recently visited us is reported to have said:

"One of the greatest struggles democracy in

America has to fight out is regarding the re

lationship between capital and labor."

It may perhaps be doubted whether Mr.

Morley took into account all the instrumen

talities that are at work among us in the di

rection of softening the asperity of the differ

ences arising between these two forces; and

I am sure that the expansion of Young Men's

Christian Association work as one of these

instrumentalities is full of promise. This

ought to be especially true of such branches

of the Association as are made up of railroad

employees and are aided and encouraged by

the employing railroad companies. I have

within a few days seen it reported that the

largest single appropriation ever made by a

railroad company for the establishment of

Young Men's Christian Associations along its

lines has 'just been authorized by the board of

directors of a Southern company, and this

statement is followed by the mention of large

contributions made by other railroads in aid of

like associations. Such cooperation on the part

of employers in maintaining these Associations

has never been used as a means of influencing

the members of such organizations against

their rights or interests and unfairly in favor

of their employers. Its effect has been on the

contrary greater assurance to the employers of

faithful, honest service in their behalf, to the

employees of largely increased means of im

provement and competency, and to both such

a realization of joint interest as leads the way

to frank conference and a mutual desire to

meet differences between them in a spirit of

confidence, forbearance and good faith.

Young Men to Safeguard the Nation

I cannot conclude without a reference to the

significance attached to words in the title of

the organization which indicate that its chief

factors and promoters, as well as its chief

beneficiaries, are young men. My attachment

for young men and my faith in the freshness

of their activity and their ability to do the

things that require intelligent vigor and per

sistence increase with my years. And this is

intensified by the impressive thought that the

youth and young men of our land will soon

have cast upon them the responsibility of sate

guarding the honor and integrity of the bes:

and freest form of government that has ever

been vouched to humanity. With these thing?

in mind how can I escape an abiding conti

dence in our nation's perpetuity and increasinc

beneficence when I contemplate as I do to-da>

the tremendous growth of a movement which

animates our young men with the conscience

the strength and the reliant love of duty and

right which leads them to noble deeds.

"So nigh is grandeur to our dust,

So near is God to man

When duty whispers low, Thou must

The youth replies, / can."

From address at Pennsylvania Railroad De

partment, Philadelphia, during Jubilee.

The Association a Character

Builder

WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN.

I have been a member of the Young Men's

Christian Association from the time I was my

self a young man. When I removed from Illi

nois to Nebraska I connected myself at once

with the Association there. My membership

card bears the date of my landing in that Stale.

and my interest in the Association has grown

as I have the more fully comprehended if

work and as I have myself grown in the esti

mate of moral values.

I have come to regard civilization as meas-

ured, not as Buckle said it was, by the mas

tery of the human mind over the forces of

nature, but rather as something more compre

hensive than mere intellectual strength or ad

vancement. Civilization is rather the harmoni

ous development of the human race, physical

mental, and moral ; and the object of this As

sociation is to build up the threefold man; tn

give him strength of body, of mind, and oi

heart.

A man who was presenting the claims of the

Young Men's Christian Association once said

that if all the money expended in building1

and running expenses resulted in the saving

of one young man it was money well spent

And when he was asked if it was not extrava

gant to say that the saving of one boy wn<

worth so much, his answer was : "Not if it

were my boy or your boy."
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Who indeed is wise enough to measure the

value of a human life? We cannot weigh it

in the balance; we cannot tell what its influ

ence may mean to the world. You who live

here in Washington learn the names and meas

ure the influence of your public men, but none

of us is wise enough to say where he lives to

day who will make the deepest impress upon

the human race. He may live in the White

House; he may be a member of the Senate

or of the House;

he may be some

humble citizen

whose name to

day is unknown

to fame.

We overesti

mate the influ

ence of the

mind as com

pared with that

of the heart.

We treat too

much of what

the head has

done and do not

consider enough

what the heart

can do. We

talk of the in-

ventions of

genius, and they

have been great.

A man stands

by the side of

a telegraph in

strument and talks to people ten thou

sand miles away. Yet the achievements

of the heart are more wonderful. The heart

that is full of love for its fellows, that yearns

to do some great work for the uplifting of

the human race, will talk to hearts that will

beat ten thousand years after our hearts are

still—and this is more wonderful than talking

to people ten thousand miles away.

The life comes into contact with the lives ot

others, and through this generation it reaches

on to the remotest generations of time. The

scientists tell us how far it is to the further

most star, but no human being has been able

to calculate the infinite influence for good of

one kind word or one kind act.

Who, then, can measure the influence ex

erted upon the lives made better by contact

with this Association? We talk about the

mysteries and the miracles of the Bible, but

there is still a mystery equal to any recorded

in holy writ. It is the change in the heart

of a man that makes him hate the things that

loved and love the things he hated. It is the

transforming of one who would have sacri

ficed a world for his own advancement into

one who would give his life for a principle and

esteem it a privilege to make a sacrifice for

his convictions. In all the journey from the

cradle to the grave there is nothing so mys

terious and marvelous as this change in the

ideals of a life that will transform a selfish,

self-centered human being into a center from

which self-sacrificing, uplifting influences flow

out in every direction.

The Young Men's Christian Association is

implanting high ideals where low ones were be

fore, and it is giving the hope and courage, the

faith and enthusiasm that help the individual

to be, not like a stagnant pool receiving con

tributions from all the land around and giv

ing forth nothing, but like a living spring,

pouring forth constantly all that refreshes and

invigorates. Who can measure the influence

of one life upon the destiny of the human

race? Far beyond this, who can measure the

influence of an Association, which not alone

in your city but everywhere is leading men to

higher thoughts and higher deeds, and making

them, so far as it can, what God intends them

to be, not only the recipients of the world's

bounty, but contributors to the world's good?

From an address delivered at the Washing

ton Association Anniversary.

PANAMA AND ANCON HILI^-THE UNITED STATES HEADQUARTERS.

Also the headquarters of the Association work which it is proposed to establish with the approval of

the Commission and the United States authorities on the Canal Strip, in accordance with the report made

to the President and the Secretary of War by J. R. Thompson of the International force, as a result of

his visit to the Isthmus and careful examination of the ground.



Philadelphia's Fiftieth Birthday

Fifty years' service to a community, by

an organization which is a potent force in the

betterment of men's lives, this is well worth

noting.

For three days, January 28 to 30, beginning

with a reception to members and ending with

an immense mass meeting, the Philadelphia

Association celebrated the passing of the half

century milestone. The gathering was made

notable by the participation of such men as

Hon. Grover Cleveland, Gen. Frederick D.

Grant, Harry A. Garfield, son of the late

President Garfield, Dr. Francis L. Patton, of

Princeton, Hon. H. B. F. Macfarland, Joseph

Ramsey, Jr., of the Wabash Railroad, and

W. A. Patton of the Pennsylvania system.

President Roosevelt had been invited, but was

unable to be present. Hon. John Wanamaker

was unable to attend any of the sessions on

account of illness.

On Saturday evening a public meeting was

held, at which David McConaughy and Galen

M. Fisher told of the work in India and

Japan, the latter vividly describing the work

among the Japanese troops at Dalny, Liao

Yang, Hojo and Yingkwo.

On Sunday, meetings were held in three

different parts of the city. At the Kensington

Branch Mr. Garfield addressed 2,000 men, and

at the Garrick Theatre Dr. Charles Wood

made the principal address to 2,700 men, in the

absence of Mr. Wanamaker. At the same

time, at the Pennsylvania Railroad Branch,

Ex-President Cleveland spoke to a tremen

dous audience on "Christianity." Extracts

from this address will be found on another

page.

The climax was reached on Monday night,

in the great meeting at the Academy of

Music. Stress was laid on the embodiment

of ideal American manhood in the Associa

tion, and emphasis given to the fundamental

Christian character of the organization.

Among the many pointed remarks of Gen.

Grant, were:

"I will be glad to give every effort possible

toward bringing the Association into contact

with my troops. It makes them better sol

diers, braver, cleaner, stronger men. So it is

doing the country good at the same time. I

would be very glad to have your help in im

proving the twenty-two and one-half per cent,

of the army which is under my command."

The Association's great work among rail

road men was the theme of President Ram

sey. He touched on the benefit to the travel

ing public of clear-headed, faithful employees,

made so by Association influences.

Dr. Patton said among other things:

"How can college men most wisely be in

fluenced toward Christianity? Who in their

college years will look to their spiritual wel

fare? The Young Men's Christian Association

is actually caring for the students now in the

colleges and universities, and I thank God that

it is there and is doing its work nobly."

The last speaker of the evening was Hon.

H. B. F. Macfarland, who said in part:

"Half a century before the telegraph brought

the Old World and the New into instant com

munication, a new thought slowly came across

the Atlantic. Like a winged seed, it has blown

as by the breath of God from a tiny plant in

London and placed in the hearts of men pre

pared for it

"It was the idea of the Association of Chris

tian young men for their own betterment and

the betterment of their fellows. It was as old

as the young apostles of the Young Man of

Galilee and it was as new as the modern prin

ciple of organization for the multiplication

of power and the advancement of common

ends. It had the strength of life and was a

growing thing with an illimitable future from

the first, even though it had neither wealth

nor authority back of it. What spoke from

heart to heart across the broad ocean, then

much wider than now, moved from city to

city, without delay and took root in good

soil, springing up to great trees of blessing.

"The principle of the development of the

all-round man in body, mind and spirit through

Association activity and under the transform

ing power of God has been maintained in all

its vigor against all attempts to weaken it"

At the conclusion of Mr. Macfarland's ad

dress, a cablegram from Sir George Williams

was read as follows: "President Jubilee Com

memoration : Most grateful recollections of

splendid services to young men and Redeem

er's Kingdom rendered by Philadelphia Asso

ciation these fifty years. Our opportunities

never greater. May your blessings be multi

plied and usefulness increase a hundredfold."

The dinner given to 250 clergymen of Phila

delphia was unique in the city's history. It

brought to the same board ministers of every

denomination, joined together by the spirit of

the work of the Association itself.

The Rev. Dr. H. C. McCopk, in speaking

of the progress in Philadelphia, said:

"Three men are responsible for much of

the success that has attended the work of the

Association in this city. First, let me speak

of George H. Stuart, the founder of the cause

in this city. There you have a man whose

statue should be standing in bronze to-day

on one of your city's streets, and it would

be if Philadelphia had as much public spirit

as some other cities.
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"Then there is another man whom we love

and whose name will always stand close to

our hearts, I speak of John Wanamaker. To

hear of his illness yesterday pained us beyond

expression.

"Then again I must not forget the third

man, who was intensely interested in the

Young Men's Christian Association and who

prayed and worked for its success, Dwight L.

Moody."

Dr. McCook then paid a high tribute to the

late president of the Pennsylvania Railroad,

George B. Roberts, who took an active part

in the establishment of the Pennsylvania

Railroad Branch, and to John H. Converse,

who has contributed largely to the cause, es

pecially to the Association's work in the

Spanish War.

An interesting summary of facts was issued

by the Association. Work is now carried on

at twenty-one different points; fifteen buildings

are owned or controlled by the Association ;

value of property owned, $1,000,000; total

membership, 6,675, with 2,056 in educational

classes; 55 Bible classes are conducted weekly,

and active support given to the Association of

Osaka, Japan. A good record.

On February 11, at a hospital in Springfield,

Mass., Frank Mahan, secretary at Lynn, died

of pneumonia. Mr. Mahan was thirty-seven

years of age. He was secretary at Charlotte,

N. C., for six years prior to going to Lynn.

His five and a half years' service at Lynn had

been productive in a building canvass which

was just about consummated, involving $165,-

000. He was a man of staunch purpose, per

sistent service, and held in the highest esteem

by his colleagues.

A Continuous Religious Interest—The

Normal Condition of the NormalJ

Association

By C. K. OBER.

The normal Association is not necessarily

the average Association, but the Association

at par, doing its legitimate work. This work

is many-sided but has its climax in the con

version of men. When an Association ceases

to effect conversions it is in a morbid or ab

normal condition. We believe in revivals in

the Association, because there are so many

sick Associations, but we also believe that a

normal, healthy Association need not wait for

a revival in order to produce spiritual re

sults. It is easy to make the non-appearance

of the revival an excuse for spiritual indiffer

ence, neglect and incompetency. It would be

as reasonable for a workman to make the

non-appearance of his employer an excuse for

not doing his work. An Association with un

improved opportunities for presenting the

Gospel to men, and unused or untrained

workers to present it, need not pray for a

revival ; what it needs is common industry and

enterprise.

There is no close season in fishing for men

and in the normal Association there is good

fishing every week in the year. Some of us

remember the old Twenty-third street work,

under McBurney and Henry Webster, with

its sane, steady, matter-of-fact, every-day

evangelism; meetings, Bible classes, employ

ment Bureau, educational work, social con

tact, gymnasium, all paying tribute. Scarcely

a week passed without conversions, and this

was kept up, without fuss or strain, for years.

The average Association to-day has vastly

greater facilities for such work than Twenty-

third street had in those days. Our improved

courses of Bible study, better organization of

the religious work, workable plans for evan

gelistic effort, advanced methods of boys' work,

shop meetings and Bible classes, institutes and

conferences, foreign-work outlook and enter

prise, have lifted the whole Association move

ment upon a higher plane and the average

Association of to-day has it within its power

to excel the best of yesterday.

Wrth this improved machinery, the only

thing lacking is the disposition to use it, not

for a special but a sustained effort, and this

will be done by the normal Association. If

the revival comes, be thankful for it and take

full advantage of it. But keep this whole ma

chinery in motion at the sixteen knot per hour

pace and spread the sail for the help of the

breeze that is going our way. It is the steady

work that brings in passengers and freight

on schedule time.
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Fred Smith in India

Two weeks in a land of three hundred

millions of people is not quite sufficient time

to write an authoritative book, but I am sure

I never learned so many new things in any

equal period of my life. I dare not permit

myself to attempt a description of the natural

beauty of the country, or rather of such cities

as Colombo and Bangalore. Colombo, with its

cocoanut palms and beautiful gardens ; bunga

lows so exquisite that they seem hardly to be

real, and clubhouses as fine as any in London

or New York; Bangalore, with its great

parade, circled by a wealth of massive foliage,

and Government buildings that vie with Buck

ingham Palace and the White House, all com

bine to make a first impression that is far from

correct. I can readily see how the superficial

tourist may pass rapidly through India and

not see the awfulness of heathenism. Soon,

however, you come to the real life as seen in

the native portions, and then comes the shock

at the poverty and distress in mind and body

of these poor people that have been seeking

relief for centuries in Hinduism, Buddhism and

other religions. The more I see of the people

the more I tremble for the Christian world if

it withholds the gospel from being speedily de

clared.

Results ot Association Work

Before the results mention ought to be made

of the cause. This I found in part in the sec

retaries' conference, which met at Bangalore.

Well may we all thank God for the gift of

these men—Carter, Eddy, Patton, McCowen,

McWhirter, Larsen, Grace, Green, Donni-

thorne, Murray, Golden. Combined with the

late arrivals—Keith, Paterson, Michel, and

Doud—they form a staff that cannot be ex

celled anywhere. Kindred with the work of

these men is the cooperation of the strongest

missionary leaders and European and Ameri

can Christian business men.

What is immediately noticeable when one

comes in contact with the Association officers

and secretaries is that the experimental stage

is passed. These men talk, plan and pray for

the future as confidently as we do at home.

The work has been so splendidly conducted that

its place as one of the vital forces for the

evangelizaion of India is everywhere conceded.

What cheered me most was to find how

firmly the Assocation has gripped the Indian

Christian young men, and to discover from

many personal interviews that in it they are

finding an increased channel of power for their

lives. One member in Colombo, an honored

graduate of the college in Madras, said to me :

"Before I joined the Association I did not

think my life worth anything; now I want two

lives to live."

The Triennial Convention

I looked forward with keen anticipation to

the assembling of the convention of the Asso

ciations, also held at Bangalore. The dele

gates gathered, had a time of greeting one

another and getting acquainted, and then per

fected the organization by electing Sir James

A. Bourdillon as president. Then they set

tled down to four days of as hard, intense work

as I have ever seen in any convention. Some

CONFERENCE OF PAID OFFICERS AT

BANGALORE.

addresses were peculiarly opportune, one by

Bishop H. F. Oldham upon "The Watchword

of the Young Men's Christian Association in

India," and another upon "The Ultimate

Triumph of Christianity," by the Rev. J. C. R.

Ewing, of Lahore. These two addresses re

flected to me the thought of the religious lead

ers in India regarding the Association move

ment, and I can frankly say that I have never

listened to anything that has so increased my

faith in it. Another address that would be of

great profit to young men everywhere if it could

be carried to them was by Oliver H. McCowen,

the organizing secretary for Burma, upon "The

Perils of a 'Young Man." No convention, in my

judgment, has ever listened to a clearer state

ment of the forces with which we have to

contend. The whole program was strong, dis

cussing a wide and comprehensive range of

topics. An admirable feature was the fact

that every speaker whose name appeared upon

the printed program was present at the ap

pointed hour without any apologies to make.

Of the hundred delegates about one-half were

Indian men and the other European and

American. If one session above another could

be picked as reaching the climax, all would

agree in selecting the hour when George Sher

wood Eddy and V. S. Azariah (the Indian

traveling secretary for South India) delivered

their appeals to the Indian delegates to assume

the responsibility for the evangelization of

India. I saw in this the hope of the future.
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My own features of the work were very

similar to those I undertake to do at home—

namely, the presentation of some themes re

lating to general Association work and to the

specific organization of the religious work de

partment and the conducting of some evan

gelistic meetings. In connection with the con

vention I held three evangelistic meetings. The

MR. SMITH TAKING A CARRIAGE RIDE.

first was entirely with educated Hindu young

men, where I spoke to a full room and with

perhaps only four or five Christians in the

audience. These men sat for an hour, and I

judged from their interest that they would

have been willing to stay much longer to hear

what I had to say about the hope of the Chris

tian. The difficulty is not that these men are

unwilling to hear—'the high-caste Indian stu

dents are eager listeners, but the great battle

is to lead them to the point where they are

willing to pay the price of confession. The

other two evangelistic meetings were held in

the largest halls that could be secured, and

were attended by mixed audiences, including a

good proportion of British soldiers. In these

services ninety young men publicly confessed

their purpose to accept Jesus Christ.

Altogether the convention was a revelation

to me of the strength of the Association work

in this non-Christian land. Dr. J. C. R.

Ewing, of Lahore, after having been a mis

sionary here for over twenty years, said that

it was the most representative gathering of

Christians he had ever seen assembled in

India. It is a pity that many earnest men upon

the home fields, who by prayer and gifts are

making this work possible, are not able to see

with their own eyes some of the victories that

have been wrought.

Among the sad features frequently men

tioned was the message that Hieb, of Colombo,

had been ordered back to America, owing to

health failure. This was keenly felt among

the secretaries because of his powerful influ

ence among all classes of men, and especially

on account of the high place he holds in the

esteem of all Christian workers, and also be

cause of the sore loss of one man here, where

the battle is so fierce and the need for men so

great.

If I should select two delegates that attracted

my attention more than others and in whom

I feel the deepest interest, I would name V. S.

Azariah and J. D. Welcome, the Indian asso

ciate secretary for Colombo. Their hearts are

on fire for this work, and they are becoming as

intelligent in it as old seasoned secretaries with

years of experience. The multiplication of this

class of secretaries is to be the ultimate

triumph of the movement.

The British Government in India

We were permitted to witness a most inter

esting event on the second of January, which

was observed as the official New Year's holi

day. All the military in the station were out

upon parade and were reviewed by the British

Resident, Sir James A. Bourdillon and the

Maharajah, the native ruler of the Mysore

State. Of course, my interest centered largely

on getting a good view of the native troops.

Of these there were 8,000 in line, well drilled

and looking spick and span. The most con

spicuous of these, however, was the Sikh regi

ment—tall, alert and eager. Next to Tommy

Atkins himself the Sikh easily comes second.

To keep a high ideal of discipline before the

Indian troops the British are very careful to

have four regiments of home soldiers in the

Bangalore garrison. One of. the significant

features of this great parade was the sitting

side by side in council and advice of the

Maharajah and Sir James Bourdillon, who a

few minutes after the parade was presiding

over the session of our convention.

Too strong words of commendation cannot

be spoken of the British Government in India.

Of the thousands of men here in the civil

service not one insinuation of dishonesty or

insincerity is heard anywhere; and, while the

Government does not interfere with the relig

ious opinions of the people, the door has been

opened for the extension of Christianity.

The Australian Associations are making

extensive preparations for the coming of Fred

B. Smith next month. Mr. Budge prepared the

way. These Associations are undertaking

greater things since the visits of Dr. Warner,

R. C. Morse, J. R. Mott, and D. A. Budge.



Some Timely Themes

BY GEO. A. WARBURTON.

With the approach of spring and the near

ness of graduation thou-

College Men sands of young college men

and the will come face to face with

Secretaryship the problem of their life

work. In all of our col

lege Associations there are those who are un

certain as to the future. They are earnest men

who wish to enter that profession, or take up

that line of business, in which they can be

most useful and make their lives count most

fully.

Among the attractive openings for the right

kind of men the secretaryship of the Young

Men's Christian Association stands conspicu

ous. A college training is intended to give

breadth of view to those who secure it; to

extend their horizon; to kill narrowness, pro

vincialism and bigotry. The secretaryship

would seem to be a natural channel into which

this broadened life might well flow. The

Young Men's Christian Association is broad

in its relation to the churches, being com

posed of representatives of all Protestant

evangelical denominations, including also in

its membership multitudes of Roman Catho

lics, with many who hold liberal views, and

not a few who have no connection with any

other religious organization. Its activities are

so varied as to require a breadth and thorough

ness of knowledge, sociological, religious, edu

cational, such as can be found only among the

best-educated men.

The cities of a country are its storm cen

ters. This is particularly true of the United

States. While it is a fact that the country

supports the life of the cities through its

agriculture, it is none the less true that the

religion, morals, thought, and politics of the

cities determine the standard of the country

as a whole. The cities of America will de

cide what the drift of American thought and

feeling shall be during the next quarter of a

century.

Mott has pointed out the strategic points in

the world's conquest. These strategic points

are in the cities.

In our time young men are holding an in

creasing number of prominent positions in

business and professional life. The late Mr.

Baldwin, who was but forty-one years of age,

may serve as an illustration of this tendency.

The masterful leadership of Mr. Roosevelt

has given a great impetus to the young man

by his aggressive assertiveness. We live in the

age and in the country where the young man

is crowned. His supremacy is seen in our

modern city. To utilize his energies, to con

trol and organize his activities; to induce and

foster right ideas of life and conduct; to hold

him from drifting into materialism; to main

tain within him a proper attitude of mind and

of heart toward God and his fellow men; to

inspire him with loyalty to Jesus Christ, and

to fill him with zeal for the extension of His

kingdom is the task to which the Association

addresses itself, and for leadership in which

it turns confidently toward Christian men of

the broadest possible education and culture.

We should have a host of them as recruits

to the secretaryship from the best graduates

of the best institutions during the present

year.

The great revival in Wales continues to

attract widespread interest

How to throughout the Christian

Promote world. Ministers and

a Revival other Christian workers

from London and other

parts of Great Britain have visited that portion

of Wales over which the revival is spreading

to study the methods that are employed, and

to catch, if possible, some inspiration for their

own work. Religious papers in the United

States are also giving considerable attention

to the subject. The revivals that have oc

curred in our own country in the South and

West, and particularly the one in Schenectady,

N. Y., have also received wide publicity and

discussion. A prominent clergyman in New

York City on a recent Sunday pointed out the

fact that the revival at Schenectady was not

due to the employment of an evangelist, nor to

any special prominence being given to any

clergyman in connection with it. He declared

that it was a revival managed chiefly by lay

men, and he spoke vigorously against the em

ployment of evangelists in connection with re

vival work. Probably his position was too

extreme, but there is no doubt need of a re

awakening of Christian conscience upon the

subject of the duty of the average Christian

with respect to the progress of God's work in

the world. It would do us all good to re

member that it is "not by might, nor by

power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord of

Hosts," for revivals are born of prayer and

come down from God. Being spiritual in theii

character, if they are real and worth having

they can only come from spiritual causes and

cannot depend upon human methods. Do not

our Associations need to move backward to

ward the days of special prayer? In not a few

of them the spiritual embers are well nigh

burned out—perhaps smothered out would be

the better term. The glow and fervor and
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warmth and real attractiveness of religion are

gone. The burned-out ashes of a dead for

mality are all that remain. Merely to think of

it makes one shiver! As much may one ex

pect to find heat in a refrigerator as to get

religious warmth and life from some Asso

ciations. A few years ago the need of

a revival was felt at Mount Hermon among

the students. The most spiritual talked about

if and suddenly the blaze was kindled and

nearly the entire student body was converted.

It was discovered afterward that a few men

had met every day and several times a day for

prayer that God might revive his work. The

answer came most gloriously. The same

methods in any Association would produce

similar results. A dozen men of real spiritual

ity, meeting for prayer and actually following

in their lives the scriptural injunction to

"pray without ceasing," could change the

spiritual atmosphere.

When the weather is at zero nothing is so

attractive as an open fire. It is better than

pictures or furniture to draw men. "Smoking

flax" is a good symbol for a piety that is

ready to die and needs nursing, but we cry

out now, in these days of frigidity, for more

religion of the blazing type, such as marked

the real birthday of the new church when

tongues of fire sat upon each of them.

The personal interest of the President of the

United States in religious

The Layman work and religious life is

a* a a source of encouragement

Preacher to all who are interested in

such things, and it is a vast

help to all workers to read in the papers on a

Monday that on the day previous Mr. Roose

velt made an address upon some religious

subject at one of the churches in Washington.

The men who hold conspicuous places may

well consider the obligation which they are .

under to let their light so shine that men,

seeing their good works, may glorify their

Father which is in heaven. Public religious

exercises will never take the place of fair

dealing in business, nor of the proper treat

ment of employees by their employers, yet,

with a background of the right sort, a layman

has a splendid chance to impress men by bis

words and they should have no uncertain

sound. Why may not the great theatre and

other meetings held by our Associations be

far oftener addressed by business and pro

fessional men from the town or city in which

they are held?

The report of the West Side Branch for

the year 1904, submitted by

An Dr. D. E. Yarnell, the sec-

Evening retary, at the anniversary,

College contains a mass of valuable

and encouraging informa

tion. Perhaps the most notable development

during the year was in the educational depart

ment where nearly one thousand men were en

rolled as students and where two classes each

had more than two hundred students, the auto

mobile with 232 and the real estate with 226.

The vigor and success of that work are typical

of the enterprise and adaptability of the edu

cational department in many of the Associa

tions of the country. Here, it will be seen,

are students enough to make quite a large

university and fully three times as many as

are to be found in our smaller but by no means

inferior colleges.

^Jubilee Conference in Paris

BY EM. SAUTTER, SECRETARY FOR FRANCE.

In spite of difficulties of all kinds, of which

foreigners, particularly Americans, can hardly

have any idea, the organization of the con

ference is going on actively and is already very

promising.

The place where the regular meetings of

the conference will be held, the "Bazar de la

Charite," is engaged. This beautiful building

is situated near the Champs Elysees, in one

of the most aristocratic quarters of the capital.

Among the meetings which will be held

in other places should be mentioned the great

jubilee fete in the Trocadero Palace, the last

vestige of the World's Fair of 1878. A very

fine musical program will be given, of which

the masterpiece will be "The Deluge," by

Saint Saens. The magnificent organ of the

palace will be played by M. Dallier, one of the

best organists in Paris. A garden party will

take place one afternoon in the magnificent

park of Madame the Baroness Bartholdi, near

the Trocadero.

The exhibit will be one of the attractions of

the conference. The Parisians propose to have

a model room which will be an object lesson

for Associations in small towns.

Special invitations to participate officially

at the jubilee have been sent to Associations

of all the large cities of Europe and Great

Britain, and from all the countries large and

enthusiastic delegations are already announced.

The American delegation to the World's Con

ference at Paris, April 26-30, will necessarily be

small on account of the impossibility of many

Association men to leave their business at this

season of the year. A delegation from Amer

ica, however, will be present. Delegates may

sail as late as April 18, and those desiring to

attend should correspond with the Interna

tional Committee.



The Navy Department

There seems to be something irresistible in

the onward march of the Naval Young Men's

Christian Association despite the fact that high

standards were set in the beginning. The past

year eclipses them all in the interest of the

men and the practical results accomplished.

At the Brooklyn Branch alone there has been

a gain of over 28,000 in general attendance and

over 4,000 in attendance upon religious serv

ices. The record of 1903, regarding money

deposited for safe keeping, was exceeded by

nearly $85,000. If a procession of the sailors

who visited the four prominent branches were

formed, a sailor would pass a given point

every one minute and a half night and day for

the entire year. During 1904 over 4,500 appli

cations for beds were made at the Brooklyn

Branch after all beds were taken and 1,419

men slept on the bare floors. Sailors' money

amounting to $369,605 was handled at the

branches for permanent deposit and safe keep

ing.

The newest branch at Vallejo, Cal., is secur

ing the attendance and patronage of the great

majority of the men at the Mare Island Navy

Yard, and on several occasions the building

has proven too small to accommodate all who

applied. It is a veritable beehive of activity,

as the illustration shows.

The natural, normal manner in which the

business, social and religious activities blend

and overlap in the naval work indicates a sane

and practical organization. The large num

bers participating in church parties from all

the branches is one indication of this. The

definite results indicated by the 343 men who

entered the Christian life last year is another.

The following extracts from the Norfolk

Public Ledger describe a meeting of the sailors

in the Academy of Music in Norfolk, held re

cently and addressed by W. B. Millar:

"There was a very remarkable scene enacted

yesterday afternoon at the gospel meeting for

United States sailors and marines—there have

been many remarkable scenes of a religious

character in Norfolk, but none that surpasses

this one—when 108 young sailors left their

seats in the body of the house, moved through

the aisles and climbed on the stage in response

to an invitation to give their lives to the serv

ice of Christ Miss Gould and her party were

in a lower private box next to the stage and

seeing the sailor boys responding so enthusias

tically to a subject that is very near her heart,

the evangelization of the army and navy of

the United States, she left her box, accom

panied by Mrs. Millar, and went on the stage

to greet and say God-speed to the manly

young tars of Uncle Sam's navy. The crowd

of sailors in addition to those already occupy

ing the stage made quite a press and the scene,

considering the import of the step to the young

sailors, was very thrilling. There was a large

audience present, five or six hundred sailors

on the main floor and the public in the balcony.

Miss Gould shook hands with and greeted each

sailor smilingly and cordially, saying a few

words to each, and presented each with a

little Bible in which was a verse of scripture

written by her own hand and signed with her

initials, H. M. G."

THE ACTIVE OFFICE FORCE AT VALLEJO, CAL., NAVAL BRANCH.



Within the Secretarial Focus

By W. W. ADAIR.

The demand of the times is for something

that will stand the test of

Bearing riSid, investigation. Some

Investigation Pe°P'* maj stl11 be fool.ed'

but shrewd men are putting

everything on its merits, to

stand or fall. In this connection, it is inter

esting to observe how well the Association

work has borne the scrutiny of the impartial

investigator. The Brooklyn Association has

just received its second gift of $100,000 from a

gentleman who made his first subscription of

a similar amount after a preliminary and

searching study of its work. It always pays to

make the work good enough so that it will

bear the fiercest light There is such a thing

as getting along on an apologetic basis, and

making excuses for failures, but that kind of

thing will not pass muster with men who have

money to invest for practical returns. It may

excite the pity of the charitably inclined to

the extent of a few dollars to stave off the

sheriff, but there will be no princely gifts for

expansion.

No man who has once been an Association

secretary can make his past

Trading on virtues the basis of getting

Association commercial business with-

Capital out abandonment of princi

ple. Of course a man may

settle in a city where he has labored, and em

bark in legitimate business among his friends,

but when a man deliberately flaunts his former

Association standing as a bid for personal

gain, he no longer has any regard for ethics.

If the Association owes him any back salary

he might be justified in taking it out in ad

vertising, but if he was fully paid for his

services when he left, then he has no more

right to connect the institution with his private

business than he has to steal a trademark.

In the process of Association evolution the

evolving or circulating of

A . . unusual words has not been
Association . . , _,,
Terminology fverlooked. Three gems

that deserve special men

tion are "spa," "question-

aire" and "seminar." Just why we should bur

den the mother tongue in this way is not very

clear to the average mind. Anybody can say

"lunch room," but many men cannot pro

nounce "spa," and only those who have

quaffed a cup of cold Arbuckle's from its

side-board can explain all that it means. But

at its worst "spa" has an advantape over the

other two because of its brevity. Those other

polysyllabic productions are enough to give a

plain man the shivers. Why not let us get

down to earth where our fellow mortals will

understand what we are driving at? Life is

brief, and not every man has the time to con

sult the dictionary. Even if he had he would

not be likely to find some of these fancy words

in any treatise on the king's English.

How do you treat them, Mr. Secretary?

Are you on intimate terms

Men of with them, or are your

Low friends made up from

Estate among the wealthy and the

influential? It is easy to

warm up to men who are naturally interest

ing, or whose friendship will work to your

personal advantage, but an Association officer

who cannot "condescend to men of low

estate" will wound them and lose their confi

dence. Once this happens, they will shun the

Association building, and advertise it among

their fellows as a good place to keep away

from. But it is not a very strong type of

manhood that forms its friendships with only

utilitarian motives. The man who does it is

never a true friend, for the moment he can

no longer "use" his friends he will drop them.

The true leader of men will number among

his warm friends many who are less intelligent,

less influential and less favored than himself,

"men of low estate," who come to him for the

reason that they have found him unselfishly

interested in their affairs. A portion of every

day should be spent in cultivating friendships

among just this class of men.

Jf

Where a bulletin has to be maintained with

a pair of shears and a paste-pot, the game is

not worth the candle. There are a few Asso

ciations that are really making a contribution

to the brotherhood through their papers, but

many are wasting time and money in an effort

to do something for which they are not

equipped.

4

There is no money saved on a cheap man

behind the counter and next to the public.

The man who is to greet members and

strangers should be a true type of Associa

tion manhood and one who will advertise,

rather than condemn, the work.

Jl

There is a growing demand for men who

can conduct large men's meetings successfully.

Not pocket editions of Fred Smith, neces

sarily, but speakers unburdened by titles and

degrees, who can hit straight from the

shoulder and move men to a better life. This is

no time for a man who has the evangelistic

gift to hide it under a bushel.



The Welsh Revival

Impressions of an Eye-Witness—Evan Roberts Not Eloquent, Magnetic or Hypnotic

A Campaign of Personal Testimony

The remarkable revival now in progress has

stirred this country as has no other movement

for years. Think of nearly 50,000 conversions

in less than three months' time in a section of

country about the size of the average Ameri

can county. Saloons, gambling houses, the

atres and similar places have been nearly de

serted; profanity and abuse have become so

rare in some of the coal mines that the very

horses are said to be confused at the change.

Union and non-union men work side by side

in peace, where formerly there was the bitter

est hatred ; debts of years' standing are being

paid ; drunkards and atheists are converted in

large numbers; broken-up homes are being

remade and personal animosities are dissolved

in love and tears. These things have taken

place day after day till worldliness and un

belief have been put to silence. God is speak

ing very plainly to men, and almost face to

face, in our own day.

I write from personal observation and in

vestigation, for it was my very great privilege

to spend a few days in the heart of the revival,

where I came into personal contact with Evan

Roberts, the young man of twenty-six, whom

God called from a college preparatory school

in Wales to be one of the leading instruments

in carrying salvation to his countrymen and

to the world.

Some wise men say that these things are

effected by the subtle power of hypnotism, mag

netism and other psychological phenomena,

and when I went down into Wales I expected

to find more or less of these with other ex

travagances; but I testify to the conviction

that the Welsh revival can be accounted for

on no other basis than that God is marvelously

working through his Holy Spirit. Evan Roberts

is a man of average intelligence and ability.

He is lacking in magnetic and hypnotic power,

such as many speakers consciously or uncon

sciously exercise over an audience. He is by

no means eloquent ; in fact, not up to the

average. The material of his talks is common

place and his manner not unique. He is not a

general ; does not attempt to "handle" his

audience or "to keep his hand on the throttle."

The people are at liberty to pray, sing or testify

at any time when they feel so moved. Fre

quently they interrupt him and he patiently

waits until they have finished. The exercises

are simple, fervid and earnest, everything

having the ring of intense sincerity. There is

practically no "shouting." The singing, usu

ally without leader or instrument, is a char

acteristic. Many of the beautiful and weird

Welsh hymns are sung with wonderful fervor

and spontaneity.

The fire has spread to a great number of

towns and villages throughout the mining dis

tricts where Evan Roberts has not been. Or

dinary laymen, often from among the colliers,

have been used of the Spirit to begin the

work in their communities, and the results

have been the transformation of hundreds of

EVAN ROBERTS.

Courtesy of the Literary Digest.

lives. One feels that it is all from God and

to him belongs all the glory; mere man could

not inspire such results, especially such men as

these who are being so wonderfully used.

Truly, "God hath chosen the foolish things of

the world to confound the wise ; . . . and the

weak things of the world to confound the

things that are mighty; . . . that no flesh

should glory in his presence."

Prof. Edward Bosworth once said at a state

convention that God had called us to "a cam

paign of personal testimony for the conquest

of the world." The Welsh revival is a re

markable example of what such testimony will

accomplish. All who have been willing to

faithfully witness in Wales have helped to

spread the holy fire. The very simplicity of

the movement, its freedom from man's engi

neering, has astonished the unbelieving world.

It is the work of God and he waits for the

church to learn that one great but simple

lesson.

To me the lesson for our Associations is

obvious. Without abandoning any phase of

the work that God has so marvelously blessed,

we ought to give ourselves all the more ear

nestly to the great work of reaching the hearts

of young men by personal contact and testi

mony, confidently relying nn the Spirit to do

his work in them. We may not need the

peculiarities of the Welsh revival, but we do

need the power of that self-same Spirit with

out which all our labors are in vain.

PAUL J. GILBERT.



Thirty-Two Joint Meetings

Of the International Committee with State or Provincial Committees

(Our readers will be interested in the following extracts from an account of these meet

ings which is being prepared by Dr. L. C. Warner, Chairman of the International Com

mittee.—Editor.}

Responding to an inquiry made last May by

the International Committee, each of the

thirty-five State and Provincial Committees

of this continent expressed a desire to hold a

joint meeting of its members and secretaries

with members and secretaries of the Inter

national Committee. The first meeting of the

series was held in June, and up to the present

time (March 1, 1905) thirty-two such joint

conferences have been held, including meet

ings in Winnipeg, Man., in Florida, and on

the Pacific Coast. Arrangements are being

made to complete the series in the near

future. The conferences thus far held have

been attended by about three hundred mem

bers of State and Provincial Committees, by

the majority of the state and provincial em

ployed force, and by seventeen members and

fifteen secretaries of the International Commit

tee, together with nine men who are members

both of the International and of a State Com

mittee. The chairman 6i the International

Committee has been present at twenty-five con

ferences and one or both of the vice-chairmen

at five conferences. The general secretary has

attended twenty-three, associate general secre

tary C. J. Hicks twenty and associate general

secretary J. R. Mott five conferences.

Program of the Joint Meetings

The program substantially as suggested by

the International Committee has been carried

out at each meeting, with the general result of

bringing members of the committees into closer

personal touch with each other and of prepar

ing the way for more intelligent and efficient

cooperation. The program has usually covered

five topics : First, the condition of the work

in the Associations in the state or province;

second, the condition of the work of the As

sociations in North America ; third, the or

ganization and activities of the State and Pro

vincial Committee concerned ; fourth, the or

ganization and activities of the International

Committee, and fifth, a discussion of the most

effective plans of cooperation for the best de

velopment of the Associations in the field under

consideration. The conferences have given evi

dence of the general excellence and efficiency of

state and provisional supervision and also of

a great variety in equipment, methods and other

features of the different committees.

Organization and Employed Force of State and

Provincial Committees

There are thirty-five of the supervising com

mittees in North America, with a membership

of over SOO committeemen, who are representa

tives of the laymen in control of the Associa

tions. Eight of the committees represent, each,

from two to four states or provinces, so that

the entire field of administration includes forty

states and seven provinces. The Florida com

mittee is still advisory, although its organiza

tion has been developed considerably of late and

some visitation is done under its direction. The

Committee for Manitoba and the Northwest

Provinces has recently obtained its first per

manent secretary. One only of the com

mittees employs as many as 7 secretaries; four

employ 6 ; one employs 5 ; two have 4 ; eight, 3 ;

seven, 2, and eleven employ either the whole or

a part of the time of 1 secretary. The total

number of different employed officers is 93,

90 of whom devote their entire time to the

state and provincial supervisory work. It will

be observed that, so far as the number of states

and provinces is concerned, the committees

employing either one or two secretaries are in

a small majority. But a majority of the As

sociations enjoy the services of the twenty-six

general organizations which employ each three

secretaries or less, while a majority of the As

sociation membership is to be found in the

eight states and provinces which employ four

or more secretaries each. The greater part of

the committees seem likely to employ not more

than three secretaries each for some years to

come, as it does not seem practicable for them

to raise a budget of more than from $4,000 to

$6,000. On such fields the secretary, with one

or at most two assistants, must give attention

to every department of work, in addition to

spending considerable time in financial solici

tation for the support of the committee's work.

When there is but one secretary he must

cover the entire field. When there are two

secretaries the second man is sometimes a gen

eral assistant, sometimes an office secretary,

and sometimes is devoted to special work, such

as that of the student, county or boys' de

partment. If additional secretaries are em

ployed, one or more are nearly always assigned

to a definite department.

Only in a minority of the committees was the

membership found to be well distributed into

efficient sub-committees, administering each a

special department of the state or provincial

work.

Emphasis on Different Phases of Work

While all the states and provinces have sub

stantially the same form of organization, the

emphasis is not always placed upon the same

features of the work. In one, holding young

men's Sundays and'working for young men in the

smaller towns has first consideration: in an

other the enlistment of corresponding mem-
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bcrs ; in another the extension of the work into

new fields; in, others the development and

strengthening of existing Associations.

The emphasis put on each of these varying

types of work is due partly to differences in

the local fields and partly to the personality and

qualifications of secretaries and committeemen.

Some states, like Nebraska and Minnesota,

contain few centers large enough for city As

sociations, and the chief problem to be met is

in connection with the rural population. Other

states, like Massachusetts and Connecticut, con

tain a much larger proportion of urban popu

lation, so that the chief strength of the Asso

ciation movement is naturally in the chy Asso

ciations. These two types of territory neces

sarily require quite different treatment.

City Associations

In most states and provinces the first place

is assigned by the committee to the city Asso

ciation. This was the original organization, and

is still by far the largest and most important.

Of the total membership of 373,502 reported in

the last Year Book 242,394, or nearly two-

thirds, were in the 577 city Associations. The

city Associations own nine-tenths of all

the real estate, employ two-thirds of the

employed officers, and spend four-fifths of

the total amount expended. The city As

sociation might fitly be called the trunk

of the tree, of which the railroad, student and

other departments are the branches. It is

therefore of the highest importance that the

trunk be kept strong, for on it in a large

measure depend the life and power of the or

ganization throughout North America. The

foreign work also, so conspicuously useful,

could not be sustained without the constituency

of givers created by the city department

Nearly all the cities of 25,000 and more peo

ple have Associations which are doing good

work, but many smaller cities are still either

unoccupied or are occupied by Associations so

poorly equipped and managed that they render

but slight service to young men. Their occu

pation of the field often stands in the way

of the organization of really strong and ef

fective Associations. The unentered city terri

tory is much larger than it should be. If a

town of 5,000 is considered large enough for

an Association employing a secretary (and

there are many flourishing Associations in

towns smaller than this), then there are in the

United States and Canada, 473 cities and towns

where Associations might be organized as fol

lows: Three cities containing over 50,000 in

habitants, two cities containing over 40,000,

three containing over 30,000, eighteen contain

ing over 20,000, 122 containing over 10,000, and

325 with a population less than 10,000

but over 5,000. No doubt in many of these

places a successful Association will be impos

sible for several years, but the greater part of

them are ready now, and in response to ade

quate solicitation their citizens would respond

with the money needed to erect a suitable build

ing, and the young men would utilize it to the

benefit of themselves and the community. This

is now possible because of the growing repute

of the well-established Associations in many

cities, both large and small, and it is the great

work before the State and Provincial Commit

tees during the coming ten years. Most of the

committees are keenly -alive to this opportu

nity and are improving it with great activity.

Many of them had the territory all tabulated,

and presented at the conferences their plans

for working out the problem. In a growing

number of states and provinces the policy just

referred to has been adopted of not organizing

city Associations in rented rooms, but of in

sisting that a proper building be provided, free

of debt, before an Association is organized.

The Year Book shows twenty buildings erected

last year for city Associations, and several of

these were built in connection with the organi

zation of new Associations. The indications are

that during the present year the record will be

still better.

Young Men in Small Towns

As of next importance to the city Associa

tions, State and Provincial Committees are giv

ing attention to methods of reaching the young

men of the small town and country districts.

Three agencies are chiefly employed for this

purpose; young men's Sundays, corresponding

memberships, and the county work, including

its town Associations, composed wholly of vol

unteers. Fifteen years ago there were several

hundred Associations in towns and small cities,

meeting in rented rooms and not employing

secretaries. Now nearly all have disappeared

except those connected with organized county

work.

The holding of young men's Sundays is quite

common, and in some states engages fully one-

half of the time of the state secretary. These

meetings for young men have been found very

helpful in stimulating Bible study, in quicken

ing the spiritual life of the communities visited,

and in the conversion of many young men.

The collections and gifts secured in connection

with the meetings also furnish a substantial

contribution toward the state finances.

The appointment and cultivation of corre

sponding members (1) to represent the com

mittee in the rural districts, and wherever As

sociations are not organized, (2) to report the

names of young men who leave home for

school or for residence in cities, (3) to aid in

holding young men's Sundays, and (4) to pre

pare the way to organize Associations, occupy

considerable of the attention of nearly all State
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and Provincial Committees, and by a few is

made a leading feature. A part of this effort

is usually prosecuted in connection with the

young men's Sundays, and in a few instances

nearly all of the time of one or more secre

taries is devoted to the corresponding member

ship. This is the case in Illinois, where the

total number of these members is 1,050. These

members usually contribute freely to the super

visory work, though sometimes very little finan

cial aid is received from this source. In Min

nesota the corresponding members pay a regu

lar membership fee of $5, and seem to appre

ciate the appointment the more that it repre

sents this definite payment and membership.

There are 226 such members in that state. This

plan is commended to careful consideration by

other State and Provincial Committees.

The county organization is the latest and

most thorough method of reaching the young

men of small towns. It was pioneered by the

senior secretary of the International Commit

tee, Robert Weidensall, who now has an

associate in this field upon the Interna

tional force. Nine states and provinces

now have special secretaries devoting their

time to establishing county work, and

thirty-four county and district secretaries are

at work in thirteen states and provinces.

Methods differ considerably, but nearly all

agree in putting emphasis upon the training of

small groups of men in Bible study and in per

sonal Christian work rather than upon expensive

equipment. In Kentucky a canvass was in

progress for a building at a county seat of 4,000

population, the building to be erected and

owned by the county organization and not by

the central town. Conditions vary so greatly

between the farming, the manufacturing and

other districts that probably quite different

methods will be required to meet the wants of

various fields. The county organization is

proving so efficient an agency in reaching the

young men outside the large centers of popu

lation that its extension to many hundreds of

counties throughout the continent seems emi

nently desirable.

The Headquarters of the Supervisory Agencies

In nearly every state and province some large

city is the commercial center of the territory,

and this is usually the headquarters of the com

mittee. If there is a strong city Association

here it may not require much service from the

committee, but it is in a position to render val

uable aid to the general work. The relation be

tween the committee and the city Association

is, in almost every instance, close and cordial,

the latter feeling its responsibility to the smaller

and weaker Associations of the territory. In

nearly all cases one or more of the directors of

the city Association are members of the com

mittee, and in a few instances the general sec

retary of the city Association is also a member.

On several occasions during these tours of

visitation, in addition to the conferences with

the State Committee, joint meetings were held

with the directors and leading members of the

city Association, which appeared to be of

marked benefit to the local work.

The Association work in these cities is gen

erally in such a condition as to merit and call

for enlargement—in fact, planning for such

enlargement is the most serious problem now

confronting them. The movement for new

buildings, so prominent at this time through

out the entire field, is especially acute in the

large cities. Many Association buildings which

a few years ago seemed of ample proportions

have been entirely outgrown and are being re

placed by larger and better ones. In some

twenty of the thirty-two cities where the con

ferences were held building movements had

been recently completed, were in progress or

were under consideration. In New York the

conference was held at the new Twenty-third

Street building, costing $860,000 ; and across the

river in Brooklyn two new buildings were in

course of erection. In Washington a $300,000

building was being erected, and after its com

pletion the present excellent building will be

devoted to boys' work. At Chicago a building

movement was in progress for the Hyde Park

department. In Columbus $50,000 had just

been spent in enlargement. At Omaha the old

building had been sold, anew lot purchased and

a canvass was about to be started for a $250,000

building. In Topeka and Denver canvasses

were in progress for new buildings. In Jack

sonville a canvass was started at the conference

by a gift of $30,000. At Burlington a donation

of $20,000 toward a mortgage debt of $40,000

was given during the conference. At Toronto

and at Milwaukee relief from overcrowding

was being sought in a new building and in pro

vision for boys' work. At Birmingham $50,000

had been spent on a lot and gymnasium, with

space reserved for the erection of a building

in the near future. At Detroit, Indianapolis,

Louisville, St. Louis, Minneapolis and Nash

ville enlargement or new buildings must be

soon undertaken.

Taking the field as a whole, more building

enterprises are under way than at any previous

period in Association history. In most of the

building movements at large centers, repre

sentatives of the International Committee have

been called into consultation and have been

able to render valuable aid, in some instances

spending several weeks in connection with

the canvass for funds.

The Responsibility of Laymen

In many of the State and Provincial Com

mittees the secretaries do not receive the sup

port and active assistance they have a right to
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expect from the individual members of the

committee. The Association movement is es

sentially a laymen's work, and it can only at

tain the highest efficiency when the members

of committees feel responsibility for it and

share with the secretary the active labor of car

rying it on. Not only should they attend com

mittee meetings, but they should make visits

over the territory and study the conditions of

the field at first hand. Especially should they

relieve the state secretary as much as possible

of the financial burdens. Large givers in par

ticular will respond to a committeeman who is

himself a contributor more readily than to an

employed officer.

• The Value of Supervision

The experience of the conferences has deep

ened conviction, already strong, of the value

to the local Associations of the work of the

agencies of supervision. It is not by accident

that the Association movement on the North

American continent has attained a growth,

vigor and efficiency that it has not reached in

any other part of the world. North America

contains, approximately, one-quarter of the

total number of Associations, one-half of the

total membership, three-quarters of the total

number of employed officers and three-quarters

of the value of buildings and equipment Here

also is the only group of Associations where

for over thirty years there has been systematic

and steadily increasing supervision. The agen

cies of this supervision have studied the causes

of success and failure in individual Associations

and carried their knowledge to Associations in

need of it. They have encouraged the weak,

rescued the despairing, and have developed a

type of work that is being largely copied in

other parts of the world. As members of these

supervisory agencies we need always to bear in

mind that we are not the Associations of North

America or even their head. Our distinctive

function is advisory. The local Associations

are the unit of power directly responsible for

the work accomplished among young men.

The International, State and Provincial Com

mittees are useful and only useful in the pro

portion as they are able to help and strengthen

the local Associations. The sphere and pos

sibility of this work are, however, so great that

the committeeman who faithfully discharges his

duty may well feel that he is contributing to

one of the most efficient Christian agencies of

modern times.

The Relation of the Physical Director to the General Secretary

BY GEO. F. POOLE, M.D.

In order to open up the subject, I will make

three propositions :

First. The general secretary is the superior

officer in the Association. He is the man

whom the directors hold responsible for the

success of the work as a whole. He is to

the Association what a working president is

to a college or a large corporation. Results

are the criterion of his success and failure

to achieve them is not put down so much to

failure of department heads as to improper

management on his part.

Second. The general secretary is also the

unifier of the work, the one who keeps de

partments in their right relation to each other,

the adjuster of the various activities of the

Association, the bond which binds all depart

ments into one harmonious whole.

Third. The physical director is the expert

in his own department. He is to the secretary

what the superintendent or consulting engineer

of a great corporation is to its president. His

work is that of an expert and should be looked

upon and respected as such.

If, then, these statements are correct, it

should not be difficult to define the relation

ship which should exist between these two

officers, recognizing their points of contact

and defining the responsibility of each. The

secretary, whose duty it is to preserve the

proper relationship of the departments in the

whole work, has a right to expect that all

the plans of the physical department which

concern the work at large shall be submitted

to him for his approval. A larger cooperation

in the matter of time of classes, public enter

tainments, etc., would remove some of the

friction now experienced in the work. All

changes of schedules should be discussed with

him before going into effect, so that there

would be no interference with the other ac

tivities of the Association. The matter of ex

penditures is one which is of vital interest to

the secretary and all proposals for the same

should be gone over with him, as he best

knows the financial resources of the Associa

tion and must also be the adjuster of the

claims of the various features of the work in

this direction. If after going over the situ

ation he should deem any proposed expendi

tures unwise he should not be looked upon as

"interfering" with the work of the physical

department.

On the other hand the physical director,

being the technical expert, should in the de

tail workings and operation of his department

he supreme. The character of the examina

tions, the character and number of the classes,

the installation of equipment, are all matters

which should be under his control and are not

matters with which the general secretary can

afford to meddle.
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Therefore, if the general secretary will con

cede this, and will allow the physical director

perfect freedom of action in all matters per

taining to the department and not bearing on

the general work, and if the physical director

will recognize the necessity of submitting to

the scrutiny of the secretary all plans of the

department which do bear on the general

work, all grounds for friction should be re

moved. If the work of the physical director

is not satisfactory and the department is in

the estimation of the secretary not accomplish

ing its best work, then it is his duty to in

vestigate and locate the fault and by consult

ing with the physical director lay plans to

remedy it.

The general secretary should not be a busy-

matters with which he is not in position to

body, unnecessarily interfering in departmental

be as familiar as the physical director; and,

on the other hand, the physical director should

not be unnecessarily suspicious of the general

secretary's motive in keeping in touch with the

workings of the department.

This I believe to be a fair basis upon which

the general secretary and physical director can

conduct their work, but from authentic re

ports present conditions in many Associations

indicate that it is far from being observed.

In almost every mail I receive letters from

general secretaries of Associations employing

physical directors inquiring about technical de

tails of the physical work, such as the conduct

of classes, equipment, discipline, etc., ques

tions clearly within the province of the physi

cal director. Some of our finest buildings

have suffered severely in construction and in

the equipment of the physical department, be

cause the physical director has not been con

sulted or invited to make a study of the plans

with a view of adapting them to local con

ditions and needs. Secretaries have gone so

far as to insist on specifying what apparatus

should be purchased, from whom it should be

purchased, and where it should be placed in

the gymnasium. The physical director has

been completely ignored, and it is small

wonder that in many cases, rather than sub

mit to such reflections on their ability, they

have left the Association for other fields of

usefulness, where their individuality would

not be altogether stamped out.

On the other hand, I have heard of physical

directors who claimed all sorts of foolish

things about their "rights"—that they were

responsible to the directors alone, that they

had as much right to attend board meetings

as the secretary, and other equally indefensible

claims. Such claims would not be tolerated

for an instant in other lines of business. An

expert in any line of business is not a mem

ber of the board, though he may be called in

at any time to report on matters pertaining to

his own department. Recognition of service

rendered never comes through demand and

many times indeed it never comes at all, but

the consciousness that the work has been faith

fully done to the best of one's ability is a satis

faction and payment of which no one can be

deprived. If the physical directorship is tech

nically a subordinate position, it is at least an

honorable one and one of which no person

need be ashamed, and presents opportunities

for usefulness which should make up for any

supposed loss of prominence or prestige.

Regarding the physical department commit

tee, it is a committee of the board of directors,

its members should be men of influence and

members of the board, so that their recom

mendations shall carry weight. It is the com

mittee through which the plans and work of

the physical department are submitted to the

board and all recommendations should be

first discussed by it. Its members must be

carefully informed of all matters pertaining

to the department, and their interest stimu

lated in every possible way. Their position

is one of importance and they should be made

to feel it. They constitute the bond which

keeps the physical director in touch with the

general management.

The leaders' corps is the cabinet of the

physical director and its members should be

carefully selected and instructed by him.

They will be what he makes them, as their

knowledge of the physical work comes through

him. Being chosen, trained and led by him,

he is their ideal, and they in turn interpret

him to the rank and file of the membership,

thus permitting him to multiply himself many

times and make a larger field of usefulness

possible.

In conclusion, the leaders' corps is the

avenue through which the physical director

keeps in touch with the membership of the

physical department. The physical department

committee brings him into relation with the

managing board, while through the general

secretary he and his work are adjusted to

the movement as a whole.

.«

A Series of Articles on Physical Training

by the director at Rochester is published weekly

in the daily papers. A Physical Directors' So

ciety has been organized, including the directors

from the principal schools, members of the

Board of Health, playground league and others,

to study problems together and push any de

sirable movement for the physical betterment of

the city. A Sunday-School Athletic League

has been organized and meets for games in the

winter and summer. Carnivals have been held

and excursions to see the ice bridge at Niagara.



RESIDENTS AT THE ASSOCIATION HEALTH FARM. DENVER.

The farm has admitted 84 residents, and now has 29. Positions were found for 32- many have been

discharged cured. Endeavor is made to find remunerative occupation for residents at the farm and else

where, as soon as their physical condition warrants.

Remarkable Building Canvass Stories

It was at a conference, and a number of

general secretaries were at dinner. The con

versation naturally was upon Association mat

ters, and one after another related their ex

periences with building canvasses. The sec

retary from said:

"Did I ever tell you about my experience

in getting a building at W ? No?

Well, you see it was this way: We had been

doing good work in rented quarters for a

long time, but we felt the limitations and

began to agitate a building movement in a

small way. Well, one night after a committee

meeting where I had spoken freely on the

subject I turned to a group of the members

and said: 'See here, men, which one of you

will start the building fund with $5?' I had

no sooner said it than a young fellow who

wasn't earning more than that much a week

said he would, and handed me the money

right there. The next day I called upon a

wealthy lady who had been a devoted friend

of the Association, and asked her for $1,000

on the strength of what that poor young

fellow did.

"She said she was intending to do some

thing for the Association, but had not thought

of giving more than five hundred dollars. How

ever I got the thousand and then went to two

others and got two more thousand-dollar

pledges. I then went to the members and got

$7,000 in pledges, and then I went to the Board.

Up to this time they said I was crazy to think

of getting a building in that city, but when I

showed them the pledges and checks for $10,-

000 and asked what they proposed to do now,

one of the quieter members, a wealthy old gen

tleman who had heretofore been rather inaudi

ble in financial matters, got enthused and said

we needed a $40,000 building at least, and if

they would build one of that value he would

give $10,000, and if they would build one of

$50,000 he would give $15,000, if one of $60,000

he would give $20,000, if one of $70,000 he

would give $25,000. Say, men, I very nearly

went wild. I said to myself, 'My friend, your

pledge is $25,000 sure.' And it was. We got

our coats off and waded right into that can

vass and now you have the results before you

—one of the best little buildings in the

country."

Jl

"That reminds me," spoke up the secretary

from M , "while I was secretary in J

one day a man and woman entered the build

ing and asked to be shown about. I was

feeling blue that morning because I hadn't

received my salary for two months and the

finances were getting low. So I was studying

my Bible, trying to fathom the depths of the
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passage, 'If riches increase set not your heart

upon them,' when they entered. I showed them

around from garret to cellar and when they

were about to go the man handed me an en

velope saying, 'My wife and I have been wish

ing for some time to put a little money where

it will do the most good, and after looking

about we thought that 'your Association was

the best place we know of. That is why we

came to see you. You may use the money in

any way you think will do the most good.'

With that they went, leaving me glued to the

spot, for when I opened that envelope I found

it contained a check for $5,000."

Jf

"That was a great experience," said the sec

retary from C , "but I have just received

word from S of B , who has had

the greatest experience in the history of our

movement You know the dark history of the

B Association. One of the assistants at

the debt removal succeeded in making big col

lections and left one night with the money.

At another time one of their physical directors

nearly killed a man while boxing because he

had a spite against him. At another time one

member who hated the secretary because he

had disciplined him for some misdemeanor,

stirred up such a faction strife that the

secretary had to leave and the membership

dropped to a faithful few. Debt and disgrace

seemed the fate, and the vision of disbanding

was in sight. Fortunately the right secretary

came to the place, and by hard work removed

the debt and started things going in the right

direction. Well, just a few days ago a stranger

came to Mr. S and said, 'Mr. S ,

I have come to give the Association $50,000

for a new building. Don't you think that lot

just across the street from the library would

be a desirable location? Of course, Mr.

S thought the man had just come out of

SPOKANE'S

BUILDING FUND

AUDITING

COMMITTEE.

Spokane undertook

to secure $75,000 by

Jan, 1. The amount

reached was $75.-

629.30. This commit

tee of representative

business men of the

> city, outside of the As

sociation management,

checked up the ac

counts. -A banker taid:

"Those subscriptions

arc every one of them

good. . If the com

mittee wishes to dis

count them I wi// girt

the cash."

the asylum, so he made some agreeable affirma

tive remarks automatically, as a man will do,

and the caller went away. After a while he re

turned and throwing down a paper on Mr.

S 's desk, said, 'There is the deed to that

lot over there—and, by the way, I have changed

my mind and instead of $50,000 I have decided

to give you $100,000.' "

"Now, that does very well, fellows," said a

quiet young secretary from M , who was

just winning his chevrons; "I suppose it is all

well enough to indulge in a few Baron Miinch-

hausen pleasantries now and then, but the

most touching experience I ever met with

happened while I was assistant at D .

One day a well-dressed man entered the build

ing and asked to be shown every department

in full operation. He told a pathetic story of

the death of his son who used to be a member

of the L Association. He then said that

he had resolved to do something noble for

the Association. He was once just on the

point of fitting up a modern building when,

through the falsity of his partner in business,

he lost everything. But now he was slowly

recovering his former position and wished to

become thoroughly familiar with the work so

that when the time came he could give intelli

gently. However, he wished to give a mere

trifle at this time. Upon this he took out his

wallet, brought out a check for twenty-one dol

lars and a half, told me to make him a mem

ber of the Association and give him the

change. I didn't know so much about checks

in those days as I do now, so I glowed with

pleasure as I took his check and passed him

eleven dollars and a half in cold cash in change.

Of course, he was in the change."

A. B. WEGENEB.

Rochester, N. Y.
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THE NORTHERN

MOST ASSOCIA

TION.

This recently

erected, building, the

first story of which

is of logs, at Fort

Egbert, Alaska, is tht

headquarters of the

Army Association.

The Army Work in Manchuria

BY C. V. HIBBARD.

For the first time in the history of Christian

missions in Japan active Christian work, au

thorized by the Japanese Government, has been

begun in behalf of the soldiers doing service

at the actual seat of war. Nor has this au

thorization by the Government been a mere

tacit consent. Foreign residence has been per

mitted in otherwise closed territory. Supplies

have been transported by army conveyances,

secretaries have been afforded conveyance on

transports and railways not open for general

service.

The points where I have had direct relation

to this work are Chinampo, Antung, Wiju and

Fengwanchen. We have had 15,000 visitors,

have given out material for 20,000 letters and

post-cards and 20,000 special New Year's post

cards. The attendance at Bible classes and re

ligious meetings has exceeded 3,000, and more

than 3,000 men in the hospitals have been

reached through some sort of service.

As a result of the humanitarian side of our

work we are known from Chinampo to the out

posts beyond Mukden. Four months ago,

when I first came into Antung, the soldiers

along the streets called "Spy! Russian Spy!"

Two weeks ago, when I first came to Feng

wanchen, I was met by the exclamation, "Why,

there is the foreigner from the Y. M. C. A.

army work 1" Twenty thousand letters, every

one of which bore the stamp of the Association,

going into homes where every letter from the

front is an event, cannot fail to influence public

opinion toward Christianity in Japan.

As to the more purely spiritual side of our

work we cannot show any such definite results.

Contrary to the general expectation, we find a

strong religious interest among the men. As a

certain colonel said: "There are a lot of men

about headquarters, but as nearly as I can see

they all pray to some divinity. I tell you, when

a man comes to the battlefield he thinks a lot

about religion." Invariably the men listen well

at the meetings ; wet eyes are not unknown, and

to an earnest Christian worker with full com

mand of the language, the opportunity would

be limited only by his endurance.

Work for the Soldiers Approved by the Japanese

Government

There are now nine Association secretaries

working among Japanese soldiers at five im

portant military bases in Manchuria, including

Dalny and Newchwang. After watching their

work critically for three months, General Ter-

rauchi, Imperial Minister of War, gave the fol

lowing unsolicited testimonial regarding its

value to the men from the viewpoint of the

Japanese Government : "I wish to express my

deep appreciation of the splendid work done by

your Association in behalf of our soldiers at the

front. At first I had slight interest in the mat

ter, thinking that, like many other propositions

presented to us, it would pass over with little

result. When your work was first launched I

had some feelings of anxiety concerning it, but

I may say now that all apprehension has been

turned into admiration, and I express both the

opinion of men at the front and in Tokyo when

I say that this work has proved successful be

yond our expectations." This is the most strik

ing indorsement of Christianity ever given by

a Japanese official.

The Japanese railroad and steamship com

panies give free transportation for all supplies,

but the expense for salaries, outfits and sup

plies calls for $20,000 in 1905. By the middle

of the spring it is proposed to have fifteen

secretaries at work in Manchuria, of whom

about two-thirds will be Japanese.
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A Piece of Soap

A young man in a dirty duck suit called one

day, and I met him at the head of the stairs

just as he landed. After inquiring if I was

the secretary, he asked if I would give him a

piece of soap. The request was so unusual, and

at the same time so nicely made, that I went at

once for a piece of toilet soap. He stated that

at that time he was unable to buy a piece with

which to make himself clean. He at once dis

appeared, and I did not see him again until

some months later, when a nicely dressed gen

tleman accosted me at my desk and asked if I

remembered a chap asking for a piece of soap.

CHINESE ASSOCIATION READING-ROOM

When I said I did he then informed me that

he was the man, and had wanted for some time

to come and tell me the history of the soap.

When he left England there was at his dis

posal a large sum of money, which he had been

drawing on occasionally as he required, but

not relying on this entirely. As he visited dif

ferent places that he wanted to see, his plan

was to work his way largely, and he had ar

rived in Rangoon as an engineer on one of the

B. I. S. N. Company's boats. From there he

had notified his bankers in Calcutta to send him

some money, but as the amount did not arrive

he worked his way to Calcutta, landing here

without a pice. He had secured temporary ac

commodation at the Sailors' Institute. All his

spare clothing had been sent on to Madura,

where he expected to go, and now he found

that for some unknown reason the remittances

had been stopped. He must, therefore, look for

work at once, and heard of a position, but knew

that he ought not to apply for it in his dirty

suit After getting the piece of soap he ar

ranged with a "black man" to wash his suit

while he laid in bed and take the balance of the

soap for payment. The next day, attired in the

clean suit, he applied for the position (worth

RslSO per month) and secured it, holding it

until he was able to secure a better one. He

said he was now in a well-known firm doing

draftsman's work, and thought he would like to

join the Association, which had really given

him a fresh start. T. D. PATTON.

Calcutta.

With the Associations in Europe

A new building project is in full swing at

Leeds, England, in

volving an outlay of

approximately $200,-

(XK). The building

will be centrally lo

cated.

The Dublin Asso

ciation reports 284

active members, 184

associate members

and 180 junior

members. A board

ing-house is con

ducted in connec

tion with the Asso

ciation.

At Stuttgart, Ger

many, not less than

350 men take their

dinner daily in the

Association dining-

room. The audi

torium seats 2,000

SHANGHAI. people. The swim

ming pool is prov

ing a great attraction.

In London the number of metropolitan di

visions has increased from 67 to 76 in the past

year, with a gross membership of 13,416. The

gross income the past year was in the neighbor

hood of $100,000.

For a Soldiers' Association, at Ulm, Ger

many, the town authorities promised the As

sociation 2,000 marks per year for ten years

and loaned 42,000 marks on second mortgage

at a very low rate of interest

In the City of Mexico

During 1904 the membership increased to

568, improvements were made, and payments

on indebtedness to the amount of $5,402, this in

addition to the running expenses of over

$21,000 Mexican currency. A feature of the

financial support is a $50 a year "sustaining

membership." Two new bowling alleys have

been added to the physical equipment and an

athletic field opened. A new native branch of

the Association has been established for Mexi

can young men. The outlook is encouraging.



H, Conversational Evangelism—An Interpretation

BY FRED S. GOODMAN.

According to the summary of Jesus' earthly

ministry in Matt. 4 :23, He used three methods

for accomplishing His purpose of making His

Father known, and winning man back to Him.

They were (1) healing, (2) teaching, (3) pro

claiming the glad tidings. The first two pre

pared the way for the third. Cases of healing

were the "signs"—proofs of His claims. See

John 20 :31. The teaching was to qualify His

disciples to live worthily and testify for Him

effectively. The one dominant aim was to

spread the good news and attract men into a

new relationship to God. The apostles and

leaders of the early Church conceived the

same three-fold work to comprise the business

of the Church.

As we tried to show in our first paper, the

average Christian somehow does not consider

this to be his chief business. He does not

realize that Jesus chose him and appointed

him that he should go and bear fruit. Until

the idea of his personal responsibility and

privilege really grips him, the coming of the

Kingdom of God will be delayed.

What is the meaning of the familiar word

"Evangelism"? A bit of word study here may

help us. The root of "evangelism," "evangel

ist" and "evangelization" is the Greek word

"evangelion." In classic use, it signified the

reward paid to a messenger who was the bearer

of good tidings. Later it came to refer to the

report itself, if it contained a good message.

The New Testament writers laid hold of and

consecrated this classic word as fitly represent

ing the Syriac phrase used by Jesus in describ

ing His own mission, as well as conveying the

idea carried forward from the prophecies

touching the Nfessiah's mission. The first use

of the root "evangel" in the Gospel story is in

the message of the angels, when the leader of

the heavenly . chorus says to the frightened

shepherds, "Fear not, for 1 chold I bring you

good tidings [literally, "I evangelize you'T a

great joy which shall be to all people—because

there has been born to you this day a Saviour

who is Christ the Lord."

Jesus' first recorded use of the root word

"evangel" was in His address at Nazareth,

where, applying to Himself the prophecy of

Isaiah, He said, "The Spirit of the Lord is

upon me because He anointed me to publish

good tidings to the poor [literally "to evangel

ize the poor"]." Jesus' prime object in coming

into the world was the announcement of glad

tidings to a sinning race. In other words,

Jesus was the first great "evangelist"—a re

porter of a joyful message.

It is interesting to note that Paul was the

first New Testament writer to use the noun

"evangel," translated "gospel" or glad tidings,

his letters to the Church at Thessalonica hav

ing been written about twenty years earlier

than the first of the gospels. Of the 76 times

the noun "gospel" is found in the New Testa

ment, 60 are in Paul's letters. He, more than

any other writer, unfolds and sets forth the

deep meaning and force of the "good news."

What does the English word "gospel" mean?

To understand this may help us to catch the

restricted meaning of the Gospel itself. It

comes from the Anglo-Saxon "God-spellian"

which meant "the story of God." Here is our

key. The "gospel," the "evangel," the joy-

giving report, relates to the life, death and

resurrection of the Lord Jesus. This was the

precious story foretold by prophets, eagerly

longed for by God's people for twenty gener

ations before the announcement by the shep

herds. Jesus Himself is the good news.

See Paul's statement in Acts 13:32. "We

bring you good tidings [literally "we evangelize

you"] of the promise made unto the fathers,

how that God hath fulfilled the same unto our

children, in that He raised up Jesus."

The "Gospel" is not a treatise on the nature

of God, sin, regeneration, eternal rewards and

punishments, not a catalogue or a discussion

of evils. These subjects have their proper

place in public and private teaching, but the

Gospel is Jesus, the divine Saviour, as He was

and as He is now, highly exalted, waiting, but

working while He waits, for the glad day when

His warfare shall be accomplished and He

universally confessed as King of Kings. He, a

person, loving, tender, sympathetic, all power

ful, all sufficient—He is the "good news." Let

us never forget this simple but profound and

fundamental fact.

In its different forms, the Greek verb mean

ing "to evangelize," is found 54 times in the

New Testament. Its simplest meaning has in

many places been obscured by translation. For

example, in the authorized version, we have

as the translation "preach" 22 times, "preach

the Gospel" 25 times, "declare, show or bring

glad tidings" 7 times. In other words, in 47

of these 54 places, the simplest meaning of the

word, the announcement of a glad message is

obscured for us by the modern idea connected

with "preach."

Let us look at the word "preach" for a

moment as it appears in the authorized version.

It is found in the New Testament 120 times, 47

times as indicated above in connection with the

verb to "evangeli/e." The several other words

translated "preach" have the following literal
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meanings, "To fulfill the Gospel" used once,

"to talk, discourse, speak" 7 times, "to tell, or

announce thoroughly" 11 times, "to proclaim

as a herald" (common in Matthew) 54 times,

73 in all.

The present day conception of the word

"preach," suggesting a formal discourse, is

quite foreign to the thought of the New Testa

ment writers. They seldom mean what we

would call preaching. For example, in the

eighth of Acts, we are told that the Church

(except the apostles the preachers) "were all

scattered abroad . . . and they went about

(not sermonizing but) evangelizing," telling

the good news. This, like the great revival in

Wales now in progress, was a layman's re

vival. Its widespread results appear in the

founding of the great Church at Antioch. See

Acts, Chapter XL

Therefore in the light of literal usage in

the New Testament, what ought the word

"evangelism" to suggest to us? Simply to pro

claim to all people everywhere, the glorious,

joy-bringing tidings of deliverance from the

bondage of sin and the gift of life through

Jesus the Christ, and to secure their allegiance

to Him. Jesus came to evangelize men. In

His farewell words to His disciples, He ex

pressed His great plan and purpose not for

them only, but for all believers, "As the Father

has sent me, so send I you," and His final word

was clear and explicit, "Go ye, announce the

glad tidings to every creature."

This idea gripped Paul as with hooks of

steel, at once after Christ met him. Twenty

years later he says, "Christ sent me not to

baptize but to evangelize." This idea was

universal in the early Church. "Witnessing"

or evangelizing by testimony is the key to the

Acts. For this the Spirit came on Pentecost.

For this supreme work, the Spirit now abides

in the hearts of believers. To be a Christian

in the early days meant to be a witness, an

evangelist in the home, shop, field and market

place. Gibbon, in his famous chapter on the

rapid progress of Christianity, says: "It be

came the most sacred duty of a new convert to

diffuse among his friends and relations the

inestimable blessings he had received." This

same idea prevails to-day in many parts of

the foreign mission field.

Here is our weak spot. We have overlaid

evangelism with forms and ceremonies. We

have delegated to certain leaders functions

which Christ intended to have performed by

all Christians. Christ seems to be saying to

us to-day, in clear and unmistakable tones: "I

have fulfilled every promise, provided for every

emergency, offered every inducement. You, my

redeemed friends, are my witnesses, my evan

gelists. Can I not trust you, or will you by

neglect still longer delay the coming of the

Kingdom? While you are disregarding my

expressed wish and command, thousands of

your fellows are losing life."

Fellow Christian, listen once more to the

familiar but soul-stirring words of James :

"He who turns a sinner from the error of his

ways, will save a soul from death and will

cover a multitude of sins." Shall we not all

of us try it for His sake? "Let him that

heareth say 'Come.' "

Special Religious Work Notes

Pages Torn from a Diary

In the last of three successive shop meetings

we suggested that every one who had been

helped to be a cleaner, better man during the

past few days shake hands with us before re

turning to work, and to our great surprise over

two hundred responded. Many a fellow took

time to whisper in passing, "Pray for me."

Six months ago, when the Association

proposed holding regular shop meetings, the

men resented it, but now they are enthusiastic

over the weekly meetings. When the dinner

hour was reduced recently in one of the de

partments where the work was crowding, the

men proposed holding Bible class sessions

while eating their dinners—and this from men

most of whom are not Christians.

How true that machinist's prayer rang

to-night I The conference was supposed to be

for Christian men, but they were scarce—lots

of big-hearted fellows, but few converted men.

The secretary called on the machinist who the

night before took such a manly stand for Jesus

Christ. The big fellow got up, choked a little,

tears came—then he went at it in dead earnest.

"O Lord God, thou knowest this is the

first time I ever prayed in public, and that I

do not deserve to pray, for I have been such a

miserable sinner. You know, though, Lord,

that I have quit my old life and surrendered,

and I won't be ashamed of the step I've taken.

0 Lord, I don't want to be a coward. I hope

you will never have cause to be ashamed of me.

1 want to help you all I can. Amen."

While in the secretary's office this

morning there entered the young brakeman.

who gave his heart to God yesterday afternoon

in the Opera House. In introducing him the

secretary said: "This is Mr. ; he is a

member of our religious work committee."

How manly the fellow looked when he replied :

"Yes, I have been a nominal Christian for some

time, but I have not been living right for some

years, and for that reason you have not gotten

any work out of me, but I have called to tell

you that I have made things right with God

and am now ready for whatever you think I

can do." Perhaps a little more of this "clean

ing up" throughout the country in the lives of
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committeemen would solve, at least in some

places, the much-talked-of "committee problem."

We just could not resist the appeal

from the night gang to hold a midnight meet

ing in the machine shop. They came, all of

them; what splendid attention! What an ap

preciative set! It was a great privilege to

tell them of Jesus and His willingness to

save them. Several began the Christian life.

In one of the conferences to consider

definite religious work in an indifferent com

munity, where the Association is barely main

taining a semblance of spiritual activity, the

spirit of our God brought the question of per

sonal responsibility home to each man. Until

the midnight hour men persisted in lingering,

then voluntarily united in a service of testi

mony and prayer. Some spoke for the first

time in years, others made confessions. A

pastor remarked: "This conference for Chris

tian men will be of greater permanent value

to the church of this town than dozens of

evangelistic meetings held within the past five

years."

It was predicted that a mere handful

would attend the evangelistic meeting to

night. The thermometer registered 30 below.

A cheap show billed the little town for their

attraction, and yet over a hundred men came

and twenty-two began the Christian life.

Some of the secretaries of Associations

in isolated railroad points are showing a type

of consecration greatly needed in our whole

brotherhood. could not after ten

months' service in this new Association find

one converted man among all the men in

road service. Picking out a big, stalwart, in

fluential engineer, he began to pray that the

Holy Spirit would move upon his heart, and

then looked for opportunities for a personal in

terview. Day by day he continued to pray.

One day he was strongly impressed with the

thought that this day must be saved.

Shutting himself up in a little room he began

to plead with 'God. While on his knees he

heard some one walking about. Going out he

found the engineer leaning against the wall,

his head bowed and in tears. Recognizing the

secretary, he turned a troubled face to him and

burst out crying : "Oh, pray for me. My sins

are greater than I can bear. God must save

me this day." Midst jeers and scoffs and

fierce temptations this man continues to uphold

Jesus Christ. How I enjoyed looking into

his face to-day and listening to the story he

tells of how God saved him from sin.

Before leaving the division superintend

ent said: "We are all rejoicing over the step

(a freight conductor) took in the meeting

to-day. You do not know what it is going to

mean to our division for that man to live an

upright Christian life." We took an early log

train out the following morning and in the

caboose met our conductor. Truly, in his own

language, "It is all settled."

One hundred and twenty-five men out

to-night. There are but 200 men in the whole

community. It is bitter cold. What an audi

ence! Scarcely a white shirt to be seen. The

men look tired. They work twelve hours up

here. What an indifferent, unresponsive crowd !

They wouldn't sing or even bow in prayer.

What a change toward the close of the service !

Big, burly, rough men in tears ! Only five

Christians in the whole crowd. Many lin

gered to request prayer. Ten got dead in

earnest right there and settled it. We talked

to them as if they were just children and told

them of Jesus who hates sin but loves the man.

One fellow had strenuously opposed our coming

and during the day used his influence to keep

men away. Prompted seemingly by curiosity

he came and was among the last to leave the

room. On passing out he said to the secretary :

"I thought it would be sensational and get the

boys excited. Say, it is so different. This

kind of thing makes a man feel disgusted with

the way he is living."

In the meeting to-night were Jews,

Protestants and Roman Catholics; Russians.

Scandinavians, Norwegians, Germans, Italians

and French. Some could scarcely speak Eng

lish, but they understood what we talked about.

How eagerly they listened ! How splendidly

some surrendered! Truly, we have a mighty

Saviour, who saves even to the uttermost.

May^I venture earnestly and definitely to say to every young man who hears me, that

true and'intal religion is not merely a bond to bind together an Association, or even a

church, but that it involves and it requires in each individual a separate, real, personal trans

action between the individual and his Saviour; and until that transaction is adjusted and

settled satisfactorily there can come to that individual no real peace, no real happiness, no

real energy for that which is good; no real power to resist that which is evil, and, believe

me, all else is nothing in comparison to this. Your advancement in life, your health, your

recreation, your trade, your business, your reputation, your position in society, the esteem

of your fellow-men—all these are important in their way, but they are nothing—absolutely,

literally nothing—in comparison with the answer to this all-important question: Am I not

merely a Christian in name, or the member of a Christian Association; but have I real in

dividual persona} knowledge of Christ as my Saviour and my God?—The late Earl Cairns,

twice Lord Chancellor of Great Britain, to young men in Exeter Hall, March, 1891.
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Personal Work on a Holiday Trip

Before leaving for a trip to Europe an old-

style "personal worker" wrote to some friends

asking them to pray that he might be used by

God during his journeyings and be able to em

brace opportunities on ship board and else

where. Sixteen answers were received as he

embarked. Thus encouraged, it was not long

before he realized God's leadings. He was

able to arrange Sunday services among the

steerage passengers and do personal work in the

saloon. One business man from the Northwest,

with letters from two of the most prominent

men in his city, gave way to drink, lost his

money and was in a fair way to collapse. After

two interviews he voluntarily came to the

worker's cabin, confessed his sin and with

earnest prayer returned to his God. He was

formerly a mission worker in London, Eng

land, but had drifted in the whirl of business

prosperity. A clergyman on landing at Liv

erpool put his hands on the shoulders of the

worker and looking him in the eyes, said :

"Thank God that I met you ; I am a better man

for it."

In the train he sat down.beside a young man

and after prayer for guidance asked him what

was his occupation. "Oh!" said he, "I am a

carpenter." "A carpenter; why, my best

friend was a carpenter." This aroused his in

terest. Then he was told that Jesus was the

friend, and that he might be proud of his busi

ness. After this it was easy to press home the

need of salvation through Jesus Christ. He

became deeply interested, a little booklet was

given him and a hearty good-by. Who can

tell the result?

Prayer was held with two young men at a

hotel. A letter just received gives thanks for

interest and a request to continue to pray for

the young men.

A young Russian at the hotel was desirous of

learning English. He was asked to take a

walk. He had been brought up a Roman

Catholic, but soon he became deeply interested

and expressed a desire for further instruction.

In another walk with a young man, auditor

for a large hotel company, conversation turned

on personal matters. The question was asked,

"Have you accepted Jesus as Lord and Sa

viour?" A quiet seat was soon secured by the

seashore, where Jesus was preached as personal

Saviour.

In crossing the channel many were sea-sick

and a young man helped. The question was

asked as to his condition, spiritually, resulting

in aronsine: serious thought in the mind of an

intelligent Irish Catholic school teacher. Seed

was scattered by the wayside. The heart of the

worker was kept clean, temptation overcome,

and instead of returning home strengthened in

body only the soul was alive and ready for bet

ter work. W.

Home Bible Classes for Shop Men—Cleve

land has well started what it expects will be

one of its best features to help shop men.

These are home Bible classes for the men of

a given neighborhood. There are now ten at

work, averaging from fifteen to thirty in at

tendance. The idea is capable of indefinite ex

pansion. In one section of Cleveland, twenty-

five blocks long by perhaps eight blocks wide,

there are only two English-speaking Protestant

churches and thousands on thousands of shop

men. The idea is to plant a Bible class on each

home to meet at some one's home regularly.

The method used is to make a canvass of every

street, which is done by a volunteer leader who

has two and one-half hours' nooning daily.

He makes a card classification of each family,

showing names, occupations, Protestant or

Catholic, church attendance or not, etc. These

cards are put in the hands of two men who

will "get under" the meeting and stand by it

for a year. These men have full information

as they go to the homes to invite the men to

the first service. All of the leaders are in a

normal training class and teach the same les

son, outlines of which are furnished each mem

ber of the class a week in advance. In one of

these classes with twenty-eight attending twenty-

four have decided for the Christian life since

January. In starting one of the classes the

canvasser found a man in a backyard and asked

him if he thought they were book agents or

life-insurance men. This opened the conversa

tion. The man was surprised to be invited into

a neighborhood Bible class in a neighbor's

house. He said : "I never go to such a thing."

"Well," said Mr. Nash, in his easy way, "if

we find you around here after 7 o'clock next

Thursday night we will take you bodily." On

that night they found him playing with a bull-

pup in the front yard. They said: "You

haven't run." He replied : "No, but I'm not

going." But he did, and went upstairs, changed

his clothing and came along. At the service

the question came up as to where the meeting

should be held the next week, and he was asked

if they might meet at his house. He said he

"didn't care." The Bible class has been meet

ing there regularly ever since. About six

weeks afterward, when the men were asked

how they stood on the question, this man said :

"Last Sunday morning, for the first time in

years, I took all my family to church, and I

want you men to pray that I may live the

Christian life that I am starting in to-day."

No one could be more surprised that his neigh

bor, who had said at first that the man was

known as an infidel and made all manner of

ridicule of religious things.



From^the Editor's Viewpoint

There is to be a great religious awakening

in this country. This con-

Every viction deepens, and an awak-

Man an ened interest in spiritual

Evangelist things is generally felt It

will, we feel confident, be a

revival led by laymen, and not by a few evan

gelists, or ministers even. Testimony, rather

than preaching, will characterize it as in Wales.

There the movement sprang from the heart of

the people. It was not planned or organized.

Christians sang and told the story of the love

of God to them as they felt it, and sought out

their friends, often with a personal confession

of a sin or wrong and an apology on their lips.

Every man became an evangelist to his neigh

bor. "Conversational Evangelism," outlined by

Mr. Goodman in these numbers, well defines the

method. This kind of personal work, heart-

sprung in men who have sensed the need and

karned of Christ, is demanded everywhere.

There is tremendous spiritual power in the con

secrated layman. No one may select or ap

point the man who may be most used of God in

winning men. Sometimes he has been a gam

bler, a drunkard, a backslider or a humble

Christian. The Spirit of God can immediately

qualify a man to bear His message, as the his

tory of all religious movements shows. The

man first was converted or quickened, and then

became a convincing witness of the grace of

God. It is the story of the love of God to lost

men, told by men who feel it deeply, that has

been the revival message. Rev. William J.

Dawson, of England, who comes to this coun

try for evangelistic work, holds a notable repu

tation as a man of large culture and great lit

erary and scientific attainments. Less than two

years ago he got a taste of the "joy of saving

men who were sinners," with the evangelist

Gypsy Smith. Recently in Brooklyn he told

this experience of his church : "We discovered

that in the hearts of the people there was a real

crying out for the plain evangelistic gospel. We

were lost in the cold air of culture and had lost

the warm heart that beats with sympathy and

passion for the souls of men. Meetings sud

denly revived. People who had never opened

their lips in public were moved to pray. I

wept and could not believe it. The miracle

was traceable to one thing—that the people

had got hold of a new idea—namely, that it was

possible for Jesus Christ now to save, and that

it was through them that others were to be

brought in. These respectable people had the

starch taken out of them. I rejoice that God

has given me opportunity of doing the work

of an -evangelist." This opportunity, with its

joys, is for every man. Let him begin with the

man next him. Let him tell the story of the

grace of God the best he can, or if no more,

bring him to the service. One man's devotion

will kindle another's, and so the fire will spread.

A non-evangelistic Association is an anomaly.

It may mark time and make

All-the-Year- a pretense of aggression, but

Round it is a sham. The original

Evangelism platform. "The Association

seeks to unite young men

. . . to extend his kingdom," stands to

day. Its purpose is as intensely and per

sistently evangelistic as the Salvation Army's,

its methods entirely different and its own.

When the holding of big theater meet

ings five months of the year measure the

extent of the Association's evangelistic efforts

and the converts result only from the speak

ers' persuasion and are not the result of the

efforts of the members who, in the spirit of

Christ, are seeking to save men, they become a

menace to the organization. Normal Asso

ciation evangelism is that done constantly the

year round by members who are enlisted and

trained for it as an association of men. The

Cleveland Association employs all the popular

"secular" features of the popular Associations,

but it has 4,000 men and boys in shop meetings,

Bible classes, cottage and other meetings

weekly. These are promoted largely by mem

bers. In these the evangelistic note is always

positive. It is not frenzied, superficial or pro

fessional. These meetings are begun to con

tinue for years, and the teaching adapted to

the men attending them. Men reach decisions,

deliberately and finally, to live the Christian

life, at these services. They find themselves

surrounded by the helps they need to maintain

this purpose, and are not strangers to be lost

sight of, as are many of the converts at big

meetings. There are small Associations doing

this same kind of work. There should be hun

dreds more, each with meetings and classes

planned to serve every group of men and boys

in the town, and each with a group of members

responsible for them, so that no man or boy

might miss the evangelistic message. No one

great popular meeting can meet the needs of

all. Such an enterprise is mainly the result of

the courage, purpose and spiritual life of one

man, and that man naturally is the general sec

retary. The secretary who is content to be

merely a business manager, a caterer to popu

lar entertainment, a towel passer, an account

ant or clerk to the board, supervisor of play

rooms, or manager of an athletic club, misses

the high privilege of his position. He may be

the heart and head in a continuous evangelistic

movement if man enough—bold, clean, strong,

spiritual and sensible. Such leadership will

not be for a commonplace, ease-loving, indif

ferent man. He must pay the price to see men
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converted all the year round. Men cannot be

hired to do this work for him. Evangelists

may come now and then and deliver an address

which leads men into the Christian life, but it

is the secretary who stands before God charged

with the responsibility of the conversion of the

young men of his town. He will gain this end

through thj Association he leads if he has a

measure of the spirit which consumed Dav.d

Brainerd, who wrote years ago, "1 cared not

where or how 1 lived, or what hardships 1 went

through, if I could gain souis for Christ. While

1 was asleep I dreamed ot thess things, when

i awoke the first thing 1 thought of was the

great work. All my desire was for the conver

sion of souls and all my hope was in God."

The great Welsh revival has been an ebulli

tion of song, praise and tes-

On the mony. The earnest mining

\Cings people have been stirred to

of Song the bottom of their hearts.

Thsir joy could not be con

fined or their meetings ordered. Preaching has

been by song. Song has winged appeal, swept

aside indifference, broken stubborn wills, and

melted hard hearts. There is little religion

without song, and few conversions away from

a tide of sentiment and enthusiasm. From the

Psalms to "Just as I am, without one plea,"

souls have sealed their compact with God in

songs of faith. Under the spell of the singing

of "Where is my wandering boy to-night?" and

"Rescue the perishing" hundreds of burly men

who had lived diabolical lives of sin and

brutal lust have been transformed into Chris

tian men and given back new men to their fami

lies and to society and the church. There is

much about many, if not most, of the gospel

hymns which is ephemeral, mushy or worse,

but there has been a power to them that must

be reckoned with. There is no revival with

out song—jubilant gospel song springing from

the heart.

"Keep clean." That is the first rule of a

hospital surgeon or attend-

The ant, and how much more

Antiseptic should it be the rule of the

Ltif Christian man. It is a

leading note of the Leviti-

cal law. It is symbolized in Christian bap

tism. It is the word which goes with Christ's

presence. "Keep thyself pure," "holy,"

"wholesome," "spotless," "purged," "clean,"

"washed," "sanctified," "white," are constantly

repeated on, the pages of the Bible. There is

no abiding toleration or dalliance brooked with

impurity, corruption or defilement. "Ye are

the salt of the earth." "Be ye holy." Maltbie

Babcock refused to visit the theater, to see a

possibly questionable play, to read a suggest

ive "book, to drink wine or even to smoke, be

cause he held that it might unfit him for the

delicate service of ministering to souls. He

must keep himself clean at any cost. A

modern surgeon makes his preparations for an

operation with scrupulous care. His hand>

and every instrument and appliance arc

thoroughly sterilized and cleansed and later

cleansed again with carbolic acid or bi

chlorides, the enemy of septic poison. The at

tendants must be spotlessly clean, that disease

be not fastened upon them or spread through

them. Is the moral life less important thai:

the physical? Are its diseases less deadly, its

contagions less virulent? What manner of

man ought a Christian to be, and especially a

man in Christian ser 'ce, preserving his own

life antiseptically from contagion from with

out, and guarding himself from within, that

he does not become a source of moral pesti

lence. God will not tolerate moral rotten

ness. It means death.

There is a big difference between singing

dence that one's life is God-

Their tion, "He ieadeth" me,"

Call and asserting with confi

dence that one's life is God-

planned. It is easier to say in a general way,

"Not a sparrow falleth to the ground without

God's knowledge," than to assert with faith,

"My life is directed of God." Such assertion

seems presumptuous and sometimes is. But

nothing is more according to the promise of

God than that a man may be, and a Christian

must be, under the direction of the Spirit of

God. There are Jonahs, Balaams and Sauls

to-day who choose their own ways and "kick

against the goads," to their own pain. As

the college men face the appeal of foreign

missions, they find that question the one in

their lives which is not settled until settled

right. They are not all called to be foreign

missionaries and find it so, but they find

God's plan for them and peace and satisfac

tion in doing His will. Some years ago a rail

road engineer faced and fought a call to

Christian work ; then he yielded and became so

conceited that he made a mess of it; then he

went to farming and made a worse mess of

that; then at last in humble spirit he became

a secretary, and since then, working in the

place where he felt sure God wanted him, he

has found and fulfilled his mission. The "call"

to become a Christian has usually been

fought, and fought hard, before being

obeyed. It has meant sacrifice of will, am

bition and position. Through others the

pressure may have been brought, but none the

less it was from the Spirit of God. A secre

tary had a strong impression that a certain

young business man had special fitness for the

secretaryship. He went to him and laid the

matter before him, but no interest was shown.

For a year he followed him, but without en
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couragement Then he got him to serve on a

committee, and finally to enter into the secre

taryship, in which he is thoroughly successful

and happy. It was a long siege which brought

John R. Mott into the secretaryship, and it

was worth while to "land him." Does any n.a i

doubt that it was God's "call" that cam^ 10 him?

Ihiiadelphians celebrated the completion of

fifty years of notable serv-

Philadelphu's ice of their Association last

Jubilee month. Seldom has an

event brought together

more notable speakers, with utterances more

s.gnificant. That Association has made con

tributions of ideas and men to the work for

young men throughout the world which will

forever place it in the forefront of pioneers

in great movements. Abstracts of the ad

dresses given on the occasion and a review

of the service of the Association are given

elsewhere and need not be duplicated here.

To the men who have wrought in the past,

to those who are in the forefront at the

present, and to the army of young men who

are in training to become the future leaders in

the Quaker City's Association, we extend our

congratulations.

Nobody needs to be convinced that the young

man in the country, and so

The many of him, presents to

County the Association a great field

Association for service. Nor is the

question raised as to the

form of organization or the workableness of

the county group plan with the right secretary

in charge, if he stays in one county long enough

to get acquainted and gain an influence. The

State Committees are adding State county sec

retaries rapidly. It is up to them to demon

strate what Mr. Weidensall has claimed can be

done. The difficulty will be to find men who

can and will be content to work without "privi

leges" of rooms and extensive material equip

ment, directly and solely for young men with

a force of young men; to do a work of influence

only and steadily refuse to open reading-rooms

or gymnasiums and halls, or to go into the care

and use of features which call for continued

personal supervision unless under exceptionally

favorable conditions; men who will do evan

gelistic work and not become evangelistic speak

ers, but continue to be teachers, organizers and

inconspicuous leaders; to keep groups of men

at work and in training to use the evangel;

men who will be content to ride their rounds

week after week and* to be away from home

every Sunday night; men who will not let

anything come between them and young men

and who will be men enough to gain personal

influence and leadership with non-Christians,

non-churchgoing town and farm men between

twenty and thirty years of age; men who will

not content themselves with sissy organizations

of tame and tender youth ; men who can lead

in a Bible study which will make the great

lives and messages of the Bible throb with an

intense present-day interest ; men who can do

for young men with the young men of the

churches alone, what is not now being done,

and there is not at present the genius for doing

—regenerating the life of young men in the

country towns and making it vitally and serv-

iceably religious. The county organizations

will come and remain only as such men are se

cured to direct them. We have no hope for

it without; but what a field for such nun to

throw themselves into ! The county Associa

tion must work out its own plan of work, but

we agree with Mr. Weidensall most fully that

this cannot be a duplication even in miniature

of the city Association's equipment.

Last year in 133 city Associations the actual

Bible enrollment of boys

A Factor was greater than that of

to Be men. In 91 additional As-

Reckoned With sociations the Bible enroll

ment of boys was propor

tionately greater than that of men. In other

words, 225 boys' departments outranked in

Bible study enrollment their respective senior

departments. Only 39 city Associations having

boys' Bible classes failed to enroll propor

tionately more boys than men. Of course,

every one is willing to admit that it is easier

to get boys into Bible classes than men, and also

that it is more profitable, and yet in the face

of this there were 128 city Associations which

conducted Bible classes for men and had none

for boys. In 1900, 23 per cent, of all the Bible

students in city, town and railroad Associa

tions were boys. Last year 30 per cent, and

this year over 32 per cent, are boys. The

growth of the adult enrollment last year was

over 7 per cent, and that of the boys over 18

per cent. In the railroad Association mem

bership there are 43 times as many men as

boys, but in Bible enrollment only 4j times as

many. In the membership of town and county

Associations there are five times as many men

as boys, but in Bible-class enrollment only 2i

times as many. In the membership of city

Associations there are five times as many men

as boys and in Bible-class enrollment a little

less than twice as many. If the boys of 15,

16 and 17 years of age who now hold senior

tickets were counted with the boys instead of

with the men, it is probable that nearly half

of the Bible study work would be found among

the boys. If the same method of reckoning

were used in the physical department it would

doubtless be found that nearly if not fully

one-half of the work is being done with mem
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bers of J 7 or less years of age. Surely this is

a factor to be reckoned with in every Associa

tion. The prophecy of one of our leading

general secretaries is, perhaps, hastening to its

fulfilment more rapidly than we realize : "We

shall soon see a new kind of Association man ;

in fact, a new kind of Association, one in

•which youth gels first consideration and mature

manhood second."

J«

What has rilled the place of the old-time

prayer meeting in the religious life of the As

sociation?

jt

Sit down and read straight through the first

twelve chapters of the Acts of the Apostles

and freshen up your conception of the gospel

message.

Jl

There is something wrong with the Bible-

class teacher who for six months has not made

a real attempt to secure a man's decision for

the Christian life.

Jt

"You have got plenty of money to teach

the boys how to skin the cat down there,"

was the only response to the appeals for finan

cial support that a member of a finance com

mittee could get from a banker. That man

had heard so much of the gymnasium and the

gymnasium only, that he was hardly to blame

that he had gained the impression that about

all the Association did was to teach boys to

"skin the cat"

Jl

The man who sticks is the man who wins.

For two months a Bible-class teacher—a good

one, too—could get only two or three men in

his class, but he stuck to it, and now after six

months he has nearly twenty, six of whom

have been led into the Christian life and

church.

Jt

Foot-ball matches in Wales have been noted

for rough play, and to be a foot-ball player in

that country was synonymous with being a

"tough." The great revival is purifying popu

lar recreation as well as closing the saloons.

At a recent foot-ball game between two noted

teams, the feature of the game was the ab

sence of profane language and rough play, for

nearly all of the players had become converts.

Jl

We were shown a bunch of letters not long

ago which a friend had received from some

boys in another city. These letters let one into

the workings of a boy's religion, to which most

men are strangers. The boys were husky

high school fellows who were playing on the

Association's basket-ball team for the city

championship. They went in to win, feeling

that a victory would be a Christian testimony.

They were so earnest about it that they met

to pray for victory and enlisted the prayers

of their parents and sisters. In the game they

met "dirty ball" tactics and took rough han

dling and unfair decisions. They kept their

tempers, played strong and clean, and won.

After the game they refused to fight, though

dared and bluffed after they had registered

their protest against unfair methods. To those

boys that was a genuine triumph for Christ

J

The Army Association at lloilo, Panay.

P. I., now has rooms on the central square

of the city and is making a strong fight for

the American soldiers, with three American

saloons and three hundred native "Zuba" or

drink places to compete with. From com

manding officer down the Association is

given the right of way. With big club rooms,

a literary society of fifty men, dormitories,

bath rooms, music and the best literature, the

soldier is helped to fight his best-loved enemy.

the saloon.

Jt

The editor went to Cleveland early last

month to spend a week studying the Associa

tion's religious work, especially in the shops.

Incidentally, Mr. Nash had him scheduled to

speak twenty-two times during the week, from

4.30 A. M. to midnight. Mr. Nash, who is a

ready man in emergencies, gave the talks

himself. A Cleveland physician sent the

editor to bed the first day, and to the hospital

the next, labeled "unclean—diphtheria." It

was a light case, but a long sentence of iso

lation—two weeks. Neither Mr. Nash nor the

editor liked it. Both survived. The Cleve

land Association and everybody who could

get a chance did things to make the editor

comfortable and happy during his segregation.

He is back at his desk, as well as ever, and

glad to have a hand in affairs again, although

he has had very little share in the making of

this issue.

Jl

A traveling secretary says with evident

strong feeling of an outraged stomach : "Cold

ham and potato salad 'banquets' ought to go.

It is all right to serve cold ham and potato

salad with the usual et ceteras, but it takes

more than this to make a banquet. There

ought to be more honesty in Association printed

matter. To invite a man to a banquet and then

serve him a 15-cent cold lunch ought to make

an Association liable for obtaining an attend

ance under false pretensts. It takes a lot of

money to get up a real banquet, and most As

sociations can't afford them even once a year.

If it is a banquet, call it a banquet ; if a dinner,

call it a dinner; if a supper, call it a supper;

but in any event, tell the truth about it"
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And this happened in the East, not twenty

miles from New York City. At a fair given by

some committee for the benefit of the Associa

tion prizes were offered to the lady having the

"smallest and prettiest foot," and another for

the woman having the smallest waist.

J*

Dr. Macafee, speaking of his early connection

with the Association when a student, said he

joined the New York City Association because

"he wanted to get into connection with a kind

of men he wanted to be like." He found the

fellowship he wanted in the Association, which

he declared at a Brooklyn Central dinner, "is

pouring a spiritual current into the life of the

land."

(.»

Dr. Cadman has said : "The Association em

braces the whole life of a man, from a bath

tub to a Bible class, and gives him every op

portunity to be clean in body and soul." In

speaking of the evil influence of some men in a

community, he referred to them as "hearts that

pump poisoned blood into a community."

J*

The English Association Council has been

discussing the smoking question, and decided

that the opening of smoking rooms in Associa

tions would be contrary to the aims and spirit

of the organization and cannot fail to prove in

jurious to the best interests of the work. This

seems strange in England where almost every

man smokes his "bull-dog."

J*

At a country convention it was found that

all the speakers were country bred, though

some live at the National Capital in Wash

ington and all in great cities. That fact was as

good as an address on the importance of the

country work.

J»

How did it happen that such a sign could

find a place in a secretary's office—"Keep your

troubles to yourselves—the world has enough

of its own" ? It may have been a suggestion to

men not to be cast down or to croak, but it

seemed out of place to a visiting secretary in a

secretary's office. The visitor said: "If I had

come to the secretary's office with a 1/urden of

trouble that I longed to share with some one

who could give me sympathy and help, the sight

of that card would have chilled me into silence.

The privilege that secretaries have of winning

the confidence and friendship of men, or hav

ing men in trouble come to them for sympathy

and help, is one of the highest and most blessed

that attaches to their calling. I told the sec

retary with this bit of misplaced philosophy

how it impressed me. He said he had never

thought of the matter in that light, and took it

down." There are many similar legends in

secretaries' offices which had better be rele

gated to their bedrooms.

Every man needs a friend with whom he may

talk freely of his personal affairs. No one will

know how much of the success of the work of

D. L. Moody was due to the wise counsel of

his life-long friend, D. W. Whittle. Mc-

Burney and R. C. Morse had a delightfully

frank friendship of this sort, each helping the

other. Such a yoking up between an Associa

tion president and secretary has often been

vastly helpful to both. A man's advisers, if

they be not too many and superficial, are his

safety. "Council in the heart of a man is like

deep water, but a man of understanding will

draw it out.''

**

Men consider it a sign of great advance that

little is now heard of infidelity, but the very

fact that so few men think about religion and

that they do not take interest enough to oppose

it, is not favorable. Lord Northcote, Governor-

General of the Commonwealth, speaking at

Sydney, Australia, said : "The danger of Chris

tianity is no longer persecution, but apathy, in

dolence and indifference. The companionship

and safe-guarding and co-operation by the

vigorous Christian Associations, are among the

best safe-guards of this present-day evils."

Hugh Black, in speaking before the Philadel

phia Association, said : "Moral apathy is on

a lower plane than infidelity. We are so ac

customed to holding our minds is suspense on

scientific matters that we carry the mental at

titude everywhere. Indecision is the fatal flaw

of many a character."

„*

A traveling salesman who "covers the coun

try," visiting nearly every state, and who has

for sixteen years been an active Association

man, says that of all the Associations the

three that show the most cordial interest in a

stranger are Seattle, Chicago Central and West

Side, New York. He believes that the com

mercial men desire far more to help the Asso

ciations than to secure personal privileges for

themselves. These men know how to meet

men. Here is one example of how it should

not be done which he recalls from his expe

rience. In one place he was met by an up

start assistant, who said, brusquely : "Well,

what can I do for you?" He asked if he might

see the building. "No, we are too busy," was

the response, followed by an invitation later

to a Bible class, to which "anybody might

come." Many commercial travelers develop

tremendous enthusiasm for the Association as

their "side line," bringing men and a message

to the Sunday meetings and cheer and life to

whatever they attend, and all the time better

ing themselves while they try to better others.

There is a vast amount of power in the 600,000

commercial travelers whom the Association can

draw upon.



Out of the Life of Men

He was cutting a man's hair in the usual

snippy fashion of barbers, cleverly missing the

ear, and as he sighted across the cranium

under treatment he saw a blue keystone button

with a gilt triangle in the center in the lapel

of a bystander's coat. "What's that?" Two

tables in the mining camp store nearby were

filled with men of the mines who gambled for

the remnants of each other's wages and cursed

fluently over every move. Mine boots hung

about, heavy with nails. Pink silk neckties il

luminated a show-case on the counter. Blocks

of tobacco invited buyers from a conspicuous

shelf. Patent remedies for dyspepsia and most

things but sin filled near shelves. A keg of

sweet cider on the counter crowded giddy

overalls of blue and white check—warranted

not to rip if elephants wore them. Shirts and

coffee, sugar, letter-paper, stamps and a pool-

table all were there, and the barber in high-

laced boots snipped away in the corner he oc

cupied every Thursday and Friday afternoons.

"That's a Y. M. C. A. button from Phila

delphia."

"I belonged to it once myself."

"Where?"

"In Leadville."

"When Wildman Murphy was there?"

"Yes, I came to Leadville from England a

boy of nineteen, and Wildman Murphy got hold

of me and made a man of me. But for the

Association at Leadville I'd have gone to ruin,

sure."

I looked up the man's standing when he was

gone. All the men spoke well of him. His

life for years in one of the most trying mining

camps of the West was clean. He had (in in

tervals of pastorates or by request of the men)

held service at the burial of more miners than

any pastor in the district. Association divi

dends don't always show up in the annual re

port, but it seems there's a good one tucked

away in this angle of the mountain basin.

Jt

A young man in Tennessee town finding his

"mother's apron strings" too short left home

with $60 <n his pocket and secured a position

in one of the larger cities in the state. He

spent his money in riotous living and got into

trouble. The matter was reported to the State

Committee. The young man was looked up,

but had gone to another city. The Associa

tion traced him to three different points in the

state and finally located him in the capital,

where he had hired out to care for a carload of

IIORS which was being shipped south. He was

informed that he was the most modern Prodi

gal Son that had yet been discovered. At

present this young man is living at home, oc

cupying a good position and is a respected

member of society.

Here is the story of a boy in Boston who a

year ago sat in the back part of the Majestic

Theater service, who was, as he says, "A poor.

miserable outcast from society. Since then I

have been returned to my father and mother,

who prayed unceasingly for me for six years.

I have not known what it is to walk the

streets or go to bed hungry or cold since then.

Best of all, God has used me in bringing more

than one boy who was down where I was

back to the Saviour."

Jl

The foremen of the blacksmiths in an Ohio

railroad shop, who was a good singer, was in

vited to sing at a little Sunday afternoon meet

ing. He at first refused and then consented,

and chose the hymn, In the Secret of His Pres

ence. After he had sung it through he quietly

said to the men present, with whom he had

often drank : "I once was a Christian, but

have been a backslider for four years, but from

now on I propose to live for Christ." The next

Sunday he brought four other men to the serv

ice, three of whom took a stand for the Chris

tian life, one of whom had been offered a half

interest in a saloon because of his popularity

with railroad men. This man is now a fre

quent speaker in the Sunday evening services

in the churches. ..<

"It's no use," said a Missouri engineer, "I

am going to lay off and get right with God."

Ten months before he had taken the first step

in the Christian life. He had been a vicious

swearer. He laid off, took an active part in

his church work and the Association men's

meetings, cottage prayer-meetings, Bible study,

and "got right," although at the time he had

worried because he was in debt. To a group

of railroad men he said later : 'Now, boys, let

me tell you just what the Lord will do for men.

I laid off fifteen days and then went to work

and earned $92, the balance of the month. I

have not uttered an oath since and have

nothing like it in my heart" Before becom

ing a Christian he "owed everybody." Now

lie owes no one. He has put a new roof on his

house, paid for it, and has money in the bank.

J*

The master mechanic of a Missouri railroad

shop, who, by the way, was a Roman Catholic,

has had great difficulty in securing sober men

for his trains who could be trusted. He said

to the secretary recently, who frankly told him

that he was "more interested in getting a man

to start in the Christian life than anything else,"

"Whenever you get a man in your department

to start in the Christian life, just at that moment

we cease to worry about that man, for we know

we can rely on him, and I bid you Godspeed in

your work and hope you can get all the men

to live that way."



To the Man Who Would "Go Up"

BY F. D. FAGG.

Invent Work, Not Indolence—What a trial

to his employers is the fellow who is con

stantly on the look out for a sinecure. The

fellow who wants a "soft snap" or an "easy

berth." The fellow who passes on the task

assigned to himself to the first man who will

perform it for him. The fellow who is a

thriftless pretender, an idler, a shirk. What

a joy to his fellows is the man who is continu

ally inventing work. The man who is first

to arrive and last to depart. The man to

whom business is the main thing. The man

who robs from his employer neither time nor

honest toil. The man who says, "Mr.

this work is finished, what is the next thing

on the docket?" or better still, "This matter

needs attending to, and what do you think

of my doing it after this fashion?" indicating

that he has given the business in hand his

own careful thought Business men need men

of this type and will pay them big wages.

It is not a question of money, it's a question

of men. Be a man.

Success —We may all achieve it if we will

pay the price. There are no "cut-rates," "cut

prices," "marked-down sales" in the success

business. It's pay the price, the full price,

or go without it. No man will want to offer

less than the full cost, weaklings only are

looking for the "bargain sales." What is

the price? Character, health, forethought,

plan, purpose, perseverance, pluck, industry,

economy, temperance, virtue, courage, natriot-

ism, devotion, energy, capacity, necessity,

judgment, punctuality, circumspection, accu

racy, keeping promises, self-reliance, self-con

trol. Here is the price that has been paid by

every successful person. It matters not how

humble the occupation; if the price has been

paid, success is sure.

Short- Cuts in arithmetic, short-cuts in

spelling, short-cuts in geography, short-cuts

in history, short-cuts in business, short-cuts

to the ministry, short-cuts to the medical pro

fession, short-cuts to the legal profession,

shcrt-cuts to a thousand other callings are

advertised on every hand; short-cuts real

and commendable, short-cuts dangerous and

reprehensible. The new American canal will

be a short-cut that will save thirty days' use

less travel around the Horn. This will be a

short-cut worth while. There are many other

short-cuts that are not simply time savers,

but veritable life savers; we believe in them

and encourage their use. But short-cuts to

riches by the use of dishonest and question

able methods, short-cuts to positions of

greater power and influence that mean the

sure sacrifice of character—these are to be

deplored and .condemned. Better a thousand

times the long route that is sure and safe,

than the short route that lands its travelers ,

at Point Sorrow, Unrest, Remo-rse, Disgrace,

Despair, Death.

The Reason why so many young men do

not succeed in life we believe is that they are

not in love with the things they are doing.

Let a man do what he really enjoys doing

and he will put his whole heart into it He

will not and cannot do this when things are

constantly going against the grain. There are

lawyers who ought to be preachers, and

preachers who ought to be teachers, and teach

ers who ought to be mechanics, and mechanics

who ought to be farmers. The world is full

of misfits. We believe it to be our duty,

when young men apply to us for assistance

in securing situations, to try and ascertain

what is the natural bent of their lives, what

their God-given talents and powers, and then

to seek to find employment that shall give

an opportunity for the full development of

these gifts. Shiftless and good-for-nothing

fellows, of course, we have no use for. They

have no aim or ambition in life and are a

menace to civilization.

"I Cannot Hold My Position without tell

ing lies about the quality of the goods I am

selling." So said a member not long ago.

We told him to go to his employers and tell

them squarely that he would no longer do this,

and, that in case he was discharged we would

at once find other and more honorable em

ployment for him. On the very next morn

ing he did so, and lost his position. Before

night on the same day we secured for him

a position that paid him $10 more per month

than he had been receiving, and that per

mitted him to retain his manhood and self-

respect. His poor mother, who is entirely de

pendent upon him, is rejoicing because her

son has been saved from a possible life of

sin and constant self-condemnation. At

present this young man's salary is just double

what he first received. God honors men who

do the right.

New Britain, Conn.

The law of worthy national life, like the lau- of worthy individual life, is fundamentally

the law of strife. It may be strife military; it may be strife civic; but certainly it is only

through strife, through labor and painful effort, by grim energy and resolute courage that we

move on to better things.—THEODORE ROOSEVELT.



Physical Directors' Society

Will every physical director kindly read tbis page with care each month and treat it as a personal

communication from the Society?

During the next thirty days you will prob

ably receive several long lists of questions.

When they arrive give them a cordial welcome,

remembering that your committees have given

much thought and time in their preparation.

The value of the committees' work 'for the

year will depend upon receiving returns from

every director, and upon the accuracy and

promptness of the replies. By cooperating in

this way you can be of practical help to the

society.

The membership thermometer keeps steadily

rising and now indicates 95, being 25 per cent,

of the total number engaged in Association

physical work. This surpasses the total mem

bership of last year by two, but every Young

Men's Christian Association physical director

should join the society and do it now, because

of any one of the following reasons :

The investment is small and the returns

large.

Not from the standpoint chiefly of "What

do I get out of it," but rather "What can I

put into it." Every member will get out of it

in proportion to what he puts into it.

In spite of the many efforts in the past to

bring about unity in the physical work there

is still a deplorable lack. In union there is

strength. A strong, vigorous organization can

accomplish what any number of individuals

cannot. The society has already given evi

dence of its usefulness in this direction.

It is the purpose of the Physical Directors'

Society to broaden the view of the men now

directors as to the opportunities before them.

To secure men of the highest character and

ability as directors and to retain them in the

Association ranks. To bring the members

together in annual conference, that all may

profit from the wisdom and experience of

every member. Also that personal friendships

may be made and strengthened, thus creating

a genuine brotherhood. To place the Young

Men's Christian Association in the position of

leader of the physical education of this coun

try.

Every director who believes in these things

will identify himself with the Physical Di

rectors' Society and thus manifest his interest

and demonstrate that he is not satisfied with

his present attainments but is desirous of

keeping in close touch with the newest and

best things in his profession.

If not already a member, send your fee of

$1 to the secretary-treasurer at once, and re

member that your membership now will be of

far greater value than if received at Niagara.

Plan now to attend the society's conference,

May 25 and 26, at Niagara Falls, and secure

first-hand a part of the returns from your in

vestment. At that meeting reports will be

presented as follows : A Study of the Physical

Directorship, Dr. Geo. J. Fisher; Bibliography

of Physical Training, Dr. J. H. McCurdy;

Religious Work in the Physical Department.

M. B. Rideout; Gymnastic Nomenclature, Dr.

H. F. Kallenberg; Anthropometry, Dr. W.

W. Hastings; Related Physical Work, Dr.

C G. Lang; Grading of Gymnastics, A. B.

Wegener; Competitive Sports, Geo. T. Hep-

bron; Boys' Work, A. M. Chesley.

The scope of the Boys' Work Committee

may be seen from the following studies they

are making:

The Effects of Gymnastics and Athletics on

Boys.

The Relation of the Physical Director to the

Boys' Secretary.

The Kind of Men who are Influencing the

Lives of Boys as Directors and Secretaries.

WM. H. BALL. Secretary.

Springfield, Mass.

A. E. Garland, M. D., on Basketball

The best of indoor games is being spoiled

for the players and the spectators by the ex

tremely lax way the rules are regarded. Prac

tically none but the out-of-bound rules are en

forced. The officials either do not know the

rules, and cannot recognize a foul when mad;,

or else they are influenced by the rougher ele

ment in the audience who hiss when fouls are

called. The spirit of clean sport seems to have

no place even in the Association that stands for

the highest type of manliness.

It is a deplorable state of affairs, and it is

the duty of every physical director and every

fair-minded man to see that this condition of

things stops at once, or the game will surely

degenerate into an exhibition of pugilism.

We must first get fearless, fair umpires and

referees, to be paid for their services if neces

sary. Two officials are needed, as it is impos

sible for one man to watch the ball and the

men and do it satisfactorily. Next we must

get the spectators to appreciate clean sport and

give the visiting team every advantage. Then

we must get our players to live up to the rules

and play a manly, fair game, or clean house of

the men who refuse to regard cleanliness in

sport as a manly virtue.
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The Physical Department

For the first time in its history Chicago

Central won the annual meet held at the First

Regiment Armory, with 29 points to First

Regiment's 26. Forty-eight institutions were

represented in the contest. The feature of the

meet was the remarkable showing in the two-

A. HA1GH—TWO-MILER.

mile run, made by Arthur Haigh, who, start

ing from scratch, passed twelve men and de

feated the limit man in 10m. 27 2/5s.

The only defeat met by the Yale basketball

team below Mason and Dixon's line was at

Charleston, where the Association defeated

them 29 to 17. The Charleston team has not

been defeated locally for five years.

Silver Bay Institute

The Physical Department Course is to be as

follows :

First Year: Anatomy (Skeleton and Mus

cles), Physiology (Respiration and Circulation),

Anthropometry (Measurements and Prescrip

tion, two weeks), Physical Department

Methods (-two weeks), Gymnastics, Calisthenics

and Marching, Games.

Second Year: Anatomy (Joints and Ap

plied Anatomy), Physiology (Metabolism and

Muscle), Anthropometry (Statistical Method,

two weeks). Gymnastics, Calisthenics and

Marching, Games, First Aid to the In

jured.

Third Year: History of Physical Training

(two weeks). Equipment and Construction (two

weeks), Physiology and Anatomy of Central

Nervous System, Bibliography, Physiology of

Exercise. Personal Hygiene, Group Organiza

tion. Literature, Gymnastics, Calisthenics,

Marching.

Faculty : Dr. George J. Fisher, Director Phys

ical Institute, Anatomy, Physical Department

Methods ; Dr. J. H. McCurdy, Physiology of

Exercise; Dr. Paul C. Phillips, Physiology;

Dr. C. G. Lang, Anthropometry ; Dr. Hale,

First Aid to the Injured; A. B. Wegener

and F. B. Barnes, Gymnastics, Calisthenics ;

George T. Hepbron, Equipment and Construc

tion ; Dr. W. H. Kinnicutt, Special Addresses on

Physical Training.

The first and second years' courses will be

given in August and the third year's course

added next season.

THE ONLY PURELY SECRETARIAL GYMNASIUM CLASS KNOWN TO HAVE EXISTED.

A BASKETBALL GAME IN PROGRESS.

It has been suggested that a prize be offered to the person identifying the largest number of men in

the picture. Cut republiahed by request



The Director and Evangelism

By C S. WARD.

If the Association is to be a power in the

religious life of men, those who control it must

have a definite interest in its religious work.

This is not saying that every man who accepts

a position as director must be himself a flaming

evangel of eloquent speech. On the contrary,

men are wanted on every board for their busi

ness acumen, ability to organize forces and for

their interest in the social and educational ad

vancement of their fellow-men. But there

should be one man on every Association board

of directors of great organizing ability and

social standing who will head the religious

work committee. His problem is the problem

of the religious life of the young men of the

city. No one, unless it be the president and

secretary, is as close to this problem as he.

No one has such advantages in attempting its

solution. At his command, if he rightly appre

ciates his position, is the Christian manhood

of all the churches from which he may choose

at will for his important work.

The tremendous opportunities of this propo

sition are seldom appreciated. Hence, the bar

renness of much of our work. It would seem

that most of our religious work committees are

satisfied with the routine of the usual list of

activities that are supposed to make up "Asso

ciation religious work." It is no wonder they

are willing to leave most of that to the secre

tary. It is probably his fault that committees

are chosen with so narrow a view. If so, the

burden that falls back on him is his deserved

punishment. The chairman of this committee,

who appreciates its opportunities, should have

behind him in his arduous work the united

sentiment and helpful interest of every mem

ber of the board. As a body they should be

ready to adopt a liberal policy toward this de

partment, giving it the financial support that

its importance demands. As individuals, their

interest will take varied forms. Not all can

attend regularly the meetings planned by the

committee, but all can do something to help the

religious life of young men. All can do per

sonal work. To many the old set methods

have become repugnant ; but every Christian

man, and how much more every man who has

taken the responsibility of directing Christian

work among young men, is under obligation to

take such measures as commend themselves to

him to lead men into Christian life.

An Association directorate made up of men

alive to this responsibility will be happy and

effective in all their activities. They will so

licit money, not as beggars, but as men seek

ing to confer a personal benefit on the pros

pective priver—to lead him to bestow his money

where it will bless him in blessing others. They

will direct the varied activities of the Associa

tion with a personal interest in men that will

give zest to their efforts.

After all, this is the foundation of the best

evangelism—the interest of one man in other

men. When thousands of Christian men be

come interested in thousands of other men, so

interested that they will not be satisfied itntii

these other men become Christians, then a

great evangelistic movement is on, whether, as

in Wales, the movement is without organiza

tion, or, as in the recent movement in Denver,

it is the result of the most thorough organiza

tion ever brought about by a great genera!

with a host of faithful aides.

For interesting themselves in other men and

stimulating others to the same interest in their

fellows, the directors of an Association oc

cupy a position unique in the history of Chri>

tian effort. They can probably do more than

any other body of men to bring on an era of

general evangelistic interest—that is, the inter

est of Christian men in winning other men to

right lives.

Dr. Moody to Young Medics

The Young Men's Christian Association

opens wide its doors to you. It is one of the

finest Association buildings in the South, with

libraries, reading-rooms, study-rooms, bath

rooms and gymnasium. For a trifling sum

you can get a season ticket entitling you to

membership of all privileges. It is the best

trade you can make in Mobile. It will help

you to keep clean in body, mind and heart

The road in the other direction is not so easy

It is by way of the saloon, the street corner

and the secret dive. It is marked by filth, pro

fanity, drunkenness and degradation. No sec

ond-course student of this college is apt to

follow it. He has seen the foul and lamentable

results in the hospital and on the dissecting

table. I will tell you there is not one single

place of disrepute, not one individual loose

character, that is not more than apt to plant

the seeds of decay and death in the constitu

tions of their victims. As for intemperance,

if you cannot resist whisky, if you must get

tight when it is about you, go home right now.

You will never make a doctor. Your only

chances are absolute abstinence or retreat. No

drunkard belongs in the great army of med

icine. You are just as much army recruits a?

the soldiers in the Eastern war. You enlist

for life, and you pledge your honor to serve

your race and country faithfully and fearlessly

You will never play the coward and fly front

danger or death.—From an address delivered

to the students by Dr. H. A. Moody, Professor

of Materia Medica, Mobile Medical College, on

the opening of the thirty-ninth session.
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SECRETARIES OF THE MASSACHUSETTS AND RHODE ISLAND STATE COMMITTEE.

Albert E. Roberts. Dwight L. Rogers. H. W. Gibson. A. G. Bookwaltcr.

Chas. A. Coburn. R. M. Armstrong. Z. C. Collins.

As the State Secretary Sees Things

In one Association no Sunday has passed for

more than eighteen months without from two

or three to a score or more of men confessing

their sins—in many cases with great agony and

tears—and joyfully accepting Christ as a per

sonal Saviour. This answers the question

whether it is possible to do successful work in

the Association building during the "hot Sum

mer months," as it occurred in "a peculiar

field." Another large Association has kept up

all of its shop Bible classes throughout the

summer, and its gymnasium work as well.

Satan is no less strenuous during the summer.

Why should we be?

A thing worthy of commendation is the ac

tion of the directors of one of the large As

sociations who secure the pledges for current

expenses without compelling the secretary to

use his time, and discount his influence with

business men, by doing the solicitation.

Strongly to be criticized is the habit of many

directors who agree to secure subscriptions, ac

cept lists of names for canvassing, and—don't.

A large part of the time of the general secretary

which is sorely needed for development of the

Association is consumed in attempting to in

duce the directors to keep their word. The

treasury is always empty and the secretary

unable to promptly meet his obligations be

cause he is unpaid. This unfits him to be at his

best, even in the portion of time which he is

able to give to the work for which he is em

ployed, and many of his deficiencies are justly

chargeable to this cause. Moreover, the As

sociation is never in condition to energetically

and properly extend its work and do its duty

by the young men of its constituency who must

be reached by it or not at all.

Georgia. . J. V. READ.

Wh.it the Ohio State Committee Policy

Emphasizes

1. The advantage of a conservative position

in regard to new Associations. The commit

tee does not organize city Associations unless

it first secures a building.

2. In the extension of its work for the future

it sees that its real progress and greatest use

fulness to the Association movement must come

through the addition of specialists to its staff.

The committee has secured a county sec

retary; this year it will employ a secretary for

boys' work, and as its constituency enlarges

will secure a man to give his entire time in pro

moting definite religious work of the Associa

tion.

The problems before the State Committee

are : First—Securing financial support. This

problem is being met by having one secretary

give a large share of his time to solicitation,

and the different departments as they are added,

such as college, county and boys' work, with

his assistance, will each secure its own con

stituency. Second—Securing organizations in

eighteen cities over 8,000 inhabitants. Third—

Securing Railroad Associations at nine points.

Fourth—A real campaign to investigate and

promote the industrial Association movement.

Fifth—Inauguration of a work for the 38,000

bituminous coal miners. This group of men.

larger than the entire enlisted force of the

United States Navy, and without any of its dis

ciplinary and educational influences, many in

villages and towns with no church, is probably

the least cared for part of the population of

the state.
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Railroad Department News

Scranton now has 1,934 members and is

pushing a canvass for 2,500 by April 1. The

educational clubs and classes have a monthly

attendance of 700 men.

The Lackawanna Railroad has authorized

an appropriation toward the salary of an edu

cational director to divide his time between

the Associations on the system that are with

out educational supervision.

An arrangement has been made to have

H. A. Leese, formerly railroad secretary at

Elmira, do some special evangelistic work

among the New York railroad Associations.

The success of Knebel and Keenan in their

Western tour far eclipses any they have met

heretofore.

Topeka, Kan., Railroad Department has had

200 men join within twenty-five days.

The rest-rooms at Cleburne, Tex., have been

fitted up in the most attractive manner. The

Association has the finest bathrooms in Texas.

One lady is responsible for the improvement

This lady, Mrs. Qeveland, secured the help of

a group of ladies who visit the building

monthly when the rooms are not in use and as

certain the needs. They have supplied rugs,

tables, mirrors, brushes and combs, table-

covers, flowers, Bibles and laundry bags, and

things give "a touch of home" and make the

rooms different from the common hotels.

Holiday nights flowers and fruit are placed in

the rooms. One man said as he came down the

next morning: "I am a thousand miles from

home and have been thinking about my friends

and feeling mighty blue all day. I lost my grip

this morning and could not recover it The

thought that some one had been so kind to me

has given me new courage."

SEASHORE CLUB

HOUSE FOR BOYS.

The Pennsylvania

Railroad Department

of Philadelphia mil

erect this handsome

house at Ocean City,

New Jersey, for youof

men and boys. Tht

Juniors are sons of

employees, and the In

termediates, mtfst*

gers and junior clerks

of the Pennsylvania

Railroad Compan-n.

The club-house intt

be located directly o»

the bay side of Ocet*

City, tvitk aharfagi

running directly from

the front porch to

deep-water chaxnt-

Estimated cost, $6,0<K'.

The Berks Street Railroad Department,

Philadelphia, now has a total membership of

500, having added 370 since October 1.

North Platte, Neb., has just held a nine-

days' series of evangelistic meetings, led by

W. E. Fenno. A large number of men ac

cepted the Christian life, and the general re

ligious tone of the entire city was stimulated,

the most noteworthy thing of the campaign

being that more men have been enlisted in

personal work than for many years.

South Kaukauna, Wis., Railroad Depart

ment recently purchased a building 25x100,

containing three bowling alleys. This build

ing has been connected by an alleyway with

the present Association home.

Denison, Tex., reports 940 members, em

ployees of the M., K. and T. Railway, and a

city membership of 330. A single member in

one month secured 202 new members, of whom

189 were railroad men.

Middleport, O., Association was successfully

launched on the 16th, with General Superin

tendent Connors as the principal speaker. Over

400 men were present. The building contains

the usual bathrooms, bowling alleys and dor

mitories.

A new building is promised for Portsmouth,

Ohio.

In order to better reach the men, buildings

at Port Huron and East Toronto will t*

moved.
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Training hr Association Workers at Silver Bay

The Lake George committee is outlining a

course which will be exceedingly helpful to

Association workers who have not had the

opportunity of taking full courses at either of

the training schools, and also to college gradu

ates who are contemplating entering Associa

tion work.

Three-year courses have been arranged, but

only the first and second year courses will be

given next August Students will be enrolled

for special courses as may be desired.

Dr. L. L. Doggett, as dean of the Summer

Training Institute, will be present the entire

month of August He will coordinate the

whole work, and will give a course in Associa

tion History. Some of the other instructors

secured for the secretarial course are: C. K.

Ober, J. W. Cook, F. S. Goodman, E. W.

Booth, L. L. Pierce, George B. Hodge, Dr.

F. N. Seerley, E. M. Robinson, F. L. Willis,

Dr. George J. Fisher, E. L. Shuey and J. R.

Boardman.

In addition to the above, camp-fire con

ferences will be held, led by specialists who

will present up-to-date topics for discussion.

Among these are D. A. Budge, E. T. Colton,

F. W. Pearsall, C. C. Michener, J. B. Sleman,

F. B. Smith, C. W. Dietrich, R. D. Saigeon,

J. R. Boardman, H. W. Hoot, H. S. Colburn,

W. T. Diack, H. E. Dodge, W. W. Fry, F. W.

Ober, W. D. Murray, S. H. Berry, A. M.

Chesley, George T. Hepbron, F. H. Andrews,

W. H. Hollister, Jr., Robert R. Gailey, John

R. Mott and E. W. Hearne. These confer

ences will be exceedingly profitable not only

for the institute students, but also for volun

teer workers and active members of the As

sociation at Silver Bay on vacation.

The speakers secured for the Sunday meet

ings are Rev. Newell Dwight Hillis, D.D. ;

Rev. Wilton Merle Smith, D.D. ; Rev. George

P. Eckman, Ph.D., D.D.; Fred B. Smith, and

Rev. Fred E. Taylor.

The New Jersey State Committee has in

structed its chairman to communicate with

each Association urging the attendance at the

Silver Bay Institute of those employed officers

who have not attended an Association training

school. Similar action by other State and

Provincial committees would result in large

benefit to the Associations of the East. Copies

of the Summer Training Institute catalogue

may be secured by addressing Dr. D. E.

Yarnell, general secretary Lake George Com

mittee, 318 West 57th street, New York City.

Lake Geneva Boys' Conference

There will be held at Lake Geneva, July 29

to August 3, the first general boys' conference

of the Middle West. This is intended pri

marily for older Christian boys (fourteen to

eighteen years of age). In connection with

the conference an institute for adults especially

interested in boys' work will be conducted.

The plans include group Bible classes, ad

dresses, papers, discussions and open parliament

in the mornings, field and water sports, side

trips and other recreative features in the

afternoons, and public platform services in

the evenings. Each morning the adult boys'

workers will have a private session, and each

delegation will have its daily meeting. It is

expected that Judge Selden P. Spencer, of St.

Louis, will preside at the evening sessions,

C. B. Willis will direct the music, F. H. Burt

the Bible work, M. D. Crackel the exhibit and

Dr. H. F. Kallenburg the recreation. Presi

dent Hughes, of DePauw University, will give

the opening address. Large delegations are

expected. The committee in charge repre

sents the State Committees of the Middle

West, the Institute and Training School, and

the International Committee.

The Religious Education Association

The convention of the Religious Education

Association at Boston, Feb. 14-16. The general

theme of the convention was "The Aims of Re

ligious Education." The Park Street Church

was filled each morning, and Tremont Temple

each evening, while the seventeen departments

of the Association met in the afternoons. The

Department of Christian Associations met in

the Boston Young Men's Christian Association

building, papers being presented by W. M.

Wood, R. P. Kaighn, Prof. H. M. Burr, Mrs.

J. S. Griffith and Mrs. Charles N. Judson, of

the Young Women's Christian Associations.

L. W. Messer is vice-president of the executive

board and among other officers of the organi

zation who are actively identified with the As

sociation are Bishop McDowell, Dean Frank

K. Sanders and Messrs. W. D. Murray, Will

iam Sloane, George Foster Peabody and E. P.

Bailey, all of whom are identified with the In

ternational Committee or its board of trustees;

and Dr. L. L. Doggett, Messrs. John W. Han-

sal, Henry E. Rosevear, George S. Budd, W. J.

Parker, Edwin F. See, and others. President

Charles Cuthbert Hall presided at the sessions

and surrendered the presidency for live ensuing

year to Bishop W. F. McDowell. Among the

topics presented was "The Place of Formal

Instruction in Religious and Moral Educa

tion : in the Home, in the Sunday-school, in

the Young Men's Christian Association, in the

Public School, in the Preparatory School, and

in the College," the theme as it bears on the

work of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion being presented by Prof. George Albert

Coe. The sessions were characterized by an

earnest and serious purpose, a warm, spiritual

feeling and an evident desire to get at the truth

involved in each of the themes presented.
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For and Against]Billiards

The basis of judgment on this question

should be the experience of fair-minded men.

A Few Observations from Warren, Pa.

First—We thoroughly believe no Associa

tion ought to put them in unless they have

a fairly normal religious work.

Second—They should put in enough tables

to meet the demand, and their equipment should

be first class at the beginning and should be

kept so all the time.

Third—They must be under careful super

vision at all times.

Fourth—We have yet to find, with the ex

ception of one (and that a boy who had just

moved in from the country) any member

under twenty-five years of age who does not

know how to play the game, and less than one-

half-dozen men of any age, Christian and non-

Christian, who do not know how to play the

game.

Fifth—It has done away with all horse

play, which is no small proposition in a city

of our size.

Sixth—We have quite a number of young

men who are joining the Association that here

tofore we have never been able to get inside

of our building. Whether these young men

will be brought into the Kingdom of God we do

not know, but one thing is certain, and that is

this, if we cannot get in touch with these young

men we cannot hope to bring them into subjec

tion to Jesus Christ.

Worth Posting in the Billiard Room

"To play a good game of billiards is evidence

of a certain kind of culture. To play too good

a game of billiards is evidence of a wasted

youth."—Spencer.

Dr. J. A. Stuck y Says

"There is no reason except that of prejudice

for keeping the billiard-table out of our amuse

ment rooms. I believe its introduction would

increase the popularity of our work."

A Question and Answer

"Do you know of any members who learned

the game in the Association and then became

regular patrons of the city 'pool rooms' and

preferred to play there instead of at the Asso

ciation?" The answer is: "Out of fifty-six

Associations four say that they know of some

young men who have learned in the Associa

tion and then went elsewhere to play, while

forty-seven did not know, and those men who

answered yes in their letters to me said that

they only know very few, and in some cases

no more than one young man who had left the

Association for the public billiard-rooms."

An $800,000 Building Project

John D. Rockefeller has made an offer to the

Brooklyn Association of $100,000, conditioned

on the securing by that Association of $200,000

additional during the year 1905. This offer is

in addition to the $100,000 which Mr. Rocke

feller gave to this Association without condi

tions two years ago. The Brooklyn Associa

tion is engaged in an effort to secure a fund of

$800,000 to erect three buildings and cancel all

the mortgage indebtedness of the Association.

Over $500,000 of this amount is now in hand.

Among the larger gifts, in addition to those of

Mr. Rockefeller, have been one for $30,000,

two for $25,000 each, one for $12,000, one for

$11,000, eight for $10,000 each, and thirteen for

$5,000 each.

Plan Now for the Summer

Associations during March and April should

get their plans well in hand for the summer's

work. Almost every city Association can

and should have a boys' camp. Large

athletic fields have not been generally success

ful, but small plots of ground near the Asso

ciation buildings, used as tennis courts, cro

quet grounds and outdoor handball courts,

have almost invariably proved attractive and

successful features, when carefully and wiselj

managed.

Associations that are successfully doing an

educational work should plan for a spring term

for about two months, beginning April 1.

Plans for religious work should be carefully

laid and thought out. Last year the Portland

Association had a large and successful Bible

class that met all summer, made up largely of

the men who had been in the various Bible

classes during the winter season. This class

met in the Association building when tie

weather was cold or rainy, but on pleasant days

took their lunch with them at about 6.30 p. «

and went to some place outside of the city, up

the river in rowboats to some island, or out to

the end of some car line under the trees, to any

good place outdoors away from the center of

the city.

The social committee can make plans for

lawn socials, or, where the organization is near

the water, for steamboat excursions, etc.

The up-to-date Associations will make as

careful plans for the Association during the

spring and summer months, as they do for the

fall and winter, and March is none too early to

have these plans well matured.

Portland, Ore. H. W. STONE.

Five Years' Association Progress

A constant and increasing demand for the

January edition, which was sold out in three

weeks, although a double edition was publishei

has made it necessary to provide for a reprint

of the twenty full-page plates, the review and

list of gifts. This will soon be sent to pre8

on a fine grade of coated paper and will b« Pro'
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duced as a handsome souvenir pamphlet of

twenty-four pages, bound at the side. This

will be issued without date, will be good for

use at any time, and will be of special value to

finance committees and building canvassers,

showing as it does in the most graphic manner

the remarkable advance in the past five years

in the vitality of the Association, its univer

sality and adaptation to the needs of men. It

will be ready for distribution March 10.

Price, $5 per hundred, or $6 per hundred, to

separate addresses. The edition will be lim

ited and orders should be placed immediately.

A Working Secretary's Impression

From personal conversations with a large

number of men who are not professing Chris

tians I find that very few are opposed to Chris

tianity. As a rule, they think the Christian life

is the best life to live. From most standpoints

they would like to be Christians and hope to

become Christians some day. As a rule, these

men know enough about the Christian life to

live it if they would. They have been preached

at if they go to church, or have talked some

with Christians if they do not go to church, so

that they are well aware of the difference be

tween the way they live and the way a Chris

tian should live. What these men need—and

they are the majority—is something which

will lift them out of their state of indecision

and indifference to the place where they will

act. It is this kind of effort that men need.

There is but little danger that men will be

crowded too hard to make the great decision of

their livts. The danger is on the other side.

C. C. MICHENER.

Shop Talks in Chicago

Chicago is working out a service for

the employed men of that city which is

bound to be of large value to the coun

try. Some of the subjects used have

been: "Saving"; "A Man's Duty to His

Family" ; "Things That Mark a Man for Pro

motion"; "Should a Working Man Study?

If So, Why and What?" "Essentials of Good

Citizenship"; "What Is a Political Campaign

Good For?" "Chicago's New Charter—Why

Needed and Its Provisions?" "The Kicker—

His Cause and Cure." While these talks are not

distinctively religious, the subjects are treated

from a religious standpoint. Mr. Wood is en

listing other speakers and is finding it perfectly

feasible to secure for such service the strong

est men in the city. As a result of these talks

in the Northwestern shops, six educational

classes have been opened for the workmen,

meeting immediately after the closing whistle.

At the suggestion of the railroad management

Bible study will be added. The company has

given every facility for the promotion of these

clubs, and has devoted a large space and given

equipment of blackboard and platform, the

topics and their outlines to be considered each

month are printed in Sears, Roebuck & Co.'s

monthly paper, and also on large placards, to

reach the 4,000 employees.

The Minnesota Convention

The thirty-first Convention of Minnesota,

held at Duluth, was well attended. The speak

ers were Dr. J. M. Fulton, F. S. Goodman,

F. E. Anderson, F. H. Burt, J. F. Gates, C. B.

Willis, E. M. Robinson, M. A. Clark and Dr.

W. B. Riley. "The Association Quartette" had

charge of the music. The convention theme

was "The Vital Force in the Making of Man

hood." A deep, spiritual tone prevailed, espe

cially during the Railroad night and the Sunday

sessions. During the Sunday services fully

sixty were led to the Christian life. The re

port of Professor Haynes, chairman of the

State Committee, showed that 1904 was the

crowning year in the Association life of Min

nesota. Two thousand dollars was raised at

the convention for state work. B. A. Shuman

will again be supported in the Argentine Re

public by the Minnesota Associations.

Iowa Convention

In spite of weather from 10 to 30 degrees

below zero, Iowa's biennial meeting at Mus-

catine was one of the best. Three hundred

delegates were present. The State Committee

reported the largest results ever secured in two

years. Three new buildings occupied, three re

modeled, contracts let for three others and

one released from a harassing debt, $155,000

spent for current expenses and $150,000 added

to pledges and property. There has been an

increase of 5 Associations, 1,000 members and

11 employed officers. A county state secretary

has been employed and two counties organized.

At the Sunday men's meeting, led by C. C.

Michener, 47 signed decision cards.

In a Kansas Snow Drift

From an International Secretary's Diary.

6 p. M., Saturday. Caught a belated train

(eight hours late). We succeeded in getting

twenty miles from Salina and finally were

stalled in a snowdrift, and in a Kansas bliz

zard. We are five miles from nowhere and

don't know when we will get out.

3 p. M., Sunday. Still in the snowdrift. Now

thirty hours late and blizzard still raging; 30

degrees below zero ; no steam. Will now be

obliged to cancel one engagement, even if we

live to get out of this without being frozen.

? p. M., Sunday. We have just been run into

in the snowdrift by a double-header and the

four engines are a total wreck. Only a few

bruised and none killed, but a terrible shock.

We will be here twelve hours more to clear the

wreck.

1 p. M., Monday. Still here in the wreck and

snowbound ; forty-eight hours late now.

10 A. M., Tuesday. Just reached Kansas City.
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News from the Associations

News items for the April issue should be received by

March 20.

E. L. SHUEY WRITES FROM DAYTON: "I AM

not so sure that we are at the beginning of a

great spiritual awakening. I am inclined to

think that we are in it. It may not be in the

form we have in mind, but I believe there never

was a time when men (I mean the every-day

men in our shops, offices and factories) were

thinking more of spiritual things than they are

now, which means better living, greater earnest

ness, and greater faith in the Bible. I have felt

this frequently during the past few weeks as

I have joined in some of our shop meetings. I

notice it in the conversation of men about the

factory. The first three men I met to-day as I

went about the factory spoke of the great thea

ter meeting yesterday and of the series of union

evangelistic services which have been held in

our city during the past few weeks."

I. E. BROWN, OF ILLINOIS, WRITES : "FROM

my observation I believe that men are per

sonally seeking to win their fellows to the

Christian life as they have not in years. Little

prayer groups are supplying the place of the

old prayer meeting in a measure."

AT A MEETING OF 125 MEN IN AN ILLINOIS

town of 1,400 people, addressed entirely by

home talent one Sunday, five men began the

Christian life.

Y. M.C.A

ACHARACTERBUILDER

ELGIN, ILL., ELECTRIC SIGN.

IN A FEW WEEKS FOUR INDIVIDUALS IN ILLI-

nois have intimated that they will give $55,000

for new buildings.

WAUKESHA, Wis., DECLARES AGAINST THE

free issuance of membership tickets on account

of subscriptions of relatives, friends and ac

quaintances, feeling that "it pauperizes the

membership and creates disrespect for the .'\s-

.tcciation, because they who pay nothing for

their privileges are apt to place no value upon

Ihem."

AT THE "COBB LECTURES" AT ELGIN, ILL..

held the first Sunday of each month, 400 to 500

men attend. A cafeteria is one of the popular

new things, and a swimming bath is planned.

SHIPPENSBURG, PA., HAS NINETY-EIGHT BOYS

in three Bible study clubs, called "The Vet

erans," "Men of To-Morrow," "Boys of To-

Morrow," and this in a town of 3,500 popula

tion.

THROUGH NASHUA, N. H., SHOP MEETINGS A

man who for thirty-two years had been a

heavy drinker has been steadily sober for two

months, paid off $38 in old debts, is earning

better wages, and a man who bet $5 he could

get him drunk again lost the bet.

A PROMINENT LAWYER AT BRADFORD, PA., AC-

cepteJ a position on the directorship under

protest. He attended the Buffalo convention

and came back an enthusiastic promoter of

every Association interest. Unaided he has

begun a canvass for a new building to cost

$40,000.

HARTFORD HAS HAD AN AVERAGE ATTENDANCE

of 700 men at its theater meetings since Octo

ber 1. Four meetings are conducted weekly in

factories, reaching 500 men. One shop man

said that he had never attended a religious

service before. A man from a Vermont town

was led to the Christian life in an Opera

House service who had not attended a religious

meeting for twenty years.

NEW HAVEN AND NEW BRITAIN HAVE

adopted a gymnasium motto, at the suggestion

of Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, "Glorify God in your

body," and the evening classes, "All things

come to those who hustle while they wait."

ALL THE MANUAL TRAINING TEACHERS IN THE

Portland, Ore., public schools took a normal

course in the Association before commencing

their work in manual training. Three years

ago splendid shops were provided which are

Vised for the instruction of boys in the after

noons and on Saturday mornings, and for

men a' night in carpentry, stair-building, wood-

carving and wood-turning.

INTERNATIONAL EXAMINATIONS WERE TAKEN

last year by 4,141 persons in 141 Associations.

Blanks may now be secured of the International

Committee. These must be filled and returned

so as to reach the committee by March 25.

OVER 90 PER CENT. OF THE CAMBRIDGE, MASS..

classes in firing and steam engineering passed

the state examinations. These men receive

practical instruction of the engineer of the As

sociation building, who used for demonstration

the heating and electric light plant purchased

by the Association from an engineering school

in Boston.

D. A. Bunr.E, OF MONTREAL, WRITES : "I FEEL

sure, that the February number has stirred up a

large number to prayer in the interest of a

much-needed revival on this continent, which

we greatly need among our men in Canada.

There is a tremendous wave of frivolity and

amusement which seems to have such a firm

hold of young men that it is very difficult to

stem the tide."
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News of the County Work

A business men's Bible class is demon

strating in Richford, Franklin County, Vt.,

that the county work adapts itself to all

classes.

At a "Big Doings" in Scranton, Greene

County, la., a town of 1,000 people, over 150

men were entertained recently by a group of

Ames College boys, who were holding special

evangelistic meetings in the town. The social

night won the men of the town, so that 150 at

tended the meeting and several clear-cut con

versions resulted.

Onarga, Iroquois County, 111., has a group

of twelve of the most representative business

men in the town doing personal work. At the

first meeting conducted by "The Twelve,"

seventy-five men were present and four ac

cepted Christ Since that time continuous

spiritual results have followed.

The canvass for the $15,000 building in

Madisonville,' Hopkins County, Ky., has been

successfully completed and plans are being

drawn for a headquarters building for the

county work. This marks a radical step in

Kentucky's county work.

The two organized counties in Iowa sent

twenty-five delegates to the recent state con

vention at Muscatine. They were picked men

•who are leading in the work at nine different

local points.

State County Work, Secretary West, of

Ohio, reports the organization of a strong

Association at Miamisburg, Montgomery

County. Representative business men are in

charge. Attractive rooms have been opened.

Monmouth County, New Jersey, held its or

ganizing convention November 22, with 76

delegates and visitors registered. Twenty

towns were represented. This is the largest

representation recorded in the history of the

county work. A budget of $1,800 was author

ized and has been pledged.

W. G. Mason, of Hillsdale, Mich., began

work as secretary in Franklin County, Ver

mont, November 1. Organization has already

been effected at three points and eight young

men have accepted the Christian life.

The State Committee of Maine has decided

to inaugurate the county work in Aroostook

County, the northernmost county in the state.

State secretary Dudley has already begun the

investigation of the county and is meeting with

a hearty response.

The Provincial Committee of Ontario and

Quebec has decided to institute the county

work, and January 3 will begin the organiza

tion of York County.

Thirty-five of the eighty members at Free

hold, N. J., are enrolled in Bible study. Two

rooms have been added to better accommodate

these classes.

Forty boys have just organized a boys' de

partment of the Monmouth County, N. J., work

at Long Branch. Two small rooms have been

secured for the Bible classes and boys' meet

ings.

Lebanon, Pa., is putting this neat card, in a narrow

black frame, in the hotels and barber shops

of the city.

nung men are cordially invited to the

Reading Room at the Y. M. C. A.,

8)4 Cumberland Street.

onthly and weekly magazines,

church and Y. M. C. A. periodicals

and daily papers on tile.

ome any time between 9 a. m. and

10 p. m. Traveling men and

strangers always welcome.

meeting for young men every

Sunday at 3.15 p. m. Short

practical talk and gcoJ singing.

Changes in Boston

The army and boys' work of the Boston As-

ciation are to be placed on department bases

with secretaries in charge. W. B. Oliver, who

has been Bible study secretary, will take the

army work. Mr. Oliver will also be called boys'

work director for the entire city. The plan

is to make a thorough study of the field under

a committee of management composed of busi

ness men interested in boys, with the hope of

affiliating with some of the boys' organizations

in the churches and elsewhere in the city.

These changes involve the appointment of J. E.

Smiley to supervise the religious work in the

central building, although he will still keep

his hand on the college work.

Indianapolis, Ind., reaches twenty-five shops

and factories at the noon hour, with fifteen-

minute addresses to over 500 men. The

result is that the evening school has a larger

number of employed men than ever. The

directors of one manufacturing concern voted

to remit six months of the apprenticeship

period to every man who came to the employ

of the company from the Association course in

ornamental iron draughting. This means an

increased earning capacity to each man of

$124 in the first six months. The Bible school

has 241 students in twelve classes, as com

pared with 132 students in four classes last

year. The Sunday meetings since November

13 have averaged in attendance 1,545 men, and

300 have accepted Christ.
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THE TWENTY-THIRD STREET BRANCH, NEW

York, membership has climbed up to 3,194, 160

being life members, 1,500 at $15, 300 boys and

the balance $5 members. Three shop classes

are conducted, reaching 200 men a week. Meet

ings in the hall averaged nearly 500, and at the

strangers' Sunday night tea 170. The minstrel

show club of 50 men for two nights filled the

hall. The proceeds of $150 will furnish a club

room. A literary society with 90 members has

won several debates recently. The Camera

Club has 50 members.

HARLEM BRANCH, NEW YORK CITY, HAS

twenty pastors in a pastors' gymnasium class.

THE NEW YORK STATE COMMITTEE HAS

added $3,000 to its endowment fund, making

the total $23,000.

THE BEST THING THAT THE RAILROAD DfiPART-

ment of the International Committee has yet

issued is the 1905 booklet showing the de

velopment for the previous year. It is not

strange that the outlook for the next twelve

months is so promising when the record of

the past is considered.

RIDGEWAY, PA., ASSOCIATION, WHILE IN THE

midst of a $40,000 building canvass, and with

practically no equipment and only one em

ployed worker, conducts three weekly shop

meetings, three Bible classes and a yoke fel

lows' band. The new building is expected to

open for work before fall.

DURING THE PAST YEAR ATLANTA HAS CON-

ducted 316 religious meetings, with the follow

ing results : 7,759 requests for prayer and over

1,500 professing to enter the new life. The

Fred Smith Personal Workers' Club is doing

strong work among the churches, having held

104 cottage prayer meetings, and during Janu

ary having had the pleasure of seeing 54 men

and boys confess Christ

PAWTUCKET, R. I., RECENTLY HAD 500 BOYS AT

one of F. A. Strough's illustrated sermons.

THE HISTORICAL LIBRARY OF THE SPRING-

field Training School is greatly in need of

ten copies of ASSOCIATION MEN for June, July

and September, 1904. Associations that may

be able to supply these are asked to communi

cate with J. T. Bowne.

KENOSHA, Wis., HAS RECEIVED AN ENDOW-

ment bequest of $10,000 from the estate of

W. W. Cooper, only the interest on the money

to be used. A canvass has been started to ac

quire an annex property at a cost of $15,000.

MILWAUKEE. Wis., WHICH WAS OFFERED

$10,000 by business men toward its new build

ing, has had the amount increased to $25,000.

STOUGHTON, Wis., HAS ALL MONEY SUB-

scribed for the furnishing of rooms and main

tenance for a year, but cannot find suitable

quarters. The amount covers gymnasium and

baths and salary of secretary.

WINONA, MINN., NOW HAS $30,530 PLEDGED

toward its new building.

DENVER PAPERS REPORT THE PURCHASE OF

ground at a cost of $35,000 for a building.

A CLERK IN TOLEDO, WORKING TEN HOURS A

day for a shoe company, secured in the past

ten weeks $2,250 from 125 men on the build

ing canvass.

WORCESTER, MASS., HAS PROVIDED A SECRE-

tary of its own for China.

KNOXVILLE, TENN., ADDED 150 MEMBERS IN

a contest between the "Japs" and the "Rus

sians."

BEDFORD BRANCH, BROOKLYN, EARLY IN

February suffered from a severe fire which

destroyed the gymnasium.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS., HAS REACHED ITS MEM-

bership goal of 1,200.

ST. JOSEPH, Mo., GAVE MORE THAN 3,000

baths during the past month. Average daily

attendance at the rooms, 250; total attendance

at the young men's meetings, 509.

AT THE PEORIA, ILL., ANNUAL BANQUET THE

guest of honor was Lieutenant-Governor Sher

man.

WALLA WALLA, WASH., is WELL ON THE WAY

toward a $30,000 building.

A REPORT HAS JUST REACHED US THAT A

lease for a building with 90-foot frontage has

been secured for the Association work in

Havana, Cuba. Secretary Hubbard considers

the location the finest in the city. The build

ing includes seven dormitories and the only

swimming pool in the city, which measures

40 by 70 feet.

IF ANY ASSOCIATION MAN IN THE WESTERN

States or Australia chances to meet a young

man by the name of Orville M. Ritter, he will

confer a great favor by immediately notifying

George A. Ritter, Box 234, Nauvoo, III

THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY'S AN-

nual statement, as issued from Newark, shows

some enormous figures. During the year the

Prudential paid to policy-holders over $13,000,-

000, while since the organization of the com

pany the total payment to its policy-holders has

been over $92,000,000. In cash dividends and

other concessions, not stipulated in original

contracts, the Prudential has paid to holders of

old policies over $5,000,000. The company's as

sets have increased over $16,000,000, making

total over $88,000,000. The company owns over

$12,000,000 of real estate; over $27,000,000 of

railroad bonds; over $10,000,000 of municipal

and miscellaneous bonds and United States

Government bonds ; over $4,000,000 of national

bank and trust company stocks. Over $6,800,-

000 cash was held on January 1st in 259 banks

and trust companies throughout the United

States and in the office, of which $6,154,000 was

drawing interest.
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THE NEW JERSEY STATE COMMITTEE HAS

closed the year free of debt, having raised

$10,700 and liquidated $1,400 in outstanding

notes. This is the best financial showing this

state has made.

EAST SIDE BRANCH, NEW YORK, HELD ITS

first theater meeting on February 12, with 800

in attendance.

COLORADO SPRINGS, COL., HAS JUST CONDUCT-

ed an indoor gymnastic contest. Eight men

each from four Associations of the State were

entered. The first boys' department confer

ence met here February 27-28, with forty dele

gates present. All the discussions were led by

boys. A State camp will be conducted this

year.

LANCASTER, PA., HELD A WEEK'S MEETINGS.

with C. H. Yatman in charge. The average

attendance was 800, and 140 men and boys

indicated their desire to begin the Christian life.

AUBURN, N. Y., HAD FORTY BOY MEMBERS

at a banquet, the winners in a "get-one" con

test. A check for $100 was recently received

from a local shoe manufacturer, in fulfillment

of his pledge to pay one half the membership

fees of all his employees.

PEORIA, ILL., HAS IN ONE OF ITS EDUCATIONAL

classes a Syrian, a German, a Frenchman and

eight Swedes.

BUCYRUS, O., NOW HAS A MEMBERSHIP OF

240, 63 applications being received in Janu

ary. Four hundred is the target. Boys' rooms

are being fitted up. A school for the instruc

tion of railroad men is held each Monday,

with the assistant trainmaster as instructor.

ADRIAN, MICH., is TO RECEIVE $2,000 BY THE

provision of the will of Mrs. Dorcas Whitney.

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATION

has 400 men in Bible classes, with eight of the

fraternities conducting classes in their chapter

houses.

IN RIVERSIDE, CAL., FACING A LOW ORANGE

market and one bank failure, the Association

paid all bills, put aside $500 to reduce the

mortgage indebtedness, paid $125 for foreign

work, $5 for boys' work, $50 for State work,

and had $127 cash balance on hand, together

with unpaid pledges amounting to over $350.

HAMILTON, ONT., HAS ACHIEVED A NEW

record in Sunday afternoon meetings, the

average recently being 500. Great stress is

laid on personal work done in the offices and

parlors of the Association.

THE YOUNGSTOWN, O., ASSOCIATION, WITH

the improvement in business conditions in the

city, finds a constant better outlook. The

physical department has secured E. A. Stocker,

a graduate of Oberlin and for several years a

member of the faculty of Rayer School, as

physical director.

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD DEPARTMENT,

Philadelphia, recorded an attendance in the

past year of 27,499 at Sunday meetings, 5,224

at shop meetings, and at all services 43,569 at

158 meetings, besides 8,387 in Bible classes. It

paid all bills, reduced the mortgage $2,500, se

cured a gold medal from the St. Louis Expo

sition, added a new pipe organ and grand

piano, founded four tents at Denver Health

Farm, a cottage at Dwight Farms and a club

house for boys at the beach, organized an Ital

ian branch for railroad men and kept things

humming.

DAYTON is MAKING A STRONG CANVASS FOE

the closing up of the $70,000 needed for its

building. Thirty young business men pledged

to secure $500 ea'ch, calling themselves The

Fifteen Thousand Dollar Club. Fifty mem

bers have organized a Ten Thousand Dollar

Club to secure $200 each. The plans of the

building have been thoroughly revised and will

be noted next month.

SAXONY HAS A TRAINING COURSE FOR Asso

ciation presidents. It recently had thirty-five

officers in attendance at one meeting.

GEORGE S. BUDD, STATE SECRETARY OF OHIO,

who has been ill since September, is now able

to resume active duties. During his five

months' illness, however, he has written some

of the strongest, cleverest, most able paragraphs

that have appeared in Association literature,

and given direction to the operations of his

associates from his home.

THIS IS THE MOTTO OF THE BuXTON, IA., COL-

ored Miners' Association: "Work and work

hard. Nobody ever made anything doing

nothing for nobody."

BRADFORD, PA., is CERTAIN OF A NEW BUILD-

ing, as $8,000 was pledged at a conference sup

per February 13, $5,000 of the sum being

pledged by members of the board of directors

and $3,000 by the younger men present An

attempt will be made to raise $50,000.

NEWS OF THE DEATH OF THE REV. WlLUAM

A. Wynne arrives as the paper is about to go to

press. Mr. Wynne was active at Nashville,

where he was known as "Billy Wynne," one

of the big four of the old Porter Rifles, and

was one of the most popular and manly young

men in that city. He was secretary at Macon,

Ga., at Birmingham, Ala., Dallas, Tex., and

state secretary of South Carolina.

THE PARAGRAPH ON PAGE 240 ATTRIBUTED TO

Pasadena, Cal., should have been to Redlands.

PASADENA, CAL., SPENT $500 FOR NEW EQUIP-

ment last year and paid off $3,000 debt. Mem

bership fees and over half of its expenses were

last year $2,249, and $1,676 were received from

subscriptions.

ALBANY HAS AN OUT-DOOR CLUB, WITH

twenty members, which has led in skiing, snow-

shoeing, skating, hockey, tobogganing, and in

summer will take up rowing, canoeing, swim

ming, cross-country running and trapping, and

arrange extensive matches with other Associa

tions.
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The Pearlhaven Association at Brook-

liaven, Miss., reports a daily attendance at the

rooms of 50 lumbermen, and that the box ball

alleys and pool tables are in constant use.

Educational classes have been started and a

reading club organized with a circulating li

brary of seventeen volumes. A branch has

been opened at a logging camp in an old eating

car, which is used as the reading and game

room. Evening educational classes are con

ducted there twice a week.

Charleston, S. C, has just had a mort-

gagc-burn-ing. The figures, $12,500, were on the

paper, which was executed in 1890. In the past

year $1,500 has been spent in improvements,

and architects are working on plans for a new

bath plant and swimming pool, involving an

expenditure of $7,000.

Portland, Ore., has conducted for the

past year three meetings simultaneously in the

Association building on Sunday afternoons ;

one in the gymnasium for boys between twelve

and fifteen years, one in the reception room for

boys fifteen to eighteen, and the great men's

meeting in the auditorium. On a recent Sun

day a local art store covered the walls of the

auditorium with sacred pictures.

The Philadelphia Association has issued

a handsome pamphlet in honor of its fiftieth

anniversary, giving the program of the cele

bration and the progress of the fifty years in

detail.

St. Louis Central has 2,655 members, the

highest number in its history'- Four hundred

and thirty men are enrolled in Bible classes.

Two thousand dollars a year is contributed to

the work in India.

In Nebraska there is an awakening along

religious lines among the young Christian men

in regard to their responsibility toward their

fellow-men, and not a few of the student insti

tutions have done a greater work than ever

before. In many of them groups of men have

been organized to do personal work, dividing

the list of the men in the school who are not

Christians among the Christian men and trying

by prayer and personal contact to win them

to Jesus Christ. This hopeful sign of a great

revival movement is not confined to the student

work alone, but reaches also to the railroad

and city work. During 1904 hundreds of men

in small towns have expressed a desire to live

Christian lives, and nearly one hundred have

united with churches.

The Bangor, Pa., Association reports that

■>0 of its members have entered the Christian

life through meetings held every afternoon and

evening. Fifty men are doing personal work.

At Brooklyn Central 100 men prayed and

worked for the salvation of 100 others. A con

secration meeting was held and attended by 70.

On the following Sunday 1,300 men attended a

large meeting, resulting in 100 requests for

prayer and 43 definite decisions. Meetings

were also held between 9 and 10 o'clock at

night, so that the men in the educational and

gymnasium classes could attend. These aver

aged 100, and ten to twelve men decided for

Christ each night. F. E. Taylor has conducted

ten-minute noon services at some of the fac

tories. At the conclusion of the series in one

factory, where 150 men attended the meetings,

25 declared their intention to live the Christian

life.

SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

Abbott, W. B., New Orleans, La., res.

Clark, S. S., Fremont, Neb., res.
Cleaver, YVilliam, Los Angeles, Cal., res.

Fisher, W. B., Victoria, B. C, res.
Hansen, H. N., Elmira, N. Y., res.
Hicks, A. K., Pocatello, Idaho, to Long Island Cily,

N. Y. (R. R.).
Jennings, A. G., Childress, Texas, to Pocatello, Idaho

(R. R.).
[ones, Neason, Long Island City. N. Y. (R. R.), res.

Kimbrough, R. L.. Morristown, Tenn., res.
Luther, D. E., Atlanta, Ga., res.
McNelly, E. D., Assistant, Dayton, O., to West Side

Department, Chicago, 111.
Mahan, Frank, Lynn, Mass., dec.
Poulson, C. H., Secretary, Iroquois County, HI., to

Brookhaven, Miss.
Robson. C. O., Stellarton, N. S., to North Sydney.

N. B.
Smith, J. C, to Bar Harbor, Me.
Thompson, Eugene, to Cuero, Tex.
Tibbitts, F. B., Rutland, Vt., to Wilmington. Del.
YounU, C. P., Brookhaven, Miss., to Monroe. La.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

Althouse, C. O., Ed. Dir., Philadelphia, to Camden.

N. J.
Relden, S. B. D., to Watertown, N. Y.
Gould, W. J., to Chadron, Neb. (R. R.).
Hoyt, F. E., Bridgeport to New Haven, Conn.
Scriver, J. H., to Montreal, Que. (R. R.).

Slusser, E., Hoxie, Ark., to Sapulpa, I. T.
Smith, A. L., to Washington, D. C.
Starmcr, W. T., to Hoxie, Ark. (R. R.).
Stevens, E. R., Philadelphia Central Department, res.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.

Itunde, C. H., to Green Bay, Wis.
Miller, E. F., Clarksburg, W. Va., res.
Meissner, C. H., to South Side Branch, St. Louis. Mo.

Price, C. H., Los Angeles, Cal., res.
Uoyer, J. C, to Clarksburg, W. Va.
Scott, A. J., South Side Branch, St. Louis, to E. Lib

erty Branch, Pittsburg.
Smith, T. B., Louisville, Ky., to Memphis. Tenn.

BOYS' WORK DIRECTOR.

Graham, J. L, Los Angeles. Cal., res.

COUNTY SECRETARY.

Cullens, Archibald, to Monmouth County, N. J.

ASSOCIATION CALENDAR

STATE CONVENTIONS.

South Dakota, Mitchell, March 11-12.
North and South Carolina, Asheville, N. C, March

11-14.
Wisconsin. Fond du Lac. March 10-12.
Texas, Hillsboro. March 18-21.
Connecticut. Meriden. March 23-26.

Maine, Bath, May 5-7.

Lake Geneva Dates, 1905.

College Student Conference, June 16-25.
Summer School for Secretaries and Physical Directors,

July 4-28.
Conference on Boys' Work, July 29-Augujt 8.
Conference of Volunteer Workers in city, town, rail

road and industrial associations, August 4-13.
Camp open to members and guests, June 26-Septem-

ber 1.
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An Adequate Attempt to Evangelize the Men of a Qty

A Study of Cleveland's Undertaking—By the Editor

The Cleveland Central Association, with

3,900 men each week in shop meetings, Bible

classes and cottage study groups and prayer-

meetings, and in the meetings and Bible classes

in its central building, is an example of what

is possible for an Association to do for

the evangelization of the men of

the cit/. There are 50,000

men employed in the 600

shops and manufac

tories in Cleveland.

The men in the

shops univers

ally receive the

classes with fa

vor, although

at least 70

per cent, of

them are

non - Chris

tians or of

non - evan-

g e 1 i c a 1

faiths, and

in one shop

seven teen

nationalities

are employed.

We question if

there is an Asso

ciation existing

which conducts as

thorough, sane and

far-reaching religious

work as this in Cleveland.

It is a continuous, all the

year round and year after year

evangelistic movement for men, and is not

confined to the Association building. It has

nothing of the superficial, sensational or inci

dental elements of the popular evangelistic

campaign conducted by some extreme evangel

ists for a fortnight. Men attend these shop

classes and meetings week after week for

years. - They become acquainted with the

story of the life of Christ until He looms up

before them in His great and divine character

and as Saviour. Prejudices against the church

and Christianity are broken down, their lives

are changed and they decide intelligently and

heartily to follow Him with whom they have

become acquainted. Neighborhood

prayer-meetings are established

in their homes, the men

are brought into the

church, with their

lives given to

Christ's service.

It is this con

tinuous influ

ence of years

which counts.

Oneisstruck

with the

simpl icity

and human-

ness of the

methods

of w o r k.

There is no

public ad

vert isi ng,

and "conver

sions" are not

announced—in

fact, these are

considered but

passing incidents,

unless the man is led

to a life of genuine ser

vice.

This Association has certainly

discovered a way to the l.ves of men by a

method which is adaptable to every Associa

tion, whether in a college or a manufacturing

or mining town, and which is not limited to

shop men. It found that when non-Chris

tian men would not come to the building it

could go to them and keep on going. This is

the natural approach—personal and continu

ous. " Keeping eternally at it brings results.'
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The classes and meetings are not limited to

the shops and homes of workingmen. Groups

meet for Bible study in a clerk's bedroom at a

boarding house ; in an employer's office or beau

tiful home, where friends and associates are

grouped ; in the directors' room of a great cor

poration ; in street car barns at 4 o'clock in the

morning, or with the night-shift in a foundry

at midnight, and at the Association building.

The Cleveland Association has steadily re

fused to write about the classes or work, and it

was only through a visit by the editor and his

participation in these meetings and classes and

persistent questioning of laymen and secretaries

who are leading in it that a fair study could be

secured of this remarkable and comprehensive

undertaking to evangelize the men of a city.

From the first plunge into the meetings one

is impressed with the fact that there is nothing

amateurish about the undertaking. Directness,

intelligence, force and seriousness characterize

these skilled men who are engaged in Christian

izing as a business. One comes out of the week

feeling that he has gone through a revival, but

without strain, sensationalism or superficiality.

The gospel is presented without apology or

trimming, the teaching is straight out to men

who live in Cleveland and work in its shops,

and the songs used are gospel songs with heart

in them.

During the five years that these meetings

have been held the leaders have become thor

oughly acquainted with the men to whom they

speak and whom they teach. They know their

lives, for annually 12,000 calls are made at the

men's homes. They have a gospel for the

present moment for the men present, and they

have unlimited faith in it and not a speculative

interest. Their great concern is to make men

what they ought to be. They are working to

get men into the Kingdom of God and His

church, rather than into the Association, and

believe this is to be done mainly through Bible

teaching. They are engaged in a campaign for

all the men in the city, and are not afraid to

push things. They have no conscience about

asking a man to do Christian work. Here are

some of the practical suggestions worked out

from their experience.

How to Begin Shop CI asses

It is necessary first to get the consent of the

manager, and he makes many objections, de

claring that "the men will not come"—experi

ence has shown that they will. Then that

"there is no place." Any place will do, except

a formal place with pews and seats which kill

a meeting. The "attendance must not interfere

with duties," and it is necessary to see that it

does not. The class must stop promptly two min

utes before the whistle blows for return to work.

Put up posters printed on rough paper two

days before, announcing that will speak

and • will sing, etc. Visit about shop and

in n free and hearty manner without being

"fresh" invite the men to the meeting. On

the day of the meeting be there a half-hour

before time, get the men who promised to come

to be present, begin the meeting on the second,

usually at 12.15, where the noon hour is 12 M.

to 12.30, and close on time (12.28) without fail.

Let the question of holding a second meeting

be put to a vote, but put the vote in such a way

that it cannot fail to carry. It is not necessary

to begin with secular songs, entertainments or

a lunch to catch the attention. The strongest

instincts in a man are the religious and social

and the direct appeal to them is most effective.

Have good music or none, for there are many

fine musicians in the shops, especially among

the foreigners. If possible, form a choir or

quartet among the men. A portable organ or

cornet is the best instrument to lead.

The secretaries are not above carrying the

organ themselves. Make it a point to get the

men to sing. The meeting is not to entertain,

but is serious business. Start one meeting at

a time, and never give it up. Cleveland men

have found that they can get into any kind of

a shop, where any language is spoken, and

under any and all conditions, but it takes tact

and a keen acquaintance with all kinds of men

to do it. Opposition, ridicule, hatred, fanati

cism and indifference must be met and overcome.

By no means allow the men to get the im

pression that the shop management is back of

the meeting, nor make it a leverage for secur

ing Association membership or support .

Persistence, as well as teaching ability, is

necessary to gain and grip a class. A group of

fourteen men signed for a special class, but

when the leader came to teach it, none was

present. He called at their homes to urge their

attendance the next week, and when out left his

card, "hoping to see you next week." Week

after week the same experience faced him, but

he persisted. Inside of two months he had a

class of twenty men, and within a year seven of

them had united with the church.

Teaching the Lesson

Teach the life of Christ (a series of fifty-two

lessons have been outlined). Every lesson

should center around an individual or hang on

a story. The question method of address is

largely followed, although the leader answers

his own questions. Let the teaching be in

structive, not exhortative, and adapted to the

needs of the men in the class, in language they

can understand. Talk with men as men and

having a man's need of God. Do not consider

whether a man is a Roman Catholic, a

Lutheran, an Episcopalian or a Methodist, for

doctrinal differences must not appear.

The following is a sample of the lessons used

in Cleveland. This outline is sketched on
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heavy manila paper or a blackboard and may

be read from :i distance:

THE TEMPTATIOff OF JESUS

Lute 4: 1-13

1 What experience hadJesusjust passed

through ? Lu\e 3: 21, 22

2 Did Satan appear to him in bodily

form ? 5

3 Were his temptations real? Heb 4: 15

4 What Were these temptations ? 3-12

5 Where Was the Wrong?

6 HoW did Jesus overcome? 4. 8, 12

7 Was he tempted frequently? 13

S HoW does the temptation help us?

Heb 2: 17, 18

ONE OF THE FIFTY-TWO LESSONS IN THE

LIFE OF CHRIST.

Mr. Nash, when teaching the first lesson in

a class where the majority were non-church

men, has caught the attention of the men by

reading extracts from the writings of noted

infidels, showing that a man's attitude toward

religious matters makes no difference as to his

interest in the Bible, and that the teaching of

the Bible is practical for every-day life. A

few facts are given about the geography, noting,

for instance, the smallness of the country cov

ered by Christ's personal ministry. A second

lesson shows Christ as a man, a carpenter sup

porting a family of seven.

Occasionally a question may be announced,

such as, Who is the happier, the Good Man

or the Bad Man? or Can an Honest Man

Speculate? (This lesson hits gambling.) In

one of the classes two men agreed to take sides

on a subject, who in shop language "Got cold

feet and crawled." The leader made it so

warm for them by jollying that they came up

to the discussion and an apparent failure was

made a winning success.

The Leader

A good number of the Cleveland classes are

taught by laymen. This plan must be followed

if the Association is to conduct classes in any

large proportion of the 600 shops in the city.

The leader must know men, as well as the

Bible, and be able to get "elbow to elbow"

with men. He is not paid. He should not be

a man employed in the same shop with the

men in his class, but may come from the next

shop. A leader must not be changed.' He

must know the language of the shop. He must

be alert to meet any kind of an emergency—to

turn the laugh on the interruptions of a man in

the crowd wh(5 puts a "poser." It is hardly

necessary to state that he must be clean in his

life, straight in his business and able to keep

his temper.

The leader must be patient about securing re

sults, always teaching with the purpose that the

lesson shall grip a man's life, awaken him to

thought and study. He need not make the appli-

cation'direct, but teach the lesson in such a way

that the man will apply the truth to his own

life. He should tell a story well, to point a lesson,

but above sll be able to acquaint men with

Christ and lead them to admire and love Him.

Often the strong and unreasoning prejudice

against the church in a shop makes it imprac

ticable for a clergyman to teach the class.

A leader should know the labor problems, bul

not discuss them. He should feel convinced of

the sufficiency of God to meet the need of any

man, and that the greatest need is divine help.

He should know the theories of the socialist,

but leave them alone, as well as every fad.

freak-fancy and political issue. He is there

first of all to acquaint men with Christ, making

His teachings which bear on the spiritual life

apply to every day life.

A leaders' meeting is held weekly, conducted

by the religious work secretary, when one of

the lessons is taught, as he would teach it,

which is uniformly followed in the classes.

Prayer is not always made in the services, for

the meeting time is but thirteen minutes, but

the prayerful spirit pervades and talks on

prayer are given in the course of the lesson.

There are also many Roman Catholics, Luther

ans, Episcopalians to whom voluntary prayer is

strange and objectionable.

Learn of men who are sick and call on them

at their homes. As a regular thing do not em

ploy "special music" or paid musicians.

The leader must look upon the men as men.

rather than as a class of men to be saved. He

should learn their names quickly, should not be

above them, should not talk about the Associa

tion or try to "work" them for membership.

Neighborhood and Cottage Meetings

There are some sixteen cottage meetings at

the homes of men of the railroad Association

and of the shops, which are tremendously ef

fective. These are usually conducted by the

men themselves and often as Bible classes.

At one of the special shop services, held after

two years of teaching in that shop, men were

urged to, and many did, take the stand for the

Christian life. Five of those who responded

were asked by the leader, who knew them well.

if they would open their homes to a group

service or Bible class. Every one of them did.

One of these was a German, forty-five years

old, who had been excommunicated from the

Roman Catholic Church twelve years ago be

cause he joined the Masohs. His wife had

never been to church except at her marriage
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ceremony. They had three children sixteen to

nineteen years of age who had never attended

church or Sunday-school. His wife consented

to the meeting in their home. He brought in his

neighbors, with several of whom he had had

trouble.

At one such meeting in the home of a rail

road man which we attended there were some

thirty people present, not one of whom attended

Church a year ago. All but a few who were

specially invited that night were church attend

ants and members. This is in accord with the

program marked out, which is to make every

man take some responsibility and gather a

group of men around him. Cleveland men

don't bother much about organization and com

mittee meetings, but aim to get a man to look

out for one meeting and then they help him

with- the best ideas to be had. The cottage

group class or meeting is one of the factors

which can be doubled, trebled and quadrupled

with little or no additional expense to an Asso

ciation.

" The Round Up "

After two years of teaching in the shops

without "drawing the net," meetings are some

times held every noon for a week, when im

mediate decision is urged. At one such meet

ing, recently conducted by Mr. Booth, forty

men made the decision, and at another, led by

Mr. Pearsall, twenty-four men. Meetings are

held occasionally in the churches in the neigh

borhood of the men's homes. Previously to

such meetings neighborhoods are thoroughly

canvassed, announcements are made extensively

by cards and placards in the shops. At two

such services, on one Sunday, seventy men re

corded their purpose to be Christians.

At one of the street railway meetings, where a

few men could be caught for a few minutes be

tween runs, the most interested man present

had not been to church before joining the class

for seven years.

At one shop, where every noon there were

sixty-four packs of cards played in a tourna

ment for money, it took a hard and clever fight

to secure a footing. One of the secretaries re

cently said, in speaking of the classes : "Court

criticism, be alert and ready to change the plan

when necessary, and pray continually."

One man, when business permits, plays the

organ at five noon classes each week, has an

evening Bible class in his home and is one of

the "special representatives."

Illustrated religious papers, such as The

Christian Herald and Union Gospel News, are

occasionally distributed and eagerly received

by the men.

At the Association Building

Five years ago Mr. Shurtleff made a study of

the Sunday afternoon service, and found that

the attendance, not only in Cleveland, but in the

majority of cities, was made up largely of pro

fessing Christians and men who attended

church. Then he grappled with the problem.

The "Sunday Club" was announced. A pro

gram of orchestral music began at 2 p. M., then

an address in the gymnasium, with music fol

lowing for half an hour, then a half-dozen

"Clubs" met, which were, in fact, Bible classes,

some having a hundred members, such as the

Guthery Bible Class and the Carnation

Group. These clubs take for study a uniform

lesson. While there is no organization there

is a secretary, and a record is kept of the at

tendance by cards filled out each Sunday by the

men attending. The social element is promi

nent. The aim of the teaching is to bring the

truths of the Bible to bear on life; to take up

practical questions, but always in the light of

the teaching of Christ. The members are con

stantly recruiting these clubs with non-Chris

tian men. At a special meting held in one

church twelve members of one Sunday club

became Christians. Far more non-Christian

men attend these Sunday groups than formerly

attended the men's meeting, with its extensive

advertising, urging, popular addresses and

music. Over 100 men can be named who were

members of The Sunday Club groups, who

have become Christians and can now be de

pended upon for any service.

A Monday Night Club lunches at 6 p. M. and

then breaks up into Bible class groups. These

are made up to a large extent of men who are

"new" in the Christian life.

These classes meet all the year round at the

building. Instead of attracting a passing pro

cession of men, as at the stereotyped men's

meeting, a constant group of interested men

are attracted, who are taking a continued

course of study, are identified with the "clubs,"

and thus under continual influence and are led

into the Christian life and service. New courses

naturally fall into groups of men of like minds

and Christian training.

Christian Representatives About Town

There are fully 100 men living in all parts

of the city engaged in all lines of business and

trade, from the insurance man and the head

of a business house to the fireman and the high

school boy, who are delegated to act the part

of Christian friends -to the scores of men who

each month announce their decision to live the

Christian life. The purpose of the Association

is that this number shall be constantly in

creased. Its leaders believe that every Chris

tian man should be doing something definitely

and constantly to bring men into the Kingdom

of God. These men are not organized, but

they are continually given work to do; indi

viduals to be responsible for and urged to

make "personal work" a plan of their life. One

man, an insurance agent, made it his chief
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business on two trips to New York to follow

up a man in whom he had been interested, in

order to lead him into Christian service, and

he succeeded. Special pocket memorandum

books are furnished, to be turned in to be

checked up monthly when names are trans

ferred to the office card index. Occasional

meetings are held to inspire and advise with

the men. This is the plan with every man who

becomes a Christian. It is a campaign of edu

cation laid out for years, and is successful.

One fire engine driver, who became interested

through a service at his engine house, brought

his captain and lieutenant into the Christian

life and church membership within three weeks.

A secretary has a class of high school boys.

One of these was drawn into "individual work,"

in which he had had no direct interest, but he

had a warm admiration for his leader, who

suggested, "I want you to help me get

straightened out." The reply was : "I am not

straight myself." Then the way was opened

for a straightening out for all.

Bible Classes for Boys

There are two big boys' departments in the

city enrolling over 1,000 boys. That on the

West Side is two miles from the central build

ing and devoted entirely to work for boys be

tween twelve and eighteen years of age. Sev

eral Bible classes are held in line with this plan.

In some of the shops boys' classes are held, and

before the gymnasium class on Saturday morn

ing at the Central building a ten-minute talk is

given by one of the secretaries.

Some Results

Employers say that the whole moral atmos

phere in and about their shops has been changed

since the meetings were inaugurated. Another

states that the good influences of the class are

felt throughout his shop and men are more

contented. Eight to ten nationalities are em

ployed there. The company voluntarily gave

the Association $500 per year. Several men

joined the church from one shop meeting; the

Association did not even know that they had

become Christians, but the men attributed the

influence which led them to this step to the

weekly Bible study in the class. No at

tempt is made to tabulate results, nor write

up newspaper reports of the meetings.

We were unable to get any statement from the

Association, or even an estimate, of the number

of men who had declared their purpose to begin

the Christian life at these services. What this

Association thinks of as most important is to

lead a man to enter upon a life of Christian dis-

cipleship and service. A conversion is not

counted unless it leads to this. At the meet

ings conducted by Mr. Booth—the regular shop

meetings and "round-ups" in one shop and

two churches—fully 175 men declared their pur

pose to enter the Christian life. Our impres-

FLASH-LIGHT SNAPSHOT OF A BOARDING

ROOM CLASS.

sion is that at least 1,000 men each year,

through the Bible classes and meetings in shops

and the Central Association, become Christians.

The names of fully 5,000 men are found on the

card index as members of the Bible classes, or

who have become Christians, are interested, can

be interested, could engage in service or ought

to, and such personal notes about them. These

cards are in constant use. The men are in

vited to special meetings in their neighborhood ;

the "representatives" call upon them; some are

referred to pastors for church membership or

care. On every card the individual condition

and need is indicated. This Association is

after the man, not men in bulk, classes or

groups.

Neighborhoods have been transformed, the

language in the shops cleansed, saloon trade

lessened, individual character corrected ; men

join the church and Association, aid in Chris

tian service, support their families, establish

family prayers and neighborhood meetings in

their homes, and become better workmen and

citizens because of the influence of the teach

ing upon their lives.

The Cleveland Association employs two re

ligious work secretaries and an office secretary

and spends $8,700 a year for its religious work,

$1,500 of which is for an Association secretary

in China. This work can be doubled with very

little additional expense, as homes and shops

are opened and services are conducted by lay

men under the secretary's direction.

A CLASS IN A BUSINESS MAN'S HOME.
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31»

66

53

82

19

The following program of an average week

of religious services conducted by the Cleveland

Central Department, together with the attend

ance, shows the extent and gives an idea of its

work. The average at these seventy meetings

and classes is 113, and the total weekly attend

ance nearly 4,000:

One Week's Program

SUNDAY: Attendance.

9.00 A. H.—Group Bible Class—Church 21

11.00 A. M.—Group Bible Class—Church 21

11.30 A. 11.—Group Bible Class—Church 13

11.30 A. M.—Group Bible Class—Church 11
3.00 r. M.—Men's Meeting—Building a1Q

4.30 P. M.—Carnation Group—Building

Guthery Bible Class—Building. . . .

Problem Club—'Building

Employment Group—Building

Don't Care Group—Building 24

7.30 p. M.—Men's Meeting—Church 160

MONDAY:

11.30 A. »J.—Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Engineer

ing Co 147

11.30 A. II.—Bardons & Oliver 72

11.30 A. M.—American Washboard Co 64

11.30 A. ii.—Linndale Shops 22

3.00 P. H.—Street Car Barns 21

6.45 p. 11.—Studies in the Life of Paul—Build

ing 19

Life of Christ—Building 12

New Testament Outlines—Building. 17

Bible Subjects—Building 7

7.30 P. M.—Individual Workers' Conference—

Building 21

7.30 p. M —Group Bible Class—Home 10

7.30 p. M.—Home Class—Home 14

TUESDAY:

4.30 A. it.—Street Car Barns 33

10.80 A. M.—Street Car Barns 81

11.30 A. M.—Acme Machinery Co 74

11.30 A. M.—Taylor & Boggis Foundry Co.

(English) 86

11.30 A. )l.—Taylor & Boggis Foundry Co.

(Bohemian) 47

11.30 A. M.—Federal Manufacturing Co 188

11.30 A. 11.—Standard Welding Co 69

11 30 A. M.—Dangler Stove & Manufacturing Co. 119

12.30 NOON—Office Building Bible Class 24

6.30 P. M.—Shop Leaders' Bible Class—Build

ing 5

6.30 P. M.—Bosworth's Bible Class—Building. . 68

7.30 P. II.—Sunday Club Leaders' Bible Class—

Building 10

7.30 p. M.—Group Leaders' Bible Class—Build

ing 7

TUESDAY—Continued: Attendance.

8.00 p. II.—Arena Club—Building 67

7.80 P. 11.—Home Class—Home 19

WEDNESDAY:

11.30 A. M.—Cleveland Hardware Co 122

11.30 A. M.—Cleveland Punch & Shear Works.. 89

11.30 A. M.—Columbian Hardware Co 68

11.30 A. M.—Kinsman Street Shops 147

6.80 p. 11.—Teachers' Training Class—Build

ing 13

7.30 p. M.—Group Bible Class—Home 11

7.30 p. M.—Group Bible Class—Home 9

7.30 p. M.—Neighborhood Meeting—Home.... 17

THURSDAY:

11.30 A. ii.—Chandler & Price 74

11.80 A. M.—Standard Tool Co 92

11.30 A. II.—Pennsylvania Car Shops 67

7.80 p. 11.—Home Bible Class 23

Home Bible Class 27

Home Bible Class 17

Group Bible Class—Home 12

Group Bible Class—Home 16

Home Bible Class 14

Neighborhood Meeting—Home 10

Neighborhood Meeting—Home.... 17
Group Bible Class —• Boarding

House 12

Group Bible Class—Church 14

FRIDAY:

11.30 A. 11.—Cleveland Twist Drill Co 41

Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co 87

Cleveland Stamping & Tool Co 47

Cleveland Armature Works 42

Linndale Shops 67

Inter-State Foundry Co 112

12.30 NOON—Individual Workers' Conference—

Building 12

7.30 P. 11.—Social Study Club—Building 84

SATURDAY:

11.00 A. M.—Street Car Barns 46

Street Car Barns 21

11.30 A. M.—National Carbon Works. 273

The Cleveland Association is not the only

Association conducting similar classes and

meetings. Dayton, O., Warren, Pa., and many

other cities have such undertakings in hand,

and last year the attendance at shop meetings

exceeded 500,000. The plan is capable of

adaptation by every Association. By it the As

sociation will reach a larger number of men

more thoroughly than by any other plan we

have yet seen attempted.

BROCKTON BOYS' COMMITTEE FORCE WHICH ENTERTAINED THE STATE BOYS'

CONFERENCE.



Prospecting for Men

By Ralph Connor—An Incident in "The Prospector"

"What are you, anyway?" he inquired.

"Well, my boss told me to-day I was a pros

pector." Shock's mind reverted, as he spoke,

to that last conversation with his Convener.

"Prospector," echoed the old man. "What

for, land, coal?"

"No, men."

"What ?" The old man looked as if he could

not have heard aright.

"Men," said Shock again, simply and ear

nestly.

REV. CHARLES W. GORDON—RALPH CONNOR.

Bill was hopelessly puzzled. He tried to get

at it another way.

"What's your company?" he inquired. "I

mean who are you working for?"

Before answering Shock paused, looking far

past Bill down the trail, and then said, sol

emnly, "God."

Bill started back from his companion with a

gasp of surprise. Was the man mad? Put

ting the incident of the whisky and this answer

of his together, he might well be.

"Yes," said Shock, withdrawing his eyes

from the trail and facing Bill squarely. "That's

my business. I am after men." He drew from

his pocket a small Bible and read : "Follow

me and I will make you fishers of men."

When Bill saw the Bible he looked relieved,

but rather disgusted.

"Oh, I git you now ! You're a preacher, eh ?"

"Well," said Shock in a tone almost confi

dential, "I'll tell you I'm not much of a

preacher. I don't think I'm cut out for that,

somehow." Here Bill brightened slightly. "I

tried last night in town," continued Shock,

"and it was pretty bad. I don't know who had

the worst of it, the congregation or myself.

But it was bad."

"Thinkin" of quittin'?" Bill asked almost

eagerly, "because if you are I know a good job

for a fellow of your build and make."

"No, I can't quit. I have got to go on."

Bill's face fell. "And perhaps I can make up

in some other ways. I may be able to help

some fellows a bit." The sincerity and hum

ble earnestness of Shock's tone quite softened

Bill's heart.

"Well, there's lots of 'em need it," he said in

his gruff voice. "There's the blankest lot of

fools on these ranches you ever seen."

Shock became alert. He was on the track

of business.

"What's wrong with them?" he inquired.

"Wrong ? Why, they ain't got no sense. They

stock up with cattle, horses and outfit to beat

creation, and then let the whole thing go to

blazes."

"What's the matter with them?" persisted

Shock. "Are they lazy?"

"Lazy! not a hair. But when they get to

gether over a barrel of beer or a keg of whisky

they are like a lot of hogs in a swill trough,

and they won't quit while they kin stand.

That's no way for a man to drink I" continued

Bill in deep disgust.

"Why, is not this a prohibition country?"

"Oh ! Prohibition be blanked ! When any

man kin get a permit for all he wants to use,

besides all that the whisky men bring in, what's

the good of prohibition?"

"I see," said Shock. "Poor chaps. It must

be pretty slow for them here."

"Slow !" exclaimed Bill. "That ain't no reason

for a man's bein' a fool. I ain't no saint, but I

know when to quit."

"Well, you're lucky," said Shock. "Because

I have seen lots of men that don't, and they're

the fellows that need a little help, don't you

think so?"

Bill squirmed a little uneasily.

"You can't keep an eye on all the fools unless

you round 'em up in corral," he grunted.

"No. But a man can keep from thinking

more of a little tickling in his stomach than he

does of the life of his fellow-men."

"Well, what I say is," replied Bill ; "every

fellow's got to look after himself."

"Yes," agreed Shock, "and a little after the

other fellows, too. If a man is sick "

"Oh ! now you're speakin'," interrupted Bill,

eagerly. "Why, certainly."

"Or if he is not very strong."

"Why, of course."
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"Now, don't you think," said Shock, very ear

nestly, "that kicking a man along that is already

siiding toward a precipice is pretty mean busi

ness, but snatching him back and bracing him

up is worth a man's while?"

"Well, I guess," said Bill, quietly.

'That's the business I'm trying to do," said

Shock. "I'd hate to help a man down who is

already on the incline. I think I'd feel mean,

and if I can help one man back to where it's

safe I think it's worth while, don't you?"

Bill appeared uncomfortable. He could not

get angry, Shock's manner was so earnest,

frank, respectful and sincere, and at the same

time he was sharp enough to see the bearing of

Shock's remarks upon what was at least a part

of his business life.

"Yes," repeated Shock with enthusiasm,

"that's worth while. Now, look here, if you

saw a man sliding down one of these rocks

there," pointing to the great mountains in the

distance, "to sure death, would you let him

slide, or would you put your hand out to help

him?"

"Well, I believe I'd try," said Bill, slowly.

"But if there was good money in it for you,"

continued Shock, "you would send him along,

eh?"

"Say, stranger," cried Bill, indignantly, "what

do you think I am ?"

"Well," said Shock, "there's a lot of men

sliding down fast about here, you say. What

are you doing about it?" Shock's voice was

quiet, solemn, almost stern.

"I say," said Bill, "you'd best put up your

horse and feed. Yes, you've got to feed, both

of you, and this is the best place you'll find for

twenty miles round, so come right on. You're

line ain't mine, but you're white. I say,

though," continued Bill, unhitching the cayuse,

"it's a pity you've taken up that preachin' busi

ness. I've not much use for that. Now, with

that there build of yours."-—Bill was evidently

impressed with Shock's form—"you'd be fit for

almost anything."

Shock smiled and then grew serious.

"No," he said, "I've got to live only once, and

nothing else seemed good enough for a fellow's

life."

"What, preachin'?"

"No. Stopping men from sliding over the

precipice and helping them back. The fact is,"

and Shock looked over the cayuse's back into

Bill's eyes, "every man should take a hand at

that. There's a lot of satisfaction in it."

"Well, stranger," replied Bill, leading the

way to the stable, "I guess you're pretty near

right, though it's queer to hear me say it.

There ain't much in anything, anyway. When

your horse is away at the front leadin' the

bunch and everybody yellin' for you, you're

happy, but when some other fellow's horse

makes the runnin' and the crowd gets a'yellin'

for him then you're sick. Pretty soon you git

so you don't care."

" "Vanity of vanities, all is vanity," " quoted

Shock. "Solomon says you're right."

"Solomon, eh? Well, by all accounts he hit

quite a gait, too. Had them all lookin' dizzy,

I reckon. Come on in. I'll have dinner in a

shake."

Fried pork and flapjacks, done brown in the

gravy, with black molasses poured over all and

black tea strong enough to float a man-of-war,

all this with a condiment of twenty miles of

foothill breezes, makes a dinner such as no

king ever enjoyed. Shock's delight in his eat

ing was so obvious that Bill's heart warmed

toward him. No finer compliment can be paid

a cook than to eat freely and with relish of his

cooking. Before the meal was over the men

had so far broken through the barriers of re

serve as to venture mutual confidences about

the past. After Shock had told the uneventful

story of his life, in which his mother, of course,

was the central figure, Bill sat a few moments

in silence and then began : "Well, I never knew

my mother. My father was a devil, so I guess

I came naturally by all the devilment in me,

and that's a few. But"—and here Bill paused

for some little time—"but I had a sweetheart

once, over forty years ago now, down in Kan

sas, and she was all right, you bet. Why, sir,

she was—oh ! well, "taint no use talkin", but I

went to church for the year I knowed her

more'n all the rest of my life put together, and

was shapin' out for a different line of conduct

until " Shock waited in silence. "After

she died I didn't seem to care. I went out to

California, knocked about and then to the devil

generally." Shock's eyes began to shine.

"I know," he said, "you had no one else to

look after—to think of."

"None that I cared a blank for. Beg pardon.

So I drifted round, dug for gold, ranched a lit

tle, just like now, gambled a little, sold whisky

a little, nothing very much. Didn't seem to

care much, and don't yet."

Shock sat waiting for him to continue, but

hardly knew what to say. His heart was over

flowing with pity for this lonely old man whose

life lay in the past, gray and colorless, except

for that single bright spot where love had made

its mark. Suddenly he stretched out his hand

toward the old man, and said: "What you

want is a friend, a real good friend."

The old man took his hand in a quick, fierce

grip, his hard, withered face lit up with a soft,

warm light.

"Stranger," he said, trying hard to keep his

voice steady, "I'd give all I have for one."

"Let me tell you about mine," said Shock,

quickly.

Half an hour later, as Bill stood looking a^ter
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Shock and rubbing his fingers, he said in

soliloquy : "Well, I guess I'm gittin' old. What

in thunder has got into me, anyway? How'd

he git me on to that line? Say, what a bunco-

steerer he'd make! And with that face and

them eyes of his I No, 'taint that. It's his

blank, honest talk. Hang if I know what it is,

but he's got it ! He's white, I swear ! But

blank him ! he makes a fellow feel like a thief."

Bill went back to his lonely ranch with his

lonely, miserable life, unconsciously trying to

analyze his new emotions, some of which le

would be glad to escape, and some he would

be loath to lose. He stood at his door a no-

ment looking in upon the cheerless jumble of

boxes and furniture, and then turning, he gized

across the sunny slopes to where he could see

his bunch of cattle feeding, and with a sigh that

came from the deepest spot in his heart, he

said: "Yes, I guess he's right. It's a friend I

need. That's what."—Copyright, Fleming H.

Revell Company.

Seventy and the Seventy Times Seventy or the Modern Revival

A Message from the Heart of the Schenectady Revival

BY DR. HENRY W. MAIER, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

The impression is taking hold of the Chris

tian conscience that the world is about to have

a great revival of religion, and the question is

asked, Who is to carry 'it on? The eyes of the

world have suddenly been turned to the lay

men of the church. We have been so accus

tomed to the work of a Finney or a Moody

that we have been awaiting another such to

arise with power when suddenly in many

places (notably Wales) revivals are in progress

under lay leadership. There is much to indi

cate that the next great revival is to be thus

carried on.

After sending out the twelve, Jesus sent out

other seventy also, and with the limited num

ber of his followers it is at least supposable

that this was the limit of his available human

force. When he saw their fewness, he added:

"Pray ye therefore the lord of the harvest, that

he would send forth laborers into his harvest."

Isn't it time that prayer was answered, and

answered by the Christian laymen, not that he

should make more ministers for our pulpits, but

more helpers in carrying his evangel to other

people ?

Conditions emphasize the fact that if the

work is done the layman must do it. The pres

ent conditions are that the minister is shut off

from the people that need reaching. He is shut

away from them in their business and work.

Modern adjustments give the privileges of fel

lowship only to those engaged in the same pur

suits, or to those who are brought into contact

with one another in business. The minister in

trying to get into personal touch is a factor that

interrupts and is not desired. The large manu

facturing concerns are unwilling that he should

use their time in getting acquainted with their

men. A minister cannot join the social life of

all people; he is finite, and it would be an of

fence to Christian sentiment for him to take

part in some social functions. The more need

there is of Christian influence and life the

farther separated from it is the minister by

his position. And then again for divers rea

sons the minister cannot join the clubs, fra

ternal organizations and unions that embrace

almost all people. Do not these conditions em

phasize the fact that you men, who of necessity

come in contact with men in their daily work,

you who have the privilege of the social life

of the community and can join the clubs and

unions, that you must be the evangelists if they

are to receive the gospel of Christ? You can

carry it to them, and if you can you ought.

There is another thing to be considered, a

leading not to be mistaken, and that is that

within the last fifty years there have sprung up

interdenominational organizations, such as the

Young Men's Christian Associations, Young

Women's Christian Associations and Young

People's societies, whose sole purpose is the

training of the Christian—training for what, if

not for the work of Christian evangelism?

Why the seventies and seventy times seventy in

training for years unless some time, somewhere,

they are going to be used? And what other

work could they honestly engage in after this

training? The time has come; the laymen are

prepared; send out the seventies into the world

with the evangel of Jesus.

Some one may get concerned about the min

istry, that it becomes a useless factor in the

kingdom if this is the plan of the age. Jesus

did not become a useless factor after he had

sent out the seventy. He reversed things a lit

tle. He was the leader in everything before;

now he was going to follow up their work and

establish it. They were to go to every city,

whither he himself would come. He would

follow up their work. There is a large work

and a great sphere for the ministry in being

as their master, following up and establishing

the work done. Another thing to remember,

while those seventy were out, one night at least

of the time that they were on their mission,

Jesus spent on the Mount of Olives, and when

he retired there he did it to pray. Those

seventy went, followed by his prayers unto the

Father. A large work for the ministry.



The Revival in a Man's Own Life

BY SAM D. GORDON.

There is where every revival is born and

grown. There it fights for life and wins its

way, or is checked in the horning. Every

movement among men has been first a move

ment in some man. And movements in the

. SAM D. GORDON.

highest sphere—the spirit-sphere—are no excep

tion. The German Reformation was forged on

the anvil of an unknown monk's quivering heart.

The French Revolution existed in all its inten

sity and suffering in the individual lives of

thousands of French peasants and Parisians

before its climax in the mass changed a nation

and shook a world.

Every feature of the English revival of the

eightenth century was first etched with cutting

steel-point in the living hearts cf a few Oxford

students. What the crowd feels some man has

already felt. Every revival is produced first in

miniature in some man or men. It has been

so. It will be so. For the crowd, the city, the

nation is but the individual mulitiplied.

A friend in the Eastern States is scattering

through correspondence and otherwise a little

card said to have come from England. It reads :

"O Lord, send a revival, and begin in me."

That is purest philosophy. In some "me" has

begun every revival, whether consciously or

not, whether traceable or not. Shall we not,

every one of us, make that prayer, and then

give God a free hand in answering its second

petition. The Welsh maiden in a Cardigan vil

lage, to whose testimony some have traced the

beginning of the fire in Wales, simply said, pas

sionately, with trembling lips : "If no one else

will, then I must say that I love the Lord Jesus

Christ with all my heart." She had experi

enced in her soul what the thousands since

have been experiencing.

To-day the nation, the world, needs a new

consciousness of God, which shall transform

the lives and the life of the world. How shall

it come? Let us first say what a revival is not.

It is not meetings, and music, and preaching

and crowds. There may be these and no re

vival. There may be none of these, yet a real

intense revival. These are incidental externals.

These may accompany, yet they are but an

outlet of pent-up feelings.

A revival is a new consciousness of God, His

presence, His stern uncompromising purity,

His tender love, His intense concern for us.

That new consciousness brings by contrast an

inner vision, of sin, of unworthiness, of selfish

ness. It brings hatred of sin, whether cultured

or coarse, of selfishness, whether rough or re

fined. There comes an inexpressible yearning

to be pure, a passion to please God, to have

others know Him, a forgetting of the meaning

of sacrifice in the passion for God and for men.

How shall the revival come? Very easily,

though it may lead you an uneasy road for

a while. But an earnest man won't mind that.

This way; pray this prayer: "Search me, O

God, and know my heart, and let me know it as

Thou dost know it. Try me and know my

thoughts, innermost, undermost, my thoughts

and purposes, motives- and passions, and help

me know them as Thou dost know them. And

see what way there be in me that grieves Thee,

and help me see what Thou dost see. And lead

me"—and here the prayer becomes a purpose

with iron in—"lead me out of that way unto

Thy way, the way everlasting."

Let every earnest man pray that prayer,

quietly, unhurriedly, honestly, on his knees in

the morning, and at night, under his breath at

the desk, or bench, in the crowd, day after day,

as a habit. Then will come a new sense of

God, a war spirit toward sin, a yearning to be

pure, an instinctive turning to God's Book, a

finding it in bigger, blacker type than before, a

crying of your innermost being after God.

Then, too, will come a burning concern about

others, a new eagerness to do something, a new

tact in approach. And these will go on intensi

fying in your soul as you steadily keep open-

faced to God. That is a revival. It will spread.

Fire catches. Yet you will not begin to know

a tithe of the result till the morning break up

the East of a new clay.

Shall we make that prayer? You and I?

Shall we not? For Jesus' sake. Aye, for

men's sake, splendid men befooled about God,

who can get God only through us in touch with

Him—for men's sake, too, in Jesus' name.



A Bright Prospect

By S. M. SAYFOED.

The outlook for evangelism in our land has

not been so bright in many years. Our greater

cities are being stirred religiously. The lead

ing denominations are giving attention to the

matter of winning men to Christ by the preach

ing of His Gospel. Our leaders, without an

exception, are in an expectant attitude. The

glad news from England and Wales stirs our

hearts and turns our faces to the Great Head

of the Church, so that everywhere believers are

crying for an outpouring of God's Spirit. We

have come to realize our need. Why the delay

of that for which many have been praying since

before dear Moody went away? May it not be

that we have lost time by spending so much

time in discussing organization and methods?

Is it not possible that we have gone to work

without confessing our sins? But little re

flection is necessary to convince us that we are

"backslidden children." Some of us are adrift

through intellectuality and some of us through

immorality. A man may be as far away from

God through the one as through the other, and

in either case confession of sin is necessary.

Mr. Mott's Impressions

Mr. Mott, who has just returned from his

remarkable, fruitful evangelistic campaign at

Oxford and Cambridge universities, had an op

portunity while in Great Britain to come in

touch with the wonderful revival now in prog

ress in Wales.

Mr. Mott's impressions regarding this spiritual

movement, which is just now demanding the at

tention of all Christians, were asked. He said

that he was profoundly impressed with the ex

tent and fruitfulness of the revival. Up to the

time he sailed it was estimated that over 80,000

persons in Wales had professed conversion.

With the possible exception of his last visit

to Japan, he said that he had never been in a

country where from one end to the other of the

land the Spirit of God was working with such

manifest power.

The revival is reaching all classes of society.

It seems to be gathering momentum from month

to month. The ethical character of the revival

is one of the best evidences of its genuineness.

Mr. Mott agrees heartily with all that has been

said in the press of America on this point.

Wherever "he went he found that the converts

were showing the genuineness of the work of

God within them by the decisive way in which

they have cut from their sins, and have shown

forth the power of Jesus Christ in the every

day relationships of life. Even the casual ob

server, in walking along the streets of the cities

is impressed by the way in which spiritual

Some of us are dazed amidst the interrogation

points which intellectual unbelief has hung

about many of our theological seminaries. The

spirit of criticism has possessed us. Evangel

ists are criticized—many of them deserve it.

The Bible is criticized. God is criticized. We

question methods used by others and experi

ment with our own, and while thus engaged

God uses the "old methods" with Torrey in

England, and pours out His Spirit in mighty

power on Wales without methods.

In order for us to receive what God has so

graciously promised and is waiting to bestow

we need to return unto Him and to acknowl

edge our transgressions. If we put ourselves

into His hands, withholding nothing, will He

not "open the windows of heaven and pour" us

"out a blessing that there shall not be room

enough to receive it" ?

Suppose we prove our God. Try Him with

the offering of ourselves Jfnd see how soon ours

shall become "a delightsome land." A good

place to begin is in the heart of the one who

reads these lines. Try it.

of the Welsh Revival

power has overcome the forces of intemperance

and impurity.

It is preeminently a joyful revival. Meetings

are devoted largely to song, and as the audi

ences steal away from the meetings late at

night or in the early hours of the morning

they continue singing until reaching their doors,

and as long as even two of them are found to

gether they continue in song. In no other lan

guage than the Welsh do the hymns express

more deeply spiritual emotion and aspirations.

Evan • Roberts, who is but twenty-six years

old, and a layman, is a good object lesson to

Christian young men as to how God will take

up and use a young man who is humble, clean,

courageous and sensitive to the voice of the

Spirit. In all his experience Mr. Mott has not

met a person who impressed him as being more

constantly and implicitly under the leading of

the Spirit.

It is a sign of great encouragement that all

nations and races are so eagerly interested in

this marvelous spiritual movement. Mr. Mott

found in attendance upon the meetings depu

tations from all parts of the British Isles, from

different European countries and from North

America. He learned that the demand for lit

erature describing the revival is literally world

wide and growing. Reports keep coming in

that fires are being kindled in the most distant

parts of the world through the use of this intel

ligence.
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Fred. Smith in India

On the last day Mr. Smith was in Allahabad

he spoke four and one-half hours in a large

meeting, in which 78 young men declared for

the Christian life. He was four days in Bom

bay, where 65 men came to the decision. He

held campaigns in Colombo, Bangalore, Cal

cutta, Rangoon, Insein, Agra, Lahore, Allaha

bad, Cawnpore, Bombay, Poonah and Madras.

He often had Indian audiences of 700 in cities

and colleges. At one place men crowded the

windows and every possible place to hear, and

many were turned away. Mr. Turner, secre

tary at Lahore, said as the men poured in to

the service : "Smith, there must be a lot of

people praying for you somewhere, for the faith

for this victory was not in Lahore." In India

Mr. Smith delivered 62 addresses and was 20

nights on railroad trains, traveling 8,100 miles.

At the Indian convention at Bangalore were

100 delegates of differing language, caste and

dress, besides twenty secretaries. Mr. Smith ad

dressed the convention on The Victorious Life

and Personal Work, and 60 men gave their

names as desiring to live the Christian life

at the closing meeting of the men's mission.

E. C. Carter, writing of Smith's visit to

India, says:

"I must confess that before Smith left

America I occasionally feared just a bit that

the difference in conditions might make him

somewhat less effective than in America. These

months since he landed have been a great re

buke for my lack of faith. The real greatness

of the service God has enabled him to render is

beyond calculation. The increasing of the faith

of our own secretaries, the widening vision of

boards of directors, the greater belief in the

Association on the part of the big men in all

the cities, have been some of the splendid re

sults. One of the strongest messages has been

one so needed in India, where a narrow idea

of the Association tends to prevail—the mes

sage that the all-round, manly, vigorous Chris

tian life is what the Young Men's Christian

Association stands for. But greater than all

these are the priceless lives that in scores have

been led to seek first the righteousness of God."

Dr. Ewing, writing of Mr. Smith's meeting

in Allahabad, says : "It was marvelous to see

men rise at his meeting. No effort, no blaze,

no demonstrations, and I suppose 75 men at

least are soundly converted. He spoke three

or four times to non-Christian audiences and

was listened to, and held for an hour and a

quarter the largest non-Christian audience I

have ever seen in our city church, the place

packed. An Indian audience is usually tired

in twenty minutes."

Mr. Smith is now in Australia and is due in

California early in May.



Underbuilt with Bible Study

BY ROBERT E. SPEER.

I believe that the development of the Bible

study work of the Associations, as projected, is

the greatest need of the Association work to

day. It is needed for the religious work of the

Associations. Where the Sunday afternoon

meetings are well attended, the Bible study

work is required to follow them up and to

conserve their results. Where the Sunday af

ternoon meetings are poor, all that they would

accomplish can be done by groups of men en

gaged in Bible study, and bent on using their

knowledge for the persuasion of other men.

None too much emphasis has been placed upon

the importance of presenting the Gospel to

crowds of men, and every effort should be

made to maintain and make more powerful the

men's meetings of the Associations ; but far too

little emphasis has been placed on the impor

tance of conversational evangelism, of the use

of Bible classes and the common social inter

course of life for winning men to Christ. It is

true that the Associations have strongly em

phasized this, but it needs stronger emphasis

still, and it is receiving this stronger em

phasis in these new plans for the promo

tion of Bible study. And it is not only

the religious work of the Associations that

needs to be reinforced in this way. The entire

work of the Associations needs to be under

built with Bible study. Its physical and edu

cational departments ought to be interpene

trated by it.

In this matter the Associations have a great

opportunity. There are many men, embracing

the great host of workers in the Association,

who are already active and earnest in the

churches. Thev are in the Association work

because they were already in the work of the

Church, and they saw that this was a good

opportunity to win men. But there are many

other men whose ear the Association has who

are' not in the churches. They think that the

type of religion offered them in the Associa

tions is different from that in the churches.

They are wrong in this, but their feeling in the

matter gives the Association an opportunity

which is practically its own, to reach these men

and to educate them to the study of the Bible.

This will be the means of relating many of

these men to the Church, and meeting thus a

criticism commonly, and. as I think sometimes

justly, made against the Associations, that they

are not attaching men to the service and wor

ship of the Church. The development of the

Bible study work offers a possibility of yet

closer relationship and cooperation between the

local Associations and the local churches.

I believe that the Association is right in re

taining and insisting upon the educational idea

in its Bible study plans. In his excellent book

on Education in Morals and Religion, Professor

Coe deprecates "devotional Bible study," but I

think he is wrong. To study the Bible as we

study Euclid or Plato, or Mill or Ganot may

have no effect whatever upon the soul of a man

or his character. The kind of Bible study

which the Associations ought to do is the kind

they are planning to do, namely, the study of

the Bible in the interest of personal religion, as

the revelation of a living, personal Lord, our

Father, to us His sons, to show us how to live

among men and how to live in His Spirit.

There is unlimited need of this kind of study.

It is of infinitely more importance than the

critical or literary or historical study of the

Bible, necessary as these are.

The time has come for the energetic develop

ment of the Bible study work in a way that

calls for such specialized work as the interna

tional Bible secretary has been doing with hi^

characteristic fine spirit and wisdom. No bet

ter work can be done by the Associations than

the work of making Bible students of men

whose aim in their study will be to find out how

they ought to live and what the world ought

to be made.

How to Teach the Bible

BY W. W. WHITE, PH.D. •

There are two kinds of teachers, the infor

mational and the inspirational ; one who gives

information and one who inspires the student

to find out for himself.

The person taught should be considered a;

to his personality and possibilities. This may

be comprehended in three words—adaptation,

cooperation and progression.

The person teaching must be a genuine

Christian personality, sympathetic, patient,

firm, nobly, serious, enthusiastic, etc. ; he must

know his subject and its relations, human

nature in general, and his pupils in particular,

the fundamental principles of education; he

must do—question, tell, show.

1. Teach the Bible itself, and not so much

things about the Bible.

2. There should be a definite assignment of

work—not too much or not too little.

3. Require definite results on the work as

signed.

4. Encourage original investigation. Avoid

telling anything which the student himself may

discover.

5. Make a good deal of review. Do not be

afraid of repetition.

6. Try concerted work. It stimulates by ap

pealing to the ear; it is enjoyable; it rests.

7. Let there be also a preview—how to go

about the next lesson assigned.



Conversational Evangelism—The Two Methods—El

BY FRED S. GOODMAN.

We have studied the meaning of the evangel

and the need of a fresh emphasis on the simple

telling* of the joyful message. The "good

news" is the story of the life, death, resurrec

tion, and present saving power of Jesus the

Son of God. To evangelize is to tell this glad

story to needy men. The privilege of telling

the story belongs to all redeemed men. The

work of evangelization halts because all Chris

tians do not understand, or ignore their privi

leges and responsibility.

What are the methods by which our Lord

planned to have the tidings made known?

Practically there are but two methods, although

the printed page is used effectively to supple

ment these two methods.

There is first, what we may call the discourse

method. This includes sermons, addresses,

lectures, formal talks, even to small groups.

Its characteristic feature is that one person

does the talking. In the early church this was

the exceptional and not the common method.

We moderns have reversed the order. To us

"preach" and "evangelism" suggest a some

what formal service in a hall or meeting-house.

This method is an attempt to evangelize by

wholesale. Such a proclamation of the evangel

either in the open air or in a public building

will always have an important place. Never

theless, judging by its direct results in win

ning aliens to God, its importance has been

exaggerated. The frequently mentioned New

Testament illustration, the great address of

Peter on the day of Pentecost, does not war

rant the usual assumption. As Dr. Turnbull

has pointed out, that address was the culmina

tion of a long period of preparatory work by

John the Baptist and Jesus and His disciples.

The occasion was unique; a great religious fes

tival was in progress, in which the coming of

a Messiah was always proclaimed. There

were, moreover, at least five hundred believers

on hand for prayer and personal testimony.

Formal preaching has the first place in public

instruction, in awakening the social conscience,

in creating public sentiment and in molding in

tellectual and spiritual life, but the platform

as a means of winning men to decision does not

deserve its present exclusive prominence. How-

has this method assumed its prominence? It

appeals to the imagination. We arc impressed

by big things. Great speakers, large audiences,

great occasions, are inspiring and the effect

contagious.

Again, this method seems to be economical.

A great meeting or a campaign promises to do

in a short time a greater work in leading men

to decision than most Christians expect to do

in a lifetime single handed. This method

makes the inactivity of the average Christian

less serious. What matters it if I am neglectful,

so long as my pastor is doing a mighty work

for the unsaved in our neighborhood ?

The drift of public discussion, books or

preaching, the training of the schools and the

examples of the few great evangelistic preach

ers of the past two hundred years have com

bined to exalt the discourse method into its ex

clusive place in the mind of the average

American Christian.

How was the evangel heralded over the civ

ilized world in the first few generations after

Christ? Dr. Trumbull says: "Pulpit preach

ing (or evangelizing) has had undue promi

nence among Protestants since the days of the

reformation. In the days of Chrysostom and

Augustine the preacher was readier to con

verse from the pulpit with the individual than

is the modern preacher. In other words, mod

ern preaching as a means of evangelizing has

neither the approval of high antiquity nor of

practical reasonableness. More persons can

be won to Christ singly than collectively." A

multitude of facts confirms this statement. The

great evangelistic campaigns do not depend on

the sermons for harvesting the results and

gathering the sheaves into the fold. A recent

study of the statistics of the leading denomina

tions shows that great sermons alone seldom

win men to a decision. For example, in the

eighty-four largest churches in the Presbyterian

Church North, the net gain last year was

nearly a third less than in the denomination as

a whole. Furthermore, over 56 per cent, of all

the accessions came from the Sunday-schools.

These facts are not presented as a criticism,

but rather to show how ineffective the discourse

method proves to be when not preceded, ac

companied and followed by the other method

which the present papers seek to press on the

attention of the men of our movement.

This other method we have called "Conver

sational Evangelism." The principal differ

ence between this and the discourse method is

not the size of the audience. In that method

one person does the talking. In this both the

messenger and the audience, whether one man

or a dozen, participate in the discussion of the

theme. The difference is fundamental. For

example, a member of a family or a social

group hears and believes the good news. Fol

lowing the promptings of a grateful heart, he

feels impelled to talk about his new Friend and

give a report of his personal experience. His

torically, Christianity began when John and

Andrew, having "found" Jesus, went away and
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evangelized each his brother. The first ten

chapters of John are full of Conversational

Evangelism. So is the book of the Acts.

This method means more than so-called per

sonal work. It is illustrated in chats between

mother and daughter, father' and son, at the

fireside, the teacher and his Bible class in

church or Association, the pastor and his par

ishioners, wayside conversations between

friends or strangers on the highway of life,

shop classes, home classes, and the many varied

ways in which men "talk it over" and the be

liever informally reports about his relation to

Christ. This is the most natural and uniformly

effective method of proclaiming the good news.

Such a statement is no reflection on the other

method. But that needs no emphasis. This is

the neglected method. Furthermore, this

usually makes the other effective in the last

analysis.

In an able paper presented at the Congrega

tional Council last fall, Professor Steiner, of

Iowa College, made the following statement.

Apparently no one in that great gathering took

exception to it: "Finally we must enlist the

laity in this work (evangelism). We cannot

reach the masses by tolling the bell and wind

ing up the preacher. The chief business of the

preacher is to teach the members to be win

ners o.f souls." Here is the true keynote. The

leaders in the Church and the Association must

arouse themselves to the urgency of the situa

tion. By voice and pen and example we must

bring again to the front, as a part of the normal

program of every Christian, the old principle of

"all at it and always at it." Our magnificent

lay movement must stand for this more than

ever. Our splendid leadership, our matchless

organization, our many and increasing points

of contact with the world of unsaved men, put

upon us a tremendous as well as glorious privi

lege. Do we see the vision? "Follow me, and

I will make you fishers of men."

Mr. Sayford in His Old Field

S. M. Sayford spent a month in Pennsylva

nia in evangelistic work among college students,

February 12 to March 13. In one institution

forty-four men expressed purpose or desire to

be Christians. Several hundred Christian men

covenanted for a purer life. Upward of 200

men publicly expressed concern for that life

which is had only in Christ.

A college president said in the presence of a

number of students: "A few years ago I was

a senior in college, with my life-work unde

cided. My inclination was for mining engi

neering. A tempting proposition was under

consideration. Just then Mr. Sayford came

to our college. Under the influence of one of

his meetings I heard the call of God and de

cided to enter the ministry. Completing my

studies I accepted the pastorate of a church,

from which I have recently been called to the

presidency of this college." This man was

present at every meeting during Mr. Sayford's

recent visit and rendered great help in inter

esting students, among whom he is very

popular.

In marked contrast to this college president is

another who during the month referred to

learned of the coming of a prominent religious

lecturer to his institution, and when informed

that the visitor was likely to preach to the

students said : "My God ! what do we want

with sermons here? We've more in town now

than we know what to do with."

Mr. Sayford is welcomed back to his work

among college men, where God has so richly

blessed him in the past.

Mr. Mott at Oxford and Cambridge

John R. Mott, secretary of the World's Stu

dent Christian Federation, has just returned

from England, where he conducted a series of

remarkable meetings in the old universities of

Oxford and Cambridge. He spent nearly two

weeks at each center, having a meeting each

day, very largely attended by the undergraduates.

These were said to have been the most largely

attended series of religious meetings ever held

in these universities. The interest constantly

increased and became so deep that Mr. Mott

was obliged to spend over five hours each day

in personal interviews with men who brought

him serious questions pertaining to their faith,

temptations and life work. Even after limiting

these interviews to fifteen minutes and then to

ten minutes, he was unable to see all who came

to him. In addition to giving addresses on

apologetic and evangelistic lines, Mr. Mott

made special missionary appeals, which bid fair

to result in large numbers of men offering

themselves to the foreign service. Although

Oxford is admittedly the more difficult field for

religious effort, the interest shown and the re

sults achieved were even greater than in Cam

bridge. It was interesting to note that men of

all schools of thought and faith attended the

meetings and were influenced by them. One re

port coming to us from Oxford states that at

one of the principal evangelistic meetings to

ward the close of the series over two hundred

students, in the most public and courageous

manner, indicated their desire and purpose to

accept Jesus Christ as their divine Saviour and

Lord.

While in the British Isles Mr. Mott con

ducted seven conferences at different centers in

England, Scotland and Wales, with leaders of

the different Christian bodies, to discuss the

question of getting more students of ability- to

enter the Christian ministry. One of these

conferences was called by the Archbishop of

Canterbury and another by the president of the

Free Church Council.



To Keep Things Snapping in the Gymnasium

BY GEORGE L. MEYLAN, M.D.

Unless young men make friends, find con

genial companions and have a good time in

the gymnasium, they are not likely to renew

their membership. This problem is being solved

to some extent by means of the club idea.

Young men of like tastes and interests can be

organized into clubs, where close personal re

lations and social intercourse is possible. By

this means they form ties and friendships

which serve to keep them in the Association for

a longer time. These clubs have taken various

forms. Some Associations have water sport

clubs, which look after the activities of the

pool, unite the men especially interested in

swimming, and hold frequent exhibitions and

occasional contests. Some have fencing clubs.

Basketball leagues within Associations serve the

same purpose in uniting members. Successful

clubs have also been organized for wrestling,

football, baseball, cross-country running and

for athletics. Some Associations have obtained

good results in developing and maintaining the

interest of the members by holding large socials

and banquets. Monthly suppers are found very

successful in this regard, accompanied by music

and other entertainment. The group contest

feature, originated by George W. Ehler, in Chi

cago, has been quite generally adopted, and

many Associations have used it with good re

sults. The idea is simply that the members of

any given class that meets regularly are di

vided into two or more groups in charge of a

captain. After regular sessions of the class the

groups meet in competition in basketball, volley

ball, relay races and athletic events.

One aim of the physical department, which is

receiving more attention each year, is that of

interesting the younger men—those from

eighteen to twenty-five years of age. The

period of susceptibility to religious and moral

influence decreases rapidly from fifteen to

twenty-five, and after twenty-five it is exceed

ingly small. It is well known that the things

which interest young men no longer attract

middle-aged and old men, and vice versa. AH

kinds of contests, particularly in athletic events,

have been used by nearly every Association. To

give in detail the various devices used to get

the best results from competition and eliminate

objectionable features would take too much

space. A few important principles evolved by

experience are: (1) To encourage general

competition, in which the good, medium and

poor athletes take part; (2) to discourage the

tendency in athletes to make the winning of

prizes and breaking of records their chief aim ;

(3) to foster frequent competition within the

Association and only occasional competition

without the Association; (4) to maintain an

absolute standard of fair, gentlemanly conduct.

Contests based on the Pentathlon and on the in

door test are used extensively with good re

sults. The advantage of this plan is that it en

courages all-round exercise and leads a greater

number of young men to take part. It serves to

maintain interest throughout the season.

The Associations use various features to keep

the interest of the younger members. One de

votes Saturday evenings to a general good

time, calling all exercises by catchy names. On

one night a week exercises and all kinds of

marching are done to music. Occasionally pa

triotic songs are sung during the marching.

One Association has a weekly paper for the

gymnasium men, of which the physical director

is editor, and two members of the class are as

sociates. The paper is typewritten and posted

on a special board.

It is important to secure the interest of busi

ness men in the gymnasium, both for their

financial support and for their influence. At

tempts and failures have been made in this di

rection. The reason for failure is usually that

business men have been expected to use the

gymnasium dressing-rooms and bathrooms, to

gether with a lot of boisterous high school lads,

and also that the work given to the business

men has not been well adapted to their needs.

Some cities solve this problem through busi

ness men's gymnasium clubs, where better and

ampler dressing-rooms and private baths are

furnished and special instruction adapted. In

one Association nearly 200 men pay $25 a year

for such a privilege. In another a large busi

ness men's class has been built up by offering

double-size lockers, special hours in the gym

nasium, etc.

The Young Men's Christian Association must

develop and maintain a reputation for healthy

and clean athletics in the community. It has

exerted such a powerful influence on athletics

during the past ten years that to-day it prac

tically controls clean amateur athletics through

out the continent, whereas in earlier years the

athletic clubs of the larger cities held this posi

tion. Excellent results have been obtained

through the efforts of local physical directors,

supported by the Athletic League.

In this connection the question of contests is

important. I believe that extremes are least

desirable. Some Associations have had star

basketball, athletic and other teams touring

the country constantly. Without exception the

result has been bad, producing the usual evils

of excessive competition, such as professional

ism, gambling and fights. Others have had
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absolutely no athletic relations with outside or

ganizations. This also is bad. The happy me

dium is desirable. The physical director should

be identified with the athletic interests of the

community, and by example and interest estab

lish standards of gentlemanly and clean sport.

Our physical work must give the members

the best facilities for development, improve

ment and recreation. Important features in the

equipment of an up-to-date physical department

are a separate hall for athletics and recreative

gymnastics ; removable apparatus, making it

possible to clear the entire floor in a few mo

ments; wire and steel lockers, giving more

room and better ventilation; larger capacity in

the bathrooms. Each year sees more Associa

tions employing the services of a physician to

cooperate with the physical director in making

examinations and prescribing exercises. This

should be encouraged. Careful records of ex

aminations should be kept. The regular college

strength tests are good. One Association posts

on the bulletin board a list of members who

make a total of 700 points or more. This

stimulates all the members to exercise regu

larly.

The physical director who fails to develop a

corps of well-trained leaders must fall short

of the best results. Some emphatic features in

the leaders' corps are weekly meetings for theo

retical and practical instruction, frequent so

cials and the visitation of other gymnasiums

with criticism and discussion of the work ob

served. Among the new features in practical

floor work is that of introducing dancing steps

in all the classes. They have proved a very

strong attraction, combining the advantages of

vigorous exercise, training in grace of move

ment and recreation. Outdoor work is of spe

cial interest at this time. Where practicable, a

lake department should be formed, and the

camp should not be overlooked. The lake de

partment should consist of boathouse, with

pleasure boats and canoes, on some lake within

a few miles of the building. Two years ago

there were no Associations owning land with a

fully equipped camp for receiving parties of

members to spend their vacations. Now many

own such outfits which accommodate hundreds

of their members each season. The Boston

Association owns an island of over sixty acres,

with a good wharf, five buildings, a good ath

letic field and a full equipment, including

fifteen rowboats and six canoes. The camp is

open from the middle of June to the middle of

September.

As the work develops there is greater de

mand for trained men as physical directors.

Not long ago a man who could swing Indian

clubs well, do a few dazzling stunts on the hori

zontal bars, turn a somersault and cover up his

ignorance with positive statements on any and

every subject, was sure to find a position as

physical director. Now scientific and technical

training is demanded.

We should not lose sight of the aim to in

fluence members to lead a better life. The

physical director has a great responsibility

which he cannot ignore; that of leading his

men to choose higher ideals and to form defi

nite purposes in life. The gymnasium men's

Bible class is a strong factor in this regard.

To Organize a City Baseball League

Boys do not care for gymnastic apparatus

work in summer, but are intensely interested in

games. Baseball seems to be the most popular

of summer games. A good write-up of the

contemplated work should then be placed in the

papers and a day of "opening" announced. The

importance of allowing the boys to have a part

in the organization is great, for they at once

become loyal supporters. It is well to have a

small membership fee charged and to give each

boy that joins a button with the name of the

club on it. Each member can be detected at a

glance by the button on the coat, and other boys

will be anxious to wear one of the buttons. The

fee should be small enough—10 to 25 cents—so

that the poorest boy may join. The money

from the fee will keep the whole group in

baseballs for the summer and will promote a

democratic spirit because each boy will have

something in it.

Two baseball leagues may be formed: one

for boys fifteen years and under, and one for

boys from sixteen to eighteen years, inclu

sive. These leagues should admit any baseball

team in the city, but the boys should form their

own teams and elect their own captains and

managers. One board of managers will do for

both leagues and may be composed of the cap

tains and managers of the various teams. Of

ficers should be elected and schedule and regis

tration committees appointed. Each team

should play only registered boys, and no boy

should be allowed to get his release from a

team unless approved by the captain and man

agement and accepted by the president of the

board of managers. Boys like to have their

leagues managed like the big leagues.

The age grouping should be strictly adhered

to, and any team found playing a boy not within

that league age limit should forfeit the game.

It is well to have each team furnish its own

mask, gloves, bats and one ball. The $1 Junior

League ball should be used in the Junior

league and a $1.25 used in the Senior league.

Boys don't want cheap balls. Have the stand

ings of the teams placed in the papers regularly

and a report of each game.

Such organized work will receive the hearty

support of the boys and will educate them in

the principles of clean sport and will tend to

develop character. JOHN W. SCOTT.

Brooklyn.



SClIOOiNER TRIP PARTY Of WASHINGTON MEMBERS.

Vacation Schooner Trips

Summer schooner trips make popular vaca

tion outings for Associations on the seaboard

and Great Lakes. The cost is small, the op

portunity to learn how to handle a vessel is ex

ceptional.

A party of Washington young men made

such a summer schooner trip down the Poto

mac, up the James River, touching at James

town, Yorktown, Fortress Monroe, Norfolk,

Portsmouth, Newport News and thence to

Richmond. The entire expense for the eighteen

days was under $10 each for twenty-six men.

The cost of the schooner was $5 per day, in

cluding crew. A good cook was engaged.

Men were detailed to assist the cook in wash

ing dishes and serving. Provisions, such as "salt

horse" (pork), coffee, bread, potatoes, canned

meats, fresh meats, eggs, bread, molasses, etc.,

were carried. Each man did duty as a sailor.

A detail of three swabbed the deck daily.

Every morning the flag was ceremoniously

raised, while one of the men gave the Associa

tion bugle call. Before breakfast a calisthenic

drill was given. Everybody swam whenever

possible, and as the course lay along shore this

happened frequently. The daily program con

sisted, besides handling the vessel, of Bible

reading; reading stories of famous men, and

Ben Hur; and the discussion of such topics as

The True Man; Morality; Which Produces

the Best Men—Lives of Hardship or Ease?

T. F. Best has taken parties of 25 to 30

members for five successive years from Brant-

ford and Hamilton on trips of two weeks at a

cost of $15 each. A schooner of forty tons,

70 to 80 feet over all, was engaged, the hold" fitted

up with berths and tables.

Holyokc's Boys' Baseball League

We advertised that a baseball league would

be formed on a certain date. At the first gath

ering there were some fifty boys present.

Eight teams entered the league and the future

board of management of the league was made

up of the captain and manager of each of these

teams, with our assistant physical director as

general manager. The rules were very few,

so few they were not printed. All questions

were settled by the board at a regular or spe

cial meeting; and a schedule of games lasting

throughout the summer was prepared. The

grounds were donated. Each team paid $2.25

as entrance fee, and this sufficed for all ex

penses. At every game one of us was present.

The general result was that the Association

dominated baseball among the boys of Holyoke,

and it meant clean sport for the summer. Pro

fanity was not permitted on the grounds. An

other league was conducted for younger boys,

from ten to fourteen. This league also had

eight teams. F. A. STANLEY.

Holyoke, Mass.



Winning Points of a Committee Chairman

Secretaries were asked to name the winning

point of the best committee chairman they ever

knew. Here are a few of the replies :

His ability to inspire the members of his

committee to active service.—R. B. Smith, Al

bany.

The man who did more than he promised to

do.—A. H. Whitford, Buffalo.

A businesslike devotion to Jesus, his master,

which led him to give unstintingly of strength,

money and time for the winning of others to

that master through the particular committees

of which he was chairman.—B. C. Pond,

Youngstown, O.

A busy man who never forgot the meeting,

was always present on time, opened on time

with whoever was there and closed promptly

when the business was done. He soon built

up a committee with the same characteristics.—

W. D. Ball, Cincinnati.

The quality most needed in the committee

chairman of to-day is the ability to put other

men to work, coupled with the two other indis

pensable qualities, a genuine spiritual 'life and

an intelligent appreciation of the whole work

of our Association. I have had the good for

tune to know a few such men in our work.

They are rare and as powerful as they are

rare.—W. K. Cooper, Springfield, Mass.

Willingness to sacrifice time and comfort for

Christ, thereby enabling him to answer the de-

tnils of his committee work and developing it

to a high degree of efficiency.—G. W. Mehaffey,

Boston.

The promptness with which he attends to the

business assigned to him. This man—a busy

man of affairs—treats the work of the Asso

ciation exactly as he treats his business, giving

it his best thought and immediate attention.—

J. F. Dudley, Maine.

An intelligent conception of the work of his

committee and the strong conviction that it is

worth while, and that the ablest man in the city

ought to feel honored by being offered a place

on the committee. Believing with Gen. S. C.

Armstrong that "doing what can't be done is

the glory of living." Tactful uncompromising

persistence until the results are secured.—W. A.

Magee, Iowa.

C. R. Towson, secretary of Pennsylvania

Railroad Department, Philadelphia, asked the

chairmen of his committees what they regarded

as essential to a successful chairman. Follow

ing are extracts from the replies :

"You must devote a great deal of your spare

time to the work, have some knowledge of all

subjects handled by the committee and attend

all meetings."

"The winning point in any man's life to my

mind is his personality ; there must be a cheer

ful disposition. Make men feel that they are

of some importance. He must be a master of

the situation."

"Leadership—to be able to control and influ

ence and to lead others to do what the chair

man wants to accomplish."

"Keep your committee informed of your

plans and have them give their hearts' approval,

then work hard, and the committee will follow.

Put originality into the committee work and

push it with a dash and enthusiasm that is

catching. Don't get discouraged with small re

sults at first. Success comes from keeping

continually at it. If one plan fails, try an

other."

"A strong character, keen perception and ex

ecutive ability."

"A positive belief that the interests com-

mited to his leadership are of paramount im

portance."

"The use in some manner of every member

of his committee."

"Continued forehandedness as against hind

sight is successful."

"1. A deep interest in the welfare of men.

temporal and, above all, spiritual. 2. That

personal touch that reveals by the handshake

as well as by the word, an interest. 3. The

man who remembers in his daily prayer the

workers, for the one who is mighty 'in prayer

is mighty in work. 4. The one who not only

remembers the work and the worker, but who

aims by his prayer and effort to hold .up the

hands of the secretary and those who have

charge with him, encouraging and giving a

ready, helpful service."

A Miner's Letter

Here is an extract from a letter a Western

secretary received, which tells the story of tht

life of many a man in the mining districts:

"The books you left me did me a lot of

good. They showed me where I am at. That

meeting you held did me a power of good. All

that some of us want is just to make the start—

a hard thing to do in a place like this mining

camp. That night I came from town drunk,

after you gave me the talking to about God

and my mother, I really felt ashamed and sorry

for the way I had carried on in the past, and

then determined to do right in the future. My

mother still thinks I am what I used to be at

home—what they call a good, honest boy—but

I am ashamed to say that since coming West

my way has changed to the bad. I have had

good opportunities since coming to this coun

try, always made plenty of money, but am sorry

my company wasn't of the best class. I quit

going to church, quit reading my Bible, and

anything that was good, and turned to gam

bling, drink, and everything that was bad."



From President to President

A Personal Appeal from Wm. E. Sweet, President of the Denver Association, to His Fellow

Association Leaders

I have been deeply interested in the Young

Men's Christian Association ever since the time

when as a student at college I was led by a

fellow-student to recognize the obligation of

the Christian man to his fellow-men. This

great organization has been a distinct force in

my life, shaping and molding my ambitions

and controlling my purposes. 1 can never fully

discharge the obligation which 1 owe it; the

most that I can hope to do is to give my best

efforts toward making it a power in my own

community.

I doubt not that I voice the experience of

many other business men. Have we not felt

our own spiritual life quickened as we have

attended the great state and international con

ventions ? Or as we have come in contact with

our splendid leaders among the secretaries and

business men, have we not felt called to yet

greater efforts in behalf of young men? All

this is of God. There is an especially good op

portunity just now as the great evangelistic

wave is sweeping over our country, not only

to personally commit our lives to this great

work, but also to lead the board of directors to

a more definite service. Our beloved Associa

tion has always stood for evangelism. Per

sonal work has always been one of the watch

words of our campaign. No themes are dis

cussed with greater interest at our conventions

than those bearing on the distinctively religious

work. No men in Association ranks to-day

are so influential as those who show by their

spirit and power that they know Jesus Christ.

If we would remain true to a great past, a still

greater present, and a future which no man can

foretell, than we must remember that our work

begins and ends in the young man's personal

relation to Jesus Christ.

It is a splendid thing to halt a young man

who is wasting his life in the pursuit of mere

pleasure and get him to employ his time in

mental or physical improvement. But of how

much greater moment it is to get this same

bright, energetic young man to give his heart

to God. The first is the incomplete, unfinished

product; the last is the complete, perfect fruit

of the Association. Too many Associations

are content with the first result; God will

surely hold us responsible for both.

I am persuaded that the presidents of the As

sociations are partly responsible for the charac

ter of men we have on our boards of directors.

No form of Christian work pays such large

immediate dividends, in proportion to the time

and money expended. It gives to the Christian

activity of the busy business man a certain defi-

niteness of aim and fixedness of purpose which

it is difficult to find elsewhere. Ift we find a

business investment which pays well with good

prospects of future success, we are glad to tell

our business associate about it that he may

share it. Why not tell our business friend of

real worth and value, ignorant of the Associa

tion but willing to learn, what satisfaction we

have found in working for young men and per

suade him to get in on this "good thing" ? The

interest grows to be a fascination when once

the true Association spirit has gripped us.

Then We Have Failed

It is a great thing to put up fine buildings;

to equip these with attractions and opportuni

ties for all kinds of development; to build up

a large membership; to rally to the support of

work for young men a whole town, city, prov

ince, state or territory; to secure the practical

and sympathetic cooperation of the churches;

to win the respect and confidence of young men

and boys; to map out a progressive policy of

work, and lay strong foundations for larger

superstructures ; to enlist men in service and re

late them to each other in committee work, Bible

and educational classes, in social and fraternal

organizations within the Association. All these

are great and worthy things, and it takes

strong, executive, secretarial leadership to ac

complish all or any one of them and yet if our

work fails and we, as individual workers, fail

to help the individual man as he comes across

our personality and needs help, we and our

work will have failed in the sight of God,

whether men withhold their support or not.

Oh, that as we squarely face the battle line of

this winter's work we may be willing for any

sacrifice if by any means we may save some !

Maritime Prov. FRASER G. MARSHALL.

The Right Ring—The statement made re

cently to a state secretary by the rector of a

leading Episcopal church in a Southern city

has the right ring about it. He said : "I

think that our city needs a Young Men's Chris

tian Association more than it needs any other

thing. I am ready to do anything that I can

to aid in securing a building for an Associa

tion, and am holding back some needed repairs

upon our church that our people may be free

to give all they can to such an enterprise if it

shall be undertaken." Another pastor in a

city of the same section said with regard to a

protracted union service that had been held a

few weeks previous : "If one-half the money

expended in those meetings had been expended

through the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion, we should have secured greater and more

definite results."



ASSOCIATION ENTERTAINMENT IN POST EXCHANGE BUILDING, FORT LOf.AN.

With Men of the Army and Navy

The Army Department of the Denver Asso

ciation at Fort Logan has the right of way at

the post. Nearly the entire post was out at an

entertainment given recently, following a ban

quet to the members given by a group of

ladies. The commanding officer voluntarily

offered to contribute to the work and gives his

official cooperation as well. One of the sol

diers at Fort Monroe, among several others,

worked hard all winter a year ago preparing

for the examination for the position of master

gunner. He passed this examination very

creditably in June and frankly acknowledged

that he would not have done so if he had not

had the opportunity for quiet study afforded in

the Association's study rooms. When he left

this post for a smaller one having no Associa

tion he made the statement that he would set

about at once to organize one.

The Army and Navy Department of the In

ternational Committee has been supplemented

by the addition of F. A. McCarl, who has been

for some years one of the active Association

leaders in the Philippines and connected with

one of the mission boards. This gave him an

insight into the conditions of life in the islands.

He is thoroughly alive to the needs of the sol

diers and sailors. He is another man that

Iowa colleges have contributed to the Associa

tion work. He was president of the Cornell Col

lege Association and a Lake Geneva Conference

delegate in 1896. In the Philippines Mr. and

Mrs. McCarl entertained during the course of

the year two or three hundred soldiers in their

home, an act of hospitality greatly appreciated

and helpful in its influence. Since the retire

ment of Mr. Banks this department has been

crippled, and at a time when the greatest de

mands have come for extension in forts and

ports. Mr. McCarl comes in to reinforce this

department, and will give his time largely to

the extension of new Associations.

FRED A. McCARL.

The secretaries of the Naval Association, at

their third annual meeting in Brooklyn,

launched a plan for shipboard organization.

These branches of the Naval Association are

.to be organized on ships while in ports where

branches exist, and usually where a dozen to

a hundred men declare their purpose to become

Christians or to renew their Christian life.

They would conserve these results, and Bible

classes would be conducted on shipboard much

as in colleges. Shipboard Bible classes are al

ready conducted on twenty ships and have had

an attendance of 4,000 men.

*

Those four most useful letters of the alpha

bet, Y. M. C A., is the reference an English

traveler in Canada makes to the Association.



A Building for the Men of Many Nations

Impressive Inauguration Exercises in Which Ambassadors of Foreign Countries, the Department

of State, the Army, the Navy and the Church Participated

"This is much the most interesting historical

occasion that has occurred in my lifetime in

New York," said Bishop Potter at the opening

of the French Branch building in New York

City, March 22. "A rabbi, Greek priest,

Protestant clergyman and representatives of

many nations stand together on this platform.

1 his building stands for the decay of animosity,

for the brotherhood of man and the father

hood of God." The Russian Greek priest said :

"I believe the Association will do great things

to make one country of all countries. Let me

thank you, Mr. Stokes, for what you have done

for my own country." Rabbi Seligman, fol

lowing, said : "Every man who desires to take

a part in the work of the world has a key to

this building. It is a work based upon a foun

dation rock of religion. We found we were

not reaching in the synagogue our Hebrew

young men. We looked around, saw your

work, and built the Young Men's Hebrew As

sociation. You may take all the credit for it."

Mr. John R. Mott said: "The leader of this

Association has taken the world into its plan

and field. Upon the platform are distinguished

representatives of great nations, of high ideals,

of great religious bodies. Here will converge

lines of influence from other nations, and from

here will radiate influences which will affect

men of many races." The Minister from Peru

cordially invited Mr. Stokes to do for the

\oung men of his nation what he has done for

Russia, France. Italy and for young French

men in New York, and the Cuban Minister

heartily filed a similar request for his country

and Havana. The Belgian minister has re

quested Association printed matter to be sent

to his Government.

The Ambassadors of France, Russia, Italy,

Switzerland, Belgium, Brazil, Argentine Re

public, Peru, Chile, Mexico and Cuba, were rep

resented in person or by their delegates. The

Department of State was represented in the

person of Secretary Pierce, late diplomat at St.

Petersburg; the Navy by Rear-Admiral Cogh-

lan. Secretary Taft was unable to be present

for the Army, but sent regrets and congratula

tions. Bishop Potter, William Fellowes Mor

gan, president of the New York City Associa

tions, and prominent representatives of the

international, state and city Associations, were

present. Sir Henry Mortimer Durand, British

Ambassador, was detained, but sent a message

of good will for Great Britain. Sir George

Williams, founder of the Association, and As

sociation leaders in France, Russia and Italy,

cabled congratulations.

The guests were entertained by Mr. James

Stokes, who has been the leader in this move

ment; whose gifts, with those of friends, made

the building possible. In his address upon the

Dccasion, he adverted to the purpose formed in

his youth to be of benefit to the young men

of foreign lands, and especially of France,

should he ever be placed in position to do so.

In the evening the members of the French

and Italian Chambers of Commerce, the consuls

of France, Switzerland and Italy and many of

the foreign residents of the city were present.

Already five nationalities are represented in

the membership of this Association—French,

Russian, Belgian, Swiss and Italian. It will

be a popular meeting place for young men who

have not acquired the American language and

customs and are not ready to enter other

branches in the city. There are now 34,000

Frenchmen in New York. The dormitories,

gymnasium, restaurant, social rooms and audi

torium are splendidly equipped. Educational

classes in English and practical branches will be

conducted. The value of the plant exceeds

$100,000. This Association is one of thirty-

three in New York City.



The World's Conference at Paris

The French Associations are making large

and hospitable preparation for the entertain

ment of the conference in Paris, April 26 to

May 1. Sir George Williams, and others

active in the earliest days, will be present. '

The conference will celebrate the jubilee of

the World Alliance and the adoption of the

"Paris Basis" in 1855. This basis as adopted

at that time, is as follows : ,

THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIA

TION SEEKS TO UNITE THOSE YOUNG MEN

WHO, REGARDING JESUS CHRIST AS THEIR

GOD AND SAVIOUR, ACCORDING TO THE HOLY

SCRIPTURES, DESIRE TO BE His DISCIPLES IN

THEIR DOCTRINE AND IN THEIR LIFE, AND TO

Associate their efforts for the extension of

His Kingdom among yuung men.

Outside of the Continent qf Europe there is

a deep-seated conviction that the Associations

there have generally departed from this basis.

The great majority of the Associations on the

European Continent are small church societies

presided over by the pastors and composed of

young men connected with the state church.

These are known as "Evangelischer Junglings

Verein"—Youths' Evangelistic Societies, and

are much like the Young People's Society

of Christian Endeavor in this country,

which, according to the understanding of the

"Paris Basis" in the British and American As

sociations, could not rightly be entitled to rep

resentation as Young Men's Christian Asso

ciations, although their work as church or

ganizations is excellent. Two hundred and

fifty societies of the young men of the free

churches (the Baptist, Methodist and Evan

gelical Associations) and Free Evangelical

Societies, with over 5,000 members in Ger

many alone, have been denied admission by the

National Bund of Germany.

The fundamental principles of Association

fellowship are personal evangelical and vital

Christianity, genuine catholicity, a union of

all denominations on the common basis of

Christian faith; Christian fraternity, union of

young men of every class of society for one

common object—a basis of union strongly em

phasized by the German Emperor in connection

with the recent dedication in Berlin of the new

Protestant cathedral. Such was the interpre

tation in 1855, which has been adopted by inter

denominational Associations in the largest

cities of Europe, notably Berlin, Stuttgart,

Paris, Copenhagen, Stockholm and Rome,

which are effective Associations working on

similar lines to our own and are known in

Germany as "Christlicher Verein Junger

Manner."

This broad interdenominational basis strikes

the American Association man as directly in ac

cord with the basis upon which the greatest suc

cess of the Association has been secured. The

Association has proved a strong factor in

breaking down denominational differences and

uniting all Christians in a common service for

young men. Interdenominational comity is con

sidered one of the most notable Association

achievements. The missionary societies of all

denominations in foreign lands have repeatedly

united in their request for the Association as

the one organization in which they could all

work together for young men outside of the

church. A world-accepted Young Men's

Christian Association must be Christian, Prot

estant, evangelical, interdenominational and

missionary.

These are the principles for which the British

and American Associations, which comprise

the largest group outside of Continental

Europe, unitedly stand.

The American delegation to the World's

Conference will consist—so far as we are able

to learn at this time of writing—of the fol

lowing men : James Stokes, R. C. Morse, S.

W. Woodward, Henry D. Dickson, I. G. Jen

kins, O. A. Eberhardt, G. A. Sanford, Fleming

H. Revell, C. J. Hicks, John R. Mott, Edward

W. Frost, A. G. Bookwalter, Fletcher S

Brockman, Myron A. Clark, Dr. Edward D.

George, Frederick Thomas, C. P. Dodge, B. F.

Pierce, C. B. Jamieson, Frank W. Ober, T. B.

Penfield, G. F. Tibbetts, Henry O'Hara, W. G.

Parke, J. C. Reiber, W. M. Birks, Howard

Patch, A. J. Brown, Albert J. Nathan, Dr.

Robert C. Patterson, E. C. Jenkins, H. P. An

dersen, R. B. Rouston.

In Buenos Aires

Buenos Aires has attracted great audiences

of men, averaging from 180 to 650 men, to a

series of lectures by Harry Guinness, of Lon

don. An Alliance of Honor, to promote a

wholesome and clean life, has been formed by

members. A forward movement in religious

work has been begun in line with the spirit of

the Buffalo convention. A new thing for this

country—a conference of Christian workers—

has been held with large results, the Associa

tion acting as a center or clearing house. A

large piece of land has been set aside by the

Government for an athletic field. It has been

fenced and leveled and a cricket league of five

clubs formed. Great numbers of young men

from South Africa come to the Association

rooms seeking employment. The secretaries

are holding "at homes" each week for members

and newcomers.



Association Work in Mexico

The third annual dinner of the Mexico City

Association, observed on the evening of March

14, marked an epoch in the history of this very

successful work. Among the guests of honor

Indorsed by the President and Vice-President of the Republic

Christian Association, by establishing itself in

our midst, comes as an important factor ot

progress, and as such it deserves that we unite

our efforts with those of its disinterested pro-

motors, and that we express our earnest wishes

for its prosperity and success."

The favorable attitude toward the Associa

tion manifested by this utterance is shared by

the distinguished President of the Republic,

Gen. Porfirio Diaz, who attested his genuine

interest by according a special audience to the

international secretaries and officers of the As

sociation. In response to a statement concern

ing the recognition and approval of Associa

tion work by President Roosevelt and several

of the European rulers, President Diaz said :

"I do not see how they can do otherwise, in

view of the service which the Association ren

ders the State." The visiting secretaries were

also received by Vice-President Ramon Corral,

who, as chairman of the Advisory Board and

Honorary President of the Mexican Branch,

is giving personal attention to its affairs.

The equipment fund of $14,000 for this Mexi

can Branch is nearly completed and negotia

tions for a suitable building are about to be

closed. Mr. Richard Williamson, who during

the past two years has divided his time between

language study and his duties at the English-

speaking branch, will become the secretary of

the Spanish-speaking department, Mr. Bab-

cock continuing to exercise general supervision

over the entire Association work of the city.

PRESIDENT PORFIRIO DIAZ.

were Hon. Ramon Corral, Vice-President of

the Republic ; Senators Pablo Macedo and

Carlos Rivas ; Mr. Ezequiel Chaves, of the De

partment of Education ; Lie. Miguel Macedo,

Sub-Secretary of the Interior; Congressman

Juan Dublan, Judge Ignacio Sepulvida and

other influential Mexican gentlemen as well

as the prominent men of the English and

American colonies.

The speakers were Mr. H. P. Webb, presi

dent of the Association, who responded to the

toast, "The President of Mexico"; Mr. Eze

quiel Chaves, International Secretaries E. T.

Colton and F. B. Shipp and Senator Macedo,

who, responding to the toast, "The Young

Man an Asset of the Nation," said: "To im

prove this asset by promoting the physical and

moral well-being of youth is the fundamental

object of this Association, which comes to us

from the American people—a people distin

guished for its collective interest on behalf of

infancy and youth—as has been observed by

eminent and impartial thinkers who have found

in this characteristic one of the causes of its

stupendous growth. Thus the Young Men's

VICE-PRESIDENT RAMON CORRAL.

Investigations looking toward the further

extension of Association work in Mexico was

made among the 3,000 students in the Govern

ment colleges and professional schools of

Mexico City by Mr. Colton. A study of the

railroad and city fields was made by Secretaries

Shipp and Babcock at Aguas Calientes, Chihua

hua, Torreon and Monterey.
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The Great Stuttgart, GOT

A fevt Young Men's Christian Associatan

interdenominational basis," and arc to be food

cities, under the title, "Christlicher Verein Jcni

than nineteen hundred Associations connected »«

the State Church, under the name, "Evangdathi

The Association work in Stuttgart, German)

prospects, in a small room of a hostelry. Tie to

f»79 members; 800 men dine daily in the cifc.

weekly in the great hall.

THE RECEPTION AND WRITING ROOM

YOUTHS' SECTION IN THE BLACK FOREST.

RESTAURANT WHERE 800 MEN DINE
THE CONFER:
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From the Editor's Viewpoint

The Association building will be regarded as

not alone a work shop, but

The as a power house. From it

Association a will radiate influences which

Power House will be regenerating forces

throughout the city. The

Cleveland Association has made what may

fairly be called a beginning at this thing, with

an enrolment of 3,900 men in over seventy

weekly Bible classes and meetings, in shops,

offices, homes and the building. When men will

not come to its building, it goes to the men.

Wherever a little group of men can be secured

day or night, there the Association will bring

a teacher with his Bible and his purpose to lead

them. This idea is not new, but the demonstra

tion of it is. We have talked about it many years

and now it is being done. The common gospel

has been brought to the common man by com

mon men. It is the natural approach. This

Association is going where men are, not only

with the religious, but with educational, phys

ical, social and other "helps" along the line of

human needs. The study of Cleveland's work

in this number will be suggestive to every As

sociation. Therefore much space is devoted

to it. It is well to remember that the article

describes a work which has taken five years

to establish.

The executive committee of the Secretaries'

Conference has done a bold

The thing in inviting a group of

Secretaries' eminent men who are stu-

Conference dents of social conditions,

psychology, Bible teaching,

physical education and business to freely criti

cize Association management. As these men

say things when they speak, an interesting and

stirring meeting at Niagara Falls, May 27-31,

may be expected. Some timorous men are dis

tressed and look for trouble. Undoubtedly

many things will be said there which will not

be entirely complimentary, but will be good

for the soul and do good like a medicine. The

general theme is, The Association as others

see it. Certainly every employed officer should

be there. The program will provoke thought

and already has provoked some feeling. No

organization will die of dry rot that is willing

to submit to such scrutiny.

Outside the local organization there is no seat

of authority in the Young

Supervision Men's Christian Association ;

and no compulsion ; no giving of

Supersensithreness orders ; no control. Every

Association stands by itself,

independent of outside coercion. We say this

because we hear now and then the echo of a

protest against "centralized authority." Imagi

nation can clothe "supervisory agencies" (the

International and State Committees) with

monarchical powers. Supervision can be inter

preted as bossing, bulldozing, authority, control.

When one believes that that is what these

committees stand for he can easily get into a

fever of irritation. The seat of power is in the

independent local Association. It is absolutely

free. The term "helping agencies" better ex

presses the work of these committees, whose

service is purely suggestive and supplemental,

and may be accepted or rejected as it pleases

the local Association. The service of the men

in the several departments, such as the educa

tional, physical, Bible, religious and boys', will

immediately suggest the kind of supervision

that is given ; that which overlooks the field,

gathers the best ideas, makes them available for

every Association which will accept this help.

When thinking of the "supervising agencies,"

think of "helping agencies." It may clarify the

vision.

A well-thumbed and worn Bible, a tested

confidence in the integrity

The Bible of the covenants of God, a

and Its dependence upon the Spirit

Power of God, a burning love and

zeal for the conversion of

men and a faith in prayer have been the char

acterizing marks of men who have led in the

Association movement for years past. Rail

road engineers have carried their Bibles with

them into their cabs and devoured their chap

ters in their odd moments. A machinist like

Robert Garry, once an ignorant "hand," made

the Bible the study of his life, until he became

a power in changing the currents of men's

lives. The teaching of the Bible week after

week in shop meetings in Cleveland, Dayton

and other cities has changed the attitude of

men who have hated Christ and the Christian

church, so that they have loved, believed upon

and followed him. This weekly teaching by

men who understood men and the Word of

God has placed Christ before them like a great

painting of the divine Lord. Profanity, ob

scenity and unkindness have faded out of these

shops, in which more than three-quarters of

the men are non-Christian and foreigners.

The Bible study hour in scores of camps of

boys has been the most popular hour of the

day, although they were upon a vacation out

ing, and the Bible has gained a controlling in

fluence over their lives. On the gymnasium

floor groups of men stop their exercise to study

the story of the man Christ Jesus. The in

troduction of Bible study in college fraternity

houses, in which 1,350 men are enlisted, has

brought in a new spirit. A reading of a copy
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of the New Testament by a Japanese student

so captured him and convinced him of the

truth that his whole life was changed, and he

is now in Princeton theological seminary. A

Bible class teacher is first of all an evangelist,

and the Word of God the evangel, as nothing

else can be.

The theater meeting idea is overdone where

it cannot be well done, and

The Place of where speakers cannot be

the Theater secured for the service who

Meeting can measure up to such an

evangelistic opportunity. To

get a big crowd, a big advertisement, and an

attractive Sunday afternoon program is not

enough. "Drawing speakers" who will "pull"

and can be advertised tremendously are often

secured through the lecture bureaus. But

these bureaus are certainly not recognized

evangelizing bodies to supply talent for such

meetings. It will be far better to have a strong

service on occasional Sundays, rather than to

attempt to hold consecutive services for four or

five months. This service should be held

chiefly to bring men to the decision to live the

Christian life who have been prepared to take

such a step intelligently. The Association should

then be able to care for the men thus influ

enced. The results are ephemeral where they

are not the fruits of an organization of prayer

ful, earnest men who are working constantly

for conversions and are ready and trained to

help men in their personal Christian lives and

service and to church membership. There

are not enough qualified men available in the

country to half supply the present demand for

speakers.

Sufficient to most men of the Association is

that the organization is.

Fifty The question of how it came

Years of into being, the genius of its

Federation growth, the men who have

fostered it, and how it has

been preserved and developed, how supervision

without authority, which only asked the privi

lege of service, has been given, is a subject on

which few have thought and few have written

intelligently. Few can write with such ade

quate knowledge and clearness on the subject

as Richard C. Morse has done on The First

Fifty Years of Federation of the Associations

of North America, a brief, which may be termed

a handbook, of 140 pages in the interest of As

sociation history. We could wish that Mr.

Morse had written more fully and freely from

his intimate knowledge of the early days of the

movement. Much attention is given to Dr.

Langdon's account of the federation in the first

period—1854 to 1866. The second period of

seventeen years are those in which the As

sociation "found itself." State Associations

were developed; specialization took form; As

sociations became more defined, as is shown in

chapters six and nine. In them Mr. Morse

defines clearly the meaning of federation su

pervision, as, "A supervision which has been

slowly shaped from decade to decade by patient

and thorough specializing upon those features

of the work which were being tested in the

crucible of Association experience. The super

vision was successful, as far as at each stage

of progress it discerned correctly and grasped

vigilantly the best features of the work and

wisely commended them to Associations within

reach of the influence which its resources en

abled it to exert." Students of the Associa

tion movement will find this a text-book of

value. It is supplemental to the hand-book and

gives a discriminating study of the relations

of the Association which every secretary at

least should be familiar with.

The searching question of nineteen hundred

years ago—"Have ye re-

A Timely ceived the Holy Spirit since

Personal ye believed?" (Acts 19:2)—

Question should be repeated to-day by

every Christian man to him

self with heart-searching frankness. "Your body

is the temple of the Holy Spirit which is in you,«

which ye have of God, and ye are not your

own." "If any man have not the Spirit of Christ,

he is none of His." He lives a poor Christian

life who has not the constant presence of the

Spirit abiding with him. He does a feeble and

ineffectual service who does not work with and

in the power of the Spirit. This may seem like

an unpractical dream to business-world men

and "common sense Christians," but every

thing which has to do with the eternal life is

a matter of faith and experience, not of sight,

before the experience. To fulfil our disciple-

ahip the Spirit of God must work in us "that

which is well pleasing in the sight of God." To

keep clean and honest as well as strong we need

the Spirit's help. (Gal. 5:16-25.)

The Year Book of the English Associations

shows 420 Associations with

The English buildings valued at $3,200,-

Year 000. The weekly attend-

Boofc 75,826 members, owning 137

ance at all religious services

was 57,187, nearly two-fifths of the meetings

being mixed; 105 Associations report educa

tional classes, and 144 gymnasiums. There are

5,841 men serving on committees. The num

ber of salaried secretaries is 75, part salaried 38,

and honorary secretaries 274. Conversions re

ported 606. A notable work has been done in

the Army and volunteer camps ; also for boys,

and steps have been taken to cooperate with the

Sunday-schools in preventing the dropping out

of boys in their teens. A million shilling en
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dowment fund is being secured for the Na

tional Council, to which Sir George Williams

contributes $2,500. The number of centers

having auxiliaries, associate unions and cor

responding centers, is 1,859, an increase of 346

in two years. Extension in the foreign colo

nies has been marked.

Some Association rooms are as filthy as the

secretary is cordial. But a

sweet smile of welcome will

not perfectly supply the

place of soap, sand and sani

tation. We spent an even

ing with a board of directors a few years ago

who sought "expert advice" on the failure of

their Association to reach more young men, es

pecially of the respectable class. The diagnosis

revealed dirt, the carpets had not been up for

years, the toilets were foul, the reading room

was in chaos, the cocoa matting was ready to

sprout, and if a man should use the bathrooms

he would feel impelled to go to a Turkish bath

to get cleansed. The corners were cluttered

with wrecks of furniture and furnishings. How

could a respectable young man come to the

place and respect himself ever after? The place

was cleansed and kept clean. Now a fine

building is owned and thronged. Money spent

for janitor service, and time and nerve in di

recting his work, will double a secretary's ef

fectiveness.

Jt

. Franklin Gaylord, the secretary of the St.

Petersburg Association, states that the attempt

of the press to identify Father Gapon, the

leader of the workingmen's deputation to the

Czar, with Father Vassilieff, caused great

amusement among the members of the Asso

ciation council in St. Petersburg.

Jl

"Pennies put into a slot machine at twelve

mean $5 in a horse race at twenty and a whole

fortune at forty," so said Jerome. A boy car

rying papers for a newsdealer who employed

some twenty-five boys, said: "I've got wise.

The boss was paying men off in pennies. He

is a wise guy. I played all these pennies in the

slot machines in his store, and so he got all

my work and all my wages. Now I'm saving

them."

J*

} [ere are two different viewpoints. One sec

retary writes : "The Associations in this coun

try are not ripe to fall in with a great evangel

istic movement. Two more years of intensified

Bible study and recognition of personal work

must follow the years of material expansion

which we have enjoyed." And here is another

man who has a different view, perhaps meeting

a different condition in the Association which

he serves. He writes : "I believe the Asso

ciation as a movement is ready to fall into line

with any great evangelistic development that

may open up. The extension policy of the re

ligious work for the past three years has cer

tainly put the Association in a position to be

ready for work:' The best preparation for the

coming revival is Bible study, and the men who

are thus prepared will find their place of service

ready at any time in any year. They need not

wait for any national movement.

Jt

Saturday from C P. M. to Sunday midnight

are the hours of greatest dissipation with young

men. Saturday evening is the beginning of

the gambling and drinking riot. They sleep

Sunday morning and give up afternoon and

evening to pleasuring, excursions, gambling

and the grossest immoralities.

Jl

Conscience is dead to immorality in many

shops and factories where it is no shame to en

gage in the grossest vices. Young men tell of

foulest orgies without a blush and meet with

no rebuke, only a leer or a coarse laugh. In

one big plant employing 2,000 or more men, a

young man who had a fair opportunity to know

declared that nine-tenths of the men were

openly immoral.

J*

Too much time in preparation for next Sun

day's big meeting; advertising and working up:

too little time in caring for the results of the

last Sunday's appeal. When shall we recognize

that the "decision"—"raising the hand for

prayer" at the evangelistic service, is but the

opening of the life for a new influence—the in

vitation of a man in need to the man of Chris

tian experience and faith to come to him with

help?

Jl

Attempting to be a "boy with the boys" has

made a fool of many a man, and a byword of

his undertaking. A man must be himself and

live up to his years, knowledge and position.

Any attempt to be anything else is a species of

fraud that is soon detected. The boys' secre

tary who "talks down" or "cuts up" in order to

be on the level with boys makes a mistake. His

place calls for the strength, sympathy and spirit

of a chummy father in quiet command of his

boys. The tone of his voice and the temper of

his life should be that of a man with boys, not

a boy with boys.

Jl

"Anything" will not do for a talk at a work

ingmen's meeting or any other. A committee

of machinists demanded of a secretary that a

certain speaker (a clergyman) be not asked to

speak again. "He insulted us by giving no

preparation to his address. He must think that

we don't know anything." In every meeting

or smallest Bible class, even of half a dozen

boys, are those in great and immediate moral

need. Every service demands a man's best
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with the best of him back of it. Henry Ward

Beecher once received this letter from a young

man : "Dear Sir—I am going to the devil as

fast as I can. Can you stop me? I shall be in

your church to-morrow evening; preach any

thing you deem will check me, hell—punish

ment—whatever you think best." And, said

Beecher : "I preached that night the love of

God, as I had never preached before, on When

he came to himself, he said : I will arise and

go to my father . . . and lie arose and

tame to his father."

J*

The many friends of Mr. Hieb, secretary at

Colombo, Ceylon, will regret to learn that his

health has forced him to return to America,

and he is now in New York. He hopes to re

turn again in a year.

Jl

The country clubhouse, witli its dormitory

and restaurant features, water facilities and

athletic grounds has taken the place of the old-

style athletic field with the high board fence,

which has never been much of a success or

credit to an Association. Summer physical

features now most provided are a vacation re

sort for stay-at-homes in the city, out-of-door

gymnasiums for members and playgrounds open

to all. To organize the city's athletes is far

better than to attempt to run an athletic park

for the gate receipts.

J*

Six pages of "copy," giving a "report" of a

conference, are before us, and we have hunted

through them for ideas. It was much like all

the other conferences held during the year. Our

correspondent mentioned the place, committees,

titles of the papers ; and that some "were prac

tical and strong" ; another was "a much-appre

ciated study" ; "the weather throughout was

fine"; "the hospitality of • was warm and

hearty"; "the discussions full of keenest inter

est"; "the men who did not attend missed a

midwinter treat." It was very kind of our

friend to supply such a report, but it was not

worth his while. We would prefer to have

something from his note-book with real new

ideas that we could pass along to the other man.

J»

ASSOCIATION MEN is on the hunt constantly

for that which has life, freshness and sugges

tion, no matter whence its source, if it will help

men to help men. The most unwelcome con

tribution is a set form of statistical annual re

port. We have pretty nearly abandoned read

ing Association reports. Most of them are

stupid. They seem to be made up by librarians

or self-acting registers. There should be a

chair endowed to train Association men to see

the real things of throbbing interest happening

day by day with men of flesh and blood and

heart and nerve. Every day will furnish a

"story" to the man with alert eye and in sym

pathetic touch with the life of living men. Sta

tistics are well enough for the record books, but

are insufferably dull when unrelated to action

and human life that is aspiring, struggling and

conquering.

Jl

The young man who convinces himself that

he must have a dress suit, even if he borrows

money to buy it, is the kind of a fool who will

use his employer's money to speculate in a

bucket shop. It is a painful thing to see a

$15-a-week man sport a dress suit, opera hat,

patent-leather shoes and hire a carriage for the

opera. There is trouble ahead for him. His

life is unbalanced and somebody besides him

self will suffer for the fool extravagance.

Jt

Good results are following the circulation of

I he leaflet prepared by Miss Gould, giving a

list of choice chapters and passages of Scripture

from the Old and New Testaments. At least

100,000 of these have been circulated, 10,000 in

the Spanish language. The selections are

wisely made and highly approved. Evidently

they were made after careful and discriminating

reading with devout purpose. These leaflets

are sold by the International Committee at cost

(25 cents a hundred). They have been ordered

largely for personal use and correspondence,

for Sunday-school classes and for young men's

Bible classes.

Jl

' The congratulations of ASSOCIATION MEN

are extended to Miss Fanny Crosby on the at

tainment last month of her eighty-fifth year.

Few persons—even the greatest evangelists and

preachers—have had a larger influence for the

Christian faith than she. Many of the hymns she

has written will live, and have been factors in

the conversion of thousands. Rescue the Per

ishing, Pass Me Not, O Gentle Saviour, Safe

in the Arms of Jesus, Saved by Grace, 'Tis the

Blessed Hour of Prayer, Close to Thee, are

among the three thousand and more hymns she

has written. Miss Crosby has been a welcome

speaker in many Association services. We are

glad to say that her wants for life are fully

provided by the revenues from the publication

of her hymns.

Jl

Readers of this paper of several years back

will recall the pithy talks to "his boys" by

Quintin Hogg, the founder, president and most

remarkable leader of the London Polytechnic,

with its 10,000 members. His life, written by

his daughter, is just published. No man, to

our knowledge, did more or did better for

young men than did this man of wealth of

purse and heart and mind. Secretary, educa

tional director and Christian layman will do

well to study his life to learn what a man may

do, and to get the genius of the doing.
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From Association Bulletins

"Watch 1m"

Two boys were standing in the shadow close

to the house, and as he passed he heard just a

faint "Hush! Watch 'im, watch 'im!" Was

it a trick—a rope across the path? The ques

tions were answered almost at once, for he

stepped on what seemed to be the slipperiest

sidewalk in town. Back in the darkness the

boys stood watching with a grin to see him

slip ; but he didn't. So they waited there in the

shadows till the next came along, and as he

went down, bumped his head or wrenched a

tendon, they laughed—or at least until they

realized he was hurt, when, perhaps, they were

sorry.

There are more than two men who are

grown-up copies of these two boys. They stand

in the shadows and watch, and when somebody

gets on the icy walk, slips, slides and falls, they

chuckle and watch for the next. It was a

natural occurrence—the walk was slippery, the

man didn't walk carefully, so he fell, and that

was all. No, they weren't to blame—didn't do

a thing. Yes, they knew the walk was slip

pery, but what then?

All men don't stand back in the shadow and

laugh. Some growl, find fault, say it might

have been done better, and so on. In organiza

tions and societies they stand back and criti

cize, make fun of honest effort; they say that

all men holding public affairs are dishonest.

But take hold and do something themselves?

Never ! Warn people of possible danger ?

Never! "Let 'em find it out themselves."

Now, it may be that you stand back and

laugh yourself. If you do, perhaps some day

we can laugh at you. But wouldn't it be bet

ter for us to help each other?—P. D. Pagan in

Western Bulletin.

A Straight Tip on Gambling

In cheap poolrooms, where the principal fur

niture is a blackboard announcing the names of

horses, jockeys and prices laid against them,

hundreds and thousands of young men in this

and other cities gather every afternoon and try

"to beat the game." They put their money

through a little window and write on a slip of

paper the name of the track, race, horse,

amount of money they wish to bet and their

name and pass it through. It is taken by a

man whom they cannot see.

Sometimes after the race is called off the

man in the inner office passes out more money

than was originally deposited, but in the ma

jority of cases it is not necessary to ask for

money in the name of "Brown" or "Smith" or

"Robinson." There is only one case in a hun

dred where a "Pittsburg Phil" is discovered,

and the chances are that unless the poolroom

frequenter wakes up the other fellow must lend

him money for a night's lodging, or to support

his family, or get up a benefit for him, or else

at the finish contribute to a subscription to dis

pose of the remains decently.

Some time ago a newspaper published in this

city made bets "on paper" of $5 each on the

horses mentioned by the various papers to win,

to come second or be "in the money." It printed

the scores for all the papers whose turf writers

gave their selections. In the eight meetings

the followers of the selections of the Evening

Telegram "lost" $420; the followers of the

Journal (American) "lost" $369, and the fol

lowers of the Morning Telegraph $343. Two

of these newspapers are acknowledged to be

authorities on racing and have men on their

pay-rolls known, in the parlance of the turf, a'

"dockers" and "railbirds." And yet, with the

information at first hand any person who fol

lowed the tips of these experts lost money at

every meeting. The other newspapers lost their

readers more money than that. Indeed, in this

particular meeting only one paper won money

for its readers. But that is neither here nor

there.—Alex. McD. Stoddart in West Side

Men.

Commercialism and Sobriety

A few evenings ago at a banquet of the

alumni of one of the great universities of this

country two young men sat beside me whom I

had known in their college days to be genuine

sports. One is now in business in Chicago and

the other in a Western city. Said the Western

man to the Chicago man : "Do you still keep

up your sporting habits?" "No," replied the

other, "I have found that a man cannot be a

sport and get to the front in business. I have

cut it out."

One of the hopeful things about this "com

mercial" age is that the degree of efficiency de

manded for even reasonable success is higher

than ever before, and men are being forced to

realize that they cannot waste their energy in

riotous living and still hope to attain success.

Where preaching and persuasion have failed,

economic pressure is compelling righteousness.

—S. W. Wiley in Chicago Central.

Business House Reception

Memphis gave a reception to Mr. Bowers, head

of a group of seven stores in that city. After Mr.

Bowers and sixteen of the representatives had

dined, they went through the building and then

filled out application blanks for sustaining

memberships for himself and managers, for

which Mr. Bowers wrote a check of $232.50.

Mr. Bowers paid half of their membership fee

himself. Every man is strictly temperate, using

neither tobacco nor liquor. At a dinner given

the Van Vleet-Mansfield Drug Company's men.

the head of the firm presided at the table and

every man joined the Association before leav

ing.



For More and Better Association Buildings

Brooklyn is pushing its canvass for $300,000

to complete its $800,000 fund. Over $130,000 is

now pledged.

Boulder, Col., expects to complete its can

vass for a $23,000 building this month.

Winona, Minn., has $31,000 pledged on its

building fund.

Richmond, Va., has received two pledges of

$10,000 each, one of $5,000, one of $2,000 to

ward a new building to cost $100,000, the erec

tion of which will mark its jubilee.

On March 3 the Albany, N. Y., Association

secured the last $300 toward the extinguish

ment of its $8,000 mortgage. Plans are being

made to use the hall as a gymnasium and pro

vide space for a boys' department of 600 mem

bers. The old gymnasium will be used for

A SiNAPSHOT TAKEN

JANUARY 4 OF THE

COLOMBO, CEYLON, AS

SOCIATION BUILDING IN

PROCESS OF CONSTRUC

TION, AND THE SACRED

BO TREE.

The building is situated in

the public garden, -where space

was granted by the British

Government, The building

cost $25,000, exclusive of site

and furnishing, and ivas com

pleted March 1.

lockers and bowling alleys. Lecture rooms and

class rooms will be placed over the gymnasium.

Mrs. A. M. Claflin has given a 50-foot lot,

worth $4,000 or $5,000, for an Association build

ing at Salina, Kan.

Boys of the Minneapolis Association con

tributed $572 from their own earnings toward

the $75,000 needed for a boys' department build

ing.

San Jose, Cal., directors have decided to

move at once for a $60,000 building, as a re

sult of the influence of the state convention.

Newark, O., has just finished a brilliant

financial canvass fo'r $16,000, securing more

than $1,000 above that amount. This will re

move all indebtedness, make some improve

ments in the building and provide for current

expenses for twelve months in advance. The

canvass was conducted by M. C. Williams.

A property worth $20,000 is reported as given

by the Crane family to the Dalton, Mass., As

sociation. The property consists of a church

built twelve years ago, the auditorium (45x44

feet) to be used for a gymnasium. There is

space for a tennis court and other outdoor

games on the ground.

Augusta, Ga., proposes to add a large swim

ming pool, to be provided for by 200 new mem

bers at $10 each.

The contract has been let for $20,900 for the

completion of the Bellingham, Wash., building.

The foundation was laid last year. The build

ing, it is expected, will be opened in July.

The Hoquiam, Wash., building is nearly

completed. It will cost $10,000. Hoquiam is a

lumber town of 5,500 people on the coast. The

Association will start out with a large mem

bership.

Building sentiment has developed at Ballard,

Wash., a suburb of Seattle, with a population

of about 12,000. There is no Association

there, and the State Committee makes an ade

quate building a condition of organization.

A strong business men's committee has been

secured at North Yakima, Wash., and build

ing sentiment will be cultivated until fall, when

it is planned to begin a canvass for $20,000.

The building fund at Walla Walla, Wash.,

now amounts to $30,028. The amount desired

is $50,000. C. W. Wilcox is conducting the

canvass.

Senator J. C. Stineman, of South Fork, Pa.,

president of the Stineman Coal Companies, has

notified the South Fork Association that he

will provide a lot and building for the Asso

ciation, according to plans, for Association

buildings in coal mining towns. South Fork

is the first Association organized by the Bitu

minous Department of Pennsylvania, and

has a paid up membership of over three

hundred men.



The Railroad Department

A Cure for Drunkenness

Striking testimony to the efficacy of the re

ligious work of the Young Men's Christian As

sociation in wiping out the drink habit among

railroad employees, mechanics and other shop

workmen, will be found in the following ex

tracts from reports. Engineers, firemen and

train hands, after being converted in the Asso

ciation rooms, have quit drinking, have become

thoroughly efficient employees, and received

merited advancement through their change of

life; homes have been remade and families re

united.

One man in Pennsylvania town had been

twice suspended for drunkenness. He paid his

membership fee fifteen months ago, and re

marked as he did so : "I am through with

whisky from now on." He has worked steadily

ever since.

There are at present entire train crews who

formerly spent their evenings, especially after

pay-day, in drinking and carousing, but now

spend their leisure in the Association buildings,

attracted by their bowling-alleys and billiards.

One man writes: "Since I have been in As

sociation work I have individually and in con

nection with committees closed a number of

saloons which were disobeying the law."

A New York secretary says : "There is a

saloon opposite our building. In former years

the proprietor made money. He is now losing

and is anxious to sell out."

Another writes : "Since the opening of this

department last June one saloon closed its

doors within two weeks. There are nine sa

loons within a stone's throw of the Association.

We are working on these."

One engineer writes : "A few years ago I

was an habitual drunkard. My home was a

hell on earth. Sometimes I came in from a

trip, on which I had earned $3.60. Before I

got home $2 would have been spent in saloons.

One day a man persuaded me to go to the

Y. M. C. A. rooms. I went out of curiosity.

That was nine years ago. My whole life was

changed on that day, and I have not been in a

saloon since."

A Virginian writes : "Since the shop Bible

classes have been conducted in the railroad

shops, a saloon opposite the gate has been

closed. It formerly did a thriving business."

A trainman writes : "The officials gave me

many chances to straighten up and quit drink

ing, but I always failed to do so and was

finally dismissed from the service. The Asso

ciation got hold of me, changed my life, and

I have been reinstated on the road and now

have one of the best runs."

Down in Georgia one of the railroad Associa

tions defeated the liquor element at the polls

four to one. There are no saloons left in the

town.

One man in Arkansas had taken the Keeley

cure three times, without permanent results, but

says since his conversion in the Association

rooms he has had no desire whatever to drink.

Two saloons were recently closed in a Texas

railroad town on account of the competition of

ihe attraction of the Association rooms.

A saloon-keeper in Arkansas recently said :

"Since you opened your darned rooms I haven't

drawn as many cents as I used to draw dollars."

A New York man writes: 'When I came

to this Association sixteen years ago the street

from one of the shops to the building was lined

with saloons. Four of these, after a struggle,

closed their doors. I believe the honors are to

be divided between the vigilant railroad officers

and the Association, which offered to the men

a good substitute for the saloon."

Department News

Appropriations have been made by railroad

companies recently for buildings at the follow

ing points:

Concord, N. H., from B. & M. R. R.,

$10,000; East Deerfield. Mass., by B. & M.,

$3,000; Collinwood, O., by Lake Shore, $20.0HO;

Thurmond. W. Va., by C. & O., building reno

vated; Richmond, Va., C. & O. and other lines

$25,000.

The Street Railway Association at Mem

phis, Tenn., is now a fact. The company ha>

appropriated $1,000. B. F. Black, of Newport

News, is secretary.

In a three days' canvass at St. Augustine, Fla.,

Messrs. Read and Williams secured a list of

228 men pledging membership at $5 a year for

a new Railroad Association, and it is hoped

that the Florida East Coast Railroad will erect

a building at that point.

At meetings held at Hoxie, Ark., by Knebel

and Keenan, 13 out of 30 men at a railroad

men's meeting decided for the Christian life;

at Little Rock, 13 out of 90 ; at a noon meeting

at Louisville, 32 ; at Corbin, Ky., on a dark and

rainy night, 125 men waded through the mud

and 17 "lined up." An influential traveling

engineer was among the number. The man

said, with tears streaming down his big face,

"It 'is going to be a tough job, with lots of

fighting and giving up. Won't you pray for a

fellow who is going to have a mighty hard time

of it?" At Monroe, Va., a place with less

than 200 inhabitants, 17 men out of 40 attend

ing a meeting asked for prayers, and at an

after meeting 23 signed decision cards.

At Bellevue, O., in one day, 30 men, repre

senting the leading business, professional and

railroad men of the town, went out after mem
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bers in groups of three, and secured 150 appli

cations, making 631 members in a new Asso

ciation in a town of 4,500 population.

Texarkana, Ark., succeeded in securing

1,300 members, thus securing a gift of $300

worth of new books from a friend and provid

ing money enough for a new gymnasium. Dur

ing Garry's visit three engineers, two firemen,

a brakeman. switchman, caller and three clerks

became Christians.

Topeka, Kans., increased the attendance at

men's meetings from 30 to 174 by the use of a

stereopticon in seven Sunday afternoons.

Frank H. Thatcher spent February investi

gating the needs of the railroad men on the

Intercolonial Railway. The Government has

provided rest rooms for the men, which are

fairly well kept, and go just far enough to

stand in the way of a model superior work

to be done on corporation lines. The Associa

tions existing go little further in their work

than a Sunday meeting for the men and their

families.

The Minnesota State convention had 83 rail

road delegates.

The receipts from fees from the double

bowling alleys at Middleport, O., average $7

per day.

E. H. Harriman has authorized a contribu

tion of $7,000 toward the cost of a building,

besides heat, light, water and a monthly ap

propriation for maintenance of a railroad As

sociation at a point to be selected on the

"Harriman lines."

Work will immediately be begun on the new

building at Helper, Utah, the most westerly

railroad Association.

Reports of spiritual awakenings and the

cleaning up of the lives of many railroad men

come from the six weeks campaign of W. E.

Fenno on the Union Pacific lines.

In two months among the Associations in

the Southwest, Robert Garry aroused large

interest in Bible study and personal evangel

ism. More than 100 men professed conver

sion.

The Van Buren, Ark., Association is

making a record in its new building, which

has been open but four months. The build

ing is located nearly three blocks outside the

city limits, there are no electric street lights

nearer than five blocks and no sidewalks, and

but 3,500 white people in town. It has four

Bible classes, and the men's meeting averages

70 in attendance, while nearly 100 men have

declared their purpose to live the Christian

life in this time. The attendance has been

over 2,200 a month, and the membership

secured is 502. This is a refutation of the

suggestion that an Association must wait for

years before seeing spiritual results.

F. J. Michel arrived in India in time to at

tend the Indian conference at Bangalore, where

he began a study of the field with the help of

the twenty secretaries there.

From the Business End

Sold Out—The editions for January, Febru

ary and March have been entirely exhausted,

owing to an active demand on the part of

the Associations for extra copies. It was es

pecially gratifying to us that the demand for

the March issue was so great that it was sold

out within a week of its appearance, even if this

prevented us from filling orders for hundreds

of copies. Beginning with this number we will

print several thousand extra and hope to meet

the increasing demand. Apparently ASSOCIA

TION MEN is being used.

Results—The board of the Pittsfield, Mass.,

Association recently voted to send ASSOCIATION

MEN to all contributors giving a certain amount

or over and to the directors. After three

months the secretary writes : "We see good

results from the paper being read in Pittsfield."

The reason : Men want to know all about a

cause to which they are asked to give. ASSO

CIATION MEN keeps them posted every month

on the work throughout the continent ; gives

them a broad view ; and as a result they give

more freely to the local work.

A Parable—And the seed corn was put into

fertile soil, well prepared, disced and harrowed.

And the rains and sunshine brought forth the

heavy stalk with abundant yield of yellow grain.

And the seed corn was ASSOCIATION MEN ; and

the yellow grain was gold that flowed into the

Association treasury.

The Brochure Reprint—One of the hand

somest pieces of Association printed matter

issued is the reprint of the review features of

the January Review Number, which is now

ready. There has been such a demand for this

that we have printed 10,000 copies, and feel

confident these will all be sold at an early date.

It gives the comprehensive review of the past

five years of Association history ; it pictures

the entire work in eighteen full-page engrav

ings ; and gives a complete list of large gifts

to the work aggregating millions of dollars.

Nothing has been printed in recent years which

is so thoroughly convincing. Every contributor

in every city of the country ought to have a

copy. It will mean larger gifts.

Save Money on Soap—If you want to buy

the best white floating soap obtainable, at a sav

ing of over a cent a pound, write the business

office and we will give you full details. A thor

ough investigation and study of present condi

tions as to quality and price has brought us to

the point of making to the Associations a defi

nite proposition.
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Physical Directors' Society News

The Physical Directors' Study Club, of

Brooklyn, has made application for affiliation

with the Physical Directors' Society. Word

has been received that similar groups in Massa

chusetts, Connecticut, New York and several

other States contemplate taking the same step.

This is decidedly a movement in the right direc

tion. It is desirable that all organizations

wishing to become affiliated should present

their applications as long as possible before the

annual gathering in May.

The membership to March 10 is 103, dis

tributed as follows: New York, 35; Massa

chusetts, 14; Ohio, 7; Pennsylvania, 5; New

Jersey and Illinois, 4 each; Connecticut, Ten

nessee, Iowa and Washington, 3 each ; Indiana,

Michigan, Colorado, District of Columbia, Vir

ginia, Alabama and Texas, 2 each, and one in

each of, the following: Ontario, Manitoba,

Wisconsin, Minnesota, Maryland, South Caro

lina and Georgia.

A vigorous attempt is being made to increase

the membership to 150 by May 1. The execu

tive committee fully realizes that the society

will be unable to accomplish its best work until

every Association physical director is an active

member.

A strong program is promised for the annual

conference. In fact, it will be of such value

that every director who is not present will ex

perience a decided loss. Men who have not

been in the habit of attending these gatherings

should make definite plans to be present this

year. The matter should be taken up with the

board of directors if necessary. One thing is

certain, the physical men have never had ques

tions of greater importance on their program.

Added to this is the fact that the conference of

employed officers immediately follows in the

same place. On the first day of this confer

ence there will be a presentation of The Phys

ical Work of the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation as Others See It. Various phases of

Association work will be treated in the same

way, making this a conference of rare value.

The place of meeting will be Niagara Falls—

easily accessible and very central to a large

number. Very satisfactory railroad rates have

been secured.

The Publishing Department of the Interna

tional Committee has completed arrangements

with Dr. Hastings whereby Association direct

ors will hereafter secure all anthropometric mat

ter, such as history blanks, charts and hand

books, from that office. Prices are the same,

and members of the society are reminded that

they secure a discount of 15 per cent, on these

goods.

The committee is now seeking to secure cabi

nets suitable for filing the measurement and

history blanks.

After considerable correspondence, the com

mittee on grading gymnastics has deter

mined to limit its work this year to the

grading of membership, and give a list of

features that may be given to each division.

Later, details will be developed under each

feature, such as list of drills, apparatus work, ath

letics, special gymnastics and games, and finally

specific drills, movements on apparatus, etc.

The committee on religious work wishes to

remind the directors of the religious policy for

the year—namely : ( 1 ) To have at least one

gymnasium men's Bible class; (2) To have

fully one out of every ten senior members using

the physical department in gymnasium Bible

classes ; (3) To have an organized group of

personal workers; (4) To win at least one to

the Christian life for every worker in this

group. In order to aid every director to

reach this standard, this committee purposes

making an annual study of methods and results

in each Association, presenting suggestions in

the report at the annual conference and in

these columns, and asks for careful, complete

and prompt replies to their enquiries.

The committee on bibliography reports prog

ress, and reports that enough money has been

secured to assure publication. The executive

committee believes that our society is greatly

honored in having the privilege of publishing

this work and trusts that every director will

appreciate this and be prepared to take one or

more copies as soon as they come from the

press.

The committee studying the physical direct

orship has received an unusually large number

of replies to its Questionaire, which indicates

the deep interest felt in this subject. The char

acter of the replies shows that the study will

prove of the greatest value.

The boys' committee will communicate di

rectly with the physical directors, seeking to as

certain their views on the questions of physical

work for boys and the relation of the boys' sec

retary and the director.

Experience has shown that this method of

studying our work—by securing opinions and

facts through a series of questions—is the best

we have yet discovered. Its value, however, is

greatly diminished by partial or general

answers, also by the fact that some send no re

plies. It is your work, men. Do your best in

the same spirit your committees seek to do their

best. WM. H. BALL, Sec.-Treas.

Springfield, Mass.

Much is said about the all-round athlete, and

yet the International Pentathlon contest in the

Association w«ek of the Olympic Games

brought out only three teams. Not one Asso

ciation east of Chicago was represented. Can

any one explain? It has been said that the

Pentathlon is unpopular. If so, can we find a

popular substitute?
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Physical Department Plans

Scranton has a physical department display

April 28, an annual gymnastic championship

May 2, annual athletic championship May 5,

swimming championship May 9, and annual

physical department banquet May 12, besides

junior championship events. This will keep

things swinging well up into the summer, when

out-of-door athletics will be on. Socials—

strawberry, watermelon, potato roasts—have

been features in their season to keep the gym.

fellows together.

The Ohio physical directors met at Marion,

March 21-22, discussing the best exercise for

high school students, employed boys, competi

tion, Swedish gymnastics and summer plans.

Dwight Farms will be the magnet for the

Philadelphia men this summer. There will

probably be a new clubhouse built for their use,

the old house being used for a dining room.

Bowling alleys and other games will be new

features. A tennis court will be put in the

gymnasium.

Springfield, Mass., is building up a large

summer athletic work. Tennis, baseball, gen

eral athletics, and may add a canoe club.

Big athletic meets have been held in Troy,

Poughkeepsie and Cincinnati. The entries

have been especially large and the management

careful and creditable. These were good ad

vertisements of the physical department and

were conducted on clean sport principles.

Chicago Central's Track Team, consisting of

twenty-three men, accompanied by a crowd of

loyal rooters, journeyed to Milwaukee March

11, and won the Central Association A. A. U.

Athletic Meet, with a score of 30 points. Wis

consin University was a close second, with 24

points. The one-mile relay was won by Cen

tral in the record-breaking time of 3.30J, es

tablishing a new Central Association A. A. U.

record.

The Lake Geneva Sutimer School

The physical department will offer this year

the strongest courses in the history of its sum

mer work. The standard courses have been

revised and strengthened and new courses are

to be offered. The courses in theory will in

clude anatomy, physiology, hygiene, first aid to

the injured, massage, examination of heart and

lungs, physical examination and prescription of

exercise, and Association physical work. The

courses in practice will include gymnastics (in

cluding work on various gymnastic apparatus),

calisthenics (including stall-bar work), class

evolutions and gymnasium games, athletics (in

cluding work in all the standard track and field

events), baseball, rowing, swimming, fencing

and wrestling. In all there will be fourteen

20-hour and five 10-hour courses. The term

will open July 4 and close July 28. Present in

dications point to a large attendance.

Employed Officers' Conference

The secretaries and physical directors of the

Young Men's Christian Associations of North

America have invited specialists outside of

their organization to make a study of their

methods for six months and criticize them

without favor at their meeting, May 27-31,

at Niagara Falls. These men will come at the

Association's methods from differing points of

view and give criticism to the weak features of

the management and suggestions for improve

ment and adaptation of their methods to benefit

more men.

Prof. Graham Taylor, head of the Chicago

Commons, and professor in Chicago Theo

logical Seminary ; Luther Halsey Gulick,

M.D., director of physical training of the New

York public schools, and Mr. William T. Ellis,

religious editor Philadelphia Press, will con

sider the Association's social aspects, Dr.

Gulick investigating especially the Association's

efficiency in reaching all sorts of men.

President King, of Oberlin College, will ex

amine its methods of biblical instruction, and

the eminent psychologist, President G. Stanley

Hall, of Clark University, its religious work.

The educational service of the institution

will be investigated by Hon. Carroll D. Wright,

ex-Commissioner of Labor, and Prof. Starr

Cadwallader, ex-Superintendent of Education

of Cleveland, now Secretary of the Detro't

Board of Trade.

Mr. James E. Sullivan, the secretary of the

Amateur Athletic Union, will criticize its ath

letic department, and Dr. D. A. Sargent will

look into its methods of physical training.

Mr. Ernest H. Abbott, of the editorial staff

of the Outlook, is making an independent study

of the 'movement for a series of articles in the

Outlook, to appear after the conference. He

is an expert student at first hand of social and

religions conditions.

Dr. James M. Buckley, the editor of the

Christian Advocate, will discuss the efficiency

of the Association, as viewed from the stand

point of the Church.

The Association office management and ac

counting is to receive attention from Mr. G. F.

C. Houghton, a business expert of Chicago,

and the business administration from the stand

point of membership extension will be treated

by the circulation manager of the Philadelphia

Record,

One of the advertising experts of the coun

try, Mr. C. T. Olmsted, of the Niagara Pure

Food Company, will tell "How I Would Adver

tise the Young Men's Christian Association."

The Conference membership is open to all

Association officers (fee $1 in advance)

Hotel rates at Niagara : Cataract House $3 per

day, two in room. Other hotels on European

plan to be announced.
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County Work Department

Sixteen delegates from the Fauquier County,

Va., Associations attended the state convention.

The county committee and Associations repre

sented pledged $136 toward state work.

At the Kansas state convention Mr. Shu-

maker presented The County Secretaryship as

a Life Work to a group of fifteen interested

college men.

The close fraternal relation between the Day

ton, O., Association and the Montgomery

County Associations will be intensified. In the

new building a room, to be known as the

"County Club" room, will be a social rendez

vous for men of the county Associations when

in the city and an office for the county secre

tary.

A group of thirty-six high school boys are a

decided factor in Taylorville, Christian County,

111., Association. Plans are on foot for aggres

sive summer athletics.

Tecumseh, Lenawee County, Mich., has had

an average attendance of twenty boys at the

Bible class all winter in Bible study. The Asso

ciation has 100 members and is just occupying

new quarters in rooms formerly used by the

public library. At one meeting twelve men

made a decision to begin the Christian life.

Traveling libraries are being used with ex

cellent results at four Association points in

Jasper County, la.

Action was taken at the Virginia convention

authorizing the raising of a special fund for the

immediate employment of a state county work

secretary.

A combination of Bible study and parliamen

tary debate interests sixteen young men in the

Morenci, Lenawee County, Mich., Association.

Miamisburg, Montgomery County, O., dedi

cated its quarters February 28. One hundred

and twenty charter members have enrolled.

Educational features will be prominent.

A switch-tower, abandoned by the railroad

company and given to the Association at Cat-

lett, Fauquier County, Va., was moved by an

energetic group of members to a new site and

repaired, and now furnishes an attractive social

center for boys and young men.

Student bands from Michigan College As

sociations will do special evangelistic work with

Lenawee County Associations during the spring

vacation.

At the conclusion of a men's meeting at

Brookville, Montgomery County, O., sixteen

men enrolled for Bible study. The membership

is forty. Attractive rooms in one of the busi

ness blocks are opening.

Bellingham, Norfolk County, Mass., had 10(1

present at its second annual banquet. This As

sociation has been conducting an all-round

work for two years.

A local organization of forty-five young men

at Allentown, Monmouth County, N. J., has

made formal request to be admitted to the circle

of county Associations. The business men of

the town guarantee $100 as a subscription to

ward the supervisory work of the county com

mittee.

Riverton, N. J., is organizing and Burlington

County is under way.

Paxton, Ford County, 111., has an effective

Bible training class of personal workers, which

is leading men to the Christian life.

Sharon, Norfolk County, Mass., having re

cently secured a headquarters room, has opened

elementary physical work. A volunteer leader

in gymnastics visits the Boston Association

regularly for instruction. The Association

holds its third annual banquet this month.

Emphasis is being placed on boys' work in

Norfolk County, Mass., where there are seven

boys' organizations, with 200 members.

Twenty-three boys, fifteen and sixteen years

of age, have taken a stand for the Christian

life. Parents and citizens affirm the change in

the lives of these boys, and the Association is

credited with the good work.

The Association at Plainville, Norfolk-

County, Mass., conducted a special evangelistic

campaign March 5-12, when a dozen men and

boys made decisions to lead the Christian life.

The County Work Institute for the organi

zation of McHcnry County, 111., will be held at

Woodstock, April 8-9. A strong conference is

anticipated.

Between February 28 and March 5 the As

sociation at Grand Junction, Greene County.

la., conducted special evangelistic meetings for

•men and hoys, assisted by Association men

from Ames College and by secretaries. Twenty-

two young men and older boys began the Chris

tian life and will be immediately enlisted in

Bible study and service. The members of the

local training class did effective personal work.

The third annual convention of the Norfolk

County. Mass., Associations will be held Sat

urday, April 29, probably at Sharon.

WHITE PLAINS, N. Y., is PLANNING A SERIES

of Saturday all-day excursions to points of his

torical interest in the vicinity connected with

the Revolutionary War and places made fa

mous by the writings of Cooper and Irving

On Friday evening a talk will be given on the

point of interest to be visited the next day. A

schooner trip, a tramp trip and a camping party

are summer features.

ST. CATHARINES, ONT., AWARDS MEDALS TO

the two best swimmers in the swimming club.

David Allen swam 50 yards in 32 seconds, and

George W. Flack swam the same distance in 39

seconds.

HAMILTON, ONT., HAS $11,000 PLEDGED to

ward $13,000 needed to complete its canvass.
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Association News

IN FEBRUARY THE LOUISVILLE ASSOCIATION

held four theater meetings for men, with an

average attendance of 1,991 men and hundreds

turned away from each" meeting. Two hun

dred and fifty-nine cards were signed and many

more indicated that they wanted to begin the

Christian life. One boys' theater meeting was

also held, with an attendance of over 1,200

boys, when 164 cards were signed. On Sun

day, February 20, two meetings were conducted

at the same time in two of the largest theaters

and hundreds were turned away from both

meetings; 3,950 men attended these services.

The membership increased 486 last year; total

now, 1,805.

ORILLIA, ONT., HAS OVER $15,000 PLEDGED TO-

\vard a new building.

COLLINGWOOD, ONT., HOCKEY CLUB MADE A

record for itself playing clean games.

OKLAHOMA CITY MADE A SPECIAL MEMBER-

ship rate for one day (March 4) and brought

in 43 new members.

PORTAGE LAKE, MICH., HAS RAISED MONEY

enough among its members to install a new

bathroom and put in a swimming poo! 20 by 42.

JACKSON, MICH., is BEGINNING A CAMPAIGN

for a $75,000 building.

WEST VIRGINIA, AT ITS SECOND ANNUAL CON-

ference at Fairmont, revealed a development of

Associations planned on a broad basis which

is remarkable. Where five years ago there

were but six Associations in the state, there

are now twenty-five, with eleven building cam

paigns on and many well advanced. The State

Committee reported an $80,000 building at

Parkersburg nearly completed ; a $25,000 build

ing, the gift of Mrs. Elkins, to be immediately

begun at Elkins ; property at Grafton worth

$30,000, the gift of Mr. and Mrs. Burnhold; a

pledge of $3,000 at Fairmont, one of the mar

velous cities which has been solidly built up

in a few years, where a $40,000 building is de

manded. At Handley the building is crowded

and is being remodeled ; at Huntington a

$40,000 building is planned ; Wheeling has a

$100,000 campaign before it, the old building

being outgrown. Five years ago but $100 was

raised for interstate work, and now $2,500.

Ex-Governors Atkinson and White, Senators

Elkins and Davis, and many prominent and in

fluential business men are backing the move

ment in these new cities which are growing

rabidly as the great resources in coal, oil, gas

and timber are developed. The delegates at

Fairmont were taken on a special trip two

miles and a half into a coal mine, by the cour

tesy of Mr. Watson. The company employs

1,500 men here. The miners and gas workers

alone offer a field of large service to the Fair

mont Association. At the men's meeting ad

dressed by Harry Clarke, of Cleveland, 49 men

made the decision for the Christian life.

CHARLESTON, S. C., HAD A "BOND FIRE" AT

its auditorium on March 20, when the mort

gage was burned in the presence of a large

company.

IN TENNESSEE MR. HODGE RENDERED VALUABLE

service at Chattanooga and Nashville. At

Nashville the evening meeting was held in the

Chamber of Commerce, with standing room

only. Many leading men were in the audience

who "had no idea" the Association was such

a great institution in .educational work. The

visit of Dr. George J. Fisher to Nashville re

sulted in the appointment of a special sub

committee on physical work by the State Com

mittee, the adoption of a policy by this com

mittee for furthering the interest of the phys

ical department in the state and the securing

of a fund to purchase books on physical work,

to be loaned by the State Committee to those

interested. The State Committee has secured

J.~M. Stickney, of the Chicago Training School,

as office secretary. Arrangements have been

made by the committee for using the advertis

ing columns of practically every newspaper in

the state at a very nominal cost—in most in

stances without charge. Electrotypes will be

prepared and furnished the papers calling at

tention to Association work, and reading no

tices will also be provided. The first advertise

ment to be used :

A YOUNG MAN LEAVING HOME

FOR SCHOOL — BUSINESS — PLEASURE

NEEDS FRIENDS OF THE RIGHT KIND

AND A PLACE OF WHOLESOME RESORT.

The Young Men's Christian Association is a Brother

hood of young men which seeks, by every laudable

means, to help young men make the most of their

lives. It is organized at 1,813 points in North America.

7,37(5 in the world, with a total membership of over

690,000. As a College Fraternity it cooperates with

young men at the beginning of school days, away from

home, in making the most of their opportunities. For

City, Town and Railroad Men its Evening Educational

Classes train for business careers, and the Employment

Department secures positions for thousands of young

men. With Gymnasiums. Bathing Facilities. Reading

Rooms, Correspondence Rooms. Dormitories, Libraries,

Religious and .Social Meetings, the Association meets

the need in the life of every young man at one time or

another. By its system of Corresponding Members in

all parts of the State, letters are given young men

leaving home, introducing them to those who will en

deavor to surround them with Christian Influences.

IF YOU ARE A YOUNG MAN OR

IF YOU KNOW A YOUNG' MAN

WHO IS LEAVING OR HAS LEFT HOME,

WRITE RIGHT NOW

TO THE STATE SECRETARY,

TENNESSEE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSO

CIATION,

No. 150 Fourth Avenue North, Nashville.

(Corresponding Members Wanted Everywhere.)

The coinmittee has also adopted a plan for

placing an attractive illustrated sign in the
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small town post-offices and railroad stations

calling attention to the work of the Associa

tion. The signs are to be made of crystalloid

and will be quarter sheet in size, the letter to be

same as attached. Several state committees

have already agreed to unite in the purchase

of the signs, with a slight change of lettering,

which will very materially reduce the cost. A

combination order of about 10,000 will be

placed. The Tennessee Associations took an

active part in the passage of the Rice-Ligon bill,

which prohibits "Race Track Gambling" in the

state. Thos. B. King, president of the Mem

phis Association, and Dr. Ira Landrith, of the

State Committee, represented the Tennessee

Associations and made tremendous appeals on

behalf of the young men of the state.

OVER SEVEN HUNDRED DELEGATES ATTENDED

the Pennsylvania convention at Johnstown.

The banquet on the opening night was attended

by 579. The after-dinner conversational was

conducted by Robert A. Orr, of Pittsburg, who

was elected president of the convention. Among

the more notable addresses were the following :

Hon. Henry B. F. Macfarland on The Answer

of the Young Men's Christian Association to

the Appeal of the Times ; Hon. Joshua Lever

ing on Pennsylvania's Opportunity in China ;

Dr. A. T. Pierson's four addresses on The Su

pernatural ; D. Clarence Gibboney, Esq., secre

tary of the Law and Order Society of Philadel

phia, on The Social Life of Young Men, Its

Perils; Dr. Maurice Penfield Fikes on Ac

quaintance and Friendship in Relation to

Bringing Men to Christ ; Walter M. Wood on

The Place and Power of the Association in

Popular Education. Eight sectional confer

ences were held. About one hundred members

of boards of directors attended the directors'

conference. The music was unusually attract

ive, being conducted by J. T. Watkins and the

Schubert Quartet, of Scranton. Mr. Watkins

was leader of the great chorus which won the

$5,000 prize at the St. Louis Fair last July. At

the Sunday men's meeting, conducted by Mr.

Orr and addressed by Dr. Fikes, 78 men took

a positive stand for the Christian life. Sixty

boys gave a similar expression of their interest

in the boys' meeting.

THE MICHIGAN STATE CONVENTION WAS HELD

at Battle Creek, Mich., February 14-16, in the

Battle Creek Sanitarium. It was a deliberative

body, limited to three delegates from each As

sociation. It was well represented by business

men, who took great interest in the problems

discussed and showed much knowledge of the

Association movement. A feature of the con

vention was that all were entertained and all

meetings were held in the Sanitarium, thus

making the social feature of the convention of

great value. The Business Department and As

sociation Finances, as conducted by C. L.

Gates, of Atlanta, Ga., was perhaps the feature

of the convention. It was distinctly a lay

men's convention.

THE NEBRASKA CONVENTION, AT GRAND

Island, had 260 delegates, representing all parts

of the state, and was the largest convention

held in Nebraska since 1888. The addresses

were uplifting. The institutes under the direc

tion of special leaders were of great profit. The

Sunday morning service, conducted by Harry

Schley, of Chadron, was one of marked power,

and the Sunday afternoon meeting, in charge

of W. E. Fenno and J. P. Bailey was the great

est gospel meeting ever held in the city. The

Hastings Glee Club, composed of 22 men, all

active members of the Hastings Association, to

gether with Miss Alexander, of Grand Island,

led the singing.

THE KENTUCKY CONVENTION, AT OWENSBORO.

had 300 delegates in attendance. Some of the

interesting features were three normal Bible

classes of three sessions each, including courses

in teacher training, personal work and an

evangelistic class ; a banquet tendered the con

vention by the citizens of Owensboro, with

covers for 500 guests ; a conference of repre

sentatives of women's committees ; the men's

meeting was strong and resultful, forty men

committing themselves to the Christian life

Sunday night was made a county work session

and included a thorough presentation of that

department. The relation of the building

movement to the future of county work was

fully discussed. The state executive committee

closed its report as follows : "As your com

mittee stands on the threshold of another

year's work and looks out over the field in the

state, it is with thankful hearts to our risen

Lord that He has wrought so much through

the Association, and it is with prayerful hearts

that we seek His guidance for the coming year

Surely there was never a brighter hope for the

prosperity of the work than now. Through

out the land there is being heralded the advent

of a spiritual awakening. Our own state has

heard the message, and there are many evi

dences of an oncoming revival of spiritual life

and power. No organization having for its ob

ject the salvation of men has greater opportu

nity for service than is presented to us this

year. We have the confidence of the public,

the approbation of the churches, the support of

the citizens, the open door to men's hearts

God has given us a wonderful and at the same

time a fearful responsibility. In view of the

need, the obligation and the opportunity, shall

we not, as Association men and as an organiza

tion, with profound conviction and hearts

aglow with love for men and loyalty to Christ,

rise to the supreme opportunity and make the

year 1905 the greatest soul-winning year in the

history of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion movement in Kentucky?"

"All I know about Association work I learned through ASSOCIATION MEN."—A Director.
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VIRGINIA WILL HOLD ITS FIRST ANNUAL STATE

conference of older Christian boys at Newport

News.

COLORADO HAS HELD ITS FIRST BOYS' CONFER-

ence. It is becoming an accepted state policy

to have an annual conference for older boys.

THE FEW ASSOCIATION MEN IN PORTUGAL ARE

to meet for their first conference at Oporto

after the World's Conference.

MASSACHUSETTS ENROLLS 3,589 MEN IN 357

educational classes, covering 110 different sub

jects. Mr. Bookwalter is now preparing a

prospectus of the 35 affiliated Association

schools, to be used by each Association. He

will spend a month in Germany studying in

dustrial trade schools.

BOSTON HAS BEGUN A SCHOOL OF APPLIED

electricity, with an enrolment of 60 men. The

school is backed by the Boston Elevated, the

New England Telegraph and Telephone Com

pany and the Edison Company.

THE VIRGINIA CONVENTION AT PETERSBURG

had over 300 delegates from 53 Associations,

with Dr. Charles W. Kent, of the Univer

sity of Virginia, in the chair. The committee

reported seven more buildings secured in the

past four years than in the previous forty-six

years. The membership is 9,312, current ex

penses $75,608, Bible class enrolment 1,832, and,

nearly 1,000 men entering the Christian life.

The boys' and county work had special atten

tion and a county department secretary will be

added to the force. The committee spent

$5,395 last year. The- features of the conven

tion were addresses by S. D. Gordon, T. S. Mc-

Pheeters and C. R. Towson.

SPRINGFIELD, ILL., WARNS ASSOCIATIONS OF A

Mr. Jones—short, heavy set, very gray hair,

about fifty-five years of age. He has a strong

English accent and likes to play a piano and

sing. He was given three or four hours to

leave the city by the authorities.

SCHENECTADY, N. Y., HAS FOR ITS PRESIDENT

George E. Simmons, general manager of the

great General Electric Company, and James

McNaughton, superintendent of the American

Locomotive Company, is vice-president. The

membership has grown from 100 to 650 in six

months. The revival has given a great inspi

ration to the religious life of the men of the

city.

OMAHA, NEB., USED 600 COPIES OF THE JANU-

ary number and 800 of the March number, with

excellent effect in a building canvass.

CONCORD, N. H., HAS HAD A GREAT RELIGIOUS

awakening, in which the Association has been a

leading factor.

J. B. GRIGGS, RECENTLY SECRETARY AT PITTS-

burg, has become a member of the firm of Rob

inson & Orr, of that city.

DETROIT'S OPERA HOUSE MEETINGS HAVE BEEN

the largest known in the city. On January

26, at the meeting addressed by Mr. Michener,

197 men expressed their purpose to become

Christians. The Bible classes have 790 men

enrolled. Twenty members brought in 71 new

members in one day. A confectionery stand

has been added to the lunch counter.

ALFRED E. MARLING, CHAIRMAN OF THE

Twenty-third Street Branch committee of man

agement, New York City for ten years, on re

tiring from that position gave a dinner at the

Union League Club to his colleagues on the

committee. During this time the old Twenty-

third Street building was sold, the magnificent

new building completed and the work thor

oughly established. During this period Mr.

Marling has been the leading spirit in securing

funds for current expenses. The boys' rooms

were furnished throughout, including the locker

room and gymnasium, as a memorial to his son

Harold. A feature of the dinner was the

presentation of a purse of $1,000 in gold to

Henry M. Dickson, with instructions to take a

vacation in Europe with Mrs. Dickson, as a

recognition of his seven years of service as gen

eral secretary of the Branch and a token of the

warm esteem in which he is held.

AT DAYTON'S ANNIVERSARY, MARCH 1, COM-

parisons were made showing twenty-five years'

growth. Since 1870 the membership has in

creased from 199 to 2,554; receipts from mem

berships from $199 to $17,400 ; contributions from

$4,500 to $8,300; educational and Bible classes

from an enrolment of 30 to 564, besides 13 shop

meetings, with an average of 1,200 men a week,

and an average of 520 at Sunday services.

The property value at date is over $300,000.

The first year there were but three young men

active in the work, now 351 are on committees.

WORCESTER RECEIVED IN ELEVEN MONTHS FROM

all sources $21,279, a gain over last year of

$8,017. The membership increased from 216

to 1,488. There is one subscription of $500 ;

eight of $200, one of $150, and seven of $100.

HUNTINGTON, W. VA., HAS ORGANIZED A

board of directors, and opened only a temporary

office while a canvass for $50,000 is made for

a building. The only aggressive Association

work undertaken will be that of Opera House

and shop meetings.

MoNTCLArfi, N. J., HAS ORGANIZED A COLORED

branch, with 50 members.

NEW JERSEY BOYS WILL MAKE THEIR ANNUAL

educational trip in August to Boston, Portland,

the White Mountains, Burlington and Silver

Bay, attending the older boys' conference.

RICHMOND, VA., HAS 78 BOYS IN ONE BIBLE

study club meeting Saturday morning, 15 in an

other club, and large junior and older boys'

meetings. A movement is on to form a business

men's union gospel meeting committee and a

big evangelistic campaign in the fall.

AT POTTSTOWN, PA., MEMBERS' BANQUET 250

representative men listened to Senator Dolli-

ver. The first year closed with 500 members.

Few men cannot spare 50 cents for ASSOCIATION Miw. Many only need to be asked.
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CHICAGO ASSOCIATION TOTALS ARE STARTLING.

The sum received from members last year was

$87,095, from subscriptions $39,536, and with

the sum from other sources foots up the mag

nificent sum total of $156,241. There was spent

on physical department $24,001 ; educational,

$24,169; religious work, $8,446; social, $8,869.

SAN FRANCISCO HAS ORGANIZED A "RELIGIOUS

work commission," with divisions on Bible

study, religious meetings, Bible class shop

meetings, foreign work, etc., with the purpose

of covering the entire city with Bible classes,

shop meetings and evanglistic services. Theater

meetings were held in March, and will be held

again in May, when Fred Smith will return

from Australia. Theater meetings will be held

once in two months.

PUEBLO, COL., WILL SECURE AN EDUCATIONAL

director August 1, as a result of Mr. Hodge's

visit. A current topic club is also organized,

gymnasium classes doubled and men's meetings

more resultful.

THE UNFINISHED HALL OF THE BRISTOL, R. I.,

Association has been completed at an expense

of $700 through the courtesy of Mr. and Mrs.

C. B. Rockwell. They also have presented the

Association with a frieze representing Alexan

der's Entry into Babylon, consisting of 21

large slabs and costing $125. It is an appreci

ated addition to the hall.

JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA, PRESENTS A

cake to the committee rendering the most loyal

service. This cake given to the reception com

mittee is a handsomely embellished affair, and

was placed on exhibition at the reception room

in a glass case.

THE BROCKTON, MASS., ASSOCIATION PRE-

sented its secretary, B. F. Pierce, with a purse

to cover all expenses to the Paris convention

and excursion to the British Isles. The Bible

classes pledged $150 toward a secretary in the

Japanese army, and for Collins" work in the

Philippines. This is the beginning of the for

eign work, and it is hoped to make the sum

at least $300.

CHARLESTON, S. C., HAS PLEDGED $2,000 FOR THE

support of a secretary in China for the coming

year, following Mr. Brockman's visit.

THE CAROLINAS HAD 154 DELEGATES AT ASHE-

ville, March 11-14. The convention theme was,

"Advance Step," the speakers being asked to

make a study of what the Associations were

doing, and of their weak points, and to give

suggestions for their strengthening. Dr. J. B.

Shearer was its president. The report of the

Interstate Committee shows an encouraging

growth during the year, with 15 per cent, in

crease in membership, 25 per cent, in current

expenses, 55 per cent, in gifts to the foreign de

partment, 40 per cent, in Bible class enrolment,

and 94 per cent, in educational class enrolment.

THE FRIENDS OF I. G. JENKINS, THE SECRETARY

of the West Detroit Railroad Association for

many years, have presented to him a purse,

with the request that he attend the World's

Conference at Paris and spend some weeks in

visiting southern Europe.

COLORADO SPRINGS NOW HAS 1,057 MEMBERS

and claims the largest roll in proportion to its

size of any city in the country, Jamestown,

N., Y., coming second with 1,040.

THE WEST SIDE, CHICAGO, BASEBALL TEAM HAS

suspended two leading players for playing

Sunday baseball for money, according to news

paper reports.

THE NEW ASSOCIATION AT MIAMISBURG, O.,

starts with a charter membership of 120.

PEORIA, ILL., HAS A SERIES OF TALKS ON HOW

to invest money, given by leading bankers and

insurance men.

WINSTON-SALEM, N. C., HAS CHANGED ITS

auditorium into a gymnasium, to cost $2,000,

and added new and attractive baths and large

educational rooms. Wilmington, N. C., did the

same thing, and the Women's Auxiliary raised

and expended a large amount in refurnishing

the parlor and other rooms.

ASSOCIATIONS ARE CALLED FOR AT HIGH POINT

and Wilson, N. C., and Greenville and Ander

son, S. C.

ST. Louis CENTRAL WILL CONDUCT A SUMMER

camp this year in the Ozark Mountains for six

weeks. Negotiations are in progress for the

leasing of a piece of ground for an outing park

Two baseball fields, four tennis courts, golf

links and a running track will be among the

attractions. After the close of the Bible

classes, at the regular hour on Sunday after

noon when the popular Bible classes are held, a

series of illustrated talks will be given on As

sociation work by prominent Association men.

Topics suggested are, work among railroad

men, its origin, development and scope ; a study

in the developments of the material equipment

of our Association brotherhood ; a study in the

beginning of the Association movement ; work

among our soldiers and sailors ; work among

students in this and other lands ; and the place

of the volunteer workers in the work of the

Association brotherhood.

THE LAKE GENEVA SUMMER SCHOOL is AN-

nouncing thirty-two courses of study and prac

tice for secretaries and physical directors, under

a corps of fifteen instructors. The Bible teach

ers will be Prof. George L. Robinson and

Messrs. Goodman, Hansel and Burt. Courses

in the Old and New Testaments and in Biblical

Introduction and Biblical Pedagogy will be

given. The names of President F. W. Hinitt.

of the Central University of Kentucky, J. S.

Ford and W. J. Monilaw, M.D., appear in the

list of instructors for the first time. President

Hinitt is to teach Psychology, Mr. Ford Gym

nastics and Wrestling and Dr. Monilaw Ath

letics.

Why complain of lack of Association interest when 50 cents may remedy it?
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A CROUP OF CLUB WOMEN IN A SMALL TOWN

in Ohio wrote the county secretary asking for

his help to direct a reading room and gymna

sium which they are securing for the boys of

their town and which they expect to develop

into an Association, claiming that their boys

are being ruined by the pool rooms.

HAMILTON, ONT., THIS YEAR PAID OFF $5,000

mortgage, made improvements worth $5,000,

paid all current bills, made a gain in its mem

bership, now the largest in its history (over

1,000), and had the largest attendance at meet

ings, averaging 450 this winter. The six

weekly prayer services and five Bible classes

train and establish the men led into the Chris

tian life in the five evangelistic meetings.

DAYTON, O., HAS A WEEKLY ATTENDANCE OF

over 1,200 men in 13 shop meetings and Bible

classes, averaging from 20 to 425, the largest

being at the Davis Sewing Machine Company.

PRESIDENT PALMA, OF THE CUBAN REPUBLIC,

has backed his indorsement of the Association

by sending in application card and annual dues

for himself, secretary and nephew. There are

now 450 applications for membership, one-

young man securing 100. He once belonged to

an Association in Michigan. A splendid house

has been secured which contains a swimming

pool, 40x70, and will have seven dormitories

for rent. The first year's expenses will be

$13,000, part of which is pledged.

BROOKHAVEN, Miss., DESIRES TO SELL ITS POOL

table. It is in good condition, with the excep

tion of the cover.

PORT HURON, MICH., ADDED 50 MEMBERS IN

February, and when 500 are secured will push

a $25,000 building canvass. Several clubs are

started, and one, a crafter's club of young men,

is making furniture for two rooms out of solid

oak. Mr. Coulter will spend some time in

April in Fremont, Neb., on a building cam

paign.

THE SYMPATHY OF THE BROTHERHOOD IS WITH

Fraser G. Marshall, maritime secretary, who

has sustained a great loss in the death last

month of his beloved wife.

BUSINESS IN CANADA is STRONG AND THOU-

sands are flocking from many countries into

the great Northwest, many calls coming to or

ganize Associations. It is no longer a matter

of money or openings, but of men to man the

work.

THE SECRETARIES' SCHOOL IN TORONTO HAS

four men in training and two in the Montreal

Association, and is planning for a vigorous

summer camp in August at Orillia.

MILITARY CAMP WORK WILL BE UNDERTAKEN

by the Provincial Committee at London, Nia

gara, Kingston, Ottawa, Montreal and Quebec.

The outlook is hopeful, many strong workers

have been secured. A dry canteen has become

a strong attraction to the men, gospel meetings

were held each evening and personal work has

proved very successful.

THE DOMINION CONFERENCE PROMISES TO

solve the question of how to reach and develop

the Association work in the great northwest of

Canada. C. M. Copeland spent two weeks at

Winnipeg and other Western towns working up

a delegation of strong business men, and C. R.

Sayer did likewise in Ontario, while C. T. Will

iams visited the Maritime Provinces.

PARIS, ONT., NEW BUILDING WILL SOON BE

opened and promises to be a model in a town

of 4,000. H. M. Gilchrist, of Stratford, has

been secured by the donor as general secretary

and will enter upon his duties in a short time.

DUNDAS, ONT., NEW BUILDING OPENED JANU-

ary 14. A physical director from the Hamilton

Association leads the gymnasium work. The

building and furnishings are fully paid for.

The budget of $1,600 is pledged for the next

five years. Men's meetings average 65, Bible

class 26, youths' Bible class 14.

ORILLIA, ONT., HAS SECURED $15,400 TOWARD

a $20,000 building.

GEORGE IRVING, WHO SECURED $11,000 TOWARD

a new building in Calgary, has been forced by

ill-health to discontinue his efforts. It is hoped

that another may soon be secured to push the

work so well started there.

THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF THE BOYS' DEPART-

ment of the Charlotte Association was observed

by a public service in the leading church. There

were boy ushers, a boy choir of thirty trained

voices, a boy of fourteen presided at the great

organ, reports were made by boy officials of the

department and an address was made by the

chairman of the boys' work department. The

celebration was very favorably commented

upon. The boys' work of the Association as

shown in this service was a revelation to many.

The department has 105 members.

THE ASSOCIATION BUILDING AT WHITMAN.

Mass., was damaged by fire to the extent of

$5,000.

STERLING, ILL., RECEIVED A FINE CHAIR FROM

Mr. Chapman, a commercial traveler, who

makes it his custom to present a chair to every

Association on his route that erects a building.

A GENTLEMAN IN MuSKOGEE, I. T., HAS

promised a lot for a new Association building

there.

AT THE "GYMNASIUM WARMING" AT SALT

Lake City $1,400 was pledged in a few minutes

for gymnasium equipment.

NEW YORK CITY HAS PURCHASED TWO HOUSES

adjoining the East 86th Street Branch for dor

mitories.

THE ASSOCIATION AT PEKIN, ILL., HAS BEGUN

work with $3,500 pledged for a building.

ALREADY $2,800 is PLEDGED FOR A $10,000

building at Auburn, Ala. Plans are on foot

for a $20,000 building at Tuscaloosa.

Through reading ASSOCIATION MEN a man made a gift of $5,000 to an Association.
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THE NEW BUILDING OF THE LOCKPORT, N. Y.,

Association was opened March 16, and is con

sidered one of the best-equipped buildings of its

size in the state.

THE ASSOCIATION AT BATAVIA, N. Y., RECEIVED

$15,000 by the will of Mrs. Adelaide R. Kinney.

DAYTON WILL TALLY THE RESULTS OF ITS MEM-

bers' canvass for $10,000 for its building on a

banner, which, when completed, will represent

a United States flag.

ELGIN, ILL., HAD .1,000 MEN AND BOYS AT ITS

fifth Palestine lecture at the Opera House. Mr.

Cobb in these talks presents the gospel in an

emphatic way. The annual gymnasium exhi

bition was the best advertising event of the sea

son and packed the Opera House.

EL PASO, TEX., HAS ORGANIZED AN ARMY DE-

partment at Fort Smith, one of seven forts in

the state, where 275 men are stationed, with no

chaplain and nothing to relieve the monotony

of the army post. Seven Sunday services av

eraged 60 and four entertainments over 100

each; 60 members are enrolled. The commit

tee of management was granted a furlough to

attend the state convention.

THREE ST. Louis THEATER MEETINGS AVER-

aged 2,700; 250 men signed decision cards.

The building is at least three miles from the

center of the city, so an entire new working

force of 150 men were enlisted for the services,

and the meetings and Bible classes at the Cen

tral were not decreased. There are few down

town churches, so the question of securing for

church membership the 250 men is a problem.

At the close of the meeting 60 converts met at

the building and 40 enrolled in Bible classes.

STERLING, ILL., DIRECTORS MAKE IT A FEATURE

of their meetings to receive reports from the

three men who have entered the secretaryship

from their Association, regarding the men as

rightly measuring their best influence.

THE ATTLEBORO ASSOCIATION PRESENTED SEC-

retary Coykendale a handsome gold watch, be

cause they appreciated him and his work on

paying off of the debt of $1,500, doubling of

membership and making the rooms the most

popular place in town.

FREEPORT, ILL., DIRECTORS WILL SEE THAT AT

least fifty contributors receive ASSOCIATION

MEN regularly for a year.

JOHN H. JONES, PRESIDENT OF THE PITTSBURG

and Buffalo Company, the largest independent

coal company in the Pittsburg district, has pre

sented the Monongahela, Pa., Association with

a beautiful piano.

NEW ASSOCIATIONS ARE REPORTED AT WAU-

paca, Wis., and at Council Bluffs, la., with 300

charter members pledged.

FlNni.AV, O., HAS A BIG SERIES OF CLUBS.

Some are : Automobile, Camera, Social Study,

Current Topic, Electrical, Chemical, Bible

Study, Gun, Reading, Chess and Checkers, and

Intelligent men read their trade paper.

the latest is a Tuberculosis Club to study that

dread disease.

A MINSTREL SHOW AT PfiORIA WILL HAVE MIN-

isters as end men, according to press reports.

THE MAYOR OF COLUMBUS, O., BOWLED THE

first ball at the opening of the bowling alleys.

HAZLETON, PA., is CONDUCTING A NIGHT

school for Slovaks.

NEWARK, N. J., HAS 516 BIBLE STUDENTS, 323

of whom are men in 34 Bible classes.

W. WOODS WHITE WAS MADE CHAIRMAN or

the Georgia convention at Waycross. Reports

show 26 Associations, with 5,266 members.

Nearly 2,000 men professed conversion. Every

Association in the state owns its building ex

cepting Waycross, with a total value of $364,-

000 ; current expenses, $52,000. During the

year Mercer University opened a building cost

ing $7,000; Thomasville, one, costing $8,000;

Savannah has $23,000 and Amecicus $1,500

pledged for buildings.

A COLORED DEPARTMENT AT EVANSVILLE, IND.,

is now being organized.

MONTGOMERY, ALA., CLOSED ITS YEAR FOR THE

first time in ten years with all bills paid. The

membership is 457, the members paying 74 per

cent, of expenses. Ten members have sub

scribed $1,300 toward the building fund. To

ward the $25,000 needed $22,000 is pledged.

Montgomery is the only city in the South with

a population of over 30,000 without a building.

AT A RECENT MUSCATINE, L\., MEN'S MEETING

a business man who began the Christian life in

January addressed the service with remarkable

effect. At the meeting addressed by Michener

nearly 100 men expressed interest in the Chris

tian life.

NASHVILLE, TENN., is SHOWING LARGE GAINS;

of 67 men, with $1,193 membership gain and

$1,547 gain in subscriptions ; 50 per cent, in

Bible classes, 50 per cent, in men's meetings.

Night meetings will be held in several parts of

the city during the summer months and specia:

meetings for men in the Arcade Sunday after

noons, with orchestra and strong speakers

Opera House meetings have just begun.

HARTFORD, CONN., is OPENING A SEMES OF

educational talks in three factories, with the

following topics : What to Read and How to

Read It; Savings; Breaks that Cost. Four

shop Bible classes are conducted weekly.

MORRISTOWN, N. J., A SUBURBAN CTTY, INVITED

the Royal Arcanum to a Sunday service, at

tracting 300 men. The speakers were the state

Grand Regent, of that order, and Dr. Seerley.

The town is talking of the service yet. Dr.

Seerley had a "message for men" that cleaned

up many lives.

KEOKUK, IA., ANNUAL MEETING BROUGHT our

200 men, directors were elected, annual reports

read, and then the meeting adjourned to the

gymnasium, where a game of indoor bnseba'I

ASSOCIATION MKN is your trade paper.
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was played between the business men and the

young men. The president, C. R. Joy, with the

directors, were defeated by a score of 9 to 12.

A swimming and athletic exhibition was given.

Of a budget of $8,961, $1,3G5 was received from

subscriptions and $2,906 from rentals.

Pine Bluff, Ark., has a good fellowship

supper in the gymnasium every Friday night,

followed by four Bible classes ; also educational

classes every night in the week except Friday,

preparing for the international examinations.

The confusing of initials of the Y. M.

G. C. (Young Men's Gymnasium Club) with

those of the Y. M. C. A. by a New Orleans

press reporter, caused a paragraph to be cir

culated as far West as California, that a prize

fight was held in the New Orleans Associa

tion ; hence a scandal of the California people

arose.

Kenosha, Wis., will canvass for $15,000

to provide a gymnasium, natatorium, separate

boys' quarters, baths, lunchroom, etc, to be

erected on a lot 40 by 120, which is offered con

ditionally, adjoining the present building.

Knoxville, ■ Tenn., gave a stereopticon

talk to 725 men on a recent Sunday, using the

full-page pictures from January Association

Men.

Bristol, Tenn., commenced a $30,000 build-

ing canvass on its twentieth anniversary, the

address being given by Governor Montague.

Louisville closed its fifty-first year with

1,751 members, who paid $12,600 fees. The

expense per member was $16.84, including all

its services to the thousands of young men not

members. The balance made up by subscrip

tions was $4.77. There are 359 men in educa

tional classes, 360 in Bible classes, average 1,190

in seventeen theater meetings and 67 at 163

shop Bible classes. Mr. Owen Gathright, for

fourteen yeairs the honored president of this

Association, retired at the close of the year.

In a year and a half San Jose, Cal., en-

rolled 500 members. It has five Bible classes,

a big Sunday club for men, shop meetings.

In the name of the members, from the president

to the youngest junior, a handsome watch was

recently presented the secretary, C. W. Janes.

ASSOCIATION CALENDAR

STATE CONVENTIONS.

Vermont. Rutland, April 1416.

Maine. Bath, May 6-7.
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, Westfield, Mass.,

November 10-12.

LAKE GENEVA DATES.

College Student Conference. June 16-25.
Summer School for Secretaries and Physical Direc

tors, July 4-28.
Conference on Boys' Work, July 29-August 8.

railroad and industrial associations, August 4-13.
Conference of Volunteer Workers in city, town,

Two Harbors,

Camp open to members and guests, June 26-Sep-

tember 1.

OTHER CONFERENCES.

World's Conference, Paris, April 26-30.
Employed Officers, Niagara Falls, May 27-81.

SILVER BAY DATES.

Vacation Period, July 4 to September 15.
Conference for Worker*, August 1 to September 8.
Institute for Secretaries and Physical Directors, August

1 to September 8.
Older Boys' Conference, August 29 to September 3.
Institute for Workers with Boys, August 29 to Sep

tember 3.

SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

Baker, T. E., Rotterdam Junction, N. Y., to East Deer-

field, Mass. (R. R.)
Baker, Wl J., to Grafton, W. Va.
Benning, N. W., Logansport, Ind., to
Minn. (R. R.)

Brashears, E. S., Washington, D. C, to Frostburg. M4

Browne, F. P., Elmira to Rotterdam Junction, N. Y.
Burton, C. H., Grafton to Huntington, W. Va.
Chase, H. V., Lima to Hamilton, O.
Daum, W. F., Atlantic City, N. J., to Charleston, W.

Va.
Davis, W. H., Bridgeport, Conn., to Portland, Me.
Joy, B. M., Assistant, Denver to Brandon. Manitoba-
Leonard, J. F., Southbridge, Mass., to Rutland, Vt
Lewis, W. H., Frostburg to Annapolis, Md.
McLean, Lester, to Colorado Springs, Colo.
Moffat, Samuel, Assistant, Harlem Branch, New York

to Lockport, N. Y.
Northrup, E. A., Sidney to Port Richmond, N. Y.
Richardson, C. E., Two Harbors, Mich. (R. R.), res.
Truslow, Arthur, Greenpoint Branch, Brooklyn, N.

Y., res.
Watson, J. G., Oswego, N. Y. (R. R.). res.
Westfall, F. W, to Oswego, N. Y. (R. R.)
Wolf, R. R., Assistant, Chicago Central to Lake
Geneva, Wis.

Zang, G. W., to Lewistown, Mont

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

Arnold, E. H., Wilmington, N. C, res.
Bogardus, R. L., to Elmira, N. Y. (D. L & W. R. R.)
Bowden, W. H., New Haven, Conn., res.
Burt, H. G., to Pine Bluff, Ark.
Deeth, P. E., West End Branch, Toronto, Ont., res.
Harper, W. E., Pueblo, Colo., to Omaha, Neb.
Hopkins, R. F., to Fort Monroe, Va.
Landis, C. E., to Bellefontaine, O.
Reid, David, to West End Branch, Toronto, Ont.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.

Brockenbrough, C. B., Austin, Tex., res.
Rule, E. A., Des Moines, la., res.

BOYS' WORK DIRECTORS.

Daggett, C. M., Montreal to St. Louis, Mo. (Central)
Denison, E. F., Ottumwa, la., to Omaha. Neb.
Eaman, H. O., London, Ont., to Grand Forks, N. D.
Hevenor, W. S., Albany, N. Y., res.
Mailley, L. W., Omaha, Neb., res.

INTERNATIONAL, STATE AND PROVINCIAL

SECRETARIES.

Bowen, W. A., Assistant State, Pennsylvania, r«-
Duncan, U. S., Assistant Secretary, Lexington, Ky..

to Financial Department Kentucky State Committee.

Florain, W. C, to Assistant State, Maryland and Del.
Irving, George, Canadian West Provincial, res.
McCarl, F. A., to Army and Navy Department, Inter

national Committee.
Murphv, I. VV., Office Secretary North and So-jih

Carolina, res,

COUNTY SECRETARIES.

Babccck, W. H., to Jasper County, la.
Hatfield, W. W., Charleston County, HI., res.
Myers, E. H., Oneida County, N. Y„ res.
Poulson, C H., Iroquois County, 111., res.
Price, A. C, Assistant, Grand Rapids, Mich., to Mont
gomery County, Ala.

If you influence a man to subscribe he will thank you within sixty days.
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A Call to Conquest

BY REV. W. J. DAWSON.

I hail the opportunity of sending a brief mes

sage to the great army of Young Men's Chris

tian Association workers throughout the conti

nent, because I recognize in them one of the

most effective forces for Christian conquest

which the world possesses. It is precisely a note

of conquest that we need to hear to-day. The

times are ripe for a general quickening of

spiritual ideals and activities. Many causes

have contributed to this new and hopeful con

dition. Materialism as a philosophy of life has

entirely broken down. There is a general sense

that commercial prosperity, unless united with

spiritual ideals, is full of peril for the best life

of the nation. I find everywhere a reaction

from formalism and conventionalism in church

life and methods. Congregations are asking

for a new style of preaching—preaching which

shall unite the ripest fruits of culture and

scholarship with that fervent spiritual passion,

that intense loyalty to Christ, without which

preaching is of no avail. A new and wider

conception of the spiritual problems essential

to the general conditions of life, especially in

great cities, is becoming general. The growth

of the church is not keeping pace with the

growth of the population. The masses of the

people are almost untouched by Christian

effort. The labor world looks for leading to

other leaders than the church, and this in itself

is a great peril both for labor and for the

church. Yet amid all these conditions that

cause anxiety to the serious thinker, there is

one most hopeful sign, namely, the spirit of an

ticipation and hopefulness in all churches and

of all creeds. It is as though the breath of

spring had touched the land, and there is prom

ise of a golden summer and an abundant har

vest.

The great question that confronts all Chris

tian workers to-day is then, How to take ad

vantage of these signs of the times? We can

not organize a revival, but we can organize our

selves. We can best organize ourselves by ar

riving -at a condition of spiritual receptivity.

If I place in my kodak an ordinary sheet of

paper, it would be vain for me to open the

shutter and expect the light to perform the

miracle of photography. The miracle is not in

the light, but in the sensitized film. In like

manner we have to become sensitized to God,

REV. W. J. DAWSON.

and then the miracle of a general spiritual re

vival will accomplish itself.

The means by which we thus become sensi

tized are perfectly plain and ascertained. We

become sensitized to spiritual influence by the

discipline of prayer, of purgation and antici

pation. I have frequently heard men speak of

the philosophy of revivals in this way; they

have said that such revivals came in ebbs and
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flows—God came very near the world in 1857,

or in 1861—but such a statement suggests an

absentee God in the years that lie between these

dates. It implies something in the nature of

caprice in God's visitations of the world. All

this is wrong. It is stupidity and almost pro

fanity thus to think of God. God has never

left His world, even for an instant. Tennyson

once said that "if God left His world for a

single instant of time, the whole structure

would collapse and fall into immeasurable

ruin." "In God we live and move and have

our being." "Closer is He than breathing,

nearer than hands and feet." The true science

of revivals is this, that the power is always in

the world, but that men have to create in them

selves a sensitiveness to the power. "Ask and

ye shall receive, seek and ye shall find." The

moment we are ready to receive the power, the

power will stream through us and work in

and through us, for the revival of the whole

nation.

The first thing to be done, therefore, is to

quicken the existing church. On this truth I

have laid the greatest stress in all my meetings

for the last two months. Every minister must

seek to be an evangelist, every church must be

come a center of evangelistic influence. We

have force enough in our existing Christian

communities for the conquest of the whole na

tion, but the force must be mobilized. It is the

spirit of sanctified aggression which is needed.

We must leave the barrack-yard and enter on

the battlefield. We must cease to be content

with tactics of defense and conservation, and

must adopt the spirit of attack. In this work

no agency can do so much as the Young Men's

Christian Association. It represents a great

confederacy of youth. It contains the most

virile, hopeful elements of the nation. It is

therefore admirably fitted to lead the van in ag

gressive Christianity.

It seems to me that in order to make this

great advance we should at once organize our

selves upon a vast scale. Great united mis

sions should be held next fall throughout the

cities of America. The largest halls should be

secured and a plan of campaign prepared which

should be characterized by statesmanlike wis

dom and unbounded enthusiasm. Side by side

with such great united missions, all the

churches should organize simultaneous and

collateral missions. Six months of intense,

definite and positive effort to reach the mass

of people should have an enormous effect upon

the national life. Once more, as I have already

said, for the accomplishment of such a program

the Association is admirably fitted. It should

lead and it should organize the work. Its re

sources are great. Its power for good is enor

mous. It should act with the churches of all

creeds in a common effort. Is the Association

prepared to do this? Never was the opportu

nity so great. Never were the signs so fa

vorable. The work of evangelism is the great

est work in the world, and should attract the

highest genius, the ripest culture, and the full

est enthusiasm of youth. With the spirit of

evangelism so interpreted, and a campaign of

evangelism so organized, we have a right to

expect a rapid, triumphant progress in the

Christianization of the whole nation.

A Holiday Sailing Cruise on the Great Lakes

The joys of loafing about a summer hotel,

fighting flies on a trout stream in the Adiron-

dacks, or even a vacation in camp, are not

comparable to a sailing cruise on the Great

Lakes with a jolly crew of thirty or forty men

—that is the verdict of the members of the

Hamilton, Ont., Association. A fortnight's trip

on the Great Lakes has been made for five

summers under the leadership of T. F. Best,

general secretary at Hamilton, in a schooner

big enough to give plenty of bunk room, and-

carrying sail enough to make it seem more

than a yacht, with seasoned men to officer the

boat and spin the yarns of sea life, for there is

something wrong in the make up of a sailor

who cannot tell a story, irrespective of facts.

Here is the yarn of one of these amateur

fresh water sailors, telling his story of two

weeks' trip on Lake Ontario with the help of a

photographer. What better outing for a young

man who is seeking a change from the heat and

grind of the city in a store or factory, than

to don his flannels, ship for a cruise and draw

his pay in well-browned vigor, seasoned by

wind and sun and dreams of life on the waves

that will be a joy for a decade?

The Hamilton Association chartered the

"Maple Leaf," one of the fastest schooners on

the Great Lakes, owned and sailed by Captain

Goldering and his two sons, who shipped as

first and second mates. The experience of Mr.

Best on similar trips before suggested the

ample provisioning for the cruise, the correct

brand of "salt horse," and the arrangement for

bunks in the hold, supplementing the fo'castle.

and the engagement of the jolly black cook

who is as necessary to the comfort of that

party .is the captain. Thirty-one passengers

soon stored their ditty bags, fishing tackle and

oil skins at the head of their berths, doffed

their store clothes, donned their togs, rolled up

on deck and reported for orders from the cap

tain and mate, with the air of disciplined

men-before-the-mast. It was a good thing
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THE CAPTAIN.

that the schooner swung loose when only a

light breeze was blowing

and these sailors still

held a steady keel enough

to lend a hand at the

hoisting of the mainsail,

running up the jib,

running up the jib, cast

ing off of the hawsers

of doing their trick at

the wheel with the mate

standing over them.

After the boat was

under way the crew

formed an organization

which was to be in

effect when they were

not doing duty as "ordi

nary seamen." A profes

sional man of the num

ber was elected commo

dore, then a chaplain,

two secretaries and a

treasurer were appointed,

and committees to fur

nish programs as occa

sions offered in musical,

literary, athletic and

other ways to keep up

the life of the party.

Every man was expected to take his turn in

assisting the cook, waiting on the table and

washing dishes.

With all sails set, the mainsail, foresail, stay

sail, topsail and balloon jib, there was hardly

wind enough to keep the craft moving the first

afternoon. The crowd gathered together for

ward, discussed remedies for seasickness,

swapped yarns, and then, as night shut down

and dulled the sunset glow, popular songs

merged into hymns. Then a psalm was quoted

by a man who spoke as one who loved it, and an

equally spontaneous prayer was offered, at

which every man uncovered. The watch was

set and the crowd turned into their bunks, not

to sleep for hours, for the first night on boat is

LOOKOUT FROM THE CROSSTREES

as wakeful as the first night in camp. The

funny man won't sleep and the others can't.

It was a new experience to the man stand

ing watch on the deck, with the schooner

swiftly moving under full sail, the glint of the

moonlight on the lake, the lighthouses on the

shore, the stiffening of the breeze and then

the rapid taking in of the sail. His dreaming

was rudely awakened by some of the jolly crew

in pajamas, who roped him and dragged him

half way across the deck, then he too turned

in. The cook's horn at seven in the morning

brought all hands to deck, then a plunge in

the lake as the speed of the boat was not too

great to permit of it, or a shower bath on

deck at the hands of men who are willing to

dip buckets of water for the improvised douse.

Following the morning

meal was a service on

deck conducted by the

chaplain. Then some

turned to reading. The

guitar, the banjo, the

mouth organ and the

jewsharp were heard,

but it was satisfactory

enough for most men to

sit quietly on the taffrail

and let their feet hang

over.

Calls were made at

some of the most interest -

esting ports, and as the

course layalong the shore

the constantly changing

scenery was full of inter

est. Arrangements that

had been made for games

of baseball and visits to

city Associations and As

sociation camps gave va

riety to the trip.

The third day out

a heavy easterly wind

kicked up a "nasty sea."

The schooner tossed like

sails were close reefedbucking bronco

THE COOK AND HELPERS.
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LOAFING ON DECK.

and the captain took the wheel ; and the raw

crew leaned over the rail or hunted their

bunks. But the man who could weather the

gale without seasickness saw a sight that was

worth while, and had an experience that makes

his nostrils dilate to think of to-day, as he re

members the tang and tingle of that experience.

The schooner soon made a convenient port,

which brought relief to unsettled stomachs,

and at twilight the captain, always on the alert,

loosened the hawsers, ran the sails up and

swung out before the wind, the boat rolling on

the long ground swell and bowling along at

twelve knots an hour.

After the landsmen got their sea legs on they

ventured above the deck and made the cross-

tree a point of vantage as a lookout for sail

ing vessels. Scudding before a stiff breeze, the

schooner overhauled and passed a great freight

steamer, and with the elation of the leaders in a

race the boys guyed the freighter; but later

when the wind dropped

the steamer passed the

schooner, even al

though the crosstree

men were blowing into

the sails with fish horns

and those on deck

fanned vigorously, and

the freighter's crew

took their turn at guy

ing, returning with in

terest and unhampered

earnestness the slurs of

the morning.

At Kingston, the

old fort, military col

lege and the peniten

tiary were visited.

Then the schooner

cruised down the St.

Lawrence among the

Thousand Islands

with their beautiful

residences and harbor

'

A CLOSE SHAVE AND CRUDE HAIR CUT.

THE WRESTLING BOUT.

illumination and bass fishing. When the boat

lay at anchor in a snug harbor, wrestling

matches, fencing bouts, stunts and athletics

were the order. Visits were made at Oswego,

Rochester and Charlotte.

A squall on the lake is a not-to-be-forgotten

experience. The command to reef sail from

the ever watchful captain surprised the ama

teur sailors, who were complaining of the

calm. Then the greenhorn would see coming

across the lake what appeared like a great

green wave. The light puffs of wind changed

to a gale. The green wave looked black, and

light green was showing behind its frothing

crest, which traveled at racehorse speed toward

the schooner. A thunder storm followed, but

the captain "took it in the teeth," facing the

schooner to the squall, while the waves broke

over the bow and the "Maple Leaf plunged

and dipped into the seas. From Charlotte
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there was a spanking

breeze back to Hamil

ton. Straightway for a

hundred miles, sailing

most of the way with

scuppers down and

keeled over by the

wind, the schooner

made a record run, an

experience which made

the eyes of the seamen

dance. A ripping, roar

ing, tearing sail with

every rag of canvas set,

the boat dashed into

the harbor at Hamilton,

the glorious wind-up of

a glorious two weeks'

trip which the lands

man will remember all

his life, and every man

ready to declare that

he got more for his

fourteen dollars than

he had ever bought before, in the health, pleas

ure and the not-to-be-forgotten satisfactory

A SNAPSHOT—LOOKING DOWN FROM THE

RIGGING.

influence of a Christian Association crowd,

who could have a good time without its leav

ing a bad taste in the mouth.

MORNING SERVICE ON BOARD.

structive fact relative to the long prophesied

spiritual awakening? Has it come?

There have come great meetings attended by

Christian people. But large assemblies of

Christian people do not necessarily indicate a

revival.

There can be no revival until new spiritual

life comes; and new spiritual life comes only

when men wait on God in faith and prayer.

But even where there is but little faith and

prayer, large audiences of people may be gath

ered.

There have been great gatherings in several

American cities during the past few months.

But the masses of people outside the churches,

except in a comparatively small number of

towns and cities, seem to be almost entirely

unmoved. The fact that they are still unmoved

shows that meetings crowded with Christian

people, are not proof of a revival.

And what is indicated by great men's meet

ings, in Young Men's Christian Associations, to

which hundreds of men gather? Do these men

gather because the meetings are marked by

spiritual fervor and directness? Evidently, in

some cities. But in others it is clear that they

have responded to ingenious advertising of dis

tinctly entertaining features. Such features,

strikingly and adroitly announced, invariably

win a crowd. But a crowd of two thousand

men at a Sunday afternoon vaudeville perform

ance, with an address on social economics that

ends with watery references to one or two

Bible verses, is an opportunity of gold, lost.

If, then, great gatherings under Christian

auspices do not in themselves indicate the

drawing near of a revival, what does? What

When Will the Revival Come?

BY DON O. SHELTON.

We must honestly face facts. Though facts precedes and accompanies a genuine spiritual

are relentless, they instruct. What is the in- awakening?
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1. Prayer—-united, persistent, believing prayer.

Every great revival can be traced back to the

prayers of members of the church. The revival

in the early church began in a prolonged

prayer service and in a few human hearts.

When Jesus led His disciples to look upon the

shepherdless multitudes who crowded about

Him, His counsel was : "Pray." "Pray ye

therefore the Lord of the harvest." This is sig

nificant. Why did He not say "Speak," or

"Begin a tour of visitation," or "Appoint a

committee"? When Jesus had ascended, the

disciples promptly engaged in united prayer.

With one accord, they waited in prayer for a

fulfillment of His promise. This. promise': they

believed; therefore they prayed and waited.

Their eight days of prayerful waiting not only

tested their faith, but demonstrated it.

The aggressive church movement in the days

of Wesley and Whitfield began in multiplied

meetings for prayer. In the wonderful revival

in this country under Charles G. Finney prayer

was found to be the essential link in the chain

of causes that led to the awakening. In the

present revival in Wales the element of prayer

is the most significant characteristic. Revivals

have never come in the past, and there is no

indication whatever that they will come now,

apart from faith and persevering prayer. An

drew Bonar, of Scotland, said that he could do

more by praying than he could do in any other

way. This lesson, which he had learned as a

result of his long ministry, is one which we in

America need to take to heart and act upon.

2. When the revival comes, it will be recog

nized by the ardent and zealous efforts of

Christian people to lead others into the Chris

tian faith. An eager desire on the part of

Christian people that others shall share the

privileges and joys of the Christian life is al

ways an accompaniment of a genuine revival.

An early typical instance is recorded in the re

vival history in the eighth chapter of the book

of Acts. "And they were all scattered abroad

throughout the regions of Judea and Samaria,

except the apostles. . . . Therefore they

that were scattered abroad went everywhere

preaching the word." A modern typical in

stance is the revival in Wales. There the peo

ple themselves gladly go forth to converse with,

and bring into the meetings, those who are

indifferent and unrepentant.

A great, general, spontaneous spiritual

awakening in America is yet to come. It

will come when the people of all the churches

believe the promises of God, unite in believing

prayer, and- go forth in the ability of the Spirit

of God to lead others to Christian decision.

In the light of the fact that a widespread

spiritual awakening has not yet come to

America, what is the outlook? Is it not this:

On the one hand, the needs of multitudes alien

ated from the life of God, through ignorance or

through sin. On the other hand, the power of

God. His power He has promised. His prom

ises are fulfilled when conditions are met. Not

having met the conditions of the fulfillment of

the promises we are still without ability to meet

the need of the world.

New York City.

Conversational Evangelism—Its Mastery—IV

BY FRED S. GOODMAN.

We have considered the imperative need of

a revival of the evangelistic spirit, a revival

which will grip the laymen, and send them

out for daily testimony. Then we studied the

meaning of evangelism as we find it in the

New Testament. Finally we considered

briefly the two principal methods for bring

ing the glad message to the attention of men.

In this and the closing articles it is our pur

pose to answer the question, "How can a

Christian man who loves Christ and is will-

'ing to cooperate with Him in winning men

to God, master the gracious art of conversa

tional evangelism?"

First of all, he must deepen his own con

victions. This method must become so

thoroughly a part of his life program that it

will gradually cease to be an irksome task.

It must be in his blood. This will mean the

forming of the evangelising habit.

What will so deepen his convictions?

Prayer will do it, if specific and persevering.

But prayer needs the stimulus of new light.

This will come from a fresh study of the sub

ject, as found in the concrete in the history

of the Church, early and modern. He will

find by such a study in the New Testament

how prominent this method was in the life of

Christ. Andrew, John, Peter, James,

Matthew, Paul and Timothy are some of the

fruits of this method. He may be surprised

to discover that almost as much space is

given in the Acts to the accounts of personal

evangelism as to the great sermons. See

Paul's review of his work in Thessalonica, in

the first letter, and the way the Church fol

lowed his example. See his review of thf

Ephesian campaign, as given in Acts

20:26-32.

This method is the normal and spontaneous

or deliberate attempt to pass on to another a

piece of good news. When the Samaritan

woman discovered herself and her Saviour

by the wellside, she began immediately to
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evangelize her townsmen in spite of the

handicap of opposing customs. A study of

modern missions is full of illustrative facts.

For example, the revival in Korea, lasting

now for ten years, began in 1895, with the

scattering of the native Christians at the out

break of the China-Japan war. They carried

books and tracts everywhere, and became

"violently evangelistic." In a recent article

in the "Intercollegian," Dr. A. J. Brown

says, "as soon as the converts appeared they

were told to imitate the example of Andrew,

who 'first findeth his own brother Simon.'

The simple hearted Koreans gladly obeyed,

and first scores and then hundreds and thou

sands of believers were joyfully proclaiming

Christ to their neighbors and friends."

This is the always feasible method, adapt

able as to time, place and circumstances. It

is simple and economical. Take the home or

group Bible class for example. It is easy to

start, easy to conduct, and as experience is

showing, is marvelously effective in giving

direct approach to men otherwise inacces

sible. What about the boundless field for the

simple personal word of testimony "in the

sphere of the daily calling"?

This is the only universal method. If only

those are to be evangelized who can be in

duced to listen to sermons and addresses,

fully seven-tenths of the unchurched in

America and a larger portion in heathen

lands will never 'be evangelized. Think of the

"shut-ins," the night and Sunday toilers, the

ignorant, the prejudiced, who must be

touched personally or in small groups if at

all. Bishop Thoburn told me in 1903 that

on a recent tour in India he had baptized 865

converts, every one of whom was led to a

decision as a result of conversations, chiefly

by native Christians.

This is the only method by which the aver

age Christian can personally share in the

evangelization of the world. Dr. Trumbull

speaks of "the contagion of personality."

But such contagion means contact, individual

heart with individual heart, mind open to

mind, hand touching hand.

This method is usually needed to make;the dis

course method finally effective. A year ago, an

extensive study was made of the personal re

ligious experience of the secretaries in New

. York and Brooklyn. Details were furnished

by eighty-two men. Of this number only

four stated that their public confession of

Christ was due primarily to public preaching.

Twenty-six decided in a public meeting fol

lowing home training and personal effort.

Thirteen without home training decided in a

public meeting following personal effort,

while thirty-nine others confessed Christ be

cause of home training and personal effort,

apart from any public service. Sixty-nine

of the eighty-two are Christians to-day al

most solely as a result of conversational

evangelism. The individuals chiefly respon

sible were:

Fathers 10

Mothers 12

Brothers 2

Pastors 10

Secretaries 5

Teachers n

Strangers 2

Friends 17

69

Of the eighty-two, seventy-seven decided

between the ages of 10 and 21. The average

age of decision was 15.4.

These secretaries reported interviews with

342 other Christian men, over 80 per cent, of

whom are Christians largely because of con

versational evangelism.

Why is this method so effective? It per

mits one to adapt the truth to the specific

needs of the individual. It enables a man to

follow a definite policy regarding another.

This is impossible with a score or a hundred

of hearers. It means intelligent effort, as

each step is taken. Such a campaign may

last for months or years. But it is pro

gressive.

This method succeeds after the sermon or

address has failed to produce decision. This

is illustrated in every great men's meeting.

Following one of Fred B. Smith's powerful

appeals, two men were conversed with by a

well known physical director, one a business

man, the other a commercial traveler. Both

declined to go beyond the raising of the hand

at the first appeal. The conversations were

continued by correspondence. After four

months of such a campaign, one, and after

seven months, the other, avowed Jesus as

Saviour and Lord.

Finally this is the only way to carry the

evangel to "every creature." No other plan

will do it, however large or comprehensive.

This, logically carried out—supplementing

the public proclamation of the Gospel—is

capable of just this result. As Dr. Mac-

Laren has said, "I do not believe the multi

tude will ever be reached until Christians in

far larger numbers, and with far more sys

tem than hitherto, go among them and by

individual effort cast the silken chains of

sympathy and brotherliness about them,

which will draw them out of the depths."

In his strong address to the New York

secretaries on Evangelism to the Crowd, Fred

Smith said truly that "the ceaseless task of

the Association is evangelism to the crowd."

Yes, the wandering, deceived, blinded crowds

of sin-sick men. But this task cannot be

done if we regard them as simply a crowd.
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They are, after all, individuals, with indi

vidual needs to be met, and individual wills

to be persuaded. They must, in the last

analysis, be dealt with one by one by re

deemed men whose hearts are aflame with

the divine passion, men who have personally

met Christ, and are able and anxious to give

a true report of Him to their needy fellows.

Fellow Christians, here is the radical diffi

culty. Our convictions, though orthodox,

are shallow. We lack the passionate

enthusiasm for Christ which possessed Paul,

St. Francis, Zinzendorf, Tholuck, Drum-

mond, McBurney, Moody, Hugh Beaver and

Horace Rose. God give the active members

of this mighty movement a holy passion for

men—.that highest type of friendship which

asks nothing for itself, but gives to others its

best. This passion is the fruit of close com

radeship with Him "whom not having seen

we love." "Follow me and I will make you

fishers of men."

The John the Baptist of Japan

BY GALEN N. FISHER, JAPAN.

Latests advices from Japan indicate that the

Army Department of the Association is win

ning phenomenal recognition for its service to

the soldiers in Manchuria. A number of the

highest officers have recently urged that two or

three secretaries should be constantly kept at

work among the troops near the firing line, as

well .as at the chief stationary camps as here

tofore. One of the twelve secretaries now in

Manchuria, Mr. Kawasumi, has recently re

turned from work among Gen. Kuroki's troops,

where he was enthusiastically welcomed every

where by officers and men. After his supplies

of reading matter, etc., were exhausted he was

quite as heartily received as before. Repeat

edly he was afforded the privilege of giving

messages of comfort and guidance to men in

hospitals and to troops leaving for action. A

certain general invited him to speak for forty

minutes before a gathering of higher officers.

At Dalny there are four Japanese secretaries

at the Association quarters, and they are over

whelmed with opportunities for helping the

soldiers. On February 11, the anniversary of

the beginning of the Empire, the officers at

Dalny imnited Dr. Fukuda (M.D., Edinburgh),

Rev. Ochiai (Field Secretary), and the other

two Association secretaries, to be their guests

at dinner and afterward to give a grapho-

phone entertainment. They made a decided

hit

Gleason, who is at present working at Yin-

Kow (Newchwang), writes that the military

authorities have provided the Association with

an enormous building. Hibbard, at Fengwan-

chen, reports that things are booming. Some

days the number of men using the building has

passed 800. "Yesterday 600 letters were left

with us to mail and at least as many carried

away. We have a special correspondence room

with four tables, but yesterday there was a

fringe of men writing against the wall all the

way around. The men would stay until mid

night every night if we did not close at nine."

One day at Fengwanchen an informal re

ception was given. "The room we use, 60x18

feet in size, was crowded very early. Secre

tary Takabatake made a speech and was fol

lowed by a captain, who said : 'The Association

gives you a place to read and write, to shave

and cut your hair, to wash your clothes, and

if circumstances permit, to cleanse your whole

body, but its fundamental purpose is to make

the heart clean.' Then followed a neat exhorta

tion on 'A Clean Heart.' This captain and

his- officers have given up liquors and tobacco

on account of the Association work."

"Yesterday Takabatake came in with a dozen

men in full marching order, just off for the

front. They came into the inner office for

prayers. They were very quiet while Taka

batake prayed with and for them. And so they

go and others take their places, a seemingly

endless stream of the best life of the nation.'

Bishop M. C. Harris recently wrote to a

friend: "The position of the Association is

unique. Government and people have the

utmost confidence in and appreciation of its

splendid work. The Association is the Jok*

the Baptist of Christian work in the Empire,

and especially in the army and in Korea."

The Minister of War has just very gladly

given permission for Dr. J. H. DeForest, the

noted missionary-author, to go to Manchuria

under the Association. He carries letters from

the General Staff to all the commanders at the

front. Dr. De Forest writes, in part: "The

most conspicuous piece of Christian work in

Japan at this time is this army work, with its

four stations in full blast in the rear of the

. battle line. What renders it conspicuous is the

hearty endorsement of the movement by the

War Department, with the full sympathy of

H. E. Count Katsura, the Premier. The

beauty and strength of the movement lie in the

rare tact that has won the confidence of the

authorities without any friction or suspicion.

When distinguished statesmen and officers say

that the Christian movement is the only one

that is worth while, and when the Premier and

Minister of War give letters and cordial words

to one who go£s to do a little work under the
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Young Men's Christian Association, it means

that a new and great and blessed advance has

been made in understanding the spirit that lies

behind all sincere Christian work ; it means

that now is the accepted time for the most

generous backing by prayers and gifts of

this work of love among the soldiers of

Japan."

With Men of the Army and Navy

Repeated indications of the hearty apprecia

tion of the army work in the Philippines come

from the officers there. General Corbin recently

referred the secretaries especially to Brigadier-

General Randall, commanding the Department

of Luzon. After outlining their plans, General

Randall told the secretaries to report to Major

Sibley and "tell him you are in the field at my

L

cent meeting stated that his experience in the

Philippine Islands showed him that the Young

Men's Christian Association in a camp meant

more than the arrival of a fresh body of troops,

and good ones at that.

"A few years ago," said Captain Wadhams,

"it was customary for me to receive from the

men of my ship when going on liberty the ad

dresses of saloons as places where they might

be found if needed in an emergency. I recently

gave quite a large number of furloughs at Bos

ton and in practically every case the Naval As

sociation in Brooklyn was given as the address

of the men."

Two hundred and fifty sailors attended a

meeting held by the Norfolk Young Men's

Christian Association on Sunday, April 9, and

of this number 26 entered the Christian life that

afternoon.

Senator-elect Frank P. Flint has been added

to the Advisory Committee of the Vallejo

Branch of the Naval Young Men's Christian

Association. This committee already includes

Senator George C. Perkins, Lieut.-Gov. Alden

Anderson, Rear-Admiral B. H. McCalla, M. H.

De Young, Rolla V. Watt, Daniel H. Kane, and

H. J. McCoy.

The army and navy delegation to the Cali

fornia state convention proved to be the popular

delegation at the convention. This has helped

greatly in the promotion of a feeling of fellow

ship among the men, as these delegates now feel

a proprietary interest in the Association.

The temporary naval branch at Pensacola,

the expenses of which are met by the Chamber

of Commerce of that city, opened on March 27,

New Iloilo Army Association Building, near the

entrance gate of the Plaza. The exhibits of the Asso

ciation at the World's Fair received honorable mention.

Opposite is a saloon, over which is a club called "The

Veteran Army of the Philippines."

request." On reporting to Major Sibley, who

commands the troops in Cavite Province, he

said : "In the field we are not fixed so as to

have strangers with us and prefer that they

stay away, but we do not consider the Young

Men's Christian Association secretary a

stranger, because we feel as though the Asso

ciation was a part of the army. I speak for

my officers and for my men when I say your

work here is high

ly appreciated and

I assure you it will

not be forgotten."

A recent visit of

one of the secre

taries to Naic

found that the

traveling library

was so heartily

appreciated that

not a single soli

tary book remain

ed in the case,

every book being

in use.

Brigadier - Gen

eral Grant at a re- ARMY AND NAVY DELEGATION AT CALIFORNIA STATE CONVENTION.
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The uvy

they adver

tise in

Iloilo.

The sign

is on the

ruins of a

building

burned by

insurgents

in 1899,

directly

opposite

the Asso

ciation

building.

with Carroll Marsden of the Brooklyn branch

in charge, and Niles Borop of the same branch

as night secretary. In the first five nights 529

beds were rented and the rooms have swarmed

with men. The building secured this year is a

great improvement over the one rented last year

and more adequately provided for the needs of

the large crowds of men who are given liberty

at this station.

An Army Association branch has been organ

ized at Fort Smith, Texas, five miles from El

Paso, where 275 men are stationed, having no

chaplain, no entertainments, no services.

With the Filipino Scouts

The Army and Navy Department has just

sent out the first representative to the Fili

pino scouts and constabulary, Mr. A. B.

De Roos. He speaks Spanish and several

other languages, and was with the scouts and

constabulary at the World's Fair in St. Louis.

The "little brown men" were constant visit

ors at the Association tent at the Fair, and

were always in evidence at the receptions, en

tertainments and addresses arranged for them

by Mr. De Roos, and so much did these men

appreciate the Association that an observer

offered to bear the expense of sending him to

the Philippines to inaugurate the Association

movement among them.

There are over 7,000 native soldiers in the

constabulary and 5,000 scouts. Eleven com

panies are Macabeebees, thirteen are Ilicanos,

four are Tagalogs, sixteen are Visayans, and

among them are a few Moros and two com

panies of Bicols and four companies of Caga-

yans, who come from the extreme north of

Luzon. In the constabulary the Tagalogs and

the Ilicanos predominate. In the scouts many

of the best young men of the tribes are en

listed and are working for a commission, and

in the constabulary a number are working for

advancement. Many speak English, some

Spanish, but the tribal languages predominate.

All are eager to learn English. Eighty per

cent, of the 360 officers of the constabulary

are American.

Mr. De Roos will go immediately to the

points where the scouts and constabulary are

stationed, with supplies of printed matter, maga

zines and papers, music-boxes, talking-machines

and other equipment. He will carry several

hundred records containing everything from

the popular songs to the "Star Spangled Ban

ner" and the best hymns of the American

people. The secretaries now with the Ameri

can troops in the islands have found that the

Filipinos are a music-loving people, and crowds

of them always gather when the graphaphones

are started. The music-boxes play a prominent

part in Army Association programs, from en

tertainment to religious service.

Dedication of the Clara Sayles Gladding Army

Building

On April 20 about 200 people attended a

very interesting dedicatory service at Fort

Hancock, N. J., of the Clara Sayles Gladding

Army building. Miss Helen Gould presided

and appropriate addresses were made showing

the value of this building to the enlisted men of

this post. The work at Fort Hancock is con

ducted under the auspices of the State Com

mittee of New Jersey.

WRITING HOME FROM THE VALLEJO

BUILDING.



Temptations of the Secretaryship*

By W. H. KINNICUTT, M.D.

Civilization brings complexity. The further

we get away from primitive living, the more

highly we develop institutions, the more danger

there is of departing from the simple standards

of absolute integrity.

Every line of business or profession has its

special tendencies toward laxity of principle.

This has its crystallization in the familiar for

mulation "tricks in all trades." The daily work

of the Association man is not exempt from this

danger.

Association work has practically established

itself among the professions. So highly spe

cialized has it become that it requires training

and experience under experts. The sentiment

which carried it during its early history is no

longer sufficient for its success. It demands

men of ability, breadth, versatility, intuition,

sympathies; but, above all, absolute honesty.

Chief among the temptations which assail the

Association worker I shall place hypocrisy.

Hypocrisy— There is a great inducement to

act, and endeavor to appear what one is not ; to

pose as the exponent of virtues or principles

which one does not believe in, nor wish to ac

quire; to outwardly espouse measures against

which the will revolts ; to professedly support

principles which the mind and heart do not

practice. This may consist in either the rejec

tion of good things, or the preference of bad

things. A man will be what he thinks, what

ever he professes.

Loss of Individuality—Many men of good

motives become so eager to conform to others'

ideas of right that they are like boys running

cakes of ice; they arc chiefly occupied in en

deavoring to conciliate all kinds of people,

thereby crippling their influence and losing

their power of independent thought and action.

They hinder the progress of the work, more

than all the outspoken opposition of the com

munity.

Religious Extravagance—The tendency to

decorate one's work with obtrusive religious

trimmings is perhaps one of the most conspicu

ous weaknesses in the Association. To adorn

the departments with ill-adapted labels, which

urge public commendation because they have

been properly consecrated. The Association is

a religious organization in the largest and best

sense and should not hamper its usefulness or

attractiveness by an aggressive show of its

goodness. Its religious purpose is its life, its

whole character; hut it need not be Haunted like

a diamond on a shirt front. The Association

weakens much of its effectiveness by the ar

rogant flourishing of its divine franchise.

Jealousy —The Association has no miracles.

God works through the natural means—men.

Men must carry on this work ; their intelligence

will determine its worth. One man will suc

ceed, another will show less of talent or will

fail. A weak man will resent his co-laborers'

success, and will destroy his own worth with

jealous broodings. How to guard against

this? You can't. It is a radical fault—a fatal

failing. It is energy gone into a wrong

channel. It is a case of supreme selfishness,

of misfit purpose. Such a man never had the

right conception of his work. An Association

with such a condition existing among its work

ers is doomed to gangrenous decay, unless there

is a radical operation. The man in this calling

should see the opportunity to invest his life to

help other men. The test of his worthiness is

his willingness to aid another's effort and

rejoice in another's success.

Specialization—This is doubtless the fore

runner of the fault last described. The com

plexity of the Association requires men of dis

tinct ability as well as broad sympathy. It

needs the mind trained under educational dis

cipline, to direct its school work ; the one with

athletic temperament, to regulate and provide

interests in its physical work ; the student of

men's tastes, inclinations and habits, to adapt

the religious teaching; but with each there

must be the eager desire that their special

charges shall recognize the fulness of life, for

life's sake, as well as their own sake. The man

who departmentizes himself is a hermit. He

interprets his work in terms which deceive his

constituents ; he makes himself responsible for

their failure to develop in the fullest sense.

The Association work is team work—a man's

obligation is not discharged when he completes

his department duty. The failure of a depart

ment is the failure of the work for which all

are equally responsible. In the best sense we

are our brothers' keepers. We are the organs

of the great Association body ; the great pur

pose of the work is the blood, which nourishes

every part ; all the organs must lend of their

energy to that special part which may be im

paired—this is Nature's law—it applies to the

Association with immense significance.

Presumption —There is a certain presump

tion which seems to cling to certain Associa

tion men and other Christian workers—a care

lessness of personal appearance—manner, con

ventionality, attire; a general style which differ

entiates one from the run of business men; a

kind of take-no-thought-what-ye-shall-wear ap

•A pape

author.

taper prepared for the Cleveland Secretary's Club, and published without revision or consent of
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pcarance. It is that characteristic which leads

one to look for frayed sleeve edges and

trousers in the solicitor for funds. It is related

to the disregard for the conventions, which lets

the frowsy minister wear a white tie any time

after breakfast. It is the almost accepted re

galia of the "good man." Of course, there are

many stages of this, from the man who neglects

shaving, to the one who goes about in soiled

sweater and short pants because he is a phys

ical director. There is no reason why a man

should not be neat, have clean finger-nails, bar-

bered hair, clean linen and even take a little

liberty with the color of his neckwear—pro

vided it isn't too noisy—and yet qualify as a

Christian worker. There are even some who

have a silk hat and dress suit carefully packed

away in the camphor trunk, who have still re

tained the indorsement of the International

Committee. We would not wish to pose as

fashion plates, and yet a weekly 15 cents could

well be put into the pressing of trousers with

out fear of drastic criticism.

Mechanical Method—In such an enterprise,

involving so much and so many, as ours, there

must be effective organization and system.

This tempts a reliance on machinery. It makes

the constant danger of being content with an

occasional oiling of the bearings, without a con

stant renewing of the parts. Our work is not

with masses, but with men. There is danger

of forgetting this and of neglecting the indi

viduals who swarm about us, in the absorbing

work of perfecting theoretical measures. Our

basic motive is to bring needy men into contact

with helpful men. We must use our person

alities for other men's good ; otherwise we lose

our greatest opportunity. Ours is a socio

logical effort, which means relations between

men. We deal not so much with academic ques

tions, as with flesh and blood individuals. Such

activity supplies the motor which holds our

organized effort together. Our personal sym

pathies must never be allowed to grow cold.

Our experience should make us quick to recog

nize men's needs.

Loss of Simplicity—There is a tendency to

grow blase in our work. To find year after

year the same old problems needing solution ;

to grow weary with the eternal questions of

finance and support. This has a hardening ef

fect upon the nature unless the purpose of it

all in its ever-recurring simplicity is kept con

stantly in mind. Who would be content to do

the detail of Association work for a livelihood,

were it not for the inspiring motive of making

men's lives more wholesome? The solution of

this difficulty is to see in it a life work, with the

annoyances and difficulties as the means of keep

ing ourselves strong and fit.

Dishonesty—A strange thing to suggest, you

think. And yet there is nothing harder to se

cure from the Association men than an honest,

unprejudiced statement of their work. The

wish to present the best side of conditions, the

tendency to see things as you wish they were,

rather than as they are, creeps into our state

ments, reports and statistics. The Year Book

is one vast library of secretarial misrepresenta

tion. Strange to say that the thing that is most

untrue is that which proclaims the result of dis

tinct religious purpose—the number of men

converted. Not that there is the wish to de

ceive; yet the inability to be honest with our

selves makes us loath to confess our work as

weak. There is inherent in us a blind worship

of success for success' sake. This hinders prog

ress and interferes with finding the reason for

our failures.

Laziness—Association work has no age

limit, with pension attachments. One need

never be too old in years to engage in it. But

many a young man soon reaches his limit of

usefulness by losing his energy and ceasing his

study. There is danger in what we commonly

call success ; we are apt to consider the work

done when the standard set has been reached.

There is danger of forgetting that each step,

well accomplished, is but a better foothold for

the next that should be taken. "Instant in

season, out of season" might well be taken as

our working slogan. Not that the work should

be regarded as a burden, or an occasion for

nervous fussing—the Quakers' motto might

well be applied, "never worry over what can be

helped." Interested, sympathetic study of men

and the field, anticipating changes and improve

ments, always working toward a worthy ob

jective, will effectually discourage the book

worm and counteract his development.

Traditionalism—The Association attracts

conscientious men. They recognize the majestic

manner in which it has moved to its present

place in the world. They are students of its

history. They must be students of other things.

They must see that this is an organization to fit

the times; that the methods of even a dozen

years ago are useless now. They must be seers

into the future. But even as the pies "mother

used to make" will linger in the memory and

serve as a stimulus—or otherwise—to loving

wives, so the methods, precepts and enuncia

tions of the patriarchs of ten years and more

ago, will come to mind in our work. The tra

ditions of the Association are not to be ad

mired as a standard, but revered for their his

tory. Put them in the hall of fame where they

belong and hew out a tablet of your own, to

commemorate your own day, when you are

gone. Neglect of home interests and the tend

ency to intellectual rust, have been under dis

cussion here and should need no further men

tion.

There are many other foibles which the in
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dividual may show, as the possibilities of the

Association work touch the particular tem

perament. And while I have enumerated a rather

formidable list of danger points, I think they

may all be condensed into one great tempta

tion—t. e., to lose the Association spirit. Our

work forms the great connecting link between

religion as a personal profession and business

which can't use it. We are in a religious-

business profession. We must be keenly busi

nesslike; we must express the purest religious

spirit ; it is for us to demonstrate that the one

helps the other ; that strong business sense

should not preclude true living and helpfulness.

If we fail in either respect, executive or

spiritual, we misrepresent our organization and

limit its worth.

The Association spirit is that inspiration

which impels us to take men as they are, and

help them to be what they ought; business, as

it is, and fit men to make it better; the com

munity as we find it, and through the men we

influence, raise its standard. In method it is

a focal work—aimed at the man ; in effect, it is

a radiating work—aimed at the whole commu

nity. It is business, yet unselfish ; it is rational

ind practical, yet with as divine a commission

as that of Jesus. Its effectiveness depends

upon the common sense and integrity of men—

we are those men.

How to Save Life in the Water

A Successful Association Swimming Club

BY FRANK J. SULLIVAN.

The most unique athletic feature of the Chi

cago Association is the Swimming and Life-

Saving Club at Central, organized in 1901. It

is the only one in this country which has the

purpose of saving life and the holding of

weekly meetings for the education of its mem

bers. Its objects are to teach the art of life-

saving, to pro

mote fellowship

among its mem

bers and an ac

tive interest in

swimming. The

club has a rec

ord of twelve

persons saved

from drowning,

including two

cases of special

daring, for

which medals

have been pre

sented to two

members. One

of these was

earned by E. P.

S w a t e k. and

the other by W.

K. Armstrong.

On Thursday

evening of each

week the club

meets for practice in both live-saving and

swimming and for regular drills. New mem

bers are instructed in the elementary principles

and new methods are discussed and tried.

General natatorial practice and experiments in

resuscitation complete each meeting's program.

Business meetings are held monthly, at which

PROMINENT CHICAGO SWIMMERS.

H. J. Handy.

plans for the coming month and the applica

tions of new members are considered.

There are several life-saving systems, the one

indorsed by the Central Club having originated

with the London Life- Saving Society. It con

sists of three different methods of carrying the

subject. The first is that method in which the

rescuer swims

upon his back,

supporting the

subject by the

chin with the

right or left

hand, while the

other hand and

the legs are

used as means

of propulsion.

The subject is,

of course, also

upon his back,

mouth and nos

trils well out

of the water.

In the second

method both

the rescuer

and the drown

ing person are

again upon their

backs, but the

latter is sup

ported and carried by both hands being pressed

against the sides of his face, the motive power

coming entirely from the legs of the rescuer.

The third method is radically different from

the other two. When this method is adopted

it is usually in cases where the person in dis

tress has a knowledge of swimming and is

E. P. Swatek.
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helpless from either wound or cramp. In this

the subject lies upon his back, with his hands

upon the shoulders of his rescuer, who swims

straight ahead, using the ordinary breast stroke.

This method is by far the most easily executed

of the three, the swimmer having free use of

all four limbs. Its chief defect, however, is

A RESCUE—U. S. VOLUNTEER LIFE-SAVING

CORPS—BAY RIDGE DIVISION, BROOKLYN.

in the fact that it requires presence of mind on

the part of the subject, and this presence of

mind is rarely found in cases of drowning.

Where the person being rescued is violent, it is

absolutely necessary that he be carried from be

hind, to prevent the drowning of both persons.

If it has been found necessary to render the

drowning person unconscious by a blow from

the fist, it is also impracticable for the rescuer

to push him ahead of him as in the third

method.

The holds of the drowning man have been

divided by life-saving experts into the arm

hold, neck hold, and body hold. These three

embrace almost every hold it is possible for

the drowning man to secure. For these three

classes of holds three defensive breaks have

been devised.

For arm holds the break is simple. When

grasped by one or both arms or wrists the ex

perienced life-saver brings his arms down

sharply against the thumbs of the drowning

person, thus opening the grasp and freeing his

arms. If this movement has the slightest trace

of snap about it the grasp can only be main

tained at the cost of infinite pain or broken

thumbs.

The second regulation break is for neck

holds, and is executed as follows : When

grasped by the neck, the rescuer, slipping down

as far as possible, places one hand behind the

small of the subject's back just above the kid

neys, and the other is thrust upward between

the subject's arms until the palm is against the

chin. This hand is thus forced sharply up

ward and backward, while the other exerts a

counter pressure upon the back which gives

stability to the hold. The fingers of the upper

hand are preferably squeezed over the nose of

the subject. This break is one which must by

law of mechanics open the clutch of the drown

ing man.

The third break is used when the rescuer is

grasped in such a manner that he is enveloped

in the arms of the man he is trying to rescue,

binding his arms to his side. The latter lets

himself slide down as far as possible and

brings his knee to bear upon the solar plexus

of his subject, causing him to break away. The

hand is then brought upward and applied iden

tically as in the second release. This release is

in a large measure similar to the second, but

neither is applicable to the other class of holds,

thus both should be learned by the swimmer

who wishes consistency in the art of life-

saving. There are many other ways of releas

ing one's self, but they are all similar to the

ones given above.

It has been stated before that the club, in

RESUSCITATION — U. S. VOLUNTEER LIFE

SAVING CORPS—BAY RIDGE DIVISION.

BROOKLYN.

addition to its work in life-saving, also devotes

much time and instruction to developing the

swimming ability of its members, in which it

has been very successful. Three world's

records are held by members, two by H. J.

Handy and one by E. P. Swatek. The Central

Association has captured more points than any

other team in every meet in which it has com

peted.



How to Foster Games and Athletics

BY A. E. GARLAND, M.D., BOSTON.

The ambition to excel and win in sports

seems to take possession of men as a natural,

psychological result of competition. This

spirit of rivalry unless controlled by a spirit

of absolute fairness will certainly result in

uncleaness and dishonesty. Clean sport must

depend to a greater or less extent upon the

individual, and some one must be the ex

ponent and advocate of its underlying prin

ciples in every organization. If the physical

director does not take this duty and respon

sibility upon himself, unfair play, hissing audi

ences an-d rough, unmanly contests will result.

Much has been said on this subject, many

clean sport guns have teen fired, we may

have smelled the powder or felt the hot air,

without being enthused or aroused to the

fact that we individually have something to

do, and a part to play in the battle against un-

cleanness in athletics. Competitive athletics

have come to stay and have proven to be help

ful in our work, so as a Christian institution,

looking for the elevation and welfare of young

men, we have a responsibility in this matter.

The lax way in which OUT athletic sports are run

is responsible for many of the difficulties. Too

often the members are allowed to organize their

own teams and manage them to suit them

selves, no thought or control being exercised

over them by the Association which they rep

resent. In conversation with some of our

leading directors in New England, one said:

"I have too many things on hand which I

consider of more importance. I cannot spend

my time in looking after these minor things."

It is needless to say that the team represent

ing that Association has the reputation of be

ing rough, and the audiences in that gym

nasium hiss the decisions of the officials. An

other said: "What is the use of all this hot

air about clean sport? It does no good. We

wish you luck, but the millennium is not looked

for yet." Another said: "If I took a stand for

clean things as I know I should, I should

have all the, fellows and some of the board of

directors my enemies at once. This dirty

work has been going on so long that I fear

to tackle it. If I should do anything they

would think I was disloyal to the Associa

tion." A man said: "I know of two cases

where men have been playing professional

and amateur basket ball at the same time, and

have their registration tickets from the A. A.

U." I asked him to report the case through

me, but he refused.

In order to find out the general sentiment

and how far it might be expected that the As

sociations in New England would cooperate

in the movement to elevate the game of

basket ball, and rescue it from the pugilistic

ring to which it is fast degenerating, I sent

out a circular letter to the Associations in the

six States. I received letters from nearly all

the large Associations and from some players.

Most of the Associations that did not reply

were among those where the conditions in

athletics were decidely unclean. In every case

the answer was to the effect that it was a

move in the right direction, and they would

cooperate. As far as I have been able to dis

cover, from a careful study of the subject, the

reasons why the physical directors of New

England do not take a more decided stand

for clean things in competition are: (1)

The spirit to win is by far too strong. (2)

The college athletic spirit thai often per

meates the work in the college communities.

(3) Timidity or cowardice to take a stand be

cause of the attitude of the members or of

the community. (4) Too much trouble to en

force rules, or to organize and follow up this

work. (5) The financial consideration. Fear

that they may not get the crowd or pay ex

penses. (6) Lack of the spirit of loyalty or

desire to assist. The thought "It is not my

business," or "I have more important mat

ters." (7) Lack of knowledge of the rules of

competition. (8) The desire to make the

game fast and to cater to the audience.

One of the greatest curses in athletics has

been the use of "ringers," so called. Some

of the colleges are taking a stand against this,

by ruling that no man can play in any college

game without a half year's credit. This has

been done in all the large colleges in the Mid

dle West. A movement to abolish gate re

ceipts and the professional coach is another

move by the colleges in the right direction.

The Athletic League was organized with the

express purpose of aiding us in the work of

clean sport, and we owe it our firm alle

giance. It needs our support, if it is to be

come the power that such an organization

can become in the uplifting of competitive

athletics.

The increase of lawlessness in the United

States is shown by S. S. McCIure in an article

in McCIure's Magazine, to be due to the lax

way in which the laws are enforced. The

same is true of the laws governing athletics.

The responsibility rests not alone upon the

officials at the head, but upon ourselves as well.

In summing up let me state briefly how to

foster games and athletics on a clean sport

basis in our fields :

1. Join the A. I., of N. A. for your own protection,

as well as to aid that organization in its work.

2. Sec that every man taking part in competitive

athletics is registered.
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3. Study the rules. It is time well spent.

4. Live up to the rules and see that they are enforced

at home.

6. See that a committee of your best men is ap

pointed to have charge with you of the competitive

work, the selection of teams, and all such matters.

Their shoulders are broad, and any changes made will

not reflect on you alone.

6. Clean house at home. Do not use doubtful men.

7. Report cases at once to headquarters, even if it is

one of your own men.

8. Always lend a voice against uncleanness and

against talk of unfair play by your men, such as: "We

will lay for that fellow next time," etc.

9. Do. not allow the money consideration or the

spirit to win to overshadow honest, clean, manly sport.

10. Be absolutely fair and honest yourself, and your

men will follow.

11. Get the gymnasium committee and the board of

directors to back up the efforts for clean sport in every

particular.

12. Play only Association teams, or such teams as

are known to be of high standing.

13. In basket ball:

(a) The ground rule, such as out of bound lines,

etc., should be lived up to and enforced.

(fc) Disqualify men for rough play according to

the rules. Here is one of the greatest difficulties in

basket ball. These rules arc totally disregarded; a

man is only disqualified if he gets into a real fight,

and often not even then.

(c) Proper officials. The present plan of one offi

cial representing each team is a great farce, for as

a general rule they are incompetent, and if one calls

a foul the other does so to get even on general

principles. I advocate most strongly the paying of

competent mutual officials. These officials to be reg

istered as the players are, and disqualified if proven

to be partial, unfair, or incompetent. The physical

director of an Association should not be allowed to

umpire a game on his own floor between his men and

an outside team, as the feeling will exist of unfair

ness. If two paid officiers cannot be provided, let

one paid official be employed.

(d) Form an Association league, without any team

prize, bul! just for the general uplift of this game

and the mutual benefit of the players.

14. Form a baseball league this spring for all the As

sociations expecting to have baseball teams, and de

mand registration of players if possible.

15. Any yelling, cheering or hissing which directly

or indirectly tends to disconcert the players of the

opposing team should be strenuously discountenanced

in every possible way. We should endeavor to educate

our audiences to be just and applaud a good play, no

matter by whom made, and to give the visiting team

every advantage.

16. That we petition the A. L. of N. A. to grant us:

1. State division, with. its own officers, the same

as the A. A. U., and our own registration committee

with power. That we may have the clean-sport gun

nearer home.

2. That all members of the Y. M. C. A. register in

the A. L. of N. A., and not be accepted by the A.

A. U., as we accept none but Association men in our

organization.

3. That basket ball officials be registered as offi

cials, and disqualified if guilty of unfairness or in-

competency.

Our object should always be to set a high standard

and select only men of good character to represent the

Association. It may mean the loss of some games, but

principle should be abo\c victory. Unmanly sport

lowers the moral tone of our membership and the in

fluence of the Association. As a Christian institution,

we

"Must set the cause above renown

And love the game beyond the prize."

A Boys' Camp Worth While

BY A. A. JAMESON, BROOKLYN.

The Supreme Reason —No Association camp

for boys should exist unless there is a carefully

considered and conscientiously carried out plan

for bringing the boys into vital touch with the

life of Jesus Christ. This is the supreme rea

son for having a boys' camp at all. Unfor

tunately, in some camps, most of the religious

work is done in the camp prospectus. The

boys are told of their Bibles, but after these

have been taken then they are little used. This

is not always the fault of the camp leader.

The camp superintendent should not find it

necessary because of limited finances to act as

cook, dishwasher and general roustabout in pro

viding for the physical needs of the boys. His

time should be occupied with "better things."

He is usually required to meet the expenses of

the camp from the fees received from the boys

who attend, which means there must be the most

rigid economy if the fee is kept within a reason

able figure, so as not to be prohibitive to many

boys who perhaps need the benefits and influ

ence of camp life most of all. If necessary,

there should be an appropriation by the board

of directors large enough to meet the needs of

3 well-conducted camp. If the camp is a legiti

mate part of Association effort, it should have

its legitimate proportion of Association funds.

Camp Leaders should not be men whose

principal recommendation is their ability to

lead boys into their frolics. Boys do not need

leading in that direction. They'll have all the

frolics due them. The desirable type of leader

is the man who can step in at the proper mo

ment and in the proper way, and direct the

frolic so that it will wind up with the proper

spirit in harmony with the general aims of the

camp. This can be done so that the boys will

scarcely be conscious of his presence, and with

out interfering in the slightest degree with the

fun of the occasion. This means that camp

leaders should be men with the sort of dignity

which at once commands both respect and con

fidence.

Christian Influence—In some departments

there are older boys whose training in doing

personal work, and whose desire to lead other

boys into the Christian life would make them

valuable members of a camping party. Some

of them may not be in a position to pay their •

own expenses. To provide the money neces

sary to have these boys go to camp will be one
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of the best expenditures a department can

make. Let the boys' work director meet with

them frequently during the month preceding

camp, outline his plans and desires, take them

into his confidence, talking with them freely

and frankly, and map out an evangelistic cam

paign which it will be up to this particular

crowd to carry out. They will develop a

spiritual tone among the boys which will open

the way for great results and will personally

lead many boys to accept Jesus Christ. In a

camp where this plan was carried out, these

boys arranged to meet in a retired spot, to

which they quietly went, without any announce

ment, as they left the supper table. There in

the twilight they had a Bible study, talked over

their work of the day, and planned for the next.

Boys who had been led to a decision during

the day by personal effort were brought to this

meeting, where they made their first public an

nouncement of the fact, and were at once en

listed in the work with the others. These meet

ings were full of joy and gladness, as from a

crowd of six the number grew until within a

fortnight it was more than trebled. The work

of these boys counted for more than all the

other religious work of the camp.

The First Night in Camp is usually a hard

one—on the leaders. The boys are generally

sent off to bed at an early hour, when sleep to

them is an impossibility. And from that time

until perhaps morning, the smouldering vol

canoes of fun frequently burst forth, to the

delight of the boys, and the dismay of the

leaders. Boys simply cannot sleep many hours

the first night in camp. Some leaders have

adopted the wise policy of arranging a program

for the first night, and keep things going fast

and furious until perhaps midnight, so that

when the signal to retire is finally given every

fellow is so thoroughly worn out he "drops

dead" the minute he gets to his sleeping place

and remains lifeless until morning.

The Camp Physician should be something

more than a well-fed, carefully groomed young

doctor, secured. because it is easy to get him

away from his office, who has the idea that his

obligation to the camp will be fulfilled by spend

ing his days lounging under

a tree reading the latest

novel? Get the established

Christian physician, who is

deeply enough interested to

lend a hand in minstering

to the needs of boys who

want to be cured of sin, as

well as their physical ail

ments. Such men are hard

to secure, but they may be

found and arc worth the

effort.

Some Leaders have found the camp disci

pline much improved by taking into their confi

dence the three or four or five boys who usually

head the different gangs in camp, showing them

their power of leadership, and getting them so

thoroughly in sympathy with the desires of the

camp leaders that they may always be counted

on to be the very first to fall into line with any

suggestions made regarding the conduct of the

party, thus insuring the same course being fol

lowed by all the other boys. If the boys who

are the natural leaders are not in sympathy

with some of the rulings made to govern camp,

they can cause lots of trouble ; but if they are

rightly handled they will make much sacrifice

of their personal desires, if necessary, in order

to help make things run smoothly. It pays

to take boys into confidence in every line of

effort.

A Few "Do's" and "Don'ts" Regarding

a Gypsy Trip

Let the hoys know they are to rough it.

Boys should wear blue overalls and large

straw hats.

Be sure your wagons are in good repair and

horses in good condition.

Take along tents, a cook, and a gasoline

stove, and two or three gasoline torches to be

fastened to the wagons.

Have each boy take a tin or enamel cup,

small deep pan, tin plate, knife, fork and spoon

and have him care for his own outfit. After

each meal heat a boiler of water and all wash

dishes.

Take no grips or telescopes, have each boy

put entire outfits, clothes, plates and everything

he takes along, into a bag about the size of an

ordinary pillow slip, made of some heavy ma

terial and so arranged by drawstrings that it

can be tied on to the wagon. Take nothing

breakable.

On rainy nights get permission to sleep in a

barn.

Travel early mornings and late evenings, rest

during the heat of the day.

Do not try to make more than twenty miles

a day.

RESTING AS THE DAY NEARS ITS CLOSE.
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Take along a tool chest, a few simple reme

dies for sickness, bandages, etc. A supply of

small Testaments for the evening devotion,

a few song books for the camp fire and even

ing performances.

Have in mind a good place to spend Sunday

and try to go into camp in good time Saturday

afternoon.

Encourage the boys to walk much of the

time. Have walking "stunts" from one town

to another or a certain number of miles. Let

all who walk ten miles a day join "The Regu

lars" and wear a red handkerchief around their

necks. Those who walk five miles are "Volun

teers" and wear a blue handkerchief. Sixteen

of our fellows walked from 100 to 175 miles.

Do not plan any elaborate cooking. xUse

plenty of substantial food, meat and potatoes,

bread and butter, vegetable soup, eggs, cereals,

for breakfast, cocoa, milk, and lemonade for

drinks. Use plenty of fruit.

Take fishing tackle, bathing suits, camera,

note books, etc. Take care not to take along

a lot of unnecessary plunder.

Cleveland, O. M. D. CRAKEL.

Physical Directors' Society News

A matter of interest to the physical directors

of the Associations is the annual conference

to be held at Niagara Falls, May 25 and 26, im

mediately before the Employed Officers' Con

ference. The program is of exceptional

strength and the attendance will doubtless be

large. Three or four leading Association men

will deliver appropriate addresses. President

George J. Fisher's address will cover the year's

work of the society, with suggestions for the

future. The various committee reports will be

presented according to the following outlines :

Bibliography: The publication of Dr. Mc-

Curdy's Bibliography of Physical Training

under the following outlines :

Classification for Physical Training: General

works; the subject of training man; the exer

cises—gymnastic, athletic, aquatic ; the or

ganization ; the place.

Religious Work:

Bible Study: 1. Place occupied to-day. 2.

Most successful courses of study and methods

of conducting classes. 3. Difficulties met and

their solutions. 4. Aim.

Personal Work: 1. How organized. 2. Most

successful methods. 3. Results.

Relation of the physical to the religious life

of men.

Definition of religious work.

Boys' Work:

Effects of gymnastics and athletics on boys.

—1. Relative value. 2. Needs of boys.

Relation of Physical Director and Boys' Sec

retary.—1. The secretary in the gymnasium. 2.

The director out of the gymnasium.

Personal Purity.—Most successful methods.

Related Physical Work: 1. Results of Ques-

tionaire. 2. Symposium.

Gymnastic Grading.—1. Natural or age di

visions among the membership. 2. Athletic,

gymnastic and aquatic features suitable for each

division.

Anthropometry.—1. Practical demonstration

of measurements. 2. Great value of coopera

tion. 3. Strength tests. 4. Prescription of exer

cise.

Physical Directorship.—Why men enter the

physical work ; why some leave it ; why many

remain ; relationships ; present conditions ; the

future.

Competitive Sports.—1. The relation of the

Y. M. C. A. Athletic League and the Amateur

Athletic Union to clean sport. 2. The advan

tages and disadvantages of athletic rules. 3.

The relation of sanction and registration to the

promotion of clean amateur sports and games.

4. Whether the amateur definition of the

Y. M. C. A. Athletic League and the Amateur

Athletic Union is too strict or too lax. 5. The

status of a business man who may teach gym

nastics or athletics for remuneration. 6. The

relation of entry fees, prizes, etc., to profes

sionalism.

In addition to the foregoing the results of

a searching investigation of the physical work

of the Associations is to be presented the day

following the physical conference at the Em

ployed Officers' gathering under the general

head: The Physical Work As Others See It;

The Athletics of the Y. M. C. A., by James E.

Sullivan, secretary of the A. A. U., and The

Physical Training of the Y. M. C. A., by Dr.

D. A. Sargent, of Harvard.

Full information regarding transportation,

hotel rates, etc., will be mailed all directors.

The men are reminded that admission to the

sessions of the conference is limited to those

holding membership tickets. The membership

has now reached one hundred and thirty and

gives every indication of attaining the one hun

dred and fifty mark set for May 1.

The Iowa State Physical Directors' Society

have made application for affiliation with the

National Society. This with other applications

already reported will be acted upon at the con

ference. WM. H. BALL,

Secretary-Treasurer.

Cohoes, N. Y., has just secured a new ath

letic park, having sold the old one for business

purposes. Four tennis courts have been laid

out on the new grounds and a clubhouse will

be erected. An outdoor gymnasium will be

provided. The park is located on the Hudson,

with first-class boating and bathing privileges.



An Association Building Every Five Days

The new York, Neb., building will be dedi

cated early in June.

Hastings, Neb., has begun a $30,000 building

canvass with a banquet, at which a hundred

leading men were present. The Nebraska

State Committee will this year add an assistant

to take charge of the college Associations.

At the dinner, C. R. Joy, of Keokuk, who has

given $12,000 and more to that Association,

said : "The money I have invested in the As

sociation is the best of all my investments,

and one that brings me the greatest dividends."

A leading citizen made a telling point when he

said : "I have a seven-year-old boy at home

who can now amuse himself by playing 'hide

and seek,' but the time will come when these

games and amusements will not satisfy him.

I want a building where the older boys can find

helpful amusement."

Evansville, Ind., in less than three weeks se

cured $20,000 to provide for the payment of the

mortgage, current expenses, and the finishing

of the fourth floor for dormitories and improv

ing the baths. E. C. Brownell, the former sec

retary, ably assisted in the canvass.

Rock Island, 111., has been celebrating an ac

count of the collection of the last dollar of its

debt, totaling $10,000.

Two citizens of Beaumont, Texas, pledged

$5,500, provided the balance of the $20,500 debt

was pledged.

Jefferson, Mo., Association has received the

offer of a lot for a building from Mrs. J. W.

Gordon. Hon. R. C. Kerens, promising to give

liberally, said: "The railroad of which I am

a director, contributes in establishing Associa

tions at division points, not so much from

spiritual interest as from a business stand

point." Dr. Patillo, the leading clergyman in

the city, said : "After twenty years in the min

istry, I have concluded that nothing adds more

to the scope and success of ministerial work

than the Association."

The Tennessee State Committee has received

$1,000 on its endowment fund.

Washington has a committee of one hundred

men at work to secure $85,000 by May 1.

President S. W. Woodward and A. II. Lothrop

gave $25,000. The first in the field of campaign

is a $10,000 club made up of ten clubs of ten

members each. The amount so far raised is

$30,345. Many of the contributors will double

their subscriptions. C. S. Ward is assisting in

the canvass.

Mtiskogee, I. T., is forming a stock company,

capitalized at $30,000, to erect a $25,000 build

ing and furnish it at a cost of $5,000. The

stock is divided into 1,200 shares of $25 each.

At a public meeting in the Commercial Club

rooms $3,600 was subscribed in five minutes.

Augusta, Ga., has a new natatorium assured,

to cost $1,500. Three tennis courts are to be

equipped on a lot opposite the depot.

Two gifts of $2,000 and $1,000 have been re

ceived by the New York State Committee to

ward its endowment fund. One of the donors

said, in making his gift : "I have concluded to

contribute a sum, the interest of which will

equal my annual donation for state work."

New Rochclle, N. Y., has added $10,000 to

its building fund.

The membership at Twenty-third Street in

fifteen months has increased from 1,596 to

3,344.

Illinois is to have many new Association

buildings. At Dixon $12,000 is pledged toward

a $30,000 building; at Galva $4,800 toward

$10,000 needed; the new Association at Pekin

has $5,000 pledged ; while at Springfield, Deca-

tur and Chicago there are large undertakings

well in hand.

El Paso, Texas, has $:( 1,000 subscribed to

ward its building fund.

The Salem, Mass., building was formally

dedicated on April 25, Bishop Potter, of New

York, delivering the address.

Chelsea, Mass., dedicated its new building

March 21, and followed by four nights of public

inspection, with an aggregate attendance of

10,000. The men's meetings averaged 400 dur

ing the past month, with many conversions. A

gospel service is conducted once a month at the

Soldiers' Home, where a weekly Bible class

will begin soon.

The $4,000 Club of Memphis. Tenn., consist

ing of forty young men who pledged to secure

$100 each, to make improvements in the build

ing and equipment, is securing its pledges. This

canvass will be followed by another by the

board, for the retirement of the $17,000 mort

gage upon the building.

Newark, N. J., has received $50,000 in cash,

the amount of the bequest from the late Henry

Congar.

Woodford County, Kentucky, is beginning a

canvass for a $1">,000 building at Versailles.

On this amount $4,500 was secured without

solicitation. Muhlenburg County Association

which received a $5,000 bequest from the late

Max Weir, will canvass for $5,000 additional

for a memorial building. At Danville, in Boyle

County, the committee has undertaken to can

vass for $25,000 for a building to be occupied

by an Association when organized. A gentle

man in Georgetown, Scott County, has prom

ised $10,000 to equip an Association at the out

set. At several other county centers building

movements are shaping. In Kentucky the

building is considered a necessary feature for

permanence and efficiency.
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Spokane, Wasli., has decided to erect a four-

story building with high basement, no stores,

and to add dormitories as a revenue creator.

An Eastern architect will be employed to co

operate with the local architect.

The new building of the Gloucester, Mass.,

Association was opened March 29. The site

was presented by George R. Bradford, who also

left $15,000 for the building fund.

Results of Supervision

In the year 1900 one of the provincial secre

taries visited the town of Dundas and organized

a Bible study club of three members, each rep

resenting a different church. In September,

1901, he found the class in the public library

building with 19 members. Thus encouraged,

he helped in a canvass and secured $413, when

small rooms were secured, furnished and a

section organized. September, 1!)02, showed 68

members and rooms too small. A second can

vass was made and larger rooms with baths

added, with 127 members. These also proved

too small, as many as 52 at one time using

them, so the committee was called to earnest

prayer to see what could be done, and the

provincial secretary was given permission to

solve the problem if he could. This was done

by the offer of Messrs. Grafton & Sons to buy

a building, remodel and equip it at a cost of

$4,000 provided a yearly budget of $1,400 could

be secured for five years. This has been done,

$1,660 was pledged, and the building was

opened with an experienced secretary in charge

and a local man as assistant. Young men have

professed conversion at the meetings and joined

the church. This conservative plan of work

is being pushed in Ontario and Quebec as

never before.

Technical Training at Lake Geneva

Fred Smith says that the man who has been

to Lake Geneva is ever after a marked man.

It is certainly true that a signal change in the

lives of many Association workers dates from

a visit to the old Association encampment at

Lake Geneva. The physical atmosphere of the

place is famous for its invigorating and reju

venating qualities, and the psychological atmos

phere is no less pronounced in its renewing ef

fect upon mind and heart. He is a fortunate

man whose lot permits him to attend one of the

sessions held each summer upon those conse

crated grounds.

Four strong educational programs are an

nounced this year—one for the general secre

taries and physical directors, one for the col

lege men, one for the boys and workers with

boys, and one for the city, railroad and indus

trial workers. We speak here only of the first.

The Summer School for employed workers

is announcing a program fuller and richer than

ever, consisting of thirty-two courses, chiefly

technical, under fifteen instructors. In the

Bible there will be seven courses—Biblical In

troduction and Old Testament Prophecy under

that sturdy scholar and teacher, George L. Rob

inson, of McCormick Theological Seminary,

who has walked or ridden into every nook and

corner of the Holy Land, gaining thus an ex

ceptional mastery of his subject; Job will be

studied under President Hansel; Biblical Peda

gogy and the Letters of Paul, under Fred S.

Goodman; Personal Religious Work and the

Life and Teachings of Jesus, under Frank H.

Burt.

General Association subjects will be under

the veterans I. E. Brown, Walter M. Wood and

Frank H. Burt. Mr. Brown will offer a new

course on Association buildings, dealing with

the history of the building movement, the evo

lution of the various types of buildings, the se

curing and preservation of buildings, etc. It is

a course for state secretaries and others long in

the service. Edgar M. Robinson, of the inter

national secretarial force, than whom there is

no better authority on the subject, will teach

the aims and principles of boys' work. Doctors

Henry F. Kallenberg and Charles J. Kurtz will

teach the structure and workings of the human

body, and Dr. F. W. Hinitt, President of the

Central University of Kentucky, will teach the

structures and workings of the human mind.

Albert J. Coats, Marvin H. Markle and James

S. Ford will teach the theory and practice of

body-building gymnastics. Dr. Kallenberg and

Mr. Ford will teach the ancient and manly arts

of fencing and wrestling, in which there is

more science than is dreamed of by the inex

perienced. Mr. Markle and Mr. Coats will

teach the useful and healthful arts of swim

ming and rowing. William E. Day and Dr.

W. J. Monilaw, of Drake University, will

teach the science and practice of athletics on

track and field, including that noblest of all

American sports, baseball. Hygiene and first

aid to the injured will have due attention under

Dr. Kurtz.

Was ever curriculum better planned to fur

nish forth the entire man, body, mind and soul,

to keep body and mind in healthful equipoise,

to equip the soul with noble motives while it

equips head and hand with useful information

and skill? There is not at Lake Geneva that

pretentious superficiality which sometimes

characterizes summer school work. The make

up of the teaching force insures solidity and

thoroughness. So Lake Geneva serves a great

purpose in the Association world, for as tech

nical training is fundamental to the industrial

development of the nation, so it is fundamental

to substantial progress in the Young Men's

Christian Association. J. W. H.
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The Easy Way Out

By G. C. MAHY, SCRANTON, PA.

A large majority of the Associations, which

are to-day badly handicapped financially and

in many other ways, have come to this condi

tion because the directing officers sought the

easy way out of difficulties which faced them

in certain crises. The writer recalls cases

which amply sustain this statement.

The Association at B— was embarrassed. It

could not afford to pay $1,200 for <a secretary,

but reduced him to $900 before he had been

in town long enough to grip the situation.

In consequence, he felt obliged to move on,

that he might get a living for his family.

A member of the Association was made sec

retary in his place at a salary of $720. In

two years the Association at B— was .in the

hands of the State Committee, and it is there

at this time. A few hundred miles away, in

a town of the same population, with smaller

financial resources, the secretary, who was

not worth $1,200 to B— has led in a success

ful building movement and is receiving a

salary of $1,500. The directors say he is

worth more.

There was a flourishing Association at

S—. It had just entered commodious quar

ters—leased, to be sure—but at a very moder

ate rental, and in a building, the upper floors

of which were constructed according to plans

drawn by an Association man especially for

an Association. Many Associations in build

ings of their own had poorer accommoda

tions and paid larger amounts for mainte

nance. The secretary, after three years of

successful service, was called to another field.

A new secretary was engaged in accordance

with the terms of the following resolutions :

"Owing to the larger expense of main

tenance made necessary on account of the

addition of gymnasium, baths and the class

rooms, the directors deem it unwise to con

tinue the present salary budget, and recom

mend a cut of 25 per cent."

Three "cut rate'' secretaries appeared and

disappeared from the . scene of action in

quick succession. Result: A splendid town

of 30,000 population without an Association,

and, in that town, a growing record of law

lessness and vice among its young men; sad

stories of wayward sons, of ruined daughters

and wrecked homes, which stamp it as a city

wicked in an unusual degree.

The Association at A— had a building

proposition before it. The question of select

ing a site was before the directors. An "easy

proposition" was made by an "interested"

director who dealt in real estate, viz., "Buy

one of these lots at full market value, and I

will give you the adjoining one." The lot

was purchased, the generous donor of the

adjoining lot was lauded in the press. The

directors saved (?) twenty-five thousand dol

lars, and the building was erected on the

"easy plan," viz., 50 per cent, raised, a mort

gage for the balance. Result: a poor invest

ment, a disgusted constituency, a useless As

sociation, without a particle of influence on

the young men of the town, and two broken

down secretaries who tackled a hopeless case

and failed to remedy the conditions.

What do our Association directors and sec

retaries need in these crises which call for

quick decision? Is it not a spirit of daring

which forges its way through all grumbling,

narrow criticism, false conservatism and

public indifference, a grip which holds on in

spite of discouraged friends who turn away,

as men turned from the "visionary preacher"

of Galilee, who talked of things away beyond

the loaves and fishes with which He had just

supplied them: eyes which see far beyond the

present need and the present resources:

faith which leaps up and takes God at His

word, and overcomes all things which are

contrary to His will and the extension of

His Kingdom?

This is the way of burden bearing. This is

the way which leads to sacrifice of time and

money, but it is the only way by which a

whole city may be aroused to come forward

with one mind and one heart to give the

Young Men's Christian Association all it

needs of men or money for its equipment and

maintenance.

Evening; Instruction in Steam Engineering

The requirements in Massachusetts are so ex

acting for all men holding licenses as firemen

and engineers in charge of steam and heating

plants, and the demand for such men is so

great, that to the extensive work of the Eve

ning Institute conducted by the Boston Young

Men's Christian Association a fine course in

steam engineering has been added. The build

ing is heated and lighted by its own plant, and

in addition to this extensive equipment numer

ous auxiliary engines and pumps have been

added, forming a complete teaching equipment.

Numerous men have taken this course wiih

success, and many now hold desirable posi

tions. The regular engineer of the Associa

tion is in charge of the plant, assisted by an

expert machinist. In addition to the manual

portion of the work a course of lectures in

mechanism by one of the instructors in the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology is

given, inccluding cams, belts, gears, streugth of

material, standard bolts, toggle joints, shafting

and pulleys, etc. A course is also given in en

gine indicating for those desiring a first-class

license.
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A Dominion Conference

Twice in previous years Association delegates

from the Dominion have met to constitute a

Dominion Conference. The first assembled in

1877, at Quebec, and the second met in 1882, at

Truro. A third Dominion Conference assem

bled at Montreal, April 6 and 7, composed of

representative Association leaders from all

parts of the Dominion, including Vancouver

and Halifax, St. John and Winnipeg, Toronto

and Ottawa. Harvey Graham, of New Glas

gow, Nova Scotia, was elected president ; G. F.

Stephens, Winnipeg, and Robert Kilgour, To

ronto, vice-presidents; George E. Williams,

Montreal, secretary, and C. M. Graham, Van

couver, assistant secretary.

The chief business of the conference was to

consider the report of the provisional committee

appointed by a meeting of the Canadian dele

gates to the Buffalo convention, held during the

sessions of that convention, to examine into

the present condition of the Canadian work,

to suggest a workable arrangement for more

effective extension and supervision, and to call

a Dominion conference to receive the report

of this committee. A separate Dominion Com

mittee, to work in harmony with the Interna

tional and Provincial Committees had been

suggested. But sober second thought favored

providing a national Dominion supervision

within the existing international organization.

A plan for this already agreed to by the Inter

national Committee was submitted and dis

cussed with earnestness. The chairman, Dr.

L. C. Warner, the general secretary R. C.

Morse, and his associate John R. Mott, of the

International Committee, were present, and

also two Canadian members of the committee,

J. E. Irvine, of St. John, and C. T. Williams, of

Montreal. It was unanimously voted to request

the International Committee to increase the

number of Canadian members from three to

seven, these members to form a Cana

dian section with headquarters at Montreal and

to take cognizance of all Association work in

the Dominion, recommending to the Interna

tional Committee a general plan of extension

and supervision, and calling when deemed de

sirable another Dominion Conference. A spe

cial committee was also appointed to cooperate

with the three Canadian members of the Inter

national Committee in the selection for ap-

pointmnt of the additional members desired for

Canada.

John Penman, chairman of the Ontario and

Quebec committee, reported 36 railway and

city Associations, with a membership of 15,131,

owning $723,900 worth of property, with a debt

of only $28,900 upon it. Five new Associations

were added in Ontario and Quebec the past

year. Nearly 10,000 men attended services in
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the military camps. A training school for sec

retaries and physical directors has been com

menced. Seventeen Associations have summer

camps.

W. T. Hart reported for Manitoba the three

Associations at Winnipeg, Brandon and Ed

monton. The armies of men coming to the

wheat fields, filling the villages and cities, are

throwing upon them responsibility which they

are willing to meet, as fast as men can be pro

vided.

J. M. Graham reported regarding the field of

British Columbia and progress at Vancouver.

Harvey Graham reported in the Maritime

Provinces 28 active Associations, with 3,500

members, thirteen buildings and movements for

new buildings at St. John and Halifax.

Ralph Connor, speaking at the banquet of the

future of Canada, said: "No man living in

Canada, not even in the great and glorious

West, has imagination sufficient to picture

what Canada will be one hundred years from

now. At the beginning of the last century the

population of the United States was then what

the population of Canada is now. Some day

Canada will have 100,000,000 people. I firmly

believe that the South African campaign, in

which so many of our friends and brothers

shed their blood, did more to make Canada and

its resources known than all the advertising

agencies in the world could have done. It is

remarkable that any growing movement must

have the blood of men. Canada must have the

right kind of men—men sound to the core. The

Young Men's Christian Association is doing

much to develop these men, and one day

through their work and love and loyalty

Canada will become really and truly great."

The banquet was the most representative

gathering of men from business and profes

sional life that has ever met in Canada in the

interest of Association work. Dr. Warner,

Messrs. Morse, Mott and Brockman were

among the speakers.

The Association and Boxing

There has been much unjustified talk in the

papers about the Association favoring boxing

contests. Many Associations teach boxing

under the most careful supervision, but do not

give boxing contests. When the boxing bill

was up before the California Senate, William

Greer Harrison of the Olympic Club, San Fran

cisco, opposed it. He said: "The Olympic

Club has been compelled to give up all attempts

at clean amateur boxing contests, because the

young boxers in our club are lured into the

professional field by the so-called amateur box

ing clubs which have sprung up all over the

city, which are fakes pure and simple. Some

of these are making a business of arranging

fake fights from $10 up. This condition is de

stroying all love for clean sport. I venture to

say as an expert on boxing, that 75 per cent, of

the prize fights in San Francisco are rank

frauds on the public. Prize fighting has made

such inroads that it has become a menace to

our youth. Something must be done to cure

the disease. Physical culture is an excellent

thing, but if it is only to be used in educating

bruisers, it is time to give it up."

The Association in the Municipality

In Ann Arbor, Mich., at the recent election

the two candidates for mayor were members

of the Association board of directors. The

president-elect of the city council is president,

the treasurer of the Association is an alder

man, and the new city treasurer is one of the

committeemen.

Silver Bay Rallies

Reports have come in from several Asso

ciations giving accounts of reunion gather

ings of vacationers who either have been

or are pjanning to go to Silver Bay this

year. Three such meetings were held on

one evening recently, with attendances varying

from 50 to 200. These rallies tend to bind the

members more closely together and to deepen

their interest in the Association and their ap

preciation of such helpful resort.

This year there is keener interest on account

of the fact that the property is now owned by

the Silver Bay Association for Christian Con

ferences and Training, and in view also of the

extensive improvements which are being made.

New reservoirs of mountain spring water are

being provided for the hotel and cottages. A

larger number of boats, larger athletic field,

more extensive gardens and changes in the

hotel will be appreciated by those who go to

Silver Bay this summer.

The "vacation ticket," costing $2, which en

titles to reduced railroad rates and the pro

grams and attractions arranged by the Lake

George Committee are now on sale at all Asso

ciations and at State and International Commit

tee offices. Rooms are being reserved in the

order of application. The indications are good

for an attendance of over 1,000 Association

members and friends during the month of Au

gust. At least 100 students are expected to be

enrolled in the Summer Training Institute.

One of the results of the Boys' Conferences at

Silver Bay last year has been the organization,

by the boys who were trained there, of Bible

classes, which during the past season have had

an average weekly attendance of over 1,000 .

boys.

It should be advertised as a membership

privilege, as during the month of August Silver

Bay Hotel is used exclusively for Association

members and their families.

The Lake George Committee has laid out a

program which involves a cost of $4,000.





Echoes from Press, Platform and Pulpit

Understand Your Business

There is a homely word come down to us

from former generations of men—"Mind your

business." It is a word of the last generation

and explains the marked success of the people

of that time. But it is insufficient for our own

time, for to-day the word should be remodeled

to read, "Understand your business." We may

perhaps work earnestly, but we cannot work ef

fectively unless we understand why we do the

things we are constantly doing.

If I understand what the religious work of

to-day is, I must say that we must understand

our business to deal with mankind in regard to

religion. The old methods and their supports

are gone. So in the Church and the Associa

tions, which work with the Church, it is neces

sary to understand what we are doing. Men

who work with men must know men. The

program to-night says "Our chief want in life

is somebody who shall make us do what we

can." We need some one to make us do all

we can.

The first work is to get men interested in

themselves so that they may find themselves.

They must be made sure of themselves. I do

not believe that any one has come within the

sphere of using effective power until he has

been taught to know himself. There are many

different methods of getting men started. The

mind and heart are awakened into usefulness

in various ways other than those of the Church.

But when you have interested a man in him

self you have found the source of power to

help him. I doubt if men are influenced in

any other way as they are by their fellowmen.

We know men and are ready to follow a leader,

and the man who is alive is worth all the other

men together when it comes to helping a fel-

lowman.

Getting men side by side to do something

worth doing is what is meant by personality

and the right use of it. The Associations

among railroad men and in the college are

doing this. They are dividing people into

groups and the groups are working to help

every member of each group. This represents

the strongest religious work of the day. The

Associations have always attended to their

business and now they are learning to under

stand better their business. I am sure the fu

ture ahead of them is very broad and great.—

President Tucker at New Hampshire Conven

tion.

General Joseph A. Wheeler, speaking to 1,200

Washington young men, said : "I love to look

into the faces of men who belong to so great

and good an Association. Such men shape and

hold the destinies and the glory of this great

country. The Association teaches men to place

above everything that which makes men brave,

successful, good and great. It is the exception

to meet influential men who have not been sub

jected to the influences of the Bible in youth,

and who were not sent out into the world with

the Bible in their hearts and with a mother's

blessing and prayers following them. I recently

spoke to the Association in the City of Mexico,

which has hundreds of members of nearly a

score of nationalities and of differing creeds,

but all brought together on the principles of the

Sermon on the Mount. It is these young men,

trained in Christian homes or Christian Asso

ciations to put duty above inclination, upon

whom the country must rely."

Hon. Frank A. Vanderlip, speaking before

Massachusetts young men, said that he had

often been asked the reason for his advance

ment. He said :"I did work outside of what

I had to do." Mr. Vanderlip studied at night,

went to college, and the first organization he

ever joined was the Association.

"Do you wonder that I believe in this Asso

ciation," said the president of the organization,

one of the most respected young men of the

community, at a public meeting. "Years ago I

went into the old Twenty-third Street building

in New York City, dirty, ragged and debauched.

Secretary McBurney greeted me as a gentle

man.. I was given lodging and help at the

Bowery Mission. The impression of that meet

ing of only a few moments with McBurney fol

lowed me and led to my conversion."

The most spiritual address, it is said, which

has been given before the young men of Lin

coln, Neb., was that delivered not long ago

by William J. Bryan, whose appeal to young

men to live the Christian life had much of the

spirit of D. L. Moody. Speaking to a thousand

young men at the Chicago Association, he said

he would rather talk upon religion than politics.

Here are two sentences from his address : "It is

easier to believe Christ divine than to account

for what he did and said in any other way."

"The first half of life is spent in trying to get

money from others ; the latter part is spent in

trying to keep others from getting it from you,

and there is no peace."

All the plans for the improvement of the con

dition of the workingman and the solution of

the labor problem have overlooked the fact

that Christianity might have a place in the

question. It is an insult to the American work

man to claim he will not respond to the Chris

tian religion. The railroad department of the

Young Men's Christian Association has been

the most successful movement among working-

men in the history of the world. So the indus

trial department has been established to accom

plish in our great industrial centers what has

been done for the railroad men.—C. C. Micn-

ener at Trenton.



Out of the Life of Men

Here is the kind of a letter which makes a

traveling secretary feel that he is doing some

thing besides adjusting difficulties and making

popular addresses. A leading man holding a

government position in a New England city,

who had attended a men's meeting addressed

by the secretary, two months before, and who

soon after became a Christian, and is now en

gaged in active personal work with his fellow

business men, wrote him in this line: "I truly

thank God for the acquaintance of you three

men." (Here he mentions the International,

State and local secretaries.) "Several- days after

I took a decided stand for the Master, P

(a fellow business man) came in, said he was

very glad of what I had done. I found him

very much dissatisfied with the life he was

now living. He said he could not get over his

early Christian training. He told me that

when you were here and he attended the meet

ings, he was almost ready to accept Christ,

and that he came very near coming to me and

saying, ' let's be Christians.' I told him

that if he had I should have gone with him.

He is a man that we need very much. He

would have a great influence. Cannot you fix

matters so as to be with us for a Sunday? I

think you could have more influence with him

than any other man."

J*

A Southern boy came from the country to

the city and secured a place as chore boy in a

department store in Texas. He found his way

to the Association. The secretary found there

was no promise of promotion for him in the

store, but that there was promise of advance

ment in the boy, and offered him a position as

an office boy. The third day, at morning

prayers he decided to become a Christian.

Then he joined the church, and later was

elected president of the boys' meeting. On the

recommendation of the secretary he was em

ployed by a bank. He took a course in the

Association night school and secured an inter

national certificate in bookkeeping. He kent

himself in trim by exercise in the gymnasium.

He has steadily advanced, and now holds the

position of assistant cashier and has $1.000

on credit in the bank.

Jl

A young soldier was working to secure liis

release from the army, when he came under

the influence of the Association at Fort Mon

roe, first through the gymnasium. Later he

became interested in the Bible class and the

Sunday services. In course of time he secured

a short furlough and went down to unite with

the church in his home town. He returned to

the post determined to serve out his term.

spend as much of his spare time as possible in

study, and at the close of his enlistment to

enter the training school, to fit himself for

Association work. He is now working hard to

carry out this plan.

A New York secretary writes : "Last Feb

ruary one of our members whom I met on the

street yesterday decided in Fred Smith's meet

ing to lead a Christian life. I knew nothing

of it until his mother told me months after

that he had been a new man since that day.

Several acquaintances reported that there was

abundant room for it, as he had been so mean

about the house as to make life a burden for

every one in it. Yesterday he told me that he

had been scared. He was afraid he was going

to die, and that he was just coward enough and

mean enough, so that nothing but that scare

had been sufficient to make him do the things

he knew he ought to do. I let him talk until

we reached the building, and in my office he

told me that he had met his pastor that day

and arranged to unite with the church, but

that he was so contemptible a coward that he

did not know that God would accept him. I

showed him John 5 :24, and his 'response was,

'Isn't that good?' Then we turned to II Cor.

8:12, and I asked him if he was willing to

do what he knew was right about the next

thing, and remarked that a man might talk

about repentance, but if he had stolen one

hundred dollars and kept the money he did

not repent. He said that was true, and went

on to tell about a time when his sin had led

him into destitution, and he borrowed money

from people and never returned it. He had a

series of reasons why it should not be re

turned. I simply said, 'Will you do what you

know is right about it? It is not my business

to tell you your duty. Do what you know God

would have you do.' He pulled a roll of bills

out of his pocket and looked at them, then

said, 'Yes, I will do it. I will go now and buy

express orders and send to those men right

away.' "

Not many years ago the president of an

Association wrote to the state secretary, "How

shall we get rid of our secretary? He is not

a success. He is not the man for the i/ace."

That man attended a day's conference for

prayer and discussion, and a short while after

the president resented vigorously the sugges

tion of taking him away. He has been a dif

ferent man ever since that meeting. To-day

he is one of the most successful secretaries in

the country.



From the Editor's Viewpoint

It used to be that when the first warm days of

spring arrived the nerve

The of Association enterprise

Summer's was cl't- When the crowd

Program turned to the green country

on Sunday afternoons the

Association wheels stopped. But that day is

past. Summer has become one of the busiest

times of the year in the Association. But there

is a change in the direction of the enterprises.

When men go out of doors the Association

goes out of doors with them. The hare and

hound run, evening outing, athletics, the coun

try camp-fire, potato roast, swimming contest,

lawn bowling, and then the summer vacation

trip or the vacation home within easy reach

of the town, and much of the religious work

will follow men of out doors. If the crowd

may not be gathered for a big service in the

hall, many groups of men may be secured to

meet in homes or boarding houses, on lawns or

piazzas, or by some lake or in a park, to study

or discuss for four to eight Sundays special

themes, such as Personal Influence, Personal

Religious Culture, Temptations of Young Men

in the Town, How Revivals Spring, Commu

nity Betterment, Social Forces in Town

(lodges, unions, clubs, etc.). Boat, canoe,

camping, and every sort of a club group is, of

course, in line. The baths will be kept in the pink

of perfection for free use on sweltering days.

Committees may form special groups to study

their own problems, examining their methods,

their opportunities, and to discuss leisurely and

thoroughly as they could not in hurried even

ing meetings the principles of their undertak

ing. Educational talks, study clubs to visit

mechanical plants about the city, spring term

educational classes, lectures in special courses

and on different subjects, such as First Aid to

the . Injured, How to Rescue the Drowned,

Saving Money, Camp Leader's Institute, To

Train Men in Handling a Camp, and every

thing to do with out-of-door life, from building

a camp-fire to repairing a broken head. Nature

studies, including talks, rambles in the country,

and discussions on flowers, plants, forestry, birds,

animals, rocks and to hunt with a camera.

Groups of members can be of large service to

the church and themselves in conducting Sun

day evening meetings and visiting church serv

ices, and shop meetings may be started. For

the boys the vacation series is important to

make provision for, and the school baseball

league furnishes a practical way of reaching

most of the boys of the town, besides the out

ings, camps and athletic games. All the fall

plans are to be made and to be ready for print

ing by the last of June. What an opportunity

these months furnish for shaping up commit

tees and interesting men and outlining to them

the service they may render through the As

sociation. When the vacation period comes

every man takes his vacation, but that period

does not run from May to October. Be as

sured it will not be beating the air to attempt

large things in the right way.

The most expensive training that is done for

the secretaryship is that

Training Needed which costs the life or the

for the efficiency of an Association,

Secretaryship as the appointment of a sec

retary with little Associa

tion experience often proves. The demand for

efficient secretaries is great. A man with prom

ise is seized upon and forced into the work, to

direct affairs. A man with a college education

and business experience is rarely advised to at

tend a training school. He has secured his

education, but not his training. One university

man who decided to make the secretaryship his

life work, after the closest consideration, de

cided to spend a year in training in the best

Association he could find. He offered himself

without salary for a year and spent a few weeks

to a month at a time in financial canvasses, shop

meetings and educational classes with the

directors and under their guidance, and held

frequent consultations with the general secre

tary. He followed a course of selected reading,

and was all the time in contact with actual

problems, the hard things of Association serv

ice, and doing just what a secretary would have

to do, engaged with men who are actually doing

things and wrestling with problems. He had

received an education ; now he is securing his

training. This sort of preparation is to be in

creasingly taken. The schools could well plan

a 'three or four months' summer course of

theoretical study each year for two years, to go

with this actual practice for men of proved ca

pacity, sense, stamina and education in life or

college. The present summer conferences are

good so far as they go, but they do not go far

enough.

There is a better kind of revival than the few

weeks of special meetings.

Revival Work from which we all know

Worth there is a reaction. The

While best kind, we believe, is that

which is the result of faith

ful work all the year round ; of a man's effort

to preach the gospel where he has opportunity;

of a constant faith and maintained spiritual in

terest. But all men will not be reached this way.

Any kind of a revival is better than none. We

may scoff at the fervered revival, and may

count the men who backslide by the score, but

if a few men are led to a new life it is worth

while. If the entire community is led to con
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sider seriously spiritual things, it is worth

while. If there has been a faithful preaching

of the gospel, even if there are no conversions,

it is worth while. Anything which will make

men think of God, of Christ, of things of the

Spirit, of sin, of righteousness, rather than to

live a life of appetite, selfishness and indiffer

ence, is worth while. We earnestly hope that a

wave of spiritual enthusiasm will shake this

country, and only that will challenge the atten

tion and secure the interest of thousands of

people who do little original thinking, but may

be swept into a new life as they "follow the

crowd." One of the most criticized "sensa

tional evangelists'" held a fortnight's service in

a Western town six months ago. On a recent

Sunday at a regular men's meeting of the As

sociation, twenty-five men said in the testimony

meeting that their conversion dated from these

services. Many of them had been brutally

coarse men ; drunkards, gamblers, libertines ; a

shame to their families and a curse to the com

munity. Now they are true, godly men. We

need not throw stones at men who don't do

things our way.

There is many a ragged, rough, new town in

the West and Southwest

Getting a where * 'l*. jmP°ssible *>

r-™, I. secure Christian men for
Committee

the committee management

when a railroad Association

is started, and the secretary has to be a law

unto himself; but he need not wait until the

prepared Christian men come to him. Wher

ever men are, there is material for Christian

men. At the opening of the Proctor, Minn.,

building, no men were to be found for the

committee. At the first Sunday men's meeting

in the building, conducted by the secretary—

for he could not get no one else to do it—one

influential engineer, a roistering man, was in

the secretary's mind constantly as he spoke,

and he looked for him at the close of the

service, but could not find him. He searched

the building and at last discovered the man in

the basement crying like a child. Said he :

"Davis, I can't stand this." "Well, don't stand

it, settle it," said the secretary. The two men

knelt there in prayer and the engineer entered

the service of Christ. He became a most effi

cient man and was the first on the committee

of management. At a rough Southern town a

gentle secretary complained as he took the

field : "Men are not interested in Bible study

here and I can form no Bible classes," and he

formed none in his three years of service. A

new man succeeded him and within a year had

three Bible classes in the building and four in

the shops with an enrolment of 325 men. An

other man sent up a wail of distress, complain

ing of the impossibility of doing Christian

service and holding Bible classes in his new

field, and for five years kept up the same cow

ardly wail, not thinking that it was because of

his inefficiency that men were not converted

and prepared for Christian leadership.

With many a board getting members has be

come chiefly a matter of get-

The Man ting money from member-

or the ships. That is all they talk

Money about when setting up a can

vass, excepting, perhaps,

numbers for report effect. Then they wonder

why men are not interested in the higher things

of the organization, and why they do not take

up committee service with enthusiasm. In

fifteen years as a general secretary, we recall

only one man who came to us and declared that

he wished to join the Association in order to

be of service to young men. It is necessary to

personally enlist men by laying before them the

opportunities for serious Christian service.

J»

At a camp reunion in Albany, where the

members of the camping party of last year im

provised a tent, camp-fire and forest on the

platform, a number of old revolvers, rifles

and swords were strewn about the stage as

decorations. A boy picked up one of the old

revolvers lying about and snapped it The

president of the Association felt something

sting his ear. A bullet had passed through it

and dropped into a lady's lap. Another case of

"didn't know it was loaded."

Jl

What is the best small city Association? We

are on the hunt for such in order to make a

study for a coming number. The approxi

mating of the ideal, however, will not be meas

ured by the number of members, plans for the

future, attendance at meetings of women's aux

iliary, but by efficiency in meeting the needs

and exerting a strong influence on the young

men in the community for a term of years.

Jl

Better than detailed answers to a questionaire

of one hundred heads as to the efficiency of a

secretary was the answer of a man who was

asked about the ability of a former assistant to

bring things to pass. Opening his hand, he

said: "Fine that way;" closing his hand with

a grip, he said: "No good this way." Open-

handed, popular, hearty, but unable to get

things done, to close in on things ; always in a

hurry, always two months behindhand, busy,

fussy and loud-talking, but without grasp.

Jl

One secretary we know, who like others, has

found actual difficulty in securing time for

study and reading. He rises before six in the

morning to get ahead of his four children and
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household cares for an hour of uninterrupted

study. He is at the Association rooms nightly

to ten or eleven. His day is filled with the

usual cares, shop meetings, talks, finance and

executive work. He is a leader in gymnastics

and is one of the best players in several games.

He has said : "I am impressed with the impor

tance of larger study each day along many sub

jects, for if I do not keep up my study, read

ing some books that simply make the brain

work overtime, in ten years I am bound to be

come a back number and will have gone to

seed."

J*

That was a striking illustration of the change

of view which is going on in the minds of some

Brahmins, shown in the declaration of a high

caste Brahmin to the secretary of an Indian

Association, with whom he happened to be

traveling: "It is better for my son to lose his

caste than his character, and therefore I have

sent him to the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation hostel, where I know he will be obliged

to eat with low caste people. I prefer to do this

rather than to send him to live with relatives

in the city."

Jt

The tremendous strain of breaking home

ties, is little anticipated at the student volun

teer conference, where perhaps a hundred men

declare their purpose to become foreign mis

sionaries. One mother said in bidding her

boy good-by as he left for the foreign field;

"It breaks my heart to let you go, but I would

be ashamed of you if you did not go."

J*

Over 75 Tuskegee, Ala., students announced

their purpose to become Christians at five days'

services recently held there by international

colored secretary Moorland. In the pocket of

a student found dead upon the campus was a

letter to his people at home telling of his pur

pose made at these meetings to become a Chris

tian, which brought great comfort to his people.

Jl

In one city out of 250 men who in a year

expressed a purpose to become Christians, only

16 have united with the church and 12 others

have arranged to do so. Either there is some

thing dead wrong with the "professions," the

following up, or the preaching. We should

never report the first figures. They simply sug

gest inefficiency to the minds of most readers.

41

The Minister from Belgium, who attended

the opening of the French Branch building in

New York City, was so deeply impressed as

to the value of the Association that he has

requested information and printed matter sent

him that he might forward it to his govern

ment, urging that Associations be formed in

the Congo country.

The secretaries of the Cleveland Association,

who are meeting 70 groups of men to the num

ber of nearly 4,000 each week, in shops, fac

tories, in street car barns, from 4.30 in the

morning until midnight, received this good

word from a street car employee: "You

fellows are doing more good with that early

morning meeting in the 'bull pen' than you have

any idea." The "bull pen" is a room where

men who meet at 4.30 in the morning are con

stantly moving about preparing for their runs

and the secretary found it like speaking to a

passing crowd on Broadway.

Jl

We pity the untutored savage of South

Africa who will barter gold for a string of glass

beads, and yet America imported $27,000,000

worth of diamonds last year, or one-half the

cash value, according to the New York Sun,

of all our imports.

Jl

Not a few people have had the idea in times

past that Association secretaries were tender-

feet who have seen little of the rough and ready

world. Four men happened together the other

day. One had roughed it a year and a half

with Mexican cattlemen ; another had been a

ranchman in the territories ; a third punched

cattle for five years in the far West ; the fourth

was equally at home in the midst of wild life

and on Broadway. Every man of them is

"doing business" in the Young Men's Christian

Association ranks and understands men as thev

"Who is the toughest man on your road?"

was the question of a secretary to a superin

tendent. A conductor was named. The secre

tary met him and talked with him about his

drinking habits, and frankly told him that if

he continued he would lose his position. The

conductor took kindly to the talk. He declared

that he could drink or leave it alone. Later

he was called to "go on the carpet." Then he

came to the secretary and said : "Give me a

pledge," and he signed a "cast iron pledge."

Some months afterward he came in with his

wife and said: "You see this suit? Those

are booze clothes. Look at my wife. That is

the best suit she has had for fifteen years.

Those are booze clothes, too." The man has

joined the church.

,*

These incidents show the real effectiveness of

the religious services at the West Side, New

York. A barkeeper decided for the Christian

life at a Sunday meeting, and the next morning

resigned his position where he was making over

$30 a week. Another man who had been

spending all his earnings in dissipation was

timidly asked by a boy to attend one of the
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services. He was tremendously impressed

there. He said to the boy as he went out:

"Any night you want to find me, find me at

home from now on." That was three years

ago.

A young Jew joined the gymnasium and

came to the gymnasium Bible class and the

Sunday services. Then he saw the truth from

the Christian standpoint. He had to seek a

new position, but he is a steadfast Christian

man.

Another young man, who was a dish-washer

in a saloon restaurant, saw the sign on the

Young Men's Institute on the Bowery announc

ing the gymnasium. That struck his attention

and he joined for exercise. Then he was at

tracted to the educational classes ; then to Bible

classes. In two years he joined a church, then

he went to Mount Hermon School and com

pleted a three years' course in two years and

won a prize. Now he is in a University.

J»

ASSOCIATION MEN was misinformed when it

reported the resignation of D. E. Luther as sec

retary at Atlanta. Mr. Luther had been

greatly worn in the work and it seemed at one

time that he would be obliged to make a change

of field. We are glad to report, however, that

he has returned to his work in improved health

and will continue as secretary at Atlanta.

J*

The question is asked, "Is there any one who

makes good slides illustrating Old Testament

stories and the travels of Paul ? Those which

are to be had in the average store are abomi

nable." Who can answer?

J*

In the early summer months when the experi

ences of the year are fresh in the minds of the

committees and the successes and weaknesses in

each department can be most clearly seen as the

results of the past season are reviewed, it

would be well to have some long and careful

committee sessions, or to pursue courses of in

vestigation as to the real needs of a city in re

ligious or educational directions. The em

ployed boy problem and the educational needs

of employed men offer subjects for special

study. The Association which meets these needs

most fully will receive the most respect and

confidence from the business public, and will

also largely increase its service and secure

financial support for its undertakings. A few

Associations have done something in this es

sential study in their fields. If it was done

generally it would bring up the number of men

and boys at evening classes from 34,000 to

150,000."

J*

One Association finds that a male quartet is

the best drawing attraction in the musical line

that it can employ.

"Too bad so many fellows are being led

astray with the big meeting idea," writes a

secretary. "Stick to the gospel speaker. No

boy travelers or lecturers for us. One gave a

talk recently on Heroism, and incidentally men

tioned Christ as one but not the one." The

man was right.

J*

Baron Mitsui, of Japan, has contributed

$1,250 toward the work for soldiers in Man

churia. Another Japanese who has no connec

tion with Christianity has offered to give $2,500

for an Association building. Other citizens will

give $1,250.

J»

The Detroit Association is issuing two text

books for Association use; the Detroit Motor

Text Book, and the Mechanical Drafting Text

Book. These are designed to meet the needs

of the students in the Association night

school.

J*

Certainly every member of the religious work

committee, director and pastor should have a

copy of the April number, with his attention

called to the opening article showing the pos

sibilities in religious work and the Association's

success in reaching men when it goes after

them. Copies may still be supplied.

J»

One of the men who have made Association

history and invested themselves as well as their

time and money in the Association movement,

is Alfred E. Marling, whose retirement from

the chairmanship of the Committee on Manage

ment of the Twenty-third Street Branch, New

York City, was made the occasion of a compli

mentary dinner at the University Club, New

York City, April 6. Some sixty of his co-

laborers and friends were present and their

words showed the appreciation for what the

man had done. Then presents were exchanged.

Mr. Marling's friends gave him a handsome

Tiffany hall clock. Mr. Marling gave the

Twenty-third Street Branch $5,000 toward the

endowment of its boys' department. Three of

the secretaries who -had worked with Mr. Mar

ling—James McConaughy, W. B. Millar and

C. S. Cooper—were present. There was jollity

and noise enough to faze a fraternity banquet.

J*

One strong, commanding evangelistic meeting

a month following their Sunday meeting for

prayer, Bible study and the nurture of the Chris

tian life, is the wise plan of some county As

sociations.

J*

Killing time would not be so bad a habit if

it did not kill the man and his ambition at the

same time.
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A "Gospel" with no Salvation in It

Too many "gospel talks" given at the big

Sunday meetings have little more gospel in

them than the wise sayings of Confucius or El-

bert Hubbard. It is the height of absurdity, if

not blasphemy, to attempt to give the "invi

tation" for men to become Christians after such

an address. The address may be good enough

as an ethical talk, and be full of wholesome,

moral truths and excellent advice to young

men, buj that is not Christian gospel. It is not

gospel to prove that a Christian is better off

than the ungodly; that the strong man is the

temperate one, or that men are the creatures of

their environment, or that being manly is being

a Christian, or that being sucessful in life is

measured by money or position. Neither is it

gospel to stir up men's feelings by stories of

mother and home, or death-bed scenes, or to

persuasively sing sentimental songs. These

things may make men weep in the theaters and

that be the end of it. They are well enough

and true enough so far as they go, but the

gospel of the grace of God, as revealed through

Christ; salvation from sin by Jesus Christ and

the power of the Spirit of God, is another thing.

A spasm of conscience is not conversion, al

though it may lead to it. Quitting bad habits

is not being a Christian, although it goes with

the Christian life. To "put the invitation" and

"draw the net" on such preaching, and to urge

the man to "do the manly thing" by assenting

to the proposition that he wants to be good, or

to give him the hope that he can be good and

break from the habits formed during a life

time of abandonment to sensuousness and sel

fishness, by "just raising the hand" or saying

"I will," is an outrage on a befogged audience

and is trifling with the most serious question

that comes before a man. There is no prom

ise of eternal life in this "gospel," or assurance

of the performance of that new and miraculous

act of conversion by the Spirit of God. We do

not mean to find fault with the appeal to senti

ment which is legitimate to move men's wills,

arouse them to a sense of sin and shame for an

unworthy life and to stir the depths of their

souls. With this there must be a gospel which

is the gospel, and which carries with it the

assurance of power to enable a man to break

from the power of sin.

Passing; Things in Association Archi

tecture

The Association building of to-day is a dif

ferent thing from that of ten years ago. The

stores on the first floor have been eliminated

and dormitories put on the fourth to the tenth

floors. They produce as much revenue as the

stores and make it possible to place the Asso

ciation offices on the first floor, dignify the

building and simplify the adjustment of the de

partments. The great hall is gone. Half a

score of buildings erected ten to fifteen years

ago have turned their auditoriums into gymna

siums or cafes, or cut them up into boys' de

partment rooms or dormitories, finding the

space more profitably used in this way than by

the incidental entertainment and constantly

lesssening patronage of the star course which

is generally passing with the auditorium. The

parlor is doomed. It is the least used room in

the building. A recent look into two such splen

didly furnished rooms on week nights showed

them standing empty, while the gymnasium,

educational class rooms, bowling alleys and

club rooms were teeming with young men. The

impressive reception room was made merely a

passageway, with doors opening on every side

That was empty. The reading room had a

group of men in it. For most buildings it is

best to combine the parlor, reception room and

reading room into one great common room,

having no public reading room. This common

room should be beautified by the best efforts

of the architect and decorated in solid col

ors. Pillars, overhead beams, a great open

fireplace with blazing logs in constant use,

massive furniture in the middle of the

room and about the posts, big tables, no

spindle chairs or doilies or feminine fancies or

lace curtains about the place, but all bearing

the air of strength, grace, dignity and ease of

the hotel lobby, men's clubroom, and designed

to be the center of life where men will group

in easy enjoyment of their leisure hours. Al

coves may be thrown off from this room for

writing, for daily papers or for books, or for

social groups, but the whole should be essen

tially one room. The office should not be

prominent, but must command the situation

The boys' department needs from one-half to

as much space as the senior department. There

will be no woodwork about the bathroom.

There will be large and well-equipped locker

and bath rooms for business men. In the lava

tories there must be nothing less than marble

or porcelain, with the best sanitary plumbing.

Washington will have a great common room

nearly double the size of the reception room

in the new Buffalo building. Plans for new

model Association buildings are made on these

lines, with instructions to the architect to do

his best brain work on the design for the re

ception room rather than the lines of the exte

rior. The popular exterior is now on the

plainest, simplest, most straightforward lines,

following much the colonial.

HMflAI A Factor In Work

"Send 150 copies to our office. I consider

ASSOCIATION MEN a great factor in the devel

opment of our work here in this state."—State

Secretary.
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As the Membership Canvass Is

Pushed in Cleveland

The great "membership thermometer" pic

tured on the opposite page is the first thing

that faces the visitor as he enters the

central building of the Cleveland Association.

It covers the beautifully carved mantel over

the great fireplace. There are many striking

features about this membership canvass, al

though it seems to be planned on the old lines,

with three competing divisions, the Reds, Yel

lows and Blues, and their work checked up

daily. One will not fail to observe the original

and refined definitions of the degrees of heat

registration. The pithy epigrams which are

changed daily strike a man's attention and

force him to stop and read. They are the kind

that make a man think twice and that stick to

the memory. These are produced by the ver

satile-violent editor of Cleveland's Young Men.

Dr. Kinnicutt, and show what he can do when

he is not regulating the country and has doffed

his fighting for his working clothes. They are

the best things we have ever seen written on

Association theory and principles, and ought

to be published in Cleveland's Young Men.

Any man familiar with the pronounced policy

of the Cleveland Association against member

ship canvasses, and its sarcastic satire on all

such, wonders at this yellow, blue and red con

test. The policy is against this, but the prac

tice of the general secretary is to allow every

secretary to conduct his work in his own way.

May we expect to see a women's auxiliary

formed in Cleveland, theater meetings held,

kindergarten for little boys formed, or girls'

matches at basketball? In the gymnasium a

mammoth black elephant graces one side of the

room, its sides chopped up into sections to be

covered by applications for membership brought

in by the several classes. This had begun to

show a leprous appearance when last seen.

Things are moving in the radical and con

servative town of Cleveland, and we may hope

to see a cosmopolitan Association with all the

variegated improvements there in time.

Helping a Man to Save

A feature that ought to be easy to introduce

in most Associations, and one that has proved

very beneficial where tried, is the Savings Fund.

Young Men are the same the world over. They

find it easy to spend all they earn, whether the

amount be little or much. Savings banks are

rarely open after 4 o'clock, with the possible ex

ception of one or two evenings a week, for two

hours, and often their location is not within

easy reach of the average man's home. In con

sequence only the few will save; the larger part

will spend.

Here is certainly an opportunity for the As

sociation, and many are taking advantage of

it—not only to encourage men to save, but to

save systematically. At least three of the New

York City Branches have introduced these

funds.

The plan at East Side Branch may be found

suggestive to others. We found, after a number

of trials, only partially sucessful, that there

were two requisites to success : 1. A chairman

of the fund committee, in whom the men had

implicit confidence ; and 2, Definite hours when

he would be found at his desk. Our chairman

is a bank clerk, lie is also our best all-round

gymnast, as well as one of our active Christian

men. For three years he has not failed to be

at his desk in the reception room, every Satur

day night from 8 to 10, without some good rea

son, when he has always provided a substitute

He not only plays the part of receiving and pay

ing teller, bookkeeper, etc., but is ever on the

alert to interest men in saving. Any amount

from 25 cents up is received ; and in the bow'

department, where a brother of the fund chair

man takes charge, smaller amounts are received.

When $5 has been reached, a bank account is

opened. The bank books are kept at the

Branch, unless the depositor prefers to make

his own deposits, when the account at the

Branch is considered closed. All deposits and

withdrawals can be made through the Branch.

There have been nearly one hundred deposit

ors during the past year, and the amount de

posited reached $2,700, nearly all in small

accounts.

Some of the results arc : Emergencies, such

as sickness and enforced idleness, provided for;

membership renewals easily met ; new home?

furnished ; the savings habit established ; a start

made in investments ; habits corrected, and

character strengthened ; the value and power oi

money appreciated.

I shall be glad to send printed matter to any

secretaries who may be interested.

BEN M. LEWIS.

East Side Branch, New York City.

A Presentation to Mr. Stokes

On the wedding day of Mr. James Stokes.

Saturday, April 15, a representative delegation

from the French Branch of the New York City

Association, including its officers, called upon

Mr. Stokes and his bride and presented a beau

tifully engrossed resolution of thanks in ap

preciation of Mr. Stokes' service and gifts in

making possible the building opened last month.

The resolutions were handsomely bound in blue

morocco, the front cover embellished in raised

leather and gold, with the coat of arms of the

branch and the elevation of the building, done

in Tiffany's best style. The presentation wa5

made by Mr. L. Boisse, the president of the

branch.
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FREEPOKT HIGH SCHOOL GYMNASIUM CLASS.

The Association and the High School

BY L. A. FULWIDER, PRINCIPAL HIGH SCHOOL,

FREEPORT, ILL.

No class of boys and young men need sys

tematic physical training more than those now

found in our public high schools. They are

rapidly developing into manhood. Not only

the muscles, but the vital organs are maturing

and the boys are forming physical habits that

will follow them through life. These boys are

partly developed, ill-proportioned, hump-shoul

dered and awkward. High schools fail to

meet the needs of the boy. Attention is given

only to a few in football, baseball and basketball,

and usually in a way that does as much harm

as good. Short-sighted and narrow-minded

management, or rather mismanagement, of the

physical training of students has failed to pro

vide gymnasiums and physical instructors.

Here is a great opportunity for the Young

Men's Christian Association. The benefits are

mutual. The Association is equipped with

gymnasium, baths and physical instructors.

Regular classwork, drills and calisthenics tend

to develop regular habits and inspire the boys

with an ambition to make the physical an effi

cient servant of the spiritual man. The Asso

ciation fees are low, and when the proper spirit

prevails in both high school and the Associa

tion management there is no difficulty in enroll

ing a large per cent, of the students in the As

sociation's gymnasium classes.

Fortunately, the best conditions prevail at

Freeport. The high school has had neither

gymnasium nor physical director. For the past

year the Association has been fostering an in

terest in the high school. The membership has

grown from a dozen boys to more than fifty.

The classes meet regularly, and it is no un

common sight to see forty high school boys on

the floor at once. The physical director's

many character and stand for clean athletics

are helpful to the boys.

I have observed a marked difference between

the boys who take this regular training and

those who do not. They have straightened up,

have eliminated awkward habits, are energetic

and enthusiastic in their school work. The

Association is the center of our high school

athletes. Many of our meetings are held there.

We receive visiting teams there. The boys re

turn from football and baseball practice, take a

shower bath and dress. The secretary and the

physical director have assisted in coaching our

football and baseball teams.

The Association has done most for us in

basketball. Out of the gymnasium classes three

high school basketball teams have been organ

ized. Through the expert coaching of the As

sociation officers our first team rightfully claims

the championship of northern Illinois, having

played twelve games and lost but one. The

games are held in the Association gymnasium

and great interest is manifested by the high

school and the city of Freeport.

At present a squad of thirty are training for

the Beloit College indoor interscholastic track

meet. Owing to these advantages Freeport has

taken a high place in athletics, and we expect

to put out a good baseball team and send a

strong track team to the state meet held by the

University of Illinois.

International Examinations

The examinations are more widely partici

pated in than ever, as 169 Associations ordered

4,861 question papers, an increase of 18 per

cent, over last season. Ninety-three called for

educational papers alone, 26 others for Bible

study papers alone, and 50 others ordered

both. In New Jersey and New York the larg

est increase is seen.

Of the question papers ordered 2,518 were
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elementary educational, or 280 less than a year

ago; 880 were advanced educational papers, or

the same as a year ago; 1,067 in the four

courses for boys' Bible study, an increase of

over 1,000, due to the incentive produced by the

Dan McDonald loving cup contest; 222 in the

first and second grade Bible study subjects for

men, an increase of 45 ; and 182 papers in the

higher grade Bible subjects for men, a decrease

of 40.

Minneapolis, with 132 men in the examina

tions, says : "Instructors well pleased with the

character of the questions." Another says :

"We took the examinations as a doubtful ex

periment, but are now firmly convinced of their

great value." Philadelphia Central, with 142

men in the examination, says : "Teachers and

scholars alike are happy over the examina

tions." Another says : "Even if not one of

our men wins a certificate, the way the students

have brought the Association into favorable

attention among their families and associates

by continually talking about the examinations

and urging their friends to drill them on facts

preparatory to the annual test has been worth

much more to us than all the efforts spent

therein."

The committee is continually studying the

problem of how to increase the popularity of

these examinations without decreasing their ef

ficiency. Associations not yet participating in

these exercises plan now to do so.

A Popular Clubhouse

Rochester's clubhouse is located on the Gen-

esee River on city property and in the city park.

For these reasons we cannot have yachting,

and, since the rules are that every one must be

out of the park at 11 o'clock at night, it is im

possible to have camping privileges. We would

very much like to have the privilege of having

tents and allowing members to spend part of

tlieir vacation time there, but this is impossi

ble. However,

since the c 1 u b-

house is located

only two miles

and a half from

the center of the

city, it is an easy

matter to run out

and hack.

The clubhouse

is Incited right

beside the athletic

oval, which be

longs to the city,

and direclly across

the river are the

public golf

grounds and

about twenty-five1

yards away is a

public swimming tank. This naturally attracts

members who are interested in these various

features. Canoeing is the greatest interest in

all the clubhouses located along the river. We

have fifty-five members who own canoes, while

the Association only owns one canoe and one

boat. We should have a larger equipment.

We have already outgrown our present build

ing and will have to make an extension.

The following are among the suggestions that

come out of practical experience 1 :. A good

location, building equipment and committee are

absolutely necessary. 2. An attendant who is

faithful and courteous, and who is there all

the time that members are there. He should

live all the time right in the place. Our great

est difficulty has been in not being able to do

this. 3. Have plenty of room for canoes and

boats. 4. Have weekly aquatic events. 5. Have

good large lockers. 6. The question of opening

the clubhouse on Sunday afternoon seems to

be in almost universal favor among our mem

bers, committee and management ; personally, I

don't agree with them. A. B. WEGENER.

Rochester.

A Life-Saving Swimming Station

Swimming in the Mississippi is dangerous.

Every year young men and boys are drowned.

The number became so alarmingly large at Du-

buque that the Association undertook to pro

vide a safe place on the Mississippi for swim

ming. The City Council granted a convenient

place within the corporate limits, where a space

40 by 80 feet was boomed off. Underneath the

booms wire aprons extending down to within a

few inches of the bottom were attached. A

house-boat 14 by 28 was built. An expert

swimmer was placed in charge to give lessons

and to teach resuscitating the drowned. So

well was the undertaking received that the City

Council has unanimously given the extension of

the privilege without debate.

UUBUQUE'S LIFE-SAVING STATION.
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Book Notes

"A Dog's Tale," Mark Twain. One of the

handsomest little volumes that has come to the

editorial desk. A pathetic story of dog life,

told by a collie. It has been appropriately

called the "Black Beauty" of dogdom. Illus

trated in colors. (Harper's, $1.00.)

"The Ladder of Swords," Gilbert Parker.

Another piece of fiction of the early days in

England, full of quaint and strong characters ;

told in Mr. Parker's vigorous style. A book

well worth the reading. (Harper's, $1.50.)

"Sally of Missouri," R. E. Young. A tale

of the lead and zinc boom times, with a pretty

romance interwoven. (McClure, Phillips &

Co., $1.50.)

"The Man on the Box," Harold McGrath.

No comments we have seen regarding this

book have been overdrawn. It ranks near the

top round of the ladder of recent fiction. (The

Bobbs Merrill Co., $1.50.)

Another book by Andy Adams, stronger than

any earlier work of this plainsman-author, is

"The Outlet," issued by Houghton, Mifflin

& Co. ($1.50.)

The reading-room table is not complete with

out a copy of "The Illustrated Sporting News,"

issued weekly from 4 West 22d street, New

York. Pictorially it is the finest thing we know

of in periodicals. Its cuts are almost entirely

of action pictures. It covers indoor and out

door sports—track and field athletics, college

games and athletic methods, has a wide-awake

department devoted to the rod and gun; in

short, covers the entire recreative field of not

only America, but the far points of the earth.

An excellent series of articles on clean sport

began in January and are running in each issue

—written by such men as Chancellor Day, of

Syracuse University: Head-Master Stern, of

Andover; Dean Sutton, of Columbia; J. E.

Sullivan, of the A. A. U., and Prof. Dudley, of

Vanderbilt University. (Ten cents a copy.

$3.00 a year.)

One of the newer monthly publications of

decided and practical interest and value to

those who live out. away from the city's con

gestion, and where the care of a garden is

part of the daily routine, is "Suburban Life."

issued in Boston. ($1.00 a year.)

Why the Billiard Tables Were Removed

Our practical experience leads us to take

the position that the value of any such

enterprise depends entirely upon its su

pervision. For instance, a bare room with a

competent man in charge, is worth more for

gymnasium purposes than the finest gymnasium

without supervision. Bowling alleys are of

value only when there is a man in charge and

they are carefully handled. One of the hardest

problems is always the question of order, and it

can be properly settled only by employing a

thoroughly competent man for the entire time

that the resort is open. The experience of the

Railroad Association as compared with the un-

supervised clubs for the same purpose is quite

decisive. Clubs flourish a few months, until

the disorderly element gains control, and then

they quickly go to pieces.

Our own experience with billiard tables sim

ply adds another chapter to the same story.

Some two years ago we put three tables on the

top floor of our building and hired a young man

to take charge of them. For a time even-

thing went finely and we were very enthu

siastic over them, but trouble of various sorts

soon appeared. We moved them down to a

back room on the main floor, but the same

trouble continued there. We finally moved

them into the large front room which is a part

of our reception hall. There has been less dif

ficulty of supervision here, because it is so close

to the office, but none of us believe that they

have been of any real use to the Association.

The number of different members using them

has constantly fallen off, until it has become an

attraction which appeals only to the older

academy boys and a few others of about their

age. This change in the class of the members

using them has largely been because we have

not tables enough to supply more than a small

part of the demand. As a result of a gradually

deepening conviction that they are a hindrance

rather than a help, the directors voted at their

last meeting to take them out. Personally, I

do not think I would ever vote to reintroduce

them until we have suitable rooms large enough

to accommodate eight or ten tables, which

would justify putting a competent man in

ch?!*e- ... . I. W. STREET.

Utica, N. Y.

Twenty Thousand in Twenty Days

An interesting financial canvass recently took

place at Evansville, Ind. It was decided to

raise $20,000 to pay the bonded debt, complete

the top story into dormitories and provide for

the current expenses. The twelve men on the

hoard with one other person pledged $10,050

and then started to complete the raising of

$20,000 in twenty days. This short, sharp can

vass has been successful and the young men

have formed a "Thousand Dollar Club," adding

an extra $1,000. Even the boys formed a "Cen

tury Club" and raised $100. E. C. Brownell, a

former secretary, Tendered valuable assistance

in this campaign. This will relieve the work

of a debt that has long been a burden and will

complete the building which has stood un

finished since 1890.
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"ONE, TWO,

THREE, GO!"

The start of the an

nual field day event of

the Montreal junior

camp at the log house

on the main land near

the island. The long

run is around the lake,

nearly four miles.

Boys' Department Notes

Rochester, N. Y., is following the canvass

which removed the debt on the building, with

another for $100,000 for a boys' building. On

this sum the Women's Auxiliary pledged the

first $1,000.

For the international Bible study examina

tion last year 54 examination papers for boys'

courses were ordered. This year the number

reached 1,067. Buffalo Central ordered 150,

which was the largest order. Newark, N. J.,

was second with 100 and these were used, for

each one cost 25 cents. In Newark the boys'

secretary gave preliminary examinations, and

parents, Sunday-school teachers and ministers

were haunted and cornered with questions as

the boys were "cramming" on Bible for two

weeks. In some towns the boys met nightly for

nearly two weeks, assisting each other in pre

paring for the examinations. The call for the

examination papers for the men's courses last

year was 399, and this year 404.

A party of Harlem boys will visit New

Brunswick and Nova Scotia from July 5 to 20.

They will go from New York to Boston by

trolley, from Boston to St. John by steamer,

cross the Bay of Fundy to Digby, then down

the Annapolis Valley through the "Land of

Evangeline" to Halifax, the "Citadel City" and

naval station for the British Atlantic Squadron.

They go by steamer up the St. John River to

Grand Lake, the headquarters of lumbering op

erations, where they will stay four days, fish

ing and otherwise enjoying themselves. Ex

pense of the trip is $45.

West Side, Cleveland, is planning a five

weeks' camp for boys, a party to go to the

Geneva Boys' Conference, • field days, three

bands of Indians, and canal-boat trips.

A number of departments are planning pil

grimages from various parts of the country,

rounding up at Lake Geneva, Wis., for the

boys' conference. This will be the first boys'

conference of the Central West and a remark

ably strong program is prepared for it.

Last year 250 boys and men attended the

older boys' conference at Silver Bay. This

year a much larger number is expected August

29 to September 3.

New Jersey boys will take an educational

tour, visiting Boston, Portland, White Moun

tains, Burlington, Lake Champlain and Lake

George, arriving at Silver Bay in time for the

older boys' conference.

The Pennsylvania State Committee has de

cided to add a boys' secretary to its force. The

state has nearly one hundred boys' depart

ments already formed and capable of indefinite

development. The membership is now over 5,000.

Bedford Branch, Brooklyn, is planning to

devote its present building to the boys' depart

ment when it enters the new building and in a

few years erect an addition to the new building

especially for boys.

Recently a boys' meeting attended by nearly

3,000 boys was held in Cleveland. It was con

ducted by the Association and advertised by a

newspaper, which took the glory and paid the

bills. Captain Jack Crawford was the speaker.

The Genesee Branch, Buffalo, has had from

500 to 700 boys at its Sunday meeting.

The question is raised if it would not be

practicable for Associations in a few leading

centers to arrange for a thorough educational

course on camp life, especially adapted to camp

leaders. The best and most experienced

men available should be called in as instruc

tors. This would necessitate a consider

able fee. Not only Association camp lead

ers, but great numbers of church clubs, boys'

brigades, public and private schools and private

camps should make a demand for such train

ing. Nothing so retards the growth of camp

development as the lack of competent camp

leaders.
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County Work Department

Out of the 157 members of the Franklin

County, Vt., Associations, 101 are in Bible

study classes.

The conference organizing McHenry County,

111., held at Woodstock, April 9 and 10, was

attended by 50 delegates. A committee of

strong business men will supervise the work.

The Bible classes connected with the Ford

County, 111., Associations held a rally at Pax-

ton April 27, with L. A. Bowman, of the Illi

nois state force, as speaker.

Fauquier County, Va., reports a membership

of 203 at seven points, with an average attend

ance for the winter at six Bible classes of 78.

Five young men have begun the Christian life.

Howard Hubbell, formerly secretary in

Shelby County, Ky., has begun work as secre

tary in Christian County, 111.

Tramping jaunts to points of interest will

be a feature of Ford County, 111., summer plans.

Two camps, boys in July and men in August,

will be conducted.

Upperville, Fauquier County, Va., will dedi

cate a neat little building as local headquarters

June 1. Tennis and croquet ground and a

"piazza." reading and game room are summer

features.

Jasper County, la., will hold two camps for

juniors and one for seniors, each of ten days'

duration.

A conference of state county work secretaries

will be held at Niagara Falls, May 25, in con

nection with the employed officers' convention.

Ford County, 111., holds its annual convention

May 14 and 15 at Piper City. John V. Far-

well, of Chicago, will be the guest at the busi

ness men's banquet. Institute features will pre

vail.

Franklin County, Vt., will conduct a ten days'

camp for boys at Franklin Pond and will or

ganize special athletic features for its summer

activities.

A debating society has been a winter attrac

tion at Catlett, Fauquier County, Va.

A two day and one night "picnic" in a big

tent two miles from town will be a summer

event for the young boys at Newton, Jasper

County, la.

C. L. Chase, who has been connected with

the religious work department at Cleveland, is

doing special work in Oneida County, N. Y.

Monroe, Jasper County, la., will hold an in

stitute and banquet May 11. A Bible class at

Fairmount, a rural community, is a recent ad

dition.

A county athletic field meet, open to all As

sociation men in Greene County, la., will be a

July feature.

An important conference of the employed

county work men and the Des Moines mem

bers of the state committee of Iowa was held

in that city April 24.

Four new tents and a naphtha launch are

among the proposed additions to the camp

equipment of the Norfolk County, Mass., boys.

The camp is on Russ Island in the Annisquara

River and will continue five weeks from

July 17.

Woodford County, Ky., confines its summer

camp on the Kentucky River to older boys the

second week in June. Baseball in this county

will be controlled by the Associations—a for

ward movement for clean sport, with good re

sults already accomplished.

Voluntary contributions of $4,500 toward a

$15,000 building in Versailles, Woodford

County, Ky., have already been pledged and a

canvass for the balance is being enthusiastically

prosecuted.

AN ASSOCIATION

FIRE COMPANY,

KNOXVILLE, PA.

Unique because it u

the only company of

its kind of which Vt

hai'e any knowledge-

The building in the

background has a gjv-

nasium on the Arjt

floor, as well as rom-

fany quarters, :i '.''•'

reading room, game

room and parlor on

the second floor. BiHt

classes and Sunday

meetings are features.
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A Forward Movement in Montana

For more than a year a small group of men

in Billings has been conducting a quiet educa

tional campaign, using ASSOCIATION MEN

largely to develop Association sentiment. This

movement culminated last month in the organi

zation of an Association. The directors at

once proceeded to raise funds for a building,

deciding that something first class, to cost not

less than $33,000 or $40,000, was not only de

sirable but an absolute necessity. Young men

were called together, and, after the project was

explained by W. M. Parsons, the visiting secre

tary, voted to raise $5,000 among the clerks and

wage-earners. At a meeting of the Commer

cial Club, Mr. Parsons explained to the busi

ness men the merits of the proposition, and

they voted unanimously in favor of it and aiso

named a committee to cooperate with the di

rectors in raising $35,000. The subscription list

was promptly started by P. B. Moss, of the

First National Bank, with $5,000. A second

$5,000 subscription was given by Messrs. Moss,

O'Donnell and Rowley. Others gave generous

pledges, the young men giving nearly $1,500.

The result was that in one week from the day

the first public presentation was made prac

tically $15,000 was pledged. Two things in

connection with the Billings movement are

worth noting: (1) The work is the outcome

of faithful, prayerful effort on the part of a

few men. (2) The value of a continuous use

of men over a long period as an educator.

The above subscriptions could not have been

secured in Billings a year ago.

The result of the Billings building enterprise

and the successful year's work at Missoula are

stirring the whole state to the necessity of af

fording moral protection to the youth of Mon

tana. The Pastors' Union at Bozeman, led by

Rev. Donaldson, is working for the establish

ment of work in that city.

Vermont Convention

The Vermont convention, held April 14-16,

proved to be one of the strongest ever held in

that state, one hundred delegates being in at

tendance. James McConaughy, of the Mount

Hermon School, was present during the entire

convention and conducted the Bible study. The

opening banquet was attended by Governor

C. J. Bell and the Mayor of Rutland, both of

whom gave strong indorsement of the work in

the state. The report of the state committee

showed that all bills were paid, with a small

balance in the treasury, and a recommendation

carried that the state budget should be suffi

ciently increased to warrant further extension

during the coming year. The spiritual tone of

the entire convention was high, as was indi

cated by a little meeting after the Sunday night

session, which was not planned, but was at

tended by twenty-five or thirty of the delegates,

all of whom testified to having been greatly

helped and strengthened.

What the Associations Are Doing

CHICAGO CENTRAL is HOLDING A SERIES OF

Saturday night socials, believing that "Saturday

night is the hardest night of the week for a

young man away from home who is trying to

lead a clean life." An average of more than

2,000 people each Saturday evening have been

in the building watching the basketball games,

swimming contests and the entertainments and

attending educational and social clubs.

CHICAGO CENTRAL REGISTERED 933 DIFFERENT

students in six months. The classes average

15; those in business subjects enroll 684; Eng

lish classes, 620; scilence, 354; drawing, 268.

One hundred students are pursuing high school

studies preparatory to entering college.

CAMP DUDLEY, AT WESTPORT, N. Y., WILL BE

in charge of R. P. Kaighn, and will be open

from July 7 to August 25. The number is

limited to 150 boys at one time.

ASHLAND, Wis., RECENTLY CLOSED ITS BOWLING

season with a banquet, attended by fifty men.

The receipts for the month of February from

the alleys were $245. The other alleys in the

city are doing comparatively nothing.

ONE OF THE MEMBERS OF THE SHAWNEE,

Okla., board has given his promise of $1,000 for

a building whenever a canvass is started. Al

though in cramped quarters and having to do

educational work in one corner of the reading

room a class of 10 men was enrolled in mechan

ical drawing. More than 100 men requested

prayer, and 45 have taken a definite stand for

the Christian life, several of whom have united

with the church in the past year. Shawnee

has a strenuous frontier life. Everything is

wide open and restraint is laid aside.

THE FALL RIVER ASSOCIATION HAS BEGUN

noon meetings in the cotton mills, in addition

to the shop meetings held in the two foundries.

Two meetings have been held in the Weetamoe

Mills, with an attendance each time of between

200 and 300. The employees are manifesting

a good interest and cooperate heartily with the

Association. Other meetings will be organized.

W. M. OSTRANDER, THE REAL ESTATE MAN, OF

Philadelphia, Pa., sent the Pittston Association

a check for $500. Mr. Ostrander formerly re

sided in Pittston.

THE RESULT OF THE FIRE AT WHITMAN,

Mass., is a temporary suspension of the work

to save expense until the debt can be cleaned

up. The secretary has resigned. The Associa

tion was fast convalescing after two years of

illness, but had not strength to stand the

knock-out of total destruction by fire.

FOND DU LAC, Wis.. HAS ASSURANCES OF

several subscriptions of $1,000 to $5,000 on a

$50,000 building movement.
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LOWELL, MASS., is CONDUCTING A BIBLE LEC-

ture course, in which the following speakers

appear: Revs. A. C. Dixon, William H. All-

bright, Peter MacQueen, Hon. Walter M.

Chandler, Bishop John H. Vincent. The seat

ing capacity was sold for the entire course and

many applicants have been unable to procure

tickets. The city has a roller skating rage and

the Association has turned its assembly hall

into a rink for the use of members exclusively.

THE PRESENT PROPERTY OF THE OMAHA, NEB.,

Association has been sold for $120,000, and a

site for the new building purchased at a cost

of $52,500 in a much better location and giving

ample opportunity to work out the plans of the

directors, which were secured on their long

tour of inspection. The building committee

will now throw itself into the harness to make

things "smoke."

MILWAUKEE HAS ORGANIZED A SUNDAY-SCHOOL

athletic league with 17 schools as charter mem

bers. It is conducting successfully a gymna

sium men's Sunday, in which the gym. men

take charge of the regular men's meeting. This

year will see more of the regular meetings

conducted in this way.

HOLYOKE, MASS., HAS JUST CLOSED A SUC-

cessful campaign for 100 new sustaining mem

bers or permanent contributors, thus increasing

the financial income over $1,500 per year. An

Association Sunday was recently held in all the

churches of the city, the pastors of which de

voted the entire service to Association work.

In order to prepare them for this address, the

secretary first sent them a copy of January AS

SOCIATION MEN ; next, a copy of Salient Points,

and later a typewritten sheet of facts regarding

the local work with incidents. Three days be

fore the set Sunday a letter with stamped en

velope, requesting an abstract of his address

for the newspapers, was received by each pas

tor. The result was that every man was fully

informed of the Association's work, and the

newspapers printed in full the abstracts fur

nished.

COLUMBIA, S. C, NOW HAS 23 MEN ROOMING

in its building, thus assuring a good, perma

nent income. A successful gymnasium exhi

bition was given at the Opera House to close

the winter's work.

THE FOLLOWING LETTER WAS RECEIVED BY A

secretary from a prospective contributor :

Dear Friend—I herewith return your sub

scription book wish to state that my busniss is

some interest to our city and if I payed all my

profits out for donashons the Schirf soon

would close my door wich can easely happen if

we donade to every one that comes for that

purpos you understand that as you surtenly are

in a poshion to kno

wit my best wishes I remain

SIXTY-FOUR MEN AND BOYS TOOK A NEW STAND

in one week, as a result of special meetings at

Wilmington, N. C., held by the Association and

the city pastors.

HOBOKEN HAS 1,072 MEMBERS. ON ONE AV-

erage day the attendance was 1,078.

SPENCER, N. C., RAILROAD ASSOCIATION is

meeting with success in a canvass for the

$~>,000 necessary to secure the $15,000 promised

by the Southern Railway for a building. The

success of the effort is assured.

AN ELGIN BOY WHO HAD GOTTEN MIFFED AT

the secretary wrote him repeatedly threatening

his life unless $100 was left at a certain spot-

The police nabbed the boy and found that he

had been stealing from the Association, the

church and school.

J. H. EDWARDS, SECRETARY AT READING, PA..

has been given a ten months' vacation in order

to take a trip to Palestine and Egypt. He will

first attend the World's Conference.

PENNSYLVANIA'S SUMMER CONFERENCE WILL

be held at Eaglesmere July 5-12, possibly July

3-12. The speakers engaged are Rev. J. M.

Gray, Rev. John F. Carson, and Rev. C. E.

Hurlburt.

LITTLE ROCK, ARK., RAISED $21,610 IN A SPE-

cial canvass to enable it to complete the build

ing this year.

B. C. WARD, FOR TEN YEARS PRESIDENT OF THE

Des Moines Association, resigned because

he thought he was too old a man to keep pa«

with the boys, having retired from business

Last summer he went with a party of 54 boys

on a two weeks' camp trip in Minnesota. He

kept his pace in entertaining the crowd of

boys by camp-fire talks and fishermen's lore.

During his presidency $40,000 has been paid for

the debt and improvements—swimming pool

and baths.

EVERETT, WASH., HAS AN ASSOCIATION GLEE

club of such high standing that it gives one of

the entertainments in the regular course, fills

frequent dates in an adjoining town, and ren

ders large service in the Association.

THE NEW BUILDING OF THE PORTSMOUTH.

N. H., Association will be opened on May 9.

Miss Helen Miller Gould will be present at the

exercises. Addresses will be delivered by

W. E. Lougee and members of the State Com

mittee. On the following day Miss Gould will

attend the opening of the Young Women's

Christian Association building in Lowell, the

$60,000 gift of Mr. Frederic Ayer, of New

York City.

BRANTFORD, ONT., WILL MAKE LA CROSSE THE

popular game this season and will have sev

eral teams. The Association team is in the

City League and has held the championship for

two years. An option has been secured on a

fine vacant lot convenient to the building, which

may be purchased eventually for permanent
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outdoor work. Bowling on the green is the

favorite game with the older men. Three mass

meetings are held on Sunday evenings after the

church services are over, in order to stimulate

interest in coming evangelistic meetings for

men.

PEORIA HAD A TOTAL OF 133,930 VISITS AT ITS

building last year and served 111,192 meals and

lunches.

MONTREAL DIRECTORS HAVE ASKED EACH DE-

partment committee to present a careful state

ment of the strong and weak points of the past

season's work, with an analysis of expendi

tures, and recommend plans. When the state

ments are in the board will give several eve

nings to discussing the departments in detail

and helping them to shape up their future plans.

BOSTON HAS 1,163 MEMBERS, LAST YEAR THE

lodgings were used by 1,896 men, 66,250 meals

were served, there were 15,320 strings rolled in

the alleys, 17,000 pool cues played, the attend

ance at shop meetings was 2,963, at religious

meetings 4,314, and 134 visits were made to the

sick.

THE P. R. R. DEPARTMENT, PHILADELPHIA,

holds a big athletic meet June 3. A four

months' summer course of Bible study will be

held by the Railroad Service Bible Study Club.

The interest in the railway transportation class

has led to the organization of a railroad trans

portation club. At the close of this class season

the heads of departments granted leave of ab

sence to members to make a trip by special train

to the various points of interest in the Phila

delphia district. Two new pool tables have

been added at the main building.

PINE BLUFF, ARK., MADE AN UNEQUALED

record in five months since its opening. Al

though the rooms are a mile from the shops,

the membership is 1,116, daily attendance 383,

Bible classes have 57 men enrolled, educational

classes 55, and the religions meetings are

largely attended.

EVANGELISTIC MEETINGS HELD AT NOON FOR

three weeks at Berks street, Philadelphia,

brought large crowds of shop men, wholesale

merchants and clerks, and large audiences to

the Association hall in the evening. G. C. K.

Sample conducted the meetings.

THE TEXAS STATE CONVENTION AT HILLSBORO

was addressed by Drs. Brooks, Clyce and

Landrith, and Judge Townes, in line with the

convention theme, "Ideal Manhood." Bible

studies were given by Dr. Carroll. A new

man will be added to the state force for college

work. Toward the sum needed one man gave

$600, in addition to the $200 he regularly sub

scribes to the State Committee.

AUGUSTA, GA., is RUNNING ON FRIDAY NIGHTS

a program of a social and literary nature to

which members invite their friends. Admis

sion is by ticket, free upon application.

HARTFORD LEARNED FROM A QUESTIONAIRE

that of 103 members using the pool room, 38

learned to play pool in the Association rooms,

and 55 had played before. Forty play in other

places about Hartford and 63 do not ; 56 would

play elsewhere if the tables were removed and

37 would not. Every man believes it to be a

good thing in the Association; none knew of

any young men being started in the wrong way

thereby.

HARTFORD THEATER MEETINGS HAVE AVERAGED

750, and over 100 men purposed to become

Christians. Four shop meetings average 500

men per week. A reception was given the 1,100

Underwood typewriter men, the entire pro

gram being arranged by the men themselves.

A weekly meeting has been held in this shop

all winter. A financial canvass for $8,000 was

started with one subscription for $1,000. The

entire property has been freed from debt,

$11,000 in new improvements completed, and

$4,000 is assured from rentals.

A PRESENT OF $500 TO FRASER G. MARSHALL,

Maritime secretary, and many letters expressing

the right good friendly feeling toward him, were

a matter of great cheer to him. He was en

joined to use the sum purely and positively for

personal purposes.

PEORIA, ILL., WILL HOLD AN EVANGELISTIC

campaign for men in the Opera House May

21-28, conducted by Major Hilton.

AN EASTERN ASSOCIATION HAS INTRODUCED

the new sub-target gun in its parlors. It has

not only afforded amusement but turned in a

dollar a day, and has helped immensely to keep

up the attendance on spring evenings.

WARREN, PA., NOW HAS SEVEN SHOP CLASSES

weekly and will start two more immediately.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN., INVITED H. E. DODGE

to spend twelve days in a religious work cam

paign and conferences, April 12-24.

MILTON, PA., HAD 350 MEN IN ATTENDANCE

at a men's meeting, addressed by H. P. Dodge,

with 31 decisions.

ORANGE, N. J., WILL CONDUCT ITS THIRD SERIES

of open air meetings this year. Last summer

the attendance at these services averaged 489.

At a patriotic meeting addressed by General

Howard, July 3, 1,800 people were present.

Three baseball teams for the men's, boys' and

business boys' departments have been formed.

A successful shop Bible class is being con

ducted. The directors gave Secretary Hawkins

a purse of gold as a wedding present. Meet

ings were held under the trees opposite the en

trance to Orange Park.

KANKAKEE, ILL., HAS HELD A TEN DAYS'

series of evangelistic services, at which nearly

100 members expressed their purpose to live a

Christian life. Such services will be held

twice a year. Fifty per cent, of the employees

of one shop attended a shop class.
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NEW YORK STATE REPORTS 1,600 SMALL TOWNS

in need of work for boys and awaiting county

organization by the Association. There are

still six cities of 12,000 to 20,000 population

without an Association.

THE WOMEN'S AUXILIARY OF ROCHESTER HAS

702 members, who are raising a considerable

sum on the debt.

THE PARENTS OF ROBERT COLE HOLMES, OF

Muscatine, la., would like to hear of their son,

a boy of fourteen, who left home two months

ago. He held Muscatine membership ticket

number 63.

GROUND WAS BROKEN AT BEATRICE, NEB.,

April 3, for an additional building to the one

given by Mr. Wolf, which will cost $15,000.

THE JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA, "Asso

ciation cake" was given for the second month

to the Home Circle Committee—a committee of

men who recognized the fact that there is "an

other fellow' in the town who needed a word

of cheer and comradeship.

THE THEATER SERVICES AT LOUISVILLE AVER-

aged for seventeen Sundays 1,062, 356 men pur

posing to live the Christian life. During Feb

ruary four meetings were attended by an av

erage of 1,991 men, and hundreds were turned

away. The cost averaged $80 each, and hun

dreds of non-church attending men were

present.

BROOKLYN CENTRAL ENROLLED 715 MEN IN 23

Bible classes last year. Sixteen boys' classes

were organized with 230. The regular attend

ance was 583 men and boys. Besides this five

classes were organized in churches with 69

members.

WEST SIDE, NEW YORK, HAD 1,156 STUDENTS

in its educational classes and a total enrolment

of 1,600. Expenses were $25,000.

HONG KONG HAS THE FIRST ASSOCIATION IN

the far East organized in the interest of the

foreign civilian. The membership is now 180.

DEACON AVERY, OF BELVIDERE, ILL., PUT HALF

the savings of his lifetime into an Association

building for young men. It was a satisfaction

to him to see twenty-five young men enter the

Christian life in that building during the past

year.

CONVERSIONS OF OLD MEN HAVE BEEN REPORTED

as almost out of the range of possibility. At

Macomb, 111., in one meeting, of ten men who

decided for the Christian life, four were be

yond sixty years of age, one of whom has since

died.

BOSTON HAS PURCHASED FOR ITS CAMP AT

Lake Winnipisaukee a big whale boat, fitted in

with sails, air tanks bow and stern, and will

put in charge an experienced -seaman who

will teach the boys to sail. Several of Boston's

athletic young clergymen will spend Sundays as

guests at the camp and conduct services.

MARYLAND CONFERENCE MET IN THE HISTORIC

State Senate Chamber at Annapolis, March

25-27. In this room Washington resigned his

commission as commander of the continental

armies. Covering one side of the room is the

famous picture of the event. The Governor of

the state, Hon. Edwin Warfield, welcomed the

delegates and made the opening address, show

ing perfect familiarity with the modern Asso

ciation and what it stands for. Maryland,

Delaware and District of Columbia were repre

sented. West Virginia, reported in the last

issue, had a conference of its own this year.

H. N. Clarke, of Cleveland, told what was

being done in shop meetings and how to get to

work, and the men went home to do some

thing. Mr. A. J. Elliott, of Brooklyn, talked

on "Men's Meetings" and did it well. One of

the notable things was to see the Cleveland

man, Mr. Clarke, in charge of the theater meet

ing for men on Sunday. He evidently believes

in "Big Meetings," for he did the thing in great

shape. The college work showed up strong.

About 250 Naval cadets attended the evening

meeting at the Academy. Annapolis is waking

up and has a new secretary- A building ought

to be erected in the city and the appeal is a

national one, for not only would it be a rendez

vous for the city men, but for the Naval

cadets and the candidates for the Academy,

who come to Annapolis by the hundred—

rarely less than five hundred in the town at

one time. The convention struck a practical

note from start to finish. The State Com

mittee's report showed substantial progress.

BOWLING GREEN, KY., HAS A BIBLE CLASS

which is the center of Association life. The

members meet at 6 o'clock for supper, which is

arranged, served and paid for by themselves.

It is the largest Bible class in the state. The

life of Christ is followed by a mission study

class. This class has constantly led men to the

Christian life.

EVANGELIST J. R. BELL SPENT TEN DAYS is

March with the Ottawa, Ont., Association in

special meetings for men. The two Sunday

meetings were held in the Grand Opera House

and were well attended. Several men were per

sonally dealt with and 25 professed conversion.

Mr. Bell is a graduate of the Montreal Associa

tion and possess a fine voice which he uses to

good effect.

ST. LOUIS HAS SECURED AN ATHLETIC FIELD OF

ten acres within fifteen minutes of the building.

It will lay out two baseball diamonds, five

tennis courts, two handball courts and two

basketball courts, and erect a rough clubhouse

for locker space and bathing.

PORT HURON, MICH., ADDED 96 MEMBERS IN

two months, and has 73 men in Bible classes.

Its annual gymnasium entertainment was the

talk of the town.
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particulars and rates

of Endowment Policies.

To The

Prudential Insurance Co.
o' America.

JOHN F. DRYDEN, Home Office:

President. Dept. ai NEWARK, N. J.

Please mention ASSOCIATION Mw» when answering adrerrlsCTnenti.
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Belfast, Ireland, has a Sunday morning

Bible class, consisting of nearly 500 members.

Sunday afternoon meetings are so crowded that

the doors have to be closed against the crowd.

Boston reports 7,357 men and boys having

been connected with the Association in 1904 ;

252 religious services were held, 455 Bible class

sessions, 1,692 men and boys in gymnasium, 288

in evening institute, employment found for

2,014, expenses $47,965. The directors will un

dertake this year to settle upon the purchase of

a suitable site for a new central building, sup

port a secretary for the army department, se

cure a boys' work director for the entire city

work, advance the Bible school and secure a

building for Dorchester Branch.

Fall River, Mass., is to have an athletic

ground on the river front two miles above the

city. Parties will be taken on fishing trips for

two days and a night. A feature will be made

of all-day trips to neighboring places, the

smaller boys carrying lunch, stopping and

playing games, or meeting neighboring Associa

tion delegates half-way, holding picnics and

athletic events.

Pennsylvania has 12 per cent, of the As-

ciations, 47,126 members, over 12 per cent, of

the total number in North America; attendance

at religious services, 15 per cent. ; shop and

Bible class students, 22 per cent.

The suburban city of Plainfield, N. J.,

has four shop Bible classes. The police of the

city are taking regular exercise in the gymna

sium.

MlDDLETOWN, N. Y., HAS THE RULE FOR ITS

auxiliary membership that no solicitation is

done for fairs, suppers or entertainments.

Quarterly instead of monthly meetings are held.

A Rand, South Africa, Association has

adopted a special necktie, worn largely by its

members.

The membership at Schenectady, N. Y.,

has increased to over 1,000, from less than 100

last October.

Three of Newton, Mass., last year's

junior scholars are now teachers. All the

teachers meet once a week to study a course in

the teaching of Bible classes. A young busi

ness man is conducting a class which discusses

questions which interest young men.

SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

Ballou, H. C, from Prospect Park, Brooklyn, to Char

lottesville, Va.

Belden, F. .H., Youngwood, Pa., to Elmira, N. Y.

(R. R.)
Black, L. A., White Plains, N. Y., to North Adams,

Mass.

Busby, C. \V., Sarnia, Ont. (R. R.), res.

Eddy. H. L., Assistant, Des Moines to Independence,

Iowa.

Gilchrist, H. M., Stratford, to Paris, Ont

Godfrey, B. W., to Paducah, Ky.

Kime, W. P., Sapulpa, Ind. Ter., res.

Munns, A. E., Sydney Mines, N. S., to Sarnia, Or.t.

(R. R.)

Nevius, C. F., Muscatine, Iowa, to Tacoma, Wash.

Parker, A. M., Whitman, Mass., res.

Retter, Otto, German Branch, Buffalo, N. Y., res,

Wilson, C. H., Burlington, Vt., res.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

Abbott, H. C, Concord, N. H. (R. R.), res.

Anderson, H. S., to Dallas, Tex.

Arnold, H. W., Detroit, Mich. (Rel. Work Dir.), res.

Brasington, J. D., Portland, Ore., to Pueblo, Colo.

Gallyon, I. H., East Deerfield, to Boston, Mass.

Haight, E. W., Elizabeth, N. J., res.

Hockenbury, E. J., to Newark, N. J.

Lavers, C. H., Boston, Mass., res.

Leibert, W. J., East Side Branch, New York. N. ¥.,

res.

Locker, F. H., Detroit, Mich. (Emp.), res.

Maskers, L. S., to Hagerstown, Md. (R. R.)

Sheffer, G. W., Latonia, to Lexington, Ky.

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.

Borden, C. J., MSddletown, N. Y., res.

Dietz, H. L., Piqua, Ohio, res.

Douthitt, C. M., Pueblo, Colo., res.

Helmer, J. S., Lorain, to Broadway Dept., Cleveland,

Ohio.

Kennedy, Dr. A. E., St. Louis, Mo., res.

Kuckert, F. J., Greenpoint, N. Y., to Austin, Tex.

Lewis, P. G., Reading, Pa., res.

MeUdorf, A. E., to Orange, N. J.

Mould, A. L., New Brighton, to Sewickley, Pa.

Mullison, Mobile, Ala. (Asst.), res.

Ridgeway, G. W., Ashland, Ky. (R. R.), res.

Wilber, F. B., Portsmouth, Va., res.

BOYS' WORK DIRECTORS.

Bowne, O. E-, Worcester, Mass., res.

Gravelle, J. S., Melrose, Mass., to Joplin, Mo.

Hunting, W. F., to Ottumwa, Iowa.

Van Ness, F. O., Morristown, N. J., to 23d St., Ne»

York (Asst.).

COUNTY SECRETARY.

Hubbell, Howard, Shelby County, Ky., to Christiin

County, 111.

STATE SECRETARY.

Stickney, J. M., to Tennessee (Office Secretary).

ASSOCIATION CALENDAR

STATE CONVENTIONS.

Maine, Bath, May 5-7.
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, Westfield, Masi.

November 10-12.

LAKE GENEVA DATES.

College Student Conference, June 16-25.

Summer School for Secretaries and Physical Directors.

July 4-28.

Conference on Boys' Work, July 29-August 3.

Conference of Volunteer Workers in City, Town, Rail

road and Industrial Associations, August 4-13.

Camp open to members and guests, June 25-Sept 1.

OTHER CONFERENCES.

Employed Officers, Niagara Falls, N. Y., May 27-31.

Railroad Conference, Detroit, Mich., Sept 28-Oct L

SILVER BAY DATES.

Vacation Period, July 4 to September 15.

Conference for Workers, August 1 to September 8.
Institute for Secretaries and Physical Directors, August

1 to September 3.

Oldor Boys' Conference, August 29 to September 3.

Institute for Workers with Boys, Aug. 29 to Sept U
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The World's Conference Jubilee at Paris

Over 1,000 Representatives of Twenty-Five Countries Unite on a World Basis for Universal

Association Extension—A Meeting of Striking Interest

Fifty years ago thirty-seven men from

the handful of Young Men's Christian Asso

ciations in seven countries met at Paris in the

first World's Conference. One month ago

1,017 men from Associations in twenty-five

countries, representing nearly 7,000 organiza

tions and 700,000 members, assembled in the

working with all classes of men in forty na

tions, was one of the themes of this meeting.

A World Representation

The Galeries de la Charite (a building

erected by the Countess Castellane) was the

Conference hall and headquarters. In the gal-

DELEGATES AT THE RECEPTION GIVEN BY BARONESS BARTHOLDI AT HER RESIDENCE IN

PARIS.

same city. In 1855 only a few European,

British and American Associations existed, and

their membership was from the commercial

classes mainly. It was a simple thing to get

together on a platform at that time. That

platform, "The Paris Basis" and its adapta

bility as a common basis of union to the cos

mopolitan Association of the present day,

leries the extensive and excellent exhibits

showing the progress in several countries were

placed. In the basement lunch was served

daily by the Paris Association, which enter

tained the Conference with great hospitality.

Count Jacques de Pourtalles, president of the

Paris Association, was made president, and

Prince Bernadotte of Sweden, Lord Kinnaird
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of England, and Sarasin Warnery of Switzer- Britain sent 175 delegates. Germany had

iaresi'dCenatsrman Comrmttee, vice- 300, the largest number. America was repre-

Representatives from England, Switzerland, ^ ** f°rt* and am°"g '>?enl wfe J*mes

Germany, Norway, Sweden, France Italy Stokes> R C Morse> John Wanamaker, John

Spain, Turkey, China, Japan, India, Ceylon^ IX Rockefeller, Jr., John Sloane, S. W. Wood-

Brazil, North America, Australia, Portugal, ward> Fleming H. Revell, Edward W. Frost,

Holland, Finland, Denmark, Hungary, Belgium, Dr. Edward D. George and Hon. C. P. Dodge.

Austria, Madagascar, the Gold Coast, Bui- Messages were received from King Edward

garia and Macedonia brought greetings from of England and from President Loubet of

their countries. France.

The Jubilee Declaration

Prince Bernadotte, of Sweden, presented the jubilee declaration in the three languages of

the conference, French, German and English.

"At this time, when the Alliance of the Young Men's Christian Association is commemo

rating in Paris, the place of its origin, the fifty years of its foundation :

"We, the authorized representatives of all Young Men's Christian Associations of the

world, wish first to express our gratitude to Almighty God, who, during these fifty years, has

granted so much blessing on the work He has entrusted to us.

"We further wish to witness our deep thankfulness to the men who founded the Alliance,

and gratefully recall the noble examples of faith and life which they have given us.

"We desire formally to declare the supreme importance of the fundamental principles

which have formed a bond of union between the Associations from the beginning."

Consequently the conference solemnly reaffirms the Basis adopted in Paris in 1855, as

follows :

ALLIANCE OF YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS.

THE DELEGATES or VARIOUS YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS OF

EUROPE AND AMERICA, ASSEMBLED IN CONFERENCE AT PARIS THE 22o OF

AUGUST, 1855, FEELING THAT THEY ARE ONE IN PRINCIPLE AND IN OPERATION,

RECOMMEND TO THEIR RESPECTIVE SOCIETIES TO RECOGNIZE WITH THEM THE

UNITY EXISTING AMONG THEIR ASSOCIATIONS, AND WHILE PRESERVING A COM

PLETE INDEPENDENCE AS TO THEIR PARTICULAR ORGANIZATION AND MODES OF

ACTION, TO FORM A CONFEDERATION ON THE FOLLOWING FUNDAMENTAL PRIN

CIPLE, SUCH PRINCIPLE TO BE REGARDED AS THE BASIS OF ADMISSION OF OTHER

SOCIETIES IN FUTURE:

The Young Men's Christian Associations seek to unite those

young men who, regarding Jesus Christ as their Qod and Saviour

according to the Holy Scriptures, desire to be His disciples in their

doctrine and in their life and to associate their efforts for the exten

sion of His kingdom among young men.

The Conference also declares that this Basis embodies, with other fundamental princi

ples, the following:

1. Personal and vital Christianity on the part of the members.

2. The spirit of evangelical alliance, according to John xvii :21.*

3. The activity and responsibility of the members in effort for the extension of the king

dom of God among young men.

_ "This term, "the spirit of evangelical alliance/' expresses in other languages the meaning of the term

"interdenominational, as used in North America, more accurately than any direct translation of that term

from the English.



The Achievement of Half a Century

ABSTRACT OF THE ADDRESS GIVEN BY JOHN R. MOTT, M.A.

The Young Men's Christian Association has

constituted the first great and comprehensive

lay movement in the Christian Church. It was

organized by laymen. It has been developed

chiefly by laymen. Its leaders are laymen. It

has powerfully stimulated lay effort among all

branches of the church.

The Association has emphasized before the

world and done much to realize the ideal of

true Christian manhood. It has recognized its

mission to the whole man—body, mind and

spirit. Both psychologically and sociologically

this has been a contribution of incalculable im

portance in the direction of developing sym

metrical young manhood. It has kelped to de

velop the most attractive type of Christian

manhood—a type characterized by manliness,

reality, open-mindedness, sympathy for men

and loyalty to Christ.

The Association movement has consolidated

the forces of Christian young men of all the

churches and has enabled them thus to present

a united front to the influences which tend to

destroy faith and character. Under its leader

ship, and as a result of its methods, a far more

scientific and effective warfare has been waged

against the great evils which assail young men

than in any previous period in the history of

Christianity.

The Young Men's Christian Association has

developed an organization and varied agencies

which have enabled it to a remarkable degree

to lay hold of and deeply impress young men of

all types, social, intellectual and racial. In

organizing one class of men to reach other men

of that class—for example, students to reach

students, railway men to reach railway men,

soldiers to reach soldiers—it has recognized a

principle and employed a method which have

achieved the largest results. One of the best

definitions of organization was that given by a

missionary in China. "Organization," said he,

"is the means of distributing force most advan

tageously." Judged by this standard, the As

sociation may well rank as one of the most ef

fective, if not the most effective, religious or

ganization of modern times.

The Association movement has done much to

break down barriers between man and man

and to fuse together all classes of men of

right impulses. Who can measure what it has

accomplished in drawing together the rich and

the poor, the brain-worker and the artisan?

Think also what wonders the Association has

accomplished in drawing together men of all re

ligions and of no religion ! In the Madras As

sociation, for example, with its 600 members

and more, you will find men of probably twenty

different religions.

The Associations have carried forward on

behalf of young men an evangelistic campaign

of mighty sweep and power and of ever-increas

ing results. The evangelistic note has ever

sounded out clear and true from this move

ment. It is not strange, therefore, that under

its influence not only the number, but also the

proportion of young men led into a vital faith

in Christ, has increased from decade to decade.

This is true, not only among the masses

of young men, but also among the educated

classes, as is strikingly seen in the Association

work in the colleges and universities. These

growing evangelistic triumphs have been wit

nessed in the pathway of the activity of the As

sociations, not only in Christian lands, but also

in the more difficult fields of the non-Christian

world—Japan, China and India.

The Young Men's Christian Association has

afforded a fresh demonstration to the world in

a materialistic age of the reality of the great

spiritual facts and forces. What organization has

more faithfully and effectively emphasized the

dynamic power of the Word of God, the moun

tain-moving energy of prayer, the sufficiency

of the work of Jesus Christ and of the Holy

Spirit? This movement has for half a century

been unswervingly loyal to the cardinal points

of the Christian faith. It has stood as immov

able as the eternal hills for the inspired Paris

Basis, which we have so solemnly reaffirmed

during these days.

While working out its own specific mission

the Young Men's Christian Association has

either directly or by example and suggestion

led to the organization of other great spiritual

movements. The Evangelical Alliance is a sig

nificant example. The Young Women's Chris

tian Association, which in some respects has

already surpassed the men's movement; is

traceable to the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation. The founder of the Young People's

Society of Christian Endeavor, which in turn

has led to other extensive movements among

the young people of the churches, has repeat

edly borne testimony to the influence which the

Associations have had upon that movement.

The founder of the Brotherhood of St. Andrew,

which is the most efficient young men's society

to be found in any one body of Christians, has

said that he derived the idea of establishing

such a society from his connection with the

Association. The Student Volunteer Move

ment for Foreign Missions, which is without

question the largest and most fruitful enter

prise in behalf of the world's evangelization

ever organized in the church, is a direct out

growth of the Associations. The World's Stu

dent Christian Federation, which embraces a
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PARIS ASSOCIATION BUILDING,

membership of over 100,000 students and pro

fessors in nearly 2,000 universities and colleges,

was organized and developed under Associa

tion leadership.

In some ways the greatest result of this

movement within the fifty years has been its ex

tension to the young men of the non-Christian

nations of the world. In building up at the

great strategic centers of Asia, Africa and

South America model Associations which are

reaching for Christ the most aggressive and

progressive class of society—the young men—

this movement is meeting the greatest need of

these vast continents. In seeking to make the

universities and colleges of the non-Christian

nations strongholds and propagating centers of

Christianity, the Associations are influencing

the very leadership of over two-thirds of the

population of the world. In laying on its

members in all these countries a burdfn of

responsibility for the evangelization of their

own people the Association is helping to solve

in the most effective way what many deem to

be the greatest problem of foreign missions.

The Young Men's Christian Association has

clone more to promote and to realize true Chris

tian unity than any other agency. By accen

tuating the points on which true Christians are

agreed, by actually drawing Christians together

in a common work, and by fusing together in

its student Associations the future leaders of

all denominations, this movement has accom

plished wonders in the direction of uniting the

disciples of Jesus Christ. It is a striking dem

onstration of the fact that "there is one body.

and one spirit, even as ye were also called in

one hope of your calling; one Lord, one faith.

one baptism, one God and Father of all, who

is above all, and through all and in you all."

Without doubt it has accomplished more than

any other influence in hastening the answer of

the prayer of our Lord, "that they all may be

one." This, the motto of our World's Alliance,

fittingly epitomizes the distinguishing spirit and

crowning achievement of our whole movement

Who can measure its power as an apologetic to

the unbelieving world? Well did Ambassador

Porter point out the other evening that the

Associations are doing more than treaties and

diplomacy to unite the peoples and nations.

Great as has been the achievement of our

first half-century, is there any reason why the

next fifty years should not far surpass it in ad

vancing and establishing the reign of Jesns

Christ in the world? On the contrary, is the:e

not every reason to expect a tremendous ad

vance in the years right before us ? We know

our field as the founders of this move

ment never knew it. We have access to the

young men of the whole world, which couM

not have been said even a few years ago. We

have at our disposal fifty years of rich experi

ence. We have the priceless heritage of the

example of the heroic spirits who have gone

before us. We have an army of well-nigh a

million members to be molded and wielded.

We have financial resources which are simply

inexhaustible. We have developed the type of

work to be propagated, and have perfected the

supervisory organizations which made possible

the wide and rapid extension of this type

More important still, God has been pleased to

give us the vision of the young men of the

world to be evangelized. Along with the vision

He has given us the courage and the determi

nation, with the help of the triumphant God,

to realize this vision. Above all, we have the

immeasurable divine resources—the unsearch

able riches of Jesus Christ.

The Growth of Fifty Years

FROM THE PAPER OF KARL FRIES, STOCKHOLM,

SWEDEN.

The Basis of 1855 was set forth in simple,

unambiguous words as a personal relation to

Jesus Christ, the Divine Saviour, not only in

theoretic views, but in practical devotion to His

service. The Holy Scripture was recognized

as the rule of doctrine and life. The purpose

was the extension of the Kingdom of Christ

among the young men of the world. By the

rule that any Association, seeking affiliation to

the World's Alliance, should adopt the basis, a
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homogeneous composition of the Alliance was

guaranteed, while the guarding of full liberty

in regard to organization and methods secured

the necessary condition for a diversified devel

opment.

At the conference in Geneva, 1858, the dele

gates made an excursion to a mountain, called

"le Saleve," not far from Geneva. On the rock

was the name of that great scoffer Voltaire,

who once said that after a hundred years

Christianity would be known only as an an

tiquated curiosity. Under his name was en

graved the year 1758. Now the following

words were cut in the rock a little lower

down : Young Men's Christian Association,

1858. Our Associations are an indisputable

proof of the vitality of the Christian faith, and

as long as they remain faithful to the principles

laid down for them they will continue to be a

source of strength to the Christian Church.

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF THE ASSOCIATIONS AT THE BEGINNING, THE MIDDLE

AND THE END OK THE FIRST 50 YEARS OF THE WORLD S ALLIANCE

1855 188O 1905
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Europe :
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5

1
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6
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1
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Briefs from the Papers and Discussions at Paris

Extensive Discussions of the Principles of the World's Alliance Were Presented and Were Printed

in French, German and English—Only the Briefest Extracts Can Be Given Here

Principles of the World's Alliance

CONCLUSION OF THE THOROUGH PAPER BY W. H.

MILLS, SEC^Y ENGLISH NATIONAL COUNCIL.

The birth and development of Associations

bearing the distinguishing and well-known

characteristics of Young Men's Christian As

sociations in almost every country of the known

world have been largely due, under the Divine

blessing, to the loyalty and consistency with

which the ideal and principles of the Basis have

everywhere been followed and acted upon.

Fidelity to the Basis must continue to produce

such Associations. They will, so to speak,

"bear the family likeness" and be—

1. CHRISTIAN. In their objects, fellowship

and the character of their service.

2. PROTESTANT. In making final appeal to

the Word of God and in giving to Bible teach

ing a foremost place among the agencies em

ployed.

3. EVANGELICAL. In fidelity to the cen

tral truth of the Deity and Saviourhood of the

Lord Jesus Christ.

4. INTERDENOMINATIONAL. In welcoming

young men, irrespective of their ecclesiastical

or denominational preferences, thus hastening

the fulfilment of our Lord's prayer, John

xvii, 21.

5. MISSIONARY. In encouraging each member

to regard himself as a missionary to other

young men.

How much easier would have been the path

of the Associations during the past fifty years

if the men responsible for them had been con

tent to forego the essential principles of their

work I But may we not ask, Where would the

Associations have been to-day if they had

done so?

Does Association Work Respond to the

Needs of the Young Men of To-Day ?

In reply to this question Mr. E. de Billy, of

the French National Committee, said:

"In each and every epoch those religious

leaders who have attracted and helped men

are the leaders who have been able to take a

portion of Eternal Truth, hitherto concealed,

but now become accessible and to give it as a

living formula to their generation. Such a

ministry our Associations in their best es

tate accomplish in promoting among young

men that intimate solidarity which gets its

finest expression in Christian brotherhood ac

cording to the Christlike standard, and which

sums up in one word of the Master the renun

ciation, sacrifice and activity in the work for

young men to which we are called ; that word

is: 'to serve.'

"To serve all good causes, all the great mani

festations of solidarity, to place at the service

of our country, of humanity, of our faijh, of

all those whom we meet with on our way, an

activity multiplied by association with other

activities making for the same end; is that not

the veritable motto of our Christian Associa

tions? The missionary movement which for

many years has developed, particularly in the

Christian Associations of university students of

all countries, beginning with the United States

and Great Britain, is one of the most brilliant

manifestations of that new spirit which

breathes among young men.

"There are, nevertheless, certain Associations

which have no real activity. They seem living,

but satisfied with the group that they have

created and where they pass agreeable hours

they do not feel the need to attract new

comers, and manifest by outside activity social,

charitable or intellectual, their attachment to

the principles in the name of which they are

united. These Associations are bound to de

cline, and, what is the gravest thing of all, they

drive away from our work the young men

whom they ought to have attracted. For the

youth of to-day can only be won by life; and

the highest morality, that which is most con

formed to the best tendencies of our nature,

can only conquer them in the measure in which

it is expressed by an activity each day more

practical, more intense and more Christlike."

Attitude to the Churches

Pastor Christian Klug in his paper discrimi

nates carefully concerning the membership and

government of the German Association, and

with strong approval quotes from Dr. Kum-

macher as follows:

"We must distinctly have in our Association

a center of believing young men, and these must

determine the life and character of the Associa

tion." Mr. Klug also quotes approvingly an

other German National President, Superintend

ent Durselen : "We must be strict as to the

organization of the governing committee and

have on it tried children of God." And again

from the utterance of a World's Conference:

"Everything went on regularly and properly,

and, what is even better, with a love that re

joiced the hearts. The Lutherans, Anglicans,

Wesleyans, Baptists, Nationals and Independ

ents stretched out to each other brotherly hands

and had only one wish and one thought—to

build up God's Kingdom and spread it among

the youth of their time, not for one or another

visible church, but before all for the universal

church !"
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The Association and the Church*

SUMMARY OF PAPER PRESENTED BY R. C. MORSE.

The attitude of the North American Asso

ciations to the churches has been one of loyalty,

subordination and cooperation with suggestion

of certain definite and successful forms of work

for young men. This attitude has involved the

Associations in an obligation to promote inter

denominational activity, a control of their or

ganization by laymen and a broad work for

many classes of young men and boys. It has

been a union work, but it has not had church

union as its objective. It has not advocated

unity. It has simply demonstrated it so far as

the sphere of Association effort was concerned.

A review of this attitude and obligation

brings out clearly the fact that it was the young

men of the evangelical churches in North

America who united their efforts to create the

Associations. They did this after loyally con

sulting their pastors and with a desire and

purpose not to substitute the church, but to

bring young men into its communion and mem

bership. In accomplishing this work they have

been true to their purpose, their pastors and

their churches; have increased their own effi

ciency and responsibility as laymen in Christian

work; have promoted unity and cooperation

among the churches to which they have sev

erally belonged; have quickened the activity

of the young people of those churches, promot

ing the formation within the churches of Young

People's Societies with a membership many

times more numerous than that of the Associa

tions. Also to the churches the Association

work in its breadth and methods has suggested

similar forms of church work, the adoption of

which has increased the efficiency and useful

ness of the churches.

Young; Men for Young Men

In speaking of the purpose of the Associa

tion, Professor Barrelet, of Switzerland, said :

"A young man is instinctively drawn toward a

companion of his own age, who completes his

character, gives him confidence, and whom he

wishes to resemble; or, on the contrary, he

makes friends because he feels the need of

protecting some one weaker than himself, be

cause he sees in a younger comrade the faults

against which he himself has to fight.

"In the great struggle of life, the struggle

for holiness, it is natural that we should first

look for help among those who are in the same

circumstances as ourselves. Although old and

middle-aged men have also passed through

youth, they sometimes have difficulty in placing

themselves in a young man's position. Young

men understand one another and sympathize

with each other; therefore they are able to

"Copies of this paper, in pamphlet form, may be had

lication to P. F. Jerome, 3 West 29th street,
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give one another mutual help. By young men

and for young men; that is the motto which

has been appropriately given to our Associa

tions. They have a clearly defined field of

labor—young men.

"The same reasons which cause young men

to unite in a body urge them also to spread

the Gospel among other young men who do not

yet share their faith. A young man who is

indifferent or unbelieving will sooner listen to

a serious word spoken to him by a companion

of his own age than by an older man. He

knows that all his contemporaries have to fight

against the same obstacles both outwardly and

inwardly; he feels, in spite of himself, linked

by a kind of relationship to these young men

who tell him that they have found an answer

to their aspirations, a strength for their life,

peace for their consciences.

"A selfish Christianity is an impossible thing.

As our Saviour had compassion on the multi

tude whom he compared to sheep without a

shepherd, so our Associations must have pity

on young men whom the Gospel has not

reached and who are going astray. Our Asso

ciations know no barriers raised by difference

of opinion in religious matters. They respect

the individual convictions of their members.

They have no other basis than living faith in

Jesus Christ, and no other aim than the salva

tion of all young men.

"These principles have proved so successful

in their application during the fifty years which

have just elapsed, that we could wish for noth

ing better than that they should be preserved as

the foundation of our Association."
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The Closing Session

English-speaking delegates were inclined to

be impatient with the slow progress of discus

sions and addresses which were presented

"piecemeal," translated paragraph by para

graph into three languages. The "practical"

suggestive papers on how to do things ; on con

ditions of life of men ; on opening fields and

inspiring themes of the Christian life and serv

ice were lacking. The sense of international

brotherhood, of the difficulties which hedged

the foreign Associations about, and the world

reach of the organization were, however, deeply

felt. They will not forget the glorious singing

of Luther's hymn, led by the Germans, 300

strong, nor the petitions in prayer in a strange

language or the recurring words, "Lieber

Vater," "Nous avez suppliees," "Par tout les

hommes," "Notre Seigneur," "O Jesu," "In

dem bruderlichen Geistem beten wir fur

Briiden in Allen Landen."

Prayer was offered in Japanese, Italian,

Greek, Swedish, Finnish and Chinese, for men

must pray in the tongue in which they were

born.

Greetings from Japan

President K. Ibuka, one of the three dele

gates sent from Japan, made a stirring speech

which was received with prolonged applause.

He said in part : "Although as you may imag

ine, it was not easy for us to leave our country

at such a time as this, we felt that this World's

Conference was of such great importance as to

make the effort and the long journey well

worth while.

"I bring you not only salutations from the

Young Men's Christian Associations of Japan,

but also a message. Although our country is

engaged in a war with one of the great Eu

ropean powers we as individuals and Chris

tians are at peace with all nationalities in the

world. I have been glad to shake hands with

the delegates from all countries, but especially

was I glad to grasp the hand of Pastor Helman

Luezan, of Russia. We are praying for the

Czar and his people, as well as for our own

Emperor. I wish to express our hearty thanks

for your sympathy in these trying times. I must

ask you to unite with us in the prayer for a

speedy, but lasting peace. Let me also ask that

you pray with us that when affairs come to be

settled, they may be settled right."

Remarks of Mr. Wanamaker

I cannot stop for compliments when there

presses upon me the significance of this confer

ence to the world. We meet in this great city

to take counsel ; to see what shall be the next

move in the advancement of the Kingdom of

God and the interests of the young men of the

world. It is an honor to any man to have a

THE SWEDISH EXHIBIT AND NATIONAL SEC

RETARY KARL FRIES.
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hand in a work so great. It is the question of

the hour to know what this meeting shall mean

to the world. We have come to stand as men,

not to count the number of our members or

our property, but the influence of the man. We

know well what is worth having, and that a

ten cent Association on which men have spent

$1,000 is not money well invested. We have

come to a time when our work is so well ad

vanced that it commands respect and support.

Let each step be forward and none backward—

every step a step of victory. The church will

appreciate the adherence to the grand old "Paris

Basis," God inspired and God kept. Let us

stand together for the salvation of men.

Mr. Stokes -" This One Thing "

When I was a young man I counted the

years that I might live and what I might ac

complish in those years of my fellow-men.

I decided that through the Young Men's Chris

tian Association I might do the most for the

church of Christ and through it I might find

the largest opportunity for service. With Paul

I said : "This one thing I do,", and I have de

voted myself to the young men of Europe.

Uniting on the Paris Basis adopted in 1855, the

young men of the world got together and to

gether have done great things. Anything which

will pull these hands apart will wrong the

work and the cause of Christ.

The Discussion

The delegate from Constantinople, a country

where every man who dares to become known

as a Christian does so at the peril of his life,

urged the broadening of the basis to include in

the controlling membership "all young men

who desire to lead a good life."

Mr. Mjlls, of England, urged that this would

be an indefinite basis, and that "to abandon the

Association's distinctly evangelical character

would disrupt the organization and render it

ineffectual." The basis was of value, not so

much as a confession of faith as a confession

of evangelical brotherhood and the work that

can be accomplished in and by it.

Baron von Rothkirch, of Berlin, wanted "the

door of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion to be made as wide as possible to every

young man to enter, but such a spirit within

that it would close that door upon the young

man so that he should remain within as an

active member, won over to the love and serv

ice of the Saviour. The Association should

help the most men possible, as a genuinely mis

sionary Association."

E. Pouresy, of Bordeaux, urged that the

Association was not a church, but a work. The

basis was a basis of common union of Chris

tians for service, and it was necessary to thus

maintain it in France. "Many call themselves

of the church, but do not act as of the church."

A GLIMPSE OF THE HLLAR DECORATION

(McBURNEY SHIELD) AND GALLERY EXHIBIT.

An American of broadest training and ex

perience in affairs of church and state, voiced

the convictions of his fellow-delegates as he

said : "This basis will not wear out."

The delegates committee, made up of forty

men of all the countries, who were familiar with

the conditions under which their Associations

worked, spent days in discussing the common

ground of federation and found nothing with

which to supplant or supplement this original

statement.

With unanimous vote the conference reaf

firmed the Paris Basis of 1855 as the principles

on which Christian men of all nations could

unite, having each to choose the methods best

adapted to the country in which it worked and

the men for whom it wrought. Then standing

the great concourse from twenty-five countries

sang in unison, though in their own languages,

"Crown Him Lord of All."

Prince Bernadotte offered this closing

prayer : "We thank Thee, O God ! for every

soul saved, for every young man helped in his

spiritual difficulties. For the future we ask

Thy blessing that we may save young men

from sin to the glory of Jesus Christ our

Saviour."
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Immense Gathering; at the Trocadero

Seen from any point of view, the Fete du

Jubile Cinquantenaire on Sunday afternoon

loomed up as one of the most notable gather

ings in Association history. To bring together

and hold for three hours an audience of 6,000

people in Paris, the capital of France, where

only one person in fifty is a Protestant and

things religious are smiled at, is extraordinary.

Such an audience in Washington or London

even would be remarkable. This is significant

for the future of the Association in France.

The immense organ and the choir of 500 voices

gave the note of jubilee and led the audience

in the splendid hymn of triumph—

To Thee the glory,

O resurrected One !

To Thee the victory

For all eternity.

Dr. Charles Monod took the chair and in his

opening address said :

"Fifty years ago we received a handful of

delegates in this city, but now the representa

tives from organizations from all parts of

the world, with 700,000 members. Young

men find in these days of easy traveling

abroad the open arms of the Association to

shield them from the temptations of the great

cities hidden often as under fairest flowers.

"I have the honor of receiving you in Paris

—the modern Babylon, as it is called—but it is

also the city of science, art, and education.

This meeting is a proof that Paris is not only

a place of pleasure, but a place of good. It is

for me a great honor to receive you in the

name of Paris, the capital of France, because I

am a patriot and an old Parisian, but above my

natal city and my country, there is the

humanite. 'I am a man, and therefore no man

is a stranger to me.' You are the work

men of peace; you are going to suppress war—

the great crime. Fraternity is not a vain word

with you. There is no obstacle high enough

and no man's hatred great enough to keep you

from going forward ; so go forward!"

The secretary for France, Em. Sautter, and

of the World's Committee, Lieut.-Col. Fer-

niaud, followed with addresses in French, re

viewing the Association's growth. This mes

sage from Sir George Williams was received

and read in French, German and English :

Sir George Williams' Message

Although I am prevented by the infirmities

of age from being present at your Jubilee

gatherings, my heart is with you. Let us

praise God !

At conference after conference we have been

privileged to acknowledge the manifold bless

ings graciously bestowed upon the labors put

forth in different countries, and which have

resulted in the ingathering of thousands upon

thousands of young men to the Kingdom of the

Redeemer. Who can estimate the number or

the value of those who have been thus bene

fited and helped, or their influence for good in

their families and among their companions, as

well as in their relations to the Church of

Christ, and to public life?

I attribute the widely extended and varied

usefulness of the work to the Associations'

steadfast loyalty to the Word of God. While

the Associations have rightly held in just and

high appreciation, and been ready to use, every

instrumentality that could aid their endeavors

to build up a strong type of Christian man

hood in those coming under their influence, they

have ever held before them as their supreme

object the leading of young men to knov.

Christ as their individual and personal Saviour

This has been the secret of their succes:-

and usefulness in the past, and I have every

confidence that so long as the Association*

make this their first aim and desire God will

continue to give His benediction upon their

work.

I greet you with deep esteem ana affection 3--

brethren, with whom I count it a great and

unspeakable privilege to be united in this great

work.

Yours, most faithfully,

GEORGE WILLIAMS

Notable Conference Leaders

An impression is very likely to obtain in

America that the titled names seen in connec

tion with the European Associations are

merely loaned to give standing, and that the

owners are only patronizingly interested. The

convention did not run to title-madness

Every man who held a prominent position did

so for his own worth.

Count Jacques de Pourtalles, the president

of the conference, is president of the Paris

Association. In the vast detailed arrangements

for entertaining the 1,000 delegates, even to se

curing lodgings for them, he has taken the

brunt of the labors. As a presiding officer lie

filled the position, driving through business

with energy, interpreting on occasions, turning

a point with clever wit and leading in prayer

with unction. At the closing session he said:

"I was never before able to speak with confi

dence in public. I have never felt the pressure

and help of the Spirit of God so much before

in my life as in these five days in the chair."

Prince Bernadotte, vice-president of the

conference, is chairman of the Swedish Na

tional Council. He is the eldest son of

the King of Sweden and Admiral of the

Swedish navy. No delegate gave closer

attention to the affairs of the conference, or

better or wiser advice in the councils. The

prince is preeminently a man of prayer, a stu
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dent of the Bible and Association methods and

is greatly interested in the soldiers' Associa

tion. At the Swedish secretaries' conference,

which he entertains at his home, "The House

of Peace," on the Isle of Wisby, he leads the

mission study and Bible training classes.

Swedish secretaries are invited to spend their

vacations in his home. Of commanding dig

nity and earnest purpose he was a noted per

sonality in the conference. But young men

were fully at ease with him. He was spe

cially interested in learning of the methods

and success in conducting the shop classes in

Cleveland and other cities in America.

The leading figure of the German Associa

tions is Count Bernstorff, lord chamberlain to

the Emperor, of the first families of Germany

and a former member of Parliament, but first

and always a Christian man. He was one of

the founders of the Berlin Association and

chairman of its council. He has taught the

weekly Bible class and led in the prayer-

meetings for years. He allows nothing to in

terfere with these. It is a striking scene to see

him (he is of large stature) on nights when he

is obliged/ to appear at court functions imme

diately following the prayer-meetings, teaching

his class or kneeling with young men in prayer,

dressed in the full regalia of his high office.

He is a leading figure at the open-air meetings

and a regular attendant at the noon prayer-

meetings, which he instituted. Naturally, he

is a man of power in the National and the

World's conferences, where his knowledge of

so many languages makes him peculiarly ef

fective in impressing his ideas on the many

nations represented. He has a Sunday-school

for the employees on his estates. Such a man

as he could not be content with lending his

name merely as a "patron" to the Associations.

Lord Kinnaird, vice-president of the con

ference and of the English National Council,

stands for evangelistic Christianity in England.

He has led the Torrey-AIexander mission com

mittee in London. He is alive to the needs of

men and in touch with things as they are.

His athletic enthusiasm runs to football, with

which his name is associated as president of

the British Football Association.

Baron von Rothkirch, president of the Berlin

Association for twenty-two years, gave up

royal service to devote himself to the Associa

tion. He is of noble family, as of noble char

acter. In the Franco-Russian war, in which

he served as an officer, he lost a leg. He now

serves his Government as master of the royal

forests. He is teacher of a large Bible class,

leader of a prayer-meeting and especially active

in promoting personal purity through the

White Cross. In doing this he has held hun

dreds of frank, confidential and personal inter

views with young men. Overflowing with good

humor, intense, generous and unsparing of him

self, he, like Count Bernstorff, is giving Ger

many an example of devoted Christian man

hood in service which has a national influence.

The chairman of the World's Committee,

Mr. Sarasin Warnery, the philanthropist of

Switzerland, is by no means a figure-head to

his committee. His home is in Basle, and to

attend the monthly meeting of the committee

requires three days. This he cheerfully gives,

and more. In fact, he gave up business in

order to devote himself to the development of

the Young Men's Christian Association in Eu

rope. Like Dr. Warner, chairman of the Inter

national Committee, he expects to give blocks

of time to the work. He is a leader in the

Basle Association, which is a federation of

twenty Associations. He is also president of

the National Swiss Alliance. Such a man of

devotion, of modesty, ability and great love of

men brings a great strength to the Old World

Associations. Should he accept America's in

vitation to visit this country as chairman of

the World's Committee, he will receive the

heartiest welcome in all our cities.

Conference Impressions

This conference

I was one of the

most important I

I ever attended. In

I these days of com-

1 promise it was a

(grand thing to

1 have reaffirmed the

I Paris Basis, not

I only in spirit, but

1 in letter! Having

J w a t c h e d the

(growth of our

grand organization

from the days

when there was only one Association in the

world, I can but exclaim, when remembering

the reports at the Paris conference, "WHAT

HATH GOD WROUGHT!" It is evident that never

were our Associations in a more flourishing

condition than at the present day, and if we

still adhere to fundamental principles and bring

to the front the spiritual character of our work

we shall yet achieve greater results than have

ever been secured.—M. H. Hodder, England.

The direction of such great enterprises

claims a very great deal of self-denying and

mutual confidence from all the leaders. I thank

God that He was so mightily with us. It was

a wonder before our eyes to see the representa

tives of so many nations gathered together in

peace and love.—A. Hoffmann, Geneva.

The most encouraging feature to me was (a)

the first day, especially when the Basis of

Paris was affirmed from all together as one. I

M. H. HODDER.
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of what has been done by the Association in

various lands up to the present was a con

vincing earnest of what may be expected in

the future.—Fleming H. Revell, Chicago.

I was impressed (1) with the exceeding

greatness of the work to be done for the young

men of the world and the importance of keep

ing evangelical teaching in the forefront while

employing the other agencies. (2) The twenty-

one flags of different nations over the platform

with the words, "One In Him" as the keynote

of the conference and the reaffirmation of the

Paris Basis, encouraging us all to keep praying

for joy to the world when "Christ shall be all

in all." (3) To heartily help the development

of our young men on the best lines for insuring

A MESSAGE FROM PRINCE BERNADOTTE ON

THE SPECIAL CONFERENCE POST CARD.

was greatly impressed (b) by the holy com

munion in the Oratoire, celebrated together by

delegates from all nations, (c) the singing of

Luther's hymn—"Ein! feste burg ist unser

Gott"—by the vast audience in the Trocadero

Sunday afternoon. The Associations' future

will, I hope, bring great blessing to young

men throughout the whole world, when the

Basis of Paris may be accepted and realized in

all Christian countries.—Chr. Hall, Christiania,

Norway.

(1) The diversity of the Spirit's manifesta

tion. (2) The power of the love of Christ to

unite. (3) That we have scarcely crossed the

threshold of our opportunity, and that the next

half-century will witness marvelous triumphs

of grace.—W. H. Mills, English National

Council.

A fresh and enlarged conception of the large

ness of the work of the Young Men's Christian

Association and a realization of the unity in

Christ of the young men of all nations as ex

pressed in the spirit of the convention comes

to me. As to the Association's future there ap

pears to be no limit as regards its influence as

a world power. The possibilities in this direc

tion were most impressively and concretely pre

sented by Mr. Mott in his address Sunday

morning in the American church. His record

^CONFERENCE JUBILAIRE

v>y
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COUNT BERNSTORFF'S MESSAGE.

a healthy mind in a healthy body. Come, O

breath, and breathe upon these workers at their

work."—Alexander Findlay, Chairman of Scot

tish National Council, Y. M. C. A., and M. P.

for N. E. Lanarkshire, Motherwell, Scotland.

I was impressed (1) with the continuance of

the spiritual unity in prayer and song and of

the delightful brotherly fellowship which has

been the joy-giving experience of delegates

in all previous conferences. (2) A much less

expected realization of a similar unity or uni

formity in the activity and work of the Asso
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ciations in different countries. On Saturday

delegates met in different sections and lan

guages. The 300 German delegates invited and

welcomed several representative British and

American brethren. Their hearty reception

signalized among workers for young men in

these three great nations a more intelligent

sympathy and fellowship than has hitherto

existed. (3) The Orient was present at Paris

in stronger force than ever before. China,

Japan, India and Russia occupied the fore

ground. The generous offer by Mr. Wana-

maker of $100,000 for Association buildings in

Seoul, Peking and Kyoto and the announce

ment that the Emperor had given $5,000 toward

the army Association work in Manchuria gave

-
,

CONFERENCE JUBILAIRC

PASTOR WAGNER'S MESSAGE.

emphasis to this prominence of the Orient. (4)

The Paris Conference of 1855 and its immedi

ate successors were bounded by the limits of

Europe and America. In the Jubilee Confer

ence every continent was represented, and mer

ited emphasis was given to the most distant

and needy. (5) The presence and control of

the Holy Spirit were manifested in the critical

and protracted deliberations of the World's

Committee even more impressively than in the

enthusiasm of the great public meetings.—

Richard C. Morse.

| CONFERENCE JUBILAIRE

LORD KINNAIRD'S MESSAGE.

I see a grand future before the Associations

if they keep humble under the guidance of God.

working only to His glory. In the contrary

case, a failure—when the light God gave them

to carry among young men will be taken from

them to Him.—Charles Fcrmaud, Secretary

World's Committee.

My strongest impressions were : 1 (a) The

essential oneness of Christian believers in the

midst of great diversity—socially, educationally

and nationally, (b) Steps must be taken to

have America more largely represented at the

World's Conference by our strong laymen and

secretaries. We do not begin to exert the in

fluence nor derive the benefits we should as

members of the World's Alliance. 2 (a) The

provision for having the voice of the different

nations more largely expressed in the shapini;

and carrying out of the policy of the World's

Committee marks the beginning of a new epoch

in the life of the World's Alliance. (&) The

reaffirmation of the Paris Basis by such a large

number of delegates from twenty-five nations

with heartiness and conviction and the special

emphasis placed upon the evangelical and inter

denominational character of the work. (3) I

see no reason why the next twenty-five years in

the life of the Association movement should

not far surpass the last fifty years of its his

tory.—John R. Molt.
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I am under strong impressions of what we

have seen and experienced in Paris. God has

helped us over our misunderstandings, and we

may take it as a pledge that He will not with

draw His hand from our work also in the

future.—Rcinhold Sarasin Warnery.

My impressions of the Jubilee Conference

are the solidarity of the Young Men's Chris

tian Associations throughout the world and

the marked presence of the Divine Spirit in all

our sessions. I was also struck by the fact

that many of the leaders of the movement are

elderly, but young-spirited men of ripe experi

ence and strong personality. The only draw

back to the enjoyment of the conference was

the inconvenient necessity of employing three

languages. May the day be hastened when we

all shall be one in tongue as in spirit.—

K. Ibuka, Japan.

The question came to my mind frequently

when I was in Rome visiting Catholic

churches : Has the proclamation of victory by

our Lord, "I have overcome the world," been

outgrown? This was dispelled when I saw

evangelical churches at the very center of

Rome, and again the Paris conference gave me

a very strong conviction that our Lord is win

ning by a new form of movement even in this

old field of Europe. Among other things it is

very encouraging to see many influential per

sons of different nations interested in this

movement, and their united spirit for their com

mon Master. The need and hope of the Asso

ciation is very great. It is the artillery of the

Christian army, because it opens the way for

churches to get new people. It is also, at the

same time, the hospital corps, because some

tired ones in the churches may find recreation

there and backsliders may get back to their

home churches through it. So this is both the

van and rear guard of the evangelical move

ment in the present century.—Y. Honda. Japan.

This conference gave me extraordinary en

couragement not to tire in the work for young

men in which God has placed me. It gave me

a confirmation of my experience that that As

sociation exerts the mightiest influence and has

the greatest following which, to the fullest ex

tent, carries out the purpose of the Associa

tion to extend the Kingdom of God among

•young men. The most cheering fact was the

confirmation of the Paris Basis by all the dele

gates, that through the spirit of Christ, "the

spirit of love and of peace, the American,

British and German delegates were brought

into unity concerning the work in their lands.

When our directors and secretaries grasp, with

holy earnestness, their responsibility and with

untiring energy, aim to reach their goal, then

our work in the future will have the strongest

support and will be the most fruitful organiza

tion.—H. Hclbing, Germany.

The Receptions

Sir George Williams, whose strength would

not permit his presence at the meetings, re

ceived the delegates at the Hotel Continental.

It was a fatherly and patriarchal blessing the

venerable man whose life spanned the sixty-

one years of Association history gave the thou

sand and more men present.

Gathering himself together he gave this mes

sage, which expresses -the dominant thought of

his life and was received with deep respect:

YOUNG MEN : IF YOU WISH TO HAVE A HAPPY.

USEFUL AND PROFITABLE LIFE, GIVE YOUR HEARTS

TO GOD WHILE YOU ARE YOUNG. As MY LAST

LEGACY, AND IT IS A PRECIOUS ONE—THE YOUNG

MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION—I LEAVE IT TO

YOU, BELOVED YOUNG MEN, TO CARRY ON AND EX

TEND. I HOPE YOU MAY BE HAPPY AND SUCCESS

FUL—MORE SUCCESSFUL THAN I HAVE BEEN—

AND IT WILL BE A BLESSED THING FOR YOUR OWN

SOULS AND FOR YOUR COUNTRIES.

Mr. Stokes presided on the occasion, and

with Prince Bernadotte expressed to the

founder the assurances of the love and esteem

of the Conference.

On Friday evening ambassadors of several

countries entertained the delegates from their

several nations.

Reception by Ambassador Porter

The American delegates and ladies attended

a reception given by General Porter, the Ameri

can Ambassador, at his residence. Nearly sixty

guests were present, and were received person

ally in the salon by the Ambassador. An hour

or more was spent in conversation, during

which the Ambassador recounted to groups of

delegates the remarkable story of the discovery

of the body of Paul Jones and its identification,

and Mrs. James Stokes rendered skilfully sev

eral selections, accompanying herself upon the

harp.

In his more formal words to the delegation

Ambassador Porter said : "I am glad to wel

come the representatives of such a society as

the Young Men's Christian Association to

Paris. Among all the societies which I have

had the honor and pleasure of entertaining

there is none which will bring more benefit

to this country than the Young Men's Christian

Association. You are able to do more good by

your presence here than all the boasted treatie*

we try to make. I was brought up a man of

war; now I am a man of peace. I used to try

to make men downright, now I seek to make

them upright. The peace of the world is our

concern. When you make the people to desire

peace above all things, then the rulers will seek

to keep the peace. I am looking forward to re

turning soon to that great land of ours, where

a man feels himself disgraced by idleness,

where education is honored, where labor is dig
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nified, where the enlightened

spirit of liberty has supplanted

that of blind obedience, and

where diligent labor pours

opulence into the lap of its

people. I know of no repre

sentatives of our people I en

joy meeting more than those

who are accomplishing things

in the affairs of the world,

and who consider it a dis

grace to do nothing."

Mr. James Stokes replied

gracefully to Mr. Porter, pay

ing a tribute to the man who

had so ably represented the

United States in the French

capital, and reverted to his

earlier service to the country

in perpetuating the memory

of General Grant by securing

the erection of the magnificent

mausoleum on Riverside Drive,

New York City, and later by the discovery of

Paul Jones' body and securing to him fitting

commemoration of his distinguished service to

the cause of independence in the American

revolutionary war.

Hon. John Wanamaker, who arrived in the

city that evening, was present, and was called

upon by Mr. Stokes. He said in response :

"It will be some time before we will have to

write the epitaph of the Young Men's Chris

tian Association. It is a magnificent time we

are come to when kings' houses are open to

the Association. T can remember when the As

sociation was looked upon slightingly as a

thing which might be crumpled up in the hand

and lightly cast aside.

"The man that lit the first lamp in St. Paul's

churchyard, which has sent a blaze around the

world, has, we thank God, been spared to see

this meeting in Paris to-day. Since the days

of the apostles there has never been such mis

sionary interest as to-day, and this is fitly rep

resented in the world-wide movement of the

Association.

"We have come to the young man's time, and

it seems this is a young man's world. It is not

the years, it is the spirit and sympathy which

mark the age of a man and his usefulness in the

Association. When he has lost this spirit, let

him, as suggested by General Porter, be. 'osler-

ized.' If there is anything- that is more exten

sive and intensive than the Young Men's Chris

tian Association I do not know what it is. I

wonder what St. Paul, who carried the strug

gling church of his day on his heart, would say

should he walk our streets to-day as he saw

the great Association movement of all lands in

the van of a mighty church. I am sure that he

would throw himself with heart and life into

SEASIDE HOUSE OF SEINE DEPARTMENT, PARIS.

its service and feel immediately at home in it.

We must take to every country in the spirit of

Christian brotherhood the spirit, power and

peace of the life of Christ. I am glad that

you have reaffirmed your allegiance to the

old basis upon which the Association has stood,

and stands, as upon a firm and great rock. You

are not simply visitors to Paris, but come here

as a part of a great army that is determined

that the world is. to feel the power of the life

of Christ."

fu conirt riATiOfiAL
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EUROPEAN SECRE

TARIES' CONFER.

ENCE.

Meeting place in the

Sunday-school room,

on the estate of

Mme. Andre, IV.-

sailles. The Studft I

Federation lias met nt

this room.

European Secretaries' Conference

The number of secretaries employed in Eu

rope has increased from 53 to 119 in a very

short time. Following the conference the

secretaries met at Versailles, in the little Sun

day-school room at the summer residence of

Mme. Andre, where conferences of the Student

Volunteer Movement have been held.

A discussion was led by the secretary nt

Stuttgart, Germany, on the question, "For

What Reason Do Young Men Hold Them

selves Aloof from the Association?" Some of

the reasons given were: "Not only the young

men, but the Association is often at fault. The

rooms are small, on the side street and not

easily found. Some young men. say : 'There

is nothing for us there." There is often too

little fellowship. A young man says, 'Out

side it is jolly, inside it is chilly.' Rooms may

be small, but the spirit of generous fellowship

can be great. The members of the Association

must be good men, whose standing is irre

proachable; men who are successes and not

failures. If the life of the members is not at

tractive to the stranger he will go where he

can meet attractive men. A secretary should

not spend all of his time in his office writing

letters and making plans, but must get about

among men. He is often too much occupied

with mechanical and office details. There is

too often one set of men only interested. Dif

ferent groups should be approached—the work

man, student, soldier and others—through spe

cial attractions and meetings. Many men will

not come to the Association because they desire

to be free from all obligations and have no in

terest in others. Others are retiring ; others feel

the difference in education and conditions;

others find too many of their own set and do

not meet those from whom they could learn

new ways ; others are kept from the Associa

tion by their parents or religious principles and

have to be taught that these prejudices must

be overcome. Some say it will interfere with

business, take too much time from their am

bitions. Some say it costs too much, but the

social democrats pay largely ; this is a mere ex

cuse. Others will not break from habits. They

say : 'If I come to Christ I must give up my

pleasures.' Some are enemies of Christianity."

In the discussion Mr. Fermaud said : "The

secretary who has not agonized about young

men, even to tears for them, has not ful

filled fully his office."

The general theme of the conference at Stutt

gart in 1907 will be How to Win Men.

Paul Theis Dead

A touch of brotherhood and real sympathy

which reminded one of McBurney was revealed

in the prayer and kindly personal reference of

Mr. Stokes for the widow of Paul Theis.

Mr. Theis was secretary at Paris for ten years,

and at the time of his death, which occurred in

April, was secretary of the Seine group of

Paris Associations. As a young man he came

under the influence of the Paris Association,

and though a Roman Catholic became inter

ested in its meetings and soon united with

heartiness in Christian service. Later he at

tended the Springfield Training School, gradu

ated, and became secretary at Paris. He was a

man of fine character and popular and efficient

as a secretary.
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population. Membership is

open to all evangelical

churches. Young men are

being trained for independ

ent leadership and them

selves elect the governing

committees,

A continual revival exists

in one great district, which

is comparable to that in

Wales. This is a mining

section, with a Protestant

population of 70,000. There

are thirty-eight active As

sociations here, with over

:i,000 members, and one rinds

an Association with its own

building every half-hour of

travel. Here smoking is

common on all occasions,

ONE OF GERMANY'S MANY SMALL ASSOCIATION BUILDINGS- ^ <!"»"? conferences, but

STEINHAGEN—POPULATION, 2,110—MEMBERSHIP, 28. beer-drinking is considered

Germany has more Associations than any

other country in the world (1866), although

it ranks third in membership (107,000).

The majority of these Associations are called

Fvangelischer Junglings Vcreins, and forty-

three are called Christlicher Verein Junger

Manner Christian—Young Men's Christian As

sociation—eleven having been reorganized re

cently under the latter name. These are lo

cated generally in the larger cities, and, like

Stuttgart and Berlin, occupy large buildings.

The misapprehension (in which ASSOCIATION-

MEN shared) that the Jungling Vereins were

purely state church organizations and presided

over by pastors has been general. As a matter

of fact, the Christlicher Verein Junger Manner

have a larger proportion of pastors as presi

dents than the Junglings. Naturally, the mem

bers of these Associations are drawn mostly

from the state churches, as the "free churches"

represent but one-tenth of 1 per cent, of the STUTTGART'S PT^BAUJSROTPE (BASKET
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a great sin," and little, if any, spirits are drunk

in the mines. In other sections smoking is

frowned upon, but the light German beers are

sold and drunk freely, even in Association

buildings, as coffee, tea and ginger ale are in

America. But there is a marked change of

sentiment concerning beer-drinking in Ger

many. On the conclusion of religious confer

ences at one time beer, bread and cheese would

be served, but this is not now approved in

places and coffee is served instead of beer.

The "Junglings" generally maintain (1) Bible

classes; (2) bands, orchestras or trumpet corps

which are very popular; (3) male choral sing

ing, and (4) turn-vereins (gymnasiums).

Someti nes these Associations have less than a

score of members, but most of these are found

in all these four departments. The singing of

the German societies js magnificent ; cannot be

equaled in any country. At times thousands

of voices are brought together. On one occa

sion nearly 5,000 trumpeters and as many sing

ers united and performed before the Kaiser

with wonderful effect. In many of the Jung-

lings educational classes are taught, while in the

larger city vereins hundreds of pupils are en

rolled. Insurance is compulsory in Germany,

yet the Associations have 1,700 of their mem

bers who pay 2, 4, 6 or 8 cents weekly, which

assures them 75 cents, $1.50, $2.25 or $3

weekly in case of sickness for thirteen weeks,

or in case of death $7.50, $ir,, $22.50 or $30.

An allowance may be made from the funds '.r.

case of adversity or peculiar distress by the

committee, after five years' membership.

A gold medal was awarded the German As

sociation's exhibit at the exposition in Dusscl-

dorf recently.

There are several hundreds of "Fret Church

Associations" in Germany, which should he

identified with the national Association group,

but which have failed to unite with them on

the common basis.

Berlin in ten years numbers in its member

ship 5,305 young men from the provinces and

German towns and 683 from other lands. Special

meetings for waiters, soldiers and others arc

conducted at hours convenient for them, the

waiters often meeting late at night. Berlin

claims as its field 300,000 unmarried young men

in the city and 60,000 streaming into the city

each year. Men of all classes of society are

brought together in the membership—artisans,

mercantile men, students and soldiers. Pic

tures showing the extensive building and work

of the Stuttgart Association were shown in the

April number.

Germany's secretarial force has steadily in

creased in number and efficiency since the first

secretary was employed in 1877 at Elberfeld.

Christian Phildius became secretary at Berlin

in 1883 and exerted marked influence. The

striking figure in the German forces is that of



National Sekretar Helbing, who has lifted the

standard in the "Fatherland." He is a man of

tremendous force and leadership and is secur

ing and training an able force of secretaries to

direct the Associations in the rapidly increasing

work.

Germany has one national secretary, fourteen

traveling secretaries, four secretaries on the
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societies' bureaus, fourteen boys' secretaries,

seventeen of the thirty-four secretaries of the

Young Men's Christian Association before

this were secretaries of the youths' Associa

tions, seven army secretaries ; ninety-one in all.

The Soldiers' Work

Mission work for soldiers was done in 1870,

but in 1894 the Association began in earnest
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to provide for their needs, and rooms were set

apart for them. They were encouraged in

Bible study and to interest themselves in help

ing each other. Temporary barracks were

provided at Munsingen and Wurtemberg, cost

ing $20,000. At other points social headquar

ters conducted on temperance principles are

opened. At Metz 27,000 soldiers are stationed ;

here the first Soldiers' House was erected, cost

ing $50,000. The ground floor of this build

ing is a popular social center; only temperance

drinks are sold here, as the vote of the soldiers

themselves determined. This floor opens out

into a great garden. The second floor is de

voted to writing, Bible study, reception and

study rooms for non-commissioned officers, wlio

are eligible for positions with the state on dis

charge, and a hall seating 200. This entire floor

may be thrown together, making a hall seating

700. One evening each week a big social Bible

class, open to all, including ladies, is held here

and averages 500 in attendance. On the two

upper floors are twenty-six sleeping rooms.

Military service in Germany is general and the

morale of the army is high. Severe penalties

for immorality are imposed and dishonorable

discharge follows repeated offenses. These sol

diers' Associations have been forwarded with

difficulty, as the men are not allowed to take

membership in any organization, and the Asso

ciation may work only under the approval of

the commanding officer and the chaplain.

World's Student Meeting in Holland

The conference for Christian students at

Zeist, Holland, just closed, was attended by

delegates from thirty countries, some men com

ing from as far as Japan, China and Australia.

They represented Associations and Unions in

1,800 colleges and universities, and a member

ship of 103,000 college students and professors,

united together as the World's Student Chris

tian Federation, with more than half of this

membership from the college Young Men's

Christian Associations. This was a council in

many ways like the council assembled in the

time of William the Silent, but its scope em

braced the entire world of educated men and

women. The expansion in ten years since the

first meeting, when six men represented a few

movements, to the present date, when the

eleven movements with 125 representatives met,

has been tremendous. This is especially shown

in the influence on the characters of the mem

bers of the colleges and universities. It has

been instrumental in leading fully 3,000 of its

members to become foreign missionaries, who

are now on the field, and hundreds more are to

follow. This conference, like the Paris confer

ence, reaffirmed its purpose "to lead students to

become disciples of Jesus Christ as their only

Saviour and their God."

In the general committee meeting there was

the frankest kind of criticism of one movement

by another, and differences were talked out

without irritation. Misapprehensions were re

moved, and the conference got together on the

definition of such questions as conversion,

about which there were naturally differing

views in different countries, which were more

in statement than in fact. University Associa

tions of Holland and Scandinavia are con

ducting popular camps for high school boys,

such as were undertaken in America several

years ago. The college Association at Assiut,

Egypt, has a missionary volunteer band of 79

men.

The reviews of the conditions of student life

in Russia and Latin countries were appalling,

and the appeal for the advancement of Asso

ciations in these countries came with fully as

great force as those for the so-called "heathen

countries" which have always been regarded as

objects of missionary attention. The 47,000

students of Russia were said to possess no

moral foundation, and Christianity had no hold

upon them. America was urged to send them

a secretary.

From Addresses and Papers

Of the students in South America it was

said: "The teaching of centuries has robbed

society of its ethical basis and Christianity of

its spiritual significance. A commercial Chris

tianity of mere formalism, with no spiritual

realities, makes a people as destitute of the gos-

pek trjith of salvation through Jesus Christ as

any 'benighted pagan tribes. Outside the mis

sionary colleges there are not forty Christian

students out of nearly 70,000, and not more

than three in any one college. The older stu

dents live in clubs in the vicinity of the thea

ters and lowest sections and are noted for their

immoralities. Gambling and daily lottery ticket

buying are universal. They are without vital

religion or even a pretence of it."

R. P. Wilder said: "Each student should

be regarded not as an individual, but as a

group, since each, by virtue of his education,

will win a following. The Christian student

should be the one best able to win the Christ-

less students. If not, then his Christianity is

defective. He associates with them daily and

he alone can win those who hold themselves

aloof from the church. The disciples were

evangelical before Pentecost, but evangelistic

after. Before Pentecost they had life, but

lacked propagative force. The Pentecostal gift

was the rule, not the exception, in the early

church."
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President Honda, of Japan, in his paper on

Bible study, Association literature and methods,

said: "Bible study is the heart of our work.

Let us brush aside all unconscious and lurking

prejudice against adopting courses published

by other movements. Let it be emphasized that

the activity of all the Bible department com

mittees is to be permeated by prayer and in

spired, not by the mere ambition to make a

record enrollment, but by a desire to bring men

into contact with the living word of God, and

let us use all means to help all types of men.

The Japanese students have spoken of the Bible

as an 'old, outworn book,' and one speaker from

the Latin countries of Europe reported the im

pression of students in the colleges of those

countries of the Bible as 'a dreary book.' We

need the living evidence of the religion of the

Bible in words and deeds. The effort to bring

men to Christ through the Bible circles is one

of the best means of increasing the enrollment.

The circles where the spirit of soul-winning

glows will attract men."

Most striking was the appeal from Mace

donia and Bulgaria by S. Momchiloff to the

conference meeting held at Zeist on the very

spot where the Moravian Church was formed—

a church taking its rise from the reformation

which was led by John Huss, which itself

sprung from the work of two missionaries who

went out from Macedonia over 1,000 years ago.

"To-day," he said, "Macedonia and Bulgaria

need your aid. For five centuries these coun

tries have been dominated by Turkish rule and

a foreign priesthood. Twenty-five years ago

Bulgaria was liberated and education began.

The student body is untouched. Socialism,

atheism, materialism and indifference have

swept the majority off its feet. Religious in

struction is given by men who openly scoff at

it. Teachers in convention have voted to

throw out from the schools all moral and re

ligious teaching. The dominant religion con

sists of formalism and dogmas eaten up by

worms of doubt, and has no grasp upon the

people. But some of the priests are leaving the

church. Many cordially approve Bible read

ing. One wrote: 'Where there is a Bible in

the home the devil does not enter; where there

is no Bible the devil does not go out.' Nothing

is yet being done to reach the students in the

gymnasiums and colleges. This is our '203

Meter Hill.' Conquer this and we evangelize

the people."

In the Welsh Valley of the Rhondda

Few spots on earth have been so much in the

eyes of the Christian public for the year past

as the rugged Rhondda Valley, the scene of the

revival in Wales. To its plain chapels and

altar fires hundreds of Christian leaders have'

turned, and much has been written. The editor

being within four hours of the place must needs

see for himself, and with the national secretary

for Wales, T. Gwilym-James, entered the valley

from Cardiff. This valley is but fourteen miles

long and has a population of 140,000 people,

mostly miners, living in seventeen towns and

cities.

Pontypridd was the revival center—a city of

14,000 people, jammed in between the hills, its

long rows of miners' houses built along their

sides like factory tenements. Its narrow,

irregular streets were lined with stores and

saloons. At 4.30 in the afternoon great com

panies of black-faced men emerge from the pits'

mouths, filling the streets as they go to their

homes. On Saturday nights and Sundays these

Welshmen with clean faces and their pay burn

ing in their pockets crowd the central squares

for a taste of air and sunlight and drink—the

curse of the Welshman. A large Association

building is projected here.

The revival has cut into the saloon trade of

Wales, but the public house is there yet and

the drinking clubs are not all closed, although

some were broken up. These drinking clubs

occupy extensive buildings. Everywhere they

are found. Brewers advance the money to

erect the buildings at good rates and the clubs

soon make enough from drink sales to repay

it. Then another building is added for billiards

and gaming. In two days a new club which

was lately formed enrolled 200 members. Drink

is cheap and so is vice. The place is popular,

and here the young miner in his teens starts

drinking and goes the limit.

Workingmen's institutes have been built by

the mining companies in most of the towns.

These contain libraries, and very good ones,

too; reading rooms and a hall for debates, etc.

These are usually in charge of an old or crip

pled miner. As with most of such undertak

ings these are of indifferent influence and little

patronized. The public house or drinking club

close by does the biggest business with the

men.

At Forth Association rooms were lately

opened on the second floor of a store building

with a side entrance. Every evening the rooms

are crowded with men eager to go somewhere

besides the public house, the streets or the un

social institute rooms. Edgar R. Jones, M.A.,

one of Perth's young men, is honorary secre

tary. On Saturday night a free concert is

given, arranged by each church in turn. A

male voice glee party of eighty men has its re

hearsal another night and every Welshman

sings. Debates, Bible classes, temperance talks,

ambulance classes, etc., come on other evenings.



A WELSH WORKINGMEN'S INSTITUTE.

An evangelistic rally takes place once a month.

A barn loft does for a gymnasium. A tem

perance bar is managed by a boy of ten, who

nets to the Association a snug sum from the

sale of soft drinks, tea, biscuits or buns at a

penny each. The Miners' Federation, which

formerly met in a public house, now meets here.

The churches have each appropriated from their

treasuries $10 to $25 for the Association, and

generally feel that through it they will conserve

the results of the revival. At Wattstown a

Workingmen's Institute, now being erected, is

to be turned over to the Association to conduct,

1,200 miners having voted to take membership

at half a crown (50 cents) and to allow the

company to take a penny from every pound of

their pay for the Association—the amount

usually taxed for the workingmen's institute.

This experiment may, if successful, open the

way to similar action at other mining centers.

On the walls of a Workingmen's Institute

hang these mottoes in Welsh :

THE MORNING IS THE DAY'S BEST GIFT.

THE BEST WEAPON IS THE WEAPON OF LEARN

ING.

THE BEST LIGHT FOR A MAN IS PRUDENCE.

ACCURSED BE HE WHO LOVES NOT THE COUN

TRY OF HIS BIRTH.

On the public fountain in Pontypridd is this

sentiment :

WITH GOD. EVERYTHING;

WITHOUT GOD, NOTHING.

With 163 applications for help to form As

sociations the district committee of Wales and

Liverpool is swamped. Pastors in Wales are

turning to the Association as the means to con

serve the converts of the revival.

In the past three years Associations have

been formed in twenty-one towns and cities,

each with a general secretary and with funds

pledged for three years. The policy is now

being adopted not to open an Association with

out a building.

In one of the large drapery stores in Cardiff,

Wales, a Bible class of over 100 men is con-

MINERS' DRINKING CLUB.

ducted by the Association. This is being sup

plemented by meetings in the homes. Nearly

200 men are in the Association's Bible classes.

A Night with the Revival

They told me at Pontypridd that the great

revival meetings were over. They had been

held almost without break for a year, but at

Wattstown I learned that on the night before

meetings had begun for the third time with

the "Hwyl" (Welsh fervor) at a nearby

chapel. At Forth, two miles away, Mrs. Jones,

of Egrym, leader of the revival in the north

country, who had "seen strange lights," would

be at Salem chapel that night, and we must

go. The chapel, floor and gallery, was

packed with eager people, but there was a

place for us in the elders' seat about the high

pulpit. Everybody was singing. When one

song ended another was started by some one

in the audience. Sometimes one would sing

recitatively a hymn and the chorus would be

taken up with a whirl. We do not know such

singing in America. It is spontaneous and

triumphant. No man would ever forget hear

ing sung in Welsh to the tune of "Hunters-

field" :

Who is a pardoning God like Thee?

Who has grace so rich and free?

or the "love song of the revival" :

"Here's a love like mighty torrents."

Prayer was joined with tremendous earnest

ness. Two might pray at once—it did not

matter. Two young men seemed, from our

American viewpoint, to be "praying each other

down." Such a thing would have broken, up

a church prayer-meeting. Nothing seemed to

be thought of it here. A young woman prayed.

Her prayer was intense. Every word was

Scripture. Every one was intense, high-

strung and eager. One man—a Salvation

Army member—who looked as if he had once

been a popular bar-side songster and spell

binder—sang in English, with dramatic gesture,

"Where Is My Wandering Boy to-Night ?" and
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the people took up the chorus in English and

then in Welsh. The minister quietly remarked :

"When God lost a son in Eden He did not sing

Where is My Wandering Boy? He sought

him until He found him."

When the meeting was "tested" it was found

that nearly all were Christians. Those who

were not were singled out for personal appeal.

One man seated in the front row of the gallery

was prayed for—it seemed prayed at—with tre

mendous earnestness by a man. A girl oppo

site him in the gallery, while the audience re

mained standing, sang with expression and ges

ture Who Saves a Rebel Like Me, frequently

appealing to the unrepentant sinner opposite.

Such personal attack is usual. The man went

Roberts was known, one of the elders in a

small church without a pastor said at the week

night prayer-meeting: "We will meet nightly

for prayer hereafter." They had met for some

time with no unusual interest when a young

woman in an agony of concern requested them

to pray for her father. This request became

the burden of all prayers for weeks. This man

for thirty-five years had been a drinking man.

He was a fighter, horribly profane and never

attended church. After two weeks he stopped

his swearing and came to church voluntarily.

Then he did not come for two weeks, but at

last came, and in tears and agony of soul, "gave

up." That was the beginning. Then three

young men were constantly the object of prayer

MINERS BEARING AN INJURED COMRADE HOME.

A snapshot taken at sunset in a Welsh village.

out later. "We must go out for unconverted

sinners," urged the minister; "there are few

here." And then the great audience filed out

into the streets, singing as they went their con

quering hymns, and returned later for a second

meeting, which lasted until eleven o'clock.

The influence of the revival will never leave

Wales. Communities are changed. Magis

trates, before whom "drunks" were brought

once imposed in fines from $250 to $300 a week,

and the sum is now but $25, though it must

be said that some men have "gone back to their

drink." "Before the revival a woman could not

go on the streets Saturday night in some

towns, as the language of drunken men was so

awful," said a man, and he declares that he

has not heard a profane word for months.

Prayer was the basis of this revival. At one

small place, nearly two months before Evan

for weeks. Every prayer contained petitions

for "y toi dyn hyn" (these three men). The

men came to the meetings and cried like babies,

but stood out for weeks. One man when urged

to become a Christian, replied: "It is a terri

bly important thing; I'll not give up in a hurry;

I must think it over." Our friend described

these meetings as "terrible meetings."

Prayer is a real thing to the Welsh people.

The love of God is the theme of their revival.

It is the wonderful love that has redeemed

them from a pit that is as real and awful as

furnace fires.

There has been little preaching or Bible read

ing even. All has been song, glad, triumphant

song of thanksgiving for a real redemption.

Bible quotations and appeal and prayer of

'agony and entreaty. People have shaken be

fore those prayers which were made in tears.



Conversational Evangelism—Its Mastery—V

BY FRED S. GOODMAN.

In our last article we showed that the first

step toward success in the art of persuading

men to accept Jesus as Saviour and Lord

through personal evangelism, was to have

one's convictions deepened to the point of

action. A man will never be continuously

successful in this .enterprise unless it be

comes a part of his very life. He must be

literally possessed by it, or, to use Lowell's

striking phrase, he must "give himself to the

principle"—the greatest gift of which an in

dividual is capable.

In the second place, this art cannot be

mastered without genuine fellowship with

the risen Saviour. Jesus must become so

real and so precious to him as a personal

friend that when opportunity presents itself

a conversation about Him will be natural

and spontaneous.

This fellowship will be developed in the

"still hour" or "the morning watch," in

meditation, study and in definite, painstak

ing prayer. The one who is seeking to be

come a witness for Christ, and is therefore

giving time to getting a closer acquaintance

with his Master, will find himself led into

specific prayer for individuals. His prayer

list will grow both in length and in evidences

of answers received, as names are "checked

off."

This fellowship will become more and

more a normal daily experience. It will

usually be most marked when one tries to

speak with another about the Master. We

are on holy ground here-, where words

should be few. We may perhaps appeal for

illustration to the reader's own experience.

Have you ever tried to help another to be

gin the Christian life, and after repeated

interviews had the satisfaction of hearing

him say, "I will do it," as he responded to

the Master's call "follow me"? In such in

terviews did you not in a peculiar manner

realize the presence of Christ? As you

prayed with your friend, did not Christ fulfil

His promise, "Go ye and make disciples, and

lo, I am with you"? This presence not only

qualified you to do and say the right thing

at the right moment, but made the otherwise

trying ordeal comparatively easy. You may

have faced the interview with hesitancy and

doubt. You finished it with an uplift quite

beyond description.

Here is where we often fail. Christ is

not real to us. By neglecting the quiet

moments for prayer and study, we lose or

fail to develop the finer spiritual sense. The

testimony we try to give is often perfunc

tory and void of contagious warmth. We

forget Him. Forgetfulness can easily be

come habitual. On the other hand, when

like the Psalmist, we "set the Lord always

before our eyes," the habit of fellowship

grows and the habit of testimony becomes

easier and more normal. We need to "prac

tice the presence" of Christ. We learn best

by companionship. Here we catch His en

thusiasm for men. In this attitude of mind

and heart we are better prepared for the

teaching, correcting and invigorating work

of His Spirit.

Such fellowship costs. It never happens.

It takes time. It includes the sacrifices in

volved in a consistent life. It demands cour

age, determination and patience. It brings

burdens for definite men, with heartaches

over their dulness and apathy. Like Paul.

one may have "great sorrow and unceasing

pain" for a friend who does not regard

Jesus as we regard Him.

But the reward comes, too, not only at the

end of life, but on the way. When one is a

partner in bearing the burdens, he is like

wise a sharer in the satisfaction—"the joy that

was set before him." Is this not what Jesus

meant when He expressed the desire that "My

joy may be in you, and that your joy may be

full"?

Finally, if one is to master this art of con

versational evangelism, he must adopt a

personal life program, and then endeavor

faithfully to carry it out.

Here habit is vital. Dr. Trumbull said to

the Northfield students in 1892, when for the

first time he told the story of his own

experiences, since expanded into his well-

known, book on "Individual Work," that his

long career of personal evangelism, involv

ing thousands of interviews, dated from a

resolution which he formed and wrote in

his diary after his conversion as a result of

the efforts of a friend. There must be a

definite point of departure for most of us,

and a constant fight against neglect of this

personal policy.

In connection with an address on this sub

ject at the Colorado convention in Decem

ber, 1904, the writer was led to present to

a group of Christian men a simple personal

policy. He had considered the matter for

months, and after every address of this char

acter, felt the need of some definite sugges

tion to offer to men who wanted to begin

to witness for Christ in this way. The fol

lowing is in substance what was presented.

To his surprise, more than half the men

present voluntarily adopted the policy as the

expression of their purpose. Since that
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time in small gatherings in various parts of

the country over four hundred men have

enrolled themselves in the "Fellows of

Christ," using this form of covenant:

"FELLOWS OF CHRIST"

A WORKABLE POLICY IN PERSONAL EVANGELISM

"Follow Me and I will make you fishers of

men."—Mark, 1: 17. ,

I believe that Jesus' supreme desire is that

all men in every land shall be won back to

His Father. Experience shows that most of

them will not be won except through indi

vidual effort.—Luke, 19: 10; Luke 24: 45-48.

As the purpose of Jesus in redeeming me

included my becoming a personal witness

for Him. in order that I may co-operate

with Him in tarrying out His plans, I will

endeavor from this day to bring Him in con

versation to the attention of individuals as

I have opportunity, and I will ask God to

open the way for such individual effort.—See

Matt. 28: 19, 20; I Peter 2: 9, 10; Phil. 2;

12-1G; Rev. 22: 17.

This is not a cast-iron pledge. It is simply

designed to help earnest men to be definite

in their efforts to fulfil the purpose of Christ.

Nearly one thousand copies have been fur

nished to men for insertion in their own

Bibles.

Let us remember that the present dearth

of conversions in our American churches is

largely due to the failure of the laymen to

co-operate in the work of evangelism.

Let us remember what it means to the

other man to find Christ, and then to truly

find himself. Hence, what a loss to the man

who does not find Him.

Let us remember the Associations' pecu

liar adaptation to lead in a "Campaign of

Testimony,'' because of our avowed aim, our

resources, our hundreds of Bible classes, our

leadership, our large membership, and our

relation to the Church of Christ in this and

other lands.

Let us remember the "time limit." .Recall

Luther's strong words, "Let' me, be ac

counted guilty of all vices, so I an?* not

proved guilty of wicked silence in the caiiSe

of Christ."

Dr. F. E. Clark has recently said: "If I

could hang up one motto in every prayer

meeting room, it would be the one word

'Evangelism.' If I could whisper one sen

tence in the ear of every Endcavorer, it

would be just this, 'Win Another.' "

In closing we may be reminded of the

subjective value of personal evangelism. Do

we regret our slowness, our dullness, our

unfruitfulness? Dr. R. J. Campbell recently

said: "The great secret of a spiritual life is to

desire continually the desires of God."

Surely God longs for the return of HTs" way

ward sons to His family circle. To desire,

to will and to do in winning the other back

to God is to grow strong in one's own life.

So to neglect, to keep silent, to be uncon

cerned for the other explains the weakness

of the majority of Christians. Which is it

to be, a strong, virile, growing Christian, or

a timid, nerveless, fruitless Christian? The

answer lies largely in our personal attitude

toward this "Campaign of Testimony."

Preach the Gospel

BY JOHN TIMOTHY STONE.

A recent editorial in ASSOCIATION MEN, en

titled "A Gospel with no Salvation in It," has

attracted my attention. It is to the point and

true. It criticizes pointedly the sentimental,

sensational and superficial. It touches one of

the vital problems of the Church of Christ.

What is the gospel? Is it a pleasing analysis

of man's sentiment as to the opinions of right

eous living? Is it a complacent statement of a

natural desire for the beautiful and graceful?

Is it the repetition of religious poetry? Is it ob

ject talking to crowded houses to amuse them,

to touch their feelings, to arouse their sympa

thies, and then call that success?

A crisis in our great religious gatherings is at

hand. All kinds of devices have been used, and

are being used to attract men to public religious

services. Theater meetings under various aus

pices undoubtedly have the liberty to use menus

inappropriate to the church. Statistics show

great results numerically. Unquestionably,

these gatherings have done an immense amount

of good. They certainly take men from the

street, center their minds upon religious sub

jects, awaken new ambitions and arouse from

lethargy ; but if these meetings simply diag

nose disease without prescribing remedies, if

they show conditions without providing means

of reform, if they awaken conscience without

stimulating will-power, statistics and figures

will count for very little.

It has been claimed that a strong, plain,

scriptural gospel is not enough, but history in

countless cases has proved, and is proving, this

assertion to be false. Men thoroughly equipped

and trained, and, better still, men with a gospel

based upon the cross of Jesus Christ, a gospel

with atoning blood in it, a gospel with sacrifi

cial life in it, a gospel with resurrection power

in it, a gospel preached from lips which have

been touched with a coal from off God's altar ;

from men who, standing before offended rulers,

say boldly: "We cannot but speak the things

which we have seen and heard" ; a gospel

preached by men who can submit to trial,

suffer criticism, suffer punishment—yes, men

who can even sing the gospel songs of praise in

the blackness of the midnight prison, when they

are locked from public preaching—such a
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gospel from such men vitalizes and converts.

The table of statistics may not be so extensive.

The popular advertisement may not be so gen

eral, but the souls of men will be crying in the

quiet places, shaded from life's view, "What

must I do to be saved?"

We Have Cheapened the Gospel by apologizing

for its preaching, by forcing men to come to

hear the gospel as a secondary matter, the pri

mary matter being their amusement and enter

tainment. Of course, many will say : "Why

should we not use every means ? going out into

the highways and hedges and compelling men

to come in? What objection to leading men

into the theater by any means whatever, so long

as afterward you can preach the truth to

them?" For one I believe the argument is a

weak one, one which means to beg the ques

tion. Has the power of the gospel gone? Do

men no longer need Jesus Christ? Are the

souls of men satisfied with sin? Do thinking

men call for a gospel which has no fire and

backbone to it? Do men want the granite of

the truth pulverized into sand which slips

through their fingers? Must men see before

them the pyrotechnics of effect, instead of the

anthracite reality of fire which means enduring

warmth and the glow of permanent cheer?

For what did Jesus Christ come? To entertain

men and please their feelings? To introduce a

creed which could never offend? Did the

Prince of final Peace come to bring peace or a

sword—the sword of the spirit, the sword

which cuts, the sword which destroys self and

sin and sordid patronage? Did not Jesus

Christ come to seek and save that which was

lost? Are not men lost to-day without Him?

lost in passion, lost in intemperance, lost in

doubt, lost in selfishness, lost in the material

ism of a money-mad world? Have not men

lost themselves in the overtaxed strain of com

mercial demands? Do not men need to be

found by the simplicity of the gospel message?

An ancient prophet said : "Come now and let

us reason together, saith the Lord; though your

sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as

snow; though they be red like crimson, they

shall be as wool." The same prophet wrote

later : "Wherefore do ye spend money for that

which is not bread? and your labor for that

which satisfieth not? hearken diligently unto

me, and eat ye that which is good, and let

your soul delight itself in fatness." "Seek ye

the Lord while He may be found, call ye upon

Him while He is near, let the wicked forsake

his way, and the unrighteousness man his

thoughts, and let him return unto the Lord and

unto our God and He will abundantly pardon."

Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, to-day and

forever. He died that we might be forgiven.

The gospel of Jesus Christ is the gospel of the

Man of Nazareth, who was falsely accused by

the Jews, betrayed by Judas, despicably given

over by the cowardly Pilate, crucified on Cal

vary. It was He who rose from the dead, as

cended on high and intercedes for us, who sent

his Spirit, that we, filled with the power of

that Spirit, His own power, might preach sal

vation through the blood to dying men.

This Preaching with a Soul Aflame Will Reach

Men—Why do we lower this standard? Why

do we weaken or substitute for such magnifi

cent strength? Why do we put a cheap frame

of gaudy gilt about the masterpiece from the

divine hand?

I plead for such preaching to men, strong

men and weak men, rich men and poor men,

men of the office, the store, the anvil, men who

swing the railroad lantern, men who carry the

dinner-pail, men of fashion and plain men, men

of large responsibilities and men of modest op

portunities—a gospel for all men, which has in

it the ring of sincere consecration and earnest

belief, but which has for its text and theme

the Crucified Saviour, for "there is no other

name under heaven given among men whereby

we must be saved."

Baltimore, MA.

The Discovery of Men

He who discovers a man may save his own

life. To find a fit man, fill him with your own

life purpose and enlist and train him for the

kind of work you are doing is not merely add

ing a cubit to the measure of your life; it is

multiplying and perpetuating your life in

definitely.

We who believe in the Young Men's Chris

tian Association, and have 'therefore given

our lives to it, have reason for alarm, if we

are not finding and thrusting forth men

to administer the work we are projecting. But

the fault is ours if the Association is not at

tracting men as large as its own ideas, or pro

ducing enough engineers to run its own en

gines.

It is an evasion to say that we have two

training schools, and that they are responsible

for supplying men. The training schools are

doing a very important work in training the

men that come to them, but they have no op

portunity for discovering and testing men, and

it is as important, perhaps more so, to dis

cover and test good men for the secretaryship

as to train them. The only place for such dis

covery and testing is in the local Association,

city, railroad, county and student, and the

key to this opportunity is in the hand of the

local and county secretary. The door of this

opportunity to take possession of the life

of a fit man for the Association work is fast

ened with two locks. The first lock is on the

outside and is the uncertainty as to the man's

character and capacity for the secretaryship.
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As it is the local secretary's business to know

his committeemen, he only can apply the tests

that will absolutely determine this question,

and it is not difficult to find such men. The

second lock to the life consecration of this

tested man opens from the inside, and is the

lack of vision on his part of the Association

work, and on account of this lack of vision he

fails to see in it abundant scope for his best

powers and also fails to appreciate what an As

sociation might be and do with his own life

given to it.

This means a siege, a process of education,

the gradual breaking down of less worthy am

bitions and the overcoming of inertia and self-

centering tendencies by exposure to some un

usual and irresistible combination of facts and

influences. Such facts and influences are some

times found at conventions, but in far greater

definiteness and cumulative power at the sum

mer institutes at Lake George and Lake Geneva.

The gradual process of education, the sap

ping and mining, can be done by the local sec

retary through a training class in the Associa

tion work. The new "Studies in Association

Work," to be published in the early fall, will

furnish the material for such training classes.

But the immediate opportunity is the Summer

Institute. That one Association, at least, is

alive to this opportunity is seen in the fact

that the names of eight men from the Cleveland

Association have been sent in for the Summer

Training Institute at Lake George. But it is

as important to save a good man from breaking

down or becoming discouraged as to get new

men. The Summer Institute comes therefore

as a special opportunity to young secretaries

and assistants wlio are providentially or prema

turely in the work already, but are finding the

task and problem too large for them. Many

of these men, with encouragement and hard

study, have the making of success compelling

secretaries. Without it they may soon be on

the rocks and take their place with other secre

tarial derelicts, who have ventured out of sight

of land without chart or compass or knowledge

of Association navigation. CHAS. K. OBER.

The Vantage Month of the Year

The loss of a minute may cause one to

miss a train. That is about the difference

in time between success and failure. The

Association that does things is a minute

ahead, and it gets ahead by recognizing the

time for preparation.

June is the crest of the Association year.

Emerging from the annual reports and re

views of the past season, the officers, direc

tors and committees, reorganized and ac-

coutered, formulate their plans and take

their positions and assignments for a greater

campaign in the months ahead.

\. The First Step Is to Fix Firmly in Mind

the Real Objective—The . campaign is not to

secure members, nor money, nor enrollment

in Bible classes or gymnasiums, nor a long

list of any sort of statistics. These activi

ties are means—the ammunition. The real

purpose is character-forming, "to brighten,

to refine, to form a living spirit" in all young

men within the possible influence of the

forces at hand—wherever the young men

may be. The "field" of an Association is not

merely all the young men of its city—but

the young men of its State, its nation—01

China, and India and Egypt.

2. The Next Is to Wake Up—Most of us

do small things because we are blind. We

underestimate the possibilities because we

fail to realize the forces we might use. We

forget that God is with us. These are times

of great wealth, of unfaltering progress, oi

tremendous energy. The Young Men's

Christian Association at last has momen

tum. Have faith. Take advantage of it.

3. Get Passion for Service—This comes of

the Spirit of Christ. Let the sin and sor

row about us stir us to pity, and anger and

effort. May we feel as Ruskin once wrote

to Professor Norton: "I am tormented be

tween the longing for rest and lovely life,

and the sense of this terrific call of human

crime for resistance and of human misery

lor help, though it seems to me as the voice

of a river of blood which can sweep me

down in the midst of its black clots, help

less."

4. Have Everything Ready fay Vacation Tin*

—The department committees organized

and general policies adopted, teachers and

leaders selected, speakers and entertainers

engaged, dates fixed, arrangement made for

institutes, conferences, rallies and special

events—all these should be ready to be in

corporated in the announcement advertising,

and the copy in the printer's hands by

July 15.

Thus the directors, officers and chairmen

may give their energies to the execution and

direction of the campaign during the fall and

winter, and not come up to the hurly-burly

breathless and half armed.

Thus all the year depends upon June. It

is the vantage month. GEORGE S. BUDD.

Ohio.

The Dan McDonald Cup Winners

. The Dan McDonald Cup, awarded on the

basis of International Bible Study Examina

tions, goes this year to Buffalo Central and to

Tecumseh, Mich. The former secured sixty-

seven certificates and the latter passed 78 per

cent, of its membership. That means that

Buffalo will hold the cup for the ensuing six

months and Tecumseh for the next six.



From the Editor's Viewpoint

Justice, fair play and a free field are all a

man needs to ask for him-

A self, favor and patronage

Square work an injury to manliness

Deal as tips breed a beggarly ser

vility in waiters. Give a

man fair pay for a fair day's work and a

chance to rise if it is in him, and he ought to

win his way. Give a man a fair chance. But we

are most concerned for the boy who has to

leave school and lacks the opportunity not only

for education, but play. The right of a boy in

his teens is to have recreation. He will not be

a complete man without it. How about the

office boy employed by the Association? Does

he work twelve hours a day? Does he have

two full weeks' vacation on full pay and weekly

half-holidays? Has any one thought to give

him his square deal in education? How about

the assistant secretary, the janitor and the

scrub woman? A square deal all around is de

manded above all from a Christian Association.

How about the general secretary and the phys

ical director, Mr. Board of Director? Most

of these men are so unselfish that personal con

sideration is foreign to them. It is not a

square deal to allow them to work on an in

adequate salary or to work over hours, so that

the springs of their lives are dried up. There

ought to be a "square deal meeting" of the ex

ecutive committee at least once a year to con

sider every man and give him what should be

coming to him.

. A thousand Association men have spent

nearly a week in Paris, some

The of whom came from three

Basis of to twelve thousand miles to

Association the conference, chiefly to talk

about a paragraph of ten

lines called the "Paris Basis," formulated fifty

years ago, to vote that it was all right, and then

to return to their homes. They thought it was

worth while, for their action defined what it

was worth while to organize young men for.

They declared it was not to associate young

men in order that they might get a lot of privi

leges for a little money; to establish bath

tubs under Christian management ; to teach

arithmetic to struggling boys; or even to put

up a place which would beat the saloon ; but to

unite young men who saw far beyond passing

betterments, men who owned the mastery of

Jesus and all that that meant and were ready to

join their efforts to extend His Kingdom. This

basis was not their confession of faith, but

they made this confession of faithfulness, pur

pose and allegiance. It was a plan of work, a

contract for partnership, in which men of every

nation and every speech who held allegiance to

Jesus Christ as their Saviour and their God,

could unite to accomplish an abiding work. This

declaration should affect every Association, no

matter how small or remote. Far too many

members have had no higher purpose before

them than to secure personal benefits from the

organization, or to advance athletics or educa

tion. To such members this basis will seem

strange and jarring, for to them hot baths at

five cents are a more attractive proposition than

an invitation to "suffer hardship for Christ's

sake." Every Association might well test its

work on this basis. Directors could spend a

full evening on its study, to grasp its plan,

make its application, and grip the real principle

of organizing to evangelize. Then the outside

Bible class plan, which undertakes to bring the

men of a city under the influence of Christ's life

and teaching, through which an Association

can have twice as many members in its Bible

classes as in its membership, may be considered

a better thing to work out than to make $2,000

on a star course of entertainments. This con

ference will be worth while if it rediscovers to

Christian youn£ men of every nation this basis

of federation for service on which they will

unite and bring the power of a new life to

young men of the world.

It takes 400 men a year to recruit the secre

tarial ranks in North Anier-

2,000 ica. The demand will not

New diminish even if the posi-

Secretaries tions become more perma

nent. At the very lowest

calculation 2,000 new men will be needed within

the coming five years. For county secretaries

the lowest estimate would be 100 to be re

cruited; railroad, 150; army and navy, 100;

industrial, CO; boys, 200; college, 130; educa

tional, 60; physical, 200; religious, 40; state,

75; city and town general secretaries and as

sistants, 1,000, while the foreign field would

call for at least 60 more. The training schools

may furnish 100 of these men. What is to be

done to supply the need and train men for the

positions? Every department declares that the

doubling of its Associations waits only on the

discovery of men of the right stamp for super

vision. The largest positions are the most dif

ficult to fill, as in business. This is a question

in which every Association should interest itself

for the good of the cause. The assistants' po

sitions should first be filled with men of promise

who are not at the height of their service as

subordinates or considered to be so. Every high-

grade Association should be a training center,

with at least a dozen men in line and "trying

out." There is no question now as to the As

sociation secretaryship offering a life-work for

the growing man of character and caliber, who

is adapted to it by temperament and Christian,
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educational and business experience. To our

mind the first and pressing work of the brother

hood is to institute a search for men of sense,

sanctity and stuff, and put them in line for

testing. This is not a matter of a month or a

year, but of five years. Every assistant should

be given responsibility with freedom of initia

tive and be required to make good—encouraged,

urged, put to work and given credit for all he

does. Every daily or weekly conference of the

force should have this purpose dominant—to

bring out the assistant's force and wit. In

every city there should be a training class for

such new men. If they did not make the secre

taryship they certainly would be of increasing

value as working members. Some would pre

pare for or enter college for education, some

would continue in business for breadth and

grasp, some would go to the training schools

especially for the physical directorship, but all

would go to the Summer Training Conferences

and take up the course of study and reading

which is bound to shape up for men in train

ing. Increasingly the test of a secretary's

work will be the quality, emcieticy and number

of the men he has trained for the 'secretaryship.

The schedule has not been fulfilled as men

had expected. The sweep-

The Revival ing wave of evangelism has

Is Not not appeared to repeat the

Here work of 1857 or 1872.

Some are disappointed. It

is as others expected. But we are not sure that

the revival is not with us—coming without ob

servation. Men, many of them, are ready for

the command to go forward. Evangelism to

their minds has become the summum bonutn.

Life will be dominated by this idea. The

year's program of great Associations will cen

ter on this glowing purpose. Churches are

adopting the evangelistic message. The gospel

of salvation from sin is the message of the

Bible as never before to many of its readers.

Bible teachers will teach to reach the con

science and heart. There is a new confidence in

the Bible, a new faith in the commanding

power of its message and a new and larger pur

pose to declare it to men. Will not the Holy

Spirit work in His own way with men who

will do His will? The evidence is found that

He has already done so in the lives of scores of

men who have personally complied with the

conditions.

Neither Pittsburg nor any other Association

we know of refuses mem-

Another Sensa- bership to actors because

tional Newspaper they are actors. Every appli-

Misstatement cant for membership comes

as an individual, and on his

own character is admitted or rejected. Some

nasty things have been said by the press and

people about the reported action of the Pitts-

burg Association—things very unfair to it and

to the cause. A general rule exists not to admit

professional acrobats, pugilists and such men.

because the Association does not encourage

professional athletics, but is purely an amateur

organization. Saloonkeepers, whose business

is so intimately connected with the social life of

young men, are, of course, barred from mem

bership, as they could use their personal ac

quaintance in the Association much to the detri

ment and demoralization of young men and t.>

the advancement of their own business. It

should be said further of the Pittsburg incident

that it arose wholly from the action of an office

clerk, who is not now in the employ of that A?-

sociation, and that the directors or member

ship committee never had the question before

them. It has been aired by the press through

out the country and received epileptic treat

ment by many editors, thus doing a great injus

tice to the local Association. A telephone com

munication would have quickly assured them

that the reported action of the Pittsburg Asso

ciation did not apply in their own city.

Vacation

Reading

A book a week is the least reading any man

should do, and every man

can do that amount. For

vacation days there may be

more. Here are some books

to select from, owing to a

man's tastes : The Prospector, by Ralph Con

nor ; Lin McLean, by Owen Wister ; The

Forest, The Mountains, by Stewart Edward

White; Dr. Luke of the Labrador, by Norman

Duncan, or any of Dr. Grenfell's books; The

Life of Quintin Hogg (for secretaries espe

cially) ; New Forces in Old China, by Dr.

Brown; By the Fireside, by Charles Wagner:

The Evangelistic Note, by W. J. Dawson;

Russia as She Really Is, by Joubert; Japan of

To-day, by Scherer ; The Open Secret, by Hor-

ton ; Life of James Watt, Engineer, by Andrew

Carnegie.

Outfitting for camps will be going merrily

on this month. In order to

Captain reduce expenses to the

or smallest figure the secretary

Cook or physical director will vol

unteer to take the place of

the cook, but will wrong the boys if he does so

They need him, with all he has of care-free

leadership, in their life and games. Stomachs

need care, but a boy is more than stomach

and better and cheaper cooks than secretaries

can be found. A leader misses his place if he

waits on table. His place is at the table's

head. Twenty-four hours a day he is to lead

the camp. He is the first man up in the morn

ing and the last man to turn in at night. He
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is camp governor, Bible leader, umpire on every

question, from a foul ball to the biggest piece

of pie. He knows all that is going on without

snooping around. He heads off mischief by

proposing some of his own. He keeps things

jolly on rainy days, drives off the blues on the

homesick day, sees that the feverish boy is

cared for, binds up wounds and salves the sun

burn. He is the leader, in fact, though he leads

through others. To take on the cooking is to

allow the camp to miss its object. Let no di

rector presume to suggest to the secretary that

a camp trip is part of his vacation. It is the

hardest fortnight's work of the year.

Nothing like hard work, and plenty of it, to

keep a man decent. Morals

The and muscles get flabby in

Snare of idleness. Sensuous indul-

Leisure gences go with the leisure

hours. Hours of ease are

hours of easing up on wholesome purposes

and the grip on appetites. Every factory

shows it. Monday tells the tale in the

office, in hospitals and the police court.

Any man who will trace the record of

the habits which have harmed him most will

follow them back to the idle hours of his life

or to his holidays. Men fling off temptations

in the swing of busy life who softly yield to

them when relaxed. The vacation days and

half-holidays are now close ahead of us. Even

Sunday has been cast in with Saturday after

noon for play. It is part of the "week-end

holiday." To break that day is to break the

grip on God. There is no more grip of prayer

and Bible study on the man who has seized

Sunday as a holiday for himself. How the

summer holidays shall be spent is a question

which affects a man's character. As he looks

out on them let him place himself in the way of

getting the best for himself. He will get that

not in letting down, but in toning up. Not in

physical lassitude or moral latitude, but in a

change which will hourly stand for vim and

virtue. As Associations we are in the business

of catering to the leisure hours of men. We

must do it for the summer even more than for

the winter months.

J*

Under the title of "The Verdict of Time"

Philadelphia has presented its review of fifty

years in a handsomely bound book of over 200

pages. The paragraphic treatment of the his

tory is terse and striking and the many illus

trations are well placed. It is unique and in-

• tercsting and forms a valuable addition to As

sociation literature.
J« •

Germany, the United States and Britain un

derstand each other better, as a result of the

conference in Paris. We were amazed and

pleased to hear that our criticisms on the Ger

man "state church Associations" were inaccu

rate and unfair, and publish in this number an

interesting review of the German Association

growth and development, which will show what

they are doing, and doing well, under difficul

ties which are unknown in America.

Instead of trying to beat everything in town

in athletics, many Associations are now seek

ing to better everything in town. The spirit

of rivalry is giving way to the spirit of friendly

emulation. Associations like Toronto have

made their building the headquarters for all the

baseball, lacrosse and other athletic clubs in

the city, so that 300 Toronto men and boys are

organized in competing clubs, and the Associa

tion is giving the movement character. School

superintendents are accepting the services of

the Association and giving it the leadership in

the school baseball clubs. The city, notably

Cleveland, trusts it to guide the outdoor gymna

siums and playgrounds. The aldermen, as in

Baltimore, cooperate with the secretary in es

tablishing free baths. The full-grown Asso

ciation is too big to live for itself or to seek for

itself. It exists to serve the community.

Jl

A statement was made in the Lyceumite of

April 15, which is rightfully raising a storm of

protest from Association secretaries. The

paragraph reads : "For more than a year I

have kept a list of these grafting committee-

men, and I find that 99 per cent, of these arc

either preachers, teachers or secretaries of As

sociations." Correspondence was immediately

taken up with the lyceum bureaus. Trie man

ager of a leading bureau writes : "I have been

dealing with Association secretaries for twenty-

six years, and have always found them strictly

honorable and conscientious. I can recall only

one instance where an Association secretary of

fered to give me business for a money consid

eration. He is not now connected with the As

sociation." One name was mentioned by an

other bureau as possibly a "grafter." The re

ply of another lets one in, perhaps, to the basis

of the charge : "There is sometimes suggested

to my mind some mysterious influence pos

sessed by my competitors which enables them

to secure contracts which I knew were less fa

vorable to the Association than my own." Im

agination and disappointment can attribute all

sorts of villainy to men. Every bureau has

been asked for proofs. Any such cases will be

placed in the hands of the proper authorities to

follow down to the end. From the correspond

ence it is thoroughly evident that great injus

tice has been done the Association by this rash

statement.



FOUR GREAT GIFTS WITHIN THREE WEEKS

THE EMPEROR OF JAPAN For the Japanese Army Association, $5,000

The

troops.

Japanese War Department for months refused to let any Christian workers go with the

Finally the Young Men's Christian Association was given the sole privilege, and twelve

secretaries were sent out with full equipment. One commander wired to Tokyo for more secre

taries and tents. The Minister of War was converted by the reports of subordinates at the front

into an ardent friend. This is an unprecedented recognition by the Emperor, and is his first

large contribution to a distinctly Christian enterprise. It will be worth ten times its money value

—-yes, many fold more—in the prestige and enlarged support it will bring all Christian effort ig

China and Korea, as well as in Japan.

HON. JOHN WANAMAKER For a building for Peking, China Association, $50,OCC

For a building for Seoul, Korea Association, $25,OCu

For a building for Kyoto, Japan Association, $25^00

Under the condition that money for sites be pledged in the

abovt cities.

In making the gift Mr. Wanamaker said: "The Young Men's Christian Associations have

the patent on opportunity, and can act with freedom and effect if they have the necessary adminis
trative force and financial support." •

MR. JAMES STOKES Has agreed to purchase and equip a building

for St. Petersburg Association, .... $75,000

At the Paris Conference Mr. Stokes said: "When I was a young man I decided that through

the Young Men's Christian Association I might do the most good for the church and the world, and

devoted my life to the young men of Europe." Mr. Stokes' gifts to European Associations are

well known.

MISS HELEN MILLER GOULD For a Railroad Men's Building in St. Louis,

Mo., in memory of her father, .... $150,000mo., in memory ot ner tamer, •••*$]

Miss Gould has been one of the largest givers to the Association. She has said: "I consider

the Young Men's Christian Association one of the finest movements with which I have been in

touch, and one that is worthy of the fullest endorsement and cooperation."

With the Builders

The building fund at Calgary, Alberta, was

increased last month from $14,000 to $25,000.

In addition the Canadian Pacific Railroad

Company granted a building site worth $10,000,

thus assuring the erection of a combined city

and railroad building to cost $45,000 or more.

Billings, Mont., reports a third subscription

of $5,000 to its building fund and also one for

$2,000. They are aiming for $40,000 by July 1,

and are well past the half-way mark now.

The Fort Worth Association has just sold

a lot for $15,000 and has purchased a smaller

one, but large enough for its purpose, for $6,000.

They plan a building that will cost $30,000.

Trenton, N. J., has more than three-quarters

of the money necessary to pay its mortgage of

$40,000 pledged. The directors subscribed

$10,000 at a luncheon some time ago, when the

matter was discussed.

Omaha, Neb., purchased a building site in the

heart of the city for $110,000 about a year ago

after the sale of its building. An architect has

been working on plans for a combination busi

ness, dormitory and Association buildings for

this site. It presented so great difficulties that

the lot has now been sold for $120,000 at an ad

vance of $10,000, and another within two blocks

and 132 feet square purchased for $52,000. leav

ing the Association a balance of $80,000 in hand

toward its building. Probably $100,000 will be

raised.

Mrs. Harriet Humiston has just added to

her gift of $20,000 for a building at Pontiac,

III., the further sum of $4,000 to secure a better

lot for the said building.

The new building at Hoquiam, Wash., vra«

recently opened by a series of public meeting-

The building has the essential features of an

up-to-date plant, including eighteen dnrmi

lories. The cost when completely furnished

will be $11,000. The work starts with 130

members.

Charleston, W. Va., in six days secured three

subscriptions of $5,000 and two of $1,000 to

ward its $fiO,000 building, and in a town where

there has been no Association for five years.

Money is pfedged for several railroad builil

ings in Ohio, the B. & O. at Chicago Junction.

$15,000; at Portsmouth, $20,000; at Bradford

$21,600, and $23,000 is pledged toward a $25,000

building at Collinwood.

Ohio is starting its miners' work and is plan

ning a $20,000 building at Nelsonville. The

coal companies are providing $10,000.

Zanesville, O., has bought a new site and a

good, large brick .building, and is raising

$15,000 for a gymnasium and dormitory addi

tion. The present inadequate building will b*

sold.

Steubenville, O., has $17,000 pledged toward
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a $40,000 building. The balance will be raised

with the aid of M. C. Williams.

Ohio now has twelve building movements in

hand, involving property amounting to

$1,112,000.

Brandon, Ont., has begun work upon a

$7.1,000 building. About $47,000 has been sub

scribed.

A local firm has been granted the contract

for the new Association building at Mt. Pleas

ant, la.; total cost to be $r>l,000. The building

is to be finished by January 1, 1906.

Asheville, N. C., is planning the remodeling

of its building to embrace seventeen dormi

tories, which will effect an annual income of

$1,000. They will be ready for occupancy

September 1.

One of the important features of the Salt

Lake City building is the dormitories, which

are called "bachelors' apartments." They are

all taken.

The directors at Rochester, N. Y., are plan

ning the reconstruction of their building so as

to afford dormitories for men.

Waycross, Ga., has closed its building and

will put every effort into the new building

movement, wherein will be raised $25,000.

Crawfordsville, Ind., will reconstruct its

gymnasium in order to give larger floor space

for basketball.

Fond du Lac, Wis., is planning a $50,000

building.

Work has been commenced on the Decatur,

111., building. The gymnasium will be com

pleted July 1 and the entire building Septem

ber 1.

WASHINGTON'S DOWNTOWN BUILDING CAMPAIGN OFFICE.

Washington's Triumph

The tremendous pressure, the thorough or

ganization of forces, the persistent, prayerful

effort of the Washington Association told in the

closing hours of its building campaign. In or

der to avail of the $25,000 conditional pledge,

the money had to be raised by May first. On

Saturday morning there remained $25,000 to

be secured to reach the $350,000 goal. Satur

day brought in over $8,000. At nine o'clock

Monday morning $15,000 was needed. Bulle

tins were posted in different parts of the city

throughout the day, showing the progress of

the fund. At five o'clock in the afternoon

$8,000 was the balance necessary, and there

were only seven hours remaining. At ten

o'clock the forces came together and found but

$800 lacking. Members of the board of di

rectors and some other citizens made up the

amount and the canvass was completed.

Fifteen thousand six hundred and sixty-seven

dollars were raised in about fifteen hours.

Over 3,000 contributors gave the $350,000,

many of them residing elsewhere.

Some of the important features of this great

undertaking were :

The opening of a special campaign headquar

ters in a conspicuous place downtown and the

devoting of the entire time of the general sec

retary and several assistant secretaries, to

gether with the large force of stenographers, to

this special project.

A paid press agent, operating under the con

sent of all the daily papers, who kept the thing

warmed up from start to finish.

The continuous use of an automobile, to

gether with the loan of several other machines

for part of the time. A strong feature of the_can-

vass was the fact

that the leading

merchants of the

city and the fore

most advertisers

had from time to

time at the head

of their advertis

ing space a state

ment o f their

great interest in

the progress of

the canvass, and

the setting aside

of places in the

large department

stores and else

where for the re

ception of sub

scriptions ; 1,000

subscriptions were

received in the last

three days.



The Army and Navy Departments

Gen. Leonard Wood, in charge of the army

in the Southern Philippines, recently said: "I

very much want an Association at Zamboanga,

for 1 have long wished for some place beside

fORT HANCOCK, N. J.. ARMY ASSOCIATION

BUILDING, JUST OPENED.

saloons where my men could go in the evening

and have wholesome amusement, and I could

r,ot ask for anything better than a Young Men's

Christian Association."

Large numbers of men use the Manila

building. There are never less than sixty or

seventy men there and sometimes as high as

100 between 8 and 10 P. M. A number of men

have professed conversion and some have,

joined churches.

Brooklyn Naval Association's third anniver

sary was held May 15. Over 400,000 visits

have been made by sailors to this building in the

three years; $723,000 deposited for safe-keep-

A PHILIPPINE ASSOCIATION BUILDING.

ing; 65,000 baths taken; 147,000 sailors paid

for lodgings; 240,000 meals were served, as

high as 1,100 meals in one day; 87,000 letters

were mailed, and 300,000 games were plajed.

The special naval branch at Pensacola is

opened each year during the stay of the fleet

in the Southern waters. A much better build

ing was secured this year than last and -,v.is

highly appreciated by the men. During the

short stay of the fleet, covering less than two

months, beds were rented 2,409 times and

$7,800 were handled for safe-keeping. The ex

pense of the work was met by the Chamber of

Commerce.

Iloilo, Panay, P. I., with dormitories fa

mily eight men, on one night put up 82 sailors

from the flagship. This was done by borrow

ing forty cots from the Army Quartermaster

and allowing the balance of the men to sleep

in chairs, on tables and on the floor.

The secretary of the Visayas, P. I., traveled

over 2,200 miles by water on large and small

transports, steam launches, small boats anil

native sailing boats, in carrying on his work,

scattered among the several islands of the cen

tral group of the Philippines. Over 10.(XW

pieces of writing material, reading matter,

testaments and games were distributtd. Much

of this was handed out to the men personally

when in the field camps. Regiments going

home and those arriving in the island havr

been met and supplied.

In Welsh Volunteer Camps

"I've suffered at the hands of this Young

Men's Christian Association. The brewer-

used to pay $250 to $350 for the beer privilege

at our camp," urged the colonel of a Welsh

volunteer regiment at an Association banquet

in Wales. "Now these men will pay nothing

for it, and declare the Association has ruined

their business. Then the officers took up the

canteen and we lost money by it. Your Asso-

sociation has knocked out the drink. I op

posed it; I do not now. My mornings in past

years were taken up at court-martial with

fourteen to twenty men brought daily before me

for drunkenness and disorderly conduct. For

the past three years I have had but two a year

That is what the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation has done in my command."

This year the Welsh Associations will send

125 men to spend their holidays with their tents

in these encampments. Many of them are col

lege men. Over 1,000 men signed pledges in

the tents last year; 12.186 copies of the Gospel

and religious leaflets were given out. The

money of the men was sent home ; concerts

were run every night in their eight big tents.
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where the daily attendance averaged 8,000 men.

The major of a medical corps of forty men

offered "to stand for the drinks" for all his

men on the last day of camp, after commending

them for good discipline. He gave the choice

of drinks at the canteen or the Y. M. C. A.

tent (the latter mentioned as a joke). "Those

who will take theirs at the canteen, two steps

to the left," he commanded; six men stepped

out. "For the Y. M. C. A. tent to the right ;"

thirty- four men stepped to the right. But when

the men drank they all, including the six, went

to the Association tent for coffee or soft

drinks, and that day thirty-nine of the forty

signed the temperance pledge there. This is

the kind of splendid work the Associations in

Britain are doing in scores of camps. Officers

who had held a strong prejudice against the

Association have become its warmest advocates

"in spite of themselves." They give liberally

to its support and their brigades are voluntarily

voting generous sums to keep up the tents.

The camps are changed ; young fellows coming

from the towns were initiated into a life of

drunkenness, gambling and excesses. The

court-martial records tell the tale of the change

of morals as reported by Colonel Lewis. "For

the first time in twenty-one years there has

been no offense committed in my battalion for

the first five days of camp."

Troy's Dinner Meeting

Troy, N. Y., brought together 175 men at

its anniversary banquet at its leading hotel last

month. The speakers were General Grant,

Hon. F. A. Vanderlip and Rev. Andrew Gillies.

In the review of the year it was noted that the

membership was 1,025, there were 211 boys

whose average age was fourteen and 'a half

years, and of all members twenty-two years.

The membership has 232 Presbyterians, 167

Roman Catholics, 151 Methodists, 99 Episco

palians, 91 Baptists, etc. General Grant told

of his observation of the Association from the

Christian Commission in the Civil War to the

work in the hospitals in Cuba, its cheer in the

Spanish-American War, its help in the Philip

pines, where he found the Association "a source

of great contentment in my command." In the

Orient it "had much to do with keeping up the

standard of the army life, doing more than any

other agency to keep men up to the point of

effectiveness." He said : "At every point

where the Association is established there is a

better tone among the men and fewer deser

tions. I hope the Association will go into every

post."

Mr. Vanderlip in his remarks said: "The

honest effort of each day is what builds up the

character of the man. No man can be very

largely successful who hasn't the capacity for

work. The physical culture side is of enor

mous importance in the making of a man. I

would inquire of your young men what they

are doing with their time outside of working

hours, whether they are using it systematically

in study and improvement. I have had occa

sion somewhat to study trade schools in Ger

many—a system so complete that no boy of

whatever trade can go anywhere in that coun

try without finding a night school with skilled

instructors that will give him a sound and

broad technical and practical foundation for

eminence in his particular line. These insti

tutions have much to do with the successful

position held by Germany. We have got to do

something of that sort in this country, and no

organization can do it better than the Young

Men's Christian Association. Next, I should

inquire if your boys had that particular quality

of patience. I would probably pick out some

fellows who were pretty slow going in demand

ing recognition. The successful man is the co

operative worker—the man who forgets him

self in his work. The man who has forgotten

all about the reward is the man who gets the

reward. Men are quick to recognize the man

who is working for himself rather than to ac

complish an object. There was never before

such an opportunity for men of ability and of

character or such great rewards as at the

present time. I believe that the Young Men's

Christian Association is one of the forces that

is helping to train men to meet their opportu

nities."

With the Anthracite Miners

The first quarter of the Anthracite Region

Association movement has been one of rapid

development. Two Associations have been

added to the list. In the Lackawanna district

sentiment has been growing and work strength

ened at every point. Olyphant had a very suc

cessful evangelistic campaign ; Taylor and Old

Forge are taking a step in advance by moving

into better and more attractive quarters. A

number of temporary organizations are formed

and have been holding meetings during the

winter months. Good work has been done

throughout the Wyoming Valley; Nanticoke,

Ashley, Forty Fort and Luzcrne reporting good

meetings and large attendance. The Lehigh

and Schuylkill districts are in excellent shape.

Upper Lehigh has completed its new building

and a large membership has been secured.

Sandy Run and Tresckow have had large gos

pel meetings with good results, some of them

attended by as many as -400 men. Ashland con

tinues to spread its influence by interesting

other towns. Through some of its members a

work was organized at Centralia. Minorsville

has purchased a new lot and is planning for a

new building.
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Another Lake Geneva Program

With T. H. Walbridge, president of the To

ledo Association, as presiding officer, the vol

unteer workers in city, county, railroad and in

dustrial Associations of the Central West, will

meet in their eighth annual session on August 4.

The program, running through ten days and

consisting of short hours for work and long

hours for play, is a happy blending of the edu

cative and the recreative ideas.

The working hours will be devoted to Bible

study, platform addresses and institutes for the

discussion of departments of Association work.

The play hotlrs will be in charge of two com

mittees—a social committee and a recreative

committee—who will see that the delegates get

acquainted, and that the devotees of baseball,

golf, tennis and the various other land and

water sports do not languish for want of exer

cise.

The platform will have for its speakers and

themes President Charles F. Thwing, of West

ern Reserve University, on The Educational

Needs of Young Men ; George B. Hodge, on

How to Meet the Educational Needs of Young

Men; Nolan R. Best, associate editor of The

Interior, on The Religious Needs of Young

Men, and Fred B. Smith, on How to Meet the

Religious Needs of Young Men. Dr. John M.

Coulter will speak on The Scientific Spirit as

a Promoter of Morality and Religion. Four

distinct types of Bible study will be carried on

under Dr. Theodore G. Scares, Dr. Solon C.

Bronson, Frank H. Burt and A. H. Whitford.

The institutes will be directed by the follow

ing leaders : County Work, by Philo C. Dix,

county secretary for Kentucky ; Railroad Work,

by J. H. Fellingham, secretary at Marshall-

town, la. ; Boys' Work, by Lloyd E. Harter,

boys' work secretary at Oak Park, III.; Educa

tional Work, by J. Goodwin Perkins, educa

tional director of the Central Department,

Chicago; Physical Work, by Dr. George J.

Fisher, of the International Committee ; Asso

ciation Administration, by F. A. McCormack,

president of the Sioux City Association. The

last-named subject is designed primarily for

presidents and members of boards of directors.

At the "twilight hour" Judge Selden P.

Spencer, of St. Louis, will speak on The Vol

unteer Worker ; L. L. Pierce, general secretary

at Washington, D. C., on The Secretary ; Dr.

Henry F. Kallenberg, on The Physical Di

rector ; Ethan T. Colton, on Foreign Work ;

G. K. Shurtleff, on Industrial Work, and Fred

B. Smith, on Religious Work. E. W. Peck

will conduct the music.

No man need be afraid of losing his vacation

who attends this conference. It will be a no

table gathering of men, and by its personnel

must stimulate and expand any life. Muscle

tissue and mind tissue that have not been in use

during the year will be brought into play at

Lake Geneva, and this is literal re-creation.

Associations, too, may be re-created by the

conference. Lake Geneva has not only changed

the lives of many men, but has renewed the

lives of many Associations. Any Association

will be a gainer in proportion to the size and

quality of its representation. It is a confer

ence for the working members, particularly

members of boards and chairmen of com

mittees

J. W. Hansel, 153 LaSalle street, Chicago, is

secretary.

Silver Bay Delegations

Several secretaries are planning to go to

Silver Bay in August with parties of mem

bers. Orange plans to fill a six-room cottase

Other Associations are reserving adjoining

rooms in the hotel for large delegations. Sev

eral directors have engaged rooms for them

selves and their families for the entire month

of August. The rates in the hotel, Forest Inn

and Overlook, $7 and $8 per week, are reason

able enough. Special accommodations and

table are to be had in West and North Cottages

at $2 per day.

Forest Inn, with accommodations for 136, ha«

been set aside for Institute students.

Cleveland will send eight men to the In

stitute.

New Jersey boys after an extensive tour, will

arrive at Silver Bay August 2S and will remain

for the boys' conference, closing September 3

West Side Branch, New York, shows even-

evening views of work in the building and tht

extension work of this Branch at Havana.

Cuba, with general views of Lake George

scenery, 'Silver Bay Hotel and ground*, on a

large screen at the corner of 57th street and

Eighth avenue. Associations will advertise ;-i

their annual prospectus the vacation attraction^

at Silver Bay as one of their privileges. Half

tones of the Silver Bay Hotel and grounds arc

furnished freely for this purpose.

Many improvements have been made at the

hotel. The indications are that the attend

ance in August will exceed that of any pre

vious season. The office of the Lake George

Committee, from June 1 to October 1, is located

at Silver Bay, Lake George, N. Y. The per

manent address is 215 West 23d street, New-

York City.

According to present indications practically

every secretary engaged in county work in the

east will attend the county work institute.

The regular daily lectures on the different

phases of county work will be supplemented

by courses on the Training of Teachers, by Mr

Goodman ; Evangelism and Personal Work, by

Mr. Booth and Mr. Cook, and Athletic Work,

by Dr. Fisher.
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The Boy and the Billiard Table

The serious question of allowing boys, whose

time is their capital, to use the billiard and pool

tables in the Association building, is up for

discussion. This paragraph is followed by the

ideas of two secretaries on the subject, and

we would appreciate others.

Noel H. Jacks, of Hartford, writes: All

boys under seventeen years of age are kept in

what we call our boys' department, which has

separate rooms. We do not allow these boys

at any time in the senior department, where the

pool-room is situated. We made two excep

tions to this rule during our festivities on Janu

ary first this year and a year ago, when the

boys were given the privileges of the entire

building in the forenoon. The use of the pool

tables was included. We have a small pool

table in the boys' department, which is just like

any other table, except in size.

I suppose that the only reason for not put

ting a regular pool table in their room is that we

have not had the money to spare to buy one.

If there is any other reason it would be be

cause the game is so absorbing for boys that

it would be difficult to get their attention for

anything else. The secretary in charge tells me

that even now the boys don't \vant to use any

other game but the small pool table. We have

a fine boxball game and numerous other

games, that are nearly always idle. The boys

stand around and wait to play at the pool

table. There are so many poolrooms in Hart

ford where gambling in various forms is a

feature that I would not like to be responsible

for teaching boys tinder seventeen this game,

but I do not see how any boy can be kept

from learning it if he wants to learn, whether

we have the game or not. Pool tables are so

common in the majority of well-to-do homes

that it is practically impossible tn prevent any

boy learning to play who really wants to.

Leland H. Shaw, of Poughkeepsie. writes :

I would not put a billiard table in the boys'

room for practical reasons ; that is, that boys

of an average department would unconsciously

abuse a table. It is hard to keep men from

getting on a table to make a shot, but boys

would go all over a table, petting it out of.

plumb and making holes in the cloth without

the least intention of doing so, unless a man

stood over them all the time. It would be bet

ter to put in a balletto board or home billiard

table, which 5s too small to get on, does not

represent so much capital and is easily kept

in good condition at a much smaller expense

than a regulation billiard table. Then again

there seems to be no demand for billiards or

pool in the boys' department. Table croquet,

made with a heavy table and made especially

for the game with cues, affords as much satis

faction to the boys.

How They Caught Their Train

Seven Southern college boys from one city,

who were fellow-members together in a boys'

department in the South, were traveling on an

Ohio River steamer, when the negro rousta

bouts went out on a strike and deserted the

boat. The boys were bent on making a train

connection. The boat had to take coal, so

these college boys from the best homes in the

South and thoroughly trained in the gymna

sium and on the athletic field offered to coal

the boat. They worked together with the few

negroes who remained, who loaded the coal in

boxes containing about two bushels. The fel

lows paired off to see which couple would

"burn out" the other. It was strenuous work

for three hours. Their hands were bleeding

when they stopped. They caught the train.

A Camp Talk

The subject of the leader's talk was "Light."

As the talk progressed, the fe«ling of the sa-

credness of the spot where the boys were as

sembled seemed to deepen. The fact was

brought out that in many a boy's heart at

camp, a fire had been kindled and then taken

back to the city and there used to bring light

to other hearts. Practical methods of carry

ing the light back home were dwelt upon.

Each boy was then handed a candle and a long

line was formed from the top of the hill to

the cottage. The leader then lighted his candle

at the symbolic camp fire and passed the light

along to the first boy in line. He lighted the

second boy's candle and so on down the entire

line. The wind had come up and it was with

extreme difficulty that the flame could be

guarded. During the slow progress of the

light from boy to boy we could hear different

lessons that the boys were drawing from the

incidents and accidents of the moment.

Finally the light was passed into the dark parlor

of the cottage and the boys filed in one by one

and took their places in a semicircle around

the fireplace. Seldom has a single candle ever

lighted up the faces of a more earnest and se

rious audience than had assembled on that

Sunday evening. As the leader resumed his

talk he leaned over and touched the long flame

to the material in the fireplace, and in a mo

ment the entire room was beautifully illumi

nated. As the talk proceeded and the fire died

down, the intensity of feeling deepened and the

testimonies given must have gladdened the very

hosts of heaven. At the close of the service

each tent company came forward in a body and

again lighted their candles and grouping to

gether to protect the lights from the storm,

passed out into the night. On reaching their

tents the lanterns were lighted by the sacred

flame and family prayers took place.—HARVEY

L. SMITH in Association Boys.
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County Work Department

Fifty men in Franklin County, N. C, are to

assist in financing the work in that county by

giving the proceeds of an acre of ground.

Fifteen men decided for the Christian life

during a week of special work conducted by

Secretary Hansen in Greene County, la.

A new Association has been organized at

Nahant in connection with the Essex County,

Mass., work.

Bible classes connected with the Associations

at Newport News and Norfolk, Va., con

tributed handsomely in the recent canvass for

funds to put a county work secretary in the

field.

The institute organizing Burlington County,

N. J., the second county to be organized, will

be held the latter part of June at Mt. Holly.

West Winfield, recently affiliated with the

Oneida County, N. Y., work, has opened an at

tractive room. An especially strong group of

business men is backing the work.

On a recent visit of Secretary Vance to five

Bible classes in as many Fauquier County, Va.,

fields there were seventy-six men present. At

the close of the study period forty-three of

fered prayer. One year ago only five of these

men could have done this.

Twenty-eight boys connected with the Te-

cumseh, Lenawee County, Mich., Association

successfully passed the international examina

tions on the Life of Christ.

Franklin County, Vt, Bible classes have

bankers, manufacturers, farmers, clerks, mil

lionaires, state senators, candidates for the gov

ernorship, lawyers and representatives of other

professions and callings in their membership.

Whitesboro, Oneida County, N. Y., enter

tained the state and international department

secretaries at a banquet April 26. Plans were

made for Bible study, men's meetings and so

cial and athletic events.

Secretary T. J. Wilkie has begun the organi

zation of York County, Ont., as the initial

county in the provincial work. The organizing

institute will be held in the fall.

Keyport, Monmouth County, N. J., dedicated

an attractive, well-appointed room April 20.

Special attention will be given the boys' work.

Sixty-three members of seven boys' depart

ments connected with the Norfolk County,

Mass., work attended the county convention

at Highlandville. Forty members of these de

partments have accepted Christ during the

year.

Athletic field days were held at Louisburg

and Franklinton, Franklin County, N. C., early

in May. Interest in outdoor features is in

creasing at these points.

Sixteen decisions in Lenawee County,

Mich., and fifteen in Fauquier County, Va., are

among some definite spiritual results in the past

season.

Miamisburg, Montgomery County, O., has a

membership of 150, conducts a men's meeting,

series of practical talks and a meeting for Sun

day-school teachers.

Delegates from seventeen villages attended

the recent Norfolk County, Mass., convention.

The New York State Committee has voted to

add an assistant secretary in the county work

department. The money needed will be largely

raised by members of the city Associations.

The amount needed to place a department

secretary on the state force of Virginia has

been secured and a man will be called at once.

Loudon County will be the first county organ

ized under the new arrangement.

The boys' departments of city Associations in

Vermont will unite in a boys' camp with the

Franklin County boys' departments on Franklin

pond, where the chairman of the county com

mittee has a summer cottage.

Lenawee County, Mich., has an enrollment

of 158 in its Bible classes, all of which are con

ducted by volunteer leaders.

ASSOCIATION BUILDING AND BIBLE CLASS AT CAT

LETT, FAUQUIER COUNTY, VA.

Given by a merchant, rent free. It is only 12x18, and » ^

this Association needs. It has a debating club. The Bible '••*

has nine enrolled; average attendance, fourteen. It h»s led 5"

to confess Christ since December 1.
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Railroad Conference at Detroit

The railroad conference is to be held at De

troit, September 28 to October 1. This will

bring 'together railroad men from every branch

of the service for a three days' conference, at

which time it is expected there will be speakers

of exceptional ability and the attendance of a

number of influential railway officials. The

conference of 1903 in Topeka was attended by

more than 1,500 railway men. A preliminary

call for the conference will be sent out to the

railroad Associations within the next few

weeks.

Railroad Men's Discussion Club

A new and interesting feature in Railroad

Association activity has been carried on for

two seasons by the Boston and Maine depart

ment at Boston, known as the "Railroad Men's

Discussion Club," and meeting at 12.30 noon

on Tuesdays during the winter season. It is

designed to benefit men who com* to the build

ing for lunch and other privileges and have

half an hour or longer to spend before return

ing to their work, by the presentation and dis

cussion of some practical every-day questions

demanding their earnest thought.

Among the topics discussed were The Hot-

Headed Man; The Extravagant Man; Self-

Control; The Theater; What Is a Genuine

Christian? Is Gambling Right or Wrong? Why

Does Swearing Help a Fellow's Feelings? Is a

Fault Greater or Less in a Great Man? Is it

Reasonable to Ask a Man to Love His Ene

mies? Why Should a Man Marry? The strong

attraction and the holding power of the club has

been the leader, Rev. Allan A. Stockdale, pas

tor of Berkeley Temple. The average attend

ance at these gatherings for the past season has

been forty-six, and the topics are always open

for discussion and questions by the men after a

brief outline by the leader. The opportunity

thus given for freedom of expression and com

parison of ideas is fully improved by the club.

The New Mexican Native Association Launched

There is just opened the second Association

in the City of Mexico, and that a native

branch. The raising of the necessary $8,000

for equipment and furnishings, as well as the

finding of a suitable building which could be

leased for a reasonable amount, were attended

with difficulties. The building was located in

a unique manner. Vice-President Corral of

the Republic, who is honorary president of this

branch, instructed his district police captains

to report to him on all vacant buildings, and

thus an adequate building was soon found. It

was formerly the Japanese legation headquar

ters, and contains twenty-five rooms ; it will be

fitted up with gymnasium, baths, classrooms,

library, lecture hall, billiards, bowling alleys

and dormitories.

In Pennsylvania Lumber Camps

A vacation that is also a mission—the idea

appeals to every consecrated young man. He

should have a vacation, a vacation that will

make new corpuscles, will rest weary nerves

and reinvigorate a tired body. He should also

have new scenes and opportunity for hearty,

wholesome fun. All this is to be obtained in a

vacation spent among the lumbermen, follow

ing the plan of the Philadelphia Association.

Then the delegation took along tents and a

camping outfit, including a cook, and they

formed quite a large party. They say that the

plan is just as feasible for two or three or

four men, who are somewhat gifted in sing

ing and speaking, and who are good fellows

generally, so as to commend the symmetrical

religion of the Man Christ Jesus.

The lumbermen heartily open their homes—

if the lumber shacks may be called homes-—

and provide shelter and food for their guests.

They are glad to have literature, glad to

gather for worship, glad to spend an evening

in social fellowship. The best service must

necessarily be done hand to hand. The oppor

tunities for personal work are unlimited. The

men in the lumber region are big, husky fel

lows, genuine through and through, even in

their failings, and if they believe a man is

honest they will give him a hearing and an at

tention such as he could scarcely get from

fashionable city congregations.

If a party of men decide to go camping, they

should take a light outfit, and be free to move

from place to place, after spending three or

four days in one locality. Hymn books should

be taken along, as well as testaments and re

ligious literature for distribution. By the na

ture of their work, these lumbermen are rather

outside of the reach of the churches, and so

they give a hearty welcome to any messenger

of the gospel. W. M. ELLIS.
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General Association News

THE INSTITUTE AND TRAINING SCHOOL GRADU-

ates fifteen men this year—seven at the close

of the spring term in Chicago and eight at the

close of the summer term at Lake Geneva. A

large proportion of the class are already under

engagement for next year. Two members of

the class attended the World's Conference at

Paris.

A THREE-CORNERED BASEBALL LEAGUE WILL BE

a summer feature in Greene County, la. A

summer camp with Bible study leading up to '

a decision day will be held on the Coon River.

A SATURDAY AFTERNOON FISHING TRIP is A

feature of the Harlem Branch, New York City.

THE SECOND AVENUE BRANCH, NEW YORK,

conducted an excursion on Decoration Day to

Cranberry Lake, N. J.

AT THE RECENT NEW YORK ClTY INTER-As-

sociation games there were fifty-two entries,

Twenty-third Street and West Side tieing for

first place. There were 352 different com

petitors, ninety-two of them boys, representing

nineteen branches.

ALBANY, N. Y., is HOLDING SUNDAY TRAMPS,

in groups of eight or ten men, the objective

feature of which is a thirty-minute Bible study

on some wooded hilltop.

PUEBLO, COL., BOYS WILL CAMP NEAR CLYDE

this summer. The location is on a trout stream

among the mountains, with good baseball and

game grounds. Mountain climbing trips are

planned.

DES MOINES, IA., JUNIORS AND SENIORS WILL

camp at separate times on Lake Brantford,

Minn.

BUFFALO'S LATEST REPORT SHOWS 3,280 PAID

members, 1,800 daily attendance at the build

ing, 2,400 men and boys holding gymnasium

tickets, 600 students in night schools and 525

enrolled in thirty Bible classes.

THE SECRETARIES OF THE BOYS' DEPARTMENTS

of New Jersey recently took an information

tour embracing every department in New York

City, together with the Hebrew Training

School, the Teachers' College, the City College

and other points of interest. The tour was so

helpful that it will become an annual affair.

GALENA, ILL., HAS A "BOOSTER" CLUB OF 80

members, pushing a membership canvass. They

give special socials for men and out-of-town

speakers address the men's meeting each Sun

day. The churches are united with the Asso

ciation in a series of lectures on the Penteteuch,

illustrated by stereopticon.

RlDGEVVAY, PA., BOARD OK DIRECTORS AND MEM-

bers thought the entering Association work of

one of its members, I. N. Fornell, was of suf

ficient importance to give him a farewell dinner

and social. He had been very active. Mr.

Fornell will spend a long term at Warren, Pa.,

in training and studying Association methods.

THE GERMAN DEPARTMENT AT BUFFALO HAS

been reorganized and the name changed to

Genesee Street Department. The Association

will be conducted for all young men and boys

on the East Side. The reason for the change

lies in the fact that the real need for special

work for German men has practically disap

peared.

C. G. SCOTT, OF THE NEW JERSEY STATE COM-

mittee's Boys' Department, will assist the In

ternational Committee in special work in con

ferences, institutes and boys' meetings.

ILLINOIS is PLANNING A SERIES OF 28 EVAN-

gelistic meetings in railroad and city depart

ments.

THE WISCONSIN PHYSICAL DIRECTORS' So

ciety circulated last year a monthly news letter

among its members. It has also a circulating

library of books and periodicals pertaining to

the physical work. The object of the organiza

tion is to gain advisory control over amateur

athletics outside of the colleges in the state.

KENOSHA, Wis., HAS A CITY SCHOOL LEAGUE

of sixteen teams well started on a summer

schedule. The business men's tennis club is

in operation. The death is reported of F. C

Gibson, boys' secretary at Kenosha. He was

a very popular man throughout the state and

an efficient worker.

ALTHOUGH ASSOCIATION MEN LAST MONTH

printed a paragraph to the effect that it had

been misinformed regarding the resignation of

D. E. Luther, as secretary at Atlanta, it is now

authentically stated that his resignation ha?

been accepted at Atlanta, and that he is to be

come general secretary at Los Angeles.

THE BOYS OF NEW JERSEY WILL CAMP THIS

year for one month, beginning June 29, at Lake

Wawayanda. Charles R. Scott will be camp

leader.

ALBANY HAS SECURED TEN $200 SUBSCRIBERS

for current expenses. There were previously

very few subscriptions exceeding $25.

AT THE ANNUAL MEETING OP THE BRAXTFORD.

Ont., Association the balance of $218 on debi

was raised and the mortgage of $10,000 became

a thing of the past.

CHELSEA, MASS., is CONDUCTING ATHLETICS is

connection with the noon shop meeting. De

bates on popular questions are sometimes held

The hiking Bible class for boys will be a sum

mer feature.

THE SECOND ANNIVERSARY OF THE FOUNTHSG

of Denver's Health Farm was characterized by

its being made a branch of the Association.

The remarkable growth of the farm in these

two years affords abundant proof of the need

that existed for such an institution.

RICHMOND, VA., RAILROAD DEPARTMENT WILL

hold a four weeks' evangelistic campaign in a

large lent, beginning June 4.
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THE COLORED DEPARTMENT AT INDIANAPOLIS

was opened May 15 In large quarters. This de

partment is four years old and is beginning a

building fund.

THE MARITIME BOYS WILL CAMP IN TWO SEC-

tions, one at Robinson's Point, Grand Lake,

Queens County, New Brunswick, July 18, to

August 3, led by H. J. Smith, of St. John. The

cost for two weeks will be $7.50. Section two

will probably meet at Big Cove, Sutherland

River, Pictou County, Nova Scotia.

MOUNE, ILL., HAS HAD A MEMBERSHIP CON-

test, with three regiments in the field, success

being determined by the weight in men brought

in. One company secured 5,661 pounds, another

5,603 and the third 3,151.

LAWRENCE, MASS., FINDS 43 PER CENT. OF ITS

membership boarding and away from home,

and the average age of its members is nineteen

and one-half years. A new building is de

manded. The late George E. Hood left it a

legacy of $1,500.

THE MICHIGAN STATE COMMITTEE HAS BEEN

assured of a bequest from C. A. Wheelock of

$1,000, with a payment of 5 per cent, interest

on this while he lives, on condition that $10,000

be similarly pledged to the committee this year.

PEORIA, ILL., HAD A SERIES OF OPERA HOUSE

meetings for men, May 21-28, conducted by

evangelist Major George A. Hilton. Shop

meetings will be pushed this summer.

PlTTSBURG HAS LOST A STANCH FRIEND IN

the death of Mr. Samuel B. Harbison on May

10. Mr. Harbison was chairman of the Board

of Trustees, and for five years was one of its

best and most generous freinds. A successful

business men, he put the same elements that

made his success in business into the manage

ment of the several missionary, church, and As

sociation boards with which he was connected.

ATLANTA, GA., HAS HAD AN EDUCATIONAL

Bible class, which has followed Dr. Scofield's

correspondence course for two years. Each

man pays $5. Frequent examinations are given.

THE SECRETARIES' INSURANCE ALLIANCE HAS

944 members, the highest record yet made. This

will make the next death benefit at least $1,888.

AT WlLLIAMSPORT, PA., FIFTEEN CHURCHES

united in a public anniversary meeting, and

their official boards sat upon the platform,

thereby giving recognition to the Association

as an agency of the church. The gathering was

attended by 2,000 people.

THE CONVENTION OF THE OKLAHOMA AND

Indian Territory Associations was held at

Oklahoma City, May 13-15, and addressed by

Leslie M. Shaw, Secretary of the Treasury,

Robert E. Waite, W. D. Weatherford, Fred B.

Shipp, J. R. Thompson, J. H. Banks and others.

There are now in the territories two city, one

railroad and nine student Associations, and

many cities requesting organizations.

BROOKLYN'S INDIA CLUB (NOT INDIAN CLUB)

has raised and sent $40 for the Calcutta boys'

work, $20 for the international boys' work and

$20 for boys' work in New York state, and ex

pects to raise $100 more.

AUCKLAND, NEW ZEALAND, WILL EMPLOY A

secretary from America. In the interim C. H.

Poole will be acting general secretary, W.

Brakenrig having resigned.

FIRST BANQUET OF THE SUCCESS CLUB,

PALESTINE, TEX.

WALTER B. ABBOTT WILL RETURN TO NEW OR-

leans as secretary September 1, becoming for a

second time its secretary.

HOLYOKE, MASS., MADE A GAIN LAST YEAR OF

11 per cent, in membership, 30 in the boys' de

partment, 40 in educational, 14 in religious and

17 in physical departments, and paid all bills

and $500 on old account.

RELIGIOUS WORK is THE PROMINENT FEATURE

in_Ohio County, Ky. The report for the past

six months shows sixty-nine religious meetings

and seventy-one Bible class sessions held, re

sulting in ten definite decisions for the Chris

tian life.
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WORCESTER, MASS., HAS OPENED ITS LAKE

season, having added to its equipment six new

canoes. A lunch counter will be conducted this

year.

THE BEST PIECE OF PRINTED MATTER FOR THE

month comes from the Tennessee State Com

mittee and is entitled "Taking Care of Ten-

nesee." It is a little booklet labeled "for pri

vate distribution only." It is comprehensive,

well printed and ought to serve its purpose to

the fullest extent.

AT NEW HAVEN THE LIEUT.-GOVERNOR PRE-

sented the prizes to the winners in the boys'

contest, which has been carried on for six

months.

ST. Louis CENTRAL is TO HAVE ITS OUTING

park this year, having rented a ten-acre tract

within fifteen minutes' ride from the Associa

tion buildings.

WORK IS TO BE INAUGURATED AT RED BANK,

N. J., where a building has been purchased

and remodeled. This contains two bowling

alleys, two pool tables, a rifle range and a gym

nasium, 35 by 55, completely equipped. C. T.

Rea, assistant at Orange, is to become general

secretary.

ANTIGO, Wis., RAILROAD ASSOCIATION RE-

cently held a banquet and reception for the

new officials and office force that have been

transferred to that point.

THE MEMBERSHIP AT BUFFALO DEPARTMENT

(Union Terminal) has passed the 500 mark.

Dormitory facilities are taxed to the utmost.

Two new rooms on the first floor have been re

modeled as billiard rooms.

A REMARKABLE SERIES OF EVANGELISTIC MEET-

ings has been held in Canon City, Col., under

the auspices of the Association and churches

of the city and in charge of W. A. Sunday,

the baseball evangelist. A special tabernacle

was erected, seating 3,500 people. This was

crowded for thirty days. Of the 920 who pro

fessed conversion over 500 were men and boys.

Large men's meetings were a feature of this

campaign.

THE PINE BLUFF, ARK., RAILROAD ASSOCIA-

tion reports 1,275 members and is working for

1,500. An athletic field with two tennis courts

and basketball grounds will be in operation this

summer.

THE FIRST ANNUAL OLDER BOYS' CONFERENCE

for northern California was held in Berkeley

the last of April, with an attendance of 131.

Two of the strongest papers presented were

"The High School Problem," by Clyde Brand,

Sacramento, and "The Every-Day Life of a

Christian Boy," by W. G. Owens, San Jose.

ATLANTA, GA., RECENTLY GAVE OVER A SUN-

day meeting to traveling men, with Charles H.

Palmer, acting superintendent of The Gideons,

in charge.

ELGIN, ILL., is IN MOURNING OVER THE DEATH

of Mrs. G. P. Lord, one of their largest con

tributors. Mrs. Lord has always taken an

active interest in the work, her most recent

gift being the equipment of a magnificent parlor

for the senior department.

LEAVENWORTH, KAN., HAS AN ENROLLMENT

of 275 in all classes, with 50 in Bible classes.

The basketball team maintained the cham

pionship; $800 has been paid within the last

year on old debts, and $1,000 has been pledged

toward the purchase of an excellent building

adjoining the one now occupied.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS., BOYS RECENTLY HELD A

"Camp Jolly" to start enthusiasm for their an

nual outing at Norwich Pond.

ROCHESTER is PLANNING TO HAVE THE BIGGEST

boys' camp it has ever held.

MUSCATINE, IA., HAS FITTED UP AN OUTDOOR

gym next to the building; will conduct boys'

camp in July.

THE WEEKLY OUTINGS OF THE SEWICKLEY,

Pa., boys are outlined as follows : April 22.

Bell Rocks Lake. Take two raw potatoes and

lunch. April 29, Little Sewickley Creek. Take

two raw potatoes and lunch. May 6, Highland

Park. Take 60 cents and lunch. May 13.

across the river. Take 15 cents, two raw po

tatoes and lunch. May 20, Turkey Foot. Take

two raw potatoes and lunch. May 27, "Out

the New Road." Take two raw potatoes and

lunch.

IN FOUR MEETINGS FOR BOYS WASHINGTON

had 150 boys take a definite stand for the

Christian life.

HARTFORD WILL CARRY ON ITS RELIGIOUS WORK

throughout the summer. Camp will be at Lake

Swanzey, N. H., as previously. A canoe club

is to be organized and will build a small club

house on the river bank about two miles from

town.

DWIGHT FARMS, THE PROPERTY OF THE PHILA-

delphia Association, will open with a confer

ence June 3 and 4. There is an inter-Associa

tion basebaH league playing a regular

schedule.

BUCYRUS, O., ADVISES THE ASSOCIATIONS OF

the country not to honor ticket number 61 held

by a man named Arthur Brovinger.

THE BOYS' BASEBALL LEAGUE, WHICH WILL

carry out the development of clean sport and

healthy athletics in the grammar schools of

Stratton, has been effected and approved by

the Commissioner of Public Instruction, thus

permitting the Association to dominate baseball

among the boys.

THE FIRST ANNUAL BANQUET OF THE PHYS-

ical department of the Winnipeg Association

was a success. It was addressed by Ralph

Connor, who spoke of The Effect of Sport on

Character.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE NASHVILLE.

Tenn., Association recently passed a resolution
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to send ASSOCIATION MEN to a selected list of

contributors and members. This list numbers

100 men. Why not others?

HENRY OSTROM, THE EVANGELIST, is CON-

clucting a series of revival meetings in Hono

lulu.

ANY INFORMATION AS TO THE WHEREABOUTS

of Robert H. McTravish will be appreciated

by Mrs. O. C. Remington, of Athol, Idaho.

MACON, GA., HAD INTEREST AT WHITE HEAT

over a series of addresses; one on The

Manliness of Christ, illustrated by stereop-

ticon, and another on The True Soldier,

by a prominent military man of the city.

Secretary McFadden writes that he hopes to

keep his men interested in the Association by

their reading ASSOCIATION MEN, and substan

tiates his desire by sending fifty subscribers.

MILWAUKEE RAILROAD DEPARTMENT HAD AN

evening of reminiscences, participated in by an

assistant general superintendent, a superintend

ent of motive power and a division superin

tendent.

THE WISCONSIN STATE COMMITTEE REPORTS:

"The January number of ASSOCIATION MEN dis

tributed among business men of the state

proved to be a good investment."

NEW ORLEANS WON A RECENT DUAL MEET

with Tulane University which was character

ized by close contests, clean sport and good

time. Every Saturday afternoon is devoted to

athletics instead of baseball this year. Three

Bible classes are conducted ; the dormitories are

all full, with a waiting list.

A NEW ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN ORGANIZED AT

Bremerton, Wash., the location of a navy yard.

THE TREASURER'S ANNUAL REPORT SHOWS

that Calumet, Mich., Association has paid all

expenses and wiped out $900 of indebtedness

during the year.

CENTERVILLE, IA., HAS A CROSS-COUNTRY CLUB

which makes a three-mile run every evening,

starting from the Association building at eight

o'clock.

TARENTUM, PA., WILL TRANSFER ITS ACTIVI-

ties as soon as feasible to a forty-three-acre

tract of land recently leased by the Association.

This makes an ideal athletic field within ten

minutes' walk from the building. It contains

a one-third mile running track twenty feet

wide, six tennis courts, croquet ground, ball

field and a swimming pool 120 feet long with an

average depth of eight feet. Public games will

be held on July 4. Sunday afternoon meetings

and Bible classes will be transferred to the

park.

THE CHICAGO CENTRAL ASSOCIATION TOOK

first place in the Central A. A. U. Champion

ship Aquatic meet, leading the Milwaukee Ath

letic Association and the Chicago Athletic As

sociation. Two tank records were broken.

PRESIDENT Lucius TUTTLE, OF THE BOSTON

and Maine Railroad, together with Hon. C. S.

Hamlin, addressed the annual banquet of the

B. and M. Railroad Department at Boston re

cently.

A STRONG ARGUMENT FOR THE INVESTMENT OF

money in Association work appears on thr

cover of a state executive committee's anniul

report. The title of the booklet is, "Do^ :t

pay to invest in the young manhood of Ver

mont ?" The question is convincing ;

answered.

A SERIES OF RELIGIOUS WORK INSTITUTES «."•

conducted April 20-May 1 in the Maritime

Provinces by F. S. Goodman. He visited

Truro, New Glasgow, Sydney, North Sydne;..

Glace Bay, and Halifax, Nova Scotia, anc

Fredericton, New Brunswick. At nearh

every place discussions were conducted on Tk

Association and the Religious Life of Men, and

The Bible Study Department : Principles a.i

Problems, using charts and stereopticci

Strong policies were suggested and the IK*

methods considered. After an address to

Christian men at Sydney, nearly fifty enrolH

themselves in the movement called "The Ft.-

lows of Christ," involving the adoption of i

simple policy of personal evangelism.

ITHACA, N. Y., REORGANIZED ITS BOARD or

directors, adding four representative men of

means ; doubled its membership during the year

and made a substantial payment on its debt.

AT WINSTON-SALEM, N. C., SEVEN HEX

passed the international examinations. The

physical department cleared enough from

basketball to buy a shuffle-board. Boys' camp

was opened at Piedmont Springs, May 20.

CHARLOTTE, N. C., BOYS' DEPARTMENT HAS «-

ganized a city baseball league, comprising tea

of the picked teams of the city. Two teams

represent the department. The boys will cam?

at the foot of the Blue Ridge Mountains in

July.

F. W. PEARSALL, OF THE NEW YORK STAR

force, held a recent conference with some of the

leaders of the Seneca Indians, with a view to

establishing an Association among them.

There are about 10,000 Indians on the reser

vation and but 250 of them are Christians

The men themselves are anxious to have i

building for the conduct of the work, and are

willing to put in their labor with the white

man's money to bring about the desired resu.t.

A COMMENDABLE FEATURE OF THE BROOKLYN

Association is its new savings department,

which is a membership privilege. Its three

fold object as outlined follows : To furnish

those who find it practically impossible to g«

to the savings banks during business hours an

opportunity to place their savings where they

will be secure; to encourage and develop habits

of economy among those who are spending

practically all their earnings ; to make possible
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(by accepting deposits as small as 25 cents)

the opening of a savings account by those whose

earnings are small or who are only able to lay

by small amounts.

Dormitories in the White Plains, N. Y.,

Association are being furnished by the

Women's Auxiliary and are rapidly rented. A

strangers' tea is held Sunday night following

a Bible class. Of two appreciative recent

guests one had recently lost his wife and was

unspeakably lonely, and another was a stranger

in the town. All the rest were boarding. The

collection covers expenses. A reception was

tendered L. A. Black on his leaving for North

Adams.

W. J. Fraser is assisting the Dayton As

sociation in its building canvass.

Muscatine, Ia., had on May 1 fifty boys

from the Intermediate Employed Boys' and

Junior classes take part in the spring junior

gymnasium exhibition, a special invitation to

parents being given.

The handsome reprint of the plates of

the January number has gone through its second

edition, which is nearly exhausted. The first

edition of s,000 was disposed of in a few days.

A third edition will be printed if orders con

tinue to be received. The price is $5 per hun

dred.

The commencement exercises of the

Training School at Springfield will occur June

11 to 16. This year commemorates the twen

tieth anniversary of the founding of the school,

and commencement promises to be an un

usually interesting occasion, as a large number

of the alumni are expected to be present. The

address will be given by Hon. Carroll D.

Wright, Ph.D., LL.D. There are twenty in

the graduating class, a number of whom have

already accepted positions. There have been

S4 students in the three classes. The Massa

chusetts Legislature has granted the right to

confer degrees. On the endowment and debt

fund during the year $24,000 has been secured,

making the total amount raised to date $99,700.

Woods Hall, opened on September 23, has

proved an addition to the social life. There

are prospects for an entering class of forty or

more students next fall.

New York City Associations are planning

a series of cruises in July and August, of two

weeks each, sailing from New York through

Long Island Sound and back, a distance of 275

miles, on a large schooner chartered for the

purpose. The expense will be $18 per man.

ASSOCIATION CALENDAR

STATE CONVENTIONS.

Massachusetts and Rhode Island, Westfield,

November 10-12.

OTHER CONFERENCES.

Railroad Conference, Detroit, Mich., Sept. 28-Oct. 1.
World's Student Federation Conference, Nashville,

Tenn., February 28-March 4.

LAKE GENEVA DATES.

College Student Conference, June 16-25.
Summer School for Secretaries and Physical Directors,

July 4-28.
Conference on Boys' Work, July 29-August 3.
Conference of Volunteer Workers in City, Town, Rail

road and Industrial Associations, August 4-13.
Camp open to members and guests, June 26-Sept. 1.

SILVER BAY DATES.
Vacation Period, July 4 to September 15.
Conference for Workers, August 1 to September 3.
Institute for Secretaries and Physical Directors, Augus:

1 to September 3.
Older Boys' Conference, August 29 to September 3.
Institute for Workers with Boys, Aug. 29 to Sept. 3

SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

Brooks, D. L., Buffalo to Durand (R. R.).
Black, B. F., to St. Ry. Dept., Memphis.
Brown, J. N., Passaic, to Ft. Hancock.
Cunningham, C. F. W., Hartford, to Brattleboro.
Dummett, J. A., Cambridge, Mass., res.
Fenstermacher. C. H., to Arkansas City, Ark.
Graham, W. A., Cross Fork, Pa., res.
Gunn, D. A., Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., res.
Hathaway, W. P., San Antonio, res. (R. R.).
iameson, Hugh, Ottumwa, to Muscatine, la.
Lime, W. P., Sapulpa, I. T. (R. R.), res.
McLaughlin, Arthur, Chicago, to Peoria.
Packard, E. W., Woonsocket, to Southbridge, Mas*.
Rea, Chas. T, Orange, to Red Bank, N. J.
Risk, R. J., Owen Sound, Ont., res.
Starkey, J. C, Mt. Carmel, to Maltoon, 111. (R. R ).
Stafford, J. VV., Springfield, Mass., to La Crosse.
Sutherland, G. D., Durand, Mich., res.
Thompson, H. B., Truro, N. S., res.
Timmings, G. H., La Crosse, Wis., res.

EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORS.
Davies, Milton J., to Central, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Jameson, J. S., to Montreal, Que.

RELIGIOUS WORK DIRECTORS.
Arnold, H. W., Detroit, Mich., res.
Ferry, J. F., to Central Dept., Chicago.
Mitchell, F. G., Topcka, Kan., res.
McTyier, J. F., Central Dept., Chicago, res.

BOYS' WORK DIRECTORS.
Leggatt, H. C, to Worcester, Mass.
Statten, Taylor, to Central Br., Toronto.

EMPLOYMENT WORK DIRECTORS.
Cockrell, E. R., to Central Br., Brooklyn.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES
Bentley, H. M., Broadway Dept., Cleveland. 0., res.
Bloom, Jesse S., to White Plains, N. Y.
Cousins, W. S., to East Side Br., New York.
Corey, C. W., to Boston, Mass.
Debenham, Wl H., to Ottumwa, Ia.
Holmes, H. H., to Central Dept., Chicago.
Hall, W. E., Indianapolis, Ind. (R. R.), res.
Husted, H. L-, to Keokuk, Ia.
G'aver, E. E., Shamokin, Pa., res.
Tones, J. H., Monroe, Va. (R. R.), res.
Nutter, C. F., New Haven, Conn., res.
Parker, C. E., Pittsburg, Pa., res.

Suillian, C. F., Atlanta, to Los Angeles,
eihman, J. W., Mauch Chunk, Pa., res.

Stoddard, W. A., Boston, Mass., res.
Savage, C. F., Brown' Univ., to Harlem Br., N. Y.
Troutt, D. B., to Two Harbors, Minn (R. R.).
Watkins, E. H., Louisville, to Monroe, Va. (R. R.).
Weeks, W. H., Dubois, Pa., to Waterloo, la. (R. R.).

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.
Beach, H. W., to Hoquiam, Wash.
Bailey, E. T., Keokuk, Ia., res.
Binder, George. Burlington, Ia.. res.
Cann, W. E., to New Britain, Conn. (Asst.).
Gill, George, Halifax, N. S., res.
King, J. G., Calumet, Mich., res.
McLeod, J. M., Toronto, Ont., res.
McGillicuddy, D. G., Port Hope. Ont., res.
Merwin, E. A., San Diego, to San Jose Cal
Maguire, W. S., Toronto, Ont., res.
Peck, C. Z., Olympia, Wash., to Sacramento.
Richards, J. C, Hamilton, O., res.
Ridgeway. George W., Ashland, Ky., to Sterling, 111.
Stocker, E. A.. Youngstown, O., res.
Spiller, E. L., to De Soto^ Mo. (R. R.).
Silsby, D. H., Meriden, Conn., res.
Schofield, F. E., to Burlington, Ia.
Turner. C. K., Parsons, Kan. (R. R.) res.
West. W. C. Peru. Ind.. to Texarkana, Ark (R. R ).
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THE ASSOCIATION UNDER UNSPARING CRITICISM

THE CONFERENCE OF EMPLOYED OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION, WHICH

MET AT NIAGARA, MAY 26-31, INVITED AND RECEIVED CAREFUL CRITICISM OF

THEIR WORK FROM MEN OF EXPERT TRAINING AND ABILITY. THESE MEN

SPOKE AFTER AMPLE TIME AND OPPORTUNITY FOR OBSERVATION AND STUDY

OF ASSOCIATION METHODS AND WORK. THEIR CRITICISMS AND THE DISCUS

SIONS ACCOMPANYING THEIR DELIVERY POSSESS SO MUCH OF VALUE TO OFFICERS

AND MEMBERS OF THE ASSOCIATION THAT THEY ARE PRINTED AS FULLY AS

OUR SPACE PERMITS. THEY ARE COMMENDED TO THE DISPASSIONATE STUDY

OF EVERYMAN WHO IS INTERESTED IN MAKING THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN

ASSOCIATION THOROUGH AND EFFECTIVE IN ITS SERVICE TO YOUNG MEN AND

WHO DOES NOT HESITATE IN HIS SEARCH FOR THE BEST TO BRING HIS WORK,

MOTIVES AND METHODS UNDER SEVEREST SCRUTINY.

Efficiency of the Religious Work

BY PRES. G. STANLEY HALL.

This magnificent new step in trying to see

yourselves as others see you by inviting out

side but friendly men to suggest and even criti

cize should mark an epoch and set an example

STANLEY HALL.

for other organizations both religious and secu

lar. To-day at least you do not seek eulogy or

advertisement of your merits but your purpose

is more akin to that of the great manufactur

ing plants which occasionally invite specu-

lists in chemistry and physics to look over their

processes -and machinery to see if they can

suggest from their different standpoint modi

fications that would make for greater economy

and efficiency.

I love and honor this Association because it

marked practically the first recognition in

Christendom of the true meaning and value of

youth. In every known race and nation relig

ion is brought home to young people in the

teens by formal initiation ceremonies, confirma

tion rites and conversion which is most fre

quent at that age. Your work begins at the

pubertal epoch, when religion is rather sud

denly and more than at any other time of life

needed against the flood of new temptations

that now beset it, and when true piety can

be purest and deepest. To this age Jesus

stands closest and appeals most strongly. He

comes to young men as to no others. His

message of love to God and man gives the

strongest passion in the soul, and the one most

prone to grovel, its most worthy object. Boy

hood has not yet attained, so do not let down

your age limit too low. Old age is conserva

tive, unprogressive, so keep your membership

young, for youth is the light, soul and hope

of the world.

Do Not Become an Ethical Club

The inception of your Association marked a

momentous new step and it has inspired and

set fashions for many more which, though

called by other names, are really your children.

Indeed, your founders perhaps builded more

wisely than they knew, and science has lately

been enriched by confirmations of their dis

covery that adolescence and Jesus are each the

key to and the revealer of the true nature of the

other. I knew and worked a little with Me-
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Burney in his prime when the pure culture of

personal piety was relatively a far larger part

of your activities than it is now. You should

not let the strong, short circuit current be

tween the individual soul and Jesus be weak

ened by the multiplication of long circuit ac

tivities. My inquiries show that you give now

less relative time and energy than formerly to

the study of the scriptures, to hymns, to culti

vating the private relation and communion with

God. As your social efficiency increases, do

not lapse to an ethical club nor to philan

thropic work only with young men, excellent

as this is.

Text-Books Should Be More Meaty

I have collected and spent much time in

perusing your text-books on the scriptures,

and while they differ much in merit, the most

obvious parables are sometimes tediously ex

plained. In one course the miracles were all

treated by the same monotonous rubrics—

time, place, circumstances, manner, words, ef

fect on the object of it, on Jesus, on the dis

ciples, and on the multitude. In another

book of thirty lessons for thirty weeks the air

is freer and the poetic and other quotations

better, the sentiment broader and deeper and

more wholesome, there are more indications

of scholarship and less that is trivial and com

monplace; but the focal questions are such as

"What is discipleship?" "What kind of a son

ought a father like God to have?" "Summarize

the evidences that Jesus was interested in

man." I wonder if Jesus would have taught

in this way, or does this suggest the pedagogy

of scribes and Pharisees, or the worst traditions

of the uniform lesson age of the Sabbath

school now happily improving?

In this work I think every one familiar with

the principles of modern education would say

that first the intellectual side should be made

more meaty and deal with more essential and

less incidental matters. The view should be

broader and more conspective and perspective.

Touch the Main Springs in Youth

While youth normally resents direct in

vasion into the aditum of its sacred religious

life and feeling, it craves indirect and sug

gestive help. Therefore, without entirely

abandoning the aggressive personal method of

the revivalist, which often does great good, I

would add the aesthetic, .indirect appeal of

Christian art with its boundless wealth of

photographs of masterpieces. Almost from the

Christian era to recent times the Bible has

been near the center of art history. Art would

help us to reach the very highest in the intel

lect and the deepest in the heart, which we

must do to transform life. We want neither

the higher criticism nor the details and minute

exactness of the professor's erudition to touch

the main springs of edification. We do not

know enough of the nature of youth, of the

modes of reaching it, and the materials are

at hand, so that we only need a wise purveyor

who can command these new resources.

Ethics should be taught concretely by mass

ing examples of heroic deeds in history and

literature, by proverbs, maxims, civic and pa

triotic precepts, and by appeals to the senti

ment of honor which, although so often per

verted, is perhaps on the whole the very

strongest of all the bases of moral appeal in

the young.

Every Young Men's Christian Association

should have some carefully chosen man to talk

wisely and well in public meetings, and who

should be accessible for personal conference

to save youth from the vile quacks that flaunt

their seductive and alarming advertisements

and fatten on the life blood of hundreds of

thousands of our young men. Errors, either

real or fancied, here, are the chief obstacles

in the soul to a true religion which is so es

sentially a part of the very nature of youth

that he who grows up through the teens and

twenties without it in his heart is either ab

normal or a victim of our well-meant but im

perfect, methods. Is there any institution

which should feel this obligation so near and

imperative as yours?

You have special missions for railroad men.

traveling salesmen, clerks, etc. Why not add

one for the college graduates?

The World's Greatest Text-Book in Psychology

Jesus is the super-man, and beckons us to

the goal, points out our vocation as human

beings. Full knowledge of his mind would

be the only complete normal psychology. His

pedagogy is normative. His personality was

so healthful, majestic and impressive that it

brought courage and infected the sick with

health and wholeness, and the faint-hearted

with resolution. Scripture is the world's great

text-book in psychology and the new and

higher dispensation of Christian truth now

dawning is laying the foundations of a new

orthodoxy of its own, as much beyond the

higher criticism and the philosophies of religion

from Spinoza to Pfleiderer and Hoffding, as

these are bevond the crass and literal dogma

tism of the Puritan faith.

Relocate the Training Schools

Again, if you would judge the level of a pro

fession, examine its training schools, for

fountains rise no higher than their source.

You have great reason to be proud of yours

at Springfield and Chicago. I could speak at

length of their merits and achievements, but

they lack two things—first, endowment to

place their work on a secure basis and to widen

its scope, and. secondly, academic association.
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The Springfield school should be moved to

some strong university—not to a theological

school, and the Chicago one closely affiliated.

Very valuable professional and denominational

schools have sold their property, moved and

rebuilt near universities so as to concentrate

all their teaching upon the professional part

of their course, and to give the students access

to all the general academic courses, and to en

able them to breathe a freer, ampler air of

culture. The time has come for you to profit

by these examples.

I wonder what would be the effect of in

viting here and there a broad-minded Catholic

priest and Jewish rabbi or ethical-culturist in

your communities to conduct services of their

own, to which their own following should be

invited in your rooms, stipulating only that

criticism of others' views should be avoided.

Would it not be a step of wisdom as well as

of tolerance?

Do not both your hymns and your music

need attention by a committee who know the

resources of hymnology and sacred music?

Should there not be more music and song, and

better in which all took part? One of the

great evangelizing powers in Christian his

tory has been the magic charm of cadence and

rhythm which, where the head is weak or in

telligence reluctant, wins by a flank movement

that seizes the heart.

Are You Doing Too Many Things?

Your general growth has been remarkable.

Within the last few months I have visited

many Associations unknown and made many

personal inquiries. Your secretaries and as

sistants are gentlemen and men of the world

in the best sense. They have shown me about

and answered questions often with the great

est patience and intelligence. No one has sud

denly turned upon me with the question which

should be always pertinent, but which has often

been so tactlessly introduced, to ask me if I loved

Jesus or was a saved man. You have billiards

and pool, games, gymnastics, dancing, soft

drinks, swimming pools, reading rooms, cur

rent topics, debates, exhibits, excursions ; you

hold meetings in shops, are doing noble work

in the army and navy, among street railway

men, have classes, lectures, contests galore;

your athletic work has of late grown faster

than that of the colleges and high schools;

you have splendid buildings ; your year book

shows bewildering activities: but are you not

doing too many things? Utilize all the talent

in the community, but stick to young men.

Let the many other agencies now found in

every community chiefly look after boys. Have

you not too many old men past the dead line in

places of authority? Most of the world's work

is done by men under forty, or at least under

fifty, and very many in religion are old, stag

nant and sterile in soul even younger. You

are not true and complete adolescents unless

and until you defy and refute by practical

demonstration all the timid apprehensions of

graybeards and push on into the infinite future

where all the best things yet lie, for they have

not happened yet and are therefore not found

in history. Thus alone by adhering to your

own peculiar task will you be able to realize

to the full the brilliant promise of your de

velopment thus far, and you cannot go wrong,

and great new things are before you if you

are faithful to your watchword, which should

be, "Jesus for young men and young men for

Jesus."

Efficiency in Bible Study

BY PRES. HENRY C. KING, OBERLIN COLLEGE.

Much might be said of the very thoughtful

and thorough way in which the Bible study

work has been developed, and of the splendid

progress made by the Associations, even within

very recent years. But it

is the aim of these con

ferences rather, I under

stand, to make a diligent

search for all possible

ways of improving your

work, instead of prais

ing it.

Is there still, on the

part of most of the As

sociations, a quite too a

priori attitude as to the

Bible, that quite independent of any open-

minded study of the Bible itself, has de

cided exactly what the characteristics of the

Bible must be, and resents any possible at

tempt to change that opinion? I have my

self heard, within a few years, at a widely at

tended summer conference of Association offi

cers, a university trained man say to these

workers that if the Bible contained a single

mistake on any subject, he could not believe

in the salvation of his soul. This would drive

men into skepticism as soon as they should

really awaken to the actual facts, which a

careful study of the Bible would disclose. The

attitude of this lecturer and of the officers who

approved it, is by no means the universal atti

tude of the Associations.

Do the Associations intend to shut out even

thoroughly constructive men, if their entire

position is not along old line views of the

Bible?

Do the Associations mean to take the ground

of simply inveighing against higher criticism

as such?—that is, against the straightforward

historical and against literary study of the

Bible? And yet, there is grave danger here,

and the Associations should be doubly on their

PRESIDENT KING.
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guard against breaking down the confidence

of their members in exactly those scholars to

whom they will be obliged to turn later for

help in the difficulties that sooner or later

they are sure to find in their Bible study.

Are the Associations generally getting and

keeping hold, in their Bible study work, of the

really most thoughtful and intelligent men?

Or, are they taking such an a priori view of

Scripture, and dealing with it in such forget-

fulness of historical and literary principles, as

either to drive men naturally into indifference

or skepticism concerning the whole Bible, or

to bring men into an uncandid state of mind

concerning it, or at least to leave the Bible

as an unreal book, out of touch with most of

the real life of men?

Are the Associations wholly free from

bringing to the Bible a practically full-fledged

dogmatic theology—not very carefully thought

through—in consequence of the influence of a

good deal of the earlier literature of the Asso

ciation movement? Are the Bible classes

really bringing to the Bible, thus, a system of

views that is already regarded as fully estab

lished? and because of this, are they truly not

open to any really fresh impression of the

teaching of Jesus, of his apostles, or of the

prophets?.

Are they thinking over much of the policy

that will make a final good showing in figures?

As in the case of denominational statistics, one

knows how possible it is for seemingly great

gains to be made, that are still more seeming

than real.

Is there, possibly, still in the courses of the

Association, too much study about the Bible,

rather than of the Bible? Are the Associa

tions dealing with the Bible in the same sim

ple, straightforward way that they apply to

the study of any other book?

Are we sufficiently facing both our courses

and our methods with the question whether we

are establishing permanent interest in the

Bible itself, rather than in something that we

have ingeniously connected with it?

Is devotional study sometimes taken to mean

a weakly, slovenly intellectual study, that sim

ply uses an immoderate imagination to draw

all kinds of morals from the text, that

could not possibly be regarded, by any

historical student, as primarily intended by the

writer ?

Has any of our Biblical instruction recog

nized as it ought that the comprehensive study

of the Bible by books must be absolutely

fundamental to all other methods, and that in

cidentally nothing will so quickly and so satis

factorily take care of all questions of higher

criticism as such book studies themselves?

Do the Association courses make increas

ingly possible clear knowledge of the great

characters of revelation in their actual his

torical setting, not studied fancifully as mere

sources for morals, but in clear view of the

actual problems which they confronted? Doe-,

the career of Isaiah, for example, have for us

something of the reality of the career of Bis

marck? And is the teaching of Amos and

Hosea as matter-of-fact as real a thing as the

teaching of Socrates or Plato?

Is there clear, accurate mastery of the life

of Christ as to its setting—political, intellect

ual, social, oral religious—as to its order, and

its significance? Have the Association course -

put their students face to face with the su

preme personality of Jesus Christ, not as :i

theological dogma, but as a living person,

whose meaning has !>ecome so clear to us that

we can put it, and put it so that it takes hold

upon ourselves and upon others? Has the

teaching of Jesus, in its great fundamental

principles, become a clear and powerful whole,

so that we are not simply thoughtlessly apply

ing the common conventionalities of a surface

Christianity, but are living in a clear view of

Christ's own specific teaching?

I have no doubt that many of these most

important questions could be answered by

many Associations with clear and hearty satis

faction. And still, who can doubt that there

are great gains in these directions possible for

all the Associations?

Because the Bible is an old. Oriental, deep

and spiritual book, it absolutely requires study

for its mastery. If one thinks of the pain?

taken for the mastery of other books, he wi'.l

not begrudge (he time and study necessary to

master this, the greatest of all. Because it is

an old book, we have to approach it with real

historical spirit and appreciation. Because it

is an Oriental book, we have to take pains to

familiarize ourselves with the Oriental point

of view, and not to read Occidental meaning

into Oriental phrases. Because it is a deep

and spiritual book, it must take time and

growth to come into its full meaning.

Book studies of the Bible which are truly

analytic and inductive must be regarded as

underlying all other methods, however good

these other methods may be.

The steady, progressive mastery of the

character and teaching of the great men of the

Bible, culminating in Christ, is easily possible

and sure to come.

We are not giving time to the Bible be

cause it is literature, or because it is history,

but because it is unquestionably the greatest

moral and religious book of the race. We are

putting themselves face to face with it, taking

pains to get, by the most intelligent methods

possible to us, into the very heart of it, in order

that we may feel the power of its moral and

spiritual teaching, its inspirations, its motives,
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coming to us from men through whom God

has spoken in so preeminent degree.

We cannot rationally be satisfied, until we

have found through the Bible, God in Jesus

Christ. For this purpose we shall return again

and again to all parts of the New Testament,

and the Gospels preeminently, as straightfor

ward testimony to Christ, through whose wit

ness we find our way into the very presence

of his life and spirit and personality, and find

God grasping us through him, and ourselves

lifted into the certain conviction of the being,

the holiness, and the forgiveness of God—into

his life, into his hope, into his joy, into his

love.

Discussion by L. L. Doggett

We look to the future—the movement must

advance or it will decline. We must stick to

the adolescent age. Our religious work may

seem relatively less than it was twenty or thirty

years ago, but very little else was then done

and we did not have the gymnasiums or educa

tional classes. We still have the problem be

fore us of reaching the university man who has

lost his religious faith. Instead of trying to

force our religious conceptions on young men

we should study their circumstances and sur

roundings. We should not be afraid to face

modern religious thought regarding the Bible.

By H. W. Stone

I could repeat as my own the remark of Mr.

Goodman : "I could ask more questions about

our religious work than President King has

asked." We are searching for ways to reach

more men. We should, like the great manufac

turers, call in the church and special religious

engineers to examine our methods. We have

tried many things and have only begun in the

religious work for men. I am sure we can

reach college graduates and can do this through

a college club. The rabbi of the Jewish Syna

gogue has spoken before our Association in

Portland, and the secretary has several times

addressed the rabbi's people.

By L. Wilbur Messer

The Young Men's Christian Association

fairly represents the mind of the church. Our

evangelical basis is not a test of the individual,

but of the churches. We are not the leaders of

the church—we are a part of it. We are not

an organization with a special theology of our

own, nor are we to teach theology. But we are

to take the fundamentals and reach with its

message men not reached by the church. We

should understand the personal message of Jesus

and bring men under its influence. We should

not be content with teaching men what the

truth is, but bring men under its power. We

should equip and enlist men who are idle for

service. The Association has within it all the

forces of the Christian church. It can draw

upon its best men and avail itself of all its

wisdom and resources.

Mr. Copeland suggested that we need men

more than theories—men who would genuinely

interpret Christ to young men by their lives.

Mr. Day urged the use of the higher forms of

music and the best in art.

Mr. Weidensall said: "The Holy Spirit is

the chief teacher. Little has been said of the

Holy Spirit. We need education, but more than

all men need the Holy Spirit."
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Educational Efficiency

Bv DR. CARROLL D. WRIGHT,

President Clark University.

The great main purpose of the Young Men's

Christian Association is to make manly men,

by stimulating all that is best in them, recog

nizing that all educational and religious work

CARROLL D. WRIGHT.

must go hand in hand, if the greatest pos

sible success is to be secured. You occupy

a place that is not occupied by any other insti

tution, and you are doing a work, from an

educational point of view, not accomplished by

others.

The educational work of the Association

has come into competition with the public

schools, in a certain way, and there are offi

cers connected with the Association who feel

that ultimately there will be no field for their

educational work; that the evening schools,

established and maintained at public expense,

will deprive the Associations of their oppor

tunity. I cannot think this a sound view. The

public schools must necessarily be conducted

under a graded system, requiring a specified

length of time in each grade. There are many

boys and young men who cannot comply with

these conditions, and they find their educa

tion, in a supplementary way, in the work of

the Association.

The Association should not attempt to du

plicate the work of the public schools unless

the studies can be offered in a way to make

them more attractive than those given in other

night schools. There is undoubtedly a need

for elementary instruction at odd hours, such

need growing out of the conditions of employ

ment, which cannot be met by public evening

schools.

A High Grade of Supervision Necessary

In many cases there is a weakness in super

vision, for often the Association secretary is

unable to supervise a school. The highest

form of supervision is necessary in order to

develop educational work to any great extent

There is another weakness in this direction,

which arises from the desire on the part of the

board of directors in some places to econo

mize in the matter of supervision. Many of

them have yet to learn that where such work

is properly supervised and a sufficient amount

of money expended in advertising and estab

lishing the work, it pays for itself instead of

being a drain on the Association's budget.

I am quite well satisfied from various in

quiries, that a low tuition results in much

demoralization, although it may lead to a high

attendance, while a high tuition reduces mem

bership but perhaps on the whole results in

better quality. Students are generally perfect

ly willing to pay high fees for instruction in

subjects that have a commercial value and

when they have teachers who are chiefly men

doing the things they are engaged to teach,

students will not hesitate to pay a fair fee.

The system of international examinations

conducted with the aid of a very carefully se

lected examination board, has done wonders

working during the last eight or ten years in

bringing the educational work of the Associa

tion to a high level.

When the Association undertakes high school

or secondary school work, it reaches along in

the direction where competition is great. Such

work should not be undertaken in the Associa

tion unless a good equipment can be had, and

even then, with great care.

The course of study is too short—usually

but six months. The short course may be a

necessity, but in educational work it is a weak

ness, it is like the low tuition. It does not

impress the student with the idea of serious,

persistent work. They regard their privileges

too lightly, the result being that the percent

age of one year's students going to a succeed

ing year is very small.

Thus, practically, new men must be enrolled

each year, and this condition makes it difficult

to secure the best gradation, especially as there

is little examination work. This latter is not a

weakness, because the men who are competent

to take the night school work in any grade

should be admitted, but not allowed to pro

ceed unless they show their ability to carry it.

A great proportion of the students have little

outside time for preparation of the lessons.

This is very natural, but it is one of the in

herent difficulties of all night school work.

Therefore, the term should be longer and the

teaching corps sufficient to give more individual

classification than now generally prevails.

Among the reasons for regarding the Asso

ciation privileges lightly, are the following:

First, when the teachers are inefficient : second,

when the supervision is poor or absent; third.
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when the tuition fees are low, and fourth, when

the work is not definite in its outcome and

they cannot see that it is of commercial value.

Another source of weakness is the general

lack of definiteness of the courses of study

pursued, there being too often no fixed stand

ard. Courses are too dependent upon the

quality and quantity of the men who register

from time to time.

Far Above Public Evening Schools

You will see that this preliminary survey

does not reveal any inherent weaknesses in the

educational work of the Association or any

obstacles to success which cannot be overcome

by proper administration and proper means.

The growth of this work has been sufficient to

gratify the ambition of any man or of any

Association. To quote an editorial which re

cently appeared : "The largest factor in making

this remarkable growth possible has been the

wise, strong guidance of farseeing business

men who have put themselves and their busi

ness methods, as well as their money, into its

work. Few men are found attached to the

organization simply as figureheads."

You can rest assured without hesitation that

so far as the thoroughness of purpose, definite-

ness of aim, and general results are to be con

sidered, the Association evening schools, when

properly conducted, are far above the public

evening schools, and compare favorably with

the work being done at the Cooper Union, the

Armour and Drexel institutes, the Pratt and

Temple colleges. You are to a certain extent

in a state of transition accompanying the in

auguration of a new field of your work and the

consummation of your wishes in relation to it.

But above all the paramount is the underly

ing and dominant purpose of the Association,

the teaching of morality, uprightness of char

acter and integrity, and the endeavor of im

press upon the minds of all the students that is

consideration of worldly attainments is but

the means to an end, and that the only success

which counts is that form of success which

prepares a man for the real life of the spirit.

Starr Cadwallader's Criticism

The Association should make a technical

school worthy of the name, with its object to

help a man to earn a living, find his place, or

maintain his position. It might well cut off

commercial training when it is not purely sup

plementary, for this is well done by commercial

schools. Classes for working boys between ten

and fourteen should not be held. These boys

should not be at work and the Association

should not encourage them. Law schools have

no place in the Association. You have not the

equipment. Better put your strength to other

fields.

Classes should show their value in the pay

envelope. There is need of classes in history,

economics, ethics, etc., which should effect the

honest administration of the city and make

life safe on the railroads. The Association

should help men to be citizens and mold the in

dustrial and social life of the country.

Messrs. Budd and Colburn followed in the

discussion, outlining educational policy.
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Discussion by George S. Budd

Mr. Budd suggested that the Association as

an educational enterprise must discern the pos

sibilities in life for young men and boys and

their development in body, social life, intellect

and spirit. Associations are often found to

make conversion their end and aim more than

the development of character. The test of As

sociation efficiency is its adaptation of the

needs of a community and its undertaking to

meet these needs by a program of work based

on a term of years. It should stimulate educa

tional clubs and practical talks and educational

classes as well. It should adapt every depart

ment to the needs of the community, should

educate directors and business men to the im

portance and opportunity of helping young

men through education, in their leisure time,

so that it would secure adequate equipment and

endowment for buildings and in the end ap

proximate the work of Pratt and Cooper in

stitutes.

H. S. Colburn's Suggestions

Mr. Colburn, director at West Side Depart

ment, New York City, said that the fault of

Associations had been that they had attempted

to imitate night schools rather than to study

the field and its needs. It was a problem of

adjustment. He was requested to tell of his

experience in New York. He showed by charts

the adaptation and development of special

classes at West Side Department, New York

City, after several years. He felt that the As

sociation should offer only such subjects as it

could in a unique way provide for special work.

Men rarely care to spend five nights a week

and two hours a night on a subject, as is fre

quently required in the public night schools.

nor is this often necessary. Instruction in

music and art in New York City he found was

a field well filled by private schools, but

art as applied to artistic arrangement by

salesmen was not provided for, especially art

furnishing or interior decoration. Classes

under expert leadership in these departments

immediately secured large enrolment. He

showed that college and business men could be

attracted to classes where the classes were of

sufficiently high grade to meet their needs. He

referred to classes in business economy and

real estate where a large proportion of the stu

dents were college men. The receipts of this

class alone were $4,000 and $1,000 was spent in

advertising. The automobile class met with

immediate success and a garage was hired with

six instructors in charge. There were 1,635 en

rolments made in all classes and $23,350 in

dues were received.

He felt that the Association should undertake

to help every man up the ladder, whether he

was at the bottom round or near the top. It

was through care, experience and the provision

of such teaching which the particular needs of

men require that the educational department

would win its largest success. Mr. Colburn

gave this experience in New York City by

request as a possible suggestion to others.

Mr. Colburn contended that each city should

study its own particular field and endeavor to

adapt its work to the needs of the community

and the director should surround himself with

a group of experts with whom he would have

frequent conferences. Men engaged teaching

work should rank at the head of their profes

sions and should be paid accordingly.

Educational Directors' Conference

There were several papers presented by lead

ers in the work, which were valuable and re

markable, because of their truthfulness and

frankness. Mr. Hodge gave an address on

The Relation of the Educational Director to

the General Secretary that covered the dangers

confronting the educational director—his busi

ness life, spring term, summer term and day

school—special classes, educational work out

side of the Association building, museums and

educational work in the foreign field. In a

paper on Business Administration J. G. Per

kins, of Chicago, suggested the following :

(1) There should be a personality in charge

of the educational department. (2) The educa

tional work should bear a direct name, indicating

that it is organized in the form of a school.

(3) There should be influential relations with

other departments of the Association. (4)

Forecasting of plans and policies is necessary-

(5) Methods of getting prospects for enroll

ment should be persistent and methodical. (6)

Strictly up-to-date advertising. Adequate of

fice system of financial and statistical records.

Mr. Colburn's paper on Special Classes dem

onstrated the possibilities before the department

in the matter of night school education.

H. W. Stone's paper on Our Competitors was

a remarkably clever study of conditions and

how to meet them. Study your field, meet your

competitor and compete. In a Study on Edu

cational Advertising, by P. R. Lawton, he laid

emphasis on the adaptation of the advertising

to the locality, definiteness in aim, timeliness,

continuous advertising, etc.

A distinct advance was made when the ex

ecutive committee was granted power to plan

for the presenting of studies which shall be

made as contributions to the Association litera

ture on educational work. Walter M. Wood

outlined pretty clearly the type of man the

Association needs for educational director. He

should be, above all, "a man" ; he should be an

Association man, an educationalist.

There was a definiteness and air of accom

plishment about the conference which marked

it as distinct and progressive.

Ninu York. CALVIN O. ALTHOUSE.
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Efficiency in Athletics

BY J. E. SULLIVAN, SECRETARY A. A. U.

I am firmly convinced that the Association,

through its athletic instructors, to-day occupies

a position that it could not possibly have ac

quired had it not taken up athletics in all its

phases. You are doing the most good for the

J. E. SULLIVAN.

cause of athletics, because you are built on the

right lines. But in the surroundings and at

mosphere of your buildings there is to me

something that is unclubable. They are not as

attractive to your members as the average ath

letic clubhouse. Chicago Central, for instance,

looked to me like, perhaps, the office of a bank

or a railroad ticket office. There was not that

greeting that one gets at the ordinary club, be

it social or athletic. The majority of clubs,

particularly the clubs that are on the same plane

in club life as the Chicago Association is in

Association life, have always a pleasant-faced

office boy at the door to greet one, take your

card and at once make you feel at home.

There should be a warm greeting for every

one, and in connection with every Association

a separate room where a stranger can be ush

ered in at once, have his questions answered

and receive that courtesy that they receive in

any other club.

I find that in nearly all cases the department

that is most sought after by men who desire to

do a little thinking is the smoking-room. Some

Associations have it; many do not. I think

that there should be in every Association build

ing a room for those who desire to smoke. It

is not necessary that this feature be open to

boys any more than the other features of the

men's department. It should be a distinct de

partment where men, and men only, congregate.

This, to many, may seem a very trivial criti

cism, but to me it is the most important one of

them all.

As to Open Athletic Games

Athletically, from a track and field stand

point, the Associations have lost the best possi

ble means of advertising—that is, the giving of

open athletic games under proper restrictions

and regulations. In the city of New York, for

example, this is absolutely a fault that could

and should be remedied. In one or two in

stances during recent years such games have

been held and the amount of good that these

meetings did for the Association was great.

You would advance the cause of clean athletics

greatly by demanding that each member of

your league give at least one open meeting each

year to retain that membership. The giving of

open games has an advantage over closed

games. Of course, 1 believe in closed games.

I think that closed games for members wfiuat-

tract the ones that are already in the Associa

tion, but if you give open games you will at

tract to the Association men who would proba

bly never hear of it otherwise. Your method

of handling registrations is superior to the

method now in operation by the Amateur Ath

letic Union.

Suppress Professionalism

There has been, and still is, a tendency to

look with favor upon the application for rein

statement of physical directors to full amateur

status. I don't see how any one connected

with the Young Men's Christian Association

can honestly advocate the reinstatement of a

man who has received money for teaching ath

letics in any way. The physical director to

day occupies a position that is a credit to him

self. He is highly honored. Often after fol

lowing that vocation he changes to some other

business. He should not, then, by any means,

attempt to assume a different attitude toward

competition than he did in his former calling.

No man is stronger than I in believing abso

lutely that the Association should p'ractice"what

it preaches. Dishonesty in sports is 'equiValent

to dishonesty in business. In fact, it is even

worse. The Association through all of its

branches should stand for clean sport, fairness

in sport and honesty in sport. There should

be no favoritism, and when the Associations

find that they have professionals in the league

or that some branch practices professionalism

they should at once disown it. If they want

professionalism, let them take their professional

teams and enter them in money-making leagues

where they belong. The Association is preach

ing throughout the world, honesty in all sub

jects, and when we find a college, Association

or club willing to maintain professionalism in

any form the first duty of those that love the

future of sport is to stamp it out. You cannot

mix professionals or semi-professionals, so

called, with amateurs. They are as different as

day and night.
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In some Association branches there is not the

authority over members that there should be.

The A. A. U. through its officials has worked

in harmony with the Association. We backed

them up in every move for clean sport, and they

backed us up in every move for clean sport.

We have abided by each other's decisions.

Whenever a branch of the Y. M. C. A. goes

out and plays a team that is not registered by

your league they should be expelled at once

from membership. Let them seek membership

in such clubs as have the reputation for such

work.

The Greatest Athletic Influence in the World

The Association with its hundreds of build

ings and with physical directors that stand for

honesty in sport, are in a position to build up

their own athletic structure and to help the

Amateur Athletic Union and the colleges in

such a way as would be highly creditable and

make your Associations what they are fast be

coming—the greatest athletic influence in the

world. The Young Men's Christian Associa

tion is to-day in a better position than the

Amateur Athletic Union, or the colleges, or

the schools to make an athletic organization

that will be respected all over this continent.

The physical director who may be located in a

small town should not be satisfied with keeping

his eye on those that are under him. He

should branch out and should organize leagues,

and when advisable seek the cooperation of

other organizations with similar purposes. He

makes absolutely a better man of himself, he

makes the Association stronger, and does more

good to the cause than by limiting his efforts

to his own building and nothing else. The di

rectors are subject to severe criticism for their

lack of push in getting hold of the athletic

services of men, and in that way becoming the

leaders of clean, honest sport in their respective

localities.

Pay the Director an Adequate Salary

You don't pay the physical directors enough

salary. The director must be a man that the

boys will come to. After a man has devoted

most of the best years of his life to this work

and he is offered more money elsewhere, the

Association should not let him go. What he is

worth a year to a college, to playground work,

to a city or a business house, he is worth to

the Association. A man's value is based on

what he is honestly offered, and many of your

men that love the work are forced out of it.

The man that has spent ten or fifteen years

with the Association as physical director is a

valuable man. There should also be a pro

vision that a man after, say, a service of twenty

years, who has been faithful and has done good

work, will be entitled to a pension.

The Association as constructed to-day is

nearly ideal, and I hope that it will continue to

grow as in the past
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Efficiency of the Physical Work

BY DR. D. A. SARGENT.

The manuscript of Dr. Sargent's paper was

retained by him, and is therefore not available

for publication in full. In his

paper he especially urged that

the Association meet the new

conditions of city life and give

men a physical basis of charac

ter; urging that physical ex

aminations be more thorough

and extensive; that more effort

be made in the gymnasiums for

curative gymnastics; that

greater consideration be given

to the capacity of the members,

so that overtraining may be

avoided, especially in athletics,

urging that the object of the

Association should be to im

prove the condition of the

weak, not to exploit the profi

ciency of the strong; that it

was the duty of the strong so

ciety to help the weak ; that the

Association has not realized its

strength and influence and was

in position to shape the man

agement of public play as well

as physical training in the gym

nasiums. He urged that educa

tion counts as well as muscle in

a physical director, and that a

medical training was necessary

to his greatest efficiency. He

should be able to practice his

art as well as teach his theory.

The physical director should

have a molding influence on the

athletics of an entire city, and

by no means limit his influence

to the walls of the gymnasium.

For this high-grade men were needed and the

Association should be ready to pay as large

salaries as any other organization. He should

be personally attractive to the younger, less

saintly, but often more vigorous members.

In the gymnasium the business man is often

worked too hard. He is made the victim of a

system. He needs recreative work, and his

strength and condition should be intelligently

considered. There is danger in the passion to

win. Trouble begins in a gymnasium where a

few men are trained and put forward like good

race-horses to bet on. Football and baseball

players are often overworked and obliged to

leave their training for rest.

Dr. Sargent declared gymnastic dancing to

be one of the best possible exercises in the

gymnasium, urging that rhythmical movements

were needed to supplement the heavier physical

and athletic work.

The Discussion

Dr. Kinnicutt suggested that the Association

must avoid the criticism of the physician of

corporative curing; that the Association's work

was not related to anything pathological or

A. E. Garland,

C. K. Calhoun.

EXEC. COM. OF THE EMPLOYED OFFICERS' CONFERENCE.

L. L. Pierce, Secy.-Treas.

M.D. E. W. Hearne. E. A. Winslow.

W. J. Fraser. E. M. Robinson.

organically abnormal ; that it had the right only

to aim to effect functional changes. The new

forms of physical exercise will include in the

future gymnastic dancing, though this idea

now has a terrifying aspect to many, by

reason of what is read into it, but he believed

that eventually the gymnasium would be pre

eminently the place for men's dances ; that mass

exercises had superseded mechanical appliances

in great measure in the gymnasium, as we

sought the social effect as well as in combina

tion with the muscular and physical. The con

dition and capacity of the members should be

considered. Avoid overdoing in athletics.

Mr. Whiteford said:

"The efficiency of the physical department is

measured by the manner in which it takes care

of the average man. The management that cul

tivates a few at the expense of the many is

w«ak,"
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Boys' Work—Its Present Status

BY W. D. MURRAY, ESQ.

The most important thing in boys' work is

the boy himself. Of the five and a quarter

millions of boys in North America about one

hundred thousand are touched by the Associa

tion, or onc-fifty-fourth of 1 per cent.

The history of boys' work is familiar to all.

In the early days it was chaotic ; work was for

all kinds of boys of all ages, but mostly for

little street boys. It was men working for

boys. Now we have changed to boys' work.

The period 1890 to 1900 was one of rapidly

growing popularity. In 1887 there were four

special boy secretaries; 1898, 25; 1902, 65, and

in 1905, 125. The work now is men working

with boys.

Four things characterize the present status

of boys' work: (1) We are studying the boy

and therefore adapting our means more skil

fully to the end in view—viz., leading the boy

to Jesus Christ, his Lord and Master. (2)

The use of all legitimate means to accomplish

our purpose. We are trying to create an at

mosphere in which the boy's religious nature

will develop naturally, and consequently large

use is made of camps, outings, boy conferences,

etc. We are meeting the boy on the plan of his

own needs and desires as a boy. (3) An ef

fective form of organization, by which the

Boys' Department is being made an integral

part of the Young Men's Christian Association.

(4) It is a time of rapid growth and therefore

a time of danger.

On the whole the present status of boys'

work is far in advance of anything we ever

had. This is due to SUPERVISION. The results

of supervision have been : (1) Increased

amount of work; (2) Definiteness in the work;

(3) Stability; (4) Increased efficiency; (5)

Increased results.

These statements were justified by charts,

some of which the growth of boys' work in a

city having competent supervision and stagna

tion in one without, and so of state with and

without supervision.

The lessons to be learned were: (1) The

need of more and better men in boys' work lo

cally and in the state. (2) The great need of

another man at least in the International Com

mittee's force.

Some things needing to be done were men

tioned : (1) Working in high schools or places

•where no Association exists, and where the

Association equipment is insufficient. (2)

Educational work among street boys. It was

shown that this kind of work did not aid

parents in avoiding child labor laws, for those

laws generally apply to boys under fourteen,

while our work is for boys above that age.

(3) Extension of work to boys who are not

members of the department through boys' clubs,

etc. (4) Literature for boys' work. This is

greatly needed. (5) Work among boys through

county organizations. (6) For sons of railroad

men. (7) Among colored boys of the South.

(8) The regular city work, especially in the

large cities. This needs toning up. (9)

Among the millions of unreached boys.

The Importance of the Boys' Work

BY C. A. BARBOUR, D.D.

Work for boys is of colossal importance.

Outside of the influence of the home, the bulk

of opportunity and responsibility for the high

est interests of the boy lies with the Church,

the public school and the Young Men's Chris

tian Association. Daniel Webster said, truly:

"If we work upon marble, it will perish ; if we

work upon bronze, time will efface it ; but if

we work upon immortal souls, we engrave upOTi

those tablets something which no time can ob

literate, and which will brighten and heighten

through all eternity." We are dealing with

characters in the most plastic years of life. In

young life every act, every fostered imagination,

every thought, bears its importance for the

future. We may never know the results, but

some act, some look, even some gesture of ours,

may be the seed sown in the soil of a boy's

heart, to bear fruit in untold ages.

What agencies have to do with the training

of boys?

1. The Home. Happy is the boy that has the

right kind of home. There is no greater men

ace in our day than the decline of the American

home. Family prayer is a thing of the past in

many a home ; fathers and mothers are too

often desirous only of avoiding as much trouble

as possible in the rearing of a family.

2. The Public School. What ought the pub

lic school to do for a boy? It ought to im

part information ; it ought to teach obedience :

it ought to encourage mental discrimination ; it

ought to instill love of country; it ought to

teach the great principles of morality, such as

honesty, virtue, kindness, justice and the like.

But the public school does not exist to teach

religion, and the boy without religion is ill-

fitted to meet the terrific onslaught of the

temptations of life. We might as well rear bar

riers of straw against the leap of a tiger as to

send a boy out into the fires of this world with

out the armor of the principles of religion.

The public school can do much, but it is not its

function to give instruction in religion, save

only as the character of the teachers uncon

sciously witnesses for Christ.

3. The Church. The Church is waking up

to its responsibility in the matter of Sunday-

school methods. It can no longer be charged

against the Church, as a whole, that it is doing

nothing for the boy. Many a progressive
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church to-day is ministering to body and mind

and soul. The problem of the boy is being

studied by a multitude of workers in the

Church, and results are bound to follow.

4. The Young Men's Christian Association.

The work of the Association for boys is supple

mentary to the work of the Church. It has

the advantage of every facility. Its responsi

bility is measured by its opportunity. In its

gymnasium, in its educational classes, in its

Bible work, in its evangelistic meetings, it min

isters to every side of a boy's nature, and is en

larging with the passing years.

What is needed for the effective accomplish

ment of this work?

1. Better equipment. This is true of almost

every Association. Perhaps separate buildings,

certainly the very best facilities of equipment

are desirable.

2. The right leaders. An institution has

been called "the lengthened shadow of a man."

Work for boys in any Association is apt to be

the lengthened shadow of some leader. If he

be wise, enthusiastic, loving, careful, a great

work can be done with even a poor equipment.

Again and again we read concerning the Master

that the personal touch was characteristic of

His healing work.

3. Right methods.

4. The exaltation of the Christ, the one per

fect model ; perfect man, perfect boy. If the

Christ in all His beauty, in all His strength, in

all His wholesome attractiveness, is rightly

presented to a boy in the hero-worshiping days

of his life, the issue will not be in doubt.

Efficiency of the Employed Officer

BY ERNEST HAMLIN ABBOTT.

The men whose defects I am asked to ex

pound and analyze are men who in point of

character, devotion, faith and achievement com

mand the admiring respect of their critic.

Although I shall not hesitate to say much

that sounds severe I speak never out of a dis

trust, but always out of a faith in the Young

Men's Christian Association. When any insti

tution becomes successful, its success bears

with it a menace. Self-complacency follows

success like a shadow. The man, the church,

the institution that has achieved greatly finds

it the easiest possible thing to say that which

has brought me this success is good enough ;

don't tamper with it ; it has brought prosperity

—a change may mean calamity. If a man says

this it does not greatly matter; he will die any

way. But when an institution, which has in it

the potentiality of indefinite continuance says

it, it begins to commit suicide. By this pro

gram you have repudiated the temptation to

welcome this danger to the Associations you

serve.

The employed officer is the controlling force

in the Young Men's Christian Association to

day. Of that fact there can be no doubt what

ever. His hope, his faith, his charity, his

thoughts, his beliefs, his conduct, his manner,

his appearance constitute the traits which first

are attributed to the Association and then are

fixed upon it.

ERNEST HAMLIN ABBOTT.

Most Association secretaries are intellectually

ill-equipped for their work. Few secretaries

in any adequate sense are either students or

thinkers. In a very limited sense many secre

taries are students. They are largely observers

of modern methods in use among Associations?

They are imitators rather than students. Out

side the limits of certain professional methods

they know little and care less about the reli

gious progress of the world. They are igno

rant of the social feeling of the times, the

growing sense of social morality as they are

also of religious movements.

You have not begun to understand how the

intellectual permeates all life, and how the lack

of intellectual vigor is likely to vitiate all your

work. The secretary who regards intellectual

activity as outside of his province minimizes

his office. This underestimate of the intellec

tual is very evident in the lack of regard for

the boy who is by temperament quiet, studious,

imaginative or artistic. In the boys' depart

ments the active boy, what some psychologists

call the motor-minded boy, rules. The sensor-

minded boy, the boy who lives in his thoughts

or his fancies, is treated as an inferior. In

that discrimination you have rendered a ver

dict against yourselves.

In this disregard of the intellectual life lies

one reason for the failure of the Associations

to win the cooperation of college-bred men.

Artisans, I think, are much keener intellectu

ally than clerks. Pit them against one another

in discussion, for instance, on socialism and see.

The temperament of the Associations is still

that of the commercial classes of society.

Closely connected with intellectual life is

religious idealism. An ideal is the product not

of the emotions or the instinct, but of the in

tellect. A definite ideal is rarely to be found

among secretaries. Just what are you trying
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to do with ihe Association in your city? How

dues the function of the Association differ from

that of a church? What relation does it bear

to labor organizations, to the schools, to the

employers of labor? What part has it in the

settlement of the great social questions that

are the overshadowing moral questions of the

time? There once was a pretty definite ideal

that prevailed—the rescue of individual men

from lives of the grossest sort of sin. But that

Mdeal as an exclusive one has gone. As a con

sequence most secretaries are vaguely impressed

with a notion that they must be doing a certain

number of conventional things—the nearest ap

proach to an ideal being a creditable statistical

report for the International Committee; but

they feel most at ease when they can point

to results from very obvious religious effort.

In few Associations are the bowling alleys

kept in condition and supervised as they are in

public resorts. Why? Simply because the

educational classes and the bowling alleys are

not regarded as worthy ends in themselves, and

they cannot be so regarded until the secretaries

set before themselves a clear religious ideal that

will give first place to religious motive.

More than one good man in the office of gen-

tral secretary is making obstacles for himself

by his assumption of special and exclusive

knowledge. "That is my way; that is my opin

ion ; that is the way I do," were expressions I

heard with some frequency. This is another

evidence of lack of intellectual training. The

declaration that certain opinions are yours is

not likely to persuade other people of their

merit, even if you are an expert.

Next to personality I would place manners

and taste as a cause affecting efficiency. The

lack of refinement is, of course, most crudely

apparent in uncleanliness and shabbiness. Oc

casionally this is true in dress. How frequently

it is displayed in dirty and shabby buildings !

Cleanliness is at best a negative virtue. The

positive virtue of beauty and good taste in

Association buildings and their environment

needs to be cultivated. The prevalence of bad

taste is nowhere so conspicuous as in the music

of the Associations. Triviality is deadly to

reverence, and reverence is the soul of reli

gion.

A Slave or Lay Leader

When I find, as I have usually found, men

at work from nine o'clock in the morning to ten

o'clock at night, I cannot wonder that they

undervalue some fundamental qualities. Most

secretaries are slaves to routine. If you

drudge from nine o'clock in the morning till ten

at night it is your own fault. It deprives a

man of his proper place in the home. A secre

tary who has a wife is more than a secretary;

he is a husband; a secretary who has children

is more than a secretary ; he is a father.

Viewed simply from this point of view of your

profession, how can you guide the lives of

young men who are some day to have families

of their own if you neglect your own house

holds? The man who is confined by drudgery

is compelled to be narrow. He has no time to

lose his mind and soul in the reading of great

books. If he reads it will be professional lit

erature that other men like himself have pro

duced. Many-sided men in secretarial work

are scarcely to be found, and it is many-sided

men who are most needed. The general secre

tary has the opportunity of being to the mod

ern city what in the early Christian ages the

metropolitan bishops were, or more exactly the

metropolitan head of a great lay order. He

ought to have a grip upon all the beneficent

forces of the city; he ought to guide the social

movements of the city ; he ought to bear to the

Kingdom of God the same relation that the

mayor of a city bears to the nation. That in

volves a sort of Christian sociological states

manship. Most of the men who are holding

the office with such vast opportunities are

cooped behind a counter. It is all wrong, and

it is all your fault. If a man is not big enough

to command his time he had better get out and

go into some work that does not require full

manhood. Men who are wise and broad can

command their time. I know secretaries who

do. And not men of big Associations either.

The inefficiency of the employed officer is

often due to the inefficiency of the directors.

He has no business to accept responsibility

without having commensurate power. The

strong man is neither afraid nor pugnacious.

Men's Associations with Women's Government

Some secretaries permit women to control

their Associations. In one case it is the wife.

In another it is the members of the Women's

Auxiliary. Now there are certain matters of

social ethics which women, except in rare in

stances, never consider. In one Association, to

illustrate by contrast, there is a regular staff

meeting which included even the cook in the

restaurant. I am not sure I should advocate

so radical a plan as that, but it errs on the right

side. The assistants that I have seen, espe

cially the office secretaries, have been far from

impressive. The anaemic young fellow with the

stereotyped smile and conventional hand-shake

is not a good medium for introducing the

stranger to the Association. He exists in too

many Associations and is tolerated because his

position is not respected by the chief officer.

Making an Association Democratic

Several secretaries have asked me how I

would develop in an Association the spirit of

service. I know of no way to begin better than

by stopping the conspicuous and almost sole

appeal to the spirit of getting.

They would make all bedrooms alike; they
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would eliminate clubs; they would bring men

together by the apparently simple method of

casting down barriers that keep them apart.

Democracy, however, is not made that way.

The result is that only one class—the com

mercial class—use the social privileges of that

Association, and consequently the Association

by becoming a "middle class club," as I heard

a college professor describe it, makes of itself

just another force for isolating the classes in

the community. As a matter of fact, there is

only one way by which democracy grows, and

that is by mutual service. Altruism is the very

breath of democracy. You can get a grocer

and a banker and a clerk and an artisan to

come together for the discussion of means for

bettering the city when you never could get

them together on the gymnasium floor. I do

know of one or two boys' departments in which

the boys' work director is cultivating this

democratic spirit by uniting all sorts of boys

for some moral or religious service.

Secretaries, and some of them the best, fail

lamentably in putting responsibility on mem

bers. They fail because it is easier for a small

man to do something himself than to get some

body else to do it.

The secretaries are widely ignoring the spe

cial needs of those who, as our secretaries put

it, are "no longer boys and not yet men," who

are of the age of the college undergraduate,

conscious of power to exercise individual lib

erty, yet impatient of control. Until the

younger men or older boys, as you will, are

grouped by themselves, the secretaries will con

tinue to waste time and nervous energy in

wrestling with the momentous problems of

billiards, smoking in the building and what one

secretary called "those little snappy games."

Mistaken Economies and Mistakes

The best financial enterprise consists in mak

ing the work worth while. Anything less than

that is false economy. One or two Associa

tions I found in financial straits this year be

cause men had decided on this sort of economy

—in one case, at least, against the protest of

the secretary.

Waste of effort on a great many Association

papers is a display of ineffciency. There are

better ways of communicating with your cli

entele. There is no grasp upon the sociological

significance of the working boys ; nor upon the

problems of labor; none upon the meaning of

the hordes of unattached men in our cities and

their separation from wholesome feminine in

fluence. Even the recent rise of interest in the

industrial classes is mainly individualistic.

In one city of some 20,000 population, where

twenty-eight languages are spoken, the secre

tary was doing really nothing whatever to

make Americans of the foreigners beyond the

supplying a class for teaching English.

There is only one way by which the Associa

tion can bind itself securely to the churches ;

that is, not through fear, but through service.

If the Association makes itself indispensable to

the churches it will be free. There will then

be no occasion for financial timidity. The

churches will maintain that which they find in

dispensable.

The work of the employed officer will not be

broadly done unless he has these two ideas

well established in his mind : (1) That Chris

tianity is not only individual, but social, and

that (2) Christianity is not law, but liberty.

As to Bible Study and Meetings

The secretaries have not yet conceived of

Bible study as anything more than a means of

drawing the attention of a few individuals to

religion. As a means for finding and inter

preting the great intellectual movements in

which young men (artisans as well as others)

are involved, it has not once, I think, been sug

gested by any secretary.

So in the conduct of meetings for men there

is the same lack of thoughtfulness. Usually

the secretary maintains the sort of meeting to

which he has been accustomed, or some sort

that he understands has been "successful" else

where. His standards generally are those of

numbers, of attendants, "conversions," demon

strations; as a minister expressed it, he suc

ceeds in "reviving some dying embers that

habitually get co! I." and he counts them all in

as new products, lie is very seldom successful

in getting into his meetings men not occa

sional church attendants; and he ignores the

sort of educative foundation that must be laid.

His failure is due to the lack of an objective

ideal for his meeting.

To Sum It Up

There are three prime defects to which I

think all shortcomings which I have mentioned

can be referred :

1. Intellectual : Unequipped minds.

2. Ethical: Timidity or indifference in the

presence of great social problems.

3. Institutional : Complacent isolation. No

defect, I think, is universal. No Association

which is not marked by some one of the de

fects I have nu>'i1 mned.

Every defect I have mentioned is a failure to

seize some opportunity. I believe, as a result

of my observai u n, that young men of character,

devotion, and intellectual acumen are beginning

to sie, as never before, what those opportunities

are. Some of these are entering the work of

the social settlements, the charities, the newer

public offices that have been created for social,

amelioration. Will the Young Men's Chris

tian Association get its share of such men? It

ought to, for it offers for their use an organized

instrument almost without parallel. What ca

reer issues a summons to a loftier life than
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that of the ideal secretary? Here ready to his

hand is a great lay order devoted to the service

of men, fitted with that energy which is at once

love for Jesus Christ and faith in his power,

and set in the midst of human life approach

able as never in any other land or age, where

kingdoms, and peoples and tongues have been

assembled for enlightenment; can any man full

of ambition to serve covet any greater office in

that army which is to bring not only individual

men but also society, kindred and tribes and

nations under the domination of our God and

his Christ?

As Viewed by Some Ministers

Dr. James M. Buckley, at the request of the

committee, wrote to 100 ministers of seven de

nominations who were understood to hold a

critical attitude toward the Association, asking

them to write in all frankness of methods, tend

encies or a spirit, which would cause them to

fear that the institution was liable to be di

verted from its primary object. Of the many

letters received fifty were read. The

reading of the letters (the identity of the

writers being carefully obscured) occupied

more than an hour. The closest and most re

spectful attention was given. Not even a mur

mur of resentment was heard. It is hoped that

the letters will be printed in full, that they may

be studied at leisure and every shortcoming or

unwise tendency may be fairly considered.

"Spiritual life and its development can

never become the chief objective of Associa

tion work without encroaching upon the

church's special mission. Associations are

badly equipped for much religious teaching.

Absurd and fanciful interpretations of Scrip

ture are made. It is wise to avoid critical

questions and doctrinal instruction. Spiritual

work should be limited, or it will interfere with

the churches. The splendid advantages on so

cial, athletic and educational lines amply justify

its support." .

"I do not see how it is possible for any such

Association to meet the spiritual needs of

young men or boys. What is gotten through

biblical or Sunday afternoon addresses is neither

effective nor enlightening upon biblical matters

nor in leading to a holier life. Other enter

prises have been developed at the expense of

the spiritual, so far as the Association proper is

concerned, but I think it wise that it should be

so. In small cities and larger towns the As

sociation justifies its existence, but more money

is expended in meeting the needs of an already

privileged class of young men than is justifi-

' able."

"It fails, because the Association has neither

sacraments, ministry nor system of worship.

It cannot, therefore, become a fitting young

men's church. As a young men's church it can

not possibly provide anything but milk foi

babes, and young men ought to have the strong

meat, with creed, sacraments, ministry and

worship. To teach the Bible non-doctrinally

is to emasculate nine-tenths of its meaning, and

because it has no creed the Association can only

teach the Bible non-doctrinally."

"It may have been an assistant of the church,

but to-day it is a competitor. The church need^

social and educational activities; the Associa

tion can supply these, if not better, at least in

more attractive form. The Association should

be a society of members of the church. It has

many members who never see the inside of a

church."

"On the whole, the Association is doing the

kind of work which the interests of young men

require; it may be rather too sensational, but

the secretary in the city where I live tries

hard to keep abreast with the many de

mands for increased spiritual life. To deal

with critical questions would be simply to at

tempt to do a university work in a half-baked

way. It is a benefit to the churches to have

their young men engaged in Association work

It should not emphasize the religious side 01

its work, which inevitably tends to make only

another ecclesiastical machine and to create di

visions. Its social side, in a broad use of the

term, is its main opportunity for good."

"The Association is doing its work. It

should keep clear of critical questions and

should be strictly non-sectarian. It should

create a Christian atmosphere."

"It is reaching the class that needs it the

least; those who need it the most cannot

afford the price. It is abreast with the demand

for increased spiritual life. If it would prop

erly take the place of the institutional part of

the. church, as a good, clean, wholesome place

for young men and not attempt to be so evan

gelistic, it would draw more young men. It

should keep clear of critical questions in public

or class work."

"To a great degree the institution i*

doing the right kind of work, but it

fails by making club and membership fees

too conspicuous. The original idea was that

the churches combine to furnish Asso

ciation appliances and inducements free. Its

defects are too much athletics, too costly and

too emotional in its religious types. It is gain

ing in influence over prosperous young men.

but is not reaching country boys and younp

men to an extent commensurate with the time

and money expended. It has developed tin

other enterprises at the expense of spiritual

life. It is not a benefit to churches to have

their young men generally active workers in

the institution. Some one or two of the strong

churches gather the direct results. In main

small towns it justifies its existence, and in
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such places and elsewhere the railroad branches

are invaluable."

"I have never had the name of a single young

man of my church referred to me, but have

often heard from out-of-town sources concern

ing young men and have had to seek them there

and gain them to the church. Special services

or meetings for men on Sunday afternoon, I

;im thoroughly convinced, are an evil. If it

persists in the methods mentioned it will de

velop a brotherhood outside of the church. It

should aim chiefly at personal touch and influ

ence, to furnish Bible classes in abundance,

keep in close relations with the neighborhood

congregations, constantly referring young me-i

to the churches and pastors to the young men.''

"The Association is one thing in Australia,

another in England, still another in the United

States ; nor is it the same thing in all parts of

this continent, the character of its work bein<j

determined chiefly by the spirit and caliber of

its secretary. The attractions often appeal to

self-interest. In many Associations the dis

tinctively Christian note is largely lost. Men are

trained to receive, but not taught to give. It is

a benefit to a church to have some of its yomvr

men actively engaged in Association work.

Some of my best workers have been Associa

tion workers."

"Directors should not identify themselves

with any school or party. Where I live they

reach the well-to-do young men rather than

the unemployed and socially undesirable. Time

and money are diverted to some extent from

church and chapel work."

"It is abreast with the demands for increased

spiritual work, wise in keeping clear from

critical questions, apparently gaining in influ

ence over prosperous young men ; but it is not a

benefit to the churches to have their young

men actively engaged in the Association's work

when the church has enough for them to do ;

but the reflex influence of active workers in

general is good upon the churches."

"It is gaining in influence over the middle

elass rather than the prosperous. Where I live

it is reaching country boys and young men."

"For sixteen years I have been in the min

istry I have never had but one man unite with

my church through the influence of the As

sociation, notwithstanding I have been actively

in sympathy with it. I am convinced that for

the amount of time and money spent the

churches have a right to expect a larger fruit

age in spiritual things."

"Its college work is a movement of incalcu

lable influence for good. More and more it

has become an end of endeavor in itself. It

should keep itself clear from the discussion of

biblical questions. The Association often holds

meetings at such hours and in such places as

seriously to interfere with church work."
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"My observations convince me that every

thing absolutely depends on the secretary. In

our city we have an ideal secretary. He is

doing the kind of work which the interests of

young men require. I have had more young

men join my church who were converted at

the Association in this place than in any other

city where I have lived. Whether it is a benefit

to the churches depends upon the pastor of the

church and its relation to the Association. If

he believes in it, induces his young men to join

it, and makes it in reality the institutional part

of his church, it will prove a great blessing to

him and to his church. If he holds himself

aloof, criticizes its methods publicly and pri

vately, and manifests a lack of sympathy with

it in its work, it will probably draw young men

from his church and be of benefit to him."

"The Association is not doing the kind of

work required; that it fails in the fact that

there is too much play and too little pray."

"I have been a pastor in three large cities. In

the first the institution achieved a degree of

success almost ideal, owing to the high ideals

and marked abilities of the secretaries. The

work was developed in admirable proportion,

and the institution has a marked effect on the

character and lives of young men of all classes;

but in the state where I now live the secretaries

seem to feel that the direct effort to induce

young men to become Christians is rather out

side their work. They aim apparently to

make an all-round man without the direct

Christian spirit of it. Bible instruction should

be practical and should not induce men to give

superficial study to critical questions. It is my

opinion that the Association certainly justifies

its expense, for it furnishes the club life, which

is so essential in our cities. It would be a

great loss to have it removed."

"I have seen it drain my church of men and

money. In the midst of great revival efforts I

have seen it plan and carry out socials and

entertainments calculated to draw young men

away from the services and from serious soul-

searching truths. When mothers complain that

their boys are taught to play pool in the As

sociation, only to be found later in the public

resorts, it is surely far along in the line of de

terioration ; in fact, in divers places it is thor

oughly secularized, the physical interests having

overweighted or crowded out the spiritual."

"I am not sure that it is not making an hon

est effort to meet this work at every point. If

it fails at all it is in spiritual lines. I do not

think it abreast with the increased demands for

spiritual life, nor are the churches."

"Young men are allowed to feel that the office

force will do the spiritual work largely. Crit

ical questions of the origin of the books of the

Bible, while useful to the student, tend to foster

a doubt in the minds of young men."

"The best work of the Association is that of

leading young men without homes or places to

spend their evenings in wholesome surround

ings. The majority of athletic men are not

much interested in the spiritual work. Still it

is helpful to have them allied with it. Boom

ing the big Sunday afternoon meetings in such

a way as to draw church members into them is

very injurious to the Sunday night meetings in

the churches. The Association, as furnishing a

place of wholesome influence among young

men, and when properly conducted in the larger

cities and towns it justifies all the money ex

pended upon it."

"It does not take hold of the artisan class to

any great extent. It is markedly a benefit to

the churches to have their young men actively

engaged in Association work."

"As a non-denominational body it is wise for

the Association to avoid questions which pro

voke debate, such as Higher Criticism. Other

enterprises have been developed at the expense

of the spiritual. It is beneficial for the church

to have its young men actively engaged in As

sociation work ; the reflex influence is very

good."

"The president of a great university com

mends the work of the Association in his in

stitution, and says it is a decided benefit to the

churches to have their young men actively en

gaged in Association work."

"Debates are held on Sunday afternoons on

purely secular subjects, and these debates be

came more or less scandalous and allowed

many flings at 'evangelical Christianity.' "

"I have been well acquainted with the work

in five cities. In the first two it was very weak ;

in the third moderately, and in the last two

peculiarly strong, with every possible conve

nience. Association work is much better than

none, but I believe the athletic, social and en

tertainment features entirely outclass the defi

nitely religious and spiritual."

"There seems a growing desire for the spec

tacular and sensational in effort. The Associa

tion generally is abreast with the demand for

increased spiritual life. The leaders in Asso

ciation work whom I have known have uni

formly given to the church their time, experi

ence and effort. The relax influence on the

church has been marked and helpful."

"Both the Association and churches are de

clining in spiritual life. In every city the evan

gelistic machinery of the Association needs

more pressure."

"The Association is only partly doing its

work. It ministers chiefly to the class of young

men of good average moral character, either

living at home or holding fairly good positions.

The rescue and lifting up part, except in strictly

mission Associations, is not emphasized."

"If the Association is not doing the kind of

work required, it is because it cannot do every

thing. It has become a Young Men's Club,
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with enough religion to satisfy parents and the

churches ; but the one who is in touch with its

workers and meetings in our city will find as

high a tone of spiritual life as in any of the

churches. It is wise to keep clear of criticism."

"The Association may have taken up too

many extensive lines of work. In my city it is

gaining in influence with the well-to-do young

men, but because of the expensive membership,

class fees, entertainments, etc., it is not reach

ing the young men who need it most. Those

of my members who go to the Association are

of very little use in the church. They have not

time nor means for both, but after they get out

of the Association again they are among our

best workers. The Association does not lack

in the ability to be abreast with the spiritual

life. The Association cannot be expected to

create an atmosphere more refined and spiritual,

more life-giving than the churches to which its

members belong. Its chief benefit is the inspi

ration, training and opportunity it gives to

young men already evangelized. In four or

five churches in which I have been the pastor I

found them to be my most effective helpers.

They had gotten from the Association the idea

of working together to accomplish something."

"Temptations for members is too prevalent.

Churches do not support it either to duplicate

or rival. I do not approve of the ordinary sort

of Sunday afternoon meetings. Generally

about 95 per cent, are church persons. Of

course, there are exceptions, factory towns

being in this class. The smallest city attempts

to take on every feature of the Association of

the big cities and swamps itself biting off more

than it can chew. It should supplement the

churches, doing for a group of churches or a

city of churches what each church alone cannot

well do for itself. It should operate much as

a reserve and a preventive agency; a clean,

wholesome club for young men without homes,

under Christian influences, with Christian re

straints and aspirations."

"There is room for decided improvement in

efforts for the unchurched, in exalting the spir

itual, in emphasizing the importance of being

identified with some church, in making all the

machinery of the Association more of a means

and less of an end than it seems to be with

many."

"I regard the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation as doing a very important and neces

sary work and stand ready to support it from

Monday morning until Saturday night ; but am

not at all in sympathy with its Sunday work.

This should be left to the churches. It should

send its young men to the church and the Sun

day-school, to the Young People's Meeting.

The Association that shuts its eyes f> the cur

rent questions of the day is doing itself dam

age, and also the cause of religion. The New

Criticism and the New Theology are in the

vanguard of truth, and they constitute the most

helpful means of overcoming the materialism

and atheism of the age. It does not need to

enttr into controversies or destructive work,

but does need straightforward, positive inculca

tion of the facts which criticism has disclosed."

"Needs constantly to have spiritual ends em

phasized. The institution is gaining in influ

ence over prosperous young men. The pre

ventive work is of the greatest value. This can

never be tabulated in statistics, but it keeps

thousands of young men off the streets and out

of saloons."

"It magnifies secular things—gymnasium

work and Bible study, and personal service get

less and less emphasis. It is withdrawing more

and more from the class for which it was or

ganized, and becoming a club for enjoyment

rather than a society for work and Christian

fellowship. The spiritual work it does savors

too much of the spectacular and sensational."

"The institution has a 'goody-goody' atmos

phere which is not a genuine spiritual atmos

phere; it is overdoing the machinery of re

ligious and Bible study and placing too much

emphasis relatively on reforms and a sort of

ethical evangelistic work; that there are many

appeals to men to let liquor, gambling and evil

women alone, but there is no spiritually nor

presentation of essential Christian truths.

Many are induced to arise for prayers, large

figures are stated in public print, without any

realization in the way of connection with any

of the churches."

"Originally it was instrumental to save young

men and bring them into the churches ; now it

seems to get all the young men in the churches

to join it and devote themselves to its numerous

projects and sports. It is doing and has been

doing useful work and cannot be condemned

as a whole, but it is surrounded by dangers

from which nothing but more spirituality, more

comprehensive judgment and more regard for

the church as a divine organization can pro

tect."
"In the small city where I live, one of the

finest of the country, not one in twenty of the

Association members can be found who has not

his own home and who is not directly affiliated

with some church. I question the worth and

place of the institution in such a population. It

is valuable, socially and recreatively, but it is

very doubtful whether it is not a hindrance

rather than a help to the church." A peculiar

fact is that another minister from the same

city opposes the spiritual work of the institu

tion and highly approves the Association.

Dr. Buckley's Comments

Although some of the criticisms made were

self-contradictory, I believe that these things

should be most carefully considered. It \vould

be a great day for the Association should each
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organization fully meet the conditions reported

by some. As an institution I see no sign of

the Association's declining, but it should bring

forth even greater fruit for the help of men

and the glory of God. I joined the institution

in 1858 and have adhered to it in every vicissi

tude. I have had thirty-six of its employed

force in my congregations and therefore can

speak from considerable acquaintance and with

some intelligence of its work and spirit. I con

sider the Young Men's Christian Association

to be the most remarkable Christian develop

ment, apart from the Christian Church itself.

You were the precursor in the church of the

various Young People's movements.

In my judgment the New Testament should

be used exclusively for teaching in the Associa

tion. Most of the debated critical questions are

on the Old Testament. To- introduce questions

of Higher Criticism into classes, consisting

largely of persons without a thorough Christian

education, I consider unwise. He who will

discuss Higher Criticism in a sick room or in

the pulpit is making a great mistake. No man

can produce conviction of sin by preaching

doubts.

With respect to adherence to the evangelical

standards, I have no hesitation in saying that

no Evangelical Association can ever employ

or voluntarily listen to a man who denies the

deity of Jesus Christ. The former method of

promoting revivals has undergone, and is still

undergoing, important modifications. It was

then thought that men could be saved in

masses. Now they must be saved in most in

stances by personal work.

To the secretaries I beg leave to suggest

that no secretary should speak a word any

where that would be inconsistent with his turn

ing at once to speak to any man about his re

ligious life. If one cannot turn to spiritual

things from anything that he is doing there is

something wrong with his work or his charac

ter. Secretaries should wear a path between

the institution and the residences of pastors,

and pastors should show a living interest in the

Association. It is desirable not to be swallowed

up in great meetings, or even in such an or

ganization as this which assembles here. Suc

cess is to be achieved by each man doing the

right work in the place where he lives, right

recreatively, socially, educationally, athletically

and, above all, spiritually, and in loving sym

pathy with men of every grade.

Discussion Led by Mr. See

Is there a chasm, real or alleged, between the

Association and the church? The Association

is composed of church men and church men

will run the Association to the end. These let

ters are from ministers who are known to have

been disaffected, and from the nature of the re

plies it is evident that most of the criticism is

based on old experiences and acquaintances

with individual Associations and not with the

brotherhood. But we are at fault. Undoubt

edly there is a chasm which does not conform

to our theory. We must find the remedy. Let

us have suggestions from the floor. These were

given :

Remedies Suggested from the Floor

F. H. Burt, of Chicago, gave these reasons

for this gap existing in some instances: (1)

Lack of right objective, a clean, strong, gov

erning purpose—attack point of least resistance.

(2) While the theory and good intentions may

exist thoroughness is lacking. (3) The preva

lent hesitation of men to unite with the church.

(4) Failure of pastors to receive the Associa

tion as it wants to be in fact—a child and co-

worker with the church.

"If men in large numbers are to be won for

the church they must be won through small

groups instead of having a big meeting. Oc

casionally have several small meetings at As

sociation expense, in churches on Sunday even

ings, canvass the neighborhood, get an audience

and men to take a stand for Christ in the

church."—Clark, Cleveland.

"Have closer cooperation by group of men

in each church who will welcome men. Have

church Bible class for men before or after

church, giving them something definite to do."

—Elliott, Brooklyn.

"At Buffalo we hold a conference with all

pastors and lay before them our plans. Pas

tors have advised and named men to help in

their churches and made appropriations for the

expenses. The policy adopted was : (1) Ear

nest support of Normal Bible Training class.

(2) Support of large evangelistic meeting. (3)

Selection in each church of men for lay work

in connection with church. (4) Evangelistic

Rally and Institute."—Corliss, Buffalo.

"Introduce converts to churches, but con

tinue to follow them up even from five to

twenty visits. On Sunday evening go out to

churches and conduct the service for young

men. Have young pastors of churches teach

Bible classes. In fall have open discussion of

Association plans with pastors and leading

church men."—Starrett, Rochester.

Are we reaching college men? "The college

Bible classes enrolled 8,000 men in 1895; in

1903, 16,000 ; 25,000 in 1904, and 32,000 in 1905."

—Mott.

Are the Bible classes declining? "The city

and railroad Association in 1900 had 13,700

students, 807 classes in 1904, 34,700 in 1,900

classes ; in 1905, 42,000 in 2,500 classes, and the

teachers' courses and instruction infinitely

better. This does not include shop classes,

which have an attendance of 700,000 men."—

Goodman.

Have secular features induced a decline in
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the religious work? "There has been no de

cline in the religious work on account of add

ing physical educational and social features.

The best spiritual results of meetings are not

secured in Associations which say 'we are too

good to have a gymnasium.' I have had the

best results in the Associations which have

both atheltic and educational departments."—

l:rcd Smith.

"From 180 letters sent pastors informing

them of young men coming as strangers to the

city and to their churches only twenty replies

were received."—Calhoun, Montreal.

Dr. Buckley's Editorial

In a two-page editorial in the Christian Ad

vocate for June 22 Dr. Buckley reviews the ex

tent and growth of the Association movement.

He outlines the plan

of the conference

and speaks of the

secretaries as "a

body vigorous and

active as any one

might wish to see or

address." He then

gives editorially the

deductions he has

made from the volu

minous correspond

ence he had with the

pastors on the sub

ject of the Associa

tion's efficiency, as

viewed by the church, and says : "Some thought

that the social, recreative, educational, and

athletic features are pressed at the expense of

the spiritual ; others denied this. Some main

tained that the spiritual should be confined en

tirely to hortatory and other persuasive efforts

to a good life. Two or three regretted that

the Association had ever taken up any other

form of work than the spiritual. Some were

opposed to Bible classes, which belong, in their

opinion, entirely to the Church. A few op

posed the Sunday afternoon metings as dam

aging to the church attendance. A number

formed their opinions entirely from the local

Association. In some instances the effect of

this was highly to commend the work of the

Association, and in others to evoke criticism

rather than approbation. A remarkable fact is

that representatives of the same denomination

hold opposite views on various important

points, and another equally noteworthy fact is

that ministers residing in the same city or

town hold divergent and even opposite views as

to the condition of the local Association there.

"Abundant evidence was furnished that the

character and work of the Association depends

largely upon the secretary and executive com

mittee. It was also made clear that there are dif-

DR. BUCKLKY.

ferent types of the Association in different parts

of the country, the New England type differ

ing seriously from the Western type, and both

of these easily distinguished from the types pre

vailing in the great cities of the Atlantic coast.

One interesting question was whether in small

towns and cities the institution justifies its cost.

Testimonies on both sides of this question were

furnished, in one notable case from two min

isters in the same place holding exactly opposite

views.

"From a careful consideration of all these

answers, and our own experience and observa

tions, we conclude that the sum total of the

work of the Association is of incalculable

value; that it is of vital importance that it

should be in harmony with the churches ; that

great pains should be taken to induce young

men who become interested in religion through

the Association to affiliate with the churches in

which they were trained or in some church of

their selection; that the secretary should notify

pastors of such cases, and that the members of

churches that are active workers in the Asso

ciation should do all in their po\vcr to main

tain respect for the Church ; that the idea that

the Young Men's Christian Association is all

the Church a young man needs should never be

introduced, and wherever it arises should be

emphatically discredited by the authorities of

the Association.

"We are also of the opinion that attention

should be paid by the Association to arranging

as far as possible the time of its meetings on

the Sabbath and on the evenings appropriated

by the Church to the midweek meetings, so that

no collision will exist. As to the Sunday af

ternoon meeting, we think it should never last

over an hour, and should not begin until after

the Sunday-schools have finished. We doubt

the wisdom of the Association's allying itself

with other associations, whether for educa

tional or other purposes. In our opinion

nothing could be more disastrous than for the

Association to take up any distinct system of

ideas—higher critical or anti-critical—or that

a secretary in his work should be an avowed

advocate or condemner in matters that do not

appertain to the principles of morality and the

fundamental truths of the gospel of Christ. It

is desirable also that the Association should

conduct all its public services, specifically relig

ious or otherwise, in such a manner as to be

above reasonable criticism.

"Upon the question of admitting boys there

were sharp differences of opinion. On the

whole, there were few that felt it necessary se

riously to condemn the Association idea and

work. Only one out of the whole number made

such a suggestion. We cannot fully express

the satisfaction felt in seeing the willingness of

these 760 men to hear criticism, to receive sug
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gestions, and candidly consider what could be

done to make the institution more fully an ef

fective ally of Christianity, an educative and

spiritualizing force—in a word, a supporter of

all good things, and a friend, counselor, and

companion of young men.

"The Young Men's Christian Association is

entitled to credit for the following achieve

ments :

"1. It brought young men to their proper

place in the vanguard of Christian work.

"2. It contributed greatly to the spirit of

unity among the denominations in this country.

"3. It is doing the same now in all the coun

tries of the world.

"4. It diffuses throughout the world the

spirit of American enterprise in religious and

social work.

"5. Its railroad work is worthy of all praise,

and alone justifies its existence.

"Self-criticism, the welcoming of honest

friendly criticism, the serious consideration of

the attacks of enemies, the recognition of the

fact that from such organizations and opportu

nities may reasonably be expected the faithful,

uncompromising adherence to evangelical truth,

and the maintaining of the moral and spiritual

element as the primary aim, will insure its

progress and beneficent influence to the end of

time."

Dr. Gulick's Summing Up

Dr. Gulick was given the very delicate duty

of summing up the evidence presented. He

did so with remarkable ability and discrimina

tion. His fifteen years' connection with the

Association movement, scientific training and

cultivated critical judgment made him the fit

man to give the critique of the critics. He spoke

without notes in a direct personal way as one

of the brotherhood. He is unable to write out

for this report the complete statement desired.

These fragmentary notes as taken on the occa

sion fail to do justice to what Dr. Gulick said.

The committee he thought very brave to ar

range such a program in the light of Associa

tion tradition, but their trust and confidence in

the Association was such as to make them

willing to submit it to keen criticism. Some of

the efforts at criticism he thought to be fail

ures, but the successes were greater than the

failures. He doubted if any conference would

again work this plan, but was perfectly sure

that no conference would be held which would

not be influenced by this plan.

He said: "The fact that there are so many

here shows a real desire for the best things and

a willingneess to listen and consider the new.

You have been courteous and have given each

man a fair and respectful hearing. I am very

sure you will not swallow what has been said

until you have chewed it hard. I cannot say

'think' ; according to Dr. Abbott you do not

think." This sally brought applause.

"No human being could have done what was

expected of him and his fellow-critics. You de

manded an outsider's view that was deeper and

truer than an insider's. But the speakers have

done an invaluable service."

On the Physical Department

"You must use the help of the strong to help

the weakness of the weak. The strong need

the weak. They are made stronger as they

seek to help the weakness of the weak."

"It is true, as was said by Dr. Sargent, that

many business men are overworked in the gym

nasiums."

"As to the salary of the physical directors, a

good man is worth more to the Young Men's

Christian Association than to any other body

and will prove this in the membership fees he

will influence. The right man is cheaper at

$5,000 a year than some other man might

be who would pay $5,000 a year to secure the

position. You have been securing great build

ings, but men are more than buildings."

"As to competitive athletics, the Association

is responsible for the athletics of a city. It is

a social crime to throw basketball and other

competitive games out of an Association. But

it should be remembered that many Associa

tions have been well-nigh ruined by taking

hold of athletics. Only men who are strong

enough to 'handle the beast' should take hold

of athletics."

"As to bowling, there are beaten paths be

tween the Associations and the saloon alley?.

It will be found that a large fraction of our

bowlers become regular patrons of the saloon

alleys. This must be stopped, and can be

stopped, as the social factor enters in and con

trols. The Association should supplant the

professional with the amateur spirit in bowling.

Things will go wrong with our competitive ath

letics as long as the teams which represent the

Associations are not representative of the As

sociation's character, spirit and experience."

"The religious is not a thing apart from daily

life. Real temptations in the lives of men are

things about which we need the help of prayer."

"Our Association still takes defeat terribly

hard ; so does everybody else."

As to Membership

"To advertise 'y°u Ke* more for your money

at the Young Men's Christian Association than

at any other place in town' is bad. To pay mem

bers to get members is vicious. This is putting

into the minds of men the spirit, we as Associa

tions are fighting. Hold the members you havt

and keep on adding new men and thoroughly

identify them with the Association. It is a

little thing to have a man come to the Associa

tion for a few months only. The best news
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paper advertising is accounts of what is going

on at the Association building. This is better

than advertising 'privileges.' Too much em

phasis is placed on membership expiration."

1 In- Educational Discussions

"All the criticism given was in line with our

present growth. The things which were criti

cized hardest we are growing out of. Our

work must be flexible. Short courses are weak.

Courses are becoming longer and more definite.

Our educational work, although it may dupli

cate the city's night-school work, is needed be

cause of the environments it supplies. We

need a different type of men for educational di

rectors than the schools. The general secretary,

because he is peculiarly a man of action, needs

the culture of classes; he needs the vision of re

lations and ideals."

A Business Specialist Needed

"Many Associations do not use up-to-date

business methods, but we must. We need an

Association man who will specialize on Asso

ciation business, business forms and methods.

However, our Associations are more business

like than business houses."

In the Spiritual Field

"Dr. Buckley did not present a study of the

relation of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion to the Church. The estimates of the cler

gymen least friendly to the Association prove

little. The real facts were the revelation of

the state of mind of some leading minister.

None of the discussion was on the real point of

the relation of the Church to the Association.

It is pretty clear to me that no Association

officer has a right to publicly connect himself

with any wing of the Church. He belongs to

the body."

"President King advocated just what the

Association is driving at. Dr. Buckley said the

'revival' has gone for a long time. Dr. King

said Bible study by books was the kind of study

needed. Both statements are misleading. The As

sociation has'given Bible study by books a trial

and it was disappointing. Bible study objective

is not knowledge of the Bible, but acquaintance

with Jesus Christ, and the transformation of

character by the influence follows. The per

sonal character of the teacher is first in impor

tance. The Bible is best taught by men, not by

books—men who are 'living' epistles of Chris

tianity in our Associations, men of contagious

character, men in charge of any kind of Bible

study they can teach. Devotional Bible study

is a real thing; it consists of a state of mind

and a deliberate selection of topics. We must

not permit any counsel to make us forget Asso

ciation experience in this line."

Our Association .

"Every department is worthy in itself, but it

is most worthy in drawing men into the Chris

tian life. We have as yet no engineering group

in the Association. Every man is getting gold,

but could get more by well-directed engineering.

The Association can command the services of

America's best men when it has anything ade

quate to be done, but their suggestions must be

adapted to the Association by its own men."

"Mr. Abbott says that secretaries are not stu

dents or thinkers, and that they are ignorant of

most social movements. The same could be

said to obtain in the educational field a few

years ago. Very few men are thinkers. I feel

that Association men, on the average nine-

tenths of them, cannot and should not be ex

pected to nor should do thinking, as Dr. Ab

bott characterizes and defines it. I have a feel

ing that the Association is moving out on ways

new and surprising to us. It is doing what no

man of us is doing. It is doing something else

more profound than you men realize. You

are men of action. Men of action rarely pos

sess that type of mind and accomplish that kind

of thinking described by Mr. Abbott. We can

appreciate the men who can think and we can

use them. We must raise up in our own body

men who can test the thinking of the thinkers

and then we can chew it and digest it and

adopt it. Of the thousands of patents taken

out by thinkers 09 per cent, are worthless, but

the remaining 1 per cent, are indispensable to

the growth of our civilization."

The Closing Word by C. C Michener

There has been enough said in the past five

days to humble every one of us before God.

We have had set before us the gaping fault in our

management, the problems unsolved, the fields

untouched. We cannot expect from our work

more than we are in ourselves. The final test

is the saving of men. It should be impossible

for us after this conference to be the same

kind of men we have been. Our lack is not

alone of intellectual grasp. Without the Holy

Spirit to teach and guide us we will go out of

this meeting and back to our fields helpless to

cope with the problems of our work and in

trenched evil in the hearts of men.

The Secretaries' Insurance Alliance

No man ever received a warmer welcome

than C. B. Willis, secretary-treasurer of the

Secretaries' Insurance Alliance, who has given

to it a business administration with a heart of

sympathy backing his unstinted service. In

two years he has collected and forwarded with

telegraphic promptness and paid nine assess

ments averaging $1,768.66. In his seven years

as secretary-treasurer he handled $38,208. The

total payments made have been $42,931.89. The

membership is now 966. With enthusiasm and

unanimity C. B. Willis and committee were re-

elected. (The Alliance is open to all employed

officers of the Association. Assessment, $2.10.)
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Fred Smith's Impressions

i'red Smith, fresh from his eight months'

tour in eleven countries, received a tremendous

ovation as he came to the platform Tuesday

evening and gave in his confidential, off-hand

way the impressions strongest in his mind as

he again met his colleagues in America. He

said:

"I am filled with gratitude at the scope and

outreach of this fourfold work accepted here,

but yet sometimes questioned in other coun-

tries. I have never believed so thoroughly in

the physical work the directors have given us

and its relation to evangelization as now. The

American Association, which has the best

physical work, I have found to be the one

\\hich responded best to the evangelistic ap

peal. Those who have built the educational

department and created its demand will have a

place of honor in the years to come.

"The strongest impression 1 have as a result

of the scenes of the past eight months is that

in the religious work of the Young Men's

Christian Associations of North America there

must be a great outreaching in its activities.

Dr. Clark, of Crozier Seminary, in his book en

titled What Shall We Think of Christianity?

says there are three things necessary for the

future if the organized Christian forces are to

measure up to present day demands : First,

the doctrines of the Christian faith must be pre

served; that Christianity will not live as a mere

machine; that it lives because its adherents be

lieve great truths about God and Jesus Christ.

Second, Christianity must keep an open mind

ready to be taught, eager to learn, but third

and most vital of all, Christianity needs an op

portunity for a great output of its energy.

"Let no one in the discussion of devo

tional Bible study, personal work, the impor

tance of the intensive spiritual life, or any other

of these vital themes deter us from great move

ments. I do not wish to be misunderstood, for

I believe the Association that conducts only a

big meeting, and calls that religious work, is

doing a very superficial thing; but with a good

foundation of constructive Bible study, then,

there ought to be such evangelistic campaigns

and such missionary enterprises undertaken that

have never characterized the movement thus

far in its history. No plan should be consid

ered in religious work which is not to be laid

out on a five-year basis.

"We must do an abiding piece of work. We

must be ready to learn and must attain a wider

outreach on truth. We must move out of our

buildings into the larger field of the city and the

world.

India as It Appealed to Him

"I never realized until I stood face to face

with heathendom the tremendous task our sec

retaries have faced. The conflict to plant the

truth we believe in is tremendous. For every

convert made there must be a battle fought for

his very life, and his faith, against the vileness

of social customs, his realitives, and Hinduism.

The 'Light of Asia' is very pretty reading, but

the life of Asia is unspeakably and bestially

vile. Besides all this there is the battle against

that awful and enervating climate. There are

but sixteen secretaries for 6,000,000 men—a

proportion as of one man for the entire state

of Ohio. These secretaries are doing a great

work. In the three days I was in Madras they

secured audiences of 9,000 men, one-half of

whom were educated Hindoos. The Anglo-

Saxon population of India alone is worth the

services of fifty of our best men.

"Men of all nations are looking and searching

for the steps and signs of God. I shall never

forget the look of the Mohammedan who

grasped me by both arms, looked me in the face

and said with tremendous feeling: 'Mr. Smith,

do you believe that Christianity can cure sin ?

If it can, it can win the world.'

"There are two things which made me

ashamed of my country—profanity and spitting

—by which signs Americans are commonly

recognized, and graft in politics. My unan

swerable reply to the sweeping charge of uni

versal dishonesty in politics was, What do you

think of Roosevelt?

Australia Ready for Large Things

"Australia, a country as large as the United

States, is ripe for Association advance. It has

been burned over spiritually by great evangel

istic meetings, but young men have not been

adequately organized for service. The coun

try has suffered from drought and business de

pression. It is a big country and men are lib

eral and big in their ideas. It needs the same

kind of Association work that is done in

America. Three great city Association build

ings had fine gymnasiums, but there no one

knew how to manage them and they were

rented out to athletic clubs and their dormi

tories for storage rooms and job printing

offices. Adelaide, Brisbane and Sydney are"

doing good work. Sydney worked up great

meetings of 1,800 to 5,000 men. I have never

seen such turnouts. In Sydney $1,000 was

spent in advertising the meeting and $600 for

expenses, and every cent was paid at the close

of the last day's meeting and came without

asking. For two years money had been pledged

for a traveling secretary to be furnished by

America. The way for a large work lias been

prepared by the visits of Messrs. Warner,

Morse and Budge. There are fifty cities to be

organized and the salaries for two able men

have been pledged for three years in two cities.

We have a duty to that country and must fulfil

it at once.
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America and Great Britain for the World

"You have heard of the cordial reception

given me in Great Britain. Associations there

are launching out on larger plans and are

breaking from old traditions. Derby, Birming

ham, Birkenhead, Sheffield, Nottingham,

Cardiff and others have showed splendid en

ergy in erecting buildings adequate and

adapted to the needs of an all-round work for

young men. We with Great Britain have a re

sponsibility for the young men of the world.

Everywhere I went I found Christian laymen

eager to learn of every plan which has brought

success and responsive to the note of advance."

Conference Brevities

The state, educational, employment, social,

county, religious work, railroad and boys' sec

retaries and physical directors held special

meetings preceding conference. The employ

ment and social secretaries met for the first

time and perfected organization.

The several Bible classes, meeting each morn

ing at nine o'clock, entered thoroughly into the

practice and theory of teaching of evangelistic,

student, shop, normal, gymnasium and training

and industrial classes. A special institute met

at four o'clock and some at seven, providing

for groups of men opportunities for question

and discussion in their department of service.

The railroad secretaries formed a secretaries'

alliance and elected J. G. Percy, of Hoboken,

secretary-treasurer; T. H. Wells, J. M. Rice,

M. W. Collender and J. L. Snyder.

At the business session the conference elected

as the new committee William Knowles Cooper,

secretary-treasurer; L. L. Pierce, W. M. Wood,

F; G. Marshall, G. J. Fisher, M.D.; W. C.

Paige and W. W. Adair. The committee was

authorized to fix a date for the next confer

ence. It will meet in Buffalo in September.

The practical address of Mr. Mott on The

Cost of Leadership, delivered on Sunday morn

ing, is reserved at Mr. Mott's request for pub

lication in a later number.

The discussion on Association business man

agement was a disappointment. The methods

suggested were technical only and of value

to a. very few large Associations.

Mr. Rutherford, of Philadelphia, read a very

good paper on Membership Extension, such as

a business manager and advertising expert

might read, but there are many men in the As

sociation who could have done it far better.

The discussions of the Social Work by

Messrs. Ellis, Wood, Gulick, Jones and Cooper

are held for publication quite in full in the Au

gust number. These papers were more of a

constructive and suggestive nature than critical.

Saturday was "Fellowship Night," when many

a truth was pointed in jest under the farcical

parody of many of our dignified and venerable

men in Association Efficiency As We See It

Ourselves. Nobody was spared who had a

recognized peculiarity in manner, method or

speech. William Knowles Cooper held the

chair as secretary of the International Commit

tee. C. W. Dietrich was the end-man of the

show. ASSOCIATION MEN, Warburton, Hodge

and Shurtleff came in for their share of una

bashed attention. Some skits were witty and

some were wearisome. On the whole the

evening was largely enjoyed, especially by those

who were on the spit for roasting.

Were the Old Guard afraid of criticism?

Never were so many of the older secretaries

absent. Coxhead, Douglas, Budge, Morriss,

McCoy, Danner, Baird, Reid, Pratt, Warbur

ton, Lynch, Cree and Hansel were not seen.

E. D. Ingersol stalked around looking for old

acquaintances, as lonesome as Rip Van Winkle

after his twenty years' sleep.

It used to be that Bibles were conspicuous at

every conference. They were hardly seen here.

No fault could be foynd with the singing, led

as for a generation, by C. B. Willis.

The kindergarten ten-minute rule for young

sters was forgotten.

The secretaries did more thinking than talk

ing or questioning.

The grace of humility and patience under

scourging was shown to be possessed by secre

taries.

At last the physical directors scored over the

secretaries in baseball, winning in a four-inning

game by a score of 13 to 12, the first time in

years. Of course, this was not a complete

game; as it takes five innings to make a game

the old score may still stand. Dietrich and

Dodge will do hard practice before the next

conference.

Here is the impression of a former American

secretary. Barber, of India, who was present,

after seven years' absence from the country and

conference, said: "I am astounded as 1 look

upon this sea of faces of 750 men, and you only

two-fifths of the secretaries of this country.

You have here one secretary for every 8,000

men; in India but one for each 2,000,000. I

covet men for India. You do not now pity men

who go to India; you congratulate them."

The Japanese army, not as an objective alone

for Christian influences, but as an agency for

Christianizing Japan as the 500,000 soldiers who

come in touch with the Army Association will

return to their homes in all the provinces of

Japan, was the conception of Fisher, who urged

for immediate and complete seizure of the

opening the Emperor's indorsement gift made

to the men of the conquering nation.



From the Editor's Viewpoint

Never before has such an Association con

ference been held as that at

Tell Us Niagara, at which discern-

Our 'ng and leading specialists

Faults i" their lines were called

upon to reveal frankly every

weakness and evil tendency they could find

in the methods and work of the organization.

The Association not only threw itself wide

open for examination, but paid the traveling ex

penses of these experts in diagnosis that they

might go where they would and discover all

they could of its condition. This most of them

did without revealing their mission. They

were instructed to "tell the worst" at the con

ference, and the main fault found with them

there was that they were not frank enough.

Nearly every man who spoke prefaced his paper

with something like this : "It would give me

more pleasure to speak of the excellences of

the Association, but I have been strictly charged

to seek out and expose the weak points in order

that they may be strengthened; therefore I

come in the unwelcome attitude of a critic."

The criticism was constructive. No man spoke

with animus against the Association but with

purpose to render the worth more effective, and

in that spirit every criticism was taken. Small

ideas were corrected or enlarged in the light

of big possibilities. The searchlight showed

irrational methods, crude conceptions and petty

practices. Secretaries went home from Niagara

to think; many were humbled, some declared

they would resign, but more formed a purpose

to make better preparations for the responsi

bilities of their position and to test methods

suggested in the criticisms. We are not afraid

that the publication to the world of these criti

cisms will be detrimental to the Association.

Our organization is and always has been far

from perfect, The more frankly we admit the

truth of fair criticism and seek to meet it by

honest work, the more will we retain the con

fidence and support of every fair-minded man.

We have confidence in the public trust in a

right purposed organization. Some may be

"shocked at the revelations." More will dis

cover in these criticisms a larger field of service

for the Association than they had dreamed lay

before it. While the secretaries' friends may

admit Mr. Abbott's charge that they are not

thinkers, they will be quite ready to say with

Horace Mann that "ten men have failed from

defect in morals where one has failed from de

fect in intelligence." Our men have sense and

right purposes. They will reach right conclu

sions ; give them time. Five years ago the men

who were known as "broad." theologically,

would not have received the respectful atten

tion that was given them at Niagara, nor would

they have given such really helpful messages.

There is a new spirit of tolerance in the or

ganization, but no note of doubt or distrust in

the message of the Gospel is discoverable. The

evangelization of men did not have the place on

the program which it should have had. We

are entirely willing to submit these criticisms to

our readers without further comment than the

discussions accompanying them. Every criti

cism should be given a fair consideration and

applied "at home." Every critic, although he

may not have seen everything in its true per

spective, spoke out with an honest purpose for

betterment. It may be found that he was mis

taken in some conclusions. The conference

will be of vast help to our movement, in the

light of its criticisms, if every man is led to

calmly and dispassionately examine the

methods employed and motives behind his

work.

Jl

The Physical Department first recognized the

unity of the man in body,

The New mind, and spirit and Chris-

Physical tianity's duty to the body

Training as well as the soul. It

is now recognizing the whole

of life and the whole of sports and the whole

city as its field. It has taken the gymnasium out

of the cellar up into the air and sunlight. It has

broken the grasp of "Professors," "Sports,"

spangled acrobats and strutting "strong men"

from its management. It escaped the pit dug

for it by some of its friends who would have

made it a sanitarium given to curative gym

nastics. Later on it bounded clear from the

dreary grind of sawbuck work and now its

exercises are blithe and recreative. It made

play legitimate. Rhythmic exercises, games

which have tang and tingle to them, have made

physical exercise a pleasure and rested the mind

while they recuperated the body and infused the

joy of strenuous contests and exultant sense of

strife into life. Morals are muscularly made.

Strenuous contests play their part in bringing

the man into normal condition and physical

training has been related to the whole of life.

It backs the mental, clarifies the moral and

quickens the motor force. The physical di

rector is obliged to be a bigger man, a sociolo

gist, as well as a physiologist. He is not a

teacher of individuals to train them to do

stunts, not a leader of classes to perform

methodical exercises, as much as a minister to

the life of the city, moral, physical and sanitary.

The effect of his work should be to reduce ir

ritability, to bring control to appetite and lessen

physical indulgence, in drink, drugs and de

bauchery ; to inject a manly tone into the Chris

tianity of a city; to reduce 'gambling in ath

letics and use the strong to help the weak ; not

to gamble in the strength of the strong. We
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have not realized our strength. We should be

in a position to shape and temper the spirit of

public play. Brain is needed as much as brawn

in the physical director, and a Christian spirit

to temper all. Now the question of dancing

exercises is up, but he will not be expected to

become a dancing master, although music and

rhythm must be a measurable factor in exercise.

He must have a passion for life. As a man he

must stand for more than clean sport ; he must

stand for clean living and be controlled by a

desire to deserve rather than to demand credit.

The physical director who really measures up

to his work is an undervalued and underpaid

man, and he is worth more to the Young Men's

Christian Association than to any other organi

zation.

The news service sent out from the office of

ASSOCIATION MEN has be-

The come so extensive, and

News therefore expensive, that it

Letter will be necessary to make a

charge to defray the cost of

postage and printing. The charge hereafter to

individuals will be $1 a year; to newspapers

with which the secretary may arrange for its

use, 50 cents ; in lots of six to ten, 40 cents per

copy, and any quantity above ten, 30 cents per

year. About forty issues of the news letter will

be made each year. As a rule, it will appear

weekly, and the issue will depend entirely upon

the supply of live news at hand. One state sec

retary has ordered fifty copies per month, and

some of the local secretaries are securing five

to ten copies per week for weekly papers, con

sidering it the most useful factor they can em

ploy in diffusing, intelligence on the Associa

tion movement.

The Association's

Big Contract

in Japan

Ten thousand dollars is needed immediately

for the Japanese army As

sociations. The Emperor's

gift of $5,000 and with it the

unlimited contract to estab

lish Associations on an un

limited scale in the army has quite overwhelmed

the little Japanese organization. The govern

ment furnishes transportation for all equip

ment, and men are ready to go. The parents

of Mrs. Gleason, whose husband is a secretary

at the front, have sold their fine collection of

Japanese curios collected while on a tour in

that country for $800 and sent that amount to

the committee for the army work. They sec

as the secretaries do, that this opportunity i*

greater even than the practical benefits to the

soldiers. It is an opportunity of evangelizing

Japan. These soldiers, who will be impressed

favorably toward Christianity by the services at

the front, are from every town and province in

Japan and will carry that impression to their

homes. Even the Buddhist priest is barred

from access to the soldiers in the camp. The

Association will represent the church there

and pastors and missionaries are working with

it. One Japanese Episcopal church has sent

its pastor and supplies his place with an assist

ant. One of the secretaries in one day visited

2,350 wounded men on the trains, besides 313

men in the hospital in the evening. The men

receive the Bible and Christian talks with

eagerness. Secretary Hibbard, a university

graduate, spent days at the front distributing

papers, post-cards—sometimes a thousand a

day; visited the wounded (he writes of the

usual daily instalment of 400) ; clipped the hair

of ninety soldiers in one day; passed out soap:

comforted and prayed with men—some ask
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liim to do it. and lie did not hesitate to wash

the face, shave and clip the hair of a soldier

whose hands were torn off by a field gun, who

had not felt water for twenty days. No won

der such men win the hearts of the Japanese

soldiers. This is the opportunity of the Chris

tian church to touch Japan at its very center.

Our readers are asked to immediately present

the matter to their churches at Bible classes.

Sunday-schools and prayer meetings and secure

large or small sums from their friends to be

forwarded immediately through the Interna

tional Committee for the Japanese army Asso

ciations, which will be in the field for at least

a year with the 500,000 men and continue with

the regular army.

Jt

It was the annual conference of the Indian

Associations of the Cheyenne Reservation in

South Dakota. The men of these Associations

were considering the questions of life and con

duct and ways in which they might better help

one another to live as men who profess to fol

low Jesus Christ ought to live. In one of the

evening sessions Arthur Tibbetts, the Indian

secretary, giving a statement of the world-wide

Association movement as it affected men of all

nations and all races, touched upon the present

work among the men of the Japanese army.

At the close of his talk an old woman of

seventy years or more, hobbling with a cane,

came to him, and from under her blanket drew

out a bundle, untied an old handkerchief and

from its treasure took a $10 bill, handing it

to Tibbetts, asking him to send it on to the

treasurer of the Japan fund. She could not do

much, but she wanted a little share in the

work on the other side of the world. Thus the

old Indian woman, her heart warmed by His

love, helped to answer His prayer that "tlu-j

be one."

The Anglo-American Association, 162 Rue

Montmartre, in the heart of Paris, is catering

to young business men coming to that city, and

America, as well as England, sends many of

them. The secretary, Mr. R. Porter, would

appreciate receiving the addresses and introduc

tions to every young American in Paris. He

recognizes how important it is to get hold of

and interest the man on his arrival in Paris.

This is important in America, and far more so

in the French capital.

Ji

European secretaries are learning to read

English in order that they may avail them

selves of the help of ASSOCIATION MEN. A sec

retary who recently returned from India said

"the paper was of immeasurable help to us in

establishing the Association idea in the minds

of English-speaking men."

J»

Congratulations to Dayton. It has won its

six-year fight for a building adequate to the

needs of its young men. This is its fourth

successive building, and each one more than

twice the size of the last. There was a lack of

$11,500 of the $350,000 needed on the last day

of the canvass. At noon it was $8,700, at six

P. M. it was $4,800, at nine it was $1,700, at

nine forty-five it was $500, at ten the goal was

reached. E. L. Shuey, the president, writes :

"Still the money comes and we have not been

obliged to pull on the board and others to help

clean up. Every man of the board thanks the

Lord he had a day in it." The story of the

canvass will be told by Mr, Eraser in the Au

gust number.
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Americans will envy the opportunity the

young men of England have to enjoy athletics,

where cricket and golf can be played up to

9.30 or ten o'clock in the evening, as it is light

until that time.

J*

President Roosevelt has set an example for

Christian men who are out in camps and the

country on Sunday. While on his hunting

trip he closely observed the Sabbath day. He

did not hunt, and wherever possible attended

church and participated heartily in the

services. jt

If a secretary or assistant can play baseball

well, it behooves him to get on the diamond as

often as possible. It is worth his while to play

with men. If he cannot play ball well he had

better "root" or act as manager. One secre

tary we know has been bowling the past

season in a league of 120 members, and as he

stands fourth on the list of crack bowlers, it is

worth his while, for he has been able not only

to get well acquainted with the members, but

they have learned to know that he is a real

flesh and blood man and not a nice secretary to

be kept locked up in a glass office.

Jt

It would be a safe estimate to say that the

State and Provincial Committees will entertain

in the National Guard camps this summer

50,000 men. New York state opened with the

camp at Peekskill June 1. The State Commit

tee has done a notable work with the volun

teers. With the committee of Ontario and

Quebec, the originator and leader, it is one of

the chief features. The excellent handling of

these camps has done more to win appreciation

of the Association movement in Great Britain

than any other agency. Mr. Miller is now

making a close study of the soldier work on

the Continent and Great Britain and will fur

nish some interesting reports for later num

bers. J»

Never did ASSOCIATION MEN carry such clean

and representative advertising as in the past

eight months. If any advertiser is found to

misrepresent his goods or to misquote in his

statements in our advertising columns, we cut

him out. Our advertisers are after the Asso

ciations' trade and we want to see that they

get it, everything else being equal. Our readers

will find it greatly to their advantage to corre

spond with these concerns before making pur

chases and will favor us by mentioning ASSO

CIATION MEN when writing them. If you as a

secretary are dealing with a local firm which

could seek to advantage the business of the

Associations of the entire country, we would

appreciate your suggestion that we may solicit

their advertisement for our columns. You

would do them a good turn, do us a good turn

and put us in position to do you a good turn.

Prof. W. W. White has announced that a

prominent Bible teacher will be at the school

during the entire summer until September 1.

Dr. Edgar W. Work will be there until July 18.

After him will come Dr. Scofield. Classes will

be held in the morning, attended by Christian

workers engaged in the tents and others stopping

in the building, 541 Lexington avenue, New

York City. Full details will be forwarded on

application to Dr. White.

Men who enjoyed personal acquaintance with

Robert McBurney, friendship with George Hall

or a working experience with David Sinclair,

received impressions which shaped their lives

and services more than what they were told

by these men or discovered of their business

methods. The personal and intimate acquaint

ance of young men with the selected leaders

who will be at the summer conferences at Lake

Geneva and Silver Bay and Eagles Mere and

at the Canadian summer school will be of larger

effect in fitting them for service than even the

addresses. Dr. Kinnicutt put it well when he

gave these reasons for sending large delega

tions to Silver Bay : "We are sending them

to this summer school in order that they may

get the Association spirit; that they may come

in touch with men who are dead in earnest in

Association work. This will be more to them

than all they will learn of anatomy or physiol

ogy or any technical subject. I hope they will

get an inspiration to study, but above all catch

the Association spirit, as they are looking with

eager and ignorant eyes out upon a work which

I believe is the greatest work in the world."

There has been a tremendous attendance at

the Torrey-Alexander-Gilbert meetings in Lon

don. In two months it reached 800.000, with

nearly 7,000 professed conversions. Mr. Put-

terill, the honorary secretary of the mission, is

quoted as believing that many more were con

verted outside the inquiry rooms than inside

them. The choir numbered 3,000. The Glory

Song, which is Old Coronation, set to the in

spiring tune of Miles Lane, was sung and whis

tled everywhere. Paul Gilbert writes that Bob

Beecham, the first convert, was a well-known

officer in the British army. His testimony has

had a tremendous influence, and his conversion

made a deep impression on the city. Another

sensational conversion was that of Quintin

Ashlyn, a popular music hall artist. He has

appeared before crowds in some of the theaters

where he was a most popular actor. Many

conversions have occurred among his old pa

trons, as well as in the "profession." He will

probably take a course in the Moody Bible In

stitute. Gilbert recommends him strongly as a

speaker, without staginess or sensationalism.



To Equip Associations for Larger Work

The largest gift made by a Southern man to

a Southern Association is that by Mr. W. W.

Cummer, who offers $30,000 for a building for

Jacksonville, Fla., on condition that $50,000

additional is pledged and that no indebted

ness be incurred in erecting the structure.

Other large gifts to Southern Associations

were those by the Peabody brothers to Colum

bus, Ga., for a $60,000 building; Mrs. William

E. Dodge, a building costing $80,000 to the

University of Virginia. Mr. H. Rosenberg, a

Hebrew, bequeathed $65,000 for an Associa

tion building at Galveston, Tex., eight years

ago.

By the will of Mrs. George P. Lord, Elgin,

111., receives $56,000. Mrs. Lord and her hus

band have been constant and liberal supporters

of the Elgin Association for many years.

Dayton, O., has received a pledge of $15,000

from a gentleman who recently gave $35,000

toward its $350,000 building fund. The condi

tions named are that the balance of $45,000 be

pledged by June 10. The canvass was com

pleted at 10.10 o'clock of that day, thus closing

one of the largest building canvasses ever con

ducted by an Association. It has taken several

years.

Mrs. Elkins, wife of Senator Elkins, of West

Virginia, has given a corner lot, 100 by 150

feet, in the heart of the business district of

Elkins, W. Va., for a $50,000 building, which

will be immediately erected by her and given

to the Association. Savannah, Ga., Y. M. C. A.

has over $45,000 pledged toward its $60,000

building, and Lynchburg, Va., which recently

started out to raise $50,000, has raised $60,000

on a $75,000 building. It expects to complete

its canvass in a short tune.

Ohio Association now has twelve building

movements in hand, involving property

amounting to $1,112,000. The State of Illinois

has in pledges for Association buildings

$505,737 for twelve buildings at thirteen cities

and towns.

A. H. Jones, a wealthy bachelor of Halls-

ville, Mo., has given $15,000 to the fund for the

Association building at the University of -Mis

souri. The subscription brings the fund up to

$30,538. The building is to cost $50,000. It is

probable work will begin upon it this summer.

In West Virginia building projects are mov

ing along swiftly. Parkersburg will open its

building in September. Work has been begun on

Elkins building. Fairmont will close its tem

porary work and concentrate on a new building.

Wheeling has secured $31,000 toward a $100,000

new building, Mr. J. N. Vance, an ex-presi

dent of the Association, contributing $25,000

of the amount. The Huntington Board is en

couraged in its building project. Charleston

has secured five $5,000 subscriptions and

twenty $1,000 pledges are at hand.

The Richmond, Va., Association building has

become outgrown and a friend has offered

$10,000, provided the Association will raise an

additional $30,000. A site has been purchased

corner of Grace and Seventh streets, 133 by 170

feet. Four citizens have pledged $27,000, two

of $10,000 each, one of $5,000 and one of $2,000.

The members have pledged to raise $10,000. In

addition to the present subscriptions and prop

erty at least $100,000 more is to be raised, if

possible by December 31.

The corner-stone of the new building at

Niagara was laid May 30, L. Wilbur Messer

NEW BUILDING FOR NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

making the address. The building will cost

$50,000. Twenty Niagara companies made sub

scriptions of $13,847, fifteen of them adopting

the "three to one plan"—that is, they give $3

to every dollar paid by their employees. The

Niagara Falls Power Company gave $4,230

and their employees $1,410. The Hydraulic

Power Company gave $2,100 and their men

$700. The building will have a frontage 48 by

125 feet, and will be one of the best planned in

the country.

Ravenswood, Chicago, dedicated its new

$67,000 building June 6, to which R. J. Bennett

gave $20,000. At a banquet, attended by 150

men in the gymnasium, Mayor Dunne said :

"No organization I know of has made more

or better citizens for Chicago than the Young

Men's Christian Association. I always feel

pleased when I hear of a new branch being es

tablished. It means more good citizens for

Chicago."
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The New York City Association has recently

purchased for the East Side Branch two double

flat houses on lots 51 by 70 feet, adjoining the

boys' building on 87th street. The necessary

changes are now being made which will trans

form the interior into homelike dormitories for

men. There will be 88 rooms, with accommo

dations for 112 men ready in September. At

the purchase price ($41,000) the property was

"a bargain." The changes will cost about

$25,000. The buildings will be connected with

the main building by a covered passage. A

handball court will be laid out in the rear yard.

The Annapolis new building project is under

way, with an encouraging outlook. Several

special conferences looking toward a building

have been held at Wilmington, Del., where the

outlook is most hopeful.

Elizabeth, N. J., has completed a building

canvass and work is progressing rapidly on the

new structure. An interested gentleman has

offered to furnish the gymnasium complete.

The new Association at Red Bank, N. J.,

begins work in its own building.

Omaha has undertaken a swift campaign for

$100,000, to be completed July 15. C. S. Ward

is assisting in the canvass.

Omaha directors will give at least $15,000 of

the $125,000 needed for the new building. Two

floors will be devoted to dormitories. Mr.

Wade found in Ottumwa that the space for

merly rented to a business college brought

twice the returns when given to dormitories.

The Montreal building was damaged by fire

to the extent of some $10,000 June 7. The fire

spread rapidly through the building from an

unused dumb-waiter shaft. Many of the men

escaped with difficulty by the fire-escapes and

the aid of firemen. Some were badly blinded

by smoke.

Benjamin Tousey has added to his already

large gift to Syracuse, N. Y., a plot of land

to enlarge the gymnasium to 83 by 63 feet.

Jackson, Miss., is in the midst of a canvass to

secure a $30,000 building, with every prospect

of success.

Colorado Springs has nearly assured pledges

for $12,000 for its floating debt. Gen. William

Palmer gave $1,000 and George Foster Peabody

$500.

Of the $80,000 required at Chester, Pa., for a

building over $65,000 has been promised or

paid in.

Denver, Col., will close its rooms for three

years and give undivided attention to the rais

ing of a building fund of $200,000. A lot cost

ing $35,000, at 16th and Lincoln avenue, was

lately purchased. By November 1 it is ex

pected that $100,000 will be in hand. The of

fice will be transferred to the railroad building

for the present.

At Marion, Ind., $1:>,000 has been pledged by

440 persons, 264 of whom were young men, who

gave $6,000 to complete the building fund.

L. B. Mumma assisted in the canvass. The

canvass closed within three hours of the time

limit—at nine oclock, June 24. On that day

$1,240 was pledged. The building will be ready

for occupancy September 1.

The Young Men's Bible Study Club, at Port

Huron, Mich., has made the first pledge of

$500 on a $40,000 building canvass.

Clarksburg, W. Va., is pushing through its

building canvass, assisted by J. E. Coulter.

Two hundred and thirty-two employees ol

the Florida East Coast Railway and Hotel

Company have signed an agreement to become

members of an Association at St. Augustine.

Fla., and the company has decided to erect and

equip a building for the purpose to cost about

$20,000.

A Providence corporation, doing business in

Pawtucket, R. I., has set aside $1,000 for the

building fund. A member in Guam, Ladrone

Islands, has sent in his subscription in recogni

tion of the spiritual benefit received through

the Association.

Parkersburg, W. Va., has been striving tt

finish its canvass for $20,000 needed to com

plete its $80,000 building. Senator Camden has

offered to give the last $5,000.

Keene, N. H., received $5,000 by the will of

Mrs. Edward C. Thayer.

The Topeka, Kan., building fund is now

$54,800.

Mobile, Ala., is raising $38,000 to pay the

$34,000 indebtedness and make $4,000 improve

ments in dormitories.

Charleston, S. C., will expend about $8,000 in

building improvements this summer, including

a swimming pool.

Central City, Neb., has $8,000 pledged toward

a new building for an Association yet to be or

ganized.

The York, Neb., building opened June 19-25

with a week of exercises. The structure cost

$28,200.

Clearfield, Pa., entered its improved building

It has added 150 members. Over $12,000 was

expended in remodeling the building, adding

nine dormitories, which bring an income of

$800 a year net. The secretary has been given

a two months' leave of absence to recover hi«

health.

The building at Govanstown, Md., was

dedicated the middle of May. The cost was

$7,500.

Shoulder to Shoulder in Lexington

Lexington, Ky.. is now well established in its

handsome new building dedicated a few weeks

ago. This Association, headed by Mr. James

A. Curry, has worked for years to secure this

fine structure, which we consider one of the

best-arranged Association buildings of its size

erected. The cost of the building was $45,000,
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SIR C,. II. McMIIJ.AX LAYING THE CORNER

STONE Ol: THE BRANDON, MANITOBA,

BUILDING.

of the site $7,000 and equipment $8,000. At the

opening Rev. Mark Collis said: "There is no

rivalry between the churches and this Associa-

i ion. There is no feature of Young Men's Chris-

lion Association work that the church should

not encourage. As it is impractical for all the

churches to have these equipments we have

united and placed them in this building for the

upbuilding and betterment of the young. While

the Association is an auxiliary of the church it

must be remembered that membership in it does

not make a Christian. It is only a stepping-

stone to Christianity. The church and the As

sociation stand shoulder to shoulder. We meet

here on a common ground and are all brothers,

working for.the cause of the Master. There is

no denominational spirit here. All Christian

workers are represented. It is a glorious union

of all denominations, working for the same

lofty end—the protection and saving of young

men."

Mr. Curry, the veteran president of seventy,

said, with unquenchable enthusiasm: "Let us

organize for a vigorous campaign. The young

men must be won. We are looking forward to

the young men to take the places of those of us

who are older when our work is done. The

Association's chief glory consists in making our

boys into men of character and moral force."

This characteristic, free and easy toast, Dr.

Stuckey proposed, amid thunderous applause'

"To one of the youngest, the dearest, most en-

i-rgetic, best old boy in the bunch, our beloved

uncle, James A. Curry." He could not put it

better.

A Well-Handled Enterprise at Brandon

Brandon, Manitoba, will soon have the fourth

largest building in Canada, to cost $75,000. The

corner-stone was laid on June 8 by Sir D. H.

McMillan, Governer of Manitoba; Dr. S. W.

Mclnnis, member of the provincial parliament,

and Rev. J. L. Gordon. The Governor wa.^

escorted to the building by a military company

\\ith the directors and city officials in car

riages. A striking address was by Dr. M-c-

lanis, M. P. P. He said he was glad of the

diance to make public announcement of his

conversion from a critic of the movement to

an ardent supporter. When it was first pro

posed to erect a building, to cost $40,000, he

with others, had thought those making the pro

posal "idiotic enthusiasts," but now he was

not only convinced of the utility of the work,

but also that it ought to have the best possi

ble building, $75,000 being none too much, on

account of the great growth in population in

the Northwest.

Brandon in less than twenty-five years Iras

gained a population of 9,000. Growth in

wealth has been marvelous. For nineteen years

the Association has been "doing the best it

could." Poor quarters did not attract hearty

support. A group of business men, urged on

by S. A. Bedford and A. E. McKenzie, di

rectors of the Association, determined to launch

the building enterprise. They asked the co

operation of the International Committee, and

in less than three months one of the field sec

retaries secured over $50,000 (not counting the

women's pledge of $4,000 for furnishing), em

ployed a secretary, secured plans and let the

contract for a building, to cost $75,000.

The canvass has enlisted widespread interest,

some 700 persons already having made pledges.

The intelligent interest of the farmers is at

tested by pledges aggregating nearly $7,000 in

amounts of $5 to $500 each, forty of them being

$100 each. To no other Association building

in North America have farmers contributed so

generously. The forty-two dormitories will

yield a good revenue ; 700 members are esti

mated. As the Association will conduct the

only physical work in the city, the gymnasium

has received particular attention (size, 37 by 78).

Like most Western towns there is no good place

to swim, so that the pool ought also to be a

good attraction (size, 20 by 40). A bowling

green will be put on the lawn outside. There

is not a tub bath in the building. The Associa

tion hall is small, seating only 225, but by the

use of accordion doors lecture rooms can be

utilized, making accommodations for about 200

more.



The Railroad Department

Preparing for a Great Conference at Detroit

The Twelfth International Railroad Confer

ence, to be held in Detroit, September 28 to

October 1, bids fair to exceed in interest and

attendance any of the previous gatherings, all

of which have been unique. Already arrange

ments have been made with a number of promi

nent speakers, including Dr. John Potts, D.D.,

of Toronto; Rev. Cornelius Wolfkin, D.D.,

Brooklyn; Robert E. Speer, and John R. Mott.

1 1 is expected that a number of representative

men will be in attendance and address the

meetings, in addition to stimulating interest in

the conference and in the great men's meetings

on Sunday, will also do much for the Associa

tion in Detroit. It is hoped that at least 10,000

men may be reached on that day by these series

of meetings.

The music will be in charge of C. B. Willis,

assisted by railroad quartets and glee clubs.

Music will be a feature of the conference.

In connection with the evening meetings the

slereopticon will be used and the seventy-five

or more buildings erected in the past five years

SEVENTY-FIVE SUCH MEETINGS WILL BE HF.T.n AT THE DETROIT CONFERENCE.

delegates, also that government and railroad

officials will be present at the Friday evening

Cession.

The distinguishing feature of the conference

will be the holding of shop meetings on Fri

day noon in from fifty to seventy-five railroad

and industrial plants of Detroit, these meetings

to be conducted by railroad secretaries or dele

gates who have been identified with such meet

ings on practically the same plan as the railroad

shop meetings which are being held through

out the country. Each leader will be accom

panied by a singer or quartet, and the singing

will be a feature of the services. These shop

will be shown on the screen, with other inter

esting and valuable information.

The conference will close on Sunday, Oc

tober 1, with a meeting in the morning for the

delegates, at nine o'clock, before the regular

church services. The plan is that representa

tives will be in every one of the seventy-five

churches of the city. The afternoon meeting

for railroad men in the Light Guard Armory

will be conducted by Fred B. Smith, and evan

gelistic services will be held in a number of

churches in the center of the city at 7.30 to

conclude with a farewell meeting for delegates

at 9.15 in the Central Methodist Church.



DESIGN FOR THE RAILROAD ASSOCIATION BUILDING, ST. AUGUSTINE, FLA.

A circular of information will be sent out

soon. Those interested are asked to apply to

any railroad secretary or to the Railroad De

partment, International Committee, 3 West

29th street, New York, for information regard

ing this conference.

Reported Along the Lines

For the third time the building at Handley,

W. Va., has been enlarged to meet the steady

growth of the Association, the B. & O. Com

pany expending $10,000 and the department

$2,000 on equipment.

In a canvass at Chicago Junction $5,207 was

pledged in three weeks. The B. & O. will give

the site for the building and $10,000—heat, light

and water and $100 a month for expenses.

Memphis, Tenn., opened its street railway de

partment last month. The company spent

$2,000 on equipment.

The Fort Worth and Denver Railroad has

finished off the attic to the Children's Texas

building to provide for needed dormitories.

Work will soon begin on the $20,000 building

at Spencer, N. C.

The B. & O. has purchased a hotel property

at Cumberland, Md., and begun its renovations ;

$3,000 was raised locally to meet the company's

pledge of $10,000.

West Albany is making improvements, in

volving an outlay of $5,000. Already have

much of the money raised.

Pine Bluff, Ark., has as chairman of its mem

bership committee W. H. Graves, a locomotive

engineer and a hustler for members. He has

brought in personally over 300 members and is

a marvel in getting others to work. At Fair

Oaks, the first division north of Pine Bluff,

where there is nothing but a station, a hotel and

a store, he has established a reading room and

keeps it supplied from the last month's issues

from the reading rooms. He has secured 16

members from this source—men who never had

access to an Association before.

The Florida East Coast Railroad, of which

Mr. Henry Flagler is the sole owner, is erect

ing the attractive building, as pictured above,

for the men employed on his line at St. Augus

tine, Fla. He has employed for the designing

of this building Mr. J. E. Ingle, the architect

of the Ponce de Leon and Alcazar hotels, at St.

Augustine, and also of the Flagler Memorial

Church, which is considered one of the most

beautiful memorial churches in America. This

building in its design, appointments and adapta

tion of the Association needs will be a unique,

as well as most beautiful, addition to the Rail

road Department's equipment.

Miss Gould has given a fine mechanical play

ing piano to the Richmond Street Railway De

partment. The pledge of the piano was made

when 500 members should be secured, and the

Association has done better and enrolled 623.

Mr. Michel is getting a grasp on his work in

India. In less than four months he traveled

more than 13,321 miles in India studying his

field. He has been met, without exception,

most courteously by the most leading men in

the Indian railroad service ; notably so by the

chairman of the Indian Railroad Board.

Tom Kenan spoke to 200 at Baltimore last

month and to crowded rooms at Monroe, Va.

After he had spoken to 44 men 41 hands went

up requesting prayer.

C. L. Shattuck, secretary at Elmira, N. Y.,

for twenty years, died June 11 of pneumonia,

after a very short illness. The funeral held

at the largest Baptist church in the city was

attended by hundreds, 200 men coining from

one shop in a body. The expression of one

official : "I have lost the best friend I ever had

in the world in Shattuck." echoed the sentiment

of scores. It was said of him : "He never

said an unkind word of anybody."

In the "Break Down" classes the Pa. R. R.

Dept., Philadelphia, has had nearly two hun

dred men from various points on the system.
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The President at the Brooklyn Naval Branch

It was a Hying trip, but an enthusiastic one,

which President Roosevelt made on May 30

to the Brooklyn Naval Branch. The great

building was packed to the doors when the

President jumped out of his carriage and was

met with a "three-times-three-and-a-tigcr" by

the salt-water fighters

assembled. He was wel

comed by William

Sloane, chairman of the

Army and Navy Com

mittee, and Colonel J.

McCook, and was im

mediately taken to the

parlor, where he was

greeted by Miss Gould

and her party. There

was present a commit

tee of honor, including

Hon. Seth Low, St.

Clair McKelway, ex-

Mayors Schieren and

Boody ; Admirals Sigs-

bee and Coughlin and

other representative

men. The President was

hurried through the

building, inasmuch as

his time was limited,

and expressed himself

as pleased with all, es

pecially the shooting-

gallery. The big band

from the na-vy yard

was present by the di

rection of the com-

m a n d i n g officer, by

whose direction the

building was gaily deco

rated with flags and

bunting from the ships.

Although over one thousand men were drafted

from the yard for the Decoration Day pro

cession, blue jackets were in evidence in

large numbers and in unbounded enthusiasm.

When the President referred in his speech

to the men behind the guns, in the look

out, and- in the coal bunkers, a fireman

could not repress his excitement, and shouted :

"Don't forget the man with the slice bar!"

Every one appreciated the suggestion, even the

President, who accepted the amendment.

There was no time for a reception or even

for a greeting with the committee of honor, as

the President expanded his five-minute talk to

twelve minutes and hurried away to his train.

Good Things from the President's Speech

"I made up my mind to-day, though many in

vitations were extended to me, that I could not

refuse to come to this building. I feel we owe

a peculiar debt of gratitude to those who have

taken the lead in securing it. The people of

the United States should make it their peculiar

duty to see to the welfare of the men, on whose

exertion, on whose skill, and prowess and O'l

whose character in the time of a crisis tin1

A SNAPSHOT OF THE PRESIDENT ENTERING NAVAL BUILDING.

honor of the entire nation will depend; and all

respect is due to those, especially Miss Gould,

who have erected this building, who have given

expression to the spirit that lies behind the

building up of everything of this nature. We

are past the period when it was thought a man.

if he was made too decent, could not fight.

Much as I believe in the work of the Young

Men's Christian Association, I believe in it

most when it takes such shape as this.

"Not only do we owe it to the man in the

navy to see that he has every chance to lead a

wholesome and manly life, but we owe it to

ourselves, to the nation of which we are a part,

to see that this man's capacities for good are

given the fullest chance for development.

"It depends upon the way in which you do

your duty in peace whether or not, should ever

need for war arise, our flag will receive credit
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or discredit at your hands or at the hands of

your successors. I cannot too often say to

civilians what every naval man knows—that in

battle those who win are those who have pre

pared for battle beforehand.

"It is all important that our ships be best

in hull, best in armor, best in armament of any

nation in the world. Something more impor

tant still, though, is the character of you men

to whom I am speaking and of your comrades.

You can do nothing without proper training,

but the training won't do much unless you have

the right stuff in you. I believe in the navy of

the United States primarily because I believe

in the intelligence, the patriotism, the fighting

edge of the average man in that navy.

"I think that too much cannot be said to im

press upon the people the all-importance of the

work you are doing. Even if you yourselves

never go into battle you create the spirit which

enables others who come after you on the ships

to do their duty in battle. In time of peace

we must make ready for war. I don't think we'll

have any more wars if we have a good enough

navy. I can appeal to any peace society for

support on the ground that every first-class

target practice is a positive provocation of

peace."

From Fort, Field and Station

Every man in the navy does not drink ; some

do. Men are about the same sort everywhere.

This is the experience of a free and easy son

of Norway: "I'm the luckiest man in town,"

said he to the Brooklyn Naval secretary, al

though his face was bleeding and he was in a

smashed up condition. "I ran into a gang on

the Bowery, who held me up as usual, but all

they got was my jack-knife, handkerchief and

$3. It was a great act of your secretary at '

Norfolk to suggest sending that draft of $1,900

in your care." That was the kind of introduc

tion this man gave. When asked what he was

going to do with the money, he said : "Gad, I

don't know. Blow it in, I suppose, as usual."

It was suggested that he send it back home to

Norway and then visit his mother, ninety-two

years old, whom he had not seen for years. He

demurred at this and for some weeks drank

heavily. But later at the secretary's solicitation

went up to the Mount Vernon Christian Home

for Intemperate Men and got in touch with a

new life. Then he went home to Norway to

spend the rest of his four months between en

listments, a different man than when he stepped

into the Naval Branch.

The Norfolk Naval Association has inaugu

rated a series of religious meetings under the

immense tent which was used in connection

with the army work of the St. Louis Exposi

tion which has been placed in the Norfolk

Navy Yard. The initial meeting was well at

tended by many sailors and marines.

The Fort Totten Army Association is plan

ning to enter their new quarters in the post

exchange building at that post. Colonel and

Mrs. Murray have been deeply interested in

the work, and Mrs. Murray recently held a re

ception with Miss Gould as the guest of honor

and at which there was started a furnishing

fund.

A. L. Smith, of the Washington Association,

will become the secretary at the new post ex

change, Fort Myer, Va. Mr. Smith has had

experience in soldiering.

A. C. Marquardt (Springfield School) will

be the secretary of the new post exchange As

sociation at Fort McKinley, near Portland, Me.

This work will be conducted by the Maine

State Committee.

DR. TUKUDA,

Field Secretary Japanese Army Association.

See editorial comment on opportunity and needs.

At Leipsic, Germany, the Soldiers' Home re

cently inaugurated has been honored by a visit

from the Emperor, who expressed a wish that

similar homes might be opened in all large gar

rison towns.

During the first week of the New York mili

tary camp work, at Peekskill, 9,000 men visited

the Association tents and 7,000 letters were writ

ten and posted. Entertainments and gospel

services were provided. Colonel Thurston, of

the Tenth Regiment, conducted the athletic meet

under the Association auspices. The Albany

boys scored a victory in the events, including

an equipment race, 100-yard dash, etc. An

entertainment, the program for which was con

tributed by the negro waiters of the officers'

mess, provided a popular attraction.

With the Pennsylvania National Guard the

State Committee will have a large tent at each

of the three brigade encampments, with six or

eight competent workers, either secretaries of

laymen.



Conference of the Physical Directors' Society

Nearly three times as many Association phys

ical directors as had ever before attended any

gathering of their profession met at Niagara

Falls, May 26 and 27 at the third annual con

ference of the Physical Directors' Society. One

hundred and twenty-one members answered the

roll-call. Representatives from almost every

State in the Union and province in Canada

were present. Several features contributed to

ward bringing so many together—the time and

place of meeting, the strong program and the

thorough advertising. The unique and inter

esting program of the Employed Officers' Con

ference, which opened on the day following,

was also an important attraction.

A matter of interest is the fact that one of

the men (Dr. H. L. Chadwick) has been in

the work over 20 years ; 34 men from 10 to 20

years; and only 9 were in their first year of

service.

A very noticeable phase of the conference

was the prompt and large attendance at every

session. The attractions of the Falls at their

best were outclassed by the attractions of the

program. In point of attendance, interest and

strength of subject matter it far excelled any

previous similar affair, and gives promise of

the highest grade of efficiency in the Physical

Department of the Young Men's Christian As

sociations.

The physical directors have discovered an

excellent method of studying their work and

presenting it to the members of the brother

hood, and it may well be commended to the

other departments of the Association.

Dr. George J. Fisher's address, as president

of the society, was an inspiration, treating

as he did the history of the organization, show

ing its growth and especially referring to its

future field of usefulness.

Edmund W. Booth conducted a devotional

Bible study at the opening of each session, with

growing interest and rare profit to the men.

The Religious Work

A study of the religious work being carried

on in the Physical Department was presented

by Mel B. Rideout. as chairman of this com

mittee. The prominent features of the report

were: (1) The comparatively small number

of directors replying to their questionaire; (2)

Of those replying, three-fourths conducted a

Gymnasium Men's Bible class and nine-tenths

taught a Bible class ; (3) Studies in the Life

of Christ or Bible Characters are the most ef

fective lines, although the personality of the

teacher was considered of greater value in

building up the class than a particular course

of study; (4) One hundred and fifteen men

were led into the Christian life through per

sonal effort; (3) Eighty-nine men entered

Christian work. Of these all but four took up

Association service.

Analysis of the Physical Directorship

Probably the subject of greatest interest

was the study of the Physical Directorship

made by Drs. Fisher, Kallenberg and McCurdy

and presented by Dr. Fisher.

To do justice to this study, the entire paper

should be presented, but the following are

some of the facts of value: (1) The Director

ship is considered a life work; (2) It presents

an unexcelled opportunity for Christian serv

ice, this being the reason why most of the

Directors entered the Association ranks; (3)

Secretaries and Directors influenced most of

the men to enter the profession, and they come

from the leaders' corps; (4) During the past

ten years an average of 49 men have left the

work each year, because of financial considera

tions, the question of relationships, and long

hours on duty seriously interfering with the

home life and personal growth; (5) The men

of highest education in our ranks are the ones

we have been losing; (6) Considering the

character of the service required, most physical

directors are overworked ; (7) Men with a

medical degree are filling the largest positions;

(8) A course at one of the training schools is

very essential and is of more value than a

course in medicine, but both courses make the

ideal ; (9) The question of the metropolitan

directorship is unsettled and awaits a practical

demonstration.

Years ago the directors had many warm dis

cussions, as each tried to persuade the others

that his opinions were correct. Now the con

trast is marked. It is no more "What are

your opinions?" but "What are the facts?"

Dr. McCurdy's review of the research work

of the year in the line of the physical life

of man, revealed many facts of great value

which must prove stimulating to study and ex

periment in the coming years.

The report of the Committee on Anthro

pometry demonstrated that the recommenda

tions of the last conference were being very

generally adopted. The card system and the

uniform method of measurements are in use by

73 of the leading Associations and they are co

operating with the committee in arranging a

new series of anthropometric tables.

Extension Work

The session of Thursday evening, when the

extension work of the physical department was

presented by leaders in the movement, was a

surprise to many and a vision of possibilities

and a prophecy of the future to all. It surely

will not be long before many of our Associa
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tions will be doing every form of extension

work presented that night.

The Sunday School Athletic League is al

ready well known. It is growing with great

rapidity. The possibilities of the Grammar

School League in cities and towns where the

school physical work is not organized is just

dawning on many directors. Ward athletics,

as developed in Grand Rapids, in many respects

is worthy of adoption in other cities. Many

cities are anxious to make a change from the

noisy method of July 4th celebrations. Athletic

games, conducted for the city authorities by

the Association, is a large factor in this direc

tion. In large cities, where civil service exam

inations are held for police and firemen, classes

both physical and educational will be found of

great profit.

Mr. W. E. Day's class of policemen was an

other line of effort presented that appears feas

ible in most places.

The development of physical work for boys

in the Wanamaker store in Philadelphia, by

Dr. H. L. Chadwick, opens up a new field.

Dr. Garland's scheme of extending the work

of the Leaders' Corps and thus the influence

of the Association, whereby the Association

employs members of the Corps to conduct the

physical work in Church Clubs and kindred

organizations, these bodies reimbursing the

Association, gives promise of great possibili

ties.

Physical training, as it used to be and as it

is now ; its ideals of the past and of the pres-

sent ; were strongly contrasted by W. H. Kin-

nicut, M.D.

Nomenclature and Competitive Sports

The Committee on Nomenclature recom

mended the adoption of a manual of marching

prepared by Geo. A. Cornell and revised by

Elmer Berry ; also a nomenclature for Indian

Clubs. This met with unanimous approval.

The marching manual is already in print, and

may be secured from the Seminar Publishing

Company, Training School, Springfield, Mass.

The club nomenclature will be published as

soon as possible.

The Committee on Competitive Sports had

made an exhaustive study of present condi

tions and presented them without bias. It

was quite evident that there was very general

dissatisfaction. Admitting that decided prog

ress had been and was being made in the right

direction, it was felt that there was yet con

siderable room for improvement.

The following recommendations were made

to the Governing Commitee of the Athletic

League :

1. That the Physical Directors' Society be

represented on the Governing Board of the

League.

2. That sanctions be granted by the Sec

tion Committees.

3. That registrations may be granted by the

Section Committees and that this power may be,

when deemed advisable, delegated to the State

League Committees for their respective States.

4. All disqualifications, suspensions, or rein

statements shall be made public by the Secre

tary of the Section Committee, or, when

deemed advisable, such announcement may be

delegated to the State League Secretary.

5. That steps be taken to register inter-As

sociation basketball officials as efficient.

6. That the Governing Board be requested

to confer with the A. A. U. authorities regard

ing the matter of the grafting of non-resident

athletes by some of our most prominent ath

letic clubs.

Bibliography

The Committee on Bibliography reported the

assured success of their efforts. Finances had

all been secured and the subject matter was

in press. An edition of one thousand copies

was being published.

The presentation of a State circulating

library scheme by Dr. Fisher whereby directors

might procure books on physical training not

on the shelves of their local library, resulted in

the appointment of a committee to outline a

course of reading and study for next year for

members of the society with the possibility of

conducting examinations in the course at the

next conference.

Boys' Work

The Committee on Boys' Work reported in

three sections. A study of the relation of the

physical director and boys' secretary showed

that the problems of relationship had been

solved through a realization that both parties

were cooperators in boys' work.

The subject of purity work for boys was

presented, and made manifest the great need

of such work because of the prevalence of im

purity and the numerous sources of misin

formation and lack of helpful instruction. Sug

gestions were offered showing how to study

local conditions and how to give necessary

instruction to secure beneficial results.

Dr. Garland gave a very extensive research

as to the effects of gynastics and athletics on

boys. It was found that 95 per cent, of the

boys who were members of an Association hav

ing a physical department were exercising in

the gymnasium, thus showing their predomi

nate interest in physical activities.

Between the ages of twelve and seventeen

the boy obtains his m'ost rapid growth in

height, weight, development, strength and vital

capacity.

The boys who take regular exercise develop

more in these respects than those who do not
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J. E. SULLIVAN AND G. T. HEi'liRON, IN THElk

CHARACTERISTIC "REFEREE" POSE.

Experience has demonstrated that they are

more deeply interested in team games and va

rious forms of athletics, therefore the class

work might be conducted in the form of team

contests with profit, great care being taken

that the exercises are of not too severe a

character.

In Closing

The Committee on Grading Gymnastics ac

complished a very satisfactory piece of work

which will probably be completed next year.

As a first step it was found necessary to

classify the membership of the Associations,

beginning with the school boys and finishing

with the leaders' corps. A very complete ma-

teria gymnastica was incorporated in the report,

with suggestions as to its practical application

to the various groups.

The feature of the conference was the ban

quet in honor of Mr. R. J. Roberts, of Bos

ton, the veteran and pioneer director of the

Association movement, who began his work

in 1875, and still looks what he is in all but

years—a young man. Numerous reminiscences

of other days were related by his many friends,

and all were glad to have the opportunity to

say the kind things to him that had been on

their hearts for a long time. WM. H. BALL.

The Physical Department

George J. Fisher will hereafter give all his

lime to the International Committee as phys

ical director. It has been impractical for him

to do double duty as physical director at Brook

lyn Central and fulfil his obligations to the

International physical department.

Pennsylvania's eighth annual conference

drew forty physical directors and nearly fifty

delegates.

The Young Men's Christian Association ath

letic dates at the Lewis and Clark Fair are

July 11, 12, 13.

The physical directors of the Pacific North

west have a one-day conference in Portland,

Ore., July 14.

At the Boston-Maiden dual meet Boston won,

with 33 points to 20 for Maiden.

Scranton, Pa., is arranging for a monster

athletic meet at Moosic Lake, twelve miles from

Scranton, July 22. Prizes for the morning

junior contest will be worth $250. Every man

must be registered. No expense or trouble will

be spared to make this equal to the very best

college or other athletic contest.

The Iowa Inter-Association Athletic meet

will be held at Muscatine July 4. Ath

letes from Aledo, Moline, Rock Island, Mus

catine and other places will compete.

Wilmington, N. C., has a winning, amateur,

uniformed baseball team. Water polo is played

in the swimming pool. The annual bicycle

road race was a great success. John Cooper,

the champion all-round athlete of the Associa

tion, will become assistant secretary.

Fresno, Cal., had a party of 25 members

leave June 14 for the Yosemite Valley, 110

miles distant, to be gone two weeks. The camp

made in the valley last year was the first As

sociation camp held there. It is a strenuous

trip, as the boys "hike" most of the way ; bike<

are used the first day and left for the return

trip. The Directors were challenged by the

Senior members to a game of indoor baseball

at their last meeting. One of the members af

terward remarked : "It did more good to the

Association in bringing the members into closer

relationship with the Directors than anything

else they could have done." especially as the

Directors won. The Intermediate baseball

team have beaten every team they have played

this year, even the Senior Association team.

A Camera Club was organized a short time ago

a:nong the Seniors, and then a request was

sent to the Directors for a dark room to be

provided. As no suitable room was obtainable

material, was furnished and the boys built a

room to their own liking. A sink and all

equipment was provided.
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The retirement of George T. Hep-

bron, as secretary of the Athletic

League of North America, will be

deeply regretted. Mr. Hepbron has

had a difficult job to fill. He has

stood for clean sport and square deal

ing, where a man is most easily mis

understood. He has made thorough

studies of building materials and de

tails of construction and becomes

Eastern sales manager of gymnasium

apparatus with A. G. Spalding &

Bros.

Oshkosh, Wis., has a tennis club

of 70 men. Grounds were laid out 0:1

property adjoining the building, where

offensive theatrical billboards were

posted. The owner gave the use of

this lot to the Association, which has

been turned into a little park. Two

tennis courts were laid out, the fee

to which ($1) paid expenses.

The Michigan state camp for boys

at Torch Lake is getting to be a big

thing, under the leadership of W. H.

Gay.

The best of the boys' leaders of the

West are expected at the older boys'

conference at Lake Geneva, July 29

to August 3 (for boys fourteen to

eighteen years of age), and the boys

of the East at Silver Bay, Lake

George, August 29 to September 23.

The new swimming tank at Au

gusta, Ga., is to be of steel, 25 by 40

feet and varying in depth from 3 to 8

feet, and will be finished with enamel

and marble tile. The city council has

voted to give the water necessary

(100,000 gallons weekly). The young

men themselves are practically paying

the cost, which will be about $1,500,

and several of the juniors have con

tributed. Some forty new members

join, on condition that the pool is put

in. The gymnasium will be moved

upstairs, taking the place of a large

hall, which had been used but little,

and the swimming pool takes its place.

This will provide a much larger and

much lighter gymnasium. One hun

dred dollars has been spent in fitting

up three tennis courts, which are

proving "drawing cards."

Camp Northfield will be open all

summer, as usual, where a young man

may go, if he wishes, to take advan

tage of the unequaled speakers who

are present at the series of confer

ences held in the school auditorium,

ten minutes from the camp. This

camp, in "Cathedral Pines." enter

tained -riOO men last summer.

Four-State Camp Scenes

CANOE TOURING ON LAKE GEORGE—A PARTY FROM

THE CAMP, LED BY G. E. TIBBETT, GETTING

DINNER ON DOLLAR ISLAND.

A VIEW FORM THE CLIFF—STOPS WERE MADE TO

CLIMB MOUNTAINS.

A SHAKE-DOWN FOR A NIGHT ON SISTKRS ISLAND.
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What the Boys Are Doing

Springfield, Mass., has all-day camping par

ties of its boys' department and the affiliated

church clubs. A prisoners' chase across coun

try, five boys acting as prisoners, a flag hunt,

obstacle race, swimming race, naval battle and

single-oared boat race are features. Each boy

cooked his own dinner at noon. A mock trial

was held in the evening.

At West Side, New York, a parents' confer

ence, at which Professor Lord, of Columbia,

discussed "Striking Features of Adolescence,"

was a recent feature.

Calcutta has an attendance of nearly 150 boys

a week at its stereopticon lectures made up of

boys of all castes. This is a forcible way of

teaching Bible truths. An appeal for good

stereopticon slides is made. At the annual

Scripture examination 325 schoolboys attended.

The registration for Camp Dudley, the New

York state camp for boys, has reached the limit

of 150 for the month of July. There is a wait

ing list of 120 for August.

Brooklyn's camp for boys at Jamesport,

Long Island, this year will have more room.

If any near-by Associations cannot arrange to

accommodate their boys at some one of the As

sociation boys' camps they will be welcomed

here. C. S. Loder, Brooklyn Association, is in

charge. Write him.

Asheville, N. C., department will have a camp

in the mountains in July.

The City Baseball League, conducted by the

Charlotte, N. C., department, closed June 30.

Handsome pennants, the gift of a Charlotte

business firm, were awarded the winning teams.

The annual boys' camp will be held in the Blue

Ridge Mountains.

The Jersey boys' camp is full and a waiting

list of 24 two weeks before the camp opened.

The Junior Outing Club, of Auburn, N. Y.,

will go on a tramp trip July 3 to Ontario. The

club is now having sunset tramps, leaving the

building at 4.30 and returning at 9.30.

Atlanta last November had 427 members, 87

in its Bible classes, with 78 per cent, attending ;

39 of these boys professed conversion. At

Sunday meetings, from October to April, 119

boys decided to become Christians and 40 have

joined churches. A splendid orchestra of 16

boys, led by the leading violin instructor in the

citv, is winning laurels. The night school for em

ployed boys had 141 students. These have now

taken instructive jaunts to the six different de

partments of the Government located in and

around Atlanta: the circuit court, prison, bank,

weather bureau and post-office.

The boys of the 100 Sunday-schools of Wash

ington were brought together in an _ athletic

meet, in which the boys' secretary and physical

director of the Association were directing fac

tors. This was a piece of cooperation whicli

stood for clean sport, practical cooperation and

Association advancement.

The boys of the Norfolk County, Mass., de

partments will present the office secretary with

a typewriter.

Mr. Jessop, secretary at Brantford, was

given a handsome present by the juniors at a

farewell reception given him when about to

leave Brantford.

Columbus, Ga., gave a reception to mothers

and teachers at the close of the season's work,

including an exhibition of gymnastics, indoor

baseball and swimming contest, followed by a

program in the lecture room, with refresh

ments.

New Haven papers opened the season with

inaccurate newspaper reports about Tuxis

Island camp. The papers said 5,000 boys were

expected there. It should have been 50. The

year before there were all sorts of scandals

about Captain Kidd's treasure, which was one

of the best put-up jokes for the boys for mak

ing things lively in camp, which was as far as

the fun was meant to go. A newspaper re

porter did the rest.

County Work Department

Brookville, Montgomery County, O-, will con

trol the athletic life of the community, and has

arranged for athletics and will have baseball,

tennis and other outdoor sports during the

summer. An average attendance of seventy at

a monthly men's meeting is maintained.

Miamisburg, Montgomery County, O., is con

ducting a normal class for thirty-five Sunday-

school teachers.

Bible study groups are being organized at

Taylorville and Morrisonville, Christian

County, 111., for short summer sessions.

A banquet of sixty men was a recent feature

by the University of Michigan students at

Hudson, Lanawee County, Mich. Twenty-six

boys have just been enrolled in a boys' depart

ment in Blissfield. The regular program in

cludes Bible study, parliamentary drill and ath

letics. A boys' department was organized in

May at Addison.

A coal miners' Bible class will be organized

at Seevers, Jasper County, la. A shop Bible

class and a Bible class among colored men are

projected at Newton. The Bible class of boys

at Prairie City is conducting meetings for

young men at outlying points.

Hartford, Ohio County, Ky., has had an av

erage attendance of twenty-two boys at the

Sunday afternoon meetings. The town only

contains forty boys. They raised $10 to start

work by an amateur play. Field day, outdoor
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tramps and a summer camp are planned for the

summer.

Associations in Orange County, N. Y., will

conduct inter-visitation work this summer. Bi

cycle runs will be made between different As

sociations, with social functions arranged dur

ing the evening.

Preparing for Crowds at Silver Bay

The athletic field has been enlarged, tennis

courts improved and the equipment has been

increased. Four large cottages have been lo

cated on the "Slim Point Property," where

they command a magnificent view up and down

the length of the lake. These will be especially

desirable for men with their families or those

who wish to room at some little distance from

the main hotel. The greatly increased supply

of spring water, general improvements and

other additions and developments now going

forward will remedy embarrassing conditions

of last year. The camp fire conferences, insti

tute, boys' conferences and general program for

deepening the interest of the members will be

of great value to Associations. The vacation

attractions are valuable privileges of member

ship. The Silver Bay luncheon at Niagara

Falls was attended by about 125 persons, most

of whom were on the August program.

In the Training Institute, beginning August 1,

sessions will begin at 8 A. M. and continue in

45-minute periods to 12.45. The gymnastics,

calisthenics, marching and games, the camp

fire conferences, the many opportunities for

helpful fellowship with leaders will be of large

value to all institute students. Forest Inn, with

accommodations for more than a hundred, has

been set aside for the exclusive use of institute

students and instructors. The general pro

gram for the entire month of August is a strong

one. Attendance on the part of those coming

for their vacations on the conference sessions

and other meetings is optional, but such able

speakers and leaders have been secured it is an

ticipated that the privilege of these gatherings

will be taken advantage of by large numbers

who come for the vacation attractions only. The

hotel is open from July 1 to Association men

and their families, though no program is pro

vided. As rooms are now being assigned it is

desirable that vacation tickets and applications

for rooms be sent to the secretary at Silver

Bay as soon as possible.

Outlines in Nature Study

Silas H. Berry, former librarian of New

York and the popular and efficient leader of

nature study of Silver Bay last summer, will

be at the conference there this year. This

\vork as per the topics below will be even

more practical than before. In addition to the

iwpular talks and rambles, it is possible that

more • advanced and systematic but equally

popular courses may be arranged.

I. The shaping and clothing of the earth. 1.

Foundation stones. 2. Mountains and hills. 3.

Lakes, ponds, rivers—origin of Lake George.

4. Beginnings of vegetable life. 5. Variation

and place of the freak. 6. The forest and its

place in the world's progress. 7. Alternation

of forest crop. 7. Man and his neighbor.

II. Adaptations and mechanisms displaying

creative design. 1. Leaves and their work. 2.

Cells and their place. 3. Roots and their ar

rangement. 4. Flowers and their message. 5.

Seeds and their distribution.

III. Evolution of plant life. 1. Law and logic

of creation. 2. Perpetuation of life in the low

est forms. 3. Edible and poisonous mush

rooms. 4. Perpetuation of life in the higher

forms. 5. The ascending scale.

Pittsburgh Statement Regarding

Membership

In view of several recent publications in the

press the board of directors of the Young

Men's Christian Association, of Pittsburg,

makes the following statement :

First—The Young Men's Christian Associa

tion, of Pittsburg has not now, and never has

had, any rule debarring from membership in the

Association actors or any other class of per

sons, but has always welcomed any young man

possessing the only required qualifications—that

of good moral character (as provided in its

constitution and by-laws), subject to the ap

proval of the membership committee.

Second—From the opening of our gymna

sium the membership committee, with the ap

proval of the board of directors, has deemed it

best to keep that department of this Associa

tion strictly to the design for which it was

originally intended—viz., the providing of a

place where men, wishing exercise for health

or recreation, could obtain it under what we

believe to be conditions conducive to those

ends. In carrying this out, it has been found

advisable not to grant gymnasium privileges to

persons who desire to use them in training for

professional purposes, but this slight restriction

has no application to any particular class or

profession.

Third—We are convinced from our experi

ence and that of other gymnasiums once exist

ing in this city, that such a course meets with

the approval of those who wish to use our gym

nasium for its most useful objects, and we are

strengthened in this conviction by the fact that

for over twenty-one years it has always been

filled to its utmost capacity by the young men

of our city who are pleased to avail themselves

of its benefits, and we regret if there has been

any misunderstanding or misapplication of this

principle at any time.



Chronicle and Comment

Xcws from the Associations, New and Workable Plans, Encouraging Features and Items of General Interest

Are Requested for These Pages. Copy for the August Number Should Reach New York by July 17.

PORTLAND, ORE., ORGANIZED JUNE 7 A SUMMER

Bible Club, called "The Campaigners," and en

rolled sixty-two at the first meeting. This

club is to be a combination of Bible study and

good-fellowship, "suitably combined for sum

mer enjoyment." A study of the Book of Acts

is to be taken up, with special reference to the

carrying on of a personal campaign among men,

the club frequently going out to the end of

some car line or on the river for their study,

taking with them watermelons or other fruit

to assist in good-fellowship. It is expected

that this club will bring many men into active

service for the fall and winter work.

HARRISBURG, PA., CELEBRATED ITS JUBILEE

last month. Two of the founders present.

Governor Pennypacker delivered the address.

BUFFALO SPENT $92,927.65 LAST YEAR IN ITS

eight departments. The membership is 5,521 ;

members paid $30,503, the daily attendance at

the six buildings was 2,673. Four of these

buildings are never closed, day or night; 64

Bible classes have 821 different men and boys

enrolled, and 39 educational classes, 601.

A RARF. BOOK COLLECTION OF THE NEW YORK

City Association library has been sold, a portion

bringing $fi,000. The money will be used in pur

chasing new and practical books for young men.

MANKATO, MINN., ENTERED ITS BUILDING

January 2 and now has 312 members. The

building cost $32,934 and the subscriptions

were $28,005.

A SERIES OF LIFE WORK TALKS HAVE BEEN

given by leading men of the city at Chicago

Central, on Law, Salesmanship. Medicine,

Journalism. Engineering. Civil Service. Bank

ing. Insurance and Politics.

MAJOR CofGHLiN, OF BROOKLYN CENTRAL, AN

artist of no mean ability, has completed a

nhotogravure panorama of Silver Bay. 8 by

17 inches, which is a most beautiful thing.

The International Committee supplies copies at

fifty cents.

THE "WAGON-END" MEETINGS HELD IN BROOK-

lyn at the navy yard gate, addressed by the

strongest men in the city, such as Drs. Hillis.

Cadinan, McAfee, Myers and others, have had

strong effect. The music has been constantly

echoed in the factories, men humming the songs

sung at the noon services through the after

noon. Infidels and socialists have been

touched, and one who was recognized ns a

leader said : "I am beginning to think there

must be something in it." At Dr. McAfee'-

meeting a member of his church who had not

attended church for nine years came forward

and took him by the hand, promising to come

bark to church.

IN THE LIFE STUDY CLUB, WARREN, PA., HAD

45 men enrolled, including 11 of 15 of the board

of directors and every officer except one.

Bankers, lawyers, dentists, representatives of

oil company, merchants, insurance agent, manu

facturers, office men and manager telephone

company were in the class. Some of the les

sons discussed were: The Best Way to Live;

A Working Force in Life; The Worth of De

votion; The Temptations of Life; Building

Character; Herod the Murderer; Pilot the

Politician ; Judas the Traitor ; Annanias the

Liar; What Makes a Man Happy, What He

Has or What He Is ; Is Anything Wrong in

Itself? Can a Man Do Right When He Don't

Feel Like It? How to Pray.

THE ANNUAL REPORT OF CAMDEN, N. ].. IS

put up in a form worth copying. It lacks only

in illustrations. There is no secretary's report

in it nor tabular statements.

MR. FRANK A. VANDERLIP, PRESIDENT OF THE

National City Bank, of New York, and former

Secretary of the Treasury, who is intelligently

and deeply interested in technical night schools,

has become an active member of the educa

tional committee at West Side Branch, New

York.

WlLLIAMSPORT, PA., IS SQUARING ITSFXF TO

raise a debt of $27,000, $15,000 of which is a

mortgage, $8,000 a judgment on the building.

$2,100 of notes for a deficit of previous years

and $2,100 in current bills of last year.

MR. McNAiR, OF LOUISVILLE, WARNS ASSOCIA-

tions of a Mr. Chautand, a teacher of French

or Spanish, about forty-five years of age.

weight 200 pounds, medium height, black

beard, slightly bald in front, who en

deavors to get acquainted with boys for im

moral purposes.

CHATTANOOGA, TENN., is TO MEET SQUARELY

the demands for a religious work commen

surate with the needs of the rapidly growing city

The religious work committee has been studying

the needs of the industrial population. It ha-

organized noon-day meetings in thirteen shops,

where 75 to 250 men are employed. The manu

facturers readily give them a few extra minutes'

time at the noon hour for the men to attend thi-

meeting. In some cases this is extended tn

thirty minutes' time at the employers' expense

The clergy have been consulted and are one

with the Association. H. E. Dodge spent two

weeks in starting the shop work and at a Sun

day service met 2,000 men, of whom 75 made

decisions to lead the Christian life. It is ex

pected that at least 100 men will be identified

with the religious work, with 25 noon shop

Knspel meetings held.
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JOHN W. HANSEL, PRESIDENT OF THE CHI-

cago Training School for many years, has re

signed to enter business. He will be present at

the volunteer conference the last of August at

Lake Geneva, but will not fulfil other than an

nounced summer work. The presidency has

been tendered Mr. F. H. Burt.

HONOLULU HAS THIS SIGN HANGING IN ITS

building: "Young enough to be active; old

enough to be trusted ; thirty-six years in this

city, twenty-three years in this building."

Henry Ostrum and Messrs. Butler and Hillis

took part in the thirty-sixth anniversary. An

athletic field within a block of the gymnasium

has been added.

ILLINOIS HAS COMPLETED A SERIES OF TWELVE

local institutes, which seem to have been very

helpful to the local work. The plan of the in

stitute has been as follows : At noon a meet

ing with the State Committee representatives

and the Board of Directors for discussion of

business problems. At two o'clock the educa

tional work has been discussed, at three

o'clock, the boys' work, and at four o'clock the

religious work; then at six o'clock a tea has

been held, to which members of committees

and other active members have been invited,

at which volunteer service has been presented.

The conference closed with an evangelistic

meeting at eight o'clock. In connection with

four of the institutes Association Sundays

were also held, and in such cases an evangelis

tic meeting was conducted on Sunday after

noon. In these four Sundays the Association

work has been presented in twenty-five

churches. The conferences have been held at

Canton, Moline, Sterling, Belvidere, Kewanee,

Galesburg, Mendota, Aurora, Elgin, Galena,

Jacksonville and Bloomington. At the twelve

points 119 members of local boards were met;

229 men have been present at the afternoon in

stitutes and 496 at the evening teas. In the evan

gelistic meetings the gospel has been presented

to 1,879 and forty-two men have begun the

Christian life.

NINETY REPRESENTATIVES OF PHILADELPHIA

Branches met for conference at Dwight Farms

June 4 and 5. The central theme was The

Philadelphia Association and an Adequate

Campaign for Men. The topics were consid

ered in institute fashion, by Mr. W. C. Doug

las and F. S. Goodman, assisted by leading

laymen and secretaries. Mr. Goodman gave an

address Sunday morning, on The Place of an

Individual in Such a Campaign, following

which over a score of men expressed their pur

pose to adopt as a personal program the Fel

lows of Christ policy referred to in Mr. Good

man's article on Conversational Evangelism

last month. On Sunday afternoon, an evan

gelistic meeting for the young men of Dowing-

town was held in the opera house. The con

ference closed on Sunday evening, with the

consideration of a forward movement policy

for the Associations of the entire city.

SOUTHBRIDGE HAS A SUMMER BlBLE CLASS

which meets at the home of the leader, L. E.

Ammidown. Class study is followed by a

prayer service. This averages fifteen boys, who

walk from one to two miles to attend. The As

sociation had 8S men and boys enrolled last

year in seven classes, twenty-five conversions

resulting.

HAVANA, CUBA, OPENED ITS EXTENSIVE HOUSE

last month with 1,000 people in attendance.

The government furnished the magnificent ar

tillery band of fifty men ; President Palma was

present; the Postmaster-General, who has led

in the movement, addressed the audience, urg

ing his friends to enroll. Every dormitory is

rented and the work is in full swing.

THE STATE COMMITTEE OF TENNESSEE HAS

secured ten subscriptions of $100 each towards

the budget of $6,000 for 1905.

ASSOCIATION WORK IN TENNESSEE HAS SUF-

fered a great loss in the death of A. S. Cald-

well, treasurer of the State Committee. When

the death of Mr. Caldwell was announced the

general manager of the Cumberland Telephone

Company at Nashville posted a notice on the

time clock which said : "The work of Mr. Cald

well with the Tennessee Young Men's Christian

Association has left a monument more enduring

than marble." Charles H. Eastman is elected

to succeed him.

OVER 100 STUDENT DELEGATES FROM TfiNNES-

see attended the Southern Student Conference

at Asheville. This is the largest delegation

ever sent from any Southern State. Secretary

Day was not content with presenting the claims

of the conference, but stayed with the schools

until men were elected, their acceptances se

cured and then assisted in raising the money

to send them to the conference.

AS A RESULT OF THE SAM JoNES MEETINGS

at Knoxville, Tenn., the Association in that

city received a collection amounting to over

$6,000 for the building fund.

BOYS FROM ELGIN WILL MAKE SEVERAL "EMI-

grant" trips in the northeren part of Illinois

and Wisconsin, passing en route some twenty

lakes, each trip occupying three to four days.

PENNSYLVANIA'S BIBLE CONFERENCE AT

Eagles Mere, a lake on the summit of the

Alleghenies, 2,200 feet above the sea-level, will

be held this year July 3-12. The speakers are

Dr. R. W. Rogers. Rev. John F. Carson, Dr.

James M. Gray, Bishop Rudolph Dubs and

Rev. C. E. Hurlburt.

LOUISVILLE, Kv., HAS BEEN ALLOWING ITS

members to pay the fees in four instalments

of $2.50 each. It will accept two payments of

$5 each, the first on applica'.ion, the second

within thirty days.
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LORAIN AND ELYRIA, O., HAVE RECENTLY BEEN

reorganized and put on a semi-metropolitan

basis, with committees of management at Lo-

rain, South Lorain and Elyria. The South Lo-

rain department, which for the past seven years

has been a combination city and industrial As

sociation, is now on a strictly industrial basis,

managed by a committee composed of em

ployees of the National Tube Company. This

company is one of the constituent companies of

the United States Steel Corporation, and within

a year will be employing 7,000 men. The As

sociation building at this point is worth

$30,000. The Lorain department, which occu

pies a three-story leased building, is receiving

enough from its dormitory rooms to pay the

rent of the entire building. The Association

has a baseball league of eight teams from the

steel plant and another league of nine teams

representing the Sunday-schools of the city.

THE SUMMER TRAINING INSTITUTE OF ON-

tario and Quebec wiH be held in "Barnfield on

the south shore of Lake Couchiching, August

1 to 18. The lake is 750 feet above the sea

level and but one mile from Lake Simcoe.

BOSTON HAD ABOUT 4,000 MEN FROM THE CITY

and 128 different towns and cities visit the

building several times weekly. The Evening

Institute students number over 1,500, with over

100 teachers employed. The central building

is crowded from cellar to roof. Every avail

able inch of space upstairs has been utilized for

class-rooms. The dressing-rooms of Associa

tion Hall are used throughout the year, and the

hall proper is divided off three evenings per

week by a partition, the front section used for

the law school and the rear for a great draft

ing-room. At the head of the stairs on As

sociation Hall floor are about to be constructed

some big show-windows for the window-

decorating class. The attics have been in

vaded, tons of old matter discarded, and these

once sacred precincts are now know as the

clay modeling "studio." A yawning chasm

without floor has been bridged over in one of

the attics and the space used as a drafting-

room. Another room has been constructed in

among the girders on a side roof, and in this

space, 72 inches high, without windows, some

forty men have been at work all the season.

The automobile school and electric school

have secured quarters in the old Park Square

freight sheds.

AN INSTITUTE FOR ORGANIZING THE WORK IN

Burlington County, N. J., was held in Mount

Holly, June 17 and 18.

CHICAGO HAS A CITIZENSHIP CLUB, COMPOSED

of the more mature men of the Association,

aiming to increase the activity of the members

in civic affairs. The study of the year has been

based on the text-book, City Government in the

United States, by Goodnow. In the study of

each subject in the text application has been

made to conditions as revealed in the city gov

ernment of Chicago. Special discussions have

been led by men particularly informed on the

subjects under consideration, the speakers

being as follows: W. J. Gibbons, Justice,

Some Interesting Things in the Justice

Courts; Charles Ailing, Alderman, The City

Council; Milton J. Foreman, Alderman, The

Traction Problem ; Edward A. Halsey, ex-City

Comptroller, The City's Finances; Charles D.

Lowry, District Superintendent of City Schools,

Municipal Education; Francis O'Neill, Chief

of Police, Police Administration.

THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST SECRETARIES' cos-

ference meets at Portland July 15-16-17. G. K.

Shurtleff, W. K. Cooper, Dr. George J. Fisher

and Prof. Graham Taylor, of the Chicago Com

mons, will be present. It is expected that a

number of other Eastern and Pacific coast sec

retaries will be present.

THIS IS A SUMMER WEEKLY SCHEDULE AT

Warren, Pa. Seven shop classes, a training

class Thursday evening—one of the cliss

teaches a lesson of his own choosing—then the

class proceed to criticize the lesson for fifteen

minutes, then the secretary gives some points

on teaching from See's book, which they will

copy in note-books; Saturday morning two

early Bible classes for boys are held on the

hills; Friday evening six men ride by street

car thirteen miles, meet with six men from

the church in that town and go out by twos to

call at every home, inviting the men to a men's

meeting in the church on Sunday evening in

place of the regular church service ; this meet

ing will be advertised as held by the church and

not by the Association ; Saturday evening one

man will go out two miles and call on every

home in the neighborhood, inviting them to a

service to a schoolhouse in the center of the

neighborhood to be led by himself and another

on Sunday afternoon. Sunday afternoon meet

ings will be held in the Association building

led by young men, and at five schoolhouses

from two to eight miles out, the men driving

out by twos; in the evening two men will go

down to a lumber camp four miles away. At

6.15 a dozen or more of the best personal work

ers will hold the men's meeting in the church:

each week an outside service will be taken on

until from eight to twelve services will be run

ning. Two new shop classes will be begun this

summer, and in the fall fifteen to twentv home

Bible classes. Small group Bible classes in the

shops will be organized and taught by some man

in the shop on a different day from which the '.

shop Bible classes are held. Bradford Williams fj

will spend the month of November and Fenno ' '

May with them, following the Cleveland idea. .

This will keep the secretary out of mischief.

but he will take time for study and golf daily
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H. C. CONRAD, FORMERLY A MEMBER OF THE

Brooklyn Association, disappeared from his

home some months ago. Any information re

garding his present whereabouts will be much

appreciated by B. F. Conrad, Middletown, Pa.,

or Chas. Bautn, Philadelphia.

SINCE FEBRUARY 1 MONROE, LA., HAS IN-

creased its membership from 104 to 213 ; paid

off a $500 debt, and has all 'expenses paid to

date. A physical director will be added.)

PUEBLO, COL., MEMBERSHIP INCREASED 105 IN

May, the swimming pool proving a strong at

traction. A summer Bible Class has been or

ganized. A "Hiker's" club takes out 25 men

each Saturday.

AN ASSOCIATION FOR COAL MINERS HAS BEEN

organized at Petros, Tenn. Rooms will be

opened about July 1. Petros is a coal camp in

the mountains of East Tennessee. The state

convicts also work in the mines at this point.

James D. Burton, of Nashville, has been called

as secretary.

ALBERT J. NATHAN HAS BEEN OBLIGED TO RE-

ttirn to the United States from Morocco on

account of the health of his family, and will

locate at Warren, Pa. His summer address

is Hillburn, N. Y.

WINSTON- SALEM, N. C., HELD A JOINT MEET-

ing of the Directors and members, May 23,

when the members of the physical department,

represented by T. W. Blackwell, president of

the Basket Ball League, presented an improved

shuffle board to the Association. The game

was purchased from the proceeds of a series

of basket ball games held last season.

FRANKLIN, MASS., WITH 100 MEMBERS, WAS

successful in raising $1,400 in subscriptions

($400 new money), having done a well-bal

anced work. A baseball team, tennis court,

cross country runs, summer cottage at Lake

Pearl, near by, for headquarters, with ample

accommodations for sleeping, eating, socials,

boating, music, fishing, bathing, outdoor sports

and meetings are features. An issue of 500

financial letters brought a return of $300 in

new money.

BROOKLYN HAS READJUSTED ITS EDUCATIONAL

department and library. Major Goughlin, for

many years educational director, has become

librarian, in place of Miss Hackett, who has

resigned after a term of very efficient service.

N. J. Davies, A.B., succeeds Major Coughlin.

BRANDON, MAN., HAS LET THE HEATING AND

plumbing contract for its new building for

$9,200, guaranteed to heat when 50 degrees

below zero.

WEST SIDE DEPARTMENT, NEW YORK, HAS A

"H. B. R. C." (Hall Bed Room Club), com-,

posed of boarding-house men, which meets

on Sunday nights, discusses themes close to life,

has supper and pays for it. The automobile

school had 365 men enrolled. A complete

garage with six machines in constant

sides others loaned by manufacturers' was se

cured. Five instructors are £mploy*t"

ROBERT J. FARRELL WAS "GIVEN A' SEND-OFF

by the Ottawa Association1, which expressed

the high esteem in which he is held, when he

retired as secretary. He was givejt^an illu

minated address, $200 in gold, and haijidsarntrly

bound volumes. It was a happy closing of his

eighteen years with that Association, ten as

secretary. He will spend some months in his

old home in Ireland. He will be succeeded by

T. D. Patton, of Calcutta.

J. A. DUMMETT, AFTER TWENTY-ONE YEAB5

of constant service, retired July 1 as secretary

at Cambridge, and will locate in business on

the Pacific Coast. He was given a reception

June 22.

JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA, ASSOCIATES

gave a reception with toasts and speeches, to

its secretary, W. Gordon Sprigg, on the oc

casion of his marriage, June 7.

WALTER B. ABBOTT, SECRETARY-ELECT AT NEW

Orleans, is spending two months visiting As

sociations and seeing from the inside how

things are done. Such trips are invaluable to

the older as well as the student secretary.

SEVENTY-NINE BROOKLYN CENTRAL STUDENTS

passed in the international examinations.

D. E. LUTHER, SECRETARY-ELECT FOR Los An

geles, Cal., is visiting Associations and new

buildings, preparatory to making plans for

what he hopes to be the best building on the

Pacific Coast.

BOSTON'S LAW DEPARTMENT GRADUATED 25

students June 7, who received the degree of

Bachelor of Laws. The address was deliv

ered by Dr. McKenzie.

BELLEVUE, OHIO, A COMBINED CITY AND RAIL-

road Association, makes one of the best show

ings we know of for a small town Association.

The population is less than 5,000; membership

648, who paid $5,391 ; 186 of its members are

railroad men, 151 city men and 111 boys twelve

to eighteen. The Association conducts the

lecture course of the town.

FOLLOWING "BILLY" SUNDAY'S MEETINGS AT

Macomb, 111., $10,021 was pledged for a $25,-

000 building. There were 1,605 converts re

ported at Macomb and 1,647 at Sterling dur

ing these services.

ON LEAVING OTTUMWA, IOWA, TO ASSUME

the secretaryship at Muscatine, Hugh Jamie-

son, the physical director, was given a banquet

and $40 in cash by the members.

THE MUSCATINE, IOWA, ASSOCIATION GAVE

C. F. Nevius a reception and a gold watch

upon his leaving for his new charge at Tacoma.

Wash.

MILWAUKEE WILL HAVE A SUMMER SCHOOL

for boys open for six weeks. Buffalo, 23d

Street, New York, and many others do the same.



A Revelation in Human Food.

Many people suffer from what is known as starch indigestion.

This is shown by gas and all sorts of stomach and bowel trouble (sometimes

ending in appendicitis), brought on by the undigested starch in wheat, oats, white

bread, cakes, puddings, etc., etc.

Nature ultimately punishes any one who continually takes medicine or drugs to

smooth over or nullify bad conditions of the body. The only safe way to cure such

is to correct or remove the cause. Therefore, it is plain that people who show some

weakness in digesting the starchy part of food (which is much the larger part of all

we eat) must be helped by having the starch digested or transformed before being

eaten. The safest and truest way to dp this is to imitate nature and avoid all chem

icals or outside and unnatural things. The body digests starchy food by first mixing

it with the moisture or juices of the mouth and stomach, then warmth or mild heat

from the body grows or develops disease from the grain. Time is also an important

element and when all work together and the human organs operate properly the

starch is slowly turned into a form of sugar, as it must be before the blood will absorb

it and carry the needed energy to different parts of the body. Of course, if the body

fails to do its work perfectly trouble sets in.

So in the making of the famous food, Grape-Nuts, moisture, warmth and time

are the only things used to turn starch into sugar, thus imitating nature and keeping

the human food in original purity, free from outside things and just as Mother

Nature intends it shall be kept for advantageous use by her children. The food is

fully cooked at the factories and with a little thick cream poured over is crisp and

delicious.

Grape-Nuts food brings peace, health and comfort when people are in despair

from the ails resulting from undigested food.

" There's a reason."

Please mention ASSOCIATION MEN when answering Advertisements.
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A large number of Association buildings

contain and use to advantage a rolling parti

tion for the separation of groups in the social

rooms. J. G. Wilson, the manufacturer, says

that over thirty different buildings are thus

equipped. A little pamphlet is issued which

should be read by all contemplating such a de

vice to make several rooms out of one on a

moment's notice. The booklet may be had for

a stamp by addressing Mr. Wilson, at 5 West

29th street, New York.

In campaigning for money for current ex

penses or for a new building there is nothing

better to put in the hands of the representative

men of your city than "Five Years Equal

Forty-seven," the reprint from January Asso

ciation Men. If you have not seen a copy of

the second edition, write the business office for

one and it will be sent free.

The man traveling between Chicago and

Buffalo will make no mistake who takes the

Lake Shore Railroad, over which the mag

nificent twentieth-century limited trains run.

Every appointment of the road is as nearly per

fect as the science and management of railroad

construction permit, contributing to speed,

safety and comfort. For nearly three hundred

miles the road runs along the picturesque shore

of Lake Erie. The through train service be

tween Chicago, Cleveland, Buffalo, Boston and

New York is operated in connection with the

famous four-track New York Central Railroad.

Passengers going to Niagara Falls will have

the choice of these roads, coming from the

East or West.

SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

Asling, G. W., Waukesha Wis., res.
Baker, I. W., to Drake University, Iowa.

Beard, I. J., to York. Neb.
Blanton, F. S., to Farmville, Va.
Botsford, G. S., Tacoma, Wash., res.
Brodie, D. N., to Glace Bay, C. B.
Burton, J. D., Asst., Nashville to Petros, Tenn.

(Miners).
Campbell, C. A., to University of Toronto.
Clarke, Dumont. to Princeton University.

Colton, O. C, Lorain, O., res.
Fechter, John, Salem, Ore., res.
Hayes, W. V., Xenia to Marietta, O.
iessop, William, Brantford, Ont., res.
orgensen, Arthur, Asst., Omaha to U. of Neb.
Cellar, Anderson, Hastings to Nelson, Neb.
Kempton, J. W., Ellis, Kan., to Grand Island, Neb.
Kibby, W. J., Petersburg, Va.. res.
Landis, G. B., Grand Rapids, Mich., res.
Langdon, W. F., Jersey City, N. J., res.
Lawrence, J. A., Winchester, Mass., res.
Leonard. J. F., Southbridge, Mass., to Rutland.
Marquardt, A. A., to Fort McKinley, Me.
Moore, F. W., Yale University, res.
Parson, A. B., University of Michigan, res.
Sawers. O. H., Gd. Isl. to Sapulpa, I. T. (R. R.).
Sheldon, E. W., to McGill Univ., Montreal.
Steen. J. E., Princeton University.
Wallace. R. S., Harvard Univ., res.
Weist, D. W., to Ohio Normal Univ.
West, F. H., to Grand Rapids, Mich.
Wilson, S, B., St. John, N. B., to Brantford, Ont
Wilson, E. G'., to Lafayette College, Easton, Pa.
Woolworth, P. T., Albany to Lawrence, N. Y.

ASSISTANT SECRETAKItS.

Alhen, H. M., Northampton, Mass., res.
Hanson, R. O., to Sail Lake City, Utah.

Nichols, R. W., Utica, N. Y., res.
Norton, W. C-, Portland, Me., res.

Super, Paul, to Orange, N. J.
Scott, W. A., Keokuk, la., to Washington, D. t

Woodhall, C. H., Rockport to Jamestown, N. Y

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.

Botsford, C. S., to La Crosse, Wis.
Coats, A. J., Lincoln, Neb., res.
Dawson, A. B., to Concord, N. H.
Doyle, Burton, to Des Moines, la.
Eby, E. S., to Bristol, Tenn.
Gillesby, L. O., Birmingham to Evanston, 111
Gilmore, V. R., Rockford, 111., res.
Greene, G. H., Bristol, Tenn., res.
Henley, J. A., Port Huron, Mich., res.
Hill, F. C, to Gloucester, Mass.
Huegerich, O. E., Waukesha, Wis., res.
Hoke, H. E., to Parkersburg, W. Va.
Larimore, I. W., Denver, Col., to Birmingham. Ala.

Lewis, S. A., Y. M. I., New York, res.

Lousley, Oswald, San Jose, Cal., res.^
Meissner, C. H., South Side Branch, St. Louis, M<>.. re*.

Mero, E. B^ Boston, Mass. (Asst.). res.
Minter, C. Evansville to Lexington, Ky.
Moses, C. S., Quebec, Ont., res.
Pest, B. T., to Youngstown, O.
Pinneo, G. M., Newark, O., to Lincoln, Neb.
Randel, N. P., Jersey City to Montclair, N. J.
Reithard, W. V., Evanston, 111., res.
Robb, J. W., Leavenworth. Kan., to Pueblo, Col.

Taylor, j- K., Nyack, N. Y., res.
White, Frank, Boston, Mass. (Asst.), res.
Wittig, R. L., Petersburg, Va., to Ashland, Ky

BOYS' WORK DIRECTORS.

Harter, L. E., Oak Park, 111., res.
Lucas, F. T., to Salt Lake City, Utah.
Maxwell, W. G., Germantown, Pa., res.
Page, J. W., Hartford Conn., res.
Rich, C. W., Elgin, III., res.
Smith, K. L., New Haven, Conn., to Bed. Br., Brooklyn

Whitehead H. A., Elmira, N. Y., res.

EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORS.

Austin, L. B., St. Paul, Minn., to Los Angeles, Cal.

Austin. F. O., to St. Joseph, Mo.
Ebcrsole, Abram, St. Louis, Mo., res.

Hurst, A. S., to St. Louis, Mo.
Wright, E. H., to Young Men's Inst., New York.

COUNTY SECRETARIES.

Archibald, L. W., Annapolis County, N. S., res.

Chase, C. L., to Oneida County, N. Y.
Jesson, E. H., Norwich, N. Y'., to Delaware County.

N. Y.

STATE SECRETARIES.

Burger, W. H., P*tw« to New Y'ork St. Com.

Frost. W. S., to Kentucky. _ ^
Minear. A. B., Io»,a ui**i.), res.
Simonds, E. J., Asst., to Nebraska.

ASSOCIATION CALENDAR

STATE CONVENTIONS.

Massachusetts and Rhode Island, Westneld, Mass.

November 10-12.
Tennessee, October 26-29.

OTHER CONFERENCES.

Railroad Conference, Detroit, Mich., Sept. 28-Oct. 1.
World's Student Federation Conference, Nashville.

Tenn., February 28-March 4.
New Jersey Boys, Camden, October 27-29.

LAKE GENEVA DATES.

Summer School for Secretaries and Physical Director*.

July 4-28.
Conference on Boys' Work, July 29-August 3.
Conference of Volunteer Workers in City, Town, Rail

road and Industrial Associations, August 4-1S.
Camp open to members and guests, June 26-Sept. 1.

SILVER BAY DATES.

Vacation Period, July 4 to September 15.

Wo ' . -
scret:

1 to September S.

Conference for Workers, August 1 to September S.
Institute for Secretaries and Physical Directors, August

Older Boys' Conference, August 29 to September S.
Institute for Workers with Boys, Aug. 29 to Sept t.
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The Opening of the Orient

Before them

Twenty-five of the best men North America

can send out will be at work in the great cap

itals, seaports and commercial cities of China,

Hong Kong and Korea by January 1, en

gaged in establishing and directing Young

Men's Christian Associations. Ten of these

men will sail this fall to recruit those now on

the field. Eager as they may be for work, it

will take the new men two years to learn the

language and acquaint themselves with the

problems they are to meet. Before them also are

the period of adjustment to the climate and the

racial adaptation to the new customs and

habits of a foreign people,

also are the responsibility

and the privilege of disci

plining in their generation

the now awakened, eager

and ambitious young men

of the Orient, upon whom

rests more than upon any

generation of young men

for a thousand years the

destiny of this nation of

more than 400,000,000 peo

ple. Work has been well

begun in the leading cosmo

politan cities of Shanghai,

Tientsin, Chefoo, Kiaochau,

Hong Kong and Seoul, and

men are on the ground at

Nanking, Foochow and

Hankow. These are great

centers of trade, education

and influence, their popula

tions ranging from 250,000

to 2,000,000.

A New World's Center

The Pacific is fast becom

ing the center of the world.

The trade of the United

States with China has in

creased 600 per cent, since

1893. Hong Kong has

grown from a barren island

to the third largest port in

the world-; Shanghai, from

an insignificant river town

of a few years ago, has blos

somed into almost another New York, having

already more than a million inhabitants. And yet

our trade with China has but begun. The re

cent treaty with the United States abolishes

the "likin" tax, which has been one of the

greatest barriers to commerce ; seven thousand

miles of railway are projected and some three

thousand miles are just completed or are being

constructed. China must have our wheat and

our cotton. We are bound to see a commerce

on the Pacific as much larger than that on the

Atlantic as the population of Eastern Asia is

larger than that of Europe. This means the

most intimate contact of America with China,

r fa

The Memoranda Pledge of $100,000 for Association buildings at

Seoul, Pekin and Kyoto, given by Mr. Wanamaker to Mr. Mott on hi*

personal card, with the remark, "My sons will honor that should anything

happen to me"—the act of a business man.
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ILETCHER S. BROCKMAN.

Japan and Korea. There is a new Orient, there

is a new responsibility upon America for the

Orient, there is a new and thrilling oppor

tunity in the Orient.

America Responds to the Appeal

Mr. Brockman, the national secretary for

China, said, as he left for his furlough: ''I

am going home and will not return unless

they give me ten men." Now at least ten

men are ready to return with him, and Amer

ica is ready to furnish the means to send

them.

The North American Associations in the

past few months

have embraced the

opportunities given

them to share in

the Christianizing

of these nations.

Dayton, O., has in

creased its pledge

of $1,200 to $.'i,20() ;

Baltimore has

pledged $2,800, and

will increase it to

$:i.500. Canadian

men have given

$3,500. The Gould

Line Railroad As-

sociations and

friends have

pledged $5,000;

Scranton, $4,000 ;

Wilkes-Barre, $2,-

300 ; Germantown,

$2,000 ; C a m d e n,

$2,000; Charleston,

S. C., $2,000, and Brooklyn, $3,000. Other As

sociations are cooperating.

A number of the amounts are guaranteed for

five years, and all are made by men who are

fully able to fulfil their obligations. Many di

rectors have contributed in sums from $100 to

$1,000. Some gentlemen have taken the salary

and expenses of secretaries in certain cities.

Young men have a part in the giving. The

pledges were not made in enthusiastic meet

ings, but may be depended upon. The support

will be continuous, and there is no question

that the cities to be opened will respond to

the leadership assured as fully as other cities

in the Orient have already done.

Mr. Wanamaker's Far-Reaching Gift

Hon. John Wanamaker, while at the Paris

World's Conference, met Mott and Brockman.

and with them considered where $100,000 could

best be invested for the work in the Far East.

He decided to give that sum for the erection of

buildings at Peking, the capital city of China ;

Seoul, the capital of Korea; and Kyoto, the

old capital and present Buddhist center of

Japan. The condition named was that the

people of those cities should purchase the land.

Few business men have more complete infor

mation of the Association at home and abroad.

From the days when he was general secretary

of the Philadelphia Association he has

thoroughly known of its work. He gave

$100.000 toward the Philadelphia building; gave

a building at Madras, India, and more recently

the boys' building at Calcutta, the' latter cost

ing $15,000. In making the gift he said: "The

Young Men's Christian Associations have the

patent on opportunity and can act with free

TI1K CH1NKSK SECRETARIES ANL> THB1K WIVES.
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doni and effect if they have the necessary ad

ministrative force and financial support." It

will be no small undertaking to raise the sums

needed for the building sites, but there is

every reason to believe it can be clone. The

effect on the East will be tremendous.

The great need for an Association building

for Queen's College has been practically met by

the liberality of Lord Overtoil and Ezra 11.

Stevens, who have, within the last few days,

made contributions of $.">,000 each toward a

building to cost $J7,r>oo. Contributions have

been received from other friends for $2,500. It

is hoped that the additional $5,000 will be se

cured soon, as the Government has agreed to

withhold the lot from the market for a brief

period, and to let the Association have the

property at a very low rate. One Chinese has

subscribed $3,000 of the $10,000 needed for this

purchase. The balance for the lot will be con

tributed by Hong Kong residents.

Gailey at Tientsin

Gailey, the old Princeton football player,

is making as good scores at Tientsin as he did

on the gridiron. The Viceroy sent him this

message through the mayor of the city not

long ago : "You have done for us what we

could not do for ourselves." A palace or

official residence containing 100 rooms has

been given by Chinese for the use of the Asso

ciation free of rent. There is hardly a promi

nent man in the city who does not know

Gailey personally and cooperate with him. The

annual budget is $16,500 (Mex.), paid entirely

by Tientsin. Mr. Gailey gives his help freely

in direction of the schools, and is becoming a

real influence in the affairs of the city.

For a series of religious services to be held

three days, near by club rooms were offered

by Confucian members, rent free. There were

often 500 men in attendance, and the services,

instead of closing at the end of the third day,

continued. Conversions resulted and deep

thought and inquiry were provoked among the

men who had become open minded to the

Christian gospel.

A museum is a novel feature for an Associa

tion to introduce, and yet this is becoming

one of the evangelistic factors at Tientsin.

The Chinese are intensely eager to learn about

western civilization. Things that are simple

to an American schoolboy are wonderful to

them. One of their highly educated men, ac

cording to old learning, could not believe that

the same sun shone on America and China.

The popular idea of an earthquake is that a

great elephant humps his back. Gailey is hav

ing a globe eight feet in diameter made, to

teach geography. In the museum the model of

a Christian grave yard, with a church in the

center and crosses marking the graves, will tell

SHANGHAI FOREIGN DEPARTMENT.

(For Knglisli ant! American younp men.)

the story of the Christian faith and resurrec

tion hope. He will use electricity to show ho\v

Christians use lightning—as a coolie might

be used—as a servant rather than regard it as

a power to l>e feared and worshipped.

Education the Attractive Force

Education is the chief ambition of the

Chinese young men. The first classes adver

tised in Shanghai brought twice as many men

as the Association rooms could hold. Then

larger rooms were secured and these were

crowded ; then a three-story building was

rented, and this was packed even to hallways

and the secretary's office. The fees are consid

erable for these classes in English, French,

German, Japanese, stenography, typewriting

and the translation of official documents. There

were 262 students enrolled in April and others

who would have paid $1,000 (Mex.) in fees

were turned away because there was no room

for them. Some of the Shanghai members have

established a school in a village near the city,

where they hold services on Sundays. The day

school boys give $200 a year to support this

school. The College Association has another

such school and meeting. Mr. Dzau met in New

York a Chinese gentleman who, learning of

the Association school in Shanghai, asked for a

letter of introduction that he might send his

son to a school where the boy's morals would

be guarded. Athletic field days are held twice

a year, which are big events among all the

Chinese college men in Shanghai, Tientsin and

Hong Kong. The first foreign Association

was formed in Shanghai for European and
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ONE OF GAII.EY'S BIBLE CLASSES.

American young men, and now has 250 mem

bers. The rented building has some ten dor

mitories, which are always filled, a popular

dining-room, billiard tables, reading and social

rooms. The cricket team has won over all

competitors and athletics are popular. The

Chinese department has twice running beaten

the foreign department at debate. A $50,000

building provided by America is soon to be

erected on a $10,000 site, paid for by Chinese

merchants. One mandarin gave $1,500 to this

fund and seven others gave $500 each. At Nan

king, the Methodist University has a building

erected by the late W. VV. Cooper, of Kenosha,

Wis. Tientsin has $10,000 for a building and

a small sum is pledged for a lot in Seoul. A

$15,000 building is greatly needed for the As

sociation at Queen's College, Hong Kong,

which has 1,300 students, but one of whom is

a Christian.

A GROUP OF CHINESE MEMBERS.

The College Association

There are nearly fifty College Associations.

These were begun by Beach and fostered by

Lyon, who went to China as the first secretary

of the International Committee in 1895. Tlie

good confession which some of these college

men made during the Boxer war is proof oi

what may be expected of them in the cominjj

years when they will take their part in nio'tl

ing the faith of their country. When Mr. Mott

made his first visit to North China in ISOli. lir

led a number of strong young men to Christ.

Among them was one who later became presi

dent of the Association in his college. At tlu-

time of the Boxer uprising he was apprehended

by the Boxers, who demanded that lie

recant He replied by preaching Christ to

them. They then cut out his tongue. They

said: "We will give you one more opportunity

to recant, and you may indicate that you do

recant by bowing your head." He held hi~

head erect. They slowly cut him to pieces.

This is the spirit that will overcome the world

in China. Mr. Mott states that 15,000 Protes

tant Chinese were slain. One may well ques

tion whether the Christians of America would

stand such a test.

Educated Natives for Secretaries

Native secretaries are being secured and

trained. Among these are Mr. Kim, secretary

with Gillett at Seoul. Mr. Kim was Captain-

General of Police in Seoul, and brings to the

secretaryship the prestige of that position,

where he was reckoned a man of sterling char

acter. Mr. Dzau, who has been spending a year

in the United States in preparation, is secre

tary of the Chinese Department at Shanghai.

He was formerly a popular professor in a mis

sionary college. When he resigned half the

students threatened to leave the college. By

his business ability the Shanghai Association

has secured a yearly budget of $10,000 (Mex.).

Mr. Chong, who is secretary at Tientsin, is a

degree man of high standing among the literati.

He is also a graduate of a missionary college,

where he specialized in science. He resigned

as professor of mathematics in the Provincial

University at the Capital rather than counte

nance the worship of the tablet of Confucius

Mr. Chong's lectures on government, science

and history attract many influential literati.

Thus a force of able and educated Chinese

secretaries is being enlisted and trained. The

discovery and training of such men is a work

of first importance, but it will take years.

Men of Ability in the Lead

The City Associations, begun in 1900. now

have many leading men on their boards and

among their contributors, in addition to promi

nent missionaries of the several denominations



Thirty thousand students compete for higher degrees at the triennial examinations at Nanking. A whole day

is occupied in entering at the main gate and finding their places, as shown in this picture.

Kach competing student has his own stall where, in solitary confinement, he wrestles with his work. The

picture shows but one corner of the great stretch of these stalls.
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by whose urgent invitation the movement was

inaugurated. Among these are the Hon. F. H.

May, formerly Acting Governor of Hong

Kong; Mr. Scott, Chairman of the Shanghai

Chamber of Commerce; L)r. I. McLeavy

Brown, the Sir Robert Hart of Korea ; H. W.

De Gray, the head of the China-Japanese

Trading Company; Mr. Morse, of the 'Customs

Service, a graduate of Harvard, and C. W.

Addis, one of the leading bankers of the

Orient. Among the native supporters are such

men as Yuen Chai Ho, adviser on foreign af

fairs to (he Emperor of Korea, and formerly

Minister of Education, who was a college mate

of Brockman in Vanderbilt ; Hon. Mr. Wong,

interpreter to the Viceroy at Nanking, a gradu

ate of a German university, and Prof. Yen, a

these are numbered by the hundreds. An

evening of home life is their salvation. Two

nights a month for them and two for the native

young men are regular "home nights," when a

few fellows "get a glimpse of heaven," as they

lake tea and cake and stay their strength in

a wholesome home and under a true woman's

influence. In the study of the language, visits

to sick fellows at the hospitals, playing ihe

piano at services, serving refreshments at

Bible class teas and receptions, often in teach

ing Bible classes, the secretary's wife takes

her part. But who can know the stay and

strength of sympathetic support she supplies

the man who is righting his fight in a foreign

land, under difficulties and discouragements

which are threefold greater than those in Amer-

KOKKAX .MKMJ'.KKS I.K1) 1!Y r.II.I.KTTK IN ROUERTS'S DUMB-BELL DRILL.

graduate of the University of Virginia, one of

the most brilliant of the younger scholars of

China. The Associations in China have the

advantage of the cooperation and support of

such leading mandarins and men of affairs and

national prominence as His Excellency Yuan

Shi Kai, Viceroy of Chi-li, and Mayor Wong,

of Tientsin.

The Secretary's Sacrificing We

As with the missionaries, the wives of the

American secretaries have a place of influence

of the highest order. Their "call" to the for

eign field has been as positive as that of their

husbands, else they could not accept the life

of sacrifice, coping with difficulties and render

ing very nearly equal service to young men

but without salary. The secretary's home is

open to "the young man away from home," and

ica? The secretaries' wives are noble women

whose part has not been recognized in the for

eign Association. They are the equals of their

husbands in education as well as devotion to

the cause and in the willing sacrifice of their

lives to its success.

The Sailors at the Great Ports

Brockman was daily meeting the men of an

English merchantman while he was on his

w-ay to China. In his talks he said there was

a power to be obtained through Jesus Christ

ihat would shatter the power of habit. Pat

Mooney. the natural leader of the crew, a red-

haired, big-bodied, sunny Irishman, interrupted

:\nd said : "There is nothing in it. I have tried

it. It won't work." Mooney had a thirst like

a camel's, and time and time again had been

brought back to his vessel stark naked and
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JAPANESE BIBLE

CLASS AT

SHANGHAI.

The Chinese Asso

ciations have a larger

percentage of their

members studying the

Bible and enrolled in

Bible classes than any

Associations in the
•world. Shanghai has

classes for English,

Chinese, students,boys,

as a/ell for the large

number of Japanese

employed there.

beastly drunk—all he had and wore gone for

liquor. Brockman said : "Mooney, have you

given Christ a fair chance with you? I'm not

playing with words when I say that Christ can

break the power of sin. I know it's so.

Mooney, will you try it fair and take Christ as

your Lord and Master as well as Saviour?"

"I will," said Mooney, and he did.

There was another sailor in that crew who

said that he was "different from the rest." He

could exert his will power, could leave drink

alone, and would. He was a Harvard man, and

shipped because he had flunked and got drunk

and disgraced his proud name. His people

knew nothing of his whereabouts. He would

write his mother that night of his good pur

poses. He did. Poor fellow, he was drunk at

the next port. Mooney was sober, and he kept

so. He found "grace to help in time of need."

An Association for Soldiers and Sailors

In Peking there are troops from eight lead

ing nations, including Japan and the United

States. They are centered about the legation

quarter of the city. An Association was formed

among the soldiers who went from the Phil

ippines in 1900 at the time of the Boxer up

rising, the Colonel having requested that an

Association secretary go on the transport with

the troops. Such a work was done that an offi

cer of the German army made note of it in his

report to the German Government. A perma

nent Association was established and now em

braces in its scope all the legation guards.

This is the first international Army Associa

tion. In a field day open to all athletes in

the troops, the American and British men took

the honors. Gilbert, of the University of Ne-

SEOUL, KOREA,

MEMBERS.

Within less than six

months after its open

ing, the Seoul Associa

tion has reached a

membership of over

ROO. The cut shows

the group of members

present to welcome T

D. Patton.
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SOCIAL ROOM IN A

JAPANESE ARMY

ASSOCIATION

in Manchuria. Always

filled from daylight to

taps with soldiers who

appreciate tremendous

ly what the "Solditr-

Comforting Christians"

do for them.

braska, and with military experience, is com

pleting his first year as secretary.

There are frequently thousands of American

sailors in the harbor of Chefoo. At one time

there were 10,000, and not one chaplain or

Christian man whose business it was to look

after the morals of the men. Unnamable

vices and immoralities flourished openly, and

the consuls could not check them. There was

not even a fountain where a sailor might get

a drink of soda water. An Association build

ing with restaurant and dormitories like the

Naval Branch at Brooklyn would be of untold

help to the sailors of all nations there, as in

Shanghai and Hong Kong, where there are

usually from one to three American ships at

anchor, The right kind of a man at work

among the young sailors of these ports would

have a field of splendid influence.

When the last secretary went out to Hong

Kong, President Roosevelt expressed his pro

found interest, and requested him to bring the

influence of the Association to bear, not only

upon the Chinese, but also upon American sol

diers and sailors, who land at that port every

year in large numbers.

With the Japanese Soldiers in Manchuria

(FROM A PASTOR-SECRETARY'S LETTER HOME.)

Some of the secretaries now engaged with the

army Associations in Japan were pastors or

evangelists in connection with the missions.

Early this spring Dr. De Forrest, of the Ameri

can Board, was asked to come over and assist,

and about the same time, the Association gave

me a tentative invitation.

Later I was wired "Come." It was night when

we went ashore after two weeks en route near

Port Arthur—my Japanese cook and I. Avoid-

OFFICERS* RACE

AT AN ATHLETIC

MEET AT YING-

KOW.

The American sec

retaries, most of u/iom

are trained college

athletes, give direction

to athletic sports and

supply equipment for

fames.
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CiRAPHOPHONE

CONCERT IN A

JAPANESE SOL-

TMFRS' ASSOCIA

TION,

conducted by Secre

tary Fujii. The monot

ony of camp and the

tedium of sickness in

the hospitals are re

lieved by the grapho-

phone. It is always

popular at the camp

entertainments, and

plays the hymns for

the service.

ing, for economy, the one European hotel, we

took a room in the only Japanese inn in which

we could get a place—so crowded was the

town with Japanese merchants, adventurers,

gamblers, and other bad characters. The price

charged was exorbitant, so by the next night

I got the cook established in the Young Men's

Christian Association building at Niu-chia-

tung and by the next I had made an arrange

ment with a missionary to have a room in his

house till I could secure permission to move

inside the military lines. This permission to

live within the lines has not yet come, so I

have a walk of three miles every morning be

fore breakfast out to the front and back at

night to the town.

In the constant contact with needy men, I

feel that I have the opportunity of my life of

witnessing for Christ. Niu-chia-tung is the

great Japanese supply base on the Liao River.

We are surrounded in this camp by acres of

supplies in piles as high as churches, and some

days there are half a dozen transports unload

ing at once. There are thousands of soldiers

here, and it is among them that our work is

done. The army provides a spacious building,

and we are also free to come and go among

both officers and men, to visit sick and wounded

in the hospitals, and to visit sundry posts north

toward Mukden, and south toward Port

Arthur.

The soldiers' work gives them abundance of

bodily exercise, but there is a great lack of

provision for the mind and spirit, and it is this

that we aim to provide. We have an excellent

reading and game room where hundreds of men

daily find recreation and pleasure and are

helped to keep out of evil ways and to forget

the hardships of war. In the reading-room

we provide musical instruments—organs, ac

cordions, flutes and Japanese samisen. The

sound of revelry, not by night, but by day,

strikes my ear each morning as I approach the

building at 7 o'clock, and from that time until

A SOLDIERS' ASSO

CIATION BIBLE

CLASS AT YING-

KOW.

The Bible is not

only taught to consid

erable classes, but the

Gospels in Japanese

are distributed and

eagerly read by thou

sands of Japanese sol

diers.
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9 or 10 at night the building is used. Some

times three or four instruments are going at

once, and all without reference to one another

or disturbing each other, and many men read

ing or writing in the same room.

Japanese soldiers have plenty of nerve, but

no nerves. In their musical performances in

this room all playing at the same time, but in

dependently of one another, we see them under

circumstances that help us to understand the

independence of initiative for which the Jap

anese soldier is famous. Every two or three

days we treat the men to graphophone music,

for which we have an abundance of both Jap

anese and European records. The most popular

games are Japanese chess and crokinole, the

latter leading. Every week we have at least

one magic-lantern meeting with pictures illus

trating travel, art, etc. At other times we

have illustrated evangelistic addresses with

lantern pictures of the life of Christ. We

teach English to those who wish it. We give

out daily, hundreds of sheets of writing paper

and envelopes • and post-cards all bearing the

Young Men's Christian Association mark. A

large part of the mail that goes from this

part of the field is on Association stationery,

and thus the message of peace and good-will

is carried to thousands of homes where the

Christian message has never been heard. But we

feel that the best that we do for the men is in

the direct spiritual and moral steadying and in

spiration we give them. The hall is fullest

at night, and the soldiers are rarely allowed

to disperse without a few words of informal

but incisive and earnest instruction and exhor

tation, followed by a short prayer. Two nights

in the week we have evangelistic meetings, and

Sunday afternoon there is another. I have a

dally Bible class with one group and have fre

quent talks on religion with individuals and

Bible lessons with particular individuals who

have begun the study of the Scriptures since

coming here. One of these said to me the

other day when the lesson was over : "If I live

to go home I am going to take with me some

thing far better than the Emperor could be

stow upon me." Many of these heathen Jap

anese soldiers are going to take back with them

to their homes besides medals and honors,

Him who, to the Jews a stumbling-block and to

the Greeks, foolishness, is to them who arc

called, Christ, the power of God and the wis

dom of God.

We got the word of His Majesty's approval

of the Y. M. C. A work by donating $5,000 last

Sunday afternoon in the midst of a grand

evangelistic service. The men all but raised

the roof as they shouted three "Banzais" for

the Emperor. It was an unusual way to end a

Sunday service, but that is how we all felt

The hospital visitation is a fine feature of

our work; there have been as many as 600

wounded men at one time. This was the scene

of a fight in January when a large force of

Cossacks tried to capture the stores. They

were driven back with heavy loss and many

of them lie buried just outside of the camp.

We go frequently to the hospitals with books

and a graphophone. During the month fol

lowing the battle at Mukden, when- 40,000

wounded Japanese passed down the line, one

of our Japanese secretaries was constantly

working at a junction where the trains stopped

between two and three hours. He met over

a hundred trains loaded with mangled men.

and minis_tered to each in some small way.

The sights were beyond description and the

strain on body and spirit such that since his

return the secretary has not been able to talk

about his experiences without breaking into un

controllable weeping.



The Present City of David

Bv CiEOKGK Al.DEN S.SNFORD.

"That whistle has a familiar sound," some

body remarked on a "J—J" Railway train run

ning from Jaffa to Jerusalem. "It ought to

sound natural," was the reply; "it was made

in Philadelphia." It was indeed a surprise to

he carried by railroad trains through the coun-

l ry of Joshua, of Samson, of Goliath and the

Philistines, but it was a shock to think of the

commercial enterprise of the Philadelphians !

The puffing, snorting American engine at last

reached the altitude of the low mountains,

2,r,oo feet, on which the city is built, and we

behold what for years our eyes have longed

to see, the City of David, the city Jesus loved,

the ecclesiastical capital of the world. How

fair it lay under sunset skies. "Beautiful for

situation and the joy of the whole earth." The

gilded domes of mosques and Greek churches,

the ancient tower of David, the narrow streets

and houses huddled together, then, especially,

the city wall and the battlemented gates, casts

about a spell of romance. Familiarity breeds

contempt with Jerusalem as well as with some

individuals. Our heartiest welcome on alight

ing from the railroad train was from a high

wind which nearly blew us off our feet, but

later we learned to be thankful for those winds,

for without them the city would be practically

uninhabitable, there being no sewerage system.

It Is a Poverty Stricken City—Your first

word of welcome, your last word of farewell,

and about every other word is "bacshish."

T do not believe there is a city on earth where

there is more poverty and begging. A little

child of nine years knelt down and kissed our

muddy shoes as he pleaded for help. We had

the pleasure of taking him to a nearby food-

shop and of filling him up until he cried

enough. The most persistent beggars of all are

attached1 to the mosques. A while ago there

was a riot in one of the Jerusalem mosques

and Turkish soldiers were obliged to restore

order, as some one had thrown two shillings

to an attendant, and the scramble led to an

actual riot.

It Is a Benighted City—Think of a city

where the population is estimated from 50,000

to 75,000 inhabitants, where there is no news

paper, no bookstore, and no public school.

There are mission schools, and good ones too,

but no public schools. There are no street

lights, and one evening when a party of us

went to a neighboring hotel with a guard carry

ing a big lantern, on our return, at 10 o'clock,

we found the hotel closed, in perfect darkness

and the Moorish porter at the entrance fast

asleep. Such a thing as municipal interest is

unknown.

Jerusalem la the Most Instructing Historic City

in the world. Stand upon the old temple

site and you undoubtedly are where Abra

ham stood ready to offer up his only

son, Isaac. Upon the same site within

the Mosque of Omar, which is consid

ered by many the most beautiful building

in the world, is the old rock of sacrifice, with

out doubt the place where untold numbers of'

innocent sacrificial animals were slain and

offered to teach that without the shedding of

blood there is no remission for sin. The

Mount of Olives is unquestionably authentic,

and if you are fortunate enough to ascend it

without a babbling guide or chattering com

panions, in the silence of your soul there will

be impressed upon you a sense of the reality of

Jesus and of His prayer that you have never

before experienced. Upon this mountain there

has been erected a chapel of Pater Nosier, on

the walls of which the Lord's Prayer has been

inscribed in thirty-four languages. At the

Jews' wailing place, before a section of the

wall which dates back to Solomon, these re

ligionists gather every Friday afternoon to

lament that the city of their fathers is in the

hands of infidels, fears are often visible on

the faces of those who pray. It was charac

teristic of old General Booth, who was visiting

Jerusalem while we wore there, to kneel among

the worshippers and pray. Indeed.it is only as

one travels about receiving hospitality and kind-

kindness from Roman Catholic, Greek Chris

tians as well as Jews and Mohammedans,

that one longs for the union for which Jesus

prayed that all His followers might "be one as

1 le and the Father are one.'"

It Is a Buried City—Fifteen times it has

been besieged and many times destroyed. The

high winds, laden with dust, constantly change

the topography of the place. The fact that

many of the so-called holy places are not au

thentic leads some pilgrims to reject them

all. and to see only misery and poverty, and

put down the whole trip as disappointing and

unprofitable. And there are others who, against

this Scylla, go to the Charybdis of accepting

everything, but such a person must lie credu

lous indeed. But to the one who goes with

Bible in one hand and guidebook in the other,

and will people his fancy with the scenes and

incidents which cluster ahnut the life of Jesus,

will come a realistic sense of the Saviour and

His work, and a graphic setting for Bible

leaching obtainable in no other way.

It Is a Suffering City—On every street you

will see blindness, the result of neglect of the

simplest hygienic measures. But the climax of
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near which the Asso

ciation is located. A

snapshot taken by Mr.

Sanford during hii

risit at the Holy City.

Most of the improve-

m e n t s in "Modern

Jerusalem" are going

on outside the walls.

Here an Association

building should bt

eventually located.

misery is seen in the lepers, who gather espe

cially about the so-called holy places, and plead

for help. It is true that provision is made for

them, not by the city or government, but by

a German Mission. But they naturally pre

fer more freedom, and by begging, many of

them have procured what is there considered a

competence. About Gethsemane they gather,

and with uplifted hands, dismembered by this

living death, and with voices past any sem

blance of human speech, they cry for help.

Anew comes to you the picture of the ten

lepers, piteous wrecks, crying for mercy. Per

haps it was in Bethany, possibly on the Mount

of Olives, near where they gather to-day. We

can fancy the multitude gathering about and

following the great Teacher.

Only when you have seen a leper will you

know the spiritual significance of sin. Some

think that the proportion of those whose grati

tude brings the life and lays it at Jesus'

feet to-day is about the same as when one out

of the ten came back to thank and adore Him

in that olden time. However that may be, let

us be found among those who sit at His feet

ready to do His service at any time, in any

place, at any sacrifice.

Jerusalem Has Young Men, consequently it is

a city of hope. The hope of the "holy" city

lies in the coming generation. It contains

probably ten thousand young men, many

without education, all practically without com

mercial opportunity or training. There is

no municipal spirit or knowledge. The

government is exceedingly conservative. On

one occasion the officials nailed up the door of

the Young Men's Christian Association. The

British consul opened the door and replaced

the sign. This Association occupies the ground

floor of a small, centrally located building

There are fifty members, of whom one-half

are young men converted from Judaism. I have

never seen a body of young men so eager for

leadership in Christian work. A good Asso

ciation building with a competent secretary

could work wonders along sanitary, commer

cial and educational, and religious lines. The

presence of so many visitors who are leaders

in educational work could be utilized in con

nection with lectures and receptions, and there

could be secured for these young men some

of the best obtainable talent. Intense prejudice

exists between the various sects, and the world

looks on aghast at the Turkish soldier; whose

presence is necessary to keep peace among

the "Christians." Fortunately the Protestants

are not included in this animosity. The

Young Men's Christian Association would

make, as it has done in the Western world, a

common ground for all faiths. An American

secretary would have great prestige. The

word America is the synonym for freedom and

opportunity for the poor and oppressed along

the Mediterranean. In my hotel, the old

Mediterranean House, the most conspicuous

place in the reception-room is given to a por

trait of President Roosevelt, and upon the

table of the reading-room behold the New York

Journal. Many and great have been the op

portunities offered to the Young Men's Chris

tian Association, but none I know so fraught

with possibilities as this one in the ecclesiasti

cal capital of the world, the city which Jesus

loved and wept over. It would be indeed

wonderful if it were left to the Young Men's

Christian Association to solve the apparently

hopeless problem of this city of strife, poverty

and misery. There are many obstacles, but

"there is nothing too hard for the Lord."



REPRESENTATIVES Of PORTUGAL'S ASSOCIATIONS AT OPORTO.

The Portuguese Convention

The second national convention of the Asso

ciations of Portugal, held in the city of Oporto,

May 12 to 14, was an event of more than pass

ing significance. Religious liberty does not

exist legally in Portugal, and, as a consequence,

the Associations have no recognized legal

standing, and hence exist rather in spite of

what public recognition they have obtained. It

is therefore remarkable that this convention,

composed of forty-eight delegates from ten

cities, should have received column reports

from the press of the city.

The convention was held in the beautiful new

building, erected by Mr. and Mrs. H. Maxwell

Wright for the Central Association now being

organized. This building is quite complete in

its details and cost some $15,000. As the As

sociation cannot hold property, the building is

for the present held in Mr. Wright's name.

The most important paper of the convention

was prepared by Major Santos Ferreira, of Lis

bon, on "The Legal Status of Our Association

Movement." The other papers presented were

upon topics such as are usual in conventions.

Excursions to points of interest in the vicinity

were held, and the usual banquet, photograph

and telegrams of felicitation were among the

interesting features. Visiting delegates from

abroad were Messrs. J. L. Fernandes Broga,

representing the Associations of Brazil, and

Myron Clark, those of North America.

The National Committee, under the active

ASSOCIATION BUILDING, OPORTO.

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. H. Maxwell Wright.

leadership of Mr. Alfredo H. de Silva, favora

bly known to many American Association lead-
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of

ers, was reelected. The next convention will

probably be held in Lisbon in 1908. Resolu

tions were passed expressing gratitude to the

World's Committee and to the German-Swiss

Associations for maintaining as their mission

ary secretary to Portugal Mr. Rudolph Horner,

a former American secretary and graduate of

the Springfield school, to whose untiring zeal

and experience much of the recent progress of

the movement is due.

The first Association in Portugal for native

young men was organized in 1894 under the

presidency of Mr. Silva, who has ever since

been the leader of the movement. The National

Alliance, now composed of eighteen Associa

tions, was organized in 1901 at the time of the

tirst national convention, and with the co

operation of Mr. Fermand, of the World's

Committee.

The Associations are small, the total mem

bership if the eighteen bciiiK about 510. They

are organized after the model of most European

Associations, in connection with local churches,

many of them having pastors as president. In

the city of Oporto there are five of these small

Associations, which, however, with the largest

as a nucleus, are being federated into a central

Association for the while city, which, it is

hoped, will become a model for the country.

News from Other Countries

Boys' work is taking root on the continent

Switzerland has 98 branches and a specia.

traveling secretary.

Birkenhead, England, has a tontine societj

with 476 members and paid $1,060 in six bene

fits last year.

Leeds, England, has sold its building and

will expend $250,000 for a new one.

Bombay, India, has a steam launch for use

in harbor evangelistic work among the sea

men.

The British Holiday Home, in the Isle of

Wight ("Hazelwood," Ryde), had 1,242 visit

ors last year, making a total of 34,135 since its

foundation.

Johannesburg, South Africa, received in one

month over 4,400 letters and parcels for young

men. It is the headquarters for men away

from home. An average of a new member

every weekday during the year has been main

tained.

The Scottish Associations now number 234.

yvith 20,351 members. They have two travel

ing secretaries at home and two missionary

secretaries in India. Volunteer camps have

had remarkable results. In one day 2,039

letters and postal cards were posted by thf

soldiers.

UHESEULE UNl'H

STRIKING POSTERS USED AT MARSEILLES, FRANCE. IN MEETINGS DISCUSSING

CRIMES OF ALCOHOL" AND "RACE-TRACK GAMBLING."

•THE
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Sir George Williams was in the chair at the

annual meeting of the London Central Asso

ciation for the sixty-first year. The appear

ance of the venerable chairman is always the

occasion of an enthusiastic display of the

peculiar affection in which he is held. His

failing strength lent a touching element to his

reception on this occasion. The report sub

mitted by Mr. Putterill, secretary, showed the

number of members in the London Associa

tion has risen to 2,180, with 851 associates, and

126 in the junior section. There are three

centers—Exeter Hall, Aldersgate street, and

Cornhill. Forty-three meetings were held

weekly, with an aggregate attendance of 126,-

639. Of these meetings, twelve were for Bible

study, in French, German, Dutch, and Japanese,

as well as English, with a total attendance of

30,320. Sixty-four educational classes were

held; 3,622 young men were recommended to

lodgings; 190 situations were secured; 445

were given temporary relief. The centers were

visited by 14,000 weekly; and Shaftesbury

House (the convalescent home at Margate)

has accommodated 984.

1859-60 and fifty-five after Moody and

Sankey's visit to Scotland in 1873-5 and sixty-

eight as a direct outcome of the student depu

tation work in 1884-5 and appeals to the ex

perience of the leaders whose lives were

quickened and services enlisted for such times.

Mr. Alexander Findlay, M.P., honorary presi

dent of the Motherwell, Scotland, Associa

tion, has offered to give to that Association, for

five successive years, a sum equivalent to the

interest on the capital outlay necessary to

erect a long-talked of and much-desired

Junior Section building. The Association has

been facing the problem of the ousting of the

senior members through the growth of the

boys' department or providing them a build

ing. Mr. Findlay is keenly alive to everything

which touches a young man's life and familiar

with Association progress the world over. A

good many years ago he worked in the United

States at a trade and has constantly been an

active member.

The secretaries of Great Britain have adopted

an "annuity scheme" similar to the American

secretaries' insurance alliance.

A GROUP OF ENGLISH SOLDIERS GAMBLING IN CAMP.

All previous records in British Association

volunteer camp work were eclipsed on June

25, when 5,293 letters and postal cards were

written on a single day in the Association

tent at Ramsey. The entire record of the tent

work by the Lancashire Division, and at

militia encampments at Altcar and Conway, is

remarkable. Letters and postal cards written,

r>5,985; deposited in Association camp savings

bank, $250 ; postal orders sold, $3,451 ; postage

stamps sold, $1,065 ; temperance pledges signed,

1,280; anti-gambling pledges, 1,059; sales of

picture postal cards, $609; received for re

freshments in penny items, $2,266.

The Scottish National Council is en

couraging the revival spirit among the Asso

ciations. It finds that fourteen of its Associa

tions were formed as a result of the revival of

The greatest possible appreciation is shown

by the British officers and mea Crowded in

formal meetings are held every evening and

on Sunday. One evening the officers of a

brigade, headed by the chaplain, filed into the

Y. M. C. A. tent. The major sang; a captain

played the accompaniment; a short address

was given by the chaplain, and then followed

songs by a sergeant-major, a corporal and

others, the whole concluding with the hearty

singing of some good hymns. During the

time the men are off duty the crowds are

immense. In four days at one tent, 10,113 let

ters and cards were written and posted; 284

temperance and anti-gambling pledges were

taken; $215 was expended by the men in postal

orders to be sent home to their families, and

$160 was taken in the sale of postage stamps.



John Hay as a Man and Friend of Men

BY HON. H. B. F. MACFARLAND.

Secretary Hay was a thorough believer in the

Young Men's Christian Association. Last

year he gave me a large contribution to the

fund for the new building of the Washington

Association, and, what was more, since he ac-

I

ccpted so very few invitations of any kind,

public or private, promised to be if possible

at the opening of the new building, which will

occur next October. He said then that he re

garded the Association movement as one of the

most important moral forces in the world, and

admired its success, which he attributed to its

spiritual character and its businesslike ad

ministration. He noted with interest its work

in foreign countries, and appreciated its im

portance in international relations. He had

henrd nothing but good from the observers of

its efforts in Asia and elsewhere beyond the

sea. When I took Mr. Brockman to see him

last winter he congratulated Mr. Brockman

upon his work in China in a way which showed

how well-informed he was and how apprecia

tive was his sympathy with what was being

done by those young Americans who represent

what is highest in our civilization to the mil

lions who know us only by our representatives

whether they be good or bad. On other oc

casions Secretary Hay expressed to me his in

terest in the remarkable development of the

Association? in the universities and colleges

of our own country, and his appreciation of

what it would mean to our national life to have

scartered ali through it after their graduation.

an increasing number every year of such men

as are now the leaders in the college Associa

tions.

As to Secretary Hay's religious life, in which

he was an example to all young men, I cannot

do better than to o.uote from the address of his

pastor, who is also mine, the Rev. Teunis j.

Hamlin, D.D., at the Memorial Service in the

Church of the Covenant in Washington on the

fifth of July. 1905. "His faith in liberty/' said

Dr Hamlin, "was but the reflex of his faith

in God. Not the blind superstition that too

often poses under the holy name of failh, but

the reasoned, unfaltering trust that is the com

fort and the stay of strong, noble, free spirits.

Mr. Hay was a reverent, devout, humble man.

He knew and loved the Bible; and in his public

utterances quoted it more freely and appreci

atively than any other American of his time.

Only last September at Lake Sunapce. in long

daily walks among the hills that he so dearly

loved, he spoke with unwonted and beautiful

freedom of his religious life, of that sustaining

trust in which he lived and worked and in

which he has now died."

And in conclusion Dr. Hamlin said : "For

all Mr. I.Tay's splendid achievements his equip

ment was primarily moral. He was a great

good man. Close friend and sagacious coun

selor of three Presidents, confessed the rank

ing diplomatist of the world, known and hon

ored by most of the leaders of his day in art.

iiteratuie, finance and statecraft, he kept his

ambitions chastened, grew daily in beautiful

modesty and winning affability, unselfishly as

cribed to his chief the work of his own brain

and heart and hand, hid the deep wounds that

unjust criticism inflicted upon his sensitive

spirit, worked on, as we now know, in pain

and weakness, with an unheralded devotion to

duty; and died, though not by violence, yet as

truly a martyr to his country and to mankind

as was his great preceptor, Lincoln, or the

bosom friend of his riper years, McKinley."

Hymn for the International Christian En

deavor Co'ivention at Washington, 1896, by

John Hay:

Lord! from far-severed climes \ve come

To meet at last in Thee, our home.

Thou who ba^t hcen our puide and guard

Be still our hope, our rich reward.

Defend us, Lord, from every ill;

Strengthen our hearts to do Thy will.

Tn all we plan and all we do

Still keep us to Thy service true.

O let us hear the inspiring word

Which they of old at Horeb heard;

Breathe to our hearts the high command,

"Go onward and possess the land."

Thou who art Light, shine on each soul!

Thou who art Truth, each mind control!

Open our eves and make us see

The path which leads to heaven and Thee!



What I found may not be complimentary to

some Associations, yet I am sure that the net

result can only be in praise of the most pro

gressive, alert, and modern of all religious

organizations. I have asked myself, "What

Social Efficiency of the Association

A Critical Study Made by William T. Ellis, and Presented at the Secretaries' Conference at Niagara

every bartender a "hale-fellow-well-met" with

saloon for a drink, gets also a word of greet

ing, and if he has ever before been a customer,

a smile of recognition.

He is made to feel that he is somebody and

that his personality is recognized. Never for a

minute does the bartender fear that he may be

overeffusive or that men will resent his famil

iarity. He knows that the "glad hand ' grips the

visitor as a customer. No small part of the

traveling man's stock in trade is his ability to

play the part of blood brother to every possible

customer. Satan himself who was the original

traveling man, "going to and fro on the earth"

knows to perfection the art of "jollying men."

If 'he were as unsociable as some saints he

would have to put up his shutters in short

order.

We whose spirits are animated by the noblest

ideals of Christian love and brotherly altruism,

should give heartier, freer expression to those

ideals. We can with profit afford to shed some

of our reserve when we stand at the posts of

welcome in the buildings of which we are

hosts. This is no plea for the forwardness of

some immature secretaries whom I have met,

who are ready to slap a man on the back on

his second visit and call him by his first name

on the third. Tact must teach here. But

sincere, open fellowship and sociability there

must be.

WM. T. ELLIS.

sort of front does the average Young Men's

Christian Association put up to the young man

of the normal American community? Does

its general attitude, broadly interpreted, con

stantly and consistently spell 'Welcome to the

fellowship of the friends of Jesus Christ'?"

The world expects sociability of Christians.

However much we who are inside perceive the

lines and spheres and social divisions existing

within the Church, the outsider insists upon

looking upon it, ideally at least, as a democracy

which should be ready at all times to extend

a welcome to everybody and anybody. The

gospel, of the handshake is understood by the

common people. Everybody hungers for

friendship. The craving for human fellowship

dwells deep in man's heart. Therefore, of all

the abilities essential to Christian work, soci

ability is one of the greatest. It meets a need

which is manifest on every side. Opportunities

are obligation. Most of our other problems

will have been solved when we shall have

learned how to provide true welcome and fel

lowship for the young men of our field.

A Study of Bartenders and Commercial Men

One of your secretaries once utilized a

period of enforced idleness to investigate the

social side of the liquor saloon. He found

Christianity Incarnate

This is our duty as representatives of the

churches. Incarnate in us is the gospel. We

must stand for those ideals which a prodigal

or a fresh young country boy, just come to

town, first learned at his mother's knee. It

would be well if we could always have in

mind this man who will judge his mother's

religion as it is practiced in the city by the

treatment which is accorded him at the Young

Men's Christian Association. Let none turn

away from us disappointed saying that "Chris

tianity is all a pretense. These Christians,

with all their fine words, do not care any more

for us than any other man who is after our

money." If the Association fails in sociability,

the disaster may be vital in two directions.

Unsociability may close the door of opportunity.

A spirit of genuine sociability is our duty

lo ourselves if we would fulfil our highest

mission. No amount of equipment or endow

ment or prestige can atone for failure to be

reaching daily the unreached young men who

come within our sphere. Alertly, insistently,

aggressively, with fresh vigor and resources, we

must ever be pressing upon the environing

world the friendship of the ideal Man and of

his other friends.
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A Grudge Against Second Story and Back Street

Entrances

Speaking from the standpoint, say, of the

traveling man, who by preference, chooses as

sociation with Christians ; what have I found

in most of the large cities of the country and

scores of smaller cities? Has it been made

easier to go to the Association than to stay

away? Has the Association been more entic

ing to the normal man than the theater or the

saloon or worse places? Has its inviting hand

been met outstretched at every turn? In the

book of impressions which every man and in

stitution is ever writing upon other men's

minds the Young Men's Christian Association

too often grades itself second-rate. An Asso

ciation ought to make it impossible for a po

liceman not to know its location, just as it. is

impossible for him not to know where the rail

road stations and big hotels are. The modest

and retiring violet should never be an Associa

tion emblem. "Let your light so shine"—and if

it be a big, staring electric light, so much the

better, for a good Association has business with

every man who walks the street. The "Y. M.

C. A." name is an advertisement and an in

vitation and a primary part of the Association's

social equipment. Many Associations succeed

in maintaining good locations by renting out

their first floors and offices. After considerable

experience I have gradually accumulated a

grudge against second-story and rear entrance

Associations.

The best location, the finest building, and

the most attractive appearance are not too good

for an Association which stands day and night

at the strategic center of the city as the rep

resentative of the religion of Jesus. There

should be a thrill of increased self-respect in

a young man's heart every time he enters an

Association building. I believe that the aver

age Association does not sufficiently reach out

after men, which is its first social duty. In a

greater measure than we like to contemplate, it

maintains the attitude of the old-fashioned

church, which was generally understood to de

clare, "Here we stand, come and be saved, or

else stay away and be condemned."

Here is a great field for resourceful secretaries

and committees. Their primary duty is to

make known somehow, anyhow, and with un

dismayed persistence, to every gang or crowd

or class of young men within their territory,

that the Young Men's Christian Association

wants them. Is it not really a reflection upon

the Association that its name does not first

occur to the mind of the healthy-spirited young

men away from home?

An Association Which Libeled the Name

In emphasizing the invitation side of our

sociability we dare not be all show window and

no stock ; nor resemble the man who cries

"Come to Jesus," but cannot say what coming

to Jesus means. Our external attractiveness

but increases our condemnation if it is not sup

plemented by internal efficiency. Spending the

Sunday in a great city which is a gateway to

one-third of the continent, I sought out the

Young Men's Christian Association to attend

the afternoon men's meeting. I say sought out,

for there was no sign of any sort about the

leading hotels or railroad stations or in the

street cars or upon the main thoroughfares that

the city possessed an Association. I found the

rooms up on the second story of a business

block. I also found posters advertising an en

tertainment, but never a trace of a Gospel meet

ing. Nobody without to say, "Come in," not

a single printed, painted or penciled sign or

card was in sight, so I thought I had come

upon an Association that did not have men's

meetings. However, I went upstairs and in the

general reception-room, which was also a game

and reading room, I found perhaps a dozen

men, all with their hats on, and every last one

of them, except one, was reading the Sunday

paper. Colored supplements were strewed all

about the tables. I had to hunt and hunt for

a religious publication, and then I found The

Outlook. Over at one side of the room two

boys were playing checkers, also with their

hats on, which was the only respect in which

the scene resembled a Quaker meeting. One

of the boys was smoking a cigarette. After

a short time, they quarreled—quarreled noisily

and profanely, until a secretary appeared from

somewhere and threatened to put them out.

Upon later investigation I learned that there

had really been a Gospel meeting that after

noon in connection with one of the churches;

and the peculiar conditions which I found there

were probably not normal ; yet that such a

thing could be at all, showed something rotten

in the state of Denmark. A new secretary at

least, and perhaps a new Board of Directors,

was sadly needed. For that Association in

stead of commending the Gospel of Jesus, was

a disgrace to religion and an injury to all the

Associations throughout the country. May I

frankly confess that I was glad that this Asso

ciation did not extend an outstretching hand of

inviting fellowship to the men of the city? I

may add that I have been in many Associations

of which I might also say that I could not de

sire to see the paralysis of its hand of welcome

cured until greater ills of its body had been

remedied.

Some Men in the Wrong Business

I have looked in vain in a dozen cities for a

secretary, janitor or office-boy, to whom I

might say, "Howdy." Granted like little Casa-

bianca, an officer is on deck, how will he treat

you ? Perhaps he will give you a glassy stare ;
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perhaps he will look at you with an "I've-got-

my-eye-on-you-you-old-sneakthief" sort of an

expression; perhaps he will ignore you alto

gether. I have been left to wander at my own

sweet will, through many an Association. Rev.

Chas. Stelzle, the head of the Workingmen's

Department of the Presbyterian Church, with

whom I talked on this subject a few days ago,

made two observations worth your hearing.

One was that the Association has scarcely be

gun to reach the workingman; although its

shop Bible classes are nobly successful ; . and

the other, bearing upon the present point, was,

that he has gone scores of times into the Asso

ciation at , mentioning the name of a

city which counts itself no mean city, without

a person speaking to him.

This is not a rule, I hasten to assure you. I

have a warm place in my heart for many a

genial and courteous gentleman in the Associa

tion secretaryship—men like our big friend

Willis, then at Omaha, or the handsome man

who puts religion into his manners at Los

Angeles, whose attentiveness to strangers

comes near to being religion undefiled. But

there are others whom, if you had not specif

ically removed the law of charity from my lips.

I should not mention. I recall a secretary in a

Southern city, who must have spotted me for

a book agent or a man with a hard-luck story,

whom I could not succeed in interesting at all.

He had no time for a stranger and no desire

to talk about, or show his Association, much

less any concern for the visitor's personality.

In another city I have more than once sought in

vain to exchange speech with the secretary, and

to ascertain something about his Bible work.

Any Association secretary who is a boor, is in

the wrong business ; and any secretary who is

too busy to be cordial to strangers, is busier

than he has a right to be. A word about the

character of the man behind the desk, for

he is a vital factor in an Association social

efficiency. He must be a MAN, if the Asso

ciation is to be made attractive to men. I

have met occasionally, pious little ladies doing

duty as Association secretaries—"nincom

poops" as our friend Shurtleff would call them.

They are dear, inoffensive little souls, whose

soft ways somehow make a man's palm itch

for the scruff of their necks, and whose oozing

goody-goodiness is enough to make a strong

saint swear. I congratulate you, gentlemen,

that this tribe is so rapidly on the decrease.

Real men are less likely to enter a building

over which stand such sentinels, than one

guarded by bulldogs and lions. An Associa

tion secretary should be strong enough to say

"Skip" to the bum, "Shh" to the boys, and

"Shake" to the men, and be believed by each.

The man at the door must have nerve instead

of nerves, and he must know that the way to

possess influence with men is not simply by

always agreeing with them.

The " Free Reading-Room " Is a Thing Despised

Here I find myself, before I expected it, face

to face with the problem of the free reading-

room and the undesirable visitor. Having been

in the latter class myself—if I may judge from

the lack of attention I received—I speak feel

ingly. Preferring for the purposes of investi

gation, to share the common lot of the stranger

in town, and, so far as possible, of the country

boy just in from the farm, who is perhaps the

norm of the Association field, I have not always

proved my membership, and so have been

herded among the goats outside the railing

marked "For Members Only." The situation

reminds me of how a man, a decent-appearing,

self-respecting man would feel were he to ap

ply at my home for hospitality and I should

send him to the kitchen instead of to the parlor.

This sharp line which we draw between mem

bers and non-members, is likely to be a divid

ing line in ways that we do not intend. The

more desirable a visitor, the more likely is he

to resent it. If he be worth welcoming at all,

he should be worth welcoming to our best in

the way of fellowship and sociability. Let it

be the task of the secretary to weed out

from the use of privileges the men who are

imposing upon good nature.

Look at that free reading-room for a moment.

I have experienced unspeakable things with it.

Usually—yes, I dare say usually—it is institu

tional, and not nearly so inviting a place as the

free library in the same town. Often it is

disreputable. I know an Association where the

secretary is one of the strong, thinking men in

your brotherhood, where the free reading-room

resembles a tramp's lodging-house. No man

could visit it twice and take his self-respect

along with him. The chairs are broken, the

papers—old ones thrown from the members'

room—are torn and dirty, and the whole place,

sitters included, has every appearance of need

ing an application of chloride of lime, soap and

water and a little fresh air.

Gentlemen, you cannot maintain one and the

same resort for loafers and self-respecting

Americans. Cultivate broad views and a little

courage, and fire the former. Scores of Asso

ciations need so to be purified by fire. Do not

resort to tricks or expedients to crowd these

roosters off—give them the privilege of making

the acquaintance of frank, brave, honest man

hood.

In one Association known to me, where the

management adheres to the old ideas of a free

reading-room, the resourceful secretaries are

quietly removing the chairs one at a time. The

result is that the department looks less like a

free lodging-house than before. But better far

to convert the sentimental and the old fogies on
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the Board, and clear the whole thing out, root

and branch.

Maintain the Democratic Level

I am aware of the argument for luxuriously

furnished reception rooms, that hereby unde

sirable visitors will l>e fended off. I have yet

to be persuaded that the dcadbeat and the

loafer have not more nerve than the young

man just in from the country. In trying to

scare away the buzzards we are likelier to

frighten the quail. Sumptuous magnificence

will more readily terrify the diffident youth,

accustomed to home ways, than the man who

is looking for the best he can get for nothing.

The most elegantly equipped Association build

ing I have noticed, apparently reaches far less

than its due proportion of young men and many

of these are of the sort who could seemingly

afford to belong to more expensive clubs. I

hope that there is no danger that you will ever

get beyond the level of the democratic, average,

self-supporting, American young man. Dress-

suit Associations may suit some, but they will

never serve many.

The rooms of the Association which I know

best are refined, comfortable, and homelike,

and depressing neither by shabbiness nor by

luxuriousncss. They suggest the family living-

room of a well-ordered household. Institution-

alism, that bane of Association work, is driven

out as far as possible. There is liberty to

talk and laugh and sing, and even to play the

popular airs at the piano.

Permit me to register a hearty protest against

the step-softly, speak-in-a-whispcr, the-patient-

is-at-death's-door air which pervades in some

buildings. I do not believe in playing basketball

in a reading-room, of course, but neither have

I seen justification for making the reading-

room the first and most important part of an

Association. There is no sociability in a read

ing-room, and the men we are after are in need

of good fellowship more than they need to read

Puck and Judge or even the Literary Digest.

Entertain Men with Men

Make provision to entertain men with men,

and not with books and games. The secretary

who can help men to mix and make his Asso

ciation a real social center, more attractive

than a street corner or a gambling club, is

doing bis proper work well. This implies that

he possesses the art which only a bright woman

really ever masters, of talking to a dozen men

at a time and making each one believe that she

is most interested in him alone. For it is the

secretary's hard task to keep the social life

of his Association from closing up into hard

and fast rings or sets. Social lines are not

life lines. The fellowship of the Association

should be open to all men, and to keep it so

will call for all the capability and consecration

that a secretary and his most Christian

colleagues can muster. Here is where com

mittee work is to meet its Sea of Japan.

Victory at this point means victory all along

the line. A sociable Association which is daily

attracting young men to its life, is a mighty

agent for the enrichment of the Church and

the service of the world.

I do not mean to say that the n>eml>ers of

the Association may not bt advantageously

gathered into as many groups as there are

special interests ; this is inevitable and de

sirable, and the proper outworking of man's

gregarious instincts; and it is possible to utilize

these groups for the social ministry to tb*

world ; but I do urge that the general, broader,

and so to speak, family fellowship of the As

sociation should not be sacrificed to the sub

divisions. This family fellowship is an ideal

impossible to recall, I know full well, with

out the preserving grace of God in the hearts

of the members ; but, gentlemen, are we not

absolutely dependent upon that grace for every

sort ot success ?

Tte Poll and Tug of a City's Temptation

A world citizen, a man of culture and of

wealth, a man with free entrance to all places

of public amusement and a member of several

clubs, said to me the other evening with 3

depth of intensity I cannot convey : "Mr. Ellis

why don't you get the churches to take up the

problem of the unattached men of the city?

I tell you it is simply tremendous ! Here I

have been in Philadelphia for two months.

with my family out in Colorado. After my

day's work is done, I have nothing to do that

I want to do, and no place to go to where I

want to go; I tell you I can profoundly sym

pathize with the thousands of young men in

this city who have not my advantages, but

who live in barren boarding-houses. The

wonder to me is not that so many go wrong,

but that so many of them keep in straight

paths. The pull and tug of temptation on a

man in a great city are simply indescribable."

The Association has nothing to offer that

man. All of its material attractions he can

find better in other places open to him, ami

the young men whom he would meet at the

Association would scarcely be congenial ; for

he is a mature man. Now why cannot there be

established, quietly, in every Association, a

home auxiliary to the social work? The re

finement and 'congenial intercourse of the

home is the thing craved by many men whom

our Association buildings cannot satisfy. In

deed, in the case of every young man. the in

stitutional \vork of the Association needs to be

supplemented by the moral life of the home.

In the members' homes can be found the wel

come and pleasure and uplifting influence need

ed by a certain type of men who might not
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RECEPTION ROOM,

BIRMINGHAM,

ENGLAND.

This room is the

center of life in this

"the most progressive

and best equipped As

sociation butlding in

England." The room,

fine as it is, u-as not

used by the members

until a fire was kindled

in the open fire-place

by the big sofa at the

left. Now it it the

"heart of the place

where hearty m c n

meet."

be attracted by the Association building. In

this outre-aching and enlargement of the social

work the Asscciation could enlist the coopera

tion and interest of many fine Christian people

who now consider the Association as outside of

their sphere.

I am not more than ordinarily afraid of

trouble, and yet I do not care to embroil my

self needlessly ir. the discussion of billiards,

boxing and smoking. But I remind you that

the Association is not a ladies' sewing circle,

nor yet a Sunday-school class. It was my

privilege to serve with the troops during the

Spanish-American War and I remember that in

a neighboring tent the well-meaning secretary

enforced all sorts of prudish regulations con

cerning smoking, etc. For that cause, or for

some other, I found that the attitude of the

troops toward tb.it tent was something else

than loyal or cordial. In the matter of to

bacco, I believe that fewer resolutions and

better practice would be wise.

I have faith in the ability of this company

of strong, sound and seeing men to solve their

own problems when brought face to face with

them. And is this not your very first mission,

to press insistently upon the great, unreached

world of young men, wherever found, the faith

and fellowship of that best friend of young

men, the man Christ Jesus? The problem is one

that is ever new ; the work will never be done;

constantly it needs fresh and increasing effort ;

for it needs the human touch, and not mere

organization and machinery. Still "unhasting

yet unresting," we must go on in this knight-

liest service, for it is work for men worthy of

men, and it is for the glory of the Master

whose ungrudging servants we are.

The Principles Underlying Social Influence

In opening the discussion of the principles

underlying the social influences of the Asso

ciation, Dr. Luther H. Gulick said in part :

"Let me comment on that which underlies

the Association's social work. In all its de

partments the Association's work is like the

tremendous sweep of Niagara's currents. Its

social work is not found in socials; socials

are usually anti-social, trivial and uninterest

ing. Doing deep things, coming into relations

with each other are socials as this conference

is social. Men as .they speak heart to heart,

affect each other's character; this is a different

thing than slapping a man on the back and

calling him 'Jim.' Let us go below phenomena

to the causes of phenomena. Men come to

the Association to-day in larger numbers than

in the earlier days but have their characters

changed less because they come less intimately

into relation with a few men as when the As

sociation was smaller. In contact one with

another people affect each other most in insti

tutional work. We have lessened personal con

tact with a few and extended it to many. In

the small college men get closer together and

college friendships were stronger and shaped

lives more than any one thing. Each man

shared with his friend. What one man

possessed he did not call his own. He held

in common. He did not give. In a crowd a

man meets many and knows not any. You

help men in the gymnasiums and educational

class but not enough in the way of personal

friendship.

"We tend to segregate the religious men.

They should be persuasive and not segrega

tive. We cut ties which tend to hold men to

gether in groups and gangs and then try to
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reassemble them. Men do not move alone.

Men cannot be re-sorted without removing the

most profound things which move character.

Mr. Simmons found in his study of Bible

classes in Brooklyn that those who kept with

the classes were held by the personality of

the teacher and his personal relationship with

the student more than by his knowledge of the

Bible. Men's characters were most changed

by the leaders whose characters were most

contagious—most Christlike, He found that

men who stayed in the classes three years or

more had found friends in the Association.

Each man pulled in his friends. That com

mittee is effective which pulls together well

and where the members like each other.

"The departments segregate and cut the ties.

A readjustment must be found which will

hold men together in their activities. Boys,

business men, working men cannot be thrown

together; we must take men and boys by

groups, not as individuals. They need work

to do as much for their own sake as for the

good they may do others. The closed doors

of departments and special fees, which prevent

the free meeting of men together, violate the

principle of the social life of men."

The Evolution of the Young Men's Christian Association

BY WALTER M. WOOD, SUPERINTENDENT OF EDUCATION, THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRIS

TIAN ASSOCIATION, CHICAGO.

Well-ordered social contact is the basis of all

institutional effort and is the vehicle of per

sonal religious influence. The Young Men's

Christian Association as an organization for

the conduct of institutional agencies and for

the projection of the power of Christian per

sonalities has need, therefore, to acquaint itself

with the conditions and possibilities of estab

lishing successful social contacts and to apply

itself to converting aggregations of men into

cooperative groups by the cultivation of the

social spirit.

That the social activities (not department)

of the Association have been the last to re

ceive comprehensive definition and purposeful

organization, in fact are just beginning to re

ceive such attention, must not be charged

necessarily as a fault. A study of the evolu

tion of the Association, since it has possessed

extensive material equipment, reveals the fact

that in the logic of its growth emphasis upon

distinctly social activities has but recently be

come timely. Such a study also reveals a

trend of affairs that enables one to anticipate

or prophesy the likely enlargement of the pres

ent social work for individual members, into

forms that will increase the Association's con

tribution to the community as a whole.

The following diagram indicates the suc

cessive stages in the evolution of the Associa

tion, through several decades, and ventures a

suggestion as to the likely elements of the

next decade's development .

As an aid in recognizing that this growth of

the Association has followed perfectly natural

lines, it is interesting to note that the char

acteristics developed and their sequence have

a close parallel in the growth of an individual

Generally speaking, the all-important factor

in the child's life from birth to 6 years of age

is accommodation, convenience or care; from

6 to 12 years of age his instruction is the

major factor; from 12 to 18 years of age the

adjustment of his relations or the establish

ment of his cooperations is the dominant task,

while from 18 years of age, on, into life, the

years are marked by the projection of himself

into the world's enterprises as a contributing

factor.

It is also interesting and important to note

that the normal progress of an individual as a

member of the Association is from the use of a

convenience, to entrance into a class, then into

a club and later into a position of leadership

in some Association enterprise.

Further, it is worthy of consideration that

the growth of a particular Association is very

apt to repeat in condensed periods the evolution

of the Association as a whole, just as each in

Period 1880-1890 lsao-1900 1900-1910 1910-1920 -f

Dominant Idea Accommodation. Instruction. Cooperation. Projection.

Typical Feature. . . Convenience. Class. Club. Enterprise.

Nature of Service. . Things for Men. Men under Men. Men with Men. Men for the Community.

Supervising Talent

Specially Required Manager. Teacher. Promoter. Social Engineer.
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dividual repeats in essentials the historic de

velopment of the race.

While in the diagram the periods are indi

cated by decades, it must not be supposed that

the dates given mark times of abrupt changes,

for evolution is always a process of gradual

transition from one form to another. It should

be distinctly remembered also that what is es

tablished in one period persists in succeeding

periods, but in modified form and certainly as

a subordinate factor contributing to the de

velopment of the characteristic work of the

new period.

It is right, therefore, for the Association to

continue to offer conveniences and instruction

during the present period when cooperative

activities are the main consideration, but they

must be tributary and not the dominant

features. Evil results not from the persistence

of forms once preeminent but in their domi

nance beyond their time.

Since the mechanics of administration

should be adapted to the natural process of

development in an organization movement, a

valuable suggestion may be obtained from the

diagram in that it reveals a possible reclassi-

fication of Association activities on a more

natural basis.

It shows that the activities may be properly

classified into departments of (1) Personal

Accommodation; (2) Instruction; (3) Cooper

ative Movements, and (4) Projective or Ex

tension Movements, instead of being classified

as at present into departments of (1) Physical

Work; (2) Educational Work; (3) Religious

Work, and (4) Social Work.

The suggested new classification causes each

man to be considered and dealt with as a com

plete unit, while the present classification

causes him to be dealt with as a federated

body, brain, soul and social disposition. Chris

tianity stands essentially for the symmetry and

unity of manhood and the Association's de

partmentalization of the man as well as the

administrative work is pernicious.

It might be more logical and advantageous

for the General Secretary to administer his

work in departments of accommodation, in

struction, cooperation and projection, and per

haps have his staff made up of directors of

these departments rather than to administer his

work in departments of physical, educational,

religious and social work with directors in

charge of each.

The diagram shows that the American Asso

ciation movement, as a whole, is now in about

the middle of the period for the special de

velopment of the spirit of cooperation; that

the club or cooperative group, a distinctly

social tool, is the now important feature; that

the present form of work, "man with man,"

lays especial emphasis on fellowship, the basis

of social activity, and that the needed adminis

trator is the promoter who can establish suc

cessful friendly and working relations between

men.

The diagram further suggests that just be

yond and already in its beginnings in some

Associations is a great projective or extension

movement with the manifold and multiform

enterprises closely associated with the daily life

and work of the people, through which the

men who have learned to associate their inter

ests and efforts in the Association shall make

their contributions to the public good, under

the leadership of social engineers, who can dis

cover opportunities for social service, plan ways

and means and skilfully command competent

workers.

In view of these considerations it is safe

to say that the Association is just coming

into the development of its social work, in

which two elements must be conspicuous :

A FELLOWSHIP, or the fraternal relation of

sympathetic comradeship between member and

member, involving emphasis upon personal

ity rather than equipment, and a social

service, or the promotion of the pleasures and

life interests of the "other men," whom the

Association may serve individually or collect

ively, involving emphasis on the engineering of

social movements rather than the conduct of an

exclusive club.

Increasing emphasis on these two essential

elements of the present and future work of the

Association will make necessary, numerous

modifications in the policy and conduct of the

work among which the following are very im

portant :

1. Increasing concern for the generation of

power and rendering of service instead of the

accumulation of possessions and the enjoyment

of privileges.

2. Lessening of the limitation of Associa

tion service to those only who hold annual

memberships.

3. Increase of the number of small units of

work and short-term group organizations.

4. Increase of the number of chances in the

activities of the Association for men to lead,

at least part of the time, rather than follow all

of the time.

5. Increase of genuine volunteer initiative

and promotion with a decrease of committee

or secretarial officialism.

6. Multiplication of extension agencies

reaching increased numbers of men and fur

nishing feasible chances for service to in

creasing numbers of workers.

The Young Men's Christian Association will

show progress in social matters in proportion

as it is recognized and used as a means for the

growth and investment of Christian person

ality.

Myron Jertnain Jones Trill furnish for Sf^ten^'cr an nr describing an effort for social betterment.



From the Army Men in Camps and Afield

When the Canadian volunteers were called

out to quell the Fenian raid at Black Rock,

Canada, in I860, the Y. M. C. A. sent big tents,

supplied papers, magazines and correspondence

/

IN ONTARIO'S TENT—NIAGARA CAMP.

facilities—the most-felt want in the camp—

music and entertainment and its most popular

secretaries instructed to render all the serv

ice and cheer they could to the men. These

tents were filled from daylight to taps, and

now a National Guard camp or post is not

considered by soldiers as well as officers, as

fully equipped without the Y. M. C. A. head

quarters tent either on home soil or in the

Philippines, South Africa, or Porto Rico.

The field sports in connection with the vol

unteer camp at Kingston, Ont., were placed in

charge of the Association ; the officers of the

company furnishing money for the purchase of

prizes.

A volunteer soldier, converted at the Gretna.

Pa., camp last year, is preparing for the Chris

tian ministry, and another, on his return

home, instead of spending his money in dissi

pation, as formerly, got out of debt, and now

has a tidy sum in the bank, secured a better

position, and is supporting his mother.

The National Guard of Ohio is to be

divided up into numerous camps this year; each

regiment will camp at its own time and place;

some regiments will go out in battalions, con

sequently the Association work will be inter

rupted. The Cleveland, Youngstown and

Painesville Associations will have charge of the

sutler's department, and the regular Associa

tion activities with the Fifth Regiment during

their encampment at Painesville. The Dayton.

Xenia, Piqua and the Montgomery County As-

ciations will take care of the Third Regimen;

in their encampment on the Maumee River.

Last year the Ohio National Guard held man-

ceuvers in connection with some troops from

the regular army, and the State Committee

had charge of the sutler's stands and sold

pop, lemonade, ice cream, sandwiches, etc., and

served meals. All kinds of notions were kept

on hand also. In the regular Association work

there were 10,375 letters written, 4,331 in at

tendance at religious meetings, 16,593 in at

tendance at tents, except meetings, and 506

conversions.

Some time ago one of the members at Gov

ernor's Island, a private, won promotion to

corporalship in the Signal Corps, with in

creased pay, through the Association class and

instruments in telegraphy.

TUG-O1---VVAR AT BARRiEHELX) CAili>. ONTARIO.
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THE NORFOLK

NAVAL BRANCH

is holding effective big

meetings in its tent

for sailors of the feet.

From tu'0 to three

hundred men attend,

and fully twenty-five

to thirty men at each

service express their

desire to become Chris

tians.

J

As in previous years, the Bar Harbor, Me.,

Association will erect a large tent for the men

of the navy who will center in the harbor for

the naval manoeuvres.

Gen. Frederick Grant will be present at the

opening of the Fort McKinley (Maine) branch,

August 21. A business men's lunch will be

held at 1 o'clock in the armory, and in the fort

in the afternoon. The secretary, Albert Mar-

quard, was six years in the navy, and was

with Admiral Dewey on the Olympia at the

battle of Manila. He was a Mt. Hermon stu

dent, and is a graduate of the Springfield

Training School.

Two pool-tables put in the New York camp

at a cost of $90, paid that expense and for the

attendants from the small charge of 2 cents

made for each game.

The New Jersey State Committee has five

tents at Sea Girt, and furnished by the State

with floors, chairs and tables complete. As

sociation tents were conducted with the Na

tional Guard of West Virginia, Delaware and

District of Columbia this summer.

Our Strongest Insurance Organization

BY THE EDITOR or THE ATLANTA CONSTITUTION.

The nineteenth century will go down in

history as marking the permanent establish

ment of a great popular benefaction—insur

ance. We utilize the broad principles of as

sured indemnity to protect ourselves from loss

by death, fire, accident and ill health; and the

normal, well-balanced man needs few argu

ments to show him the wisdom and obligation

involved in taking advantage of this great

modern system of protection.

The Constitution believes that the Young

Men's Christian Association is the most

powerful insurance organization in the world.

Its assets and liabilities never appear in serried

columns in the daily newspapers. This, for

th« simple reason that its dividends are sound

bodies and clear minds; the- face of its un

written policies, successful and upright

careers; its surplus and reserve funds manly

and ideal citizens, useful and progressive mem

bers of society, devout and unassuming Chris

tian gentlemen. Such qualities cannot be re

duced to intelligible tables. They are too

big; it is impossible to trace their far-reach

ing operations ; they stretch too far into the

futurity of this world and the infinity of the

next to admit of mathematical gauging.

The Basis of Our Civilization

We believe, for instance, that the local

branch of the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion—the institution everywhere, for that mat

ter—takes its place on a practically even plane

of importance with our schools and our

churches; we can hardly put the matter more

strongly, since these two latter factors are at

the basis of our civilization. We believe that

the people of Atlanta are as much indebted

to the Young Men's Christian Association, in

proportion, as to their schools and churches;

we believe that the obligation extends to the

municipality. We believe that the city owes

much of its prosperity, its national reputation

for moral cleanliness, to the Young Men's

Christian Association, for the individual prod

ucts of that institution are among the most

prominent people of this city. We believe that,

next to the churches, this institution has saved

more bodies and souls from the evils of city

life than any other one influence.
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If we have needed this sort of practical,

workaday insurance in the past we need it

infinitely more in the future. Each day the

city expands; destructive temptations must

inevitably become more numerous; opportuni

ties for the making of men and careers in

crease commensurately ; the city's future is in

the hands of the young men. Do we not urg

ently need the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation to help us in looking after these vital

details? Could our money be invested in any

other enterprise offering so sure or so broad

a return?

Young Men Are Human

The Young Men's Christian Association is

founded on the extremely elemental assump

tion that young men are human. They look

out on the world with the eyes of youth and

inexperience, mediums that often possess the

dangerous faculty of making the shadow ap

pear the light, and vice versa. They are gre

garious; and how many careers have been

blighted by a perversion of the social instinct

no man may say. They crave excitement,

sport, diversion; in these three qualities lie

possibilities rich with good or dark with evil.

Many of them lack the means for business

education, without which they will be mere

mechanical laborers, without the power to de

velop themselves or the community in which

they reside. A large percentage in the aver

age city have a love for lectures and amusing

theatricals; lacking the means to indulge these

natural and profitable desires, they are likely

to stagnate, or do worse. An appreciable

number of young city residents have no local

home ties; the possible effect of the absence

of such wholesome restraint is not difficult to

imagine. A certain element, moreover, cannot

be induced to attend the churches; they are

not essentially unreligious, but they must be

reached by unorthodox means.

A Safety Valve for High Spirits

It is in this tremendous field that the Young

Men's Christian Association does its most ef

fective work. It provides a safety valve for

high spirits, without the fatal reaction of

vice; it satisfies the social instinct without

exposing the immature nature to the insidious

influence of doubtful companions; it reaches

the intellectual and amusement-loving sides

at a nominal expense impossible to the man

outside its pale; it offers educational facilities

at a cost to fit the pocket of the boy taking his

first steps in the business world; it is a home

to the young man away from home; it throws

religious influences, unobtrusively, around the

class that cannot be reached by the most con

scientious efforts of the churches.

If we have failed thus far to show that this

work is entitled to rank in importance with

all those vital and salutary forces which under

lie civilization, which give it its forward, im

pulses and which safeguard it against the en

croachments of moral and mental disintegra

tion, it is the fault of our methods and not the

work itself. Ask any of the unprejudiced,

cool-headed business men who have watched

its scope develop so marvelously, and they

will tell you that his estimate is not ex

aggerated. And several of Atlanta's most sub

stantial citizens are qualified to act in this

capacity.

Give It Adequate Support

The wise, just and far-seeing spirit which

leads our citizens to uphold religious, edu

cational and recreative movements should op

erate to afford the Young Men's Christian

Association adequate support and means for

growth. It is of equal importance; its past

has been equally productive, its future well-

being should be an equal source of solicitude.

Filling a unique niche not occupied fully by

the other institutions mentioned, it is the

more essential that we realize the work it is

doing and from our individual incomes set

aside, systematically, a sufficient fund to in

sure the proper continuance of that work.

To the ministers and church people we say

that their obligation, morally and religiously,

to sustain the Association is second only to

their allegiance to their respective creeds; to

the business men we say that pressing as are

the civic and commercial issues and problems

confronting them, the ones we have outlined

are no less so; we must have MEN to face

issues and problems, and the Young Men's

Christian Association is making them. From

a commercial standpoint alone, the need is one

which will permit no hesitation.

If business and church men, all and sin

gular, will take stock in what we have de

nominated this strongest and most altruistic in

surance organization of the day, they will have

no cause to regret the investment.

Colonel Charles A, Jewell

Born March 29, (841; Died June 25, (905

AN APPRECIATION.

It was permitted the writer to be associated

for many years with Colonel Jewell, in con

nection with the work of the Hartford Young

Men's Christian' Association, and it is a

pleasure now that he has gone to bear testi

mony to the sterling qualities which so en

deared him to all who came in contaoct with

him. No one could long be with him without

being impressed with the thought that here

was a man who had the grace of God in his

heart and a sincere desire to benefit his fellow

men, especially young men, through the in
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strumentality of the Young Men's Christian

Association. As he often expressed it, "The

Young Men's Christian Association is my

hobby." It was a cause that enlisted his most

enthusiastic sympathy and most generous re

sponse to every demand laid upon him in the

furtherance of its work, not only in the local

work, but as well in its State and International

features.

It was during his presidency that the Hart

ford Association moved into its new building,

costing $160,000, the funds for which were in

good part subscribed as the result of Colonel

Jewell's successful solicitation. He continued

in the presidency from 1881 to 1889 and again

from 1897 to 1904 and was a member of the

Board of Managers, and one of its trustees,

for several years prior to 1881 and between the

years 1889 and 1897.

He possessed a sunny, cheerful disposition

that could not be conquered by bodily infirm

ities which during the last years of his life

necessitated the use of crutches and which to

many a man would have furnished ample ex

cuse for laying aside many duties and burdens

connected with his daily rounds, but which

seemed only to nerve him to even greater

exertion in regular attendance upon and the

faithful performance of every duty laid upon

him.

In addition to the annual gifts made by

Colonel Jewell to the Hartford Young Men's

Christian Association during his lifetime, he

bequeathed the further sum of $5,000 to it in

his will, thus evidencing his undying interest

in the work of the Association. His name will

ever be held in grateful remembrance by all

who knew him and especially by those who

knew him in connection with the work he has

wrought through and with the Young Men's

Christian Association. C. E. T.

Hartford, July 7, 1905.

A Tribute to the Men Who Had Served and Died

The Memorial Service to these men who had been taken from the ranks by death, con

ducted by I. E. Brown, at Niagara Conference, was a noble tribute and an inspiration as their

work, character, and self-denial were recalled.

W. E. Hanger

H. M. Starr J. B. Grove

W. N. Wilmerton Roy E. Smith Carl Carlson F. B. Wise

" His courage was greater than his ability to endure."

Frank Mahan George A. Hall S. A. Taggart Wm. V. Sheriff

"The fittest place for man to die Is where he dies for man."

J. F. Kates J. W. Shaw W. A. Dudley

" Who at all times and everywhere gave his strength to the weak, his substance to the poor, his sympathy

to the suffering, and his heart to Qod."



HONG KONG, NOW THE THIRD LARGEST PORT IN THE WORLD. BUT A FEW YEARS AGO A

IN THE AW.'

From the Editor's Viewpoint

If there is one place on earth where a Young

Men's Christian Associa-

The Need of tion, run on right lines, is

Jerusalem's needed, it is the city of

Young Men Jerusalem. A place with

out a newspaper, or a pub

lic school; a city lacking everything which a

young man demands in his life. What Mr.

Sanford writes about the holy city on other

pages will be read with interest. Although it

would be impossible to place an Association

building in Jerusalem, as the Turkish Govern

ment would not permit it, it would be possible

to send a first-class secretary and the right

man could do wonders in that barren city.

From the day the American battleships en

tered the harbor of Manila

The Old there have been a new inter-

World Is a est and a new knowledge of

New World the forces and resources of

the Far East. The Philip

pines, Japan, China, Korea, and Hong Kong

have become more than spaces on the map. The

millions of heathen have become millions of

men. Stories and appeals of missionaries

which seemed like romances are now listened

to as the declarations of statesmen. Messrs.

Mott, Lyon, Lewis, and Brockman are now

comprehended. Their messages have taken on

a reality. Still, few of our readers have thought

of Hong Kong as the great city of commerce

and civilization that is represented in the picture

shown on these pages, or guessed the strength

and the activities of the Association as told

in this number. Ten years ago there were but

six independent Associations in China and

Korea; now there are fifty well-organized and

alert Associations—thirty-nine for students,

seven for natives, two for foreigners, Euro

peans and Americans, and one for foreign

guards at Peking, embracing sixteen nationali

ties. The American Associations have seen a

vision of opportunity and realized their duty.

Men are ready to take a hand in Christian

izing the eager youth in this new old world.

Social

Engineering

Mr. Wood gives in this number his fore

cast of the Association of

the future. He goes beneath

the surface and seeks to dis

cover principles. Mr. Ellis

skimmed the surface and

discovered conditions which as truly revealed

the lack of principles. The handling of a

Young Men's Christian Association is a clever

piece of social engineering. We must study

the problem in the coming years as social en

gineers. This means that we must know the

life and the conditions of life of men and of

cities. We must be more social and more than

social. We must organize friendship; follow

the natural grouping of men and influence

men by the friendship of friendly men. No

department can ignore this study. All rooms,

departments, cornmjttees and secretaries must
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be social departments, committees and secre

taries, or they will fail. We must study recre

ation and amusements, the saloon and ihe the

ater. Even they may teach us something of

value in our work for man. But to introduce

saloon manners, theatricals or gambling would

be an abomination. We are to be Young Men's

Christian Association engineers, to meet men's

needs as their needs are discovered and to meet

this need with living men more than with

things material. To this subject ASSOCIATION

MEN will give much attention in future num

bers.

Understanding

Men

The severest criticism that can be passed on

the Young Men's Christian

Association is that it is not

fully enough acquainted at

first hand, with young men.

An intimate and friendly

acquaintance is required that goes beyond the

handshake, street recognition and colloquial

fellowship ; that goes without intrusion into

the man's life, sympathetically understands his

nature, reads the purposes which control him,

appreciates the conditions which surround and

shape his actions, feels the trend of classes

and groups, understands the temptations of in

dividuals, and draws the man out of himself

by that freemasonry of brotherhood that com

pels willing self-revelation. No book study

of men will supply this. It is not acquaintance

with facts alone that we want, it is acquaint

ance with the man and the boy himself, and

that compassionate, friendly study which- com

prehends the need and purposes to meet it.

There is too much copying and too little sense

applied in adaptations. One Association is

doing a thing because another did it with some

show of success. The reading of a certain

class of books and discussion of a peculiar line

of subjects have dictated the topics discussed

at conferences and conventions. For instance,

the Inspiration of the Bible is made the chief

theme for a conference, but the facts are that

not one man in ten thousand is troubled on

that subject. Questioning Fred Smith and C.

C. Michener, who meet from twenty to two

hundred men at each meeting they address

who are seeking to become Christians, neither

one of them has found this difficulty with the

inspiration of the Scriptures troubling one of

them. The difficulty these men found was

with a constantly present and personal in

spiration to do evil. Most of these talked of

difficulties are difficulties of the study—the

theorizing- of theoretical men who set up men

of straw, and think what a few men have

talked about as their "intellectual difficulties" is

that which is preventing the whole world from

corning to Christ. The real trouble is that we

dc not understand the every-day man—the

majority of men. We need to get down below

the surface, and know at first hand, the real

men who are near us, and then will choose our

topics better ?nd make our plans to suit their

needs.

The Year Book will be out shortly after the

first of August. An embarrassing delay of the

printirs has put tl,<? work back fully a month.
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It is undoubtedly true that some men who

have money to give to

_ Christian and charitable
Consecrated objects deyote M much

Money thought to the distribution

of this money as to any

business investment. Many regard themselves

as trustees for God of this money; the same

spirit we have noticed in men who act as

executors of small estates of widows and or

phaned children. A young man who had re

ceived a moderate salary all his life, came un

expectedly to a great fortune which he ac

cepted as a trust to be administered as under

bond. Making a considerable subscription to

an Association building for the Far East re

cently, he said : "I feel that the money I give

must go for the making of Christian char

acter. There are other things that are good,

and other men may give to them, but my

money has been committed to me to invest for

this particular purpose, and unless this end is

accomplished I shall feel that my gift has failed

of its end." Many of us who have solicited

subscriptions for the Association have appre

ciated the sacred consecration of some con

tributions and real sacrifices made in giving

them. Those who have to do with the appro

priation of Association funds should have this

before them. Every cent must bring as large

a return as possible to the Kingdom of God.

America has been shocked and shamed by

the revelations of greed and

The Spirit graft that have filled the

of the public press. But there is

Day another note that rings true

and is applauded by hon

est men ; the utterances of the President at

Harvard and before the teachers' convention,

the hot words of Secretary Taft on public duty

at personal sacrifice, the courageous action of

Mayor Weaver, of Philadelphia, the reviews of

the life and the service of the late John Hay,

and the acceptance by Elihu Root of public

service at great personal sacrifice, show that

the spirit of the patriot and of true manhood

in the nation is not dead. Mayor Weaver is

a deeply religious man. As he saw corruption

he could not be happy in his position until he

made up his mind to fight, and with his wife

and child spent a whole night in prayer before

he declared war upon the "gang." President

Roosevelt said of the men of the Cabinet :

"In America we have now, and always had,

at the command of the nation in any crisis, in

any emergency, the very best ability to be

found in the nation, and that ability given with

the utmost freedom, given lavishly and gener

ously, although to the pecuniary loss of the

man giving it. There is not a man in my

Cabinet to whose financial disadvantage it is

not to sit in the Cabinet. There is not in my

Cabinet one man who does not have to give

up something substantial, very largely sub

stantial sometimes, that it is a very real hard

ship for him to give up in order that he may

continue in the service of the nation, and have

the only reward for which he looks or for

which he cares, the consciousness of having

done service that is worth rendering." As

true a spirit is found in the Association. We

know a physical director who nearly twenty

years ago was earning $3,000 a year. He took

this position at less than $1,000, and has not

received as much as $2,600 a year since, al

though he stands at the head of his profes

sion, and is an educated physician. A young

man recently refused $25 a week and became

an assistant secretary at $25 a month, because

lie believed he could best serve his fellow men

there. This spirit makes a man a true leader;

without it, he is a hireling and time-server;

yet the fact cannot be overlooked that Associa

tion secretaries are poorly paid for the grade

of man and of work demanded for this office.

Jt

A quiet secretary whose worth was not fully

known and possibilities yet in reserve was

Alvah C. Cotton, of Taunton, Mass., and

secretary-elect for Newburyport, whose death

occurred June 27. While secretary at Taunton

an excellent Association was developed and a

building erected. He was yet a young man.

J«

Nearly two thousand students have attended

the seven student Association conferences.

Lake Geneva had a notably large attendance

and Northfield surpassed all records but one.

The conference was regarded as the best in

fifteen years. The most ncfable service of the

notable men on the program was that of John

ston Ross, of Cambridge, England. Lake

Geneva men pave $11,500 for Association home

work and as usual yielded 'A larger number of

volunteers than any of the conferences.

„*

During the editor's absence at the world's

conference, there was an important anniversary

celebrated in Illinois. On the completion of

twenty-five years of service with the Illinois

State Committee as its secretary, I. E. Brown

was tendered a complimentary banquet at the

Union League Club. Following the excellent

address he was presented with the finest gold

watch that could be bought and it is said that

for days afterward money came pouring in for

this gift. Mr. Brown is a true man and the

men of Illinois believe in him and love him.

Jt

Dayton, O., rents an interesting room for an

educational class, which was converted from a

gambling room. On the door are three locks,

five hinges and a deep hole with a lid to it.
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Frank W. Pearsall has been making an in

vestigation of three tribes of Indians who live

near the New York and Pennsylvania State

line. He held a conference with them. One

Indian who was converted at an Association

meeting in Warren, Pa., went home and got

together some of his fellows for Association

effort. They promised to build a house them

selves on the Allegheny reservation if the ma

terials, costing storne $500, were supplied. The

Warren Association has undertaken to help

the Indians on the Corn-Planter reservation to

secure this building.

J»

If college men of education and culture have

but little idea of the square thing in athletics,

as is suggested in recent articles on The Col

lege Athlete in McClure's, what can be ex

pected of the young man who has learned to

play baseball on the sand lot and obtained the

ideas that pass current for competitive prin

ciples in athletics, from sprinters and any-

thing-to-win young men who follow the semi-

professional games? Those articles should be

carefully discussed with every leader's corps

and at athletic meetings. The fight against pro

fessionalism is a fight for the honor and char

acter of men.

Jf

The representatives of 66,000 Christian En

deavor societies with nearly 4,000,000 mem

bers, which met at Baltimore last month, in

all their meetings kept evangelism to the front.

President Clark, in his address, said: "We are

'iving in years of revival interest, the evange

list is coming to his own again. Materialism

has had its day for the present, and spiritual

truth is taking its place as the only reality."

The goals set before the society by the presi

dent were in terms of millions. A million new

members, a million brought to church, Sunday-

schools or prayer meetings; a million young

people brought into church membership; a

million dollars for missions.

Jt

The Association at Lewesdeft, England, has

decided to allow smoking in its social hall, the

president feeling that his concession will be for

the pleasure of the greatest number. The

rooms had been closed for several months. A

smoking-room is popular at Birkenhead, Eng

land. The secretary, however, knows how to

handle the crowd, who might make it their loaf

ing place. Every Friday night he conducts a

popular entertainment, at which he has five

minutes which he calls "his own." Then he

gives a straight Gospel talk that leads men to

want to hear more from him in his Bible class.

In some other British buildings smoking is per

mitted everywhere, even cigarettes, but in the

Young Men's Polytechnic Institute smoking is

not allowed except at the occasional "smokers."

The press stated that the ministers at Craw-

fordsville, Ind., were unanimous in advising the

introduction of billiard tables and smoking-

rooms, as necessary in order to reach young

men. The fact is that but one of the ministers

of the town advocated such a policy, and his

views are not shared by the other pastors.

;«
George Warburton has given us in his life

of George Hall a fair representation of the man,

what he did and the spirit of his life. The

book opens with an introduction by Dr. Cuyler,

tells of his boyhood and early life, college

course, his conversion, work in college, with the

Christian Commission, and evangelistic service,

both in singing and speaking. He was com

pared to Sankey as a singer, and one man said :

"I was never disappointed when Hall spoke in

place of Moody." The story of his Washing

ton secretaryship, southern tours with Cree, his

crowning and enduring work as state secretary

of New York, in which is written good Asso

ciation polity; an estimate of his service by

Mr. See, and the remarks of the speakers at his

funeral, are well edited. We could only wish

that Mr. Warburton had more space to repre

sent more fully his life and later influence with

individual men, an interest in whom, once

found, he ever maintained, as in the drummer

boy mentioned in the Christian Commission

chapter. Men new in the work should read

this and similar biographies for the inspiration

which will come from a knowledge of such con

secrated leaders. J*

There is a revival spirit gripping the men

of Baltimore. Beginning from the week of

prayer meetings held in January, a men's union

meeting was held by the churches of the city

on Thursday evenings, and has been attended

by from 150 to occasionally 800 men, at a serv

ice. At the meeting of May the program of

the summer was discussed; some said, "Stop

while in full swing;" others said, "We must

go on," and the latter sentiment prevailed. Of

$4,000 needed for a summer campaign, $1,500

was quickly raised at that meeting, and the

balance in a few days. Three tents have been

established for open air services, two stereopti-

cans are kept in constant use, as well as two

Gospel wagons. Leading Episcopal clergymen

have taken part in the services and spoken in

the tents and at the wagon end. A large pro

portion of the attendance is men. The com

mittee is headed by prominent Christian citi

zens, and it is not an unusual sight to see the

president of a leading Baltimore bank giving

out invitations on the street, or standing by

the speaker. The Association building is the

headquarters for the committee and its secre

tary. The experience of Mr. Morriss has been

constantly appealed in the direction of this

movement. This is as it should be.



The Physical Department

Take a Rest

BY ROBT. J. ROBERTS.

Stop your activities. Get a rest by a change

of action. Vegetate, for a time. Go into the

silent places. Take a vacation, recreate, re

create. Keep quiet for a time. Slack up.

Break away. Stop it. Be lazy a little. Get

out of your rut, away from friends and asso

ciates, books, business, home and daily cares,

and away to the wilderness, out into Nature's

out-door gymnasium and do those things in a

safe, short and easy way that city life and

business cares and home and social responsi

bilities prevent you . doing eleven months in

the year.

I want to talk on paper to the hustlers in

Association work who work night and day for

eleven months in the year and who are to

take a vacation during August or September.

I hope you will properly use this time so that

you will come back to your work, in the fall

and winter, fit and in splendid physical and

mental condition. I know that many of you

do not come back in good condition because

you have not wisely used your time, and have

only changed your location and kept up your

usual work and added to it social dissipations

by living at popular country or sea-side hotels

with their usual dissipations, society and sense

less waste of time. You want to be fair to

yourself and your Association interests, don't

you? You don't want to come back all tired

out unfit to attend to your duties for which

the Association pays you good money, and

give them poor work? Of course you don't.

A vacation means a rest from work that you

may again take up that work and do it better

than you did when you laid it down. Now, be

fair to yourself and your Association, by taking

a real vacation this summer.

When I was quite a young man I was going

to take away some books so I could study up

on my loved work. I met good old Dr. Bow-

dish, the great specialist on consumption in

those days, and he asked me where I was

going and what I was going to do. I told

him with great spirit of my plans of going up

into the mountains and on the lakes in Maine

and of my ideas for study. He said: "Young

man, leave all your books at home. Get away

from people and excitement and don't read

even a newspaper or write or receive letters;

hide yourself; go and vegetate."

The years have proved that the old doctor's

advice was good. And ye hustlers in Associa

tion work, who have so much demand upon

your brain, heart and brawn day and night

in your work, should all take just such a vaca

tion that he advised me to take over twenty-

five years ago. I have always, with few ex

ceptions, followed his advice and I have never

come back to take up my work in the fall in

poor condition. I feel that every young Asso

ciation man will take this advice in the spirit

in which I give it,' for his good.

A Few Summer Health Hints

If you live near the sea-shore spend your

rest time in the country. If you live in the

interior "hike" away to the sea. Don't go

away with an Association man. Don't talk

shop. Live out of doors. Don't read over an

hour a day. Don't excite yourself. Keep

all your powers, almost, latent. Don't use

tobacco, alcohol or tea or coffee. Dress as

loosely as possible. Don't eat between meals,

not even berries, etc. Take two short swims,

at 11 in morning and 5 at night. Don't take

exercise in the open, before breakfast. Stop

short of fatigue in all your doings is a wise

rule the year around, but in the good old

summer time do all lawful things only a little.

Eat only cooling, nourishing foods. No hearty

meats, pastry, sweet and fattening foods.

As you are doing little in your rest month

you should eat little. If you live rightly you

will go home heavier or lighter according to

your needs.

Take no gymnastic work; get a rest by a

change of action by using Nature's apparatus,

walking, a little running, swimming, putting-

the-stone, climbing, paddling, rowing, scull

ing, backing water.

Roberts' Own Vacation Reit

I like the using of a twelve-foot paddle in

driving along a canoe, boat or raft. I live on

or near the water all day long. I keep rny

body practically nude to the kisses of the air

and sun from four to six hours a day. It

makes one as brown or red as an Indian, keeps

the skin as soft as silk and gives the nostrils

of the skin a chance to breathe. Walk up and

down hill a few miles daily. I live on a hill

side in Maine, about 1,100 feet above a pond,

which is 500 feet lower so I get just enough

heart and lung work, the pond being about a

mile away. I like to use a light-built raft,

which is about twenty-five feet long and three

feet wide and V-shaped at one end. I stand

up or sit down on a box and get great exer

cise for the whole body by paddling this in

various ways with the 12-foot paddle. I get

inviting views of the sandy bottom of the pond,

by leaving out one board in the center of the

raft. It's fuu trying to make out the writing

of the clams on the shallow sandy bottom of

the pond. I know the eagles and the loons and

we are friends, and even the black bass come

up and see me for I never use a gun or rod.
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If you feel that you cannot enjoy a lone

some vacation all alone by your lonesome or

with a congenial friend your nerves are in a

bad state. What would be wrong for you the

year around (quietness) is what a hustler must

take for six weeks or so every year, whether

he wants to or not, if he wishes to live a long,

useful life.

Vacations During the Year

A LITTLE DAILY ONE.

A LITTLE LONGER WEEKLY ONE.

A STILL LONGER MONTHLY ONE.

AND A MONTH OR SO ONCE A YEAR.

He who follon's these hints will do better

mental, spiritual and physical work in shorter

time and be a better God's man.

Hillside, Me.

A Banquet to Robert J. Roberts

Robert J. Roberts, that Nestor of physical

directors, who began to shape things in Boston

in 1875, was given a banquet by 125 physical

directors at Niagara. Dr. Fisher was in the

chair. Richard C. Morse, the first speaker, re

ferred to "that wonderful and most inspiring

sight at the convention in 1879, when Roberts

lined up six secretaries to go through the now

famous dumb-bell drill—a drill which ushered

in the light gymnastic era, which has shaped

the Association physical training." Dr. Chad-

wick followed with the story of the old Tre-

mont gymnasium, and of Roberts' up-hill work

in establishing body-building methods. He

summed up with : "Roberts' aim and purpose,

and I may say his dream, has been to give the

greatest amount of good to the greatest num

ber, and he believes there is no better work or

diviner work than that which teaches a young

man to have a reverence and tender regard for

his own body, and for those divinely instituted

laws of health which make a man more and

more of service to himself and in the cause of

his fellow-men." Mr. Shurtleff, with whom

Mr. Roberts was associated at Utica, said:

"Roberts has occupied a unique position in the

history of the Associations." Thos. Cornelius

then spoke of Roberts as he knew him at Spring

field, saying: "Roberts has helped me more

than any other man I know of." Dr. Poole

paid him a fine tribute. He said : "His per

sonality and readiness to help men seem to me

to be the things that have endeared him to many

men, especially the young men coming into the

work." W. E. Day, of Dayton, wrote : "I

owe a great debt to him. He has led many

young men to the Christian life." Dr. Garland

spoke of Roberts at the present day and the

pleasant associations they enjoyed together in

Boston. "The best way to test a man is to live

with him."

Three cheers and a tiger were given Roberts

when he arose to speak.

President Roosevelt on Sport

Brutality and Professionalism Condemned by the

President—Extract from His Address

to Harvard

I shall not be suspected of a tendency un

duly to minimize the importance of sport. I

believe heartily in sport. I believe in outdoor

games, and 1 do not mdnd in the least that

they are rough games, or that -those who take

part in them are occasionally injured. 1 have

no sympathy whatever with the overwrought

sentimentality which would keep a young man

in cotton wool, and I have a hearty contempt

for him if he counts a broken arm or collar

bone as of serious consequence when balanced

against the chance of showing that he possesses

hardihood, physical address and courage

But when these injuries are inflicted by

others, either wantonly or of set design, we are

confronted by the question, not of damage to

one man's body, but a damage to the other

man's character. Brutality in playing a game

should awaken the heartiest and most plainly

shown contempt for the player guilty of it;

especially if this brutality is coupled with a

low cunning in committing it without getting

caught by the umpire. I hope to see both

graduate and undergraduate opinion come to

scorn such a man as one guilty of base and

dishonorable action, who has no place in the

regard of gallant and upright men.

Jt is a bad tiling for any college man to

grow to regard sport as the serious business

of life. It is a bad thing to permit sensational

ism and hysteria to shape the development of

our sports. And finally it is a much worse

thing to permit college sport to become in any

shape or way tainted by professionalism, or by

so much as the slightest suspicion of money-

making; and this is especially true if the

professionalism is furtive, if the boy or man

violates the spirit of the rule while striving

to keep within the letter.

The Curse of Professionalism

Professional sport is all right in its way. I

am glad to say that among my friends I num

ber professional boxers and wrestlers, oars

men, and baseball men, whose regard I value,

and whom in turn I regard as thoroughly good

citizens. But the college undergraduate who,

in furtive fashion, becomes a semi-professional

is an unmitigated curse, and that not alone to

university life and to the cause of amateur

sport: for the college graduate ought in after

years to take the lead in putting the business

morality of this country on a proper plane, and

he can not do it if in his own college career

his code of conduct has been warped, and

twisted. Moreover, the spirit which puts so
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excessive a value upon his work as to produce

this semi-professional is itself unhealthy.

I wish to see Harvard win a reasonable

proportion of the contests in which it enters,

and I should be heartily ashamed of every

Harvard athlete who did not spend every

ounce there was in him in the effort to win,

provided only he does it in honorable and

manly fashion. But I think our effort should

be to minimize rather than to increase that

kind of love of athletics which manifests itself,

not in joining in the athletic sports, but in

crowding by tens of thousands to see other

people indulge in them. It is a far better thing

for our colleges to have the average student

interested in some form of athletics than to

have them all gather in a mass to see other

people do their athletics for them.

A Boys' Baseball League

The baseball league conducted by the

church boys' clubs of Springfield, Mass., has

been a continuation of the affiliated club work

which has been in existence during the past

six months and which has included a basket

ball league and indoor meet, a boys' confer

ence and a series of seven big summer trips.

The baseball league, however, immediately

after its organization, was turned over to the

Boys' Department of the Young Men's Chris

tian Association under whose auspices it has

been conducted.

About the last of April a committee of boy

leaders representing the clubs was called and a

schedule was arranged for May and June,

with five teams entered; it being decided that

too many teams and too long a season, for the

first year, might be a failure.

These teams were composed of boys between

the ages of 14 and 16. For various reasons

two of the teams failed to continue in the

league and one new team was admitted

making four in the league To the surprise

of all, one of the captains had a schedule

neatly printed and distributed among the vari

ous players.

Games have been played every week at the

public park with good crowds and much in

terest, especially at the last game when two of

the best teams were tied for final honors.

Two extra innings had to be played before the

matter was settled.

The Boys' Department of the Association

offered a pennant for the winning team. One

strong feature of this has been an increased

attendance of boys at the Sunday-schools; one

class in particular having received a number of

new members. It has been noticed that the

churches having an organized work for boys

have had the best results in all that has been

undertaken.

A number of other teams might easily have

been secured, but it was deemed advisable to

experiment in view of a much larger league for

next season. Plans are being made for an

extension of the work of the affiliated clubs

next season with a committee of influential

business men at the head. A cabinet com

posed of two boys and a leader from each

church to formulate plans as well as a leader

and organizer for the general work giving a

portion of his time to the work.

This year twenty different churches have

participated in the various events, none of

which have been under Association auspices

except the baseball league. The object is to

make the work broader than simply an

athletic league and to work for definite social

and religious betterment as well.

Springfield, Mass. W. S. REED.

Holyoke Boys' Baseball League

Early in May an announcement was made

through the newspapers that the Association

would conduct a second league this summer,

and eighteen teams responded at the first

meeting, twelve teams were in the league and

a schedule of 66 games arranged. Forty of

these games have been played, and low scores

and ten or eleven inning games are by no

means uncommon.

The value of such an organization cannot be

fully measured. One of the most noticeable

features is that the disputing and wrangling so

often present in boys' games is displaced by

clean, gentlemanly playing. About 150 boys are

involved, all of whom are brought directly in

contact with the Association ; they are provided

with sport and recreation under the proper in

fluences, and the best thing about it all is that

they pay for it themselves, rent their own

grounds, make their own rules, and run their

own games under the supervision of a general

manager elected by themselves.—Holyoke

Bulletin.

Instructions for Lite-Saving- from

Drowning

FURNISHED BY THE U. S. VOLUNTEER LIFE-

SAVING CORPS.

In rescuing drowning persons, seize them by

the hair or the collar, back of the neck ; do not

let them throw their arms around your neck or

arms. If unmanageable, do not strike them,

but let them drop under a moment until quiet,

then tow them in to the shore.

If unconscious, do not wait a moment for a

doctor or an ambulance, but begin at once;

first, get the tongue out and hold it by a hand

kerchief or towel to let the water out; get a

buoy, box or barrel under the stomach, or hold

them over your knee, head down, and jolt the

water out. then turn them over side to side
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four or five times, then on the back, and

with a pump movement keep their arms

agoing from pit of stomach overhead to

a straight out and back fourteen or six

teen times a minute until signs of re

turning life are shown. A bellows

movement pressure on the stomach at

the same time is a great aid if you have

help.

Of course, you will at first loosen

collar and binding clothing. Let some

one at once remove shoes and stock

ings, and at the same time rub the

lower limbs with an upward movement

from foot to knee, occasionally slapping

the soles of the feet with the open hand.

Working on these lines, volunteer life-

savers have been successful after two

hours of incessant manipulation, but are

generally successful inside of thirty

minutes. Spirits of atnmlonia to the

nostrils, or a feather tickling in the

throat, often helps to quicken; anything

more than the above mechanical means

is rarely needed. Use no spirits internally

until after breathing and circulation are re

stored, then a moderate use of stimulants or

hot tea and a warm blanket or bed is of the

first importance.

Summer Vacation and Athletic Records

Dwight Farm, of the Philadelphia Associa

tion, is crowded to the limit of the accommo

dations during the vacation period.

The rules are few and simple for the Red-

lands, Cal., camp: "(1) No firearms; no fire

works. (2) No white shirts, collars or cuffs.

(3) No 'pouting.' (4) The use of tobacco,

foul language, the reading of dime novels, or

euchre card playing prohibited." Among the

games announced are "hot-hand" and "flinch."

Dr. Chadwick, physical director Philadel

phia Central, for two years past, has been in

structing 200 cash boys employed by John

Wanamaker. These boys, with the cadet

battalion of some 300 boys, gave an exhibition

at the Opera House at the commencement ex

ercises at the Senior Boys' Branch of the John

Wanamaker Commercial Institute. The boys

made an excellent showing in gymnastics and

calisthenic work. At the annual field day at

the ball park, the next day, over 7,000 people

were present. Here the 500 cash boys and

cadets, led by the full band, went through their

drill as creditably as the Turners at their an

nual exhibition. At the new Wanamaker store

an entire floor will provide for the institute

a gymnasium, bath and locker-rooms for the

800 or 900 boys employed there.

Plainfield Association has now the largest

membership in its history. It has fenced in its

FOR NEW YORK CITY MEN.

lot in the rear of the gymnasium for outdoor

sports, and provided tennis courts and a new

handball court.

The tri-association track and field meet held

by Rock Island was won by the local team

with a total score of 57 points; Muscatine

(la.) was second, with 17 points; Moline (111.)

third, with 16 points. The relay banner also

went to Rock Island.

At New Orleans cross-country runs on Mon

day nights have been proving attractive to a

good number of men, often as many as 20

going out. A party of 30 boys have been in

camp.

The president of the New York Yacht Club,

Mr. Arthur Curtiss James, has purchased and

presented the Young Men's Christian Associ

ation of New York City a ninety-five ton

yacht, for young men's vacation cruises on

Long Island Sound. The yacht was built in

1890 at a cost of $20,000, but purchased for

much less figure. It has been fitted up for

cruises with bunks and hammocks, and will

be put in charge of a seasoned skipper with a

crew and cook, but every one of the thirty men

"shipping" for the weekly cruises, will "go be

fore the mast" and learn to handle ship. Dr.

Knowles, physical instructor of the Harlem

Young Men's Christian Association, tried sea

dog, will direct the cruises. Frequent stops

along the sound will be made, in the harbors,

for swimming and base-ball. Similar cruises

are made by the Associations of Hamilton,

Ont, and Washington, D. C.

At the Westchester County, N. Y., athletic

meet at White Plains, athletes from Tarry-

town, New Rochelle, Nyack and Williams
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bridge competed. White Plains won, with a

score of 56 points; New Rochelle, 29. White

Plains also captured the relay race cup. This

was the first meet of the county run under

A. L. N. A. sanction, and many men learned

for the first time what clean sport principles

meant.

New Brunswick, N. J., has replaced its old

wooden lockers with new steel ones, as the

former were too easily broken into.

Salt Lake City opened its new gymnasium

informally May 19. Nearly 300 men and boys

applied for membership on that day. The en

tire building will soon be ready for occupancy.

Les Cheneaux Island has been selected for

the summer camp of the Cincinnati members.

It is on the northern coast line of Lake Huron,

between the straits of Mackinac and St. Mary's

River. The first division will leave Cincinnati

on August 1. The entire trip will cover the

enormous distance of 1,300 miles. The trip

vill be made by rail and lake steamer to Mack

inac and then to the Les Cheneaux Island-;.

A second party will start on August 15.

Camden, N. J., members camped at Lake

Sebago, Maine. From New York they took the

Long Island Sound steamer to Providence,

thence to Boston, Portland, Me., and Lake Se

bago. On their arrival at the lake they were

met by a guide and a steam launch and taken

some miles down the lake to "Sunset Camp."

The nearest post-office to the camp is six miles

distant.

Memphis athletes took part in a program

arranged for the children's day entertainment

at Overton Park, in Memphis. The leaders'

squad of the young men's class gave an exhibi

tion of advanced gymnastics on the horizontal

bar, side horse, and tumbling mats. The Asso

ciation ball team met the Christian Brothers

College team and defeated them in an exciting

game.

July 4th the first open athletic meet was held

under the auspices of the Association. Entries

from eight different organizations of the city

and State were received. The prizes were the

handsomest of their kind ever offered in a simi

lar event. A handsome trophy cup was the first

prize for each of the dashes and runs, and a

gold medal for high jump and standing broad

jump. A grand prize was offered for the best

all-round athlete. Two Association men got

eight points each and are tied for the prize.

The Association track team made 26 points

more than all the other contestants put to

gether. The ball game after the meet between

Association and "Collegians" was won by the

Association team ; score, 10 to 4.

All departments of the Tarentum, Pa., work

have been transferred to its new athletic field

of 43 acres, and the work in all its phases is

active. Sunday afternoon meetings at 4 o'clock

and also Bible study under the trees. Baseball

games every night. The one-third mile track,

twenty feet wide, is in good use. The tennis

courts and croquet grounds are becoming popu

lar. Big celebration on July 4. athletic con

tests between the wards of Tarentum ; entries

well filled, each man obliged to join the A. L.

N. A. Clean sports throughout, and fairly good

records made. Some out-of-town amateurs

were in the entries. Large flag was presented

the Association by J. O. U. A. M. lodge, ac

companied by presentation speech by local pas

tor and band music. During the evening sev

eral hundred dollars' worth of fireworks were

set off. About 10,000 people in attendance all

day ; no disorder of any kind, and no accidents.

All under control and direction of Association.

A similar celebration will take place Labor

Day.

The Boys' Departments Record

Charleston. S. C. boys camped for five days

at Wadmalew Island, at a cost of $4.65 each.

July 10-15. The nights were devoted to mock

trials, story telling, city council sessions,

Uncle Remus tales, etc. The Rev. W. E.

Callender was camp chaplain, and helped the

boys to have a royal time.

Rock Island and Moline Associations held

a successful joint boys' camp, June 13-21, on

an old Indian camping place on Rock River.

The camp was organized on the Indian basis.

Rock Island braves choosing the name of

"Shobones" and Moline braves "Arrows." Each

tribe elected its own chiefs and tribe council.

Orville Yerburg (Malone physical director)

was made head chief and L L. McDonald

(Rock Island, acting general secretary) med

icine man. About twenty-five flint arrowheads

and a stone tomahawk were found. A large

number of burial mounds are to be seen on the

river banks, the region being historic with

Indian memories.

Nearly 100 boys from the Central and Hyde

Park departments of Chicago, and from Oak

Park have been in camp at Lake Geneva. A

number of boys were led to begin the Christian

life.

Sixteen Glens Falls boys spent a week on a

"ffypsy" trip through a portion of the North

Woods country, and visited the "North Woods

Preserve Club," returning by way of North

Creek and the Glen. The trip cost each boy

$4. The men's meetings are being carried on

through the summer and good interest is

shown by the continued attendance at them.

Fifty-three Brookhaven, Miss., boys

tramped IfiO miles to Vicksburg and return in

nine days, starting at 4.30 A. M. and finishing

at daybreak, walking the last stretch of the

journey from midnight to sunrise. They aver

aged 17J miles a day.
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The Railroad Department

Richmond Railroad Department needs a gift

from but one railroad company to make $30,-

000 pledged by the several systems entering

Richmond.

The Norfolk and Western Railway Company

has given buildings at Shenandoah, Va., cost

ing $5,000; Lambert's Point, $6,000. New or

ganizations will be formed to occupy the build

ings.

The C. P. R. have given a site worth $10,-

000 for the new Association building at Cal

gary, Nova Scotia.

The shop meeting picture printed on page

472 last month, which has been adopted as

the Detroit conference trademark, was taken

in the Lafayette, Ind., shop at a meeting con

ducted by Mr. Knebel. It was an unusually

striking group and therefore adopted.

The Southern Railway lias turned an entire

building over to the Knoxville Department, and

appropriated $1,000 to fit it for Association

purposes. The membership is nearly to the

four hundred mark, and is growing rapidly.

The Pennsylvania R.R. Department, Phila

delphia, opened its $7,000 club house at Ocean

Beach, July 1. The building is constantly

filled with boys and young men, who get two

weeks in camp for $5. Many of the commit

tees in parties of 30 and 40 go down for the

Jay on Saturday and get acquainted with each

other and the plans of the Association. The

vacation house, the cat-boat, the whale-boat

and the fleet are in constant use.

The Detroit Railroad Conference

Steady progress has been made in the prep

arations for this conference, Sept. 28-Oct. 1.

The opening session will meet at 3 p. M. and

the conference will hum with activity Until the

farewell meeting on Sunday evening. The

evening sessions and the Sunday afternoon

meeting for railroad men will be held in the

Light Guard Armory and the other sessions in

the Central Methodist Church. An excursion

and other recreative features will be arranged

for Saturday afternoon.

Among the speakers will be Hon. Paul

Morton; Hon. H. B. F. Macfarland, of Wash

ington; Rev. John Potts, D.D., of Toronto;

John R. Mott; Robert E. Speer, and E. W.

Booth. Fred B. Smith will take charge of the

Sunday afternoon meeting. A large number

of railroad officials are expected to attend the

Friday evening session. This meeting, to

gether with that on Saturday evening, will open

with stercopticon views and moving pictures.

The conference will be self-entertaining, the

Detroit Association arranging for reservations

lor the delegates.

Philadelphia, Pa., Railroad Department's last

advance is the securing of Arthur Holmes, a

religious work and educational director. Mr.

Holmes is a very strong acquisition to the As

sociation ranks. He was identified with this

department more than a year while doing post

graduate work at the University of Pennsyl

vania, and popular as a leader in the gymna

sium, an acceptable speaker in shop meetings, a

line Bible teacher and a strong and effective

personal worker. Larger things are expected

in the two departments to which he will de

vote his attention. Already 105 men are enrolled

in the summer course of correspondence Bible

study.

An auditorium has been built in the Chicago

Northwestern shops, Chicago, to seat 250 men.

Meetings are held there on Sunday afternoons

and educational talks during the week.

Out on a Western Railroad, where a man

generally thinks he can get a job, no matter

how tough he is, a little incident occurred

which might serve as a warning to some men.

The secretary of the Railroad Association was

called to the door by a rap at an early hour

(7.30) and found one of the ministers there,

accompanied by a man of perhaps thirty years

of age. The young man had been a railroader

for eight years and then had committed a crime

while under the influence of whisky, for which

he had just served two years in the "pen." He

had applied for work at braking the day before

and had been turned down and thought it was

on account of not being able to tell where he

had been for the preceding two years. (He

had told the trainmaster to whom he had made

application that he was in Alaska during this

period.) So he went to one of the pastors,

who took him down to see the secretary. Two

hours later the trainmaster—one of those big-

hearted men with a rough exterior—was list

ening to the story just as it had been told the

secretary. "Is this man tall and dark?"

"That's the man." "Then," asked the train

master, "did you notice that man's left hand?"

"No," was the reply, and as a man with a crip

pled hand cannot pass the physical examina

tion the secretary thought at once that he had

probably lost a finger. "Well, you go back and

look at that man's fingers; he's a cigarette

fiend, and any man that takes the time to roll

as many cigarettes as that man smokes hasn't

time to work at anything else." "I didn't or

don't care," he went on, "what his past history

has been, for we need men just now and need

them bad, but when I see that color on a man's

fingers I haven't any use for him." That is the

story and the warning. There is a sequel

which might interest some. This big-hearted

official said later: "You send the man around

and I will look him over again, and if you

think he will stop rolling cigarettes I will put

him to work." He did, and this man is taking

his new chance.



The Money Measure of Association Confidence

The $100,000 fund for the Syracuse, N. Y.,

Association, has been completed, thus meeting

the conditions made by Mr. Benj. Tousey and

securing his gift of $100,000. Lyman C. Smith

gave $20,000; Frederick R. Hazard, $20,000,

and Solvay Process Company, $15,000. The first

$100,000 includes two gifts of $10,000, one of

$5,000, two of $2.000, ten of $1,000 and twelve

of $500. The gift of the Solvay Process Com

pany is expected to induce other large cor

porations to give liberally. The ground will

be taken that they can well afford to do so

because of the increased efficiency of their

employees when the enlarged and improved

Association becomes a fact. The sum of

$130,000 is yet to be raised. The results are all

the more remarkable when it is considered that

$50,000 was raised by subscription in 1902 and

1903 to wipe out the indebtedness of the As

sociation.

The old property on Warren street is to be

used entirely for boys' work; the Association

buildings will have a depth of 330 feet from

Warren to Montgomery, streets, a width on

Warren street of 46J feet and on Montgomery

street of 83 feet, all covered by buildings, with

suitable light on all sides. These plans con

template the tearing down of the rear of the

old building, where the gymnasium and hall

are now located, and the erection between

these two buildings of a new gymnasium,

about 63x83 feet in size, all of which will be

above ground, with a basement and half a

story underneath.

Another short, sharp and winning campaign

for a building was brought to a splendid con

clusion on July 15, when the $100,000 asked

was received and several thousand more by

9.30 o'clock that night The plan that C. S.

Ward, field secretary of the International Com

mittee, laid out and carried forward in Wash

ington and in Dayton, worked here. Instead

of a long, drawn-out agony of canvassing done

by a few men, the entire forces of the city

were drafted for service. Young men, business

men, professional men, ministers, the press and

every one who could be enlisted, did their

best. Hundreds of men were in the canvass

and on Saturday evening when the final round

up was made the balance exceeded the $100,000

needed, the crowd "went mad." Never was

a college football crowd more wild. They

"tossed" the directors, visiting and local sec

retaries, and the building committee, yelled,

sang, prayed, and made speeches to show their

unbounded enthusiasm. No "convenient time"

was selected, the campaign was crowded

through in the blistering heat of a red-hot

Nebraska summer. F. L. Willis and C. F.

Mayne took a part in the campaign and Frank

Ober would have had a hand in it if he could

have gotten there. J. P. Bailey, the state secre

tary, did his part well. Some of the notable

gifts were: Guy C. Barton. $10,000; the fifteen

Association Directors, $15,000 ; Young Men.

$10,000; business and professional men, $15.000.

The president of the Association, Isaac J.

Carpenter, gave $5,000. Building operation?

will be started immediately. Some $50.000

more will be required.

Jackson, Mich., completed its canvass for

$50,000 on Saturday night, July 6, securing

$52,026. The salvation of the canvass was in

its time limitation. Had there been no time

limit, the canvass would still have been going

on and would have dragged through weary

months. No urging was necessary; directors

and others left their business and threw them

selves into the canvass. To the surprise of a!l

outsiders during the last three days subscrip

tions came in thick and fast.

The first miners' Association in Tennessee

was opened last month at Petros for the em

ployees of the Big Brushy Coal & Coke Com

pany. This company, which employs about 350

men, has agreed to erect a building and to

make a monthly appropriation for the support

of the work.

The members of the Savannah Association

expect to raise $15,000 for the new building

among the members. From seventy-one they

have already raised $7,050, there being one at

$250 and thirteen at $200; these coming from

clerks and stenographers. It is hoped that the

total amount raised from the city will be over

$75,000.

Racine, Wis., has just completed a fund of

$20,000 for the complete remodeling of its

present building. The J. I. Case Threshing

Machine Company gave the last $5,000. The

canvass is being continued with the hope of

raising $15,000 additional to pay a mortgage

indebtedness of twenty years' standing. Much

of the success of the canvass is due to the

persistent work of Judge E. B. Belden, who

has given much time and thought to the work.

Judge Belden has been president of the Asso

ciation for two years.

The University of Virginia Building, the

gift of Mrs. Wm. E. Dodge, has been com

pleted; with endowment and land, the total

property is worth $110,000.

Over $5,000 is pledged at Suffolk, Va., to

wards a $7,000 building; there will be a new

organization.

Stubenville, O., has pledged $24,000 toward

$40,000 needed for its building, following the
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Ohio policy that Associations will not be or

ganized until a building is assured.

The annual statistical report of the Ohio

Associations show that $700,000 have been

given during the last twelve months for build

ings and the removal of debts in that State.

This is about double the amount given in any

preceding year.

The coal companies operating in the vicinity

of Nelsonville, O., have agreed to contribute

a fund amounting to $10,000 toward a building

at Nelsonville on condition that $10,000 be

secured from the business men and miners.

This will be the first miners' Association build

ing in the State and will set a high standard

in the development of mining Associations.

Jefferson City, Mo., has over $10,000 sub

scribed for a lot and Building for the first

Young Men's Christian Association at the

State capital and in Central Missouri.

The building at Ravenswood, Chicago, is not

yet completed and dedicated as reported last

month. The building is now about two-thirds

completed. The auditorium and additional

dormitories may not be built for several years.

The report published last month was of a

dinner held in the gymnasium, to arouse in

terest in securing a furnishing fund. It is ex

pected that the building will be ready for oc

cupancy by October 1, or at such time when a

fund of at least $5,000 is completed.

The building of the Lake Geneva Associa

tion was opened up on July 16, Secretary of

the Treasury L. M. Shaw making the address.

Utica, N. Y., has completed its canvass for

$40,000 for the enlargement of its building

and the purchase of adjoining property in the

rear. This will give more room for the Boys'

Department and dormitories. The canvass

will continue until $50,000 has been secured.

This is to provide also for current expenses

for two years.

Lebanon, Pa., has bought a site for a build

ing for $20,000, and is urging a canvass for a

building to cost $50,000.

While the new Winona, Minn., Association

building is assured, there is still some work

to be done in raising the amount from about

$38,000, the sum pledged at present, to the

$50,000 originally stipulated. There is little

doubt of this $12,000 being subscribed.

The $30,000 building fund for the Walla

Walla, Wash., Association is completed. C.

W. Wilcox, formerly assistant editor of the

Young Men's Era, has conducted the canvass

to its successful completion.

The contract for the construction of the

new home of the Topeka Association for $47,-

900 has been let; this does not include plumb

ing, heating and lighting. The work will not

commence until $65,000 is subscribed. A total

of $59,000 is now pledged. It is understood

that the difference will shortly be given in one

lump by a well-known Topeka citizen.

Arrangements are reported to be about com

pleted and preparations made for the erection

of a $7,000 Association building for Prattville,

Ala. The building is due to the gift recently

made by Daniel Pratt, of $6,000. It is proposed

to expend this amount on the erection of

the building and another $1,000 has been

raised by popular subscription for the equip

ping of the building. Already 200 members

have been enrolled.

The canvassing is starting out well for a

building at Boulder, Col. The Committee will

subscribe some $9,000 itself, and then go to the

citizens of Boulder for the other $15,000.

The building campaign at Jackson, Mich.,

closed July 1, the subscriptions totaling $52,-

026. The subscriptions were conditional upon

securing $50,000 on or before July 1. The

conditions were met, and more. The Associa

tion will go on to complete the canvass for

$75,000, and building operations will begin at

once.

At the annual meeting of the Derby, Conn.,

Association, ten young men pledged $100 each

as a start for a building fund. The first pledge

was made by a Jew who is very much in

terested and will probably increase his pledge.

A general canvass will be taken up later for

$50,000.

An Advisory Committee of thirty men, with

Hon. Judge Gray, the famous Democrat, is

at work in the interests of a new building at

Wilmington, Del. Gen. Chas. Bird is an active

member of the committee. The presence of

these two men on the committee is almost a

guarantee of the erection of the building.

Bloomington, 111., began a campaign to

raise $4,500 to pay the annual budget and a

debt of $1,200 ; $3,000 of this was to be raised

by subscription, and $1,500 from memberships

and other sources of income. The amount

from subscriptions alone has reached $4,092.

Many of the subscribers doubled their contri

butions. Seventy-three subscribers in 1904

gave $935. These are now giving $1,865, and

sixty-two new subscribers are this year giving

$697. One gave $200. three gave $100, twenty-two

gave $50, two gave $40, one gave $30, and

forty-one gave $25. Sentiment in favor of a

permanent home is developing. The chairman

of the Finance Committee is L. M. Crosthwait,

a prominent business man. He has been largely

responsible for the spendid showing.

The second subscription on the Jacksonville,

Fla., Building Fund has been made by W. F.

Coachman president of the Naval Export

Company, for $10,000.
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The splendid

$20,000 b u i Id i n g

given the Paris,

Ont., Association,

by Mr. John Pen

man, chairman of

the P ro v i s i onal

Committee, was

opened at Paris,

the rooms being

thronged by the

leading people of

the city. O f t h e

building Mr. J. F.

Moore says : "I do

not know ofa

town on the conti

nent with as well-

equipped building

as this." The build

ing itself is com

pletely equipped,

even to metal lock

ers in the gymna

sium and tiled bathroom. Nothing was

spared to make the building as attractive,

efficient and useful as possible in its work for

young men. Mr. Penman was the recipient of

an address from the Auxiliary and congratu

lations from the mayor. Mr. Penman spoke

with characteristic modesty as he turned over

the keys of the building. In his letter he said :

"In conclusion I have only to refer to the

pleasure I feel at being able to see the Paris

Association established in what I trust may be

LOVING-CUP PRESENTED PROF. L. P. HOISSE,

CHAIRMAN FRENCH BRANCH, NEW YORK

CITY, BY HIS COLLEAGUES, AS A TOKEN OF

AFFECTION AND APPRECIATION OF HIS

SERVICES.

PARIS, ONTARIO, NEW STRUCTURE.

its permanent home, and to express the hope

that full advantage may be taken of the oppor

tunity which such an institution, under judi

cious management, affords for the moral and

spiritual well-being of the community."

The dedication festivities of York, Neb.,

building, lasted a week. Addresses were

given by Gov. Mickey and M. B. Williams,

through whose appeal the fund was started, and

a reception was tendered the governor. One

night there was a minstrel show, and a gym

nastic exhibition another, under the title of

the Society Circus, which included strong

men, high-wire performers, tumblers and side

shows ; a band concert followed and a balloon

ascension and a parachute drop were included.

From Omaha and Lincoln athletes were sent.

Capt. Jack Crawford gave his unique wild-west

entertainment. On Sunday the building was

dedicated and all the churches joined in cele-

brr "ion.

Some months ago the Binghamton, N. Y.,

Association advertised for competitive plans

for a building which should cost not more than

$100,000. Thirteen plans were submitted by as

many competitors, and the committee of award

voted that no set of plans was sufficiently meri

torious to receive their recommendation. The

objections were: The cost in each case would

exceed the stipulated amount ; too lavish use

of space for rooms devoted to Association pur

poses, especially for parlors, reception room

and rotunda, as well as physical department ;

and lack of grasp of the need of economical

supervision of the work by small office force.

Three sets of plans were selected as most

nearly meeting the requirements, and the archi

tects who made them were asked to submit

new plans in a limited competition.
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How Dayton Won Oat

After five and a half years of education, agi

tation and cogitation, Dayton, O., completed

an Association building fund of $350,000 at

10.10 P. M., June 15.

It is not really easier to raise money in Day

ton than in other places. Men who walk into

the office and give are of about the same

scarceness as in the average city in any direc

tion from Dayton under ordinary conditions.

Difficulties- are naturally about the same av

erage per thousand of population as are found

elsewhere. The Dayton Association men, in

deed, think they had some difficulties that were

peculiar and all their own.

(1) The length of time—five and a half years

—made the project grow stale to some people.

(2) The death of the general secretary,

David A. Sinclair, after the project was only

well launched and the readjustment made nec

essary.

(3) The purchase of one building site that

was afterward set aside by the gift of a better

one caused some tangling of the two canvasses

—-that for lot first, afterward for building.

The winning factors were:

(1) A Board of Directors that really under

stood Association principles, as well as local

conditions and needs, that were actually under

the load, and who qualified for the canvass by

very generous pledges of their own, giving over

$30,000, and who followed this by persistent

and sensible effort. The constantly prayerful

habit of these men must also be counted as a

matter of very large consequence.

(2) In order of time the next dement was

the gift by one man of one-tenth of the entire

amount, followed by other subscriptions of

$10,000 and $5,000. These came only in re

sponse to wise presentation of the subject by

men who had the confidence of the candidate

for a contribution. The enterprise was not

begun by a nickel-in-the-slot scheme or in a

puddle of oyster soup.

(3) The Membership of the Dayton Associa

tion—part of them at any rate—have had some

training in doing things rather than having

things done for them. The rather natural con

sequence is that instead of a batch of six-foot

infants, all pulling at the bottle, there was a

thousand young men who gave $25,000, payable

$1 or $2 a month for a period of time.

The "dead center" of the canvass came dur

ing April and May just past, after the big

sprint of the members' fund, to which effort

L. B. Mumma largely gave direction and inspi

ration. April and May were trying months,

for all who give most easily were already on

paper and the list remaining was largely of the

"some other da/' kind. Trouble of soul and

friction of shoe leather seemed unavailing.

At this crisis came the promise of $15,000

from one who had already done his share, with

the condition that the task be completed by

June 15—nearly $30,000 to be raised in fifteen

days—could it be done? The building fund

committee met at lunch every week day during

this time, heard reports and planned work.

The force of secretaries met for conference and

prayer at eight o'clock every morning. The

general secretary acted really as general and

did not get lost in details. The most striking

feature of the closing days was a canvass of the

Dayton factories. Tuesday, June 13, was made

"shop men's day," and in spite of a mistake in

the printed announcement that threatened to

alienate the sympathy of the men, the sum of

$4,809.70 came as the result of this effort, and

Dayton was stirred as never before.

The morning of the 15th the announcement

was made that '$11,500 was still needed. Bulle

tins at the Association building and the news

paper offices told, every hour, of the progress

of the fund, and the telephones rang continu

ously. At noon the amount was $8,700. The

entire board of directors met at noon for stern

and solemn business and then gave the rest of

the day to the canvass. The secretaries were

all on the jump. At the counter there was

often a line of men making subscriptions, many

of them being the second or third gift toward

the building from that man. The factory move

ment did not stop, and when at 2 p. M. it was

announced that the Women's Century Club of

the National Cash Register Company had raised

$475 the men of that big shop waked up and

twenty key men of different departments went

to work under extra pressure. By closing time

they had pledged $933 from the workmen there.

From the offices came over $700, making over

$2,000 as the gifts of the employees of one fac

tory. The Platt Iron Works men gave over

$600, the largest per capita giving of any shop.

The proprietors of one factory redeemed their

men with an extra gift of their own of $200.

Post-office employees raised over $100. Fire

men and policemen over $400 ; the bricklayers

and hod-carriers on a new building sent $14;

one boy sent in $2 he had saved to buy a pony ;

the employees of a department store raised $200

of their own initiative and handling. A man

with a new set of triplets at home sent a gift

in spite of the extra expense. At supper time

$4,800 was what the bulletin said was needed.

At 10.10 p. M. it was all pledged with a

margin.

The directors met three times to transact

business, and some three hundred workers

actually helped bring victory on this final

day.

Publicity.—Three daily papers agreed to run

the news each day and two secretaries and a

pastor who had been a reporter were assigned

to keep the columns full. The efforts of this
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daily publicity—a column or more in each

paper—was admirable and certainly an impor

tant factor in making success possible.

The wisdom to provide and properly organize

a sufficient force of office help, stenographers,

etc, marked the effort more as sane and

thoughtful than many where no such provision

is made. A big batch of "last appeal" letters

brought in over $1,200 by mail on the last day,

much of this being from persons who had

steadily refused to give previously.

Perhaps it might be said that at the base of

the power of this movement lay the useful life

of David Sinclair and the actual accomplish

ments of the Dayton Association through

thirty-five years. Neither directors nor workers

have forgotten the effective help given by C. S.

Ward, of the International force, at the critical

time just following the death of Mr. Sinclair.

A number of the large subscriptions were se

cured at that time and counsel given that has

been of use constantly since then.

W. J. FRASER.

Good Sense and Sentiment

The corner-stone of the $115,000 building of

the Bedford Branch, Brooklyn, was laid June

24. The address of the occasion was delivered

by Dr. Cadman. He said : "When we ask for a

way in which to put the Gospel in touch with

young men, we have the answer in the Young

Men's Christian Association. I was not strong

ly in favor of the work of the Association

when I first knew it Now that I know more

of its workings, more of the good it has done,

and is doing, I am glad and proud to be asso

ciated with its work in any way that I can be

of use. There are to-day more hypocrites out

side of the churches and Young Men's Chris

tian Associations than there are in them. There

are, as a matter of fact, thousands of rogues

and hypocrites in this world who need just

such influence as this Association can bring to

bear on them. We need a systematic Christian

program. To tell young men that they can't do

this and they can't do that is futile. If you

tell the young man what he must not do,

and do not tell him what he may do, what

has he left? So we give him the Young Men's

Christian Association. What can he do there?

some may ask. Well, for one thing, he may

keep his body clean. Some folks formerly

thought that athletics was the first station on

the road to hell. This building stands for a

sound body. It is a great thing to have a

building consecrated to the body. It also

stands for the mind. It is a greater thing to

have a building consecrated to the mind. It

also stands for spiritual things. It is the great

est thing to have a building consecrated to the

spirit. A young minister told me that, as an

uneducated, irreligious youth, he once asked,

"Where shall I go to be saved, to be taught?"

He was sent to the Young Men's Christian

Association. Now he is a successful clergy

man. He told me that he owed his success

to the lessons he learned in the Association,

those lessons in the evening school as well as

those which are not only taught on Sundays,

but are inculcated in the young men at all

times at the Association. They gave him a

foundation. This building stands for patriot

ism in its biggest, broadest and .truest inter

pretation. It is not the patriotism of the

schemer, the rascal, nor the hypocrite, but that

patriotism that teaches us that law in the

United States is supreme and that no one is

above the law. That is one of the things we

will teach in this building. It will give young

men an opportunity to rise above the tempta

tion that besets them. Why should we lock

up our churches six days out of the seven?

We close the doors and put up a sign 'No

Admission.' Fancy a business man investing

upward of $350,000 in a building and putting

up a sign that he did no business except on

Sunday. He would be deemed mad. Yet that

is what we are doing in the churches to-day.

We are going to be more progressive in this

Association."

Some men are finding as great pleasure in

spending money as in gaining it, and far more

than holding it. One wealthy man who has

given in his old age, a great many thousand

dollars to the Association movement, said re

cently : "If I could only have started a little

bit earlier, what fun I could have had with my

money ?"

This declaration of church polity was made

by Rev. Mr. Magruder at the welcome recep

tion to Mr. Davis, the new secretary at Port

land, Me. : "I am here to-night as the repre

sentative of a church with the conviction that

Young Men's Christian Association work is a

fundamental work. For the last two years I've

been obliged to acquaint myself with the insti

tutions of Portland. We're a city of more

than 50,000 population, and have a church for

every 500 people. Out of these 100 churches

there are some of them that could go out, and

we should not miss them. But if the Associa

tion should be taken away it would be a calam

ity to the whole city. If the Association is of

such great importance to the city, people should

give it a support and cut asunder the bonds

that hold it down and let this Association go

free. There are a lot of good influences in this

city, but many of them emanate from this insti

tution, and if you take this Association away

you will take the very heart out of them. The

bulk of the support comes from the church

people and the ministers. The churches of Port

land are a unit, and this Association in a way

represents the work that the churches are doing.'



THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE COMMITTEE IN A LUMBER CAMP.

Pennsylvania Lumber Jacks

In northern Pennsylvania there are scores

of lumber gangs of from thirty to one hun

dred men, made up of all nationalities, but

mostly Americans. Some crews spend much

of their earnings in drink, "blowing in" a

month's wages in a day, and they earn $2 to

$5 a day. Every rainy day and Sunday there

is gambling in the camp.

Among the American workmen are to be

found men from all classes—ruined specula

tors of all sorts, bankrupt merchants, hotel-

keepers, soldiers, sailors, firemen, engineers,

farmer boys, and the ordinary tramp. Some

few are here for the money that is to be made

(and to the steady workman there is a good

financial profit in this work) ; some are here

because driven from civilization, and in

stances are not lacking of men who, though

only thirty miles from home, have not visited

their homes for twenty-five years ; some are

here to be free from moral restraint, etc.

The Pennsylvania State Committee have sent

groups of men during the summer vacation

months into these camps, many of whom were

college students, under an experienced leader.

W. E. K. Semple has spent some months in the

woods, and strange to say these "preachers"

are welcomed by every man. They carry letters

of introduction from the companies to the

camp boss, who tells them to "swing your

hammock anywhere and stay as long as you

can." The usual stay is a week or ten days.

In the photograph above, Mr. Semple and his

friend are starting out on their five mile tramp

carrying their portable organ and hymn-books

for service. The blacksmith's shack in the

background is their "house." In the fore

ground is the gang of men who work about the

mill. When reaching a camp they unfold their

organs and begin to play, the men gather

around, sit down in all postures and then the

service begins. From 30 to 100 per cent, in

camp attend. Papers and magazines, Moody

colportage and testament books are given out.

One Sunday morning 108 men attended, some

of them walking seven miles to the meeting.

This is a rough and ready work and men who

are not afraid to lose themselves in the woods,

or fight mosqiiitos and know how to talk

straight to men are needed.

Educational Notes

There is no trace of the short-sighted or

penurious in the plans of Bedford Branch,

Brooklyn, which has engaged the best-quali

fied educational director it could find six

months in advance of the opening of its new

building.

Sears-Roebuck Company, the great mail

order house, of Chicago, has published a

pamphlet giving a syllabus of the lectures to

be given the coming season by the Chicago As-

ssociation, on the problems of savings, health,

life work, social economy, etc.

Mr. Godard, secretary at Indianapolis, had

been giving a noon educational talk to the em

ployees in one of the manufactories in that city.
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One of the firm said to him: "What you pro

vide in your classes is good, but it does not

fit our men; we need a class in orna

mental iron draughting for our apprentices."

The class was formed. The firm advanced the

tuition fees, required all apprentices to take

the course and reduced the apprenticeship six

months, thus giving every boy $124 increase

in wages.

No greater mistake has been made by men

who have given noon talks to employees in

shops and factories than to fill their addresses

with jokes or to resort to buffoonery "in order

to gain attention." The most popular as well

as effective speaker is he who can pack the

most condensed information and sound sense

into the fewest words expressed in clear

English.

Pine Bluff, Ark., where an old-line Associa

tion failed, now has with its well-directed

work enrolled 1,350 members. Educational

classes have been influential in bringing this

result.

Hartford's summer school for boys during

the first week enrolled thirty-eight. This was

the first school of its kind in New England

conducted by an Association. Three special

classes will be organized this year, Electrical

Wiring, taking up both theory and practice of

wiring and a study and analysis of the Na

tional Code of Rules; Machine Shop Mathe

matics, a course arranged for factory men by a

practical mechanic, and Plan Reading and

Estimating. The Summer School for Public

School Boys is a new feature in Milwaukee

Central, and has proved a success. Instruction

is given in fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth

grade subjects and a course in manual train

ing. The enrollment at the end of the first

week was 75; fee, $6. The keynote of the

school is personal instruction. Six teachers

are employed. The boys go into the gymnasium

daily for play during a fifteen-minute recess,

and three days for regular class work. Fol

lowing this comes half an hour in the tank,

with special instruction in swimming. The

special advisory committee includes the most

prominent and influential educators in the city.

Milwaukee is carrying on a six weeks' course

of summer school by way of assisting boy;

who are back in their school work or failed to

pass the spring examinations. It is also carry

ing on a fine manual training work. The at

tendance is 73, with five instructors in charge.

The course includes lessons in swimming and

the use of the baths and gymnasium for the

six weeks. The fees will cover all expenses

and leave a small margin.

County Work Department

During the three years' work in Ford County,

111., nearly 100 young men have decided for the

Christian life. During the season just closed

the four Associations in this county, represent

ing a total membership of 198, have main

tained seven Bible classes with an enrollment

of 124 and a total attendance of 1,580 at 126

sessions.

The "Dusty Bible Class," in a rural com

munity in Greene County, la., closed its sea

son's work June 10, with a dinner at the

house of a member. A camp newspaper.

funeral of a mosquito, and several mock wed

dings furnished necessary spice.

Adrian and Lenaween County, Mich., boys

united in a summer camp at Wamplers Lake.

July 15-24. Six leaders were in charge of

fifteen boys. The boys of the Tecumseh de

partment, who won the Dan McDonald Bible-

study cup, tendered their teacher, Professor

Winter, the retiring principal of the High

School, a complimentary banquet, June 21.

A 25-foot naphtha launch, costing $500, has

been added to the camp equipment of the

Norfolk County, Mass., summer camp at Russ

Island, Gloucester Harbor. Three new chap

ters of the Phi Alpha Pi have been organized

in this county recently, at Dover, Canton, and

Randolph, increasing the number to ten. Other

points are opening.

Twenty secretaries and candidates have

registered for the county work institute at

Silver Bay, Aug. 7-28. At least eight State

department men will attend.

The Faribault County, Minn., committee

met for the first time, June 29. A business

man in Winnebago, the headquarters town.

starts the financial canvass with $125.

Truman S. Vance, county secretary of

Fauquier County, Va., has been called as State

Department Secretary for Virginia.

At the close of a recent session of the boys'

Bible class held in the school room at Beaver

Dam, Ohio County, Ky., three members began

the Christian life.



Chronicle and Comment

News from the Associations, New and Workable Plans, Encouraging Features and Items of General Interest

Are Requested for These Pages. Copy for the September Number Should Reach New York by August 17.

A YEAR AGO A SELECT BODY OF RICHMOND, VA.,

young men were appointed associate directors

of the Central Association, the purpose being

that they should not only have the privilege of

coming into close touch with the workings

of the Association, but that they should have

the responsibility in matters of the Association

course, the social work, the physical department

and the sustaining membership work. Dr.

Robert F. Williams is chairman of the asso

ciate board building fund committee, and it is

expected that the young men will do their

share in the matter of the new building nobly.

They have already pledged not less than $10,-

000 toward the new building.

EFFORTS ARE BEING PUT ON FOOT BY INDIANA

State officers for the establishment of a State

Association camp. Though handicapped by

local conditions, the officers believe that within

a short tiroe there will be a State camp in

Indiana. While there are no lakes of any size

situated near Indianapolis, there are many

beautiful spots for camps, and the State officers

believe that some property owner can be in

duced to make a donation.

VIRGINIA WILL HOLD FIFTEEN OR MORE

Young Men's Sundays during the sumimer.

Virginia has $664 pledged for a county work

secretary ami a special committee has been em

powered to call a man when the $800 has been

secured.

BANCOR, PA., WILL CONDUCT A BOYS' CAMP

during August. Out-door meetings on Sun

day are one of the special features this sum

mer. Large plans are being laid for next

year's work; the annual prospectus will be

issued on Sept. J.

OPEN-AIR MEETINGS AT DERBY, CONN., ARE

held on Sunday rfternoons in one of the parks

during the summer.

EARLY IN THE YEAR A FIELD STUDY WAS MADE

of PVesno, Cal., and following that a directory

of all the single men in town from 17 to 45

was compiled, jriving their address, age and

occupation. This will greatly assist in getting

printed mattter to them.

MR. T. D. PATTON is BACK FROM INDIA ON

Canadian soil again and is organizing his work

at Ottawa, Ont. One of the first things he is

undertaking to do is secure the subscription of

all the directors and leading committee men to

ASSOCIATION MEN, which he found of so much

value in promoting the Association movement

in India.

TWO MEMBERS OF THE HAMPTON, VA.,

colored Association spent a large part of their

spare time last summer in cultivating a garden

for two old pepple and raised enough potatoes

to carry them through the winter. The work

in that garden meant the sacrifice of the recre

ation hour and supper as well.

NEWARK, N. J., HAS BEEN OFFERING A THREE

months' ticket for the summer term for $3.

PASSAIC, N. J., A SUBURBAN TOWN, DOES NOT

open its building until 2 o'clock in the after

noon, except on holidays, when it is opened at

9 A. M. At White Plains this scheme has been

found to work well.

AT ELIZABETH, N. J., THE WOMAN'S

Auxiliary pledged $1,000 for the completion of

the last floor of the building to serve as a

dormitory. The building is now being erected.

JERSEY CITY CENTRAL HAS A SUSPENDED

active work. W. T. Perkins has been sounding

affairs there and finds some $8,000 of debt.

A board of trustees has been organized to

head a new movement which may be started

and the essential building is secured.

PATERSON, N. J., HAS HAD A SUNDAY-SCHOOL

baseball league with fourteen nines enrolled.

SELMA, ALA., HAS INSTALLED A NEW HEATING

apparatus, costing $200, also contracted for a

$765 course of entertainment. The summer

meetings are held on the new and spacious

veranda which is on the second floor. This

attracts a larger attendance than at the hall.

New apparatus has been added to the gym

nasium. The largest summer class on record

is reported.

BROOKLYN CENTRAL is STILL HOLDING NAVY

Yard meetings three noons each week, with

an average attendance of 400 to 4.10, and is

also continuing its Sunday Club, mid-week

meeting for men. and eight of the shop meet

ings are going on as usual. One shop which

has recently built a large addition to its fac

tory, has included in the plans a large club-

room for men, with a piano and other neces

sary equipment, and the Association received

word recently, asking that it resume meetings

at that factory, to be held in the new c'.ub-

room. A Social Department has been re

cently organized on the same basis as the

physical, educational and religious work is or

ganized, with a member of the Committee of

Management as chairman, thus making it a de

partment of the work, in fact, and not only in

name. Contractors have begun making radi-.

ral changes in the building, which will enah'c

the Association to do a much more effective

social work. The library and reading-room

will he compressed into a space one-third oc

cupied before, and the space they now occupy

Be an Association live wire. Get in touch with men who do things through ASSOCIATION
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will be given over entirely to social work,

which will embrace a lunchroom, a meeting-

room for social clubs, a restroom, nicely fur

nished, and a pool and billiard room with a

capacity for six tables. A dramatic club, prob

ably the first in the country, has been or

ganized.

THE MICHIGAN Christian Herald RECENTLY

gave its first two opening pages to an illus

trated article on Association work. Such well-

written, illustrated articles furnished other

papers would bring to many people unfamiliar

with the Association the story of its work.

THE FINAL REPORTS OF THE BALTIMORE MEN'S

Meetings show a better attendance than any

previous year and the results church addi

tions far better. The attendance rarely went

below 1,500 ai>d often attained 2,400. The

summer house at Rehoboth, Del., at the beach

is in constant use during the summer months

as a vacation resort.

AT THE FAREWELL RECEPTION GIVEN J. A.

Dummett, at Cambridge, Mass., June 22, he

was presented with seventy-five letters from

his Association friends, handsomely bound.

He was also the recipient of many presents

and the best wishes of many friends as he

left for the West.

A STEAMER TRIP ON THE GREAT LAKES FROM

Chicago to the northern Michigan resorts or

to the Island of Mackinaw makes one of the

most attractive outings that a Central Western

man may take. The steamers run by the

Manitou Steamship Line are as spacious as

ocean steamships. These make three sailings

weekly from Chicago. They are elegantly ap

pointed and thoroughly equipped for comfort,

safety and pleasure.

THE MEMPHIS YOUNG MEN'S IMPROVEMENT

Fund for putting in improvements in the build

ing amounts to $1,644.55; total cash paid in to

date, $1,467.55.

HARTFORD is ANNOUNCING A COURSE OF MA-

chine-shop mathematics—a good title for the

course in fractions, algebra, trigonometry, men

suration, strength of materials, horse-power,

gearing, belting, shafting, screw threads, me

chanical powers, speeds and pulleys.

COLUMBUS is NOW READY TO ENLARGE ITS Ac

tivities, and plans the following departments,

each with a secretary in charge: religious, edu

cational, boys', physical, administration. In

addition extension departments will be under

taken where needed throughout the city. Tech

nical training is pnoposed.

THERE ARE ONE HUNDRED AND FOURTEEN

men enrolled in the summer term of the In

stitute and Training School at Lake Geneva.

These men represent twenty-two States and

.Territories, two provinces of Canada, and two

foreign countries. It is the most successful

term ever held by the school.

ORANGE, N. J., HAS OPEN-AIR MEETINGS op

posite the main entrance to Orange Park; av

erage attendance, 590. These meetings have

come to be recognized as an important factor

in the religious activities of the summer

months, and will continue to September 17. The

number of shop Bible classes next fall will be

increased. A very careful study of the social

and religious life of the young men and boys

of the Oranges will be made during the early

weeks of next fall.

W. J. FRAZER WILL DO SPECIAL WORK WITH

Dayton Association the coming year.

WORCESTER News HAS THE TEMERITY TO

print this paragraph in its bulletin, and stands

by it : "The Association pays all bills regu

larly on the tenth of each month. Statements

should be sent in on the first."

BERLIN HAS 52 ASSOCIATIONS WITH A MEM-

bership of 4,907 ; London, 76 Associations, with

a membership of 13,416; New York, 28 Asso

ciations with a membership of 14,101.

BERWICK, PA., HAS JUST HIT UPON A NEW

idea for the maintenance of its bowling club.

The alleys opened March 15, and the gross re

ceipts to July 1 were $312.05, for the 6,241

games played. The cost of installing the alleys

was $1,341, for operation $143; 250 shares of

stock were sold at $5 per share. The alleys

had the liberal patronage of the Association

members.

MOBILE'S FIRST OF JUNE CANVASS RESULTED

in cash and subscriptions amounting to

$11,000. The unique thing about this canvass

was that there was no immediate necessity, that

is, that nothing was due until next year and

no conditional pledges had been made. There

was absolutely no "hold-up" work. No one

was previously canvassed and no one was

asked for a large amount. The matter was

kept before the committee by the press and by

a circular letter, and by the bulletin, the actual

expense for the day's work being less than

$100. Probably when all subscriptions are

in, the amount will be over $15,000. This was

more in the nature of a free-will gift than any

thing that has ever been given that Association

before.

MINNEAPOLIS is TO REMODEL ITS SWIMMING

pool, and has added 24 new shower-baths, and

a new heating and ventilating system at a cost

of $10,000. Work will be strictly modern and

the finest in the country.

TACOMA, WASH., WILL OPEN ITS FALL CAM-

paign with a Committeemen's luncheon in

September, and among other features, every

one of them will be asked to subscribe to AS

SOCIATION MEN. The paper will go to every

member of the Board, to leading pastors and

fifty contributors. The campaign land out

there will ultimately result in buildings ade

quate for the minlor cities on the Coast.

"ASSOCIATION MEN gives me new inspiration for Christian service every time I read it."
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Pennsylvania Bible Conference

The Tenth Annual Bible Conference of the

Pennsylvania Associations at Eagles Mere July

3 to 11, was attended by over 200. Charles E.

Hurlburt, formerly state secretary of Pennsyl

vania, presided and conducted the early morning

devotional meeting. He delivered a series of

very helpful addresses on the general theme

The Land to be Possessed, or The Spiritual

Conquest of the Individual Christian. Dr.

Robert W. Rogers, of Drew Theological Semi

nary, delivered four addresses : "Buried Cities

and Books of Clay;" "The Bible and Buried

Cities of the East ;" "Abraham and the Kings

of the East," and "A Bundle of Letters Thirty

Centuries Old." Dr. James M. Gray gave a

series of expositions on Ephesians and Peter,

making them new books to those who heard

them. Bishop Dubs delivered inspirational ad

dresses on the spiritual life. He also gave

several studies in the book of Acts and dis

cussed Criticisms of the Records of our Faith,

and The Inspiration of the Scriptures. The

usual recreative features were enjoyed by

those in attendance. The rare beauties of

primeval forest and the mountain top spring-

fed lake and advantages of Eagles Mere af

ford an admirable vacation resort for the As

sociation men of the Keystone State, and the

conference sessions, with their emphasis on the

inspiration of the Scriptures and the reality

and richness of spiritual life, provided an oc

casion of unusual uplift of the Association

workers. The Ashland and the Anthracite

Men's Associations sent large delegations.

The Press Helps at Beatrice

In Beatrice, Neb., the Association is taking

a new place in the city and will begin work in

its own building, with adequate equipment,

made possible by the gift of one person sup

plemented by the gift of citizens. The press

has taken a leading part in intelligently inter

preting the Association's work to the com

munity. Here is a striking editorial from the

editor of the Express:

"To the Young Men's Christian Association

credit should be given for the most practical

work ever done by any church auxiliary or

ganization. There is nothing intemperate

about its methods, no bickering with sin and

drunkenness, no foolishness, hysterics or

whims. It believes in doing Christian work

in a businesslike and eminently sensible way

and it applies its benefits in a manner calcu

lated to excite admiration and respect. Over

in the congested railway centers of Illinois

nearly every town of size has its railway As

sociation. Usually the building is in or near

the yards. The railroads themselves recog

nize the help to their business realized be

cause of the presence of these institutions and

they encourage the work. Not only literature

but gymnasiums and bath-rooms are provided

and some of these places have refreshment

counters where the grimy toilers can buy

lemonade and other cooling drinks of the

kind.

"We are glad to note the progress of the

Association in Beatrice. It teaches clean

bodies, clean thoughts, clean right living and

directs and expands the spiritual natures of

young men. We never believed in unwashed

and physically miserable Christians, and the

church which fails to teach the beauties of

cleanliness and the necessity of hygienic living,

as does the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion, is guilty of a real and evident sin of

omission."

Ordinary Membership Duties

We hear much about membership privi

leges and the temptation is strong to unduly

emphasize what men get in the Association.

There are also membership duties. In the light

of what business men contribute to this work

and considering that the Association is co

operative, and that every cent which goes into

the treasury goes out in benefits to members,

every man who becomes a member thereby in

curs an obligation.

It is his duty to be familiar with the As

sociation activities and departments.

It is his duty to point out defects in man

agement.

It is his duty to protect the good name of

the Association by rebuking unseemly acts and

language in the building.

It is his duty to protect the property of the

Association.

It is his duty to propose improvements

wherever he sees the need of them.

It is his duty to interest other men in

features which have helped him.

These are the simple duties of any member.

We fail to see how an Association man can

do less than this.

The directors and the secretaries welcome

such help.—A card printed by the Macon, Co.,

Association.

WISCONSIN HAS CARRIED ON TEN BOYS'

Camps this summer with a fair attendance.

Oshkosh took a trip up the Fox River in a

house-boat for their outing. Marinette is

favored each year by the Hon. Isaac Stephen-

son in the use of his private yacht Bonita, go

ing to and from camp, a distance of 22 miles.

FORTY-FIVE BOYS TOOK PART IN AN ATHLETIC

meet and basket-ball tournament held at Osh

kosh, Wis., between Green Bay, Marinette and

Oshkosh Associations.

The directors at Havana, Cuba, have appropriated $25 for 60 yearly subscriptions
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With Our Advertisers

Modern Bath Rooms is the title of a hand

somely printed hundred-page booklet issued by

the Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Com

pany. Everything from a towel holder to the

most expensive bath and lavatory equipment is

pictured and detailed in this book. It will be

sent to any address for three red stamps. Write

these people before you equip or alter your

present plant.

Don't neglect to specify "special Y. M. C. A.

stamp" on your Flotilla white floating soap,

when ordering of Armour & Co. It gives in

dividuality to the cake.

The General Fi reproofing Company, locker

manufacturers, have issued in the past month

several folders descriptive of special processes

of fireproofing. Not a bad idea to consult these

people when building.

SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

Burton, C. H., Huntington, W. Va., res.

Belt, J. E., to Annapolis, Md.
Bo6well, F. Wj, Columbust O., to Bowling Green, Ky.

Brashears, E. S., Annapolis, Md., res.
Champion, E. R., Marinette, Wis., res.
Collis, W. S., Buffalo, Cent., res.
Conklin, D. E.. Syracuse, N. Y. (R.R.), res.
Corey. Robert, Everett, Wash., to Walla Walla.

Durgin, Mechanicsville, N. Y-, res.
Elliot, G. N., Berlin, Ont., to Owen Sound, Out.
Foster, P. C, to West Side Dept., Chicago.
Hall, C. B., Pueblo, to Colorado Springs, Col.

Harper, Fairfield, la., res.
Jennings, S. K., Carthage, N. Y., res.
Jorgenson, Arthur, Omaha, to Univ. of Nebraska.

Jones, M. J., Mansfield, 0., res.
Tones, Neason, to Jersey City, N. J.
Kempton, J. W., Ellis, Kan., to Grand Island.
Lacy, W. S., Oskaloosa, la., to Bridgeport, Conn.

Legate, R. H., to Clemson College, S. C.
Lippold, W. H., to Ft. Dodge. Ia.
Moore, J. E., Chicago, to Shenandoah (R.R.).
Montignani, W. C., Rochester, to So. Cumberland,

Md. (R.R.).
Nichols, R. W., Utica, N. Y., to Carthage, N. Y.
Pierce, E. W., St. Louis, Mo., to Keokuk, Ia.

Place, H. D., to Bellevue, Pa.
Sawers, O. H., Grand Island, Neb., to Sapulpa. I. T.
Stallings, W. S., to Cent. Br., Baltimore, from Spring

field, Mo.
Snavely, I. B., Mendota, to Charleston, 111.
Tetrington, F. R., to Mt. Carmel, III.
Turner, A. E., Omaha, to English Dept., Mexico.

Welsh, B. W., Newton, Kan., res.
Wilson, E. R., Johnstown. Pa., to London, Ont.

Zang, G. W., Lewiston, Mont, res.

ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

Anderson, J. H., Nashville, Tenn., res.
Argraves, Ed., Keokuk, Ia., res.
Barrows, H. W., to 26th Ward Branch, Brooklyn.

Ilrockman, F. M., St. Louis, Mo., res.
Bauch, A. C, St. Louis, to Texarkana, Tex.
Burt, H. G., Pine Bluff, to San Antonio. Tex.
Dustin, M. T., to Dearborn St. Sta. R.R., Chicago.

Ewing, H. E., Denver, Col., res.
Flewellyn, H. C, Waverly, to New Rochelle. N. Y.
Giddings, H. M., Grands Rapids, to Nashville.

Hollis, L. P., to Greenville, S. C.
McCarthy, W. C, to Pittsburg, Pa.
McAnnaly, P. R., to Indianapolis, Ind.
Mills. Amos S., Newton, Mass., res.
Mitchell, R. V., Ithaca, N. Y., res.

Rich, C. W., Elgin, 111., res.
Steel, E. M., to Nashville, Tenn.
Stafford, H. S., to Washington, D. C.
Willis, P., to Bus. Sec., Milwaukee.
Willows, Maurice, Mobile, Ala., to Birmingham.

STATE SECRETARIES.

Wilson, S. P., to Missouri (Asst.).

PHYSICAL DIRECTORS.

Coxhead, W. G, to Mexican Br., Mexico City.
Ilaker, F. H., Albany, N. Y., res.
Barron, G, to Ridgewood, N. J.

Brown, W. E., Pine Bluff, Ark., res.
Brown, Fred. C, Chicago Cent. Dept., res. (Asst.J.
Dictz, A. A., to Lockport, N. Y.
Dicmer, J. H., Bridgeport, Conn., to Clarksburg, W.V-
Douthitt, C. M., Pueblo, to Hamilton, O.
Ekblad, B. E., to Attleboro, Mass.
Ellsworth, W. H.. Montclair, N. J., res.
Hemingway, Wilfred, Pottsville, Pa., to E. D. Dr

Brooklyn.
Ilenckcl, F. A., Montclair, to Brooklyn, Central.
Klase, W. H., to Oil City, Pa., from Shamokin.
King, J. G., to Sacramento, Cal., from Calumet, Mk"
Larimore, I. W., Denver, to Birmingham, Ala.
Maxwell, G. S., to Lowell, Mass.
Meister, V. H., Lowell, Mass., res.
Metzdorf, A. E., to Orange, N. J.
Martin. G. M., New Haven, to Toledo. O.
Newhall, W. B., Utica. to Bridgeport.

Pitt, A. J., to Ithaca, N. Y.
Ristine, E. F., Joplm, Mi. -,-rn. Mo., res.
Roberts, E. H., St. Louis, Mo., res. (Asst.).
Rickitts. J. W., to W. Branch, Baltimore.
Reynolds, J. E., Southbridge, Mass., to Meriden, Conn
Short, E. A., Etna, Pa., res.
Smith, Geo. A., to Toronto, Cent
Schenkel, E. H., to Morristown, N. T
Thomas, E. S., to Rockford. 111.
Weeks, W. R., Haverhill, Mass., res.

BOYS' WORK DIRECTORS.

Blair, H. M., to Columbus, O.
Center, H. J., to Gloucester, Mass.
Johnson, A. A;, Jamestown, N. Y., res.
Langdon, W. F., Jersey City, to E. D. Br., Brooklyn.
Leue, C F., Cincinnati, O., res.
Smith, H. L., New Haven, to Bedford Br., Brooklra.
Ward, M. H., to Newton, Mass.
Wilcox, Z. L., Brooklyn, to Montclair, N. J.
Zechar, Samuel, Dayton, O., res.

EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORS.

Collins, G W., New Orleans, to Birmingham, Ah
Easton, W. O.. to Central Br., Philadelphia, Pa.
Higley, R. C., to Springfield, Mass.
Lamphear, F. P., to Trenton, N. J.

COUNTY SECRETARIES.

Geisselbrecht, C. H., to McHenry Co., 111.
Miller, E. D., to Delaware Co., N. Y.
Vance, F. S., to State Dept. Sec., Virginia.
West, J. S., State Dept. Sec., Ohio, res.

RELIGIOUS WORK DIRECTORS.

Grossman. L. T., Chicago, Cent' Dept., res.
Leavitt, G. W., Seattle, Wash., res.
Logan, W. M„ Brooklyn, to Detroit

ASSOCIATION CALENDAR

STATE CONVENTIONS.
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, Westfield, Mass-

November 10-12.
Tennessee, Clarksville, October 28-29.
Virginia, Norfolk, February 15-18.

COUNTY CONVENTIONS.

Fauquier County, Warrenton, Va., September 8-10.

OTHER CONFERENCES.
Railroad Conference Detroit, Mich., Sept. 28-Oct 1.
World's Student Federation Conference, Nashvin*

Tenn., February 28-March 4.
New Jersey, Camden, October 27-29.

BOYS' DEPARTMENT CONFERENCES.

Virginia, Newport News, November 24-26.

LAKE GENEVA DATES.
Conference of Volunteer Workers in City, Town, Rail

road and Industrial Associations, August 4-13.
Camp open to members and guests, June 26-Sept. 1.

SILVER BAY DATES.

Vacation Period, July 4 to September 15.
Conference for Workers, August 1 to September 3.
Institute for Secretaries and Physical Directors, Augu^

1 to September S.
Older Boys' Conference. August 29 to September S.

Institute for Workers with Boys, Aug. 29 to Sept J.

Nashville sends Association Men to 100 different men each month.
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The Measure of the Young Man of To-Day

A Keen Study of the Young Mao in His Business, Social and Religious Life, Presented by Mr.

Nolan Rice Be»t, Editor of " T he Interior," at Lake Geneva

The outstanding characteristic of the young

American who spends his days at desk or

counter, is respectability. Even his sins take

on a respectable color. He is strictly a social

conformist; he dreads to be either better or

worse than the "common run" of the people

around him. The regulative norm of his con

duct is what is done and what seems to be

expected of him by those nearest to him.—

always excepting, for some occult reason that

mortal has never yet divined, the members of

his own family. In some young fellows it is

the instinct or calculation of business chance

—they will not risk any behavior at which the

promoting power above might look askance ;

with more it is a craving for social popular

ity—they would never venture anything that

would shock their "set" ; but either way it

comes to the same thing, a moral standard

resting not on individual convictions but on

popular conventions.

Such a case of morals by gross bulk is not

so extraordinarily peculiar to this class or this

time to occasion great remark, except for two

circumstances—the odd contradiction of it to

the self-reliance of the young American in his

business and his self-assertion in his politics,

and the weighty significance of it in view of

the immense numbers, the latent power and

the increasing urban concentration of them as

a class. Social philosophers often dilate on

the tendency of unintelligent and unsophisti

cated populations to move by masses ; but

here is a population that contains the very

heart of the possible aggressive vigor of the

greatest nation on the planet, and I verily be

lieve it is readier to be moved in the mass

morally than any other body of equal numbers

among mankind. To get a fulcrum under it

and a lever and move it toward righteousness

—scarcely a mightier ambition could stir a

consecrated heart. A man might conquer half

a world and deflect the tide of history less.

The Moral Measurement of the Crowd

Many young men belong even to our

churches and have but little stricter moral

measurement for themselves than this meas

urement of the crowd. Their relatively su

perior conduct is due to their being with a

better crowd. Such young men, having con

nected themselves with the church, receive

vaguely into their minds the idea that certain

things are not proper for the church member,

which, being interpreted, means little more

than that such things are not popular with

other church-members and especially with the

preacher. Care, therefore, must be observed to

keep the respectabilities of the church. And

this appears to be the sum of scruple and the

ultimate of conviction to thousands of young

men who undoubtedly believe themselves good

Christians and who ought to have the credit

of intending to be so. But there is no lofty

and militant hate of sin. no strong despising

of the machinations of evil, no virile loyalty to

a living and present Master, no high passion for

a purer heart, no struggle and joy for a great

life in the soul. Between such a Christianity

and the sitting down in the kingdom of God,

I heartily trust—God's mercy being infinite and

salvation being possible even so as through fire

—that there is not one soul to be lost. But such

a Christianity will never return and come to

Zion with the singing of a redeemed world for

its marching music. Till the church lives in

the hearts of a generation of Christian men

whose aspirations arc gauged by the most that

they may rather than by the least that they

must, by what their o\vn souls dare rather than

what their fellows demand, till its soldiers rise

soldierly, the hour of the world's spiritual revo

lution waits. And though most gladly I would

say the other, I see little assuring sign that

the generation of young men entering the church

to-day is a generation more promising in fealty

and emprise than their fathers. But what I

dare not predict, I have liberty to long and

even hope for, and to that liberty I also invite

you.

American Youth Do Not Think

Outside the church, and inside it, too, the

great defect of American youth is that they are
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not serious—either in attitude or in action,

either in principles or in purpose. The young

man in business will not think. In certain

managerial capacities he plans, but even there

he avoids the task of thought. Considering his

exceptional intelligence, he is the anomaly of

mankind for his repugnance to reflection. A

new Isaiah, discoursing upon this subject,

might well declare again: "This people doth not

consider." It is indeed one vastly encouraging

fact, most pleasant to record, that no atheism

remains among the young business men of our

country. There is probably no other statement

embodied here which I feel able to assert so

absolutely clear of qualification as this.

Whither have disappeared those vaunted de

nials of God formerly flaunted by a certain

type of young bloods in the faces of religious

men, I cannot undertake to say, but certainly

they are gone. Every young man to-day be

lieves that there is a God and acknowledges

the belief with a ready pride. But in existing

American conditions this universal theism, im

portant and inspiriting as it is to a Christian

survey of the times, has no religious outcome

at all commensurate to the logic of the fact.

Thoughtlessness circumscribes the truth more

snrely than unbelief. Normally to be persuaded

of the existence of God—Creator, Benefactor

and Judge over all—should affect a man's

conscience and force him to inquire whether his

own behavior is approvable in the sight of the

God in whom he believes. The "untutored

savage" is dragged to that question impera

tively, and he makes his propitiatory sacrifice to

His "idol before the clutch of its inquisition is

loosed. But your thoughtless young American

has disconnected the pistons of cause and effect

in his brain, and is blissfully superior to the

consequences of his casual faiths. He can

accept God unthinkingly and as unthinkingly

reject his law.

You may readily verify these observations.

Pick a typical young man—not a member of

the church—out of any mercantile establish

ment, and ask him if there is a God. He will

infallibly tell you that of course there is—that

a man is a fool to doubt anything as plain as

that. Ask him if God is still in charge of the

world and running its operation to suit him

self, and the young man will again reply, "Of

course," for he is none of your philosophical

deists who doubt whether the Creator of the

universe may not have retired from its man

agement. He indulges in no speculations; he

merely knows that when his employer starts

off a new enterprise, the "boss" always holds

on to a controlling interest, and it is his natural

notion that God would be equally as good a

business man. Very probably the young fellow

has some notions of providence ; it is quite

possible that he believes even himself to have

been put in the particular place where he is by

[he Power th»t fatefully apportions the gooil

and evil of the world. But if, pressing behind

these generalities, you wish to know what he

thinks about his own obligations to that Power

—obedience, gratitude, assistance—you will find

yourself suddenly at the end of your investiga

tion; you have come to the place where think

ing stops. "Oh, I never bother my head about

religion. Nobody can be sure about anything

religious anyhow and so I pass up all that kind

of thing. The churches are well enough for

those that like them, but I never saw that they

would do me any good. I mean to do the best

I know every day, and I'll take my future

chances on that. It isn't likely the Lord is go

ing to be hard on a fellow." Such is the tenor

of the all-conclusive reply that you will re

ceive. And so every problem of spiritual re

sponsibility is summarily settled, quite before

it has stated itself, by the ever-ready expedient

of instant dismissal. With logic worthier of

an ostrich than of a man and yet strangely

alluring to the most of men, it is accounted

that a duty industriously and successfully

ignored will pass for as much in the soul's

schedule of assets as a duty met, accepted and

fulfilled. The modern age is the reign of the

happy-go-lucky. But if by any possibility you

can once get serious thought among young

men, you forthwith begin to get character.

When the shocking death of President Mc-

Kinley startled the nation into momentary

silence and reflection, there was an immediate

uplift of the moral tone of American young

men. Would that the effect had not been so

evanescent! God cannot be prodigal enough

of mighty sorrows to hold up a whole nation

continually by such terrific means.

In the Matter of Social Drinking

American respectability, though by no mean*

a sufficient safeguard to masculine morals,

serves with certain value as a monitor to the

young men who are most sensitive to its frown

or favor. Its influence is certainly telling at

present to abridge the patronage and the power

of the worst saloons. Of the class of young

men whom we are now discussing, compara

tively few will be found among the crowds

that line up before the bar for "all hands tu

drink." That sort of wild conviviality is prac

ticed nowadays chiefly by either the richer or

the poorer—those better able to afford it or

less. So, too, among the clerks of the city

there is very little drunkenness—less and less.

I think, as the years pass. But I am sorry not

to feel able to say that total abstinence grows

more prevalent. It would seem that as the

itrong temperance agitations of the last gener

ation have made rarer the "horrible examples"

of drink, young men are not so easily con

vinced of the dangers of moderate indulgence.

Few persistently use the stronger liquors for
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sheer quenching of the alcoholic thirst, but

many count no dinner quite complete without

its glass of wine—or beer with the more

economical—to give the viands zest. Social

drinking is, I fear, on the increase among

young men; I am very certain that it is among

young women. It must be admitted, I think—•

though I would by no means consent to have an

anti-temperance argument founded upon the

observation—that young American drinkers

succeed remarkably well in stopping short of

intoxication; they show more self-control than

might be expected. But such moderation, even

though immeasurably better than abandon, can

not be acquitted as innocent. It may seem a

light thing—even a happy thing—for a young

man to fill a girl comrade's glass at the table

of a fashionable restaurant or a popular sum

mer garden, but the seeds of all ruin may be

poured into the glass there as surely as in

those resorts of revelry where the police keep

watch and where either of the young people

would think it a mortal disgrace to be seen.

A Tainted Life for a Good Time

It cannot be said too strongly, I consider,

that to the average young man in the informal

society of the middle classes the worst social

dangers lie in places where ordinary opinion

would scarcely post danger signs. Counting on

the normally prevailing sense of decency in

these times, we need not greatly fear that such

a young man will surrender himself to the life

of the vicious part of the city. The typical

young American does not make an easy hypo

crite, and he revolts from going down at night

to what he would consider a lower level than

lie lives on during the day. So if the instincts

of sin impel him, he is far more apt to search

out morally weak places in his own circle than

to betake himself to circles whose notorious

vileness has already immersed them in shame.

And his discoveries may be more direful than

would be casually imagined.

I have listened to many fervent defenses of

the purity of the dance as it is practiced among

the scrupulously respectable, and it may indeed

be evil only to him who evil thinks; yet I

cannot rid myself of the impression that even

at the best it is an open gateway to the most

vulnerable angle of the defenses of virtue.

The theater, too, with insensible shadings

toward lower tones in its multiform entice

ments, and especially the after-theater supper,

are most convenient introductions to explorers

after evil. And if a young woman is willing

to lay aside conventionalities enough to drink

in a publjc place, it may, not strangely, suggest

that other conventionalities are regarded

lightly. The great peril to purity to-day is not

that the courtesan will come up out of the

depths. It is the threatened spread through

society nominally irreproachable nf the disinte

grating notion that whatever is natural cannot

be wrong. So the young man who is bent on

the hideous search finds here and there virtue

subject to pawn, not for money, but merely

"for a good time," and all given with no con

science that it is virtue which is thus bartered.

Here is the yawning pit out of which nothing

but a stalwart principle of right will save the

young men of the offices and of correspond

ing social planes. Environment will not save

here, for the pitfall is likely to be within their

environment and covered at most with only a

few light rushes cf external propriety.

The Moral Hindrances in Business

But the greatest moral hindrance of the

young man in business—greatest extensively if

not intensively—exists in business itself. We

have been accustomed to classifying occupations

as honorable and dishonorable intrinsically;

we have perhaps yet to learn that these con

venient standing distinctions are by no means

so radical in consequence as the differences be

tween honor and dishonor in the methods by

which any business may be conducted. Deal

ing in liquors may doubtless be always bad for

a young man, but it cannot be affirmed that

dealing in Bibles is necessarily wholesome. I

need not repeat that lately startling proclama

tion of alarm, now already become an unctu

ous platitude: "This is an age of graft!" But

under the stress to which success has put us of

late years by imperiously demanding more

success, the "tricks in all trades" have multi

plied so amazingly that even "ours" no longer

enjoys its proverbial immunity. The stories

that must be told to make customers believe

that they want the goods ; the trumped-up ex

planations that must be given to mollify dis

gruntled patrons; the rake-offs that must be

paid on public deals to satisfy officials who are

"on the make" ; the skimping of specifications

necessary to insure contractors' profits; the

secretly procured advantages which furnish the

strangle-hold on the trade of competitors; the

last desperate devices that win when everything

else has failed—the country has arrived, ac

cording to the report of common fame, at a

point where it is impossible to do business

without such means of aid. Everybody admits

that expedients of this character are undesir

able, but somebody else is to blame for intro

ducing them. The employer charges the re

sponsibility of crooked methods to his com

petitor, who adopted them first and so made

them inevitable throughout the business. Or

the public officer was to blame for "asking

graft." And the employee, who certainly

would never do anything of the kind in his

own private affairs, doesn't deem himself ac

countable when he merely obeys orders—paying

over money where he has been told or adjust

ing entries on the books to give them the better
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appearance which a superior desires. And

soon the whole thing settles down into that

"system" so much animadverted upon of late

by strenuous magazinists, and after it has come

to that, no one is responsible.

The young men may be fixed and founded in

their determination never to adopt such chi

cane for their own advantage, but they must

inevitably come to consider cheating excusable

in a corporate impersonality. And however

unapparent it may be at first, that change

represents an individual declension. It means

in every employee a man made less vitally

moral. For we cannot be befogged as to any

one kind of difference between the right and

the wrong without being left more, uncertain

about all differences—even in doubt whether

there be any such difference at all. A young

man who has been doing a shady piece of work

all day in the office will judge his own conduct

after office hours with eyes not yet cleared of

the shade.

Murder Is Still a Sin

The American young man is entitled to the

credit of being ordinarily faithful to his

conscience. He doesn't very often do what he

considers a sin. The trouble with his morals

is that there are so few things that his

conscience forbids ; nearly everything is out

side the scope of conscience altogether. His

business methods, as we have just said, are

not affected; somebody else has forced them

upon him. His manner of amusing himself is

nothing to be considered, for there can't be any

harm in a fellow's having a little fun. Any

notion that he could be held morally respon

sible for making the most and best of himself

never penetrates his brain ; if he reads, it is

merely because he wants to and whatever he

chances to fancy. Going to church is a matter

of taste; some people seem to enjoy it. All

Sabbath observance is a mere question of how

one prefers to spend the time; "the better the

day the better the deed." A young man seldom

gambles as long as he thinks it is wrong, but

some day it docs not seem so awful to him to

risk a bit of coin on the outcome of a horse

race, and after that, betting, too, is outside the

limits of conscience. Even when he appropri

ates a little of his employer's money, it is under

some specious excuse which has made it seem

almost right. As has already been intimated,

much vice insinuates itself into the lives of

young men in disguise borrowed from the sup

posed Tightness of nature. It is hard to tell

what is left that a young man would call wrong

unhesitatingly and unqualifiedly. Probably

murder is yet a sin. To be sure, few young

men surrender all the scruples; each keeps to

the fore some particularly rigid aversion—de

cidedly a pet aversion—to this practice or that,

and on the score of one or two such bits of

goodness maintains a most comfortable sense

of virtue. Just to be true as steel to one's

friends, for instance, serves many a man in lieu

of a complete character. On the whole, the

modern world of youth is in no liability of

incurring the woe pronounced by the prophet

on those who call good evil ; it is amply generous

toward conscientious people, recognizing their

right to be very good if they will only be

genuine about it. But the companion woe on

them who call evil good and put darkness for

light strikes startlingly close to the respectable

American young man. It sometimes seems as

if the young men of the country were trying

to make the United States the neutral buffer

state between the kingdom of God and the

kingdom of the devil.

Vhat Every Young Man Needs

The moral virility and soldierliness to stand

on his own feet, one man, responsible to God

and independent of all the hosts that are on the

earth.

The capstone conviction that there is in life

an ineradicable and unchanging right, an ob

jective standard by which every human action is

ultimately to be tried—not what men suppose,

conclude or desire to be right—but what is

right.

The superstructure conviction that right ap

plies to the whole of living, that being and

doing the best that is in him is a religious ob

ligation. A fundamental principle of the Asso

ciation is to call no part of a man from his

skin inward, to his soul common or unclean.

To be trained to set highest store, above all

other possessions, on his own character. To

count not his goodness, but his love of good

ness, the richest endowment of manhood.

A livelier appreciation of the place and part

the church is to serve in the economy of God.

A more moving love of brotherhood, hu

manly sympathetic, Christly sacrificial.

Why?

Why should we give money to save heathen

abroad when there are heathen in our own

country to save?

There are other "Whys" equally logical.

Why should I give money to those in other

parts of this country when there are needy ones

in my own State?

Why should I give for those in other parts

of the State when there are needy in my own

town?

Why should I give to the poor in the town

when my own church needs money?

Why should I give to the church when my

own family wants it?

Why should I give to my family what I want

myself?

Why? Because I am a Christian; not a

heathen.—A. B. Upttam.



SHOPMEN'S NIGHT IN ASSOCIATION ALLEYS. "THE RU1S13ER." MOST OF THE MEN IN

GROUP ARE MOULDERS AND BOILER-MAKERS.

Opportunities of a Small City Association in Social Work

BY MYRON JERMAIN JONES.

"EFFICIENCY OF THE SOCIAL WORK AS OTHERS SEE IT," AS PRESENTED AT NIAGARA CONFERENCE.

I. We stand to-day indicted at the bar of

criticism. The counts are three:

1. We are not social, according to Mr. Ellis.

2. We are not fraternal, Dr. Gulick avers.

3. We are not democratic, declares Prof.

Graham Taylor.

And these three are one in the final analy

sis. The remedy, too, is as simple as the in

dictment is bold : The way to resume is to re

sume; if you would socialize, you must demo

cratize; if you would be fraternal, get the social

spirit.

II. Let us agree that there is no such thing

as a social department except as social work

may be departmentalized for certain adminis

trative purposes in very large Associations.

The whole thing is social, potentially. It's an

atmosphere. The problem is how to demo

cratize, how to get men together with other

men, how to permeate congenial groups of men

with the social spirit.

We grant that the Association lacks demo

cracy and that it is a fundamental weakness.

But we are reminded that democracy also has

its weaknesses. Democracy banished Aris-

tides, murdered Socrates and kindled the

flames of the French Revolution. Macaulay

said of the Jesuits that they discovered the

precise point to which intellectual culture may

be carried without intellectual emancipation.

We must learn the precise point to which

democracy may be carried without spreading

out thin!

The plea, as we understand it, is for the

awakening of a truer feeling of loyalty and

love to the fraternity on the part of every

member, and to this we subscribe. The prob

lem is, How to do the thing.

III. Throughout the studies of this confer

ence, emphasis has been laid upon the place

of the Association in the great social move

ment of our day, in the awakening of the

social conscience. "Social" and "sociological"

recur frequently. The demand for the em

ployed officer as a social engineer, a sociolo

gist, a Christian sociological statesman leads

to the much-mooted question, "What is a so

ciologist?" The appointment of the coal strike

commission gave numerous and curious

answers to that question. Apparently the so

ciologist was as "elusive of definition, as the

jabberwock." To the average newspaper man,

he is the enthusiastic statistician who counts

the bath-tubs in the tenement district. To the

Century Dictionary he is the expert who noses

out the laws of development in the social or

ganism. To President Roosevelt the practical

sociologist is a man who has thought and

studied deeply on social questions and has

practically applied his knowledge.

Now, the average secretary, even though

he may have made sundry excursions into the
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field of social science, theoretically and practi

cally, would not claim the title of scientific

sociologist. Much less is he able to pose as

a labor leader, adviser to the captain of in

dustry, or as a visionary theorist giving counsel

to practical men of affairs on questions of re

lationships. But if he is a layman who has

thought and studied deeply on social questions

and has practically applied his knowledge; if

he has convictions of Need based on accurate

investigation, and has followed that clear con

viction with some definite deeds of practical

Service in meeting the social situation, then

he may be justly entitled to the degree P.S.

from the University of Experience. He is wise

to proceed on the assumption that the good

is enemy of the best, but that the better pre

pares the way. He may conscientiously sub

scribe to the creed of George Eliot: "I am

neither an optimist nor a pessimist, but simply

a meliorist."

IV. Some concrete instances of the operation

of the social spirit in a small city Association

may be cited as illustrating possible channels

for service in the community. The fact that

so large a proportion of the Associations are

in cities and towns of 25,000 and under, and

that a larger part of these are situated in

communities partially or almost wholly indus

trial in character, increases the importance of

the further application of the ideas of social

service involved.

If it be true that our Railroad Associations

are the greatest social clubs for workingmen in

the world, as claimed by Mr. Marcosson in the

World's Work; if Dr. Buckley is correct in his

estimate of this same railroad work—"that it

is worthy of all praise and alone justifies the

Association's existence"—then it is time that

we get the real significance of the railroad

work and the underlying causes of its special

worthiness as the embodiment of Association

success. What is this Railroad Association, if

it is not a supplementary welfare institution,

the product of conditions and the volunteer

efforts of employers and employees associated

in the common purpose to promote the physi

cal, social and moral welfare of railroad young

men by means in harmony with the spirit of

the Gospel? Is it not democratic in its serv

ice and spirit, although representative in its

adminisration and government? Its success

lies in the fact that it gives men what they need

in the "spheres of their daily calling"—a place

to clean up, a home away from home, with

food, rest and recreation—all with special

reference to their industrial occupation. The

religious motive is there, but not overmuch

there. The social spirit is strong, because of

its predominant mutual benefit features—not

for profit, fraternal without ritual or oath, the

appeal to good moral character, and the spirit

of democracy pervading the membership of the

craft.

In my judgment, the average small city As

sociation fails to attract and hold in its mem

bership any considerable number of men from

the industrial ranks because of its failure to

meet their needs in the same spirit and with

same recognition of the ivelfare end of it, Its

membership is made up of the commercial

class and high-school students very largely.

There is a lack of the fundamental basis of

friendliness because there is lack of ministry

to their needs as artisans, as hand-working

wage earners.

Contrast the loyalty and devotion of men to

their lodges and mutual benefit societies with

the ephemeral and superficial regard for mem

bership in our Associations. Why? What is

it that holds the industrial man to the lodge

if not those very characteristics named as

fundamental in the success of the railroad

work—that it's a supplementary social welfare

institution, fraternal, democratic, and appealing

to moral character, with emphasis on friendli

ness and protection to the men as brothers?

V. The Association in Mansfield. O., a city

of 18,000, has attempted during the past four

years to apply this principle of successful

railroad work in a small city Association, in

the effort to reach and hold a large number oi

men in the industrial plants.

The first effort to popularize the work was

the conventional series of evening entertain

ments in 1900 under the caption "Men of Many

Trades," and was social in the limited sense

of that term. These trade receptions looked

good on paper; from a spectacular viewpoint

would be counted immensely successful. In

reality they were dismal failures as means of

promoting any real interest in the Association.

The Association building is unfortunately lo

cated to be made a popular rendezvous for

artisans even if other conditions were right;

but our next move was to get the men to organ

ize a Shopmen's Bowling League, promoting

and managing it themselves. This move suc

ceeded and for three seasons of six month;

each, from six to ten teams of shopmen ex

clusively crowded our alleys, and their friends

came with them in large numbers as spectators

The special privilege of smoking on these

nights helped to popularize the movement. So

long as the league was kept democratic in man

agement, and the feeling "This is our club/'

prevailed, the leagues were a success. But

when smoking was stopped hy the Directors

the sense of patronage as against democracy

became evident and the league was killed, prac

tically.

Another feature of socialized recreation use^

successfully was the Shopmen's Baseball

League. Ten teams were active two seasons
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and twelve one season. As

a means of friendly rivalry,

clean sport among shop

men and making amateur

baseball popular as againsl

professional, the movement

was an eminent success

As a membership getter it

was relatively a failure.

Perhaps the most signal

and unique success in social

work was that undertaken

by our Social Service Club,

which grew out of a Social

Service Committee having

in charge dormitories, room

register, employment and

visitation of sick young

men. Mansfield had no hos

pital in 1901 and this group

of young men began to in

vestigate the conditions sur

rounding sick and injured

men during the year with

such awful revelations as to deaths and un

necessarily long sickness because of the lack

of proper nurse care that a practical plan for

establishing an Emergency Hospital was pro

posed and executed by the Chtb in 1902. By a

combination of circumstances this hospital was

located in the Association building, not with

out fears as to its possible outcome and in

fluence upon patrons.

But the story of this little institution's three

years of unselfish service in the community,

and especially to the industrial men, railroaders

and artisans, and the inside story of how it

all cam« to pass, is a veritable romance in

social betterment work. It began with one

room, now has six; two beds, now has seven.

A marvel of clever engineering and efficient

management under conditions that would seem

EMERGENCY HOSPITAL OPERATING ROOM.

to make the achievement impossible, on July

1, 1905, it registered the three hundred and

fifteenth patient.

For the purposes of this discussion these

points are worth noting :

The hospital enterprise was primarily al

truistic and promoted by young men entirely '

outside the trustees or directors.

It gave an opportunity to young men to

do practical social work in the name of Christ

—to let religious impulse flow out in a channel

of real service.

The reflex influence on the young men them

selves in the strengthened tie of friendship

was marked.

The life purpose of Jesus as expressed in

His own words, constitute the Club's motto—

"NTot to be served, but to serve."

BAXTER STOVE COMPANY BOWLING TEAM

(CHAMPIONS).

OHIO BRASS COMPANY BASEBALL TEAM

(CHAMPIONS).
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It forged the strongest link in the chain of

friendliness with men of the artisan group

whom more than all others the hospital has

served.

It helped to recognize the principle that the

family is the unit of society, in that the minis

try has been to women as well as men—a

principle which the Association may well em

phasize in its social work.

It has illustrated a possible channel of

social service in small communities where

conditions warrant it; and indirectly the po

tential strength of this hospital work as an

auxiliary department, as a possible mutual

benefit feature. Every argument that can justi

fy the railroad Association's success in giving

baths, bread and bed as a privilege of mem

bership, can with equal force justify and sup

port an Association in an industrial commu

nity, where adequate provision has not been

previously made, in establishing a department

of social service with the hospital feature.

What a Summer Park Did for Tarentum

The Association in Tarentum, Pa., partly

solved the summer question of interesting its

members, gaining new ones and also of at

tracting widespread local interest by opening

and operating a summer park of forty-three

acres. On this ground were natural features

which made the place especially attractive ; to

these were added many games and amuse

ments which captured the people. The accom

panying photograph was taken on July Fourth,

when 5.000 people were present. The pro-

July oration by the Jr. O. U. A. M. ; band

concert, baseball games—one, the pastors vs.

physicians. At night the hillsides were liter

ally packed with people from the surrounding

towns and country and the finest fireworks

display ever seen in this section was set off.

There were no charges for entrance, every one

was welcome, there were no arrests, no one

under the influence of liquor and no one hurt

by explosives.

The picture of the park shows only one end

gram was so arranged as to give every one a

fine day in a befitting manner. In the morn

ing there were athletic events. At noon hun

dreds of picnics were scattered over the park.

The Women's Auxiliary made $100 clear,

selling coffee, sandwiches, ice-cream, lemon

ade, etc. During the afternoon the following

events took place: Flag-raising and Fourth of

of it; the grounds continue a distance "up

the creek," to the right of the picture. A run

ning track (1-3 mile), baseball diamond, three

tennis courts, croquet grounds, swings, swim

ming pool, see-saws, outdoor gymnasium,

lunch booths, picnic tables, woodland walks,

band-stand, rustic bridge, etc., are provided.

Other events duringf the summer, by which
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the Association made money to defray ex

penses, were a "fat and lean" baseball game.

This game was played on August 25 between

the merchants weighing over 200 pounds and

the merchants weighing less than 175 pounds.

The Labor Day plans are as extensive as the

Fourth of July ones, including all secret or

ganizations, unions, merchants, teamsters and

some 1,500 schoolchildren. The plans are laid

with a twofold idea—educative and prevent

ive. From all sides the "park idea" is being

talked about in the town and favorably com

mented upon. On October 10 a novel county

fair, pet show and gypsy encampment will be

held as a closing event

The expenses of the park were met by con

tributions, by selling refreshments, by renting it

for picnics. Eight churches took their Sun

day-school scholars there for an outing. The

Association will make money from the park

this year, and should do much better next year.

This park held the interest of members

during the summer, gained new members and

advertised the work. It gave thousands a safe

place to go to, as all bad language, gambling,

betting and drinking are prohibited. Men and

boys found that a "good time" could be had

without those accompaniments. It also gave

exceptional opportunities for religious influ

ence and furnished a choice place to hold the

Sunday afternoon meetings. In the summer

the crowds will not come to the buildings, so

the Association went to them.

TARENTUM.

"I believe in the work of these great temperance organizations, of all kindred movements like the

Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Associations —in short, in every movement which strives to

help a man by teaching him how to help himself. But most of all I believe in the efficacy of the man

himself striving continually to increase his own self-respect by the way in which he does his duty to him

self and to his neighbor." - President Roosevelt, in a recent address to a Catholic temperance society.

The Year Book Showing of the North American Associations

The Year Book, just issued, shows that the

Young Men's Christian Associations in North

America have increased to 1,826, with a mem

bership of 381,982, of whom more than three-

fifths are not connected with churches. They

own 517 buildings and other property worth

$32,004,886, an increase of $2,400,000 in the

year, besides $2,733,000 pledged for 143 new

buildings. The Associations paid for current

expenses last year and for supervision, $4,800,-

000. They increased their employed force to

2,013, and yet have 255 positions temporarily

vacant. The railroad departments number 203

and employ 356 secretaries; their baths were

used 1,026,814 times, their rest-rooms 1,144,457

times, and 2,776,200 lunches were served. The

709 college Associations have 50,419 members

and nearly doubled the attendance at their

Bible classes. The Army and Navy Department,

located at many important posts and naval

stations and in the field, had an attendance of

nearly 500,000 men. received $450,000 for safe

keeping and kept in circulation 145 traveling

libraries. The new county department has

been extended to 32 counties in 19 States, with

10,340 members. The 571 gymnasiums have

133,000 members taking exercise under the best

systems devised, led by 320 trained physical

directors and 4,789 volunteer leaders. There

are 101 swimming pools, 210 bowling alleys,

143 athletic fields and 77 boat-houses, 235 tennis

courts and 251 handball courts, besides the

gymnasiums and their equipment. The sum

mer vacation camps were attended by 8,500

men and boys. The largest gain is shown in

the religious department, in which the total at

tendance in religious meetings and Bible

classes foots up 5,318,367. Bible classes

number 71,601 different men and boys and

over 14,000 men served on religious work

committees. The increase in attendance at

Bible classes was over 35 per cent, more than

last year, while the efficiency and variety of

classes conducted have been far ahead of any

previous years on account of expert super

vision. The educational classes had an en

rollment of 33,520 different students, who paid

33 per cent, more fees for classes than in any

other year. The Associations have 739 read

ing-rooms, 728 libraries, and give 4,367 edu

cational lectures and practical talks. The

American Associations spent $102,823 for work

in foreign lands at central points. This

amount has more than doubled in the past four

vears.

"If I had no other reason to pray on behalf of the Young Men's Christian Association, I would

do so because I believe it helps to make young men strong, fesolute, courageous -because it supplies

the fiber the American citizen must have if the nation pursue the experiment to its brilliant end. . . .

It Is cheaper to thus save the boy than to pay a policeman to arrest him ; cheaper to surround him with

"ood influences which will have their elfec* on his entire life than to employ ajudge to try him;

cheiper to do something to maintain an institution which will keep him safe than to keep a ,ury

sitting week after week when he violates the laws of the country."-Governor Cummins, at the

laying of the cornerstone of the Clinton, la.. Association building, August 6.



The Modern Man and the Message That Moves

BY EDMUND W. BOOTH, General Secretary, New York City.

There were two well-known preachers from

across the water holding forth in pulpits in

New York at about the same time. A young

man lately come from college went to hear one

of these preachers, and came away most en

thusiastic about the man and message. I took

occasion to suggest to him that he ought to

hear the other preacher while he had the oppor

tunity, but he repudiated the idea, saying: ''Oh,

he has no message for the modern man !"

The incident serves to illustrate a condition.

The young man is one of a considerable num

ber. They like to think of themselves as

modern men, and they appear to look upon the

individual whom they style "the modern man"

as a kind of product, not only superior to any

thing that has hitherto appeared, but radically

unlike the men of preceding ages. This view,

I feel, is encouraged by a class of writers and

teachers of our day. That there is some truth

in the idea is granted. That the idea is carried

too far and that some allow themselves to ap

pear ridiculous by the patronizing air with

which they allude to the past and by the self-

satisfied air with which they allude to "modern

progress" and "modern thought" is, I believe,

as true. When they come to disclose their

views of the religious needs of the modern

man these thinkers, to say the least, appear

very impractical. Had my friend laid aside

his prejudice and gone to hear the preacher

whom I recommended he would, I know, have

been surprised to find how truly abreast of the

times the preacher was, and possibly he would

have found what was far more important—that

the preacher with one with a message to him

from God ! The idea that the only teacher or

preacher who can help one is one who be

longs to my own peculiar intellectual cult is

not an idea of a liberal mind, but rather that

of a narrow one. Ian MacLaren and Dr.

Torrey have not exactly the same theological

viewpoint, but after the former heard Dr.

Torrey at one of his evangelistic meetings in

England he very heartily paid a tribute to

both the man and his message, and concluded

his published letter with these words: "I left

that meeting convinced that the preacher was

a single-hearted lover of the Lord Jesus and a

faithful servant of the Evangel. If these lines

should come to Dr. Torrey's notice it may en

courage him to know that a fellow-servant of

the Master went back to his work with a

warmer heart and a stronger faith."

There are fancies and fallacies about the

modern man. There are facts, however, to be

recognized, and these facts should be acknowl

edged and reckoned with by the man who

would move men religiously. A general intel

ligence exists to-day which never before was

realized. Knowledge that in previous times

was only possible to the few is now, particu

larly in countries like our own, enjoyed by the

many. Intellectually our day is characterized

by the scientific spirit. This is a fact that can

not be ignored. The evolutionary philosophy

has made its impression, in certain circles its

deep impression. And not only has the scien

tific spirit made its impression upon the stu

dents of the universities, but the influence of

that spirit has told upon the man in the street.

The daily press is not a monopoly of the

well-schooled and the well-to-do, and through

the medium of the modern newspaper there is

brought to the home of the wayfaring man

more than a smattering of what is given out

by the professors of the universities. What

lesson has this for us, as we consider the re

ligious message for that man? Thus, the man

so influenced, and influenced by other modern

conditions, has become an intensely practical

man. He is inclined to question and when

you come with your message of religion he de

mands facts. If you dogmatize and give him

high-sounding platitudes, he may turn on you

and say, "But prove it. Where are your facts ?"

But while men have changed intellectually,

it remains true that their hearts have not

changed. The heart of the natural man is no

different to-day than formerly. Read the list

of defiling things which Jesus mentions, re

corded in the fifteenth chapter of Matthew, and

say whether these are not the very things that

issue from the natural heart now and that are

defiling men to-day. There is nothing new in

the realm of sin. Here is the chief fact for the

evangelizer to recognize, and he must ever re

member that the message of the gospel is pre

eminently a message to the conscience, and

that while the appeal to the reason has its place

that the conscience, and the heart and the will

are the citadels that in every man must be

conquered if he would gain the man for Christ.

This is true with all sorts and conditions of

men, the intellectually favored included. Dr.

Marcus Dods, of Edinburgh, writes :

"It is very remarkable how insufficient an

account of their own conversation highly edu

cated persons can give. Professor Clifford's

favorite pupil was, like himself, an atheist ; but

racked ' by distress on account of Clifford's

death, and being obliged to pass through other

circumstances fitted to disclose the weakness

of human nature, this pupil became an ar

dent Christian. One reads the record of this

conversion expecting to find the reasoning

power of the mathematician adding something

to the demonstration of God's personality, or
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building a sure foundation for Christian faith.

There is nothing of the kind. The experience

of life gave new meaning to Christ's offer and

to His revelation—that was all. So, too, in

criticizing Kenan's Life of Christ, a French

critic more profound than himself says : 'The

characteristic thing in this analysis of Chris

tianity is that sin does not appear in it at all.

Now, if there is anything which explains the

success of the Good News among men, it is

that it offered deliverance from sin—salvation.

It certainly would have been more appropriate

to explain a religion religiously, and not to

evade the very core of the subject. This

"Christ in white marble" is not He who made

the strength of the martyrs.' All this just

means that if men have no sense of need they

will not own Christ ; and that if Christ's own

'presence and words do not draw them, they

are not to be drawn."

Having in mind the practical age in which

we live, I would say that the Gospel message

to-day should be built upon facts, the facts of

Christian experience and the great fact—the

fact of Christ. Carnegie Simpson's work, The

Fact of Christ, has in it the argument for the

times. If men say, "But what can religion do

for us?" we must be prepared to prove that the

verities and realities that make life worth

living are inseparably connected with Christ.

What can Christ do? He can give victory

over sin; He can lead the way to true life

here and hereafter ; He can come into all the

affairs of life and be to us a Guide and Helper,

and He can take the life surrendered to Him

and use that life for something enduring in

the world.

These are facts of the true Christian expe

rience, and any man who will faithfully report

his knowledge of these facts will have a genu

ine message for others and one adapted to the

times.

What One Association Will Undertake

The Religious Work Policy of the Central Branch, Brooklyn Association

I. To secure the right men for the vacancies

on the Religious Work Committee.

II. Regular monthly meetings of the com

mittee for definite prayer and conference.

III. Regular monthly meetings with .the Ad

visory Committee of Pastors, consisting of

Dr. Charles Edward Locke, chairman; Dr.

Cleland B. McAfee, Dr. J. Howard Melish,

Dr. Newell Dwight Hillis, Dr. J. Douglas

Adam and Dr. C. D. Case, to plan to make the

Association in reality a mighty clearing-house

for the Church and to establish such relation

ships that it will be natural for men to be

reached for the Church through the Associa

tion.

IV. Religious Meetings—1. Sunday After

noon. (1) Meetings every Sunday from No

vember to January in Association Hall, and

from January to April in one of the theaters.

(2) Speakers of wide reputation who arc

known to have a definite message for young

men, and are being used of God to lead men

into the Christian life.

(3) As far as practicable, topics to be sug

gested and dates for speakers so arranged that

repetition may be avoided and that there may

be continuity of thought in all the meetings,

and subjects discussed that pertain to the vari

ous phases of a young man's life.

(4) Attractions such as glee clubs, bands,

singing societies, readers, male quartettes, well-

known soloists and moving pictures.

(5) The speaker at each meeting to be in

troduced by some prominent business or pro

fessional man.

(6) To retain the committee of sixty busi

ness and professional men who will support

the meetings by their attendance and presence

on the platform and by lending their influence

to secure proper speakers and attractions.

(7) The aim of every meeting to lead men

to or toward an immediate decision for Christ.

(8) Invitation to be given and after-meet

ing to be conducted by a member of our own

force except when speaker is known to be

exceptionally strong in this line of work.

2. From November to May to hold on two

or three Sunday afternoons of each month" a

men's meeting in a small hall remote from

the building. These meetings will be held in

a different hall each time, so that during the

season every section of our district may be

reached. Every meeting" to be evangelistic.

This meeting should further interest the men

of the community where it is held in the main

meeting and in the meetings held in churches.

3. Sunday Evenings, (l) Commencing Oc

tober 1 to hold each Sunday evening a men's

meeting in some church or chapel of our own

district. These meetings to be held under the

auspices of the Men's Bible Class of the

church where the meeting is held.

(2) Secure a committee of twenty personal

workers who will be responsible for these meet

ings. To confer with pastors of churches

where meetings are to be held. To personally

canvass the entire parish during the three

days before the meeting, distributing printed

matter at each house and personally inviting

the men of the district to be present To be

responsible for the personal work in the meet

ing and to cooperate with the members of the
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Bible Class to get the men who express a de

sire to live a better life to become regular

members of the class, to join the church and

take an active part in its work.

4. Special Campaigns. (1) Dr. Sperry on

Social Purity. For the week beginning Novem

ber 12, meetings to be held every evening from

9 to 10 o'clock at Association building, ad

dressed by Dr. Lyman B. Sperry. To arrange

three meetings during the week at 4 o'clock for

boys in schools. Three meetings to be held in

various districts for mothers.

(2) Fred B. Smith. For the week begin

ning January 21 a special campaign for the

membership, led by Fred B. Smith. Great

mass-meetings to be held every evening for

men, every afternoon for boys and every noon

for men in factories.

V. Bible Classes—1. It is not only intended

that the Bible department should stand for the

development of Christian men, but that every

class should be considered an evangelizing

agency. In all classes except training classes

a strenuous effort be made to secure an en

rollment of at least 25 per cent, of non-Chris

tian men.

2. The quiet hour to be continually em

phasized by every teacher of a Bible class and

a systematic effort made for its observance

by all members of classes.

3. Bible Study Rally Day to be observed on

September 24, by holding a mass-meeting in

Association Hall, to enthuse the young men

of the city with the splendid opportunity of

fered by the Association for Bible study and

training in Christian work.

4. A personal canvass of certain districts of

the city during September by the associate re

ligious work director, to secure names and ad

dresses of young men who can be induced to

join Bible classes at building and to discover

places where group classes should be organ

ized.

5. Graded courses in Bible Study ; following

order suggested by the International Com

mittee :

CLASSES IN BUILDING.

(1) Training class for teachers in Life of

Christ, with enrollment of 50. Edwin F. See

teacher, time of meeting to be decided.

(2) Personal workers' training class, enroll

ment 60, E. A. Putnam teacher, Sunday, 3 p. M.

(3) Study of missions, enrollment 75, Sun

day, 5.30.

(4) Fundamental Principles in Christian

Life, enrollment 50, A. J. Elliott teacher, Sun

day, 5.30.

(5) Principles of Jesus, enrollment 150, Dr.

Geo. D. Adams teacher, Thursday. 8 to 9.

(6) Training class for leaders of shop

classes, A. J. Elliott teacher, time of meeting to

be decided.

CLASSES FOR GYMNASIUM MEN IN BUILDING.

Life of Christ—F. A. Henckel, enrollment

12; J. S. McClellan, enrollment 12; J. G.

Cochran, enrollment 12; E. A. Putnam, en

rollment 20; Social Secretary, enrollment 12;

C. W. Dietrich, enrollment 20. Acts and Epis

tles—W. A. Gassin, enrollment 12 ; J. H. Scott,

enrollment 15. Old Testament History—Otto

L. Fisher, enrollment 15. Teachings of Jesus

and Apostles—O. S. Hubbart, enrollment 12.

Principles of Jesus—J. H. Scott, enrollment 60.

EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT IN BUILDING.

Principles of Jesus—E. R. Cockrell, enroll

ment 75, Sunday, 5.30.

OUT OF BUILDING.

Six groups in Principles of Jesus.

6. Taking advantage of the fact that the ma

jority of the educational classes adjourn at 9.30

p. M., it is purposed to organize ten classes

which shall, once a week, at the close of the

class session, be led in a study of the Life of

Christ for thirty minutes by some capable men.

An enrollment in these groups of 100.

7. Cooperating with the pastors, men's clubs

and leaders in church work, to organize twenty

new groups in as many different churches in

the district, whose object shall be the regular

study of a course in the Life of Jesus, each

group to be responsible for personally calling

upon and inviting to it men who express

preference for that church, either in evan

gelistic meetings or otherwise. The members

of such classes will further not only make these

men feel at home in their church, but will co

operate with the pastor in leading them into

church membership and Christian work. The

several leaders to meet in a class at the Asso

ciation for the training of teachers, where they

will receive help for the teaching of the lesson

and suggestions and encouragement for the

work outlined. An enrollment of these classes

of 350.

8. Ten Bible classes in boarding-houses in

the Life of Christ. Enrollment 100.

9. Sixteen Bible classes for boys with enroll

ment of 150.

VI. Personal Work — 1. Special training

class for personal workers.

2. Regular monthly meetings of the Yoke

Fellows' Band from October to April and the

carrying out of the principles outlined in the

constitution.

3. The Yoke Fellows' Band to be responsible

for securing the names and addresses of all

men who express in any of the meetings the

desire to lead a better life; to talk to the men

after service, accompany them to the Associa

tion Building, enter the Bible class with them

and introduce them to the teacher and mem

bers of the class, also to the secretaries of the

Branch. To call on these men in their homes

and endeavor to secure their regular attendance
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at the Bible class. Where possible and prac

ticable to organize Bible classes in their homes.

4. A Personal Workers' group of twelve

men, who will become acquainted with every

new member of the Association by conference

at the building, or by calling on him at his

home, with a view to enlisting the Christian

men in service and winning the non-Christian

men to Christ.

5. Continuation of -the Physical Directors'

Religious Work Cabinet, composed of the

teacher, president and secretary of each gym

nasium Bible class and representing every sec

tion of the Physical Department, whose aim

shall be to enthuse the men of the department

with the importance of Bible study, and enlist

the Christian men in active service for Christ ;

and together lead the non-Christian men to a

definite commitment of themselves to Christ.

6. Continuation of the Educational Direct

ors' Cabinet, composed of representative

Christian men from each class in the Educa

tional Department who shall with the educa

tional director endeavor to enthuse the men

of the department with the importance of

Bible study, and enlist the Christian men in

active service for Christ, and together lead the

non-Christian men to a definite commitment

of themselves to Christ.

7. Employment Directors' Cabinet composed

of picked men from those who are placed by

this department in responsible positions, with

the leaders of group Bible classes organized by

said department who will, with the director,

c-ndeavor to lead all Christian men who come

to the office for employment to identify them

selves at once with some church in the city,

and to endeavor to lead them into active serv-

ive for Christ. Cabinet will also strive to lead

the non-Christian men to definitely accept

Christ as their Saviour. As a means of ac

complishing this work a large Bible class will

be held on Sunday afternoon and six group

classes will be organized outside the building.

VII. Foreign Work—-1. Three mass-meet

ings in September and others during the year

to educate the public as well as our member

ship to the importance of Extension Work.

2. To pay the balance of $2,000 pledged

toward the national budget of F. S. Brock-

man.

3. To emphatically emphasize the importance

of proportionate and systematic giving.

4. To increase the enrollment of the Mission

Study Class to 75.

5. A week's campaign, commencing second

week in January, in the interest of the work in

China and the raising of the new budget.

VIII. Shop Work—1. To organize eight more

shop meetings, making a total of 17, and eight

cottage prayer-meetings.

2. To encourage the men in factory classes

to hold not less than two informal socials in

the building. These to be arranged by a com

mittee representing all the classes.

The Bible Study Campaign in 1 905- \ 906

BY FRED. S. GOODMAN.

The statistics just compiled, touching the

growth of the Bible study movement in the

city, town and railroad Associations, give evi

dence of the value of the agitation begun by

the Bible Study Division of the International

Committee. Full details will appear in the

Annual Report of Religious Work, about Sep

tember 25. A few facts are presented here.

The total number of Bible classes has in

creased from 1,941 to 2,656, or nearly 37 per

cent; the enrollment from 35,808 to 47,320, or

over 35 per cent., and the number of different

students from 34,696 to 43,633, or 20 per cent.

The Bible students in railroad Association

classes grew from 3,069 to 4,183, or 38 per

cent.; the boys in Bible classes from 11,114

to 15,100, or 30 per cent. These several gains

are greater than for any year since the present

system of records and reports has been in

vogue.

There is a striking increase in classes out

side the Association buildings, and in classes

for teacher training.

The International Committee is urging a

continuance of the campaign proposed a year

ago, and has suggested as a general policy the

following:

(1) An increase of classes and students

equal to 50 per cent of the present num

ber, continuing the use of the slogan "One

to Fifty" as a goal in number of Bible

classes.

(2) An improvement in the quality of

Association Bible study, including teacher

training, the larger use of graded courses,

more men won to Christ through evangel

istic classes, and more effective training

for personal evangelism.

The past year seems to show that the Asso

ciations are on the eve of a genuine and sub-

st-intial religious awakening. The number of

men and boys reported as uniting with

churches through Association effort, increased

from 3.7G6 to 5.20R, and the total number of

professed conversions through Association

effort, from 16,279 to 22,432. The prosecution

with vigor of the Bible study campaign will

stimulate every other 'phase of religious effort,

besides the direct results in men trained and

other men enlisted in Christ's service.



Fred. Smith's Australian Observations

To many of the busy men of North America,

who are so engrossed in the affairs at close

hand, the fact that in the Southern Hemis

phere there is growing up a powerful Anglo-

Saxon nation is being lost sight of. They

have an incomplete view of the social, polit

ical, commercial and religious life of the

world and the certain changes of the future.

The map of the world is undergoing a

rapid readjustment at a good many points of

the compass, but those most marked and of

deepest significance are to be observed in the

Pacific Ocean. Every student of world prob

lems must needs watch with keenest interest

the shifting of national power upon the islands

and coasts of the Pacific. In the solution of

these questions Australasia will bear a very

vital part. A recent visit there, filled with

rapidly succeeding incidents of pleasure, profit

and blessing, has left a memory that recalls

many pleasant scenes and events and a desire

that North American young men may come

to know more of that country and people so

identical with them in many interests.

The Country — One of the surprises to the

writer was the discovery that Australia alone

has an area almost equal to that of the United

States or Canada, and if New Zealand and

Tasmania be added, larger than either. By

reason of drought in the interior a compara

tively small portion under cultivation, but

this portion is rapidly being enlarged by irri

gation. Through this artificial process and the

hope of gradually changing seasons with the

increase of cultivation the possibility is appar

ent of a large population, whereas now it is

about equal to that of Canada. The great

cattle, horse and sheep ranches overtop every

other industry, although mining is still of im

mense profit in some portions; but its roman

tic stage is past. The most marked thing in

the commercial life is the absence of large

manufacturing plants. Although something

is being done, it seems small for the country

and market. This may be due in part to the

newness of the country, but doubtless more

largely to the overwhelming predominance of

the "Labor Party" and the fear of capitalists

as to the legislation which may be enacted.

However, these are but temporary checks and

will be speedily adjusted.

The People—In a tour around the world,

visiting en route eleven nations and coming in

contact in conference with religious leaders

and addressing large audiences, I found my

self more completely at ease in Australia than

anywhere else. Eliminating just a few man

nerisms and expressions, one might think, in

passing through the streets of the cities there,

that Montreal, Cleveland, Boston (some

parts) or Cincinnati had been reached. If

distinguishing features are to be noted, none

more special can be recalled than the genuine

cordiality and hospitality that were manifest

everywhere. Not of the frothy kind for the

sake of show, but a real, whole-hearted "glad

to see you," so imparted that the recipient

felt it was a greeting never to be forgotten.

There are no hide-bound traditions, shallow

castes, snobbery, or vain aristocracy to mar in

any vital way the democratic spirit of the

whole people.

Religious Life — The writer has no knowl

edge of a country where more "isms" to the

square acre can be found than in this land

of the Far South. They are all there, and

the beauty of the climate helps them to get

out on the street and shout If some one

should tell me that an ecclesiastical tower of

Babel had fallen in Sydney I should believe

it. (Dowie, however, had to leave.) These

agitations make straightforward Christian ef

fort extremely difficult. The cities have also

been burned over by wild types of so-called

evangelism, until abiding organized work has

been belittled. In some places almost a

spiritual paralysis prevails. Materialism is

as frenzied as in the United States, keeping

pace with other forces to produce an indiffer

ence to spiritual life. However, a powerful

work is being carried on by the organized re

ligious forces. I met in that short time some

great preachers and mighty laymen, not sec

ond to those of any other nation in the inten

sity of their purpose.

The Young Men's Christian Association-

Brief space will not permit a statement fairly

representing the movement as I saw it It is

interesting to note that there are some Asso

ciations in that comparatively new country

almost as old as the parent organization in

London, Auckland, in New Zealand, being

the oldest. Excellent work has been done,

but these Associations, so far removed from

the main paths of travel and communication,

have not progressed as rapidly as those in

North America. Yet the outlook for the future

is full of hope.

The following cities have salaried secretaries

and are prepared for advance work: Sydney,

Adelaide, Brisbane, Hobart and Wellington.

Melbourne, with 600,000 population, a city re

minding one of London or New York, is

without salaried men. With efficient super

vision, twenty-five cities can be manned and a

fine work done in supplementing the Church

in the establishment of the kingdom of Jesus

Christ among the young men. In some re

spects the organizations seemed far behind,

but in one they are the equal of any on this
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or the other side of the world, namely, in the

quality of the laymen- interested. At confer

ences and institutes and at meetings of boards

of directors and committeemen I met business

and professional men equal to any I have ever

known. Men of affairs, of spiritual power,

liberal in gifts, willing to stand by in dark times

as well as bright ones. The Associations of

Australasia have an inestimable future re

source in the quality of the laymen associated

with the movement.

Memories of Conferences and Meetings—

In the special work I was assigned to do I

was very fortunate in having the cooperation

of J. J. Virgo, of Sydney, who is not only an

efficient general secretary, but a man with but

few equals in conducting the music in a

large audience, and quite as proficient in solo

singing. This help, together with the counsel

of A. H. Wheeler, secretary at Adelaide and

acting secretary of the National Council, gave

me an insight into the Association life that

made it possible to accomplish much in the very

short time I could remain.

Services and conferences were held with

business men, pastors, committees, boards of

directors, city councils, and every other group

of men that would sit still and listen to the

presentation of the Association methods. The

public evangelistic services were the largest I

have ever participated in for the same period

of time, both in attendance and results.

I have never seen the power of the Holy Spirit

more clearly revealed than in some of these

services. At times unexpected emergencies

seemed to bring an inevitable defeat, and yet

out of the seeming defeat came great vic

tories.

The Cooperation Needed—The blessing of

God so markedly vouchsafed to the Associa

tions of North America demands in return a

large-hearted policy of cooperation with other

nations and countries for the furtherance of

the presentation of the gospel of Jesus Christ

to all young men. This relation with the move

ment in Australasia is one of peculiar blessing,

for it may be again suggested that no other land

is so very similar. The demand is peculiar also,

in that the call is not for money, but for

strong men of the secretarial force to help in

occupying their fields. It would show deep

est ingratitude not to respond to the call for

workers to enter the wide doors of service in

India, China and Japan; but quite as great

will be the sin of failure to respond to the

call of our fellow-workers in Australasia.

A Scene at an Oriental Banquet

We stood for a moment in the middle of

the street. Wheeled carriages drawn by men

whirled up and down, and some stopped be

fore the wide-open doors of the Yih Ping

Shang, the "House of Excellent Savors."

Lights were blazing from all the windows,

and up the broad stairway there was seen a

continuous tide of bareheaded, long-braided,

silk-gowned Celestials, averaging 35 years of

age, the passer-by would say. We enter, we

ascend, we are in the midst of a dining hall.

One hundred and twenty chairs are set bes'de

four long tables. The room is not spacious
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enough for the. company, but the company

squeezes in, every man finding the number at

his plate corresponding with the number of his

ticket. The Chinese toast-master raps to order,

grace is said by a Chinese professor, and the

goodly company of merchants, translators,

teachers, clerks and students seat themselves.

The waiters, with a good deal of flub-dub and

flurry, manage to serve the courses, which are

"foreign style," and interspersed is music by a

male quartette, half American, half Chinese.

An English soloist drops in from another

dinner party, which he and his friends have

left for the moment in order to add paiety to

this, the fifth annual banquet of the Shanghai

Central Chinese Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation. The toast-master announces to the

gathering, by way of a side remark, a con

ditional promise of several thousand dollars

for the equipment of the Association. Vari

ous toasts are responded to by Chinese who

have traveled abroad, and by Americans who

have traveled in China, the most notable one

of them all being the toast of the great author,

ONE OF ARTHUR RUGH'S BIBLE CLASSES, IN

CHINESE MERCHANTS.

Dr. Arthur H. Smith, who declared to the as

sembly that he had no idea that such a gather

ing could be assembled in the name of Christ

in China, and as far as influence went he would

be willing to turn over to such groups of men

the entire management and operations of the

Christian Church in this empire.

In the midst of the evening's festivities a

short Chinaman in swallowtail coat mounted

a small dry goods box, which had been

brought in by the waiters for his special bene

fit, and stated in clear English accents that

he had been instructed to make the speech of

his life, but being a Cantonese his native dia

lect would be Dutch to them. Of Mandarin

he was not proficient, and therefore he fell

back on the kind of English they had taught

him twenty years ago in Yale. The upshot

of his remarks was that the group of mem

bers around the tables then and there handed

in subscriptions to the extent of $1,244 silver

for the current expenses of the Chinese Cen

tral, and it was noted by the man upon the

dry goods box, who proved to be the treas

urer of the concern, that these same members

were each giving $12 a year as ordinary dues.

not counting educational or athletic fees. Dr.

Smith pronounced it the most remarkable

thing of the kind he had seen in China dur

ing his thirty or forty years, and the toast-

master dismissed the assembly, without the

last selection from the quartette, in order that

the company should disperse before the first

watch of Sunday. ROBERT E. LEWIS.

Shanghai, China.

In Other Lands

Prince Frederick Henry, of Prussia, was

present at the Jubilee of the Metropolitan As

sociation of Berlin, Germany, and delivered

an address of fine

spirit, in which he

exhorted the

members to fidelity

toward their

Saviour and

toward their As

sociations.

Buenos Ayre?,

Argentine, mem-

be r s h i p, three

years ago, was 125

and is now 498.

There are now 110

men in night

classes, 35 in Bible

classes, and 53

serving on com

mittees. There is

SHANGHAI, SONS OK always attraction

at the building,

from negro min

strels to a stiff debate and literary work.

The army tents in the volunteer camps,

North Wales, have been unusually popular.

On one morning by 5 o'clock more than

750 men had been served with coffee and

biscuits at a penny each. On one Sunday

over 6,000 letters and postal cards were

written and mailed in Association tents.

Liverpool, England, has had a record year.

There were 1,200 students with 2,500 entries

in its educational classes; counting entries to

the gymnasium and other appointments, such

as shorthand writers, literary society, etc.,

over 600 or 700 names may be added to the

1,200. During the season not fewer than 500

young men came to the building nightly.



Lake Geneva Conferences

BOYS IN CONFERENCE AT LAKE GENEVA—JULY 29-AUGUST 4.

The first Older Boys' Conference of the Central West attracted 72 boys and 42 boys' workers to Lake

Geneva, and from the beginning was a meeting of remarkable interest. The opening address by President

Edward H. Hughes was notable. Among the leaders were Messrs. Wood, Callender, Crackel, Montague,

Elliott, Daggett, Stewart, McLcod and Burt. The afternoons were spent in recreation.

THE FENCING CLASS AT I.AKK GENEVA.

A representative group of tlic seventy physicil students who took the suninier course. Many of these

men attend the Summer Term two to four years, and thus keep up with the best methods of Association

practice.



The Boys As They Were Seen

A Couple of Boys

Bv WM. D. MURRAY.

Some time ago I secured situations in New

York City for two boys, one with an insurance

company, the other with a commission house.

Not long since, in the same month, I heard

from each of these boys, now young men. One

was still in his place; the other had been dis

charged. The former came to my office with

Ins face all radiant, to tell me how his salary

had been increased from time to time, and now

he had an interest in the business. He had

recently married and had established a home

of which lie spoke with pride. He told me

how much money he could lay aside each

month.

The other boy did not come to my office,

but a telephone message from one of our police

courts besought me to come and get him out.

With a lot of rowdies he had been arrested

for malicious mischief during the strike on the

street railways. He had been working, getting

baiely enough to keep soul and body together.

I do not know whether he thought he was

having a good time or not, but I imagine he

did. Now, this boy really had a better chance

than the other; how did it happen that in so

short a time they reached such different ends?

Why, it is as simple as A B C. Each one

came to the end which he deliberately and

.freely chose. To illustrate, the boy who was

in jail, was required when in the place I got

for him, to report for duty at 8 o'clock in the

morning. They told me at the office that if he

got there ten minutes before 8 he would stand

en the sidewalk smoking cigarettes until ex

actly 8, and then go in. The other boy—well,

one winter there was a blizzard and no one

got to his office that day until afternoon, ex

cept himself. He was there ahead of time. I

asked him how he did it and he told me that

when he went to bed the night before it looked

snowy, so he got up early, started at 6 o'clock

and got to his office ahead of the blizzard. (I

might add incidentally that this boy does not

smoke cigarettes). The other boy would have

lejoiced in a storm big enough to make a good

excuse for nol going to work. I found upon

investigation that one boy was continually

growling because the work of others was forced

upon him ; the other was doing any boy's work

that he had a chance to do, and learning the

business. One boy left the office as soon as

the clock struck 5; the other, they told me.

never seemed to know whether it was 5, or 6 or

7 o'clock. I asked one boy where he spent

his evenings and he said: "A fellow has to

have some fun ; I go out with the boys some

times to a brill, etc."; the other attended night

school.

These two boys are only concrete examples

of what is happening every day. They chose

their places in life deliberately, absolutely,

freely, and now each of them is reaping the

harvest he sowed a few years back. Which

one do you suppose enjoys his harvest most?

An Eye Out for Men

"Come here, Jimmy, I want to see you," said

Dr. X, calling a boy out of a baseball field

where he was playing "fungos."

"How would you like to be a minister,

Jimmy?" An eager but modest reply showed

that the boy had thought of the ministry, but

the difficulties in the way of getting an edu

cation had seemed insuperable. A conversa

tion followed, upon the outcome of which the

whole future of the boy depended. A way was

found for him to go to college and take a

course in one of the historic theological semi

naries of the country. "Jimmy" is now Pro

fessor , filling a chair in the seminary

\\here he took his theological course. He has

a number of capital letters that represent

scholarship, that Tie is authorized to use after

his name, but better than that he is an inspir

ing leader to other young men who are prepar

ing for the ministry. Larger salaries have been

offered him if he would take other positions,

but he seems to feel that to help young men

prepare for Christian service is for him life's

highest privilege.

A young man of rare talents was facing a

momentous question. It was before him for

decision what his life work would be. The

law, the army, business, music, art; all of these

appealed to him and so versatile was he that

in any one of them he might have made his

mark. But a conviction that he should enter

the ministry had been growing upon him and

this conviction forced itself between him and

any other plan that he might consider. About

this time he was a guest at the home of Dr.

X, who, knowing of the approaching crisis in

his life, sent for "Jimmy." The result of the

days of fellowship that followed was to secure

for the Christian ministry Maltbie D. Babcock.

whose splendid qualities of manhood, added to

his exceptional pulpit ability, made for him a

large place and a most useful one in the civic

as well as the church life of the cities that he

served.

In the intense activity and busy planmaking

that accompany the opening of the fall work,

may it not be well for secretaries and com-

mitteemen alike to leave a place in their plan

ning for the individual man? Dr. X was

pastor of a large church, but he found time t"

study the possibilities of the boys in his Sun

day-school and to discover "Jimmy." Many



Scenes at Silver Bay

STUDENTS AND INSTRUCTORS AT THE SILVER BAY TRAINING SCHOOL.

Over one hundred men were enrolled in the Institute courses at Silver Bay—over four times the number

of last year. Thirty-seven men took the Physical Course; twenty-two were in the County Institute. A

seven-day course for railroad men followed, enrolling thirty. The camp-fire, held nearly every night on the

lake front after dinner, afforded a popular exchange of experience, inspiration and suggestion.

THE PRIXEAVINXER OF THE FLOTILLA AT SILVER BAY REGATTA.

The most striking boat in the Water Sports Day, at Silver Bay, Lake George, which Herbert Spencer

called "The most picturesque lake in America." Swimming, rowing, diving and other matches were run off.
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other useful men owe their present positions

of influence to the kindly but keen-eyed min

ister who did not allow the machinery of the

church to ovcroccupy his attention so as to

blind him to the opportunity of helping Maltbie.

Babcock to his wise decision. The whirr of

the wheels in our Associations is good to hear.

It is a sign of activity and gives promise of the

finished product. Only do not let our ears get

so deafened with the noise that we fail to hear

Opportunity cry out McBurney was a busy

secretary but he found time to win the friend

ship of many young men and to lead them into

useful lives.

In the midst of all the tree-shaking that is

the result of organized effort and which may

be most commendable, find time, Mr. Secretary,

for the gathering of what Dr. Cuyler calls

"hand-picked fruit" RAMBLER.

Observations in a Boys' Camp

It was my privilege during this present

month to be one of the "leaders" at Camp

Dudley, where were camped some 150 boys,

accompanied by a "leader" for each group of

eight or ten. One could not but notice the

improvement in several of the lads. Take the

case of "Bones" (for "camp" does not bother

with pedigrees or family names). This thin,

awkward boy reached camp with the evident

intention of showing the fellows how to be a

truly brave cowboy camper, armed in every

way known to the American youth.

But he soon learned that the test of courage

came when he was expected to keep his spirits

up on a rainy evening and during the process

of turning in with everything in a humid con

dition. Incidentally "Bones" had a few other

things to learn. He was an only son, and

when at home probably considered himself the

whole push. There were a dozen things which

happened in the first twenty-four hours, any

one of which would have driven this notion out

of his mind, for here he must take his turn at

cleaning up tent one day, spreading and fold

ing the blankets another and waiting on the

table another. "Bones" found this very funny at

the beginning, but exceedingly monotonous and

distasteful when it became an old story.

The next important point in his education

was attained when he learned that he could not

have all he wanted of things he happened to

like, because the good rule was enforced of

considering the other fellows and as most of

his selfishness centered around his appetite, this

made a new sort of creature out of the un

promising bunch of bones.

"Fatty" was an interesting lad, but lazy, and

helpless to a degree to excite one's pity. He

had a mother and two kind sisters who did

everything for him. He had not been in the

halrt of deciding on doing anything for him-

AFTER THE SWIM AT CAMP

DUDLEY.

self. Once in camp, however, he was forced

to decide for himself and to do for himself.

At first he thought he could get the other fel

lows to do for him but soon learned that in

camp he must take care of himself or live a

life of poverty. Five weeks of this -made him

a self-reliant, industrious and cheerful fellow,

and in putting forth the effort to look out for

himself he worked off several pounds of his

surplus fat. This put new hope and ambition

into him and will probably make a man of

"Fatty."

"Flukes" (for he had large ears) was not

only selfish and lazy, but would lie to save

his energy, and use a few profane words when

angry or excited. These traits had to be gotten

out of him in double-quick time by processes

known in camp and not revealed. TTiere were

rumors of blindfolded figures at night, doing

stunts as ordered, accepting spankings without

complaining, for complaint would be useless.

A few midnight experiences, varied to meet the

need, were sufficient to make "Flukes" almost

a new lad, and he was entirely made new by

hearing the gospel message and seeing the

gospel lived by other boys that had been just

like himself. Here for the first time he rea

lized that a boy could live a real boy life and

a real Christian life at the same time. This

new life took possession of his heart and made

him considerate of others and anxious to help

them, driving out the selfishness and conceit

and making of him a lad such as all love to

know and know to love.

This same new life in Christ came to other?

in. camp, and all were uplifted and helped by

the influence of those who were living the

Christ life. Many a boy went home to live a

life of helpful, wholesome Christian service.

S. H. 15.
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Fort Worth, Tex., has let the contract for

the erection of a $30,000 building. The struc

ture will be of brick and terra-cotta, three

stories in height with basement.

Chattanooga, Tenn., is planning to erect an

additional building, four or five stories, and cost

ing from $30,000 to $40,000. Space for one of

the largest gymnasiums in the South and for a

large pool and baths, with from forty to fifty

rooms in dormitories, will be provided in this

proposed structure. In addition to this im

provement, a branch Association in South

Chattanooga will be in the near future ready

for occupation. A lot has been purchased for

the sum of $2,300, not more than one hundred

feet from the city park

At Bristol, Tenn., one of the most desirable

lots in the city has been purchased and plans for

a handsome house are in the hands of an archi

tect. The building will cost not less than

$40,000 and several handsome donations have

been made to the fund.

Probably the largest college Association

building in the country is soon to be erected on

the enlarged campus of the University of

Georgia. It is estimated that the first cost of

the building will be $75,000. This, however,

will not construct the building to its full di

mensions. At first only about two-thirds of

the total structure will be completed, making a

building approximately 100 x 175 feet This

will provide for a total of 760 students, but it

is believed that within ten years there will be

more than a thousand students at the Uni

versity of Georgia when the large extension

plans now under way for the institution are

carried into effect. The plans provide for an

additional extension in later years of 125 feet

to its length, making the complete structure^

100x300 feet. The alumni society of the u,

versity donated to the building the

fund of $40,000, and the State Exec

mitte£ ar^Urecting a canvass

ciation, who will undertake to blot out the

$40,000 debt of that Association, with every

assurance of winning.

By the will of Robey Fletcher the Fitch-

burg Association receives a bequest of $2,700.

Mr. Fletcher was within six months of being

100 years old when he died. He has always

been deeply interested in the Association.

The building canvass as Hastings, Neb., is

moving forward, and $15,000 has been sub

scribed by less than 400 persons; $30,000 is

needed, but building will commence as soon as

$20,000 is secured. The largest subscription

was $1,500. Over 1,000 subscriptions are ex

pected. As the new building will occupy the

old site, the work will be closed during build

ing operations, except the Sunday meetings,

which will be held in churches.

Charleston, W. Va., will push its canvass

for $50,000 September 24 to October 1. There

are now five subscriptions of $5,000 each, be

sides many pledges of smaller amounts.

The building of the Parkersburg, W. Va..

Association will be opened with a week of

notable services October 1-7. Among the

speakers will be Bishop Cranston, Hon. H. G.

Davis, Hon. II. B. F. Macfarland, Hon. H. G.

Atchison, R. C. Morse, John R. Mott, W. H.

Morriss, and Charles and Frank Ober. The

building cost $80,000, and will be entirely paid

for. Parkersburg is one of the several new

cities in West Virginia which are beginning

Association work dc novgJflflHtoown build

ings.

FREAKS OF THE "ST. LOUIS PIKE," CAMP WAWAYANDA

*-ir ?tMngs was ta[,|ht. '°n WM take" tO Se
Loyalty to the bttt
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hearty support to the

A building campaign commnV

son Ky., has been announced to b

operations in the fall for a $30 000 bulT_

One gift of $2,000 has already been secured

On June first, the Bennington Association

undertook to raise $23,000 for a new bu.ld.ng.

Of this amount about $17,500 is pledged.

Five men have given $3,000 each on condition

that the entire amount be raise

Ottawa Canada, young men are talking up

a building scheme. The present building,

erected in 188S, is overcrowded and

quate for the work.

Montgomery, Ala., now has $22,000 for a

$25,000 building. Mr. George Foster Peabody

gives $10,000.

The new natatorium and baths in connec

tion with the $30.000 gymnasium of the 1

mingham. Ala., Association have been con

Dieted Three new secretaries have

added' and a vastly increased work linec

For the Agricultural College at Starksville,

Miss $8.000 has been pledged for a new

building and an additional $15,000 will be

sought.

MEMORIAL WINDOW PLACED IN THE I

GLOUCESTER, MASS., ASSOCIATION

BUILDING, THE GIFT OF COL.

EDW. H. HASKELL.
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Fort Worth, Tex., has let the contract for

the erection of a $30,000 building. The struc

ture will be of brick and terra-cotta, three

stories in height with basement.

Chattanooga, Tenn., is planning to erect an

additional building, four or five stories, and cost

ing from $30,000 to $40,000. Space for one of

the largest gymnasiums in the South and for a

large pool and baths, with from forty to fifty

rooms in dormitories, will be provided in this

proposed structure. In addition to this im

provement, a branch Association in South

Chattanooga will be in the near future ready

for occupation. A lot has been purchased for

the sum of $2,300, not more than one hundred

feet from the city park

At Bristol, Tenn., one of the most desirable

lots in the city has been purchased and plans for

a handsome house are in the hands of an archi

tect. The building will cost not less than

> $40,000 and several handsome donations have

k been made to the fund.

Probably the largest college Association

building in the country is soon to be erected on

the enlarged campus of the University of

Georgia. It is estimated that the first cost of

the building will be $75,000. This, however,

will not construct the building to its full di

mensions. At first only about two-thirds of

the total structure will be completed, making a

building approximately 100 x 175 feet This

will provide for a total of 760 students, but it

is believed that within ten years there will be

more than a thousand students at the Uni

versity of Georgia when the large extension

plans now under way for the institution are

carried into effect. The plans provide for an

additional extension in later years of 125 feet

to its length, making the complete structure

100x300 feet. The alumni society of the uni

versity donated to the building the alumni

fund of $40,000, and the State Executive Com

mittee are directing a canvass for $35,000 ad

ditional.

With the approval of the Studebaker Bros.

Manufacturing Company, a conference was

held recently at their office at South Bend,

to consider fully with the officers of the local

Association the third set of architect's sketches

for the splendid memorial building to be

erected by that company for the South Bend

Association. There were present, beside the

officers named and Mr. Stacy, A. H. Whit-

ford. W. M. Danner, George F. Coxhead and

Walter M. Wood. All are agreed that the

finest set of plans ever developed for an As

sociation building in a city of less than 100,-

000 are being perfected.

A committee of fifteen business men has

been appointed by the Burlington, Vt., Asso-

ciation, who will undertake to blot out the

$40,000 debt of that Association, with every

assurance of winning.

By the will of Robey Fletcher the Fitch-

burg Association receives a bequest of $2,700.

Mr. Fletcher was within six months of being

100 years old when he died. He has always

been deeply interested in the Association.

The building canvass as Hastings, Neb., is

moving forward, and $15,000 has been sub

scribed by less than 400 persons; $30,000 is

needed, but building will commence as soon as

$20,000 is secured. The largest subscription

was $1,500. Over 1,000 subscriptions are ex

pected. As the new building will occupy the

old site, the work will be closed during build

ing operations, except the Sunday meetings,

which will be held in churches.

Charleston, W. Va., will push its canvass

for $50,000 September 24 to October 1. There

are now five subscriptions of $5,000 each, be

sides many pledges of smaller amounts.

The building of the Parkersburg, W. Va..

Association will be opened with a week of

notable services October 1-7. Among the

speakers will be Bishop Cranston, Hon. H. G.

Davis, Hon. H. B. F. Macfarland, Hon. H. G.

Atchison, R. C. Morse, John R. Mott, W. H.

Morriss, and Charles and Frank Ober. The

building cost $80,000, and will be entirely paid

for. Parkersburg is one of the several new

cities in West Virginia which are beginning

Association work de novo in their own build

ings.

The dedication exercises of the new Sterling,

111., building are planned to begin October 4

and continue to and include Monday, October

9. W. A. Sunday is to make the dedicatory

address.

The Sioux City, la., Association building,

which cost $40,000, was sold a few years ago

under mortgage foreclosure to a medical col

lege for $33,000. This was a sad day for the As

sociation. The college was unable to retain the

building, and it was bought in at a sale by

Messrs. Manly and McCornack for $28,000.

They spent $18,500 on improvements and

rented the building to the Association for the

interest payments and agreed to sell the

property to it at cost, although they have been

offered twice the amount paid for it. The

auditorium has been turned into dormitories

which are occupied by sixty-eight men and

give a net income to the Association of $440

per month. The membership receipts are

$7,000 per year. Other additions, providing

bowling alleys, a dining-room and more lock

ers are to be made. The business center of the

city is changing and will soon include the lo

cation of this building.
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THE NEW SALT LAKE CITY ASSOCIATION BUILDING.

Salt Lake City, Utah, on the opening day

of its new building, which was one of the hot

test of the year, entertained over 1,600 guests.

The affair was so well adjusted that all the

guests who inspected the building from top

to bottom were conducted through without a

"jam" of any kind occurring, by the corps of

fifty men who acted as ushers, each of whom

carried a blue-print of the route to be taken,

thus avoiding any crossing or meeting. A

second opening inspection night will be held

in October. The building is fireproof

throughout, and while now but four stories,

the walls are built to sustain seven. There

are forty-four dormitories, bringing in a net

income of $3,500 per year. Already 600 mem

bers are enrolled, business men paying $25,

young men $12 and boys $6, the business men

by their fees making up for the deficiency

caused by the lower fee given to boys. The

cost of furnishing the building was $15,000.

Since the gymnasium opened, June 20, the

senior classes have averaged 59 in attendance

and the three boys' classes 30, 40 and 50 re

spectively. A camp of 107 boys was conducted

for two weeks, 47 coming from other groups

of boys in the city, the boys walking 25 miles.

The camp was "self-governing" and self-

serving, as the members did all the cooking.

Spokane, Wash., has decided to make its

building five stories high, which will give,

with basement, six working floors. There is

now pledged about $88,000. Ground will be

broken in October. The largest gift yet made

to the fund is a subscription of $7,500, made

by Mrs. Angelina F. Jenison, 85 years of age.

The Association is also to be made residuary

legatee of her estate.

The building

fund at Winona,

Minn., is now past

the $40,000 mark.

Washington, D.

C, will open its

new buildings for

work early in Oc

tober. The dedi

cation will come

two weeks after

the building is in

full running order.

The first meeting

in the building

will be a prayer-

meeting of the di

rectors and secre

taries, then the

contributors will be

invited. A series

of dinners will be

held, at which no

table speakers will be present, and later a great

mass-meeting will be held.

Hon. J. N. Vance has made a subscription

of $25,000 towards a fund for a new building

for Wheeling, W. Va. A canvass will be

entered upon this fall.

The new $50,000 building at Concord, N. H.,

will be dedicated September 25 to 28. It is to

be made a festal week. Committees have been

appointed for each day's celebration.

The Association building movements in Ken

tucky for this year on notable buildings opened

have been at Lexington, costing $55,000, at Rus

sell railroad department (addition) $1,500.

Buildings are in process of erection at Madi-

sonville, costing $22,000, Hopkinsville $20,000.

Canvasses are in progress at Georgetown for

$20,000, Danville $15,000, Versailles $15,000.

Greenville $8,000, Central City $5,000, Sturgis

$3,500, Lexington railroad department $8,000,

Ashland railroad department (addition) $6,000.

Canvasses projected are, Covington (addition

al) $75,000, Frankfort $35,000, Henderson

$35,000, Bowling Green $25,000, Middles-

borough $10,000, Somerset $10,000, Fulton

$7,500, Corbin railroad department (addi

tion) $3,500—a grand total of $390,000.

Lynchburg, Va., has $68,000 pledged for a new

building and will raise $75,000. Deferred pay

ments have been closed up in negotiable notes.

The building will cost $50,000. The Associa

tion has paid $5,000 on the lot, and will reserve

enough to pay interest and losses, and take

care of the work while deferred payments are

being paid by subscribers. Plans are made

to break ground September 1. In the mean

time all work is closed down and entire effort

is put on this canvass and plans.
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WATCHING THK

PROGRESS OF

OMAHA'S BIG

BUILDING

CAMPAIGN.

A huge clock ~y*

feet in diameter tvas

placed on the front or

the "New Building

Headquarters." Tnt

large hand always

showed the amount

raised. It was a great

attraction, the street

being packed at times

toward the close.

The amounts raised

daily in the closing

week were:

Monday $5,008

Tuesday 7,248

Wednesday . . . 6,018

Thursday 5,788

Friday 12,523

Saturday 13,20:1

By a mistake in the make-up of the last num

ber, the heading of the account of the splendid

success of the Omaha, Neb., Association, in

raising $103,000 for a new building was

omitted on page 526. This was one of the

most remarkable canvasses for an Association

building yet conducted. It stirred the entire

city and gained the services, as well as the

subscriptions, of the most conservative business

men. The interest extended out into the most

remote prairie towns of the State, so that

every young man coming to the city will be

aware of the coming building which will wel

come him in Omaha. Denver, Duluth and St.

Paul may begin and conduct campaigns similar

to this at the snme time and send daily tele

graphic reports of the progress back and forth.

On the last two days of the canvass at Omaha,

by a big "siren whistle," which blew every

time a thousand dollars of subscription was

completed, the town was kept agog over the

canvass. On the evening of the closing of the

campaign there was the wildest excitement at

the building, when usually grave and con

servative men yelled, sang and tossed secre

taries and directors in the air. There were

1.840 subscriptions made. Of these 362 were

for $5, 491 for $10, 14.r> for $20. 235 for $25,

142 for $50, 135 for $100, 25 for $200, 24

for $250, 22 for $500, 11 for $1,000, 1 for

$10,000 and the remaining 6 gifts exceeded

$1,000.

MEN WHO WORKED IN OMAHA'S SHARP CANVASS FOR $100,000.

For the whole thirty days members of the Board and others lunched together at the Commercial Club.

During the last ten days this was an important feature.



Educational Department Survey

One advance step educationally consists in

the systematic investigation and research now

planned for the coming year by the Associa-

of Educational Directors. The first topic

assigned in sections to five men concerns the

work among unemployed boys. The results

of this study and research are to be unified

and edited within the year, and thus make a

definite and valuable contribution to the litera

ture as well as the experience of the Associa

tion movement The research on this topic

will be followed by similar work in other sub

jects. The present thought is to accomplish

for Association educational interests what the

Brooklyn Study Club did for religious work

in 1903-4 and what Chicago did sociologically

in its study club in 1899.

Eight summer schools, enrolling over 400

boys from 10 to 15 years of age and running

from 8 to 1 o'clock five days in the week, have

been operated during July and August. The

expenses have been about $1,800 and the tuition

receipts over $2,300. Forty Associations can

easily plan for similar work next year if they

only appreciate the great benefit of such work

to boys, to the Associations, and to the city.

Five Associations—San Francisco, Chicago,

Detroit, Cincinnati and Twenty-third Street,

New York—have conducted regularly organ

ized day departments of work for men in com

mercial, industrial and technical lines the past

year; 654 men, each paying from $8 to $10

per month, availed themselves of the oppor

tunity. The total expenses of all these depart

ments were more than covered by the total

receipts for tuition. With such results, with

expenses cared for by the men themselves,

why do not many more Associations do like

wise?

Good supervision pays. Poor supervision is

worse than a deficit. Over $50,000 was spent

the past year for local educational supervision.

Has it paid financially? Let us see. Fifteen

years ago the amount paid for supervision was

$5,000, and the total tuition receipts were

$6,000, with cost of class work $30,000 ; that is,

the tuition fees alone were 20 per cent, of the

cost, and about the same as the supervision.

Five years ago the supervision was $18,000,

the cost $66,000 and the tuition fees $38,000.

That is, the receipts were 60 per cent, of the

cost of class work and twice the amount paid

for supervision. The past year the supervision

has been $51,000, the total cost of class work

$153,000 and the tuition fees $158.000. That

is, the fees are now 103 per cent, of the cost

and three times the supervision. From the re

sults shown, and from the opportunity for such

service, we believe there should be special

supervision secured for educational work in

every Association where a physical director

is now employed.

Note the very striking, practical poster is

sued by A. G. Bookwalter this year at 167 Tre-

mont street, Boston. It would be wise for each

Association to write him at once for a supply,

which he can furnish at prices much less than

a third of what such a poster or window-card

would cost a single Association.

It is now seen that successful educational

work means, 1, a study of the situation to dis

cover the needs, and especially the opportuni

ties to help men ; 2, wise supervision, particu

larly in the larger Associations, by a man who

can give his whole time to its promotion; 3.

the forming and carrying out of a definite

policy on a careful business basis, with efficient

and well-paid leaders and teachers, substantial

tuition fees, and the whole work united, per

meated with the spirit of Christ and pushed

aggressively to results ; 4, the larger the men

used, the wiser the policy, the larger the

amount of money necessary; but experience

shows that while these increase serially, the re

sults in men, financial receipts and character

increase in arithmetical ratio, and more than

cover expenses.

A young man, very stupid, awkward and un

educated, joined a mechanical drawing class

nine years ago. No one thought there was any

hope for him, yet because of the inspiration

and help then received, he roused himself, dis

covered himself, began to think and investi

gate. He worked in a boiler-room. The boiler

flues often filled with scale and mineral sub

stance and required some mechanism to clean

them out quickly and effectually. He applied

his training in drawing, and within two years

had invented and patented a device for clean

ing such tubes so practical and efficient that

he has made himsdf a rich man by their manu

facture and sale.

A boy of 19, with no education, entered

a railroad Association eight years ago and

began his studies commercially. After three

years he had so developed as to be able to

take a clerical position. He continued to use

his leisure time in the educational department,

and was soon called to be chief clerk of the

division superintendent. Now he holds the re

sponsible position of clerk to the president of

the road.

Six years ago a boy in the South was run

ning an elevator in a hotel. He came into the

Association and took business practice, ac-

countance and commercial law. To-day he is

the assistant cashier of the leading bank in his

city, receiving $1,500 salary.
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Mr. Edward Swaysland, the English expert

on schools for boot and shoe manufacture, has

come to America under the auspices of the

State Executive Committee of Massachusetts

and Rhode Island, to preach the gospel of

technical education for boot and shoe workers

in the great centers of this industry in Massa

chusetts. Arrangements have been made with

Associations for him to speak in the leading

shoe towns of the State. He will give practi

cal illustrations of the method of instruction

in the eight technical schools of which he is

director in Northamptonshire, England. The

State Committee is confident that there is a

large field for Associations located in shoe

towns in this department of educational work.

The Committee, in order to investigate the

work of such schools, sent its educational

secretary last spring to England and Germany.

Associations are now located in forty-nine

of the most important industrial centers of

Massachusetts and Rhode Island. Connected

with thirty-six of these are evening schools for

the industrial, technical and business training

of employed men. /Thirty-three of these are

city Associations, one railroad, and two

county.

Within the past few weeks fourteen Associa

tions have asked assistance from the State

Committee for help in wisely organizing fall

educational work.

E. N. Huntress, secretary of the Pittsfield

Association, and the educational secretary for

Massachusetts and Rhode Island, spent several

days together recently in making an investiga

tion of the eight woolen mills of that city,

which represent the largest industry in

Pittsfield. The Association is planning a

course in textile de

sign and mill calcu

lations, and a little

later in the winter an

automobile school

will be started.

Worcester is mak

ing plans for mate

rially enlarging its

educational work so

well begun last year.

During the past

winter, eighteen of

the thirty-six Asso

ciations of Massa

chusetts and Rhode

Island conducting

evening schools had

classes in First Aid

to the Injured. The

State Committee is

striving to lead every

Association in its ter

ritory to undertake

PEfiSONAL .

"INSTRUCTION
HOME.

THE

ASSOCU0101

VENING

SCHOOL

BETTER EDUCATION- 6BE*TiRSmu--*" INCREASED EAHNIHGPQV.TR

PRACTICAL SUBJECTS TAUGHT BY EXPERTS

A SCHOOL RUN FOR MEN AND NOT FOB MONEY

trn

ASSOCIATI

A NAT10«ALMOW>10«r»ll«JSr«WL-6U3«ESS[flUUnW»

EDUCATIONAL POSTER.

This poster can be had at cost, printed on strong

cover paper, for bulletins, at $4. DO per hundred; in

heavy six-ply board for window cards, at $7.00 pel

hundred; with special imprint, 75 cents extra per

hundred. Newspaper cuts, 75 cents, plus postage.

Send to A. G. Bookwalter, 167 Tremont street, Bos

ton, Mass.

cational feature the coming season. The

National First Aid Association is willing to

cooperate with Associations in organizing such.

FAMILY CAR

SIMPLICITY./

this important edu- DETROIT'S AUTOMOBILE CLASS.
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Educational Department Growth

While the Association membership as a

whole for the continent has grown but 2 per

cent, the past year, the educational work has

been developing faster. Note the increase :

(a) Lectures and talks, 32 per cent.

(b) Students in class work, 3 per cent.

(c) International examinations, 12 per cent.

(d) Libraries and clubs have decreased.

(e) Railroad educational work, as a whole,

4 per cent.

(f) Employed boys' educational work, 18 per

cent •

(g) The total expenses for all-round work,

9 per cent.

(h) The total receipts for the same, 16 per

cent, or 7 per cent, faster than the expenses.

(i) Cost of class work, 11 per cent.

(j) Tuition fees from students, 33 per cent,

or three times as fast as the cost.

(k) Special schools, as auto, civil service,

law, etc., 90 per cent.

(I) Educational supervision, 22 per cent.

Thus a normal aggressive educational work-

on a business basis is a first-class Association

investment.

The Association Supplemental Educa

tional Work

From a signed article by Walter M. Wood,

in the New Encyclopedia Americana, reprinted

by permission of the publishers, July, 1905.

Purposes

The educational purposes wrought out by

supplemental educational work may be indi

cated as follows :

First. Awakening one to the sense of his

intellectual needs and cultivating his apprecia

tion of intellectual living and culture.

Second. Enabling one to investigate his

special interests, discover his natural bent, and

measure his capacities.

Third. Providing facilities for making up de

linquencies in one's elementary education.

Fourth. Giving special fitting for improved

service or advancement in the line of one's

present employment

Fifth. Fitting one unfortunately placed,

through the educational occupation of his

leisure hours, for successful entrance into lines

of activity for which he is better adapted.

Sixth. Enabling one whose activities tend

to restrict or distort his intellectual life, to

regain or to maintain a good mental balance.

Seventh. Keeping intellectually awake one

now detached from liberal educational oppor

tunities to which he has been accustomed and

who tends consequently to lapse into mental

stupor and inactivity.

Eighth. Giving effectual encouragement and

guidance to one's individual or private reading

and study.

Ninth. Making practically useful the train

ing and culture of one liberally educated

through his rendering educational service to

those less privileged.

Tenth. Through the educational occupation

of leisure hours adding to one's mental equip

ment, perhaps already sufficient to meet the

demands of a workaday life, those culture

elements that broaden one's interests and sym

pathies beyond the limits of his own work.

Principles

Any supplemental educational movement

must incorporate as fundamental principles in

the conduct of its work, the following :

First. It must deal with two rather distinct

classes : a—Students proper, constituting the

small minority who seek with definite student

purpose, but under unusual conditions, a gen

eral education ; b—non-students, constituting

the large majority who seek by suggestion or

adapted instruction, educational help in the so

lution of some present problem or fitting for

some special service.

Second. The scheme of educational work

offered must make the various features elective

to a maximum degree.

Third. The work must be flexible enough in

adaptation to meet individual, special and even

transient needs and conditions, without un

necessarily violating popularly recognized edu

cational forms.

Fourth. The features must be presented in

small and varied units.

Fifth. The various units of work must be so

scheduled that sequential arrangement in

courses is possible when desired, and even en

couraged.

Sixth. All forms of work must glow with

the recreative element, both in subject matter

and treatment.

Seventh. In many of its rudimentary forms

the work must aim at suggestion and inspira

tion, rather than complete or thorough train

ing.

Eighth. The work must seek primarily the

increase of one's capacity to live efficiently

and largely, rather than the accumulation of

knowledge or the development of scholastic

ability.

Ninth. Much stress must be laid on teaching,

leading and cooperation in study as important

means of education to those rendering such

service.

Tenth. The work must have its own distinct

ideals, methods and estimates of value, basins

them upon the current conditions and individ

ual needs of the non-student class rather than

on regular school standards, applicable pri

marily to the student class.



From the Editor's Viewpoint

Not long ago we were in conversation with a

gentleman in another coun-

A Religion try who was in a position to

with Blood render large help to the As-

in It sociation. In the course of

his remarks he, nearly as we

can recall, delivered himself in these words.

The sentiment is worth passing along: "What

the Association needs in this country is young

blood and a robust manhood. The trouble in

many places is that when a young man is con

verted he becomes, not even an old man, but an

old woman. What we need is young men of

blood, brawn and business ability ; men who will

stand among their fellows as ideals in character

and business, and possess a Christianity that is

their own, rather than feeble imitations of

fanciful and pettifogging old saints who have

forgotten their young manhood, if they ever

had such. I believe in the attractiveness of per

fect manhood and Christianity, and it means

that, if I know genuine Christianity. This evil

echo of emasculated dreamers is disgusting to

a true man, and where it prevails drives men

away from an Association. The conversion of

young men ought to mean a reconstruction of

character, an infusion of courage, of conviction,

of cleanness and consecration, which epito

mize the commanding and attractive spirit,

character and manhood of Jesus Christ. I can

not believe that God means to emasculate a man

when he becomes a Christian."

Here are two methods of teaching a Bible

class which came under our

Teaching observation lately. One is

a Bible the old style, which many

Class earnest men are adhering to.

In this class the teacher

called for the rapid reading of some hundred

verses which, read by indifferent readers, who

had not grasped their thought, did not grip

anybody, and the teacher could give but a pass

ing word and say "we must hurry on." Some

texts and talks undoubtedly "stuck," but the

impression was not stinging clear or left any

more than that of formal prayers raced

through. Of quite a different character was

the class of Commissioner Macfarland, which

is attended each Sunday evening by 100 or

more men. The lesson was on The Man with

the Withered Hand. The Commissioner skil

fully put a few questions, which brought out

the condition of the man, the opposition of the

people, the heartless lack of interest, and got

the scene before the crowd. Then he drew the

picture of the man's inability to do of himself

what Christ told him to do, and showed sin's

grasp, and men understood. With a few well-

selected passages of Scripture—not more than

three or four—which he got the men to read

themselves, he clinched the thing. He did

not hurry in anything he said. In closing the

lesson, which was not more than twenty min

utes long, Mr. Macfarland told a story occu

pying perhaps three or four minutes, but

every man would remember it as long as he

lived and associate it with that lesson. Christ

taught by pictures, and every good teacher

must do the same. One picture well drawn,

an illustration that illustrates and is told well,

an application clear and courageously forced

so that it cannot be dodged, and the lesson

stays by the man, and that is the end to be

gained.

It is worth the life service of any man to

discover the way to the

Blocking Out shop and factory men

a City for through the noon Bible

Bible Evangelism class, and to demonstrate

the proposition so well that

everywhere such classes are doing good work-

in men's lives. Mr. Nash is Mazing a trail to

the men of a city with the same method and

message. He is covering Cleveland with home

Bible study groups centering as rapidly as

possible in every ten to fifteen square blocks

in the city. The method is simple, the cost is

nothing. Although some four thousand men

and boys are in their 100 weekly Bible classes

"the city is untouched." Men will not come to

the classes in the building in large numbers,

but will go to a class in a private residence

in their neighborhood, and when a neighbor

shows a neighborly insistence that they shall.

A layman is the teacher, and as many as can

be engaged work with him to canvass the

neighborhood the night before each meeting

and work with the churches in that district.

By a card-index system tab is kept on every

man. Members, former inquirers, and mem

bers of shop classes residing there are inter

ested. The teachers attend a normal training-

school and follow a uniform lesson in the

Life of Christ. The evangelistic purpose and

message is dominant. The result of the teach

ing is conversion, as in the shop classes, and

the converts remain under the influence of the

class and find their way to the church and

are engaged in a life service. These classes

for men only are infinitely better than the

cottage meetings for men, women and

children, which soon lose their grip on

men. The districts selected each have from

200 to 700 men in them, and any kind

of Bible class for any kind of men is feasible.

Strange that this simple plan of Bible evan

gelism by neighborly men has not been in
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operation for years. We have been frantically

advertising and storming the men on the

street, appealing to the churchmen from the

pulpit, and preparing elaborate musical pro

grams, while all that was necessary was to

put a man at work with his neighbor in his

own home, teaching the story of Christ's life

from his own Bible and out of his own heart.

The Year Book's best showing of progress

in the North American As-

Unprecedented sociations is in Bible study.

Increase in There is an increase in

Bible Classes Bible classes over last year

of 37 per cent., and of 35

per cent, in enrollment, with a total of 47,320,

and the percentage of conversions is as great.

This is the thing worth while, and tells the

story of emphasis placed in the proper spot.

No permanent religious influence is possible

without Bible study. There has been a better

growth, which figures cannot show, an ad

vance in the quality of the teaching, in the

quality of the service of the men taught, and,

therefore, in the character of the members.

There has been an advance in real Bible study

led by men who face the realities of life, be

lieve in the Book, and beget faith rather than-

suggest doubts. With the momentum attained

and the grip and grasp which the Associa

tions have gained, it should be possible to

maintain at least one Bible class to every

fifty members, with the secretary the leader of

leaders, the Bible held in its place as the Book

of books, taught as the revelation of God and

of Christ, and the teacher a burning evan

gelist to men. Bible study rally day, Septem

ber 24, ought to be a day of splendid inspira

tion and lead to larger things in the way of

Bible study for the whole town.

The Institute and Training School, when it

announced its summer term

The Summer at Lake Geneva, for the

Training Idea training of Association em-

Gains ployed officers in 1890, be

gan a system for the prepa

ration of trained men that is to take a large

part in supplying the demand. In the "Sum

mer Term" classes this year 120 men were en

rolled, including the training school students.

There were fifty men in the secretarial depart

ment and seventy in the physical. The work

of the institute in this line has not been fully

recognized. Its influence has been felt through

out the West. The Institute at Silver Bay,

which had twenty-eight students last year, has

»his year over one hundred men enrolled, sixty-

one of whom are taking the full course and

doing stiff work. Of last year's students

some are taking the second year course.

These summer training courses are bound

to grow in favor as they improve

in quality. A longer 'term (six or eight

weeks), and a course of well-selected reading

followed throughout the year under direction,

combined with practical experience in the as

sistant's position for three years, will prove

an acceptable course of training for the secre

taryship, provided that the man has the foun

dations of an education to build on. In this

live hundred men could be engaged instead of

the two hundred and forty now enrolled. The

physical training and instruction given is

toning up the men, who have not had the ad

vantage of a technical course.

Less than a year ago F. J. Michel, of Ken

tucky, sailed for India to

Association study the conditions of men

Engineering on the great railroad lines

in India of that country. The mis

sionaries and secretaries

urged his coming, and the railroad manage

ment was favorable. His report is before us.

It is a thorough study of the needs of the men

of the Indian railroads. Introduced by Charles

M. Hayes, president of the Grand Trunk Rail

road, and other officials, he met with a cordial

reception in London. He was given introduction

by Sir C. Rivers Wilson to Mr. F. R. Upcott,

C.S.I., government director of the Indian rail

ways, who has since become the chairman of the

Railway Committee of India, by whom, as well

as by other officials, he was introduced to the

agents in India, who gave him every facility

to study the field. He interviewed hundreds of

the employees in every rank and position, vis

ited them in their homes, and gained a first

hand knowledge of their condition and man

ner of life on and off duty. He found that

15,058 of the 221,8(56 employees were of Euro

pean blood, to whom it was suggested that the

department should first appeal. He found that

long residence in India eliminated push and

energy, that men needed personal encourage

ment and leadership to do anything involving

bodily fatigue, and that the conditions and en

vironment were inevitably degrading, so that

improvement, or even maintenance of charac

ter, was well-nigh impossible, or certainly im

probable. The Indian railways had established

mechanics' institutes with reading-rooms,

libraries, meeting-rooms and other means of

recreation. But the employees' life, even at

the large centers, often become unbearably

monotonous. Rectors, pastors and chaplains

declared that they would welcome any agency

that would bring in a helpful religious activity

among the men. In one center, where over two

hundred railway men were employed, only a

small section were known to attend religious

services, and immorality flourished. Mr.
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Michel advised that at a few railway centers

departments be organized. Progress now

awaits the action of the Home Board, in Lon

don, to whom this report has been forwarded.

It bore the unanimous and enthusiastic ap

proval of the agents and managers in India.

Agent J. Douglas, of the East India Railway,

wrote to Mr. Michel : "By the aid of a strong

and true sympathy you have correctly gauged

the needs of railway men and their families in

India." Mr. Michel's report is the most thor

ough and exhaustive study of conditions that

has come to our attention, and will, we hope,

lead to the establishment of railroad Associa

tions throughout the Far East.

"Uncle" Robert Weidensall, the veteran

originator of the county

Robert Weidensall and college departments and

to Make a pioneer in Association

World Tour fields, is to fulfil the dream

of his life, now that he sees

the county enterprise well launched, and visit

the Associations in other lands in a leisurely

way. He had planned to do this at his own

expense, but his friends thought this the op

portunity for a testimonial, so a purse was well

filled and presented him on his leaving last

month. For several years he has received but

a nominal salary, at his own request. His first

stopping-place will be Honolulu, then the

Philippines and Japan. It is needless to say

that he will be given a welcome second only

to what might be given to Sir George Will

iams. His counsel 'will be received with ap

preciation, and his discriminating observa

tions, which will appear in ASSOCIATION MEN,

will be read with interest, as everybody is his

friend.

Every business house must advertise. But

few, except those employing

Advertising experts, get half the value

a Practical from the space they pay for

Study at large cost. John Wana-

maker spends $1,000,000 a

year for advertising alone. This is the prob

lem of securing a market for the goods car

ried. It is the problem of the head of the

business, and it harasses him. He will pay

the men well who can exploit his goods and

business clearly, fairly, strikingly and attract

ively, and there is no straighter way to part

nership in the concern than through the ad

vertising department. The demand for the

"man who can do it" is not limited to the big

cities. Town merchants are much in need

of training in this now recognized "science of

publicity." The Association's classes are no

longer limited to supplemental training of boys

who have been turned out of school early to

earn their living. Advertising presents an open

field to the Association. Chicago Central is

announcing a course in Advertising and Com

mercial Art this year, with lectures and in

struction by the best advertising experts in the

business. The school has as an advisory com

mittee: Daniel M. Lord, retired member of the

firm of Lord & Thomas ; E. W. Houser, presi

dent Barnes-Crosby Co. ; A. H. McQuilkin,

editor the Inland Printer; Edward W. Hazen,

Western Manager Ladies' Home Journal and

Saturday Evening Post. Twenty-third Street

Branch, New York, offers a course of eighteen

lectures on advertising, by Frank L. Blanchard

and other specialists, and the West Side De

partment projects a course in Printing and

Publicity.

Some time ago Frank Crane, now of Wor

cester, talked about the ideal

" Strong in Plan, secretary. For his text he

Smooth in took the motto of a city :

Action " "Fortitcr in Re; Suaviter in

Modo." He spoke of the

man who could outline large projects, make

plans that required courage to carry through—

plan big enough and bold enough to meet evils

that were bad and bluff—plans worthy of a

man who saw years ahead, and dared to at

tack "the impossible," and then, with friction-

less energy, to carry out these plans, and keep

on until the great end was accomplished. He

described the ideal secretary as a man who

could command service without dictatorial as

sumption, for volunteers were not generaled

in that way, but by a quiet, masterful, per

suasive power that led men to do his will be

cause his will was fair and true, and his

projects nobly planned, unselfish and right. He

could carry forward large undertakings and

lead without jar or friction, or offensive, rough

shod methods or cheap bluster, but with quiet,

insistent firmness of purpose. The great As

sociation machine worked with oiled smooth

ness, every part moving with the massive pre

cision and swift stroke of a Corliss engine.

The man must be smooth to do this, and in

doing this he need not be "oily" or an under

handed schemer, or a cunning politician. Crafty

cunning brings no sure gains. Masterful lead

ership need not be big-voiced, antagonistic, net-

tleish or burly. There is a sweet reasonable

ness which is not pliant inanity. Anything

can be carried through that ought to be car

ried through, if it is right, and the right time,

way, and means for doing it are used. The man

of strong, smooth action does not do all his work

in torrent-rush. Force is not all chain-light

ning ; the glacier moves slowly, but is irresist

ible. Brave plans fail because the man has not

the discernment to apprehend the conditions

to be met and overcome, the persuasive leader

ship (o command new forces which must be
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enlisted and trained, and the skill to patiently

convince a public. To rush things is to an

tagonize. Impending barriers may be broken

down by force, and opposition crushed, but that

is not the way Christianity is doing business

with men. The bold, smooth leader will not

dodge a conflict, and he will not make a row.

His weapons arc right, reason, faith and

patience. ^j

No report which could be written for the

Edinburgh (Scotland) Association could have

more effect than this simple statement from

John MacNeill, the evangelist, who said : "The

Edinburgh Association was the cause of my

ministry."

Jt

The Board of Directors of the Institute and

Training School, of Chicago, have elected Mr.

Frank II. Burt as president of the school, to

succeed Mr. Hansel. Mr. Burt is a man of

thorough education, of many years of Asso

ciation experience, of high ideals for the train

ing of employed officers. He accepts the office

and duties with an enthusiasm which promises

an able administration.

Jt

San Francisco has adopted a new constitu

tion, which increases the age limit and puts the

voting age in the Association at 21, and in

creases the age limit in the boys' department

from 12 to 16. £

One of the worst forms of graft which have

been foisted by advertising men in the name

of the Association, is the illustrated souvenir.

This scheme was worked several years ago on

the Cleveland Association and lately on several

railroad departments. By it the agent gets

from 50 to 60 per cent, of the receipts of the

mulch from the merchants, the Association

gets a portion and loses standing, the vanity

of the members is cleverly played on, and they

pay for their pictures and the puff. The

Pennsylvania Railroad has issued an order

forbidding the use of its name in connection

with such a scheme.

Jl

As ASSOCIATION MEN goes to press the sad

news comes by telegram of the death of Les

ter McLean, Jr., at Colorado Springs, August

22, after a severe illness of typhoid fever. Mr.

McLean graduated from Chicago Theological

Seminary in 1004 with high honors, having re

ceived the traveling fellowship of the seminary.

After graduation he rendered exceptionally

effective service as associate Bible study sec

retary of the Student Department, working

particularly in the West and South. On Feb

ruary 1 Mr. McLean became general secre

tary at Colorado Springs. Difficulties in the

way of his fulfilling his purpose to give his life

to foreign missionary service were removed

during the late spring, and he was under ap

pointment to serve the Foreign Department

as Bible study secretary for Japan, a work for

which he was peculiarly fitted. He was plan

ning to sail for Japan the latter part of Sep

tember. The Japanese movement, as well as

the whole Association cause, suffers a serious

loss in the death of Mr. McLean.

J*

However honest a man may be in reporting

the number of conversions through the Asso

ciation's influence, the figures cannot be sworn

to. Still this report is most indicative. It is

pitiable to see from Associations with ' 300 or

1,000 members a report of three, five or ten

conversions in a year. But a further scrutiny of

these figures may reveal the fact that not even

one of these men were members. If the in

fluence of the Association does not lead mem

bers to avow the Christian life and ,<eck con

nection with the Church of Christ and to

undertake His work, it is time for a protracted

meeting with the force. No employee, be he

the most humble assistant, but should show in

the course of a year at least a dozen men led

into Christian life by his personal efforts.

The Bible class is a fallacy if it does not result

in leading at least that number to faith and

service. A man may busy about things and

entirely overlook the one thing for which he

is called into the service.

Jl

The editor of the New World, a Roman

Catholic organ of Chicago, has been greatly

disturbed by our accounts of noon-day meet

ings in shops and factories. He calls this "rank

proselyting," and declares that "religion is

thrust down the throats of men during their

rest hour, willy-nilly." Of an entirely different

spirit is the editor of Men and Women, also a

Roman Catholic paper, who rebukes certain

editors of Catholic publications to whom the

Association is an offense. He writes :

"They have set an example which our co-religionists

would do well to imitate. Now, when any intelligent

men among us—those professing to be Christians, set

about to belittle the good work that is being done by

the Young Men's Christian Association, for no logical

reason that I can see—I suspect a knavish bigotry and

3 slumbering soul, and it behooves us to remind mor

tals thus afflicted to keep their cavernous mouths closed

lest they fill the air with pestilence. If the Young

Men's Christian Association is indeed an institution

to which an ambitious Catholic young man cannot go

in quest of further education, then let us ask thest

professional faultfinders what have they to offer in :ts

stead? In plain language, what are Catholics doine

for their young men?"

The Young Men's Christian Association has

no thought of proselyting from the Catholic

Church. Many Associations have more

Roman Catholic members than of any other

denomination, and many certainly have be

come better men and better churchmen on

account of their connection with it.



How to Gain an Efficient Volunteer Force

Committeemen and Directors Must Be Informed on Theory and Practice

The motive power of a successful Associa

tion lies in its volunteer force of workers. Un

less these men are in vital touch with Associa

tion work at large they cannot be thoroughly

efficient. To limit them to a knowledge of

local conditions with no more material to solve

problems than local precedent or horse sense

is to fence in their every possibility.

Ignorance a Crime

Major Halford once said :

" Ignorance Is neither a misfortune nor a

vice, it is a crime."

Is ignorance of Association theory and prac

tice a crime committed by your committeemer.

and directors? Who is responsible for its

existence?

The Major also said:

'•The man who essays to come into help,

ful contact with the real life of other men

is under imperative Impulsion to equip

himself for that duty and privilege in the

most thorough and practical manner."

You as a general secretary must secure in

your colaborers intelligent service. How can

you expect it unless they read Association

literature—unless they study ASSOCIATION MEN

every month, not merely look at the pictures?

How many of your men take the magazine

regularly and individually ? You might be sur

prised if you knew how few. And yet you de

plore lack of progress—lack of real activity in

all departments. We do not mean to say that

ASSOCIATION MEN is the only source of infor

mation and inspiration, but we do say it is one

source and an indispensable one. We say it be

cause successful secretaries tell us so.

Responsibility Demands Intelligence

Another quotation from Major Ilalford may

not be amiss, for modesty forbids our saying

all we would on this delicate subject:

"It is beyond understanding how any man of

intelligence and conscience can consent to

hold a responsible position without putting

himself in touch with existing agencies that

will enable him to do his work in the best

attainable way. Take the work of the Young

Men's Christian Association: It is bad

enough for any active member to fail to

aquaint himself with Association history, de

velopment and methods, which he can readily

do by reading the literature easily to be had.

But what shall be said of the man who as

sumes the responsibility of membership on a

committee or a board of directors, or possibly

of a secretary, who systematically and persist

ently neglects to read Association literature,

or even keep up with the progress and de

velopment of Association work, as he can do

by a monthly reading of ASSOCIATION MEN?

A Credit to the Association

" If only a considerable majority of

Association members would regularly and

carefully read Association Men, no reason

able limit could be set to the advance in the

quality and quantity of the work done.

The magazine is a credit to the Association

in all respects -in news, in suggestion, in

record of current progress, in exposition of

Improved methods that are being tried and

developed, and in all features that go to

make up a live, practical, intelligent, sane

and worthy periodical for the propagation

of Association ideas and the extension and

intension of Association work. To read it

will make an Association man intelligent,

conversant and sympathetic with the

world-wide mission of the Association,

alert, ready for service; not to read it will

seriously cripple his usefulness, and de

prive him of zest and enjoyment in the

work because he is but nominally enlisted

and engaged."

Pretty big talk, but it looks like good logic,

doesn't it? Will you, Mr. Secretary, give this

matter serious thought? Will you give ASSO

CIATION MEN a real part in your fall campaign ?

Friends and Money

Every interested reader you secure makes

one new friend for your work and in many

cases means money in your treasury. It is

easier to secure a man's subscription if he

knows that the organization seeking it is

capable of d°iug large things with the money.

ASSOCIATION MEN will convince him of this.

Economics

Here is a little problem in mathematics which

each secretary can solve for himself. The

Major says:

"Twelvemonths' reading of Association

M»u by two hundred or more wisely selected

citizens of a town would be worth more in

securing even financial results, than the

personal service of an assistant secretary

for the same length of time."

Do you believe this? Have you tried it?

Will you try it? Two hundred annual sub

scriptions would cost $100. An assistant sec

retary would cost at least $600.

It's action we are seeking, not theory. We

covet the opportunity of a greater share in

the success of the work in every city and town

this year. FROM THE MANAGER'S DESK.



County Work Department

Twelve hundred people from twenty-one

points in Ohio County, Ky., were brought in

touch with Association work by an all-day

Sunday open-air rally. Musical features were

introduced. At Hartford the social event of

the season was a "Trip Around the World,"

conducted by the Association. Eight members

held meetings at four points on a recent Sun

day. The party included the county judge and

prominent business and professional men.

Camp Manuel, Silver Lake, Franklin County,

Vt., sheltered twenty-seven boys from the

county for ten days in July. Montpelier and

St. Johnsbury also sent groups of boys. Chair

man Manuel, of the county committee, tendered

the use of his launch. A feature was made of

Bible study and camp-fire services. Ten de

cisions for Christ were secured. Sheldon

maintained a strong Bible class the past sea

son, which met from 9 to 10 o'clock, after

prayer-meeting. This winter the business men

will close their stores a second night in the

week to accommodate the Association work.

Sunset services in the public park are a sum

mer feature at Swanton. Out-of-town men

are used as speakers.

Twenty-six athletes competed in a local meet

at Topsfield, Essex County, Mass. The events

were: 40-yard dash, shot-put, running broad

and running high jump, half-mile run, potato

race and sack race. There was also a ball

game. The old Association at Nahant has

been revived under county work supervision.

Fifteen men are in Bible study and regular

men's meetings and prac

tical talks are held. Four

boys from different boys'

departments attended the

State boys' camp at

Friendship, Me.

Twenty Oneida

County, N. Y., boys rep

resenting three Associa

tions were in camp at

Otsego Lake, July 11 and

21. A tent ful of boys

from the Utica Associa

tion participated. Super

vision has recently been

extended to Associations

at these new points : Ca

nada, Boonville and Clin

ton. Holland Patent will

be organized in the

fall.

Successful local ath

letic meets have recently

been held at Miamis-

burg and Brookville,

Montgomery County,

Ala. A full program of

events, including a baseball game, was run off

at each place, and large numbers of contest

ants entered. A fine athletic field at Brook

ville includes baseball diamond, tennis courts,

running track, bleachers and a grand-stand.

It is Association property. This Association

maintains a finely uniformed and equipped

baseball team.

Bible study as a specialty is the watchword

in Lenawee County, Mich., for this season.

Secretary Rowe enrolled 250 last year, with a

regular attendance of 200. He will work for

400 regular attendants this season. Twenty-

three passed international examinations the

last year, and the goal is one hundred for the

year to come. Work will be conducted at ten

points.

Norfolk County, Mass., athletes, will hold a

big meet at Highlandville in September. A

wealthy resident has fitted up a fine athletic

field at an expense of about $1,000. It contains

one of the best cricket grounds in the State.

Twenty-two men, representing ten States,

were enrolled in the county work institute at

Silver Bay in August. Three weeks' instruc

tion was given. Among the men present were.

State county work secretaries Vance, of Vir

ginia, West, of Ohio, Hantrr, of Iowa, Roberts,

of Massachusetts, Hill, of New York, and Mc-

Rae, of New Jersey.

County Secretary Miller, of Delaware

County, N. Y., is conducting a special cam

paign to ascertain the men who are leaving- his

field to enter college in the fall.

THE WINNERS OF THE DAN MAcDONALD TROPHY CUP FOK

PROFICIENCY IN BIBLE STUDY, TECUMSEH,

LENAWEE COUNTY, MICH.
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The boys' Bible class at Jefferson, Green

County, la., closed its season with a banquet.

Twenty-three were present, including members

of the local board of directors. These boys

were included in the post-prandial exercises.

A rearrangement insures the continuance of

the class for the summer. The Bible classes

at Grand Junction united in a banquet to close

the work. Eighty-five were present. Tener,

of Ames College, was the guest.

Ford County, III., boys camped from August

25 to September 2 at Waldron, near the junc

tion of the Kankakee and Iroquois Rivers.

At the Lake Geneva Stu

dent Conference in June,

one of the morning topics

presented was Needs and

Opportunities for Christian

Service in Rural Communi

ties. Over two hundred col

lege men were present. The

speaker asked three questions

—(1) How many have spent

all or a part of the first

fifteen years of their lives in

a town of less than 4,000

population or on the farm?

Only six men had not. (2)

How many have spent all or

part of the first fifteen years

of their lives in a town of

less than 1,000 population or

on the farm? Seventy-five

per cent. had. (3) How

many have entered college

directly from the farm?

Over 50 per cent., represent

ing the universities and col

leges of the Middle West,

were farmer boys.

Down in West Virginia,

between two high moun

tain ranges, is a village

which is now sending its

boys to college. Some few years before

the tide set collegeward a raw youth got

the idea that he needed an education, and

turned toward an Ohio college and wrote its

president. A letter soon came to him from an

upper class man offering to find him a room,

get him a position to earn his way, and to meet

him at the station and show him the ins and

outs of the college. He wondered how he

was recognized so quickly by that junior as he

stepped from the train. He learned afterwards

to spot the freshman from the mountains. It

was an easy step through the meeting and

friendly interest in this country boy to the

fellowship of Christian men, to the Bible class,

to the church and into a constantly broadening

life of Christian culture. That man was pres

ident of the College Association for two years

and was skilled in securing men for Christ.

Later he became an efficient State county sec

retary to organize Christian forces in country

towns and villages.

A County Possum Hunt

A Kentucky county secretary, hearing that

there was a sorghum molasses boiling in the

neighborhood, where his weekly Bible-class was

to be held, asked the farmers to invite all the

young men of the neighborhood to come to

the boiling, which he did. The secretary met

the fellows there and proposed that after the

COUNTY SECRETARIES' TRAINING CONFERENCE AT SILVER BAY.

fires were drawn, they have a "possum" hunt,

to which all agreed. So as soon as the sap was

boiled, which was about 8 o'clock, he got the

boys to meet around the fire and sing and

join in a service, which they did with hearti

ness. Then he said : "It's getting late, boys ;

shall we go hunting?" One of the men said:

"I don't care whether we do or not; this is

the best thing I ever struck in my life." How

ever, they went "possum" hunting and after

tramping around for a couple of hours dis

covered that their dog had deserted them and

gone homeward.

A couple of weeks later the secretary went

out to this same community to attend the meet

ing of the debating club; as they had no subject

selected for the evening, the secretary pro

posed they have a mock trial, to which they
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all agreed. One of the boys who had caught

cold at the possum hunt had the owner of the

dog arrested and he was tried and found guilty.

An old man who happened to be present acted

as judge. The young men took part as officers,

attorneys and witnesses. It was an evening

profitably spent.

In another part of the same county the

writer was talking to a young man about the

county work, when he said : "I was one of the

toughest young men in this community ;

through the influence of the Association I be

came converted, joined the church, teach a

Sabbath-school class and take part in young

people's meetings." This young man is one of

the teachers in the Association Bible class.

J. E. COULTER.

Notes on Boiks

In addition to his varied duties as the execu

tive of the Brooklyn Association work, Mr. See

has rendered the Bible study interests of the

Associations an invaluable service in the prepa

ration of his book on teacher training. He

has treated the whole subject pedagogically,

scientifically and at the same time practically.

In the first part he deals with the character of

the teacher and the qualities of mind and heart

of teacher and student which must be consid

ered in all successful teaching. Part II

abounds in practical suggestions as to the con

duct of the class, the method of enforcing the

lessons to be drawn from the material, not

omitting possible errors which a teacher may

unconsciously make. It will have a wide use

not only as a text-book for classes, but as an

indispensable book of reference for teachers of

classes not only in Associations, but in churches

and other organizations.

Talks to Men, by R. A. Torrey, is a timely

volume. Its sub-title indicates the nature of

the contents—"Talks to Men : About the Bible

and the Christ of the Bible." They are full of

vigor, earnestness and frankness. Some sen

tences will probably r've offense to critics of

the advanced school—in fact, they were criti

cized at the time of their delivery both in Aus

tralia and England. But in these days of re

ligious restlessness, of earnest inquiry, of fresh

interest in the Bible, it is stimulating to read

messages with burning convictions behind

every sentence. Dr. Torrey arrays some of the

old and some new reasons why he believes the

Bible to be the Word of God. His many-sided

argument for the resurrection of Christ is

strong. The tone of the book, as a whole, is

exhilarating. It carries the atmosphere of the

great audiences of men to whom the talks were

given. Many who will disagree with Dr. Tor-

rey's views will be helped by the enthusiasm

of his presentation. To many men who have

no interest in questions of criticism it will come

as a stimulus to faith in "the Christ of the

Bible." (Fleming H. Revell Company.)

Norman Duncan has given us a view of a

rugged people, a rugged country and a rugged

man who has a heart that is big, a mind that

is clear and a purpose that is noble and not

afraid of anything in Dr. Grenfell's Parish.

(Revell.) This is the Black Rock of the Lab

rador coast. The story of a doctor's work that

is grimly, gloriously and sypathetically done for

a people who are unique as they are enter-

esting. Here is a book which will appeal to a

man who knows a man when he sees him. Dr.

Grenfell has all those qualities. His work on

the Labrador coast among the sick is that of a

man of nerve and heart.

Robert Speer knows the measure of a manly

man. He can tell, too, the straight story of

a straight life. He searched the century for

choice spirits and chose fifteen of the best

and manliest men who lived and served and

has epitomized their life stories in Young Men

Who Overcome. (Revell. $1.) Among the

number were our Hugh Beaver, Horace Rose.

William E. Dodge and Horace Pitkin. The

hook might not be a bad study for a training

class.

Unlike most writers of fiction of this gen

eration, Alice Hegan Rice loses none of her

charm of diction as she adds to the number of

her works. Sandy, an Irish stowaway, a love-

able, true chaacteer, furnishes the subject and

the name of her latest. The book is drawn

from the author's great fund of knowledge

of real life. Readers of Mrs. Wiggs and

Lovey Mary cannot fail to enjoy Sandy. (The

Century Company, $1.)

If Robert Hickens does nothing else in his

Garden of Allah, he gives the reader a com

prehensive visicn of the Desert of Sahara, its

barbarisms, its wastes, its loneliness. The

bock is powerfully written and carries a moral

in its portrayal of human weaknesses. (Fred-

crick A. Stokes Company, $1.50.)

Four short stories of more than ordinary

merit comprise the volume Fond Adventures,

by the pen of Maurice Hewlett and from the

press of Harper & Bros. A refreshing book

wherever you vacate. ($1.50.)

Two very tasty little books come from the

Robbs-Mcrrill Company, Indianapolis, both of

them by Harold MacGrath. whose Man on the

Box has had such a tremendous sale. The

Princess Elopes is bright from cover to cover,

cleverly conceived and portrayed. Enchant

ment is a series of quaint stories that keep the

reader guessing until the end. (Price, $1.00

each.)

In Bucking the Sagebrush, Charles J. Steed-

man has given us a careful and accurate idea

of life in the Northwest, and some very inter

esting information regarding the Mormon peo

ples as they were in the 70's. (Putnam's Sons.

$1.50 net.)



Men of the American Army and Navy

The Association at the Naval Academy

Uncle Sam is putting $17,000,000 into new

buildings at the Naval Academy at Annapolis.

As these buildings take shape one is lost in

wonder at the extent and perfection of it all.

Permanence, solidity, and architectural beauty

characterize every part of the great plan. The

Washington Monument, towering 550 feet

high, could be laid down in the armory and

drill room, and this is only one, and not by

any means the largest, of the great buildings.

1 hat the need of new buildings was impera

tive, one has but to look at the old frame

structures which for so many years have done

duty and are now ready to give place to their

handsome successors.

The dormitory buildings when completed will

accommodate 1,000 cadets. One wing of the

new building is already occupied by the Second

Battalion, numbering 400 cadets, and the other

wing will soon be ready for occupancy. What

superb buildings they are, and with what pride

the average American will point to this mag

nificent equipment for the training of our fu

ture naval heroes !

What of the Association at the Academy?

Well, it is a live institution ! I had the privi

lege of spending a Sunday with the "Boys" re

cently and found about 150 in attendance at the

Sunday night Association service, and a fine

body of men they are. The importance of this

can hardly be overestimated, and the best the

Association has to give ought to be freely ex

tended to the cadets. We are apt to class them

with other colleges and to think of them as

ordinary students, but such is far from the

true conception. These young fellows, who

are the pick of the nation's best, differ from the

average college students in that when they

enter the Academy they are cut off absolutely

from home and all that it means. No vaca

tions for them, no home-going for the holidays,

no leave of absence. The Academy is their

home, and whatever influence for good will in

spire their lives must come from themselves

and their occasional visitors. Under these cir

cumstances the Association ought to occupy a

large place in the life of the Academy. There

are few places where such far-reaching influ

ences for good can be projected. The officers

of the Association at the Academy are full of

enthusiasm and earnestness, splendid types of

healthy Christian young men. Several Bible

classes are conducted, and every Sunday some

speaker from outside is invited to address the

students. The welfare and usefulness of the

Association here is a charge to the whole

brotherhood and no call for help should go un

heeded. Seventeen millions in buildings freely

expended by the nation is, after all, not the dis

charge of our greatest obligation to these splen

did fellows; we are debtors to help in their

aspiration for the highest manhood.

Baltimore. W. H. MORRISS.

Noted in Brief

The visiting sailors of the navy at Port

land, Me., took full advantage of the kind

ness of the Association in keeping open house

for them during their stay in port. The sailors

had been invited to make full use of the baths,

swimming lank, gymnasium and reading and

writing rooms, and the building has been fairly

thronged. Between four and five hundred men

have called there each day. The Associa

tion undertook to furnish lodgings to all mem

bers of the fleet who should happen to be

ashore during the night. The first time this

was tried bunks were placed in the Auditorium

and coffee was served in the morning. This

time the bunks were placed in the Association

building and the breakfast part of the program

omitted. The Association entertained an aver

age of 100 a night.

The rooms of the Ft. Hamilton branch were

painted by the Bible-class club, who volun

teered their services.

For a Soldiers' Association, at Ulm, Ger

many, the town authorities have promised 2,000

marks per year for ten years and loaned 42,000

marks on second mortgage at an unusually

low rate of interest.

Another ex-member of the Fort Schuyler

Department, who was converted in the work

there, said : "The other day a number of us

who were working together on a new building

were eating lunch, and one very fresh fellow

started in to make fun of religion. I just

sailed into him and told him what I thought

of a man of his stripe. He admitted that I

was right, and said mine was a good way to

live. The other fellows listened and said that

I was right. There was another Christian

present who lined up with me. I tell you I

felt good when I had done my duty toward

Christ."

A gentleman has provided a set of orchestral

instruments for use in Castle Williams, where

348 military prisoners are confined. His gift

will go far to help these men to break from

the dull, depressing, immoral and vicious at

mosphere which clouds a man in prison, and

give them hope, which means health of body,

mind and soul.

The St. Joseph Association and the Missouri

State Committee cooperated in a work with

the Missouri National Guard at Lake Con

trary, near St. Joseph, July 9-16. F. M. Brock-

man was in charge.



The Railroad Department

Looking Toward Detroit

The Railroad Conference at Clifton Forge

in 1895 was attended by 469 delegates; at

Philadelphia in 1900 by 1,170, and at Topeka

in 1903 by 1,476. This year the number may

easily be estimated at 1,800 men from Canada,

the United States and Mexico, as the program

is such as will attract a full delegation from

all sections. As is the custom, the delegates

will be enabled to attend the conference with

out expense for transportation through the

courtesy of the railroad companies. Secre

taries of railroad associations will furnish all

details necessary concerning the delegations.

The conference is self-entertaining; a list of

hotels and boarding-houses will be furnished

by the Detroit Association.

The conference will open on Thursday,

September 28, at 3 p. M., and close Sunday

evening, October 1. Every delegate is ex

pected to be present at the opening session

and remain through to the final meeting.

The music will be a feature in the

hands of the veteran leader, C. B. Willis. It is

expected to have the life and swing and spirit

to it as in the Welsh revival meetings. Sev

eral of the best railroad quartettes and glee

clubs are to be present.

Over two hundred men who have been

active and successful in leading shop meet

ings will speak in the shops and factories

about Detroit at noon on Friday. On Sun

day nearly one hundred railroad men will oc

cupy the pulpits of Detroit, and in the after

noon the greatest railroad men's meeting is

anticipated at the Light Guard Armory that

has ever been held under the leadership of

Mr. Fred B. Smith. The Armory seats 5,000

people.

While it will not be possible to secure the

attendance of President Roosevelt, who was

at the Topeka conference, the Cabinet is ex

pected to be represented. Among, the list of

speakers are Hon. H. B. F. Macfarland, Com

missioner of Washington; Rev. John Potts,

D.D., of Toronto; Rev. Allan A. Stockdale,

of Boston; Rev. George W. Truitt, of Dallas,

Texas; Robert E. Speer, John R. Mott, Ed

mund W. Booth and E. T. Colton. The chair

man of the International Railroad Committee,

Hon. John A. McCook, will preside.

Friday will be railroad night, when officers

high in the railroad service will be present.

Among these are George W. Stevens, presi

dent of the Chesapeake and Ohio; W. A.

Garrett, general manager of the Queen and

Crescent, and it is expected that Charles M.

Hayes, second vice-president and general

manager of the Grand Trunk will also be in

attendance. Detroit will undertake to enter-

tan the delegates royally on Saturday after

noon. Big steamers have been chartered so

that the delegates may have the pleasure of a

sail on the lake. A reception will be extended

to them by the ladies of the city. It is hoped

that Miss Helen M. Gould's health will permit

her being present at the conference.

What a Conference Did for a Man

One member is now assistant secretary as

a result of attending a State convention. One

engineer who attended a recent conference on

Religious Work has joined the church as a

direct result The chairman of our most

active religious committee got his inspiration

at a railroad conference on religious work in

New York City.

At this same conference one of our present

active workers was converted. A new member

got his first wide view of the value of Bible

study from an address by Speer at the Lan

caster State convention. He is now a leader

and influential. One of our employed officers

•went to Eagles Mere Conference this season

and was greatly strengthened in his faith in

the Bible.

The Topeka Railroad Conference so im

pressed one of our delegates with the greatness,

scope and value of Association work that he

has since become our religious work director.

The two features of the conference which ap

pealed to him were the testimonies of the men

as to the influence of the Association upon

their own individual lives and the fact that the

leaders and employers of men testified to the

importance of the Association work from their

official point of view.

As a rule, the men who go to these con

ferences can be used more, and do more in

telligent work. CHAS. R. TOWSON.

Philadelphia.

The conference did a great deal for .

It showed him his weak points and how to

strengthen them. It gave him higher ideals

of Association work and told him how to at

tain them. It showed him that the church and

the Association should work in conjunction

with each other for the one great purpose of

glorifying God in the salvation of men.

CLINTON COOK.

The Hoboken department was burned out

August 7, when the D. L. & W. depot,

in which the rooms were located, was de

stroyed. Several members were asleep there

and barely escaped.
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The Value of the Railroad Conference

These are days when every stated Associa

tion gathering should be made to prove its

right to existence. The organization stands in

danger of just criticism because of the multi

plicity of its conferences and conventions. The

value of time is such that

there can be no justifiable

excuse for calling dele

gates together unless the

occasion makes it worth

while. Organizations that

exist purely for the social

pleasure of their mem

bers may hold picnics

and excursions under the

guise of "conventions."

but the Young Men's

Christian Association has

no business asking for

the time of its members

and secretaries unless

their coming together is

to mark some onward

step in the march of

progress.

The conference of the

railroad Associations

which are held period

ically at the call of the

International Committee, are in many respects

unique. 'I hey are in no wise official or legis

lative, but are held solely with a view to in

creasing the growth and efficiency of the work

among railroad men. The plans of procedure

in past conferences, as well as that proposed

for the one soon to be held at Detroit, have

recognized certain ends to be accomplished,

and have provided for them along the follow

ing lines :

1. Inspirational —The awakening of en

thusiasm and stimulation to greater achieve

ment have always occupied a large place on

these programs. The conference attend

ance is usually so large as to preclude any

analytical study of the movement such as

might be carried on by a smaller and more

expert body. In fact, the term "conference"

no longer applies in the strictest sense to this

gathering. It is more like a great mass-meet

ing, addressed by speakers who have caught

the infectious enthusiasm of the occasion, and

who are able to enlarge upon it and give it

back to their audience tenfold. There is in

spiration in the very atmosphere of this as

sembly; inspiration in the great chorus sing

ing; inspiration in the common impulse and

the uplifting fellowship. Out of this at

mosphere Association workers have more than

once returned to their homes to make history

that lias transformed conditions in the home

fields.

2. Expositive —If the great industries of

the country have a right to expose their fin

ished product to public view on occasions,

surely the Association will not be denied the

same right. The conference affords such an

opportunity. Railroad officials from this and

DEPARTMENT BUILDING, WEST DETROIT.

other lands come from far to study this great

movement in its effect on railroad men. It is

the time and place for the organization to

show its wares. This is done without any

flourish of trumpets or braggadocio ; in

short, it is done legitimately, and in a way

that is entirely compatible with the dignity of

the Association. The result in past years has

been tremendously convincing to men who are

only convinced by facts.

3. Educational —It would not be surprising

if in a movement that has grown as fast as

the work among railroad men, there should

he need of some intensive work in the ranks.

The men need larger visions of the true Asso

ciation scope and motive, and the conference

supplies the need. Not infrequently men

whose horizon has been bounded by the work

they have seen at home, have returned from

the conference flushed with new impulses, and

ready for larger service, because they had

comprehended for the first time the great

possibilities of the movement. The wide

awake railroad departments may be depended

upon to select their delegates from among;

the key men, who are capable of diagnosing

the true meaning of the occasion, and bring

ing it home with them in the form of vision

and service.

At the approaching conference much time

and thought will be given to the expositive

phase of the work. Not only will the delegate
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body constitute a telling object lesson, but ad

dresses, illustrated with the stereopticon, will

be given, and meetings will be held in the great

shops of Detroit showing the Association in

action, which is its strongest and fairest testi

monial. The conference, like all human en

deavors, will probably be within the range of

criticism, but, if past history is any criterion,

it will be well worth while, and will mark

another epoch of growth in the most suc

cessful religious and philanthropic effort in

vogue among workingmen.

W. A. ADAIR.

Reported Along1 the Lines

Scranton, Pa., is just completing improve

ments costing $1,200. These include the latest

type of Brunswick quick-game bowling alleys,

an additional pool table, new furniture for

social room, addition to barber shop, and alter

ations in restaurant. The department plans

the most adequate season's work it has yet

attempted, in all lines. All the features of

last year will be in operation again, besides a

course of illustrated travel talks, three weekly

shop meetings, a reading club, educational

shop work, and a correspondence course in

Bible study.

Richmond, Va., had 3,000 people at a lawn

service on a recent Sunday afternoon. A big

tent meeting was conducted at night as an old-

fashioned camp-meeting, and fifteen men be

came Christians. S. L. Thomas spoke on

Wireless Telegraphy (prayer). The tent has

been in use for six weeks. One or two more

park services will be held on Sunday after

noons.

The Indianapolis Railroad department has

received $1,000 from W. K. Vanderbilt to

ward the cost of the model circulating library

to be installed in the new Association building

at Brightwood, a suburb of Indianapolis, for

the use of this department and of the others on

the Big Four system.

In less than one year's time, the Pine Bluff

Association has forged forward to fourth place

in the membership standings of railroad Asso

ciations. The record stands : Philadelphia. 2,285;

New York, 2,044; Scranton, 1,964; Pine Bluff.

1,376; Topeka, 1,374; Denison, 1,213; Reading,

1,141; Texarkana, 1,081; Palestine, Tex., 1,002.

The Palestine, Tex., Association contest,

which has been going on the past six weeks

for 1,000 members, closed Saturday night,

August 5. In the morning 109 members were

needed. At 6 o'clock the membership clubs

were still forty short. Some of the leading

citizens were put in harness and at 11 P. M.

the membership stood 1,002, or two more than

required to secure the $600 offered by a friend.

Tt is desired to add a natatorium. applying the

$000 donated toward this purpose.

Tom Keenan, the veteran engineer of the

Lackawanna road, has recently concluded an

extensive tour of the railroad Associations,

under the direction of the International Com

mittee, speaking in each place at special meet

ings for railroad men and at shop meetings.

Hundreds of men were led to an open con

fession of faith in Christ during the nine

months in which Tom was engaged in this

special work. He will be available for similar

meetings during the fall and winter. Associa

tions desiring his services should communicate

at once with Neason Jones, secretary of the

Pennsylvania Railroad Department, Jersey

City, who has charge of all of his engage

ments.

Temple, Tex., Association is now fully out

of debt, and money is pledged for refitting and

repairing the building. The dormitories are

to be refurnished by the Women's Auxiliary-

Two Harbors, Minn., membership March 15

was 200. August 15 it was 705. This gain of

101 for five months was not made by a contest,

but by a committee who kept at it.

John K. Bennett, superintendent of the

Pullman Company, at Buffalo, and vice-chair

man of the Union Terminal Railroad Depart

ment, died July 27. Mr. Bennett had held the

office of superintendent for about twenty-five

years, during most of which time he was

officially connected with the railroad Associa

tion. He was unreservedly committed to the

Association movement, and lost no opportu

nity to further its interests. He was specially

interested in the religious work, and at the time

of his death was chairman of the Religious

Work Committee. His death is a severe loss

to the Buffalo Association.

A railroad secretary writes : "ASSOCIATION

MEN is coming to be of more and more benefit

to us, especially in the line of onr religious

work The articles on Conversational Evangel

ism, by Fred Goodman, were read by a number

of our workers, who organized a band of six

for the purpose of doing definite personal work

instead of talking about it, as is too often the

case. We started a little prayer list, putting the

names of the unconverted employees of the

building on the list. The colored bootblack,

who was becoming addicted to drink, was the

first man on the list and he was the first to ac

knowledge Jesus Christ as his Lord and Mas

ter. The next two on the list were the pool

boy and the pin-setter in the bowling alleys.

They have both started on a new life, and now

the only ones left of the employees are the

barber and two janitors. We are after them,

and when they give up, as we think they will

before a great while, we are about to start out

after other men. Our faith has been very much

strengthened by these developments and we

are encouraged to keep at it."



The Boys and Their Activities

The West Side Branch, New York, will

open this fall a course for office boys and office

assistants. Under first-class office men, the

practical use of first-class office equipment will

be taught, including telephone exchange, card

tion by the leader, and accepted with a few

words from the boys, who usually declared

his purpose to worthily wear the emblem.

Never in the history of the camp has there

been such a spirit among the boys, who have

THE BEGINNING

OF THEIR HIK

ING TOUR.

A Salt Lake Cily

party of 107 boys, vhj

walked 25 miles to

their camp in the

mountains, did their

ou-n camp cooking, and

ligidlv followed mili

tary discipline.

indexing, mimeographing and letter copying.

Another teacher will instruct in practical

arithmetic, business English and correspond

ence and geography, including city and trans

portation lines. Business courtesy will be em

phasized. The idea is to give boys now em

ployed, and those looking for positions, such

a training as is in demand in the best offices.

A new room has been added to accommodate

new clubs in burnt-wood, bent iron, scroll-saw

ing and electricity, under the leadership of

older boys and ex-members of the department.

The camera club has fitted up a new dark

room and has made an enlarging apparatus.

Members will make frames for the pictures

they have enlarged.

Camp Dudley, the New York State boys'

camp, struck an idea which worked for large

things in the discipline and spirit of the camp

of 150 boys. No one was allowed to wear the

camp emblem unless he had fairly won it.

These ten points to be won were outlined by

the leader, R. K. Kaighn: (1) Row to Ver

mont (three miles) ; (2) make something use

ful for camp; (3) swim fifty yards; (4)

stand hazing without flinching; (5) nature

study—identify fifteen birds, identify fifteen

trees, catch a fish eight inches long, or catch

and tame a chipmunk ; (6) win a point in

athletics or make any of the camp teams ; (7)

do something useful for camp; (8) a social

stunt, to take part in an entertainment, etc. ;

(9) climb mountain; (10) approval of lead

ers. Over one hundred boys worked for the

emblems. These were presented at a Saturday

night entertainment, with fitting commenda-

learned to consider and serve the good of all.

They have learned as well the spirit of justice

and what it means to fairly win their standing.

Undoubtedly the idea was derived from

Thompson Seton's honor code in Indian play.

The Adrian, Mich., Board of Education has

arranged for students of the high school to

have the use of the new Association gym

nasium, and that ten hours each week shall be

given by the physical director for instruction

for the payment of $400. The Association will

also participate in receipts from exhibitions

and games. In the agreement is this clause,

which is significant : "It is the intent of the

parties hereto to regard this agreement not in

the light of a purely commercial transaction,

but to consider it in some degree as an oppor

tunity to bring the work of the pub

lic schools and that of the Young Men's

Christian Association into close touch and

sympathy, enabling them to become mutually

helpful in all that makes for clean, strong

bodies, clear, healthy minds and right spirits."

Providence. R. I., introduced amateur sur

veying as a change from the regular round of

sports at the boys' camp. Such problems as

the running of a straight line, laying out an

acre of ground, computing the distance to an

island and getting the distance of passing ships

from land are worked out. Great accuracy

may not be obtainable with the home-made

apparatus used, but with that measurements,

and approximate distances are readily found.

About half the boys in camp became interested

in this work.

The New Jersey boys' camp had twenty
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MORRISTOWN'S LITERARY SOCIETY—ITS MEMBERS HAVE

ENTERED COLLEGE IN PREPARATION FOR

THE LAW AND MINISTRY.

eight Associations represented with 162 boys

and 47 leaders. Orange sent 52, Newark 29,

Paterson 27, Summit 18, Passaic 13, Montclair

and Freehold 10 each. They represented ten

denominations, including Roman Catholic,

Jewish and Christian Scientist. Twenty-three

of the boys were 12 years of age, 28 were 15,

35 were 14, 33 were 15, 24 were 16, 15 were 17

years of age. The party consumed 3,742 quarts

of milk, 3,253 pounds of meat and chicken,

1,655 loaves of bread and 789 pounds of sugar.

Easton, Pa., had eighty-eight boys in a two

weeks' camp, July 5-19, at Lake Poponoming,

the largest enrollment in the history of Camp

Hugh McA. Beaver. Pottsville and Allentown

boys were guests. A deep interest in the camp

was shown by parents and citizens generally.

The campers were housed in eleven tents and a

cottage besides the mess tent and kitchen. A

regular dailv inspection was made and each

group was graded on a percentage basis. The

points considered were: 1, Care of tent; 2,

drainage; 3, ventilation; 4, housekeeping; 5,

decoration. The banner with camp colors.,

awarded for highest merit each day, worked

wonders in keeping the camp neat and at

tractive. Professor Davison, of the Biological

Department of Lafayette College, spent some

time in the camp aiding the boys in natural

history studies, and in the evening gave illus

trated lectures.

Owosso, Mich., has organized a junior base

ball league, and claims to control the baseball

enthusiasm of that city and direct it in right

channels.

Charlotte, N. C., boys

camped for fifteen

days in the Blue Ridge

Mountains.

St. Louis ran Camp

Ozone four weeks, with

total attendance of 105,

and will enlarge it next

year

The Cam den and

Trenton, N. J., boys

camped August 2 to 16

on Marshall Island, one

of the largest islands

in the Delaware River.

New Brunswick boys

camped at Avon-by-

t h e - S e a. Plainfield

conducted their camp

at Tuxis Island, in the

sound. Lakewood had

a house at Beach

Haven.

Elgin, III., has pre

pared a ten-page sketch

of their summer emi

grant trips for boys, which is said to be of

practical value to those conducting such trips.

It may be had of the Elgin Association for 10

cents.

A party of Freeport, 111., boys tramped sixty-

two miles to the Mississippi, camped for ten

days, and walked back, making the return in

two days, every member coming back strong

and healthy.

This list of ten books for boys has been

popular with boys of the P. R. R. Department,

Philadelphia :

Half-back, by R. H. Barbour; Boys with

Old Hickory, by E. T. Tomlinson ; Tecumseh's

Young Braves, by E. T. Tomlinson ; Camp-

mates, by Kirk Monroe; Canoemates, by Kirk

Monroe; Huckleberry Finn, Adventures of, by

S. D. Clemens (Mark Twain) ; On the O'.d

Frontier, by W. O. Stoddard; By England's

Aid, by G. A. Henty; Wild Animals I Have

Known, by E. Seton-Thompson ; Sharp Eyes,

by W. H. Gibson.

Rockford, 111., camp, at Lake Kegonsa, was

called Camp Penfield, for Mrs. Mary H. Pen-

field, who donated the grounds on which the

Association building stands. Fifty-two were in

attendance.

Camp Darrell had 160 boys from Massachu

setts and Rhode Island and nearly as many

were at Camp Beckett, in the Berkshires ; Fall

River enrolled 40; Springfield, 85, and Norfolk

County, Mass., 100. A new and fine feature

in these States is a Pathfinders' Club for Bible

study, made up of boys who became Christians

at camp.



Department of Strength, Spring and Sinew

During the term of service of Dr. H. K.

Chadwick as physical director at Philadelphia,

69 members have been furnished for positions

in physical training for Associations, churches,

colleges, schools and institutions, 31 of whom

are now in the work. Last year seven men

took positions.

Whenever Scranton does anything in ath

letics, Physical Director Jackson sees that it

is done right. The first annual open amateur

athletic meet was

being held at Moo-

sic Lake when we

were on the press

with the August

issue. Five As

sociations, nine

colleges and other

educational institu

tions, and four

athletic clubs, in

cluding the Irish-

American, entered

the contests. Good

time was made in

the dashes and a

creditable showing

made in the field

events. Richard

Sheridan, cham-

pion hammer

thrower, gave a

fine exhibition,

hurling the weight

13u feet. A boys'

meet was conduct

ed in the morning

of the same day. Great credit is due the

Scranton Association for its grip on the ath

letics of that section of the country.

The annual meet of the Canadian Associa

tion Athletic League will be held in Ottawa,

September 15. Entries have been coming in

from all points and success is expected.

The Ottawa physical department has been

active during the summer months. Baseball,

football and tennis clubs were organized.

The football team won the city championship

for the third year, thus holding the trophy.

The baseball team is well up in the city league

and has a good chance of finishing on top.

The tennis club is running a handicap tourna

ment with entries from nearly every member

of the club.

There were over 100 men at Camp Iroquois

on Lake George this season. The camp is

conducted by Geo. F. Tibbetts, for men from

Washington, Maryland and vicinity. Most of

FOR OTTAWA WINNERS.

the number were not connected with Associa

tions.

The Indianapolis Association held its an

nual camp last month for two weeks on Lake

Wawasee for the seventh season. It was

marked by increased attendance, more row-

boats and* the use of a yacht. The men board

at a hotel but sleep in tents. Three outdoor

events were held during the month—a tennis

tournament, swimming races and boat races.

The latter two events took place on White

River. A few of the events were open to the

city. All contestants were required to register

in the Athletic League, Silver and bronze

medals were awarded in each event.

Fitchburg, Mass., has had the most success

ful season at its lake department at Whalom.

Crowds of young men daily enjoyed the privi

leges. Twenty-five tents are pitched on the

grounds which are delightfully located near the

boat-house. Open-air meetings were held all

summer at one of the parks. Also school-

house meetings in the out districts.

Rochester's most important feature during

the summer has been its Country Club. The

building was enlarged in June so as to accom

modate the increasing membership, and have

now the finest club on the river. Its location

is in one of the public parks, just next to the

public athletic field, where the Association

Field Days have been held. Two dual meets

were held with the Toronto West End Asso

ciation. They came here to Rochester July 8

with a company of eighteen athletes, and a re

turn meet was held in Toronto the 29th. In

both events the Torontos were victorious. They

are to be congratulated on having such a body

of first-class athletes. Besides this, the Associa

tion has been actively interested in the promo

tion of some extensive work. E. H. Robson,

who was an assistant director, was engaged

for the summer at one of the new departments

of the Playground League of the city. On

June 24 the Sunday-School Athletic League

ran off a very successful outdoor athletic meet;

another is scheduled for September. The

Association has been active in the promotion

of athletics in the public parks. The Park

Board left the matter almost entirely in

the hands of the Association and another ath

letic club in the city, and athletic meets were

held every other Saturday; the only prizes

given were ribbon badges. The Association

is trying to overcome the idea that men have

to have gold, silver or bronze medals to com

pete in athletics, and to make them see that

athletic sports should be undertaken for the

fun that there is in it, the same as basketball

or handball, rather than for the amount of

metal they can get out of it.
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The Physical Directors' Society

Since the Conference the Executive Com

mittee of the Society has been pushing plans

for the coming season. The committees an

nounced by the president, Dr. Fisher, are:

Executive Committee.—George J. Fisher, M.D., New
York; Mel B. Rideout, Secretary, Washington; Will

iam H. Ball, Detroit; J. E. Merritt, Montreal; A. W.

Brown, Grand Rapids; Fred West, New Orleans;

Harry Booth, Tacoma.

Religious Wotk.—C. H. Carey, Brooklyn; A. E.Gar

land, M.D., Boston; J. B. Modesitt. Milwaukee; C. W.

Hardy, Richmond; E. W. Wilder, Worcester.

Anthropometry.—W. W. Hastings, Springfield ; G. F.

Poole, M.D., New York; D. G. Lang, M.D., Trenton.

Nomenclature.—Henry F. Kallenherg, M.D., Chicago;

G. F. Poole, M.D., New York; J. E. Merritt. Montreal.

Graded Work.—George M. Martin, Toledo; A.

Wegener, Rochester; Elmer Berry, Springfield.

Competitive Athletics.—F. B. Barnes, Albany; A. G.

Douthitt, Seattle; C. R. H. Jackson, Scranton; J. H.

Crocker, Toronto; H. H. Buxton, Cincinnati; A.

Wegener, Rochester; J. S. Ford, Nashville.

A. P. E. A. Affiliation.—]. H. McCurdy, M.D.,

Springfield; W. W. Kinnicutt, M.D., Cleveland.

Extension Work.—W. E. Day, Dayton; M. I. Foss,

Brooklyn; S. A. Lewis, New York; H. R. Hadcock,

Winnipeg; A. W. Brown, Grand Rapids.

Research.—J. H. McCurdy, M.D., chairman, Spring

field; H. F. Kallenherg, M.D., Chicago; George J.

Fisher, New York.

Physical Directors' Study Course.—Robert McCast-

line, New York; W. W. Saunders, Schenectady; Fred

erick K. Knowles, M.D., New York.

Gymnastic Games.—C. T. Booth, Minneapolis; L. O.

Gillexby, Birmingham; E. W. Roehm, Columbus.

Local Arrangements and Transportation.—Fred A.

Henckel, Plainficld; S. Wales Dixon, Hartford; W. J.

Davison, Fall River.

Practical Talks.—C. E. Beckett, Washington; W. Y.

Reithard, Evanston; J. Y. Cameron, Buffalo; George

Henckel, Montclair.

A. A. U. Affiliation.—Wm. H. Ball. Detroit; H. Ham-

nett, Chicago; Fred West, New Orleans; F. B. Barnes,

Albany.

Personal Purity.—F. W. Scerlcy, M.D., Springfield;

W. H. Kinnicutt, M.D., Cleveland; A. K. Jones, In

dianapolis.

Bibliography.—John H. Scott, chairman, Brooklyn;

J. H. McCurdy, M.D., Springfield.

Periodical.—George J. Fisher, M.D., New York;

Louis Wclzniiller, M.D., New Y'ork.

The Committee on Anthropometry re

quests all physical directors to send du

plicate measurements of all physical examina

tions to Dr. W. W. Hastings, Springfield,

Mass. (who will furnish blanks free), at the

earliest possible moment, that the new "type"

charts may be pushed to early completion.

As to method of making measurements, see

American Physical Education Review, June,

1904, page 135, or send ten cents to Dr. Has

ting for report of Anthropometric Committee

A. P. E. A. Those who have not used this

method will kindly state method of taking

trunk length, breadth of shoulders, breadth of

chest, strength of legs and back, standing

height and girth of chest. For "pulse after

exercise," 20 to 25 full knee bends (squats)

are recommended, the number being deter

mined by the time-limit, which is strictly

thirty seconds. A monthly official publication

will be issued.

Every physical director is urged to join in

the important service which the society un

dertakes to render the entire work and

brotherhood, by its practical, suggestive pub

lications ; the extensive studies and researches

of its committees on the various phases of

physical department activities, and the care

fully considered plans for the unification and

advancement of the work.

If each director will aid these committees,

and especially if those who have not yet done

so will immediately join the society by send

ing membership fee of one dollar to the un

dersigned, a fund will be created which will

give splendid support to the committees and

enable them to present at the next conference

and through the publications material which

will greatly advance our wrork.

Washington, D. C. Mel b- Ru>eout.

A Traveling Library on Physical Education

A traveling library containing thirty-seven

of the best books on physical education has

been secured by the physical directors of In

diana through the Public Library Commission

of the State. The library was asked for early

in the year, and is now on its mission. The

following comprise the list :

How to Get Strong.

Practical Track and Field Athletics.

Practical Training.

Classified Gymnasium Exercises.

Gymnastics.

Code Book of Gymnastics.

How To

Handbook of Wrestling.

Manual for Physical Measurements.

Physical Education by Muscular Exercise.

Japanese Physical Culture.

Some First Steps in Human Progress.

Power Through Repose.

Fatigue

Adolescence (2 vols.).

Physical Training, A. A. A. P. E. Report.

Psychology and Psychic Culture.

Delsarte System of Expression.

Story of the Living Machine.

Physiology of Bodily Exercise.

Sound Bodies for Our Boys and Girls.

Methods of Teaching Gymnastics.

Hints to Gymnasts.

German-American Gymnastics.

Exercises on Horse, Bar and Parallels.

Handbook of Graded Apparatus Work.

Classified Indian Club Exercises.

Manual for Physical Measurements of Boys and

Girls.

Boy Problem.

Prompt Aid to the Injured.

Blood and Blood Pressure.

The Natural Way.

Special Kinesiology of Educational Gymnastics.

Foil and Sabre.

Other books which will be added are seven

volumes of conference reports of the A. A. A.

P. E. S. ; Health, Strength and Power; Ath

letics and Games of the Ancient Greeks; and

Physical Training, by Hartwell.



Chronicle and Comment

News from tha Associations, New and Workable Plans,

Are Requested for These 1'ages. Copy for the October

OVER FIFTY MEN WERE PRESENT AT THE CON-

ference of employed officers of the Pacific

Northwest at Portland, Ore. They came from

as far South as Los Angeles. Dr. Geo. J.

Fisher, William Knowles Cooper, Prof. Gra

ham Taylor and Judges Lindsay and Brown,

of the Juvenile Courts of Denver and Salt

Lake, were present. This is the beginning of

a Northwestern Training Institute. The topics

were timely, and dealt with problems and con

ditions of general character, as well as those

native to the States and territories West of the

Rockies. The meeting was characterized by can

dor and intensity. The older men were kept

busy with personal appointments between the

regular conference periods, the younger men

seeking counsel on religious, physical, social,

educational and boys' work, as well as on

buildings and campaigns for debts, current

expenses and equipment.

DULUTH, MINN., MEMBERS HAVE BEEN AT-

tending the Lewis and Clark Exposition in

special cars, stopping en route at the Yellow

stone Park for six days and visiting Seattle

and Spokane, and returning by Puget Sound,

Victoria and Vancouver.

THE ATTENDANCE AT SILVER BAY FOR AUGUST

has been 75 per cent, larger than any previous

year. The presence of and active participation

of such men as F. H. Andrews, J. B. Sleman,

Jr., Wm. H. Hollister, Jr., C. T. Kilborne,

George Arnold, C. W. Dietrich, E. W. Hearn,

A. M. Chesley, F. L. Willis, Dr. Daggett, and

the twenty or more Association leaders who

were instructors in the Institute, gave their

character to the place. The organization of

the hotel, the excellence of the table, the com

plete appointments, and the adaptation of all

of the facilities to the accommodation and

pleasure of an average of five hundred guests

has assured the enterprise of complete suc

cess. The committee will be obliged to limit

the attendance more closely to Association

men next year. The hotel will be open

through the month of September, the most

beautiful month of the year on Lake George.

There will be no special program during that

time beyond the attractions of the place as a

vacation resort.

MACON'S ROOF GARDEN HAS BEEN AN ATTRACT-

ive place during the summer. A band concert,

an evening with the phonograph, and open air

services Sunday afternoons have been among

the attractions. The boys' camp this season

was the best yet.

THE NEW ASSOCIATION, AT RED BANK, N. J.,

opened its doors on July 23 ; 500 people attend

ing the dedicatory service on Sunday afternoon,

and 600 attending the reception the next day.

The pool-tables have been in constant use every

Encouraging Features and Items of General Interest

Number Should Reach New York by September 18.

evening despite the warm weather, and almost

1,000 checks were collected from the use of the

tables in four weeks. New bowling alleys are

being installed. One hundred members have

paid, and 125 more have been voted in.

THE LAKE GENEVA INSTITUTE GROUNDS AT

Williams Bay, Wis., have been crowded from

the day of the college conference opening, June

16, when 480 men of the colleges and universi

ties of the Middle West met for ten days. The

sessions following have kept the tented

grounds full. The speakers and teachers dur

ing the season, numbering fully 100, gave in

struction and inspiration. The total registra

tion of visitors will exceed 2,000. Every con

ference this year exceeded previous record.

The enrollment numbered 120 at the Summer

Term, as many more at the volunteer work

ers' conference in August, and 117 at the older

boys' conference, while during August over

400 people were on the grounds enjoying va

cations under the most wholesome influences

by this lake, which is fairly called the most

beautiful lake of the Central West.

A. E. TURNER, EDUCATIONAL AND RELIGIOUS

secretary, of Omaha, Neb., will become general

secretary at the City of Mexico. George I.

Babcock, who went from Omaha three years

ago, will become national secretary. John Hay

Kuhns will go to Japan to teach English in

the government schools. One or two men

each year have gone from the Omaha Associa

tion to foreign fields. Three years ago Mr.

Babcock went to Mexico, two years ago W. W.

Lockwood went to Shanghai, China, and last

year D. Burr Jones went as army secretary to

the Philippines.

COLUMBUS, O., SHOWS AN INCREASE OF 167 IN

membership over last year, a total of 918; a

manual training department, electricity work

shop, literary society, etc., added to the boys'

department ; in the evening classes were 260

men, 83 of whom were mechanics. Rabbi

Klein made the anniversary address. He said :

"The Young Men's Christian Association takes

hold of the man who enters its ranks and seeks

to round out his character. It aims to enlarge

his intellectual horizon and widen his mental

outlook, and it tries to unfold his spiritual life.

It ameliorates conditions and improves men;

it opens up new opportunities and starts more

promising careers ; it creates higher ambitions

and helps to realize larger aims. In short,

many men it brings to see better days and a

better and brighter future. For this reason,

perhaps, more than any other, this noble insti

tution enlists the sympathy and ready support

of the people. It has mine. Though not one

of you, I am one with you, heart and soul, in

this work."
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MORRISTOWN, PA., MEMBERSHIP A YEAR AGO

was down to 113. It is now more than double

that number. A secretary was sent there a

year ago with his salary guaranteed by the

State Committee. Now twenty-one men give

$100 each. The meetings which then averaged

fifteen and twenty men now average 150.

There were no Bible classes ; now there are

three.

BRATTLEBORO, Vx., HAS CONDUCTED SUNDAY

evening open-air services through June, July

and August, with an average attendance of

740; also a similar service at Estyville, with

an attendance of 72. The musical part of the

program is the best. A large per cent, of the

audiences are made up of non-church at

tendants.

THE ATTENDANCE OF FORTY MEN AT THE

Canadian Summer Training Conference at

Lake Couchiching, near Toronto, has demon

strated that there is a demand for a summer

training conference in Canada. A three weeks'

course was given with the usual addresses for

physical directors and secretaries. Among the

teachers were Messrs. Gregg, Merritt, Crocker,

Copeland, Wilkie and Gordan. Charles R.

Sayre was in charge. Plans were made for the

coining year's program and a permanent camp

ing place will, if possible, be secured.

DULUTH, MINN., HAS FORMED AN ADVERTIS-

ing class, which it will open October 2. Julius

Schneider, of the Panton & White Co., will

be the lecturer.

DAYTON, OHIO, DESIRES TO LOCATE EDWARD

Normand James, who was assistant restaurant

manager and absconded with $300. He is a

shrewd, well-educated and traveled man, 37

years of age; an Englishman, 5 feet 3 inches

tall, gray eyes, wears glasses gold-rimmed, is

somewhat stooped, weighs 137 pounds, face is

pale and clean-shaven, hair brown with a tend

ency toward red. The Pinkertons are look

ing for him.

Gov. DENEEN WILL ADDRESS THE ILLINOIS

State convention at Bloomington, October

19-27.

THE ROOF GARDEN AT 23D STREET, NEW YORK,

has been a popular place during the summer.

Entertainments have been attended by 400

each night. The Association has been sending

men to speak in the churches Sunday evenings

during the summer, with large benefit to the

men.

ST. Louis CENTRAL is TO HAVE FRED SMITH

for a two days' conference September 17-18 at

Valley Park, a suburb—planning big things.

COLORADO HAD SIXTY MEN ATTENDING ITS AN-

nual Bible conference at Glen Park. The en

tire eight days were devoted to Bible study.

DURING THE PAST SEASON THE ST. Louis,

Mo., Central Branch held a short series o:

theater meetings. The central building is lo

cated about three and a half miles from tht

business section and the theater in which these

meetings were held was located at least this

distance from the building. This gave oppor

tunity of carrying on the regular work in the

building, so that Bible classes and the regu

lar men's meeting were left undisturbed A

special committee of 125 men outside the

regular working force was organized to han

dle the meetings. Thus there were interested

in a very definite way a large number of men.

The attendance was satisfactory, averaging

1,700. The results were large, but the conserving

of them was not effective. By another year we

will understand the situation better. The

committee feels that this series, while expen

sive, paid, and such a series will be held

again this coming winter. If in order to

hold theater meetings the Association was

compelled to close the regular work at the

building, would question the value of theater

meetings.

PORTLAND, ORE., HAS BEEN THE HEADQUAS-

ters for thousands of visitors attending the

Lewis and Clark Fair. The Educational De

partment has provided the following new

courses: Steam engineering, mineralogy and

mining, and American government Three

special schools, covering a period of eight to

twelve weeks, will also be conducted as fol

lows: School of Forestry, School of Insurance-

Institute for Poultry Raising. The growth of

the Bible study department for the past five

years makes the following showing:

No. of No. of Students

Year. Classes. Enrolled

1901 4 45

1902 15 IBS

1903 23 248

1904 20 334

1905 32 415

TORRINGTON, CONN., IS MAKING A STUDY OF

the social and religious conditions of men in

town as part of its summer work. At the dose

of the season's educational work a summer

class in English was opened for foreign-speak

ing men, principally Italians and Syrians. The

class meets two evenings each week, with a

large average attendance.

ASHEVILLE, N. C, WILL SPEND $2,400 ON A

steam-heating plant Contract has been

awarded and work will start immediately

Seventeen dormitories will be ready for rent

by September 1st.

THE OTTAWA, CANADA, ASSOCIATION WILL

have a class in accountancy this year, and will

prepare students for the Ontario chartered ac

countants' examination.
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AT THE ENCAMPMENT OF THE FIRST RECI-

ment of the National Guard of North Carolina,

held near Charlotte, about 1,000 letters were

written in the association tenl during the week,

and reading matter in abundance was provided.

CHARLOTTE, N. C., is MAKING EXTENSIVE IN-

terior improvements during the summer

months. The rooms are being arranged, and

the reception hall beautified and lightened by

frescoing and refinishing the woodwork.

Choice pictures have been purchased for the

parlors. J. Ralph Seidner, physical director,

who has been seriously ill for two months with

typhoid fever, is recovering.

T. D. PATTON, FORMERLY SECRETARY IN INDIA,

asks subscribers to ASSOCIATION MEN to send

their copies, when read, to the secretaries in

the foreign field. He says "Even if out of date

they can be used to advantage out there. They

will be a great help."

MYRON J. JONES HAS BEEN CALLED AS EDUCA-

tional director at Washington, and will com

bine publicity work with the duties of that po

sition. He will also have an assistant

SYMPATHY OF ASSOCIATION SECRETARIES WILL

be extended P. M. Colbert, secretary at Win-

sted-Salem, N. C., whose wife died after a very

brief illness two months after their wedding

day.

BERWICK. PA., HAS FOUND THAT 47 PER CENT.

of its members board ; 73 per cent, are em

ployed by the American Car and Foundry

Company; 194 are under 20 years of age, and

only 25 of its 440 members are over 40. Only

33 per cent, are married. The privileges of

membership are supplied at 39 per cent, of their

cost.

JOHN COI.DWELL, SECRETARY AT HINTON. W.

Va., has lost the sight of one eye and the other

is much impaired. He has been granted a

three months' leave of absence.

GEORGE GI.EASON, ARMY SECRETARY IN JAPAN,

and his family have been sent to Ncwchwang

for several months to help supervise the Army

work in Manchuria. It shows no signs of let

ting up. Hibbard is back in Tokio, helping in

army work at headquarters.

MR. GALEN M. FISHER, NATIONAL SECRETARY

for Japan, Mrs. ITihbard. and Mrs. Phelps' pa

rents (Prof, and Mrs. Ward), sailed August 30

from Seattle. Mr. Fisher secured three fine

Princeton met at Northfield to pn to Osaka,

Kyoto and Kobe to tench English and Bible

classes, and be assistant secretaries generally,

on self-supporting basis. They are J. E. Steen.

D. W. Edwards and J. S. Burgess.

BILLIARDS AND POOL ARE TO BE A PART OF THE

permanent equipment of the West Side De

partment, Chicago. September 1. 1904. four

nool and two billiard tables were rented by

the department as a six-months' experiment.

Experience proved 10 conclusively that the

tables were such a great membership attrac

tion and such an aid in keeping men busy, so

great a means of creating a fraternal and social

atmosphere, that the committee decided to pur

chase all six of the tables. Andrew J. Graham

presented the Association with one of the bil

liard tables and the rest were immediately

bought. The tendency on the part of some of

the members to use these privileges in objec

tionable ways is reported as very small, and

entirely within the control of the management

HAMILTON, OHIO, DOOBLED ITS MEMBERSHIP

in thirty days after putting in new baths and

renovating the entire building. Oilcloth signs

on the side of the city sprinkling wagons are

being used to advertise the night school. The

daily papers each run a standing notice free

of charge in a prominent place. Three fin?

bowling alleys are being placed in a building

erected for them; total cost, $3,000. The city

furnishes free light for electric signs.

A MEETING OF BUSINESS MEN HAS BEEN HELD

in Traverse City, Mich., at which a presenta

tion of the Association work in this and other

States was made with the stereopticon. A

committee of five was appointed to formulate

plans for a canvass for sufficient funds with

which to erect a modern Association building

adequate to the needs of the city. This can

vass will probably be made in the fall. If suc

cessful, and the men on the committee are a

guarantee against failures, an Association wil!

be organized.

MORRISTOWN, TENN., is HOLDING ITS SUNDAY

afternoon services in near-by country churches.

Bible and mission classes were features of the

summer work. A week of evangelistic service*

for men and an institute by Mr. Elliott are

plans for the early fall. Athletics are controlled

by the Association.

CHARLES B. JAMISON, GENERAL SECRETARY

of Terre Haute, Ind., who was one of the Indi

ana delegates to the Paris Conference, returned

recently from three months' further travel in

Europe, in company with his wife and older

daughter.

SOUTH LORAIN MADE A HIT WITH MILL MEN

by giving out 1,000 cotton caps, on which were

printed "Try the Y. M. C. A. for a good Bath

or a Swim." The plan proved "a winner." The

men in the shops pay more attention to an ad

vertisement on something which they can

utilize than to the ordinary prospectus. For

two years the Association used the motto cal

endars with good results.

AT THE ROCKFORD, ILL., CHAUTAUQUA, OPEN

two weeks, the Association maintained a large

tent on the grounds, supplied with games,

magazines, books, organ and beds for the ac

commodation of all men and bpy_s who at

tended Thousands used it.



Are You

Brainy

Enough?

If so, stick to the food you are using.

If not, look carefully to the reason.

Brain matter wears away each day.

Signs of nervous prostration show when the food fails to

build back the daily loss.

Phosphate of Potash (from the field grains, not the drug

shop), with Albumen and water, makes the soft gray filling of

the brain.

The first two are found in

Qrape=Nuts,

the food, predigested in cooking at the pure food factories and

ready for instant service with cream.

This food does rebuild the brain.

Trial proves.

Read the little book, " The Road to Wellville," found in each pkg.

«*» mention AMrt**MTtow MPN wh^n •writing
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The membership at Chicago Central

now 4,758. The fee is $15. The total mem

bership receipts are $85,000. In July, 51 per

cent, of the membership expirations were re

newed, the largest percentage yet recorded.

The junior membership is 665, almost all join

ing for gymnasium privileges.

W. M. Wood, of the Chicago Association,

will have the direction of the boys' social and

affiliated movements, of all public reports and

records, in addition to superintending the edu

cational work of the Association.

When leaving Atlanta, July 30, D. E.

Luther was shown how much the men of At

lanta thought of him. The Fred B. Smith

Club of personal workers presented him with a

choice Bible, his associates gave him a fine

camera, the members of the Association and

his Sunday-school gave him valuable presents,

and, at the farewell service he conducted, nine

men became Christians.

Stratford, Ont., has called J. W. Ward

to its secretaryship. Mr. Ward was a public

school-teacher and has been a director of the

Association for two years.

A Music Teachers' Association met in a

hall in the West and afterwards had much to

say about its filthiness as follows : "We cannot

blame music lovers and other artistic folk for

perceiving a lack of harmony in their surround

ings. Perhaps the lawyers will not notice it.

They are used to courtrooms. But even the

modern courtroom is not dirty and dingy. Let

the Y. M. C. A. hall be made at least clean

and cheerful."

SECRETARIAL REGISTER

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

Archibald, L. W., to Charlottetown, P. I. E.
Batchelor, W. C, Bellevue, Pa., res.
Birchard, H. L., to Xenia, O.
Brown, R. R., Marysville, Ky.
Burgess, G. E., Ennis, Tex., to North Platte, Neb.
Converse, H. B., Reading, Mass., res.
Champion, E. R., Marinette, to fond du Lac, Wis.
Chambers, J. E., to Ellis, Kan.
Day, C. A., Bay City, Mich., res.
Davis, A. B., St. Thomas, Ont., to Woodsville, \ II.
Duckies, to C. & E. I. K. R. Dept., Chicago.
Fleming, Geo., Coldwater, Mich., to St. Thomas. Ont.
Forbes, G. A., to Salem, Ore.
Fuller, W. H., Woodsville, N. H.. to Mechanics-

ville, N. Y.
Gossom, R. H., to Watsonville, Cal.
Goodwin, E. M., Richmond, to Dept. Elmira, N. Y.

(R.R.).
Horn, W. A., Winnipeg, to Calgary Alberta.
Hawkins, Samuel R., to Marysville, Ky.
Kettle, Edwin, Buffalo (R. R.), to Douglas, Ariz
Laumaster, W. D., Danville, Pa., res.
McAllister, H. P., Worcester, to Westfield, Mass.
Mcliinney, H. C, Boise, Idaho, to Everett, Wash
McNelly E D., West Side, Chicago, to Mansfield', O.
Meier, Ad. E., Gcr. Br., St. Louis, Mo., res.
Miller, to Delaware County, N. Y.
Stevenson, P., Dixon, 111., res.
Schroeder, 1. G.. to Genesee St., Buffalo.
Shcppard. Jul North Platte. Neb;, to Helper. Utah.
Stall.ngs, W. S., to Cent. Dept., Baltimore, Md.
Traxel, C. P.. Bowling Green, Ky.. res.
Voorhees, H. P.. to Mauch Chunk. Pa.

w«t, F. H., Brooklyn, to Grand Rapids, Mich.

IS ASSISTANT SECRETARIES.

Brainerd, T. M., Hudson, N. Y., to Pensacola, I"la.
Converse, H. B., Reading, Mass., to Bridgeport, Conn.

Conrad, S. H., to Hagerstown, Md., R.R.
Gilman, G. B., to Somerville, Mass.

Garni, L., Sterling, to Jacksonville, III.
Harter, W. L., Owosso, Mich., to Chicago, 111.
Hackenbury, E. ]., to Newark, N. J.
Giddings, H. M., Grand Rapids, to Nashville, Tenn.
Jeffers, H. A., to Muscatine, la.
Jarrett, B. J., to Chicago Central.

Kernoghan, J. H., to Salamanca, N. Y.
Kingsbury, G. W., to Minneapolis, Minn.
Laughlin, C. G., to Akron, O.
Leavitt, W. A., Woodstock, to Toronto, Ont.
Masters, L. S., Hagerstown, Md. (R. K.), res.
Mororg, W. F., to Poplar Bluff, Mo.
Moseley, A. E., to Nevada, Mo.
Marvin, S. M., to Nashville, Tenn.
McDonald, W. L., Rock Island, to Elgin, 111.
Price, R. J., Boston (R. R.), to Montreal (R. R.).

Putnam, L. A., Buffalo, to Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sharpc, Jesse, Charleston, S. C, res.

Stciner, J. A., to Pros. Pit. Br., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Van Epps, F. M., Chicago Central, res.
Waller, N. T., to Baltimore, Md.
Wentworth, C. N., Nevada, Mo., res.
Wolf, C. L., to Grand Rapids, Mich.

PHYSICAL DI RECTORS.

Ball, W. H., Springfield, Mass., to Detroit, Mich.
Hattersby, L. H., Missoula, Mont.
Dye, W. B., Marshalltown, la. (R. R.), res.
Glover, T. F., to Derby, Conn.
Horton, H. K., Saratoga, to Kalamazoo, Mich.
Harris, H. G., to Y. M. I., New York.
Huntington, J. B., Asheville, N. C, res.
Keim, A. S., Memphis, to Knoxville, Tenn.
Klase, W. H., Shamokin, to Oil City, Pa.
Lee, P. W., Seattle, to Everett, Wash.
Ludwig, A. O., Marietta, O.. to Newark, O
Maxwell, J. T., Springfield, Mo., to Keokuk, la.
Meermans, H. L., to Washington, Pa.
Norman, W., to Wausau, Wis.
1'ierson, F. E., Knoxville, Tenn., res.
Perry, C. A., Woonsocket, R. I., to Melrose, Mass-
Randal, N. P., to Montclair, N. J.
Schroeder, E. G-, to Marshalltown, la.
Sherwood, F. D.. Kalamazoo, Mich., re>.
Wells, L., to Adrian, Mich.
Wagner, R. C, Dubois, to Shamokin, Pa.

BOYS' WORK DIRECTORS

Caldwell, Thos. S., Riverside, Cal., res.
Effner, W. B., Schenectady. N. Y., res.
Gannett, G., Boston Mass., res.
Goodhue, J. A., to Washington, D. C.
Hab, W. S., to Portland, Ore.
Lewis, H. H., Bloomington, 111., to Des Moines, la.
Lewis, L. T., Aurora, 111., to Riverside, Cal.
McDonald, L. L-, Rock Island, to Elgin, 111.
Rutledge, A. E., Denver, to New Haven, Conn.

EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORS.

Easton, Wm. O., to Philadelphia Central.
French, R. C, to Salt Lake City, Utah.
Holmes, A., to P. R. R., Philadelphia, Pa.
High, W. W., to Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jones, M. J., Mansfield, O., to Washington, D. C.
Landis, G. B., to Ohio State Com.
Orner, G. D., to W. Side Br., New York City.
Smellie, H. B., to St. Joseph, Mo.

ASSOCIATION CALENDAR

STATE CONVENTIONS.

Maritime Conv., Charlottetown, P. E. I., Sept. 14-17.
Massachusetts and Rhode Island, Westfield, Mass..

November 10-12.
New York, Troy, February 22-26.
Tennessee, Clarksville, October 26-29.
Virginia, Norfolk, February 15-18.

COUNTY CONVENTIONS.
Irauquier County, Warrenton, Va., September 9-11.

Greene County, Jefferson, la., September 22-24.
Monmouth County. Long Branch, N. J., October 14-l.V
Franklin County, Richford, Vt., November 8-5.

OTHER CONFERENCES.

Railroad Conference, Detroit. Mich., Sept. 28-Oct. 1.
Student Federation Conference, Nashville, Tsnn.. Feb
ruary 28-March 4.

New Jersey, Camden, October 27-29.

BOYS' DEPARTMENT CONFERENCES * '
Virginia, Newport Newt, November 24-26.
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